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PREFACE.

Thb

thirteenth Tolume of this

work embiaces the CommentarieB on the

Pxophetioftl

Books of

Bsekiel and Daniel.
I.

The Commentaiy on Ezbkibl was prepared (1878) by

BobbOder, Pastor

and great pulpit

academio career, took iho d^iee of B.D.

abilities.

was well

W.

J.

and continued

intended to devote himself to an

similar to that of

Lanob,

issuing

b^^ a

a volume om

But when the celebrated Dr. F. W. Krummacheb removed

received.

from Elberfeld to Beriin

He

{Lie. Theol.\ in the TJniveisity of Berlin, and

Gommentaiy on the Old Testament somewhat

successor,

friend, the Ber. F.

of the First Beformed Church at Elberfeld, a gentleman of thorough theologi-

cal education, sound views,

Genesis, which

my

(in 1847),

Mr. Schr5dbb, on his reoommendation, was selected his

in this pastoral charge

till

He

his death, in February, 1876.

looked

forward with great interest to the appearance of the English translation of his work, on which

he spent much labor and

The English

edition

care.

was intrusted to the Bev. Dr. Faibbairn, of Glasgow, one of the fathers

and founders of the Free CSiurch of Scotland, and himself the author of a valuable Commentary

on Ezekiel, as well as other well known theological works. '

But he had

associated with

him

his pupil

Scotland, who, in connection with

The

His lamented death delayed i^e work.

friend, the Bev.

two other Scotch

of Cardross, and the Bev. Sinclaib

the task.

and

Wm. Findlat, M.A.,

ministers, the Bev.

Manbon, M.A., Free Church

of Larkhall.

Thomas Cbbbab, M.A.

College, Ghisgow, completed

translation has been executed as follows:

Bev.

Wm. Findlat,

Bev.

THoa Cberab,

pp.

1-179.

180-^0.

Bev. Dr. Pairbairn,

241-381, (dose of chap. XXXIV).

Bev. S. Manson,

831-402.

WM

bom in Janniuy, 1806, and died August 6, 1874. S«e tlie Biographioal Sketch by Prof.
sacoemorX in the " Monthly Record at the Free Charch of Scotland, for Oct. 1, 1874, pp. S17-918,
tod the Memoir prefixed to Faibbazbu's *' Pastoral Epistles,'* Edinbuyh, 1976.
1 I>r.

Fatbxcx FAiBBAiBir

DovoLAfl, D.D.

(hifl

'"*
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PBEFAOB.

Many of the

additions,

which are nnmeroas, have been extracted from Dr. Faibbairn*b Gom-

mentaiy and from his manosoript

notes.

His forte lay in the deyelopment of principles and com*

prehensiye yiews rather than in critical notes and details.
literature of Ezekiel (p. 80), the Tision of the

Cherubim

77-78), the 890 days (p. 81), the abominations in the
(p. 151),

chief additions are

on the Engh'sh

(pp. 52-54), the symbolical actions (pp.

Temple

(pp. 104-106),

Noah, Daniel and Job

the marriage union of Jehovah and Israel (pp. 161-162), the Jewish Sabbath

Prince of Tyre (pp. 262-268), the Assyrian cedar
diyine promises in Chape.
especially

XXXIV-XXXVn

on the vision of the Temple

IL The Commentary on Danibl

Lamqb

The

already

know

is

(p. 284),

(p. 197),

the

(p. 818),

the

(pp. 872-873),

and

the image of the Shepherd

(pp. 852-868),

Gog and Magog

(pp. 489-444).

the work of Prol Z(^ckler (1870),

whom

the readers of

as one of the largest and ablee^t contributors to the Old Testament part of

Commentary.

this

The English

edition of

Danibl

is

the work of the Rev. Dr. Strong, of

Seminary, aided by the Bev. G. Miller, B.D., of Walpach Centre, N.
first

draft of the translation.

and

Critical Notes,

Dr. Strong has inserted the

and has made

all

Biblioal

J.,

Drew

Theological

who prepared

Text with

its

the

emendations

The most extensive

the additions to the Commentary.

of

these are the synoptical view of Daniel*s prophecies, in tabular form, given in the Introduction,
originally prepared

Dr.

by Dr. Strong for another work, and the excursus on the Seventy Weeks.

Strong has everywhere added

ially

those of Dr.

the interpretations of later or unnoticed Commentaries, espec-

Kbil and Moses Stuart.

to the genuineness of certain parts of Chap.

He

differs

from the German author with respect

XI (vers. 5-89), and hopes he

complete integrity of the text, as well as cleared up those
confessedly left unsolved.

Dr.

ZOckleb

himself admits, in

difficulties
tiie

has fully vindicated the

which the author has

Preface, that his doubts con-

cerning Chap. XI. are purely subjective, (the supposed anaiogia vinofiU prophetiecB,) and that tha
external testimonies are all in favor of the integrity of the text

PHILIP SCHAFF.
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THE PROPHET EZEKIEL
INTRODUCTION.
§

1.

NAME OF THE PROPHET, AMD

In Hebrew, JSchecb^Sl ; according to the Greek

MEANING.

tranalatioii, Jezeki-el

name ;

form, Jeieki-elos, as JoeephuB also writea the

ITS

;

in Sirach in Grecised
;

Lather,

pjn^ (Geseniua).

In the

in Latin (Vulgate), £zechi-el

Heseki-eL
is

^{jrrp

a compound either of ^K ptTV

(Ewald) or of

^

former case the meaning of the name, according to prevailing linguistic usage, would be the
" God Visti-ong (firm)*' (Hengstenberg "or he in relation to whom God
:
becomes strong *') ; in the other case the name of the prophet would mean " God strengtherts,^*
'*
I.e. " whom God makes firm (hardens) '* (Baumgarten
whose character is a personal confirmation of the strengthening of God ''). The verb ptn may be compared with iax^v (/ox*'?)*
*^U> he strong;'* in its radical meaning it has a transitive character (**to straiten," **to
press," "to make firm," "to fetter").
HiUer in the Onomasticon sacrum translates the
name Ezekiel: Deus prxvalebit; and a similar explanation is given by Witsius also (Treatise,
intransitiye one

:

:

:

De

Propketis in capt. BabyL, MisceU, 8. i. 19, 6), J. H. Michaelis, and others.
The names of the prophets have their providential element, so that they may produce the
impression of emblems in word. What the character of the time is in the divine judgment
and the special task of the prophet, his calling from God, and therefore also his comfort
against men, appear to have found expression in the name.
" Like all the names of the canonical prophets, the name of Ezekiel also is not such a
name as he had borne from hb youth, but an official name which he had assumed at the

beginning of his calliDg " (Hengstenberg).

When
we

passages like chap.

arrive at

no further

i.

8,

iii.

result than

prophetic order in general,

14 in Ezekiel are quoted for the explanation of his name,

something

—this compulsion of

what may be said distinctively of the
human i^irit by the Spirit of God, as a
God were 0tp6fAt»ot vv6 v»fvfA»ros Ayiov^

like

the

The holy men of
them along with Him (Ezek. iii. 14), proved Himself first of all in
themselves to be the strong God. But while " the hand of Jehovah was upon him," and
was stroi^g upon him," there is besides a distinctive, peculiar element in Ezekiel, as conresult of superior divine power.

2 Pet. L 21

;

God

carried

**"

trasted

e.g.

with Jeremiah (comp. his

case of Jonah.

when
is

The

first

appearance, Jer.

interpretation of the

passages like chap.

iii.

8,

i.

4-7, xx. 7), or even as in the
individual aspect only

name assumes a more

9 are also taken into consideration.

accordingly the mission of our prophet, the counter-hard he

is

Hard

against hard (ptri)i

God stands fast

to His purpose, alike as respects judgment and as respects salvation
stamp of the time according to God in the name of Ezekiel, the objective programme
of his mission for those to whom he is sent, and let the heathen abo know it And for the
accomplishment ci such a task God strengthens him (t^e subjective side), t.e. in conformity
with his natiure, which is, of course, of another type from that of his parallel Jeremiah (§§ 2,
4). Ezekiel has not the "tender heart" and "soft disposition," but is "an individuality
Where the^
already endowed by nature with admirable strength of mind " (Hiivemick).
man is tron, the divine preparation consists in this, that God makes him steel, hardens him, {
will.

v-

to be according to God's)

this is the

—lends to his natural power and energy the
(is) salvation,

God

(is)

consecration of a su>ord of

God

(Isaiah

= God

gracious; Eiekiel=God (is) hard).
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—

EZEKIEL.
Appendix. — " We may suppoee

that pious parents in those very corrupt times wished to
it to their children by bestowing on them names so
significant that God will support the pious with His might, and carry Uirough the covenant
of His grace with His strong hand " (Witsius).
" The name is borrowed from the invincible
might of Grod and our Saviour, and our prophet was able to comfort and fortify himself,
against all temptations and difficulties in his office by the mere remembrance even of his
name and its meaning** (J. H, Michaelis). *'This prophet strengtheaed and fortified the
souls of the Isradites^ and on this account he was so named through Divine Providence from
his birth ; i.e. he was to express the might and strength of God, which He would manifest in
the future redemption. For the prophets* names were by no means given them at the will
and pleasure of their parents, but they got such names from above, Sirough Divine Providence, as corresponded with their sphere of activity and their deeds ** ( Abarbanel). " God, the
Strong, imparts power, gives strength and continuance. Thus might, power, strength from the
hand which alone is strong; witli human impotence nothing is ever done** (W. I^umann).
** Many
explain the name of the prophet in this way : * he who is strengthened by the Lord ; *
others in this way : * he who holds fast to God
and the man who will discharge his office
with success must be strengthened by the Lord, for mere natural strength is too powerless
to bear such a burden and to withstand the violence of the enemy.
Let a man therefore
hold fast to Gk)d, in order that he may overcome through the power of the Most High ; let
**
do so with prayer, in order that his work may have a blessed result (J. F. Starck).

and to recommend

testify their faith

—

:

—

;

*

Wm

§

As

is

2.

HIS POSITION

AMONG " THE FOUR GREATER

well known, the acceptance of four so-called

*'

PROPHETS.*'

greater prophets,** including Daniel

as such after Ezekiel, in Luther*s translation of the Bible, rests on the precedent of the

Vulgate, which in this had been anticipated by the Greek translation of the LXX. and also
editions and MSS. of the Hebrew Bible reckon only three U^jn}

by Josephus, while the

Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel
If

—

—and place Daniel among the D^31D3*

the designation of the

**

greater

**

prophets has a mere outward reference to the size

of their books which have

come down

then also added

We have here the fourfold Old

the fourth.

to us, a deeper instinct has combined the threey and

Testament gospel.

codices (comp. W. Neumann on
and Ezekiel and Isaiah follow him, of which
**
As the books of Kings (being those which precede)
close with the devastation, and the whole of Jeremiah is occupied with the devastation, and
as Ezekiel on the other hand ends with comfort, and Isaiah is wholly comfort,** the Talmudists
bad joined ** devastation with devastation, and comfort with comfort,**—gives no help indeed
to a deeper understanding of the connection, but we see, although this order of succession
differs from the Rabbinical one of the Masoretic text, in the one case as in the other a
prophetic triad, and that consisting of the same persons.
The one arrangement is pre-

The

fact that in the Talmud, as in

Jeremiah, pp. 10 sqq.), Jeremiah is the
Eimchi gives this as the explanation :

German and French

—

first,

dominantly according to content^ the other is chronological.
The Calwer Handhuch thus expresses itself " Ezekiel forms with Isaiah and Jeremiah
While Isaiah exhibits the servant of God marching along in exalted
a glorious triad.
greatness, and Jeremiah exhibits him gently admonishing, silently suffering, Ezekiel is the
one who, in the first place, breaking in pieces the hard hearts with the hammer of the law,
represents the strict inexorable judge, but thereafter, pouring soothing balm into tlie open
wounds, approves himself as the healing physician.
Faith, love, hope, would be a suitable
inscription over these three prophetic books also.**
Whether, then, we make the ascent from Isaiah with the Rabbins, or to Isaiah with the
Talmudists, in either arrangement Ezekiel has Jeremiah as a neighbour ; and consequently
for his position in the triad this juxtaposition, which is also otherwise confirmed (§ 3), is
What Jeremiah's policy of the kingdom of God is in its melancholy
first of all to be noticed.
way, in presence of the temple and while still in the holy city, that same is the choleric^
'*
Humble yourselves
Ezekiel, far from the sanctuary among those already carried away.
so runs the
Hierefore under the mighty hand of God, that He may exalt you in His time,*^
:

—

preaching of both,
full

harmonious note ; thus an announcement of judgment, of the
just as Calvin says, that ** God has made Jeremiah and Eiekiel

this is their

meaaore of punishment ;

of Michael Angelo on the roof of the Sittine Chapel it correctly described by H.
**
with the upper part of the body eagerly bent forward, the
Life of Michael Angdo,
light hand stretched out in th« act of demonBtrstion, holding in the left an unrolled parchment ; it is
ai if on9 saw the thoughts chasing on9 another in his mind.'*
^

Th% Biekiel

Orimm

in

kb
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tbe instrameiitB of amhigning the Jews ai guilty, and of holding up before them the sentenco
of oondemnation/* *
But if Ezekiel is parallel with Jeremiah^ he may also further, like him, be made to
approach Isaiah.
In a theologici^ point of view, Christ is certainly above all and the
beginning of the way of God with sinners, Ood's will and purpose from eternity.
The
<* sanation of Jehovah,*^ therefore, takea the lead among
the prophets also, and Inaiah has
his place before Jeremiah.
Historically, on the other hand, Christ appears as the end of the
law ; where sin abounded, grace did much more abound ; and out of the curse on Israel came
the blessing to all nations.
This is, ax far as the law is concerned, the historical transition,

and

in fact that

from

Ezekiel to Isaiah,

Ezekiel, not merely does the

For, as

judgment sUmd

is

fast,

included in the meaning of the

but

name

likewise stands fasi

the salvation

through God.
*^
As Isaiah has the calling to bring the word of Jehorah to Israel at the time when the
necessity of the judgment of the captivity to be suspended over them had publicly manifested
itself, and as Jeremiah discharged the prophetic office when this great and fearfnl turn oi
affairs burst forth upon the city of Jerusalem and the house of David, so Ezekiel has the
prophetic calling to introduce personally the stiff-necked bouse of Israel into their thousand
(^^As Isaiah
yean' school of trial into the wilderness of the heathen" (Bamngarten).
proclaims the wrath of God in words of thunder, and Jeremiah wails in deep plaintive tones,
so Ezekiel spreads out a multitude of splendid pictures, like banners, under which the
scattered people are again to gather and comfort themselves, above aJl the pctnre of the
ideal temple.
With Isaiah, power of inteUect predominates; with Jeremiah, depth of
feeling ; with Exekiel, fancy.'' Wolfg. Henzel.)

—

If, finally, we add
and with respect to

Isaiah his position

greater prophet, then

we have again a

to the position of our prophet in the triad with respect to Jeremiah

mth

and additional
of Ezekiel with Jeremiah

respect to Daniel, the fourth

parallelism.

The

parallel

has reference to their Uibours inwardly among Israel ; the parallel of Ezekiel with Daniel has
reference to their labours outwardly upon the heathen. What is the case with Daniel iu an
eztraordinary

way and

KebnchadnezEar, that

is

in subordination

to

his official

EzekieVs ordinary calling and

stances of the theocracy in

itself

position in
*'

office,

the world-empire of

It is not

merely the circum-

that Ezekiel keeps in his eye,'* says Havemick, **but also

meant that we should clearly
and proudest nations of the
earth, the relation of that heathenism, which was certainly and for ever sinking, to that
theocnu^, which was at present indeed in a vanquished condition, but yet was ripening for
an everlasting victory over the world."
Comp. the article Prophetenthum des A, T., by
Oehkr.
(Herzog, J&icycL xiL pp. 230 sqq.) Richter: *' Ezekiel encounters the heathen
its

relation to the heathen world, chap, xxv.-xxxii.

perceive

by means

It is

of his word, directed to the mightiest, wisest,

—

symbolism of Babylon, just as Daniel encounters the heathen magic of the Chaldeans."
§ 8. THE CIRCUMSTAKCES OP BIS LIFE, INCLUDING

WHAT

IS

TRADITIONAL.

(The name occurs
Jenemiah and Zechariah also.
again in 1 Chron. xxiv. 16 in a priestly- Ijcvitical connection.) His father is called (chap.
L 8) **Btm' the priest,"' of whom Holy Scripture relates nothing else. Witsius connects
the name ^tlX '*
my insult," with the time, which was *' full of disgrace and shame.*'
Jewish curiosity has discovered Jeremiah concealed under that name, who, as is alleged, was
called ^'a despised one," and was Ezekiel's father.
It passes current general^ with the
Jews at a rule : that the fathers of the prophets also must have been prophets, if we find
them mentioned by name in the Holy Scriptures.
Eiekiel

was of

priestly extraction, like

^

His extraction, and that firom '^the more respectable priestly families," is evidenced,
ftooording to I&vemick, **also by that closer relation in which the prophet (chap, zi.)
appean to have stood to the more distinguished members of the prie8th(x>d.'' Ewald : ** Ab
these, the firat of the exiles, were in general only richer or more respectable Israelites : he

—

Umbreit drawi » parallel between Ecekiel and Jeremiah in the following way :— "Both of
but Jeremiah is only a prophet ; Ezekiel does not even in a strange land put off the
priestly costome, and roots himself fiimly in strictly Levitical ordinance, although he gives it a
new form in a free spirit Jeremiah is more the prophet of the Beformed Church development
Eiekiel represents outwardly the system of priestly continuance of Oatholioum."
* Unless by
p^n (Hengstenbexg* Bunsen) Eiekiel himse^ is to be designated as the "priest among
priestly descent,

the prophets.**
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besides from that branch of Levi to which, in preference to the ordinary Levitee, the
peculiar prieetly dignity belonged, chap. i. 3, vii. the sons of Zadok, chap. xl. 46, xliii. 19,
xliv. 10, 16, xlv. 3 sqq., xlviii. 11 ; oomp. 1 Kings i. sqq."

Bom

kingdom of Judah, in the reign of King Josiah, he lived there till he wab
His childhood and youth fall accordingly into the period of the
following kings: Josiah (the Pious); Jehoahax, whom Pharaoh Necho sent captive to
Egypt after three short months; Jehoiakim, the ungodly vassal of Egypt; and Jehoiachin,
who reigned only three months and ten days. The *' captivity of King Jehoiachin ** is with
Ezekiel from the commencement (chap. i. 2) and throughout an event of such moment,
besides, he designates it expressly (chap. xl. 1) as " our captivity,"—that he was without
doubt among those who were at that time carried captive to Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar
(2 Kings xxiv. 14 sqq.).

carried

in the

away

into exile.

He belonged, accordingly, not to
(pKiVoy H^). If we take I

mean people who remained behind in the
26 sqq. as not merely a New Testament i)oint of
Tiew, then the choice of Ezekiel as a prophet is certainly interesting. If we fall in with
the view, that a cerUiin externality and splendour is proper to the Old T^tament everywhere,,
then the prophet who is to be reckoned with the more distinguished Jews shares this Old
Testament peculiarity.
Certainly the Chaldeans took not only what had importance at
regards rank, influence, property, power, and skill, but, if not " above all,'' yet
addition^
the more spiritual portion of the nation with them, for which Hengstenberg makes Jer. xxiv«
pass as a proof. This happened about the year B.G. 599 (Winer, 598 ; Bunsen, 597).
land

the x>oor and
Cor.

i.

m

Josephus,

who certainly makes a mistake in the outset in asserting
away under Jehoiakim, designates hhn as tm1( &p at

that Ezekiel was

the time, which
Baumgarten (Herzog, Real-Encyclop, iy. p. 297), following the lead of J. H. Michaelis,
" As it is not tiU the fifth year
translates not as ** a boy," but *^ in his youthful years."
after the captivity of Jeooniah that he is called to the prophetic office (chap. i. 2),** this
already carried

notice has '^an internal probability." On the other hand, Hftvemick thinks there is 'Mittle
probability " that Ezekiel " left his home very young.** In favour of " a more advanced age,

borne by the matured, thorough -going priestly spirit which prevails
unquestionably he had already for a considerable time performed priestly
services in the temple, for he betrays the most exact acquaintance with the ancient
sanctuary in its separate parts (chap, viii., chap. xL -xliii.); with which also the proportionidly brief period of 27 years, being the period of his sojourn in exile (comp. chap.
testimony

is certainly

in his prophecies

;

L 1 with chap. xxix. 17), corresponds, in so far as it is not exactly probable that the prophet
long survived this period.'* If Hengstenberg is right on chap. i. 1 (see the exposition), at

—

all

events, this hypothesis of the older expositors also

recommends
26th year of

itself in

preference to

his agCj and we would
others,— then Ezekiel at the time of his exile was in the
have to place the birth of our prophet in the last quarter of the 7th century D.c.
When he entered on the prophetic office in the year B.C. 593 at the Chebar, where the
exiles had been planted as colonists, Jeremiah had already been acting as a prophet foi
more than 80 years. According to Bleek, '* it cannot indeed be doubted that Ezekivl also
had known him personally, had often heard him, and had also read sayings of his." But
certainly we know nothing of it; only he shows evidently that he presupposes the oldei*
contemporary as his companion in spirit, quotes him, leans upon him, is conscious to himself^
personally and officially, of having a commoA calling with Jeremiah.^ Later tradition hsh

constructed out of such relationship, in express form, the position of an assistant of Jeremiah,

In a case where already in the law (Num.
for service, for the time of the setting

viii.

24, comp. chap. iv. 3, 23, 30)

up of the

tabernacle,

an

earlier

age

was contemplated, and where

David had appointed even the 20th year for entrance on Uie Levitical service (1 Chron.
XXX.; 2 Chron. xxxi. 17; Ezra iii. 8), the emphasis which Hengstenberg has laid upon
Ezekiel's 30th year for the same, as being V* a man of priestly family," appears unsuitable.
Before his entrance on the prophetic office in this year, there lie, of course, five years of the
exile, in

which Ezekiel, far from the sanctuary at Jerusalem, could no more execute the
which he was bom ; but that he performed priestly duty before this time

priestly calling to

* ** And this was no natoiml ooinddenoe, that they propheded, the one at Jemialem, the other in
Chaldea, in snoh a way aa from one month, like two singen, the one accompanying the other*a voice.
For we can wiah no better harmony than that which exhibit! itaelf in these two senranta of Qod*

(Calvin).
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His coming forth as a prophet in his 80th jear compensated in ao
an incongruity in his life, viz. his compulsory retirement as priest
before the time fixed by the law.
Theodoret concludes from chap. xxiy. thfit Ezekiel was a Nazarite (?). We see from this
chapter that he was married; his wife died in the ninth year of his banishment. Paasages
like chap. iiL 24, riii 1, show him to us settled down in every shape, in possession of a house
of his 0¥m.
Everytiiing else connected with his life, on the other hand, belongs to that manifold
tradition which has become legend, just as ^* outside his own book there is no further mention
of him in the canonical Scriptures of the Old Testament*' (Bieek); the apocryphal Jesus
Sirach alone mentkms him with commendatbn (chap. xlix.). As to the writings of Ezekiel
falsely so called, see Fabricius, Codex pseudep. V, T. i.
Thus there is a fabulous repc^ of a meeting between him and Pythagoras, who, as is well
known, is reported to have gone in quest of the temple wisdom of the Egyptians also he is
said to have been a disciple of Esekiel, nay, to have been Ezekiel himself.
So miracles are
attributed to him, such as leading the Jews dryshod across the river Ghebar, drowning the
Chaldeans therein, and the like. So he is said to have been murdered by a fellow-exile, a
Jewish prince or judge, whose idolatry he reproved to have died as a martyr.
See in the
Romish Martyrology at the 10th April, Ezekiel^s day in the calendar. EUs corpse is said to
have been conveyed into the same sepulchral cavern in which Shem's and Arphaxad*s bones
had been deposited. *^ In the middle ages there was shown, some days' journey from Bagdad,
his tomb, to which the Jews made pilgrimages from Parthia and Media" (Winer); and
down even to the present day it is said to be a place of pious veneration. Comp. Witsius,
Mite, s, L 19, 10-11.
Ezekiel prophesied from the seventh year before, up to at least the sixteenth year after
the destruction of Jerusal^n, 22-28 years. He would accordingly have been upwards of
fifty years of age.
The whole of his active service as a prophet belongs to the exile.
is

likewise probable.^

extraordinary

way

for

;

—

—

—

—

—

§ 4. THI HISTORICAL

BACKOBOUND AND THE LABOUBS OF THE PROPHET.

The general background as connected mih the history of the toorld. 2. The more q>ecial
Jewish (Israeli tish?) one. 8. The labours of the prophet during the first seven years.
4. His labours after the destruction of Jerusalem.
I. Egypt, at this period no longer mysteriously closed as of old, has opened itself to
strangers under Psammetichus, who has attained to power by means of strangers ; old Egypt
goes to meet its self-dissolution. New Egypt, however, as characterized, for example, by
genial circumnavigation of the whole of Africa under his successor Pharaoh Necho, rather
than conquests on the Syrian border and the capture of Jerusalem, is not able to maintain
1.

^

; with the defeat at Carchemish (Circesium) b.c.
606, or 605, or 604, the star of the
Pharaohs is already near the horizon.
It is in part a period of gigantic downfalls, ExehiePs period in the history of the world.
The power of the Assyrians, to which the kingdom of Israel and the Syrians had fallen a
Nineveh, stretching three
prey, succumbed to the coalition of the Chaldeans and Medes.
days' journey along the Tigris, is since then (606, 625 ?) that range of hills consisting of
immense heaps of ruins opposite Mosul, which more recent excavations have made so inte-

itself

Nebuchadneaar the Conqueror^ the Destroyer, remains the leader of fashion for this
period in the East
According to Sflberschlag's Chronology of the World (pp. 81, 88), there emerges ahready
about this period the Heradide Caranus^ the alleged founder of the Macedonian empire, just
as the birth of Cyrus is to be noticed.
In Athens, Draco, at the command of the people, wrote (b.0. 622 or 624) his code. The
Draco must therefore be followed by a Solon;
people said it was written with blood.
and his more humane legislation also still belongs to this period. It is the period of the socaUed ^^ seven wise men of Greece,^ also of the lyric poet Aksms, and of the greatest poetess
resting.

> " How he fpent hia time up till this the greatest turning-point of hia life, is not reported to at
Imt he lived certainly in the exercise of a predominantly priestly-judicial care for his people, studied
the law, and read the writings of the prophets who lived before him** (Umfareit).
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whom Qreeoe boasted, the Lesbian Sappho. ^For Borne oonteii^nuy chronology notes
fof
Tarquimua Priicm, the fifth of those legendary "^ seven Idags^^ who in soocession strengthened
and consolidated the city and the state.
2. The more special historic background^ on which
selves, consists of

'^

the labours

of our prophet display themand conditiohM

occurrences connected with the Jews, their circumstances

from Ike time of the captivity of King Jehmachin (or Jecomah).
At home in the fatherland there is residing at Jerusalem the last king of the house of
David, The Babyhman servitude has already began under Jehoiakim, when Danid and his
companions were taken along with him to^ Babylon (Hayernick, Hengstenberg). According to the usual view, it began with the captivity of Jehoiachin.
Set up as he was by
Nebuchadnezzar, Mattaniah, at the time 21 years of age, the unde of the captive Jehoiachin,
was in truth a servant of Nebuchadneszar, although he was called king over the worthless
renmant left behind after the draining away of th» strength of Judah, and had, perhaps
under the impression <^ ^* Jehovah*s righteousness," been named Zedekiah by Nebuchadnezzar (2 Kings xxir. 17 sqq. ; 2 Ghron. xxxvi. 10 sqq. ; Jer. xxzviL 1 Ezek. xviL 18 sqq.).
Over-confidence in his own power and tact among the people, as well as with the great
ones, the court party,—obstinate defiance throughout as regards the isolated prophetic voice
of Jeremiah, so much the nM)re willing an ear for the allurements of the lying prophets,
incentive on the part of his neighbours, the small kingdoms of Tyrus, Sidon, Edom,
Ammon, Moab, turned the head of this king by Nebuchadnezzar's grace, alike as to the
serious oaths which bound his conscience as respects his li^e lord (2 Ghron. xxxvi. 13),
a^d as to the inevitable consequences which such an act of perjury and treachery must
bring with it.
If not yet in the fourth year of the reign of Zedekiah, when the king
himself even made a journey as^ar as Babylon, and did obeisance there, in order to remove
any suspicion and for the renewal of his homage, yet certainly his overweening, defiant
pride did take shi^ when Ho^dura (Wahprahet, Apries) had succeeded Necho's son on the
throne of Egypt. Negotiations with Egypt were entered upon; but even before the Egyptian
weapons were at hand, Zedekiah rose up in rebellion for himself in the ninth year (588?), provoking Nebuchadnezzar's wrath to aa open outbreak. Quicker than Egypt's promised help
was the vengeance of the Chaldean, laying waste the defenceless land, before the walls of
Jerusalem ; and when Hophra, after the city had abeady for almost a year withstood the
besiegers, at length draws near for its relief, he is driven back to Africa without striking a
blow.
Jerusalem, now surrounded anew, and without any prospect of help, and besides
reduced within to the last extremity by ifamine, can no longer hold out. The enemy has
made a breach in the walls. Zedekiah succeeds in making his escape on the following night
from the lost dty ; but the Chaldeans pursuing him, arrest him in his flight, and bring him
and those belonging to him before Nebuchadnezzar, who had taken up his headquarters at
the northern boundary of Palestine. His children and adherents are slain before his eyes, and
his own eyes the infuriated conqueror causes to be put out.
Dragged in chains to Babylon,
he ends his life there in prison (2 Chron. xxxvi. ; Jer. xxxix. ; 2 Kings xxv.). The walls ot
Jerusalem were throvm down by Nebuchadnezzar's command, the temple burnt, as well as
the royal palace and aU the other prominent buildings. After most borough pillage, and
after the hand of the executioner had inflicted yet additional judgment at Riblah (Jer. liL),
the remainder of the people, with their wives and children, down to the poor vine-dressers
and peasants, were carried into the Babylonian captivity (b.c. 586 or 587* [588]). Over those
who still remained in the land a Jewish governor, Gedaliah, was placed, at whose side stood
Jeremiah. There gathered also around him those who had escaped captivity by flight. Bui
Gedaliah was murdered, and before the vengeance of the Chaldeans, in spite of the remonstrance of Jeremiah, the last remnant of the people fled to Egypt, where they settled down.
The prophet they compeUed to go along with tJiem.
;

—

—

Comp. Abriss der Urgeschichte des Orients nach Lenormant, Manuel
by M. Busch, i., Duncker, L p. 829 sqq.

d'hist.

one, de V Orient^

Jeremiah had during this period, while the destinies of the kingdom of Judah were being
accomplished, to take his stand not only against (he kings and their great ones, but scarcely
less against the people also, who oscillated between the madness of heathenish lusts and •
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from their being the people of God. A degenerate priesthood &in\
*'Made a defcncei city,
its demoniac shading.
and an iron pillar, and brazen walls," the prophet of mourning and of tears stands alone with
his God beside the basket full of ** figs, which are not to be eaten,'* and which are to become
a terror and a proverb to all the world, and a curse (Jer. xxiv.). In prison and scourged,
in the pit full of mire, subjected to hunger and deadly peril, as well as when receiving the
distinctioQs of the Chaldean, to whom he was under the necessity of promising the victory,
and even upon the ruins of Jerusalem and with the last remnants of Judah, Jeremiah remains
the watchman of his native land (Jer. xxxix. xl.).
His occasional relations to the colonists in
Babylon (Jer. xxix. li.), as well as the cloee of his life in Egypt (Jer. xlil-xliv.), make no
essential change in this character.
It is only similarly elegiac, tragic, if one will, that as
Jofiiah, the pious king under whom Jeremiah's prophetic mission began, must fall at Mcgiddo
in conflict with the Egyptians, so it was just in Egypt that Jeremiah also disappeared.
hypocritical self-righteotisness

Ihefithe propheU give to the night-picture

To the occurrences just narrated the labours of
and continues those of his parallel Jeremiah,

Ezekiel hear reference.

He

supplements

His visions, discourses, and actings are the accompaniment of the inward and outward
corruption of Judah

the final decision there forms the basis of the principal division in the
writings of our prophet (§ 5).
The circumstances at the river Chebar were certainly not in general the same with thesr.
;

in the fatherland, which were ever fluctuating,

of Jerusalem

;

— they were

settle<l, in

and never properly decided

till

the destruction

so far clear, as they were the circumstances of exile, of

Babylonian captivity; although this captivity, as is plain from many a circumstance, in
God's providence has unm'stakeablo traces of forbearance, of preservation in it. Nebuchadnezzar's procedure, even with respect to those

who remained behind

at the very end in their

based upon a secret conviction of their being the people of promise^ which reminds one involuntarily of the prophecies of Balaam, who was of course from the Euphrates.
However much he feels himself to be a conqueror, he appears to know also that it is given
native land,

him

is

to execute

a judgment of God

surprising consideration for those

;

who

he shows, as

is

quite explicable in this way,

many a

are the objects of the judgment.

It would be of importance for the history of heathenism to find the connection between \^<^
Melchizedek and Balaam and Nebuchadnezzar.
The strong heathenisms lead us to suppose /
a strong original consciousness of Grod.

Thus the exiles were no slaves of the Chaldeans. Probably lands had been let out to
them in consideration of a tribute. So far as we know, it did not amount to bond-service,
as in Egypt formerly. So much the easier was it to establish a kind of civil cnmmonicealth in
the strange land. This people, moreover, are like the cactuses, both as respects the contrast I j^
of odd angular forms with splendid blossom, and because when torn away, even on the most)
soil, they also take root again immediately and continue their existence.
Even in
And so we perceive, in chap,
Egypt what an organic connection had renia'ued unbroken
viii. 1, *' the ehlers of Judah ^^ assembled around Ezekiel,
The whole mode of proce<lure on
such an occasion shows certainly that these Jews have no longer any temple, can no longer

barren

!

any sacrifices, looks like the later synagogue worship in iUtfrst beginnimjs. There would
no want of mockery and derision on the part of the heathen (comp. Dan. v.). But yet
^
the permission to hear the will and counsel of Jehovah from the mouth of His prophet exists. a
Religio}ts persecution found no place, although the tolerance of the Chaldeans might come
Such was outwurdlyO
into stern collision with the exclusive confession of Jehovah (Dan. iii.).
the condition of the Jews during the exile in civil and in rtligious respects.
Before we frame for ourselves a picture of the inner condition of the exiles, and thus of
the whole of our prophet's labours and of their peculiar character, there is a preliminary
Whether and in how far the labours of Ezekiel had respect also to the exiles of the
question
former separate kingdom of Israel, who had been carried into captivity more than a century
before f (Comp. J. J. Hess, Geschichte dir Regenten von Juda nach d. Exilio, i. p. 3 ff.)
The decision of this question depends, fortunately » not on the mere geographical deter- r
''
(Ezek. 2.^3') and Ifahor (2 Kings xvii. 6, xviii. ll)r'^hile )
naination o V^e^^rvr^tJ Chebar
Winer,
Geseni
us, Hitter, Bleek, Bunsen identify the two, and under- i
Havemick,
Umbrei t,
offer

also be

:
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f Btand the sufficiently well-known Me-fopotamian Chaboraa (Syriac, Chebar or Chabur ; Arabic,
in Strain), 'A/Sc^^a;), which rises to the north of Ras el Ain at the foot of the

IChabur;

Masian Mountains, receives the Myg<loniu8 and falls into the Euphrates at Circesiom, by
which meant*, even locally, Ezekiel would be placed at the same time among the exiles of the
ten tribes ;— Ewald, Delitzsch, Keil, Baunigarten, Bahr (Langeon 2 Kings, p. 183) distinguish
The '* river Chebar" is to them the river indicated in Upper
''Chebar" and " Habor."

^

Mesopotamia; *' Habor," on the other hand, a tributary of the Tigris, in northern As-yria,
which gives very much the impression of what is sought, although it is called Khabnr
Chamnix (J. Wickelhaus in der deutsch. morgenl. ZeitM-hr. r. p. 467 sqq.). If one cannot
admit the identity of *' Chebar'' and *' Habor," it agrees at all events much better with the
tei.t in 2 Kings xvii. 6, xviii. 11, especially if one compares 1 Chrun. v. 26, to t;ike llnna^
along with nt>n3, and to interpret the one like the other,

viz. in

both cases as a p rovince ,

oM

understanding it
hg mountainous region "Chaboras" (Ptol. vi. 1) l>etwe£n_Me jia an d
Assyri a a view which Jewish tradition woul d support, as it banishes
^^tiibSlTnther.
Suttlie relation of the exiles of Israel to those oj Judah is noTat all affecteil througlTa local
separation of the two. This rested on quite a different basis from anything that could be

—

^e

denied as a result of geographical investigations, or that could be proved only by means of
such.
The breaking off of the separate kingdom of Israel was in its very origin almost
entirely of a political nature.

The God-fearing among the separate

religio- national unity of the people of

God out

of their hearts.

tribes

And

had never

lost the

so Ezekii I's representa-

embrace Judah and Israel together as regards the hope, just
With the downfall of the state, both the peculiar court religion in other
words, state religion of the kingdom of Israel and the whole separation, which had been upheld
only with much exertion, came to the ground. Finally, as the exile, which at a later period
absorbed Judah also, compensated in outward respects for the wide separation from each other
which had existed for a hundred years and upwards, so still more it brought the separated ones
The latter had its influence on the
ivwardly to one another. The same land, the same sufftring
For Judah, however, the fruit of the chastisement experienced could
better portion at least.
not possibly be the mere quickening of her own piety prophetic prediction certainly (such as
tions also (chap. xvi. xxiii. etc)

—

as in the cx)rruption.

—

I

;

Jer. XXX. 3 sqq.) set before her the prospect of Israel also being reunited

with her in the restora-

Judah must have awaked to the consciousness of a holy mission, of
a task of love with respect to the sheep of the ten tribes which had been torn away from
David's flock. The furtherance^ the realization of this consciousness, lay throughout within the
Whatever of a hindering,
sphere of EztkiiVs labours (comp. Ezek. xxxviL 16 sqq., xlvii. 18).
say, in the priests,
resisting element it might possibly have encountered from the other side
tion

!

The pious ones

of

—

officials,

prophets of the Israelitish state religion, or in general in heathenishly inclined

—

individuals of the ten tribes had already in course of time been removed out of the way,
had certainly passed into heathenism. The kernel of Israel yielded themselves to the attempts
In
at approach on the part of Judah, attached themselves to her^ ranged themselves under her.
this way is explained. the naming of Judah and Benjamin only in the edict of Cyrus (Ezra i.),
although it was published in the whole of his kingdom, and therefore ako where exiles from
ju&t as in fact the people collectively got the name of Judah.
Though
Israel had their abode
it might be the case that the preponderating majority of the Jews were united in doing so,
and that at the commencement a proportionally small numl)er of Israelites returned, because
these latter, on account of their much longer exile, had more difficulty in getting themselves
disentangled yet Anna (Luke ii. 36) was " of the tribe of Asher," and Paul testifies (Acts
xxvi. 7) of his own nation as to XtoJtxa(pt/>oi', and the millions of Jews who were at the time
of Christ and afterwards in the dispersion can hardly be traced back to Judah and Benjamin
merely (comp. Herzog, Heal-Encyclopiidie^ i. p. 661 sqq., and Hengstenberg's History of the
Kingdom of God, ii. p. 285 sqq. [Clark's Trans.]).
3. For the position of our prophet among the exiles of Judah, the occurretlce of the final
decision with respect to Jerusalem, the destruction of the city and the temple, and the downfall
of the kingdom of Judah also, is the event from the date of which the prophetic labours of
Ezekiel, which had hitherto been related to those of his parallel Jeremiah as supplementary
Comp.
and confirmatory, gain the character of an independent continuation of the same.
Ezek. iii. 12 sqq., xxiv. 26 sqq., xxxiii. 21 sqq. With the apparently for ever lost father;

;
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steps into the background.

All

is

now

exile^

and Ezekiel is the prophet of the exile.
Hitherto Judah abroad and Judah at home hml
remained in the closest possible connection, and the co-operation of Ezekiel with Jeremiah
had been the prophetic corrective of this relation.
The
Comp. Ezek. iv. v. vi. vii., etc.
deportation of King Jehoiachin had at the same time laid hold in part of those members of
the covenant people who, in an inward and spiritual point of view, come into consideration.
On the whole, it was already significant for those carried away captive with Jehoiachin, that
thej had complied with the counsel of Jeremiah^ and his preaching of unconditional submission to the Chaldean power. They are favourably contrasted in this respect alike with
those

who remained

behind until the captivity under Zedekiah (Jer. xxix. 16 sqq.

;

Ezek. xiv.

22 sqq.), and especially with those who fled at last to Egypt, whose description is given iu
Jer. xliv.
comp. Ezek. xxxiii. 28 sqq. But a reaction did not fail when, after Jehoiachin s
What a
captivity, Zedekiah maintained himself in the government for eleven additional years.
king what a government and yet ? Yea, it came to this, that Nebuchadnezzar was compelled to raise the siege of Jerusalem befoie the actually approaching Egyptian auxiliaries!
Had not Jeremiah perhaps taken too gloomy a view of matters, spoken with exaggeration of
a seventy years' bondage under Babylon? Comp. Ezek. xii. Those who remained behind
were able, not without the semblance of hope, of a prospect of continuance, to boast of the
enjoyment of the holy land, of the possession of the sanctuary at Jerusalem they boasted of
being (Ezek. xL 15 sqq.), and appeared to be, the patriots, the faithful worshippers of Jehovah;
while upon the captives who had given ear to Jeremiah, as upon himself, there might fall the
suspicion of being cowards, fugitives,—of being, if not exactly ungodly traitors, at least persons
who had been unconsciously misled. In such circumstances there were not wanting for pious
hearts even certain hours of severe temptation, when they might be on the verge of despair.
What inference, then, may thence be drawn with respect to the rest the large, more or less
fleshly-minded mass of those carried captive with Jehoiachin
They were the children of their
;

!

!

!

;

—

I

fathers in disposition also (comp. Ezek.
still

ii. 3 ff., iii. 7 ff.) ; the foolish imaginations of those
dwelling in Palestine were to them thoroughly congenial, they dreamt simihir dreams, the

power of Egypt had currency with them also; and false prophets and soothsay eis,
corresponded with the anti-Jcremian party at Jerusalem, found only too much acceptance
in their midst (Jer. xxix. 8 sqq., 21 sqq. ; Ezek. xiii.).
EzekiePs labours during this period,

delusive

who

among

during fhe^r;?^ seven years of his prophetic

office,

which are delineated for us more specially

in accordance with such circumstances

those carried captive with Jehoiachin,

and these

inner conditions of the exiles so far as regards their spiritual historical background, accom-

— as we have said, completed

and confinned the labours of Jeremiah, who
word extended his influence to the exiles also.
4. The fall of Jerusalem increased the community of the exile by means of the still more
extensive deportation which was decreed for Judah in consequence of this occurrence (Ezek.
What had hitherto upheld the pride and the frivolity of the majority of the
xxxiii. 31 sqq.).
nation, had now come to the ground the stem reality had followed the hope of which they
dreamed the overweening trust in human help had received a deadly blow. That in the
panied, supported,

on

his part, as Jer. xxix. shows,

by

his

;

;

case of

many great despondency

took the place of great defiance; that with the hope, according

and according to which they gladly allowed the false
hope of every kind disappeared, and that no trust in the Ix)rtl
won a place for itself, was natural, was in accordance with human nature. Those carried
They were also later of
captive with Zedeldah were on the whole desperate, determined men.
coming into the school of the exile, where this had already been able to exercise a wholesome
Although need and misery in themselves are just asS
influence upon th«ir predecessors.
capable of making men worse as of making them better, yet we must take into consideration c
for tho result, whether the one or the other, a rougher state of mind or one more prepared by/
divine grace. Those who brought along with them from home into the strange land the
sympathy for heathenish ways, would the less resist apostasy and a complete passing over into
heathenism, where they found themselves in the midst of the heathen world, the more easily
they could in this way avoid mockery and contempt on the part of the heathen, and spend a
happier, more pleasant life. The 137th Psalm disavows even in the remembrance every
weakening of the Jewish patriotic feeling, of the home-sickness for Jerusalem ; yet how many
a one, especially in so tolerable a condition as existed outwardly during the exile, was fixed
to wliich they

dreamed of the

prophets to prophesy of

future,

it, all
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down by that plot of ground -which
perhaps much more so than he was

lie

made him comfortable,
For an influential bearing on the

purchased, and whose produce

before in Palestine

I

world also (the original divine destination of the Jewish character for the world's salvation),
through preparatory training for its commerce, for enriching business transactions throughout
the whole world, the circumstances of the exile, especially after the destruction of Jerusalem,

may have had

their influence.
Meanwhile there lay as a burden upon the pious portion of the
whole pressure not merely of the misery of the strange land, far from the land of
their fathers, which was in fact the pledge of all God^s promises, so that for them the exile
emhodie the question, and made it a standing one: Where is now thy God? but, inasmuch
as now that which had been announced from Moses onwards through the prophets had really
occurred, there w as in addition the much heavier burden on their conscience, that they beheld
themselves under a judgment of God, under a punishment long enough held back that they
were suffering from no mere vicissitude of political misfortune. If, in weighing the mi^fv>rtuno
of the children and the guilt of the fathers, the righteousness of Jehovah was to be held up,
and the way of earnest conversion l>efore self-righteous misconception as before frivolous
mockery (comp. ch. xviii.), so, where in the present instance the feeling of guilt on the part
of afflicted consciences broke down all courage, and a divine sadness wrestled with despair
under tlie wrath of God, comfort and the promise of salvation above and beyond all misery
had their authorized place. If, therefore, vp to the fall of Jerusalem, in order to confirm
/Jeremiah, the work of our prophet had been chiefly a preaching of repentance, not of course
/ without thought of salvation, of forbearance and deliverance {e.g. ch. vi. 8 sqq., ix. 4 sqq.),
exiles the

I

—

Jf ( ~r^'f^^^ ^^^ destruction

of

the city

/ dominantly in the announcement
I

and
of

the temple the activity of Ezeki^l manifests itself pre-

salvation^ although

on the ground of the preceding

that conversion which alone saves, and along with the repetition of the same.

call to

Comp.

ch.

xxxiii. xxxiv.

§ 6. CONTENTS

AND DIVISION OF

TIIR BOOK.

—

The work of our prophet, the picture of his prophetic life, and this is most truly hie
is furnished us first of all by the contents of his book, according to Umbreit a
'* Where
description, ** as in a prophetic diary carried on by himself."
the work of the
1.

lifc-picttire,

X

—

/prophets was/>ar excellence a spiritual one, consisting in the preaching of the word, tliere th6
/ communication and preservation of this word is itself the portraiture of their activity, in very

Cdeed their prophetic biography. The latter is the case with Ezekiel " (Havernick).
The very first three chapters give us a glimpse as into a programme. Still more

as regards

with which the book opens, than as regards the divine comn.ifcsion in ch. ii, and iii., the prophet appears to us at the very beginning as he will be up to
the end in the peculiarity of his prophetic work according to the divine appointment.
This
the object of the viaion in ch.

i.,

*/

is not merely that he is to be a prophet in the exile, which is the only thing Calvin makes pro\ minent, but rather that he has to represent the glory of Jehovah in the (xile. This is the key

to his

prophetic labours in their strictest individuality.

prophet in ch.

ii.

partly outside (ch.

and
ii.

iii.,

3 sqq.), partly

in himself (ch.

to the equipment of Ezekiel on God's part (ch.

what

As

regards the dirine commission to the

what stands opposed on man^s part
ii.

iii.

to the carrying out of the same,
8 sqq.), just as what is said with respect
4 sqq.), is immediately connected with

very similar in the case of Jeremiah (see the exposition).
Ch. iv. and v., however, change the scene entirely to the (§ 4) foresaid paralleVu^n of
Ezikiel and Jeremiah, which we found significant as regards the first labours of our prophet :
from a fourfold (ch. iv. 1-3, 4 sqq., 9 sqq., v. 1 sqq.) symlxdical representation of the imis

pending /«/« of Jerusalem and its inhabitants, the accompanying interpretation of the symbols
leads to two almost Jeremian discourses of rebuke against Judah, ch. vi. and vii.
What was already made prominent in these discourses of rebuke as guilt, the idolatrous
apostasy from Jehovah, is represented with the plastic art of heathen worship and a liturgical
vividness hy the vision of the abominations in the temple (ch. viii.), hi which from the first the
*' image of jealousy" and
the glory of Jehovah (ch. i.) confront each other (ch.
and this latter (ch. ix. 3 sqq.) causes the judgment to be carried out inexorably on

viii.

3, 4).

the guilty,

especially on the city (ch. x.).

As

the 11th chapter, in which the vision closes, once more, and through a Btrikinjr case ol
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death, bringa into prominence the leader.^ of the people (the demagogues), so the symbolical.
** bread"
xii. singles out the lot of the klmj at Jerusalem, so that with the
water" a termination is reached in the meantime of the misery which is to come upon
the land and its inhabitants. The only thing remaining is, that the prophet should announce
tbe execution of the punishment as beiug one that is near^ ver. 21 sqq.
The circumstance that his repeated (vers. 21 sqq., 26 sqq) previous announcement of the
tiearness of the judgment takes the shape in ch. xiii. of a cliscovrse acfainst the false pro/thds
{I ml prophetesses, cannot (accorrling to ch. xii. 24) lie outside the context, and the explanation

traiifavtum in ch.

and

**

come

to with the idolatrous seekers after oracles in ch. xiv. easily

the people

fits

into

it

;

the elders of

are guilty of such consultation are just sitting before the prophet, and the

who

guilt, essentially similar to their own, of faithless Jerusalem (ver. 12 sqq.) justifies to their
consciences the righteousness of the punishment in the one case as in the other, just as such

justification will

come

to be seen

^so take place through the remnant from Jerusalem
by them. But after Jirusalem has been depicted in

the burning, especially after she has

who

a vine

— and after

will

tree for

been depicted in detail as a lewd adulteress in ch.

idolatry in that case being adultery and lewdness,

the riddle with resj^ct

xvi.,
to tJie

followed by the thorough statement of the divine righteousness
and lastly by the lamentation in ch. xix. over the perishing kingdom of Israel,

royal house of David in ch.
In ch. xviii.,

(vers. 22^ 28),

ch. xv. as

xvii. is

XX. merely contains in addition a survey of the objective as well as subjective guidance of
the people from of old, for the purpose in ch. xxi. of setting forth with the most living distinctness the express announcement of the nearness of the judgment (comp. ver. 12), and then alike

«ch.

the punvdiment

and (with equal sharpness)

IsraeVs in common

—are portrayed

the guilt

—

Jerusaleni's in particular,

and Judafis ana

and xxiii.
the judgment

in ch. xxii.

In ch. xxiv. the predicted nearness of
is a fact of such a kind, that the
prophet must for himself write down the day, that the fact of the death of his wife furnishes
the mournful illustration, and that the prophet does not now any longer speak, but is silent
respecting Jerusalem.

But during

(ch- XXV.), then Tyrus

There

is

word goes forth with loud voice
(comp. ch. xxi. 33 sqq.) and Moab, Edom, the Philistines

this silence respecting Israel the prophetic

against those without,^ such as

no passing, as

Ammon

and Sidon

and lastly Egypt (ch. xxix.-xxxii).
from the synagogue to the heathen. Neither is it

(ch. xxvi.-xxviii.),

in the case of Paul,

the joy with Zion's joy, but the joy in Zion's suffering, that forms the point of departure.
therefore predictions of judgment ; the downfall of Jerusalem determines the colour and
of these chapters, which appear like an appendix to what goes before. The judgment begins
at the house of God, yet it will not spare the rest of the world. And here the predominating
element as regards the carrying out of the judgment and the foreign nations that are named
ia the connection with Nebuchadnezzar, just as on the other hand the more intimate historical
relation to Jerusalem down to the last days ofJudah.
(As to the chronology, see § 6, and the

They are
time

introductory observations to ch. xxv.-xxxii.)

These predictions rightly form the transition

to

the

predominantly comforting labours of

For the ever repeated closing 'statement as the
of Jerusalem,
judgments are announced, " and ye shall," or " thou shalt," or '' they shall know that 1 am
Ezekiel after the destruction

the Lord" (comp. ch. xxv.

5, 7, 11), necessarily

contained for the exiles the consolation, that

the malicious delight in Judah^s misery (ch. xxv. 3, 6, xxvi. 2) is not to issue in contempt for
Judah^s God also (ch. xxv. 8, xxviii. 2, 6, 22, xxix. 3, 9), but that their Judge will rather

judgment on theh* false heathen friends also, especially on Egypt (ch. xxix.
Jehovah made Himself known in such a way to the heathen, then the judgmenrs
over them and their gods, with whom Israel had sinned, to whom they had looke<l up in trust
or in despair, removed at the same time many a stone out of that path which the people ha^l
to tread for their salvation.
But with their conversion to the only true God that was the
path the former more negative consolation arising from those judgments on the heatiieu
nations grew into a very positive one for the people of Jehovah. As already, in the previous
announcements of Judah's punishment (comp. ch. vi. 9, xi. 16 i^qq., xvi. 60 sqq., xvii. 22 sqq.,
seat Himself in
6, 7, 16).

—

If

—

A

'
similar juxtaposition of predictions respecting the heathen is found both in Jeremiah (ch. xlvi.-li.,
the close) and in Isaiah (ch. xiii. -xxiii.).
Comp. Delitzsch, Comm. on Isainh, p. 294 sqq. [Clark's
Trans.].
In Isaiah, as in Ezekiel, it is a provisional temporary silence ; in Jeremiah, one that h finul
respecting IsraeL

ftt
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XX. 40 sqq), prospects of salvation are opened up, so the closing note of the prediction of judgment on Sidon (ch. xxviii. 25 sqq.)) ^^ Egypt (ch. xxix. 21), is express consolation for the
Now what comes in the shape of consolation^ as being salvation for the people of God,
exiles.
cannot in the end be accomplished without blessing for the heathen world, in which and for
w hich Israel is placed from the beginning as a mediator of salvation. The judgments on one
nnd another and another of the heathen nations are consummated, of course, in the additional
juilgment on the heathen world-power antagonistic to the kingdom of God yet the salvation
The recovery of the consciousness
of the Jews comes to be for the good of the human race.
of her peculiar spiritual calling as a nation must be the highest, the/«W consolation for Israel,
to whom alike her own judgment and that on the heathen shaped themselves into a process of
;

f

1

urification for her divine world-tusk.

1

The

silence

of Ezikiel (ch xxiv.) had been accordingly, as the predictions with respect to

the other nations have informed us, not merely for judgment on Israel, but at the same time
the promUe of God with respect to His people, and that/rowi among the
Comp. ch. xlvii. 1 sqq., 22, 28.
As the prophet it now entering again on his labours among the children of his

a waiting for

Jteathen also.

people,

it is

thus suitable that in ch. xxxiii. he again becomes conscious of hiB prophetic mission from God,'
when this has to take effect in face of the fact now accomplished and in view of the present

from the shepherds of Israel, under
Lord Jehovah will interest Hinutelf in
thefl)cky and, when it is again gathered, will make His servant David the one shepherd amid
And as the bad shepherds furnish the
blessings which have as their aim mankind generally.
occasion for the restoration of the Head, so we have for that of the members Edom as a nation
(ch. XXXV.), in contrast with which ch. xxxvi. celebrates the mountains of Israel and the
sanctifcation of the name of Jehovah in His people (ver. 28 sqq.), to which prospect so rich iu
promise a temporary conclusion is furnished in ch. xxxvii. by the vision of the resurrection and
quickening of the dead bones, as well as by the symbolical action with the one stick out of the two
sticks (ver. 15 sqq.), which is intended to signify the reuniting oj' Israel with Judah under the
One King David,
The bearing toward what is without, the world- position of the people of God in this connection, as following upon their inward restoration (which has hitherto been the object of
promise), is brought into view by ch. xxxviii. and xxxix. against Gog of Magog.
In this
symbolical and typical representation of the powers hostile to the kingdom of God, the glory
of the Lord will be perfected alike in the consuming judgment toward Gog, and in glorifying
mercy toward Israel.
The close of the book (ch. xl.-xlviii.) is devoted to the prophetic portrayal of the divine glory
in the glory of His kingdom ; the temple and its service (ch. xl.-xlvi.), the holy land and the
holy city *' Jehovah Shammah" (ch. xlvii. and xlviii.), furnish the types consecrated from of
situation.

whom

The promise

of ch. xxxiv. starts therefore

the sheep have been scattered

;

in their stead the

old for the purpose.
2. The statement of the contents which we have thus attempt^, as it has at the same time
shown the profound inner connection, the carrying out of the all-dominating idea of the glory of
Jthovah, is still further confirmed by Vie dimsion of the book.
The collection of visions, emblematical actions and facts, of discourses and predictions, of
which it is composed, is divided, alike by the downfall of Jerusalem and by the silence of the
prophet with respect to his own people, into the two principal parts: (1) Ch. i.-xxiv. The
Prophecy of Judgment; (2) Ch. xxxiii.-xlviii. The Prophecy of the Mercies of God toward His
people in the world.' A third transition-section is formed by ch. xxv.-xxxii. announcements
:

:

:

if judgment on

the seven heaUten natim^s,

i.e. cities.

^ Especially when the symbolical representation (oh. ii. 8~iiL 3) of this mission and of the divine
charge to the prophet from the outset made the taste of sweetness follow after the lamentation
and woe.
* By these two principal parts of the book is Josephus {Antiq. x. 5. 1) perhaps to be explained, who.
in gpeaking of Jeremiah, says further: '^But it is not he alone that predicted such things to the people
beforeliand, but the prophet Ezekiel also, who wfUrn wt^i vWtm >v« fitfixi* t(ti^mt jmWxiviv." By HKvernick and others the vfHrtt is referred to Jeremiah. Umbreit : " The first large half of his book contains
the bitter element of his discovurse, the second the sweet element, i.e. the promise of the coming times
of redemption ; the first begins with the departure of the glory of Jehovah from the old profaned
temple, the second closes with the return of the same into the new cleansed sanctuary.**
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HiTZiG " The oracles o( Ezekiel are put together in an arranged, organic book. Against
the sum-total of forty -eight chapters no objection is to be brought; it cannot therefore le
reganleti as an accident, if at ch. xxiv., exactly with the half, the series of domestic predictions Ixjfore the fall of Jerusalem comes to an end. This, which is forthwith (ch. xxv. 2 sqq.)
presupposed as having taken place, forms the middle and crowning point of the book.
The
foreign oracles, words of threatening against seven neighbouring nations, f/^m the commencemeat and for the most part date from the period after ,the downfall of Judah, and are
occaidoned by this very catastrophe; the whole collection was placed suitably at the beginning
of the second part, which is in this way just the more sharply contrasted with the first."
Heugstenberg {Chrhftolocfy^ 2d edit) likewise distinguishes two principal parts, but in this
way: ** Predictions before the destruction (ch. L-xxxii.), and after the destruction (ch.
xxxiii.-xlviii.) ; in the former the tendency being mainly to counteract the foolish illusions, to
chU to repentance as the only means of salvation ; in the hitter to combat despair by portraying that balvation before the eyes of tlie people, etc'* Similarly ah*o Havernick : *' Two gieat
sections, of which the destruction of Jerusalem forms the tm-niug- point (ch. i.-xxxii. and
xxxiii.-xlviii.).
In the former period Ezekiel discharges the prophetic office of nhuke^ afterwards the office of comforting and of promised On the other band, Kliefoth looks upon " the
collection of predictions a^nst foreign nations as a separate part of the book," and makes
this diviMon; '^The Introduction, ch. i. 1-iii. 21 ; the First Part, ch. iii. 22-xxiv. 27; the
Second Part, ch. xxv. 1-xxxiii. 20; the Third Part, ch. xxxiii. 21-xlviii. 85." De Wette:
*'The Jirst part is arranged with perfect accuracy according to the chronology; the foreign
oracles in the second part, however, are grouped together in accordance with an arrangement
by contents. This collection is, as it were, a supplement or episode, inasmuch as at ch. xxiv.
27 a resting-point is given, or because several of these predictions really belong to the period
between ch. xxiv. 27 and xxxiii. 21, wliile the others are ranged with them because of the
similarity of their contents.
With the tidings of the destruction of Jerusalem at ch. xxxiii. 21
the prediction advances a step, and the whole of the third part belongs to this period after the
destruction." Neteler distributes each of the three parts of the boc^ into four sections, and
each section into four pieces.
:

01^
"*^

The twofold division of the book, as Hitzig makes it, is an example of arithmetical division
2 into 48 gives 24 chapters to each. As to the details of subdivision^ he looks upon each of the
principal parts as forming three unequal sections
I. (1) ch. i.-vii. ; (2) ch. viii.-xix.
(3)
According to
ch. xx.-xxiv.
II. (1) ch. xxv.-xxxii. ; (2) ch. xxxiii.-xxxix.
(3) xl.-xlviii.
:

;

;

If this
Hitxig, the thing aimed at was merely ^' to incorporate the masB of the oracles." (!)
appears to be too little for an ** arranged, organic book," Kliefoth's principle of division,
according to the formula, '* And the word of Jehovah came to me thus," gives the impression
of something that is too artificial. Our position must be this The chronological element
cannot be the determining one everywhere, nor even for the most part, as regards the division
in detail ; for neither are the dates so generally given, nor do they even regulate a separate
part, such as ch. xxv. sqq.
More tenable as a division of our book in respect to details ^more i
tenable even than one funlished by tlie matter-of-fact, historico-maXenal element is that/
afforded by the inner substance, a method by which we shall have to look at the fundamental \
ilka of the glory of Jehovah manifesting itself in judomeut and pitying grace.
:

—
—

SUBDIVISION OF THE PRINCIPAL PARTSA.

First Principal Part: Ch. l-xxiv.

The Prophecy of Judgment.
I.

The Divine Mission of Ezekiel:
1.

2.

ch.

i.-iii.

11.

The Vision of the Glory of Jehovah, ch. i.
The Divine Commission to the Prophet, ch.

ii.

IL The First Execution of the Divine Commission:
1.

2.

&

1-iii. 11.

ch.

iii.

The Installation and Instructions, ch. iii. 12-27.
The Four Signs and their Interpretation, ch. iv. 1-v.
The Two Disconrses of Rebuke, cb. vi. and viL

12-viL 27«

17.
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The Subsequent Execution of Divine Commissions:

III.

The Vision,

1.

ch. viii.-xxiT.

ch. viii.-xi.

Of the Abominations in the Temple, ch.
Of the Judgment on the Guiltj, ch. ix.
(3) In particular of the Coals of Fire on the
(4) Of the Leaders of the People, ch. xi.

(1)

viiL

(2)

The Signs,

2.

ch. xii. 1-20.

The Sign
(2) The Sign
(1)

of the Departure of the King, ch. xii 1-16.

of Bi-ead

and Water,

ch. xii. 17-20.

The Near Execution of the Punishment,

8.

City, ch. x.

ch. xii. 21-xxiv. 27.

The repeated Preliminary Announcement, ch. xii. 21-28.
(2) The Discourse against the False Prophets and Prophetesses,

(1)

ch.

Tiii.

(3) Tlie Testimony against the Idolatrous Seekers after Oracles, ch. xiy
(4) The Parable of the Vine Tree for the Burning, ch. xv.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The

(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)

(9)

(10)
(11)

Lewd

Story of the

Adulteress, ch. xvi.

Riddle about the Royal House of David, ch. xvii.

Laws

of the Divine Punitive Righteousness, ch. xviiL

Lamentation over the Kings of Israel, ch. xix.
Survey of the Leading of the People from of old, ch. xx.
Approaching Judgment, ch. xxL
Conviction of the Ripeness for Judgment:

a. as well of

as of

b.

Jerusalem in particular, ch.

Judah and

xxii.

Israel collectively, ch. xxiii.

(12) The Marking down of the Event that is taking place, the Discourse in Signs, aa^
the Virtual Sign (the Silence of Ezekiel), ch. xxiv.

A—B.
The
I.

II.

III.

Transition from the Prophecy of Judgment to the Prophecy of Mercy by means of the
Predictions against

1.

Ammon,

2.

Moab,

3.

Edom,
The Philistines,

4.

Ch. XXV. -XXXII.

-^

I

^,

^^'

"^•

f

J

1.

Tyrus, ch. xxvi. 1-xxviii. 19.

2.

Sidon, ch. xxviii. 20-26.

Egypt,

•

ch. xxix.-xxxii.

B.

Second Principal Pabt

:

Ch. xxxin.-XLVin.

The Prophecy of the Mercies of God toward His People
I.

The Renewal of the Divine
1.

His

2.

The same

office of

and

of Ezekid^

ch. xxxiii.

in itself, ch. xxxiii. 1-20.

in view of the

Ezekiel),
II.

Watchman

Mimon

in the World,

Event that has taken place (the re-opening of the mouth of

in face of the state of

afifairs

as well as of hearts, ch. xxxiii. 21-33.

The Divine Promises.
1.

Against the Shepherds of Israel of the Shepherd Mercy of Jehovah toward His Flock,
and of His Servant David, ch. xxxiv.

2.

Against

Edom

with respect to the Mountains of Israel in consequence of the SelfName of Jehovah, ch. xxxv. and xxxvi
(1) In the Vision of the Resurrection and Requickening of the Dead Bones, ch.
sanctification of the

'.

xxxvii. 1-14.
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By means of the Symbolical Action with the One Stick out of the
along with the Interpretation, ch. xxxvii. 15-28.

(2)

Against

Gog

of

Magog

for the Glorification of

Jehovah

in the

Two

World, ch. xxxyiii

and xxxix.
In the Vision of Glory.
(1)

Of the Temple and its Services, ch.
Land and of the Holy

(2) Of the Holy

§ 6.

xl.-xlvi.

City, ch. xlvii.

and

xlviii.

CHRONOLOGICAL SKETCH ACCORDING TO THE DATES IN THE BOOK.
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manner of representation
Comp. also § 2.^

is reflected first

of all in general^

and that throughout,

in

his,

name.

Then, in particular, above other things, emphasis must be laid on the priestly stamp which
If Keil (Bibl, Comm, p. 9) appears to have his difficulties in
this respect, he is certainly right as against the opposite views brought forward by him ; but
this predominantly " symbolical and allegorical dress," which is " carried out into the most
minute details,'' as it belongs to Ezekiel above ** all other prophets," could with difficulty in
the case of a Jew be better obtained than in the Levitical service, than in the temple at
Jerusalem, than by means of a priestly education and training, in short, in a priestly-Levitical
way. A Levite lived in the Mosaic worship, a priest lived in the midst of symbolism and
the prophecy of Ezekiel bears.

—

he became accustomed to it (especially if he brought along with him a mind suited
and possessed the sanctified imagination of Ezekiel) from his surroundings, from his
whole actings, as it were involuntarily as his ]»revailing mode of expression. Thus "lie the
elements," as Keil, following Havernick, remarks, for the vision at the very commencement
(ch. i.), "in the enthronement of Jehovah above the cherubim on the lid of the ark of the
covenant," consequently in what was of necessity the crowning-point of a priest's life and of
priestly contemplation, according to Lev. xvi.
As the glory of Jehovah is the ruling element
in the whole book, its priestly keynote is thus sufficiently indicated but the closing chapters,
allegory

for

;

it,

:

with the prophetic description of ihe new temple, etc., completely reveal the pritst-prophet,
and are only to be explained from a genuine priestly fancy.^

A

further characteristic of the

figurativeness leaving far behind

it

method of Ezekiel's prophecy is a lofty ideality, a high
the usual forms of existence, side by side on ihe other hand

Both elements in their contrasts, in their
with one another, give to the prophetic form of Ezekiel an eminently original vivacity,^
His sojourn in exile may bo looked upon as contributing to this in a twofold respect in
the first place, in so far as our prophet was thereby withdrawn from the proper scene of
with a severe realism^ encountering sensualism sensually.
conflict

:

events

;

and

in the

second place, inasmuch as he was at the same time placed in the midst of

the Babylonian world.
If

Jeremiah

is

himself present on the scene of events,

is

every instant enduring his part in

the vicissitude of actual occurrences, has to interfere in the circumstances lying immediately
before him, and

if therefore he led a more stirring outward life, his style corresponds theremore popular prophetic discourse his whole activity takes its complexion from
Ezekiel, on the other hand, far as he was from Judea,
the particular actual occurrence.

with

—that

of

;

standing face to face with the imaginings of the exiles (whatever inner connection these
forced with the fatherland), amid the most diverse rumours, dispositions, and feelings,
pointed

'to

the divine

communication by means of revelation.

It is therefore

only fitting

was

if

he

Above all others, the prophet is distinguished by an uncommon power and energy. Ezekiel is one
most imposing organs of the Spirit of God in the Old Covenant, a really gigantic phenomenon.
In opposition to the present, he steps forth with all sternness and iron consistency, an inflexible nature,
encountering the abomination with an immoveable spirit of boldness, with words full of consuming fire.
Unceasingly he holds up the one thing that was needful before the deaf ears and hard hearts of the
The overi>owering element of his eloquence rests on this union in it alike of imposing strength
people.
and indefatigable consistency." (Havernick, Comment, p. xiv.)
^ Ewald asserts that in this last great section of his book Ezekiel "begins already to look on what
the people regard as sacred and the priesthood of Israel with that timidity and externality which
becomes ever more prevalent after his time," and sees therein *'just a consequence of the one-sided
literary conception of antiquity according to mere books and traditions, as well as of the depression of
intellect increased by the longer duration of the exile and bondage of the people." The exposition will
as decidedly reject tlie alleged "timidity and externality," as H&vemick rightly points to this, what
"a high spirit " rather, "which, looking away from all the pains and sufferings of the present, lives in
the future and the reconstruction of the kingdom of €k>d with fresh enthusiasm, meets us just in the
*

**

of the

—

however, the detailed character of the description wexe to make the imis a peculiarity of the prophet in the very first chapter of his book,
and characterizes his popular addresses no less than his visions. One may look upon this at the same
time as the later literary style ; but the manner of Ezekiel is once for all to take a penetrating view of
his subject on all sides, as he himself wholly lives and moves therein, and to exhaust it as far as
possible.
The more tranquil outward (public) life of Ezekiel, as compared with Jeremiah, is therefore
not yet the " learned " " literary leisure " which Ewald makes it out to be.
' In this as in many other respects, Ezekiel may be compared with TertuQian.

second part of EzekieL"

If,

pression of " externality," then this
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looks at thiDgs as from afar, thus frovi the divine idea of Jehovah^s self-accomplishing ghjry.
His activity thus ideally conditioned concerns itself with the certain fact chiefly according to
its €sj<ence^ in its necessity and character of fact as such.
On the height, it is not so much the
ever-recurring gust of wind, the whirling dust, the falling of the lieavy raindrops, and anon

the

first flash

of lightning, the rolling of the first thunder, that affects us; it

is

especially the

existence of the thunder-cloud coming from afar that has the power to engross our attention.

In tho distance from where the event actually occurs as an isolated phenomenon, the proj>hedc
be for the most part internal^ a contemplative, ideal one instead of the separate
occurrences, by means of which the fact is accomplished on its theatre, there will meet us
here, according to individuality and surroundings, as well as (in the case of a prophet) ever

—

life will

;

under the special divine impulse (in vision), the separate forms of representation, by means of
which the contemplative spirit seeks to put in shape fur itself and others tJie ruling idea of t/ie
whole. Hence, to make of Ezckiel a recluse and pedant,
to fancy him, as Ewald does, *" a mere
literary man confined to his own house and the narrow Hmits of domestic life" {The Prophets
of the Ol/i Covenant, ii. p. 210), will appear to a believer in an extraordinary diviue revelation
to be an iJea which may be mentioned because of its singularity, not refuted. Only on the
standpoint of rationalistic or naturalistic materialism, where one makes the prophets at his
own hand (comp. another passage at p. 203), are such conceptions and representations at
home. The high position of Ezekiel in God^s fixed purpose the more so that he has his
abode far from the sinking fatherland, among his fellow-captives by the Chebar explains, in
connection with his poetic gift (acknowledged even by Ewald), sufficiently the lofty ideality of

—

—

—

his prophetic

As

mode

—

of representation.^

what has been maintained on the other side with respect to the ^* influence of the
Babylonian spirit and taste on the form of his prophecy," viz. in reference to his symbolism,
we must agree with Keil in the view, that the admission **of Old Testament ideas and
views," alike for the contents and for the form, in general is sufficient (comp. the work
referred to, p. 6 sqq.) on the other hand, as respects the filling vp of the picture in detail, the
exposition may indeed specify many an Assy ro- Babylonian feature.
Thus ch. xl. sqq., with their architectural finish and picturesqueness of detail, transport us in
a lively way into the midst of the immense architectural labours of Nebuchadnezzar, by means
of which, when returned home from his victories, he transformed his metropolis Babylon
into the finest^ city of the world, not merely adorning and enlarging it, but fortifying it
quite as much, just as, in like manner, in order to preserve the original territory of the
kingdom, the land of Shinar, and the capital, from the Medes, he caused the so-called Median
wall to be carried across from the Euphrates to the Tigris. The late Professor Hengstenberg
to

;

me long ago, in course of a conversation about the last chapters of Ezekiel, the
prophet must certainly have had a ** knowledge of building," just as, e.g., Riggenbach's
treatise also on the tabernacle betrays such knowledge.
At all events, the probability is as

said to

great of there being a natural substratum for the detailed restoration of the divine visions at
the close of his book in what the priest of Judah in Babylonian exile, by means of Nebuchadnezzar^s ^

immense buildings in

city

and country, was able to appropriate from what he saw

* "The flame of the divine wrath, the mighty rushing of the Spirit of the Lord, the holy majesty
of
Jehovah, as the seer has beheld it, is wonderfully reproduced in his discourse " (H&vemick).
' For this we have the ocular testimony (thoroughly confirmed by lately discovered inscriptions) of
Herodotus, who visited Babylon in course of the fifth century before our era. The city had the form
of a rectangle (comp. Ezek. xlviii 30 sqq.). Herodotus describes the wall 200 feet high with its 100
gates (comp. also Ezek. zL xlii), with posts and thresholds of massive bronze. The deep and swiftly
flowing Euphrates (comp. Ezek. xlvii) intersected Babylon, discharging itself into the Erythrsean Se4i.
The outer wall served as a work of defence. In the midst of the one half of the city was the royal
palace, with large, strongly fortified enclosure; in the midst of the other half of the city was the
sanctuary of Bel with its brazen gates (comp. ch. xlviii 21 sqq.). HerodotiW description of Babylon
reads like a parallel to Ezek. xl. -xlviii (The circumference of Babylon, as the great outer wall determined it, was, according to the measurements of Oppert, the topographer of the old Chaldean city, seven
times that of modem Paris ; the inner and more contracted wall embraced still a much larger area than
London.) "In symbolical effect," says Lange on one occasion, "human culture beoomt^s a picture of

divine worship.**
*

He

Nebuchadnezzar as a builder outstripped

all his

predecessors (Fr. Lenormant, Manuel, ii 17 sqq.).

on the eastern bank of the
recognizable even at the present day in

rebuilt almost entirely the royal city of the old Oushite rulers, lying

Euphrates

;

a gigantic

new

palace rose there at his

command,

B
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and uuilerstood

in this connection.

nezzriFy the buildinf/

of Jthocah

rises

Nay
up

rather, in contrast with the buildings

in Ezekiel as the architectural antithesis

of Ntbuchad'
of the kingdom

of God to the kinffdonis of this worUl, as these lattf»r are symbolized and typified i»y the
world-empire of Nebuchadnezzar. In this way, face to face witii ** the dominion of the worldpowers," as Auberlen designates the stadium of the Babylonian captivity ** in the hist<jry of
the development of the kingdom of God," a significant memento was set up.
Our view is,
that the impression which the melting and expenditure of brass anl of gold necei^sary (ar the
gigantic buildings of Nebuchadnezzar,
is

to be

Bui

met with

in

and the innumerable brick

comparisons such as Ezek.

i.

kiUis,

were

fiitel to injikc,

4, 7, 13, 27, viii. 2, x. 2, xxii. 20, 22, etc.

cB[>ec\a\\y the designedly sensual realism^ o( the represenlaiiou, of the singular

mode

seems to have borrowed its colouring from
the 80 notorious gross sensuality of the Babylonian idtdatry^ in which the most unbridled, most
ehameless naturalism prevailed. Thus Herodotus relates of the temple of Bel, that in the
chapel in the uppermost tower "there is a bed quite prepare'!,'' and that '*no one spends the
of expression in chapters like ch. xvi.

and

xxiii.,

night in it but a woman of the kind whom the god appoints." Bilitta, or Mylitta, the great
goddess of nature, who combined the contrasted qualities of the heavenly and the popular
Venus, Tauth and Zarpauit, demanded usually of every woman of the laud once in her life
her prostitution to a stranger as an offeiing. So Nana or Zarpauit, worshipped at Kutha,

bore the surname of Succoth-Benoth, which likewise points to such prostitutions in honour of
the godJe^.

Comp. the apocryphal

epistle of Jeremiah, vers. 42, 43.

the hill of rubbish Kasr, one of tho largest. An artificial hill was the site of the celebrated ** hanging
gardens," which were intended to represent to his Median consort Amytis her beautiful fatherland ;
terraces rising step by step one above the other, an "Isola Bella" on hind, according to Oppert the
great rubbish deposit of Ami-am. Of the "temple of the foundati<.u3 of the earth," csUled also Hit

Saggatu ("the temple which raises its heatl"), that very ancient terrace J pyramid of the royal city,
with the alleged tomb of the god Bel-Merodach and an esteemeil oracle, Nebuchadnezzar says in an
inscription : " Bit Saggatu is the great temple of heaven and earth, the dwelling of the lord of the
gods, ilerotlach.
I have restored his sanctuary, the seat of the supreme authority, overlaying it with
pure gold." A second terraced pyramid was erected by him beside it as a temple ftir the gocldess
Zaq)auit. On the side of the "secular city" (Hallat) on the west bank of the Euphrates, now Hillab,
where the captives from the different countries and Jews also were settled, Nebuchadnezzar restored the
tower of Babid, and built therein the great temple of Bel, called Bit-Zida, and " the temi>le of the seven
heavenly spheres." An inscription discovered some years ago, and translated, calls it "the terracetower, the everlasting house, the temple of the seven lights of the earth (planets), to which the oldest
mention of Borsipx^a {i.e. * the tower of the languages') is attached, which the first king built, but was
not able to finish ; men had forsaken it since the days of the flood, expressing their words in confusion.
The earthquake and the thunder had shaken the crude brick, and had sjilit the burnt brick of the
facing; the cru<le brick of the foundation- walls had sunk down into hillocks." Herodotus also gives a
description of this building restored as a temple.
General Kawlinson has pointed out that the seven
storeys -with the sanctuary of the god above were painted as with the coloms of the seven heavenly
Iwdies ; the succession of coloiurs represented at the same time the succession of the days of the week.
The cuneiform inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar enumerate other temples besides, which he restored or
erected anew, and Ukewise in the other cities of Chaldea. Those of Kai also, on the Euphrates at
JJabylon, were finished by him ; but just as he cared for " the city of his kingdom " (so he calls it in his
inscriptions), so in like manner he cared for the remaining portions of his land
he restored the celebrated royal canal (Naharwalkor), and below Sippara he caused an immense lake to be dug for the
purpose of irrigation. It is certainly to be conceded that such activity in building on the part of
Nebuchadnezzar will somehow be reflected in the prophetic form of Ezekiel, whose labours were carried
on in presence of it.
:

•
"As the symboHsm and application of similitudes, images, and proverbs is in general only a meant
to an end, that of illustrating the truths to be brought forward, and of strengthenmg by means of illustration the effect of the word and the discourse, so the like end is also served by the detail smd circumstantiality of the representation, and even by the repetition of thoughts and expressions under new

points of view.

The pcoide

to

whom

Ezekiel had to preach repentance by the announcement of divine

judgment and salvation were a

rebellious race, of brazen face and hardened heart.
If he wished to
exercise towards these faithfully and conscientiously the office of watchman committed to him by
the

Lord, he must both rebuke the sins of the people with strong words and in drastic fashion, and portray
tho terroi-s of the judgment vividly before their eyes, and also set forth in a way that would strike
the
senses that salvation which was to spring up thereafter for the penitent."—Keil.
"Est atrox,
vehemens, tragicus, totns in linmu^ in sensibus elatus, fervidus, acerbus, indignabundus. In eo genere,
ad quod unice videtur a natura comparatus, nimirum vi, impetu, pondere, granditate, nemo
ex omni
tcriptonim numero eum unquam aequavit"—LowTH.
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in the midst of the Babylonian world,

yet another peculiarity characterizing him and hia book

explained, viz. his anrprisimjly

is

accurate knowledge offoreign nations and their affairs (comp. ch. xxvi. sqq., xxxviii., xxxix,).
In this respect he makes the impression of a man who has travelled much and far. Naturally,

Ewald

finds in this

a confirmation of

his strange

view of Ezekiel sitting over his books, of

th*

and learned man " at the expense of the genuine prophet.^ It is true ** the position
and circumstances of the nations and countries of the earth are described by him with a comprehensiveness and a historical vividness such as belongs to no other prophet." But for this
there was no need in the kingdom of "Babylon of any far-fetched ** learning ;" it was enough,
with an actual interest and the necessary mental endowments, which even the mastery (fhis
mattiHals possessed by Ezekiel sufficiently shows,
if there were simply open eyes and ears, for
Babylon was one of the centres of eastern commerce (Ezek. xvii. 4, xvi. 29), as its geograi>hical
j>osition, where Higher and Lower Asia meet, between two great rivers, which placed it in
connection with the Persian Gulf and the Indian Ocean, amply justifies, and as may also be
shown in other ways. At this market-place so situated, the Ciirava»»s of the east and west
came together, and the mariners of Africa, Arabia, and India met one another. Here th^-y
obtained by barter the products of Babylonian industry, which was employed, down even to
the villages, e.g. in woollen and linen weaving, in the manufacture of garments and carpets.
Babylonian weapons, furniture, jeweUery, and other fancy goods were articles not less desired.
On the other hand, there came to Babylon wines from Armenia, precious stones and large
dogs from India, as also the finest woollen stuffs from Persia, perfumes, spices, goU, ivory,
and ebony from Arabia and Ethiopia. In the city of Babylon the great world-roads con**

literary

:

—

—

Terged (comp. Lenormant,

In addition, a powerful navy; Bibylouiau ships
35 sqq.).
According to Strabo, there were factories and colonies of

p.

sailed over the Persian Gulf.

Babylonians in distant lands.
One sees that the Babylonian exile had a similar task to that of the sojuurn of the people
in Egypt in former days it was only a more advanced sendar school for the Jews.
If now we must specify vision and symbolism as being, to a considerable extent^ the charac;

teristic of Ezekiel's

prophecy, there

form of prophecy,

viz.

is

thus expressed a departure from the previoas fundamental

inspired popular discourse (which is the peculiarity

e.g.

of Isaiah,

and

Jeremiah even), and an approach to DanieVs peculiarity. What steps more into the
background with •Isaiah, Jeremiah, and other prophets (fea. vi. Jer. xxiv.), begins to be
more prominent in Ezekiel, although *'the word of Jehovah" also comes to him repeatedly
along with it.^ The lower foi-m of dream is not found in our prophet but divine revelation
comes to him in a waking state, in the higher form of vision (Ezek. i., viii. sqq., xl. sqq.) and
just as in the dream plastic symbolism is the rule, so symbolic representation, figurative and
allegorical discourse, parabolic speech, the enigmatic is the seer's mode of expression in word
as in action (Ezek. i., xv., xvii., iii., iv., v., etc.). Hess *' One might call it pantomimic." The
also of

;

;

;

:

more that God

is

unveiled before the prophet, in so

bis reproduction of

what he has seen

throughout (ch.

2S, iv. 3,

much

the more veiled a

way does he shape

for the profane multitude.

(Comp. in this connection
the phenomena in the case of one who has risen from the dead. Auberlen quotes also Matt,
Only when Ezekiel is to be at the same time an expositor, and he is so almost
xiii. 10 sqq.*)
i.

13 sqq., xvii.),

—

it

is

in this

way

his case to the plain word, to the prophetic popular discourse,

the transition

— do

logical

is

made

in

thought and con-

ceptions again make their appearance. That being in the Spirit (Rev. i. 10,
guished from this speaking in the Spirit, is the apocalyptic element of Ezekiel.

iv. 2),

He

as distin-

testifies of

And

yet Ewald concedes, and in words copiously recognises (pp. 204-206), a puhlic ministry of
and that with "clearest consciousness of his being a genuine prophet," and "more plainly
expressed than in the case of any earlier prophet.'*
* " We find in the prophet partly a purely didactive mode of discourse tranqiully unfolding itself,
^

Ezekiel,

what is to be found in the older prophets, ch. xii-xix. The style is then the usual one of
prophetic rhetoric," etc. (Hav.).
• "That mode of representation, because it introduces us immediately to the inner world of the
prophetic spirit, has a mysterious, ofttimes obscure and enigmatic character. The prophet loves this

similar to

much

when

mode

of speech so

word

of such a kind touches men's hearts.

rouses attention and inquiry, and the more impressively a
Jerome designates our book as scripturarum oceanum et
mysteriorum Dei labjrinthum" (Hiiv.). Perhaps, for the idea of Theosophy (comp. the article of Lange
in fferzog xvL), the Old Testament point of connection may be got from Esekiel.

the more,

it

:
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from the beginning (ch. i. 1): that "the heavens were opened," and "he saw visions of
(Comp. the profound remarks of Auberlen on the three forms of Old Testament
revelation, Theophany, Prophecy, Apocalypse, in his Daniel and Revelation p. 70 sqq.^)
We shall also in the case of Ezekiel be able to speak of "a look that is all-embracing^'^
according to Auberlen the one peculiarity of apocalypse, jiist as we shall meet in our prophet
with the other peculiarity remarked by him, ^^ specialty of prediction, '' that apocalypse "gives
m6re of the detail of universal history and more eschatological detail than prophecy," not
Hiivernick says
exactly in the way in which it occurs in Daniel, but yet in similar fashion,
*•
Rightly did Witsius call the donum prophetiss of our prophet incomparahile. True indeed,
he grasps the future more in its general features, the most comprehensive possible form of
but along with that there are not wanting also remarkable
the kiiigdom of God as a whole,
glimpses into the detail of the future, predictions strictly so called, on which by means of their
exact fulfilment the seal of truth and of divine enlightenment on the part of the prophet is
comp. ch. xxxiii." (ch. xi. 10; comp. with
impressed, ch. xxvi. sqq., xii. 12 sqq., xxiv.
Jer. lii. 10).
Year, month, and day are given us it is the prophet's conscious intention to
remove every suspicion of a vaticinii post eventum.
But apart from these definite predictions, the general sensuousness, the complete visibility of
the prophetic form of Ezekiel is the suitable counterpart of the Chaldean world which so cawjht
the eye, and amid which Israel is in a state of dread
and still more was it, on the other hand,
adapted for the comfortless despondency and almost despair of those banished thither, from
whom everything visible, which had been to them a pledge of the divine favour,— land, and
city, and temple, and the beautiful ordinances of divine worship,
seemed to have vanished for
ever, to comfort them against the whole aspect of things visible with something visible from
God, and as it were palpably heavenly. For this purpose there lies a security from God in the
appearance of Ezekiel, a sacramental character, one might say, to which, equally with the
most definite predictions, a number of fnrnmlas recurring through the whole book contribute,
such as. **and they shall know that I am Jehovah," or, "they shall know that a prophet is
in their midst," "and the word of Jehovah came unto me, saying," "the hand of Jehovah
came upon me," or the like, "as I live, saith the Lord Jehovah," "I, Jehovah, have said
it," etc.
("Thus saith Jehovah the Lord" occurs, according to Kliefoth's reckoning, 121
times.)
To perceive in such formulas (as Ewald does) "as it were an encouraging of themselves on the part of the fainting prophetic order," or even the boastful, stupid weakness of
old aie, is to misunderstand the intentional emphasizing of the divine origin and contents,
which Ezekiel claims for his announcements. Not less does our prophet over and over again
emphasize the divine commission, the divine impulse, to speak this, to do this or that (ch.
vi. 1, xiii. 2, 17, xvi. 2, xvii. 2, xxxv. 2, xxxvi. 1, xxxviii. 2, iii. 1 sqq., iv. 4 sqq., xii. 1 sqq.,
xxi. 24 sqq., etc.).
This is the more suitable in confronting his doubting, unbelieving, and
rebellious hearers, especially for the opening apocalypse, where, in the case of the visions and
symbols, mere human imagination might very greatly deceive itself and impose upon otliers.
But Ezekiel is from the first set by Jehovah to speak and to execute the words of Him who
thus commissioned him, and of Him only his whole book is the fulfilment, and nothing more,
of the symbolic procedure in ch. ii. 8 sqq.
In connection with this we must also understand the standing address of God to the prophet
"son of man," viz. of one who of himself would be quite incapable of such communications,

it

God.*'

y

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

fiesh of fiesh,

man

of

man

1

As

regards the close connection of Ezekiel with the Pentateuch, Keil is perfectly right in
asserting that he has this "in common with all the prophets."
"Along with his immediate
predecessor Jeremiah, he

is

distinguished in this respect from the earlier prophets by the fact

that the verbal references in both become more frequent

*

To

and appear more prominent, which

this category belongs also the significant occurrence of the

prophecy about Egypt

(ch.

xxix. sqq.);

and

so,

number seven

seven nations against

:

is

thus, seven times

whom judgment

is predicted
XXV. sqq.), by means of an intentional separation of Tyre and Sidon. Kliefoth has shown that, even
as respects the whole book, according to the formula, " and the word of Jehovah came unto me, saying,"
it consists of 7 x 7 words of God
"an arrangement according to the number seven," says he, ** which
we find in the book of Zechariah and in the Apocalypse, carried out in a different fashion ; for what
these prophets predict will be fiilfilled and accomplished, like God's work of creation, in seven days."
Comp. besides, on Apocalypse and Prophecy, Lunge on Genesis, p. 36.

(ch.

:
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accounted for chiefly by the circumstance, that the apostasy from the law had become so great,
in consequence of which the judgments already threatened in the Pentateuch were falhug
upon them," etc. Ewald says that Ezekiel " makes use of the Pentateuch as a mrttter of pure
learning" and certainly without genuine "prophetic originality and independence ;" but the
complete proof to the contrary is already furnished by his mode of understanding which is

not only

sensible,

but a result of his being

with the Holy Ghost

filled

—

—

this

very ceremonial

law

in an eschatological or Chris tologicAl respect.
In reference to the moral law, we may
compare, as against Ewald, ch. xviii., for example, of which chapter Umbreit remarks that it
*' brings
out in the most splendid manner the ethical character of our priestly prophet." ** If one
sees in the ceremonial law narrow and narrowing forms, crippling our mental freedom, then

certainly the entering

But

on the same, as Ezekiel does,

the law has a higher significance for the prophet

—

;

itself

appears as a narrow-mindedness.

and with how* free a step

intellectually

with all his attachment, fidelity, love to the same he enters on the subject, is shown by the
deeper apprehension of the ideas which are en stamped on the ordinances of the law and of the
spiritual import of the legal forms, so that, as the very section ch. xl. sqq. shows, he stands
in a relation of nowise slavish dependence on the law, but has clearly recognised its exact
significance for the period of the Old and of the New Covenants, alike in their agreement and
in their diversity" (HXv.).
How different is Ezekiers way of dealing with the law from that
of Ezra, also a priest, the scribe!
Corap. besides Oehler (Herzoq's Real-Encycl. xii. pp.
227, 229). "The position of Ezekiel among the exiles," remarks the latter, "is to be com-

—

among the
pared relatively with that of the prophets in the kingdom of the ten tribes
was deeply roote.l (Ezek. xiv. 3 sqq.), and
where also still later (Isa. Ixv.) the apostasy spread mightily, to preserve a religious community, within which the Church of the future might be perpetuated. This object was also
served by the maintenance in particular of the sabbath-festival, a salutary fence for the people
thrown among the heathen j a protection against the ways of the heathen," etc.
As to the " literary style" of Ezekiel, Ewald's judgment is, that his mode of representatioi
"seldom falls away, like that of Jeremiah, easily recovers itself, and as a rule is beautifully
;

captives of Israel, where the tendency to idolatry

rounded

off

;

his

language has already, scattered here and there,

many an Aramaic and

other-

most on the older models
the discourse is rich in rare comparisons, often charming, and at the same time striking, full of
manifold turnings (which are often beautifully elaborated), and where it rises higher, of
genuine dramatic liveliness it has also a certain evenness and repose, in contrast, with
Jeremiah," etc. Comp. Hav. Comm, p. xxiii Keil, Comm. p. 10 Zunz, Gottesffienstl. Vortr.
wise foreign element, the influx of the

exile,

yet fortunately

it

leans

;

;

d. Juffen^ p. 159,

who adduce,

;

besides, the expressions original to Ezekiel, not occurring else-

Schiller (as Richter tells us) read Ezekiel with
the greatest pleasure, because of his finished glorious pictures, and wished even yet to learn
Hebrew, in order to be able to read him correctly. Herder calls our prophet " the uEschylus

where, which perhaps are formed by himself.

and Shakespeare of the Hebrews."

§ 8. COMPOSITION, COLLECTION,

ARRANGEMENT, GENUINENESS OF THE BCOK.

The book which bears EzekieVs name is pervaded throughovt by one and the same spirit alilce
of God and of man. In all its separate parts there meets us, as respects contents and form,
mode of representation and language, the same very peculiar stamp of this prophet. Ewald
acknowledges: "Even the slightest attention shows, that everything in it really proceeds
from his band." De TTette : " That Ezekiel, who usually speaks of himself in the first perBon,
has written down everything himself, is a matter of no doubt." Gesenius " The book belongs
to that not very numerous class, which from beginning to end maintain a unity of tone, which
is evinced by favourite expressions and peculiar phrases
and by this circumstance alone every
:

;

suspicion of spnriousness as regards pai-ticnlar sections might be averted."

"Groundless doubts," De "Wette calls them (Introd. 7th edit.). Those of some of the
Rabbins (corap. H. Witeii, Misc, 8. i. ch. xix. 9) "were merely dogmatic;" the learned Jew
Zunz has lost himself on the same path towards the Persian epoch. Keil, Introd. p. 862
[Clark's Trans.].

But although,

as Keil concludes,

"the genuineness of EzekiePs prophecies
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no doubt any longer exists on
book handed down to us has
been executed by the prophet himself:" **yet as to the manner in wliich the whole book
originated, its collection and arrangement, a general understanding has by no meaiiis been
(18^8) acknowledged with one voice by

this point, that the writing

down and

all critics,

just as also

editing of the

same

in the

arrived at " (Haveknick).

The

**

want

of arrangement," which

Jahn remarked in his Introduction, because of the
by the prophecies against foreign nations (ch.

interruption of the chronological sequence
xxix.

17 sqq., xxvi.

cleared
it

1,

up by §§ 5 and

to the

'*

6,

xxix.

1,

xxxv., xxxviii., xxxix.),^

may

in

general be regarded as

as to the detail the exposition will have to step forward

copy of the transcriber or collector/'

is,

;

to ascribe

from perplexity, to adopt a view which

explains nothing.

Eichhorn in his Introduction adopted the supposition of small separate book-rolls, upon
one of which, for the sake of economy, often two prophecies of the most diverwj periods were
written, the collector having shrunk from the trouble of re-transcribing them, and contented
himself with the putting together of the separate rolls (I !).
In support of the view which ascribes the. collection also to Ezekiel himself^ Hiivemick in his
Comm. urges the following (1) the systematic arrangement, which throughout corresponds
to the contents, and combines strictly chronological sequence with arrangement according to
:

(2) the closest internal connection
whole and in the separate parts, where every separate section looks back to the preceding; (3) the occasional closing notices, which in the collection of the whole have been
appended most suitably by the prophet himself.
Ewald makes our book "first to have originated gradually from several layers, the mass
not to have been written till several years after the destruction of Jerusalem in the leisure of
domestic life;" it is '* quite possible that Ezekiel began to write down many a thing even
before the destruction of Jerusalem" (ch. xvii. 19, xii. 13, xvii. 20).
Comp. said work, p.

subject-matter (in the prophecies against foreign nations)

;

in the

213 sqq.
In favour of the written composition hy Ezekiel^ ch. ii. 9, 10 is certainly not without
significauce.2
And where our prophet had not the temple with the people flockmg together
for oral address before him, where he could approach his auditory, the exiles scattered
throughout the Chaldean empire, only by means of written communication, there is no necessity
whatever, in support of a speedy written composition of the separate discourses, prophecies,
visions, to

draw the inference from

Jer. xxix. that there

intercourse between the place of exile

and the

fatherland.

was also a more extensive written
Yet Bleek in his Introd. urges, as

an argument for their being originally committed to writing, and that not long after the
revelation, the sentences with respect to the Jews in Jerusalem bifore the destruction of the
city and with respect to the foreign nations, whilst he finds a later re-touching not unlikely.

was "the prophetic custom

Dan. vii. 1, Jer.
must the view, that in the case of
Ezekiel also the written composition of the separate parts preceded the collection and ari angement of the whole by the prophet, a view which is specially favoured by the very uniform
setting of the separate pieces, by the similarity of the inscriptions, where they are found, by
the recurring insertion with the formula "and the word of Jehovah came unto me," appear
Prophecies like those which form the close of the book, must have
so much the more natural.
been sketched in writing before being orally delivered, and may afterwards have been
amplified.
The dates of Ezekiel are by no means "kept in so general a form" as Ewald
asserts
year, month, and day are given, rather like the deliberate consciousness of the
moment, than at random according to a very much later recollection. The peculiar description
If it

of this period especially" (Hxv.), comp.

xxxvi., to commit prophecies to tvriting immediately^ then

—

—

;

*
De "Wetti "Of course ch. xxxv. ought to stand beside ch. xxvi., but it has also a suitable place
here (much the same as Isa. IxiiL 1-6) ; but ch. xxxviii and xxxix. have more a home than a foreign
reference, and with perfect right are attached to ch. xxxviL"
* "It was the more likely for the prophet from the first to commit to writing the contents of the
prophetic revelation entrusted to him by Jehovah, inasmuch as the beginning of the discourses which he
had to deliver to the i)eople was represented to him in the form of a writing. The inward necessity of
writing, however, was much more urgently present as regards that portion of the prophetic announcement which was to be realized after the threatenings should have fulfilled their purpose, than in the
oaM of the threatenings themselves, with which the prophet had to begin."—Baumoabten.
:
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be traced back with Haveruick to the strength and
and may be used as an argument for written
composition before the preparation of the whole. Comp. besides, Kliefoth, p. 8L sqq.
in detail of

our prophet

also certainly

freshness of a present revelation

and

ecstasy,

That "the Masoretic text" is "more faulty than in almost any other book of the Old
is an exaggeration on the part of Ewald.
Just as little was it " still in the hatid^
of the LXX. in a far purer form " (Hitzig).
But yet the comparison of the latter, as well as
of the Peschito, is interesting for settling, or at least throwing light upon difficult cases. To the
Alexandrian Fhilo the Greek translation of Ezekiel, with whom certainly he had the greatest
sympathy, appears not to have been at all accessible.
(Franrel, Vorstudien zu der SejU.
Testament/'

p. 89.)

§ 9.

THE CHRISTOLOaY OP EZEKIEL.

The Old Testament Christology is a result of this circumstance, that the divine promise
comes forth /rom the judgment of God (Lange) and the fall of Jerusalem may be looked
upon as the element which determines the second group of the Messianic prophecies. Comp.
Lange, Pos. Day. p. 674. And so throughout the announcement of future salvation has as its
**

^^

;

preairsar the judicial activity 0/ Jehovah. There there is no rest,
been reached, and the last drops of Judah have been scattered

till

the last extremity has

among

the heathen.

Thi^j

background of judgment, on which the Christologlcal prophecy of Ezekiel displays itself,
therefore the universal Old Testament one of the prophets,* just as he occupies it specially

common

is

in

with Jeremiah.

Thus Eaekiel (ch. xi. 13) cries with loud voice, that God is making a full end of the
remnant of Israel, and receives Uktreupon the promise (ver. 16), that the Eternal Himself will
be "as a sanctuary" to the exiles for the short time of their banishment. Out of apparently
complete extermination in judgment there rises up what in a certain measure already forms a
preparation for the close of the book.

Yet

the priestly

element can neither on this account, nor on the whole, be regarded as the

The utmost we can maintain is, that it is a predominant
element in the manner of our prophet's conception and representation (comp. § 7) in this
respect also. For the priestly conception is certainly to be found in Jeremiah too, for example,

peculiarity of Ezekiel's Christology.

and

just in ch.

iii.

14-17, where Hiivernick finds "Jeremiah's fundamental idea" of the
It can also with difficulty be shown, at least in the case of

Messianic salvation expressed.
Ezekiel, that, as
it

may

Lange

asserjts,

" the kingly

office of

be admitted with respect to His prophetic

— " the gospel

of the

the Messiah steps into the background

office.

;"

For, in accordance with Exod. xix. 6,
the kingdom remains the

Old Testament" (to use the words of Ewald),

—

keynote, and the all-pervading view of the Messiah is that of the King, whether resting on
2 Sam. vii., or going back to Gen. xlix. Not only does EzeJiiel share such an expectation with
all

the prophets, but immediately on his opening up the Messianic prospect, in ch. xvii. 22-24,

the planting of the cedar " on the high mountain of Israel," i.e. the raising up of the
Davidic kingdom, to whose protection the nations will submit themselves (comp. besides opi

we have

ch. XX. 83, 37).

The "coming One"

of ch. xxi.

81^,

"whose

right

it

is" ("perhaps witi-

^^

/y

remarks Bleek), is ai
same effect we shall have to interpret ch. xxix. 31,
especially the causing "the horn to bud forth."
But now even in ch. xxxiv., while, with
Tholuck, we must admit that " the name of shepherd corresponds to that of ruler in its ethical
allusion to the already Messianically interpreted passage, Gen. xlix. 10,"

all

events a king.

And

just to the

—

idea,"

—where

Jehovah takes upon Himself the care of the

flock scattered

under the bad

' Tholuck {Die Propheten und ihre Weissagungen^
pp. 37 sqq., 78) gathers up "all prophecies under
the category of that holy order of retributive justice which bears sway in the history of mankind."
(Zephaniah is in outline this prophetic theodicy of God in history.) " As law and retribution are inter
changeable ideas, it was a matter of necessity that legal exhortations should become the prophecy of
retribution in the future ^for individuals and for whole nations, closing with the prospect of the last
judgment, by means of which the idea of the theocracy is destined to reach its ultimate fulfilment.'*
H&vemick (Vorl. uber die Theologie d. AUen Testaments , p. 147) " Prophecy keeps in its eye the future
of the people, while it, as it were, gives up the present. From the judgment upon the theocracy as
chastisement comes forth the salvatdon. The judgment upon the nations is nothing but the glorification
of the theocracy, as a victorious power over heathendom. Every announcement of judgment upon the
world is therefore, in reality, Mesrianic, like inat of the theocratio judgment**

—

:
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shepherds (ver. 11 sqq.), this

Lord

siervant of the

is

is

to be

done by means of His servant David, so that the

neither the people, nor the true Israel, nor the prophetic order, nor

^ven the Messiah -prophet, but, as ver. 24 expressly says, '* the prince." Comp. in addition,
25: **My servant David shall be prince over them," etc., *' and David My
servant shall be their prince for ever."

ch. xxxvii. 22, 24,

We niuy accordingly assert rather, that the kingly office is prominent in Ezekiel's picture of
the Messiah, and that, along with the prophetic office, the Messianic priesthood as well remains
in the background with our prophet.
At ch. xxi. 31 [26, Eng. vers.] the priestly dignity,
which Tholuck holds to be

a matter of cx)ntroversy, appears at most in union with the
xl. sqq.) the high priest is not named, but a
high-priestly mode of acting is made the duty of the priests.
These are to become a highpriesthood, just as the whole temple becomes a holy of holies.
That *' the Lord " is *' at the
same time the high priest," is not to be inferred from this circunjstance. Undoubtedly **the

Among

kingly.

man

" in ch.

this

6

xliii.

Jehovah, when

is

neither the one nor the other

;

and when

it is

enters, with respect to the ark of the covenant,

it

comes rather from the

On

still

the priests of the temple (ch.

lips of Go<l as

**

there said by the glory of

the place of

King, than from the lips of a high

the whole, the peculiarity of Ezekiel in his Christological relations

to attach less to the personality, which, as so circumstanced

My

throne,"

priest.

may perhaps be

and clothed with such an

said

office,

by

work, mediates the Messianic salvation, than to this salvation itself. As with
Jeremiah already expressly the ** Jehovah our Righteousness" of the Messiah (ch. xxiii. 6)
passes over to the Messianic people (ch. xxxiii. 16), so Ezekiel's prophecy occupies itself
peculiarly with the Messianic salvation of the people.
That of course is, just as elsewhere also
in the prophets, that Jurlah, and along with Judah Israel also, is to return from the exile.
The deliverance from Babylon and that other very different redemption run into one another,
this or that other

just like the destruction of Jerusalem

Nor can

and the

last

judgment

in the eschatological discourses of

be looked upon as anything peculiar, that this outward return is conceived
of Messianically as an internal one. as conversion to the Lord for the case is the same with
Jeremiah (ch. xxiv. 5 sqq., xxxi. 10 sqq., xxx. 18 sqq.). But although the subjective side is
not forgotten, that the remnant shall remember and loathe themselves (Ezek. vi. 9, xviii.
31 even, xxxvi. 31 sqq.), yet the objective testimony preponderates even in ch. xi. 16: "I
Of course this ** Jehovah as a sanctuary " may be looked
will be to them as a sanctuary."
Jesus.

it

;

upon as
Jer.

iii.

"Jehovah our Righteousness," and compared with
40 sqq. The fundamental idea of Israel is " a kingdom o/priests,^^
If, however,
people," whose head is the King-priest, the Messiah, ch. xxxvii. 23, 28.
Ezekiel's parallel to Jeremiah's

16, 17, Ezek. xx.

**
a holy
Jeremiah, in describing the Messianic salvation, as it will be accomplished in the people, as they
will be put in possession of it, speaks of the " heart," which God will give, to know Him, of the

"new covenant," where God "puts His law in their inward part and writes it on their heart,"
"one heart and one way" (Jer. xxxii. 89 sqq.), Ezekiel on his part, and that just at
ch. xi. 19, employs similar language, but the "new spirit," like "the spirit" occurritjg before
of the

12, 20 sqq., is characteristic, is something additional (ch. xviii. 31); comp. besides,
60 sqq. The Messianic salvation of the people (quite in harmony with the charactei
of the book, according to ch. i.) is described as a sanctifying or ghnfying of God in, as well as
npon Israel (ch. xx. 41, xxviii. 25, xxxix. 27; comp. John xvi. 14). Based on this thought
there arises the cleansing (ch. xxxvi. 22 sqq. ; comp. ch. xxxvi. 32, 38, xxxvii. 28), which the
in ch.

i.

ch. xvi.

Messianic period holds out in prospect (ver. 25), and the gift of a new heart and new spirit
(ver. 26), which again (ver. 27) is made to include in it the fact, that God puts His Spirit in
their breast

The putting of the Divine

Spirit in the

whole house of Israel forms the kernel of

the very characteristic vision of ch. xxxvii. (comp. ver. 14), and is expressly spoken of in
That and
ch. xxxix. 29 as the outpouring of the Spirit of Jehovah upon the house of Israel.

of the Cliristology of Ezekiel; in other words: the development of
God, the Christ, into Chiistianity in the true Israel. Hence,
" the peculiar blessing of the temple" ^ch. xl. sqq.) is "its water-spring," ch. xlvii. (Lange),
which is at the same time the key to the understanding of these closing chapters of our book
(John vii. 38, 39). Its Christology moves already within the circle of the economy of the
Holy Spirit nay, even ch. i. of our prophet is to be understood in accordance with John
One might say: ecclesiastically, while Daniel prophesies of the Messiah in Hid
xvi. 14.
kingdom above all politically, on the aide of the world. Comp. beaideB, the following section.
nothing else

is the

peculiarity

the Messiah, the Spirit-anointed of

;
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AND DIFFERENT WAYS OF CNDERSTANDINO

THE BOOK OF EZEKIEL.

"Godly

readers find in this book profit and
and trouble comfort and consolation," as
well as " the most delightful instruction as to a Grod-pleasing walk." " Everywhere one i>erceivos how earnestly God seeks to awaken men, and to deliver them from the power of darkness, sometimes by promises, sometimes by threatenings, but sometimes also, if words are
going to prove of no avail, by means of public calamities.** " But in particular the prophet
serves
(1) to give us the knowledge of the divine mercy, righteousness, truth, and power
(2) to- give us the knowleilge of the hatefulness of sin, for whose sake whole kingdoms are
laid waste
(3) he gives us rules as to what every one has to do in his office on the breaking
out of God's judgments (4) he warns us bow we are to be on our guard, etc., against false
security, apostasy, presumption, hypocrisy, and the like
(5) and how, in the midst of the
greatest corruption and severest oppression of the Church, we ought not to lojie heart altogether,
but to believe assuredly, that, as Grod is able to punish and exterminate His enemies, so also
He is able to improve, protect, and make His Church glorious."
Ewald shows how this use for all time connects itself with the immediate aims of Ezekiel iii
the publication of his book, when he remarks among other things ** For one thing, he had to
show that Jerusalem must fall, because it was in itself, and had been for long, in a state of
irremediable confusion and perversity, and therein at the same time for the living there lay
the right lesson and warning for the future but, secondly, he must also set forth the certainty
of a better future, and of the indestructibility of the true Church, and bring out clearly the
genuine hope as opposed to despair, as well as in opposition to hasty and vain expectations in
keeping alive the sacred fire during the long period of the exile this book certainly had no
Jesus Sirach expresses himself in these terms about our prophet,
small influence," etc.
Starke*8 Bibelwerky v. p. 1703, says at § 14

edification enough,'* to wit, in general

:

"in

:

distress

—

;

;

;

:

;

;

according to Fritzsche's translation (ch. xlix. 8, 9) ** Ezekiel beheld the vision of glory,
which the Ix)rd caused him to see upon the chariot of the cherubim for he made mention of
the enemies in wrath, and did good to those who walked in right ways but he comforted
:

;

;

Jacob, and delivered them by assured hope." *
As regards the import of Ezekiel theologically considered^

we

shall the

more readily abide

the son of Sirach makes a starting-point, as the glory of God has already repeatedly
been found by us to be of importance in getting at the contents of our book. In this way
If, distinctively, God's ** majesty " expresses
Ezekiel's theology is characteristically indicated.

by what

His incomparable and immeasurable exaltation above heaven and earth, that unique, absowhich He is God alone, in whom the
greatness, power, beauty, continuance, and splendour of life are properly inherent, then
Ezekiel makes known to us the glory of Jehovah as being the ^M-n presentation of the divine
As the ** majesty " would be the sum of all supraroundane
life-form in order to manifestation.
divine attributes, so, according to him, the glory is the whole manifestation of God in mundane
things.
As the divine "majesty" which by this means is shown to be moral— has as its
counterpart the " holiness " of God, in accordance with which God is Himself pure, so the
divine glory finds its counterpart in the righteousness of Grod, in virtue of which God, as Cleanser
or Sanctifier, alike in judgment and in mercy restores as well as ditplays His glory in the world.
The righteousness of God is, next to the ghry of God, and in connection therewith, the peculiar
From this theological standpoint he delineates the downfall of
theologvumenon of Ezekiel,
Jerusalem, and likewise the downfall of the heathen nations referred to. Both have refused in
free surrender to consecrate themselves to God, but have as much as ever they could in their
own case treated God profanely, and made the world on its part unclean. The divine
lutely perfect independence of His being, in virtue of

—

^

righteousness in judgment, as

it

is

executed on both, adjusts this disorder, this contradiction

as regards God's manifestation in the world, as regards His divinfe glory, through their being

taken

away by

sacrifice,

and

force,

in this

inasmuch as God consecrates to Himself the one as well as the other as a
way making atonement for the sin by means of the punishment, cleanses

the world also, which

tjbrj

m

this respect.

'

is

destined to be and to become full of His glory,

From

Gregory

letfl

and thus

restores His

the same theological standpoint mercy and salvation also are

up Ezekiel

as a teacher

and

^iiem for preachers.
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conceived of in Ezokiel, and in fact under the prenupposition of a subslitutlon.

" For the

righteousness of God," says Beck {Lehrsd'tze, p. 115 sqq.), ** is hallowed not merely in
punishing, but also in putting again to lights and creating anew, when He puts His law as
light an(l spirit

world, as

its

outwardly and inwardly in the

self-manifestation of His glory

but

still

life,

and

everlasting salvation, the reign of law which

more

its blissfr.l

on

is

and lovely

sets up with creative power in the
had been interrupted by sin." The

through righteousness,
Although a substitutionary suffering of the

this side, in fact, also its restoration
exhibition.

Servant of God, as in Isa. liii., is not met with in Ezekiel, yet the cleansing of Ezek. xxxvi. 2b
conceived of as one effected by priestly mediation; and tlie fact that substitution is no
strange thought to our prophet, that such a view is with him fundamental, and will therefore
also be presupposed by him for the salvation of Israel through the mercy of God, is shown by
is

the tetralogy of recurring passages, ch. xiv. 14, 16, 18, 20.

As

there

is

no one now among

the people, either prophet, or priest, or king, able to step into the breach, a substitution

is

demanded, by means of which full attmement can be made, by means of which righteousness
gains the victory, and the glory of Jehovah in grace and mercy comes to be manifested.
(Comp. besides, Oehler's very suggestive article in Herzog, ix.p. 419.) Hence the word of the
prophet ever again just demands conversion to God^ with whom all things are possible, while
the delusion of a substitutionary suflfering of the children for the guilt of their fathers
dismissed in the most energetic and decided

way

is

For the righteousness which
Ezekiel holds up as a rghteousness for man is
to do what is lawful and right," '^ to deal
truly " (ch. xviii. 6, 9), ** to be righteous,*' and not to depart from righteousness, therefore also
in ch. xviiL
'•''

so that these children can neither know themselves to be
even to be capable of a substitution for their fathers, nor durat they allow
themselves to be satisfied with a righteousness of pious pretence (in contrast with one that is
to remain right-eous (vers. 24, 26)

:

guiltless, so as

and real and abiding) ^ but they are 'to make themselves a new heart and
a new spirit (ver. 31). As in particular this closing demand of the 18th chapter, in which the
whole discourse about righteousness culminates, lets it be seen that the way of Israelis thoughts
hitherto has been a false one, inasmuch as the matter in hand is more a conversion, will
personal and actual,

;

new birth, a new creation, so in this way there rises into view, at the same time, as
way for every man, the way to God, and therein the way of God, that God who " has
no pleasure in the death of him that dieth " (vers. 32, 33, ch. xxxiii.), as the way of life.
Each for himself, so runs with Ezekiel the antithesis to all fancied substitution in the judgment
of God, an antithesis which leads to death (ver. 4).
But as God wills the life of him who
'*
turns from his way,'' the true way of life must offer a better, even a true substitution.
involve the

the true

Baumgarten, however, gives less prominence (Herzog^s Real-Encyl iv. p. 298 sqq.) to
such an ethico-theological meaning of oar book than to an eschatological one, when he asserts,
'*
that according to Scripture Israel's state of captivity by no means ceases after the return of
a few thousands to Jerusalem under Cyrus, but continues down to the present day, and will
The interpretation attempted from this point of
last until the general conversion of Israel."
view of the vision in ch. i., of the '* prophetic word during the exile," of the " labours of

—one may apply to

—

Baumgarten 's own words '* drags into
from it." Here, however,
the opportunity presents itself, before we enter on the exposition of the book of Eiekiel, of
discussing the different modes of interpreting it. Baumgarten finds in the passage quoted, that
in Ezek. i.-iii. (comp. ch. xi. 22, 23) "it is shown most clearly that a new method of
revelation on God's part is to begin, wherewith there is given in Israel, even without the
instrumentality of the sanctuary and the priestly service, a possibility of further development
and progress ;*' and then, in support of this view, he brings forward ** as a new (?) beginning
of inner development" the ** prophetic position and labours of Ezekiel during the exile," in
connection with which reference is made to Ezek. viii. 1, xi. 26, xiii. 24 (xiv. 1), xx. 1, xxiv.
19, xxxiii. 81, 32, just as the continuation is found "in the ordinance of the synagogue down
*' What, above all, the meaning of the last third of the book amouiits
to the present day."
Ezekiel during Israel's captivity,"

the passage with one's

own hand

the very thing that

it

is

to be proved

1 " The bad sort of mere outward righteousness and sham holiness (says Baumgarten), which was one
day to bring blasphemy and bloody persecation on the holy and righteous King of Israel and Him who
was demonstrated to be the Son of God, as well as on His Spirit-anointed messengers of peace. Hence,
also, EsekiePs prophetic labours in word and deed are directed far move against this deepest and moftt
lasting corruption, than against all eke.**
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**> resurrection of the dead

xxxviL
and buried
spring for their frost-bound land, as soon as the spirit of prophecy
shall prove mighty enough, in the power of its divine source, to breathe upon and wake up
this field of the dead,
which the prophet even is able to do as yet only in type (ch. xxxvi i.
to,"

natiou,

and

as follows, ch. xxxvi.

:

an everlasting

—

7),—when the spirit of the prophetic word shall have entirely filled the Gentile world, or (?)
when the fulness of the Gentiles shall have come in, and by this means shall have the power
**
and the tai-k to wake up the dead people of God (Rom. xi. 25, 26)."— Ch. xl.-xlviii.
Fur
when Israel as a nation is converted to their Go<l, how can they, how dare they exhibit thi^^ir
faith and obedience otherwise, than in the forms and ordinances which Jehovah has given to
8,

:

this

nation ?

parts receive

God

is

And is it not plain, that only after this conversion will the whole law in all irs
that fulfilment, which it has always hitherto demanded in vain ? The Church of
and described by the prophet of Israel (I). At
again into the community of Israel (!), and find in the law

to find its goal in che condition here seen

the Gentiles

tnat goal

finally enter

national (!) statute-book, according to the will of God.
We must accustom
to recognise in these lofty and glorious descriptions not merely the final shape of
but also the ultimate model for the converted and incorporated Gentiles (comp. ch.

of Israel their

ourselves
lanel,
xlvii.

of a

22 ?)." This is not the place to enter on a fuller treatment of this extreme development
view of our prophet, in support of which the Epbtle to the Galatians and that to the

Hebrews do not appear to have been written, nor Acts xv. to have been meant ; it must just
Tholuck {Die Propheten und ihre Weissag. p. 151 sqq.) says:
left to characterize itself.

be

" Although in scarcely any other department of Scripture has there been the same fluctuation
with respect to the hermcneutical principles as in the exposition of the prophets, yet
take the liberty of saying, that

character of

prophecy has been

throughout
u.«?ually

all

taken for granted.

In reference alike to Old Testament

prophecy in general, and to our prophet also in particular,
exactly the following different
article

of Oehler

alkgitrical

on

*

modes

Prophecy,'

interpretation,

we may

periods and sections of the Church the typological

we

shall

have to distinguish more

of interpretation (comp. with Tholuck, the valuable

—

xvii. p. 644 sqq.) :
1.
The
development, must degenerate into

Herzog's Real-Encycl.

which, with

a one-sided

the exegesis of the ancient Church shows us. 2. The historical interpretation
Antiochean school, then of a Grotius, now of the rationalistico-naturalistic critici.sm.
3. The symbolical {e.g. HXv., Hengst.) and the mystical interpretation (e.g. of the Berltbury
Bible).
4. The typical interpretation, which is combined sometimes 'with the symbolical,
sometimes with the allegorical, sometimes with the historical, just as in general all these
interpretations are mixed in the different expasitors.
If one chooses to call the historical the
realistic interpretation, the other interpretations may be contrasted with it as idealistic ; and
if they are not to escape a certain measure of censure by being designated as ** spiritualistic,"
as is done by Oehler, then the opposite interpretation might not without reason admit of
being designated as a materialistic one.
Pielism in former days, just as it revived Jewish
legality to the hurt of the ideality of free Christian hfe, bordered with its chiliasms on a view
of the prophetic word, which Jerome (* down till I^yra and Luther, an authority in the
exposition of the prophets.'
^Tholcck) had condemned as Judaizing": *'Ut quae Judaei et
arbitrariness, as

of the

Dostrl,

imroo non nostri Judaizantes, carnaliter futura contendunt, nos spiritualiter jam

'*A comparatively small fraction," Tholuck calls them, **who,
and a number of South German, especially
Wurtemberg theologians have done, held themselves bound by the letter to understand
littraUy what is said of the return of Israel, of the taking posisession of the lands of the
heathen, of the new temple, and sacrificial worship."
As regards the general view lying at the foundation of the following exposition of the book
of Ezekiel, it coincides with Oehler in this, that prophecy is directed to the end^ as being at the
same time the goal of the history of Israel. There belongs to it, therefore, an eschatological
clwiracter in general, and inasmuch as the history of Israel is determined essentially and distinctively by the law (Rom. ii. 17 sqq.), and Christ is the end of the law, the eschatological
character of Old Testament prophecy must be, especially in its positi(m towards the law, nay,
in the law, to a large degree the Christological one.
For ** all the prophets and the law (itself)
prophesied untQ John the Baptist" (Matt. xi. 13); in Him, therefore, to whom John could
point with his finger, this prophecy ceases ; it has become fulfilment (2 Cor. i. 20
Matt. v.
W; Heb. L 1 ; 1 John ii. 18 ; 1 Pet iv. 7). The development of such fulfilment of prophecy.

transacts
iust as

doceamus," sqq.

recently again most of the English

;
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given in Christ, embraces, as

as

it

ill

thin isense,

is

aud

may be

understood, the perfecting of the Church, so that

as regards thit relation, there occur also esvhatol tgical elemenU in the narnnvtr

word in the Old Testament prophets, apocalyptic features in their picture of
But as the development of Christ in the perfecting of the Church is that which
takes place through the Holy Ghost, for which reason the eschatological tenets of the Christian
the end of the ways of God in this respect is not flesh,
faith stand rightly in the thinl article,
but (now that the Word has become flesh) thQ glorified corporeity, a niw heaven and a new
so also nothing can be taken into view,
earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness (Rom. xiv. 17),
for the eschatology .s/nVr/y no caWd, which would result in a national Israel and an establishing
acceptation of the

the Messiah.

—

—

of ita law, or even in a Jewish- Christian redeemed humanity, especially as in Christ neither
availeth anything (Gal. iii. 28), and the law has come in between merely, and
that because of sin, until the Seed of promise should come, unto whom it had to serve as a

Jew nor Greek

schoolmaster only (Rom.
in the
Israel,

v.

20; Gal.

iii.

19, 24).

*'

Prophecy contents

itself,"

says Tholuck

work referred to, ** with setting forth the full realization of the kingdom planted in
and along with that the satisfying of the religio-moral need of redemption on the part

of mankind, as the ultimate goal of the earlier history of mankind."

Tholuck, therefore, looks

realization of the pictures in Ezek. xl. sqq., in the spiritual sense, as having already

upon "the

taken place in the Christian Church," while Oehler again, especially because of Rom. xi. 26,*
same time holds strongly, as an essential element of all prophecy, that of Ezekiel

at the

included, the actual " restoration of the covenant people, preserved as they are even in their

Comp.

rejection for the fulfilment of their destiny.'*

Tholuck
Ezekiel.

besides, the reasons which, according to

197 sqq.), stand opposed to a ** gross realistic " view of the last chapters of
Havernick {Varies, ilbir die Theologie des A, T.) expresses himself thus (p. 165):

(p.

*'The closing predictions of Ezekiel have in earlier times been usually understood typiciiUy,

and referred
in this

way

directly to the person of Christ, the apostles

aud Christian

affairs in general,

the typical system in principle degenerated into a wild allegory.

This

aud

mode

of

interpretation has called forth the other extreme, according to which the prophets are per-

mitted to determine nothing else beforehand but the state of things as it was really to take
place (but did not take place) after the exile, prophecy being thus transformed into a new
legislation.
Hence the prophetico- symbolical interpretation is most correct, according to which
those representations are to be understood in the sense which they had already for one living

under the Old Testament theocracy, viz. as symbols, whose true and full significance is to be
realized only in the new Church."
(On prophecy in general one may compare also the thoughtful and profound statement by
Beck, Christl. Leh-wisienschafl, p. 354 sqq.)
* We may be permitted to take this opportunity of casting a glance on this oft-mentioned passage,
without attempting (for time would fail us for such a purpose) to defend the following interpretation in
view of the context in Horn. ix.-xL First of all it is to be observed, that in Bom. xi 25 the apostle
speaks of a /«vrr4<<M t»5t», placing the pronoun after the substantive, whereby «•»« is made to refer not to
what follows, but to what has been already said "the foresaid mystery." Let one compare Eph. v. 32
and 1 Cor. xi. 25 with ver. 26. Then, further, and this is the most important consideration, exegeticol
" in i>art," is not very
tradition must submit to be told, that itwl fM^tvt, if one translates it as hitherto
appropriate in any of the passages where it occurs elsewhere (Rom. xv. 15, 24 ; 2 Cor. L 14 ; it 5).
:

:

Mi(«f (m«<<*) is the portion that is due (Rev. xxi. 8), and so kwl /aif$»t will mean : as is due, in due
measure, or of right. The LXX. give their support to this meaning, and it suits admirably in the New
Testament passages in question. The foresaid mystery is that discussed in Rom. ix. sqq., which is spoken
of to the Ephesians also, namely that Christ kafh made in Biinself of Jews and GentUeSt these two, one
"new man (Eph. ii. 15), so that all believers from among Jews as well as Gentiles are one in Christ (Gal. iii.
:

:

the Israel of God (GaL vi. 16). This mystery we ought to know well, in order
in our self-sufficiency forget, that fiardening has happened to the nation of Israel accord-

28), Israel ^fter the Spirit,

that

we may not

ing

to desert, of right, which judgment of hardening endures unto the end, until theftUness of the Gentile
nations be come in, namely, in Israel's place as a nation, mmi tfitm (ver. 26), i.e. and so (but not : and then),
in this way all Israel shall be saved. That is to say : when the silently and continually growing temple

of
it

God

shall be built

in truth (Rom.

would be the
viii. 19).

up to the

ix. 6),

last stone (Eph.

way

ii.

21), in this

way

shall all the children of the

shall all Israel,

for Zion (P^Vr), Sept.

i»i<i»

2m^, but im 1*^; thus

Comp. Doctrinal

Reflections

(•*«»),

i.e. all

tluU belong t)

promise attain to salvation, which
the A«»iXi«^<f ri". m«» ««v §uS (Rom.

^s wtf$wi^ntH, the full salvation (Eph. i 14),
with this agrees also the Pauline application of the quotation from

^vtXCr^meit

And

the Gentiles.

in this

when the

salvation

Isa. lix. 20, viz.

not

comes from the Jews to

on Deut. xxx. (Lange's Com.).
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the view of Ezekiel, to which the unknown painter of the lately
in the remarkable double church of the 12th ceuuuy,
at Schwarz-Rheindorf, opposite Bonn, has given expression.
(Oomp. Simons, Die Doppilkirche zu Schwarz-Wieindorf; KuGLER, Handhuch der Kunstgeachichte, ii. 3 Aufl. pp. 96,
180 sqq. ; Rheinlands Baudevkmale des Mittelallers, 7 Heft.)
Formerly a collegiate church, it
left free for the canonesses, whose places were in the upper chapel, the look (through a round
opening, with balustrade) at the l»igh altar in the lower church area. From this lower church
the waU-paiutings taken from the book of Ezekiel rise up, ciusing with a representation from
the Revelation of John, above the altar of the upper church. These lower wall-paintings after
Ezekiel place together, <^//. the vision of Ezekiel in ch. i., and the transfiguration of Christ
the manifold abominations in the temple (Ezek. viii. sqq.), and the expulsion of the buyers
andselers by the Saviour; and opposite one another EzekiePs visions of judgment, and the
final self -judgment of Israel by the crucifixion of the Messiah.
What Kugler (following Huhe)
mistakenly interprets as the figure of *' a saint, *^ is the Apostle Paul, marked out as such by
his long Roman garment and his youthful form (Acts vii. 58), as well aa by the threefold halo
(2 Cor. xiL 2, ''up to the third heaven "), to whom, on the other side, corresponds Peter, as
be who has the keys of the Church upon earth, the temple of Ezekiel. The whole, down to
the minutest details, is a spirited exegesis of our prophet, in the style of the middle ages.

Extremely interesting

rediscovered

is

noteworthy wall-paintings

§11.

R

Salomon ben Isaaki, incorrectly named
B»bbi2iicaL— RiLSGHi, as he is usually called,
**
Jarchi," Latin by Breithaupt, Commentarius Hebr. in proph. majores, etc. ; Lat. vers. ed. J. Fr.
Breithaupl, 4, Gotha 1713.— David Kimchi (** Radak," according to Jewish abbreviation)
Salomon
in Bdxtokf's Rabbinical BiOk.— Isaac Abarbanel, Amsterdam edition, 1641, fol.
BEN Melech (called *' Michlal Jophi "), edition in fol., with Abendana's additions, Amster1.

dam, 1685.— Of more recent Jewish expositions, L. Philippson,
Leipzig 1858,

ii.

Theil,

was

Jsraelitische Bibel, 2 Ausg.,

used.

2. Fatristio.
Ouigen, Homilix XIV. in Ezechielem^ ixXoy«< «/; to* /«^«x/i? a.— Gregory
Kazlanzen, Annotatio de quatuor apud Ezechielem animalibus. Theodoret, 'EpfAYtvfiu r^{
Jerome, Explanaliones in Ezech.^ Ub. XI V. Origen, Homilix
flr«>^^«wef TOW hiov U^txtih.
XXVIII in prophet is Jerem. et Eztch. GREGORY THE Great, Homdis& in Ezech. proph.

—

—

—

—

3. Later,
his

embzacing •R/wniA^ Befoimed, Lutheran. Rhabanus Maurus, Commentary in
von Deutz, in his Commentarius de operibus

Opera, Cologne edit 1627, fol.— Rupert

Irinitatis, and on the Gospel of Matthew, sub titulo: De gloria et honoreJUii hominis,
Cologne edit, of his works.—C. Sanctius, In Ezech. et Dan., 1612, 1619.—Maldonatus,
Comment, in preec. s. scr. libr. V. T., Paris 1643, fol.— Cornelius a Lapide, Comment, in
onmes, scr. s. libr., last edit., Venice 1730.— Calmet, Comment, lit. sur tons Us liures de
Vancien et du nouv. Test., Latin by Mansi, Wiirzburg 1792, Part X.— Hier. Pradus,
Comment in Ezech., and Villalpandus, In Ezech. expl. et app. urb., etc., Rome 1596-1 G04.—
Die Propheten Ezechiel und Daniel als Fortselzung des v. BRENTANO'«c^n. A. T. von. Dereser.

sanctx

Frankf. a M. 1810.

Calvin, Prsdectioves in Ezech. proph. viginta capita prinra, Amsterdam edit.; see Collective
Works, 1667, in the 4th volume. LuDOV. Lavater, IlomilisR sen commentarii in libr. v. prophetiam
Ezich., Zurich 1571 (Preface by Beza to Coligny).— Oecolampadius, Comment, in Ezech.,
Basle 1543, fol.
Conr. Pellicanus, Comment in libr. V. et N. Test., Zurich 1532 sqq., 4th

—

volume.—John Piscatob, Analysis,

sqq.—Piscator's
Basle 1607.—Tossani's

1605

scholia, et observationes in

Biblework, 4, Herborn 1603, Part

onmes V.

et

N. T.

libr.,

4.—Polanus, Comment,

Herbom

in Eztch.,

Bible, Minden 1716, fol.— The Critici Sacri, tom. iv., pars 1, in which
Sebastian Monster, Franciscus Vatablus, Sebastian Castalio, Isidorus Clarjus,
JoH. Drusius, Hugo Grotius, and Ludovici Capelli excerpta ex Villalpando ad cap. 40-42 et
46 Ezechielis.
PoOLE, Synopsis criticorum, vol. iii.— CocCEius in his Opera omnia, vol. iii.—
Tekema, Lectiones academ. ad Ezech. usque ad cap. 21. Clerigus, In prophetas, etc.,
Amsterdam 1731, foL— Henry, Exposition of the Old and New T.—W. Newcome, An Attempt
towards an Improved Version, a Metrical An-angement, and an Explanation on the Prophet
Ezekiel, Dublin 1788.—Green hill. Exposition of the Prophecy of Ezekiel
Luther, Auxlegung etlicher Kapitel des Ezechiel und Daniel. Victor Strigel, Ezechiel pr.
ad Hebr., sqq., Leipsic 1597.—NiK. Selneccer, Auslegung Ezechiels laUin. und deutscL—Luc.

we have

:

—

—

Osiander, Biblia Lot., etc, Tubingen 1588,

foL—Abr.

Calovius, Biblia

illustr.
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—

annot H. Grotii, Frankf. 1672, foL JoACH. Lange, Prophetutches Licht una
Die Ttibinger
J. H. MiCHAELis in his Hebrew Bible with Annotations.
Bibel, ed. Pfaff, 1729, fol.
Summarien (so-called Wurtemberg), oder griindliche A usleg. ff.
8 Aufl., fol., Leipzig 1721. Joh. Fr. Starck, Commtnt, in proph, Ezech.^ Frankfort 1731.
JoH. Georg Starke, Synopsis, etc., Part 5, Leipzig 1747.— Joh. David Michaelis, Ueb. des
A. T. mil Anmerkungen ftir Ungelehrie. The 10th part, which contains Ezekiel and Daniel,
Gottingen 1781. Teller, Das englische ^i6c/icerA;.— Moldenhauer, Uebers. und Erkl. d. A.
BB, d. A. 1\ Quedlinburg 1744.— Hezel, Die Bibel mit Anm., Lemgo 178d.-J. Ch. F.
SCHULZE, Scholia in V, T. (G. L. Bauer), Numberg 1783-97.— Dathe, Proph. majores, ed.
^Vollborth, Ezechiel ubers, mit Anm,, Gottingen 17 S7,^Berleburger Bibel,
2, Halle 1785.
exhibent et cement

Recht, Halle 1732.

—

—

3 Theil, 1730.
4.

More recent

—

J.

G. Eichhorn, Die hebr. Propheten, 1 Band, Gottingen 1816.
4 Theil, Neustadt 1828.— RosenmUller, Scholia in Ezech., ed.

DiNTEii, Schnllehrer- Bibel,

2,

and the same tw comp. red., 1833. Maurer, Comm. gram, crit. in V. T., Part
2d, Leipsic 1836.— Umbreit, Prakt. Comm, tiber d, Proph, Ezech., Hamburg 1843.
Havernick, Comm. Uber den Proph. Ezech., Erlangen 1843. Richter, Erkl. Hausbibtl, in the
4th vol. p. 623 sqq., Barmeo 1837.— V. Gerlach (Schmieder), Bibelwerk, 4 Bd. 1 Abth.
Heim und Hoffmann, Die 4 grossen Proph, aus den Schriften der Btformatoren, Stuttgart
1839.— Ewald, Die Propheten des A, B.'un 2 Theil, 2 Ausg., Gottingen 1868.— HiTZio, Der
Proph. Ezech, erkl, Leipzig 1847.—Bunsen, Die Bibel, 2 Theil, p. 699 sqq., Leipzig 1860.
Diedrich, Der Proph, Jerem. und Ezech. kurz erkl, Neu-Ruppin 1863. Kliefoth, Das
Bnch Ezechiel^, 2 Abtheilungen, 1864. Hengstexberg, Die Weissagungen des I\oph. Ezech,
1 Thl. 1867, 2 Theil 1868.— 0. Fr. Keil, Bibl Komment. iiber den Propheten Ezech., Leipzig
1868.
B. Neteler, Die Gliederung des Buches Ezechielsff., Miinster 1870.
For Specialties.—P. Tischinger, Singularia Ezechielis, Schwabach 1748.— BCttcher,
Proben altt, Schrifterki, Leipzig 1833, p. 218 sqq. iiber Kap. 40 sqq. W. Neumann, Die
Wasser des Lebens, Ezech. 47, Berlin 1849. Reinke, Die mess. Weiss, Giessen 1859.
Hengstenberq, History of the Kingdom of God, etc. [Clark's Trans., Edinburgh 1871-72.]
Hoffmann, Das gelobte Land in den Zeiten des getheilten Reiches bis zur babylon, Gefangenschaft,
Basel 1871. (Written from a fresh point of view, an attractive lecture.)
1826, 2 Parts,

—

—

—

APPENDIX
[Only two distinct works on the Prophecies of Ezekiel have of late years been issued from
by Patrick Fairbairn, D.D., the editor of the present translation, in
the Lauge series, published by the Messrs. Clark of Edinburgh, first edition in 1851, third
and another by the late Dr. E. Henderson in 1855, Hamilton, Adams, & Co.,
edition in 1863
London The latter work consists only of 219 pages, of which considerably more than the
half is occupied by the text.— P. F.]
the British press: one

;
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THE PROPHET EZEKIEL.

A. FIRST PRINCIPAL

PART.— Ch.

l-xxiv.

THE PROPHECY OP JUDGMENT,

I.

THE DIVINE MISSION OF EZEKIEL.— Ch.
1.

The Vision of Glory (Ch.

i.-in. 11.

i.).

It has been customary, as at Isa. vi. and Jer. i., so also here, to read EzekieVs call to be a
prophet as if it were his ordinatioD or consecration to ottice. But even in the case of Isa. vi.,
where the oflBcial activity of the prophet does not certainly first begin, but where we find
ourselveB alreadv in the midst of his labours, one has been conipeUed for this reason to
individualize and to define more exactly ; and instead of making it a call to the prophetic office
This necessity, which is occasioned there
in general^ has made it a cull to a special mission.
hy ihe position of the 6th chapter, would not indeed be present here; for the history of
JEzekieVs call would be found exactly in the right, or at lea*«t in an unexceptionable place, namely,
at the commencement of his official activity.^ It would be just as iu the case of Jeremiah
(ch. i. 4 sqq.)) ^^^7 ^^^ ^^ equally simple circumstances, so far as the vision is concerned.
Bat as regards Jeremiah's case, the histoiical call at a definite period of his life is from the first
the element that falls into the background what above all is prominent, is the divine consecration and appointment of Jeremiah as a prophet even he/ore his appearance and birth in time.
It is a thoroughly ideal history the history of the call of the prophet Jeremiah, and not to be
compared with what Ezekiel relates to us in these chapters (i.-iii.). If then we keep by that
which lies before us, is it anywhere a call to the prophetic office that is spoken off If we bring
dobely together the detailed vision of Ezek. i., and the more compressed, briefer one of Isa.
i. 1-4, then also Ezek. ii. 3 sqq. contains merely the mission of Ezekiel, which is represented
as a divine one, just as Isa. vi. 8 saq. contains that of Isaiah. It is this, and by no means to
tell us how Ezekiel was called to be a prophet, that is the essential element in the opening
chapters of our book. So much does the idea of the prophetic mission from God dominate the
whole, that neither does the real incongruity of how a sinner among sinners is permitted to
be the seer of the holy God (oomp. Isa. vi. 5 sqq.), nor the seeming incongruity of how a man
who is not eloquent, and too young, is sent as a prophet (comp. Jer. i. 6 sqq.), come to
a solution, but Ezekiel has simply to open his mouth and to eat what is given him by God
(ch. ii. 8 sqq.). The question, therefore, is not, how he becomes qualified for the office of a
prophet, thus Isaiah, if such a view is held in his case, in the relation alleged, but more
correctly perhaps for his special commission, is qualified by the removal of sin (laa. vi.
6 sqq.); or Jeremiah, by means of the touch of Jehovah's hand (Jer. i. 9) ;— the question
rather turns on this point simply, in what capacity Ezekiel will have to discharge his prophetic
The distinction between the call in general and a mission in
office, to execute his mission.
particular might admit of being expressed as that between something more subjective and
what IB more objective, in some such way as this : that, in the call, the prophet as subject stands
in the foreground ; in the mission, the objective matter of fact preponderates, in which and
through which the prophet has to develope his activity, which is EzekieFs case. For the more
general call, of course
its individual character in the case of each, one might have to confine
Eimeelf in the case of Ezekiel as well as of Isaiah'to their names (§ 1), while Jeremiahs name
;

—
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seems rather to express his mission. The divine legitimation of the mission of Ezckitl is the
primary meaning of ch. i.-iii. On the whole, it approximates too much the peculiar nature
of the prophetic office to the priestly and the kingly, when we speak in this way of the consecration of a prophet.
The mission of a prophet is at all events in actual fact equivalent
to his consecration to the prophetic office.

CHAPTER
1

2
3

I.

And

it came to pass in the thirtieth year, in the fourth month, on the fifth day
of the month, as I was in the midst of the captivity, by the river Chebar, that
the heavens were opened, and I saw visions of God.
On the fifth of the month
it was the fifth year [from the time] of the carrying away captive of king
Jehoiachin The word of Jehovah came in reaUty unto Ezekiel the priest, the
son of Buzi,
the land of the Chaldeans by the river Chebar ; and the hand of
Jehovah came upon him there. And I saw, and, behold, a stormy wind came
out of the north, a great cloud, and fire flashing into itself, and brightness round
about it [the cloud], and out of the midst of it [the are] as the look of the brightness
of gold, out of the midst of the fire.
And out of the midst thereof [ot ihe Are]
appeared the likeness of four living creatures.
And this was their appearance
they had the likeness of a man. And every one had four faces, and every one
of them four wings.
And their feet were straight feet ; and the sole of their
feet was like the sole of a calf s foot ; and sparkling like the look of bright brass.
And they had the hands of a man under their wings on their four sides ; and
they four had their faces and their wings. Joined one to another were their
wings ; they turned not when they went ; they went every one straight forward.
As for the likeness of their faces, they four had the face of a man, and the face
of a lion on the right side and they four had the face of an ox on the left side
and they four had the face of an eagle. And their faces and their wings were
separated above ; in every one two were joined, and two covering their bodies,
And they went every one straight forward: whither the spirit was to go, they
went; they turned not when they went.
As for the likeness of the living
creatures, their appearance was like kindled, burning coals of fire, like the
appearance of torches: this [the Are] was going round between the living creatures;
and the fire had brightness, and out of the fire went forth lightning. And the
living creatures ran and returned as the appearance of a flash of lightning.
And I saw the living creatures, and, behold, one wheel was upon the earth
beside the living creatures, for its four faces.
The appearance of the wheels
and their make was like unto the look of the precious stone of Tartessus and
they four had one likeness ; and their appearance and their make was as it were
a wheel in the midst of a wheel. When they went, they went upon their four
sides they turned not when they went.
As for their felloes, there was a highness about them, and fearfulness was about them; and their felloes were full
of eyes round about them four.
And when the living creatures went, the wheels
went beside them ; and when the living creatures were lifted up from the
earth, the wheels were lifted up.
Whithersoever the spirit was to go, they
[the living creatures] weut, thither was also the spirit to go [in the wheels] ; and the
wheels were lifted up beside them for the spirit of the living creature was in
the wheels. When those went, they also went; and when those stood, these
also stood ; and when those were lifted up from the earth, the wheels were lifted
up beside them for the spirit of the living creature was in the wheels. And a
likeness was over the heads of the living creature [ver. 20] an expanse, like unto
the look of the terrible crystal, stretched out over their heads above.
And
under the expanse were their wings straight, the one toward the other to every
one two which covered, to every one two which covered their bodies. And I
heard the noise of their wings, like the noise of many waters, as the voice of the
Almighty, to vnt, in their going, the noise of tumult, as the noise of an host
when they stood, they let down their wings. And there came a voice from
above the expanse which was over their head : when they stood, they let down
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And above the expanse that was over their head was there as the
appearance of a sapphire stone, the likeness of a throne and upon the likeness
27 of the throne the likeness as the appearance of a man above upon it
And I saw
as the look of the brightness of gold, as the appearance of fire, a house round
about it ; from the appearance of his loins and upwards, and from the appearance
of his loins and downwards, I saw as it were the appearance of fire, and brightAs the appearance of the bow that will be in the cloud
28 ness round about Him.
on the day of heavy rain, so was the appearance of the brightness round about.
This was the appearajice of the likejiess of the glory of Jehovah.
And I saw, and fell
upon my face, and heard the voice of one that spake.

26 their wings.
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EXEGETICAL KEMAKKS.
of Ezekiel ¥dth Jeremiah (whose letter (Jer. xzix.),
directed shortly before to the exiles, formed as
1-3 a prrface^ which contains introit were the programme for the labours of our
ductory matter in general specially to the vision
prophet), in general (as in the case of the book of
which immediately follotos, what is most necesEsther) the incorporation (represented by such a
sary respecting the time, person, place, and
commencement) in a chain of sacred books, a conThis latter, the subiectsubject-nuUter on hand.
In
nection with a preceding sacred literature.
matter, is "visions of God" in the plural, which
a more definite way Athanasius brought into
are separated by means of the expression
*'and
connection with this the passage in Josephus
1 saw, and, behold" (vers. 4, 15), properly into
{Antiq. x.) comp. lutrod. § 5 ^and made out
two visions only, vers. 4-14, and 15-28 but it
that the one booh of Ezekiel, with which the
will commend itself to treat vers. 22-28 as a sepapresent one is hei-e connected by means of \ had
rate conclusion completing both visions.
fone amissing through the negligence of the
ews.
P^adus cites Augustine (on Ps. iv.) and
Vers. 1-3.—Pr^occ, Introductory.
Gregory the Great in support of a view according
Ver. 1. '^And it came to peas.'*
imperf.
The
to which this ) is intended to connect the outward
with ) consecut, as usual without Dagesh forte, word of the prophet with what he had heard
indicating a continuation, an advance, connection inwardly, with the inward vision (Corn, a
with something going before, beeins, as often Lapide
**What he had formerly seen in his
elsewhere, so also here the book of Ezekiel. spirit or heard from God he connects by means of
' Since there is no real connection, as in the case
*and' with something else which he saw and
of Exodus, Ezra, a connection in thought is to be heard thereafter, and which he now relates").
assumed, as in the case of Ruth, Esther.
The Very many expositors have been quite content
chronology, still more the inner relationship with a pleonastic Hebrew idiom, and with changVers.

—

:

—

—

;

—

:

(comp. the Introduction, §§ 2, 3, 4), suggests a ing the sense of the future into that of the
tonnection with Jeremiah.
Hengstenberg, while preterite.
(According to Keil, appealing to
he lays stress upon the similar commencements, Ewald {Awf. Lehrb. § 231, b), it is merely
by which Joshua is connected with the Penta- * something annexed to a circle of what is finished
tench, the book of Judges with Joshua, the books
a circle already mentioned, or assumed ah
of Samuel and also Ruth with the book of known. ")
In the thirtieth year, etc. Where the
Judges, understands, besides a special connection divine legitimation of Ezekiel for his labours
*

—

—
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about to be described, and at the same time for
his literary labours— this book of his is to be
shown, and where accordingly the prophet speaks
of himself in the first person, going on immediately to say: "as I," so that ^JKI in such

—

close juxtaposition

with njK' D^KvK'Zl looks like

D^Kw

the Usual phrase n3K^
pi there it ought
to appear as simple as it is natural to think, with
Origen and Gregory, of the thirtieth year of
There was no necessity whatever
EzeKiel's life.
for Hengstenberg (comp. Introd. § 3) to urge the
significance "as respects the man of priestly
family." The appointment of the thirtieth year
in Nimi. iv., with a view to "the carrying of the
sanctuary during the journey thh)ugli the wilderness a work requiring the full vigour of manhood," cannot in actual fact be applied to Ezekiel
and we must then in a figurative way compare
his prophetic labours in exile, especially his
preauiing of the glory of the Lord, and the
circumstance that through Ezekiel's exercise of
the prophetic office the Jjord became to the exiles
as a sanctuary in the captivity (ch. xi. 16), with
that carrying of the tabernacle during the time
of the wilderness.
For " theological exposition,
of course, "the entrance on office of the Baptist
and of Christ after completing their thirtieth
year" may be kept in view. The indefiniteuess of
the statement of time, "in the thirtieth year," is
not greater than the indefiniteuess with respect
totheperson: "as I." As the latter indefiuiteuess
is removed in ver. 3 by the mention of the name,
etc., so (according to Kliefoth, and also Keil) the
corresponding addition in the fourth months on
the fifth day, by the repetition in ver. 2 of the
fifth of the inonthf viz. tne fifth day of the forementioned fourth month, is brought into connection with the objectivity of the "fifth year
from the carrying away captive of king Jehoiachin," and in this way relieved of all want of
clearness, while at the same time expressly
separated from the date "in the thirtieth year,
just as this latter itself is so much the more
evidently left to its simplest, natural acceptation of the thirtieth year of the prophet's life.
If then ver. 2 afterwards supplies the period
according to which Ezekiel adjusts his first, subjective date, the supposition of another so-called
"publicly current era" is superfluous, apart from
the fact, that no such era has hitherto been
pointed out.
Recourse has been had (1) to a
Jewish era, and (2) to a Babylonian one. (1,)
Thus Hitzig adheres to the opinion of many
Jewish expositors, that the reference is to the
thirtieth yexr from a Jubilee^ (comp. on ch. xl. 1),
but combats what is yet so necessary, the more
exact definition, e.g., of Raschi, that in this way
the reckoning is from the eighteenth year of king
JosiaJiy important on account of the finding of
the book of the law, etc. (2 Kings xxii. sqq.
2 Chron. xxxiv. sqq. ) ; while Hiiveniick declares
this reckoning (already that of the Chaldee
Paraphrast, Jerome, Grotius, and also Ideler)
"the only tenable one," as also that which is
"alone suited to the context:" "that with the
last period of prosperity there stands contrasted

—

:

'

:

» The Jews reckon the Jubilee year from the fbarteenth
year after the taking poBsewion of the land of Canaan, and
place the deatniction of Jeriualem In the thirty-sixth year
of the jubilee; so that the fifth year of Jehoiachiu's captlTity wm the thirtieth of the Jubilee.

the last period of misfortune (under Jehoiachin):
the numbers are prophetically 8ignifi(;ant statements, pointing to the weighty circumstance of
the prophet's making his a])peanince in a memorable, fatal time."
We must therefore assume u
* *
priestly " mode of reckoning.
Calvin lays stress
upon the Greek analogy of Olympinds, as well as
the Roman one of reckoning according to consulates, and in favour of the jubilee under .losiuh
brings forward the peculiarly solemn pissoverfeast at that time.
(2.) For accepting a Zfa^j'lonian era one might urge the soj'oum of Ezekiel
in Babylon, especially his peculiar attenti^i to
chronology, which dates from this seat of astronomical science. In this case the fifth yo^i '^f
the captivity of Jehoiachin has been reckonea as
the yeai* B.C. 595, and the thirtieth year from
that as the year B.C. 625, when Nabopolassar
ascended the Chaldean throne; and either the
eighteenth year of Josiah has been taken as contemporaneous therewith, or the era of Nabopolai«ar merely has been clung to (e.g. by
Scaliger, Perizonius).
But the reckoning does
not agree ; according to Bunsen, at least, the fifth
year of the captivity of Jehoiachin would be the
year B.o. 593.
Perizonius wished theiefore to be
at liberty to read in Ezekiel the thirty second
instead of the thirtieth year.
J. D. Michaelis
helps liimself by making the reckoning start not
from Nabopolassar's ascending the throne, but
from the conquest of Nineveh and litibylon by
him.
Comp. besides in Hitzig. The fourth
month, since the first (Nisan) coincides for the
most pai-t with our March, corresponds to our June,
or, according to J. D. Michaelis, Hitzig, Bunsen, to July nearly.
The (probably Babylonian)
name of it would be Tammuz ; but the prophet
follows still the custom of antiquity, which, with
only some exceptions, did not give names to the
sepai*ate months, but merely numbered them.

—

nin^n-linn ^3KV

As the time

is

indicated by

"in the

thirtieth year," so also next the place is
indicated in a personal way as I was, etc.
That
the clause might by itself mean, cum ensem in
:

m^dio captwoTTum,
the

LXa.

is

beyond a doubt but that
more correctly
;

in this case translate

than the Vulgate is not less undoubtedly clear
from ch. iii. 11, 15. Hitzig's solution (favouird
by Klief., Keil) " in the district (region) of their
:

(the exiles') dwelling-places (settlements)," is
superfluous ; more accurate is his remark
"and
besides he himself was a captive."
Rightly
Ewald in the midst of the captivity. The historical dates in the prophetic books have a certain
designedness, something symbolic about them,
are at all events not simplv historical notices
they are intended to be understood in the light
of the idea, exactly as that was to be realized in
the case in hand, and hence characteristically as
regards the prophet in question.
Jn the midst of
Uie misery the prophet was to behold the glory of
Qod for his people (comp. Introd. § 5). Calvin
on this occasion enters into a polemic against the
notion of the Jews, as if the nand of God were
shortened towards the holy land, etc.
Ezekiel
was, according to ch. iii. 11, 15, alone by the
river, and did not go, till he had had the vision,
among the multitudes of his countrymen who
dwelt or happened to be nearest him. By the
river Ohebar, comp. Introd. § 4 (Calvin attaches
indeed no importance to it, but he mentions the
:

:

—
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opinion of those who regard the rivers as placea
consecrated for revelations, inasmuch as they give
Eromiucnce to their symbolical character [**the
ghier element of water," while "the earth
appears heavier"], or inasmuch as others think
of the "cleansing" power of water and the like.
kind of spiritual reference to Ps. cxxxvii 1
Calvin looks n^wn as forced.)
Hengatenberff
compares Dan. viii. 2, x. 4; Ezekiel is "removed
to the Chebar, because there he is far from the
bustle of men, and allured to great thoughts by
the rushing of the water."*
And then it is
alleged he was "there .^nly in vision." as is clear
from ch. iii. 12, li! As if, forscotn, the Spirit
could not have carried Llm to and from the actual
river!
Then we must imderstand "in the midst
of the captivity" likewise as being in vision.
In
Daniel it is expressly said at ch. viii. 2 to be in
vision, and at ch. z. 4 as well as here it is to
be conceived of as not being so. At Ezek. viii.
8, xi. 24, the definition as to its being in vision
is expressly added.
(Some have also formed to
themselves a conception of the sojourn by the
water after the analogy of the Romish Ghetto, as
Martial says instead of Jew transtiberinus.
The
personal reference is kept up still in the description of the fmbject in hand, of what took place
the heavens were opened, and I saw ; so much
is the divine authorizalion of Ezekiel the leading
thought. The opening of the heavens refers, as
respects the form, as regards the character of the

A
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—
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1, 2.

which God gives to see (which proceed
from God) which would correspond with the aim
visions

;

of the following vision, that of legitimating
Ezekiel's call as a divine one.
"The divine
visions stand opposed to the visions of one's own
heart, the empty fancies of false prophets, Jer.

26" (Henostenbero). "Otherwise it
would have been incredible, that a prophet should
have arisen out of Chaldea. Nazareth even (John
i.
47) was still situated in the promised land.
xxiii. 25,

Thus the

divine call needed to be confirmed as
such in a special way'* (Calv.). As genitive of

the object the meaning would be, visions wl»ich

have reference to (Jod, nave Him as their object
which suits the contents of the vision as expressed
at ver. 28.

Here

:

visions of

words of Jeremiah.— Hfc^lX^

is

God

;

in Jer.

i.

1

the complete form

without apocope, as after the ^ consecut. not
seldom in the first person and in the later books.
Ver. 2 is occupied with a reference to the dates.
It was the Jiftri year from the carrying away
captive of king Jehoiachin, and it is meant of the
"objective common era" (Henostenbero),* just
as also in the sec^uel of this notice (ver. 3), which
E zekiel
is better inserted immediately than later.
a thuig which does not occur elsewhere in tho
of
himself
in the
book (ch. xxiv. 241)— speaks
Without verses 2, 3, with ver.^
third person.
simply pushed forward to ver. 4, we would have
the impression that a private document, a leaf

—

which follows. There is in
this respect nothing more general intended by it
Comp.,
(John 1. 62), as Keil seems to hint.

The exof the prophet's journal, lay before us.
plicit statement of ver. 2 was the more necessary,
where already in ver. 1 the fifth of the fourth
however, Matt iii. 16; Mark i. 10; Luke iii. 21
month was to be explained with reference to this
AcUvii &6, X. 10, 11; Rev. iv. 1, xix. 11. As fixed period, the most important of course for the
regards what is essential in all ways and forms, immediate hearers of the prophet, and therefore
Calvin will be right in maintaining, that "God easily intelligible for them, and also retained by
opens His heavens, not that in reality they are the prophet throughout, but for others not equally
cleft asunder, but inasmuch as, after the removal dear.
That vers. 2, 3 "interrupt" (Ewald) the
of all hindrances, He enables the eyes of K^lievers connection cannot be alleged; we shall find the
to penetrate to His heavenly ^lory." As Jerome
opposite.
n^a ill ver. 1 is essentially the same as
has already said fide credentis intellige, eo quod
(Grotius nv3 in ver. 2, the distinction to be made being
coelestia sint illi reserata mysteria.
makes the heavens to be rent open b^ re]>eated
"He who says this, testifies perhaps this, that the former refers more to the
flashes of lightning. )
As to the
condition, the latter to the action.
that what he has seen he has not seen as somefact, see 2 Kings xxiv. 6 sqq., 2 Chron.
thing which has come out of the earth or existed historical
xxxvL 9 sqq.— po^i^ as here, in 2 Kings, 2
first on the earth, but that it has descended from
"
heaven, and consequently been visions of God
Chron. p3^^n^, is called in Jer. xxii. 24, 28
If the opening of the heavens
(CoccEius).
in ch. xxiv. 1 of the same book ^rT'ia^, and
^n^33»
depicts the manner of the thing, how it happened,
t:t :
t; T
then the expression, visionB of God (ch. xl. 2), in ch. xxvii. 20 n^3D^— Kliefoth, on the basis ol
t: T
specifies ike thing itnelf under discussion, and that
the detailed exposition in Hiivemick, gives profirst of all in accordance with what follows, where
one hand,
the next thing is vmon. The gi'uitive relation minence as regards this period, on the
cannot be rendered by: sublime visions, or the to the unpleasant impression of the first circular
the other
and
on
the
exiles,
like (as Calvin already rejects as frigid the inter- letter (Jer. xxix.) to
minds by the later
pretation visiones prsestantissinias, quia di^inum hand, to the inflaming of their
vocatur in scriptura quidquid excellit), but it prophetic announcement in Jer. li. 59 sqq.
might perhaps, in accordance also with linguistic Comp. in the remainder of the Introd. § 5.
" That it was already the fifth year, is held up as
divine
usage elsewhere, pass as equivalent to
stiffneckedness of the Jews"
visions, i.e. in the manner of Isa. vi., 1 Kings a reproach to the
(Calv.).
The appearance of Ezekiel took nlace
xxii. 19, 2 Kings vi. 17, etc. (Hitzig; heavenly
Quia ex ccelo demonstratas, ideocjue in the most hopeful period of the reign of Zedevisions).
voice
divinas et a Deo ostensas (CoccKius). As genitive kiah, when false -propliecy was making its
To all this seeming
of the subject {auctoris) it mi^ht be interpreted heard at home and aoroad.
and fancied glory^ opposed as it was to the divine
in accordance with Num. xxiv. 4, 16, either
word of the true prophets, Ezekiel's vision of glory
vi^ons which God (as well as they) sees, or
formed the divine antithesis.
1 Corn, a Lap. Ingenlmulj compares the frentle innmmr1 Namely, the exile, for which rearon he does not reckof
lag of the waten to the effect of moiio apon Eliaha (9 Rings
according to the year of the reign of Zedekiab.
U. 1^.
'\Tsion, to this vision

—

:

—

:

:

:
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Ver.

3.

,Tn

T\*>7\t

inf. absol., in

solemnly rhetori- study that makes the prophet, just as also we do
not meet with inclination as a prophetic factor,
but constraint must be put upon them, the
prophets needed to be overpowered. Thus some-

cal fashion emphasiang the divine attestation of
the prophet: really, expressly, quite certainly.
The full unquestionable reality of the transaction
is to be indicated.
Thouch ver. 1 spoke of the
person,
subject-matter, all the
time,
place,
elements of the introduction, yet ver. 2 reverted
to the time ; and so ver. 3 speaks anew first of all

—

of the subject-matter as '^^ "131, which came to
Ezekiel, by which expression this same subjectmatter, linking itself on to ver. 1 (there, "visions
;
of God " here, "the word of Jehovah "), is now
designated according to its hilrinsic, its essential
character as the product of the Spirit (1 Thess.
ii. 1 3).
It is at the same time the exact announcement of what follows, and the introduction thereto
for at ver. 28 there is a transition from the "I
saw " to the ** I heard the voice of one that spake,
an«l this latter is shown from ch. ii. 4 to be " the
Lord Jehovah. " As to the name of the prophet
and that of his/other, as well as the priestly rank
of both, with which, the personal description is
For tne purcompleted, comp. Introd. §§ 1, 3.
pose in a quite objective way of making more
prominent his divine legiiimation, Ezekiel speaks
(Like the LXX.
of himself as of a third person.

—

the Syriac and Arabic versions presuppose ^7^?

reading of several Codd.) Humility also, in
a case where be had been deemed worthy of such

—

thing

the '>^ 1^ xhv- Comp. Jer. xx. 7.
appears in a still stronger form where in-

lies in

If this

stead of ^T\p[\ t.g. at ch.

viii.

1,

ch. xi. 6 certainly explains '» ^>

we have ^Q^v

by

'"»^

n^-)

;

it is

the power of tlie Spirit. " He has thus expressed
the energy of the divine Spirit" (Theodoret).
Hence the prophetic preparation in consequence of
this is rightly given by Oehler in the first place
as a divine knowledge (comp. Jer. xxiiL 18 with
Amos iii. 7), to which there cannot be wanting
as a second element the sanctifying as well as
strengthening efficacy (Ps. L 16 sqq.
Mic. iii.
J. Fr. Starck quotes: impulsus inopinatus,
8).
illuminatio extraordinaria, spiritus prophetiae
vehemens, attlatus S|>iritus Sancti singularis.
" Thus he saw what other men did not see, then
he recollected all that he had seen and heard, and
understood the meaning of the Lord and did His
commandment." Cocc. (On old pictures of the
prophets, as well as in the frescoes of the church
at Schwarz-Rheindorf, a hand is painted, which is
stretched from heaven.)
;

tile

a revelation (comp. the simihir mode of expression
in 2 Cor. xii. 2 sqq.), recommended his speaking
in the third person.
The renewed mention of
the place is not a mere repetition of the words
river
the
Chebar,
by
but a more exact definition
alike of this river, and especially of the phrase
"in the midst of the captivity,'^ both being
defined* by DHK'D pXl,— in the sense, however, of
land of the Chaldeans = land of the enemy^ to
which at the close of the verse U^ again points
back, emphatically, as Calvin remarks.
This
locality was only too significant a corrective of
presumption on the one hand, as of despair on the
other, or rather of fleshly narrow-mindedness in
general.-— If then, finally, the subject-matter is
again brought into prominence, and that as
respects its producing cause, viz. that the hand
of Jehovah came upon him, this certainly is not
said without reference to the statement; "and I
fell upon my face," in ver. 28, and might indeed
have preceded the words: the word of Jehovah
came in reality (HiTzro) but the immediately
following subject-matter (ver. 4) demanded this
or some such transition at the close of the verse.
Thus verses 2, 3 complete the section.
The
formula of transition used is one that occurs again

—

Vers. 4-28.--JS^-tcZ'« Vision of the Glory of
JehovaJi.

Isaac Casaubon, in his once far-famed ExerdtationeSf xvi. tie reb, sacr. el eccl.

:

;

a^lv.

Baronium

(Geneva 1655), asserts: "in the whole of the Old
Testament there is nothing more obscure than the
beginning and the end of the book of Ezekiel."

Under the same impression Calvin declares, that
that he does not understand
this vision." Jerome had pronounced that "in
its interpretation all the synagogues of the Jews
are dumb, giving as their reason that it transcends
man's capacity, et de hoc tt de axlijicationt tempii,
quod in ultimo hujus prophetce scrihifur, alhjuid

"he acknowledges

velie conari."
The Jewish designation for the
following vision is nns^D, "chariot" or "team

of four," in accordance Avith the four living
creatures and the four wheels.
HXvEKNirK " It
formed the basis and the point of support for the
later mystic theology in its endless gnostic s{)cculations about the divine essence and the higher
spiri t- world. "
As their natural theology is called
among the Jews n^C^K^B* so the mystic is called
:

One

23ntD-

is

not to read before reaching his

thirtieth year either the beginning of Genesis, or
(Introd. § 7), ch, iii. 22, xxxvii. 1, xl. 1.
Comp. the Song of Songs, or the beginnmg and end of
2 Kings iii. 16.
The expression the hand of the book of Ezekiel; such is the admonition of
Jehovah always means a divine, manifestation of Jewish tradition.
Comp. ZuNZ, Die gottespoweVy but in the sense of action^ consequently dienstl. Vortr. d. Juden, p. 162 sqq. (the most
with will and intention, by means of which self- important work of more recent times in this
will and refusal on the part of man are laid in the department).
dust, and the man is prepared
Umbreit, while he denies him the poetic gift,
the divine

fw

purpose.
For whatever may be the natural Imsia
subjectively (intellectually, morally, and spiritually), as well as objectively (as respects the nexus
in the history of the time or of tne individual),
the prophetic word as God's word, as visions of
God, is neither a product of one's own effort and
exertion, reflection and investigation, nor a result
of

mere human instniction.

It is

asjcribes

ability

to

F^ekiel

which

"in the

is characteristic

rarest decree the
of the painter, of

making

visible to the eye what he has seen."
But even the celebrated picture of Raphael in the

Pitti Gallery at Florence may pass as a criticism
of this assertion.
There there is more than one
feature quite passed over: what is separate
not gifts, not appears grouped together ; what is united, on the
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CHAP.
To the artistic
other hand, ap])eaT8 divided.
conception of the greatest painter the vision of
shall
itself
with
ditficulty.
presented
Ezekiel
be compelled to assert even more positivily, that
with all the "exactitude of delineation, and with
the plastic art in the giving of details " (Umbreit),

We

an obscurity remains over the whole, even merely
as rusi)ects the setting it before the eye, an invisibilU't which is not certainly to be ascribed to
"cverL-rowding," but which lies in the subjectmatter, the object of the vision, which results

The representation of
the thing itself.
Ezekiel wrestles with its subject, as the amplification, the repetition and recurrence again to what
has been said, shows. It must indeed be the case,
according to Exod. xxxiii., that (vers. 22, 23)
only the "back parts" of the glory of God are
ca|)ftble of being seen by man hero upon earth.
Certainly, if Ezekiel,
Comp. 1 John iii. 2.
because he had been carried out of the body, wore
to have seen the "face" of the glory of God,
his after- remembrance in the body of what he
hwl seen would not have been capable of being
expressed.
Comp. 2 Cor. xii. 4, 3. The "unapproachable light," in which God dwells (1 Tim.
VI. 16), remains from the time of the Sinaitic
keynote theophany onwards for the whole of the
Old Testament. Exod. xix. 9, 16, 20, 21 (Dent,
iv. 11, V. 19); Lev. xvL 2; 1 Kings viii. 12; Ps.
from

I.
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perhaps also clear from other circumstances (thuf
they have wings, and at the same time the footsoles of a calf, and yet the hands of a man, comp.
at ver. 7), prominence is given expressly to a
mutuality of relation, the unity of a w/iole, vers. 9,
Then, fiu-ther, as
12, 15, 20, 21, 22 (vei-s. 5-14).
the direction out of the north (ver. 4) has given
the tendencv of the vision in its immediate
historical reference, so tfie wheels also bring the
whole into connection with tlie earth. The more
expressive connecting link will be the number
four, the symboUc number (passing over from the
living creatures to the wheels) of the cosmical
relations, in which God reveals Himself.
(Bahr,
Symbolism of tfie Mosaic CuUtis, i. p. 341.)
The glory of Jehovah from heaven manifests itself
with this second part of the vision as a glorifying
of Jehovah upon earth, inasmuch as "the spirit

of the living creature " unites in the closest way
Lastly, the
wheels and creatures (vers. 15-21).
holy of holies of the vision is opened with the
vault as of heaven over the heads of the chajah.
The living creatures, into union with which the
wheels are taken up by means of the " spirit," are
by means of the "voice," which comes from above
the vault, and that while they are at rest, united
to Him who is enthroned there, who looked like
a man.
From Him ultimately everything proceeds, just as to Him ultimately everj'thing tends.
xcvii. 2 (xviii. 12).
As in the holy of holies of the tabernacle and of
may quote the remark of Umbreit, that the temple, the vision culminates in the enthronEzekiel "repeats more frequently than any other ing of Jehovah in His glory. Hence, too, it cannot
prophet the statement the word of Jehovah was be passed over without remark, that in this very
thus ma<le known to me, as if he had felt the excited phenomenon a thrice-repeated advance
word like a burden, and was unable to reproduce makes itself known. The first time the fire-cloud
it is only to
it as such in a very worthy manner
The second
(ver. 4).
ITNn !pnD
set down its symbol that he feels himself called
There is also to be found time the fire -picture of the chajoUi C^'fc<"^7n33
in his inmost being. "
in Ezekiel as compared with the older prophets a
Dn^BA^n n«")D3 nnj;^ (vers, is, 7), with the
greater complication in the symbolism, in which
l/te foUotmng vision especially is expressed in its height and dreadfalness and C^tfhin py3 of the
Comp. Introd. § 7.
plastic art
The third time : the
wheels (vers. 18, 16).

We

:

W'nn p^

;

Inasmuch an it is vision, and consequently the
divine element is represented visibly in pictures,
these pictures have a divine import, are symbols,
so that there belongs to them at the .same time a
concealing, relatively veiling character, especially
The tvord of God must
as regards the people.
accordingly come in addition to the vision of God,
in order to explain it for the prophet and the
Comp. the distinction between iTrafiecf
people.
and oL'TsxaXv^iif xupitVf 2 Cor. xii. 1.
But it is not so much a peaceful picture which
presents itself to our prophet, as rather a phenomenon of a very excited chararter inwardly as well
as outwardly ; a circumstance which must not
The
remain unnoticed in the interpretation.
A strong
storm brings grent clouds therefore.
brightness
round
its
which
spreads
brisk fire,
about, forms the interior of the cloud brought by
Such is the first, outermost part of
the storm.
the vision, its porch as it were, which the prophet
On a nearer view
first of all enters (ver. 4).
tliere are formed out of the intensive fire of the
cloud as it were four ** living creatures," which
have at first sight the appearance of a man, and
are therefore to oe carrie<t back in thought to this
in general, whatever else in detail more exact
And so the fourdescription perceives in them.
fold group of the creatures is individualized in a
man, lion, ox,
fourfildness of each of them
eagle.
In spite of such fourfoldness, which is
:

nnian rnj^n pya rjpi* and the throne nK"!D3
"l^BD

ps, and

the fire-bright appearance of the

Glorious One thereon, the deicription of which,
however, at last tenninates significantly in "As
Fire, brightthe appearance of the bow," etc.
this remains the common feature all
ness, light,
three times; it forms consequently the funda:

—

mental characteinstic of the vision as respects its
interpretation, in which, however, the meaning of
the closing rainbow in the cloud must not be
left out.

Let us now attempt to get at the meaning of
Althougn the separate symbols must
the vision.
be left over to the exegesis, yet the symbolism as
a whole must be understood beforehand, according
to which the import of the vision, especially in
comparison and connection with other similar
visions of the Old Testament, will come to light.
Ezekiel himself leaves us in no doubt as to the
meaning of his vision, for he says expressly at
the close:

'^>

^23

H'itD'!

HKID WH-

therefore JeTiovah's glorj/ that presented

It

is

itself tc

him, and presents itself to us in the vision. In
so far as this can be distinguished more in its
personal relation to Himself, anil on the other
side more in its active manifestation
tion of His will, as Jehovah's glory
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the fc^^H of ch. i. 28 may, by a xxxiii. 11, 27; xxxiv. 8; xxxv. 11: comp. xxvi.
glance at ch. x. 4, 19, be more precisely explained 20 xxxii. 28, 24, 25, 26, 27, 32).
For as God's
by Keil (following Hitzig), but for the interpreta- glory has its side for Him, according to which it
tion of the vision in ch. i. it is not advisable. is the self-representation of His life in a majesty
Afl to the idea "1)33 for "glory," comp. on ch. invisible for man, so, on the other side, heaven
and earth and the world of creatures mirror forth
Although the 1^33 of God stands for the the divine
i. 28.
life in a visible glory of God, inasmuch
T
appearance, hence for what is manifest (Introd. as through them God's peculiar nature and power
§ 10), yet t)iQ figuraXive representation of the same come to be seen in a manifoldness and fulness of
must not be taken as a matter of course for the life. This is His "fame," His "honour," which
Gesenius says incorrectly in his become known from creation conformably to its
etmential idea.
Pocket Dictionary: "The Hebrew conceives (?) original design, according to which the investigaof it as a clear shining fire, from which fire issues, tion of nature was meant to be, as Prof. Fichte
and which is usually enveloped in smoke;" for says^ " an unintemipted worship, a rational and
the Hebrew conceives of it rather (comp. Ges. intelligent glorification of that uncreated wisdom
himself) as "weight, dignity, gra^^iias." To the which manifests itself in nature." And in like
divine esseiwe there belong a corresponding manner (accordiu^ to Beck), "all the threads of
sovereign dAgniiy and sovereign power,
a glory life, which the divine faithfulness 'in revelation
{Herrlichkeit from **hehr")y as well as a dominion preserves within the circle of sinful mankind from
{Herrscha/t from **Herr ), The two things con- the beginning onwards, and evermore strengthens
ceived of as one idea, and not merely in antithesis and perfects in a part of the same, converge at
to the world, but in the world as the light and the the end in a central manifestation of life: it Zeiin
l(pau^^n, 1 John i. 2.
The revelation of life in
the signifilife of the world, is the T^^a of God
actual fact breaks the death-power of sin, 2 Tim.
The heavens declare i. 10 life in the substance of salvation " {Lehrcance of God for the vxyrld.
the glory of God (Ps. xix. 1), and the whole earth wissenschaft, i. p. 448) ; and this /t/*e-devtlopment
Without it of salvation exercises, on the one hand, a preservis full of His glory (Isa. vL 3).
ing, renewing, and perfecting influence on the
there is nothing but " power and matter
the
world
is an still remaininff life-power of the world, and on
(Biichner), and our view of
manifest
aim
of
Although
the
the other hand, a relaxing, judging, and annihiatomistic one.
creation has been tum^ by reason of sin into the lating influence on the death -power of sin, works
goal, yet Ps. xcvii. 6 says and prophesies: "The creatively, so that man and the earthly system
heavens declare His righteousness, and all nations come forth as a new creation in eternal and un;
see His glory " and in Sum. xiv. 21 Jehovah swears chan^able life from the catastrophe of conflict
by His life, that the glory of Jehovah shall fill and jTidgment. As arising from such a connecthe whole earth. If with this far-reaching look tion qf tJie Hfe and glory of God, must the spiritual
at the woiid's goal, and on the broad foundation symbolism of tlie chajoth also he understood in
of the divijie aim as regards the world ("Jeho- hhekitl.
The retrospective reference to the cheruvah " is certainly everywhere " Elohiiu "), Ezekiel's bim of the ark has certainly its truth, but not till
vision of Jehovah's glory shapes itself first of all ch. X. (comp. at ch. ix. 3 the explanation with
and predominantly as the righteousness of the respect to the cherubs in general), where Ezekiel
Holy One, who will execute the judgment upon also (ver. 20) expressly brings them foi-ward ; and
Jerusalem, and thus also upon that portion of even there (vers. 16, 17, 20) they are called, as
or "chajah."
Israel not yet in banishment by the Chebar, such here and at ch. iii. 13, "chajoth
a thing is easily understood as beinc necessary for Their symbolic character is necessarily clear even
that historical period, alike from the sitiiation of from the symbolic connection in which they
And this it is appear. The prophet saw also merely a "likeaffairs and as regards the ])ersoi)s.
that is symbolized by the Urt-cloud in particular, ness " of four living creatures, consequently what
To their symas well as in ^ei^^ral by the ^e-style, in which looked like four living creatures.
Nevertheless there comes bolic character corresponds also their designation
the whole is Kept.
forth as the kernel of the fire-cloud the fire-picture the biblical ideas of life and death have a symbolic
of the four chajoth, whose meaning is as little colouring.
But, in particular, support is entirely
reached when one goes back and gives them a wanting in Holy Scripture for conceiving of these
Judaistic interpretation as the cherubim in the "living creatures," as Keil would have us, as
tabernacle or in the temple, as when one chris- "beings who of all the creatures of heaven and
tianizes them by anticipation, as Kliefoth does, earth possess and exhibit life in the fullest sense
as the "universality of the economy of salvation of the word, and who on this very account of all
founded by Christ when He appeared, in contrast spiritual beings stand the nearest to the God of
with the particularism and territorialism of the the spirits of all flesh, who lives from eternity to
previous economy of salvation. " It mi^ht rather eternity, and surround His throne on every side.
be nearer the mark to adopt a third view which What would thus be affirmed of "creatures," is
would keep fast hold of the glory of God as the applicable properly to the Son alone (John i. 4)
original atm of the creation of heaven and earth and how would such " representatives and bearers
18 well as the ultimate goal of the history of the of the eternal blessed life " harmonize even with
world ; in connection with which the idea of life, the uniquely prominent position of man made in
In opposition to
80 frequent with Ezekiel, pervading as it does the the image of God in the Bible
whole book, must not be overlooked (ch. xviii. actual individual beings of such a kind, in oppo28; zxxiii. 11; the whole of ch. xxxvii. ; ch. sition to "angelic beinra of a higher order," there
xviii. 9, 13, 17, 19, 21, 24, 28, 82; ch. xxxiii. 12, speaks too evidently their fourfold form, whose
IS, 16, 16; iii. 18, 21; xvi. 6; xx. 11, 13, 21, meaning, as already settled by the Rabbins, is this,
2^; xlvii. 9; xiii. 18, 19, 22; vii. 13; v. 11; xiv. that tiie vital power according to four types (ot
ia« 1% 20; xtIL 16, 19; xviii. 3; xz. 8, 31, 33; man above all and in general because of his lil'e

gloi'ificationf

;

—

;

'

!
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CHAP.
being in highest potency, because of his spirit and
its eternal de8tiiiv),—comp. Bahr, Symb. l p. 842
sqq.,
is to find an expression, is to be represeifted in a fulness of the highest possible significance.
From the reproach of bein^ "abstract
ideas or ideal forms of the imagination/' which
woold thus be ''represented as living beings,"
the purely symbolic view is released by this circumstance, that certainly the four types are taken
from real life, only the manner of their application and their jaztaposition being ideal.
There
can be no question of abstraction, where rather
the individual element is specially realized by
means of the idea of tlie whole, viz. life. Hen^>
stenberg [**The Cherubim" at the close of his
"Kzekiel," Clark's Trans.], who in Bahr's interpretation emphasizes not so much the *' ideal
creature" as "the living creation," limits it,
however, to the earth, holding that it must bo
viewed altogether apart from the heavenly creature.
Passages, however, such as Gen. ii. 7,
ix. 16, which he cites, leave sufficient room for
the idea of the living crealwe in general, since,
according to Gen. ii. 7, there by no means belonn
to the living creature "a double .element, the
earthly material and the quickening breath of
God ;" but these two constitute merely the earthly
'
man, and he rather becomes **a living soul
from the fact that God "breathed into his nostrils
the breath of life," just as Gen. ix. 16 also limits
" every living creature " by means of the words
"among all flesh that is upon the earth," the
thing spoken of being life upon earth. Theodoret,
however, may be right, that the angels likewise
are living creatures, and that the rulation of
mortality is the distinction between their life
The contrast with death is
and that of man.
not less justified than that "with what is life"living" God
less," and the expression the
scarcely allows the idea of the living creature to
Neither does
be confined to man and beasts.
**the number four in itself" point exclusively to
the earth ; comp. Bahr in the work quoted, i.
9. 156 sqq.
Only the composition of the number
Ifour, consisting as it does of man, lion, ox, and
eag;ie, has, according to the ingenious exposition
of Hengstenbei^, much of an earthly appearance.
That ox and cafi alternate in ch. i. 7 (Rev. iv. 7),
does indeed make the representation of the (tame)
cattle by means of the ox and that of the wild
animals by means of the lion very probable.
But the flying of the eagle would certainly be
sufficiently represented by two wings, while the
four wings expressly mentioned (ch. i 6) point

I.

4-28.

four wings.

SP
There

is

to be noticed in ver. IZ

(23) the parallel to Isa. vi. 2 (comp. ch.

Perhaps, also,

when speaking

of

iii.

12).

"the noise

their wings " (ver. 24), the comparison

of

n^TO Mp3

The
(after Gen. xxxii. 2, 3) is worthy of notice.
cherubs in Solomon's temple (and also on the
stands of the basins, * 1 Rings vii. 29) repi-esented
not life upon earth, accord. ng to its two extremities, but the terrestrial and superterrestrial life
"
of creation.
Thus only do the " lions and oxen
before us gain their significance: wild animals
and cattle, the strictly animal world as contrasted with the earthly and heavenly spiritual
world in their combination in the winged human
Otherwise they would not be necessar}'
figure.
representations. Inasmuch as they were certainly
already represented by means of the irrational
With the "palm trees" and "flowers"
bird.
(1 Kmgs vL 29; Ezek. xli. 18, 19, 25), the significant vegetable world, too, was added to the
earthly creation ; while, in the following vision,
storm, clouds, fire, light (ver. 4) set before our
"O
eyes almost literally passages like Ps. civ.
Thou
Lord, my God, Thou art very great
glory,
splendour
and
clothest Thyself with
wrapping Thyself round with light as a garment, who maketh clouds His chariot, walketh
upon the win^ of the wind, making His messenPs. 1.
gers winds, His servants flaming tire. "
*
Our God shall come, etc. Fire devoureth before
Him, and round about Him it is very tempestuous ; He calleth the heavens from above, and the
earth, to judg[e His people,— and the heavens
" He
Ps. xviii.
declare His nghteousness."
bowed the heavens and came down, and cloudy
darkness was under His feet, and He rode upon
the cherub, and did fly, and was poised upon the
wings of the wind, made darkness His covering,
etc.
At the brightness that was before Him
His clouds passed away, hail and coals of fire."
Although it will have to be conceded to Hengstenberg, that the earthly reference of the life of
creation prepondercUes in the vision of Ezekiel,
quite similarly as on the other side the human
type prepomlerates, yet the whole continues to
have an undeniahly superterrestrial character.
The fire-cloud with the four living creatures
appears to the prophet (comp. ver. 1) out of the
opened heavens, ana it is only the wheels (ver. 15
sqq.) that intentionally set down the heavenly
phenomenon as being at the same time something
earthly.
It is meant to be <A« human-earthly
creation in the fulness of its vital poioer, a«
beyond this requisite, and in their parallel (ver. 8) appearing from the background of the heavenwith the hands of a man ^which give prominence stirred, and also spirit-like elemental powers {air,
allow us on their side to fire), and still more (comp. Rev. iv. 8, 9 ; v. 8,
to the human element
conjecture something superUrrestricU beyond man 14 ; xix. 4) as offering itself continually after the
When manner of the Jieavenly messengers and servants
and beast, us Keil has rightly remarked.
Hengrtenberg makes use of the cherubs of the in obedience and voluntary surrender {•>! i» «vfavf
tabernacle and in Solomon's temple for his expo- ««; l«r) rnt y^f. Matt. vi. 10), in unceasing activity
flition, one does not easily understand how the of service to His honour, and thus continuaUy
This we may
famishing of their human form with wings is to glorifymg Him (ver. 19 s<iq.).
ipring horn this cause, that the class of birds suppose to be tlie most intrinsically heavenly
*'ui the history of creation opens the series of element in the vision.
It is certainly the case
;
living creatures, just as man closes it " for in with the spectacle at the revelation on Sinai,
Oen. L 20 the aquatic animals still take the pre- which, moreover, unmistakably furnishes the keycedence, and in fact the large ones (ver. 21), note here, that the law was given in fire and
which play such a part in Holy Scripture.
Just cloud, but not less through t)ie mediation of
•8 little can "the oird" take "the last place," aogels (Deut. xxxiil 2; Heb. ii. 2; Acts viL
•• being also that which is relatively "lower,"
» To which Vitringa (OImtv, «. Iv.
1) traces back the
which u contrBkdict«d, as has been said, by the vliionof£sekM.
:

—

*

:

—
—
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Hengstenberg speaks
58, 38 ; Gal. iii. 19).
strikingly of ch. i. as "the great panorama of
the universe ;" and there, certainly, the reference
indicated could not be wanting.
If the ** spirit
(Tor. 12) determines the first vital operation of
the chajoth, their motion, and if (vers. 20, 21)
it is also the determining element for the motion
of the wheels, then the (as one may express it)
more spiritual motion of the whole, but especially
of the chajoth, viz. **the noise of their wings"
(vcr. 24), is determined negatively, i.e. is brought
to silent e, to rest, by the voice from above (ver.
so that with this voice from the throne, and
25)
therefore with Him who is upon it (ver. 26 sqq. ),
each and all are united, and express themselves
as well as move as He pleases (ver. 24\ or rest
a<'cording to His intimation.
In this way the
God of hosts, whom Hengstenberg only co-ordinates with Him who is enthroned upon the
chajoth, is rather at the same time declared to be
this hitter, or the chajoth seem in such manner
to be embraced in the idea of the heavenly hpsts.
To see in the wheels, then, ''the powers of
nature," is certainly not so natural as to abide by
the view of Hitzig, who appeals in support of it
Keil also must after all admit
to Dan. vii. 9.
A throne which is
the idea of a throne-c/tarto<.
to move upon the earth can hardly be conceived
It is not so much, however,
of without wheels.
"to show the possibility and the ease with which
the throne moves to all the four quarters of the
world," as rather to express the 'inotion in the,
most linng manner and expressly for tlie earthy
specially in the first place with a view to Jerusaltm^ corresponding to the histoiical circumstances it is for this reason that we have to do
with wheels. The eyes in the wheels are parallel
with the faces in tlie chajoth, and both are to be
understood in connection with the "spirit"
;

:

(rm),

arid

perhaps also not without reference to

"the noise of the wings" (2 Chron. xvL 9).
The sovereignty of Him who rxdes in heaven^

|

'

under a misapprehension "of the dependence of
our theophany on that manifestation of God at
Sinai," as Keil does, "in a more general way the
symbols of that righteousness, holiness, and grace
which God manifests in the upholding, governOn the
ing, and perfecting of His kingdom.'
other hand, by means of tlic fire-character of
judgment, which expressed its special tendemy,
this vision was an introduction of Ezekiel forthwith into his sphere of labour.
Nothing else had
the prophet at first to testify to the exiles, for
their obstinacy with all its ungodly liopes was
still
founded on the apparent continuance of
Jerusalem.

The

more such

high

all

serve as to
to

—

—

—

;

made a

call, calling, consecration to the prophetic
be nresuppossed in a decided manner in his
case, as tne Talmudists, even in reference to n*n

office

1

n^n in

ver.

^

,

3 (in the interest certainly of the

TT

prophecy, as they assert, being attached to the
ark), show then»from, that Ezekiel was already
before a prophet in the holy land.
The vision
does not by any means consecrate him as a
prophet, but it certainly does transfer him to
those banished to Tel-Abib (ch. iii. 12 sqq.); it
thus realizes itself as a mission.
And pervading
as it does the whole book, it likewise stamps and
illustrates the prophetic activity of Ezekiel, ch.
iii. 28, viii, 4, xliii. 2.
The vision is, however,
not merely as regards its fire-character, a programme for our prophet, but its much more
essential contents informed him that he would
have to represent the glory of Jehovah.
Judgment in the first place, from the very beginning
however, not without men-y, but rather a glonfication of the living God in His people to be
accomplished in a glory of vital power, on the
basis of creation, and thus from the outset with a
view to the whole earth.' The meaning of the
chajoth in the vision, whence their designation
(purposely not called cherubim in ch. i.), and
their so-varied form, and the accompaniment of
spirit-moved wheels full of eyes are explained,
cannot be settled by pointing to the Turd's dwelling among His people in tne holy of holies of
the temple, nor explained by the "cecumenical
character of the new economy of salvation, for
the setting up of which the Lord shall appear
upon earth " (which is said to be represented in
the fourfold figure of the cherubs and wheels)
nor even can it be expressed characteristically
enough with Keil in this way, that "the moving
of the throne to all quarters of the world is made
conspicuous, not merely in order to indicate the
spread of the kingdom of God over the whole
earth, but in order to reveal the Lord and King,
whose power stretches over the whole world," etc.
The prophecy of glory is the charac(p. 28).
teristic of Ezekiel, whereby he stands distinguished
from all prophets. With its destination for the
exile,
this too must be added in reference to the
meaning of the follovjing vision for the prophetic
mission of Ezekiel,
harmonizes the making Ood

Him all live, as it is ready
manifest itself livingly vpon earthy
is represented at the close as being the sovereignty
^*
as of a maUf** which, when we take into account
the rainbow of ver. 28 (notwithstanding the preponderating judicial character of the whole),
allows of the coming forth full of promise-^ow the
ultimate goal, as the victory of righteousness of
tlie kindness and love of Ood toward man (Tit.
iii. 4), in grace and mercy toward Israel^ and for
the salvation of the world, so that the vision
would have its fulfilment in Clirist (comp. John
xiL 41 with Isa. vL), Rev. iv.
After this interpretation of the symbolism of
the vision as a whole, its meaning for the prophetic mission of Ezekiel (comp. the introductory
remarks to ch. i.-iii.) must be clear thus far,
that above all the prophet will have to announce
judgment, not merely in the first place upon
Jerusalem, but farther upon the heathen also.
To this the ^rc-characteristic points, which
remains with the vision from begmning to end,
and behind which whatever promise of mercy is
in it steps into the background for the time, so
that the prophet /aW« down under the impression
For a so-called "consecration
received (ver. 28).
as a prophet," this certainly would be too special
For this one would be under the
in its tenor.
> At the same time, perhaps with the hint
necessity of extracting, and that at the same time the AUore, a creatiTe renewal.
whom

frmn heaven

ecalasy

throwing inwards or S]>irituali2ing, which has
its sphere on the boundary of corporeal life (ver.
along
28), as Oehler brings out prominently
with the mission of Ezekiel attested his call as a
prophet, the less need was there of an official
consecration for him
his mission under such a
vision was so in the highest degree, or at least

—

—
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prominent, on the ground of the manifold fulness
of life in His creation, as Hvmndf the Living One
in ruling, reigning, as well as all-filling uniqueness of ufe and glory. And so He must break
forth in judgment on Jerusalem, where He is
degraded to a lifeless, powerless, and therefore no
longer believed in idol, side by side with other
false gods.
And as such He must manifest Himself to the heathen world, into whose power His
people have been already, will be completely,
flven. The living God, and as such glorious, has,
owever, no jileasure in the death of the wicked,
of him that dieth, as Ezekiel repeatedly testifies
to the exiles ; rather is the quickt-ning of Israel
to new life (ch. xxxviL), the stream of life (ch.
xlvii). His significant promise.
As J live^ why
will ye die, O house of Israel ? may be pronounced
in this connection to be the prophetic voice of
Ezekiel in the exile.
If we compare otfier similar visions in the Old
Testament, in order to throw more light on the
characteristic of Ezekiel's, the Talmudists have
identified that of Isaiah in ch. vL with that of
Ezekiel, the only difference being as if a townsman and a countryman were to behold a king.
But apart from the circumstance (iutroductoir
remarks to ^h. L-iii), that in the case of Isaiah
the self-legitimation in actual fact by
of the preceding discourses, which are

it is after

means

designated as jim i^^'

T

i-

1),

HTn
TT

n^H
1C^
T T V

(ch.

-:

and which thus presuppose his consecration as a prophet, and not uu ch. vi. that the
divine confirmation and introduction of the
ii.

1),

judicial

mission of the prophet

characteristically

is

related,

so

winding up what goes before as

well as introducing what follows, while in the
of Ezekiel the vision opens his book ; the
theme with Isaiah is the thrice-iro/|^ One over
against the sin which has become npe for the
judgment of hardening, whereas, on the other
nand, Ezekiel sees the glory of Jehovah in the
midst of the misery of the exile. For Him who
visibly appears as above the world, there is something becoming in the "holy, holy, holy" (comp.
on the other hand, Ezek. iii 12), in holiness He
manifests Himself in the heavens; and the circumstance that His ^ory fills the whole earth
<ver. 3), shows how His intramundane manifestation (Introd. § 10), in accordance with His
heavenly holiness, must take shape in righteousness upon the earth.
In accordance therewith,
in accordance with the character of holiness
belonging to Isaiah's vision, it is also seraphim
that hover around the throne, that call one to
another the "holy," etc., and one of whom must
hallow the prophet, who declares himself personally, and as a member of the community,
unclean.
How different what is said in Ezekiel
as to the chajotk!
And, accordingly, Ezekiel
becomes like a dead man, whereas Isaiah became
conscious to himself of being a sinner.
As
regards the visions of the Mosaic period, which
are likewise appearances in glory, Exod. xxiv. 17
resembles the vision of Ezekiel in its pervading
fire-character, and ver. 10 of the same chapter
resembles the closing picture in Ezek. i. 26 ; out
in Moses' vision (Exod. xxxiii., xxxiv.) the glory
«f Jehovah is spoken of as ''all His goodness
cas»e

Comp.

ch. xxxiii.

19 with xxxiii. 22,

with which corresponds

also the revelation

(U^D
28),

fe»

I.

4-28.
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in word (ch. xxxiii. 19, xxxiv. 6, 7) in its main
import.
The prepondei-ance of revelation in tvord
and of the fulness of God's love is in this case the
distinguishing element on the one hand from
Ezekiel's vision, and on the other from that of
Isaiah.
Lastly, the vision of Daniel in ch. vii.
is closely related to that of Isaiah by means of
ihe fulness of viajesty of the divine hoUnet<s in
ver. 9, just as it in so far coincides with Ezekiel's,
when at ver. 12 mention is made of "respite ojf
life for a season and time," while to the Son of
man in ver. 14 is given an ^* everlasting dominion. "
The four beasts out of the sea (ver. 3) present
themselves, on the contrary, as the antithesis to
the four chajoth. (Comp. in the New Testament,
besides Rev. at the passage already quoted. Matt,
xvu. 6; 2 Pet i. 17.)
The different interpretations of the following
vision, from the multitude of persons and views,
and because many of the differences are in matters
of subordinate -importance, can be brought Torward in passing survey merely. Vitringa (in the
work already quoted, iv. ch. ii 2) makes Abarbanel divide the interpretation of the Jewish
teacheiB into three classes
(1 .) The traditional
interpretation of the ancient school, viz. angels,
in which mention is made of the four classes of
the heavenly hosts, as leaders of which Michael,
Gabriel, Uriel, Raphael are named, and the
wheels also, by comparison with Dan. vii. 10,
are held to be spiritual beings of higher or lower
rank than the chajoth.
(2.) The philosophising
interpretation e.g. of Maimonides, who brought
in the Aristotelian physics.
(3.) The historical
interpretation (Kimchi), viz. of the four worldmonarchies, Babylon, Persia, Greece, and Rome,
which are said to be meant by the wheels, while
the chajoth are the heavenly spirits of these kingdonu.
The Christian expositors held fast in
general the idea of Divine Providence, as it manifests itself either in nature or in the kingdom of
grace.
The former is, for example, the opinion
of Calvin even, of a Lapide, of Bochart: the
chajoth are to them heavenly spirits, the wheels,
the great movements in the world and the church
in accordance with God's decrees.
The interpretation of the kingdom of grace more specially
IS the almost universal one in the ancient Church,
according to which the chajoth are the four evangelists.
Luther; "The vision of Ezekiel is
nothing else but a revelation of the kingdom of
Christ here upon earth in all the four quarters
of the whole world. " So also Osiauder, Cocceius.
If not the evangelists, then thfe apostles or certain
thin^ predicated of Christ (Arnd. Incarnation,
Sacnfice, Resurrection, Ascension) are dragged in.
The wheels, according to some, are meant to symbolize the Church, and that in her apostles,
prophets, evangelists, and pastors ; while, according to others, the chajoth represent the li^ang
Church of the New Testament, and the wheels
the holy angels. (Ori^n found the four human
Some also have wished to
passions represented.
find the four ensigns of the camp of Israel therein.
According to others, Nebuchadnezzar himself;
the king as a man, flew like an eagle, imposed
the j'^oke of an ox, and became cruel like the
Comp. Jerome.)
lion \ and more of the like sort.
The cBsthetico-theologizing interpretation of Umbreit is as follows: "Tlie life-creating Spirit
brings the Almighty, but He is not in the storm,
nor in the cloud, it is only His chariot-throne^—
:

:

—
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is only the power of the
natural life ; —but neither is He the light, not
even the gleam (eye) of the metal in its look of
Ctest splendour is the eye of God. Even the
living creatures, the old well-known Mosaic
pictures of the cherubim over the ark of the
covenant, are not Himself, but the natural life of
tlie creatures in its endlessly divided multiplicity
and unity, as well as in its restlessly moving
power, reaching in the likeness of man the
phenomenon of nighest beauty. The destination
of the four living creatunis is shown by the
wheels, the elements, which the free, fonnative
principle of the divine Spirit appro])riate8 to
Itself in the creation of the creatures; we see
into the soul of nature.
The third part of the

Dor in the fire—that

:

Vers. i-U.—The Fire-CUml (ver. 4) cmd the Fir^Picture of the Four Living Creatures (vers.
6-14).

The Fire-Cloud, ver. 4. That which is set in
motion in what presents itself to the prophet in
vision (and I saw), and must rouse his attention
as well as ours (and, behold), is- described in the
outset by means of the moving cause, viz.
ri"iyD r\T\y which, by reason of tne repeatedly

=

niPD

rn"J in

(Isa.

what

xxix.

6).

by no means

follows, is

rpr\y in place of

mn,

properly **a drawing together," in manifold
iapplications, but always with the idea of Ufe in
the background, figuratively or in actual fact,
which cannot be without significance for the
already mentioned fundamental idea of the vision
as n keynote,
a keynote which we have pointed
We might almost
out in Ezekiel generally.
fqnrit of storm.
translate
(Umbrfjt " The
storm announces the approach of the life-producing Spirit, who moved creatively upon the
waters, poured His breath into the creatures, and
who ever renews the face of the earth " (Ps.
civ. 80).
But comp. Jer. xxiii. 19. Swiftly and
violently, irresistibly devastating
MaldonaTU8 "Such were the Chaldeans, and harsh besides, cruel, heartless, unfeeling people. ")
myo*
of the violent^ impulse, the dashing, roaring
along ; in Jon. i. 11 lyo* of the raging violence
of the sea when roused by the storm. (And I sa
viz. visions of God ; and« behold, this was specially,
the vision which I saw. ) nfcvn"p the article,
because of this quarter of the heavens being universally known and standing alone, and perhaps
also because to his circle ol hearers and readers
under the existing historical circumstances the
quarter could not be a matter of question, but

is

—

:

:

!

:

—

was

deterroineil

by these. At all events, although
"to hold back," "to conceal,"

jiDV from a verb

"to hide" (j^V, Ezek.
jectured to

vii.

22),

m

:

by the mere comparison TlDB^nn py3 and Zecli.
vi. 1 sqq. (Hbkdeb, ITmbreit) belongs still less
;

to this category, since in that passage there is
just as much mention of south us of north, and
thoughts are the abode of God is in some quite different place ;

vision lifts us up to heaven
My
The
not your thoughts, etc. (Isa. Iv. 8, 9).
firmament, even with its crystal splendour, does
not give us the likeness of God.
It is the fourth
]>art of the prophetic vision that first lets us see
Eternal
glory
of
the
Ring;
we sink down
the
with the prophet before this spectacle, but man
bears God s ima^, and the Word was made flesh,
full of grace and truth, surrounded with the light
of the rainbow of grace."

emphasized

idea of the hill of the gods " Is not rendered probable by anything here ; and Hitzi^ is under the
oar passage
necessity of paving the way for it
by saying " As the course of the sun makes the
south appear inclined downwards, the north, it is
conjectured (! !), lies higher, rises up to heaven
witii its high mountain chains, Lebanon, Caucasus,
etc." A ^* sacred quarter of the heavens in the
north " (Ewald) is not to be seen in the Bible.
Nor are we necessitated to think of the north, as
the land of gold of many of the nations of antiqnity,

might be con-

be something mytteriom^ yet "

tlie

comp. ver. 5 with ver. 1. Kather is the fundamental idea of what is concealed justified by the
darkness which appears to the senses, alike by
reason of the beclouding of the northern heavens,
in contrast with the south, which is richer in
li^ht and poorer in rain, and also in respect of
distance, of remoteness. This natural view of the
north is, as is well known, the common one with

the poets

;

but the mediating idea of darkness

is

alsoliere, where a "great cloud" stands next at
least for the outer part of the s}Tnbol, without

our being compelled on that account to think of
the dark holy of holies with the ark of the covenant and the cherubim, and. that in a similar
way the theophany presents itself here to our
prophet ; but perhaps for the meaning, the inner
sense, we may, with Kliefoth, compare ch. viii.
I sqq., X. 19, xi. 28, xliil 2, as showing that
God comes from the north when He comes to
judgment, and, on the other hand, that He comes
from the east for salvation and grace only we
must not overlook as the ultimate reason for this
the historiccU sUuation of Israel, as well as of the
prophet and the vision, and consequently it is to
"an allusion to the
oe explained with Bunsbn
Chalaeans cmweng from the north against Jerusalemy Jer. i. 14 comp. Ezek. xxvi. 7." And
therefore the prophet does not need to have been
transported in spirit to Jerusalem (Havbrnick),
"into the temple, where one naturally expects
the priest," for the prophets^ as Hivemick even
does not deny, assign to- the north the Assyrians
and Babylonians, that is, "the region pregnant
with destiny " (Hengstenbero) ; from Syria
usually the inroad of the Asiatic world-powers
was made, because the east side of the holy land
was protected by means of the great trackless
We shall also certainly have
Arabia Deserts.
to take into account the relation of Ezekiel to
Jeremiah (oomp. Introd. § 4), and along with
that the parallel of the seething pot, Jer. i. 13,
("Against the north was the
iv. 6, vi. 1.
coalition of Jer. xxvii., Ezek. xxv. sqq. directetl,
gave
occasion
for Ezekiel making his apwhich
pearance.
The storm from the north drives all
the sanguine hopes which were founded on this
Hrnocoalition like withered leaves before it. "
The moving cause manifests its
8TENBER0.)
woricing by means of the phenomenon of a great
okrad (HiTZio "a thunder cloud ;" the chariai
of God afterwards appearing more prominently),
with its far-rtaching and compact bulk covering
the heavens but not so much a cloud of a veiling
character, as a cloud to serve as a visible sign <3
the impending /w^^inBMMt, Nah. i S; Joel ii. 2;
;

:

;

:

;
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4.

xviii. 10 sqq.
Gbotiub "The matter in hand is not realities, but only the imthe Chaldeans, Jer. iv. 13 comp. perfect fortM of realities."— Hknostenbbug.)
also Ezek. xxxviiL 9. "
We are not, with a Lapide, ^Bfnn only i^ere, ^B^n in ver. 27, n^De^nn
to think of rain, hail, and still less of the arrows
of thp Chaldeans.
The divine judicial character in viii. 2 with n paragogic, a word which btis
of the cloud is indicated hy the well-known been the subject of much comment, ptrhafis
mt-taphor of ./Ire (Deut It. 24, xxxii 22), here formed by Ezekiel himself ^lntro<l. § 7). [According to Bochait {Hieroz. iii.), it is to be looked
Exod. ix. 24 (the parallel with
nnfAno
upon as a compound of g^n = Aramaic K*n; =
E^t is not unimportant) eatchhig itself muttuiUy
"brass," and a Chaldaic word (question(Hithp.), Le. not merely formed into a ball, a nc^ru,
lump of tire, but at the same time flashing through able, however) fc<^^, "gold ;" while, according to
and through itself, the flashes seizing one another,
Geseniiis, with more ceiiainty (?) it is to be Mand as it were kindling
on one

P^ xcvii 2,
great host of

:

;

—

EV—

:

;

themselves

(PoLAyus
was in

:

"The

fire

another.

which consumed the city garded as a»

own sins."

i)^p

HETI^ in

ver.

(Hitzig: this

7

Fr. Starok thinWs is
the Hebrew translation of the word), and a comof the camp-fire, and even of the sacred fire which
pound of ^ru wi^^ ^ thrown off and the syllable
the Chaldeans carried before them !)
This fire in
** smooth "
the cloud, because wtceatmgly, "livingly,"^ as
"shining;" and thus in the
Ewald expresses it, "moving hither and thither
former case it would mean "gold-brass," in the
in it)*' is the abiding characteristic kernel of the
latter, " shining brass. "
Havemick and Maurer
cloud.
Compi ver. 18 sqq. Hence, also, bright- have recourse to the Syriac, in order to get in this
*•
ness loond about it
way a metallic product wrought in the fire, and
i[p refers to py, because
therefore (?) emitting sparks,
which does not
e^, although not without exception, is as a rule at all suit
£. Meier holds
the context here.
feminine.
The cloud b the subject at present it to be a (perhaps dialectic) expansion of
under discussion ; and as its size determines the
" pure, solid
form, so the fire determines its substance, which, Dra : i>DW
i>Dn3,
itself, its

J.

^

=

= iwn =

while it

makes the cloud

a fire-cloud, imparts to gold. "

the Concordance, explains it as
But with this from
brightncse round about
with the
DS!TI, like Dn3, "brightness,*
''brightne»4 round about it," the UgJUf and conV V
V V
sequently the well-founded hope of love, grace, termination aX affixed: "bright metal;" Keil,
mercy, comes to its rights over the alarm-pro- according to the analogy of
and
as
Fiirst, in

it also

ducing fire, cloud, and stonn.
The illusions of
the transgressors and of a dead faith must not
be destroyed to the injury of the believers.
It is
not yet indeed ^e "cheerful" brightness, as in
ver. 28, for it proceeds immediately from the fire,
but this fire is an abiding, essential one ; and the
sun pierces through the stormy element of his
immediate mode of manifestation, and in its
deepest

ground the

light is God,

and Hengstenberg

Hitzig

who

is luve.

also refer )^ to the

0^3,

7tD"J3

from DB^n» " probably to glow^ with ^ affixed
glowing brass." That Qg^n "probably" means

" to ^low," is a statement that goes for nothing,
and just as unproved is the derivation of the
meaning "to be bright," from DTIS* although
the interchange of \^ and n, *nd of n ^-nd 3,
would have nothing surprising in it, for the root
DHD, which occurs as a verb only once in th^
Niphal in Jer. ii. 22, might there perhaps mean
to oe engraved, much the same as to be recorded,
were not this meaning gjeneralized, as Hupfeld
(on Ps. xvi. 1) amvmcingly shows, from the
more correct one to be soiled, stained, which
is also proved by the old translations, and which,
besides, suits best the antithesis in Jer. iL, and if
it did not need to support itself on the similarity
of the fundamental idea of UTO *nd ^ro (to
Because Dn3 is gold, to assume for Qno,
write).
:

Why?

whole.

the

tally;

fire

Storm and brightness do not
has brightness of itsolt (ver. 13)

the cloud only remains. According
Hengstenberg, we have certainly to think of a
The older
brightness contrasted with the fire (!).
expositors keep firmly and exclusively by the
terrible majesty and glory of the presence of God.
In quite an opposite direction, Umbreit
"The
Kght which pours forth the joy of existence on
every side; for in the brightness of light life
9tep8 forth from its dark fire-ground into manifestation, and unfolds itself in its immeasurable
Let there be light
fulness ; God said at first
rOVTDt ** t^rr^no afterwards shows, refers to
which is thereby at the same time proved to
be feminine.
But "^VID ^ ^^^ * ™^^ resumption of nsinOi which, especially as the latter
occurs again in ver. 5, would certainly be too
pleonastic
The ccnterUs of the cloud, by way of
preparation far what/oUoim, present themselves
to the seer in such a form that he uses the comparison as to the effect of the internal fire upon
thus, in fact,

to

:

:

t^

fecnn rjD*

'^'""*—

("To loot /Uk—because

the

''A iblfting motloo. a Klowfnff Hfe,*" but not "the
|4j»Bre of the co-operattn^ powers of creattve life, shlnlnfc
to lb* sold of the earth, bominff in the eolowv, and boiling
to Hit blood,** as Umbreit raves.
'

:

:

V V

and thus

for DB^n,

a meaning

:

to be bright, or

:

traced back to a fundumeutal idea like

:

to divide,

Dnr» "gold," might perhaps
separated, as being what is purified,

to separate, so that

mean what

is

For Qtt^n Meier seeks to point
pure, held back.
as a kindred meaning to the fundamental idea
to be firm, strong (hence in Arabic : to be fat.
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to be red-hot, is mcr«» arbitrariness, inasmuch as,
if the fundamental meaning
to conceal, to keep
safe as a jewel or secret, is incapable of proof
from the Arabic, a meaning synonymous to the
Hebrew and Aramaic one (to be soiled), viz. to
be dark-coloured, lies before us in Arabic, just as
it alone corresponds to the usual designation of
gold in all languaj^es as the yellow, the dark
Besides,
metal, in contrast with the white silver.
DHD properly signifies: to hold back, which is
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thick, and hard), so that ^JOB^H might ori^nally
what is hard, firm, hence
have designated
bi-ass, solid metal in general, while it would then
have been transferred more definitely to a peciiTo an impression of peculiar
liarlv bright brass. ]
bH(f)itn€SS the context of our passage points with
indisputable necessity nor must this brightness
be conceived of apart from the fire, since it proceeds out of the midst of it, and -n PVD ^as the
:

united the divine and human natures in Himself
J. F. Starck compares
(Maldonatus, Pradus).
also the pillar of cloud and fire (Exod. iii. 2),
Usage always employs
specially for the exiles !]
y)) only of things, never of persons.

*'

A»

the

look of chasmal " means, moreover, not merely :
as the aspect thereof, as it looks, but this as well
In tlie
as it, so to speak, looks, looks on us.
most poetic way, Umbreit, at all events, undermore exact definition B?j<n ^^HD si^e by side
stands -n py3 : " the eye of metal, as the same
with it. The question may, however, be asked,
concentrates itself when melting in a look of the
whether what is tflariugly bright and destructive
greatest brightness (the so-called silver look !) ;
is to be indicated thereby, or not rather a glory
perhaps it was a technical expression of the
of look that is full qf life, which is favoured not
merely by the immediately appearing kernel of smelters, possibly compounded of g'n^
^fe *
fire and the picture of the "chajoth," but also
fulness of brass, when the brass appears in the
by the ingenious remark of Keil, that in all the fulness of its brightness." J." D. Micnaelis
transthree passages TDB^n has its reference to Him lates : " a great cloud, under which the lightnings
shall thus be com- flashed through one another, and gilded its edge
who is enthroned above.
;

*^

We

by the view hinted at above on by the reflection (an aurora round about it), but
the ** brightness round about it," inasmuch as in in the middle it looked like glowing metal in the
pelled to abide

the whole vision the ''brightness" appears not
indeed separated from the fire, but yet distinct
from it, although not contrasted with it. [The
Syriac translator has simply omitted the difficult
word in Question here, but at ver. 27 and ch.
viiL 2 he has given a conjectural interpretation
"divine look." The Chaldee Paraphrase kee^s
The Sept. and Vulg. translate it
it as it stands.
by ^XixT^«», electruin, which must not be confounded with "aimber" {sucinum). Neither can
the name be given to this latter from i7xixr^«v,
nor (as Buttmann, Mythologus ii., will have it)
can the converse be the case, for the colour of
amber is of too mild a brightness for it, the comparison of the same with tne precious metals may
amber, leads
rest on much else, and the meaning
to a derivation from Txxuv, Xxxntfi^t iXxr^t (the
drawer, draw-stone), while nktxrft* is derived from
:

:

MxTs^p (the beaming sun, «X/*f. Empedocles so
named the element of fire), or at least a more fiery
brightness than that of amber was the synon5rm.
The brightness of amber does not certainly correcomparison in our verse,

spond
where a metal, not precious stones of any kind, is
thought of; nor aoes the transparency of its
sufficiently to the

Now the ^Xi»r^«», everybrightness suffice here.
where mentioned along with gold and silver, was,
according to the testimonies of the ancients (see
Pape, Greek Lexicon)^ a natural metallic mixture
of three or four parts of gold and one part of
which was also artificially prepared.
silver,
of the
(Aocording to Oken, the ** electrum
Mountain of Serpents in Siberia is gold, with an
Hitzig, Bleek
alloy of 86 per cent, of silver.)
( Varies, uber die Apokalypae)^ and others mention
;^«X*#x/iS«i»o»
(Rev.
i.
the peculiar
15, ii. 18),
which is said to be compounded of the Greek

midst of the

fire.

Tlie Fire-Picture of the Four Living CrecUureA
(vers. 5-14).

Ver.

6.

Not only what the prophet

even his seeing
It is

sees, but
something progressive.
Ezekiel had first sketched

itself is

by no means

as

if

the outlines, and were now depicting the interior
also, for he has reproduced for us in ver. 4 alike
inside and outside what was first seen, but his
seeing itself grows more penetrating, and what
looked upon nim out of the midst of the fire
(hence the repetition nDinDl)» li^e chasmal looking out of the fire, shapes itself in the progressive
advance of the vision to "niDl. Deriveil as it is
from ntDl, and cognate with the Sanscrit saina
(similift)^ DIOT i^ ^ot so much
form, as likeness, similitudef a substantival "like as," and is
used of what is living, but also of what is without
Witn respect to the four nVH
life (ver. 26).
(not "beasts," as Luther makes them, following
the Vulg.), see what is said in the iutroductoiy
remarks to vers. 4-28. (According to Hofmunn»
Ezekiel was in this way "to become aware that
what he saw was not a thing, but a life. The
intention was to represent to the prophet what
there is about the presence of Jehovah the judg:

:

—

:

ment on His unholy pople announced

itself

therein.
Creature life, into which the imbroken
fulness of the being of God pours itself^ in order
therein to become a manifoldness of power, seives
the eternal God for the purpose of making Himself present to His world.") Formerly : the judgment of God rushing on, now : how not merely
the power of the Chaldeans, against which one

hoped at Jerusalem to accomplish everything
with human leagues (Introd. § 4, 2) and one's
own prudence, but t?ie whole creation in the entire
brass), but which might also mean ** brass from universe, heaven and earth, is ready to execute
Lebanon" (Ebrabd, Peschito, Ethiopio Vers.). this judgment of the living God ! This threatenThe Talmudists explain ^B^n as from g^n, ing character the vision obtained from its connection with ver. 4, and from the circumstancft
"quickness," and ^, "rest" (or "speaking" that the cJuxjoth came forth out of the fire
and "silence"). It passed also for the name of (Hrngstbnberg). But in this way» at the same
an angel with the Rabbins, and in fact for that time, its symbolical character is manifest: life
;^;«x*«f

and the Hebrew

np (= white-shining
'

of Ezekiel's teacher.
It has

T T

(See Leigh, CrxL S. p. 174.)

even been read backwards

:

out of

fire

TWIjPi and

understood of the Messiah (Calov. Bib. IlL),

who

seen (fi^h)

!

— ntOD

;

ilfcOD

:

(ver. 1) is

Ao"'

"vision," what

it is seen,
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in ver.

13,

to the plural

•x>rop.

Ewald, At^f. Lehrb. § 256
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§ 91.
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7

16,

:

;

Geseniiis,

struck the prophet

^th

up (comp. ver. 23), or the dual is to be
understood thus as respects their 2 legs, it was
(generically, without reference to the number, so
Keil) a leg standing erect "HJ^ is, what is firm,
"does not need to bend, to turn" (Ewald),
without joints (Maimonides), without front and
back, smooth and symmetrical (Philipi'son)
with which also the calf's foot agrees.
Thus
there is nothing of likeness to man in this connection, except the upright carriage in general,
which results therefrom, but is not made prominent here. On the contrary, for the sole of
the foot, even in special contrast to what is
human, the comparison is taken from the beast,
from the calf, *•*• ^^^ ^^o^ proper stood firmly,
straight

ver.

ui being prominent in the vision, was *'the
ness of a man."

6,

fonn ]n^KlD ^^^ without bending inwards of the knee, nsing

and with D^^^^^yD

9.—What

I.

like-

the full tone,)

:

Likeness to man, where God has made man like
God, is just the fulness of the times. Gal. iv. 4 ;
Phil. ii. 7, 8.
The angels also assume the ways
of man ; for man is a microcosm.
"All forms
of the creature reach in his person a phenomenon
"
of the highest beauty (Umbreit). At all events,
man stands among the living creatures of the
earthly world in the first, as in the highest place.
In this way, first of all, the impression in general
symmetrically
is stated, as Ezekiel received it from the four

rounded

off

(^Jw),

while

the

(Hitzig
special feature in them produced human foot is extended lengthwise.
chaJQtk,
this impression in his case, will become clear in makes the circumstance that '* they present in no
the further progress of his description. And just direction a decided front," as also the ** want of
because it will be expressly stated, a limit is distinction" in the legs, parallel with the chajoth
drawn against arbitrariness in the application of "facing towards the four quarters of heaven."
Similarly Havemick before him: "These feet
man's corporeal form as a rule.
Ver. 6. Just as, on the one hand, man, Le. fulfil the object of being able to move in all
{inwardly considered) what is spiritual, what has directions, without turning round (ver. 9); tliey

What

The
life, characteri2es the vision, so, on the symbolize the idea of freedom of motion. "
other hand, in a more outward respect it is sig- human element of the vision, which in general is
nificantly defined by its fottr/old character.
Not prominent, will be strenctliened, next to the
only are there "four chqjoth" in all (ver. 6), but upright carriage, by the legs also being two in
which is not indeed stated, but is
•* four faces" (ver. 10) are found **in each, and number,
This human element
four wings" (vers. 8, 9, 11, 23 comp. ch. x. 8) certainly to be understood.
likewise **in each of them." If the number 8, is represented, because of the bestial element as
aa the designation of the true, highest, most per- well as in spite of it, by the masc. suffix. As the
fect being, is the number of God, then must the the lion also which, according to Bahr, is to
number 4 represent the conditional, dependent come into consideration because of his strength,
being, which nas proceeded from the true being, power, and fearful character is not mentioned in
and oe the number of the world, as the 9ttm of the detail, the substitution of the calf for the bull
all created things.
Time and space, the two (ver. 10) may possibly here set the latter also
roost general forms of the universe, bear the aside, so far as regards the power of generation,
number 4 in themselves, etc.
(According to just as Hengstenberg takes into consideration

spiritual

;

—

—

Bohr, comp. Symb. L p. 166 sqq.)

—Qn^ mascu-

line form, which
follows, explains

Hengstenbei^ here, as in what
from the masculine name
cherubim standing in the background, which,
however, here lies as yet too far off. The more
probable suppo^tion, as a Lapide has already

shown,

is

the collective

Ql^

masc., this being

"only the representation of cattle, to ward off all
heterogeneous ideas."
"Although each has a
none has a lion's feet or claws for
tearing in pieces, nor those of the eagle, not even
the foot of a man." Cocc.) D^lfif^l masc. is
meant, according to Hitzig, also to refer to the
cherubim, yet Hengstenberg (because of Rev.
i.
16) admits that "the reference, in point of
fact, is specially to the feet," and as Geseuius
lion's fece, yet

—

—

As maintains that
the impression in general of the chajoth.
^y\ is masc, although "rarely,"
happens so frequently in looking at the sense,
the explanation of Eeil is at all events more prothe reference to the grammatical form is let go
bable: and the leys sparkled, etc.
HengstenD^^B and also the dual D*D^3 stand as plurals. berg's limitation to the "sole of the foot " "they
have
incorrectly
transkted
form,
on
the
sole
Some
were (there,
of the foot) sparkling,"
D^DD:
guise, so that each had only one, and that a is not forced, although it would apply to the legs
Philippson:
shining
alsa
like a brazen hoof.
a
human face and head, but had besides fourfold
"feathers," as already the
figure, or expression of countenance, or head- (Ewald takes D^lfifD
ornament. N o less incorrectly, some have assigned Sept., which omits what is said of the sole of the
to every face 4 wings, and thus to each of the foot, but instead makes the feet "feathered.")
4 fkajoih 16, which would give a sum total of
^nUTlD* brass, is also in Dan. x. 6 masc. ;
64 wings. The Chaldee paraphrast understands
;^aXit««, copper,
Gesenius
^p, Gesexius
just as many faees, and 256 wings in all.
Ver. 7. Now that we have passed from the shining; Boohart: polished, burnished; Hengfaces to the wings, in ^ing downwards their stenberg (with a reference to Rev. i. 15), "prolegs (masc suff.) come into consideration, not perly: light [in weight]; but liecause what is
merely in the sense of the lower part only, the light [in colour] is represented as lighter [in
foot proper, which is distinguished as -^ (p. weight] than what is dark, just as what is sharp
is represented as lighter than what is blunt,
DiT^^II is either conceived of distributively equivalent to
Hitzig
flowing, light brass."
their
legs
was
of
and
each
:
(Hi 1*210)
rnfi^ ^j-|, grants the possibility of a derivation of "light
:

^

—

:

:

:
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[in colour]

from **to be light" [in weight], but

asserts that

jpp

ver. 9 the contrary is the case, but still more sc
manifestly a substantive in the in ver. 10.
Ver. 9. But the wings which come into congenitive, possibly from
(to burn), meaning sideration here (comp. ver. 11) reach still higher
the red-hot or smelting furnace, akin to ^^p, than the faces ; a more exact description, therefore, which (as in ver. 6) likewise proceeds from
**
a crucible.
The sending forth of sparks refers above downwards, will have to begin with these
to the special mission in hand, whicn is one of wings.
There is a going down (ver. 7), and a
wrath" (Henostenbero). But the comparison going up (ver. 8), and a going down again (ver.
with the effect of light brass attributes to them 11), just as the eye is accustomed to do in such
(Havernick), at the same time, something glori- an act of looking. The joining is (with Kliefotli,
uus, according to Umbreit, "imperishable fresh- Keil) to be conceived of in this way
that the
ness." (?)
If the faces in general serve to express right upper win^ of the chajoth was joined to
the quality in view, then, from the fact of there the left upper wmg of its neighbour at the tip.
" This pair of wings is stretched
beinpf four of them, thia quality is expressly shown Hengstenbeuo
to have its sphere in the world; and the four upwards, so that the one wing stands over against
wings in general portray the prompt, rapid dex- the other, and is in so far (!) joined to it." One
terity towai-ds the respective sides.
(Umbreit: does not see how this can still be called a joining.
'*The living motion and the unceasing vibration The connection of the joining of the wings with
of rreatiirely existence.")
In addition, there is the going straight forward, which Hitzig holds
the firmness, the steadiness of the carriage, the to be impossible, is pointed out by Ewald in the
sure and certain tread (^i«V <r»3)).
Umbreit: words: "The wings of all so firmly interlaced
"Tlie forcibly-pressed sole of the ox." A mere with one another, tnat all moved straight forward
symbol of fitness for service, viz. as regards Ood, with wonderful coherence. " Comp. for the joinalthough of " any kind of rendering of service (as ing of the wings, vers. 11 and 23, also Exod.
messengers or ambassadors of God) for men" XXV. 20, 1 Kings vi 27, for the expression
nothing is said (Hav.). It is the creation glorinninK-^ T\m, nnnn, Exod. xxvi. s.—^^d^
fying me living God
its ever ready power and
(Niph. of 32D) shows that it is meant to be a
fulness of life.
Ver. 8. For ^1V| the Qeri reads n'n.
Heng- joining of all together, not a joining of the wings
is

n^

:

—

:

m

stenberg, on the other hand, upholds (comp. ch.
X. 8) the singular S^\ either: **his man's hand,"
or: "his hand, that of a man," because of the
ideal compi-ehension of the quatemity in the
unity of the cherub.
Hitzig likewise conjectures
the singular ; the suffix, according to him, presupposes (ch. X. 3, iii. 21) the genitive

Dm.

of each separate chajoth-form just for

itself.

That

they needed not to turn jn3^3 (f«ni- suff. ), when
fhey went (vers. 12, 17), is of course at once intelligible from the joining of their wings, but is
expressed still more strongly (and for this reason
the face of each is spoken of) by means of

*•«• ^ whatever direction they
Ewald accepts the Qeri: "and man's hands," as V3D n^y ^K K^K>
Similarly
also Keil, who declares ^ to be an old mistake of the went they always followed their face.

—

The change in the
^.
Hiiv., Maurer, and before them with ^y in Exod. xxv. 87.
gender of the suffixes in this way in one and the
Kimchi, explain the concise form of the Kethibh
same line, makes one almost think that the diverby understanding an ellipse, punctuating n"*^*
sity of the life qf creation in this respect is to be
and taking the suffix distributively, thus: and characterized in the chajoth.
his (each one of the four's) hands were hands of a
Ver. 10. Now comes the detailed description
man (DIK nM- Keil: " The wings sat accord- of the four laces. First, the Uce of a man,
T T
which, as being turned toward the prophet, ha<l
ingly on the shoulders, from which the hands determined his impression of the vision as a
proceeded."
Hence four wings, and are there whole (ver. 5). Maimonides understood it even
not also foui- hancU ? and this also because of the of the other three also, and distinguished in these
four sides? The designation as wan's hands only an expression corresponding to the animals
determines nothing as to their number. Comp. named, tfust as the man's face in front is put
on ver. 9. Umbreit: "By means of the man's without this definition, so similarly the eagle's
hands the mention of the bestial appearance is face also is not defined more exactly as being the
meant to be weakened." With the "hands" the
one behind. The definition jny^lK^ ** the close
description will ascend to the "faces ;" for just
as on occasion of the hands, the "wings," as we applies to the man's face also, and besides, this
saw, were very suitably mentioned "on their four latter is immediately preceded by the ^neral
Hengst. claims for it the east side, as
sides," so, because the "four sides" are formed DH^iD.
by means of the four faces on each of the chajoth, being the principal side, for the lion on the right
mention may be made of the "faces" as well as the south, for the ox on the left the north. The
of the " wings " and they four had their fkcee position of the eagle behind shows (as against
and thoir wings (y^^, as is known, from yniKi Hengst) a background pointing higher up.
"four," signifies the fourth part, or here: one Comp. the introductory remarks to vers. 4-28.
side of four (ver. 17).
The emphasizing of the The right and left of the description may be fixed
number /owr down to the minutest detail is to either with respect to the man's face, or to the
be note(l).
Hav. connects the last words with quarter of the neavens (pD>, south side, just as
vers. 9 and 10: "and as regards their faces aLd
As to the
north), or to the prophet.
their win^ in the four, their wings were," etc. ^fctoK^»
part
the
of
the
body
the
which,
Similarly Ewald.
faces,
meaning
It cannot be objected to this,
of
that here the topic is no longer the faces; even in tm may ht understood, is capable of expreasiiig
transcriber for

••

:

—
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mare than any other what is characteristic, and
that in the way that is most spirited, most in
see the introaccordance witL the idea in view,
BIhr : The ox
doctory remarks to vers. 4-28.
(bull), the symbcd of the generative, creative
power of God ; the lion, the symbol of the royal
majesty of the Sovereign and Judge ; the eagle,
the symbol of the divine omnipresence and omniscience ; man, the syml>oI of the absolute spirituality of God, of the divine wisdom.
Gbotius
Man denoting the goodness, the lion the wrath
(punitive jasticc) of God, the eagle His swiftness
to do good, the ox His slowness to wrath.
BocHART : The ox the emblem of constancy and
firmness; man, of humanity, gentleness, and
fiXmfiftMcUt ; the lion, of generosi^ and strength
the eacle, of vigour, and of the sublimity of a
heavenly nature.
De Wette: The strength,

—

:

wisdom

power,

of God,

and His nearness.

Uh-

BREIT The reason, sovereignty, creative power,
and omnipresence of God. (What becomes of the
:

veto of the second commandment ! ?)
Ver. 11. The description, which might now
have done with the ** faces," nevertheless repeats
them (remaining, as they certainly do, the prin-

dpo/ subject),

—

at ver. 8 in

moving upwards, now

—

11-18.
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for covering the body,

and

as before and behind."
to show their holy fear

are to be conceived of

Umbreit: "in order
and reverence." Comp.

Isa. vi 2, where, however, this [ne videarU] seems
to be expressed by the covering of their faces;
while the covering of the feet there, corresponding
to the covering ot the bodies here [ne videantvri
symbolizes the profound dittanee of the creature,
Ver. 12. The lower part being now quite
reached, taking up what has been said in ver. 9,
their goings their movement is described, but
along with the mention of the moving principle.
Ver. 4 (comp. there) mj/D nil, here min, which
in any case does not denote the wind.
Hitz. :
the instinct, which does not suit the human
element of the chajoth but also not the will
" most unrestricted
or the like (Umbiieit
freedom"), since it is exactly such a movemeut
that is meant to be set aside throughout the
whole context. The spirit is conceived of manifestly according to its divine reference and power
of influencing, although not as the Holy Spirit
or the Spirit of Christ
Comp. vers. 20, 21.
(Hengst. "The life-breath of God, who dwells
in the creature, and leads it according to the
laws which He prescribes for it, to the ends
:

;

:

:

—

coming down to the lower parts along with which He sets for it Num. xvi 22.") All
the wings: QiTEDDI Qn^^Q^^ which Hav.,Klief., quarters of the world are facing them, whether
Ken rightly refuse to translate "and (these are) they go backward or forward, to the right or to
The facility of movement given in this
their faces; and their wings were" (Henost.), the left.
smce the dause belongs rather to what follows, way is by means or the fastening of the wings
as already £wald has taken it, inasmuch as the outwardly, by means of ** the spirit " (absolutely),
faces also were epantted (the root-meaning of i.e. " the spirit of the living creature " (vers.
** spread out," because of the reference to
20, 21) inwardly— united to the whole.
TTfi,
Ver. 18. The completed description of the
the nearer DH^DJDl) "from above" {rh^JtJ^',
chajoth, going back to ver. 5, merely adds what
which likewise gives greater prominence to this corresponds to the nDUTD of ver. 6 out of the
reference), Le, were not (k la Janus) on the same midst of the fire, their appearance was first of
head, but on four hiad^ or rather necks.
EwALD : " Both faces and wings not hanging all in themselves: like kindled ooata (from ^na,
in

:

—

—

:

down loosely, but stretched upwards." In this
way an act o/ worship is depicted in the headSy
JQst as a soaring is intended to be expressed by
means of the wings. With the reference to the
wings, by means of which the description got^s
downwards, there is a return to what has alr^uiy
been said (ver. 9), but it is conceived of more
definitely, and joined with new matter.
Every
one (not of the four chijoth, but of what is spoken

—

-T
to kindle) of fire, burning.
Is it primarily as
depicting the liriitning of the kindled wrath of
God (following Ps. xviii. 8) ? or is it to be referred specially to the eyes of the chajoth?
(Grot. : "after God's long patience, eager for vengeance.") ^nnj^n cannot easily be referred with

—

The accumulation of synonyexpressions is still more unmistakable than
the gradation of the same remarked by Hav. it
of in ver. 10, viz. the four faces, inasmuch as
is rather like a movement ft-om the beginning of
the description gives what the prophet saw, who, the fire to its rising
up like flames, and to its
standing oefore each of the lour faces, always
beheld two wings, alike on the right and on the breaking forth in lightning (Gen. xv. 17).
Bunsen to nvn*

mous

;

T^

left,

joined to one another) had two joined, viz.

wings

:

Cf^K

or as Keil

:

found in ver.

either belonging to e^«S,
an abbreviation for the -^(( nC^K
The meaning is clear, according

nn3in,

(^t(,
9.

Since, then, the joining is expressed
only as regards the four pairs of wings (in all)
above, which together represent a square, the
pairs of wings lower down are to be conceived of
ya^Uwut such connection, each with its neighbour,
which would also have no object
With these
pairs of wings the chi^oth covered their bodies,

to ver. 9.

n*^, properly beUy,

respect

As

denotes the body in this

lampaSf lamp) is that which sends up
light in motion, that which sends forth flame
quickly, flickerin^ly toward us; hence what already resembles lightning, ^i^ may* in accordance vdth the fiery element of all these comparisons, and where the ch^oth themselves come
forth from the fire, be looked upon as that to
refers.
which
So Keil, Ewald.
It can
neither refer to nUDli hy reason of the meaning,
nor to
(masc.), for a linguistic reason.
Hengst correctly remarks that the fire appearf
It
separated from the living creatures (ver. 4).
forms the power that gives the keynote, just as
And along
the spirit is the moving principle.
with this the brightnesi is emphasized, as in
(Xc^fl-ff^if,

^n

nmo

this is covered, the conjecture
readily suggests itself, that it is conceived of
ndth^ as leathered nor as covered with hair,
Comp. there.—t5^i) and B^PrjtSI
ver. 4 also.
hence not like an animal, but likewise after the
'*
of ^^n given above,
nmilitade of a man.
confirm
reference
the
Bunssn : which served

pi^
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from to break through, to break forth lightning, denoting the threatening effect outwards.
(Hofm. compares Gen. ili. 24.)
Ver. 14. Next we have the appearance of the
:

nwoement of the chajoth.

y[^

XIVli infin.
with the nounsubject (Gesen. Heb. Oram. p. 215, Bagster's
A mere indication of what they did, not
edit. ).
a "short description " as well (Ew. ). fcOY^» fro™
absol. for the finite verb, here

{<yi

"

= Wj-|,

according to Hav.

an Aramaistic

:

Each being always brtween
faces of the chajoth.
two faces of the separate chajoth on the right and
left, the four wheels formed an outer
First of all
square round the four chajoth.
Ezekiel had to say, although in general merely,
where, in what position as regards tlie cliajoth he
"
saw the wheels ; the relative position of ** wheel
and chajoth took the precedence, not **the nature of an individual wheel," which would be
the case, according to Hav., Maurer, Klief., if

on the

—

were to be referred to Jfifix : "according to
however, was' no 30^1 their V3D
** with fourfold
-T
its fourfold face," equivalent to
Comp. on face," for then we should^ have here already the
return (i.e. going back) no turning.
vers. 9, 12.
only here, in sound like pna wheel within a wheel specially mentioned, which
pt3
T T
T T
comes after in ver. 16. As to the meaning of the
in ver. 11, akin in meaning also, but not identical
wheels, comp. the introductory remarks to vera.
'*
spark- fire ;" Klief.,
with it, Hav., Hengst.
4-28.
How little in tiiis connection the basinIt is
denoting the zigzag of lightning.
Keil
stands of 1 Kings viL come into consideration,
perhaps meant to be an individualizing of the
Klief. on Hav. and Keil has pointed out exhauslightning.
To refer to ** heathen works of
tively (i. p. 91).
art of Babylon, " as Hav. does, exphdns nothing,
Vers. 15-21.— 7%« Wonderful Wheels upon the
while the conception of a throne-chariot rolling
Earth.
along over the earth gives a vivid unity to what
goes before and what Allows.
It is to misunderVers. 4-14, which contain the Jirat vision which
stand the characteristic of these visions, this preEzekiel saw, hang directly suspended between
dominance of the ideas over everything, when one
heaven and earth ; there is need of connection
brings as an objection to such a conception partly
aUke with what is above and with what is below.
the y>p-| of ver. 22, partly the chariot not being
The fire-cloud, as regards the spirit of the storm
which impels it, and out of its midst the fire- named.
Hengst. indicates very correctly the
picture of the chajoth, as re^rds the principle "impression as a whole" as being that of *'a
which moves them, are certainly governed from kind of vehicle, in which the Lord took the place
a higher region, and are no less certainly destined of the charioteer, the living creature the place
It is, in the first place, this latter of the chariot, the wheels lowermost, as usual
for the eartn.
destination which is furnished by vers. 15-21.
ZUllig, in his pamphlet The
in a chariot."
Ver. 15 introduces the second vision in a way Cherubim-Chariot (Heidelb. 1832), fears that
the
similar to that in which ver. 4 introduces
"these wheels, standing there detached, might
But the fact that it is said and I saw the perhaps also some day roll away by themselves,
first.
living creatures, and, behold, a wheel, brings and leave the throne standing," and therefore
into immediate prominence the connection, whicn adopts the supposition, referring to 1 Kings vii.
what follows will have to bring out in detail and (like Vitringa before him), of a connection with
Tlie wheel shows itself the wheels, in opposition to which Umbreit:
to give the reason for.
into, which is not to be thought of, with Klie- " the prophet was in spirit for the spirit, but not
foth, in the case of the chajoth also, for these, for the eye.
form.

Their

3^55?,

:

—

—

'

'

:

:

:

forming as they certainly do the kernel of the
cloud, are to be conceived of rather as being above
the earth. There is thus for the second vision,
in its look touoards the earth (and the historical
scene of events), a repetition of the idea, which
was symbolized at the close by the movement of

The

simplest, most natural symi.e. in reference to earthly
affairs, is the wheelf appearing as it does as mere
motion, which only waits for the moment (comp.
This is, as regards the idea,* the
ch. X. 13, 2).
connection of the in no wise ** disturbing
nvnn with pit^ ; and in accordance with this
the chajoth.

bolism of this idea,

is followed by the special.
the material of which, but the
way in which they were made, ailded to the
appearance, because we are dealing here not with

Ver. 16.

—Make,

what
"the

The general

not

:

:

comp. on ver. 4.— K^jjnHt
—pya,
which with the ancients un-

is living

chrysolite,

doubtedly had a yellow colour" (BXhb, 10. 9).
Perhaps
"Probably of clear file" (HiTZio).
from TariessuSy a Phoenician possession in Spain
(similarly "l^DiK, for gold of Ophir).
is it

so

of its

But whether

named because from thence, or on account
The probable root, {jnn (not
solidity?
- T

linking together of the second and primarily \^^), means, according to the Arabic : to be
- T
earUiIy vision with the first, that connection is
hard, solid (comp. pjn nrvj) I *^e word formed
**
- T
T
neighalso localized by means of -pl i^VN, not
bourhood" (HiTZio), but: beside. As one wheel by doubling the third radical, as so fre<juently,
Spain is, howis spoken of, so also the chajoth in the vision are means a fortified place, fortress.
It is said to be the
conceived of together as a unity hence the sin- ever, rich in precious stones.
Nor modem topaz (gold-topaz), which commonly has
gular suffix VDD. So already the Syriac.
are sixteen wheels meant to be indicated, with small four-sided columns, whose surfaces are again
reference to each of the four faces of each of the divided into two, and which also appears bluish
four chajoth, but four wheels (ver. 16, ch. x. 9), and quite white ; according to Hengst. the jasper,
corresponding to the ioxxr front sides, the human which, however, has mostly a beautiful red, and
The chrysolite
also a brown and green colour.
» Hat.: An intcnftiflcation of the thonght of the poKtr
beautifully transparent and
•^ fiUnclu of life by uieAns of the wheels, where the form is pistachio-green,
That they foor had one likeneHk ie
shining.
Ifeast give way eutirely to the esMnce, to the idea.

—

=

:

•

;
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^9

—

wheel apparently alike was found with the impulse." Ver. 20: ^, not "weake?," ''^r
the fonr chajoth, explains the plural of the
^fc^ (Hav.); but the ^yo going btfore has aA inwheels as being four, but also how ttle same could
V
before be conceived of as one, when a general fluence, as being the last mentioned and mjBt
significant direction, and it is therefore again
statement waa made.— |jn)^3-|i{^ may also be readopted. The LXX. have, instead of ^y, read
ferred to niOl ; Keil : " All four had one sort
**
cloud-darkness " l—pnin is the spirit of
of shape."
Comp. ver. 8. Appearanoe and 2P,
that the

all

make are repeated, as it is the latter especially ver. 12, as it is also expressly called but the
that now comes to be spoken of not for the pur- chajoth are gathered
up m the unity of the sinpose of expressing superfluously a second time gular
rvn n^nn rm. Ver. 21, comp. ver. 22,
tlie likeness of the wheels, as £wald (and before
where certainly it cannot be taken otherwise.
him Sanctius): "the one and the other of the
Hence neither the living spirit (or wind), nor
** coinciding as
foresaid
or as Umbreit
;

:

••

:

four,"

:

but as Bunsen and the
most '* each one consisted of two wheels, which
intersected each other at right angles ;" ** double
wheels, the one set into t£e other" (Henost.).
Cruciform
Such a construction had the effect—
(Ver. 17) That they could go in aUfour dirtc6on» (Gkotius the dispersion of the Jews into
all the four quarters of the world, Isa. xliii. 5, 6)
The
wUhoiU turning.
Ck)mp. vers. 8, 9, 12.
fern. suff. lets the reference to the chigoth peep
through here also, so that the wheels, as already
well in their relation,"
:

!

:

commencement

in ver. 15, are conceived
of throughout along with the chajoth, and as

from the

determined by them.
at the

end

troijll'

I*

Hence

^

first

DD3^3) ^^^

certainly to be noticed

that in the description of the chsgoth the masc.
gend. has its turn, and with the wheels the fem.
gend. As in the former case the human element
predominates, so in the latter the connection with
the chajoth ; and this the more necessarily, as
the wheels are here described by themselves.
Ver. 18 concludes this description in parallel

terms with the chi^'oth of the vision,
alliteratively

:

nill

]tVliy\

"height," in the sense of sub-

limity, first of all characterized the rings of the
wheels.
the wings were in the chajoth,
that the rOl^ '^^^ ^^ ^^® wheels ; as in the former

What

and the

like, so in the latter feaiftalneoi;
to the faces of the chi^oth corresponded
the eyes roond about, where we are to think of
the nails glancing like eyes.
(Instead of }n^^

fire

liistly,

breath of life, living soul, nor
spirit of life,
principle of life, nor even the spirit of the living
creatures.
The repetition of the description not
only depicts to us the simultaneous movement,
but lays empJiasis on this simultaneousness, and
quite peculiarly on the circumstance, tliat the
simultaneous movement is based on there being
one spirit (^3) whither the spirit of the chajoth
:

:

:

went, just thither went the spirit in the wheels,
which was identically the same. Bunsen encloses
in brackets as a gloss the words thither was the
spirit to go.
Henqst. **if the spirit impelled
to go thither, then the wheels were Ufted up,"
etc.
Kliep. " whither the wind stood to go,
thither they went (having the wind forgoing, i.e.)
under the wind, driven by the wina."(!) At
ver. 21, in connection with the repetition of the
simultaneousness of the movement of chajoth and
wheels, and as an important preparation for vers.
24, 26, the new element of rest is added ; it was
hitherto, of course, only motion.
:

:

:

—

Vers.

22-28.— The Heavenly Enthroned One.

After vers. 15-21 have connected the first vision
with what is below, with the earth, the whole
vision of glory is now (vers. 22-28) eompleted in
this second vision by connecting it with what is
above, and thus receives a heavenly conclusion.
*' Now comes
the culminating point of the theophany " (Hav.). Ver. 22 It was not heaven, it
was only something like it ; and this is strongly
emphasized ; hence niDll (comp. on ver. 4) put
first.
But not as Hengst. *'the likeness of a
vault,*' in a genitive relation ; the latter is
an explanatory apposition (Keil). y^pn, an
:

:

we have

now DTOi*

Ewald

for

the

latter:

—

Kings viL 33. J. D. Mich., according
another punctuation : " could see, for the expanse, without the article; J. D. Mich.
**a
floor!" (from yp-|, to push, to stamp, to beat
felloes of the four wheels were (|iiite full of eyes. ")
flat, to extend, to stretch), from Gen. i. onwards
the eye. Hav.
The face has its life plastically
"the most beautiful evidence of the power of a technical term for the firmament dividing wh.it
life."
With the fearfiilness (BLeil) the being is above from what is below, but which, as the
atmosphere of the earth, remains in the backftill of eyes has as little to do as it has with
inteUigence and wisdom (HXv.), or with the ground. In this way the transition to the heavenly
** on
Comp. ch. x. 1.
the power of nature enthroned One is indicated.
circumstance that
spokes? 1
to

:

m

:

everywhere the stamp of reason is impressed"
But perhaps we have in this way
(Hexg^t.).
represented to us visible, of course, it couM
the idea of the *• spirit," how it
not be made
moved the living creatures ; as will also be immediately explained in detail.
Ver. 19. Mention was already made in ver. 17
of the movement of the wheels by themselves,
although not without relation to the chajoth,
comp. there ; now their relation to the chajoth

—

—

n^nn, comp. on ch.
L 4.— j^ni^n

ch.

i.

mpn

16, 20.
:

py^, comp. on

the article, because of

mp being universally known (from rnp^ **to
make smooth "), from its likeness to ice the
crystaL The ^llucid transparency is the point
:

of the companion (Exod. xxiv. 10 Rev. iv. 6).
The dazzling clearness and purity is the occasion
(" The crystal is desigof the epithet fearftil.
nated as fearful, because it excites nwe by its
is »iioken of in detail.
Umbreit " The wheels splendour, in which that of the Oeator is restand beside the living creatures, but when the flected.
Fearfulness h«d also already, ver. 18,
Utter move, the former must of themselves follow been attributed to the wheels.
There the corn;

:
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of the sound which is produced with lips brought
together and closed, " to hum ;" a dull, confuted
noise, Jer. xL 16), a» the noiBe (voice) of aa
host (Arbitrarily and strangely, J. D. Michaelis:
" as the rushing of a waterfall, as a thunder of
the Most High, their words, as the voice of a
whole army; and in connection therewith he
remarks: "just such a repi-eeentation, as when
in Homer Mars cries [only in Hebrew it is no
relation of heaven to earth, Isa. xl. 22, xlii. 5, god, but merely a team of the thunder-chariot of
xliv. 24 ; Jer. x. 12.
We have here a mere over, God], and so cries as if 10,000 men cried at once.
not that the heads supported it ; thev are not at all I do not look upon Bzekiel in other respects as a
immediitely under tne vault, for the wings pro- beautiful writer, but every oae certainly must
ject above them [vers. 19, 23]."
Hengst.)
find the picture hei-e beautiful, and still more so
Ver. 23. Now JTp^n, viz. the forementioned. with the distinction between God, of whom it is
somewhat unworthy, and the draught beast beUnder it were the wings of the chnjoth Btndght fore His thunder-chariot") The "voice" (the
(corap. on ver. 7), raided aloft, standing erect.
The legs down, the wings up, a firm, imposing sounding ^p), however, which Ezekiel hears in
attitude.
Since, according to vers. 9 and 11, one this way, accompanied the movement of the
wing was joined to the other wing, the four chajoth, with which also that joining of the
chajoth may be taken together in pairs for the wings in ver. 9 took place ; for wfien thtry rented

with the chrysolite, here with the
H.syo8T.)
Keil also remarks that it
was not the vault of heaven that was over the
heads of the chigoth, it neither stretched over
them, nor did it even sink down over them, but
that it was merely a covering like it, looking
fearful as the crystal, that appeared ; Ewald
**no ordinary chariot- fram e " (comp. ver. 11).
("Stretched out, a standing expression for the

i4wi«an

is

srystal."

—

:

—

—

not that every two wings
to the connection above, likewise covered each other as
neighbours; but the representation is rather an
intentional and impressive repetition, in order,
as a preparation for what follows, to portray
solemnly the covering of the bodies (comp. on
ver. 11).
According to Hengst the representation is meant to express merely every reparole
cherub, so that without it the sense might be,
that only one (**one had two which covered
him **) had two wings covering his body. (?)
representation,

but

downwards (Kliefoth), analogous

:

More

correctly Keil

analogously to the

:

T]^rh corresponds to B^K^,

urh

r\T]vh o^ ver. 6.

Ewald

supplies after the first n^n^ (quoting Isa. vi. 2),
In opposition to this, Hengst rightly
Dn^^fi.

remarks '* The tips of the wings (of the pair of
wings serving for flight) reach along to the vault.
For support tney are not adapted, and particularly
for this reason, that the wings (ver. 24) make a
loud noise, and are therefore in free motion and
further, because upon occasion they are let down.
The wheels also do not support the chariot The
local proximity seems only to indicate the connection between the several provinces of creation,
is meant to represent the creation as a united
whole."
Ver. 24. Not less viWdly than the covering of
the under part is the movement in the upper
:

;

part (hence D^D33"blp) depicted, and that as a

"Hitherto
loud, powerful one (comp. ver. 14).
the prophet was describing only what he saw,

now aUo what he heard" (J. H. Miouaklis).
The quickening influence of the "spirit" gets
here as

its

expression the noiae (voice), ch. x.

5.

they show in this way a " longing to fulfil
their mission, and that consequently the time of
this fulfilment draws near" (Hengst.)? Calvin
makes the command in this voice bring about
the movement of the wheels corresponding to the
living creatures.
The comparison is a threefold
one: (1) as the noifle (voice) of many watera,
ch. xliii. 2 (Rev. xiv. 2, xix. 6) Isa. xvii. 12, 18;
(2) as the yoioe of the Almighty, which may
mean the thunder, as also every other similcur
manifestation of God (Rev. xiv. 2, xix. 6 ; Ps.

Do

;

ixix. 8 sqq.)

;

(8) noifle (voice)

of tumult {rlpOHf

(ver. 21) they let dcruni their

wings

(Piel).

Ver. 25. This remark with respect to the resting of the chajoth enables us to form a conjecture
as to what determines their resting
for as regards their motion the already repeatedly m»ntioned "spirit" might suffice.
The "noise of
their wings " also, especially where it was represented as "like the voice of the Almighty,"
admonishes us to listen higher, as indeed the
"expanse" (vers. 22, 23) even must direct our
"And there came a voice," etc.
looks upward.
(J. D. Mich.
"Above the floor which was over
their heads it thundered.")
In this way our conjecture is verified, what we had to expect as following up what goes before is realized. There is
no statement here as to the quarter from which
the loud sound came which was heard during the
motion of the wings, as Keil maintains. It is a
** voice'* also which comes, but the circumstance
that "it came** (*n^) depicts something making
its appearance suddenly ^ so that the vision up to
the last brings before us an occurrence of an
exceedingly stirring character (com]), introd. remarks to vers. 4-28). ^In their standing (now
equivalent to : when they stood, when their
motion ceased at the voice) they let down their
wings (which were of course raised when they
walked or rose up from the earth, ver. 19 sqq.),
which is repeated verbatim from ver. 24, not,
order to round off" this subject"
however,
(Keil), but in order now at the name time to
explain it to us as respects its cause.
("A voice
issues from above the vault, which yet for a time
puts a restraint on the impetuosity of the instruments of the divine wrath.
Henost.) Although
in what follows we are to reach a goal hitherto
aimed at, mention may well be made here even
of grace charging the judgment in general to stand
;

:

—

"m

still.— The letting down of the upper wings corresponds to their covering themselves with the
lower wings. As the latter represents in general
reverential distance, and that of the creature
when in motion, so the former represents in particular their most submissive silence, their deep
reverential rest before the only living God, as
soon as His voice is heard, Ps. Ixxvi. 9, zlvi.
(Umbr. : " Is this not, in short, an allu7, 11.
sion to toe death of the creature ?
It is the voice
of Him who kills and makes alive.")

Ver. 20. Jji'ODIj

^®

strongest expression for
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27, 28.

We

Object in the yision
be expressed.—^^ go,

have to go back in thought to the fire-cloud
(Ewald makes out of n''3 somethirg
from "IQD>
make smooth, shining, that which white, clear, J^sC?}) In this way mention is
**
It cannot be decided whether made generally of the brightness of light and the
gives forth light.
the ancients gave this name to a sky-bine, or form of fire, i.e. of two different things.— There

ibofve

;

(Hkkost.)

is

Ai^Ae«<

meant

to

in ver. 4.

^

Henost.
dark bine, or violet stone " (BJlhr).
"on account of the heayen-like colour, £xod.
xxiv. 10, where the whiteness or bright lustre of
the sapphire stands in connection with the purity
:

of the heavens, and denotes the infinite emmence
of Goil*s dominion over the earth with its impotence, sin, unrighteousness. '* HiTZio : "The
sapphire of the ancients is our lapis lazuli, as in
£xod. xxiv. 10 an opaque stone, and on account
of the liffht blue colour of the heavens, a blue
one." (j! D. Mich. : " The throne had thus the
colour of the pure heaven which is above the
clouds ; beneath it all that is eloomy, or fire and
lightning^ the throne itself oright and pure,
heaven -^e blue.") The sapphire is perfectly
transparent ; at all events, it is on account of its
bright lustre that it Ib taken as a comparison.
The betmtiful blue colour is merely incidental.
But it is more worthy of notice how Ezekiel,
wtiere the Most High is in question, as already
at vers. 22, 24, so especially here, repeats and
emphasizes in the strongest way the merely analogtcaly purely emblematte character of his representation ; 3, rnoi three times, and yet again

As

3.

in the case of the chajoth

what

first

"

appearance was " the likeness of a man
(ver. 5), 80 here it is said, the likenen as the
•ppewanoe of a man (Dan. vii. 18). Comp. on
The human element is thus up to the
ver. 5.
end, just as on the other hand the fiery element is throughout, characteristic of the vision.
(Comp. introd. remarks to vers. 4-28.)
Ver. 27. K^KIt
"^ ^«r. 16 and ver. 4

made

its

^

parallel to

on

ver. 4.

ver.

yOB^W,

—There

is

;

24.—{jog^n

f*PD,

comp.

thus also a retrospective

re-

ference to the fire-cloud, viz. by means of what
formed the climax of its impression. But farther,
the " chasmai'look" effects the transition from
the human element of Him who sits upon the
throne to the other side of His appearance, in
order, finally, however, in a manner corresponding
to the first human impression, to bring about the
conclusion at the culminating point of the whole.
The intermediate term betwixt "as the appearance of a man " and as the appearance of fire,
etc, is thus the bright lustre of the chasmal, as
was brought out on ver. 4 and brightness also
will, as we shall see, form the medium of transi;

tion at the close.

y2DT

n^n''3» belonging most
T

•

naturally to

ei^'n^nos = as the appeanace of

of a house round about it, i.e. of a fire
which takes the shape of a house enclosing
round ; Hrrzio " whicn has an enclosure round
Henost. "a house round about it, i.e. which is

flie,

:

:

enclosed round, in order to indicate the extent of
its

burning."

way

to depict a

Perhaps also
fire

that

it is

meant

hemmed in.

is

in this
refer

To

r6 to KD3 mOI, in «•. 26, lies tco far off", and
gives no sense ; and there is just as little in favour

nWT*3 ^y "within the same,'
which certainly the expression is ^ n*2lD

of translating
for

•

follows the application to Him who sits upon the
throne, alike in an upward and in a downward
The lofaiB come into
direction.
^ is explicative.

He sits. As, then, from
the appearance of these, looking downwards, the
prophet says I saw as the appearance of fire,
there must remain self-evidently (and ch. viii. 2
puts it beyond doubt) for the upwards the brightness of light, which is not expressly added for
this reason, because it is understood of itself after
the separation and application of the fire, because,,
farther, "as the loolc of chasmal" had been the
first thing which was spoken of before mention of
the "as the appearance of fire," and because the
"brightness" is mentioned in a way thoroughly
consideration, because

:

sufficient in ver.

28.

\^ refers, without doubt,

Him who sits upon the

throne comp.
on the other hand, on ver. 4, from which the
words are borrowed. The brightnesB must accordingly be understood as being above, round the
On the other hand
upper part of the body.
" Like glo^^'inff metal inwardly,
J. D. Mich.
encircled round and round with fire, so the upper
part of the body ; the lower part of the body like
fire, which produced a reflection round itself, and
expressly to

;

:

the reflection looked like a rainbow.
Ver. 28. The bow is that in the doud, hence,
as is also indicated still more definitely, the rainbow, whose meaning is fixed from Gen. ix. 13 sqq.
We might almost describe the subonwards.
stance of the whole vision physically as a thunderstorm, which melts away in a rainbow, in which
case the significance of this latter natural phenomenon in Holy Scripture throughout might be
the thought in view. Thus simple, after all, is
the tout ensentble, with all its complication in
detail.
But perhaps the mention of the oloud
refers back likewise to ver. 4, just as the manifold
retrospective references to the commencement of
the vision are characteristic of its rounded close.
The fire-cloud is changed, by means of the sunlike brightness round about Him who sits upon
the throne, into a bearer of the bow of peace
and of the covenant, the token of grace after
and (springing) out of judgment. In this way
the gospel and Christ break through, as in a
grammatico- historical way exegesis even may
" From
expound the letter (Rev. iv. 8, x. 1).
the north the vision appears to Ezekiel, but in
the rainbow it vanishes from him ; for he is to
prophesy of judgment and ruin first, but of grace
ana everlasting udvation afterwards" (Kuefoth).
This harmony of the vision, as it appears in the
tout ensemble, and in the detail, ana entirely confirmed as it is by the remainder of the Book of
£zekiel, is obliterated, if the rainbow is to signify
nothing but "royal dignity," or is to come into
consideration as the "most beautifid picture,"
i.e. on account of the beauty of its colours, to
which, however, according to Hitzig, there is no
second reference. J. D. Mich, asserts that the
reflection, like a rainbow, is drawn from the
smelting-fumaces of the precious metal, that
when silver is smelted, there shows itself, at the
moment of the separation of tlie vitrified dross,
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lead, or the like, over the pure, glowing metal
something re>embling a rainbow (the silver-gleam,
com p. Umbr. on ver. 4). But Hav. also passes
by the main thing, when he limits the human
form, celebrating as it does its heavenly manifestation in brightness generally, and such a

brightness as this, to a divine condescension for
Keil, Klief., Hengst., Hitthe prophet merely.
zig, and others, because of ch. x. 4. 19, confine
to
appearance
of Him who sits upon the
the
j^in
throne, including the veil of light, but "excludComp. introd.
ing the throne and cherubim.
remarks to vers. 4-28, where already it is brought
out, that the application which is made of our
vision in ch. x. must not be permitted to influence
the interpretation of the much more general conThis only may be said The vision
tents of ch. L
of glory in ver. 26 sqq. likewise points to His
Deity itself, which still infinitely transcends all
His glory in the creature and its impending glorification upon earth (pp. 39, 40).
Hence also
1)22 TWOl* ** Strictly speaking, the prophet
conceives of the Jf|« rod xvfUv as in itself so sublime that it cannot be described; it is a reflection, which only suggests the reality" (Hav.).

—

:

(see oa to the meaning p. 40), linguistically
from 133 (133), to be ** drawing together,"

ground before the terrible revelation
of the glory of Jehovah under a feeling of his own
impotence and sinfulness." (Luke v. 8.) [**In
the first place because of the extraordinary vision,
fallen to the

:

and from astonishment thereat. Secondly: from
fear and humility
for if the seraphim veil their
;

before God, how should not mortal man
fall to the earth when he sees the glory of God ?
Thirdly: in adoration of God" (a Laimde).] It
is an overpowering impression, hence the power
of God shown in the S^ 1)22 (comp. on the other
face

hand

Isa. vi. 6), quite corresponding to the fundaidea.
Ch. iii. 23, xliii. 3; Dan. viii. 17,

mental

comp. especially Matt. xvii. 6
18, X. 7 sqq.
(Acts ix. 7, 8) ; Rev. i. 17.—yoBW, now something else than in ver. 24 ; but the "voice" was
that of ver. 25.
In this way a transition is made
to what follows.
"He savs, however: of one
that spake, and not of God, because, lying upon
his face, he could not see and recognise the
rker. Acts ix. 4 sqq.'* (a LAriBE). As is
otherwise from the context, the falling down
and hearing, like all that has preceded, are to be
conceived of within the sphere of the Vision.
;

•

y02

"drawing down,"

**

heavy."

This fundamental

in itself one derived from the senses, and
even where, by transference to human relations, it
becomes a metaphysical one, something abstract,
like gravis, gravitasj pondus, fiapvs (comp. 2
Cor. iv. 17, fi»p»( "iilfis), and means intellectual
weight, importance, significance, it rests on real
power, as money -power (riches), or hi^h position,
etc., without IHD oi^ this account being=. riches
or royalty ; rather does it continue to be the
weigKt which one is able to put in the scale on the
ground of such power. If in consequence of this
a nimbus gathers round the jwssessor of the power,
because power adorns itself as readily as it is wont
to Ije adorned through recognition and service on
the part of otliers, it is natural that, for the purpose of expressing the weight of him who is
powerful, and in order to represent, to give visioility to this power, the idea of brightness, splendour, greatness, dignity, respect, reiiown may

idea

is

enter,

without

1^3

itself

having this meaning

radically.
Thus it is used ««t' U^ox*** of God's
showing forth of His power, of His manifestation
and presence I (the ** Shechinah," according to
Jewish terminology), where the thought of the
principal sphere of His manifestation, viz. the
bright heavens, also exerts its influence ; but the

1133 is» according to tlie fundamental idea of
the word: the power of life belonging to God,
in light that is invisible for man, except in that
reflected splendour which adorns the creatures,
man pre-eminently, but also the whole creation
'^^

of

God

in general

Ood's sovereignty in glory, as

Additional Note on Ch.

i.

4-28.

[To gather up now the leading features and
symbolic purport of this wonderful vision, we
can easily perceive tliat the groundwork of it was
derived from the patterns of divine things in the
most holy place in the temple yet very considerably modified and changed, to adapt it to the present occasion.
Here also there is the throne of
the divine Majesty, but not wearing the humble
and attractive form of the mercy-seat more like
Sinai, with its electric clouds, and pealing sounds,
and bursting ellusions of living flame. Here, too,
are the composite forms about the throne the
cherubim with outstretched wings touching each
other but instead of the two cherubic figures of
the temple, four, each with four hands, four wings,
;

;

—

;

four faces, looking in so many directions, doubtwith respect to the four quarters of the earth
toward which the divine power and glory was
going to manifest itself.
These four are here
further represented as peculiarly living creatures,
full of life and motion, and not only with wings
for flight, but wheels also of gigantic size beside
them, revolving with lightning speed, and all
resplendent with the most intense brightness.
The general correspKondence between what Ezekiel
thus saw in the visions of God and what was to
be found in the temple, indicated that it was
less

the same

God who dwelt between the cherubim
and who now appeared to His ser-

in the temple,

vant on the banks of the Chebar
while the
difl*erences bespoke certain manifestations of the
divine character to be now at hand, such as required to be less prominently displayed in His
;

ordinary procedure.

1. That He appeared specially and peculiarly
nx^Xlj comp. on ver. as the God of holiness this, first of all, was inthe
vision.
the
close
of
At
same
time
The
1.
timated by the presence of the chenibim.
For
we have set before us the impression which it here, as in the temple, the employment of these
produced in the prophet's case, its immediate, composite forms pointed back to their original
Hengst. *' He falls down before the destination in the garden of Eden, to keep the
first result.
Although way to the tree of life, from which man had been
majesty of God in His wrath. " Hav.
Jehovah did not suffer to be wanting tokens of debarred on account of sin ideal creatures, as
His grace and love, yet he could not bear to look the region of pure and blessed life they occupied,
upon His glory." Hitzig ** He^s thrown down had now become to men an ideal territory. Yet
in a state of unconsciousness."
Keil '* Having still they were creatures, not of angelic, but ol
it

belongs to

Him

:

alone.

—

;

:

:

* *

;

:

:
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haman mould

they bore the predominaDt like2. But this idea of holy and spiritual life, as
;
man, Avith the likenesses superadded of connected with the presence and glory of God,
the three higheat orders of the infenor creation was greatly strengthened in the vision by the
(the lion, the ox, the eagle).
''It is an ideal fervid appearance, as of metallic brightness and
combinatioQ ; no such composite creature as the flashes of liquid flame, which shone from and
chemb exists in the actual world, and we can around all the parts and figures of the vision. It
think of no reason why the singular combination denoted the intense and holy severity in God's
it presents of animal forms should have been set working, which was either to accomplish in the
upon that of man as the trunk or centre of the objects of it the highest good, or to produce
ness of

unless it were to exhibit the higher elehumanity in some kind of organic connection with certain distinctive properties of the
inferior creation.
The uature of man is immensely the highest upon earth, and towers
loftily above all the rest, by powers peculiar to
itself.
And yet we can easily conceive how this
very nature of man might be greatly raised and
ennobled, by having superadded t© its own inherent qualities, those of which the other animal
forms here mentioned stand as the appropriate
types."
"These composite forms are here called
whole,

ments of

—

ni^rii for

which the

Septuagint, and John in the

Apocalypse, use the synonymous term
ones.

The frequency with which

^*>«, living

this

name

is

used of the cherubim is remarkable.
In Ezekiel
and the Apocalypse together it occurs nearly
thirty times, and may consequently be regarded
as peculiarly expressive of the symbolical meaning of the cherubim.
It presents them to our
view as exhibiting the property of life in its
highest state of power and activity ; as forms of
creaturely existence, altogether instinct with life.
And the idea thus conveyed by the name is furthtr substantiated by one or two traits associated
with them in Ezekiel and the Apocal3rp8e. Such,
especially, is the very singular multiplicity of
eves attached to them, appearing primarily in
the mystic wheels that regulated their movements, and at a later stage (ch. x. 12), in the
cherubic forms themselves.
For the eye is the
symbol of intelligent life, the living spirit's most
peculiar organ and index ; and to represent the
cherubim as so strangely replenished with eyes,
could only be intended to make them known
as wholly inspirited.
Hence, in ver. 20, *the
spirit of the living creatures* is said to have
been in the wheels ; where the eye was, there
also was the intelligent, tliinking, <Urective spirit
of life. Another and quite similar trait is the
quick and restless activity ascribed to them by
Ezekiel, who represents them as 'running and
returning' with lightning speed, and then by
John, when he describes them as 'resting not
day and night. * Incessant motion is one of the
most obvious symptoms of a plenitude of life.
instinctively associate the property of life even
with the inanimate things that exhibit motion
such as fountains and running streams, which are
called living in contradistinction to sta^ant pools,
that 8e«n comparatively dead.
So that creatures
which appeared to be all eyes, all motion, are, in
plain terms, those in which the powers and proKrties of life are quite peculiarly displayed ; but
e, it must be remembered, most nearly and essentially connected with God— life as it is or shall
be held by those who dwell in His immediate
preaente, and form, in a manner, the very enclosure and covering of
throne pre-eminently,
therefore, holy and spiritual life."*

Precisely similar in meaning,
differing in form, was the representation in Isaiah's vision (ch. vi.), where,
instead of the usual name cherubim, that of
seraphim is applied to the symbolical attendants
of God the burning ones, as the word properly
signifies
burning forms of holy fire, the emblems

the greatest

evil.

though somewhat

—

—

of God's purifying and destroying righteousness.
Hence their cry one to another was, '*Holy, holy,
holy, is the Lord God of hosts." And in token
of the twofold working of this bolint-ss, it was by
the application of a burning coal to his lips that
the prophet, as the representative of the elect portion of the people, was hallowed for God's service,
while in the message that follows, the ungodly
mass are declared to be for burning (as the word
literally is in ver. 18).
The same element that
refined and purified the one for God's service, was
to manifest itself in the destruction of the other.
And it is this also that is symbolically taught
here by the dazzling light, the glowing embers,
and fiery coruscations, with which all was en-

veloped and emblazoned.
It made known God's
purpose to put forth the severer attributes of His

and to purify His Church by "the
and by the spirit of burning."
Even tnese fiery appearances, however, in
the cherubim and the other objects of the vision,
did not sufficiently express what was here meant
character,

spirit of judgment
8.

to be conveyed ; and, therefore, to make out the
idea more completely, wheels of vast proportions
were added to the cherubim. The prophet would
thus render palpable to our view the gigantic and
terrible energy which was going to characterize
the manifestations of the God of Israel.
spirit
of awful and resistless might was now to appear
in His dealings not proceeding, however, by a
blind impulse, but in all its movements guided
by a clear-sighted and unerring sagacity. How
striking a representation did such a spirit find for
itself in the resolute agency and stem utterances
In this respect he comes nearest of
of Ezekiel
all the later prophets to Elijah.
4. Finally, above the cherubim of glory and
their wonderful wheel -work was seen, first, the
crystal firmament, and then, above the firmament, the throne of God, on which He Himself
We
sat in human form
a form, as here displayed,
beaming with the splendoiu* of heavenly fire, but,
at the same time, bearing the engaging aspect of
a man, and surrounded witli the attractive and
pleasing halo of the rainbow. In this shone forth
the mingled majesty and kindness of God the
overawing authority on the one hand, and the
gracious sympathy and regard on the other, which
were to distinguish His agency as now to be put
forth for the reproof of sin among the covenantpeople, and the establishment of truth and righteousness.
The terror which the manifestation was
fitted to inspire, was terror only to the guilty,
while, for the penitent and believing, there was
to be the brightest display of covenant love and
* The Tfpoloy^
of aeripture, 8d edit toI. t pp. «9-»4«.
raen Um whole fal^ect of the cherabim U ftdly InvflsagatecL faithfulness. Especially was this indicated by

Hw

A

;

!

—

—

—
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the crowning appearance of the rainbow, which,
from being the token of God's covenant with
Noah, in respect to the future preservation of
the earth, was like the hanging out from the
throne of the Eternal of a iiag of peace, giving
assurance to all, that the purpose of Heaven was
to preserve rather than to destroy, and to fulfil
Even
that which was promised in the covenant.
if the divine work now to be carried forward in
the spiritual world should require, as in the
natural world of old, a deluge of wrath for its
successful accomplishment, still the faithfulness
and love of God would be sure to the children of
promise, and would only shine forth the more
orightly at last, in consequence of the tribulations
which might be needed to prepare the way for the
ultimate good.
Such, then, was the form and import of this

remarkable vision.

There was nothmg about

it

accidental or capricious ; all was wisely adjusted
and arranged, so as to convey beforehand suitable
impressions of that work of God to which Ezekiel
was now called to devote himself. It was aubstantlally an exhiUtion, by means of emblematical
appearances and actions, of the same views of the
divine character and government, which were
to be unfolded in the successive communications
made by Ezekiel to the covenant- people. By a
significant representation, the Lord gathered into
one magnificent vision the substance of what was
to occupy the prophetic agency of His servant, as
in later times was done by our Lord to the evanffelist John, in the opening vision of the Apocalypse.— Fairbairn's EztJcielf pp. 30-84.— W. F.]

DOCTRINAL.

Thus God provides a helper

yet did not forsake them, but went as it wen
with them into the exile, and gave them, even
in the midst of the heathen in an unclean land,
prophets who, like Daniel and Ezekiel, saw the
greatest things,
a thing which has no longer
happened to the Jews scattered over the earth
after the last destruction of the temple ; for
prophecy departed from them. But Christ's disciples preached the gospel which they, however,
despised, and, in this way, turned the Spirit of
God out of the synagogue. Where God is, there

—

:

revelation by means of His word
there He dwells, where His word is loved an I
believed ; there is the sanctuary (ch. xi. 16),
which the time approaching was to show, when
He would march along in the wilderness (Ps.

is vision, i.e.

Ixviii.

7),

i.e,

would have His kingdom among

the heathen in the whole world " (Cucc).
4. "Although a thousand
heavens were to
open, what piercing look would reach as far as
the glory of God f How small the sun appears,
and yet it is so much greater than the eurth t
And then the rest of the stars
And so, when
He opens the heavens, God must, at the same
time, give His servants new eyes.
The eyes of
Stephen, therefore, were doubtless enlightened
with unusual power, so that he could penetrate
in vision beyond what mere man was able to do
and so also, at the baptism of Christ, John the
Baptist was raised above the clouds " (Calvin).
5. He says at ver. 8 that God's word came to
him ; and thus God alone is to be heard, and the
prophets for no other reason than this, that they
cause MB to hear God's word.
Every doctor of
the Church must first be a scholar, every teacher
first a hearer.
God must retain His rights as the
only Guide and Teacher. Tlie prophets, where
they demand audience of us, demand it only for
God's word (after Calvin).
**The prophet is to
be distinguished essentially from the later scribes
and disciples of the Rabbins. In his case it is
not said : it stands written, or : such and such a
master speaks, but: thus hath Jehovah spoken,
or the word of Jehovah came unto me, and the
The true prophets are * taught * not of a
like.
human master, but of Jehovah (Isa. 1. 4) '*
!

for His servant
Jeremiah, in a sphere where the latter, for far more
than thirty years, has called without ceasing, with
But it was no small relief, that
small result.
Jeremiah at Jerusalem heard the Holy Spirit
assenting to and coinciding with him irom
the exile. Thus the truth was confirmed by the
month of two witnesses (after Calvin). ** Let
every one, therefore, do what belongs to his office,
and God will doubtless raise up others, if it is (Oeuler).
Thus he associated with
necessary, to help us.
6. This order: visions of Ood first (ver. 1), and
Joseph, who tool Christ from the cross, Nico- th^H Jehovah's word, has its significance for bibdemus." (Ludw. Lavater.)
lical prophecy.
Comp. Ezek. xiii. 2 sqq., where
2. ''As Ezekiel here, at thirty years of age, sees the false prophets prophesy without having seen.
the heavens opened by a river, so Jesus, accord- The prophet is certainly one who gives expression
*'
inx^ to Matt liL 16 ; comp. with Luke iii. 21
to something which he has seen, just as Oehler
*•
(Henost.).
As a type of Christ, who at thirty correctly dennes internal vision as being the psyThe priests chical form of prophecy ; hence also tlie designa.
years of age came for baptism. .
entered on their office at the same age ; Jonn the
tion **seer" (nih poetic, more solemn than the
Baptist began at thirty years of age the preaching
Comp. however, In more usual
of repentance " (Jeromb).
HK^), and the circumstance that
trod. § 8, and the exeg. remarks on ver. 1.
8. Herein is shown the inestimable goodness of Isaiah (ch. ii. 1) "sees" the "woid"; comp.
God, in that He raised up the prophet lor Himself Amos i. 1 ; Hab. i. 1, ii. 1.
7. The section, vers. 1-8, is meant to contain
as it were out of hell ; lor Babylon was like the
deepest abyss, and from thence must the voice "an exact description of the state of prophetic
of the retribution, as well as of the grace of Grod, inspiration or ecstasy" (Hiv.) in its threefold
sound forth. Thus the light breaKs forth from operation with a single cause. The four partithe blackest darkness, and, at the same time, to culars : "the heavens were opened," "I saw
the shame of the Jews, who had despised the visions of God," "the word of Jehovah came
oiceof so many prophets (after Calvin). "God unto Ezekiel," "the hand of Jehovah came upon
calls the land of Canaan His own land ; in that him there," may, in the first place, indicate
the
limd He had a house and people, to whom He two first the plastic part of the vision in ch. i.,
now,
when the two latter the phonetic part of it, viz. what
had ffiven it as an inheritance. And
He began to lead the people forth Srom it, He follows in ch. IL aad ilL Then, as re^^ards ihn
1.

:

.

:
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we may admit a gradation in
11. " Man, in his ideality, the
we admit that they are successive. The which conditions all the other

state of Exekiel,

them,

if

subjectivity of the

man is recognized even as rehow much more as regards its

gards its locality ;
mental, moral, spiritual individuality, and its
determination by the history of the time and of
the individuaL What, however, predominates is
the objective, the divine. The ego of the prophet
neither throws itself out upon the external world
aroymd, nor in upon itselt; it is, from its usual
activity being at rest, in a certain measure, car-ried away from itself as well as from the whole
world, but b^ this means collected in an unusually receptive way for a higher order of things,
for God and divine influence.
This is the essential element of the Xxfravif (Acts x. 10, xi. 5,
xxii. 17), a being in the spirit, a being carried
away from the earth, and rapt up into heaven.

The

contrast is the yin^itu U S«vrf (Acts xii. 11),
9u tSvm (1 CJor. xiv. 14); comp. Tholuok,

the

\*

I>ie Propheten und ihre Weissagungen, p. 63
aqq., Hknost., ChrUtdogy, 2d edit. iii. [Clark's
Trans. 1 Oehlbr, /ferzoa'« Encycl. xviL p. 627
aqq., Lanok, PhMa^p. Dogmatik, p. 447.
8. With a correct feeling,
one might say, with
Christian intelligence,
the section, £zek. L, is
the haphtorah of the first Jewish day of Pentecost,
on which besides ch. iii. 12 is read (comp. J. F.
Schr6der, ScUzungen und OebrHuche des talm.
rabb. JudetUh. pp. 224, 214 sqq.).

—

9.

—

ThQjire-cloud was characteristic.

At Exod.

21, 22 Jehovah introduces Himself to His
people for their entire ^idance to Canaan by

xiii.

means

of a cloud, in which by night there was
This cloud formed, in the Red Sea, the
wall of separation between Israel and Egypt, for
judgment and niin to the latter (Exod. xiv.).
Over the tabernacle (Exod. xl. 34 sqq.) it signified the divine presence (C^"nKlD3> Num. ix.
fire.

15)

;

in it appear» the glory of the Lord,

and that

in very important, solemn crises of the journey
through the wilderness (comp. Exod. xvi. 10;

Kum.

xviL 7, and other passages).
The fire of this cloud had already flashed upon
Moses out of that thorn bush on occasion of his
mission to Israel (Exod. iii. ) ; it was thoroughly
known to the people from Sinai onwards (Exod.
xix.).
Thus there could scarcely be anything
more familiar to the pious consciousness of the
people.
But it was not the cloud which had
•gain filled the house of the Eternal in the time
of Solomon (1 Kings viii. ), nor was it even the
fire (2 Chron. vii.) ; i.e, it must have had a diflerent meaning, when a fire-cloud came from the
north, and when it appeared in the land of Babylon.
The fire in it is also quite manifest ; that
which envelopes it, and at the same time stands
over against the scorchin|^ heat of the sun in the
wilderness, is absent from it (Comp. on the other
hand, Isa. iv. 5 sqq., Ix. 1.)
10. Hengst draws attention to EzekieVs opposition "to the vicious realism which will know
nothing of the distinction between the thought
and its vesture."
"Appearance," "likeness,"
"appearance of the likeness," and the like, are
peculiar to Ezekiel, "for the purpose of guardmff a^niinst that vicious realism, which professes,
inaeed, to represent the interests of the faith
•gainst a 'false spiritualism,' but which is, in
trath, nothing else but weakness in the exposition of Scripture."
xiv. 10, xvi. 19,

centre of

life,

Th''

forius.

highest form of animal life the sult'ering and
bleeding life-form, the sacrificial auiniul, the
bullock ; the ruling life-form, exhibiting itself
in royal free<lom, the lion ; the life-form which
soars above the earth, free from toil, engaged in
vision, the eagle. Above these three culminating
points of the animal world, man, the intellectuiil
life-form, which reproduces all those preliminaiy
grades in a higher onitv, but is always the one
along with the other, when he corresponds with
his destination the tragic sacrificial animal, the
fighting, conauering lion, the contemplative eagle,
basking in tne light all this is one spirit ; and
Every animal* form
just in this unity he is man.
with Ezekiel is an ethical symbol. Everything
living belongs to the spirit, falls to it, and is
otfered up to it this is signified bv the bullock.
Everything living eiyoys, contends, and overcomes, because it represents the spirit this is
Everything living lulls
expressed by the lion.
the
itself in a state of dreamy intoxication
sunlight of the spirit : this is represented by the
eagle.
But everything linng culminates in man
the inspiration of suffering, the inspiration of
action, and the inspiration of contemplation
man is the image of God as regards his destiny.
But Christ is the perfect, the glorified man, the
God -man. Now, as man expands his fulness in
the world, so does the God-man in the gospel,
the element of the world's glorification ; and as
the riches of man branch out in the worlc^ so do
those of Christ in the Gospels.
It was a farreaching thought, when Irenffius referred the
peculiarity of the four Gospels to the four animalforms of Ezekiel" (L.\nge).
12. If, in accordance with the representation
given in the introductory remarks to ch. i. 4-28,
Ezekiel's vision of glory, with its universality
preceding the particular historical application in
ch. X., symbolizes the human and earthly life of
creation,
in its peculiarity as well with reppect
in like fulness
to its general place in the cosmos,
of power as of unity and all-sidedness of movement (ver. 19 sqq.), as a life not only of
heavenly origin, ».e. from the beginning divinelyestablished (ver. 4), but also completely dependent on heaven (ver. 22 sqq.), and after the
manner of the heavenly spirits, hence angel-like,
always ready for service, for purposes of judgthen there lies therem
ment, but also of mercy
ever}' possibility of a passing over from the sphere
of tne merely natural in creation to what belongs
to tlie history of the world in the preparatory revelation of God's glory in the midst of Israel, as
well as in its fulfilment and completion in Christ
among mankind. On the basis of this truth, the
various interpretations of the vision in ch. i.
admit of being harmonized.
13. "All things were," according to Col. i. 16,
" created by Him and for Him," i.e. Him "who
is the image (likeness) of the invisible God, the
first-bom before all creation" (ver. 15).
Now,
the vision of Ezekiel culminates in a " likeness
"
(image) as the appearance of a man on a throne
(ver. 26), and this occupant of a throne is none
other than Jehovah, and so the " likeness as the
appearance of a man " must be the "'image of the
invisible God," according to Col. i.
As the life
of creation, in accordance with its origin, appears
at its highest point in man, whom God has
:

:

—

:

:

m
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—
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—
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created in His own image, after His own likeness, and therefore there is the ** likeness of a
man " in the four living creatures (ver. 6) so
much more in accordance with its goal, as regards
the destiny ot its life and the goal of its development, everything which exists in any staff e of life
up to the highest of the invisible world culminates
in the Son of man, who is the essential image of
God, so that whoever sees Him sees God ; hence
the ** likeness as the appearance of a man " upon
:

Hengst. has brought out fully {Oesch. BU. p. 141),
the distinction between a prophet like Ezekiel
and a Balaam, a Saul and the like, is to be main" Inspiration assumed a character so
tained.
violent, casting soul and body to the ground,
only where it found beforehand an inij)erfect
The more it can be taken for granted
state."
that "the ordinary consciousness is pcnetruted
by the Spirit," the more "does the Spirit in the
case of His extraonlinaiy manifestations come
We would otherwise have to
into His own."
expect the falling down of Ezekiel at the begiuning of the chapter (comp. Num. xxiv. 4).
At the close of the vision it is not explained from
the divine power of the Spirit qualifying the seer
beforehand for seeing, but from what is seen in
its own significance, its own importance, espeIt is an
cially over against human sinfulness.

the throne.
The culmination of the vision of
£zekiel is thus the culmination of the whole
creation in the Son of roan, who is the Son of
God and in this way there lies expressed in the
sphere of creation the very same thing which will
also come to be expressed for the recovery from
the fall and from the misdevelopment in mankind, for the redemption, so that grace already
lies before us in nature archetypally.
This is the embodied Kurie
grand all-embi'acing universalism of ch. L The
;

consecration alike of Israel and of mankind to
God is the Christian provision, viz. that which is
accomplished in Christ ; is the glorifying of Christ
by the Holy Ghost (John xvi. 14), ie. the revelation of the power and dignity, the significance
(ni3D» '^er. 28) which Christ has as the reflection
#»f the Father's glory, and at the same time the
revelation in power and splendour of His victory
over sin and death.
14. The glory ol God, as the effulgent almightiness of divine life, must certainly show itself
**
in the warding off and annihilation of death,
of transitorincss and of corruption," for wliich
Nitzsch points away to **the glorification of
Christ and of Christians in the resurrection (John
xvii. 22 ; Rom. vi. 4, viii. 11, 80; 1 Pet. iv. 14)."
15. According to the interpretation in John
xii. 41 of Isa. vi., it may be said also in reference
to Ezek. i., that "the name of Jesus" is "the
secret of Jehovah's name become manifest
(Delitzsch). The divine glory (1) is symbolized
in the Old Covenant, and that partly in outwardly
visible phenomena, e.g. the cloud -guide, the signs
on Sinai, partly in such ornaments connected
with divine worship as the cherubim above the
ark of tho covenant in the most holy place of the
tabernacle and the temple ; and (2) it is personified
with full powers in the manifold angelophanies,
from which the Angel of the Lord, of the Presence, of the Covenant, is separated in important
respects
(3) just as in like manner in the Old
Testament representation of wisdom there begins,
especially in what the prophets see in vision, a
hypostatizing of the glory of God, which is already,
in a manner full of promise, hinting at the incarnation of the Word (>.#y#<), in whom the abstract principle of wisdom and the spiritually
living element in the expression of revelation are
combined in one.
(Comp. Lange on John i.)
**In Christ the Shechinah has appeared in full
realization."
"The Logos, when on the way to
become man, is one with the J«{« of the Father."
This means more exactly, according to Heb. i. 3
He reflects the rays of the divine ?«?« He is ita
refulgence and effulgence, in the same way as the
sunlight is related to the sun.
16.
have given prominence at ver. 28 to
the ovei-powering element in the effect of the
^sion upon Ezekiel, and also (7) emphasized the
predominance of the divine factor in the state of
our prophet.
shall have occasion to complete
what has been said in ch. ii But here even, as
;

:

We

We

eleison.

HOMILKTIC HINTS.
Ver. 1. The important " and " in Holy Scripture
(1) the catena of prophets and men of
God ; (2) the coincidence of times and occurrences ; (3) the nexus of the divine leadings of
" Pious people do not
Israel and of mankind.
live thoughtlessly, like the ungjcKlly, but mark
closely days, months, and years in which special
grace was shown them by God" (J. G. Starkk).
" With enemies even the pious find an asylum ;
Joseph with the Egyptians, David with the
WhoPhihstines, Ezekiel with the Chaldeans.
ever has God for his friend, remains alive among
the lions, keeps a whole skin in the fiery furnace,
and will be auite safe among whatever enemies
" As Ezekiel is in
he may be" (tf. F. Starcke).
the midst of them, one might say that in general
judgments the pious also are taken along with
others, and have to endui'e the like sufferings, as
if there were no difference between the one and
Uie other (Mai. iii. 18) but God preserves them
where the ungodly
in the midst of the flames
where it goes ill
perish, the pious are kept safe
with the former, it goes well with the latter ; and
hold of, yet not
be
laid
even if the body should
the soul, which is bound up in the bundle of the
For intercourse with God, lonely
living" (Stck.).
here tJie
retired places are the most suitable
tiver, there the wildemeas (Hos. ii. 14, 16), elaewhere the closet. Matt. vi. 6 (after Stck.).— "If
the heavens are opened to us in baptism, be on
thy guard, that they be not shut to thee because
The pious man, when he dies, will
of thy sins
the ungo<lly will find
find the heavens opened
hell open" (Stck.).—" * Visions of God ': for Satan
also has visions, by means of which he bewitches
are not, howunbelievers" (L. Lavater).
ever, on this account to expect and demand from
have
we
Moses
when
and the
God divine visions,
It is certainly not imposprophets (Luke xvi.).
sible for God to unveil to us the future, and to
reveal His will by means of visions; but under
:

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

!

;

— "We

New Covenant He has not promised such
"The Lord stooped to him,
things" (Stck.).
and his spirit was caught up to see God
"Those whom God calls to the
(Schmieder).
office of teaching and preaching, He furnishes
Luke xxi. 16" (0.).
also with necessary gifts.
Ver. 2. "The lie has a bad memory ; on the
other hand, Uie truth remains true to itself"
(Stck.).—/e^tocAm'tf list of sins stands recorded
the

—

—
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shortly in 2 Kings xxiv. 9.
Moreover, he was
not 80 much taken prisoner ; it was rather that
he gave himself up as a prisoner, ver. 12. Ver. 3
" Ezekiel does not bring forward his dreams or
ima^ations, but according to 2 Pet. i. 21,
God » revelation " (L. Lav.). To the servants of
God the word of God is entrusted for those who
are to hear them.
How could they otherwise
raise such a claim to be heard in all the situations
of life ? Woe to the unfaithful stewards
Woe
to the disobedient hearers
What a veto against
all pride, self-will, and obstinacy, ought the servants of the word to have in that very word,
whose servants merely and not masters they are
(Ps. cxv. 1.)
"The son of Bxm, i.e. contempt,
is EztJnelf i.e. God's strength ; in other words,
the man whom the world contemns, that very
one God strengthens" (a Lapidb). "Humility
adorns every one, but most of ail the teacher,
John i. 27 (St.). —The guidance of a servant of
God among men consists of two parts : (1) God's
tDord; (2) God's Jiand. The goodness of God
shown in the leading of His servants : (1) He
cbmpenaates them richly for what they were obliged to sacrifice (Ezekiel for his hereditary priesthood, by means of the prophetic office derived
from the Spirit) ; (2) His power is mighty in
their misery (Ezekiel's home in God while in a
state of exile from his native land, his divine
freedom while led captive by man) ; (3) He fills
their solitude with the glorious knowledge of
Himself; (4) the heavens are opened to them
above the earth, so that they see God instead

—

!

!

!

—

—

—

—

of men.
Ver. 4 sqq.

The ^lory

of the Lord (1) present

in nature, (2) proclaimed in the word, (3) experienced in faith. —Ver. 4
Nebuchadnezzar and
Jehovah do not exclude one another the former
is merely the servant, and the latter the Master.
The king of Babylon must perform what he has
been sent to by the King of heaven and earth
(Dent xxxiL 80). "With the one word. Storm/
the prophet places himself in rugged opposition
to the false prophets, who with one mouth proclaimed serene tranquillity (Matt viii. 26)"
(Hengst.). The storm which makes a clearance
:

;

—

—

among

—

!:
;

imaginations of the flesh is Gk>d's
judnnents, alike upon individuids and upon
whole nations. "The ungodly are like the
storm, but God's storm outstorms them " (Stck. ).
**(hU qf the north, not towards the north.
The judgment must begin at the house of God "
(H.).
" If they have become like the Eg3rptians
in their practices, they need not wonder if an
the

—

—

—

Egyptian fate also befalls them. They have not,
in fact, wished it otherwise" (H.).
"The cloud
of sins draws toward it the cloud of punishments"
<Stck.).
"Behold, the Judge standeth before
**Fire consumed Sodom ;
the door!" Jas. v. 9.
Are consumed the tent with the rebels in Israel
everlasting fire is sure to the ungodly" (Stck.).

—
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I.

ment would be no

less

a false prophet than one

who holds out in prospect nothing but peace.
Law and gospel, each in its entire fulness, —this
even to the present day the characteristic

is

mark

of the true servants of

God "

(H.).

— " Qu«
—

"As
putatur poena, medicina est" (Jbrome).
fiery rays shoot forth from the thick clouds, so
in the midst of His judgments God causes a ray
of His mercy to be seen '^(St.).— " The brightness
gleams only out of the far distance. But Exod.
xxxiv. 6 must stand before our eyes, if the suffering called forth by sin is to bring forth the
healthful fhiit of righteousness " (H. ).
Ver. 6 sqq. " He who appears for judgment is
the Almighty, whom everything living serves
(iust as eveiything can also be quickened into
life for His purposes, the wheels !) ; who is there
that can pluck out of His hand ?" (after H.).
The four living creatures, four living pictures of
suitable instruments for God : (1) from the fire,
i.e. zeal for God, all their acting as well as speaking must proceed ; (2) they have, a. to confront
the whole world ; b. nevertheless, they may rise
with confidence above the whole world on wings
of prayer and meditation ; (3) at the same time,
they stand firm, sure, and stedfast, while
everything around them reels to and fro ; 6. and
their walk shines in the darkness of this world
The numin a worthy, pure, divine manuOT.
ber four in Ezekiel in its significance for the
mission and the missionary call of the Church of
God.
Ver. 5. " Preachers have the likeness of a man,
inasmuch as they imitate Christ in work, grace,
a.

—

They stamp in this way
in the hearts of their hearers,
" Simi1 Cor. L 23, ii. 2 " (Gregory).—Ver. 6
larly a beUeving soul also wishes for itself wings
in His service, and four, yea, a thousand tongues,
wherewith to praise Him" (Berl. B.).—Ver. 7
" Like pillars, honest servants of God and true
believers ought to stand straight and erect in the
house of Gm, and not suffer themselves to be
bent after the will of men, nor to be corrupted
through their own lusts, so as to get crooked
^The world ought to be perfeet" (Berl. B.).
mitted to look at ouT/eet also, and to praise our
are in the
"
Father in heaven. Matt. v. 16.
world, but we ought not to be of the world,"
divine
the
John xviL 16. "It is the fire of
Spirit that is meant, or love in our conduct, as
it shines or becomes lAanifest to men's consciences " (Coco. ).
and

suffering,

the Crucified

glory.

One

:

:

—

—

We

—

Ver.

**

8.

Hands and wings

we should not

as

fail

are together, just
in carrying out our pious

thoughts also" (after Scriver).— "The hands
covered with the wings ought to teach thee
Conceal thy hands
as Jerome says
humility
where God has helped thee, and say. The Lord
has done it His name be praised but not thy
industry, thy wisdom, thy labour, thy care, and
" From this flows of itself the exhortation to the like" (Stck.). ." Wherever and to whatever
repentance, in order that the sun may appear God calls thee, have not merely thy hands ready,
after the cloud" (H.).
"The contrast of the but also thy heart ; let that say Thy will,
and thy mouth also for praise,
false prophets and of the true is not that of sal- God, I gladly do
vation and judgment, but that of salvation and thy ear also, to hear and to hearken " (Stck. ).
without punishment and without repentance,
"The hand under the wing; see the hidden

—

;

:

;

!

—

—

—

:

1

—

and

of salvation which after judgment fedls to
the lot of the penitent people, of mere gospel,
crying, Peace, pea:;e, when there is no peace,
and of the law and the gospel, each in its own
time.
prophet who proclaimed only punish-

—

A

—

manner of acting of the Most High " (L. Lav.).
" The power of work imder the wing of contemplation, Martha under Mary " (Gregory). —Ver.
With toings united
9 " United power is stronger.
in prayer, and stretched out for unwearied labour,
:
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Tve

may hope for ffood success in all thinp" word of (]rod (Rom. xi. 33), and the fearfulnesa
*' Throu^ harmony, eyen small things
of its earnestness against the ungodly
then,

(Stck.).

—

;

srow, while the gi^eatest even fade away through
discord.
Where there is one heart and one soul,
there is Got! Himself and His blessing, Ps.cxxxiii.

Acts

32"

iv.

(Stok.).

—The work

is

common;

let

the labour be the same ; else the one pulls down
what the other builds up. Straightforward, a
glorious matter also with servants of God : (1) The
man who turns is not fit for the kingdom of God
(Luke ix. 62), since whatever can stop or unnecessarily hinder, even though it cannot cause
us to deviate, is behind ; (2) that to which God
sends and has called us, lies wholly and always
Towards this
before us, and the way is narrow.
let the eagle's winff, the lion's courage, the ox's
strength, the mans spirit, strive with all their
powers (PhQ. iii. 14.)---Ver. 11: **The wings
poi-tray the faith which lifts us up to Christ ; and
therewith we also cover all our own worthiness,
Wisdom, strength, righteousness; for he who is
righteous by faith is so as being an unriffbteous
and condemned man" (Cocc). **So also the
Saviour sent forth the disciples two by two to
pfiach the gospel in concord and humility"
I

—

farther, let

one perceive therein the eye oi divine

Providence, the gospel which

is all eye and light,
These are the eyes which watch over the
Church" (A Lapide).-—On the other hand, the
world pictures to itself its good fortune as Uind,
in fact, its love also, and even its righteousness.
** But look thou what thou doest,
thou who
wouldst gladly be hidden from God, for He has
very many eyes in His invisible instnunents,
which thou seest not, while they see thee well
(B. B.).— Ver. 19 ** This is no chariot which rolls
along with its wheels on the earth merely, and
these are no animals which crawl along the earth
merely ; their instinct is upwards, and thither
they point our way" (B. B.).

etc.

—

**

—

:

Vers. 20, 21. " Pious teachers and preachers
ore governed and impelled by the Spirit of God.
happy Churi'hes, which have such teachers!
Acts xviii. 6" (St.).
"The divine care also
accompanies godly men everywhere, and follows
them step by step in all their undertakings ; it
moves and governs them, and does not leave them
Therefore also they do not move
for an instant.

—

except under the impulse of the Holy Spirit, to
**The creature in itself cannot whicn they give heea. They are ordered and reand ought not to be the object of love, of trust, gulated in all things according to the will of
and of fear" (H.). As the Spirit impt'ls those God" (B. B.).— Ver. 21: "That the course of
who serve God, so zeal for the honour of God has the gospel is sometimes arrested for a season,
the sway over them, and the outcome is pure life arises from the decree of (3od " (0.).
Ver. 22. "The heaven or the heav«ns, in conand motion. Ver. 13 Of Basil it is said that
his speech was thunder, his life lightning.
tra5t with the poor earth stamiing in the singular,
*'
Ver. 14
The pious soul never has rest ; it has in the Old Testament is throughout the most
fiielievers illustrious proof of God's greatness (Ps. xix. )
always something to contend with,
strive vehemently after what is heavenly, and and the God of heaven is frequently called, in
return to God, while they ascribe all the honour order to denote His omnipotence, the God of
**The hosts, of the powers of heaven" (H.). "The
of their works to Him" (Grboory).
Church is continually in motion in the world. lieaven is everywhere above us, in order that we
Siie has no fixed place, like Israel in Canaan ; may seek what is above, since as yet we have not
and wherever she is, she will move forward. If full possession" (Stck.). "The terrible crystal
she is resisted, so mucb the more powerfully she reminds us that nothing unclean enters the new
breaks through the opposition.
Wherever she Jerusalem" (Stck.). "The throne of grace is
comes, she subdues men to herself; and if she is founded in the righteousness of Christ, Ps.
Ixxxix. 14, xcviL 2, of which this crystal foundriven out, she returns with power" (Cocc.).
Living creatures and wheeU! A gliinpse into dation may be an emblem" (B. B.).
Ver. 23
" Faith unites the Church militant to the Church
the divine government upon earth.
(1) There all
is life,
even what is in itself without life becomes triumphant, and to the throne of God " (Cocc.).
life,
while in the case of man ever>'thing tends "The natural man, full of self-love and self-comto death and becomes death.
(2) "There we see placency, has neither wings for flying nor for
incessant movement in work, directed towards covering himself, and is on that very account,
every quarter of the woiid, and to God's ^oal as with all his imagined riches, miserable and poor,
its aim, while the world passes away with its lust naked and bare^' (B. B.).— Ver. 24: "Like the
as well as with its works in judgment
noise of the wings is the uproar which God's word
'*
So was it in the time of the apostles
Ver. 16 sqq. ** The word of God may be com- occasions.
pared to the wheel (1) because of its circuit (Stck. ).
" By which some understand the prayer
through the world ; (2) because of its unity in and the ardour of spirit in the Church militant^
all quarters of the world
movements, however, which in the worid also
(3) because of the
Spirit who works along with the word ; (4) be- awaken a noise and alarm" (B. B.).
Ver. 25 :"
cause of the glorious perfections of the word" " The voice in heaven is the voice and authority
(Stck.).— Ver. 16 '*In the gospel thou findest of the King, of Christ, by which He holds the
the brightness of eternal truth, the lifht of nations in allegiance, so that they dare not in"
"
heavenly doctrines, in manifold play of colours
opportunely disturb His Church, Song riii 4
(Stck.).
"There is, however, but one word, one (Cocc.).— Ver. 26 " He «a< upon the throne ;
gospel, alike in the Old and in the New Testa- for the Lord and Judge of all is of tranquil mind,
Above
ment the same in paradise, the same on David's
is not, like men, disturbed by passions.
harp, the same in the prophets and the apostles, all. He who moves all. Himself unmoved " (B. B.).
Christ
is reand in tl'^ work and word of Christ Himself, —Ver. 27 "As in 2 Thess. L 8, 9,
Ants XV. 11 " (Stck.). As wheel in wheel, so the vealed in fire against the despisers of the gospel^
New in tli« Old Testament (** Novum in V. latet, so the fire here is directed against the despisers
"However severe
Vetus in N. patet." Augtjstinb).
of the law" (H.).— Ver. 28
Ver. IS. Starck comparee the height of the God's judgments ore, yet He does not forget Hi*
^B. B.).

Ver. 12 sqq.

—

—

:

:

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

;

—

—

:

—

:

—

:

—

:

:
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l-III. 11.

—

—

"After the stonn the -sun shines, have it all face to face" (after Richter). Just
after the rain follows the rainbow, after the cross when Israel's glory was about to disappear under
Such is the Babylon, then Jehovah reveals His glory in
the rest, after the tears the joy.
**Let us learn, if we wish to be apt
vicissitude in this world ; constant felicity is re- Babylon.
served for the world to come" (Stck.).— Without hearers of the divine word, to put no trust in our
judgment no mce. '* This was at the same own powers, but humbly submitting ourselves to
"
time a foreshadowing of the glorious appearing God, to hang on His lijps, and to look to Him
of Christ in the flesh with His kingilom, 1 Tim. (L. Lav.).—" In the sinner there is no ability to
The glorious throne-chariot of stand before God and before His light and glory,
iii. 16" (B. B.).
Jehovah : (1) its nature : cloud, living creatures, unless he is enabled to do so by the Spirit oi
So also the glory of Jesus Clirist
wheels, throne ; (2) its meaning in the kingdom God " (Cocc).
of nature, for the kingdom of grace ; (3) its object which appeared to Paul, when in fulness of love
persecutest
glorious is the the question was put to him :
judgment and salvation.

covenant"

—

—

—

—

:

— "How

Why

Little have thou me ? threw him to the ground.
fatherland of the children of God
the prophets seen of it in vision ; but we are to grace that does it most of alL
!

2.

The Divine Commission to the Prophet (Ch.

ii.

Yes ;

it is

l-iii. 11).

Ch. il 1. And He said unto me, Son of man, stand upon thy feet, and I will speak
2 with thee. And the spirit entered into me as He spake unto me, and set me
3 upon my feet, and I heard Him that spake unto me. And He said unto me. Son
of man, I send thee to the sons of Israel, to heathens, the rebels, who rebelled
They and their fathers have been revolters from me down to this
against me.
4 very day. And the sons stiff of face and hard of heart are they, I do send thee
unto them [er.sl; and thou sayest unto them, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah.
5 And they, whether they hear or whether they forbear, for they are a house of
6 rebelliousness, know then that a prophet was in their midst. And thou, son of
man, thou art not to be afraid of them, neither of their words art thou to be
afraid; for [aithooKhJ prickles and thorns are with thee, and thou art dwelling
among scorpions, of their words thou art not to be afraid, and at their face thou
7 art not to be terrified, for they are a house of rebelliousness. And thou speakest
my words unto them, whether they hear or whether they forbear ; for they are
8 rebelliousness. And thou, son of man, hear what I say unto thee Thou must
not be rebelliousness, like the house of rebelliousness. Open thy mouth, and eat
9 what I give unto thee. And I saw, and behold, an hand sent [itretched] unto me
10 and behold, in it a book-roll. And He spread it out before me; and it was
written within and without, and on it were written lamentations, and groaning,
and woe.
Ch. hl 1. And He said unto me. Son of man, that which thou shalt find eat; eat
2 this roll, and go, speak unto the house of Israel. And I opened my mouth, and
3 He caused me to eat this roll And He said unto me. Son of man, thy belly
shalt thou cause to eat, and thy bowels shalt thou fill with this roll which I give
4 thee. And I did eat; and it became in my mouth as honey for sweetness. And
He said unto me. Son of man, go, get thee unto the house of Israel, and thou
5 speakest in my words unto them. For not to a people obscure of lip and difficult
6 of tongue art thou sent, to the house of Israel. Not to many nations obscure
of lip and difficult of tongue, whose words thou canst not hear [nnderstandt-st not],
7 although I have not sent thee to them, they would hearken unto thee. Yet the
house of Israel, they will not be willing to hearken unto thee, for they are not
willing to hearken unto me; for all the house of Israel, hard of forehead and stift
8 of heart are they. Behold, I have made thy face hard against their face, and thy
9 forehead hard against their forehead. As an adamant harder than stone liave I
made thy forehead thou shalt not fear them, and thou shalt not be terrified at
10 their face, for they are a house of rebelliousness. And He said unto me. Son ot
man, all my words that I shall speak unto thee, receive in thine heart and hear
!

—

—

:

;

—

:

1

in thine ears.

And

go, get thee to the captivity, to the children of thy people,
saith the Lord

and thou speakest unto them, and sayest unto them, Thus
Jehovah, whether they hear or whether they forbear.
Cb.
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EXEOETICAL UEMAKK8.
In accordance with the bharacter of the vision
of ch. i. as discussed at p. 31, the instcUlatian of
Ezekiel to his sphere of labour must now take
place, the vision must be realised cm a misnon
(first of all in words).
But before the mission
comes to be expressed in words (it is said, first of
all, merely, ver. 1, and I will apeak with thee),
the prophet is restored, so to speak, physicaUy,
if. as regards mind and body, to the status quo.
Vers. 1, 2.— The Divine Raising up of Ezekiel
in order to the Divine Commission.

connection therewith that the vision of ch. L,
with all its direct and special applicability to
Israel of that time, had a ^neral human character, and a horizon embracmg the whole world
the likeness of a man predominated in the chajoth,
the likeness as the appearance of a man was the
description of Him wno sat on the throne, the
number four had the sway numerically over the
whole. With this distinction from ch. ix., x., the
mission of Ezekiel takes place, who at the same
time is addressed as '*son of man," as prophet
not merely of Israel, but <^ mankind generally.
[RosENM. pro smplici qik homo.
Havern.
:

:

T

T

a standing humiliation, corresponding witli the
The ** voice of one time of the exile, and the strong, powerful nature
Ver. 1. And He spake.
that spake " (ch. i. 28, conip. ver. 25) must be of Ezekiel, and at the same time, a lesson for his
that of Him who sits upon the throne (ver. 26).
hearers to look quite away from man.
HENasT.
expression £zekiel the form of address admits what lies before the
DlK"pt ^'^^ ^f »'**'*• By
is immediately contrasted with Him who is speak- eyes in looking at the frivolous objections of the
ing to him; for of Him it is said at ch. L 26: multitude. Hitzio a self-reflection of the pro*•
the likeness as the appearance of a man." phet as to tlie distance between God and him.
Jehovah merely appeared '*a8 a man," Ezekiel Klief. because God speaks with him as man to
(Cocc. certainly
mi fraUr, man, as a man talks with his friend. Kril the
is a Bon of man.
Hence the view weakness and frailty of man, in contrast with
P.S. xxii. 22; Heb. ii. 11, 12.)
address
is
meant
of
to
that this form
distinguish God, which appears the more prominent in the
him from the angels ^apart from such a concep- case of Ezekiel, through the preponderance of
says too little.
tion of the chajoth in ch. L
On vision, for the people as for him a sign of the
the other hand, it would increase the distinction power of God iu weakness, who can raise Israel
so as to produce a conflict with the raising up of even up again, miserable as she is among the
the prophet which follows, if a humbling of him heathen.
IJmbr. ** The call of grace out of the
were meant to be signified by this expression mouth of Him who by the sight of His glory
(Raschi), in order that he may not after such has cast man to the ground in the «y)n8ciousn«»3
riaions exalt himself a« bemg ofuy a man (2 Cor. of his sin."] Ezekiel is to rise to his feet (comp.
It is perhaps meant to be said at the Dan. viii. 18 ; Matt. xrii.
ziL 7).
7 ; Actsxxri. 16 ; Exod.
commencement, but even more for those who xxxiii. 21), primarily, a corporeal lifting up of
have to hear him than for Ezekiel himself; and the prophet, in order, however, that God may
on this account it becomes a stereotyped (Haver, talk with 1dm.
^ni<» t^^e accusative particle niX
more than 80 times) form of address to the prophet,
^that he would not to be able to give such for the prep, nx (Ew., Lehrb. % 264 ; Ges. g 101).
revelations from himself (comp. Introd. § 7). Comp. ch. iii. 22, 24, 27.
But this man of men is called one whom God
Ver. 2. For the divine summons the divine
strengthens (comp. Introd. § 1). His legitima- preparation is not wanting, important for all
tion lor the (Jhurch lies as much in the one as in coming time (ch. iii. 24 ; comp. Rev. L
17).
the other; in other words, in both together (1
coming in this way, by means of God's word,
The expression son of man is n^^,
Cor. XV. 10).
meant to say to Israel **Thus saith the Lord is not **the consciousness, the thinking power"
Jehovah.**
As regards the divine raising up of of the prophet, his "animal spirits" (Hitzig),
Ezekiel which is intended, his falling down comes, comp. on ch. i. 28 for the spirii comes into him,
stand upon thy feet. does not so much return to him (how would he
fii-st of all, to be considered
This human element, which has come to be ex- have been able, ch. i. 28, in a state of unconpressed, is established by the form of address on sciousness, to hear one speaking T) but also not
the part of Jehovah yet without the design of the Holy Spirit for the purpose of inspiration,
humoling the prophet {e.g. as the Jews say, be- but the spirit who was also in the ch^oth and
cause driven out of Jerusalem, like Adam out of in the wheels, ch. i. (Hengstenbbro) ; just as
Eden !), rather with compassionate condescen- tiie context makes us think of that first. God
sion (o6 ^tkavPfMTiaif PoLANUs), a divine ecce gives him the spirit to set him on his feet, but
homo.
Then, farther, it corresponds with the also to catch His words on account of the latter,
atereotypin^ of this form of address to Ezekiel, this divine quickening is at the same time exand also with an exaltation of him, as respects pressed as a coming of the ** spirit " into him
his prophetic mission, when it is remembered in It is a quickening of mind and body conjointly.

*^

:

=

—

:

:

—

:

—

—

—

:

—

:

:

—

;

:

;

;

:

—

;
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8-7.

by uo
abotU the transUionfrvm the revela- Biith the Lord Jehovah. And here we are
revelcUum by word. means, with J. H. Michaelis, to add in thought:
(HKID)
without any addi(Uavkkn. the Spirit of God, partly as powar etc. Just this short statement,
majesty as opposed to
that overmasters, seizes iuin, partly as that yic- tion, is of indescribable
s quos ego
of genuine the rebels in connection with it, Virgil
in himself
torious, divine power
[Sept xvfm »vfi*4.
itself to us.
courage and noWe alacrity in his calling?) An may
Domnus deus. Philipps. the Lord,
interesting parallel in 1 Kings x. 5.
13'ID (c^^- Vnlg.
the Eternal Other Jewish translators God the
iliii 6)=-)aiinp partie. Hithp. ; in ch. i. 28,
Lord.] It is a short form of Exod. xx. 2.— Be^ohieh brings

^

tion in visioH

^

:

—
—

—

;

sug^

:

:

:

:

Raschi

•la'P partie. PieL

:

"The Shechinah
In that

talked within itself in its glory."

case,

^^=^me. nK ^th the participle=Him who
(£wALD, Lehr,

p.

569

sqq.).

cause ^3ht<, according to which nin^

is

usually

punctuated, immediately precedes, r^n^ gets the

poinU

of

crn^K.— Ver.

5.

And they

strongly

emphasizes those who have been mentioned. To
supply out of ver. 7 and sp«ak my words unto
them, or the like (Henost.), is not necessary,
is even unsuitable, inasmuch as "thus saith the
Lord Jehovah'* precedes (comp. ch. iii. 11),
and also confuses the meaning of the sentence,
which finds its apodosis after the expressively re:

Ver. 8-iiL 11.

The Divine Comnmsion
Prophet

to the

Vers. 3-7. What Opposition he has to encounter
his Hearers^ as well as the Dunne Consola-

from
tion

thereanenL

And He spake onto me—is

continually
repeated anew, characteristically, indicating the
momentary character of the divine communications.
The mission is portrayed after the manner
of tile address. ^J3, for which fiie LXX. have read
The sons (children) of Israel in general are
n^Il.
Ver. 3.

—

in IKl^: they knofwthen. or: 'Hhey
know, however,'* etc. Nevertheless, n^n preserves
the meaning of was (not is), although, as both
cases are supposed "hearing" and "forbearing,"
not to
i.e. neglecting to hear, 'OT^ nOH ought
be so much as they will then learn by experience,
viz. by the fulfilment of the threateuings, whicli

sumed non

:

:

:

could certainly be applicable to the latter case
Here the matter in hand is not yet so
only.
much hearing and being converted, or not, as is
the cjuje afterwards in ch. iii. 17 si^q., but only
the mere giving ear in general, or the re/using even
TT
that; and thus, even whether the prophet finds
is brought together, like ifvit, that which hangs
hearers or not, his "thus saith the Lord Jehovah"
together by means of i^«f, custom, in distinction
testimony,
is a fact ; they know by means of this
from x«#f—<comp. Hos. i. 9) which is farther exwhich sounded among them, although they may
the rebels, and may be illustrated
plaineil by
hear nothing farther, that a prophet has been
by comparison with Ps. ii 1. The article emamong them. God has by this given sufficient
phasizes them as such in a decided way, and the
testimony to Himself (John xv. *22). Thus the
<Iause : which rebelled against me, impressively
makes the very least supposition which
(HENOirr.: DWDti
repeats what is applicable to Uiem.
gives the reason for this lowest
Tney are described first according to what they can be made, and
supposition, hearing as well as forbearing to hear,
ouffht to have been, sons of him who wrestled
clause: for a house, etc, and
and prevailed in faitii with God and man ; then by means of the
acconling to what they really are, a microcosm, hence also ^^n^ with full accentuation.— For
T : V
as it were, of the whole heathen world, whose recomp. Lange's Comment, on Deuteronomy,
ligion and morals were reflected in them ; the fe^^33,
Polanus refers DocL Reflect on ch. xiiL
plural goes even beyond Isa. i 4.
Ver. 6. But whatever opposition the prophet
How general the stateIt to Jodah and Israel.)
ments are is shown by what follows: they and may have to encounter as regards those to
their flathe»— (Jer. iiL 25).
The echo makes whom he is sent, in reference to his own person
runs now
itself heard still in the speech of Stephen, Acts (hence the subjective negation ?{<)— so
vii 51-53.
the divine consolation ^he has nothing to fear (Jer.
Dvy* * Pentateuchal worcL
Ver. 4. But since it is the eons to whom the L 8, 17 Matt x. 26, 28), either from themselves
divine mission directs the prophet, they are put or from Uieir words, which with men usually look
forward, as it were pointed out with the finger, worse than themselves, and frequently also are
but by no means as ** children of God," as Havem. worse, since one pulls down another by su<'h
wiU have it. Stiff is something thoroughly bad means slander benind backs creates prejudice,
and renders abortive the labours of the preacher.
(Isa. xlviii. 4); it is otherwise witn Lard (Heb. xiii.
**Thou art not to be aftaid'* impressively re9), which may at all events be determined by cirHere the face deter- peated, thus no, not at all. D^3"»D, only I'ere, is
stances (comp. ch. iii. 8, 9).
mines the character of the hearty and of its hard- taken by some literally, as an adjective (Gesen.) :
This evil hardness of rebellious ; by some fiffuratively, as a substantive
ness as one that is evil.
the heart explains the before-mentioned faithless- (Meieb): strajrgling briars, or something hard,
ness "down to this very day." The stiffness of that injures: prickles, possibly also something
a whip, scourge. Keil stinging
the face exdudes alike the emotion of shame and for beating
^Thee (thus to those who
the tears of repentance.
here like ffpOf ch. xxvui. 24.
nettles, thorns,

brought down to the level of q^u (which expression
is not used for the tribes and families, nor does
it, as HiTZio, Klief., mean n.erely isolated portions of the people),
ia (from ,-ni), that which

—

:

—

—

;

:

:

—

:

:

ffpo,

hearted one
Kiekiel's

who

is

hard

name, Introd. § 1

(firm) in
(oh.

iii.

God, eomp.
8,

9).—Thvs

Elsewhere also a figurative and non-figurative expression are combined (Pa xxvii. 1).— ^D, accordIt gives
ing to Keil: if, bat better: although.
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the reason for

the charge. —^^^x « explained by

merely to be willing to accept (to "eat"], but
what he has accept^ is to be his food, on which
with of association
he Uves, and that which fills his inner man,
15; 1 Kings xiL 11, 14).
which determines his activity outwardly. Comp.
thorns, scorpions
nnn Ps. xL 8 ; John iv. 31-34 (1 Tim. iv. 6 Luke

wbtit follows as being the

iii. 15; Deut. viii.
I
briars,
gradation
Niphal : to be broken, to pass away, to despair (ch.
iii. 9).— Face, because it is stiff (ver. 4).~HoaBe
(ver. 5), here again with special reference to his
at
Ver. 7: ch. iii. 4; ii. 5.
''dwelling.''
the close, but with heightened meaning, as it
were the incarnation of it. Ch. xliv. 6.

(ch.

A

:

no

;

Double accusative— nf>DfcO, with emphasis (Gesen. Oramm. § 126\ neut. as respects
sweetness, as sweet as honey.
A frequent comparison as applied to the fear of God, His word
and the like (comp. Jer. xv. 16). The bitter
vi.

45).

:

element (Rev.
Ver. 8-iii. 11. What Oppositxon. he might Jiave to
encounter in himself, and the Divine Strengthening against it.
Ver. 8. Hitherto it was the commission as such,
viz. a divine one, now it is the same commission
as respects what it will contain
HK- Inasmuch as Ezekicl belongs to that house,
^^
hitherto always in pause-form) is attributed to him
also.
It has been understood as an adjective, or
Comp.
elliptically (supply ^jf^K, ver. 7
^B^3K)-

IBV

no

:

x. 9, 10) is

perhaps presupposed in

what he saw written on the roU (ch. iL 10
comp. Rom. ix. 2). In this way the bitter element would come first, and so much the greater
an act of obedience would the prophet's eating
And so Klief. might Icgitimatelv emappear.
pnasize the sweet after-taste, and also })oiut to
this, that Ezekiel, after and during all the misery
which he has to announce, will have also something sweet in his mouth in saying it, or even
in merely knowing it respecting Israel.
Comp
Introd. § 5 ; comp. however, ver. 14 also.

Jonah; Exod. iv. 18; Jer. i. 6. The divine
Ver. 4. K3"l/; comp. the imperative in vers.
commission is ^rmbolized by means of the
A more expressive repetition of the com1, 11.
following demand, with which every objection
Hence the sweet tasto
mand in the mission.
(Illustrating, bt the same time, the
is cut otf.
which the prophet experienced in ver. 8 symform of expression in John vi.) With appetite,
bolizes, first of ail, Hs alacrity; thus the divine
Ver. 9:
hunger, we have here nothing to do.
preparation, the strengthening experienced in reHK^JXIt co™p. ch. i. 1 consequently in vision. spect of that which would possibly oti'er resistance

—

:

\2,

because l^ is of the common gender ; others
the suffix neuter, alleging that ^^ is always

make

—

"nb^D* written after the manner of the
Pentateuch on the skin of an animal, Ps. xL 7
Heb. X. 7 (Rev. x. 2). J. D. Michaelis makes
the remark here
such a book rolled about a
rounded piece of wood looks not unlike a baker's
roll (I).
Ver. 10. God spreads out this roll before
him, so that lie can ascertain what follows, the
contents of the divine commission, can become
acquainted with his mission. It was a so-called
Tit. Awt. ix.), Pliny,
opisthograph (LuciAN
&P. 49. Written over inside, and on the back
(eomp. Rev. v. 1), not merely, as usual, the
inside alone; within and without indicating a
writing of great size, whose fulness of contents is
also clear at one; to every one, by which writing
we are to understand the book of our prophet,
whose character, as wiU immediately appear, is
to be 8i)eciiied as T\y^ (wailing, mourning, lamentation, xix. 1), njn (from the low sound), and ^n
feminine.

:

—

:

(accoi-diug to

G£»EN.,

Zech. V. 1

;

for ^n3;

Ew.

:

a sound of

Ck)mp. therewith, Exod.

wailing=^n).
Jer.

xxxvL 18

;

Dan.

xxxL 18

v. 25.

iii. 1. What he finds before him (ch. ii.
he would certainly not seek it for himself.
After the acceptance without objection (symbolized by the eating), the speaking to the house of

Ch.

8, 9)

;

Israel

is

take

to

place

:

131

-j^,

«ri/>5irwj,

in himself ; so that there may be a retrospective
reference to the main hindrance, namely, that
which lay with Israel (ch. ii. 3-7). Ver. 5. It

—

seems like a relief that Ezekiel is not scut to
->poy, which certainly stands for those s[>eaking
a language foreign to a Jew (comp. Isa. xxxiii 19),
as is also explained in so many words in ver. 6,
and which, in parallelism here with heavy tongue,
will mean not so much **deep" of sound, as
rather, in accordance with the cognate idea of
deep, viz. obscure a>s regards tfie interpretation,
is there a reference to the widely -opened lips of the
stammering tongue ? The plural, because of the

—

So already CALViN.--rni>B^ nnx,
collective Dj;.
standing in the middle, refers alike to the positive
and to tne negative part of the sentence we may
supply but.— The house of Israel is the prophet s
ovm house (ver. 11), in whose case, therefore, lip
and tongue have not the stamp of strangeness for
him.
ver. 6. This more general thought in ver.
5 receives in ver. 6 a peculiar colouring, inasmuch
as, on the one hand, the many nationa are made
prominent by the side of Israel, Ezekiel's sphere
of labour is small and contracted in comparison,
and inasmuch as, on the other hand, stress is
laid upon the circumstance: ** whose words (if
they had to speak to thee) thou wouldst not understand *' thus the hindrance as regards their lip
and tongue would lie with the prophet But in
the latter respect, it is rather that he has to speak
(**and speakest in my words," vers. 4, 11), and
not so much to hear. The subject in hand is the
power of comprehension which the prophet is to
meet with. Now, this is a contrast which lies
But another conin thought between the lines.
nected therewith (just as it is hinted by the contrast drawn between Israel and the heathen, to
whom Israel was compared above in ch. ii 3) is
;

:

—

—

—

without ^ between them, one idea. Only what
God imparts to him he is to preach, and that
immediately and therefore nothing of his own,
and no delay in accordance with his own judgment ^2 Tim. iv. 2). The objectivity and sovereignty of the divine word are strongly emphasized.
Comp. Deut. xviii. 18 ; Jer. i. 9 (Matt. x. 20).—
Ver. 2. A symbolical transaction, and also taking
place in vision (Deut viiL 8 ; Ps. cxix. 130, 131). expressed in so many words : DH^Pfit tff? DX,
Ver. 3. An intensification of the thouffht to where -jjn n^31 iw ver. 7 is to be understood as
parenthesia,
the highest degree, so that the prophet is not the principal clause, and "HDH
:

—

^^
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the sense is

:

Ezekiel

is

III.

sent not to those

whom he ought to understand, and cannot understand, bat to Israel, who ought to hear him, and
Those to whom God
will not hearken to him.
does not send him would throw no hindrance in
his way ; although he might not be able to understand them, they would hearken unto him
yotJ'

—

&-11.

without design that the word used in reference
to him is not "stiff,'* but hard, which we find
Comn. Jer.
divine confronting.
repeatedly.
118, XV. 20.—Ver. 9. The thought is still further
intensified by means of the comparison.
n^DC^'

A

(from *1DE^» to ^ol*I ^s* ; hence
-

:

to keep)

means

T

here the hardest
with
contrajsted indeed with the inability to
Haider than stone, a proof precious stones.
Bochart,
understand on his part, as well as, of course, on verbial expression of the diamond.
their part also ; but only the former reference comparing the ff*yf4f, emery, understands a subcomes to be considered when the question is as stance for grinding and polishing.
Comp. also
to the right accomplishment of his task, that of P. Cassel on "Schemir."
According to the
speaking God's words ; it does not indeed signify Jewish Hagada and Turkish legend a wonderful
"assent" (Henost.), but a giving heed^ and worm, whose blood is said to have cut through
therefore what presupposes hUerest at least, if not the stones without noise at the building of Solodairef and what might possibly lead to more,
mon's temple, -fc^^, the admoui.ion sounds like
they would seek
perhaps, as Kimchi remarks
But although a prohibition and promise in one. Comp. ch.
after an interpreter of thy words.
Ver. 10. 'The conclusion and return to
the prophet is sent not to such, but rather to iL 6, 6.
Israel, yet (ver. 7) the house of Inraal does not the prophet himself, in view of the possible reAn allumanifest even the interest which heathens would sisting element in him (ch. ii. 8 sq(^. ).
dkow, for they toiU not even pay any attention to sion at the same time to the symbolic transaction
All the words, but those which
Ezekiel, not to speak of becoming obedient to his in ver. 1 sqq.
words.
The relief is thus onlv seeming. Comp. God will first speak to him.—The heart first, beMatt xxiii. 37. [Similar and different explana- cause otherwise the ean are of little use (Acts
14).—Ver. 11 (ver. 16). Comp. ver. 4. The
^ understood xvL
Ifor the most part
tioiA
"house of Israel" there is the "golah" (capas a formula of swearing, or as an asseveration tivity) here, as a community, a society, which
(verily), and the sentence hypothetically (if I lies nearer to the prophet, because of its being
sent thee); comp. on the other hand Hitzig, Keil. his own people.
Thy, not My (Exod. xxxii. 7),
For K^DKt Ew. reads ^{^D^< instead of i}p, just ch. xxxiii 2, 12, 17. As often
-jsti and noK

something hard

^,

;

hence a thorn

;

:

:

—

—

«^DK

:

:

as a Lap. does, instead of
tions

oudt

old transla-

while the

!

on the other hand, mark the verse

Masoretes,

because of its

threefold

i6"D«="but,"
Israel,

The

hesitation,

i^^

without

{(7

and •]^K

((^.

referring
^yi3C'^

Hitzig,

Ebil

orvh» and nOH

= they

understand thee. The latter expression, howdoes not mean the same thing as "to
If I had not sent
hearken to any one." Cocc.
thee to them (Israel), those others (the heathen)
The words have also
would hearken to thee.
if I had not
been understood interrogatively
sent thee to them, would not those others hearken
to thee ?] The meaning we have given harmonizes
with the history of Naaman the Syrian, of the
book of Jonah, of the woman of Canaan, of the
Comp. also
heathen centurion (Matt viiL).
Matt xi 21 sqq., xiL 41.—Not unto thee, bewhat a strengthening of
cause not unto me
:

:

:

Ezekiel!
That must have changed his wrath
into the sorrow of love, ch. xx. 8 ; comp. Matt.
;

John

xv. 20.

—^n^3"^3

considered as

a whole, so that the exceptions do not come into
consideration.
The wicked hardness of the heart
(comp. on ch. ii. 4) is here attributed to the forehead, because it finds expression there ; that the
stiffness of the " heart " is here expressed, proves
the correctness of the explanation given on ch.
iL 4 of the hardness as applied to the heart (Isa.
xlviil 4 ; Jer. iii 8 ; Exod. xxxii. 9 ; Matt
xix. 8).
Ver. 8.

The divine strengthening of Ezekiel,
Quite clearly expressed, while his labours
have Decome more difficult, and not, as it appeared, more easy, offers itself as the explanation
of his name (comp. on ch. iL 4).
It is also not

now

ch.

li.

to

are able, ought

to

25

Comp.

5, 7,

lii.

27.

:

ever,

X. 24,

together, the words to be spoken following the
latter (ch. iL 4).
At the same time, a setting
forth clearly of the position that he has to speak.

DOCTRINAL.

"A

deeper meaning lies in this awakening
word. First, the creature falls down in silence
before the infinitude of the Creator ; this is humility, the basis and root of all religions conduct
But he whom the Creator has permitted to come
but little short of being himself God, whom He
has crowned with glory and honour (Ps. viii. 5),
is not to remain lying in half- conscious, silent
he is to rise to his feet, that he may
adoi-ation
hear the word of God. But certainly he cannot
set himself upon his feet ; the Spirit must raise
him up as a spirit, if he is to understand what
God says. Lo, this is the holy psychology of
Holy Scripture, this is the freedom of the highest
thinking about God, which comes through God
and from God " (Umbreit).
2. The overmastering divine factor in the
prophets does not, however, suffer them to appear
by any means unconscious. £zekiel falling down
upon the earth, becomes, even in the midst of the
divine revelation, and under the impression of
it, thoroughly conscious of what is eartlily and
human iu his own self as contrasted with it [i.e.
the revelation]. If this self of the prophet stands
in a receptive attitude in that part of the revelation made to him which is pure vision, yet plastic
fancy gives symbolic form to the expression, so
as to be understood by men, in similitudes drawn
from the earthly world, and memory is able to
reproduce lor us what has been seen.
But still
farther, where, as iu ch. iL, what has been inwardly received and experienced is expressed in
1.

;
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words as idea and thought, Ezekiel must first rise
to his feet, and become capable in spirit of understanding the divine commission. Besides, a vast
elevation of the mere natural life is the unmistakable characteristic of our section ; comp. ch.
ii.

5, 6,

iii.

John

8, 9.

although he had lain on the
Lord's breast, at sight of Him (Rev. i.) fell at
His feet as one dead. And by this as a standard,
that very great familiarity which proclaims itself
in so many prayers of far lesser saints ought to
learn to measure and to moderate itself.
There
is, however, in our prayers more fancy and sham
feeling than real intercourse with the Lord.
4. **An image of the new birth.
When God
bids us rise from the death in which we are lying
(Eph. ii. 1, 5, V. 14), He at the same time imparts to us His Spirit, who quickens us and raises
us up. Similarly is it with our strengthening in
all that is good.
We are to do our duty ; and He
brings it about that we are able to do it, PhiL
3.

also,

13" (Cocc).
" God does not cast down His own in order
to leave them lying on the ground but He lifts
them up immediately afterwards. In believers,
ii.

6.

;

in other words, the haughtiness of the flesh is in
this way corrected.
If, therefore, we often see
the ungodly terrified at the voice of God, yet they
are not, like believers, after the humiliation, told
to be of good courage," etc. (Calv.)
6. "It was only when the Spirit was added
that some eftect was produced by the voice of
God. God works, indeed, effectually by means of
His word ; but the effectiveness is not bound up
with the sound, but proceeds from the secret impulse of the Spirit.
The working of the Spirit is
here connected with the word of God, yet in such
a way, that we may see how the external word is of
no consequence unless it is animated by the power
of the Spirit
But when God speaks, He at the
same time atlds the effectual working of His
Spirit" (Calv.).
7. ** Signs without the word are in vain.
What
fruit would there have been if the prophet had
merely seen the vision, but no word of God had
followed it?
And this may be applied to the
sacraments also, if they were mere signs before
our eyes it is the word of God only that makes
the sacraments in some measure living, just as is
the case with the visions" (Calv.).
;

8.

By means

of the repeated

*lDfc^»^

the divine

The symbolical procedure with the bookbelongs manifestly to the vision, is of the
nature of vision, however much, as narrated, it
Bordeiin^
resembles an external occurrence.
according to Tholuck, on " the rhetorical domain
of metaphor," the representation teaches, at all
events, how cautiously the exposition of Ezekiel
will have to proceed in this respect.
**Here
11. Umbreit remarks on ch. lii. 1 sqq.
we have the right expression for enabling us to
form a judgment and estimate of true inspiration.
The divine does not remain as a strange element
in the man it becomes his own feeling thoroughly,
penetrates him entirely, just as fooil becomes a
**And the written
part of his bodily frame."
book of the seer, he says in conclusion, "bears
quite the stamp of something thoroughly pervaded
alike by the divine and human.
12. A parallel to the symbolical transaction in
Ezekiel, of which Havernick remarks that it "is
the reality of an inner state, of the highest spiritual excitement, of the true and higher entering
into the divine will," is presented by the second
book of Esdras, xiv. 38 sqq. Comp. the diflerence of this "dead, apocryphal imitation," by
means of which the thought of pure, divine inspiration is meant to be expressed.
13. The unintelligibility of the language of the
heathen world for the prophet is to be taken in a
purely formal sense ; for as respects the material
element, the substance, the m;«nner of the thinking, and not of the mere speaking, there is nothing
For the prophet this inner side of
at all said.
the heathen languages would, it is true, present
equal difficulty, if not even more, than that outer
one.
But emphasis is laid on the willingness of
the heathen in spite of both, their pricking up
their ears in order to understand, which was
wanting in Israel. And therefore, what hinders
the understanding lies in the case of tlie lieathen
merely in the language ; in the case of Israel, on
That
the other hand, in this very circumstance.
the language of Israel was the holy language in
which God had spoken from the beginning to
them, must as regards the import also have
lightened the labours of Ezekiel, and consequently have produced a relief in this respect,
where, in the case of the heathen, the langua^
10.

roll

:

;

It la
brought with it an additional difficulty.
sometimes easier to exert an influence upon men
of the world than upon men who are familiar
with the "language of Canaan" (Isa. xix. 18)
from childhood up. Just because Israel at once
understood what the topic was in Ezekiel's mouth
( " he spidce, of course, merely what Moses and the
other prophets had spoken," Cocc), their disgust
and repugnance towards God's word as soon at
The allepossible turned aside out of his way.
viation through the disposition of neart on the
part of the heathen became in this case the reverse through the disposition of heai't on the part

revelation in word is identified with the revelation of glory in ch. i., which was to appear as the
**
Shechinah " in the Messiah, according to the
Targums falling back upon the older tradition.
One of the steps towards the Logos in John i.
9. ** In Jehovah and His covenant-relation to
Israel lies the necessity of His revelation ; His
testimony, the tidings from Him, miist be heard
in the midst of Israel.
Thus Jehovah Himself
wills not merely the conversion, but also the of Israel.
hardening of the people (Isa. vi. 9 sqq.), in so
14. "The distinction which Greeks and Rofar aa, first of all, He merely wills the preaching mans made between their language and that of
of Himself.
Hence, if on the one hana the pro- the barbarians, reduces itself to fhat of culture.
phetic preaching must be traced back strictly to It is otherwise with the distinction between the
the will of God, is to be looked upon as an out- language of Israel and that of the heathen nations.
come and transcript of it, not less is this the case Israel's language is formed by means of God's
as regards its effects ; the hearing and not hearing word, whi'e the languages of the heathen nations
of the same is likewise (Jod's will, since otherwise were formed from purely human developments"
He wouhl be under the necessity of withholding (Klikf.1.
His word itself" (Kav.).
15. There is thus in Ezekiel the s:ime hopeful
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(•hhoogh, in reference to Israel, mournful) out- with him, and that he also ought to have been
look into the heathen world, which in the Old a hearer ere he comes before his hearers.
Covenant already announces Uie days of the New.
Yer. 8. "When God demands obedience from
"It follows from the stress laid on the recep- us. He does not always promise a happy issue of
tivity of the heathen, that salvation will yet at our labour but we ought to allow ourselves to bo
some future time be otfered to them in an effectual satisfied with His command, even if our labour
way"(HIv.).
should appear ridiculous in the eyes of men our
"
labour is nevertheless well-pleasing before God
(Calvin).
"Hence the ti-ue prophet does not go
HOMILSTIC HINTS.
of his own accord, just as he does not force himYer. 1. Th* name Son of man belongs above self upon the people, and does not come to seek
all to Him who did not fall to the ground before honour and good days with them" (Stck.).
the vision of the divine glory, but descended from "So God stretches out His hand to sinners'*
the midst of the enjoyment of this glory to our (St.).
"Even at worldly courts ambassadors of
earth.
Ezekiel and Cnrist, type and antitype.
princes are a token of friendship" (Stck.).
Daniel also is so addressed (ch. viii. 17) ; and if Every sinner is a rebel against God.
It is a
Exekiel saw God as a man, Daniel saw the Lord^ noticeable feature of the Jews of the present day
of an everlasting dominion as a son of man (ch. in general, that they make heathens of themflL).
Thus they bore upon them the stamp of selves, and also take part in revolution a^inst
** I know
the future, of the fulness of the times.
Church and State. The apple does not fall far
thy weakness, that thou art a man, and canst from the tree. There is also a hereditary sin of
not bear the splendour of the divine majesty" nations: e.g. French vanity, German cosmopoli(B. B.).
"Although preachers are compared to tanism (want of a fixed centre, Zer/aJirenheU),
angels, yet they continue men, and ought to keep English selfishness (egoism).
** Even the most
this always in mind " (Stok.).
Ver. 4. "Through the habit of sinning the
Eious and most gifted teachers are subject to countenance becomes stiff, just as the heart beumau infirmities, Qal. ii. 11 " (St.). ** Because comes hard in sinning " (Stck.). " And yet the
teachers are men, hearers ought also to learn to countenance is the noblest, as the heart is the
bear patiently with their infirmities, 2 Cor. best part of man, Prov. xxiiL 26; Matt. xv. 19"
xiL 18 *' (St.).
*' We^ught not to remain lying
(Stok.).— "Judai Iscariot, e.g., had a stiff counon the ground, either in sin, or from laziness of tenance his question Matt xxvi 26, his kiss
the flesh, or with slavish fear, when God calls (L.).--"Thus saith the Lord" is the watchword
us** (Stck.).
**So long as man still lies on the of God against all opposition of men, the right
ground, God cannot use him for His service*' war-cry. Ver. 5. " Ezekiel may, of course, have
thought with himself as Moses did, Exod. iv. 1
Ver. 2. ** IjQt visions be ever so great, yet they (St.).
Preachers ought not to look to, to reckon
are not so useful as the word" (5. B.).— God's upon hearers, but to listen to the Lord alone.
glory is not meant to kill, but rather to make To preach God's word compensates even in the
alive.— "It is the Lord Himself, who fiUs His case of empty churches. A full church, therefore,
children with dismay, that also comforts them is not always a testimony for the preacher, 2
again, Hos. vi. 1 *' (0.).— "The world smUes, in Tim. iv. 8.
"It serves, at all eventi as a testiorder to rage flatters, in order to deceive ; allures, mony, although no other result is attained by the
"
in order to kUl lifts up, in order to bring low
preaching" (L.).— Ver. 6. Fecir is a word which
(Ctpbian).— "A herald of God ought to stand does not belong to any vocation of a preacher;
"
high above the world, with his spirit in heaven
but as little siso does man-pleasing, which is
(a L.).
"The man whom God sends, He also often merely a form of fear. "The comparison
qualifies for it, and ftimishes with the necessary with thorns has reference in ffeneral to their
powers, giving him also His SpirU, ss is ever unfruitfrilness, in particular to their tendency to
still the experience of the servants of God" wound, to injure, their beine interlaced together,
(Stck.).
The real prophetic an<Hnting "the their seeming bloom, their ultimate burning. As
spirit came into me.'— To whomsoever God gives regards the expression scorpions, we are to think
an office. He gives understanding also. The fact of the poison, the secret sting, the cunning. And
that so many void of understanding are in office, what a wilderness must the house of Israel bet
may easily arise from this circumstance, tiiat Ezekiel does not go to strayed sheep, but dwells
they have their office from men. For it is the with scorpions" (Stck.).
"In none of the proSpirit of God, and not the clerical band, that phetic books is the rigorous spirit of Moses more
makes the prophet— "If God's Spirit does not perceptible than in the case of Ezekiel " (Koos).
uphold, teach, guide, rule, strengtnen, keep us, Because God knows our fear, therefore He speaks
we are nothing (Stck. ). There is a difference so repeateiUy against it.— Ver. 7. Rebelliousness
between our setting ourselves on our feet, and may well grieve the servant of God, may even rouse
God's Spirit setting us on our feet
The feet him to anger, but ought never to degrade him to
indeed remain our own, but the way along which the level of a dumb dog. Spiritual dignitaries
they run is, like the power by which they are are those who carry the word of God hiih above
able to do so, God's, and the steps are also sure themselves, even when it meets with notning bxit
steps.
"O that we were at all times disposed to contradiction. "And fathers of families also are
hear Him who speaks to us " (Stck.)
Vers. to be like mreaohers " (L. ).
Ver. 8. The enemies of a preacher are not what
1, 2. At the installation of a preacher in his
office
(1) What the congregation ought to con- is worst for him ; his friends are often worse than
sider
tliat the preacher is only a man, but one his worst enemies, and his worst enemy of all by
whom Goil sets on his feet by His Spirit ; (2) far may be his own self. Therefore, know thyWhnt the preacher ought to consider: all this, self.— " Preachers ought to be patterns, not imitaas well as In |>artioalar that God wishes to speak tors and followers of the flock '^(St.).— " What an
;
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influence the surroundings of a preacher have upon
And Ezekiel belonged to the same people "
him
Many a strange thins happens to one when
(L.)«
he in with God. On the other hand, the demand
"Open thy mouth, and oat," is what we should
naturally expect; for what does not man eat, and
how many useless books are devoured with the
"By the mere looking at
(greatest eagerness
lood no one gets his hunger satisfied, but it must
be taken and eaten and so also the mere hearing
and reading of the word of God does not save,
but it must be appropriated, and afterwards lived
upon " (St.). Ver. 9. "The word of God is very
!

—

1

—
:

—

—

—

Most High" (H.). "In the case of those who
eagerly hear the word of God, it goes into their
heart, and as it were into their bowels ; it becomes
a treasure within them, out of which they brine
forth, in overflowing abundance, necessary and
wholesome instruction for others" (B. B., St.).
"Even a diflicult office ought to be un«lertaken
and discharged with joy; for God can sweeten

—

—

even what is bitter in it" (St.).
"Even the
most painful divine truths have for the spilitually -minded man a gladdening and quickening side" (H.).
"It IS in general the quiet

—

secret of all who sufler in true faith, that in
their inmost being wormwood turns to honey**

tender and delicate, a sweet and deep invitation " (B. B.).— "The hand which presents the (Umbr.).
Ver. 4 sqq. "It was not yet tlie time of the
Scripture, is the same which also presents to believers the crown, 2 Tim. iv. 7, 8" (Stck.).— heathen ; it was still Israel's time, to whom also
Ver. 10. " Such unfolding takes place with the Lord Himself would come, whose forerunners
Ver. 7. Foreliead
prayer on the part of believers, Eph. i. ; Ps. cxix. the prophets were" (Cocc).
18 (with burning heart, Luke xxiv. 32; just as and heart in their psychologies! correspondence.
Where there is the fear of God in the heart,
in the future with praise and jubilant acclamaVer. 8. " For
tion. Rev. V. 9), with searching (John v. 39; shame still sits upon the forehead.
Matt. vii. 8), and not without manifold tempta- hard people hard ministers also are suitable,
For the rough block a
tions" (Fesskl).— "This book-roll may also be Prov. XX. 30" (W.).
"God gives His prophet merely
applied to the bad conscience of the sinner, as rough wedge.
well as to the condition of a soul under assault a firm countenance and forehead, but not a hard
In order to encounter a hard heart, a
from outward oppression, likewise to the book of heart.
the law, to the misery of the damned, as well as firm forehead indeed is necessary, but never a
hard
heart.
reward-book
for
the
The heart is to be full of love, and
a
unused in the sense of
"
godly," etc. (Stck.)—So man finds in his life first from love the finn forehead even is to be gained
Vers. 8, 9.
who has to contend
the lamentcUions over the vanity of all tilings, (a L.).
then there wake-s up the sighing over himself, with the popular spirit is lost, unless he has a
firm hold of Omnipotence.
He who has not God
and the last is the xcoe of dying.
Ver. 8-ch. iiL 3. The wonderful food of decidedly with him, must come to terms with the
" Firm preachers of this stamp
Ezekiel in general (Matt. iv. 4) and in particular majority " (H.).
(John iv. 84). It served him : for protection, for were Nathan u^nst David, Elijah, John the Baptist, Stephen'
(a L.).
instruction, for strengthening, for quickening.
Comp. Matt. xvi. 18.
Ch. iii. 1. " Ezekiel is no prophet of his own Nevertheless, the diamond does not occur either
heart Instead of murmuring against the poor in Exod. xxviii. 17 sqq. or in Rev. xxi. 19 sqq.
instrument who has received so weighty a com- Christ will rather be a magnet, John xii. 32.
"Comede et "God imparts to such a strength which far surmission, let them repent" (H.).
For God
pasce, saturare et eructa, accipe et sparge, con- passes the strength of the learned.
"
teacher must have never yields to man.
Not that the spirit referred
Ibrtare et labora (Jer.).
"
the word of God not merely on his lips and in to is a stifl'-necked spirit, but God gives them
his mouth, but in his heart, and converted into words so powerful and mighty, that no one can
" This is
nourishment and strength" (St.). "The maxim gainsay them, Luke xxi. 16 " (B. B.).
*
Eat what is set before you (Luke x. 8), applies that * holy to the Lord' which shone forth on the
also to the divine revelation.
The position of a forehead of the high priest, just as it belongs to
" Carnal men
chooser, which, instead of the motto, *what I all the servants of God " (Stck.).
find,' puts *what I like,* belongs to what is evil" stumble thereat, all who wish to be flattered or
"Without having eaten this roll, no one spared; for what is to the one class a stone for
(H.J.
ou^ht to go and preach" (B. B.).
As against building, is to the other a stone of oflence
resistance from without we are comforted; as (B. B.).— Ver. 10. "Whoever is to hear, must
against opposition from wt^iin, from ourselves, have confidence in him who speaks, and longing
we are strengthened. In the first case there is to hear, in order that he may lend his ear to the
word.
The heart, above everything, must be
sufferingf in the second it may come to sin.
Ver. 2. " The word of God is the right food of present* else the man does not hear. Acta xvi. 14'*
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(Ck)CC.).— Ver.
"The
—Ver. —"By our
that
our
bis own
go, at the same time
"The sweet
means people to whom he had
Ezekiel under a solemn obligation " (Stck.).
EzekiePs approbation of God's jud^ent and
"
hear, then we are to speak
sweet — " We must
commands" (Calv.). — "It

•ouls" (St.).

taste

3.

determined" (Plato).

11.

life is

fact,

taste

it is

to

laid

is

and lovely

XL

to

infinitely

be the organ and spokesman of the

first

(Cocc).

THE FIRST EXECUTION OF THE DIVINE COMMISSION.— Ch.
1.

The Installation and Instructions (Ch.

hi.

12-vn. 27.

hi. 12-27).

And the spirit lifted me up, and I heard behind me a sound of a great
12
13 tumultuous noise: Praised be the glory of Jehovah from His place.
And
[i heard] the noisc of the wings of the living creatures striking one upon another,
and the noise of the wheels beside them, and the sound of a great tumiiltuou«
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And

the spirit lifted me up, and took me, and I went bitterly, in the
and [bat] the hand of Jehovah was strong upon me. And I
came to the captivity at Tel-abib, who dwelt by the river Chebar, and where
they were sitting, there I also sat stunned [Mt^rr] in their midst seven days. And
it came to pass at the end of seven days, that the word of Jehovah came unto
me, sajring. Son of man, I have given thee as a watchman to the house of Israel;
and thou hearest a word at my mouth, and thou wamest them from me. If I
say unto the wicked. Thou shalt mxelj die; and thou wamest him not, and
speakest not to warn the wicked from his wicked way, to save his life, he, the
wicked, shall die in [becauM of] his iniquity ; but his blood will I require at thine
hand.
But if thou dost wai'u the wicked, and he doth not turn from his

14 noise.
15 heat of
16

III.

my

spirit,

—

19

wickedness and from his wicked way, he shall die in [beeaiueof] his iniquity:
20 but thou hast delivered thy soul. And if the righteous doth turn from his
righteousness, and commit iniquity, and I give a stumbling-block before him,
he shall die, for thou didst not warn him; in his sin he shall die, and his
righteousness which he hath done shall not be remembered ; but his blood will
21 I require at thine hand.
But if thou dost warn him as a righteous man, not to
sin as being righteous, and he sinneth not, he shall surely live, because he is
22 warped; and thou hast delivered thy soul And the hand of Jehovah came
upon me there, and He said unto me. Arise, go forth to the valley, and there will
23 I speak with thee. And I arose, and went forth to the valley and, behold, the
glory of Jehovah standing there, as the glory which I saw by the river Chebar:
24 and I feU upon my face. And the spirit came into me, and set me upon my
feet, and He spake with me, and saia unto me
Oo, shut thyself within thine
25 house. And thou, son of man, behold, they give [uy] bands upon thee, and bind
26 thee in them, and thou shalt not go out among them. And thy tongue will I make
to cleave to the roof of thy mouth, and thou art dumb, and thou shalt not be to
27 them a man that reproveth for they are a house of rebelliousness. But when I
speak with thee, I will open thy mouth, and thou sayest unto them, Thus saith
the Lord Jehovah He that heareth, let him hear ; and he that forbeareth, let
him forbear for they are a house of rebelliousness.
:

:

;

:

:

Ver. 18. Sept. : K. iS^ ^^fnt—
Ver. 14. K. r» wHufjm mvpttu ifriP*' f**
Ver. \b.
, , tii T. «/xA(«A«*r(«v furwfHf

—

.

ad SjT. omit DC^ 'hDH

«

ntpniXtm

Ver. It. Another reedlog : \1\^2 ^^IV^ Kill.
whid) precedes.
Ver. 26.

.

.

.

r.

umrmumifrmt

.

.

.

r.

Urmt Imu,

u.

htmBtrm l»>f— (some

MM.

"mXS).

^rwrj*

and Arab, hare read ptSHil for the omitted

Sept.

HyCnn

n U mitimt^ ». #v /mi i|ixAK ({ m^l>rm.

of the divine glory, with which movemeDt of the
BXEOETICAL BEHARKft.
Jiis instcUlation in actual fact cotnmences in
Yen. 12-15. After the InsiaUatian qflkekielm same,
His mission, shadowed forth bj
highest fashion.
his Sphere qf Labour by means of the Comthe vision of glory, begins in this
nwimon in Word, there folhw9 now the the character of

way to be realized in actual fact. Thus, and the
pint lifted me up is connected with and I heard,

InsicUlation in actual Fact.

rm

Ver. 12.
cannot possibly be anything else
here than it has always been hitherto.
Both
Keil and Klief. unnecessarily bring in " a wind,"
which, however, according to Keil, carried the
prophet through the air not in body, but in
•pint, ch. viii. 8, xi. 1, 24.
But here, also,
Just as in ver. 14, there is no reference to being
carried through the air. The lU'ting up by the sjfnnt
corresponds entirely to the raising up in ch. li. 2.
Only what was there raising up from the earth,
in order to stand and hear, is here rather (and that
also because of the higher situation of Tel-abib)
lifting up from the place of hearing, in order to
go and speak ; and at the same time, Ezekiel

^

is signified

to

'

j

{

I

!

I

,

,

Comp. besides, ] Kingb
is told (ver. 11).
xviil 12, 46; Matt. iv. 1; AcU viiL 39.
Th^
lifting up ^uite harmonizes with this influence of
the spirit, just as it entirely corresponds with the
character of the vision (vers. 24, 25) in the midst
And because tiie prophet is
of which it occurs.
moved to betake himself to his fellow-countrymen, he also hears what he hears behind him.-*
The great twnvUuous noise (ver. 1 3, oh. zxxviL
7 ; Isa. ix. 5 ; Jer. z. 22) takes an articulate form,

what he

ttV^ fJ;Sk

him inn.
'^.[Itrtlrtr'^irSy.t
him the marching forth super-terrestrial, heavenly,

inun^liately behind

by which

^

etc., and what £zekiel hears with his actual introduction to his sphere of labour. As the spirit
qualified him (ch. ii. 2) to hear Him that spake
to him, 80 the spirit moves, lifts him up to d^

in the chigoth
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not said who gave utterance to
nothinj^ in the context, at least,
compels US to think of heavenly spirits. Thus
there remain in fact for it only the chaioth ; and
for this we may compare not raerelr Rev. iv. 8
From nis place, no
sqq., but even Isa. vi. 8.
matter whether we refer it to Jehovah or His
•^33, denotes very suitably, what Keil denies,
eoniirnied.

It is

this praise;

and

—

not indeed so much as: who now leaves His
place (Hekost.), nor what is said in ch. ix. 8,
still less the temple (Ha v.), which is not at all
the subject in hand, but perhaps, that from the
place where Jehovah's glory has manifested itself
to tht^ prophet, and just as it manifested itself,
its praise must and will go forth, and that immecliately, over Israel (first), and into the whole
world, and among all mankind (Mic. i. 8).
Hence, also, as respects Ezekiel's doings and
labours, how remaro,b]y in this way the praise
of the divine glorj* introduces him to his sphere
of action! )01ptDD i* certainly too far off from
Philippj^OtJ'Kli to which Keil wishes to refer it
son refers ^DIpDD to **the creation embraced in
the vision Praised be, etc., from the place where
it is borne along, where it tarries " (Isa. xiii. 13).
Ver. 13: comp. ch. i. 24, 9, 11, 23, 15, 20, 21.
This was in a manner the musical accompaniment of the laudation expressed above in words.
!

:

—

^p\ dependent on

J^BW

12.— ptjtj,

^^ ^er.

Hiphil to strike
to arrange, to join together.
on one another.— It ends, as it began, in the
(''The life of the creagreat tumnltnoiu noise.
tures is the boundless sphere of the praise of the
Creator of heaven and earth fPs. cxlviii. ]. This
is the fugue notes of the sublimest music, which
Finely and
makes the universe itself ring.
beautifully for the melodious hannouy, we have
the happy expression, that the wings kiss one
another fearful as is the sound of the striking
of wings, and of the wheel-work of creation, yet
there is unison and love in it ; at last comes the
oft, gentle whisper, as in the case of Elijah !"
:

of the prophet comes into the foreground (so
already Calvin has it). The taste that was so sweet
before (ver. 8) is followed (as in Rev. x. 9, 10)
by a bitter after -taste ; the joyoiisness which
Ezekiel felt during the vision, gives place, when
the vision ends, to bitterness (Matt. xxvL 41).
This bittemetB expresses the speeieU feeling of the
prophet, while the heat designates the general
character of his mental state,
^rm nona, reflecting the fiery style of the vision he has had,
shows Ezekiel's spirit raised to gUming heat by
the wrath of Ood, by the unavoidable judgment

on

which he has to announce. In so far
as yet no difference which would have to
be got rid of or repressed ; the difference respects
not so much the relation to God, as the relation
to Israel,
It is in this direction that the interpretation of no is to be sought (have the LXX.
read D*1?)i ^nd that simply as an expression for
Israel

there

is

the pain which the prophet specially feels when
he goes to his people. That is the* human ele-

ment of

bitterness

m his

divine wrath.

and sorrow Tindoubtedly say too

little,

Distress

— HiTZio

**

because the days of cheerful, sportive innocence
now over for him " (!) but neither is it the
"bitterness of fiery wrath because of the hardening of Israel, because of his commission with no
prospect of success" (Keil); and just as little
have we to think, with Heugsten., of "holy irritation."
In Ezekiel's spirit there is the wrath
of God (Jer. xv. 17) ; but love to his people feels
it bitter,— feels bitter pain.
Hence tne nand of
Jehovah was strong upon me (npTH, according to
the ingenious remark of Hitzig,* different from

—

are

:

where we must not compare
viii. 11, but equivalent to:
God strengthened him, as the Jewish expositors
render it, with an allusion to the name EzekieL
) may be the simple and, not "since" (Ewald),

133

in Ps. xxxii.

either ch.

i.

4),

3 or Isa.

:

—Umbreit.)

Ver. 14 (ch. xi. 24) as at ver. 12; the ecstatic
up is designated as a being laid hold q/*, a

lifting

Nothing in the context
being taken Tplp^).
points to ** taking away" (J. H. Mich.); on the
contrary, he

went (^^K^), as he had been com-

nor as Hengst., who derives the indignation and
heat of spirit from the powerful divine inflnence
in him.
Ver. 15. The bitterness of the pain, and the
glow of the wrath, and the strengthening of the
Almighty, obtain a corresponding plastic expression in the behaviour of the prophet, as soon as
he finds himself in the midst of his fellow-exiles.

—

I'^IH ^n,

tlje

dwelling-place of Ezekiel, pro-

manded in vers. 1, 4, 11. Now^ therefore, a cor- bably "hiU of com -ears," so called from the
elevated situation and richness in grain of this
poreal movement of the prophet in space took
colonial settlement for other combmations with
place, but not by means or wind through the air
The vision, as to tlie matter of Tel in Babylon, see Gesen. Lex., Rohenm.
(Jer., Klief.).
;

;

an end with (vers. 1 2, 13) the laudation and
^^t tumultuous noise (comp. Qen. xvii 22);
Keil unnecessarily adopts the view that it ends
only with ver. 21. PersonaUv, as respects the
person of Ezekiel, the vision ends when he is ecstatically lifted up and laid hold of by the spirit, and
not by wind, inasmuch as the power of the spirit
put an end to all lingering and loitering in him,
and prepared him, so that he betook himself to
the onarter that was necessary, as was also exSressly indicated to him by the departure of the
ivine glory.
And with this the following deBitterly, in
scription necessarily corresponds.
the heat of my spint thus he describes what is
in ki8 spirit, when he goes now on his own feet,
it, is

at

—

after the spirit lifted

him up and

laid hold of

him, so that he could neither stand

move

off in

any other

directito.

The

biill,

nor

•objectivity

comp. besides, Introd. pp. 7, 8. Jerome gives a
syniDolical meaning to the name of the plac^.

The LXX. appear
and

2X-

many
river

to have thought of a

remained

tions.

^^

Even a second
The Qeri reads
come hither, but

far-fetched interpretations.
has been made of it.

Kth^y that he has not only
also

form

(The Kethib ngfjo ^^^ given rise to

[!],

not to speak of other explana-

It is simply to be read

*lC5»fcO»

connected with Qt^: and where.)

and to be

SeTen days

T

not because the week

is

the unity that most

readily suggests itself for a plurality of days
(HiTZ.), nor as a standard period for cleansinpj,
consecration, preparation for holy service (Keil),
but, if this number shadows forth anything, then.
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III.

:
;

16-19.

Mcording to its leading symbolical signification on the one hand, enters more deeply into its
(IUhk, Hymb. i. ]>p. 187 sqq., 198 sq^.), the cove- spiritual significance, and, on the other hand,
nant relation of Ood to Israel, by which the wrath brings into prominence its general human side.—
as well as the pain of the prophet might be ex- If I say unto the wicked, in accordance with ver.
cited.
Comp. Job ii. 13; Gen. 1. 10; 1 Sam. 17: **thou hearest a word at ray mouth, " equixxxL 13 (Ps. cxxxvii 1). D^DK^ partic. Hiph. valent to: when thou hearest what 1 say unto
the wicked, that I announce unto him inevitable
HiTZ.: sunk in fixed silence; Ebil: motionless
7*uin in the impending judgment (Luke x. 16
and still. Comp. Ezra ix. 8, 4. (Henost.: in a
Thess. iv. 8). - niDH niD» the original threaten8tat« of horror.
But how is this conceivable 1
ing on the transgressor of the divine word (Gen.
during the whole seven days?)— Hav. finds in the
ii. 17) is nothing new, unheard of, is only applied
text two classes of exiles those who had recently

—

:

and the old inhabitants
of former times belon^ng to the kingdom of the
ten tribes still dwelling there.
Comp. Introd.
settled near the Chaboras,

pp. 7.

8.

Vers. 16-27. To the Installation qf Ezekiel in
actual Fact there m appended an Admoni^an of a more general Character {vers. 16-21),

and a

special One having reference
Sphere of Labour {Yen, 22-27).

to his

The odmoniHon after the installation
to Ezekiel in a new revelation,
(In the
Hebrew text we find between D^tD^ and

Ver. 16.

comes
usual

-\m ^m

the sign Pisea: p^DD

V^Hl

KPDB,

a pause in the middle of the verse.)— Ver. 17.
There is first an admonition of a more general
character, but less, as Hitz. supposes, with res^t to the relation between the revelation and
him, that he is to speak only when he receives a
revelation, than as to how he is to look upon himself in reference to his sphere of labour; for the
latter reference is that which predominates in
what follows.
nE& partic., not subst., from
ie.

HDV* "to d™^ round," to draw over, to cover,
to take care of, hence: "to keep one's eyes on
anything,'* the seer, the look-out, who from his
watch-tower, which, in the case of the prophet,
is the divine standpoint, turns to account the
revelations which are made to him for the weal and
woe of the people entrusted to his care as a watch-

—

Comp.

man.

1 Sam. xiv. 16 ; 2 Sam. xiii. 84, xviii.
17; Hab. ii. 1; Iss. Ivi. 10; Ezek.
With the judicial character which
xxxiii. 1 sqq.
predominates in the mission of Ezekiel, the word
itam My mouth is not revelation in general, but
annoimcemeiit, hint, command, sentence in connection with the threatening judgment of God,
with a view thereto, and determined thereby;
Hiph. not: to enlighten
and, therefore, ^nt
in the sense of to teach (Heb. xiii. 17), but in
the sense of to caution, to warn. ^JOD w explained in accordance with the preceding ^qd.
HXv. ** partly in compliance with definite divine
instructions received, partly with continual appeal

24; Jer.

vi.

—

^

here (Gen. xx. 7) to the individual.
In order to
make his duty quite clear to the prophet, to free
it from every objection, whether springing from
his own heart, or coming from his fellow- men, or
from surrounding circumstances, to fix it for all
cases, and thus to enforce it very strongly, the
simple and thou wamest him not is expanded
still farther into what follows, and wpeakeet |iot
to warn, etc., implying at the same time repetition and urgency.
Although the nation as a
whole is lost (ch. iii. 7), the return of the individual is nevertheless, nay, so much the more, to
be sought (Acts xx. 81 ; 2 Tim. iv. 2). The substance of such warning: **of" and "from his
way;" it is consequently^ not the judgment of
Grod, this way of God with Israel, for this may

life, inasmuch as it awakens to return, to
repentance, but it is his oum way and will, the
life of sc^-will on the part of the ytSHi which, in
accordance with Ood's righteousness, is changed
into death, just as it is in its root a dying, because departure from God, from the divine way,
pointed out in the law. There lies at the root of

issue in

ytjn (if not, as contrasted with p^v. the meaning of what is crooked, awry Hupf. on Ps. i. 1
and thus deviation fh)m the straight, right w*ay,
yet at least) aposta^ from God (Ps. xviii. 22
He is one who, according to the divine
[21]).
law, the rule for Israel as a nation, appears unrighteous, here as everywhere the opposite of pnV-

—

T]'})^!^,

Ver.

18. 'The

yen,

like

the

p^^

in

what

follows, is not so much a rhetorical personification
of the species (Hrxgst. ), and that of the people on

the one hand, of the little flock on the other, but
a characteristic individualization, for thia preliminanr period of the New Covenant; already
the indinduals are separating themselves from
Israel as a national whole according to their
individual qualification, t.^. as they exhibit themselves in their procetlure towards tne divine judgment on Israel, and the public preaching takes
the shape of the special care of souls ; and in this
way the national mission of the prophetic order,

19 also have

mK)»

construed

—

significance of the figurative expression.
^V1^nt)»
the object of the warning, perhaps at the same
time : to bring him to l\fe ogam (Ps. xxx. 4 [8J

Hos. vi. 2; Eph. ii. 5).— py, properly: what is
not straight, perverted in consequence of deviating from the straight, right way, hence
In his perunrighteousness, and also: iniquity.
versity the unrighteous man necessarily bnn^
upon himself death as a consequence; there is
an vp py, as it is expressed ia ch. xxL 30 [E. V.
25].

—The close of the verse likewise contains an

allusion

thereto.

ver.

as feminine, perhaps in order to emphasize the

:

and reference

which the LXX. in

passed over, refers to ^yy^ (lite

(xiii.

passage in Genesis, Gen. ix. 5
only with this diflVTence, that gtp^

to a

22),

stands instead of t5m. which latter Ges. explains
as : to go after any one, thus of a more active reclamation, while t^p3 means more a looking after,
It is the life, which ia
a seeking with the eyes.
in the blood, of those in Israel which is entrusted
to the prophet as a watchman. For this Jehovah,
the Supreme Prt>prietor, demands a reckoning.
The prophet who forgets his duty, which he owes to
the unrighteous in God's stead, becomes a manslaughterer, a murderer of that man, and is regarded as such by God.
Ver. 19. What the way of deliverance is for
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the unrighteous man, is shown, viz. return^ alike
inwardly (wickednesB) and outwardly. The deliverance of soul, aa regards the prophet (here
t5^B3, formerly QT Gen. ix. 4), is preservation
from the divine avenging of blood. Ver. 20.

—

Antithetic parallelism of this and the following
Hengst, holding
verse with tne two preceding.
fast by the people in his interpretation, denies
the personal contrast in pnV; t^^y are» according
to him, designated as wicked at present, as righteous with reference to their destiny and better
The description of the righteous man
past.
does not certainly rise above a certain outward
Yer. 18:
legality and isolated righteoiuneaBefl.
His righteousnesB is that
^Ofi<3» J^ere 31^.
attained by him as regards the law of Israel, the
national-legal righteousness; hence, also, departure therefrom is quite conceivable as ** committing wickedness (iniquity) ;" and, for the decision
of the matter, tne stumMJTig- block is given by
God ; t.e., to such a righteous man (comp. however,
Prov. iv. 11, 12, XV. 19) the exile, or the state of
matters in Jerusalem, becomes a temptation from
God, in so far as, for the purpose of deciding the
condition of the man, such like outward circumstances are arranged by Him, but not a stumbling-block "on which he may die" (Ew.) ; for
r\)D^ H)i^ begins the apodosis, just as in ver. 18
so it is decided as to
J?Cn K^n, ^^ BhaXl die,
the apostate righteous man, who has become like
the wicked (ch. xviii. 24), and therefore must
appear still worse than he ; iust as the stumblingblock to be given by God brings him also in
The parallel, however,
actual fact to utter ruin.
with ver. 18 necessarily implies neglect in warning on the part of the prophet; and as su^h omission is presupposed, so also the death of this
*'
**
man, his ruin in the Chaldean
rigliteous
divine judgment, must be expressly (^3) referred
to the prophet, and, consequently, the possibility
How the case
of another result be presupposed.
will be in reality with this man, who is worse
than the y^n, is shown by the statement: in
bis sin he shall die, which points, not to a false
step arising from mere weakness, ignorance, but
to wickedness become a habit. The individualizing
description of our verse (as already in ver. 19)
f:ives additional proof of the fearful corruption of
what
srael as a whole, which was disclosed
His righteousnesses mean,
precedes (ch. ii. 3).
according to Hengst, " the good works of pious
They are the legal
ancestors, Ps. cxxxii. 1 " (1).
deeds of the "righteous man," or collectively:
what he has done in accordance with the law,
works without reference to the state of the heart.
» collective singular
[Rosenm. reads InpTV

—

:

—

m

22.
0)mp. ch. i. 8. It is at Tel-abib, also, that
this divine revelation is made to the prophet.
Hengst consistently asserts that there is no
actual change of place, that Ezekiel's betaking
himself to the valley, like his presence at the
Cheber, takes place in the inner region of the
spirit (!).
The valley, us distinguished from the
height on which Tel-abib was situate, is not
exactly the plain extending to the river not

—

—

mlm,

but nyp3n, a certain valley between the

It is not so much the
mountain -walls there.
solitude (Hengst.) as the subsequent renewal of
the earlier vision of glory which leads to the

choice of this locality.
{2 Cor. vi. 17 ; Ps. xlv.
10, 11; comp. Ezek. xxxvii. 1, 2.)
The vision begins
Ver. 23; comp. ch. i. 28.
with and, behold. ^DV indicated to him the
standing background and protection for his
labours, or the Judge before tne door!
Ver. 24;
Hitzig's conjecture seems a
comp. ch. it 2.
correct one, that this deHnite ordering of the
prophet into the house is connected with the
preceding summons to ^o forth ; it appears at least
so much the more visible,— which is certainly of
importance, if the prophet was, in the first place,
to preach to the eye merely of his countrymen. If his procedure in ver. 15 was a sermon,
this shutting of himself up within his house is,
primarily, nothing else,
an action, a condition
of Ezekiel's, meant for a sermon ; just as in his
case, more readily than in that of any of the
other prophets, the inward becomes outward, and
the outward is inward. His isolation from the
midst of his countrymen in the valley /or Oofl is
now followed by his isolation nmong them within
his own house ; the former a momentair one, the
latter of a more enduring character.
This latter
symbolical sermon is further defined as a non in
publicum prodire (ver. 25), and more exactly as a
silence on the part of the voice calling to repent*
ance (ver. 26).
Those who are so very eager
after what is visible are accordingly directed,
first of all, to look at what the prophet will do
(ch. xii. 6, 11).
That would necessarily excite
:

—

—

attention,

and curiosity would

with

necessarily,

ever growing intensity, desire to have it explained,
what Ezekiel's acting has in view, what it means.
This is certainly the primary reason why the pro-

phet is not only summoned away by God (ver.
22 sqq.) from the midst of his countrymen, but
also receives the command to shut himself up in
his house in their midst
The shutting himself
up in his house is therefore, of course, symbolic,
although, at the same time, it explains to us
the way in which ch. iv and v. are to be understood, viz. as domestic occurrences.
It has been
CJomp. be- regarded as a picture of the future of Ezekiel'a
with the plural of the verb^na^n]
own prophetic destiny (Hav.), and also as a picsides, on ver. 18.—Ver. 21. ^3 nnt<1 as in ver.
ture of Jerusalem under investment (Ephraeh
19 ; but the issue of the case is exactly the oppo- Syaus, Jer. ), inasmuch as it was falsely assumed
site there warning without return, here warning that there was a connection with what follows
which attains its object. After- the three dark immediately, or at a later stage. (Rascdi that
pictures which precede, this is drawn in colours thou mayest show them that they are unworthy
so much the brighter^
It is the righteous inan as of admonition.
Grot.
in order to await the
he ought to be: and hence also the emphatic mode suitable time for speaking. ) Moreover, this hoose
of expression. Comp. besides, 1 John iii. 8, 9, ii. of the prophet is the innocent cause of all the
0)mp. besides, on ** leisure of domestic life," amid which, according
1, iii. 6.
1^ as in ver. 20.
ver. 19.
to Ewald, Ezekiel was almost exclusively occupied
In vera 22-27 there follows a auite special in* in literary pursuits.
straction for Ezekiel as to his sphere of labour,
Ver. 25. The shutting himself up in his hon.se
which is introduced by a special demand in ver. is not intended to shut out his countrymen from

w

:

:

:
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him ;

what he

is to do there is for the house of
3 sqq.), is done before their eyes
ch. viiL 1); but he (nnw)
comp.
alJb
12;
is to be for them one who is shut up, t.e. in the
first place, one who U not to go forik into their
midst.
For on of man, comp. on ch. it 1.
Behold, they lay, etc., can only be his coimtiymen, and that not as being members of his family,
who take him for a madman (a Lapide), a view
which nothing in the context favours. But Hitzig's view (accented by Keil) of invisible, heavenly
powers, which bound Ezekiel ("as it were bands
of enchantment " ), is quite opposed to the context Yer. 25 by no means moves in the same
line with ver. 26 ; but in ver. 26 the transition is
made from men to Qod. Ch. iv. 8, according to
Eeil's own explanation, has no connection with
this.
Everything depends on whether we are to
look upon the binding of the prophet as intended
to prevent him leavmg his house, which would,
indeed, fall in with the shutting himself up in it
commanded by God, but which would correspond
little with the disposition of the prophet's countrymen, who do not certainly wish what Qod wishes,
but much rather the contrary ! (Hence, perhaps,
RiMOHi Go into thine house, and thou shalt be
shut up therein, just as if they had bound thee
with bands. ) We are not to assert with Eeil that
a fettering by means of these would be irreconcilable with ch. iv. and v., since a fettering of

for

Israel (ch. iv.

(rer.

—

legitimation

1

:

this description might take place afterwards, and
Ezekiel, meanwhile, might again have become
free ; and just as little is it to be regarded as a
decisive olnection to this view, that no trace of
such assault is to be discovered elsewhere; our

passage itself might contain the missing trace.

But D3V»3
thou

tWl vh\ i« rather (as also
(nnw) '^ (shalt) not go

Hengst.)

forth to
Instead of hindering him from S|)eaking,
his countrymen will, on tne contrary, in their
curiosity, do everything, will even lay violent
hands upon him, that ne may come forth and'
8{>eak to them
tbey will throw bands over him,
will bind him with them, in order the more
easily to brinaj him forth.
All that they gain
thereby, besides his not going forth himself
to them in such a case, will be, that, notwithstanding their efforts, he will not speak to them,
since— ver. 26— God will hinder it. The shutting
himself up iu his house is to become something
more definite, viz. the shutHng qf his mouth at the
mme time, and that as an Vf^^^Q l^^^ which is
here equivalent in meaning to ''a declaimer
against vice,** in an almost exclusively formal
respect, since they are a house of rebemouine«
(ch. iiL 5), and nothing material is to be accomplished among them as a whole.
Comp. on
them.

;

vtar.

18.

nOiC

;

in particular,

Imposed upon him

— but

tlie

remaining

dumb

that

as regaras tne
from ch.
xxxiv. onwards ^may be applied to the period
down to the destruction of Jerusalem, as cnaracteristic of this period, and therefore significantly
repeated at its close. Comp. besides, on ch. v. 5.
otlier character of his prophetic labours

—

—

^hui
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III. 26, 27.

Additional Note on Ch.

hi. 12-27.

[This section, which should have formed a separate chapter, records the entrance of Ezekiel on bis
high vocation, and contains the first message delivered to him respecting it
His former place of
abode, it would seem, was not the roost advantageously situated for prosecuting with success
the work committed to him and, in consequence,
;

he removed to Tel-abib, which is nowhere else
mentioned, but was, in all probability, the best
peopled locality, or the chief^ town of the Jewish
colony.
When he came and saw the captives
dwelling there, in a dejected and moumlul condition, he sat down among them for seven days
continuously sittine being the common* attitude
of giief (Ezra ix. 8 ; Lam. I 1-8), and seven days
being the usual period for the manifestation of
the heaviest sorrow (Job ii 18).
By thus spending, at the outset, so many days of desolation and
sadness, he gave proof of his deep fellow-feeling
with his exiled brethren in their depressed condi-

—

and showed how entirely he entered into
Thus sorrowing in their sorrow, and
breathing the tendemen of a sympathizing spirit
toward them, he sought to win their confidence,
and secure a favourable hearing for the words of
mercy and of judgment which lie was from time
to time to press upon their notice.
The prophet, however, did not go alone to
this mournful field of prophetic agency.
He
was borne thither under the conscious might
of the Spirit of God, and was attended by the
symbols of the divine presence and glory. When
he rose to proceed on his course, tne whole
machinery of the heavenly vision began also to
move and amid the crashing or tumultuous
noise which broke upon his spiritual ear, he
heard the words, '* Blessed be the glory of
Jehovah from His (or its) place" certainly a
somttwhat peculiar utterance, and one not found
in any other part of Scripture yet not materially
different from another in frequent use, "Blessed
be the name of the Lord. *' The glory of Jehovah
here was that manifested glory which had appeared in vision to the prophet, and which was,
in other words, a revelation of His glorious name.
To pronounce it blessed from its place, was in
effect to bless God Himself, as thus and there revealing His adorable perfections and divine will.
And as the prophet was going to be the representative and herald of these in a sphere where there
was much to damp his spirit, and withstand his
faithful aj(eucy, it was fit that he should go with
the solemn word pealing in his ears, from those
ideal ministe» of heaven, ** Blessed be the glory
of the Lord." As much as to say. Let this above
all be magnified
whatever is experienced or done,
let nothing interfere with that pure and majestic
glory of Jehovah, which has now in emblem been
tion,

their state.

;

—

;

Ver. 27. naiSt points back to
in ver. 18.
Thus the silence of Ezekiel is even here already a
judgment of God upon Israel : for the opening of
nis mouth has for its object the communication
of the divine revelation to his countrymen.
Comp. besides, on ch. it 4, iii. 11, .iL 5, 7 (Rev.
ii 7, xxiL 11).
The reference of vers. 26-27 is
;
primarily to ch. iv., v. ; in a less degree it is carried on to ch. vii ; but perhaps ch. xxiv. 27
and ch. xxxiii. 22 refer to vers. 26, 27. Comp. exhibited.
there.
In general, vers. 26, 27 express the entire
In regard to the message communicated to the
depecdence of the prophet, alike in silence and in prophet after the seven days of sadness had ex•peaking, on God* and consequently his divine pired, there is also something peculiar in it ; fot
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only Ezekiel among the prophets who is
described as a watchman appointed by God, to
to the people,
S've timely and faithful warning
abiikkuk speaks of standing upon his watchtower (ch. ii. 1), but this was only in respect to
his eager and anxious outlook for the manifestations he was expecting of divine power and faithfulness.
Ezekiel alone is represented as called to
do for others the part of a watchman ; and in
doing it he was most strictly charged, on the
one hand, to receive all his instructions from God
as to the existence of whatever danger there might
be in the condition of the people, and, on the
it is

sound a loud and solemn alarm when he
might perceive it actually besetting them. That
such should have been the distinctive character
given to his position and calling, manifestly bespoke the very perilous condition of those to
whom he was sent. It indicated that he had
something else to do than merely to sympathize
with them in their afflictetl state, and speak
soothing words to their downcast and drooping
spirits.
It was to be his rather to open their
evvs to the profounder evils that encompassed
them, to breaK the spell of inveterate and cherished delusions, and raise the cry of danger where
none was suspected. So that the very form of
the commission given to him was like the deliverance of a strong and impressive testimony to the
people of the latent corruptions and imminent
perils with which they were beset.
If we look also to the substance of the comother, to

as a whole, and for each individual amongst them,
this one path lay open for their return to peace
and blessmg. F aire airh's Ezekiel, p^, 40-43.
W. F.]

DOCTRINAL.
1.
it is

The

revelation of the glory of God, because
revelation, has always accordingly its special
1^ heaven,

locality (DipD)-

above

all, is

reckoned

the place from which it beams forth (Deut. xxvi.
15; 2 Chron. xxx. 27; Isa. Ixiii. 15; Hab. ii.
20 ; Zech. ii. 17 1 Kings viiL 39), yet even of it
1 Kings viii. 27 is true ; how much more of all
;

places of revelation

upon earth!

Thus God Him-

remains Biif and • varhf rm hlnf (Acts vii.
2; Eph. i. 17), the independent Possessor and
Dispenser of glory, and the self-revelation of God
made in Christ is the full revelation of His glory
self

(Luke ii 14) ; for to Him the angels of God
descend, just as from Him also and from no other
spot on earth they again ascend (John i. 52).
From God, wherever He manifests Himself, on
Sinai, in the temple. His praise goes forth accordingly with its destination for the whole world.
2. The praise of God is tlie glory of God, which
is reflected in the blessedness of the creature,
"It is a momentary celebraespecially of man.
tion beforehand of the eternal perfection, which,
momentary though it be, has already an element
of eternity in itself," says Lange with respect to
the praver of the doxology.
8. The servants of God, however mightily,
munication, or to the particular instnictiona given
to the prophet concerning the discharge of his however completely they fulfil their task, so that
Ezekiel can speak of the **heat (glow) of his
office, we see at once the grand principle disclosed on which the destiny of Israel was to turn. spirit," yet always remain men, i.e. if non signiThe question, whether life or death, blessing or fies the holy wrath of God as distinguished from
cursing, was to be their portion, hung upon nirii the being angry as the eftect ot passion, yet
another, whether they were to make ri^teous- we shall meet with pain in the prophet's natural
ness or sin their choice? Their return to right- love to his people ; just as Jesus the Son of man
eousness was the indispensable condition of their has tears over Jerusalem (Luke xix. 41).
Pain
restoration to blessing.
If, in despite of this, the
is more active than sorrow; which is more a
wicked sliould persevere in his evU ways, or even passive state.
ought to be full of the wrath
the righteous man should turn aside and practise of God over sin, especially where it has already
iniquity, a visitation of wrath must be loo\ed for become punishment, the judgment of hardening
the original sentence against sin, to which the but our feeling towards the sinners can only be
language designedly points, that the purpose of pain, because of our love to them as men, as in
Goa in this respect might be seen to be fixed and the case of Ezekiel, or .sorrow, if we wish to
unalterable
the sentence, that he who trans- distinguish the melancholy, sorrowful Jeremiah
gresses "shall surely die," must take effect; for (comp. Jer. vi. 11) in this way from the choleric,
God is unchangeably the same, and what he ap- energetic Ezekiel.
The servant of God, who
pointed at first as the wages of sin must continue should not find the latter emotions in himself,
to be its wages sti|l.
according to character and the circle in which he
But while this part of the charge cut off all is placed, would need to bethink himself, and to
hope from a backsliding and impenitent people, mourn over himself. Wrath without love is of
the other part of it held out ample encouragement the devil, but not of God just as a love which
to such as remained stedfast in the covenant of cannot be angry may be mere nature, mere human
God, or repented of their evil ways. The man weakness.
who continued to love the paths of righteousness,
4. Even a silent preacher may be a loud and
and the man also who, after having forsaken, very impressive sermon. In certain circumstances
again returned to them, was to be assured of the silence may be even more expressive than speakblessings of life these should as surely live as the inff.
"This is the i^isdom of him who is truly
others should die.
For the prophet, as God's called," says Umbreit, "that he is sometimes
watchman, was to represent the mercy, as well as silent, sometimes speaks but that when he speaks,
the justice of God's administration; he was to he lets the divine word stream forth freely withhave a wakeful eye upon the good, not less than out fear and trembling as to whether it is underthe evil, that appeared among the people; and stood; for the light is not to be pat under a
was to stretch out the hand of fellowship, and bushel ; it has a right to shine, because it is
display the banner of divine love and protection, light."
in behalf of all who might be inclined or moved
5. The prophetic office of watchman, in accordto cleave to the service of Heaven.
Thus were ance with the similitude of one who is posted on
they to know from the outset that, for the people a height, or a watch-tower, has a twofold applica
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in. 12-27.

That the
righteous according to the law may
apostatize unto death, is the veiy thing asserted
in ch. iii. 20 ; comp. xviii. 24.
Just in the same
way, it is denied in ch. iii. 21 with respect to him
who is justified by faith, and who remains righteous
6 on ch. L 1-3).
Thus it is the circumstance of when admonished by the Spirit. Only this distheir descrying or not descrying that makes them tinction must not be applied so as to become a
"watchmen," not the circumstance that they distinction between the Old and New Testament,
have always to speak or to be silent accordingly as is done by Havemick.
For the righteousness
(HiTZ.) ; for the former, at least as regards Ezekiel, of God is one and the same in bi>th (comp. Kom.
is still dependent on divine instructions.
In iv.). The legal standpoint, although not in its
Ezekiel's case, the opening of his mouth by God national form, yet in its externality, runs through
forms the transition to the second and more the period of the New Covenant, just as the evandefinite
application and interpretation of the gelical standpoint is not strange to the period of
shnilitude of a watchman, viz. that the watch- the Old Covenant, although mediated
not obman has to announce the approaching danger, scured under the law by means of the symbolism
and therefore to warn against it
As such he is of sacrifice.
certainly not "the mere watchman, i.e. (as Ew.
11. "As the sinner may turn from his way and
expresses it) the sharp but quiet, calm observer be saved, so a righteous man may fall away from
of men, in order to warn each at the right time.
his righteousness and become a wicked man.
The whole of the people as such, as well as in The man who is really and truly righteous cannot
their governing heads, is what is entrusted to the do so in such a way as to be lost ; but he may
watchman. But the application of the figure of fall into heinous transgressions, and appear for
the watchman, in the direction of warning, rests the time stripped of his faith, like the sun under
on the more general duty of prophecy, to oe the a cloud, like hre beneath the ashes (David, Peter).
controlling power of the national life according to But there are also those who believe for a time
the divine law in oXi respects.
Only the warn- (1 John ii. 19), who become quite manifest during
ing of the prophetic watchman is of a more special temptation, and also after it is ended, when it is
kind, not as regards the law, but in view of the all over with them."
Lavater.
judgments of (jod, an express turning to account
12. If we speak of a snare which God lays for
of the future which he has seen for the immediate man, this cannot be sin, what is evil, but the
present in its estisting state.
position in which God places man with a view to
6. If we find with Ezekiel
of course, on the his own personal decision, as well as with a view
basis of the nation as a whole, of the theocratic to the decision regarding him
and, in fact, this
nationality of Israel
individualization alreaSy cannot be misfortune merely, but also so-called
taking place (comp. ch. xxxiii. 1 sqq.), such good fortune, the former leading to despair, the
individualization, in view of the period in the latter conducing to hardening in false security.
kingdom of (Jod, is a sign of this period, and Of course a snare of God in a definite developmore than the personification, so frequent else- ment of sin may also be already punishment, the
where, of what accords with the law and what is beginning of divine judgment.
contrary to it, in the ideal picture of the righteous
13. Ar«)und the warning as neglected or adman, just as in his opposite, the w^jn. Israel as ministered by the prophet, four cases group thema whole, in contradiction to its idea, begins to selves, four types for all time the wicked man
resolve itself into the •#•#/ Ji of John i. 12.
Comp. in general, who goes to destruction without warnon ch. ix. 4.
ing,
this being the relative and ever-increasing
the wicked man in parti7. In times when the axe is laid at the root of guilt of Christendom
a whole nation, the mission of those who were cular, who, in spite of warning, chooses the way
man, who is so merely in
righteous
originally destined for the whole becomes of itself of death the
the work of saving individuals.
form, whether a conscious hypocrite or not, iust
8. The emphasizing (in ch. xviii still more as nominal Christians in the mass have fallen
explicit) of the statement as to the personal re- away from the Church in critical times of persesponsibility of the individual has reference to the cution,
he who without warning falls under the
tneocratic delusion and superstition of the hypo- judgment, in connection with whose case the
crites, the secure, which the false prophets still Church ought to remember her duty, as opposed
flattered, according to which the individual, be- to the Pietism of the future, the diplomatic or
cause a descendant of Abraham according to the government Retisra, as well as the "soldierlyflesh, might hold himself assured of belonging to pious" element {**milUdr'/romm"); lastly, the
a nationality where, and where alone, a sure sal- upright and sincere righteous man, who also revation was to be found.
mains so, who lets himself be warned. Of the
9. The illustration of the prophet's office by four, then, there is one against three. What a connicansof the sixth commandment, supported by clusion may be drawn from this numerical relation
Gen. ix., shows not merely how wytv/iartxit the of individuals to the whole
••^18, but what an idea of life ought to be
14. No mere declaimer against vice, still less
familiar to the ministers of the word.
They are one who is this in the disguise of a homiletic
not, as it were, in accordance with the world's mask, or who labours thereat as being his profespolicy, " to live and let live."
That
sion, is in accordance with God's word.
10. The disputed question, as to whether the man only ought to reprove his brethren who has
^
righteons can fall away, as the Lutheran theology a commission from God for it, and only when he
along with that of the Jesuits asserts, and which has that commission.
"God does not permit
the Reformed doctrine, on the other hand, denies, mortal men, according to their mere will and
<^aiMods for its solntion that we should make the pleasure, to condemn or to absolve. And although
tion.

as the
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has, in the

to keep a look-out but what meets
the prophetic eye is presented to him in vision,
or by means of a revelation in word —the office of
watchman is identical with the general designation of the prophets as ** seers " (Doct. Reflect.
first

place,

distinction

man who

between law and grace.
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He sends forth His servants, yot He does not (Richt.). Ver. 17. "It is » splendid misery to
Himself renounce His authority, in virtue of be obliged to stand on a height those who enwhich the supreme sovereignty remains with Him. camp in the valley are decidedly more comfortHe is the One Lawgiver, who is able to save and able (Stck.).— "That God has assigneii him to
The so-called that position, and placed him in it, ought to
to destroy (Jas. iv. 12)" (Calv.).
*Mn virtue of our office " is by no means sufficient make the matter easy for him, and to make him
"Jewels can be mors
for this, but our own conscience must legitimate careful in it" (B. R).
easily watched than souls" (Stck.).
"God's
our doing it.
partly
from fear of man,
unspoken,
word remains
HOHILETIO HINTS.
partlv from sloth, partly from desire to j^lease
" The first step in salvation is
Ver. 12. "He had come unto me for the pur- man (Jerome).
pose of drawing me out of myself, and taking me the knowledge of our sins. Of comfort, the prininto Himself" (B. B.).— "The Holy Spirit lifts cipal thing, nothing is said ; the prophet is only to
us up from the earth towards heaven and where warn, for they became capable of comfort only aifter
He rules, the man hastens in willing obedience to they had come to know their sin" (L. L.). "The
God to perform his duties " (Stck.). " Scripture passage vers. 17-21 is a weighty lesson of doctrinal
is full of examples of how God has lifted up rulers instruction, given in holy earnestness" (Richt.).
Ver. 18 sqq. " If the prophet neglects his
of the peojjle and His prophets by His Spirit to
Moses thinks no longer of his duty, that does not help the wicked ; he dies behigher things.
hasn't he tfot Moses?
sheep, but of the people whom he has to lead cause of his iniquity
forth; David is drawn by the Spirit from the Where the public ministry doe« not do its duty,
Hock to something higher the apostles openly still Holy Scripture is at hand ; and it is every
confess Christ, and conspicuous among them one's own blame if he does not allow himself to
Those
Peter, whom a maid had formerly frightened; be called to repentance by its voice" (H.).
even with respect to Saul we read of the elevating murderers who must die by the hangman's hand
" Lest he should are far from being so bad murderers, in God's
inAueuce of the Spirit" (L. L.).
execute bis work with fleshly zeal, the Spirit is sight, as mai\y thoroughly genial and very cultiHence for a time he is vated men, wno look to their office sim^^y as a
ient him as a Guide.
transported out of himself, raised on high beyond fat living, and who, by their example, or even
the bounds of the lower and merely human mode merely from their being dumb dogs, allow souls
In this state he hears the judg- to go to destruction in hell.—The weight of the
of representation.
sin of omission in God's scale.
" Thou art every
ments of God again" (Heim-Hoffmann).
Ver& 12, 18. The servants of our Giod have not moment in danger of becoming a mvrderer, and
merely His praise as a blessed prospect brfort of undergoing the judgment of the murderer:
them, but behind them also the cloud of witnesses this is an effective stimulus for every one who is
"
which encompasses them resounds with the praise entrusted with the office of the public ministry
God as the sinner's blood relation and
of Hisgloi7.~'* All creation glorifies God; only (H.).
What an inteuaity about the
the ungodly blaspheme Him" (Stck.).—-A con- avenger of blood.
"The life lost is something lost,
trast to the people, who accused God of nnright- divine love!
eousness and severity, and thereby insulted His the soul lost is everything lost.
Oh what folly,
honour, just as when they imagined themselves when a teacher is silent for the sake of a handful
to be the only people that was worthy and capable of earth, and over and above brings his own soul
into danger!" (St.)
"Plainly and diligently
of knowing the Glorious One (after Calvin).
**ln His glory are comprehended all the perfec- the warning is to be given, with earnestness and
tions of God, which can ever be manifested to impressiveness, not with flattt^ring words^ nor
man, most of all the glory of His justifying grace half in joke, nor merely touching the skin, but
Hence the prophet setting forth the danger most carefully " (R B. ).
(Jer. xxiii. 6 ; 1 Cor. i. 30).
had formerly seen the divine glory in the likeness "God quickens, by means of grace. His servant
The Church wishes this through the instrumentalitv of the word of exof a roan upon a throne.
only, that God's glory should be praised not hortation; the sinner quickens himself by the
merely in, but from its place, i.e. throughout the acceptance of the word. Without spiritual life
whole world, Mai. i. 6 " (Cucc). God's praise is and Quickening here there is no life
eternity,
the harmony in which heaven and earth, angels but tnere also only death.
Faith is spiritual lite»
and men, all beings, agree. One note, yet no and piety the si«n of this life" (Stck.). "We
monotony.— "By fil these voices he might be are not forthwith to despair of the salvation o^
encouraged and stimulated, as soldiers are oy the the sinner, for at even also many still go into the
sound of the trumpet and the dnim" (L. ll).
vineyard (Matt, xx.) the malefactor was not conVer. 14. "How easy it is for God to bring a verted till upon Uie cross.
Cvod most declare a
teacher to anv place" (Stck.).
"To those who man wicked and condemned ; otherwise he is not
are younger the preacher's office appears sweeter so, although the whole world were to shut him
than it does when, after due experience, the original out of heaven" (L. L.).
"For in God's sight
nothing is more precious than our souls " (Calsweetness is mingled with bitterness " (Stck. ).
Ver. 19. Every function in his calling is
Ver. 16. " The silence of the prophets is the vin).
"Exactly a savingof himself in the case of the servant of
sign of God's wrath" (Chrysobt.).
What need, then, has he to cast a sideso ought the people to sit in penitent sorrow and God.
humiliation biefore their God but their represen- look after reward, love, comfort, honours, etc ?
tative, the servant of Jehovah, is, at the same "There are men who do indeed gladly proclaim
time, a sign of how ungodly the multitude sur- what God wishes, but who yet, when they see
roimding him are, and now righteous the judg- that their words have no entmnce and are of na
ments which are descending upon the people" use, are therebv troubled, and, irom fear of hav(HXv.).— " The stillness of a sick-bed is often a ing deceived themselves, no longer wish' to have
means of salvation to oorselves and to others" anything to do with the word. But aU who con;
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(Stck.). —

An from

it, docs not sin"
If a teacher
does not seek with all earnestness the salvation of
hearers
entrusted
him,
the
to
it is a sure sign that
he is not very much concerned about his own salvation ; for if the latter be the case, he cannot
neglect the fonner " (St. ).
ver. 22 sqq. ^* Isolation is the condition of
the receipt of divine communications.
God
makes Himself known to the mind only when it
has been auite withdrawn from worldly influences.
We must DC in the vaUey; but we njay be in the
bustling town, and yet in the valley" (H.).
Ver. 23. "Although the saved will behold the
glory of God eternally in heaven, yet they will
does godliness shine most, when it has the oppor- never become satiated or wearied of it ; for here
tunity of sinnine, nay, is everywhere enticed below even the contemplation of the divine glory
thereto, and yet does it not ; on tne other hand, fills believers with hunger in all the fulness
the man who turns away from what is good and of enjoyment" (Stck.).
Ver. 24. "Those are
from the way of righteousness is worse, and in a the ti-ue childreu of God who arc continually
more dangerous condition than the man who has ruled by the Spirit of God, Rom. viii. 14" (Stck.).
never known it, 2 Pet iL 21 " (B. R).— " He
Ver. 26. '* Bands and trouble is the reward for
'*
who does not admonish the sinner, a duty to the faithful labour of an unwearied teacher
which even common love binds every man, when (Stck.). Whoever is pleased with such a salary
be Siitea another in danger, and can in any wav is tit for the kingdom of God.
" The bands
help him,
is exposed to the judgment, but much wherewith believers are bound are of different
more still, if he is specially appointed by God for sorts: misery, pains, the cross, temptations; but
the purpose, or pretends to be so" (B. B.).
God has arranged it beforehand, and frees us from
Ver. 21. '4A faitnful teacher must care for con- it" (Stck.).— "To feel at home in the world is
verted and unconverted alike ; for the latter, that to feel well in the midst of danger" (Stck.).
they may awake out of the sleep of false security
Vers. 26, 27. "God has His times and seasons.
for the former, that they may not again fall Well for him who gives heed to them " (TOb. B.).
asleep" (St.).
**Yea, even where parties are
"It is no good sign God's hindering His serfound who are willing to help sinners into the vants when eager to speak. Acts xvi. 6" (Lo.).
right way, there is still difficulty in finding one
"God must give teacners and preachers a joy fill
to offer WB hand to tiie righteous, in order that opening of the mouth, if they are to teifeh profitthey may advance with greater ease in the true ably " (Ck.).— To be silent to men and to speak
iray" (B. B.).—
sin indeed daily, but let from God is the right kind of preacher.
" How
OS beware of sinning knowingly.
The man who great is God's mercy, that He causes the sermon
^tes sin flees from it, shrinks back with dread to reach dumb ears even " (Stck.)

tinue

to act

8o are

lovers of themselyes.

**

God

bears the word so long as
G(Kiwill have it, and does not tronble himself
about the good result "(B. B.).
That which is
demanded of the sinner, viz. return, shows that
the prayer finds audience: Turn Thou me, and I
shall be turned.
Retiun is promised by God,
bet man would rather hold fast what is his own,
viz. wickedness and the wicked way.
Progress
on the bad road resembles standing still on the
**
dou€. Ver. 20. It is not enough to have
^Gos, but we must also have continued so.
Be thou faithful unto death, and he that endureth
**Then
unto tl^ end shall be saved" (Stck.).
honest

servant
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2.

The Four

Signs,

and their Interpretation (Ch.

iv.

1-v. 17).

1
it before thee, and
And thoQ, son of man, take thee a brick, and give
2 portray upon it the city, [vi«.] Jerusalem.
And give [i«y] siege against it, and
build a siege-tower against it, and cast a mound against it, and make a camp
3 against it, and set battering-rams against it round about. And do thou take thee
a pan in [of] iron, and give [set] it as a wall in [of] iron between thee and the city
[i«y]

and

tny face against it, and it is in siege, and thou layest siege against it
a sign to the house of Israel. And lie thou on thy side, the left one, and
lay the guut of the house of Israel upon it ; according to the number of the days
that thou shalt lie upon it thou shalt bear their guilt.
And I have given thee
the years of their guilt, according to the number of the days, three hundred and
ninety days ; and thou bearest the guilt of the house of Israel
And thou
accomplisheet these, and liest upon thy side, the right one, a second time, and
bearest the guilt of the house of Judah forty days ; a day for a year, a day
for a year, have I given it to thee.
And toward the siege of Jerusalem thou
shah set thy face, and thine uncovered arm, and thou prophesiest against it.
And, behold, I have laid bands upon thee, and thou shalt not turn from one side
to anotiier, till thou endest the days of thy siege.
And do thou take unto thee
wheat, and bariey, and beans, and lentils, and millet, and spelt, and put them in
one vessel, and make thee bread thereof; according to the number of the days
that thou art lying upon thy side, three hundred and ninety days shalt thou eat
it.
And thy food which thou shalt eat is by weight, twenty shekels a day from
time to time thou shalt eat it And water shalt thou drink by measure, the sixth
part of an hin ; from time to time shalt thou drink it.
And barley cake, that
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shalt thou eat, and in [with! dung that cometh out of man shalt thou bake it
13 before their eyes. And Jehovah said, So shall the children of Israel eat their
14 bread defiled among the heathen, whither I will drive them.
And I said, Ah,
Lord Jehovah behold, my soul hath not been polluted, and neither carcase nor
what is torn in pieces have I eaten from my youth up till now; neither hath
15 abominable flesh come into my mouth. And He said unto me Behold, I give
thee dung of cattle for dung of man, and thou makest [preparest] thy bread thereon.
16 And He said unto me, Son of man, behold, I break the staff of bread in Jerusalem,
and they eat bread by weight, and in anxiety ; and water by measure, and in
1
anguish shall they drink
Because bread and water shall be wanting, and man
and his brother are struck dumb [from anguiah], and pine away in their guilt.
!

:

;

Ver.

4. Sept.:

.

.

.

ttmrtt kptBfit* v.

^f*t^9 inyn]»«rr« ». immrtv n/upmt

itt

«M/tMi^n)

f.

Ver. 5.

.

.

.

rmt

2m itiiximf

Ver.

8.

Anoth. hmmI.:

Ver.

9.

.

Ver. 16.

.

.

.

.

mvr. us k^9fM$ iifupmv Itvunxnvm «. ixitrw ^jM^cts

^^'nVO plur.
ixatm—(Some

Utwntftra m,
.

Msa.

iir*

mi/rm ». Xi^rhi

*•

«2<«mv

—

D^tSM*)

»w^«ff—

Ver. 17. iwmt ifUut ytfrnrm

k^w

.

.

.

(Anoth. read.:

VnK3)> Valg

EXEOETICAL.

What

the silence of the prophet is intended to
signify, in case their own t>aa conscience should
not set it before them vividly, is n<^w represented
in emblem to their curiosity by /our syntboUccd
action-8f of which three are contained in our chapter ; the explanatory inscription at the end is
always given in shorter or longer terms, according
to the expressiveness and completeness of each
separate picture.
According to ch. iii. 24 sq.,
and as is clear from themselves, the carrying
out of tii^se symbolical actions takes place in the

:

ad/hUrem^

Vers.

1-8.— 77*«

First

%».

Ver. 1. t\r\H) applies the foregoing special iostructlon to the prophet ; and, at the same time,
the imperative passes over into the description
what Ezekiel is to do, hence the perfects with i

d

**
consec.
Jnst the year before Zedekiah had
journeyed to Babylon, for the purpose of testifving his submission to Nebuchadnezzar" (J. 1>.

Mich.).— As
p. 731 sqq.

to roa^, comp.

Winer,

JiecUw. ii

We are not to think of real stone,

but

of something baked from clay (white ? chalky ?),
and perhaps dried in the sun, or burnt white in the fmii'ace.
called in by them, we have to think of his coun- The walls of ancient Babylon were
of bricks, and
tryinen as spectators.
The sections vers. 1-3, these Babylonian bricks are one foot long and broad,
vers. 4-8, vers. 9-17, have a connection with one five inches thick and
*
square.
Such bricks as the
another (vers. 7, 8, 9 sqq. ), and supplement one Assyrians and Babylonians, just in those
districts
While the siege of Jerusalem, as the where Ezekiel lived, filled so often with inscripanother.
theme in the first section, is at the same time tions " (EwALD). Besides, there is the significant
carried into further detail, and made more graphic allusion to Egypt and the bondage
of Israel there,
in the second and third, after the inivard, the Ex. i. 14, V. 7 sqq.
**
In order to be able to
outward condition of the parties concerned is engrave a delineation that will last," Hitzig reindicated to us.
Hengstenberg again transfers quires the "clay-brick," which is likewise comeverything to the ** sphere of the subjective
monin Canaan (Isa. ix. 10). Jnstso KeQ "white
(similarly Hitzig
allegory), on which account clayey substance."
Others a brick-shapecl slate.
also (according to him) the carrying out of the
As is usual with those who are thinking about
prophet's instructions is not mention^, and agrees anything, he is to lay the brick b^ore A/w.—
ppn
with Ewald, with whom likewise the "literary
is neither more nor less than
to fix, which may
activity" of Ezekiel is the principal thing, for
done just as well by drawing as by engraving.
which the objectivity (or not) of tne symbolical be
" First all only a
Jemaklem would be the
;
Calvin,
action is a matter of pure indifference.
last of all the cities of the earth to be thought of,
likewise, makes ver. 4 sqq. take place in vision.
As regards the '* almost childish impression" of when the subject in hand is a city to be besieged
by the Lord. After Jerusalem we are to suppose,
the action in (question as an objective reality, this
"

home of £kekiel.

Next

to his family ^

'

:

:

:

—

:

^

has to be attnbuted to Hengstenberg's exposition
but that a publication of what takes place
in the house of Ezekiel is not to be a matter of
anxiety, follows from the well-known lively intercourse between those in exile and the ^eat mass
in the fatherland.
("Meanwhile, as tne man of
God, though full, is not permitted to speak, he is
to employ the silent language of writing.
But
his writing is in symbol
His heart is with
Jerusalem ; thi re he portrays upon a brick the
picture of the beloved city.
Umbreit. ** The
heavy judgment which is to burst upon Jerusalem
is announced, in harmony with the vision of ch. i.,
which already held out in prospect the approach
itself

;

—

c*i

God

to

judgment."— Hkngst.)

d^

—

as it were, a mark of exclamation
(Hkngrt.).
But to the brick there belongs not merely, as
Hengstenberg maintains, the picture of the city,
but also (in accordance with Ewald's view) what
follows, describing "how in all re^lar order,
through aU the steps from the be^nnmg onwards
to the end, one would open a siege against it."
It would be to press the letter, to make the execution of it from tne outset impossible or "childish,"
if one were to imagine the contents of ver. 2 to be
outside the brick ; and how does ver. 3 (comp.
ver. 7) suit such a view ?
The stone itself is not
Jerusalem ! (Hitzig.)— Ver. 2. i^VD from i^Vf

to press,
general,

to straiten.

Hitzig:

p^ ^ Aramaic (Hrrzio
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to a land wlio»e masters were thoroughly acquainted with fortress warfare, Hab. L 10 ; Isa.
zxiii 13) and modem Hebrew
to look out, to
fix the eyes
; whence the noufl, probably a
Chaldee techmcal term, p^, watch-tower (except
:

n^n

in Ezekiel, elsewhere only in 2 Kings xxy. 1 and
Jer. lii. 4), for the most part collectively, and so
also here for the (wooden) towers of observation
or snperior in height to the wails round
at the city to be besieged, from which weapons
were thrown and shot by means of the balliste, as
well as in other ways.
two lines
[J. D. Mich.
of circumvallation, a mound and rampart fur-

Zal

:

nished with palisades.
W. Neumann : the all
prostrating storming-machine. ] The plural niSnDt
becanse several separate camps.

D^")2f ^^'o^ the

head in front of beams, which, hanging in ropes or chains inside a scaffolding to be
moved upon wheels, were directed against the
walls anil gates in order to push them in.
Havernick traces back the word to -n^, m^,
1^3, **to bore through." Comp. besides, Josephus,
iron ram's

Dt Bello Jud. iii. 7, § 19. (Others have understood by the expression, the ** he-goats," i.e, the
leaders of the army divisions in the different
camps.) If, then, the prophet, as commiasioned
by God, enters on such a siege, the real besieger
of Jerusalem is the Lord Gkni ; and while the
Chaldeans appear as mere instruments in the
divine hand, Ver. 3 ^which brings to a close the
first symbolical action
^intimates what state of
mind, on the part of the Lord, Ezekiel has to

—

—

represent.

—nnt(1

—

(just as elsewhere also) intro-

duces a new element, put on a parallel with ver. 1 by

means of T^np. T\2ty0 signifies something bent
together, which may be flat for frying or roasting
flat cakes were fried. Lev.
to set the iron pan as an iron toall,
it is clear that he has to set it up perpendicularly
it is likewise clear, from the expression between
thee mnd the dty, that a relation of separation,
of division, between Jenisalem as portrayed upon
the brick and the representative of God is meant
Only on the f^und of such a
to be expressed.
relation between Ood and Jerusalem can we expUin alike the hostile attitude of the prophet's
face, and speciall v the clause, and it is in siege,
and along with that vers. 1 and 2. But as the
wall is to be after the manner of iron (3), the
iron pan cannot be taken as a fascine protecting
the "besieger, because such a thing, as a rule, was
not of iron, and because certainly there could be
no need of a protection for God the Besieger, but
rather of a protection from Him ; nor are we to
think with Ewald (Ist edit ) of the ** very strong
iron-like wall of Jerusalem " (Rasohi), since the

in such

iL 5.

saucepans the

As he

suffix also in

"

;

IS

iT^K does not

refer to the pan,

but

to the city, and the strength of the city wall is
Ewald also
not certainly to be made prominent
in his very recent 2d edition approaches the view
of Havernick (who with Ephraem understands

"the mass of misfortune which is coming upon
Jerusalem "), inasmuch as he makes the prophet
pot " the merely painted sie^ more strongly and
palpably by means of the picture of a wally as it
But in this way also the so exwere, of iron. "
press attitude of separation, which Hitzig recognises, is lost.
The allusion to Jer. i. 13 for ** the
horrors of the siege" (Hiv.) is too far-fetched
[a Lapide : the burning of the city ; Oeioen :

17. 1-S.
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the horrible tortures of the inhabitants, Jer. xxis.
22 ; 2 Mace. viL 6 ; others the army-fire of the
Chaldeans]. Jerome (that the wrath of God is
represented) nearly approaches the correct view,
to which Kimchi points by referring to Isa. lix. 2.
The pan, therefore, as a wall, symbolizes the
strong (Jer. i. 18, alike in accordance with God's
decree, and in consequence of the corruption of
Israel) wall of separation, which finally explains
everything, what precedes and also what follows.
Vatablus and Grotius bring in, besides, "their
hardness of heart and the blackness of their sins,"
just as Hitzig also, "the base metal" and (in
accordance vnth ch. xxiv. 6) ** the rust as a
picture of defilement through sin." (Hexgst.
first the refusal of divine help, then God Himself
even the assailant. ) Not so much the preparation
of food which follows (Klief. ), as the circumstance
" the
that such a pan (according to Ewald
nearest iron plate ") was at hand in every household (Keil), suggested the choice of the same.
As the siege is described with the prophet as
besieger, so "certainly it will be carried out, not
hundreds of years afterwards, but in the lifetime
of Ezekiel, during his labours" (Klief.).
The
significance of the iron pan would certainly disappear if we ima^ned that the prophet had grouped
the siege in little figures round about the brick.
Moreover, what is portrayed upon the stone, and
is here spoken of as the dty, is called in ver. 7
" the siege of Jerusalem." The house of Jsrael is
here the same as in ch. iii. Comp. on the other
hand, ver. 5. If the symbolical action is to
a
sign (in the sense of foreshadowing), then the
view, that it was also shown them, that, as it was
for them, so it made its appearance objectively
before them, is certainly more probable than
Hengstenberg's subjective view, more probable
than with StiEtudleiu, Havem. , Hitzig, to make the
action one that was not really perfoimed, but only
discoursed about (Isa. xx. 3).
Klief.: "an important action, even when besides it is a silent
one, must be performed ; although the text does
not mention it expressly, a thing that quite explains itself in the case of one who has received a
:

:

:

—

—

W

command from God.
Additional Note on Ch.

iv. 1-3.

[In regard to the part required to be played by
the propnet himself, however it may have been
understood in former times, we should suppose
few now will be disposed to doubt that the successive actions spoken of took place only in vision,
and are no more to be ranke^l among the occurrences of actual life than the eating of the piophetic roll mentioned in the preceding chapter.
Indeed, such actions as are described here, though
well fitted, when rehearsed as past, and read as
narratives of things ideally done, to make a strong
and vivid impression upon the mind, would probably have had an opposite ettect if transacted in
real life.
It would have been impossible for
ordinary spectators to see Ezekiel conducting a
miniature siege with a tile and a saucepan, and
such like implements of war, without a feeling of
the puerile and ludicit)U8 being awakened ; and
the other symbolical actions mentioned, especially
his Ijring for 390 days motionless on one side, if
litendly understood, can scarcely be regarded as
coming within the limits of the possible. And
along with the physical impossibihty of one part
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was the moral impossi- said. According to Keil, he would come to lie
composed of upon the guilt, and not the guilt upon himl
such abominable materials would have been (if Tnat fc^Bf^ ^nnot here mean *' to Dear," as
of Hengstenberg asserts, one cannot see, because, if
direct
contravention
performed in real life) a
the law of Moses, that law, respectful submission he is to lay the guilt upon himself, he will have
to which was ever held to be tne first and most to bear it also, and the matter in hand is not at
essential characteristic of a true prophet (compare all an official and mediatorial or atoning substituBe- tion, but only a symbolical bearing of a burden
Deut. xiv. 8, xxiii. 12-14, with xiii. 1-5).
sides, we find the prophet (ch. viii. 1) represented which has to lie heavily upon tlie people, whom
as sitting in his house before the number of the he only represents.
As many days as he shall lie
days to be spent in a lying posture could hare upon his left side, so long will he represent the
been completed. So that, on every account, it is burden of guilt of the ten tribes. This is not
necessary to consider the actions to have taken certainly meant to signify the number of the
place in vision, as, indeed, was iLSually the case years which thev have smned (Rosekm. ). Is this,
in prophetical actions, and uniformly so, as we then, asserted by ver. 5 ? The number of the
Fairbairn's EzekUl
days of his lying means, of course, '* the years oj
shall nnd in Ezekiel
W. F.]
their guilt ;** but what is carefully to be noticed,
of the requirement there

bility of another, since to eat bread

—

—

—

him by Ood (•]^ YVT3 ^DW)» 7^
not surely as a period selected by God from their
Once more a new appointment, which onwards course of sinning for the purpose of being repreto ver. 8, carrying into further detail the above sented by him ? is such a divine formulating of
indicated destiny of Jerusalem, gives us a more the period of their sinning well conceivable ? but
vivid picture of it as respects the inner condition of as the ouUt measured by God, to be represented
and thus to be announced in actual
the parties concerned, after the manner of a second by EzeKiel,
In the fact, which they have brought upon themselves,
itymbolic action on the part of Ezekiel.
What comes upon
position of a prophet, it is implied that such an and have to bear in years.
oue may be the representative alike of God and of them in years, Ezekiel is to represent to them in
the people and as, therefore, Ezekiel represents days, thus bearing the guilt of the house of
Jehovah in vers. 1-8, so now, and in ver. 9 sqq., UnteA. This explanation, simply arrived at from
'* Where
in this way the text, will have to be tested by the interpretahe represents Israel
Vers.

i-S.—The Second

as a period given

Sign.

;

Jehovah Himself

fights against

His people, their tion of the periods given. For Israel there are
appointed 890 days, and the prophet has aooomplished these.
Ver. 6.
For his lying on his

the prophet immediately
The mere cirassumes this position" (HXv.).
cumstance, that he is to lie on the one side and
the other (*' to deep," as the Sept. and Vulg.
make it, plainly contiidicts the context), is symbolical as regards those whom he represents, a
picture of (he poli iccU sOucUion (Isa. xxviii. 20,
L 11 ; Amos v. 2 ; Ps. xx. 8, xliv. 26) ; not "as
a sick person who can lie only on one side, and

downfall

is

certain

;

—

light side, a oeoond time, to bear the guilt of
the house of Judah, 40 days are appointed.
The
question, whether the 40 days are to be supposed
as included in the 390 (with Cocc. and others), Is
expressly answered in the negative by the H^iB'
("for the second time ") ; there are 390 and 40,
in all 430 days, which sum the text certiiinly does
must always without shifting lie upon it" (Ewald), not add together. For the special reason, that
not as a figure for a state of political languishing, the season of punishment has oegun long ago in
but in contrast with standing upright, a lying the case of the ten tribes, just as it is already
down in consequence of a falT (Hitz.). As the touching Judah also, a division of time readily
period fixed is days (which, however, mean suggested itself, while the division of collective
>eai8), tfie rtference generally to the besieged Israel into Israel and Judah presented itself his(**the frightful constraint from without, during torically.
In getting the 390 years to correspond
which one cannot move or stir, " Ewald) is to l]« in respect of sinning, and especially the 40, if
he hi fast in the first place but then, fai-ther, the they ore to be reckoned as actual ^'ears, and therecarrying captive whiai follows, and the sqjourn in fore exactly, even the most diverse monies of
exile, is at the same time to be kept in view.
explanation have found themselves helpless. The
First the leit side is made prominent when the whole kingdom of Israel did not last for 890 years
reference is to the severed hofise of Iirael,
and we must therefore go back bt^yond the ten
according to Ewald, Hitzig, because of the geo- tribes, into the period of the judges, not to mention
Judah
of
(ch.
the
north
graphical situation to
other modes of reckoning by means of omissions.
ac- Rosenm., therefore, made the distinction between
xvi. 46), while the latter lay in the south,
cording to Grot, Hiivemick, Keil, because of the Israel and Judah step into the background as resuperiority of the latter over the former (comp. gards the 890 years ; and inasmuch as he gets at
Maldon.: it had the 886 years from the division of the kingdom down
ch. xxiii.), Eccles. x. 2.
priesthood and the kingdom.
py is the gnilt, to the eleventh year of Zedekiah (the conquest of
Jerusalem), he consoles himself for what is wanting
thus the sin in its consciousness of punishment
neither the former alone nor the latter alone, but with the poetic rounding off of prophetic language
the transition from the one to the other in process but Jndan's 40 years of sin are reckoned from the
of being effected for the subjective consciousness. twelfth year of the reign of the pious king Josiah!
The consciousness of guilt on the i)art of the Hengstenberg understands Israel as collective
Inasmuch as Ezekiel is Israel, begins with 2 Ghron. xii. 1 (comp. 2 Chron.
people is to be awakened.
to lay the guilt upon it, i.e. his left side, the side xi. 17), i.e. from the fourth year of Rehoboam,
upon which he himself has to lie, the problem **the year of the falling into sin of the whole
can only be solved when we regard Ezeltel him- nation," and supports himself in this view by
seif, in virtue of his lying upon his left side, as Vitringa's reckoning of 480 years (J months from
the bearer of the guilt, which is ahio immediately the founding of the temple to the destru-tion of the

—

;

—

—

—
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state; and dedactlng 87 yean of Solomon's and
S of Rehoboam'a, there remain 890 years ; and
Judah, according to him, is coninistod with the
whole people, the 40 years beins; 40 from the collective 390 : ** the despising of the grace of God in
the raising up of king Josiah (2 £ngs xziii. 25),
and the frustration of tl^e last attempt made by
Jeremiah," beginning with the thirteenth year of
Josiah, the first appearance of Jeremiah on the
stage, whose labours down till the destruction of
Jenunlt'm lasted 40 years. The connection with
vers. 1-8 manifestly makes the time of punishment
more probable than a time of sin ; and the computation of the number 890 for the daw which the
siege of the city lasted, from the 10th day of the
10th month of the 9 th year of Zedekiah down
to the 9th day of the 4th month of the 11th
year, can yery simply be made to correspond by
making a deduction for the temporary raising of
the siege on account of the Egyptians (Jer. xxxvii.
On the other hand, every calculation of 390
6).
and of 40 years which is certainly involved
fails as a time of exile for Israel and Judah.
In
this state of matters, if one reckons by literal days
and years, but still more considering the all-pervading symbolical character of the whole and of
the details, the acceptance of symbolical fonnulas
qf time for the divinely-awarded punishment of
the guilt alike of Israel and of Juaah commends
itself.
For the number 890 in reference to Israel,
Kliefoth, by comparing Dent xxv. 3 with
S Cor. xL 24, in accordance with the number of
the ten tribes, arrives at 10 39 years of punishment as just so many strokes of divine cnastisement ; and for Judah, on the other hand, as he
does not treat it as two tribes, by a fair adjustment he arrives at the highest ^^ff^ number of
just 40 strokes, ie. years. What Keil remarks in
opposition to this view may be said, but is less
decisive than the certainly surprising character
of such a mode of reckoning for the prophetic
symbolism of an EzekieL Klief. has been driven
to his ingenious attempt at interpretation, beeanse the number 390 baffled every other interpiptatiou.
But this number also, which stands for
Israel, can claim no pecnliar symbolism for itself.
The ten tribes, as KKef. himself calls them "torn
off branches, atoms of a nation," have, in view of
the longer historical duration of their exile, as well
as by reason of their greater liability topunishment,
only in |(eneral a claim to be more heavuy punished.
In particular, they do not come into consideration
as regards the siege in our verses which applies to
Jerundem, nor in an^ other way, save that the
national prophetic spirit must include them in its
conception of collective Israel, for which Judah
with Jerusalem is the title. With such a historical meaning also for Judah, with which also
right side of the prophet standing for it corresponds, one need not be stumbled with Kliefoth,

IV. 4-8.

7%

Bombers 38 and 66 as such to come into consideration, but only in their connection with 7 and 14,
As respects the
brinffing them up to 40 and 80.
number 40 itself, Bahr says convincingly, accord-

ing to it, almost universally, such periods are fixed
as bring with them a state of more or less constraint and oppression, and yet somehow at the
same time a state having a bearing on religious
affairs.
Keil is right in basing the symbolical
meaning of a definite term of divine visitation
not simply on the 40 years* leading of the people
through the wilderness (Num. xiv. ), which properly amounted to 88 years only, but on the
earlier passage Oen. vii 12, 17
Com p., in order
to determine the meaning of the number 40,
Ex. xxxiv. 28 (Deut. ix.)
1 Kings xix. 8;
Jonah iii. 4; Matt iv. As in this way the 40
for Judah, which alone properly came under consideration, threw light on the 390, the summing
up might be let alone ; with some reflection it was
done, as a matter of course, and this all the more
that the number 390 in itself must of necessity
appear meaningless.
The possible connection
with the actual period of the siege of Jerusalem,
or a portion of it (comp. on ver. 9), may be re" The suffer^;arded as a subordinate reference.
ings of the siege will, in the general sense of
severe constraint, certainly continue during the
whole exile also," etc. (Ew.) The atldiUon of
390 and 40 gives (according to Ex. xii. 40) the
period of sojourn of the children of Israel in Bgypt,
430 years, significant for all after periods of the
nation, on account of the parallel of this period
with the exile (Introd. p. 19), and in the law
even (Deut. xxviii 68), as well as in Ezek. ix.
8, 6, viii. 13, brou^t into significant prominence.
That the sojourn in Egypt, which sprang from
quite a different cause, suits badly as a type for a
period of punishment (Klief.), cannot accordmgly be maintained. Comp. besides, Gen. xv.
13 (Acts vii. 6), where we have it in round num**
bers!
The period of the first heathen tyranny
over the people of Jehovah repeats itself in the
history of the nation the old, everlastingly memorable time becomes to the seer— himself already
living amid heathen surroimdings —a type of the
oppressions rushing in anew upon them with
irresistible violence
hence the punishment of
the exile is intensified by the circumstance that
it appears as the antitype of the ancient 480 gears'
Egyptian bonda^" (UAy.). But here Klief. is
right, when, against a special reference of the 40
years for Judah to the 40 years' leading of the people
collectively through the wilderness (for which
Hav. points to ch. xx. 13 sqc)., 28 sqq., 35, 36),
this way another
he raises the objeotion, that
occurrence lying outside the 430 years is drawn
in, while the 4? years must certamly lie within
the 480. We must therefore either abide by the
general symbolical character of the number 40,
althoogh the number 390 should be "in itself or like Keil, who very ingeniously draws attention
qnite meaningless. '* It is the same as with the tc the circumstance, that the last 40 years of the
left side of Ezekiel, so quite peculiarly taking the Egyptian bondage furnished a reason for a division
lead in vers. 4, 5, for this reason only, because of the 430 into 390 and 40, find again in the 40
his misery as an exile, long ago be^^n, and already the 40 years of his exile which Moses spent in
entered upon in part by Judah likewise, is fitted Midian.
Comp. Ex. viL 7 with Acts vii. 28,
to exhibit before the e^es of the remnant of Judah 30— not as Keil, Ex. ii 11-iii. 10 Acts vii.
what will not be wanting to them just as visibly. 23-80. ** These 40 years," remarks Keil, "were
For the symboUsm the number 40, which is ap- not only for Moses a season of testing and purifiplied to Judah, is the determining element
The cation for his future calling, but doubtless for the
rslation of the 40 to 390 may be similar to the Israelites also the period of their severest oppresesse in which Biihr (iL p. 491) does not allow the sion by the Egyptians^ and in this respect quite
;

—

X
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appropriate as a type for the future period of tended to suggest a still more special reference.
Juuah's punishment; so that as Israel in EjQrpt [Klief. refers vers. .7, 8 to the whole period of
lest in Moses lier helper and protector, so now 430 days Hitz. refers the prophesying to the 40
Judah was to lose her King, and to be given up day^ merely.]
to the tyranny of the heathen world-power. " [See
Additional No.e at the close of the Exegetical
Vers. 9-17.— The Third Sign,
W. F.I
Instead of the Kethib
Remarks.
Ver. 9. A new charge, as in ver. 4 a still more
^3'D^n (elsewhere only in 2 Chron. iii. 17) we must
detailed amplification, now especially of the outread, with the Qeri, "iaDM.— Comp. on ver. 6.
;

—

;

The

Hengst.,

suffix in VTinj refers to py.

takes

^DDdS

Eeil

:

^ =» for just as many days

tor the

number

of, for

a number

who

(Klief.,

of),

trans-

lates
so that for every day there comes a year, 1
give it thee. [The 190 of the Sept for the whole,
and 40 for Judah, Havernick explains to himself
by the bringing in of another type, viz. the
They read Ex. xii.
deluge. Gen. vii. 24, 12.
Hitzig
40 ditferently from the Hebrew text.
makes them reckon their 150 from the year 738
to 688.]
By means of ver. 7 our section goes back upon
the first (ver. 8), and harmonizes the two symInasmuch as the prophet reprebolical actions.
sented the people before, and not so much Jerusalem, he can in representing Jehovah set his face
toward the liege of Jernauem (viz. as that was
to be represented in vers. 1-8), fixedly, sharply,
The bared arm, (Isa. Iii. 10) as
•8 an enemy.
of a warrior, for the purpose of fighting, stripping
according
it of the garment up to the shoulder,
to Raschi, prefiguring Nebuchadnezzar, is at the
same time the free arm of the prophet, who is
As it must oe ihe right
lying upon the other.
arm for the warlike object in view, we shall hAve
(as against Hitz.) to think of the 890 days in
vers. 4, 5, during which Ezekiel lies upon the
The arm
left side, with which ver. 8 also agrees.
outstretched in the same direction strengthens as
well as gives effect to the permanence of the look
if it were to be understood as occasionally lifted
:

—

—

up, then the ^y, which is certainly usual elsewhere also in the case of threatening announcements, would be explained still more definitely.
In accordance with ch. iii. 26, the expositors understand the prophesying as not so much orally
in words, but virtually by means of this very
symbolical acting. Comp. however, on ch. v. 6
sqq.

— Ver.

8.

"^rtflO

HDni in contrast with n^n

I^TD* ch. iii. 25 ; there in order to move him
The
along, here in order to make him fast.
bancu are not the same as there ; but whereas those
bands of men do not make the prophet obedient
to them, a slave to their will, the bands here, on

the other hand, which God throws over him,
answer their purpose of fixing him according to
God's will The outward literal bands become in

the divine speech a figurative expression for the
cUvine povjer which will hold him down, and at
the same time (Klief.) make him bear it with
[According to Hav., a new element is
introduced by n^ni ; the prophet, in a vivid manner, is placed in the condition of the bef^ieged.
According to Calv. indicating the stability and
finxmess of the divine decree.!
The turning
trhich is hindered in such wise is that /rom the
le/'t to the right side, onwards till the accomplishment of the days of his besieging ; so that he has
to represent the siege of the city, which may in
this way be specifiea as lasting 890 days (comp.
on vers. 6 and 7), unless what follows was inpatience.

:

—

ward condUwn ; a third symbolic action, by which
also provision is made for the sustenance of Ezekiel while the above described state of afiair:*
lasts ; and thus in connection with it.
representation of the people.
If already in ver. 8

A

**
the state of restraint of the besieged" (Henost. )
were thought of, then an immediate transition
would be made from this more general calamity
to the more special want of sustenance.
ptsrv

—

a Chaldaic plural
(in

;

wheat in grains
wheat on the stalk, in

instead of Q,

|

the sing, especially

as wheat is the usual
Henost.
field).
means of sustenance among the exiles, the Ch'^1-

the

;

Manifestly from
daic form pushes itself forward.
a better time (Hay. descending from what is
better to what is worse and worse) ; for now there
however good and in part defollows what,
when
licious the ingi-edients in themselves are,
baked into bread, as is the case here, is prisonbread,
badey in grains, 1 Kings iv. 28 (Judg.
John vi. 9), beans as
vii. 18 ; 2 Kings iv. 42
well as lentik, a favourite dish (Gen. xxv. 34), of
the latter of which down to the present day the
poor in Egypt, in time of dearth, make use as
food ; vrhy miUet (from rTTf to swell in water, or
:

—

—

—

;

from the dark colour, allied with

m^
•t

yielding a bad kind of bread

;

**

grain"),

t

and Q^DDS*

fitches,

spelt (Ex. ix. 82), as being one of the poorest
sorts of grain, which produces a dry and not very
nourishing kind of bread. The circumstance that
Ezekiel is to take of all together does not indeed
run counter to the law (T^ev. xix. 19; Deut. xxii.
9)* but comes very near the prohibition, possibly
indicating circumstances of a lawless character^

—

where one is not so rigid. More expressly it is
suggested in this way, that the besieged will in
their distress be compelled to gaiher together everything that can possibly be turned into bread.
("AirftDT* yafi tm fiftrii wXffH0¥/ii»*tf.)
This state
of matters is represented yet more strongly by
means of the one vesBel, which shows that of each
separate sort not much more is to be had (ver. 10).
—The length of time (DID^n IBDD «« many

=

given definitely as 890 days.
It is therefore ** inadmissible," with Keil. to get
rid of this clear and definite statement by the
supposition that the greater number merely is
given (Prado), and that the 40 days are to be
understood with the rest, but (Ewald) are omitted
It
for brevity's sake (in the case of Ezekiel t).
is conceivable that for 390 days exactly the famine
xxv.
Kings
itself
specially
felt
would make
(2
8; Lam. ii. 20, iv. 9, 10.) At all events, the
prophet has to calculate his prison-fare for 390
(890
days, for so many days is he to eat it.

days as there are)

is

!

loaves, Jer.)

—yiV/V ^ accordingly his

before he turned

left

side

right one.
Comp. on vers. 7, 8. Klief. is right as against
the including of the 40 days in the 890, not, however, Ib the extended application which he asserts
(ver.

6),
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IV. 10-14.

The express mention of the number
was not necessary here, because its symbolism
(com p. on vers. 5, 6) in general sways the whole,
and because in particular it is, of course, understood as the residue after the 890 had been so
The descripexpressly made prominent (ver. 9).
Additional Note on Ch. iv. 9.
tion may the more readily dispense with the
[At ver. 9, he is ordered to *'make bread ac- number, as from the facts of the case it becomes
cording to the number of the davs that he should sufficiently clear, on the one hand, by means of
lie upon his side three hundred and ninety days the new element of uncleanness, especially after
sh&lt thou eat thereof." Here the 40 days are the divine explanation which immediately roUows
left out, although during them also he was to lie in ver. 13, and, on the other hand, by means of
upon his side not, as commentators generally, that freer movement on the part of the prophet
and still also Havemick, suppose, from the first which is demanded by ver. 12. The 40 certainly
period being by much the larger of the two, and symbolizes (comp. on vers. 4-6) chiefly the exile
as such standing for the whole but to keep the among the heatften, as it was to begin for Judah
for these 890 days, viz. on to ver. 17, as will soon
It is a very good remark of Klief » that
appear.
the prophet was not altogether, prohibited from
letting service be rendered to him.

atUl remain.

;

—

;

reference clear to the distinctive character of the
wilderness-period, which was the point chiefly to
be had in view bv the Jewish exUes. The eating
of polluted bread as a symbol, properly implied a
constrained residence in a Gentile country an
unclean region; hence, in the explanation eiven
of the symbol at ver. 13, it is declared of the
house of Israel, that ** they shall eat their defiled
bread anMug the GetUUes.
But in the wilderness Israel stood quite separate from the Gentiles,
though still unoer penal treatment, and in a
sense still connected with Egypt (hence "the wilderness of Egypt, "xz. 86) ; and so they who were
in a manner to return to that state again were
merely to ** eat bread by weight, and with care,
and drink water by measure, and in desolateuess:" a state of chastisement and trouble, but
not by any means so heathen-like, so depressed
and helpless, as the other. Fairbairn'b kzekid.
W. P.]
Ver. 10. His food is this bad mixed food
(EwALD), not the definite portion which he will
have to eat (Keil), for it is defined as portions
only by what follows. Ezekiel is to have to eat,
not as much as he likes, but, as usually happens
in a time of scarcity during sieges, by weight
(ver. 16).
20 ihekeu {shekS, what is weighed,
hence a definite weight, just as mishkol is weight
in general) according to Ewald, about 20 ounces
according to Keil, 22-23 ounces of bread ; according to Philippson, equivalent to 400 beans in
weight (Lev. xxvi. 26).
Although in those
warmer countries a man needs less than in our
climate, yet here it is at most the half of what is
usually necessary that is specified for each day.
The definition from time to time strengthens the
daily element, as distinguished from the hunger
which is continually mucins itself known, never
iatis%d ; he will not be at liberty to give heed to
this latter, but will have to consid^ the time,
that he has only 20 shekels for each day, hence—
seldom, at long intervals, sparingly! TKeil supproses : at the different hours of the daily meal
time.
He makes Ezekiel provide himself with a
store of grain and legumes, and prepare his bread
daily therefrom.
Precisely so Klier., who brings
in, besides, the pan from ver. 8 for the purpose.]
And as the food is by weight, so the dnnk the
water is by measure.
Ver. 11 (ver. 16).
whole hin is reckoned by
the Rabbins at 72 egg-shellfuls ; hence one-sixth
the same as two logs =12 egg-shelLs. Too much
for dying, too little for living.
As in this way
food and drink are specified for the 890 days, the
idea readily suggests itself, with Grotius and
others, of referring Ver. 12 to t?te iO days that

Hengst.
after the taking of besieged Jerusalem.
excellently remarks: **tne barley cake here has
ver.
pot
in
with
the
to
do
nothing at all
9 ; that
is gone."
Ewald finds in it an *" exceptional sort
of thing, as if for a feast;" certainly too much,
and not in accordance with the character of

—

the period of

exile,

nij,

warm cake

the

of

bread baked in the hot ashes, just as is usual down
even to the present day in eastern lands, especially
on journeys, is distinguished as something more
common, what is more in order, from the preceding unusual and extraordinary mixed food. The
poor standing of exiles causes it to be of barley
(comp. ver. 9), unless such cakes baked in ashes
were as a rule of barley, of which Keil has by no
means proved the contrary, as against Hitzig.
[Keil, Hitzig, and others translate predicatively
as a barley cake, prepared in that manner, shalt
thou eat it. (Is the sutfix neuter? is it to be re-

—

Dr6 ill ver. 10?)] Since the important
thing here, as regards the sense, is merely the
emphasizing of the uncleanness of the food, and
since, the use of dry animal dung as fuel (ver. 15)
ferred to

is

^^3
As fuel (comp.

at least nothing unusual in the East, nfc<V

Dlfc<n

was the strong term

for

it.

^^33, ver 15 DH^^y), unlike Isa. xxxvi. 12,
has nothing to do with the siege, beyond
which, as regards the symbol, we have now come,
as if it were pointing to a scarcity of wood but
at most, it refers to the harassing, immured con-

—

for

:

it

;

own

Filth and
what an overwhelmingly vivid sermon for his countrymen this
Comp. besides, Deut.
situation before their eyes
xxiii. 12-14.
n33j;n from y\}j, a technical word
dition of Ezekiel in his

house.

misery round about on every side

:

!

for n3j;» either

:

to

make round,

to curve, to bend,

in reference to the form of these cakes, or
they were surrounded with hot ashes.
Ver.

13.

The divine

interpretation,

:

because
(Sept.:

which

is

immediately annexed to this quite extraordinary

demand, and

just because it is so, lays stress (for

the reference is not to the siege, but it is already the
exile that is spoken of), not on the difficulty as to
fuel, but bn its uncleanness, and that not so much
in a Levitical as in a moral point of view, as

—

'udged by the universal human instinct of decency,
tfan's dung signifies the profane sojourn in the

A

heathen world in {general with its idols (wfyhi^h
Comp. Ezek. ix. 8. The prophet raises his objection in Ver. 14 in the sense: if I have never
eaten that which is unclean according to the lav
of Israel,* how should I have anything to do with

—

I

—
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a thing unclean generaUy! (Grot.)

—

<^

,*i|nKi

exclamation of astonishment, fear, horror. Hy
•oul not 80 much as: I myself; it expresses
rather the living consciousness of the prophet in

—

his feelings, alike as to his antipathies and symA lively expresidon of
pathies (Matt. XX 7i. 38).
leeling, especially characteristic of a priest ! Corny,
as to the subject-matter, Deut. xiv. 21 ; £x. xxii.

81

;

Acts

to Ges.

:

X. 14,

XL 8

;

Dan. L

8.—Sui,

aooording

something made

on the one hand

fetid^ stinking ; hence,
unpalatable, on the otner for:

:

bidden to be used by the laws of food, something
abominable, dis^ting, or: something rejected,
worthy of rejection (Lev. vii 18); also without
According to Hiv. especially
"ib3» ***• ^'^' ^'
:

characterizinff the priest, inasmuch as in tlie case
of the sacribcial meals flesh left over till the

third day was reckmied ^lyu, Lev. xix.

makes the concession to him— Ver.
corresponding to his

^}^V} Q«ri: ^)r^V^

,"|jn,

^®

of cow'$

camel's

7.

God

15— with n^lt
dung (Eethib:

dung— a

very

The objection SAd eonodourless fuel.
cession (Hav. an impressive episode) give a distinctness of their own to the matter in hand ; and
thereafter Ver. 16 returns to the beginning, not
merely of this third symbolical action (ver. 9 sqq. ),
but, in winding up, of the whole chapter (ver. 1
sqq.), and in this way to what is most closely impending, viz. to the sie^ of Jerusalem. And to
this corresponds in point of form the Dlfc<-}3,
common,

:

and, as regards the subject-matter, the participial
construction ^3B^'»33n, of what is as it were
shown in the act of being broken in pieces. As
in Isa. iii. 1 bread and also water are named as
that which supports ( Delitzsch), or more exactly,
that on which one supports himself, so here the
ftaff of bread, since bread supports, ie. nourishes,
strengthens, refreshes the heart of man, Ps. civ.
15 uen. xviii. 5 ; Judg. xix. 6 ; Lev. xxvi. 26.
This staff being broken on which the earthly
man leans, he falls into the dust of death.
Defined more exactly, and, at the same time, set

—

;

by means of •Qnin^^W. Comp.
11.— pODBO strengthens rUKl3, the

forth vividly
vers.

10,

anxiety about the means of subsistence (Matt
rising

up into

vi.

speechless pain,
caused by the impending starvation.
Ver. 17.
Either dependent on the principal thought in ver.
16: **in order that" (Ewald), or, as this is
limited to bread, dependent on the amplification
of the same there becaote.
The brother also in
Ps. xlix. 7.
In other respects, a quotation from
Lev. xxvi. 39; Lam. il 12, 19 (Luke xxi. 26).

31,

32)

—

silent,

—

—

:

Additional Notb on Ch.

iv.

[Jerusalem in a state of siege represents the
covenant-people, as a whole, straitened and oppressed by the powers of this world, as the instruments of God's just displeasure. And the prophet
being appointed to bear, during its continuance, the iniquity of the people, with stinted and
foul provisions, points in another form to the
tame visitation of^evil only with a more particular respect to the cause from which it was to
vpring; and the penal character it should wear.
iWt the time specified should have been in all

—

430 years, denoted that the dealing was to form a
kind of fresh Egyptian exile and bondage to the
elements of the world but much more so in the
case of the one hou.se than in that of the otlier.
The house of Israel having cast off nearly all that
was distinctive in the position and privileges of
the covenant-people, they had consequently sunk
into a condition of greatest danger, one boniering
on heathen darkness and perution nigh unto
cursing.
What they might expect was to be
bruised and crushed to the dust, as if under the
rod of Egypt
But Judah was not so far gone
she had the true priesthood to minister at hvr
altars, and the house of David to rale by divine
right over the heritage of God ; so that her subjection to the powers of evil was only to be like
the time of chastisement and trial in the wilder>
ness, out of which she might again emerge into a
state of peace and blessing.
As the prophet also
again declared, in a later prophecv, ** And I will
;

—

bring ^ou into the wilderness of the peoples <not
the wilderness merely, but the wilderness of the
peoples, to show that it was to be the same only
in character as of old, but not in geographical
position), and there will I plead with yon face to
face ; like as 1 pleaded with your fathers in the
wilderness of the land of Egypt, so will I plead
with you, saith the Lord God" (ch. xx. 35-38).
A new time of chastisement, but mingled, as of
old, with mercy ; severe and earnest dealing, but
for a gracious result
that they might be refined
and puritied, so as to become fit for enjoying the
good which, as a redeemed people, was secumi to
them for a heritage of blessing. And if any hope
remained for the other branch the house of Israel
if they were ever to escape from their state of
Egyptian darkness and bondage, it must be by
their going to join their brethren of Judah in the
wilderness, and sharing in their peculiar treatment and prospects. On which account, it is not
the whole of the 430 years of the Egypt-state that
is appointed toward the house of Israel in the
vision, but this shortened by the 40 years of the
wilderness sojourn, to teach them that a way still
lay open for their return to life, but only by their
having the Egypt-state merged into that of the
wilderness ; in other words, by ceasing from tlieir
rank idolatries and open apostasy from the way of
God, and coming to seek, along with Judah,
through God's covenant and ordinances, a restoration to righteousness and peace and blessing.
But why should the prophet, in thus announcing the future dealings of God, have thrown
the delineation into so peculiar, so enigmatical a
form f Why should he have presented it to the
view as a returning again *' of the years of former
generations"! Not, certainly, on the principle
of a bald and meagre literalism, as if he meant us
to understand that the clock of Providence waa
actually to be tnraeil back, and the identical
ground trodden over again, the precise measnrea
of time filled up anew, of which we read in the
He who would
eaiiier history of the chosen race.
interpret in such a style the symbolical visions of
an Ezekiel is incapable of entering into the rapt
emotions of such a mind, and roust necessarily
For here we have to do,
flounder at every step.
not only with a lively and fervid spirit, which is
ever breathing life, as it were, into the dead, but
that spirit in a state of ecstatic elevation, in
which the mind naturally served itself of th<i
more remarkable facta and providences in tha

—

—
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past; yet only as aids to the utterance of proappropriate forms wherein to
phetic thought
clothe the new thinss concerning God*s kingdom,
that were through uie Spirit imaging themselyes
to the prophet's vision. And, inde^ the very
imperfection that usually appears in the frame of
su^ historical visions, as compared with the
past realities, the partial mingling together here,
tor example, of the two ^reat consecutive periods
of past judgment and trial in the history of the
covenant-people, so as to make the second he^n
b^ore the first had ended, this very imperfection
shows, as it was douhtless intended to do, that an
exact reproduction of the past was not in the eye
of the prophet, and that the nature of God's contemplated designs, rather than any definite bounds

—

IV.

adapted to those who lived in ancient tiroes, as
the revelations thev possessed consisted, much
more than now, in Ae records of history yet it

—

that the forms alone are tran8itof7
in which divine truth and righteousness manifest
themselves, while the principUs embodied in these
forms are eternal, and can never cease, amid all
outward varieties, to be giving forth similar exhibitions of their life and power to those which have
already appeared. The eye that can thus look
through the shell into the kernel, m&j see the
future things of God's administration mirroi'ed in
the past not, indeed, the exact copy and image
of what is to be, yet its essential character and
Even those very periods of
necessary result.
bygone tribulation and chastisement, which the
and limite rejecting them, were imaged under Erophet here represents as coming to life again in
is day
have they not also a voice for other
those ancient periods of tribulation in Egypt and
times ? Are they not still reiterating their lessons,
tiie wilderness.
There were three reasons chiefly why the pro- and p^*petuall^ renewing their existences, in the
phets in general, and this prophet in particular, case of impenitent transgressors now, as well as
might be often led to speak of the future under formerly, in that of drooping exiles in the cities
the form and image of the past. In the first of the Medes, or on the banks of Chebar? Ooe
place, as the meaning obviously did not lie upon of these periods—the sojourn in the wilderness
the surfiice, it called for serious thought and the Baptist still finds prolonging itself to the era
time ai his own ministry. His word of stem expostuinquiry regarding the purposes of God.
of general bAcksliding and corruption is always a lation and solemn warning makes itself heard as
the wilderaes8 ;" for
time of superficial thinking on spiritual things. ** the voice of one wying
by His parables, that partly he sees everywhere around him trackless deserts
And just as our
veiled while they disclosed the truth of God, so where ways of God need to be opened up—elethe prophets, by their more profound and enig- ments of cormption working whicn re(juire to be
matical diBcourses, sought to arouse the careless purged away oy the searching application of
from their security, to awaken inquiry, and stir divine righteousness, before the Canaan of God's
It inheritance can be properly entered and enjoyed.
tiie depths of thought and feeling in the soul.
And the lukewarm ana fraitless professor still
virtually said to them. You are in imminent peril
so long as he cleaves to the ways of iniquity, and
direct ordinary discourse no lon^r suits your case
bestir yourselves to look into the depths of things, refuses to vield a hearty surrender to the will
of God what else is his condition? He is in
otherwise the sleep of death shall overtake you.
bondage to the elements of the world, and ther^
Then, again, it conveyed in a few words
by means of a brief allusion— what the most fore can have no part in that good inheritance
lengthened description without it could scarcely which floweth with milk and honey. The doom
have accomplished. It was employing a device of Heaven's condemnation hangs suspended over
whi<^ the most powerful and eflective orators his head ; and if not averted by a timely submishave sometimes resorted to with the greatest effect sion to the righteousness of God, and a cordial
as in the memorable words of Mirabeau, when, entrance into uie bond of the covenant, he shall
wishing to repel the thought of daxiger, he flashed infallibly perish in the wilderness of sin and
ont the pregnant interrogation : " Is Hannibal at death.— Faiebairn'8 Jbeibte/, pp. 57-61.—W. F.]
In like manner, the prophet here,
the gates?'
seeking to impress upon his countrymen the cerDOCTBINAL BEFLSCTIOKB.
tainty and the awfulness of God s impending
case of a prophet of Ezekiel's pecuIn
the
1.
back
on
account
of
sin,
carries
them
judgments
to the past ; he brings up to their view Egypt liarity, it must be granted that the boundary beand the wilderness as ready to renew themselves tween symbolic representati(« in mere forms of
What thoughts of speech, and by means of action in real life, may
again in their experience.
terror and alarm were these fitted to awaken in be a movable one. Where, however, the prophet
their minds! Centuries of bonda^ and op^H-es- just as in the case before us, is not to speak, but
wearisome sojourn amid drought and to be silent, what he relates as a series of facts
sion!
desolation
And then this foreshadowing of the can hardly be otherwise understood than as
future, not only rendered more distinct, out also actually so. Preaching bv means of things done
strengthened as to its credibility, a/utherUkated as a mere form of speecn is a contradiction in
He is to act as He who has sent him
It assuredly itself.
hy those stem realities of the past
There is, in the first place, enough
will also act
Aas been ; shall it not be again ?
But this suggests another and, indeed, still of words. And then it would perhaps be difficult
deeper reason f^ such a mode of representation to reconcile with the ''honesty and uprightness
having been adopted ; for such renewed exhibi- of the prophet," which, however, Hengst. maintions of the past were among the means specially tains, what he asserts of his symbolicsl actions,
^osen by God for the purpose of enforcing on that they are '* only pictures executed in a lively
men's notice the uniformity of His dealings, and manner, calculated to make an indelible impres*
teaching them to regard the providential wets of sion on the imagination." For example, vera*
one age as substantial predictions of what are to 14, 15. [But see Note on vers. 1-8.— W. F.]
2. "If any one reads what Ezekiel reports here,
be expected in another. It told men then, and
it will perhaps appear to him like a childish play,
it telJs US now (only it was more peculiarly
tells all alike),

—
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it would also be, if God had not commanded
the prophet to make it so. From this we may
learn that the sacraments also are distinguished
from empty illusions by means of the word of
God alone. The authority of Grod for them is the
mark of distinction, by which the sacraments are
singled out, and have their meaning.
It is not
the outward appearance, but the Author that is
to be looked at.
So also the whole system of
divine worship under the law differed almost in
no respect from the ceremonies of the heathen
yea, these latter brought their sacrifices, and that
even with the greatest possible pomp ; but Israel
had God's command and promise on their side "
(Calv.).
3. The sinner will not get off so easily before
God, however lightly he may appear to deal with
his sin before men, and before the tribunal of his
own conscience. Sin lies as guilt upon man's
conscience, as a burdensome consciousness that
one deserves punishment, has to expect punishment. Between the past, w}ieu the sin was committed, and the future, when punishment is deservedly to be expected, guilt is the painful,
burdensome present of the sinner. Guilt is an
abiding thing, even if punishment is a past thing.
4. It every one in himself has to bear his guilt,
this moral side is supplemented by the specifically
religious one, that a freeing from the burden of it,
an exculpation not the denial, nor the lessening,
the explaining away, but the removal of guilt
has been provided for. Without this thought,
by means of which the forgiveness of sins is accomplished, true religion is inconceivable.
Such
a removal of guilt took place mediatorially in
Israel by means of the priesthood.
What lay in
this case in the oflSce, as of divine form for the
period of shadows, lay aLso in the sacrifice, as of
divine substance for the same period of types ; by
means of the sacrifice, the removal of guilt took
place in the way of substitution, of atoning acceptance of that guilt. Everything was in a manner
like a bill of exchange, of which God me^nt to
cet payment {realunren) in His own time.
This
divine realization in the fulness of the times will
thus have the form of a priest and the essence of
a sacrifice. The Servant of Jehovah in Isa. liii.
is both, priest as well as sacrifice
but the prophet
is not so, who has neither to mediate nor to make
atonement, but who speaks God's word or embodies it in action in our case here the latter
that is to say, he symbolically represents the
guilt of the people in his own person, not so

which

—

;

—

much, of course, by action as by suffering.
5. As Ewald already points out, the 40 years
for Judah are parallel with the 70 years of the
Babylonian exile in Jeremiah. What the latter
are in a predominantly numerical point of view,
the 40 of Ezekiel are in a purely symbolical.
6. Havemick, in connection with the episode
of vers, 14, 15, mentions the case of Daniel, who
in deepest sorrow must eat the bread of adBSiction,
and pine away in grief over the sins of his people,
but an angel of God comes also, and comforts and
strengthens him.
So likewise here, as he says,
Jehovah alleviates the punishment. The protest
of lizekiel not less closely resembles the ii iweiriv
of the Son of man in Gethsemane, and the strengthening by an angel from heaven.
7. The circumstance that they were to
eat
"their bread polluted" amon^ the heathen,
pointed at the same time, according to Cocc, to

the entire want of the means of cleansing through
The land of the heathen
sacrifice Hos. ix. 4).
far from the temple was an unclean land, because
there was no possibility of 'cleansing according to
the law of the Sanctifier of Israel.

HOMILETIC HINTS.
Ver. 1. Similar tymboUc actions we find performed by Christ also, who places a child in the
midst of His disciples, washes their feet, etc.
And so' God wishes here also to say to Israel:
**
Thou wilt not hear; open thine eyes at least!
God sometimes demands thin^ which
(H. H.)
God's
appear to men foolish, nay, silly. But
foolishness there is wisdom, while in all the wisdom of men there is mere foolishness in the end,
"Elisha in 2 Kings xiii. causes
1 Cor. i. 25.
bow and arrows to be brought Isaiah in ch. xx.
walks barefoot; Jeremiah in ch. xxvii. wears a
The apostles shake the dust
yoke, bonds, etc.
off their feet (Matt, x.), shake their clothes (Acts
xviii. 6) ; Agabus binds Paul with his cirdle
(Acts xxi.). Let us recal to mind the bundle of
arrows wherewith that heathen preached concord
to his sons" (L. L.).— ** Most of all art thou besieged, when thou supposest that thou art not at
There is a security of the Christian
all besieged.
which is storm ; for, accordiuff to Job, man's life
"Besieged
upon earth is a warfare" (Jer.).
Jerusalem is the soul in its sins, against which
all the works of the divine righteousness are
directed; but as the unbumt brick is easily dissolved in pieces by water, so also the soul in its
sins by the tears of repentance" (A L.).
Ver. 2. Titus confessed of the second destruction of Jerusalem, that the city was conquered
more by the angry Deity than by means of the
Roman weapons. "Temptation may be called a
The whole world round
spiritual siege " (Stck.).
about us is, in the main, a siege of the soul in
If only the iron
the world we have tribulation.
pan does not stand between us and God! Yo^if
God be for us, who can be against us? But, on
the other hand, if God must be against us, according to the testimony of our own conscience, what
could peace even with all men help us
Ver. 8. " Preachers frequently appear to their
hearers as their enemies, because they proclaim to
them their ruin, and depict the punishment of
their sin vividly before their eyes and yet they
do not wish their ruin, but the salvation of their
"The Jews might shake their
souls" (Stck.).
heads and thrust out their tongues, but this fact
they could not alter, that it was a sign for Israel
To him who has his soul before his
(Calv.).
eyes, ever3rthing, even if it is not said so expressly
All things must, and in
as here, may be a sign.
fact do, work for good to those who love God.
Ver. 4 sqq. " Preachers are to grudge no
trouble and inconvenience for the best interests of
" God does
their hearers, 1 Thess. ii. 8, 9 " (St.).
not always punish on the spot, when men deserve
Preachers are to preach
it with their sins" (0.).
not merely with the word, but by their exunple,
in doing as well as in leaving undone, and also
God's patience and His servants'
in suffering.
"We, for the most
patience is a fine sermon.
part, reckon up only our days of sorrow, but for
especially
for our days of sin,
and
our days of joy,
we have neither reckoning nor remembrance"
Ver. 7. How mucn longing, how much
(Stck.).

—
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but what righteousness also, lay in this look
toward Jerusalem
prelude on Ezekiel's part
to Luke xix. 41 sqq., but also a contrast
here
the uncovered arm, there the weeping eyes of Jesus.
" Ah if now Jenisalem and we who are in it
were to jadse ourselves, and were to look upon
our sins and vices as our worst enemies, and to
attack them ; then it would not be necessary for
God with those who are His to take up a position against us as enemies" (B. B.).— Ver. 8.
" Diseases and afflictions of every kind are such
pttin,

!
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ance of bread and water in a bodily and spiritual
point of view ; and yet, fot the most part, we are
able to think only of prisoners in connection with
bread and water.
Ver. 12. "Nothing can be sc
loathsome to men as sin is to God" (Stck.).—
" But what else, pray, are those doing but eating
jdirt, who delight themselves in earthly things,
and do everything for the sake of the belly or the

—

{

J

i

—

And in what is the daily intelflesh ? " (B. b. )
lectual food of so very many men, consisting as it
does of newspapers and pamphlets, of social inter-

—

binds His own, and not course and conversation ^in what is it baked?
Paul reckoned everything but dung for Christ,
'*
Ver. 13. Along with the Jews, all those,
Phil. iii.
even at the present day, are eating defiled bread,
who, like tnem, are ^espising the bread of life
which came down from heaven. Ver. 14. He
who must be silent to men, may yet open heart
and mouth to his God.— ** There is full permission
to ask God for the alleviation of the cross " (0. ).
(Stck.).
Ver. 15. ** God is and remains gracious even
Ver. 9 sqq. So the bread of misery is ever in the midst of wrath if He does not take the
itill of many sorts, and yet not much for each cross of His children entirely away, yet He alleday.— " But our days also for the bread of misery viates it " (Cr.). Ver. 16 sq. ** No one has less
are measured and numbered, and beyond them it thought of it than the rich, that there was to be
is not to last " (B. B. ).— Want of bread is to be a possibility of the want becoming so great in
endured, for man lives not by bread alone; but their case, that bread and water were so easily to
the want of God no man ought to be able to en- fail them, even although a famine should happen.
dure, not even for a single instant ; and yet how But the rich man experienced it even in hell, and
many become old and grey without hunger on could not get a drop of water, however much he
this account I
Vers. 10, 11. The high import- wished to haye it" (B. B.).
bands,

wherewith

—

ungodly" (Stck.). "And now, behold, I go bound in the spirit,
says Paul in
Acts XX.— "Let us break their bands asunder,
and cast away their cords from us," is a wellknown watchword of those who are mighty
**
according to the flesh in this world.
We
bind ourselves with our sins, and Satan knows
bow to hold us fast in these bands of our own "
merely the

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

CHAPTER
I

3

3
4

5
6

7

V.

And thou, son of man, take thee a sharp sword; as a barber's razor shalt
thou take it} and thou causest it to pass OTer thine head and over thy chin, and*
takest thee weighing-balances, and dividest them [the hair].
third part thou
bumest in the flame in the midst of the city, as the days of the siege are fulfilled
[when they are complete] ; and thou takest the [second] third part, with the sword
shalt thou smite round about it [the city]; and the [third] third part shalt thou
scatter to the wind ; and I will draw out the sword arter them. And thou takest
thereof a few in number, and bindest them in thy skirts. And thou shalt take
of them farther, and thou castest them into the midst of the fire, and burnest
them in the fire; therefrom shall fire go forth to the whole house of Israel.
Thus saith the Lord Jehovah This [city] Jerusalem, in the "nidst of the [heathen!
nations I placed her, and the countries round about her. And she quarrelled
with My judgments more wickedly than the [heathen] nations, and with My
statutes more than the countries which are round about her; for they despised
judgments, and walked not in My statutes. Therefore thus saith the Lord
Jehovah Because ye raged more than the [heathen] nations which are round about
you, walked not in My statutes, and did not My judgments, and [ai»o] did not
after the judgments of the [heathen] nations which are round about you.
Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovan
Behold, I am against thee, even I, and I
execute judgments in thy midst before the eyes of the [heathen] nations.
And I
do in thee what I have not done, and the like of which I will not do any more,
because of all thine abominations. Therefore fathers shall eat sons in thy midst,
and sons shall eat their fathers; and I execnte judgments in thee, and scatter
thy whole remnant to every wind. Therefore, as 1 live, sentence of the Lord
Jehovah Surely, because thou didst defile My sanctuary with all thy detestable
things, and with all thine abominations, I also will cut off; neither shall Mine eye
spare, neither will I show pity.
A third part of thee-—of the pestilence shall

A

:

My

:

8

:

9
10
II

:

12
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they die, and with the famine shall they perish in the midst of thee and
the [second] third part by the sword shall they fall round about thee; and the
[third J third part will I scatter to every wind, and the sword will I draw out after
them. And Mine anger is accomplished, and I cause My fury to rest upon them,
and I breathe again ; and they shall know that I, Jehovah, have spoken in My
zeal, while I accomplish My ftiry on them.
And I will give thee to desolation
and to mockery among the [hwthenl nations which are round about thee, before
the eyes of every passer-by. And it is a reproach and a taunt, a warning and an
astonishment, to the [heathen] nations which are round about thee, when I execute
judgments in thee in anger and in fury, and in furious rebukes I, Jehovah, have
spoken. When I send upon them the evil arrows of famine, which are for
destruction, which I will send to destroy you, and I will increase famine upon
you, and I break foi you the staff of bread; And t send upon you famine and
evil beasts, and they make thee childless; and pestilence and blood press upon
thee; and a sword will I cause to come upon thee.
I, Jehovah, have spoken.
;

—
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EXEQETIOAL REHABK8.

difficult

by adding:

'*

especially for a

of predominant subjectivity,
Vers.

Ui.—The Fourth Sign.

Vers.

6-17.— T^Ac

Divine Interpretation of the same.

What

follows may be called a second sign, inas the three preceding symbolical acts fit
into each other as parts of one symbolical whole.
There is also the indication of the new section,
just as in ch. iv. 1 : And thou, son of man.
Ch. V. 1-4, however, is not without reference to
ch. iv.
If, then, ch. iv. 13 already carried ub
beyond the sieee of Jerusalem as such, so much
the more readuy may the (numerically) fourth
sign which the prophet is to perform place us
in the midst of the conquest of the city.
For it is
with this that ver. 1 begins. The whole of the
lively action revolves round the sword, which
now does its work victoriously ; what follows is a
threefold act of the sword.
Comp. Deut. xxxii.
41.
Ezekiel, just as in ch- iv., also represents
therein both God and the people.
What he is to
take to himself is what God will take to Himself
in the person of the king of Babylon, whose sword
of execution is that of God, here that of Ezekiel.

tenach

who

is

man

usually not

Such a thing
skilled in such manipulations."
sounds ridiculous, but not what Ezekiel is to
ilo.)
^-jn i« the instrument that "devastates,"
" destroys," not (at all events, in the context of
our chapter)
a cutting tool in general, knife
(HiTZio), fdthough it has to serve as a barber's
razor.
Head and bearded cAm come into consideration, nmther as being the ca|>ital nor as
being the head of the nation, the king, in contrast with the land or the people, but solely
reference to the hair^ which, therefore, we are
and dividett
also to understand in the clause
th«m: they mean the innumerable (Ps. xL 12)
in its fulness (the flowing
individuals of Israel^
ornament, just as it is the manly strength, of the
oriental) the ornament and the strength of a
:

m

:

—

—

nation,
conceived of especially as inhabitants of
Jerusalem. (In liov. xxl 5, the shaving off of the
hair is specially forbidden to the priest, Hav. )
The weighing balanceB (dual) symbolize the
divine justice, as it weighs out the punishment
(Isa. xxviiL 17), and render nossible the division
into three parts of equal weight which follows.
Comp. Isa. vii. 20. ("The mere image becomes
the prophet
Ver. 2 puts us back into ch. iv.
a symbolically isolating action ; where others
LB to bum a third part of his hair which he has
only speak of shaving the head as a sign of
cut off nifcO, ill the flame of a fire kindled for this
deepest grief, Ezekiel takes a sword," etc.
Umpurpose.
The flame as an emblem represents, not
BREiT.) Ewald's translation appears to invert
Hengst.), but,
the matter, where, namely, the razor is to serve Jerusalem rising up in flames (as
ver. l^Oie consuming violence qf the
as a sharp sword.
Ezekiel is rather to take a according to
»karp sujord as a razor. (The purposely -em- pestilence and the famine (Lam. v. 10). Hengsi.
unnecessary trouble to make the
phasized sharpness of the sword ought to relieve fldves himself
Keil
flames.
Hengst. of the difficulty which the outward exe- dea<l bodies be consumed by the
cution causes him.
Of smooth shaving, so that correctly refers y*yr\ "pH^ to that Jerusalem
no hairs at all are left, nothing is said ; and what which is portrayed upon the brick which Ezekiel
Klief. : he is tv
shall one say, when Hengst makes the task still is besieging (ch. iv. 1 sqq.).
:
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The fourth
symbolical action has a common sphere with the
three preceding ooes.
The fulJUling of the days
of the siege is thereby put in connection with

born thia third part apon the stone.

—

(TwhoDt Jer ^unr. 12) ch. iv. 6, 7, 8 comp.
there so that we have to think of the remainder
of the time, specially the 40 days. In this period,
as the 390 days of the siege are at an end, ne has
to perform what is here commanded him. The
lying on the right side is therefore, according to
this statement also (comp. on ch. iv. 12), to
be understood in a looser sense. n^ni3"'3D refers
to the portrayed city, round about which, as respects the second third part, Ezekiel is to smite
with the sword (comp. ver. 12), in this way
(while^ for the first third part, the siege was still
kept hold of) forming a transition to the subject
which follows, viz. the capture of Jerusalem.
Either in general
what is slaughtered at the
capture in the environs of the city, when fleeing
out of the same, or more specially with reference
to the flight of Zedekiah (Jer. liL 7, 8) and his
attendants (?).
Grot. during the various sallies
of the besieged. Hexgst. while seeking for subsistence or attempting flight (?).
The action with
the last third symbolizes (ver. 12) the scattering
in the fullest sense, and that alike to all the four
winds, and in such a way that the wind can make

—

—

:

:

:

:

its sport

therewith as

—Omnfc* p^K

(E^c.

—

it will

XV.

(rm^)i

Isa-

^^

1^*

9) constructio prceg-

a quotation from Lev. xxvi. 83, consequently not the hairs, but what is signified by
tnem the Jews, partly those who can flee, in
still larger number those who are taken prisoners.
Ewald: "even then still pursued by the sword,
so that only very few after repeated testings (f)
ultimately remain over, Isa. vi. 13." (Jer. xlii.
16 sqq., xliii. 10 sqq., xliv. 11 sqq.) The LXX.
have from ver. 12 where pestilence, famine,
sword, and wind occur- -introduced a fourfold
division here, against which both the text— that
they had a better before them does not appear
ancl the symbolical meaning of the number three
for the divine recompense testify, as also, besides,
Zech. xiii. 8, 9 ; Rev. viii.
Vers. 8, 4 contain a continuation (Keil) or
rather the completion of the symbolical transaction.
DKTD* **/rom there," because the last
third, remaining as it does in life, is conceived of
<u loeaily somewhere in the figure and in the
It is the third part scattered to the wind
reality.
that is spoken of, as in every case of such scattering, some part remains lying on the ground,
another part comes to rest somewhere fartner on.
^A few in number.
This even indicates a certiin care, but still more the symbolic binding
(not a collecting, but a preserving) of the hairs in
the skirt of the garment (Ha<t. iv. 19 does not
belong to this category.) That **the Lord wiU
sather the remnant of His people from their
dispersion, and lead them back to their native
land " (Hexgst.) is not said on the contrary, in
cr. 4 there is also another (i^y) taking of ttiem
(DHDI)* »^' o^ those that were taken, the few,
eounted hairs ; and, in fact, not only are those thus
taken caM into the midst of the fire and huml
therein, but ^JOO, i.e, from the midst of the fire
(TV1)» "» which they are burning, there ihall fire

nartSt

:

—

—

:

to the whole honee of Israel.
Neither
ui conno<;tion with these words nor fh)m ver.

so forth

)
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Y. 8-6,

13 sqa. can the thought arise of testings, of a
Nor is it, as Umbreit
of purification.
**
that the most pungent grief over the mournful
lot of the besieged of Jerusalem shall seize all
Israel. " The fire symbolizes throughout ihejitdgment of the wrath of Ood, at last annihilating
Ze))h. iii. 8.
(Jer. iv. 4
the people as a whole.
Jer. xxix. 21, 22 is not to be quoted here as
Raschi does; but we must rather go back with
Grot, to Jer. xl. sqq. these fugitives gathering
together in the land may at least easily be compared to the hairs which fell to the earth immediately around the prophet (ver. 3) ; and their
Hav.,
destiny also corresponds (Jer. Ui. 30).
Hengst. think of those brought back from Babylon down to the burning of Jerusalem by the
Romans. It is still farther fetched, with Kliewhere,
foth, Keil, to dr^ in Luke xiL 49 here
pray, has a "cleansing, purifying, and quickening power gone forth from Christ over the whole
There remains certainly a
house of Israel"?
remnant from vers. 3, 4, only it is neither characterized as a holy seed ^Isa. vL 13), nor even as
in £zek. vi. 8 sqq.: it is left between the lines.
[Ewald (Ist edit.) translated: from me shall a
fire

:

;

:

:

fire, etc.,

would

as if it were '•odd.

refer it

(" therefrom

Keil, after Hitzig,

") to

the whole trans-

But Hitzig makes
action described in vers. 3, 4.
the sin to be a fire (Job xxxi. 12), and also the
prophecy threatening destruction a fire pent up
(Jer. xxiii. 29), which breaks forth into flame at
To refer
the moment of its accomplishment.
'OOD directly to ^5^^ i^ prevented, of course, by
Hengst.:
the feminine construction
fc^VTl"from it, Le. from them, the numerical multiplicity being combined into an ideal unity with
reference to the uniting bond of the evil disHave the LXX. with their i^ ttvrnf
position."
thought of the city?] Comp. besides, Judg. ix.

\^

15, 20.

Inasmuch now as

in ver. 6 the divine interpre-

—

n3, what is said in ch.
26 (comp. ch. iii 27), as well as a purely
symbolical prophesying in ch. iv. 7, is thereby
**
To prophesy" (comp. ch. xxxvii.)
modified.
is (dso, primarily, to speak in the spirit, as that
But the
usually takes place by divine direction.
divine interpretation begins with the meaning of
Jerusalem. This city portrayed upon the tile,
vis. Jerusalem, the word of Jehovah points out aa
placed by Him in the midst of the heathesi
nations, of course not in a local sense, lik<
Already th«
Delphi, the navel of the earth.
Chinese empire of the centre points as such to the
maxims as to the ethi(^ equilibrium prevailing
But this is the centra*
in the Chinese system.
position as regards the history of salvation of
Israel— represented by its capital, hence in local
symbolism for the history of the world, so that
from it all the rays fjo forth to the world as a cir(Lam. ii. 15.) In
cumference. John IV. 22.
its position, so distinguished by God's grace, we
get the measure of tne gmU of Jerusalem, i.f.
of those whom it represents, inasmuch as they
have come so far short of the obligation therein
in Ood^ sight they
Ver. 6
implied, that
appear even more wicked than the heathen
Ewald reads unnecessarily
(2 Kings xxL 9).
tation begins with

JDfc<

iii.

—

—

(because of

Hiph.

is

p) lom*

—

from

read with 2; and

1D% ^^D» which
TOn, according
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12 the connection and the reproof is a different
him, means originally to cause to totter, hence
to exchange something against (p) something one ; there is nothing said there of a being worse
than the heathen.
else, so that it gives way before this latter.
In ver. 8 we have, with p^ (ver. 7) repeated,
(Raschi: "changed My judgments into wickedSimilarly Chald. and Syr.)
ness."
^pPlI »» the threatening of punishment^ first of all gentrcUly, tlien, in what follows, in a form more and
Hiph. (an allusimply impert*. apoc. from
more concrete. "j^^ ^^^pi ; comp. Amos vii. 9 j
resistance
the
first
sqq.,
28
sion to Ex. XV.
Com p. Dent. i. Rev. ii. 5. ""JK'Di marks out the interpositior
of the newly- saved people.)
hitherto, thou,
Like a technical term of God as being a retribution
26, 43, ix. 7, 24, etc.
for Israel's rebelliousness.
jD, in a comjMirative now I, yes, even I, with a mode of acting corresponding to thine own (Matt. x. 38 2 Tim. iL
more than, leaving the heathen behind
sense
:

mo

—

—

:

—

:

them,

as an adverb
;
so that tbey sinned

nytn^, unto wickedness

wickedly.

(Hitz.

infin.

:

;

—As

so also here
nfe'y, illustrated by the fundamental passage Ex. xii. 12
(Num. xxxiii. 4). Because Israel has not made
itself a pattern to tlie heathen, an example in
what is right and becoming (the negative side to
ver. 6 is brought in afterwards), God on His part
makes it a spectacle for the heathen. The law*
{Bechte) of God become judgments {Gerichte) of
God. This is the one element of retribution ; the
other in ver. 9 because Israel has fpnc beyond
the heathen in wickedness, His punishment also
will ^o beyond anjrthing in the past or future.
^2 18 tlie resumption of T|Din3 (v^r. 8).
12).

in

ver.

7,

:

—

7)V^^^ brings into prominence the condition which makes Israel appear
worse comparatively than the heathen hence jo
Unsuitably, Hengst.
is most connected with it.
compares 1 Cor. v., where the question is not
about the whatf but about a how. Neither have
Isa. ii. 6 and Jer. ii. 10 any connection with this
But the more wicked character of Israel
passage.
IS intelligible, partly aa contrasted with the grace
of God which they have experienced, partly thereihe Wee of which I will not do again
fore from the circumstance that they were acting 'y'\]j imD3
The com- (Matt xxir. 21).
contrary to the express will of God.
parison is, in a general sense, possible, because
Ver. 10.-4 more concrete exemplification of
the heathen also, by means of conscience, know what is thus threatened.
The thought thereby
about the divine will, have a law written in their expressed is the breaking up alike of natural
Rom. ii. 14, 15. >2 inasmuch as thiy family ties and of the theocratic bond of Israel
hearts.
so acted, they were rebels convicted by law and as a nation^ this being what has never taken
statute, apart from conscience, common to them place in the past, and, having once happened,
what is not to be repeated in the future. Comp.
with the heathen.
Lev. xxvi. 29 ; Deut. xxviii. 63
Jer. xix. 9
Ver. 7. p^ (on account of such things), as
Lam. ii. 20, iv. 10; 2 Kings vi. 28, 29 (Luke
usual, at the beginning of a weighty, and, for the
xii. 68).
D"'DBB' (ver. 16), penal judgments,
most part, of a threatening consequence. But
more exactly defined as D^OBBUD in ver. 8.
before the threalening of punishment there is a
; comp. vers. 2, 12.
second emphasizing of their greater guilt. [InVer. 11. The repeated p^ is exceedingly imstead of D3DDn Ewald reads 033011, from nOD,
pressive.
"•jj<-^n> ^^ adjective being made to
to count; Hitz. it stands for D3D)Dn, ** because precede, properly
living I.
Deut xxxii. 40.
of your driving " Hav , after the Syr. because He will show Himself to tnem as being the Living
Corresponding
One.
to the climax of the dismore careless than the heathen (?).
^e were
^ost simply, as also Ges., from p^7\t or as course in the oath, there is the solemn earnestness of the Q(0 P&i^' pc^' constr. from qk^
"because
Fiirst, from pon, going back to nOH
(Dna %\'0'i\)t low, secret speaking; therefore:
**
speaks," a. parenthetical nounof your raging," with significant reference to utterance
The desecration with which Israel is
Ps. iL 1.]—-With ^n^pnn there is inserted an clause.
viii. has respect to the temple, but
charged
in
ch.
energetic parenthesis of direct address, taking up
again the close of ver. 6 backwards, in which the to that as being the aboae qf Jehovah's glory.
The avenging judgment (with a reference to ver.
^DKD (to push away, to reject) is change4 into

more grievously.)

;

:

=

;

—

^mn

:

:

;

:

S

:

—

DH^B^y nht *nd in this way occasion

is

the following statement with ^^.

Ewald and

given for

others strike out the latter, and that also because
If ver. 9 manifestly threatens
of ch. xi. 12.
Israel with a heavier punishment than ever before the eyes of the heathen, then it is but too
plain we "must understand vers. 6, 7 of a wickedness on the part of Israel greater than that of the
heathen ; and such acting more wickedly than the
heathen is intensified in ver. 7 merely with respect to the natural law of conscience ; in other
words, this reference still left unexpressed in ver.
6 is expressly brought in afterwards. God's laws
and statutes they rejected, neither did they act
in accordance with the natural laws belonging to
In
the standpoint of the heathen conscience.
In ch. xi.
yet another application, ch. xvi. 47.

=

1) holds out in prospect the cutting off (another
reading: jnatc, Isa. xv. 2) of this noblest ornament of the people, where Jehovah meets witii
His people, and they with Him. {y^y, in this
its simplest sense, too readily suggests itself for
us to have recourse, with Hengst., to the fundamental passage Deut iv. 2 (ch. xiii. 1): to take
therefrom of that which God has promised to give

them,

or,

like

Hav.

:

I also will

withdraw from

the people what is theirs, or, with Ges., to supply
the following
I also will draw off mine eye,
>y'f

:

Ewald, to read, from xxiv. 14, JHBK K^;
" I will not neglect" Hitz. I also will sweep
you away (^ni, 2 Kings xxi. 18), or (jnDK)*
or, like

:

I also will let

myself alone, leave myself scope to
Keil, like Ges. (Job xxxvi. 7),

do as

I please.

takes

Dinn vh\

adverbially

:

tliat it
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CHAP.
cumpassion, and understandB the lost ^3]rD31 ^'
y^3{C stands emphaticaUy without
an object ; if it u allowable to refer it to the
temple, the following transition (Jer. xiiL 14) to
Ters. 12, IS sqq. announces certainly something
more generil, more comprehensive. Comp. eh.
Ver. 12. After this reference to yer. 1, as
ix. 6.
already in ver. 10, we have now the more detailed divine interpretation of ver. 2.
Comp.
cordingly.]

—

besides, Jer. xxix.

of what
plished

is

threatened, the anger of

—Ver. 13—^inasmuch as

The

out.

fiill

By means

17, rvi. 4, xv. 7.

realization is its

Up

God

89

V. 12-17.

accompoured
accomplishment
is

it is fullv

to the point of ''causing it to rest upon
them," and, at the same time,
them, so that
they have the consciousness thereof, comp. John
iii. S6.
TTo give vent to His fury upon them
suits badly, after the anger is accomplished.]

24 Lev. xxvi. 22, 26 ; Ezek. xxviii. 23. Hengst
understands the evil beasts figuratively of tlie
Famine and
Jer. xii. 9.
heathen.
Isa. Ivi. 9
evil beasts, in parallel with pestilence aud blood
(not
bloody pestilence, as Ew.). Correspondingly with the oeginning of the chapter, it comes
to an end at last with the sword.
;

;

=

DOCTRINAL REFLECTIONS.
It belongs to the prevailing aspect of jud(^
f/ien^ that those who are to be saved anpear like
a minimum, which is indicated, indeea, but not
This also is characteristic,
described more fully.
1.

that their salvation is made dependent wholly on
their being concealed and spared (ver. 4), without any reference to their subiective state. As
judgment reigns on the one hand, so unconditional
free grace on the other.
Comp. becades, ch. xvi 42, xxi 22 [17].
2. Judgment must prevail where the national
^riDrom perf. Hithp., by syncope for ^nOPUnm.
The meaning of the Niphal (to have compassion) standpoint is that of the law. This lies as a conIt is only
sequence in the character of the law.
does not suit the context, especially in what
his having a certain position towards, or befoUo^-s.
draughts
properly:
to
take
of
w
oru
- T
taking himself to, the person of the Lawgiver that
air, to draw in and send forth the breath, whence can preserve the transgressor, the sinner, from
the Piel to comfort, Hithp. to comfort oneself the sentence of death pronounced by the law.
(so also the Niphal).
The meaning: "tobere- But Israel as a whole stands in opposition to
vengM,'* does not suit here. Comp. Isa. L 24. Jehovah, not merely with its unlawful outward
The accomplishing of an^r comes therefore to conduct, but as regards its thorough ungodliness
mean also the bringing of it to an end one might of heart. Thus compassion ceases, as is expressly
say grace recovers breath again. The extremely mentioned in ver. 11. That Jehovah is engaged
anthropomorphic style of our passage is a highly in the most personal way is attested by the very
fignrative mode of representing the personal life form of the expression in ver. 18.
and acting of God. ^jrn* knowledge as the re8. The lost condition morally of the people as
sult of experience.
^n"i31 twice again (vers. 16, such is significantly brought before us, in ver. 11,
In the word spoken in zeal we have a in the profanation of the sanctuary. For this is
17).
guarantee of the certainty of the deed.
[The the most express local symbol of the personal
aifferent division of the words by £w., who takes presence of Jehovah in the midst of Israel, with
which, besides, the most perfect indwelling o(
"3 as s formula of swearing, is unjustifiable.]
God in the fulfilment (John ii. 19 sqq.) is idenVer. 14. Like 3*in» the "devastator" (in this tified.

m

:

:

;

:

——

section of the sword of God),

n^in

i*

the

**

de-

vastation," the desert, wilderness.
Lev. xxvL
81, 83 ; Jer. vii 84 ; Lam. ii. 1 sqq.
Allitera-

the tearing in pieces ; in
other words: the dishonouring, derision.
Jer.
xxiv. 9; Ezek. xxxvi. 84.
The di\ine interpretation from here onwards touches on what is said
in ver. 4
^the national annihilation of IsraeL—
Ver. 16. nriTn* viz. Jerusalem, to which the discourse returns, as in ver. 8 (ver. 6).
(Deut.
xxviii 87; Lam. v. 1.) Declamatorily in the
third person.—roi TlllTDnaV rebukes in actual
tively therewith, TMHT)

'

—

4. The judgment threatens the no^tona? existence of Israel. But if the nationality of Israel is
the holy nationality of the people of Ood, then it is
as intelligible, that the peculiar form, the symbolical body, of this idea which is to be realized may
the judgment of God, as it is certain
perish
that the idea will be realized, in however few it
may be ; in reality, there has been but One Israel,
that was alike sacrifice and priest, people and

m

king.

Hav., Hengst, and others find in our chapannouncement of yet a second penal judgment, viz. the last by the hand of the Romans,
Comp. as already Theodoret, Jerome. The truth is, that
fact, from n3^, to reprove, to chastise.
the more complete (the expulsion of the ten tribes
besides, Deut xxix. 24.
inVer. 16. Famine is the predominating element was a partial thing) unfolding of judgment
of Jerusalem
BecsAise sent forth among them by the Lord, its volved in the Chalaean destruction
world on
operations are compared to the arrows of a bow. is not finished till the judgment of the
Deut xxxiL 28, 42; Lam. iii. 12, 18.—As in the last day (Matt xxiv. 21). The iudgment
which still farther diminishes the small number
The evil arrows,
ver. 15 rm^n, so now Dn3in the skirt of the garment in ver. 8 thus finds
which
are
frona
is in the context
because they
where a transition is made from
nnC'*
n^nCID^,
explained by what follows. ^The description of the numerical element to the substance of the
the famine rises to a climax ; first it struces like mattei^-its goal in the consuming of the whole of
single arrows—destruction is present ; then it in- Israel (ver. 4). In the Chaldean judgment, Israers
creases, accumulates—the arrows from all sides nationality perished ; at that early period, not
become thicker; at length the staff of bread is first by the hand of the Romans. ** we have no
broken (comp. ch. iv. 16). Ver. 17. The famine king but C«sar'* is the answer of the leading
in again referred to, in order to connect with it
men of Israel already in John xix.
**
Alone of its
what remains, after the manner of the Pentateuch
6. On yer. 9 Hav. remarks
and of Jeremiah; cotnp. eh. ziv. 15; Deut xxxiL kind, and to be compared with nothing else, if

—
—

6.

ter the

—

—

:
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the judgment of the Lorti which runs through
the history of the kingdom of God it is a judgment continually rising higher and higher, as
compared with which what goes before always
appears an insignificant one, and in this its unceasing progress paving the way for the culmiHengst.
nating point of the lost judgment."
calls the judgment on Israel **a thing unique in
the history of the world." Only one must not
choose to read the true fulfilment in Josephus
first, but as and because the Chaldean destruction of Jerusalem was the first judgment of the
kind, so it remains, as to its essence also, the only
one.
For where is there u second nation, to
which God has stood so near, driven forth in such
a way from its land of promise since the days of
the fathers, judged and, as being judged, preserved?
But as this political mummification
serves the world- purpose of the Anointed One, so
it is in the same direction that we are to seek the
meaning of the destruction of Jerusalem by the
Romans, viz. not as a repetition, but merely as
an application of the Chaldean judgment to the
last period of the world beginning with Christ,
Hence the general eschatoloto the last day.
gical character of the discourses of Jesus in the
Gospels bearing on the subject
7. For the central position of Jerusalem, in a
theological point of view, Hengstenber^ quotes
*'
Jeshurun, the congregation of the npright, the
pattern nation prepared by God, which was to
send forth its lignt into the surrounding heathen
darkness, to honour its God, and to draw others
Comp.
to Him.
Deut. iv. 5, 6; Isa. xlii. 19.
Matt. V. 14; 1 Pet. ii. 9."
:

ment

learn God's justice, in the forutelUug of

it

loathbomeness brings on
the judgment" (Stck.).
"If one does not fear
before the sword of the Spirit or God's word
(Kph. vi. ; Heb. iv.), then must the sword of the
enemy come and hew down the barren trees"
God's judgments (1) sharp, (2) without
(B.B.).
respect of persons, but (3) just.
Ver. 2. " Exile
is honourable if it happens to us for Christ a
sake; the man who has to endure it because of
sin cannot com/ort himself therewith" (Stck.).
" These were certainly thoroughly scattered
sheep, because they had forsaken their Shepherd
He that will not allow himself to be gathered
uuder the wings of Jesus, will be carried away by
the wind of the divine wrath down to lieli And
let a man flee whither he will, if he wants a good
conscience, then the vengeance of God follows:
there is no possibility of escape from Him " (B. B).
Under the sword of God: (1) the man whom
the flame in the inner man, the fire of conscience,
does not consume, (2) is struck down by the out-

His goodness

;

but

sin's

—

—
:

—

—

—

ward calamities of life, (8) or he is carried away
by every gust of wind of pleasure, of opinion, etc.,
in the world, and so is lost.
Ver. 8. " Divine

—

—

providence and goodness remembers mercy in the
midst of wrath, oecause of the Messiah, who was
to be bom of this seed " (Stck. ).
" Otherwise it
would have happened as in the case of Sodom and'
Gomorrah " (L.).—Think how we are first bound

—

up

the skirt of the righteousness of Jesus
And no one will pluck us out of His
hand.— Ver. 4. "This is not to be literal fire,
but something much more real even than this,
the fire of tne wrath of God, when He gives
8. Judgment is, in every decisive moment of them over to the curse, and to the everlasting
the histoi-y of salvation (m the history of the torment of an evil conscience ; and this fire is
**
world), the goal, the end.
Crisis " is the name to take Iiold of all Israel, with the exception
given to it when one contemplates history from a of those preserved in the skirt of the garment
(Cocc).
remedio-pathological point ot view.
Ver. 6 sqq. The greater the benefit, the greater
ought to be the gratitude.
"In the Church,
HOMILETIC HINTS.
^eater sins are often committed than outside of
Ver. 1 sqq. ** By means of the similitude of It" (St.).
After the manner of Jerusalem, those
the hair, the Lord would intimate His exact con- cities acted in later times, where most of Jesus*
nection with Israel, how they have received from miracles were wrought (Matt. xi.).
Outward
Him all nourishment and supplies; from which advantages, without the inward disposition to
fellowship He now cuts them off like hair" correspond, are tow for the fire.
" We have
(B.B.).
"On account of its much hair, le. its therefore to see to it, that we bear the pleasure
great population, Jerusalem was so proud and (the burden) of prosperity with a strong mind''
ifuU of vain confidence" (C).
**And what an (C. ). To whom much is given, of him much may
impression must it make, when Ezekiel, who was be required, and much is required ; and yet there
of the priestly class, contrary to Lev. xxi., shaved shall only be required faithfulness in stewardship,
head and beartll" (L.) "The judgments of God and that gratitude which is so easily understood
have their stages, and come at last, when the of itself.
"He that knows his Lord's will, and
measure of sins is full, in a crowd, so that he who does it not, sins more grievously, and has more
escapes the one falls into the other" (TtJB. B.). grievous punishment to expect, Luke xiL 47 "
*•
Men and all creaturesbecome sharp swords, when (0.). "Perversion of the true doctrine and of
God makes use of them in judgment" (Stuk.).
the true worship and unholy living draw the
*'
Behold an example of divine providence
God judgments of God after them" (TOb. Bib.).—
does not strike blindly in His judgments, but, in Ver. 6 sqq. " The heterodox often show in their
the midst of the greatest confusion of human worship more zeal, earnestness, and stedfastness
afi'airs, weighs, as it were with scales, all that is to
than the orthodox" (St.).
"Their vices we
happen to every one " (W.). ** Not even a hair often adopt from the heathen, and in what is
shall be wanting to us ; but neither shall a hair good allow them the advantage.
They ought to
escape with the just God" (B. B.).— "God is just, have learnt from us, and we may learn even fh>m
but He is also merciful let us betake ourselves to them " (B. B.). Ver. 8 sqq. "As it is the com** If one does not himself in
His mercy " (L.).
fort of the pi' us : if God be for is, who can be
time cut off his vanities and bad habits, then against us? so it is the terror of the ungodly:
must a razor belonging to another make the eyes since God is against you, who will be for you ?
vrater, and cut in sucn a way, that of skin and (Stck.)
The divine judraients in the world are
hair nothing remains" (B. B.).
"In the judg- a mirror for the world. Ver. 9. The individuality
in

Christ
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judgments of God an interesting historical
Ver. 10. " Famine has no eyes, no ears,
po hands, but teeth. It has no respect of persons,
nor does it listen to anything, nor does it give,
but is cruel and unmerciful (Stck. ). FaUiers
often enough devour their children by the bad
example which they give them. And children
devour their fathers by their covetousness, want
of affection, disobedience, by the ^rief which they

of

tlie

thcine.
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we ought to hear betimes, lest we be coruwhen it is too late. Ver. 14. How
many such monuments of divine retribution stand
fore

—

—

pelled to {tei

We walk past, yes, alas past
Into the mirror of the judgments of God
we look in vain, just as into that of the divine
law.—** If love cannot improve us, then must we
feel the iron sceptre" (B. B.).
Ver. 17. **AU
the creatures are ready for vengeance, and w^ait
"
** If men
prepare for them.
(Stck.).
Ver. 11. In him that does not merely for God's command
"
sanctify God, God sanctifies Himself.
I live, and do not terrify us, then there are the beasts
ye shall live also. But it is a fearful thing to fall (Stck.). Thus there is a chain of divine punish
into the hands of the living God. These are con
ments one takes the other's hand. *' In tne end,
trasts.
many profane the sanctuary of God it is God with whom we have to do. Be not, then^
by sleep, by extravagance in dress, by their dis- like the dog which bites the stone, and not the
tracted worldly thoughts !
'*God subVer. 13. There thou hand which threw it!" (Stck.)
iieest how zealous love can be.
This causes the scribes the threatening with the royal monogram
jealousy of Him who is Israel's Husband.
There- of His name "
L.).
on our

—

—

life-path

!

!

them.

—

|

!

—

;

—

'

—

—

;

—How

—

—

—

8.

(

The Two Discourses op Rebuke (Ch.

vi.

and

vii.).

1. And the word of Jehovah came unto me, saying: Son of man, set
2 thy face toward the mountains of Israel, and prophesy to them. And say,
3 Ye mountains of Israel, hear the word of the Lord Jehovah. Thus saith the
Lord Jehovah to the mountains and to the hills, to the brook-channels and
to the valleys
Behold, I, even I, cause a sword to come upon you, and I
4 destroy your high places.
And your altars are desolated, and your sunpillars are broken in pieces; and I make your slain to fall before your dung-

Ch. VL

:

5 idols. And I lay the carcases of the children of Israel before their dung-idols,
6 and scatter your bones round about your altars. In all your dwelling-places
shall the cities be laid waste, and the high places become desolate, in order that
your altars may be laid waste and broken in pieces, and your dung-idols be laid
waste and done away with, and your sun-pillars be thrown down, and your handi7 works be rooted out.
And the slain falls in your midst, and ye know that I am
8 Jehovah. And I leave a remnant, inasmuch as there are to you some that have
escaped the sword among the heathen nations, when ye are scattered in the
9 countries. And your escaped ones remember me among the heathen nations,
whither they are carried captive, when I have broken their whorish heart, which
hath departed from me, anc\ their eyes, which go a whoring after their dun^-idols;
feel loathing in their faces for the evil things which they have done in
respect of all their abominations.
And they know that I am Jehovah; not in
vain have I said that I would do this evil uuto them.
Thus saith the Lord
Jehovah Strike into thy hand, and stamp with thy foot, and say, Woe to all
the evil abominations of the house of Israel, who shall fall by the sword, by the
famine, and by the pestilence.
He that is far off shall die by the pestilence;
and he that is near shall fall by the sword; and he that remained over, and he
that is preserved, shall die by the famine; and I accomplish My fury upon [in]
them. And ye know that I am Jehovah, when their slain are in the midst of
their dung-idols round about their altars, at every high hill, upon all the tops of
the mountains, and under every green tree, and under every thick terebinth, on
whatever place they did offer sweet savour to all their dung-idols. And I stretch
out My hand upon them, and make the land a desert and waste more than the
wilderness of Diblath, in all their dwelling-places; and they know that I am
Jehovah.

and they
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EZEKIEL.
ments of the dead.) The discourse is addressed
to the moimtains but as it is spoken of the chilThe first discourse is not exactly a coDtinuation, dren of Israel, so also in reality it is spoken to them.
or even a farther elucidation of what precedes, but
In Ver. 6 the place of execution is extended by
a word by itself, although with reference to what
means
of D3^nia65nD 5>33 to ^^ inhabited land,
went before. Its resemblance to Jeremiah will
be shown by manifold points of contact with the more specially to the cities (Jer. il 28).—
style of Jeremiah.
According to Calv., Ezekiel ni3inn» ^^^^ significant allusion to ^-^n (sword).
turns now from Judah to Israel (?).
Ver. 1. Comp.
jyO? tlie extermination of the idolatrous wor-

EXEOETICAL RBMABK8.

;

ch.

3,

i.

iii.

16.

—

— Ver.

y^^

2.

Q^tJf

expresses the

and that simply: toward; the

direction,

^ by

lation of

—

'*
:

against,"

is

trans-

stronger than

is

—

:

Henost. :
the object— ^oc^^.
guilty," be convicted as guilty by
of the destruction. u\i^H is * * to demolish,

ship therefore

is

"and become
means

necessary.
The mountains of Israel remove, of "to break in pieces," and from that morally:
course, the horizon of the prophet from Jeru- to commit a fault, and consequently to become
salem, which was hitherto mainly the subject of guilty, finally
to suffer pimishment
Guilt
discourse, to a greater distance ; but the expres- appears a strange thought lor our context here.
sion is used, not so much in order to characterize
Ver. 7. Slain [sing.]; the individual instead of
the whole land according to its peculiarity, as a all who are like him, one here, another there.
land of mountains in the sense of Deut. xi. 11 Because the discourse reaches a pause, after the
(Hknost.), which in the connection here would personal element (as in vers. 4, 5) has been added
be quite superfluous; but the mountains come to the material, there is mentioned as the result
into consideration, as the sequel shows, as Israel's the experimental knowledge of Jehovah,
not so
well-hiouniy favourite places of sacrifice (Jer. liL much of His bem^ Gk)d alone, as of His eternity
According to J. D. Mich. : *'a prophecy here in contrast with the idols which pass away.
6).
a^inst the remnant of the ten tribes
rales- With such knowledge taken into view as the
tine, which took part even in Hezekiah's and effect of later experience, the way is paved at the
Josiah's passover."
As in the case of words of same time for Ver. 8. (Ew. converts *rnninv
speaking,
might also mean : "to prophesy which is to him " incapable of explanation " (!
:

—

—

m

DHvX

of them;" but they are

Comp.

dressed.

—

Kings

1

be a narrow valley, a

:

8

—formally ad— p|>x m&y

again to
Ver.

—

Not

nl^KJ^-

purpose of

for the

'\'0\^^\

V

ver.

7.)— The

if,

:

stands in a middle sense

Hkngst.

•

:

xv. 17 sqq. (Lev. xxvi.
or when.
^mSB'^ Ges. under-

—

:

"

I

break for myself."

" The

passivity passes over, as it were,
from those whose heart is broken to Him by
whom, and in whose interest, it has been broken.
I was broken, instead of : I have broken for my:

[Others: By whose whorish heart I am
their
broken (with pain, Oen. vi. 6). HiTZ.
heart and eves, which could not be satisfied with
whoredom (ch. xvi. 28, 29), God will then
" satisfy " with bitter feelings (Wjfe^n instead
self."

:

ch.

v.

begins

Niph. of DDB^i comp. ch.

perf.

41).—i55fj<

T

:

Comp. Luke

Ver. 9.

The sword-tone from
make itself heard.

4.

which he attaches to

^J!|"»3'«|,

2.
remnant are such as have escaped so far as the
and equally well a sword is concerned, etc.; comp. ch. v. 2, 12, 3
(Rom. ix. 27, xi. 6).— D3WlTn3. uif. Niph.
For nlK^a^ we have
with piur. suffix, for Dani'una.

xiii.

depicting the whole land, but in order graphically
to set forth the mountains ; or because defiles
and valleys, on account of the growth of trees,
are distinctively for idolatrous services {e.g. the
valley of Hinnom, Jer. vii. 81, xxxii. 86).
In
the latter respect, the sword comes and destroys
the high places, as high places of worship, selfchosen ; hence your. s^^ ^jjn energetically expressive.

!),

into

defile,

river-bed, a brook-channel.

in the Qeri

^Ver.

•

T

here of being rendered silent by devastato lay waste.
tion
^The altaiB where sacrifices
are offered.— D'»3i3n only in the plural, statues,

of ^rnSB^j)Ew. reads, instead of ^m3B^ "JB'K*
"more simply," ^"JJC'OV The LXX. have read

images of the Phenician sun-god (Baal -Ham-

^fiy^K^j* ]

iv.

17

—

;

:

man); Raschi: "sun -pillars."

— D^S^I

only in the plural, certainly not

from

i)^j,

"to roU "

nected with

^

(?),

likewise

" stocks,"

:

an idlusion to David in Ps. li. 1
found
as Heiigst. supposes? n^T
properly only of the woman, as here adso in the
application to the marriage relationship of Isrtiel
to Jehovah. The word means properly : to incline
but whether is it towards or away from f In
the latter sense (Hos. ix. 1) we have it inter(2

but undoubtedly con-

and ^^, "dung," unless

:

the

Sam.

Is there

—

xi. 2),

^

"abominable," "horrible," from the original preted by means of ^j;tD *1D1C^ i^ *h* former
meaning
"to separate," " to divide." Hiv. by means of -*nnK. top31 (Dip) ^^^^ I^stone monuments (contemptuously loose stones), euphon. in the last. DrP3D!l» ^ot of the idols
" your excredead masses of stone. (Perhaps
=^3D^» '^oi^- ^* ^t ^^^ of the escaped, who feel
ments.") ^^th» **^^ face off" lying before the loathing in their own faces ("not reciprocally,"
Dust to dung. ^Ver. 6. i;ig) is something H ITZ. ). (Henost. to become a loathing to themface.
fallen, a dead body
comp. Lev. xxvi. 30.— Qvy selves. RosENM. so that their face shows the
J

—

:

—

:

:

—

:

:

:

;

is

"what

is

strong," hence: a bone^

(Lav. re-

here, that perhaps also they made themselves be buried beside their idols, and that now
the bones of the dead were to be brought out and
scattered by their enemies seeking after the orna-

marks

loathing.)

"in

Ch. xx. 43, xxxvi. 81.—n^jnn-^:
etc.
<Jomp»

reference to," as respecting,

besides, Jer. xxii.

^K, of which

it is

22

;

Hos.

iv.

19.—^^

an abbreviation.
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VI. lC-14.

Yer. 10. Like rer. 7, a pause in the discourse, a with fruit in clusters, capable of reaching a great
iimetidon of the object in yiew. He remains age, hence also used for monuments, kml marks,
what He is, but ihey must change, must away and the like (Kmcui our elms). In ai-boriculback to Him. In this experimental way they ture the tree most preferred, perhaps as being
eome to know Jehoyah.
Q^n (JH), gratis^ sacred to Astarte. -iBfj< Q^pD, focogMo w6i.
The standing formula in the law of the offering in
That the
frustra, in complete form 03n"^Kgeneral, and in particular of the bnnit-offering
deed proves the word is not the special point of
which is wholly consumed, riTO H^l* "savour of
this second pause in the discourse, but (according
rest, " is a bitter aiticism, where God must proto the accents) the eternity of Jehovah, as in ver.
nounce it of the worship of idols. (*' The idea of
7, in contraat with the idols that pass away, so
rest is, like that of pea^, synonymous with acnow in contrast with those who change in Israel
ceptability, pleasantness, so that the formula is
—The words **Kot in vain have I said,** etc. intended
to assert that the offering, when it rises
(comp. on ch. ziv. 23), show in general how it is
up, is acceptable, weU -pleasing to God," Baur.)
possiole, by means of the fulfilment of what has
Oomp.
Gen. viii. 21; Ezek. viii. 11, xvi. 18;
oeen said, that they can acquire from experience
Hos. ii. 13.
the knowledge of Jehovah ; and they form, beVer. 14. The exceedingly expressive gesture
sides, the transition to Ver. 11
iDX"n3« Pa"* (ch. xiv. 9, 13) explains itself, in contrast with
and displeasure, in general lively emotion (Num. the foregoing spread of idolatry
(^nrOl over
Not
xxiv. 10 ; Ezek. xxi. 19^ [171 ^cxii. 13).
against DKHDn: i^i ver. 18).— nOK^I HODK' ia
But comp.,
like ch. XXV. 6 or 2 Sam. xxii 43.
Either with the a waste and desolation, the greatest waste,
as to the^^s^ gesture, ver. 14.
hand upon the thigh (Jer. xxxi. 19), or: one Comp. ch. V. 14; Jer. vi. 8. A wilderness of
gesture with the /oo^ Diblah is not known elsewhere, hence many
hand into the other.
Hengst. takes in the sense of impatience, which have read Kiblah, a city which lay on the northern
cannot wait for the suffering following upon the boundary of Palestine (?), with n local attached
The prophet symbolizes in his own to it, in this sense ** from the wilderness (in the
sinful action.
person the indignation of Jehovah. igfj^, accord- south and east) as far as Riblah." Besides the
fact that the change of reading is without support
ing to Keil, a coig unction thaL
from the ancient translators, there is so much
>rer. 12. Since the "house of Israel" (ver. 11)
as a whole is interpret^ by means of *^m in the against it in a linguistic and geographical point
of view (comp. Deut. xxxiv. 11 and 2 Kings
plural, and since, in fact, more exactly it is those
who fall by the sword, etc., the specification of xxiii. 33; Jer. xxxix. 6, lii. 10), that certainly
oor verse refers to the same parties. He that is the simpler plan recommends itself, to take ^
" Dibkthah "
Dibter ofl^ who may reckon himself far off from the comparatively (p) and
sword, which is first named in ver. 11, di«8 by lathaim (Jer. xlviii. 22 ; Num. xxxiii. 46), which
that which is last named in ver. 11, and hence is also in the inscription recently discovered at
He that is Dhiban, on the other side of thi^ Dead Sea ^^omp.
relatively farthest off: pestilence.
Bear, wno is near the death by famine, the Schlottmann's Osterpi'ogramm, 1870 ; Noldeke,
second named, does not, however, perish by it, but Die Inschrift des Kdnigs Mesa von Moab, Kiel,
fUk by what is still nearer to him (according to 1870), the Moabite city on the mai^n of the
He that re- great wilderness of Arabia Deserta. (3omp. Keil
ver. 11), the first named fwovd.
maineth oTer, viz. from the pestilence, and he on the passage. [Hav. takes "Diblathah" as a
that is preservedt viz. from the sword, dies never- proper name formed by Ezekiel, whose appellative
theless, as it were of himself by the liunine. meaning (the form like nn3Dn» side by side with
TT : •
The prevailing reference here, according to ch.
ia perhaps : ''wilderness of ruin, of deiv., y., is to the siege of Jerusalem; but "iiv^n HDOn)
T t
is not on that account: he that is besi^^ struction " (Joel ii. 3 ; Jer. IL 26), analogously U
Comn. beddes, ch. v. 13.
(Hits.).
"Babylon."]
Ver. 13. A tnird {muse in the discourse ; comp.
era. 7, 10. The point in hand is the eternity of
Additional Notr on Ch. v., vi.
Jehovah the beginning being at the same time
now
the
the
way
at
[In
vision of the si^^e and the iniquitysupplementary
resumed in a
cloee and termination of the discourse^ in con- bearing, a heavy burden of troubles, partly in
trast with the land, consequently with what has progress, and partly still impending, had been
been promised and given by Jehovah Himself! announced by tne prophet as determined against
Thus the accomplishment of the divine fliry just the covenant people. The afflictions of Egypt
threatened (ver. 12) is brought about. Perhaps and the trials of the wilderness were, in a manner,
But even that was not
also the hearers of the prophet are addressed, who to pass over them a^(ain.
may be conceived of as acquiring such knowledge. enough ; for as their ffuilt exceeded the guilt of
their forefathers, so the chastisement now to be
Ccmip. besides, vtvs. 4, 5 ; 1 Kines xiv. 23
received from the hand of God was to surpass all
2 Kuigs xvii 10 ; Deut. xii 2 ; lea. Ivii 5 sqq.
Ho*. IV. i8; Jer. ii. ?0, iu. 6.— iTd^/Us of hUls that had been experienced in the history of the
and tops </ tnotaUaiM, as being nearer heaven, past. This more severe message is unfoldeid in the
^e heavenly powers, as it were like natural next vision, that recorded in these chapters.
The ludgments themselves are distributed into
altars of the earth, adapted also/or toatchmg the
progress qf the sacrifice, of the sacrificial smoke three classes, according to the threefold division
mentioned in what follows.— Not forests, groves, of the hair : the sword was to devour one-third of
bat smgle green trees found in the brook-channels the people ; famine and pestilence another ; and
among
and ravines.— ni>K like ff^, from its strength, a that wmch remained was to be scattered
«the nations.
The stron^t language is employed
tree similar to the oak, ever-green, rich in shade, to describe the calamities indicate under these
:
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various heads, and everything is introduced that ments with the same ease and certainty with
might have the elfect of conveying the most which we can mark their coui'se in the history o'
But it is not the less certain
Amid the ancient Israel.
appalling idea of the coming future.
hoiTors to be produced by famine and pestilence, that the principles which produced such marked
**
their fathers effects then are in active operation still ; and
thfe dreadful words of Moses, that
should e.it their sons in the midst of them,'* are wherever Israel's guilt is incurred anew, there will
reiterated, with the addition of the still darker infallibly be experienced a renewal of Israel's
For the gospel has brought no suspension
feature, that ** the sons should also eat their doom.
The wild beasts of the field, of God's justice any more than of His mercy. It
fathers '* (ver. 10).
too, were to embitter by their ravages the cala- contains the most glorious exhibition of His grace
mities produced by the evil arrows of famine ; to sinners ; but along with this it contains the
and the sword was to pass through the land in most affecting and awful display of His righteous
snch fury, that none should be able to escape, indignation against sin. Both features, indeed,
rendering all a desolate wilderness (ch. vi. 14), of the divine character have reached under the
destroying also their idols, and scattering around gospel a higher stage of development ; and so far
them the dead carcases of the people, so that the has the introduction of the new covenant been
things in which they had foolishly trusted should from laying an arrest on the severity of God, that
r>nly in the day of evil prove the witnesses and not till it appeared did the Jews themselves
companions of their ruin (ch. vi. 3-6). Finally, experience the heaviest portion of the evils
in respect to those who should escape the more threatened against them ; then only did the
immediate evils, not only should they be scat- wrath begin to fall upon them to the uttermost,
tered fur and wide among the nations, but should and the days of darlmess and tribulation come,
This
there also meet with taunting and reproaches; such as had not hitherto been known.
nay, a sword should be drawn out after them, as vision of woe, therefore, extends alike over both
had already been predicted by Moses (ch. v. 12 ; dispensations, and speaks to men of every age
Lev. xxvi. 33) ; they, too, were to be for burning and clime ; it is a mirror, in which the justice of
(so also Isa. vi. 13); for the anger of the Lord God reflects itself for the world at large, with no
was still to pursue after them with "furious further alteration for gospel times than such as is
rebukes," untu He had completely broken their implied in the words of the apostle **0f how
rebellious hearts, and wrought in them a spirit of much sorer punishment, suppose ye, shall he be
true contrition for sin and perfect reconciliation thought worthy who hath trodden under foot
of heart with God (ch. vi. 9).
the Son of God, and hath counted the blood ot
Nothing of a detinite nature is mentioned as to the covenant, wherewith he waa sanctified, an
time and place in this dark outline of revealed unholy thing, and hath done despite unto the
judgments.
That the doom of evil was by no Spirit of grace?"— Fairbairn's EzeJciel, pp. 64,
means to be exhausted by the troubles connected 65-67.— W. F.]
with tht Chaldean conquest is manifest for that
portion of the people who were to go into exile
DOCTRINAL EEFLECT10N8.
and be dispersed among the nations were appointed to other and still future tribulations.
1. But what has Israel sought with all its
There was to be a germinating evil in their idolatry ? It has sought a strange righteousness
destiny, because there would m, as the Lord instead of that offered to it in the law of God,
clearly foresaw, a germinating evil in their cha- viz. the heathen righteousness, which is that of
Therefore God's
racter; and so long as this root of bitterness the natural man in his self-will.
should still be springing up into acts of rebellion righteousness in judgment breaks in pieces this
against God, it should never cease to be recoiling self-righteousness in all its manifold forms.
2. ft is therefore the first petition in the prayer
upon them with strokes of chastisement in providence.
In this there was nothing absolutely which the Messiah has taught us Hallowed be
singular as to the prindpU on which the divine Thy name, of which the first step is thus exgovernment proceeded— only, as God had con- pressed in the Heidelberg Catechism Grant that
nected himself with Israel in a manner He never we may rightly know Thee, a point to which this
had done with any nation before, nor would with chapter also returns over and over again. And
any other again, there should be a certain to glorify and praise God in all His works, as the
singularity in their case as to the actual experi- catechism fartner ti aches, is exactly the opposite
ence of suffering on account of sin.
In their his- of the works of our own hands in ver. 6.
8. Without a remnant, the eternity of the divine
tory as a people, the footsteps of God's righteous
judgment would leave impressions behind it of covenant, and with it the eternity of Jehovah
unexampled severity, according to the word here Himself, the essence of His name, would fall to
The continuity of the Church of
uttered: "And I will do in thee that which 1 the eround.
have not done, and whereunto I will not do any God IS the defence of the divine covenant-faithfulness, the proof of the divine providence (governmore the like, because of all thine abominations.
But there is no caprice in the dealings of God. ment), the triumph of grace over all judgment.
When He afflicts with the rod of chastisement He who judges, sifts.
and rebuke, it is only becaus the righteous prin4. ** But first must heart and eye be broken,
ciples of His government demand it; and the and fallen man must feel a loathing of himself on
fearful burden of evils here suspended over the account of his wickedness, before he turns to Him
This is the only
lieads of ancient Israel sounds also a warning- who has not spoken in vain.
note of judgment to all nations and all ages of way to the knowledge of the living and true God
Theire have been, it is true, such and we all must firat with Israel learn to seek and
the world.
changes introduced into the outward administra- find with broken whorish hearts and eyes th«
tion of God's kingdom, as render it, for the most light of the gospel in the shame of captivity
part, impossible to truce the execution of His judgamong the blind heathen " (Uhbu. ).
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VI.

" One may certainly feel that he has to do times a little flock
but not humble himself just a& Cain overpowered by no

— which

can be

in the world,

"Yes, what is
one"(CJi.).
(Qen. iv. 6) was compelled to tremble before God,
Only
there that is not scattered over the earth
'
bat always remained the same.
So it usually think of the many graves and gravestones!
happens with the lost.
It is certainly a part of (Stck.)
Ver. 9. '*So long as it goes well with
repentance to recognise God's judgment, but the the sinner, he is usually
and blind amid all
half merely.
To oe displeased with oneself is admonitions and judgments. What a benefit
the other half (Calv.).
therefore conferred by God, when he opens his
6. By consenting to God's judgment, by ap(St.)
eyes and eare by means of evil days!
piOTiu^ of it and of His righteousness with our '* Among the heathen " means grace in the strange
whole heart, as the prophet is to smite with his land, where one was not to expect it.
^The blessing
hands and to stamp with his foot, let us judge of affliction.
In prosperity miseiy, in adversity
ourselves, and then we shall not be judged.
Our salvation
Remembrance a way to God.
justification of God leads to our justification by ** Affliction is, as it were, a hammer for our strong
God, in the way shown, e.g., in Ps. li.
heart, and is able to force tears from the eyes
** Misery is the best preacher of repent7. It is a specialty of the prophecy of Ezekiel,
(a L.).
on the one hand, the prominence given to joiiorah, ance, when one will not listen to others.
The
who speaks and will act accordingly (ch. v. ), and, majority are always like horses and mules ; they
on the other, the emphasis laid on knowledge as are not to be brought to God otherwise than by
the result of experience.
Because Jehovah speaks bits and bridles, whips and rods" (B. B.).--In
in accordance with His nature, will, decree. He idolatry there is a whorish ardour, as the religious
will be what He is, when what He has said comes history of heathendom characteristically proves.
to pass.
In such knowledge of Jehovah, reached
" For it is chastity of the spirit to serve God
through experience of what comes to pass, there purely" (C). How must the good God thus go
lies an eschatological, New Testament element.
after us men, in order merely to bring back our
There is a reference to the fulness of the times, heart and our eyes even from destruction!
alike in the judgment on Israel, and as regards " The sinner has nothing of his own, neither his
the salvation of the whole world.
The judgment heart, nor his eyes, nor his feet ; everything beon the heathen element in Israel is, besides, the long to the world, and is in the service of the
**
jndmnent on heathenism in general. Jehovah is devil" (A L.).
The true pief for our sin
the noly monogram of all the future, the divine begins in the heart, manifests itself through the
motto for the appearing of eternity in time, the eyes, and proves itself in the whole life and walk"
manifestation of God in flesh. (Comp. Hos. ii. (Stck.).
"Sincere repentance never comes too
19 sqq.)
late, but has always access to the grace of God,
Rev. iii. 17, 19" (W. ).--*' When it is right in
the penitent heart, there is also loathing of curHOMILBTIO HINTS.
selves, Luke xviiL 18 " (after St.).
Vers. 1, 2. So a son of man may be brought by
Ver. 10. "The knowledge of God a fruit of
Qod into such a position as to assail ''mountains repentance " (C). ** Men make their boast with
eren, Le, those who tower like mountains above empty threatenings ; but with God there is
the level of the rest of men, princes and kinss earnestness" (B. B.).
Ver. 11. Ezekiel's exand the like, with the word (Ps. cxliv. 5). ** Sm clamation of woe has, as one may say, hand and
not only pollutes man, but drags the rest of the foot. The whole man is wholly in it with his
creatures also into suifering along with him" heart.
Such excitement is not to be blamed in
(a L.). Ver. 3 sqq. Against the sword of God any servant of the Living God. The messengers
idols are of no avail. ^rlow many a place con- of peace at least (Matt x.) are to shake the
demns many a man, and becomes his place of dust off their feet. And He Himself, the Peacejudgment ! There thou seest the manifold ways ful One, has in Luke xi. uttered one woe after
'* God has many rods, wherewith He
of men, in which they depart from the One Living another.
God, and make to themselves broken cisterns, chastises evil-doers, but three especially, in which
Jer. iL 13.
In particular, a false worship does all the rest are gathered up" (L.). Ver. 12.
not remain unpunished, although it boasts a long
man can escape God (Stck.). Death
time. The power of strange gods over a he^rt overtakes us in all forms woe to the impenitent 1
*•
which is not at home with God, and which follows
There are two kinds of flight from God one
onceasingly its strange lust: this, namely, that which is of no use, and that by means of true rehouse and heart become desolate places of death. pentance, which avails" (L.). Ver. 13. "As is
Ver. 6. God first smites man repeatedly on the the case with Paul in Phil, iii., it causes the prohand ; at last He smites in pieces the works of his phet also no annoyance to say the same thing
hands. Ver. 7. ** If, therefore, sin is committed repeatedly" (Stck.). How sin can fum what is
in our midst, be not silent, laugh not, give no pleasing to the Most High into exactl}' the
applause" (Stck.). God is not less to be known opposite !—Ver. 14. " When God has held His
in His judgments.
Vers. 1-7. God and idols
hand long enough stretched out to allure, to
(1) how His word condemns them ; (2) how His bless, then at length He stretches it out also to
judgment annihilates them ; (3) how those who punish" (Stck.). The wilderness shall blossom
serve them come to shame, spiritually and cor- (Isa. xxxv.); but what was blossoming may also
with
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become a wilderness, and both from God.
the heathen nations "Jehovah is He who will be what He is; in
tn example of the goodness, but also of the other words. He who shows His eternity and
"
•ererity, of God, both leading us to repentance
power, and fulfils His word, and does not change,
poreally.

—

Ver.

8.

**

(Btck.).—**

The Jews among

God has and

keeps for Himself at

all

nor deny Himself " (Cocc).
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CHAPTER VIL
1,

2

And the word of Jehovah came unto me, saying, And thou, son of man,
thus saith the Lord Jehovah An end to the soil of Israel the end comes
upon the four comers [borders] of the land. Now [comes] the end upon thee,
and I send Mine anger into thee, and judge thee as thy ways [are], and give
upon thee all thine abominations. And Mine eye will not restrain itself from
[have piry upon] thee, neither will I spare; for [but] thy ways will I give upon
thee, and thine abominations shall be in thy midst; and ye know that I am
Jehovah. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, An evil, one evil, behold it cometh.
An end cometh, there cometh the end; it awaketh for thee, behold, it
inhabitant of the land; the time
cometh. The turn (]) cometh to thee,
cometh ; the day is near, tumult and not joyous shouting upon the mountains.
Now will I shortly pour out My fury upon thee, and I accomplish Mine anger
upon [m] thee, and judge thee as thy ways [are], and give upon thee all thine
And Mine eye will not forbear, and I will not spare ; as thy
abominations.
ways [are] will I give upon thee, and thine abominations shall be in thy midst;
and ye know that it is I, Jehovah, that smiteth. Behold, the day, behold, it
cometh the turn (?) springeth up ; the rod sprouts ; pride blossoms. The
violence riseth up into the rod of wickedness; not of them, nor of their
multitude, nor of their pomp ; neither is there anything glorious upon
[in, among] theuL
The time comes, the day arrives; let not the buyer rejoice,
nor the seller mourn; for heat [of anger] cometh upon the whole multitude
thereof.
For the seller shall not return to what is sold, even were
their life still amons the living; for the vision is upon [against] the whole
multitude thereof; he shall not return, nor shall they ^m his iniquity is
every one's life show themselves strong. They blow the horn, and make all
ready, and there is none who goeth to the battle ; for My heat of anger is
upon [againrt] their whole multitude. The sword without, and the pestilence
and famine within
He that is in the field shall die by the sword ; and he
that is in the city, famine and pestilence shdl devour him. And if their
escaped ones escape, they are upon the mountains like doves of the valleys,
All hands shall be slack, and all
all of them cooing, each one in his iniquity.
knees shall dissolve into water. And they gird sackcloth about them, and
horror covers them ; and upon all faces is shame, and baldness on all their
heads.
Their silver shall they cast upon the streets, and their gold shall be
to them for repudiation.
Their silver and their gold shall not be able to
deliver them on the day of the outpouring of the wrath of Jehovah they
shall not satisfy their soul, neither fill their bowels ; for it was a stumblingblock of their iniquity. And the ornament of his decoration for pride they
placed it, and images of their abominations, of their [their aeem.] detestable
things, they made of it
And I
therefore I give it to them for repudiation.
give it into the hands of the strangers for a prey, and to the wicked of
the earth for a spoil ; and they profane her. And I turn away My face from
them, and they profane My secret and violent ones come into her, and profane her.
Make the chain ; for the land is full of blood-guiltiness, and the
city is full of outrage.
And I bring wicked ones of the [heathen] nations, and
they take possession of their houses and 1 make the pride of the strong to
Destruction cometh [came] ; and
cease ; and their holy places are profaned.
they seek salvation [peace], and there is none. Destruction upon destruction
shall come, and rumour shall be upon nimour ; and they seek a vision from
the prophet and the law [initmction] shall perish from the priest, and counsel
from the eldera The king shall mourn, and the prince shall put on blank
amazement, and the hands of the people in the land shall be slack according
to their way will I do unto them, and according to their deserts will 1 judge
them ; and they know that I am Jehovah.
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EXBGBTIOAL BEMAKK8.

tt

ieemndumjudieit^

^*''^^— Ti>K»

According to Hengst., the first cycle closes here,
and, in fact, with a song (?).
But the "lyric"
element (Ew. ) is rather a rhetorical one. Neither
is there any *' solemn close, which corresponds
with the solemn introduction," but simply a
eecond prophetie discourse attached to the first in
eh. vL
The prophet has in his eye the time of
the breaking forth of the divine judgment
(Hitziff from ver. 8 onwards works himself into
the idea of two defective recensions of the
original text, for which there is no valid ground.
Keteler lay^ the Hebrew text as a basis, so far as
it is confirmed by the Greek translation, in order
to obtain a '* piece of four parts carried through
with complete symmetry. ")

fern.,

because Jerusalem

background, as in ver. 8

also.

(**

The

is

in the

repetition

indicates the certainty, the greatness,

swiftness."— A

and the
resumes the so

L.)— nK3(fem.)

strongly-emphasized r\]n of ver.
impersonally (Hay., Keil), or
in ver. 7,

m^Bjrn

or it stands
prepares for
which means "a crown" in
6,

it

xxviiL

6, a meaning which is not smtabla
might be allowable to translate in our
the turn comes to thee," inasmuch as
m^fiV from -^Bv DMiy be something "arranged in
a row together " with something else, where one
thing follows another. But this certainly hardly
suits n«y in ver. 10.
The interpretation most

Isa.

here.

It

verse:

**

in favour, viz. " destiny " (HiTZ. the goddess of
so fate, properly vicissitude
of fortune, catastrophe),
often, an address to the prophet in contradistinc- gives a suitable although heathenish sense
we
;
tion from the people (ch. ii. 8, iii. 25, iv. 1, v. 1). would be compelled to admit a borrowing on
The Sept supplied -jbKmark of exclamation Ezekiel's part from his Chaldaic surroundings,
and yet the expression itself is not thereby exis enough.—nO^K^ not "of" (Hengst.), nor, as
plained.
It is sought to be explained by the
£w. maintains against the accents " thus saith circle
of fate, or its being shut up within itself.
... to the fatherland of Israel." HDIK is the One might
think of the return of the sin in the
•oil of a country, for which afterwards
pfc^ri; punishment, wherewith it finishes its course; comp.
hence the total min.
Comp. ch. vi 14. The vers. 8, i.
to return
(-jqv in Judg. vii. 8
precediog discourse is brought to a point in this, circuitously.) Others hold fast by the meaning
under the motto of the end. Inst^ of n^^iK "crown," and understand by it the kingdom of
the Chaldeans, or the king of the Chaldeans.
tiie Qeri gives the more usual formj^-it^.—
Hav., who combats this meaning, asserting that
Ver. 3. -913, so that it finds its place in thee, in Isa. xxviii. it is a pkit of hair that is meant,
**
accepts a later Aramaism, m^BV
where it can have vent. ^Waya for walk.
the
Ver.

1.

Comp.

ch. vi.

1.—Ver.

2.

nnw»

m

:

:

A

:

=

—

—

In
accordance therewith will be the judgment.
Their abominations come upon their own neads.
Ver. 4. D^n» *'to restrain oneself," hence **to
spare " (ch. v. 11), to have compassion.
^They
are to see their abominations again in their
midst, in their consequences, the cBvine punishments.
Comp. besides, ch. vi. 7.

—

—

Vot.

5.

r\]nf

what

is

destructive,

= fc<"JDV»

dawn,"

of the evil day (Joel ii. 1, 2).
Grot,
with reference to y^p;^ in ver. 6, inasmuch as it
viz.

was customary

for judgment to be administered
in the morning.
Others in other ways. Was it
intended, perhaps, to indicate something equivalent to "w-nat is marked with the graver

(pDV)

:

what

is

determined, established, as in Jer. xvii.

injurious,

here conceived of as being 80 evil, that it is spoken ^ '"'I^!??' ™*8<^-» ^cause of what follows (Hoe.
standing alone, and not as a succession ix. 7).—-D^»n, artic: cKm t/fc.—Tumult, perhaps
(Comp. ch. v. 9.)
J. D. Mich.
**
which makes an end at once, so that no second alarm of war, and in contrast therewith ^^, i.e.
is neccfflary."
The curt, abrupt character of the
(comp. isa. xvi. 9, 10 ; Jer. xlviii. 83), cry
discourse portrays the sudden, violent nature of
of
joy
of the vine-dressers (?), or cry of victory,
the judgment.
The Chald. read perhaps -^riK.
Isa. xl. 9 (J. D. Mich.), or /e««tra|.pomp of the
a play upon words. After idolaters,
Ver. 6.
of as one
of evils.

:

—

yyn

—

ppn ^^.

ch.

vi.

8,

13 (Kosenm.),

HWgst.

:

Wring apparently slept so long and so soundly, "joyful shout of the mountains," because the
d« end (not Jehovah) awikM, and thereforo ii shout of joy ii heard on them and called Ux^ hj

a
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them
come

Luudx.

which

will

in them."

the painful tumult of those who are
Hav. takes in for lin,
•eeking deliverance.
**
brightness," so that the dawn rises without
mountain brightness (?), without irradiating the
mountains which are first to be irradiated (!).

According

(Ps.

Ver.

8.

comp.

r\J!(^\

in place of

13),

yer.

3.— ^npo,

in Deut.

17 of place, here of time (Job xx. 6).
Comp. besides, ch. vi. 12, vii. 3, 4. Ver. 9.
Comp. ver. 4. The added expression imiteth does
not announce what follows, but meets beforehand
a false interpretation of the same (the sprouting
rod).
Ver. 10. Comp. on ver. 7.
Pl^y, because
xxxii.

—

—

(The word is found only here.)—
the Jewish expositors, nj for

to

nnb, froni nnj, loud lament.

Hengst

:

"that

forgotten in deep despair."
(Cocc. making it refer to the falling sceptre of
David, they will be obliged to conceal their wailing on that account before the tjrrant who con"Nothing will remain of
quers them!) Ew.
the wicked, neither of their proud, haughtily
blustering, luxurious conduct, in prospenty as
hitherto, nor of their sighing or even their discontented crumbling and murmuring in adversity.
Similarly Calvin, of the root and branch destruction of them, their multitude, their possessions.]

wailing

be

will

:

what follows of the springing up, like a plant,
from the soil of which the sinners are bragging.
are understood as short
The rod is for Israel, in order to punishment, in Accordingly x^ ^^ «^
sentences descriptive of tlie result qf Hie stroke of
fact, the staflF of the Chaldean ruler, Nebuchadof

ver. 10 (Keil), the effect of the repetition being
heightened by the omission of the verb, aa if they
were exclamations. As for the rest, Hitz. remarks
excellently: "unannounced if »}A'rrn( the day
will,
(1^1, to boil, to boil over.
will come, unexpectedly, and so much greater
Ver. 11. Thus the violence, the violent acting
the shock of surprise.
which takes place, rises into the rod of wicked
After a second emphasizing in ver. 12 of the
neaB, i.e. which punishes the wickedness of Israel
leading thought of the proclamatiun comp. ver.
into the staff, sceptre, of the Chaldean, where7
the buyer and
pi-eterites
fc<3, JTjn* proph.
with Israel's wickedness is smitten (Isa. x. 5).
Other expositors interpret riDO already in ver, the Heller are given as an exemplification from
The former is not
the dealings of ordinary life.
10 of the tribe of Judali (Grot.), its royal
to rejoice in the possession which he covets he
sceptre (Cooc.), and refer alike pit there and
enjoyment
of it.
The
into
does not come
the
Don here to the complete sinful development of latter is not to moam over the loss of a property
the kingdom (Ew.), so that the rod of wicked- he would fain retain, but which has been alienated
ness would be that rod wherewith wickedness from necessity much else is at stake for
pnn,

What a contrast to Num. xvii.
To the '* sprouting " of power, which can,
3
corresponds the ** blossoming' of pride, which
nezzar's sceptre.
2,

!

—

—

—

;

:

;

smites itself. Grot, takes ^adversative

;

the violent

Chaldean rises up against the wicked tribe of
Judah.
(^occ.
Israel's violent conduct (Gen.
vL 11) biiugs upon them instead of God the
sceptre of the Chaldean dominion of wickedness.
It would be natural to understand the immediately following not of them, etc., in such a way
that this "rod of wickedness," **of violence,
would now be pointed out more definitely, in as
far as it is not to spring forth from Israel
:

(DnO"W^),

neither

from

their roaring

(pon,

the noisy, politically -roused multitude), nor from their humming (by paronomasia,
equivalent to
pomp), consequently neither of
democratic nor of aristocratic origin (comp.
1 Kings xii. 11).
on or non, plur.
Isa. V. 13, 14,

:

DHOriD
Dn^ntD,
Keil the multitude
**nor of them, and
for

:

them

a^n

V T

T

(only to be found here) ;
Ges. of their possessions,
of possessions.
[Henost.

:

:

Qn DH in Isa. Ivii. 6,—
may hold up their heads

(yet again), '—like

however much they

Jewish expositors resolve

Ono, and understand it
C^aldee)
Hav. cares,

it

into lef^

DHD

t^h

of their children (so the

;
:
anxieties, these are as
useless as the multitude of the people themselves I ?] The penal judgment will come fh>m

outside themselves.
Henost. " It is a throwing contempt on the * we, * which they had continually in their mouth, and repeated with great
emphasis we, we shall do everything, etc. (Jer.
:

:

XXX. 21

;

Zech. x. 4).".— Dn3 nb"t6lt Ges. from

no» Keil, from TO, " to be prominent ;" something
glorioiia.

[Hly7:

'*

and there

is

a want of beauty

elsewhere P|K pnn. comes upon n^Dn^i>D (the

with ^K"»K>^ nDn5<^» or referring
to Jerusalem), the whole of the people is consumed. Comp. Ps. xxxix. 6.
Hrno«t. : the
suffix agreeing

multitude which makes so much ado about
The general reason is followed in ver.
nothing.
13 by a more special one (as Hengst ), or by what

—

is

merely a specializing of "p"in-

— ^D might also

stand in the sense of: but certainly, i,e. the
seller is not to mourn, but certainly he shall not
return to his pro/>erty that is sold; hence the
possible return thereto must not be a motive for
him not to mourn. That 4s to say, the seUer
would have, — and therefore is this specialty introduced, in order, at the same time, to mark the
luUional ruin, accordinc; to Lev. xxv., the prospect of the year of jubilee, the caiTying out of
which is thus attested here (Hiv.), or at least
presupposed in its idea, and therewith the return
to what he had sold remained open.
( Phihpps.
thinks of the right of tlie seller at any time to
buy back again what was sold, either himself or
through the nearest kinsman, for the selling price,
Ruth iv. ; Jer. xxxii.) But although in other
circumstances the man who has no possession,
the vexed poor man, has a better chance of being
left behina than the man who has a possession,
the joyous rich man, in the case impending it
will in general be otherwise, i.e. quite alike for
Individuals, indeed,
the one and for the other.
will remain alive.
"T^jn, a conditional circumstantial clause (HXv., Keil), so thai the case is
supposed, that their (viz. the sellers*) life is
among the living, that they come out of it with
their life.
The seller, consequently, is used collectively for the individuals who as auch ecune

—
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to be considered.

—

ruiorri»3"^6<"^D
instead of p-)n

applies to tht

—

repeated from ver. 12, but

we have by paronomasia

^^^

ptrtv

:
:
;
;

VII. 18-18.

persons this is the leading thought and ncft, as
the expositors assert, to their possession. Hence
is

—

—

:;;

glowing heat seen in the prophetic v'mon (ch. i.).
ptn might perhaps confirm the interpretation of

jrtpM
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1^*8

nothing to do with

(where

Jer. vi. 1

Tekoa is a proper name). But an infi n. absol. with
preposition and article, is grammatically too bold.
,

Neither are we to translate, as Hengst. does
"they blew with a loud blast," but (as also the
Sept.) as designating the instrumttU wherewith
the blast is made. The infin. absol. i^'27\ (pDH)

in ver. 7 as what is fixed, deteimined. comp. Nab. it 4 [8] (a military term)—shortly
for the finite verb (Ew. Oram. § 351, c).—
In like manner yWff^ K^ ^ resumed from the
to the battle, not
beginning of our verse, and that in the same TVOrhth* Hitzig acutely
Comp. besides, vers. 17, 12
into the battle.
sense, so that it is certainly not to be translated
Ver. 15. Com^). ch. v. 12, vi.
**for the prophecy against the whole multitude Lev. xxvi. 17.
Comp. also Mutk xiii. 15, 16.
shall not return " (Jer.), a thought which is too 12 ; Lam. i. 20.
Instead of acting offensively, not even on the delittle in keeping with the exceptional earnestness
without resistance they fall victims,
of the context.
Rather is the statement mnant fensive
to be something additional as to the persons^ ap- partly to the sword of the enemy, which, accordthe sword of God, partly to the
einded to the special exemplification of the seller, ing to ch. V. 7, is
ence ^(O equivalent to since every one has pestilence combined with the famine.
Ver. 16. The fate of those of them who in any
" his life in his iniquity," and it is therefore very

m^DVn

:

—
—

;

:

questionable whether (as was parenthetically supposed above) ** their life " might be ** still among

the living."

—^iptnn^

vh- *^®y

***II ^^^

^'^^

thunnftlves strcmg, manifest strength, coura^
the iniquity cripples their power of life, with
which what follows agrees admirably. [Other
expositions: Ewald : ** But certainly they may
become unfortunate or the reverse for a time he
who was compelled to sell his property may not
even obtain it in the year of jubilee, or, on the
other hand, the divine punishment may no longer
light upon the rich brawlers, yet the former remain in their lust after a life of sense in the
world, without coming to repentance through
adversity (Ps. xvii. 14), and the latter do not
suffer themselves to be drawn out of their sins bv
prosperity ; all are irresolute, cowardly people,
etc.
Hiiv. explains the last clause also of the
year of jubilee still, whose object is ** to be
strengthened in life " (VT*ni *o accus. to be connected with the passive iptnn^)* so that one
:

way escape

new life

there has been a restoraone is to obtain a new
strength of his vital powers by means of his sin
rather do those fearful Sabbatical years make
their apjiearance, Lev. xxvi 34 sq.
The second

tion

—a

new

birth.

:

No

&^

^^^ understood by some in
K^ 1^^
the sense that no one "turns," although the
prophecy summons all to repentance, which agrees
just as little with the context.
-{^'fiO is interpreted on the part of some by an omission of the
ZnC^

relative

:

"every one whose

while others take the

life is in

first suffix

his iniquity,
pleonastically.

in this way
they shall not any of them
strengthen thtonselves by means of (on account
oO the iniquity of his life," so as to be able to
stand against their enemies. The plural with
:

the collective

**

}ff^^,

Hengst.

:

"The

seller will

no case return

to the property which he has
he should be obliged to regard it
with pain, for the whole land is stripped of its
inhabitants but it may also liai>pen that he loses
his life, and he has to account it good fortune if
this does not take place, so that the thing sold
cannot be a source of pain to him and many a
one (Bf^) will not retain his life because of his
in

•old, 80 that

upon the mountains (^^

13),— having fled thither (Ps. xi. 1
14 Luke xxi. 21, 22), they shall be
etc., their condition being compared

Mark

xiii.

;

there like,

to that of dovea of the valleys, i.e. doves which,
having lost their nests, are not like wild duves at

and which, when

home upon

the mountains,
frightened by birds of prey,

make known

sorrow, their painful feeling.

their

D^D» rightly

T\yOT\

Keil figure and reality mixed up together ; in
form belonging to the comiiarison, in reality to
the things compared. The stronger expression
ntDn, not without reference to n^IDH in vers. 13,
For I3^y3 B^j<,
14, and their tumult going before.
comp. ver. 13. As is their life, if they still save
:

—

'

springs up into

is localized

for ^y, ch. vi.

it,

so is their expression of that

and, in fact

life,

(by the individualization of the all, D^3)f e^ch
one gives utterance to his sorrow in his iniquity,
as a sorrow that is deserved, therefore as a penal
But
sorrow.
[The LXX. read perhaps ^Don.
the text is not to be chaneed in accordance therewith, for certainly in what follows the farther

Hence
description of these fugitives is given.]
ver. 1/ is not to be understood of the whole people
(Keil, HENOsx.h it is rather the interpretation
picture
of the melancholy cooing in ver. 16.
of the repentance which is wrung from them.
The hanoii refuse to peiform their office, nay,
even the kneee refuse to stand and keep firm.
The expression for the latter (ch. xxi. 7) is intended to portray the complete desolation of their
strength; comp. Josh. vii. 5 (Isa. xiii. 7 ; Ex. xv.

A

15).

The LXX.

comp. Joel

too

Utendly.

(For

main,

iv. 18.)

Ver. 18. Alon^ with such (negative) feebleness
mourning and
(as positive elements)
As the expression of
horror, shame and grief.
the first, the cloth of coarse hair, which they
girt about themselves with a cord (Isa. iii. 24).

we have

:

For the second, the strong expression DI^^D

nnD3

;

(Ps. Iv. 6)

:

if

mourning is their girdle, then horror

is

their covering.

for

^y)

But

as

shame

is

upon

(7J<

:

The LXX. read py instead of py.
Ver. 14. The predicted feebleness is placed beour eyes in a picture all but ironical.

all faces, so

baldness

is

on the back part

misdeed."]

of the head of

Um

must be supposed the custom in mourning (Job
L 20), or that they have plucked out their Kai/

all,

as the result of grief, or it
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in their pain (Ezra ix.

Comp.

3).

besides, Jer.

37; Amos viii. 10; and Dent. xiv. 1.
Ver. 19 speaks in the outset of the fudtives
them everything tnat is
still, who cast from
burdensome. But what one casts away, that he
also in a certain measure repudiates ; hence ;x^^^
''detestable thing," "abomination."
The renewed mention together of the two principal
means employed in sinning (silver and gold), in
the next place, genercUizta the circle of the persons
involved, so as to embrace the people generally.
Of idols of silver and gold (Isa. it 20), however,
there is no need as yet to think.
It is rather
treasures of that sort that are spoken of, which
hinder one during a flight, which only provoke
the booty-loving enemy still more, nay, which,
now that the saving of life is aimed at, appear
Uke rubbish. For tnat life might be purchased
therewith is no longer the case, since tne day of
the overflowing (l^y) wrath of the Eternal (Luke
xxi. 22) is come (comp. Isa. xiii. 17 ; Zeph. i. 18
1 Pet. i. 18).
They have neither enjoyment (satisfaction) from it, nor even ihejUUng of the bowels
by means of it.
Silver and gold are, alike for
the taste and for necessaries (in a practical point
of view, cesthetically and physically considered),
xlviii.

without significance in this day of judgment
the element which comes in that case into consideration is the stnmbUiig-blook which they made
In
of it, so that they fell into iniquity over it.
ch. iii. 20 we have a stumbling-block which is
given.
Their riches and their trust in them made
them satisfied, so that they needed nothing. As
a punishment, these riches do not now satisfy
them, do not even fill their belly nothing can
be bought with them so that they may live.
The giving of a reason for the punishment
drawn from the guilt leads to a farther descrip;

The

tion of this guilt in ver. 20.

^ is

explanatory.

Because the riches wherewith Israel was decked
mUy and might adorn herself like a bride, of
course U xopl^^ were, on the contrary, misused for
self- exaltation

\T\'d^

;

and

the subject

T T

Comp.

pride.

the people, or

is

Isa.
:

ii.

every one,

—

the suffix refers to the ornament of his
or one
detxnmtion (Hay., Keil: elegant ornaments), by
which others understand, not the j|old and silver,
From the
bat the temple. Hitz. reads ^nOK'.
;

:

self -exaltation resulted the will -worship, the di-

versified self-choice in divine worship.

— DH^pB'*

frequently from Deut xxlx. 17 onwards
omitted by the LXX. n, not in the temple,
but of the silver and gold, Comp. Ex. xxxii.

as

—

:

:

Hos. iL 10

[8],

viii.

4,

xiii.

2.—VJITI^ P"^;

the idea of retribution here explains the

—

But as God gives

them

m^^

in

in^i^^mt which Hitzig defends.

According to

(LXX., VuLO.J, to be referred to the
•*
elegant ornament ;' according to others, to
the objects of worship of gold and silver.
Ver. 22. DTO from those at Jerusalem, so that
Hav.

the

enemy can get the mastery over it. Others
not look what the enemy shall do, but let
From the "profanation" of what is
:

I will

them act

—

holy an explanation

is

got of the preceding cha-

"wicked
"something hidden,"

racteristic title of the "strangers" as the

of the earth."

pcv

^

something concealed

according to Hiiv., of the
;
the sanctuary, the holy of holies, where
Jehovah dwells in sacred darkness ; according to
others
the holy land in general ; according to
Hengst., of the matter in hand
the churchtreasure, which is secularized.
[The LXX. read
perhaps ^JTIPB*
Ewald the treasure of My
place

:

:

:

:

guardianship,

The

i.e.

suffixes of

of

My

country or

na and rn^n

My

people.]

belong to the

city,

Jenisalem, which always stands in the background.
Others prefer a neuter construction
Keil come " over it " For violent ones, comp.
Matt xi. 12 (which passage is to be understood
in accordance with this).
Ver. 28. In form directed to the prophet, like
the whole discourse ; in substance equivalent to :
"As it
pronounce the captivity to be ready.
were indignant at the profanation, Jehovah commands to put an end to the doings of the enemy
by the deportation of those who were left behind" (Hav.). By means of the article, the
putting in chains is <leclared to be no longer a thing
to be doubted, but certain, ouite fixed, just as
Others
things generally known have tne article.
" In realitjr the king was carried
collectively.
away in cliains and cast into prison" (Buns.).
The plural Q^Of always means blood poured out
hence
IDDBTD* * t"al which is held with
respect to such a case, a sentence which is pronounced upon it, a punishment which is decreed
for it, all of which are unsuitable for the ^rallel
DDH- Just as unsuitable heve is the right of
blood-shedding.
We are therefore to understand
it of the case in law, the crime, the blood-gniltinesB.
Comp. Deut xix. 6 (Gen. vL 11). Hav.
understands it of the judgment on blood-shedding
(" hence inexorable, relentless "), while he refers
DOn to the violent enemies. Of course "bloodguiltiness " gives a reason for (^3) something more
than putting in chains, viz. death ; but perhaps
captivitjr is thereby meant to be indicated as the
least thing that can happen to them after guilt
:

—

Q^l

:

:

such as

theirs.

" Wicked heathen"— (yct. 21) so that
bad hands of men (2 Sam.
Comp. Ew. Oram. § 813, c; Hab.

Ver. 24.

they

fall,

besides, into

as a thing to
xxiv. 14).
be cast away and rejected, so He gives it to their
enemies in ver. 21, who are described as in ver. 24 i. 6 sqq. pfcO» either as in ver. 20: pride (Hav.
(Ps. Ixxv. 8), for a prey. The victory of the wicked everything of which the mighty are wont to
ornament, decoration, glory, of the
is God's penal victory.
Vl6<n is not Babylon, but boast), or
They may be called
temple (ch. xxiv. 21).
we should rather say the wloked of the earth are
strong, as well because of their real strength,
In defence of the Kethibh
the Babylonians.
when they preserved their fidelity to the Strong
n^5)^rn» with fem. suffix (comp. ver. 12), where One who dwelt in their midst, as in accordance
with their imagined strength (Lev. xxvi. 19).
hitlierto masculine, Ewald remarks: ** a gradual
Ew. reads QW pfc<a, "their proud splendour."
transition frx)m the masc. ^av to the holy city,
which would
which, strictly speaking, is meant, and even )h^^ cannot be the Pid of
The Qeri is mean "to divide for a possession," but is the
distinctly named in ver. 28."
ver. 19.

it

to

—

—

:

:

—

^,
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VII. 25-27.

Niphal of i)i)n.— Onn^npo, according to Ew.
§ 215, a) from K^^Di with vowel

{Oramm.

pushed back.

Rosenm. reads:

DnWpO;

"

Ha^-

the reading

101

3

(ver.

8).

With

the well-known

16) refrain ')]n\ the two discourses of rebuke in ch. vi. and viL come to a
(ch.

vi.

14,

V.

close.

DiTe^pD- HKN08T.

'
'

:

those who sanctify them,

DOCTRINAL REFLECTIONS.
hence partic Pie> without Dagesck forte of {jrjp*
1. We have before us in this chaptei- an Old
nnderstanding the priests now no longer able to
Testament pattern for the awe-inspiring Dies
discharge their functions, whereby the means of
trm, dies iUa, the so-called "gigantic hymn"
reconciliation are withdrawn from Israel (Lev.
(comp. Zeph. i. 14 sqq.). What Fr. v. Meyer
xW. Isa. xliii. 26, 27). [Others : of unworthy says of the
latter may be uttered also of this
Levitical service, inasmuch as the Holy One of
chapter of our prophet ** With the man who is
Israel is also his only true Sanctifier, ch. xxxvii. 28.]
so insensible that he can read it without alarm
•• Ezekiel
points to the cloud only, Jeremiah in
and hear it without dread, 1 should not like to
ch. xxxiiL opens the view to the sun hidden bedwell under the same roof.
hind it" By their sanotnazies are understood
2. The contents are the same, ever the same.
sometimes the buildings of the temple, but, as The
drops fall without intermission on the stone,
being no longer God's, sometimes the self-chosen the
heart of Israel.
Unbelief has just the chaonee of the Jews.
racteristic either that it believes in no punishVor. 26. rriDp only here (see Gesen. Ltx,).
ment at all
;

:

(2 Pet iii. 8 sq.), or that its frivolous
According to Meier, not
destruction, but in mind knows beforehand that what will come will
accordance with the root -meaning ("to draw certainly not be so severe nor last so long. And
together"), as in the Syr., of the drawing to- therefore God does not grudge to tell, us over
gether of the skin and hair from fright {horror). and oyer again our inevitable destiny, and also
to
Exactly so Ew., Hbnost.
contraction, in con- push it ever nearer to us.
The enduring, meantrast with the expansion which is connected with ing as well as application of our c^hapter
may be
all joyful prosperity, and which is founded in the expressed in this way, that the
end of those
nature of the people of God, Gen. xxviii. 14
things in which they place their trust, and in
Isa. Uv. 8.
[Hav. : the conclusion, the close which they find their satisfaction, is to be held up
(j^ vers. 2, 6).] For the gender and masc. verb before the false security of the men of this world
comp. Ew. Oramm, § 178, h, 174, g. [Ros. n on every side. Bespicejinem.
"
8. "Sin has an active and a passive history.
Paragog-] feC* a proph. perf. (Keil).—-" Peace
When the latter begins, then what was formerly
is too narrow for uh^t as also attempts at peace an object of pleasure
becomes an object of dread "
"On the day of judgment the
with money-offerings with Nebuchadnezzar, of (Hbnost.).
which some think.
The attempts at salvation abominations stand in Israel's midst not in their
which they make in vain are specified in what alluring, seductive form, but with all the woe
which comes in their train " (Hav.).
follows.
4. "God does indeed punish the sinner from
Ver. 26. While the disasters are accumulating,
and the rumours are multiplying (Matt. xxiv. 6), moment to moment in his conscience, but, so far
they ieek, first of all, from the prophet (the as outward experience is concerned. He causes
generic idea).
Comp. Jer. xxxvii. 17, xxxviii. him to learn the error of his way at first only in
1 4.
[Hengst. understands it of the false prophets, omens of the most gently threatening character,
and compares for the priests Zeph. iii. 4 Jer. so to speak, by means of passing, dimly visible
ii. 8 ; Ezek. xxii. 26.]
What they seek, viz. a angels of warning. In this way He gives him
Tisioii, is mentioned, but it is not said that they great scope for freely bethinking himself and for
fnd it. That they do not becomes clear alike returning of his own free-will, or else for comfrom ver. 25, and from the circumstance that in- pleting of his own free-will his experience of the
struction perishes from the priest, and counsel ruin which lies on his path of bondage.
But in
from the elders. Comp. 'Jer. xviii. 18 (Luke this way the divine loug-suflFering is revealed,
which
gives
the
sinner
time lor repentance. The
xxL 25). To the threefold class in ver. 26 we
have a corresponding parallel in Ver. 27, .the Eicture of this long-suffering of God is furnished
the
three
years
of
Christ's
ministry.
Then at
king—the pzince of the tribe the people in the y
the end of its lingering the long-suffering steps
land; and to the want of counsel corresponds the
into the background behind the divine wrath"
failure in action.
It is a national ruin.
(As to
(Lanoe).
^Hn^, see Gesbn. Oramm, § 58, Obs.) ^^Jp,
6. The love of God and its ultimate aim in rea well-known fi^rative mode of expression for demption is resisted in particular bv the folly of
bdtip covered with and vnupt up in terror, just the sinner, which pursues as its object deliver^
as
the case of the king it is a deep stlent ance from misery, and that the misery which at
any time happens to be present, and in selfmcummg that is meant 63K)- ^ot 'n^, comp. righteousness sets itself a^nst deliverance from
sin,
sometimes by disputing the causal nexus of
ver. 17 (^at^ufibipttf x*^i*f$ Heb. xii. 12).
Like
their conduct will God's dealing with them be, sin and misery as punishment, sometimes by the
denial
of sin altogether.
The redeeming love of
drawn from it, regulated in accordance with
it.
As to DniKi see Ew. Oramm, § 264, 6. God, therefore, cannot make itself known, in
opposition
to
man's
vain
imagination, in any
DiTDDCTDai. Hrnost. *lwith judgments which
correspond -to their deeds," and so Ew. also, and way more practical and concrete than, flrat of all,
by
means
of
the
zeal
of
divine
wrath.
In view
others.
Better : according to what is right in
of the aim, viz. redemption, and as being divine,
rrfermee to them.
Instead of 2 ^^re is also
this zeal of wrath is not merely a thing of the
:

:

;

:

;

—

m
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O. T., but not less expressly belongs to the N. T.

respect of antichristianity, which has spread
Inasmuch as, through retribu- among the people of the New Testament, its end
means of punishment, not only is fixed, when God vrill lay upon it all its abomidoes God, who has vanished from the conscious- nations, and will pour out His vials of wrath
It is redemptive
tive visitation by

—

—

ness of the self-righteous man
self-righteous
although both a sinner and a debtor
reveal
HimseLT, but man also by this means is to become
free from the hurtful delusion of "envious gods,'*
of a " blind fate," of an arbitrary *' necessity of
nature."
Judgments like that on Ju<lah and
Jerusalem are therefore, besides being divine, of

(B. B.).
He that is secure says Soul, take
thine ease ; but God says This night thy soul
shall be required of thee (Luke xii. 19, 20).
The
What an awakening call for every sinner
end comes, alike of pleasure and of life.— ** If
the sinner will not awake, then the punishment
must awake " (B. B. ). Ver. 9. **It was not strokes
a redemptive character. There is an effort after of fate or the like they were to perceive therein,
salvation in such crises, and at all events in the but God's hand and smiting" (Cocc.).
Every
biblical wrath of Grod there is more of the wisdom one must know the Lord in the end, if not as one
of love than in the common assertion that a God that calls, allures, blesses, then as one that smites,
** Let the sinner know that
who is angry is a God who does not love.
is an^, punishes.
6. The tragic truth of the history of the world,
he binds for himself the rod which will smite
and especially of the history of the kingdom of him"(AL.).
God, celebrates in those epoch-making cataVer. 11. '* Tyrants are God's scourges " (O.).

—

:

:

I

—

—

—

strophes,

which are the emblems of the

last

judgment, the truth of the idea of God's zeal in
wrath, of this fatal curse of sin.
7. Where God is seen angry in Holy Scripture,
there we have no mere personification of divine
righteousness, but the personality of the Holy
and Just One revealing itself; there there can be
no reference to human passion ; there, in fact, we
have divine compassion. The form of sinfulness is
just as little an essential and necessary element
in wrath as in love.

Howevei anthropomorphic the stamp it may
wear, God's \vrath is no less truly a part of His
nature, by means of which the absolute antagonism of His spirit aud will to sin is expressed
from tlie innermost energy of His holiness. It is
not the ebullition of an impure love for unrighteousness, as is the case witn the wrath of man,
8.

the necessary (unless God chooses to
deny Himself) reaction and opposition of His
holy love for righteousness. In the operations of
divine wrath, therefore, the holy will of God is
revealed in its character of righteousness by
means of righteous judgment, which recompenses
the sinner according to his own works.
9. The continuance of a nation depends not
only on the usual material conditions, but on
ideal powers of life, which, when despised, show
themselves to be powers of death.

but

it is

HOMILETIC HINTS.
Ver. 2 sqq. God's grace has indeed no end, is
grace, but its manifestation and
our consciousness of it may come to an end,
which at the same time announces a perfecting
in what is evil.
" What had
in the ten
"
tribes was completed in the tribe of Judah
(B. B.).
*' What is long hidden is not remitted.
The longer God delays with punishment, the
** The end as respects God's
heavier it is " (W.).
lon^-suffering ; then, in respect of the land, with
which it had not yet come to the end ; lastly, the
completion of the punishments" (Coco.).
Tht
end: a universal end (not only of Israel, but as
of Israel, so of every man and of the whole world)
B, fearful end (if under the wrath of God according to our abominations) ; an inevitable end (however safe we seem, however thoughtlessly we
think and speak).
" God has his Now (Luke
xix. 42), which is, of coarse, hid from our eyes
and ruinous, if we have not regarded the Now of
our merciful yisitation" (Stok.).
''So alao in

an everlasting

—

b^n

—

—

—

—

Ver. 12 sq. ** As for the pious an hour of help
promised, so for the transgressor an hour of
destruction strikes" (Stck.).
God's judgments
sometimes remove the distinction arising from
prosperity and possession, and make men alike.
Ver. 14. "What avails the trumpet, and of
what use all weapons and every preparation, if
the Lord departs from a people, from a city, from
an army?" ** Courage is also God's gift, as we
see in the ca^ of Gideon, Samson, David, and
** Where God's terrors are
at work,
others."
"
there neither counsel, nor call, nor deed gfives help
** In vain do men blow the trumpet,
(Stck.).
"
if that of the Supreme Judge makes itself heard
(Umbr.).
Ver. 16. War, pestilence, famine,
these three remain down even to the end, and are
bound up with one another. ** The sinner would
*'God cau
fain flee or hide himself" (Stck.).
find thee everywhere" (B. B.).— Ver. 16. ** Reflect that thou also must one day leave everything, and see to it that thou keep a good con** So, many kinds of sighs ar«»
science " (Stck.).
heard in the world.
But the best are the unutterable ones, wherewith God's Spirit Himself
"
makes intercession for believers. Bom. viiL 26
(B. B.).— **Late repentance is seldom true repentance" (Stck.).— Ver. 17. '*The hands and
knees of believers also do indeed sometimes become weary, but they know where to strengthen
them" (St.). Ver. 18. If the inward return is
wanting, Gcfd knows well how to enforce the outward ; and that even as far as to bring about
the public confession of the fault, as may be seen,
surely, in the case of Judas.
Ver. 19. How can one have such eager desire
after what he will at another time cast from him
** God is the only true and
in such cold blood ?
abiding treasure which is to be sought" (Stck.).
** Oh, if one were only betimes to cast it out
of
his heart, that it might not make him uigust,
**
covetous, and ungodly " (B. B.).
Would that
this were written on the doors, yea, in the hearts
of all the avaricious, and the rich, and those
eajTOrly desirous of riches, that gold and silver
will not be able to save in the day of wrath, and
in the hour of death, and at the day of judgment!
What has been sought after with so great pains,
scraped together with much injustice, gtiarded
with the greatest care, that leaves its possessor
comfortless and helpless when he most needa
help, and leaves him lying on his sick-bed in his
pains, and can rescue him neither from the enemy,
nor from the sick-bed, nor from death, much less
is

—

—

—

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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high-ohorchism,

still

so splendid

and ostenta-

tious!

in tne abuse of them.
The final judgment on
Ver. 23. God makes various chains even that
riches : how it will take place (bj means of the of Paul had been made by Him.
" First transrich themselves, and before God and men) ; by gression is linked to transgression; then comt^s
what means it is incurred (through pride and the chain of the wrath of God ; at last come the
idolatry).
" How many would have been happy chains of darkness" (Stck.).
Ver. 24. Pride
in this worid, and blessed in the world to come, comes before a fall, and after the fall come the
if they had not been rich!"~Ver. 20. What sufferings.
Woe be to us when *our sanctuaries
adorns is also easily soiled.
What ought to are nothing but our sanctuaries
Ver. 25. " Men
humble man for the most part makes him so often delay so long till death comes, before they
much the more proud. Self-seeking the source trouble themselves about their spiritual peace.
of all abuse of ei^thly blessings, as well as of the Oh, how easily it may come about, that they arw
neglect and contempt of heavenly blessings.— snatched away by death before they obtain that
*'Thi8 is ingratitude, to misuse such girts of peace!" (St.).
The danger of the death-bed.
God for pride, for extrava^omce, for mere finery, in order that we may be able to seek it early,
and for idolatry" (H. H.).— Ver. 21. "Our God's salvation is there for us even before our
worldly possessions are not ours, but God*s, who birth.— Vers. 26, 27. ** On God depends the weal
can do with them how and what He wllL"
and woe of states " (Stck.). ** Famine as regards
**
God employs for the carrying out of His judg- the word of God is at such a time the heaviest
ments heretics and unffodly men, in order that punishment of all" (Or.). "That is the most
those whom He punishes by this means may be terrible judgment, when Go<l does not permit the
the more pained that they had falsely boasted of light of His word any longer to shine, and allows
the true religion" (St.).— Ver. 22. The face of U8 to sink into the darkness of ignorance, beGod the consecration of our life : our free upward cause it is a strong comfort, even in the greatest
look to it, its gracious look on us. These are the suffering, when the Lord sheds light upon us
critical turnings in the life of the individual and with His word" (H. H.).—** Therefore David
of whole nations, the turnings of the divine face. prays See if I be on any wicked way, Ps. cxxxix.
^Thc profanation by the enemy is, alas! alwavs (Stck.).
In the end, out of all the ways of men,
preceded by the profanation on the part of the and in accordance with their own desert, God's
niends. God protects Himself against His friends truth and righteousness come to light.
''This is
by means of His enemies. What a sign the life eternal, to know God and Jesus Christ, John
profanation of Jerusalem and of the temple for xvii. 8" (Stck.).
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m. THE SUBSEQUENT EXECUTION OF DIVINE COMMISSIONS.— Ch.
1.

1.

1

fell

—

I

me

upon

Temple (Ch.

viii.).

in

my

from the appearance of His loins and downwards, fire; and
and upwards, as the appearance of brightness, as the look of the
And He stretched out the form of a hand, and took hold of
brightness of gold.
me by the front hair of my head, and the Spirit lifted me up between the earth
and the heaven, and brought me to Jerusalem in visions of God, to the opening
.of the door of the inner [conrt] that points toward the north, where is the seat of
the [idoj-] image of jealousy, which provoketh to jealousy. And, behoM, there the
And He said
glory of the God of Israel, like the vision which I saw in the valley.
unto toe Son of man, lift up now thine eyes toward the no'rth. And I lilted up
mine eyes toward the north, and behold on the north at [nonhwurd ofj the gate of
And He said unto me
the altar that [idni.] image of jealousy at the entrance.
Son of man, seest thou what they are doing f great abominations that the house
And yet again shalt
of Israel doeth here, in order to be far from My sanctuary
firom

4
5

in the

to pass in the sixth year, in the sixth [month! on the fifth of the
house, and the elders of Judah were oefore me, and there
the hfuad of the Lord Jehovah. And I saw, and lo a likeness as the

was

appearance of

5

The Abominations

viii.-xi.).

And it came
month

2

The Vision (Ch.

vni.-xxiv.

His

fire:

loins

:

6

!

7 thou see great abominations. And He brought me to the opening of the court,
8 and I saw, and behold a hole in the wall. And He said unto me Son of man,
break now through the walL And I broke through the wall, and behold an
9 opening. And He said unto me Come and see the wicked abominations that they
10 are doing here. And I came and saw; and behold every (every kind of) form of
creeping things and beasts, abomination, and of all the (all kinds of the) dung-gods
11 of the house of Israel, portrayed (painted^ upon the wall round and round. And
there stood before them seventy men ot the elders of the house of Israel, and
:

:
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Jaasaniah the son of Shaphan standing in their midst, and every one his censer
12 in his hand, and vapour of the cloud of the incense rising up. And He said unto
me Hast thou seen, son of man, what the elders of the house of Israel are
doing in the dark, each one in his chambers of imagery? for they say, Jehovah
13 seeth us not ; Jehovah hath forsaken the land And He said unto me: Yet again
14 shalt thou see great abominations that they are doing. And He brought me to
the opening of the gate of the house of Jehovah which was toward we north
15 and, behold, there sat the women weeping for Tammuz. And He said unto me
Hast thou seen, son of roani Yet agam shalt thou see abominations greater
16 than these. And He brought me to the court of the house of Jehovah, the inner
one, and, behold, at the opening of the temple of Jehovah between the porch
and the altar about five-and-twenty men, their backs to the temple of Jehovah
and their faces toward the east, and they bowing themselves toward the east
17 before the sun. And He said unto me Hast thou seen, son of man ? Was it
[vis rtr.
J a lighter thing for the house of Judah than to do the abominations
16
which they [rvt. b-it] have done herel for they filled the land with violence, and
returned* to provoke Me to ang^, and [taera], lo, they stretch out the vine-branch
18 to their nose. And [^^] I also will deal in fury; Mine eye shall not spare, neither
will I show pity; and if they cry in Mine ears with loud voice, then I will not hear.
:

:

Ver.

1.

Sept.:
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geance." Neteler admits also "four idolatrous
symbols "as *' a figurative delineation of the yet
come
which
be
repreto
much more dangerous, more subtle idolatry*: the
Of the ftbominations
sented in thia vision of our prophet there are first picture a representation of pride, from which
fcmr: (1) after an introduction (vers. 1-4), the the passions spring, which- are reflected in the
'*
imcige qfjecUotuy, vers. 5, 6 (2) M« idolatry in animal forms oi the second picture."
As pride
the tecrH plaof. qf the chambert qf imagery, vers. lays waste the soul, so sensuality lays waste the
7-13; (8) the mourning for Tammuz, vers. 14, body represented by the mourning of the women
15 ; (4) the worship qf the sun, with a closing for Tammuz; and ihis lordship of nature over
The common the spirit is completed in materialism, which
threatening of Qoa, vers. 16-18.
feature is the localizing of these abominations at holds lifeless matter to be the Absolute, and worThat in this way a really existing ships it accordingly." Hengst. thinks *'not so
the temple.
state of thinffs connected with the temple (Ewald) much of idolatry springing from aberration of the
aocordins to Hav. a religious instinct, as rather of a homage which
is meant to be reproduced
feast of Adonis, which had been hela in the 4th was paid to the world-powers, for the purpose of
month (!) at Jerusalem in the temple— is jnst as attaining to safety through their help without
little to be granted as it is to be denied that this God, nay, even against God."
At all events it
or that allusion to the real state of matters may find corresponds to the symbolical character of the
a place here (2 Chron. xxxvi. 14). Disobedience whole, to recognise as symbolized in the number
toward Jehov^, in common with all Isranrs idol- four the realm of heathenism as that of the natural
atry, coald not, at all events, find a more soitable world outside the kingdom of God.
(Klief.
For sin is a profanation '*that Israel lias brought together its religious
symbolical expression.
of the Holy One of Israel, and therefore since He rites from all parts of the world, and spreail them
has in the temple His palace in the midst of throughout the whole land") The connection of
Israel, so much the more is it a profanation of our chapter with the two discourses of rebuke,
this dwelling of Jehovah, if Israers sin is idc^try, in ch. vi. an«l vii., is clear, especially from the
since the omy place of worship for Israel was to comparison with ch. vii 20 sqq.
be that connected with the worship of Jehovah in
Hengst lays emphasis on
His temple-palace.
Additional Note on Ch. viii.
the circumstance that the temple is " the ideal
stage of the prophetic agency of Ezekiel,
new
(Lev.
xvi.
and
[A
dwelling-place of the people"
16),
thus ** every sin polluted the sanctuary." ** So, and of his spirit«timng communications to the
then, here also all that was present in the land captives on the banks of the Chebar, opens with
of an idolatrous character is united in a sinffle this chapter, and proceeds onwards in an uninteiw
comprehensive picture, and placed in the temple, rapted strain to the end of the eleventh. These
to cry thence to God and caU forth His ven- four clu4>ter8 form one disoonrse (as the preoediog

EXEOETIOAL REMARKS.

;
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my

First of all thBpiace : in
portioD had also done, from ch. iii. 12 to tbe with.
house ; comp.
cloae of ch. ni.), and a discoone aomewhat more on ch. iii. 24.
uoes not necessarily indicute
^ecific in its character and bearin||^, than the the posture as one of sitting, in contrast with
rerelationa previously made.
The vision of the lying in ch. iv., since yff^ means radically : to be
ti^ge, and of the iniquity-bearing, described in fixtd sometrAere (hence : to dwell, to tarry, to rech. iv., had respect to the covenant-people sene- main) and someAoto; hence : to sit, also : to lie, as
ndly ^including, indeed, the inhabitants of Jeru- well as : to stand (3B^^ ver* 8). Then, farther,
•alem, yet so as also to comprehend the scattered the representatives of the parties addressed, to
portions of Jndah and Israel.
This, too, was the whom the prophetic vision is directed (ver.
17),
case with the vision of the shaven hair, and its correspond : the eldenof Jndali, of the captivity.
foreshadowing desolations, contained in ch. v.-vii. That It took place on the Sabbath, that they had
The burden uiere dtdivered was an utt^ance of come to hear a sennon, is not said. (Jomp.

2W

—

divine judgments against the whole covenantpeople on account (h sin ; because, having been
planted as the witnesses and heralds of Gk)d's
truth in the midst of the nations, they had themselves fallen before the heathen comiptions, which
it was their special calling to have resisted to the
uttermost.
Therefore, in just retribution for the
betrayal of God*s cause into the enemies' hands,
the heathen were become His instruments of vengeance, to inflict on the whole house of Israel the
various forms of a severe and prolonged chastisement.
But now, in the section of prophecy
which commences with ch. viii., the people of
Jerusalem, and the small remnant of Judah, who,
under Zedekiah, continued to hold a flickering
existence in Canaan, form the immediate object
of the prophet's messase, not only as aimrt from
the Babylonish exiles, but even as stanaing in a
kind of contrast to them. And it is of essential
moment to a proper understanding of the purport
of the vision tnat we rightly apprehend and
estimate the circumstances which led to so
partial and speciflc a direction in the message
now delivered.
Fairbairn*8 EzekUl, pp. 81,
82.—W. F.]

According to Ewald, they
rather on ch. iii. 24.
were seeking o(»nfort and advice, especially on
account of the bitter contempt of the poor exiles
on the part of the proud, intoxicated capital.

Additional Note on Ch.

viii.

[No express reason is assigned for their sittinjg
there, though we can have little doubt that it
was for the purpose of receiving from his lips
some communication of the divine wilL The
Lord also was present, to impart suitable aid to
His servant but, lo instead of prompting him
;

!

to address his speech directly to those before him,
the Spirit carried him away in the visions of God
to the temple at J^vsalem, that he might obtain
an insight into the state of corruption prevalent
there, and might learn the mind of God respecting it. The message delivered to the elders who
sat around him consisted mainly in tbe r^rt

of what he witnessed and heard in those divine
the account
visions ; and it falls into two parts,
given of the reiffniug abomiuHtions contained in
ch. viii., and the dealings of judgment and of
mercy which were to be pursued toward the respective ptfties in Israel, as unfolded in the three
succeeding chapters.
Vers. 1-4. The IrUrodueiion.
Now, what should have led the prophet to
The date in ver. 1 : in the tizth year, on the throw his message into such a form as this, but
llflh day of the sixth month.
(August—Sep- that some connection existed between Uie exiles
tember. ) The year is that after the captivity of of Chebar and the remnant in Jerusalem, which
King Jehoiachin ; comp. ch. L 2. ('* By means made the report of what more immediately beof such a reckoniifg He humbles the Jews, ' Calv. ) longed to the one a seasonable and instructive
formerly had
The year of Israel (Winer, Beaho. i. 680 sq.) is communication to the other ?
reckoned at 354 J days, each of tbe twelve months occasion to notice, that among the exiled portion
From ch. i. 1 sqq. to ch. viii. 1 there were some who still looked bo])efully toat 29-80 days.
41 3 days, as a medium ward Jerusalem, and, so far from believing things
there are 14 months
between 406 and 420. But we need according to there to be on Uie verge of ruin, were persuaded
oh. iv. : 890 plus 40 days, to which, accordins to that ere long the wav would be opened up for
ch. iii. 15, seven days more are to be added, uius their own return thither in peace and comfort.
As it is inconceivable (so also Amonff tiiose also who were still resident in
in all 437 days.
Hitz.) that with a date so precise Ezekiel should Jerusiuem and its neighbourhood, it appears,
have been guilty of an inaccuracy so easily avoided, there were some who not onlj looked upon thema /oiri^^oM solution is possible. (1) Either the selves as secure in their position, but eyed their
symbolical actions in ch. iv. v. are subjective, or exiled brethren with a kind of haughty indilfera mere rhetorical turn (Hiv., Hekost., Hitz., enee or contempt, as if these had no longer anyThat it was
Kbil): in this case every difficulty disappears. thing in common with them
1 2) Or we may include
the 40 days for Judah in this latter state of feeling which more immedithe 890 (comp. on ch. iv. 6, 9), and get in this ately led to the present interview between the
way the necessary days. (8) Or the fifth year of elders and the prophet, and the revelations which
Jehoiachin was an intercalary year of 18 months, ensued, we may not doubtfully gather from the
"as such usually occurred every 3 year^ some- allusion made to -it near the close of the vision
(ch. xi. 15)
where the inhabitants of Jerusalem
times also even with the 2d year (J. D. Iliou.)
and then there are reckoned for it (Rblandi, Ant, are represented as saying to the exiles, '* Get you
(rather,
ye far, continue in your state of
(58-60
far
Be
months
JSoer, iv. % ii.) 881-385 daysp/vs 2
days), in all, 439-445 days.
(4) Or, histly, our separation and distance) from the Lord ; unto us
mnomfaJU inlo the 40 days for Judah (comp. on is this land given in possession. " As -much as to
eh. iv. 12), as Kliefoth's view u, against which Eeil's say, " It may well befit you to be entertaining
oljections have no force.
And not only the con- thoughts of evil .and dark forebodings of the
tonts, bnt also the dreumsttmees aopord tboe- future ; your oateast condition cuts you off from

—
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interest in God, and renders snch sad
Abide as you
anticipations natural and lust.
are— but as for us, we dwell near to God, and by
His good hand upon us have the city and land of
our fathers in sure possession. It is not improbable that this taunting declaratito of their own
fancied superiority and assured feeling of safety
had been called forth by the tidings reaching
Jerusalem of the awful judgments announced in
Ezekiel's earlier predictions; as, on the other
hand, the express and pointed reference made
here to that declaration leaves little room to

any proper

was

also suitable for the priest, is taken /rom the
n^lDV (comp. on eh. i. 4), in this

inner eourt.

northward we are to understand
DZT^Z^H' Hbnost.: ** from the north the punishment was to come this position was an actual
summons to the north to send forth its avenging
hosts possibly also a reference to the sin already

direction, hence

;

;

committed, the political adulteries of Jerusalem
with the northern power Babvlon, against which
they alternately conspired and then again sought
to ^in it over, as Zedekiah, in the same year in
which he had treated with Edom, Moab, etc,
doubt that the rumour of it had been heard on against Babylon, suddenly made off again to
the banks of the Chebar, and had led the elders &bylon, Jer. IL 59. " Or the expression northof Judah to present themselves in the house of wards points out the principal tendency of Jewish
the prophet
For, in their unhappy circum- idolatiy (Hoe. ii 18 [16]), viz. towards Bel (Baal)
stances, the knowledj^ of such thoughts and of the Babylonians, who were, of course, in the
feelings being entertained toward tbem at Jeru- north, or properly in the north-east
The image
salem must have exercised a most depressing in- of Jealousy, which, perhaps, on this ver^ account
fluence on their minds, and could not but seem is mentioned just here (comp. ver. 5), is, on the
an adequate occasion for their endeavouring to
(someone hand, psrticularized by means of
ascertain the mind of the Lord as between them
thing covered over, an tcfoMmage of that descripand their countrymen in Judea.— Fairbairn's
tion, Deut iv. 16), and, on the other hand,

^d

Jkekiel, pp.

82-84.—W.

F.l

explained more generally by means of n^pDH.
**
rousing political
had amved, that Elam ana Media The latter expression stands for tC^apDH (from
have joined the coalition
As to the rest, comp.
^ is usually understood. Lightfoot thought
on ch. i. 8, iii. 22, 14. Elibf.: ''the hand, K3p)»
an image of Moloch. In the reign of Manassch
etc., because, again, the matter in hand was not of
of
revelation in word, but action." Ver. 2. The (2 Kings xxi. 7) we meet with the image
vision, going back and attaching itself to what Astarte, which Kwald conjectures here, from the

According to Hen^t., the

intelligence "

!

—

goes before, begins, like ch. i. and iii., with a
theophany. Comp. on ch. i. 4, 5. |^, from
ch. i. onwards, characteristic, hence also the first
impression which Ezekiel receives; comp. ch. i.
The Sept read, or gave as an explanation,
27.
(^((, of conrse from the mention of the loim,
etc.
It looked for the most part Uie (ntOD^)
fire, yet there was not wanting upwards
-»nT,
the brighter splendour (Dan. xii. 8). (Ch. ix. 4.)

As

to the

rest,

comp. on ch. i

4,

27.— pi^ojjfnn

(EwALD, Oram,

§ 173, A, 1).—Ver. 8. From the
fire-picture there is stretched the TY'^^D (from
n33i *o build, to form) of a hand. As always,
itiefyfuraiive expression emphasized as contrasted
with the spirituality of God. (Junius : the hand
is

who

the Spirit,

proceedeth from the Father

Alcircumstance that love is allied to jealousy.
though with an allusion to an existing state of
things (2 Chron. xxxvi. 14), yet, in accordance
with the symbolic character of the whole vision,
resting much more on the basis of Deut xxxii.
16, 21, Ex. XX. 6 (comp. F-zek. v. 18, xvi. 88,
xxiii. 26), and agreeably to the all-pervading representation of the relation of Jehovah and Israel,
we may perhaps with Hengst (Warburton)
have to think of an '* ideal concentration qf all
idolatrous practices,'* and these as they were in
vogue, in the first place, among the people
gmeral; hence the image in the court of the
people.
With this also corresponds admirably in
ver. 4 the so characteristic antithesis of the glory,
Comp. ch. iii. 22, 28, i. 4, as well as in our
etc.
chapter vers. 2, 5 ; farther, ch. i. 28, ix. 8, xliii.
The God of laxmal
8.
Dt^t, as before DK'^B'K-

m

and the Son comp. Matt, xii 28 with Luke
contrast with " the gods of the
xi. 20.)
Hence not in a corporeal sense (there- He is called, in
nations of the earth, the work of men*s handa,**
fore m"», not "wind** [Klief., Kl.]; comp. on
2 Chron xxxii. 19.
ch. iii 12) ch. xi. 24 as also O'^n^Vt
Tr\VnDX
comp. on ch. i. 1. Clarius notices the difference
Vers. 5, 6. The Image of Jealousy,
between this passage and ch. xL 1 sqq. Thus
In addition to the foregoing virtual description
fiir the manner of the occurrence, now ine direc;

;

;

tion taken
in general to Jerusalem, in particular
to the spot where the gate of the inner court of the
temple (the court of the priefts, for which the
"priest" Ezekiel uses merely fl^^JDn, viz.
:

of the image,

we have

the description in ao

many

but so expressive is the thing of
itself, that Jehovah needs only to summon the
prophet to look. The direction repeatedly given
IS too plain to admit of there being any obscurity
IVTIi vers. 7, 16 ; the fem. gen. would agree
liilttf.
Because
neither with nnD nor with lytjf, whereas ivn with respect to the gate of the
'^ 'o is used.
expression
named,
the
being
of
this
is com. gen.) openfd (nnfi), hohmg toward the
This court of the priests was (Jer. xxxvi.
10) on a higher level than the great court or the
eourt of the people.
The partition-wall between
the two was (m order to allow of the people looking on) of so little consequence, that
§ Chron.
iv. 9 there is no mention of the gates in it.
The
opening of the gate is not toward^ court of the
people^ so that the position of the spectator, as
north.

m

words in

ver. 5

;

coming from the north, as the " rfory " (ver.
be supposed to do (ch. i 4), this gate led
into the court of the priests, where Ezekiel has
taken up his position (ver. 3), and where the
For,

4) is to

brazen altar of Dumt-offering was, in reference to
**
(ch. ix. 2) the name ** gate of the altar
(perhape with an allusion to 2 Kin^ xvi 14) is
explained ; wherewith, at the same time, an anti-

which
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Henost. ), so that his own person may get through.
When this has been done, an opening shows
itself, a door or window, or what opens up to him
the glimpse which follows. When Ver. 9— he
Ver. 6. DHZD* <^ emphatic contraction in running has approached at the divine summons, idolatry
interrogatory speech
p rrno (Qeri), sufficiently once more reveals itself, and that the so peculiar
alt•ma^worship of the Egyptians, a fact which
explained by what immediately follows (the hoofe Rlief. disputes without cause. According to him,
oi Inmal, etc.), so that there is no necessity for the hole was in the wall of the outer court, and
maintaining that some were actually engaged in he makes the prophet break through and discover
worship.—Qre«t«bomiiiationi^ ch. v. 11, vL 9, the pictures, etc., on the outside. In that case
is the motto, the ever-recurring refrain of the what was secret about it, as it is certainly reprethesis of the imsf^ of jealousy might again be
hinted at Others {e.g. Kimchi) have thought
of the altar of the image (2 Kings xxi 4, 5). At
the aniranoe of the gate, thus in the outer court

—

—

:

chapter, rers.

9,

18,

16,

17.—npfP^ Ewald,

Hav., like most of the ancients, supply the
Speaker Jehovah: "in order that I may go far
off from My sanctuary," may turn away from
" that they
diflgust <ch. xL 23).
Hbmost.
(those formerly mentioned) may be removed, as
imworthy of dwelling with the Lord, may be
driven out, as Adam once was from Paradise."
HiTZio: "what ought to be far away."
As
means " to be far off," why not render it by
e bare infinitive merely in order to be £ar off
ttam Mj sanctuuyt The construction with
:

gn

:

7PD

(ch.

xi 15

;

Jer. iL 5)

makes them appear

members of the family, who in going
elevate themselves cibove Him who is enthroned in the sanctuary.
as former

away

sented to be t Hitzig maintains that the worship
was in the interior of the gate-building, which
contained chambers, but ch. xl. 36 is no proof
for this temple.
The entrance, Hitzig supposes,
worwas built up during Josiah's reformation
ship.
Ver. 10. Ck>mp. Gen. L 24, ix. 3 ; Deut
iv. 17, 18 ; Rom. i 23.
^p^ ^^^' ^* ^^) ^ *^^"*"

m

—

strued by Ewald, Hitz.,

with nonS)
able beasts,"

:

due to the Creator
cats,

Hengst

in apposition

" beasts of abomination," "abominsince to them Was paid the honour

—according to Hitz.,

etc ; Kl. takes

it

e,g. dogs,

as in apposition with

{(^231

also (according to Hitzig, beetles especially), inasmuch as the representation of both was made
for the purpose of paying religious honours to the
pictures,
best of aU Bunsen : " every form of
abominable creeping things and beasts. " What
follows might stand by wav of explanation and^
in fact, of all, etc, or all idols qf this sort are
meant, as also birds, etc. (Hitz. : calves [A{)is
:

Vers. 7-13.

The Idolatry in the Secrecy qfthe
Chambere {^flnuigery.

Although at

'^^ 'j^n in the preceding verse

we and Hnevis] and he-goats.)
that in this way all other

Klief.,

KL

maintain

poesible varieties of

cannot exactly carry out the comparison by sup- idol-worship
which had spread in Israel are subplying a n^KD (cm in
l^)f yet there lies in joined co-ordinately with
'an ^. But the dethe 'vi yiW\ l^in ^® i«eparation for, the inten- lineation or painting (npriD* neut sing.) of all
tion, die beginning of a climax in the thought upon the wall of the apartment into which
In the preceding section the hooae of Imal, Ezekiel looks through the opening is so characin this : its elden; this would be a climax. teristically E^prptian, that for one who is unpreComp., however, on ver. 11. Here: in secret, judiced anything else is inconceivable. Ch. xxiii.
tiiere : openly; this, at all events, is no climax.
14 is not to be brought into comparison as against
Yer. 7. Where the court opens, the inner one into
As to the '^j, so common with our
this view.
the outer, for ivnn nnD"^ is manifestly the
prophet, see on ch. vL 4 ; in Lev. xxvi. 30 first,
aame as 'nnD*3Dn nyC' nnD"^K in ver. 3 ; thus
Deut xxix. 17 expressly of the idols of Egypt
neither the eastern principal door (Liohtf., The seventy in Ver. 11, according to Ewald*
Ewald, Hknost.) of the court of the priests, " a round number to express the great stren^
nor the northern exit of the court of the people of the £^g;yptian p^^ among the nobles, which
"
(Hlv., HiTZ., Klief., Kl.), in which case men- according to Jeremiah then existed ; according
tion is made by some holding the latter view of to others the Great Sanhedrim, an institution,
porches with cells (2 Kings xxiii 11 ; 1 Chron. however, which first arose after the exile AcxxvilL 12 ; Jer. xxxv. 4)
In favour of the cording to our text, they figure either as a repreformer view, the absence of any farther definition sentation of the collective body of the elders, a
cannot be used as an argument ; for while, after committee (council of elders) drawn from (o)

^^

:

m

:

enough had been said in vers. 8 and 5, there was
DO need of any farther definition for the wellknown nriD* there would certainly have been
need of it, if all at once the Intention was to

these official persons, or they represent the house
of Israel, are a representation of the people.
[By mentioning precisely this number of elders,
the prophet sets before us a representation of the
speak of ihe eastern door, as is also expressly whole people, an ideal representation, and of such
done in ch. x. 19, xL 1. But as regaixis the a kind as to indicate the strong contrast that
other view, the and He brought me is no support, existed between former and present times— the
as the prophet certainly, who is in the inner original seventy (Ex. xxiv.) being employed
eonrt, is brought also farther (of course in vision) in immediate connection with Ood's glorj^ and
when he now gets to see the hole (Neteler trans- covenant, while these here were engaged in an
lates : " a hole for one ") in the wall, viz. the act whidi bespoke the dishonourinff of God's
gate portion of the watt tohich divided the courts. name, and the virtual dissolution of His coveAs he is to go still farther, he is commanded in Ver. nant Faibbairn*8 Skekiel. - W. F. ] The numS to break thxonc^ to enlarge the hole which ber 70 is chosen for symbolical reasons, 10 times
abowa him the way (is not "as it were a model," 7 (BlHB, Mos. KuU. ii p. 6^0) resting on Sz.

—

—
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Num.

in reference to the covmant beIn favour of the symbolical character of thia number there is also the
circumstance that Jaazaoiah, the 7l8t, is not
counted among them. The individual named us
son of Shaphan is a different person from )n^37M^
in ch. xi. 1.
The name flhapnan we read also in
xxiv.,

zi.,

tween God and IsraeL

2 Kings xxii. ; Jer. xjcix., xzxvi, xjudx. He
appears to have had a good reputation, so that for
the symbolical meaning by tne mention of him
the contrast in conduct on the part of his »n
here might be rendered the more emphatic.
**
Similarly Bunsen, Hrki^st.
who probably
tilled the same post as his father (as chancellor),
was perhaps the soul of the negotiations with
E^^ypt ; partly on this account, partly because of
his ominous name
the Lord hears, which involved the judgment on this procedure, intro:

:

duced as a historical personality into this ideal
company. '* Is the expression itanding in their
midst, meant to indicate an official superiority as
president, or his social consequence among them,
or the circumstance that even the son of such a
father, with whose name the memory of the pious
destroyer of idoUttry, Josinh, was united, oould
be found in the midst of such a company (Ps. i.
:

1))

DH^JD^f

round about

i-^'

to Hengst.

"iny»

•

the

:

my

god

(Isa,

Egypt), oomp. A mm. Marc xviL 7, xxii. 15.
He points in proof of this to the Egyptian vassalage
of King Jehoiachim. The pressure of the Chaldean
party at the time upon the Egyptian explains,
accordii^ to him, the expression, repeated in
ch. ix. 9, of their deep despair of the affairs of
Hengst. speaks in a predomithe fatherland.
nantly politioEd sense of the Egyptian fancies
wherewith they occupied themselves in their
inner man ; the revolt from Babylon, undertaken
in concert with Egypt, was still, ho allies,
**
a public secret" rar they lay : N pK. This
is their so-called

right to do

it,

not meant as an

Jehovah shall have the blame.
That He aeetn not can hardlpr impl^r (iaa. xxix.
15) a dogmatic denial of His omniscient (Pa.
cxxxix., xoiv. 7) Godhead <Ps. xiv. 1), just as
the idol-pictures on the wall little as His having fomken the land is ireant
to deny in so many words His omnipresent omni"
according

prayer of the cloud of incense, because it was an
emoodied prayer, Ps. cxli. 2 ; Rev. v. 8, viii. 8,
" They say by the offering of incense before
4."
those miserable figures
Deliver me, for thou
art

( *'
Hie
tian idolatfy step into the background.
people relied at that time on tne help of the
Efffptians, and looked to them as their tavioun."
—-Coco. ) Ewald maintains that EgypUan animalworship was at the time r^ly praotukd in deeply
concealed apartments of the temple area, inasmuch as every idolater of tikat sort offered incense
as his own priest, and prayed in a separate apartment (and oenoe so many of them are found in

xliv. 17)."

The Hebrew word

means

certainly : to press on any one with requests, but also : to press together so that there
IS a large quantity, to heap up, so that that
which swells up, the vapour, may be indicated
here.
So richly that there was a doad; oorop.
besides. Lev. xyi. 18.
After Ezekiel has seen it,
the interpi-etation is given him in Vcr. 12.
In

the dark, every one in his chambeie of imagery,
contains everything necessary for understanding
it.
First of all, the darkneat may certainlv be
regarded as a symbol of the darkened knowledge
of <Jod, bnt means still more that the procedure
of the nobles of the people shuns the lii^t, has
secret.
its being
In this way we have a complete explanation of the hole in the gate portion
of the wall, in the wall of the court (ver. 7), of
the clandestine manner in which the prophet gets

m

access (ver. 8), etc.

(''They hud in li^ypt, in

the rocks on the banks of the Nile, deep underground passages, sometimes labyrinths, which
led to underground vaults, whose walls were
covered over and over with hieroglyphs, and, in
fact, the entrance to them is, iust as here, only
a hole, at which no one imagines there is anything of consequence behind, etc.—J. D. Mich.)
That every one iloes so proves the representative character of the 71 in ver. 11.
^in in that
which is shut up, the interior of a tent, of a
house-; hence, a chamber.
The ohambeie of
imagery have idolatrous pictures painted on the
walls.
As it is represented (vers. 9, 10) in the
wall of the court oetween the higher and the
lower court, so it is done within the walls of
their own dwellings by the elders of the people,
who approached the priests in virtue or tneir
official character.
The domeetic heathenism, as
distinguished from the pubUc in vers. 5, 8.
Hengst makes the direct participation in Egyp-

excuse, perhaps.

potence ; but their speech is practical ungodliness : when He has turned away His eye and
presence from us and from the land, when we
are no longer anything to Him, then noUiing is
left for us but to look out for the gods of oSier
nations and lands, that they may dwell with ua.
Ver. 18. Comp. ver. 6.

—

Yen.

14, 15.

The MtAimkngfot TVumatn.

In ver. 7 Eiekiel was between the inner and
outer court ; in ver. 14 he Is brought to the opening of the gate of the booee of jdoralL Comp.
to the opening of the gate of the hoon of
Jehoyah whioh ia toward the north with ver. 8 :
to the opening of the gate of the inner [oonrt]
that looketh toward the north; thus the gate
of the honae and the gate of the inner [oonrt]
correspond with each other, the one as applying
to the whole, the other as referring only to a
The honae of Jehovah is the
part of the same.
whole of the temple, consequently the opening of
be anything else than
it
hardly
Uie gate of
can
the place where the outer court of the temple
opens to the outside altogether. The northerly
direction of the gate also corresponds best with
the movement of the prophet hitherto. There,
then, are the women, viz. those who are weeping for Tammui, for this reason sitting on the
ground, as was the custom of mourners (Matt
[According to Hitzi^: the female
xxvii. 61).
population represented in the individuala, who
are exactly at the place assigned to the women.]
First, the people in general ; then, the elders of
This is like a
the people now, the female sex.
climax. The publicity also of the proceedinsa of
distinguished
from
the eldera)
women
(as
the
makes the occurrence in so far parallel with the
Meibr : the name probably
first in vers. 5, 6.
signifies : possessor of power, mighty one, ruler ;
Tanmini=(fomtiit<s, properly tamer, lord, rnrp
;

:

and

TSOF\t

a contrast

traction from

|^Yt3l^

!

Aooording to Hiv., a oan-

(TTtD'^DDDi
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Vlir. 16-18.

is

the Syrian Tammnz (o«^««v^ emfAf/uvt),
According to the fable, the beautiful favourite of
Venus, killed by a boar in the chase, but afterwards risinff to life again, in whose honour the
fourth moBUi (June July) was called "Tammuz."
At his feast the kinnor (a sort of Ivre) was played ;
hence Cinyras, the father of Adonis, just as
Myrrfaa, from the incense (")b) usual thereat, was
It was a funeralhis mother among the Greeks.
feast in the East, for it celebrated the death of
the beautiful life of nature about the time of the
grvatest summer-heat (HDH DD^pn)*
Byblos in

—

of the abominations, introduced by the localU^t
the court of the priests. It takes place
the inner part of Jehovah's house,
thereby place<l
in contrast with the publicity going before, and
parallel with the actings of the elders in ver. 7
sqq.,
and in fact (nam) where the temple (the
viz.

m

—

—

holy place) opens into the inner court, indicated
still more minutely because of the significance of
The porch, 1 Kin^ vi. 8. The
the locality.
0>mp.
altar, the brazen altar of burnt-offering.
Joel ii, 17.
(Mutt, xxiii. 85 2 Chron. xxiv. 20,
that
doubt
be
no
Accordingly
there
can
21.)
thevtrsonSf the 25 men,— as most expositors along
with Lightfoot believe, the presidents of the 24
orders qf prissts (1 Ghrou. zxiv.) with the high
priest at their head,— represent tha priesthood.
3 " asserts the fact expressly, but only in a sub;

where the swollen waters of the river
Adonis assumed a red colour about this time, jective way" (HiTZ.), as what appeared to be tbe
when the snow melted on Lebanon, was the case, the prophet, as it were, not trusting his own
principal seat of the god.
(0>mp. Hiv. a^inst eyes. In this way the abomination to be deHovers, who makes the oriental celebration of scribed is greater than what has hitherto been
But then, farther, tbe dethe festival approach nearly to the Greek, in related of the kind.
sntnmn.
But comp. also Hitz. on the passage, scription of the posture assumed (comp. 1 Kin^p
Syria,

"

and Winer,

ii. 601 sqq. ; Herzog, BealencvcL xv.
According to Preller {Griech, Mythol.
i. p. 219), the disappearance of Adonis was at first
expressed alle^ncally (i^cwr/tt^f), after which
sought hun (^iirirrif), until at length they
found hmi (iS^rif), and now bewailed him as

667 sqq.)

mj

dead, by means of the exhibition of his picture,
with gloomy elegies and the usages of a funeral.
The solemnity ended with the cry : Adonis lives
and has risen ; hence with the comfort of his rePain for the lost beauty of the year, dread
turn.
of winter, the ray of hope connected with spring.
Sappho already iaaig of the death of Adorns and
Bunsen : *' seven
of the lamentation for him.
days long the women gave themselves up to their
lamentations, and were obli^ to shave their
hair or to sacrifice their chastity " (J. D. MiOH.).
Havemick, as no trace of the worship of Adonis
earlier times among the Hebrews,
can be found
brings forward the view
that under Joslah's
successors such idolatrous worship obtained a
footing, especially throu^ Zedekiah's political
alliance with the Phoenicians against Babylon
that the seductive charm of this worship, which
is attested by its wide diffusion, is to be taken
into account ; and that the gloomy direction of
the popular consciousness at the time (ver. 12,

m

:

ch. ix. 9)
ful

mood.

was in sympathy with nature's mourn" The Adonis-myth was thus a picture

of the history of the people, as the natural con•ciousness arranged it for itself and arbitrarilv interpreted it (ch. xi. 2, 8). '* Hengst lays emphasis
on the northern origin (between Tripolis and
Ber3rtas) of the worship, the characteristic wailing women, and finds the real import in the
seeming of political aid among the Phoenicians.
(Others have thought of a kindred Egyptian worHitng makes the worship of Adonis come
ship.
from Eg>'pt ; Adonis
Gsiris. V— Ver. 15. Comp.
vers. 12, 18.
The climax, up till now merely
hinted at, is plainly expressed with respect to
what follows. Vers. 6 and 18 keep what goes
before in a co-^irdinate relation.

=

V«M. 16-18. Th£ Sun- Worship (vers.
tke Olo§mg Tkrtatenmg <^ God (ver.

Kow oomes in ooncliition

16, 17);
18).

the culminating point

9

vii. 25, xiv.

;

of their baoka
'^

byTV^
what

2 C!hron. xxix. 6

and their

with

ni^'^p,

**

the antithesis
;
facet, the contrast of

toward sunrise ") sets

abominable in the highest degree.
The sanctuary of the Eternal is a thing going
down behind them ; they turn to the new light
For Dn^nnKiO* which is probably an error in
forth

is

transcription, almost all read D^inricfe (partic.

from nne^, Ges. Oram, §

74, 18), as

" ye>" oovld not

tion of JsnKf

an abbrevia-

tally

with n©n.

According to Hav. an ironical alteration of the
usual form, with an allusion to r\n^ i^ the
Hiphil (to destroy, to do evil). Hengst. an
anomalous form, just as the abnormal certainly
cannot sui-priae us in Ezekiel ; the form a qvid
pro quo, like the conduct indicated by it; by
inserting Hi the prophet gives a criticism after the
:

manner of a quotation from Ex. xxiv.

1

;

Dent,

as much as to say: they worship, whereas
it is said in the law of God
Ye shall not worship.
If Tammuz is the sun-god, then an easy
transition from what goes before is accomplished,
without our being obliged here idso on that
account to look with favour on Havemick's worship of Adonis.
It is the primitive Sabcsism
xi.

16

;

:

comp. Dent.

iv.

EwALD

19, xvii. 8.

(2

Kin^

xxiii.

5.

sun-worship in aecoraance with
Zoroastrian superstition (Job xxxi. 26).
Hengst
takes the 25 as princes of the people (ch. xi. 1),
an ideal representation of the ruling dass, 2 from
each of the 1 2 tribes, besides a president (1).
Because of the absence of the definite basis in the
Mosaic books, which in contradistinction the 70 in
ver. 11 had, 3 stands here, **nearly," ** about ** (!).
11.)

:

—

The gradation

in ver. 15 points to the sin, at
bloom (?). The project of a
ea^e with Medo-Persia (already mentioned in
Isaiah as the destroyer of the Chaldean univeisal
monarchy, ch. xiiL 17, xxi. 2) had perhaps called
forth the inquiry of the elders in ver. 1, especially
as the Diaspora was the appropriate instrument
{>reaent just in full

for
6.

such a coalition, etc.—Ver. 17: vers. 15, 12,
Hitherto the question was followed by some-
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translated by " anger '* (their auger, viz.
which they have provoked on God's
J^^ <»
Ught thing (a small thing— Niph. of ^p comp. which they cherish towards God and His pruthe
interpretation given as if the
phets), and
1 Kings xvi 81) for Jadah more than ('bfyp)
meaning were to pour oil into the tire, to bring
**
flames.
Hav.
brushwood
to
the
and, lo
uxu that which thou host setn a lighter (smaller)
thing than the committing of the abominations ? they send forth the mournful ditty (about Adonis,
6-15.
A negative rmDT *^or n^oi, mpt) to their anger " (that which
i.e. embracing in one vers.
answer is supposed, since, according to ver. 15,
Hitzig renders rmOT: prunfalls upon them).
ver.
i$
be the culminating
what

thing else of a different kind, i.e. of a worse kind.
This time a new question winds up was U a

S|K,

:

;

:

=

:

m

IQ
to
is Men
point qf allf more burdensome than all else.
And as in ver. 12 a ^3 introduced the alleged justi-

a parallel cusn) of the elders of the
in their acting by God's mode of procedure,
so (Jod furnishes the reason (^3) of the negative
fication (in

p«^le

answer expected to Uis question, $0 that Judah
the
:an have nothing more heinou» to be put
for
opposite tcale fi^om what they have done
tney, etc. ; comp. -ch. vii. 28. (It looks quite like a

m

iug-knife (** they put the pruning- bill to their
nose"), wishiug to provoke Me, they provoke
themselves (Jer. vii. 19 ; Hab. ii. 10 ; Prov.
xxiii. 2), in connection with wliich he o notes the
scene in Auerbach's cellar from Faust, etc.
Ver. 18. Comp. ch. v. 11, vii. 4, 9, ix. 6, 10,
threatening with corresponding retribution on the
part of God.
(Ch. xi. 13 ; Isa. i. 15 ; Jer. xL 11).

:

parallel to the

**

for they," etc. of ver. 12.

)

And

instead of turning to the Eternal, they have returned merely for the purpose of provoking Him
to anger.
The thought taken in connection with
the land of which
ver. 12 would accormnffly be
they say that Jehovah has foruaken it, they have
filled with violence, so that there remained no
room in it for the Holy One ; but their acting in
the temple shows (a climax) that, as regards the
Eternal, they are seeking not the expiation for
He seeth not, say
their guilt, but His wrath.
they,—«nd, lo, they, etc. (the highest point of
:

the climax), so that 'nfc< U*rh\y ^ either to be
understood of a specially provoking gesture in
idolatrous worship, or must be interpreted from
the context as a proverbial mode of speaking.
[Ewald translates : " is it too small a thing for
the house of Judah to practise the abominations
which they practised here, that they filled the
land with injustice and exasperated Me repeatedly,
and that now they even put the twig to their
nose?" having in view tne twig of the sucred
tree held before the mouth during prayer (so
already J. D. Mich, and many expositors), "as
if there were not yet enough in the more ancient
revolting idolatries as well as in the already de{>icted (ch. vii. 23) roughness of their everyday
ife, and as if, besides, this most recent superstition must now be added."] The climax in the
thought and the reference to Parseeism lies in
the context, but the ** Barsom " (a bundle of
different kinds of twigs) does not correspond with
JTTIOTn (ft vine branch, ch. xv. 2 ; Isa. xvii.
10), neither does the solemn holding before the
mouth with the left hand correspond much with

pocrruiNAL REFi.KcrriONS.
1. Ah the idea of salvation is especially dominant in the history of Israel, and draws from it
the most manifold types, so in a pre-eminent
degree praphecy is rulea by the idea.
In verbal
prophecy the idea, and especially the Christian
idea, of the future, clotltes itselt at one time in
accordance with what is peculiar to the prophets
as individuals, at another by making use of allusion to the form of the present, and of the forces,
persons, occurrences, etc. moving it, but in
feneral entirely within the sphere of the Old
'estament mode of representation ; so that what
is meant to be just the most striking expression
for the idea shows itself, through the later realization of the idea exactly in this form, to be at the
same time a prediction, apart from the express
predictions of the proohets.
(Comp. on this subject Tholuck, die Propheten, tf. p. 105 sqq.)
Now what the figurative word accomplishes at
regards the object aimed at, that, as regards
deepening our views of the truth, appears to be
the task of symbol in prophetic action, in
dramatic vision. The vision of the abominations
in the temple here in Ezekiel is a theologizing
one of the apostasy of Israel, now ripe for judg-

ment.
2. The living God of revelation is the measure
of the dead idols of the heathen, alike as regards
the pantheistic slumping of them in the world,
and as regards their polytheistic separation according to the different lands. and |NK>ples.
He
is, and whatever wanders to those others and is
falsely attributed to them belongs to Him.
On
the same deep basis of truth theologicaiiv, pur
vision brings the idolatry of Israel into view in
the temple of Jehovah, and therewith into con-

The temple becomes ihe standard
judgment of every heathen worship.
8 It was condescension in the sphere of history
on the part of the idea of revelation, that for so
long a period a fixed nation, like Israel, was to
be the bearer of it, and that, after the general
analogy of heathen nations, church and state
the idolatrous custom.
The thyrsus-staff of the covered each other. Only with the expansion of
worshippers of Bacchus has also been suggested. the t^hurch into its ideal, i.e. into the kingdom
Keil finds the climax in the acts of viol(nice as of God among mankind as a whole (R«v. xxi. 8),
compared with the abominations,
the moral have "state religion" and ** state church" as
corruption shows the full measure of their guilt; ideas become effete.
They are merely existing
but the proverbial mode of speaking has not yet realities of a wretched kind ; their ideas,* if one
been sufficiently cleared up.
Israd himself has chooses to speak of them, are auti(|uated ; they
been suggested here as the vine-stock (Jer. iL 21), are reproductions of the past, Judaism, if not
Dfitr^tC rh^'

Hengst. assigns as a reason for demnation.

the vine-branch " its being *'a quite pre-eminent
product of the sun " ; and, according to him, the
nose is mentioned ironically instead of the mouth.
A gesture in worship is demanded by the expression
DSnV Klief. confesses himself unable to explain
*'

for

—
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heftthenisms. Proffress, and by no means "radical
urogresd merely, but much more still religious,
ue. Christian progress, points away beyond Uiem.
4. The distinction made between *' abominations ** and ** violence " recalls the difference between the two tables of the law, sins against God
and sins against men. Over against violence in
the latter respect, there makes its appearance what
God must abhor. As the former fills the land
and becomes the fashion, so the latter provokes

Ill

VIII.

tecture), iust as little as the turning of the face

toward tne east in Christian prayer is a universal
rule ; sometimes the fi-ont, sometimes the apsia,
Some have wished to find
is turned to the east.
the reason for the holy of holies being turned
toward the west in the antithesis to heathenism.
Maimonidbs, More Neb. iii. 45: "Superstition
generally at that time worshipped the stm ; therefore Abraham turns to the west on Moriah, so
that he turned his back to the sun. " Comp. on
When the
Ungodliness and immorality the other hand, Baur, 8ymb, i. 212.
the anger of God.
in their connection here bear witness to the con- Catholic church architecture built the choir towards the east, the alleged anti-heathenish denection between faith and morals.
6. Superstition and nnbelief ^the one acting, sign of the opposite course was set aside, inasmuch
the other speaking present themselves together as Christ, as the Sun of Righteousness, now deterone sentence, just as these forms of mines the direction ; it was imagined also that
in ver. 12
the self-originated theology of the sensuous self- paradi<(e was there, etc. etc.
9. There is a gradation in wickedness, for there
consciousness touch each other from opposite
Unbelief, which Holy Scripture never is a development towards ripeness for judgment.
tides.
knows absolutely, since to it faith is the original And as the greatness of the sin is determined acgodliness in the nature of man, appears here also cording to the person and circumstiinces, so the
as one that "speaks" (Ps. xiv., liiL) and has corresponding greatness of the punishment is deSuueriftition draws its reason from nnbelief. termined acconiing to the knowledge of and opsods.
As Nitzsch describes the process: "in the de- portunity for wliat is good. But the Judge and
praved working of passive piety man attempts Avenger is God.
first of all to deny the facts of the religious conscience, wholly or in part; but yet, in so far as
HOMILETIC HINTS.
the consciousness of God compels him, he leaps
Ver. 1. " We may be assured everywhere,
over from unbelief into superstition, i.e. he defines
for himself the divine as a thing that is human, whether at home or irom home, of the presence
sensuous, worldly, analyzes for himself the feeling of God ; hence also we have to fear God everyThe pulpit lor the exiles in
of God into the sensuous, out of which, in the where " (Stck. ).
next place, arise fanatical imaginations, somt^times the house of the prophet.— " Elders also ought
Ver. 2.
slavish, liometiraes audacious, Rom. i. 21-25.*' to hear and learn God's word " (Stck.).
When Plutarch, in his well-known treatise ^ri^ Comp. on ch. i. 27 sq. Ver. 8. "The saints in
ln^tlmtftopUf, gives the preference to unbelief, he mortal flesh are between heaven and earth, for
nnderestiinat*^ it as a source of superstition ; he they are not yet indeed completely above, but
"
winds un, moreover, with the converse, viz. that still they have already forsaken what is below
many fail from superstition into unbelief. Jean (Grkgort). " As here by the hair, so by the
Paul, on the contrary, who calls superstition smallest thing the pious are Lifted upwards by
" God's children and servants are
"faith with a btU^" would "rather live in the God " (J UN.).
densest malarious atmosphere of superstition than led and guided not by the spirit of the world, but
under the air-pnmp of unbelief," where in the by the Spirit of God ** (St.).— "Yea, if this body
former case one breathes with difficulty, in the could follow the spirit, it would lead it into
heayen with itself.
"God was Master of the
htter he is suffocated.
why should house at Jerusalem, and they brought in to Him
6. Augustine raises the question
'*
the Romans, who paid divine honour to all the another idol
that displeased Him justly
ffods of all nations, as they showed bv having a (Randol.).
See how jealous love can be
the
** So God is proPantheon, yet have continually refused to honour jealousy of Israel's Husband.
the God of Israel ? and found the reason in the voked also by all who admit into their heart
ezdnsiveness wherewitli Jehovah claims to be passion, pride, aiTogance, debauchery, avarice,
honoured alone, as being the true God in contrast and other idols" (B. B.). Ver. 4. Christ and
with the false gods.
God in His jealousy is likewise God in
Belial.
7. The mourning for Tammuz reminds us of His glory.
" In another way also God lets His
the sorrow **of the world" in 2 Cor. vii. Is it glory be seen, when He causes a peculiarly powerunintentional that only this side of this idolatry ful testimony to be borne in His Church, by
is indicated in Ezekiel f
It worketh death, says means of which He unveils the abominations in
tlie apostle of the sorrow of the world.
Over all ranks, and causes them to be punished through
against the pleasure of life in the rites of Tammuz Mis witnesses, since thei-c also, as here, public woron its mere natural basis, the prophet has to take ship especially is wont to be assailed. —To perhis stand on the divine sentence of death of the ceiye God's glory in spite of all abominations is
spirit
as there is no repentance on the part of the privilege of His faithful servants, of His chilany one, the other side in the worship of Tammuz dren, who do not cast away their confidence.
cannot possibly prophesy of salvation.
(As Our faith is the victory which hath overcome the
against Baukr, Bel. d. A. T. ii. p. 234 sq.)
world.
" Such a strengthening was needed by
8. The front of the temple looked to the east,
the prophet, in order that he might fearlessly
the back, therefore, to the west
And such is withstand the raffing audacity and stubbornness
the case, moreover, with most of the ancient of the people; God eqiiipped him in this way
nations ; and so it meets us again also, for the with a suit of armour " (C).
most part, in Catholic church architecture. But
Ver. 5. " God places our sins before His eyes,
a onirersal rule it is not (according to Vitmvius, and in like manner also betoreours" (Stck.). **So
tiM opposite is the role for heathen temple-archi- sits the enyions Pharisee also, who has jico^y an
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from one they pass to a myriiid " (C).
;
Idolatry is not merely of the gross kind ; nor It
that which Christians practise merely of the re>
fined kind.
Yea, everything which is on earth
may become an idol to man. I count everything
but dung, Paul testifies in PhiL iii.— Ver. 11.
" Those who ought iu this way to take the lead
of others in showing a good example, are often
the worst" (St.).—" The elders before the idols,
men before beasts, the living before mere pictures! " (B B.)— May all assemblies of churchwardens take an example by them
Ver. 12.
God is to blame for our guilt! Thus many
make for themselves a blind God, like Fortune.
Ver. 13 sqq. What a corruptiou must be among
f| people wnere the old and the female sex are
infected
On ordinary days, the lust of the
flesh ; on fast-days, repentance and sorrow.
Ver. 15 sq. " Nothing is so absurd as that a

outward righteouuiess, like an image of jealousy limit
in the doorway, and will not let the simple people
enter through the fear of the Lord into the faith
and love of Christ, and thus takes away the key
of knowledge (Matt. xxiiL 18)" (B. B.).— Ver. 6.
**
Whoever opens door and gate to sin, falls from
sin to sin" (St.).— "Whatever man does, he does
it before God's face, although the blinded sinner
thinks God blind" (Stck.).
" God's people also
may fall into great darkness and blindness (St.).
Ver. 7 sqq. God's eye sees also through the
wall, and He can give His servants a hole in the
wall as well as eyes, so as to see what is be'* Guilty consciences love what
tween the walls.
is concealed" (Stck.).
Occasionally an Ezekiel
comes across those concealed ones. **Thy heart
is to be God's temple.
But how does the Lord
find this temple ?
Just as here.
Only dig
through the white-washed wall of th^ self-love
and hypocrisy, then shalt thou perceive in the
light of God all sorts of monsters and abominations, which the enemy has gathered together in
thee, to the discnist of the Master of the house.
Enough of unclean reptiles shalt thou find behind the wall of thy nesh, only dig through
(B. B.)
"Assuredly, as soon as the true worship of God is forsaken, men have no longer any
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—

—
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And He

The Judijment on
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man might not be brought
Kom. L"
—
"Daniel turned in his prayer toward Jeru—
salem"
BX "All the ungodly turn
— " But who count those
back on God "
to

(St.)

it^

their

(B.

will

(St.).

who

!

—

1

—

in our time turn their back on

—Ver.
so
of

the

God ?

" (B. B.

18. They turned their back on God, and
turns His back on them.
The eye and ear
God shut, what a picture

—

He

GuiUy (Ch.

ix.).

mine ears with a loud voice, saying, Near are the visitations
of the city, and every one [has] his weapon of destruction in his hand.
And,
behold, six men came from the way of the higher gate, which looketh toward the
north, and every one his weapon for breaking in pieces in his hand ; and a man
in their midst, clothed in linen, and an inkhorn on his loins and they came and
stood beside the brazen altar. And the glory of the God of Israel rose up from
the cherub, over which it was, to the threshold of the house ; and He caned to
the man clothed in linen, which had an inkhorn on his loins. And Jehovah said
unto him, Gb through the midst of the city, the midst of Jerusalem, and mark a
[cron-l mark upon the foreheads of the people that sigh and that groan for all
the abominations that are done in the midst thereof And to the others He said
in mine ears. Go through the city after him, and smite your eyes shall not
spare, neither shall ye show pity.
Old man, young man, and maiden, and child,
and women shall ye slay to destruction, and [yet] no one upon whom is a [ctom-]
mark shall ye touch ; and ye shall begin at My sanctuary. And they began with
the men, the elders, who were before the house.
And He said unto them.
Defile the house, and fill the courts with slain ; go ye forth.
And they went
forth, and slew in the city.
And it came to pass, when they had slain, and I
was left, that I fell upon my face, and cried, and said. Ah, Lord Jehovah
destroyest Thou the whole residue of Israel, whilst Thou art pouring out Thy fury
upon Jerusalem 1 And He said unto me. The guilt of the house of Israel and
Judah is exceeding great, and the land is full of blood, and the city full of
wresting of judgment ; for they say, Jehovah hath forsaken the land, and Jehovah
seeth not.
And I also. Mine eye shall not spare, neither will I show pity their
way I give upon their head. And, behold, the man clothed in linen, which had the
inkhorn on his loins, gave answer, saying, I have done as Thou hast commanded m&
cried in
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1, 2.

explanation of the divine judj^meut makes itself

KSOBOETIOAL RBMARKB.
viit) is now followed, in
•ocordance with God's threatening; (ch. viii. 18),
by the puniahmerU as the carrying out of the
threatening, and that as regards the execution of
jndgmont on the ffuiUy mfuibUants first. But in
the midst of destruction there hi at the same time

The

;;

;

iDiqaity (ch.

The number six, whose interpreclear (ch. i. 4).
tation has been attempted even to desperation,
needs no explanation, smce it is rather the num-

us with the one man
the speciatty sacred number
constK^uently how, on the basis of God's covenant
with Israel, punishment and exemption take place.
yreAervatum,
[HiTZ.: "the dogma of the seven archaii^ls in
With a germ."] As Ezekiel is to be supposed in the
Ver. 1. He; the same as in ver. 4.
loud voice, not without allusion to ch. viiL 18 ; court of the priests (ch. viii. 3, 5, 16), the higher
Ck)mp.
just as also: and He cried in mine ean. The gate will be the gate indicated there.
loud voice does not correspond to ** thegreatness that passage. )^E)D* Jer. li 20 sqq. He who is
of the abominations which cry to Ood " (HenqsT. )
in the midst of the destroyers proves that in the
rather is ** the strength of the emotion " thereby
midst of destruction there is also to be something
portrayed (HiTZ.)— ** the loud outburst of indigelse.
What! His clothing tells us partly, his
nation ** (JuN. V—at the same time an energetic
IDDn HDp* only in our chap(ch. xii. 28), most simply equipment partly.
act of the Lora.
ber seven that
in their midst,

lies before
etc.,

:

—

\s^p

with Hengst

perf. Kal, as in

Hos.

ix.

7 'tiK^.

an announcement meant alike gt;nerally and for
Hbnost. for the special executioners
Ezekiel,
of what has been announced (V^((l), viz. that it
is now the time.
y\p in Kal to press on, to
:

:

come

near, to be near ; in Piel, transitively : to
cause to approach, to admit, to of^ ; intransiUrely (and at the same time intensirely) : to be
very near, to approach with the greatest haste.
(Hitzig reads ^aip.
HXv., Kl. ; imper. Piel

"hither ye,"

intransitively:

almost always

etc.)

— TCXpt*

*»

penal visitation (Hos. ix. 7).
The plural is not out of place either as regards
^e meaning of the word or in the connection.
A plurality is implied in ch. r. 12, 15 sq.
those who have re[HiTZ. : ** authority " for
ceived orlers against the city, so that finipD
:

:

is

particularized

by means of

^\j(,

HXv., Kl.

:

**over8eer8hip," the guard, the heavenly watchers
of the city, who, as an authority appointed by
God, are to execute the punishment on the ungodly.] Hitzig asks: to whom is the summons
addressed ? Cocc. answers not so much to those
entrusted with the visitation, as to the watchers
of the city, who have hitherto kept off the fonner.
In the meantime, however, no summons at all is
issued, bat with express reference to the prophet
:

the approaching punishment is proclaimed by
God, as regards the substance of the thing, expressed in general terms, and as respects the form
of its execution, in such a way that it is only in
ver. 2 that a more detailed definition follows.
What sort of persons are to be understood by
t^{( may, of course, be conjectured from their

—

equipment

S^3, according to the context (oomp.

:

each one his sword

against which
Hav. "no common earthly weapon is suitable
in the hands of such a host.'*
hint as to who
the persons are is contained, perhaps, in the expression :
Exod. xii. 23 ; 2 Sam.
; comp.

also ch. T. )

:

;

:

A

mnC^

xxiv.

16.

[BuNSEK: "the judges

of the city,

thepunishing and destroying angels."]
Ver. 2.

They

are

men

&o

in Gen. xviiL

2,

a writer's utensil not a writing-tablet,
but: an inkhom, such as writers were accustomed to carry hanging in their girdle or on it.
From this, however, we are not to infer, w^ith
Keil, that he is "a chancellor among the other
officials, " for such is not the character of the six
but from that wherewith he is provided we are to
he is not like those
infer what he has to do
He has an
others to destroy, to break in pieces.
[The
inkhom, whereas they have each a sword
Sept. read "i^SDHf ftnd translated: a sapphire
ter, is

:

;

:

!

From the destroyers he is distinguished
ukewise by his clotliing, which is certainly not
in conformity with an appointment of that kind.
Jn linens (plural) is explained by Hengst. of the
collective linen (I^v. xvi. 4, 23) garments of the
high priest, whose antitype is the Angel of the
Lord, the Angel of the covenant (Mai. i. 3), who,
accoiding to Zech. i. 12, gets from the Lord good
comfortable words for the covemuit-people, just
as the high priest appears in Zecli. iii. as the
type of Christ, as the figure of the Angel of the
Keil, on the
Lord.
So already Hdvernick.
other hand, only admits that the one man in
relation to the six "stands somewhat like the
high priest in relation to the Levitea." According to Hitz. the garment of byssus marks him
out as the highest in rank ; he appears to be the
same in whom, with Zechariah and the author of
the Apocalypse, the spirit of prophecy assumes
personality, the so-called par excellence Man of
God, Gabriel of the book of Daniel and of the
Koran ; similarly the ^rnZfi* in ch. viii. 2, 3
appears to have assumed angelic form (!). According to Cocc. the Spirit of God is likewise
symbolized here, who produces the mark upon
their confession.
the foreheads of believers,
According to Calvin it is an angel, who is distinguished by the ornamental character of his dress
from the men, the remaining six. Keil admits
in aildition the comparison with Dan. x. 5, xii.
6, 7 (Rev. i. 18 soq. ), but holds that the view of
the Angel of the Lord is not thereby established,
inasmuch as "the shining white robe" is peculiar not merely to this angel or Christ, but the
seven angels also in Rev. xv. 6 a|)pear in shining
white linen, and the shininpr white colour sym-

girdle.]

—

but none the less angels. [According to Klief.
men, as such, execute the judgment on Jerusalem
bolizes in general divine holiness and fflory (Kev.
according to Calv. the Chaldeans ; according to xix. 8).
In the first place, however, by the exGrot.
the generals of Nebuchadnezzar, who pression olothed in linen, nothing at idl is said
from six sides besiej^d and took the city (t). as to brightness of colour, but it is simply the
Aoo<nrding to Cooa signifying the angelic boats material of the clothing that is given, which, if
together with the Babylonian army-corps.] An it points to anything, points to the cbthiug </
:

:

:

:

:
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high priest. Now, as the linen gRrments of
the priests (comp. ch. xliv. 17 s(][q.) mark them
out **as the mediators of sanctihcation," whose
*^
entire calling had for its aim the sanctification
of Israel by Jehovah, and the sanctification of
Jehovah by Israel" (Bahr, 8ymb. ii. 89), the
in linen is admirably appropriate in our context.
The sanctification of Israel is limiteii here, of
coarse, to the separation of certain parties in order
to their beiu^ spared, as it is given in commission
to the man by Jehovah (ver. 4) ; but the sanctification of Jehovah takes place in the case before
OS not merely through, but on Israel. Ever and
always it is a priestfy act, in the midst of destmeUon,' to make the mark on what destruction does
not touch (ver. 6). If, accordingly, it is not so
clear from the clothing and equipment who the
party in question is, as what he is to do, for what
he is designed, yet it is generally acknowledged
that his being in the midst of the six is the place
Only after he
of leader, of chief among them.
has marked or not have they to smite ; they go
after him (vers. 4, 5) ; he answers in their name
To a position of such dislikewise (ver. 11).
tinction, if th>^ six are angels, the Angel of
Comp. Zech. i.
J(diovah thoroughly corresponds.
By their taking
11 sq. ; Josh. V. 14 ; Gen. xviii
up uieir position at the brazen altar is b^ no
means asserted their taking up their position
before Jehovah, i.e. because the glory of Ood is
there, as Keil, Klief. ; but the meaning is : where
Hie guiU has readied Us clinwtx (ch. viii 16),
from Utat point also the punishment must go
[Hav. : as the coming from the north
fortfi,
stood in relation to the sin committed there, so
now the heavenlv beings appear ** as it were
looking after and protecting the rights of the
*•
As a heavy accusation, lie forsaken
altar."
and despised brazen altar stood there;" comp.
Amos ix. 1. Grot.: they stood there as those
Isa.
who would prepare many victims for God
The highxxxiv. 6; Jer. xii. 8,* xlvi. 10.]
corresponds
therewith.
linen
also
in
priestly man
Comp. besities, Ex. xxxii. 85 sqq. (Henost. :
"the protection of the pious is his privilege;
but the work of vengcunce also is under his con**The angeb stand, waiting for God's
trol."
He whose spiritual eye was
beck and command.
opened could only look with deep horror on the
people fille<l with joyful hopes of the future.
They appear at the place of transgression, in
order to glorify God in the downfall of those who
would not glorify Him by their life.")
Ver. 8 makes the glory, etc. (which is there
conceived of as the Shechinah -cloud) move out of
the holy of holies (Hav., HEiNosT.), and that not
merely as far as ** the gate of the sanctuary, near
whicli the altar stood " (Hknost.), for, ** in order
to give commamis to His servants," it is not
necessary for Jehovah to go to the place where
they are standing and He called su^ests rather
a greater distance. As to the house, comp. on
Accordingly, by the tibreshold
ch. viii. 14, 16.
of it will not be meant, as Keil supposes, the
threshold of the temple poi-ch, through which
one entereil into the holy place (ch. viii. 16), but
the outermost ppinti xohtre the eadt was from the
court of the people into tfie ci<y— quite in accordance with the direction which follows in ver. 4
3q. That the glory of Jehovah, according to
- viii. 16, stood over the cherub between the
porch and the altar (Keil), is not said in ch.
tJie

1

;

vUL 16 and Klief. says at first also menily
" where the vision of Cfod and the prophet had
;

We

for the moment their station."
do not forget
that the characteristic of Ezekiel is the prophecy
of glory (see Introd. to ch. i. 4-28), and that
therefore everything comes forth to the prophet
always from the glory of Jehovah ; but the vision
of that glory changes alike as regards the locality
and as regards the fonn of manifestation, so that
sometimes this, sometimes that other feature
steps into the foreground, and the rest into the
background.
For this there was a thorough
appropriateness in the " variable hieroglyph," as
7. Meyer has happily called the cherub.
(Bahr,
i. 812.)
The woitl 2V\2n appears in Ezekiel for
first time here, and that in reference to the
arrangements of the holy of holies, speciallv of
As the chajotn in nh. i.
the ark of the covenant.
are the same as the plural D^31^Di u*^ ^7 Ezekiel

the

also in ch.

and common elsewhere (S^^n

x.,

not
for the " ideal unity of the
cherubim" (Hengst.), but: for tlie well-humm
double ornament oftlie sacred chest), the converting of the chigoth into cherubim in its application here (Doctrinal Reflections, 12, p. 55) may
be looked upon at the same time as a prophetic
interpretation of the employment of the cberab
in worship, especially over the ark of the coveAs to
nant, on tne basis of the vision in ch. i.
tlie disputed etymology, see Ges. Lex. and Thes.;
Oenes.
For
241.
Kurtz, iii Herzog, ii. ; Lanob,
p.
the prophetico-historic employment of the cherub
in ch. X. in respe«it of its movement (p. 40), tMc
conjectural derivation from the converting of
collectively,

3^1

{^^

;

3^13 commends

ci^- 8, xviii. 10) into

:

:

more than anv

as hinting at tlie
i. into the cherub.
The chariot-element (as against Kurtz) has in the
representation of Ezekiel something essential and
if the form is not carried out perfectly as regarls
the copy in the tabernacle and temple, yet, as far
as the idea is concerned, there can be no hesitation about it, as Jehovah may also i-eiuove His
abode from the midst of Israel, inasmuch as He
other,
passing of the chajoth of ch.
itself

;

(^K'lE'^

sense.

With

^n^K)

is

^^ national CJod in the

hea^'ien

—

As

to the rest, see Doctrinal Reflections.
ver. 8 is still to be compared ch. x. 4, 18

;

Ex. xl. 36 sqq.; Num. x. 11 sq. The rising up
of Jehovah already prefigured the abandonment
of the temple to the enemies of Israel for judg-

—

ment on tnem. Over which it wee, from the
setting up of the ark, in accordance with the
idea of the symbol, for threatening and promise,
not always vit>ible, but (as here) niaking itself so
in a given case (Ps. Ixxx. 1).
Ver. 4. The divine command runs : ** Away
into the city. " Yet grace shall go before justice.
But nothing is said of marking in the temple
and, on the other hand, certainly in vers. 6, 7
to make a ^,
smiting is spoken of.
nVl

=

T

TT

which

last letter in the

Hebrew was in the ancient

Phoenician alphabet, in the Eg3rptian writing, as
upon the Jewish coins, of the form of a cross
Hence as in general nin (1 ^f^^' x^i- 18)
).
(

also
I

is

*'

to mark,"

and ^n

perhaps here \M

marking of

'*

flVim

& mark " (Job xxxi.
is

85), so

used on purpose of the

thi§ particular

mark,
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lost as Datural for a

(Hm.).

H&r.,

who

mark

as tor a signature

"

(as also Vitringa) conversely

derives \r\ from rnn* holds the indefiniteness as
required by the circurinstance, that the mark was
not intended for men. But an indefinite thing is

no mark, not even for angels, who are
conceived of here in humsn form ; and if it was to
be a mark of any kind you like, this certainly
would be somehow expressed. Kliep. (Yulo.) :
a Tan as mark. The deeper significance, that a
cross was to be the mark for sparing, Christian
exegesis has perceived fh)m of old (Tertulliak,
Origen, Cyprian, Jerome). As to the rest, comp.
Rev. vii. 8, ix. 4, xiv. 1 ; Ex. xii (Gten. iv. 16).
*'
By this mark one is separated from the mass '*
(Henost.). Consequently, if the mass is dedicated to destruction, he is preserved. Upon the
foreheads, according to most : because there it is
roost easily seen ; according to others : as there
slaves bore the names of their roasters {mscripU,
literaU ^trvi). Comp. also Ex. xxvilL 88 (Bahr, ii.
148).
Men, because of what precedes the city,
certainly

—

:

Jerusalem: inhabitants, citizens. The qualification for the mark. is twof»»ld, expresseti in words
of similar sound,

ro^

inwardly,

p^^

IX. 5-9.
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not as being spared that Ezekiel, speaking as he
does of his own accord as a mere spectator, comes
into consideration, just as also the preserving
mark is not made upon him. His objection is
meant, therefore, to be read as occurring between
the execution in the courts of the temple and that
in the city.

**

t(

and he remained oTcr,"

to supply in thought

:

third

epenthetic for the firsts
viz.

^^.

**
I," where we are
Henost. " taking
:

the place of the noun : a he-remained-over. " It
is at all events surprising in order to arrest attention, to emphasize the result.
Buxtorf : expressing the consternation and perplexity of the
prophet by means of the confused form of the
word.
Keil, following Hitz. a " malformation,
a blending toother of the partic. and the imperf., and manifestly a slip of the pen, to be read
:

as a partic.

DHl3n3>"
HSv.

nK^^i ^^^

to be connected with

See other attempts at explanation in

Ew. reads simply

Comp. Num.

")t<^K1'
••

:

VT

T

also utter-

ing it ; consequently those who are not only not
like-minded, but also audibly make known their
pain.
(The Niphal, which commonly stands in
the case of reflex influences on the mind.)

Henost.

*)Me^3« RosENif.,

pret Niph. with

xvi. 45 ; Josh. viL 6.
His anguish vents itselt
in this cry to God (ch. xi. 18 ; I Sam. xv. 11).
For the question, comp. Qen. xviii. 23 soq.,

XX. 4.
This question is not: "from the soul of
"
those upon whom the judgment has just fallen
Ver. 5. ^y, Qeri
;
as also the singular (Hengst.), whose representative Ezekiel cannot
Comp. Ex. xxxii. be, but : from the /eeUng of his felhw-exilea, of
D33'»y, which is unnecessary.
whom therefore no mention is made. That his
27; Erek. viii. 18, v. 11.—Ver. 6. Dent, xxxii question is not hindered by his having heard of
25 ; Ezek. v. 16. The command is not merelv to tne pious being spared (Hitz.), shows either his
knock them down, but to make an uttor end of fear in this respect, that in Jerusalem there will
them. Because of ch. viiL, the bemnning (sup- be nothing at all to be spared, or that the sparing
plementary to ver. 5) is made with the aanctnary; in comparison with the destruction do<.'S not at
and this is immediately explained of the conrte, all come into consideration.
Henc^ *p^.
The
which are before the house in the narrower sense,
residne of Israel is that which still remains
as men (ch. viii. 16), elders (ch. viii. 11), women
(especially at Jerusalem) of Israel collectively
[Keil, following
(ch. viii. 14) were in them.
after the previous (the Assyrian and the Chaldean)
Rlief., supposes: ** they were in general old men,
Here
Comp. besides, ch. vii 8.
wpII stricKen in years, who had come into the catastrophes.
court to sacrifice, but yet all the while were liable the outpouring of fury, elsewhere the outpouring
of
the
Spirit
to the judgment" HiTZ.: it was just the SabVer. 9. As the prophet, on account of the
bath! RosBNM. : "at My sanctuary,*' i.e. at
Sept.: as if greatness of the destruction, makes no men ton
those who have sinned there.
of the sparing iu hisqut^tion, in like manner God
VlpOO^ =: at My holy ones, the priests. * * When also does not do so in His answer, because of the

^

the Sept. read

:

'

inside the house,' this is mani-

festly incorrect," Ew.] Comp. for this beginning
(Consequently not like 2 Kings
1 Pet iv. 17.
xi. 15.)

In ver. 7 what has already been done is not
approved in the form of a command (Uenost.),
because the Go forth is to follow but as in this
way the (Manning is called good, so the order is
given to continue onwards till the end. (jomp.
Num. xix. 11 (Lev. xi. 24). The defiling of the
house takes piace in accordance with ver. 6, inasmuch as the courts belonging to it as a whole
(which explanation of n'3n is given by means of
;

mnvnn»

•<>

that house here

= "sanctuary" in

It is only now
pushes them on, as it
were, with military* abruptness (Henost.).
In ver. 8 Ezekiel only is left remaining in the
court of the priests of the temple, for it is there
the prophet is. (Against Kimchi, Hitz., Keil.)
It is
ImpivtsiTe solitude
(1 Kings xix. 10.)
ver. 6) are 'filled with
they go into the city.

1

corpses.

He

greatness

^^ * superlative sense) of

(IWD 1W03»

the guilt alike of Israel and of Judah (ch. iv. 4
sqo.).
Comp. Gen. iv. 18 ; Lam. iv. 6. Ezek.
viii.
17, vii. 23.— ntSOf Ew. ; perverseness

—

declension
Henost.
Hitz.
nOIDi Isa. IviiL 9. Hoph. of
:

;

:

with
perhaps (as

identical
nt33»

such testimony in favour of what
Ckxl's part is necessary)
setting aside of the right

:

is right on
of the perversion^ the

(Deut

xxvii. 19

;

Amos

Apostasy from God does not lie in the
context, and would also be more definitely expressed (1 Kings xL 9). As in ch. viii 12 their
idolatry is explained in this way from their own
mouth, so here their moral corruption. Here
'also the question is not about Goa's being and
The
essence, but about His will and acting;.
clauses are inverted to correspond with the
"
not
present context : in ch. viii. 12 it is the
seeing" that is spoken of first, here it is the
"having forsaken." The filling of the land
and city with lawless conduct shows how they
V. 12).
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imajpie they have free scope, and fancy that no torical form of exprt^ssion for the iuiiuediate obone 18 taking the ovei^ight of them. And with ject of the vision in ch. ix., yet the group of
the "not seeing " there is connected in ver. 10 a seven repreaents substantially the same thing as
partial confirmation of their saying as regards the what ch. i set before the eyes of the prophet,
(]!omp. in
eye, which, however, on the other hand, so fear- in reference, first of all, to Israel.
fully demonstrates God's presence in the land by this connection especially what is held as estabmeans of righteousness and judgment (aposio- lished as to the Angel of the Lord in relation to
pesis).
Comp. ver. 6, ch. viii. 18, v. 11, vii 9. the glory of Jehovah (Lange, Oenesis, p. 386
The way is tne bent, and in general the manner, [T. k T. Clark], and our Doctrinal Reflections on
of life.
But what they suppose they are treading ch. i 4-28). The Son of man, when He shall
under their feet comes as iniquity to be punished come in His glory, and all the holy angels with
upon their head (1 Kings viii* 82). Ver. 11. Him, as it is said in Matt xxv. 31, likewise
Already the answer nf Grod gave an affirmative separates- (iust as here the mark is the dividing
reply to the question of the prophet
but still element) the assembled nations one from another.
more is this tne case with the announcement of Quite in accordance with the difference of times^
the accomplished fact made by the leader of the of the last day fi-om the time when it is called
mysterious avengers in their name, an announce- to-day, just as expressly does the judgment dement which certainly includes in it also the pos- volve upon Him then as does the sparing in our
sible sparing.
Comp. on ver. 2. Comp. Gen. chapter.
xxxvii. 1 4 ; Num. xiii. 26.
Comp. Lulce xiv.
6. It is not " Hebrew poetry,** as was the
opinion of the ofttimes more »sthetic than theo22 ; John xvii. 4. The Qeri -^^^ ^Jjg is unlogical Henier {OeUt der hehr. Poe^ie, ii.), that
necessary.
is to be credited alike with the priestly elemftut
in the angel-leader of Ezekiel, and with the ai^lic
DOCTRINAL REFLEOTIONA.
element in tlie priesthood in general. But neither
1. It is a peculiarity of what our prophet sees
as Bahr and Um•iocs the ** symbolic cultus,
in vision, that, however much the vision of glory breit maintain on the other hand, furnish the
(ch. i. remains at the foundation, and however only ground for it
But it lies in the mitiire of
much on this basis the unity of Him who speaks the calling of the angels {nomen officii) to be the
to the prophet and transacts with him is in sub- mediatiui; element, meiiiators of the divine revestance preserved, yet sometimes the one or itte lations hence to be in general what constitutes
other element of the form of manifestation retires the prophetic office also (Hagg. i. 18), but quite
into the background, e.g. in ch. viii. 2 sqq. the specially what belongs to the employment of a
throne-chariot and the chajoth and that some- priest (Mai. ii. 7).
If, however, according to
times, as in the chapter before us (ver. 3), a Num. xvi. 5, the priests are those whom Jehovah
change of view takes place, corresponding to the permits to come near to Him, are called the
sphere of the revelation, which is nere the sanc(a^J explanatory designation having the
tuary of Jehovah.
The thought which is to be D*3np
expressed at the time supplies of itself the reason same letters as the cherubim), and if their proper
of the distinctive forui of expression in vision, work is the bringing near of the sacrifices, then
while at the same time there is no want of retro- their mediation lies especially in the direction
spective reference showing that it is one and the from Israel to Jehovah ; while, on the other hand,
same thing, so that, as has been said, amid all the mediation of the angels has its sphere in the
the diversity the unity continues.
In this way other direction, and that exclusively, viz. from
*'
messengers,
it is the same Jehovah who is seen in His glory God to man, and so they are called
in ch. i. that lays hold of Ezekiel in ch. viii. 8, ambassadors,'* and in accordance therewitb a docand that everywhere speaks to him and acts as trine is framed with regard to them in Heb. i. 14.

—
;

—

)

;

;

his Guide.
And so He who lifts him up, the
Spirit (ch. viii. 8), certainly controls the movements of the chajoth also in ch. i. 12, 20 sqq.
And in the seven men of ch. ix. 2 it is merely the
glory of Jehovah that is again unfolded.
2. Our chapter also furnishes a prelude to the
last day, the ** evening of the world ** (as Lange
calls it at Gen. xviii ), approaching for the inhabitants of Jerusalem
Tnus the appearance of
angels on the scene is not merelv natural by
reason of this parallel, but so much the more as
the judgment on Jerusalem in Holy Scripture
much more than the destruction of Sodom and
Gomorrah -is a foil, nay, a constituent element
.

for the last

judgment

In the vision of glory (ch. i.) we have
noticed repeatedly (comp. especially on ch. i. 28),
along with a predominantly judicial character on
ike whole, the bright splendour, the sun-bright
element, and lastly the rainbow.
Thus the
priestly form in white linen in the midst of the
avengers canno* surprise us. The "one man"
in their midst is a vivid allusion to " the likeness
•8 the appearance of a man *' in ch. i. 26.
4. Although conceived of executively in a hia8.

perfection of the idea of mediation, where the
two directions met, was brought about through

The

Him

whom

the divine sending is a self-maniand the priestly character is a
Now
self-sacrifice of humanity (1 Tim. iL 6).
Jehovah iwpears in His ngel je«r' 11^x^9^ just as
represents
on the other side the priestly order
Israel, the nation of priests, and its head, the liigh
priest, represents tlie Israelitish onler of priests.
There would thus be a prefiguration in vision of
the Angel of Jehovah
the perfected mediation
here in prieetly office as well as priestly clothing
(" the noble white form of peace,*' Umbrbit).
6. " We must consider this as beforehand probable,*' remarks Hengstenberg, " because the
Angel of the Lord is represented elsewhere also
as the leading personality in the great divine
judgments, which are executed in the interests of
He it was, e.p., who as the
the kingdom of (3od.
destroying angel slew the first-born of Egypt,
28."
"There lies at the foundation Uw
Ex. xii.
old picture of tiie Egy7)tian paiisover, but transAb there the
figured in the prophetic spirit
destroying angel aiq>eared as the Deliverer of the
eoT<enuit-people, so here he appears as the Shield
in

festation of God,

;

m
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theocracy, of those truly faithful to

of the ideal

God among His peoj^e

4 sqq.), as the
Arenger of ongoduness on the apostate theocracy
(ch. X. 2, 7).
Both things serve one object, the
true welfare of the covenant-people** (Hiiv.).
7. For the typical allusion to Christ the following points arc enumerated by the ancients: (1)
The human form, as baring respect to the incarnation as well as to His powerful mediation ; (2)
that He is "one," 1 Tim. il 6 ; (3) that He is
found in the midst, as it were as a prince, pointing to the kingly majesty and digiuty of Christ
<4)i the linen garment, the Sjrmbol of inuoct>nce,
purity, of priesthood, etc. ; (5) that He carries no
weapon of destruction, but inscribes the elect in
the book of life.
In reference to the last, Heng" it admits
stenberg expresses himself as follows
of question whether the inkhom serves at the
tame time for inscribing the names in the book
of Hfe, of which mention is first made in Ex.
xxxiL 82 (Pa. box. 28 ; Rev. xx. 12). It is, of
course, probable, especially taking into account
the fundamental passage, Isa. iv. 8.
According to
this view, the inscribing the names in the book of
life is to be looked upon as the primary thing, the
marking of the foreheads simply as a conseauence.
8. Bahr (ii. p. 75) expkrns the priestly linen
eannent as symbolizing at once salvation and
ufe and righteousness, which appears to suit
only the commission to spare (ch. ix. 4), just as
he explains the garment of purity as referring to
those who had kept themselves pure from the
defilement of Jerusalem's trespass.
9. The well-known Shechinah of Jewish tradition is equivalent to the glory of Jehovah (John
i 14).
If the former is tu be regaixled more
strictly as a cloud, and the latter more as a
brightness of li^t or fire, yet the latter is to be
conceived of in closest connection with the former.
That this symbol of the presence of Jehovah was
a permanent thin^ above the ark of the covenant
in the holy of holies, as was for the most part the
view of the older theology along with the Jewish
tradition, cannot be drawn from the Scripture
passages referring to the subject.
Lev. xvi. 2 is
not indeed to be explained, with Bahr (i. 896 sq. ),
Winer, and others, by ver. 13, but neither does
it fix (as Hbnost., Keil) such a wonderful manifestation of the divine glory for the great day of
atonement, and in fact also for the whole after
period of the Solomonic temple ; but it is to be
understood simply in connection with the cl<>udof guidance during the journey through the
wildemess, Ex. xiii 21 sq., xiv. 24 ; Num.
(ch. ix.

:

xiv.

14

xxxiii.
ix.

9

Keh.

;
;

16 sqq.

Num.
;

ix.

£x. xix.

5

Ex. xL 86 sqq.,
Dent xxxL 15 Num.
x^v. 22. The pheno-

19

12,

xii.

;

9,

;

;

menon nn

the occasion of the consecration of the
tabernacle and of the temple (Ex. xl ; 1 Kings
viii. ) was an extraordinary one.
Comp. the reasons against a permanence of such a presence of
God in Bahr (L 397). Comp. also
(xiii.
p 476 sq.); and as to the controversy during last
century, see the literature in Wikbr, ReaUo,;
KEI^ ArchdoL § 21, i. p. 115.
10. The idea which was symbolized by the aric
of the covenant in the most holy place is indisputably that of a throne, however much the imaediate object was in r^ty to be an ark (chf^st)
lor the law of the covenant
The purpose of the
aric was accomplish^ with the two tables of
throne
•tone.
the
was illustrated by
of
The idea

H«^
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IX.

the two chenibim. The two cherubic ornaments
correspond with the two tables of the law, as these
latter, with the capporeth, represent the dualism of
the righteousness and mercy of Gtod, which finds
in the Uood of the sacrifices (Lev. xvii 11^ its
typical divine institution and promise of adjustment and harmony. The fact of the cherubim
being joined in the closest manner to the cap^ioreth
strips it of the mere signification of a ** cover" for
the ark-chest, which already, apart from the destination of the capporeth, receives no countenance
from its composition as being a plate wholly of
Oelitzsch compares with it the heavenly
gold.
y^pT in ch. L 22. [rr\h2 from Piel nes, in a
causative sense: to make to cover (Gren. vi 14),
or intensively to cover entirely, thoroughly, does
not signify that the law of God was covered up,
which would mean the covering up of God's rights
and righteousness, which are meant to be protected
rather, but, as is at once understood of itself that
that sin which becomes manifest through the
law finds covering before God, atonement on the
capporeth (Lev. xvL 14).] It may certainly be
admitted that the view, as it were, of a cohering
on the ark might have figuratively its point of
As, then,
transition to the idea of atonement.
the ark guards the tables of the law, so the
cherubim with their wings protect the capporeth,
The manifested presence of
Ex. XXV. 20.
Jehovah in righteousness and mercy as holy love
Uuderatiinding the ciierubim
is shinincly ciear.
as the cni^oth, as is the case here in Ezekiel, we
have in them, in the shape of an ornament, the
symbolization of the life of creation (Doctrinal
Befiections, 12, p. 55), as it appears in a state of
heavenly rest engaged in the worship of God, yet
none the less ready always, in the way of active
service, to glorify Him alike in judgment and in
In actual fact they acknowledge the
mercy.
heavenly King in Israel, the Holy One of Israel,
Jehovah, as the living Elohim of revelation
And when
(p. 40), the Most High over alL
l)elitZ8ch defines the diti'ei*ence thus: that the ark
xxviii. 18)
Ohron.
of the covenant as naS'lD (1
:

:

not so much a moveable, travelling throne, as
the tlirune that is stationary and at rest, with this,
of course, accords the circumstance that the dout .e
cherub on the capporeth as it were surrounds
Him who is enthroned (Ex. xxv. 22); but yet the
circumstance is not to be overlooked, that the
staves intended for removing the .ark of tlie
covenant were continually to remain in it (Ex.
xxv. 16). As regards the etymology of the word,
we must reject that which has been attempted,
after the analogy of the root yi'ibh in the Sanscrit,
from ''greiten*' (Eng. to grip, grwpXDKLiTZSCH:
as those who lay hold of and oan-y forward the
divine throne; or FtJiiST: like the Greek griffins
and the Egyptian sphinxes as guaixiiaus), because
a laying hold of is nowhere ascribed to the cherubim; and the fact that in Gen. iii. 24 they have* to
keep the way to the tree of life, is not to lie
derived from a peculiar quality as guardians, just
as also we cannot, with £urt2 (Herzog, ii. p. 655),
deduce therefrom a " task,*' according to which
paradise was ''entrusted " to the cherub, and that
he ^ve it back '*into the hands of man, its
original possessor," having also "preserved beyond the flood its proper essence, the paradisiaeal
Siwers," etc. Nothing of this has any plaoe in
What is said in Rev. xxi. and
oly Scripture.
is
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reminds us (ch. xziL 1 (?), 2) in some
respects of what belongs to paradise, but is bv no
means paradise, but the holy city, New Jerusalem,
tlie tabernacle of God with men (ch. xxi. 2, 3),
which by new creation (ver. 6) comes down from
God out of the new heaven to the new earth. The
cherubim do not inhabit (Gen. iii. 24) paradise,
but *' on the east of the garden of Eden, consequently outside of it is foun«i the Shechinah
which exhibits Jehovah Elohim. The

xxii.

(p^),

this is, that for man henceforth the
glorious presence of God is outside paradise, and
hence also the approach to the tree of life in the
midst of paradise is denied to man. For Israel,
life before God and God's glorious presence are
symbolized, as regards worship in the most holy
place, specially by means of the atonement on the
capporeth and the double cherub, as well as by
means of the cloud during the journey in the
wilderness, and on occasion of the dedication of
Solomon's temple. In reality, the life is restored
for mankind when He whose body is the temple
(John ii. 21, i. 14) could say on that great allaccomplishing day of atonement on Golgotha to
the thief ** Verily I say unto thee. To-day shalt
thou be with Me in paradise" (Luke xjciii. 43).
Moreover, we have to distinguish the historicosymbolic cherub, the cherub of worship, the
cherub of prophetic vision, and the rhetoricx)-prophetic (Ezek. xxviii.), as well as the cherub of
poetry (Ps. xviiLV
11. If the mark of the cross is the simplest
exegesis of the vi» we must not njerely say with

meaning of

As contrasted

^^P^

with^

^^ ^^

Israel

which in

this crisis of the worl^^tands the tt^st, in virtue
of a cleansing by means of blood, of a purification

from sin. For if God will impute sin, who shall
stand? Here in Jerusiilem, on the other hand,
the (question is as to the Israelite (Deut. vi. 8),
who u 80 after the spirit and not after the flesh,
as it is not all Israehtes who are the true IsraeL
It is a crisis in a narrower sense, consequently
a separation. Hence, also, over against the persons comes the person of the Lamb, just as in
Matt. XXV. 12 the ** I know you not " is the
decisive element.
His mark brings about exemption from punishment in Jeru^em (Joel ii
32), while in Egjrpt it is the blrK>d of the lamb
(Ex. xii. 18, 7).
Whoever has not the Spirit of
Christ U none of His.
For, Anally, the Spirit it
the mark wherewith we are sealed!, whereby we
Rev. xiv. 1).
cry, Abba, Father (Rom. viit 15
;

13.

"The marking"

already J.

any

sliare

(observes

Hkngst., as

H. Mich.) "does not secure against
in the divine iudgment, for this would

not correspond with the nature of the divine
righteousness, as even the elect are aifected in
many ways by the prevailing corruption ; it is
merely a security against their being carried away
with the wicked (JPs. xxviii. 3), against an evil
death, and everything which would stand opposed
to the rule tliat * all things work together for
good to them that love God' (Rom. viii. 28).
Jeremiah is an example. " Comp. also Jer. xxxix.
16 sqq., xlv. 6.
14. One may, with Hav., find in the desciiption of those to be spared (ver. 4) a characterizing
Schmieder, that ** tliis coincidence in any case of fidelity according to its negative side merely.
remains ever menjorable for the thoughtful ob- They are the Protestants fix>m the bottom of their
server of the ways of God, whose counsel has hearts in Jerusalem. Moreover, the di*cumstance
planned everything beforehand," but it will also that they are described in such a way shows how
be interesting to mention what is analogous in oppressed they are by the corruption universally
differeut quarters.
The Egyptian Apis was de- prevailing, so that their being spared in the judgnoted by a white triangle (or square), the charac- ment is at the same time a df^hvcrance from the
teristic mark of the power of nature (or of the wicked (Ps. i. 4 sijq. ; Luke xviil 7 sq. ).
world).
On the brow of the Indian Shiva is the
picture of the fertilizing stream of the Ganges.
HOMILKTIC HINTS.
Shiva's or Vishnu's mark is made on the brow of
the Hindoo who has been cleansed in the holy
Ver. 1. " Each one is to have his weapon in Us
water.
The Japanese pilgrim to the temple of hand, not merely by his side or on his should^^r,
Tensio Dai Sin gets as a token of indulgence a in order that he may strike out on every side imsmall square box, on which, in large characters, mediately.
The Chaldeans were as it were the
the name of the god is written, and which he executioners, the Jews the criminals, and the
carries home upon liis forehead.
When they shall say.
If, acconling to apjK)inted time was come.
the ancients (and the more recent mystics also), It IS peace and reckon the evil day far from them,
the four quarters of heaven, the flying fowl, the destruction shall come upon them swiftly" (B. B.).
praying, the swimming, even the walking man,
" The visitation of grace brin^ salvation for the
the rowing ship, the ploughing peasant, etc., the pious (Luke i.), while the visitation in wrath is
Egyptian key of Isis, the hammer of the god the portion of the ungodly (Ps. vi. 1, 2) " (Stck.).
Thor, not to speak of the preparation of the
Ver. 2. " Those who admonish are fuUowed by
if all these furnished a ** silent the executioners, the prophets by the soldiers, the
paschal lamb,
prophecy pointing to Christ," "the providential friends by the enemies
(Stck.). -** Although
element may at all events (says Merz in Herz^g, the Lord sends forth His angels of vengeance, yet
viii. ) be acknowledged, that the putting to deaUi
the Angel of the covenant is with tnem, who
of the world's Redeemer must be accomplished by watches over the children of God " (TOa B.).
that very instniment of torture, which is capable, ** From this we deduce, in the first place, the
as no other is, of being made, represented, set up, effective threatening for the ungodly, that God
and looked upon as a mgn before all the world, has always servants who stand ready to obey
and in all the world," etc
Him ; in the second place, the comfortable con12. It is not Grotius, as Heiigst. erroneously viction, how even the tmbelieving Chaldeans
asserts, but Junius, who has already remarked that wage war under God's commands, and must act
in Egypt it was the doorposts, here it is the fore- in accordance therewith ; and lastly, we see that
beads, and that consequently while in the former God spares His elect
This in just God's secret
case it was still families, houses, here it is merely Erovidence" (C).
"The small number of beningle individuals that come into consideration.
evers need not surprise us ; they have often been
:
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CHAP.
only few" (L.).— Thou seest how the Son of Gwl
at all times gathers for Himself by His word and
Spirit a chiitch chosen to everlasting life, and
protects and upholds it (Heidelbeho Cat. Qu.
54).— A contemplation at the altar, which is
fitted to eUann us (by reminding us of our sin, by
the thonj^t of retributive punishment), which is
meant to oonrfori us (b^ means of the atonement,
by the act of sparing
the midst of the judgment). Vers. 1-8. The six and the seventh in
their significance for the judgments of God.
^The
severity and the goodness of God.
Punishment
and grace al^ng with one another.
Yer. 8. " The Jews imagined that God was, as
it were, bound to the visible temple ; but He
shows them and us something difierent. If we
imitate the Jews, our pretence of pure doctrine
will likewise avail us nothing" (L.).
Ver. 4.
•*
The Holy Spirit is properly the true seal and
marie wherewith believers are marked by God,
and then the cross, so long as they are still in the
Church militant" (B. B.).— "In Rev. xiii. we
find also a mark of the beast on the right hand or
on the foreheads! " (L.) How many a man bears
his mark on his forehead
We are not to make
ourselves partakers of other men's sins by our
looking ou with indifference, or by our silence
even.
And yet, what power the example of a
corruption that is universal exercises
"If thou
art a person in office, cease not to admonish ; if
thou art merely a private individual, then show
at least thy displeasure at what is evil
Noah
and Lot did not follow the fashion" (L.). Fear

—
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ing freshness of youth in its vigour, nor its
grace and beauty, nor even childlike innocence or
hononrable appearance, is spared. The unsparing
character of God's judffmeuts on the despisers ot
His grace, of His word (comp. ver. 10). ** Tlie
old take precedence of the youne in the judgment,
because tney did not go before those younger ones
in good example," 2 Chron. xxxvi. 17 (B. B.).—
But the beginning is made with the temple, which
Christ also cleared first, before tho Jewish land
was cleared of the Jews. On ministers, princes,
lords, the rich, the distinguished, and on those
whom foolish people are accustomed to regard
with most envy, on these God's sword of justice
when drawn falls first of all, or even most of all.
^To stand near the house of God is a bleesed and
also a safe position ; but it is also the most dangerous position if it is hypocrisy.
Certainly in
this case religion is no lightning-conductor, but
what the tree is in the storm those who are
under it are sure to be struck dead. A lie in
God's face, or under the name of truth, is a lie of
the worst kind, bringing with it eternal death.
Those who go about with fire lose certainly the
dread of fire, but so much the more readily perish
by the fire. ** Ye shall not touch any one ot those
who have the mark on them, is certainly no small
testimony on God's part and no small privilege, of
which one stands very much in need at the time
of visitation in general judgments, or when God
in a special way strikes all around us, since the
heart very easily becomes desponding and timor-
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—
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ous, distrustful

and

afraid.

But

believers

must

of roan and desire to please man influence many not use it for self-exaltation above others, but
men.— First the eye looks, then the mouth smiles, rather for true humiliation before God, and for
then hands and feet act. what a characteristic joyful confidence toward Him in trouble and
mark the sighing of the heart is, of whose child ^eath " (B. B.). - Ver. 7. ** In other cases, those
one is
Comp. Rom. viii 22, 23, 26.— But how who hope to be spared flee for refuge to the
is it that here there is no mention of prophesying, temples and places of worship ; but hers this
of casting out devils, or of mighty sicpis, no mention of men of singular sanctity ?
Well, in the
caee of such it may nappen that the Lord does not
know them, never has known them, as He knows the voice of His servants, as they look at rampant
His own. Mention is made only of souls who are ungodliness ; at the approach of God's jud^ents
in earnest alarm in such a world as this, or even while they call to repentance ; a^ they make their
*
in a J emsalem. Let these be comforted.
daily supplication for the Church
' When
(Stck.).
the apostle (2 Pet. ii. 7, 8) commends the patience '* However cruel the prophets might appear to
of Lot, he says that his soul was vexed so long as the Jews because of tneir threatening a^d rehe lived in Sodom. He could not as a single bukes, yet they were anything but their enemies,
man, one who was besides still a stranger, bring inasmuch as they not only felt intense solicitude,
those who were so thoroughly deprave<i to bethink but also made fervent intercession for their people.
themselves. He did not, however, himself be- Such was the case with Moses, with Samuel, with
come hardened amid the shamefnlness of so many Jeremiah (ch. ix.) " (L.).-^-** So the hearts of behorrible deeds, but he sighed constantly before lievers are full of love, as we see in the case ol
God, and was in continual sorrow. On the other Paul in Rom. ix." (C.) Ver. 9. ** Ungodly men
hand, it is certainly a proof of great lethargy come to know God only after His judgments, but
when we see that the holy name of God is despis^, not in the right way of conversion " (Langk).
and yet feel no pain. Hence it is no wonder if " God does not answer all his doubts. For God
we are involved in the punishments of those sins does not free us from all the ditiiculties in wliich
which we foster by our connivance. For that ad- we are involved, but puts our modesty to the test.
monition is to be considered well, that the zeal of We are, however, to learn here not to weigh the
God's house is to eat us nn, and that the reproaches judgments of God in our scales, bet^ause we usually
of those who reproach Goa fall on us " (C. ).
Those extenuate our sins ; it is God's business to sit in
who are spared-—a picture for the cabinet Their judgment on sin" (C). "We never sufficiently
outward and inward mark, according to ver. 4.
comprehend the justice of the divine judgments.
Ver. 6 sqq. Where God's grace is followed by We always overlook something in God's judging,
God's judgment, and where the former has been however just and right it is. Here the secret protamed into lasdviousness, there the discoveries vidence of God is to be taken into consideration "
which we must make in ourselves or in others (L.). ^When the cup is full, it runs over. Ver.
have aomethinff exceedingly strict, harsh, severe 11. It is also an '* It is finished " that closes the
about them. Neither the remainder of life, the priestly as well as the judicial work, John xix. 30
helplesfnesB and weakness of age, nor the bloom* (oh. iv. 84).
!
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8.

The Coals of Fire on

the City

(Ch. X.).

And I saw, and, behold, on the expanse that was above the head of the
cherubim, as it were a s^phire stone, as the appeai^mce of the hkeneas of a
2 throne was seen [^pe«KdJ over them. And He spake unto the man clothed in
linen, and said, Come hither between the wheels, hither under the cherub, and
fill thy two hands with coals of fire from between the cherubim, and scatter over
And the cherubim stood on the light
3 the city. And he came before mine eyea
of the house, at the coming of the man ; and the cloud filled the inner court.
4 And the glory of JehoTah rose up above the cherub, over the threshold of the
house ; and the house was filled with the cloud, and the court was full of the
5 brightness of the glory of Jehovah. And the sound of the wings of the cherubun
was heard as far as the court, the outer one, as the voice of the Almighty God wh^i
6 He speaketh. And it came to pass, at His giving the command to the man clothed
in linen, when He said. Take fire from oetween the wheels, from between the
And the cherub stretched
7 cherubim ; then he came, and stood beside the wheel
forth his hand from between the cherubim unto the fire that was between the
cherubim, and lifted it, and gave it into the two hands of him clothed in linen
8 and he took it, and went out. And there appeared in the cherubim the form of
9 a man's hand under their wings. And I saw, and, behold, four wheels beside the
cherubim, one wheel beside one cherub, and one wheel beside another cherub
10 and the appearance of the wheels as the look of the stone of Tartessus. And
their appearance one likeness to them four, as it were a wheel in the midst of a
wheel When they went, they went toward their four sides ; they turned not in
1
their going, for whither the head turned, they went after it ; they turned not in
And all their flesh, and their backs, and their hands, and their
their going.
1
wings, and the wheels, were full of eyes round about ; they four had thcli*
13 wheels. As regards the wheels attached to them [or: a* rrgardstht wheels ng»idi»g
u.«in], it was cried in mine ears,
wheels.
And four faces were to every one
1
the face of the one was the face of the cherub, and the face of the second the
face of a man, and of the third the face of a lion, and of the fourth the face of an
15 eagle. And the cherubim mounted upwards this was the living creature that I
16 saw by the river Chebar. And when the cherubim went, the wheels went beside
them ; and when the cherubim lifted up their wings to mount up from the earth,
17 the wheels also turned not from beside them. "When the one stood the other
stood, and when the one mounted up the other mounted up ; for the spirit of the
18 Uving creature was in them. And the glory of Johovah went forth from above
9 the threshold of the house, and stood over the cherubim. And the cherubim
lifted up their wings, and mounted up from the earth before mine eyes, when
they departed, and the wheels beside them ; and it stood at the opening of the
gate of Jehovah's house, the east [g-us] ; and the glory of the God of Israel was
20 over them above. This waa the living creature that I saw under the God of
^1 Israel at the river Chebar ; and I knew that they were cherubim. Every one
had four faces, and every one four wings, and the likeness of the hands of a man
22 under their wings. And [as reRArd*] the likeness of their faces, they were the faces
which I saw by the river Chebar, [«8 n?g«^d^] their appearances and themselves;
they went every one straight forward.
1

—
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:

:

*

Ver. 9. Sepe.: . . . r. Mih/M9vm rm rr«Xn »
V«r. «. . . . T. rrtXiff rv ^ym*
Ver. 9.
. . Xtikv Mptutt.
Ver. 11. . . . lit it it'nwf iwtfikf^^f ^ ifxn 4 f*tm~-<td fuem irt dedwabat gum prima €rtit-~
Ver. 12. . . . wKnpuf cfBa^fttn mi/xkA* *ut rwrmprn rfx*** ttir.—ptma . , . oewi$
ciraiitu fuai.
Ver. 18. et rotas iitas votavit ootubilv
Ver. 19. .
.
K. irmrct iwi r» wptB^^m—
Ver. 21. Sept.: . . . m. Urm ftrtpvyn.

—

m

rot.

.

XXEGBTIOAL BSMARKB.

What

follows is to be regarded as a second act
in this dramatic Tision, for tiie first woe closes

ix. 11.
That the vision
shown immediately in ver. 1
And I saw, and, behold (ch. viii. 2); and we shall
be preserved from manifold perplexity if we mix

with the report in ch.

makes a new start

is
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np nothinir from the preyious chapter with this. ix. 8, and accordingly the expression y\'\2T\ bpo
Comp. firat of all OQ oh. i 2a» 25. By this is to be understood as there of the doable cherub
txpnm reference to chapter i it must already be on the ark, so that, as in ch. ix. in connection

—

CMir <oomp.

yer. 20) thi^

known from

that passa^.

Q^TOn &re
Comp.

the chigoth

farther

on

ch.

26.
The thrqiie making its appearance prepares
for the command of Him who is enthroned ; but

i

nothing appears except the throne, for the glory
of Jehovah is conceived of as above the cherab,

from which

it

moves in

Ebil (Elief.),

ver. 4.

following the panctnation, takes Qn^i)y HK")^

an independent sentence
aboTe tnem.
Yer. 2. Oomp. on eh.

He

:

^

(JehoTah) appeared

—

ix. 1, 2.
The vision in
th. L corresponds with the temple-vision, an application of what was seen there to the ease in
Luid (Matt xxii 7). ^2> &« nsnal, in contrast

with '^,—h}bJ>
an

Ae

Oft

the ground.

between Aa four wkeeh
For although 7^^ does not mean

wktelwark, hence

"whirl," yet neither

bnt

it

i^the nUermedicUe apace

TV\y*2
:

is it

quite

= j|)^ (wheel),

combines at the same time what was im-

plied in the wheel witli the idea of swiftness in
rolling, of repeated, frequent motion.
Ck)mp. in

the meantime for illustration, on ch. L 15

yrch nnrr^K

sq.

confines within narrower limits

with the judgment on the citizens, so here in connection with the burning of their city, the abandonment of the temple on the part of Jehovah is
The prophet ex|^ains how the conprefigured.
nection in the latter case was made clear to him,
how, namely, ouUide the temple-edifice the cheru*
6«m (chajotn) stood ready with the coals qf fire,
and the cloud threateningly filled the inner court,
when at the same time in the most holtf place the
glory of Jehovah rose from its old resting-place,
which the worship Sabbatically celebrated, so that
it

mounted up (O'V'l) <w«* (^t which may of course

be for

^

^,

but rather stands here in contrast with

in ch. ix. 8)

<^ threshold

of the whole,

visible

as well as raised high above all ; *' cherubim'* and
**
cherub" balancing each other in this way, that
the hooae (in the narrower sense) became full of
brightness from the cloud which filled the inner
oeiixt, the (inner) court became so from the
glory of Jehoyah taking its departure out of the
most holy pkce. Comp. on the " cloud " and

" brightness,

**
Doctrinal Reflections,' p. 117.
as the UiKhtness in this way attended the
glory of Jehovah visibly through the court of the
priests, so in Ver. 5 the sound of the wings, etc.,

the

And

the more general expression which precedes; hence
3)*>3 here is neither the double cherub on the

ready for movement, accompanies

ark, nor the whole of the cherubim, but the definite (ver. 7) individual cherub.
are not certainly to think of any hearth for materiid fire as
being between the chembim, nor is the altar of
incense (Isa. vi 6) to be dragged in for explanation ; but it IB the wrath qf Ood (comp. ch. ix. 8),
which destroy Jerul^em, that is symbolized, in
accordance with the description in ch. i. 13.
[Ew. : the punishment, as in Oen. xix. 24, the
CAly. adopts the view of a silent antitlieworst.
Herewith properly everysis to Lev. vi. 12, 13.]
thing is already said as regards the judgment on
the Stff; the statement ^y^ T\p*\ in ver. 7 brings

heaitl as jbr as the (outer) court proves the correctness of the exposition given of ver. 4, as being
pMallel to ch. ix. 8. Comp. besides on ch. i. 2i4
(Ex. xix. 16. 19, XX. 1, 18 sq.).
Accordingly, after the adjustment of tlie relation of chenib and cherubim (the explanations of
yer. 8 sq. are attached to the latter), Ver. 6
returns to ver. 2, resuming the command to the
man clothed in linen, l^e execution of what is

—We

comp. on ch. L

there

commanded

24.

is

The mention

described as

it

it

audibly

of its being

began.

^VX

|D1Mn» i-^ beside the one definite wheel to which

he went ; not '* an ideal combination of the
plural ^Skpt. [Ekg.
wheels," as Hengst, or
Verb.]).
Then Ver. 7 tells us how he obtamed the fire
The cherub next to
(the coals of fire of ver. 2).
that wheel (ver. 9) took it and gave it to him.
Thus the band of avengers (ch. ix.) under his
leadership, in whom we recognised a setting forth
of the divine gloxy, is parallel with the cherubs of
the vision ; one hand grasps the other (Rev. xv.
:
The character in which the priestly
iMXise [on account of the inner court (of the 7, viii. 5).
mediating exemption from judgpriests) which follows, to be explained of the man appears as
temple proper] ; according to most : on the south ment (ch. ix.) has thus (quite in accordance with
throne of grace
aide or «otf(^ecM(ward8 (ver. 19, ch. xi. 28), in the departure of Jehovah on the
dso no sacrificontrast with eh. viii. 5 sq., 14 (Ew. : because the out of the most holy place, where
south is the place of fire and death, just as the cial mediation is possible any longer) assumed the
This
Indian Jamas dwells there and comes thence); form of a mediation of pure judgment
according to others: on this very account, and abandonment of the temple on the part of Jehovah,
with,
connected
prc^ninently
more
becanse of the «xecuti<m of judement by the which is much
preChaldeans, on the norih side. iSong with the the judgm^t on JenWem than in ch. ix. 8,
of the man (comp. ch. ix. 7), who
ehembtm the whole vision is transferred from figures the
eh. i, althon^ first of all it is merely the cloud thus takes his departure from the court of the
But the mention of the
thai is mentioned, which is certainly also the priests for the dtr.
first thing in oh. i. 4 (comp. tiiere).
Ilie eiroum- hand of the cherub in ver. 7, as well as of the
itance tlwt it fills the court of the prieets \b an wheel in yer. 6, gives occasion for the continuation of explanatory additions which follows.
inpreasiye contrast to 1 £in^ viii. 10 sq.
Ch. viii. 8; comp. on ch.
First comes Ver. 8.
Ter. 4 it almost a verbatim repetition of ch.

=

merely in addition the execution of it, which is
immediately followed up by allusions (also to the
vision in ch. i. ), mostly of an explanatory character, which are meant to illustrate the matter with
all fdloess and circumstantial exactness.
Ver. 3 begins to supplement by telling us where
the cherubim (vers. 1, 2) in this second act appeared to the prophet as standins^ where they had
on &e right <n the
taken up their position

R^
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i.

S.

on

—Then in reference to the wheel, Ver. comp.
15
L
A distributiye
—Ver.
Corap. on

ch.

4, 16.

repeti-

ch.

10.

i.

As the appevanoe of the wheels is
5, 13, 16.
described in two aspects, the expression is reVer. 11. Comp.
peated, just like ntno ^^ ch. L
The head, according to
on ch. i. 17, 8, 9.
Hengst, is " what is upmost, highest, most excellent, i.e. the wheel which for the time had
the direction, and which the others required to
follow.'*
HiTZ.: "This is also the case with
ordinary vehicles ; but where each wheel has a
fourfold movement, there are also four heads,
consequently: the head which begins the movement and carries the other three heads alon^ with
it."
Keil: ** whither the foremost turned.
All
tiiese explanations keep aloof from any reference
to the coerubim, while in ver. 9 the wheels stand
beside them, and the following ver. 12 mentions
the cherubim first Comp. ver. 14.
(^"in is
therefore
Q^^D in ch. i 15, to which also
Consequently it is the
n^fi^ seems to point.
primus motor, the face of the cherub giving the
direction, which they followed as their head
(comp. on ch. L 11).
Ver. 12. And all their flesh, etc., can only
refer to the cherubim, which accordingly are described (Rev. iv. 6) additionally to ch. i. 18

—

:

=

(comp.

DH^^DIK DHyriK^ expressly
the connection between the cherubim
and wheels thus characterized. Ver. 13. Hengst.
translates in a meaningless way: "the wheels
were called the whirl in my hearing. '* Comp. for
there).

specifies

—

hJpit ver. 2,

and

does not so

much wind up

follows.

Ver. 15.

9;

sq.,

i.

tion of the statement.

The

for ^3Tt<3, ch. ix. 1.

The verse

as prepare for what
call (n, the sign of th'e vocative)

Now

comes the soaring

aloft of the

cherubim, thus prepared for (Isa. xxxiiL 10); and
in this connection already (ver. 20) we have the
identification with the vision in ch. i. Comp. there,
ver. 20.
Ver. 16. The connection of cherubim and
wheels in their harmonious movement, repeated
just as in ch. L, with the mention,* however, here
of their wings, whicti were not mentioned there.
Comp. ch. L 19 (x. 11).- Ver. 17. Ch. i. 21, 20.
Ver. 18. if^ corresponds with j<v^ in ver. 7.
It was really the last moment before the complete
departure from the temple ! The glory of Jehovah,
after it had risen up "from above" the cherub in

—

the most holy place, had shown itself aloft above
the threshold of the temple-edifice as a whole
(ver. 4) ; now it betakes itself thence, so as to be
over the chembim (ver. 3) ; and in Ver. 1 9 the now
(as in ch. i.) united (iDjn) whole— cherubim,
wheels, and glory of Jehovah
completes the
abandonment of me temple as a whole, DTIKVa

—

—

(comp. their standing-place in ver. 8), corresponding with t<y^ in ver. 18.— '{{f nnD—where the
court of the people opened toward the city, at the
east gate of the temple-edifice.
(^^^Dnprii comp.
Gen. iii 24 : UipO-)

—

A repetition in completed form of ver.
There the cherubim were tlie living creature
The
here the living creature is the cherubim.
recognition of the chajoth as being cherubim is the
explanation of the vision of ch, i. cu rrferring to
Jerusalem, and it %cas brought about by means qf
the double cherulj on tJie ark of the covenant.
The
cherubim must certainly hiive been well known
to the ;>rie8<- prophet from that quarter.
The
circumstance tnat they had appeared to E/ekiel
(ch. \.) as the living creature, threatened therefore alike the dead worship in the most holy
place, and the service of the aefld idols everywhere
Israel, with the wrath of the living God
Ver. 20.

16.

however, addressed to the wheels, as Ebil:
" to the wheels, to them it was cried in my hearwhirl " ; but it contains what was cried, as ('Bf^-^n^)f with infallibly certain judgment
ing,
rtference to Their appearance by the Chebar predicted already
giving the signal for departure,
them (as Ver. 14 also shows), with a view to the the departure of the glory of Jehovah from the
cherubim, which are described according to their most holy place, and the abandonment of the
faces, which give the direction (comp. ver. 11).
Holy City it had predictions at the same time
in not,

m

m

;

The description of for those who were
first on ch. i. 6, 10.
exile, as ch. xi will show.
the faces in detail makes prominent only one of Thus it appears important to Ezekiel to recr jitulate
each of the four cherubim. (Is it that which is in vers. 21, 22 the common features whicn serve
Keil. ) [Kimchi as proof.
directly in front of the prophet?
incorrectly: the first, second, etc., of the four faces
DOCTRINAL REFLECTIONS.
one
(first) was ^^q
the
of
The
face
of each.]
3P3n, i.e. simply of the one definitely referred
1. It is much less to the judgment on the city,
That it is the ox's face of which the account is a very brief one, that the
to in vers. 2, 7 (Klibf.).
If the north side prophet directs his attention, than to the showing
is proved from the connection.
If the vision there
is taken for it (see on ch. i. 10), then the defini- of the coincidence with ch. i.
tion in detail of the faces, significant as it is for was that of the glory of Jehovah, as Ezekiel exup
(ch. L 28: (on
in
summing
the quarter from which the judgment breaks forth* pressly says
(ver. 8), may possibly be according to the quarter 'riKIO), its relation to the glory of Jehovah
of the heavens, and not according to the standabove the cherubim, in the most holy place of the
point of the beholder, so that on all four sides of temple at Jerusalem, remained an open question.
the vision as a whole, one face would be made proHas the glory of Jehovah, therefore, forsaken the
minent [Hence it is vain to connect with this temple, or will itt is it about to depart from
the etymology of the word 3^13, which is still thence, that it appears by the Chebar amid the
spoken of as worthy of notice by Kurtz, and ac- misery of the exile f We know from the Introcepted by Schmieder, viz. yr\2 = arator, accord- duction to our book how important this matter
ing to the Syriac ; which would lead, as Umbreit is for Ezekiel's mission and labours. The quesassumes on grounds purely conjectural, to an tion, then, which had remained open, is answered
•*
ox-form as specially prominent in the whole by ch. X. ; and this the prophet does pot merely
phenomenon of the cherub, particularly on the by repeated aUnsion, running throuj^hout the
ark of the covenant*' Hitz., following the Sept, wnole of ch. x., to ch. i. in the descnption, but
also by the quite definite statement in ver. 15,
makes the whole verse disappear as a gloss.]
Comp.

m
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and still more expressly in reft 20 n^nn fe(^n.
The remoTsl of the prettence of Jehovah (vers. 4,
:

18) from the ark of the corenant (already in
ch. ix. 3), the correspondiDg manifestations in
rers. 1 sq., 5, etc, to the well-known vision of
ch. L (aln»d^ in ch. viiL i), form the exceed-

ingly dramatic, and at the same time the characteristic element of onr chapter, which consists in
the identity of the symbol of the divine presence
for purposes of worsbip in the most holy place of
the temple with that seen in vision by the Chebar,
haviuff so im[>ortant a bearing on the downfall of
Jerosalero as well as on the prophetic task of £zekiel and the prospects of his companions in exile.
2. Bunsen remarks : " Hence the fflory of God
in the temple was none other than uial which is
reflected on the spirit of the pious man from the
created universe.
But this implies also that to
the prophet, the law, or the ark of the covenant
in the most holy place of the tal^emacle, and
afterwards of the temi>le, was a tem^rary phenomenon, and that the time for the spiritual Knowledge and worship of Ood was approaching. It
is a foreshadowing of what is announced in John
iv. 21, shortly before the destruction of the temple
at Jerusalem.' But this latter alreadv wanted the
ark of the covenant and the glory of the Eternal
bound np therewith.
must, moreover, compare the departure to the Mount of Olives (ch.
xL 22 8^. ), and the entrance into the new temple
(ch. xliii 2 sq.)."
Cocceius says: "God's
proper dwelling-place is not between the cherubim made of gold, in which there is no life, no
enc9X7» no motion, but between the cherubim
which are ch^joth, i.e. living creatures, who have
^es to see, who possess the light of truth and
the fire of love in themselves, G^'s life in them,
and who therefore glorify God where this is the
case, there is God's dwelling. His holy temple.
His glorious presence."

We

:

5. If (ver. 14) it is just to the ox-faced cherub
that the dispensing of the fire (vers. 7, 2) is
assigned, then, in fact, we have an approximation to Lange's interpretation of the bullock as
the "suffering and bleeding life-form" {LefhgnsgebUd), the "traffic-sacrificial animal." LiouTfoot: "When the hi^h priest approached the
ark in the holy of holies, the cherub, which of
neceaaty first met his eye on his right, was turned
to him with its ox-face."
4. The approach of the man clothed in priestly
linen rauiuents has, acxsording to the representation of the prophet, not only something which
reminds us or the entrance of the high pnest into
the holy of holies on the ^;reat day of atonement,
but, in the fire of the divme wrath being handec]
out to him here, has a significant Christological
feature in it, where the aspect of eternity at the
fearful moment and the noble simplicity of the
transaction have an overawing effect.
Comp.
Dent xviiL 15, 16.
6. " The holy fire of (Jod cleanses every creature which it touches ; but in the case uf the
pious, the burning coal is a gracious power of
cleansing, as in Isa. vi ; for those who are
thoroughly corrupt, it is a consuming fire of judgment " (SCHMIRDEK).

6. In tlie harmony wherewith the glory and
cherubim and wheels are represented as moving,
there is mirrored, as Hiivemick remarks, the
IdMl eharaotcr of the hearenly worid.
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(For the
ix.

and

rest, see

Doctrinal Reflections on ch.

i.)

HOMILSTIO UINT8.
Ver.

shown that

" By

this it was meant to be
Christ's majesty and power are higher

so.

1

—
—

than the heavens (Heb. viL 26), not, indeed in
respect of a residence in space, but in respect of
the greatness of His glory (St.).
" How great
is the glory of the Lord, the great God, and how
terrible is His majesty, when He rises up to

punish sinners! Nah.
formerly

now

scatters coals of fire

Son of man

—

2"

i.

made the mark

(T(;b. B.).
He who
for sparing, behold, he

upon the

city.

So the

likewise the Judffe of the world
(John V. 22, 27).— "Christ the Messiah waft the
Judge not only in the destruction of the last
Jerusalem, but also in the destruction of the first
(Luke xix. 44)" (TOb. B.).—The exact counterpart in the New Testament to this judgment with
Are on Jerusalem in the Old Testament is the day
of Pentecost at Jerusalem, fiery though it also
was : instead of the coals of fire, tonffues of tire.
Ver. 8. "So oughtest thou also to be prepared
and to stand prepu^ to execute the divine will
as in heaven, so on earth ought it to be " (Stck. ).

—
— " That

is

evei]y one, therefore,

should execute his

and calUug as willingly and faithfully as the
angels do in heaven " (Heideu Cat. 124).— "For
the last time, when the glory is already on the
way to take its departure. But also a beautiful
office

type of the incarnation of the Word" (B. B.).
Ver. 4. This is to be forsaken indeed, when God
Lo then more than ever
Srepares to forsake us.
arkness comes over aU the powers of man's
spirit and over his life, and even trusted, loved
counteuances of friends go into shadow.
Gooil
thoughts grow ever fewer, impulses to prayer ever
more rare ; admonitions of conscience cease ; the
holy of holies in the man becomes empty down
to the four walls and the usual pious furniture,
etc Ver. 6. "The wings of the cherubim were
heard in the confession of believeis and in the
executionary troops" (B. B.).— So also in the
announcement of the shepherds (Luke ii. 15 sq.),
as well as in the declaration of the wise men from
the East, and then later and specially in ^e
preachinff of the apostles, was this rudbiiiff to be
neard.
^The thunder of the Almighty wiU make
itself be heard more distinctly at the end, where
He has hitherto spoken tenderly to draw the
miserable out of the world.
Ver. 6 so. " In the
execution of important works, one ought to offer
his hand to another (Ex. iv. 28, 80)" (St.).
" Willingness and ability to perform the divine
will is the meaning of the man's hand ; its being
concealed under the wings shows the servants of
God in their mysterious dependence on God's
beck and command" (St.).— Ver. 9 sq. Comp.
Homiletic Hints on ch. i.
"By this repeated
and still plainer description the 'galgal is to
be made very clear to us" (Cooc.).
Ver. 10,
" in the kingdom of Christ everything stands in
a close union and beautiful harmony" (St.).
Ver. 11. " Now so ought it also to be among
God's children and servants. Not the one thing
here, and the other out there.
At the same
time, one may be in front, whom the others
follow thb detracts nothing from the equality "
(B. B.).
"Dear friend, tJke no lonsc counsel
with fleah and blood, but follow after" (St.).—
!

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—
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" The

Ver. 12.
expression :
full of eyes,' point«
to the enlightenment for looking to the wavs of
Church,
for
watching
that
the
the church wheels
may always be on the way of righteousness'*
(Lampr). -Ver. 18. It may also be cried : Revothat everything must be turned topsylution
Evolution is better.
turvy.
But if the people,
princes, and ^tentates will not themselves turn,
then the Spirit of God in judgment causes them
to be turned in manifold ways, so that the foremost comes to be hindennost ** Oh, revolution
and change of all things in the world, until the
kingdoms of this world shall become the kingdom
•f God and of Uis Christ 1" (B. B.)— '*The be'

!

—

4.

1

2

3
4
5

motion ; there is no standing
in the Christian life, but continual provirtue
ffress in
and purity" (Stck.). Ver. 14.
'*
Laboriousuess, humanity, heroic couni£e, and
depth of insight into the mysteries of God are
especially the gifts of grade wherewith God is
wont to endow men for the spread of His kingdom" (LANOE).~Ver. 15. "So ought it to bo
With us also, CoL liL 1 sq."— "Where God departs. His angels go with Him" (B. B.).
'^er.
16 sq. Repetition makes it the more certain.
Ver. 20 sq. The prophet also grew in knowledge.
Ver. 22. " like them ouglit we, none the leBs
keeping our goal in view, to go after Him."

liever is always in
still

—

—

—

The Leatfers ofOe People (Ch.

xi.).

And the Spirit lifted me up, and brought me unto the gate of the house of
Jehovah, the east one, which looketh eastward ; and behold, in [at] the opening of the gate five-and-twenty men ; and I saw in their midst Jaazaniah tiie
son of Azur, and Pelatiah the son of Benaiah, the rulers of the people. And
He said unto me, Son of man, these [an] the men that devise mischief, and
that counsel evil counsel in this city ; That say, [u b] not ** near," ** building
of houses " ; it [ u ] the caldron, and we [are] the flesh. Therefore prophesy
upon them, prophesy, son of man. And the Spirit of Jehovah fell upon me,
and He said unto me, Sav, Thus saith Jehovah Thus said ye, O house of
Israel, and the things which rise up in your spirit, I know it
Ye have
multiplied your slain in this city, and filled its streets with slain. Therefore
thus saith the Lord Jehovah Your slain, whom ye have laid in its midst
the city's], they [are] the flesh, while it [h] the caldron, and one brings you
iorth out of its midst.
A sword ye feared ; and I cause a sword to come
upon you sentence of the Lord Jehovah. And I bring you forth out of its
midst, and give you into the hands of strangers, and execute judgments on
[among] vou.
By the sword shall ye fall on Isi-aeFs border will I judge yow
and ye know that I am Jehovah. It will not be the caldron for you, so that
ye should be the flesh in its midst ; on Israel's border will I judge you. And
ye know that I am Jehovah, ye that walked not in My statutes, neither
executed My judgments, and [mt] did after the judgments of the heathen
which were round about you. And it came to pass, as I prophesied, t^at
Pelatiah the son of Benaiah died ; and I fell upon my face, and cried with a
loud voice, and said. Ah, Lord Jehovah art thou making an utter end of the
remnant of Israel ? And the word of Jehovah came unto me, saying
Son
of man, thy brethren, thv brethren [awl the men represented by thee as
kinsman, and (V<a] the whole house of Israel, it wholly, to [of] whom the
inhabitants of Jerusalem say, Be far from Jehovah ; unto us was it the land
given for a possession. Therefore say, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah,
Because I removed them to a distance among the heathen, and because I
scattered them in the countries, I become [becAm^ to them for a sanctuary for
a little in the countries whither they came. Therefore say, Thus saith the
Lord Jehovah, And I gather you out of the nations, and assemble you out of
the countries in which you were scattered, and give you the land of Israd.
And they come thither, and they take away all its detestable things and all
And I give them one heart, and a new spirit will
its abominations out of it
I give in your inward part, and I take away the heart of stone out of their
flesh, and give them a heart of flesh.
That they may walk in My statutes,
and keep My judgments, and do them, and may be to Me for a people, and
And raaforthem] whose heart walketh s^r the
I may be to them for a God.
:

6
7

:

9

;

10

;

11

12

13

!

14, 15

:

—

—

16

17

18
19

20
21

heart of their detestable things ana their abominations, their way give J
22 upon their head sentence of the l4)rd Jehovah. And the cherubim lifted
up their wings, and the wheels [wm] beside them, and the glory of the God
:

*
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XI. 1-2.

And the glory of Jehovah rose up from over
83 of Israel orer them sbora
the midst of the city, and stood over the moantain which is on the east of
And the Spirit lifted me up, and brought me to the land of the
24 the city.
Chaldeans, to the exiles, in the vision, in the Spirit of Gk>d ; and the vision
And I spake to the exiles all the
25 whidi I had seen rose up from above me.
words of Jehovah which
y«r.

1.

Sept.:

Ver.

SL

.

Ver.

7.

.

.

me.

...

aix*

Aooh.

He showed

'^Mfcmr

remd.

t

iattHtfuitTm mi tintmtX'^Woimt dudttm md^fkatm sutU

BDHM*

'^nS; anoth.reftd.: ^KS^HS.
The second yHH i» omttted by aome
M. rat ... #«m«tA«mM, ait timrnt'—

domutt

i|M|»—Md aU the Venlout.

Sepft : K. ijuun

Ver.18.
Ver. 15.

. ,

.

.

.

.

i^r

Ver.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

mmfitm* irtfmw

Ver. 19.
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,

,
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«vvMf

i>jt, Sept., AnOi.. CSmM., Valff..-{33n(^30t
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Ver. 2«.

aad Anih.—Sept. t

r.

mixfMtkm^tmi

#«

Jkytsrfw ^umfmr—in Hunetykatkumm fModfootn—

Ver. 16.
17.

Codd., Sept.,

«. iutfin^

ImT^t

— (Anoth.

reed.:

D3/ ^HTOV

—CHn

.

37) Sjr.-

uJ? in eome Codicei^)

e reeding 73 TMl*

iftutmt-^

KXB6BTI0AL SBMAKKS.

men who promiBe themselves salvation without repentance, the direct ooposite of the name

for

The exeeotion of judgment <m the guilty in- Jeremiah Grod-casts-down. j The fact that the
kftbitants of Jernaukm la followed, as a second
two who are named are designated as " princes of
Mt, by the fire of wrath on the cil^, in eonnee- the people^"
as it is commonly translated, does not
tion with the departure of Jefaovuh from the
at the same time assign this position to the remaintemple (ch. x.).
The virion is brought to a close ing twenty-three, as the expositors admit ; on the
by means of a strikinff occurrence.
But, ua in ccmtrarv, they u»pear thereoy to be distinguished
oh. ix. in the midst of destruction there was at
above the rest of the men and the reason for it
the same time the exercise of forbearance, so here
seems to be given in their importance, which immealso comfort and promise are joined with it
In diatcly follows (ver.
The Qpn nbi however,
2).
the outset we have in Ver. 1 (oomp. at ch. iii. 12,
14, viii 8) a new ecstatic commencement as re- are by no means ni yn ^Kfe»D
but the more
gards the prophet
The locality to which (from
where it is not said, and ch. viii. 10 is not the general meaning of "^^ admits of the sense demorule for it
comp. on the other hand, ch. x. 5) he
gogues, those having sway over the people, rather
ii transported is that mentioned in ch. x. 19.
:

'

;

'

;

;

As in eh. viii 10 we have TMSlp from Qip, so
hers

nonp

from Q^p-

The

express tvpstition

of the quarter of tiie heavens has something
which points to ch. viii 16, without thereby
identifying the five-and-twenty here with those
roentifinipd there ; it is only the similar turning
away from the Qod of Israel tewaitU an east, rich
in hope, as they imagine^ that can be hinted at

them A. Comp. on ch. viii 16. "At the opening
temple' is not=at the opaning of the gata.

of the

Moreover, those mentioned in ch. viii. 16 cannot
aeoordance with ch. ix. 6 sq.) be conceived of
as anr longer alive.
The Jaaianiali (rr^fKi=
(in

Vr;?K^)

^

their midst,

who

is first

mentioned

by name, accords in name and appositional statement withch.viii.il "and Joataniah
standing in their midst,'* but without the possibility of
their being the same person, as their fathers are
different ; only their parallel disposition (we shall
lie able here also to notice it) might have been
meant to be hinted at There is some allnsion to
We know nothing
ch. viii in the expression.
more otherwise, either of the first named or of
[Hengstenbeig extracts symbolically
the second.
ffom the names of the men themselves and of
their fathers the concentration of their thoughts
" all was foU of joyous music to them. " ** (Jodhears, the son of the Helper, and Grod-helps, the
son of God-lmildB," are to him "excellent names
:

.

.

.

than of elders (D^3pT)) or presidents of parts of the

members of the Sanhedrim, or presidents
of the classes of priests, or of our thinking of the
twelve princes of tribes and the twelve royal offieiak (colonels), with the king himself (Klirf.)
or commander-in-chief of the army. In their
quality as b(»ring sway over the people they
oome into consideration, not as representing the
civil authority of Israel, as those in ch. viiL 16
represent the spiritual chiefs of the covenantpeople (Ebil).
In this way, also, it might be
explained why the two are mentioned bv name.
The number givoi (26) may be intended to ex{iress a parallel with oh. viii. 16, just as a paraleliiing tendencv to ch. viii. seems to belong to
the expression here at the close of the vision.
With the patriarchically representative constitution of Israel, where the influence of the elders
and heads of families easily pervaded the whole
nation (SAALSOHt^TZt Arch&of. ii. 482, g 4), the
two individuals named may nevertheless also
be, if not princes of tribes, ^ret elders of the
people, although the^ are not here designated as
such officially.
It is ne ordinary sitting of a
college, as Uitzig alleges, but an assemblage of
persons like-minded (officials, notables, individuals out of the mass) that is represented ; perhi^M, however, in order to represent the "house
of Israel " (ver. 6) amply, designedly in the form
of two for every tribe, and one more besides.
Ver. 2. Son of man, oh. iL 1.— pM>
city, or

^^ ^
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boundary between cause and effect, stretch- (Henost.). ^n, comp. ch. vi 7; Ew. Oram
ing from the moral to the physical, from the sub278a.
mischidC^ as it results
jective to the objective,
retributive (p^) interpretation ol
Ver. 7.
from injustice. Their evil oomiflel turns out ill.
Their manner of speaking in Ver. 3 is the popular- their proverb in accordance with such a result of
rhetoricjd, which makes an impression on the their counsel.
It is fulfilled, but how ?
Not for
sensuous mass by its striking, figurative charac- themselves. Inasmuch as they ^in contrast with
How
think,
easily
remembered.
they
ter, and is
their remaining in the city, which they have
and what corresponding counsel they give, is strongly asserted (ver. 3) are brought forth, they
shown first of aU by the statement It is not remain alive, as distinguished from those sliun as
near, building of houses, their reply, namely, the result of their counsel.
Yet comp. ch. v. 2.
to the prophets of this period, who supplement (Like the Sept. and Vulg. [Eng. Vers, also],
one another, Ezekiel and Jeremiah. The distinc- Ewald reads
K^^K instead of K^^in.) [J- I>*
tive expression in the case of the former comp.
Mich.: "Many citizens misled by vou shall
i«
ch. vii., especially vers. 7, 8 (nllpD
perish in the city, for whom it will be the
met by the bold denial 3ilp3 fc^, and at the caldron, and they the flesh which is cookeil
therein ; only ye yourselves shall not be the flesh
same time, D^jq^i n^^n (building of bouseB) ridiin this caldron, but shall be dragged forth and
cules the letter of Jeremiah to the exiles (ch. cut in pieces elsewhere. "1
Ver. 8. From fear of those who are able to kill
xxix. 5), beginning with
03 ("build ye
the body (Matt. x. 28), but not from fear of God
houses"), which threatened those at Jerusalem (otherwise they would have hearkened to the
with sword, famine, and pestilence, et<'-. fOther word of His prophets), they took the walls of
explanations of these words are either hardly Jerusalem as a "caldron," which was to enclose
justifiable linguistically, —such as Luther's, those them securely as the "flesh."
("Ye would not
give yourselves up to the Babylonians, as Jereas a
of the Sept and Yulg. (Ewald takes
miah advised you, because ye were afraid of being
question, Oram. 324a),
or ^ve a far-fetched put to death by them," etc., a Lap.
"Theii
Positively their mean- revolt from the Chaldean king, the coalition and
sense, such as Hitzi£[*s.]
ing is expressed to this effect, that Jerusalem will Egypt, will not save them from the sword of Babykeep its inhabitants, as the caldron keeps the lon, on the contrary will bring it upon them,"
flesh ; and therefore their counsel is, to remain Hengst.)
Ch. vi. 8. Comp. also at ch. v. 11.
and to trust to the secure walls, instead of trustVer. 9. Now comes the question how it will
ing the word of the prophets. [According to be with the bringing of them forth (ver. 7).
Uiivemick, with allusion to Jer. i. IS ; accoraing First of all, Jehovah (not Babylon, as it may
Bunsbn anpear outwardly) is He that brings them forth.
to Kliefoth, alluding to Jer. xix. ?]
**
We sit here in Jerusalem warm and protected, Tncn farther, there is along with that His design,
like the fle»h in the caldron."
His aim; comp. ch. vii. 21, v. 10, 15.— Ver. 10.
Their reply to the prophetic word is answered Ch. V. 12. Comp. the fulfilment, 2 Kings xxv.
tberefore~the
propliefly;
repeated
in Ver. 4:
and
18 sq. ; Jer. xxxix. 6, liL 10, 24 sq.— ^a3-^,or
in Ver. 5 we have Ezekiel's immediate carrying
fixed

—

A

—

—

:

—

—

nw) —

D^M

^

—

:

out of the command in virtue of the divine eijuipment ; comp. ch. viii. 1. The Spirit, instead of tiie
hand of Jehovah, because of the revelation in word
(•)to4<).

Jehovah knows what

rises

up

in their

v:

xx. 32), as His Spirit also goes forth
Thus there is a return to
their spirit.

Spirit (ch.

to

meet

[n^- refers to rt^gD (Dent xxxi.

their saying,

21

;

Hos.

V.

3

;

Ps. cxxxix. 2

;

John

ii 25), or it

is a collective feminine.!
The expression honae
of Israel, emphasizes almoet ironically the contrast of what the^ pretended, what they also
Their mischievous devising, their
ouffht to be.
bad counsel (ver. 2), is set before their eyes in
Ver. 6 in its ultimate effect in actual fact, by
means of the result to which it will lead whdi
they are brought forth (ver. 7). Not that their
deeds hitherto are to show the wickedness of their
neither from **the epoch of Jeconiah"
plots,
(HiTZ.), nor, in accordance with a more general
interpretation, of murder in a refined and gross
which would lie outside the consense (Hav. ),
:

—

—

text,

but the slain (^n^ properly: "to pierce

through," as happens in the case of those who
are put to the sword) are those to be slain by tiie
Chaldeans, already slain from the standpoint
taken up in the discourse of God. They are by
their wicked counsels the authors of their death

'l
:

^,
V

in Ver. 11 (Ew.

Oram,

351a), removes

the judgment not merely outside Jerusalem,
which was to be a " caldron " for them, but outside Israel, which they have represented so badlv
(ver. 6).
Ver. 12 explains more definitely wh-C
is meant by the experimental knowledge of Jehovah in ver. 10, that where they have not made
themselves known before the heathen as Israel
by doing what is riffht, .He will make Himself
known to them as Jehovah by means of His
judgment, which deprives them of city and luid.

—

—

Comp. ch. vi. 7, 13, v. 7.
The sudden dying of Pelatiah takes place
within the sphere of the vision merely,
although in his case tnere may have been a corresponding rejility at the same time, or at least
about this time. As the prophet had to predict
to the individual in question, as well as to his
fellows, their being brought forth out of Jerusalem for judgment by the sword, but not their
immediate death (ver. 4 sq.), this incident, whose
awful character (Acts v. 5) is attested to us by
the impression upon Ezekiel, symbolizes prophetically tne certainty in actual fact of the judgment
of death on the othei-s also (comp. besides, Jer.
xxvilL 17). And so Ezekiel sees tnem all already
literally

dead, and ch. ix. 8 repeats

itself.

Comp.

there.

Just as there, so here also it is the portion of
the people still remaining at Jeru^alem, in the
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Uud
For

and the standpoint of feelioff ia
against Hengst) that of the ezues.

of Israel,

likewise (as
rifely

r63,

comp.

Jer.

iv.

27,

v.

10,

18

T

V

the name of the individual in question,
**
help of Jehovah " is at an end, that
with him, as it were, all salvation for Judah
fell to the ground (?).]
But whik ch. ix. 9 sq. emphasized ^^t only,
.uxi God's justice only as confronting it, Ver. 14
introiluces, and that solemnly, GocTs mercy.
Still Ver. 15 does not on that account form any
"antithesis ** (as Hiivemick), but rather confirms
what is annonnced in ch. ix. 9.
For those in
reference to whom remark will be made, and not
merely of their being spared, but more positively
even of their being preserved in an extraordinary
manner, are different fh>m those for whom £ze*
kiel interceded.
He did so from a brotherly
heart, and, because speaking from the standpoint of feeling of the exiles, characterized these
al8o«t the same time, in accordance with Jer. xxiv.
Thy bzethren, thy brethren, namely, those who
ire so in truth, and not merely according to the
flesh (Matt. xiL 48 ; Rom. ix. 8).
The repetition
in the firsc place lays emphasis on this, but then
farther, at tne same time, puts in his right place
the prophet of the glory of God in the midst of
the exile, as we have seen Ezekiel to be (see the
Introd.) in this his calling.
For the designation
besides to

—that the

as "

men

of thy

" (predicate,

n^|
T \

= thy kinsmen (Gbsek.), which
such emphasizing would be equivalent to a
weakening of the idea, but it reminds the prophet

not subject) is not
after

of his

duty.

[The

Sept.

read t|n^13.]

H^KS

embraces the whole duty of the ^^1 (^^^ brother

kinsman) redemption of goods and
of liberty and life, the avenging of
the marriage obligation, and thus the
entire representation of, giving of assistance to,
and attorneyship for him who was reduced to
poverty, slain, or dead.
The expression and the
whole hcmse of Israel, just as little adds "the
laity" (Hitzio) to the others, as by the expression : the men, etc., is meant the priests only, as
Hiivemick also understands, in accordance with
his view of the twen*^y-five in ver. 1
but the diseourse sets over against the title (ver. 5) the thing
itself^ over against the name the reality, and at the
aune time deals with the (as in ch. ix. 8, bo here
in ver. 18) so-called ''remnant of Israel," inasmoch as, corresponding to the repetition ("thy
Iwthren/* etc.) at the beginning of our verse,
the whole house of Israel (ch. ix. 8), by being
repeated throngh means of: it wholly, is made
emphatic. (Ch. xx. 40 ; Rom. xi. 26.) Hengst.:
"The contrast is, of course, such only on the
whole : otherwise Jeremiah even would be no
true Israelite.
According to ch. ix., even in
Jerusalem there is an election nnder the Lord's
•heltering protection, although it cannot prevent
the downfall of the city ; and according to ch.
xiv. there is also among the exiles much refuse.
[JohnL 47 (ch. xlviii.); Rom. ii. 28, 29, ix. 6;
J«r. Til 4; 1 Tim. ilL 15; 1 Cor. iii 9.]
The

or nearest
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idea which is expressed

by n^3 stands

forth

still

s

more prominently by means of the contrast, so
far as appearances go, to which those who are
still for

Ezek. XX. 17.
According to HXvern. : a juridical term for the carryinK oat of the final sentence.
[Havem. and Hengst find an allnsion

of the exiles

14-19.

the

moment

the inhabitants of Jerusalem

(ch. xii. 19) give expression, in accordance with
their Pharisaic, hypocritical self-exaltation. Their

characteristio dictum is quoted.
tive ^prn, comp. on ch. viii. 6

What

For the imperaand John ix. 22.

they themselves are inwardly in reality,
the appearance of that its outward realization
"They fall into a
they cast to those in exile.
kind of holy zeal In this position which they
assumed toward their brethren, they themselves
bear witness that they are not in the true sense

—

brethren" (Hbnost.).— n^nte^, Ex.

Over against such a saying

vi. 8.

(ver. 15)

on their

16 places the retributive saying of
Jehovah: Therefore say, Thus wdth the Lord,
And what is retribution towanls Jerusalem
etc.
is at the same time promise towards the exile.
But there are two thuigs said and therewith promised bj Qod. The first, which is in i-eply to
that saying: " Be far from Jehovah" (ver. 16),
which made a declamatory use of their being
outwardly far from the temple at Jeinisalem, is
the declaration so rich in promise I become a
sanctuary to them,
a thought which must
from the firat in ch. i., along with other things,
have been indicated by the vision at the river
Chebar, but which especially the vision in ch.
viii. so. has brought as a compensation for the
symbol of the presence in the outward temple of
The older Jewish expositors think of
Jerusalem.
the synagogues. ^3* i^ot before the direct speech,
part,

Yer.

:

—

etc., and therefore impressively repeated (HiTZ.) but in fact granting the reality,
although tracing it back to Jehovah expressly, it
begins like a protasis which gives the reason, or
at least in the sense of: "if," "although," or
the like. [{jrnpD, according to Gesen. "asylum,"

like: Yea,

;

:

property,

which

is

too narrow.]

Dyo,

either the length of

blood,

:

;

time, or in the sense of measure

(in

some mea-

which does not

suit the context sr well,
and a promise of God, as here, still less. (Isa.
viii. 14 ; John ii. 19; Rev. xxi. 22.)
The second answer to the saying of the inhabitants of Jerusalem has reference to the statement
sure),

—

"to us was the land given" (ver. 15). Hence
Ver. 17, with therefore, parallel to ver. 16, and
continuing the promise by means of v in the
oraHo directa. I gather you (Jer. xxiii. 3)— comp.
John xi. 52 for which the return from Babylon
In now
was merely the outward substratum.

—

spiritual a sense the return is conceived, namely,
as at the same time an inward return to Jehovah
(Jer. xxiv. 7), and therefore into the land promised by Him, is shown immediately by Yer. 18.
And they, etc., Le. the parties addressed, the
parties mentioned.
The history of the Jews after
the exile proves the purification of Palestine from
the previous idolatry (ch. v. 11).
To the gathering corresponds the divine bestowal in Ver. 19,
"

—

just as

[Hitzio

it
:

explains the reformation (ver. 18).
heart, like the Sept.]

nnK» "another"

The one heart (Acts iv. 82) and the new spirit
in the inward part are parallel The old spirit
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which nilod them iuwardly did not permit the
hannony and concord which now ensue. But
with the gift of a new spirit, the heaart of stone,
the unncUurcU element, is at the same time removed out of the flesh, and the natural element
--an heart of fleih ^is given. It is therefore no
antithesis of Holy Spirit and flesh, as elsewhere,
not the contrast of nature and grace, but ** a new
spirit " and the opposite of the *' one heart " that

—

is to be given, ie. the old spirit, that confront
The maneac h other,
^nature and the unnatiUTil.
ner of expression is peculiar to Ezekiel. As they

—

take away

(^^Dn)

all

the detestable things and

abominations out of the land, so Jehovah takes
of stone out of their

able ("the commanding point in i-eferenoe to
Jerusalem, which is overlooked from it in its
whole extent," Henost.).
(Comp. Luke xix.
Comp.
87, 41 sq., xxi. 87, xxii 89 ; Acts L 12.)
ch. xliiL 2.
Whether for the purpose of there
presiding over the fudgment on Jerusalem and
the temple, or whether for the purpose of going
back from thence to heaven, it is not said. This
is objeetivdy the end of the vision, but likewise
subjectively as regards the prophet, Vef. 24
comp. on ver. 1, ch. viii. 1, l 1, iii 11 (Acita z.
The fulness of the description lays emphasis
16).
on the divine superhuman as well as non -human
character of the revelation made to him, with a
view specially to those to whom he in Ver. 25

away (^niDH) the heart

communicates it

flesh.
The "stony heart" stands in relation to
the idols so also the *' heart of flesh," " the new
spirit," the "one heart," stands in relation to the
only true Gkxi (1 Kings xtiii. 21 Ps. Ixxxvi 11

Scripture.
Yet the w<MPd, in a preeminent sense
(John i), Ut finally the deed, the Word of God

;

^*0^,

as throughout

Holy

;

James

i.

8, iv. 8).

Comp. the opposite in

of flesh Is taken as a soft
heart, receptive of the impressions of divine
cprace, and the stony heart as the human heart in
Comp. ch. zxxvi. 26;
its natural condition.]
Israel,
Jer. xxxi. 83, xxxu. 89 ; Ps. li. 12 [101
by her apostate, polytheistic conduct, nas fallen
entirely out of what was natural to her as a people,
thut she should be the people of the one true
Qod, the people of His holy law. This imnatund
element of her conduct as a nation is to cease
by means of the divine gift and Working, and so

—

{jp^ in Ver. 20

fits

in quite simply as defining

the purpose. Comp. besides, ver. 12.
Yer. 21. In contrast, either those at Jerusalem
who have filled the land with their idolatry (ver.
18), or those among the people of God to be restored who shall prove worthless (comp. ch. xiv.
(In a
8), or the latter as well as the former.
grammatkal point of view, comp. Ew. Gr. 888,
Just as one may take up idols into his
p. 820.)
It Ib
neart, so a heart may be ascribed to them.
only the practical side of his becoming one with
them, 80 that one is represented as one heart (ver.
19) and one soul with them, when his heart
waiketh after their heart, instead of walking in
Jehovah's statutes (ver. 20). Comp. besides on
ch. ix. 10.
Ver. 22. The closing scene of the vision of ch.
yiii.-xi
Comp. the previous scenes connected
with the movement and departure of the glory of
God out of the most holv place of the temple, as
equivalent to and parallel with the vision of ^ory
in ch.
ch. X.

3, x. 8, 4, 18, 19.— Comp.
28. The expression : from over
of Uie city, points at the same time to

i., viii.

4,

DOCTRINAL KKFLSOTIOirS.

ver. 21.

[Commonly the heart

ix.

19.— Ver.

the midst
this circunstauce, that the execution of judgment and the exercise of forbearance within the
city (ch. ix.), as well as the throwing of the coals
of fire over the city (ch. x. 2), were a manifesta-

1. Demagogism in Israel is characterized in
Num. xvL as a laying stress on the universal
priesthood of Israel, as opposed to the special
oflice of Moses and Aaron.
In our chapter its
seductive skill in words is turned against the prophets of the period, Jeremiah and Ezekiel^ inasmuch as the popular orators harangue their public
on the possession of Jerusalem and the dwelling
in the promised land.
If, therefore, in Num.
xvi. the argument is borrowed f^om the idea of
Israel,
what she is to be according to Ex. xix. 6,
it is argued in our case from the existing reality
of Jewish affairs at the moment ; hence, in comj)arisony also a degenerate demagogism, just aa
everything in Israel's case points downwards*
Perhaps we may compare the relation of sodal
demagogism to the old republican demagogism^
which ktter at. least still inscribed the ideas,
liberty, equality, fraternity, on its red banner,
while socialism agitates merely in reference to
the actual relations of society for the moment.
2. llavernick admits the "remarkable literal
fulfilment" of vers. 9-11, but refuses, on the
other hand, with Grotius, to understand them aa
"a prediction." The idea of the threatening in
our prophet here " lies much deeper, in the nature
of tne subject itself; the extent of its application
accordingly is also much wider." Uengstenberg

—

—

" The prophecy cannot have been
remarks
framed merely after the event ; Kzekiel laid hia
book before his contemporaries, who were able to
put him right. And the guarantee for the piv*
dictions which were fulfilled in the lifetime of
the prophet lies in those which did not oome to
be fulfilled till long after his death. The confidence of Ezekiel is a sufficient proof that there ia
a supernatural element," etc. Certainly neither
the cauon of Kitzsch, that the prediction must
not destroy the history, nor the limitation of
Tholuck, tnat the detailed prediction must not
be expressed before the subjects who are actors in
the history, can suffice lor regulating the prophetic gift of divination.
Alike the psychologico:

The position in ch. x. 19, xi. 1
("inasmuch as the city stretches to the north
and south beyond the temple," Hitz.), indicates
Such an abandon- anthropological and the specifically theological
also the middle of the city.
ment of the temple, therefore, is at the same time elements are deprived of an adequate seientafic
an abandonment of the city (Hos. v. 15). While basis.
8. "It is lamentable if we must gain the knowthe vision still lasts, the glory of Jehovah stands
over the Mount of Olives (2 Sam. xv. 30 Zech, ledge of God (vers. 10, 12) by our own destnicif He in whom we live, and move, and
xiv. 4), as is the view of ancient and modern ex- tion
positors alike.
Its situation and height are suit- have our being, is known only by the strokes
tion of glory.

;

—
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whioh br«8k our own bead. The knowledge has
in this cue, moreover, no moral import it is a
BMre paanve knowlad^ foroed also upon the ungodly, unconnected with repentance " (Hengst.).
4. Although the prospect which the divine
promue (y«r. 16 sq.) opens up regarding the captivea of Israel is expressed everywhere in forms
of Old Testament life as it appears under the
kw, yet the New Testament background, the
** Meaeianio salvation " (Swjlld), shows itself behind it.
The realization u Uie covenant into
which God entered with Israel for the human
caoe, Uiat they should be to Him a people and
lie ahottld be to them a God, remains a theme
down even to Rev. xxL 3. With this the fulfilment also eoincidea, as it brought the return from
the exile. The exiles were gathered out of their
baniahment to be a people again, and that on the
"recovered soil of Israel," under Zerubbabel, £a«,
Nehemiah ; just as tluwe who had continued to
dwell in the heathen ooontries solemnly prc^tessed
by thmr visits u> the feasts at Jerusalem (Acts ii.
that they belonged to the nation of the Jews.
The reformation of the religious condition was an
energetic one, as dii'ected against the heatheuish
lusts after idolatry on every hand which prevailed before the exile. Comp. also the period
Monotheism became the
of the Maccabees.
purifying fundamental dogma of the Jewish
nation.
And there was also developed a scrupulous legality, down even to Pharisaism, in the

129

"sanctuary," by means of which Jehovah's preis brought about, and in which
one is able to draw near to Jehovah (3*lp, as opsence in the land

posed to pTiryy

Since, then,

Jehovah promises

to be to them a sanctuary, ie. a temple in this
connection, the priestly-prophetic uffice of Elzekiel
is brouffht specially to ught, by means of which

the exi^ approach God, and GiA ;makes Himself
known to them, and in addition to which there
is the fflorifying of the name of Jehovah in and
throu^ Daniel but along with that in ^neral,
;

there is promised a presence of Gk)d in spirit and
in truth, as John iv. 20 so. expresses it in respect
of worship. Thus the exue might be to the «fews
a school as regards the indwelling of the Word in
flesh among men full of grace and truth, as regards the revelation of glory as of the Only- Begotten (John L 14), as regards the temple which
apjpeared in Jesus Christ ^John ii. 19 sq.).
f"The dispersion, besides being a just chastisement on account of sin, and a salutary discipline to lead the heart of the people back to God,
had an important end to accomplish as a preparatory movement in Providence for opening the

way for Messiah's kingdom. It was very far from
As a mere external
being an unmixed evil.
arrangement, it was destined to be of great service in diifusiug the knowledge of God, and providing materials for the first foundations of the
trivial actions of life.
It was "a new spirit," Christian Church, by giving the beai-ers of God's
and proved to be in general, and in comparison truth a place and an influence in many of the
with the previous *' stony heart," which Qod'a most commanding positions in tlie heathen world.
judgment had broken in pieces, an "heart of But still more important and necessar}- was the
flesh ; " but yet it was merely an heart of flesh.
end it had to serve, in spiritualizing the views
The New Testament interpretation must not as of the better part of the Jews themselves, and
a matter of course be put upon ver. 19 sq., as is training them to the knowledge and service of
done by Cocceius and the most of believing ex- God, without the help of a material temple and
uoaitors.
The prophetic words do not afiirm this an earthly kingdom. Practically it had the effect
out the prospect into the New Covenant does not of indefinitely wideuinff the bounds of Canaan, or
open till at the close, wh^re God fives the assur- c^ giving to the world at laige somewhat of its
ance that He will make Himself known as their distinctive characteristics, sinbe the devout worGod to those who have become His people. For shipper at Babylon, Alexandria, Rome, or wherthis took place when He nV c« Uim 4X/i, John L ever he might be placed, found himself a partaker
11. Only *0M ft yx«/^» miriv, UtfUtv mir^sf ij^^y^imv of God's presence and blessing as well as in Jeru».r.x. (ver. 12).
The renewal /or that is not salem.
hat a mighty advance did the kiiiffdom
Cocceius, indeed, in- of God thus make towu-d the possession of the
eontained in ver. 19 sq.
And in rendering the dispersion of His
9(Mctnarium world
terprets oyo thpD ('^of* 10) by
people instrumental to the attainment of such a
poncamm, Le. Veuni per inhabUcUitmem mtam restdt, how strikingly did the Lord manifest His
u» aiiqttUmi, paaicis, eo8 tanet^ficart^ and finds power to overrule a present evil for the accomNor were it,
therein the antithesis to Isa. liii. 12 and Rom. plishment of an ultimate good
perhaps, too much to say, having respect to the
viii 29!
diniersion
of the Israelthe
Jehovah
things,
that
glory
of
which
issues
of
5. VHiat the vision of the
Eaekiel had at the Chebar already signifled, but ites among the nations was fraiu^ht with as much
still more in accordance with its supplementary blessing for the Church and the world as even
Faihconfirmation as well as renewal by means of ch. their original settlement in Canaan."
viiL sq., that obtains in the statement: " 1 become bairn's AfiA^ p. 114.— W. F.]
"For a little, it is said in ver. 16, Jehovah
to them for a sanctuary " (and that not merely in
a rhetorical sense, as it may be understood in Isa. Himself will be a sanctuary in view of the desviii. 14, and hence as an emblem of protection
tiny of the Jewish people, the state in exile could
and also of blessing), its retrospective, but, at the only be of a provisional character, only preparasame time, preparatory (as regards ch. xL sq.) tory. For salvation is of the Jews, and the desexpression, and, in general, one that is pre- tiny of the people and this must be upon its
The saying in own soil is the building of the temple of the
dictive and rich in promise.
Palestiue became
ver. 15 does not indeed affirm anything expressly kingdom of God (ch. xL w\,),
of the temple, but would make the presence of the cradle of the incarnation of God in Christ,
Jehovah be decided as a matter of tact by the and thus of the Church on earth. But now, when
But so much the more the exile of the Jews has become a long period,
POHiession of the land.
does the divine reply, in contrast with the mate- the Jews must have fallen out with their destiny,
rial poasmioo of the land^ draw attention to the as in such a case they have neither recognised
;

W

!

:

I

;

—

—
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their temple in Christ, nor built themselves as a
people for a temple of Qod (£ph. ii. 21 ; 1 Cor.
lii.
16 sq.; 2 Cor. vi. 16; comp. John xviL

19 sq.).
6. '* How different the Babylonian exile from
the present
In the latter case, no proof of the
presence of God ; the people can keep only feasts
of commemoration, and dream of the future
bCiWeeu the distant past and the distant future
an immense empty space, a complete Sahara. In
the former case, for nim who looks more deeply,
in the deepest humiliation there are everywhere
traces of the loving care of God, pled^ of the
enduring election, of the future glorification"
(Hkngst.).
7. As against Eeil, who quotes Hengstenbcrg
for his view, we must assert that the passage
Deut XXX. 6 does not lie at the foundation of
the promise in ver. 19, as was held already by
Cocceius, who quoted in addition Col. ii 11 sq.,
and the Epistle to the Hebrews. The **one"
heart can only mean in the case of the individual
a united heart, a heart, therefore, which does not
in its thoughts go from one thing to another,
which does not through its lusts scatter itself on
outward things, but is held together by the fear
of Gk>d in its cent towards Him ; which comes to
!

—

the same thing as

^^

^i't

**^

a whole heart,

not divided between God and any other (Deut
vi. 5, X. 12).
but here it is the i)eople as a whole
and generally that are spoken of. Their rxknfo^
xmfiim is well kuown (Matt. xix. 8); it has come
to light by means of their history, that even the
best, the noblest of this people shared in it
xvi.

";

"

;;

14).

We

(Mark

call attention to the passages in

our propliet, ch. ii. 4, iiL 7. Comp. Isa. xlviii.
4 (and this, too, with reference to itlolatry); Jer.
V. 3.
They have hardened themselves in such a

way (Deut

Pharaoh under the plagues)
in opposition to the law, that God's law, which
was written on tables of stone, is written as it
were, with its penalties and its curse, upon stony
Israel.
But whatever their hanlness niay be,*
there is confronted with it (Deut. ix. 27) what
they are in Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob in
x. 16, like

;

other Words, that they are as flesh, that is their
nature, and hence to be the Lord's servant. And
that God says He will five back, restoring what
originally belonged to their nature ("an heart of
flesh "),
contrast with the unnatural and that
which is against nature which has grown up in
Comp. on the
them (**thc heart of stone").

m

as in our chapter, God takes away the " heart of
stone," and gives "an heart of flesh."
The
keeping apart of flesh and stone is as important
as tnat of flesh and spirit
10. " In a threatening (ver. 21) the whole terminates in a remurkable way. The idols are in
themselves dead mere reflexes and objective
representations of the popular spirit ; but even
as such they exercise an enormous power over
individuals.
What power has Mamn/on now, as
a Jewish (?) national god, over Jewish minds,
although he is in himself a mere shadow?—
Jefaovan even may be an idoL
With the idolimages the idols themselves do not yet disappear
"
"
from a laud (Henost. ).
Little children, keep
yourselves from idols," the disciple of love still
says to us (Umbr.).
11. The Messianic significance of the Mount of
Olives, which is not denied by the Jews even,
has its Christological fulfilment in the Gospels;
but in addition, tne whole movement of the glory
of Jehovah in ch. x., xi. has its meaning for the
life of the Son of God in the flesh.
Jerome
remarks: "By degrees the glorv of the Lord
takes its departure from Jerusalem.
After it
leaves the temple, it stands first on the threshold,
thereafter at the entrance of the east gate, finally
over the Mount of Olives, whence the Saviour
ascends to the Father." Comp. the beginning
in Luke ii. 46, the continuation in John ii. 14
sq., along with the New Testament passages
already quoted in the expositi«»n; and for the end,
still farther, Matt., xxi. 12 sq., xxiv. 1 sq. (ch.
xxvii. 5, 61).
One might say, Ezekiel has seen
beforehand tlie life of Jesus in its elements of
judgment in reference to the Jewish people.
12. Baumgarten (The Acts of the Apwtles, on
ch. i., Clark's Trans.) remarks on the glory of

—

Jehovah in relation to the Mount of Olives "It
was therefore a dejmrture, and yet a remaining in
the neighbourhood; if the outward protection
and blessing of Jehovah should be withdrawn
from His people, the invisible power of His
Spirit will remain near them, and perhaps manifest itself the more gloriously.
It is the very
same Ezekiel, who has afterwards brought vividly
before us this side of promise and hope even in
the denarture of the glory of Jehovah it is just
Ezekiel who has beheld, represented, and described in the most impressive way the awakening, creative power of the Spirit of Jehovah for
the whole nation of Israel (ch. xxxvii.).
In like
manner, Jesus, in whom dwelleth the divine glory
bodily, withdraws from the Jews (John viii. 21)
but His standing on the Mount of Olives is a
sign that He remains invisibly and blessedly
near them, Acts iii. 26.
:

;

other hand, John i. 13.
8. There is generally more said than ou^ht to
be said according to God's word, that **in its
"
natural state man's heart " t« " hard as a stone
(Henost., Keil).
It becomes the "heart of
stone " only by hardening.
By nature it is
UOMILKTIO HINTS.
rather "an heart of flesh," which grace confVonts
with spirit of Spirit (John iii. 6). Even in the case
Vers. 1-8. " Do thou also give thyself up to
of Pharaoh there comes forth on repeated occasions the drawing of the Spirit of God. Wherever He
the fleshy element of his heart (Ex. viii. 4, 21, may lead thee, it will be to a joyful end at last
24 [8, 25, 28], ix. 27, etc.). And with the fleshy But beware of the leading of the evil spirit
state of the heart manifold ^fts of God are con
(Starck).
When those who bear sway over the
ceivable, as was the case with Israel from their people are not able even to master their own
fathers (hereditary blessing).
wicked thoughts and words, but rather strive
The "heait of stone," which has become against God's thoughts and words, it must cer9.
such by hardening, God breaks in pieces. Thus tainly turn out ill both for themselves and for
it happened to Pharaoh.
He does not break it the people. The beautiful names of such leaders
in that case it must have been an "heart of avail nothing, just as little as the voice of the
flesh."
But this is done in Zech. xiL 10. Or, people is, as is said, the Yoioe of God, unless it
•

—
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CHAP.
be that God's judgment is made known by it
'*
We learn fit>m this chapter how great a blessiog from God it is for a people to have pious
leaders."
" That the prophet names only two
may show us how it is the few who draw so many
after them : so it is in the senates of princes, so
it is in the free states" (Luther).—-Thus God
reveals the thoughts of men, 2 Cor. v. 10.
^Ver.
3. '* Ther allude to Jer. i. 13, and insinuate that
the propnet contradicts himself. What
thou
threatenest us with captivity, and yet thou sayest
this dty is the caldron, and the Chaldeans will
be the tire
If it is God's pleasure to cook us,
then we shall remain in the caldron
Just as
abandoned and profane men are always in quest
of subtleties wherewith they may put down the
heavenly doctrine, so they turned what was said
by the pronhets into the opposite Well, then, we
shall be thoroughly cookeo, and shall therefore
remain in Jern«klem onwards to extreme age"
(Calv.).
'Mmpenitent sinners delight themselves in their sins, and do not suffer tnemselves,
in the midst of their ungodly conduct, to dream
"
of anything but pure good fortune, Jer. v. 12
(0.).
" In this way reason is accustomed always
to drive all judgments out of the mind, or to
comfort itself with the thought how it is quite
"
able to withstand them by means of the flesh
(Bkrl. Bib.).— "Now-a-days still there are certain men who love to make the word of God
contradict itself" (Luthbb).
Ver. 4. They are against the prophets, and
therefore prophecy is against them, and that
without regard of their persons, or of the multitude at their back. Our prophet mentions the

—

—
I

!

t

:

—

—

even by name. How indelicate how
imprudent how defiant
Is it not ?
But with
God's word at our back, we have the Almighty
Himself at our back, and God's servants are
ringleaiiers

!

!

!

neither to be dumb dogs nor flatterers of men.—
**
Son of man " the prophet remains notvrithstanding ; his is the weakn^», the power is God's.
"God does not suffer Himself to be mocked.
Gal. vi. 7" (Starck).— Ver. 5. "It is not the
coromijfsioned servants that speak, but the Spirit
of their Father, Matt. x. 20.
He is the Preacher,
they are merely the voice, John i. 23" (Berl.
Bib.).
What rises up out of the heart of man
(Matt XV. 18, 19) is of such a nature that God
most put a bridle on it ; and this is jnst God's
bridle, that the darkness is dragged to the li^t,
and reproved by the light, Eph. v. 13.—" It is of
no use, therefore, to make a show in the theatre
of the world, even if the matter obtains the applause of men, because it goes at last before the
heavenly tribunal, where God alone will be Judge.
He knows our thoughts, and will not accept our
subterfuges, nor allow Himself to be mocked by
our .subtleties.
What men have held to be the
highefct wisdom, God will show them to be a vain
conceit, and worthless" (Calv. ).
Ver. 6 sq.
God is in word and deed a righteous Judge. To
thst very point to which the counsel of the ungodly bnngs those who follow them, God brings
the ungodly themselves in the end.
He judges
them according to their words, although not as
they mean them.
The irony in the divine
retribution.— The "caldron," the coffin.— The
"flesh" is slaughtered; the "caldron" broken
in pieces.—The retribution of Qod (1) attaches
itself to the form of the sin, but (2) changes the
tabitance of the sin into the substance of the

—

—

—

—

XI.

IdJ

—

punishment Ver. 8. " The sword, therefore, does
not come by chance where it comes, but God's
hand is in the matter" (Bbrl. Bib.). Vers.
9-12. " He who will not bend his heart before God
must bend his head to strangers" (Starck).
"They had not chosen to know God from His

—

—

word, and. so they were now to learn to know
Him, according to His word, from His works. If
God's law does not enlighten so as to impart a
knowledge that is saving, then must God's righteousness in judgment enlighten so as to impart a
knowledge which is not saving" (Luther).
Vers. 13, 14. "If one will not listen to words,
then Qod must speak by means of examples,
which in that case call to us, Luke xiii. 3, 5
" A sudden death in the case of
(Berl. Bib.).
the ungodly is the most terrible thing that can
happen, 1 Thess. v. To the pious, on the other
hand, who are always living in sight of death,
even the most sudden death does not come unexpected" (LuTH.).—" Although the pious do not
liud fault with God's sentence, yet they look on
the ruin of the ungodly with a sigh" (0.).
" When an angry father is going about in the
even a dutiful child is afraid,
house with a
falls at his feet, and pleads for his brothers an<l
sisters
this a believer also does for the ungodly
when God punislies them, Ex. xxxii." (Starke).
Ver. 15. It is not the word " brother" that is
of consequence, but what the word expresses, and
therefore it is repeats ; and jnst as little is it the
dwelling together that is of consequence, but their
being one with each other (ver. 19) is the reality
There is a sin
of brotherhood. — 1 John v. 16
unto death, for which one is not to pray. —What
the inhabitants of Jerusalem say reminds one of
the manner of speaking of many in the "onlysaving " Church, as well as of many who fancy
that they are "the community of the faithful"
Gomp. the Phaiisee, Luke xviii. 11. But the
meek shall inherit the land. Matt v. "Inhere is
a pa.ssage here which is worth noting, that we
may learn not to estimate the state of tne Church
according to the common judgment of men, nor
according to the glitter, which for the most part
For thus it comes
dazzles the eyes of the simple.
about that we suppose we nave found the Church
where there is no Church, and are in despair
when it does not present itself before our eyes.
Rather are we to hold fast by this, that frequently
the Church is preserved in a wonderful way in
secret ; and fartner, that members of the Church
are not those puffed-up people who impose upon
fools, but rather the common people, whom no
Ver. 16. The exile a
one regards" (C/^i.v.).
Jewish school, in which the Jews (1) may learn
the spirit of the temple, (2) may be prepared for
the Spirit of Christ, (3) might have been educated
Vers. 17-20.
in the spirit of true Christianity.
True return home is return to the tn;e God.
Ver. 18. "The true cleansing of the Church has
taken place under the New Covenant the perfect cleansing will take place on the day of harvest, at the last judgment."
"True reformation
of life must show itself by earnest hatred of what
is evil, Ps. cxix 128 " (Starck).— Vers. 19, 20.
" To the one heart belonged the outward union
of the tribes under one name (Jews), the unity of
endeavour on the part of all to return to Canaan,
the unity in the doctrine of Moses, their unanimity against all idolatry, etc. From the stone
we may take the following properties that it is

—

—
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The flesh, on the other
hard, deaf, fixed, etc.
hand, is soft, moveable, receives impressions, feels
"
(Stauck). The grace of Qod
pain and blows
makes man again natural, human ; before he is
nnnatui-al, inhuman.— '* For true Christianity it
is not enough to perform this and that other act
of outward worwip, at times even to do what
"
is good, but one must become another man
''It is not merely ^ross idolatry
(Stakke).
that is to be rejt^ted, but everythmff that is at
variance with the word of God" (Luthek).—
Yer. 21. ** llie walk after the heart of the idols

—

—

2.

1.

2

1)

stands opposed to the walk after the heart
of God" (liEKOST.).— "The fountain of all evil
is to be sought nowhere else but in the innermost depth of the heart, Matt. xv. 19
(Starke).
Yer. 22. Jesus lifts up His hands (Luke Kziv.
50), and departs in the act of blessing ; here, on
the other hand, the uplifted wan« annownoed the
outpouring of the curse. The Mount of Olives
on both occasions, the contrast and the predictive
^The life of Jesus in decisive momenta, an I
tvpe.
the glory of the Lord in Ezekisl.

The Signs (Ch.

—

xii. 1-20).

The Sign of the King's Departure

(vers. 1-16).

And the word of Jehovah came unto me, saying, Son of man, Ui0« dweUest
in the midst of the house of rebelliousness, who have eyes to see, and thej see
not ; and they have ears to hear, and they hear not for they are an house of
rebelliousness.
And thou, son of man, make thee [theivf oi e maka thee, oioo son of man]
baggage of the emigrant, and remove by day before their eyes. And thou shalt
remove from thy place to another place before their eyes, perhaps they will
^for they are an house of rebelliousness.
see ^
And thou shalt bring forth thy
baggage as baggage of the emigrant by day before their eyes. Yet thou shalt
go forth at even before their eyes, like the removals of the emigrant. Before
their eyes break l^ee through the wall, and bring forth thereby.
Before their
eyes shalt thou lift up upon thy shoulder, in the darkness shalt thou bring
forth ; thou shalt cover thy face, and thou shalt not see the laud for as a
wonder-sign have I given thee to the house of Israel. And I did so as I was
commanded ; my baggage brought I forth, as baggage of the emigrant, by
day, and at even I dug through with my hand ; in the darkness brought I
forth, I lifted up upon my shoulder before their eyes.
And the word of
Jehovah cp«me unto me early in the morning, saying. Son of man, said they
not unto thee, the house of Israel, the house of rebelliousness, What doest
thou ? Say unto them, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah The prince is this
lifting up [ver. 7] in Jerusalem, and the whole house of Israel that [are] among
them [01, theivin]. Say, I am your wonder-sign; as I have done, so shall it be
done unto them; into banishment, into captivity they shall go. And the
prince who is in their midst, to his shoulder shall he lift up, in the dark, then
shall he go forth ; through the wall shall they break to bring forth thereby
he shall cover his face, because he shall not see with his eye, he [tiuai not lee] tne
land.
And I spread
snare ; and I
net over him, and he is taken in
bring him to Babylon, the land of the Chaldeans ; and he shall not see it,
and there shall he die. And all that are round about him, his help and all
:

3

4
5
6

—

—

:

7

8
9

10
11

12

13

14

:

My

My

his forces, will I scatter toward every wind, and a sword will I draw out after
15 them. And they know that I am Jehovah, when I disperse them among the
16 nations, and scatter them in the countries. And I leave over of them men
of number, from the sword, from the famine, and from the pestilence, in order
that they may declare all their abominations among the heathen, whither they
come ; and they know that I am Jehovah.

2.

17,

The Sign of Bread and Water

(vers. 17-20).

And the word of Jehovah came unto me, saying, Son of man, eat thy
bread with quaking, and drink thy water with trembling and with anxiety.
1 9 And say unto the people of the land, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah of the
inhabitants of Jerusalem on the soil of Israel They shall eat their bread with
anxiety, and drink their water in pain, that her land may become waste
18
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er.
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7.

.

because of the yiolence of all the dwellers in it
And the
shall be laid waste, and the land shall become
ye know that I am Jehovah.

the inhabited ones,

desolate

1

l$i!

its fulness,
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low show, the explanation is kept general Oomp.
on ver. 6. The emination Is specified as regards
The Tisions in eh. yiii-zL have the oonneoits startiug point and goal.— In favour of the obtioa we have seen with the vinon in ch. L
jective reality of the action to be performed, the
Gh. xiL now, in tlie first plac^ takes up what
remarks made cm oh. iv. v., as against HXvkrk.,
is aaid in ch.
iL and iii, in order afterwards
Hits., Hbnost., have a still mon pointed applito give OS, in close connection with
ch. iv. v.,

the continuation of
the langoage

of

aleog with ch.
aboat the siege,
are

the prophet's dtscoorse in

ngna

cation in the present case.
Ver. 4. The bringing forth of his household
so far as it can be taken with him, describes
fully the "make thee," etc. of ver. 8 ; and
becomes clear at the same time how the expres-

we take ch. viiL sq.
stuff,
iv. sq., then we get information
more
the taking of Jerusalem, and we
it
If

made acauainted, not only generally, but in

with the destiny of the inhabitants.
The
the distinguished popular leaders (ch. xl)
offers the most natural transition to the pfraon of
tkt iaaig
Us meaning for the whole. lU moreover, what has hitherto been referred to from ch.
iii 24 onwards was transferred inUr parietes,
then to much the more strikingly does the prophet now step abroad,
Yer. 2. domp. on ch. ii 6 sq., iii. 26 sq.
The description of the state of the exiles is kept
m accordance with what thev have seen (especially ch, iv. V.) and also heard (ch. xL 25).
Thus it is with them at the time, while at another time, which the promise has in view, it is to
be as in ch. xL 16 sq.
Comp. Isa. vi. 9, 10 ; Jer.
V. 21.
The reason given is Uie universal and allpervading rebelliousness (diflTerent from Deut.
xxix. 8 r*]).
Hence in Ver. 3, ** perhaps thev
will see ; * and because of thb possibility, whicn
would not be supj^osed in the case of hardening
in oou8e<^uence of judgment, Ezekiel is to perform
the sign
question belbire their eyes (repeated).
'^ ii, just because of the parallel close of ver. 2,
detail,

sion there, Qol^ rhy\,

must be understood,

vix.

fate of

m

m

not to be rendered

by

**

that *•

(H ITB. ).

of the beginning of the emigration, of the first
preparation for it.
Lastly, ddI^ is explained, by
T

means of

^"lys, as

meaning the daytime in

its

moat proper sense and the prophet's own migrating from nis dwelling-place is cnaracterized in the
most definite way, in contrast with a mere jour;

ney, by the expression

n^a ^H^iM

(comp. on

6), a comparison which H&vem. considers
Comp.
Hengst on Mic. v. 1. His rendering here is
"as emigrants go forth," in the costume and garb
of emigmnts, combining, as he does, "bag on

ver.

applicable to the time of departure alone.

•.

shoulder, staff in hand," with their being "sad,

and their heads drooping" (Num. xxxiii. 2).
Ver. 6 describes more minutely the bringing
forth of the stuff in question (ver. 4).
The pro-

—

phet is to break for himself a holt* for the purpose
Cnwrirn, as in ver. 4) in the wall, ie. of course,

The thing of his house, perhaps a

raesBt also is merely ''seeing'* (t.e. in the sense
of hearing how it will happen to them), and not

clay wall ; for were it to be
the city wall of Tef-Abib, as Hengstenberg, in the
interest of his "subjectivity" of the symbolic
action, asserts, thereby throwing into confusion
the occun^nce and the text, th«n it must, espe-

by any means comprehending what they are.
are to think of a question Implying doubt,
whose doubtftd purport, and along with that (or cially with this detailed description here, have
mexely in general) the action commanded, is been expressed more definitely.
Hengstenberg
" makes Elzekiel bring his baggage as far as the city
** emigration
sapported by a raaaon.
n^,
wall, and when the dai^ness came on, break a hole
T
The text, on the other hand,
(Hekqst.: *Hhe emigrants," aa ideal gathering through it, etc.
into one of the emigrants), oonsequently utensils makes the breaking through of a hole in the
house wall (instead of the usual exit by the house
toch as are usual in a case of the kind,
^not simply
tiavelling gear, aa hat, staff, bag (Matt x. 9, 10), door), for bringing forth the stuff, take place, like
the
bringing forth itself (ver. 4), before their eyes,
hat rather vessels for food and drink, household
finiiturf, as distinguished from personal appa- consequently in clear daylight, since the taking
ratus fov a journey.
Hence 7]\ffp is not: "to up upon the shoulder (ver. 6), though happening
also "before their eyes," has to take place (comp.
*
or : "to fnnush oneself with" (Klibf.), ver. 4) "at even,**^ both as distinguished from
,
Wt eqiuvalent to : " to put together " (comp. ver.
'^*""* D^' ^^ restrained light),
(^P^»
*^ r6te (Jer- JdvL 19) is immediately explained,
in ihiek darlmese (Oen. zv. 17).
It may be taken
bi^ as the more detailed definitioiis which fol- for granted that Esekiel, lidih this breaking

We

—

—

no^
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through, for which he is not forbidden to use a
Neither
tool, will have the whole day to do it.
Klief. nor Keil has correctly apprehended the
As Ver. 6 portrays sufficoarse of the action.
ciently the departure of Ezekiel himself, when he
puts his goods and chattels on his shoulder, there
IS no need for understanding the Hiphil

K^D

intransitively, or

for

More-

snppljring ^JB^J.

his

own

departure at even,

n^a

meant

is

to

express in general the idea with my own hand,
The
as contrasted with the help of others.
emphasis lies on the personal element in the
action.
As distinguished from I brought forth
... by day, the expression I brought forth in
the dnrkneiw, refers to the removing from out of
:

:

:

the dwelling-place.

DH^D^vi' &^ the close adjusts

by the expression is meant the emiCTation the execution of the command to the object in
with bag and baggage from his own place to view, and at the same time to the explanation
**
another" (ver. 3) hence the complete depar- which follows; and for this reason tne thins
ture, aa distinguished from HK^HV ^i^^ KVM ^^^ which lies nearest and is still visible, although
occurring before the complete " darkness " of the
It corresponds to the darkriKVin) in ver. 4.
departure properly so called, viz. the taking up
The
ness about him that he is to ooYor his fitoe be- upon the shoulder at even, is mentioned.

bver,

;

sides

;

and in this way the expression n^j

^K^DS

explained for us, inasmuch as emigrants' departures usually take place with shame
and sorrow, which do not allow themselves to be
seen, and which will no longer cast a look on the
liome that is to be forsaken (2 Sam. xv. 30).
Yet the land which he is not to see (comp. vers.
12, 13) is perhaps still more that to which he
Hence vers. 5 and 6 are two
is going forth.
(ver.

4) is

—O'^^D?^)

parallel (an^:"»y^

*"^

^^^

descriptive statements as regards ver.
(either

from

7]S^,

minutely

4.— ns^D

"something shining," similar

to the derivation of the Oerman " Wander
(miracle), or from an assumed root nB^» what
is

suddenly

**

turned," singularly

" twisted,"

"turned away" fi-om what is usual), therefore,
not merely n^^, simply a significant sign, but
specially a sign of a divine sort, and that, in the
sense of our context, eouivalent to rowf^ Ps.
In this word thtre meet toother the
Ixxi. 7.
superhuman (miraculous) character alike of the
purport and of the cause, the surprising character
of the spectacle, as well as the manner of working
of the astonishment and the typical object in

transaction is (and this is also Umbreit's view) to
be conceived of in this way the elders (ch. viii.
might have left the house of the prophet. In
accordance with what has been remarked at the
commencement of the chapter, the impression
made by Ezeldel's disclosures (ch. xi. 25) may
have been but slight, or not lasting. Just then
a hole is opened in the wall of his honse, ever
It is easily undergrowing wider and wider.
stood how the multitude gathers from curiosity.
Perhaps late in the afternoon of the day, what a
man can carry of household furniture is brought
out through the opening in the wall. At even
the prophet himself steps forth, loads himself
with the emigrant's baggage, and takes his
departure, with his head covered, in the midst of
total darkness, etc., from Tel-Abib for some other
:

place.

Ver. 8 assigns the divine word of interpretaComp. 2
tion to the early morning of next day.

Chron.

xxxvi.

15.— Ver.

j^n

9.

ias

against

who

does not admit a question at all) presupposes that they have asked Ezekiel for the
meaning of what he has done. By means of the
expression : house of Isiael, the exiles are put on
an equal footing with those in Jerusalem ; just sr
by means of the expression the house of rebeUionsnen (see on ver. 2), they are nt the sameview.
In Ver. 7 Ezekiel reports as to his execution time characterized as regards their disposition
Therefore Ezekiel
of the divine command, whose objective reality while putting the question.
Keil admits in the case before us.
The report of is, in reply to what thev have said unto him, in
the prophet is a recapitulation, in which the Ver. 10 to say unto them what Jehovah says.
points of time (by day, at even, in the darknen) He has answered them the evening before by
form the salient points, to which, without keep- silence (ch. iii. 27), and has merely done as he
either pasing up the order of succession as to the rest was commanded (ver. 7). — ^"•fc^Sn,
T (since this is certainly contained in the preceding
**
sively
he who has been lifted up" or ** he who
command of God, according to whicn Ezekiel
"one on whom
lifts himself up."— Henost.
acted), the detail with reference to the interpretasomething is laid, who is burdened with the
tion (of the symbolical action) which follows is
government, which he bears, as it were, on his
attachcil.
As in what follows the double reference —to the |)eople as a whole, and to the prince shoulder," Isa. ix. 6 (?) as D^B^n^a shows, the
in particular -comes out, so Ezekiel makes prominent in his report, (1) what is the thing which king (ch. vii. 27) Zedekiah. There b an unmistakable play upon the word N^fe^an in NfeTDH,
is impending over them in general (my baggage,
T T - etc, as emigrants* baggage, by day), and (2) in which (likewise derived from
KfcO ) nieans : the
T T
what way the prince personally ^ts out, viz.
by breaking through in the night-time. Accord- lifting up, and, without our being obliged with
ingly, because of the significance attached to the all the expositors to think of the meaning "sen"
(lig^ng through the wall, which may possibly be tence " (judicial utterance of Got!) or "burden
indicatetl even in ver.
5 by the expression (threatening prediction), as elsewhere, refers
Klief.,

:

•

:

:

:

—

•

^^nnn, and which becomes
yftibi.

bole

m

complete

only simply to the statement

the prophet himself comes through the
the wall, he connects his day's work with

(ver. 7):

^nwfeO

W3

hVt

which paves the way for the interpretation.
Hence the meanComp. uie Syriac translation.
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CHAP. Xn.
this liftdng op on the shoulder of emignnts* stnff on
part means the prince. The
meaning is not (as Uen^t): "prince and
borden, as it were, cover each other,
so that he
ii wholly swallowed up by misfortune, the crushing burden leaves notning of him remaining ; bnt
this: the prince is what the prophet represents
by his action.
The exalted personage
Jerunlem, still seated on a regal throne, and this
lifting np of mere emigrants' baggage, impreeiivdy confront each otiier.
Thus a day. an
eTenmg, a night chanoes eveiythin^l
(.Commonly (and so Eng. Yen.): the |>nnoe u the
salgect of this burden or of this sentence.
HiTSio refers to Jer. zziii. 88 ; but Klibfoth
this burden- bearing, undertaken as a sign, oonoems
the prince and the house of Israel (as accusatires !).
Ewald " thou crown bearer of this
bmden in Jerusalem, and those of the whole
!
house of Israel who are in its midst " K^fe^n

ing is

:

my

m

:

:

•

T -

being imagined to be in the construct state to
what follows.] Because emigration is to be the
common lot, the people are 'added to the king,
snd in fact the whole house of Iiraal (according
to the older expositors
those out of the ten
tribes who had fled to Jerusalem), among whom,
especially as
haviuff already emigrated, the
feUow-exiles of Ezekiel are included (obinai
:

^^

*)tS%(«

V

referring to the house of Israel)

;

or

-I

because of what follows, as Hengstenberg
does, referring the suffix to Jerusalem or its inhabitants, inasmuch as there was yet another
house of Isrf«»l, ch. xl 16.
Quite evidently he
weaks now of the fate of the whole in Yer. 11.
with the expression : '*yotir wonder-sign,*' the
exiles (in conformity with ver. 6), for whom it is
meuit in tiie first place, are addressed ; while
better,

—

11-19.
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the latter was among the circumstances, as is
understood of itself, suggested by prudence even
pain or shame is not to be thought of at all.
Certainly there was yet anCorap. on ver. 6.
other object in view beyond that, which had
influence, as is expressed in Ver. 18.

py^J

and

the {(^n phM^ After it draw attention to something peculiar, and l^Kri'DK is the land of the
Chaldeans. (Ver. 18.) The being takt^n prisoner,
in addition to the emigration (ver. 11),— which
the prophet had not prefigured, is depic^ by
means of the figurative mode of speech boiroweli
from the catching of fish, from the chase (Isa. xix.
8 ; Jer. xvi. 16).
In spite of his hasty, violent
flight, he does not escape his fate ; like the darkness of night, the holy penal order of the Judge
and Avenger in heaven is laid around him.
Umbreit, who views the breaking through the
wall as a breaking forth fh>m the city penointed
by the enemy, finds in the circumstance that the
king shall not see the land of the Chaldeans, his
full and complete imprisonment expressed.
To
Babylon, etc, is the ** other place " of ver. 8.—
In how fiur the king would not see the land where
he was to die, must remain incomprehensible for
so long, until the blinding (a oommon punisliment with the Persians, and probably also with
the Babylonians, for the dethroned) of Zedekiah
at Riblah, after he had been caught in his
nocturnal flight not far from Jericho, by the
Chaldeans, nuide it palpable to the senses.
Ver. 14. What is round about
may be the
attendants fleeing along with the king, and hit
help may perhaps be the hoped-for Egjrptian
help.
nS?y Olty) i« * play uv<^ words with

—

—

Mm

rntK•.Tvi

only in the plural, and peculiar to
D^B3Ki
•

-:

Ezekiel ; according to Oesen. ** wings " (Isa. viiL
'*
bands,
the whole
8) ; according to Hitzi^
military power, with which a king stands or falls.
:

on?

refers to thoee

perhaps, ntDH in ver.

at Jerusalem,

10.— Dr6

hence

nW

also,

:

P ^^^

abo mean: so will it bo done by them. In
sny ease it is an explanation of what precedes.

<^ emphatic asyndeton:
^38b- rfAlSU
T
•

it will

be

We

may compare
Comp. Jer. xl. 7, 12, lii 8.
besides, ch. v. 2, 10, 12.— Ver. 16. Ch. v. 13, vL
8.
Men of number-Ver. 16. Ch. vi 8.
Few in comHiTZio : that may be counted.
parison with ver. 14.— Comp. on ch. v. vi.

—

:

no voluntary, but a compulsory emigration.
Ver. 12. The king specially.
Mina 1^»
the reference being undoubted, confirms the interpretation we have preferred of ntsn"^^^

DS^n^.
of

So also «6^ n^3"^< confirms our view

TO Kten K^ban.—Kyv

ing over the picture of the
KUef., against the accents:

then, etc., linger-

moment.

Reil, like

x^arrators of their guilt with the knowledge
gained from experience of the holy punitive
[Rosenm., Hitzig, and others
justice of God.
refer the re&ain thus repeated to the heathen
**
count," that they shall
Klief. translates:
ponder their sins one by one thoroughly !J
The second and connected sign which is introduced in Ver. 17, like the preceding one in ver. 1,
but which has abng with it its divine interpretation without an introduction, as is the case in

*'he will lift it up ver. 8, depicts (with an allusion to ch. iv. 16) the
darkness and will go forth." Vinn\ »•«• misery €f the MictbHants, just as the interpreta: :
tion by the word of JehovaJi (similarly to ch. vi.
the attendants, his suite.
(Rosbnm. : in order 14) announces the misery of the land inhabited by
to bring him forth. )
The prediction of what is them. Ver. 18. Bread and water, not exactly
lecorded as having happened some years later scanty food (Klibf.), bnt merely the food that is
(Jer. xxxix. lii. ; 2 Rings xxv.).
As the lifting necessary. The significant tlung, however, is the
op upon the shoulder of the baggage does not quaking, tremblii^, and anzle^ which the proiMoessarily indicate any selfish grasping at ttie Shot's expression of countenance, appearance, and
nhiables, but may symbolize the emigration, so
emeanour must have expressed during the
the breaking through the wall does not neces- carrying out of the divine command (which is
arihr mean this in a literal sense but the haste not indeed narrated, because understood as a
lod hurry of the flight by the speediest available matter of course).
The people of the land in
wote ; and just as little have we to prove tiie Ver. 19, those aadressed, are the poor, wretched
MviriBg of his face to be historieaL
Beudea, Jewish people in Chaldea (vers. 1^ 13) ; accord-

in the

—
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iDg to Cocc., the message is meant for the
heathoD, that these mi^ht not ascribe the fate of
the Jews to their Bel, inasmuch as Jehovah has
caused it to be represented three years before by
EzekieL— Comp. besides ver. 10. The inhabitftnts of Jemsalem may possibly be (in accorddance with ch. xi. 15) those who at the time
were still there, although in the condition during
the impending siege (so Hen^t). But in connection with the preceding sign they are rather
the poorest remnants of the people still remaining on the soil of Israel (noiKt comp. on ch.

(Matt
is

The mirror of human prversit\
same time the mirror of divine grace,

xxiii. 87.)

at the

Bom.

V. 20.

2. "If any one is so far enlightened that he is
able to see and understand what is necessary, then
it may be said that he has eyes to see, etc
The
natural (unregenerate) man perceiveth not, etc
But any one may also be so far
(1 Cor. ii. 14).
enlightened that he sees much, and by this means
he may be brou|[ht to see what is necessary to be
seen ; and especully that he recognises the word
which contains the true wisdom as being <3od*s

word. Those who have come this length may,
2^ after the flight of the king and the leading however, neither see nor hear what is necessary to
captive of the people, Jer. xxxiz. 10, lii. 16. be seen and heard,
in so far as they cannot rightly
And such an explanation corresponds also with judge of what they see and hear, through the
opposition
of
their
fleshly
what follows, jyo^ (ch. iv. 17) is meant (acwisdom, which perverts
God's words. Such parties no longer err in the
cording to Hitziff) to be a particle assigning the
usuill way, but are hardened, so that they fancy
reason because their land, stripped of its fulness,
their error is God's word.
They are also difllcult
will become stiff; that is to say, their torpid
to cure.
The cause of one's not understanding
amazement mirrors' forth the motionless stiffening God's word is
disobedience.
For fleshly wisdom
Certainly with more correctness,
of the laud.
and the love of it is in truth disobedience (Ck>cc. ).
and more in accordance with the context their
8. From the importance which is attached in
misery will cause the land's also (nyiKj »•«•
the history of the Jews, in a good as well as a bad
y
sense, yea, in the highest sense (t.e. the MessiJerusalem's), which is the design of Jehovah
they will in their anxiety and anguish content anic), to the king, in asking whom (1 Sam.> the
themselviis with mere nece&saries (bread and people at first expressed their wish to be "like
water), and not cultivate its fruitfulness, etc. the other nations, we can understand the express
According to the other explanation, the invasion symbolical representation, in this special and preof the enemy will leave the land waste behind eminent way, of the fate of Zedekiah.
"The
mass of mischief is concentrated first of all in the
them.
Comp. besides ch. vii. 28, viiL 17.
Ver. 20. Ch. vi 6.
Cocc. (comp. above) refers king," for which Havemick adduces as a farther
the clause : "and ye know," etc., to the heathen, reason " the existing circumstances, " among which
"the political faithlessness and dishonesty of the
the Chaldeans, just as in ver. 16.
king, as well as his anti-theocratic conduct, his
idolatry, his mockery of all prophetic warnings
DOCTRINAL REFLECTIONS.
and threatenings, " were prominent, "althouni
he was in Jerusalem and among the exiles the idol
1. When Stephen (according to Acts vii. 51)
brings the charge against the Jews, that they were of trust." Hengst. in this connection designates
always resisting (cvrir/Vrtiy using this strong the king as "the centre of their dreams of the
and, in the New Testament, unusual expression) future, which were preventing repentance.
4. The prediction in our chapter
the Holy Ghost, that they, like their fathers, were
of which
stiffnecked and uncircumcised in heart and ears, Tholuck (The Prophets and iheir Predictions, p.
we need not, with the expositors since H&vemick, 108) gives the following estimate, that "against
back upon Dent xxix. 3 [4]; and this the less, the prophetic character of the passage no critical
objection is raised from any quarter ; the genuint*iS the meaning is certainly somewhat different in
his so-called fundamental passage.
In Isa. vi. ness of the book and the integrity of the passage
are beyond a doubt ; that divergent interpretations
9, 10 it may be made use of as a text ; Ezekiel,
like Jeremian (ch. v. 21 sq.), has to do with the bad found no itlace; and that reference is made merely
national character of the Jewish people.
The to its fulfilment according to the authentic testi"perverse will" is brought into special promi- mony of history "^ught properly to have been
nence by both prophets, as Havemick remarks, removed from all the attempts at half or wholly
contiuuinff as follows: "a feature which runs naturalistic interpretation, by the repeated divine
through £eir whole history, down to the appear- explanation that it is a "mopheth (see the exance of the Redeemer." But who will be able to planation of the word at ver. 6). Nevertheless,
deny that in this way, in the bad character of the while Eichhorn and Hitzig decree simply a proJews as a nation, the corrupt nature of fallen phecy after the event, and while Ewald makes it
humanity as a whole is portrayed ? This people out that the prophet hud happy presages, correct
have merely exhibited it carried to its farthest foresight, Umbreit attemjits as fur as i>ossible to
consequences, inasmuch as they were placed in a keep the text free from what might press us to
On
position, by means of the law and the prophets, the acceptance of a supernatural prediction.
and lastly God's Son, where they must either let the other hand, Josephus even {Antiq. x. 10. 11)
their wills be broken or ruin themselves.
But has in his mind our prophetic testimony when
then, farther, as the Jews are a standing historical he tells us how Zedekiah may not have been able
decision with respect to natural men, so, on the to give credence to Ezekiel, because he said that
other hand, in contrast with their national cha- the King would not see Babylon, whereas Jeremiah
iiu:ter (here also : "perhaps they will see ? "), we had prophesied to him that he would be carried
have mirrored forth all the riches of divine long- captive thither.
To Nitjsch, the prediction of
suffering and patience. " Ye would not, " this on occurrences resting on divine communication is
the one hand; but on the other: "how often neither so impossible as Cicero asserted it, nor so
!
useless or even hurtful as Kant attempted to
would I have gathered thy childi^en together
yii.

:

:

:

'

—

—

—

W
•

—
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prediction sustainf interest in this lofktimes squeeze themselves through the most
miserable wretched hole " (Stck.).— Ver. 6. The
earthly mind will see only the earth nay, such
an one will at length become earth ; yet, when
the eye is darkened, and the gloom of death covers
everything, he will no longer see even the earth.
Ver. 7. " Such thimgs would call to mind the
days of Noah and Lot '^^Calv.).
Ver. 8. God's grace is new every morning.
They who seek Him early find Him ; and those
who ask after Him will be answered by Him.—
Ver. 9. There is something precious about a right
question.
Ver. 10. " Princes are called exalted,
Dut certainly not because they are to exalt themselves ; for He that is enthroned in heaven knows
how to humble princes even" (Stck.). "Every
ruler, prince, or king, however little he may have
taken up upon his shoulders, will at least be compelled to bear the burden of his sins and the
wrath of God, which will fall heavily enough upon
him, provided the burden of his duties mts been

way, by annoondng a result which could not
have Men known beforehand by any human
means. Even in the case where the foreknowledge
is of no use, it may yet awaken a wholesome
attention, and, confirmed by the result, it may,
by producing a testimony for persons and affairs,
eome to serve important ends
other directions.
J. D. Michaelis holds the view that Uie exact
announcement beforehand was of service against
the commufiM sensus of polytheism at the time,
when even among the Jews the faith in one God
alone kept its ground only in a sickly way, as
being to every one an easily understood and
irremigable confirmation of the true religion.
One may have recourse to the genius of great
minds, their far-reaching historical glance in
certain cases; may lay strras upon the secret power
of divination in the human mind, the connection
of the human conscience with the judicial steps of
the moral order of the world (Hbrzoo, Bealerucycl,
zvii. 640 sq.) ; but what EzeViel here expresses in
symbol, he Knows he has received from Jehovah's
mouth, and every criticism of this consciousness
runs the risk either of accusing the prophet of
self-deception, or even of making him a hypocritical deceiver, especially where a chapter like
the 13th follows.

m

nOMILBTIC HINTS.

"We

Ver. 1 sq. :
ought not, therefore, to allow
oorselves to be deterredeither by the view that we
ourselves and the doctrine which we teach would
be reiected, or even by the impression that we
would bo engaged in something ridiculous"
(Calv.).
"Rebelliousness does not spring from
weakness, but from wickedness " (Stck. ).
"How

—

—

many there are who are sharpsi^^ted in earthly and
temporal things, and who know how to turn everything prudently to their own advantage, but who,
on the other hand, in what is spiritual, are found to
the last desree blind and stupid, as well as incapable of faiUi
Hence they have ears likewise to
hearken to what pleases the flesh, and to the talk
and lies of the Cal»e prophets, but they have no ears
to hear God's voice,
'rhey hear and hear, but not
with obedience and faith (Berl. Bib.).— "They
had ears to hear, because frt>m youth up they were
instructed in the law of God, and the threatenings
"
were
before
prophets
1

held up

—

XII.

them by the

(Calv.).
^The natural blindness and deafness of
man in spiritual things causing God to proclaim His
word.
The wilful bundness and intentional deafness of him who yields to God with suffering and
aiBiction.
The blindness and deafness which God
hangs as punishment over the hardened sinner.
Ver. 3 sq.
"Perhaps they will see? * Thus
God leaves nothing untried this is the exercise
of His long-sufferinff and patience.
"When we
see that others are faDing into misfortune, trouble,
adversity, we ought to reflect
This is a sign to
me, and ought to apply it to our own improvement,
Luke xiii. 2, 3 '* (WIJrtbmb. Bib.).—Ver. 6.
" What fear can do 1 For it no door was hi^
enoqgh or broad enough ; in their flight they

—

—

:

:

—

—

—

—

—

sitting easily upon him" (Berl. Bib.).
"God
does not overlook the mighty even when they sin,
but makes them feel His neavy hand " (Starkb).
God's judgment on a land embraces prince and
people alike, although a people may also have
God's judgment alr^y in their prince, and a
prince may have it in his people.
Ver. 12. "The
ungodly walk about with a bold countenance,
but in Uie judgment they will conceal it " (Stck. ).
Ver. 13. FSst the net of pleasure and vanity,
then the net of death and hell.
"He that lives"
wildly is hunted and taken like the wild beasts
(Stck.).
God a fisher and hunter. Ver. 14.
" Of what avail to the sinner all his imagined
succours and pretended helpers?" (STCK.)--We
will by and by withdraw our confidence from all
creatures.
The Eternal blew, and the Armada
was scattered to all the winds of heaven. "if
God is our enemy, we have no friend in heaven
or upon earth" (Stck.).
Ver. 15. Alas that we
should become wise only by ii^'ury, and should
come to know God only from experience of punishment, instead of tasting and thus seeing now
good the Lord isl
Ver. 16. Thus it is that
God receives honour because of His righteousness,
when His grace is despised. "God blesses the
chastisements which He sends forth upon His
people to unbelievers also " (Stabkk).
Ver. 18. " Only those who have their standing
in grace can eat their bread without fear and
carefulness" (Stabkb).
It is not in vain that
Christ has taught us the petition Give us this
day our daily bread. " A verse which we may
read with profit in the midst of plenty " (Stck.).
Ver. 19. "That one is able to eat and drink
in rest and peace is a great benefit from God, but
one that is not known by the thousandth part of
men " (Starke). " Jerusalem and her inhabitants are eloquent orators, and preach with unction " (Stck.).— Ver. 20. " If one will not learn

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

to know God from His benefits, then he must
often do so in the midst of pumshment» Dan. iv.
30, 31 " (Starke).—Thus the wilderness was
Israel's school^ and became Israel's judgment.
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8.

The Near Execution of the Punishment (Ch.
1.

21, 32

The BepeaUd Preliminary Annotmccment

xii.

(oh.

21—xxiv.

xii.

27).

21-28).

And the word of Jehovah came unto me,

saying,
Son of man, what [meuieai]
upon the land of Israel, saying. The days are prolonged; and every vision comes to nought t Say unto them therefore, Thus
saith the Lord Jehovah I will make this proverb to cease, and they shall no
more use it as a proverb in Israel but speak unto them. The days are at
hand, and the word of every vision. For there shall be no more any vision
of deceit nor flattering divination in the midst of the house of Israel For
I, Jehovah, will speak whatever word I will speak, and it will [sbau] come to
house of rebelpass ; it shall be no more prolonged, for [but] in your days,
liousness, I will speak a word, and perform it sentence of the Lord Jehovah.
And the word of Jehovah came unto me, saying, Son of man, behold the
house of Israel, who say. The vision that he seeth is for many days, and he
prophesieth for [or] times afar o£ Therefore say unto them. Thus saith the
liOnl Jehovah There shall none of my words be prolonged any more ; the
word which I shall speak shall be done sentence of the Lord Jehovah.
this proverb of yours

2S

:

:

24
25

:

26, 27

28

:

:

Ver.M.Sept.:

1^ ^23*

...»

rm wfH

x«^.— (AnoUiflr kmO.: TlH DDpDIt

and diTtnaOoD iImU

aUthe Tenloni.)

EXEOSTIOAL KSHAAKS.

the days in which every predicted word shall be
realized.
(Hei?G8T ** as against a merdy parthe prophets had exaggerated
wind-np, as it were, which precedes, with the somewhat," etc.) Ver. 24. As there is also a
mere divinamisery cominff upon land and people, there re- false (2 Pet. ii 1) prophecy (K115?),
T
mained only Uie announcement of the same» pre- tion
(DDpO), which deceives in the way of flatliminary to its near occurrence.
Hitherto it has
heen a going back ui>on ch. vi., now we have a tery with its smoothness, the divinely inspired
return to what was said in ch. yii.
prophecy is distinguished first of all from it» ae
Ver.' 22. Derived as it is from a verb meaning
the following contrast shows, and as will, of course,
to ^o before, to lead, to pre^de,
to represent some- be shown still more in ch. xiil.
There shall be
*'
thing, to signify,— to pronounce a sentence, etc., no mere, etc, is parallel with
and they shall
'*
no
more
Israel
use it as a proverb in
(ver. 28)
" maxim," the form being
yffj^ is equivalent to
T T
that mocking proverb had taken shape with the
always that of similitude, proverb, derisive verse help of the false prophecy in Israel. Hence in
Here also not without the derisive Ver. 25 a co-ordinate or resumed >^, The dis(Isa. xiv. 4).
The common saying, in which the
element
** I
Jecurrent sentiment among those still dwelling in junctive accent {rebu) over nin* makes

Annotmcement of the end as one that is near,
and that repeated (ver. 26 sq.). For after the

:

tial fulfilment, as if

—

—

:

—

—

:

the land of Israel (ver. 19) had found for itself
suitable expression (htati posmdenUs), derided the
Eternal in His prophets by means of the comfort
of the time, that the time is passing away, and
what was alleged to be seen in vision is passing
away with it ; as nothing is coming out of it, so
neither shall there be anything in it. The days
that are being prolonged may refer to Jeremiah's
long ago utterea prediction of ruin ; comp. too on

T

hovah ** a sentence by

X

so that the Author
of true prophecy sets Himself ^^^ce to fiftce with
the false.
In like manner, patihia at the end of
"1!1*1K *^ts as a di^unctive, while the conjunotive
itself,

ttUaha-heUiannah with 'hK connects what fol-

Jehovah reserves for Himself uncontrolled
power to speak, and almighty power to make it

lows.

good.
Ana with this is joined the statement
that there will be no farther delay, no longer
mockers, as being his people. On sijch fellow- postponement (with reference to that proverb)
ship of the servants of God with their people is in your days (Matt. xvi. 28, xxiv. 84), therebased at last in a pre-eminent sense the relation of fore with a subjective, p«rsonal application. Such
the incarnate Son of God to the human race (Ex. a fulfilment of the divine prediction will at the
xvL 2S). Ver. 23. ^nBl5^t prophetic preterite : same time be the end of the false divination,
ch. xi. 8.

—03^
VT

combines the prophet with the

—

which by this very means is covered with dia;
to bring to rest " after the trouble they give grace.
In some sense also the I Jehovah, as
themselves, their inventive labours, comes the hemg Mfssianic, is conirab-ted with preceding proSabbath of Jehovah (Gen. ii. 1 s(i.).~Are at hand phecy in general. Comp. besides on ver. 2, ch.
(ch. ix. 1, xi. 8), in contrast with the preceding
xi. 8.
In Ver. 27 there follows the more objective
** are prolonged.**—
]^tn fe) "13T^, the verbal conapplication, referring to the matter itself.
The
tents of every vision of His prophets,^the word, statement that if there is a prophecy at all that
asd the thing meant by the wora. Keil rightly will yet be fulfilled, it at all events rdters to timat
**
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that are far off (Dan. viii. 36, 17), is rejected by resisted the sinful consciousness and life of imbethe Lord aa regards EzekieL Before it was a mock- lief; and was resisted by it (Amos vL 8). It is the
ery of JehoYiui, here we have a mockeiy of His nature of sin to reckon itself to be no sin, and
prophet rather in the words quoted.— Ver. 28. hence as far as possible to break up the connec*
See as to the feminine fflftiPi here, as in ver. 25, tion and separate between sin and punishment
(HXv.).
EwALD, Oram, f 895a.
ADOrriONAL NOTE.

DOCTRINAL RBFLBOHONB.
1.

The

significance of

prophecy and

its fulfil-

ment

for the divine creaibiuty of the prophetic
testimonies, and thus of Holy Scripture generally,

[""We cannot but think with wonder, when
we look back upon the times of these Old Testament prophets, of the obstinate incredulity and
measureless content in which so

many

of the

has been understood by Apologetics from the people seem to have shut themselves up, alike in
beginning. See Keith's Evidence qf ike Truth cf defiance of the most solemn warnings of God,

from the Literal
Besides, already in
Deut zviiL 21, 22, the fulfilment of what has
been predicted is put as a characteristio mark of
ike Chrietian Religion derived

FuyUmeht of Prophecy.

genuine prophecy.
2.

If the absolute

Ood attributes

and almighty power which

to Himself in the section before us,
as contrasted with false divination, is our creed,
then the word of prophecy ranks with the word
of creation, and what serves as an argument for
the divine sovereignty in the latter connection is
not less an argument in the former.
By the
word of the Et^nal were the heavens made, and
all the host of them by the breath of His mouth
(Ps. xxziiL 6).
The living God is also the law
of prophecy as regards its fulfilment
What is accepted as true of the divine
S.
power in Creation comes to be applied for the
fulfilment of prophecy still more by faith in
Divine Providence, the co-operatiou and government of God.
The Eternal ("Jehovah," yer.
25) is not nierely the God of the beginning and
the end, of the origin and the goal, out al^ He
who is co-existent with the life of the world and
pedally of mankind. It is the divine element
in and mixed up with the history of the world
with which prophecy has to do. But l^is is not
merely the eternal idea, which is continually
realizing itself anew, so that what refers to time
and pUce would in comparison with it have to
be rM;arded as the mere form of representation,
but tnis divine element is alike the real which is
predicted, and the necessary which is prophesiod.
As retpects the divine decree, which because of
sin has developed itself from the world-^Ian of
the Creator into the counsel of salvation in
Christ for tiie world, things small and great may
be distinguished ; but because both are serviceable
in carrying out the decree of God, both alike are
divine, and therefore suitable for prophecy.
It is of importance, however, as respects
4.
the delaj, as respects the postponement, e,g, of
llie leahzation of the prophecies of judgment,
tfiat there is a eorrespondenee between tne prolongJDff of the days and the divine long-sutfer*
in£ ana forbearance (2 Pet iiL 9), as in Uie case'
b^ore us in EzekieL The prophecy of judgment
Is besides a preaching of repentance, so that if it
Btodnees the repentance wnich it preaches, the
ndfilmeut of tne prophecy may be hindered.
But even i^)art from such conditionality lying in
the thing itself, other circumstances, always, however, wified by God, may give to a prophecy the
eharacter of perfective foreshortening.
5. " Prophecy was an act of faith ; it likewise
demanded faith.
And as what true prophecy
inaisW on above all was conversion of neart» it

and in

spite of several lowering appearances in
Providence, which seemed to give no doubt ftd
indications of a coming storm. . .
But it is
well for us to bear in mind, that the spirit of
unbelief and false security, which prevwled so
extensively then, is ever springing forth anew,
and is pUdnly announced in New Testament
Scripture as destined to form a distinguishing
characteristic of the last times.
It was a significant question of our Lord, and evidently pointed
to the great defect in this respect that should
discover itself before the consummation of all
things, ' When the Son of man comes, shall He find
faith in the earth ? * Such faith, namely, as He
had been speaking of, faith realising in firm confidence the certainty of the Lord's manifestation
to put a final end to the evils that afflict His
Church, and in this confidence waiting, hopin|L
prayinff to the last
The apostle Peter also sttU
more distinctly intimates in his second epistle
what might be looked for: 'There shall come
in the last days, scoffers, walking after their own
lusts, and saying, Where i^ the promise of His
coming?
For since the Others fell asleep, all
things continue as they* were fh>m the beKinninff
of the world.*
It wiU readily be understooa
that the dan^r from this source to this faith of
God's elect will always be the greater, the more
the time is lengthened out that is to intervene
between the first and second coming of the Lord.
For time, which is justly said to try aU thinra,
in this respect also tries faith, that it silenUy
impairs in men's minds the foundaition on which
faith rests-^the word of God.
In common with
other things of meaner value, this, too, seems to
wax old as time proceeds, and to become, the
longer it is in use, the less in power and value.
Even already it is looked upon by many as comparatively antiquated, out of date ; the facts of
which it testifies ai-e but faintly descried in the
distant past ; centuries haye rolled away since
they tooE place and were put on record ; and the
reoOTd itself has been so long in existence, so
freanently handled, and so fufly discussed, that,
with those to whom nothinfi| is interesting but
what possesses the freshness of novelty, the sacred
volume, so far ftom. being able to nourish and
support a living faith, has itself become stale and
.

—

" Thus

men judge of God's
productions, it were
They know not
subject to wasting and decay.
that this word of God, being the expression of
His own eternal nature, has in it what lives and
what is as new and fresh to the
abides for ever,
heart of faith still, as the very moment when,
ages ago, it proceeded from the upa of those whe
word, as

it is

if,

that natural

like their

own

—
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snake as they were moved by the Holy Qhost. they only who are taught of God, and kept by
Then, along with a prevailing ignorance or for- the power of His Spirit, can expect to resist the
getfulness of this ^reat truth, there is the fasci- swelling tide of delusion, and maintain even the
nating influence which is apt to be wielded over appearance of godliness.'* Fai&bairn's Bzekkl^
men's minds by the onward movements of society pp. 124-126.—W. F.j
in knowledge and civilisation.
Here they find

an

attractive contrast to the stationary character
of the ground and objects of faith.
For everything in this lower field seems constantly in progress, and biff with hope for the future.
It is
deemed incredible, that while such vital powers
are at work, and such a career of advancement is
in prospect, Qod should lay a sudden arrest on
the vast machinery, and wind up the affairs of
the world by bringing in the fixed and final issues
of eternity.
Nay, the belief of a personal God,
separate from the workmanship of his own hands,
and capable of suddenly introducing a state of
things altogether new, is, in many quarters, fast
giving way.
In a new and peculiarly subtle form,
the old carnal and idolatrous tendencies are reviving, impiously commingling the divine and human,
identifying tne creature with the Creator.
And,
judging from present appearances, there is too
much reason to conclude tnat, precisely as before
Ohrist came to execute judgment upon Jerusalem,
a rage for worldly satnaurs was one of the reigning delusions of the time, so, as the period drag's
on for His coming to execute judgment upon the
world, a like rage will prevail for a loorldly gospel,
one that will seek to confound heaven and earth,
Qod and man, and, in a manner, possibly even
more darinff and presumptuous than in the
Papacy, will dispose man to 'exalt himself in
the temple of God, and show himself that he is
God.' What need, then, for those who would
escape the condemnation of the wicked, to look
well to the foundation of their faith, and to see
that this stands not in the wisdom of man, but
in the word of Qod I How careful should each
be to dwell beside the fountain of Israel
For
times of trial manifestly are coming, in which
.

—

!

2.

The Discourses against

the

HOHiLETio
*'

Ver. 22.

Hiirro.

God spares the ungodly, and thereby

them to repentance. But what is it they
They scoff at the servants of God, and
reckon their words to be idle tales" (Heim-

invites

do?

—

"Thus they despised the riches of
HoFF.).
divine goodness and forbeaiunce and long-snfferina;, and instead of allowing themselves to be
lea thereby to repentance, after their hardness
and impenitent heart they treasured up unto
themselves wrath, etc, Rom. it 4, 6 : 2 Pet. lit
4 " (Coca).— Ver. 28. The Sabbath which awaita
the proverbs of the world, when every tongue
which has not suffered itself to be hallowed to
the Lord shsdl be hallowed to the Lord by the
judgment of condemnation. To be compeued to
confess that Jesus is Lord is indeed a terrible
Sabbath, if one has not otherwise hallowed Him.
^The lying mouths which God's word cannot
Ver. 24.
stop are removed by God's deeds.
**
Prophecy and roughness, these go hand in
hand among a sinful people" (Henost.). "If
Jesus, who came after the Babylonian captivity,
had been a false prophet, or His disciples, as the
Jews assert, then must the promise oi this verse
have been false" (Coco.).— ** And so also shall
aU flattering representations of a flourishing state
of the Cljurch, which have sprung from reason and
fleshly learning, come to an end" (Berl. Bib.).
—Vers. 27, 28: "What God says we are not to
separate from its fulfilment, because God who
speaks is not in Himself divided ; when He opena
His mouth. He stretches out His hand at the
same time to the work, so that the hand itself is
in a manner included in the word" (Calv.).

—

—

—

False Prophets and Prophetesses (oh.

xiii.).

And the word of Jehovab came unto me, saying, Son of man, propheajr
unto the prophets of Israel that prophesy, and say unto the prophets out of
Thus saith the Lord Jehovah :
3 their own heart, Hear ye the word of Jehovah
Woe unto the foolish prophets, who walk after their own spirit, and that they
Israel
4 have not seen
Like foxes in the ruins have thy prophets b^ome,
5 Ye have not gone up into the gaps [breMhetl, nor built a wall round the house of
They beheld deceit
6 Israel, to make a stand in the war in the day of Jehovah.
and lying divination who say, Sentence of Jehovah, ^and Jehovah sent them
Saw ye not a deceitful vision, and
7 not,
^and expect confirmation of a word.
spake ye not a lying divination, and [tbatwhue] saying, Sentence of Jehovah, and
8 I have not spoken ] Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah Because ye speak
sentence of tie Lord
deceit, and see a lie, therefore, behold, I am upon you
9 Jehovah. And Mine hand is [comes] upon the prophets that see deceit, and that
divine a lie in the assembly of My people shall they not be, and in the register
of the house of Israel they shall not be registered, and into the land of Israel
10 shall they not come ; and ye know that I am the Lord Jehovah. Because, even
because they seduced My people, saying. Peace [saWftUon], and there is no peace
and they [u. the people] build a wall, and, lo, they [i,e. the faiM prophete] daub it with
11a coating. Say unto them which daub with a coating And it shall fall there
hailstones^ shall fall« and stormy wind shall
comes a pouring rain ; and ye,
12 [fthoo, o stonnr wind, ahait] break fortL And, lo, the wall falls ; shall not one say unto

1,

2

:

!

—

—

:

:

:

:

:
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daubing wherewith ye daabed % Therefore thus saith the
I cause stormy wind to break forth in My fury, and pouring rain shall fall in Mine anger, and hailstones in My fury, unto utter destruction.
And I break down the wall that ye daubed with a coating, and cast it to
the ground, and its foundation is uncovered, and it [jemMiem] falls, and ye perish
in its [jenuaiem's] midst ; and ye know that I am Jehovah.
And I accomplish
My wrath upon the wall, and upon them that daubed it with a coating, and I will
say unto you. The wall is not, neither are they that daubed it ; The prophets
of Israel who prophesied upon Jerusalem, and who saw for it a vision of peace,
and there is no peace sentence of the Lord Jehovah. And thou, son of man,
set thy face toward the daughters of thy people, who prophesy out of their own
heart ; and prophesy thou concerning them. And say, Thus saith the Lord
Jehovah Woe to those who sew together for themselves coverings upon all joints
of My hands, and who make the veils upon the head of every stature to hunt
[cMch] souls
Ye will hunt the souls among My people, and ye will save souls
alive among you
And ye will profane Me in face of My people for handfuls of
barley and for bits of bi^ead, to slay souls that should not die, and to save souls
alive that should not live, by your lying to My people that hear lies
Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah
Behold, I am against your coverings, wherewith ye there [when ye himtl hunt the souls when flying, and I tear them out of
your arms, and let the souls go that ye hunt, souls in their flying. And I tear
in pieces your veik, and deliver My people, and they shall be no more in your
hand as prey; and ye know that I am Jehovah. Because of troubling the
heart of the righteous falsely, and [when] I did not make him sad, and that ye
strengthen the bsmds of the wicked, that he should not return from his wicked way,
to remain alive
Therefore ye shall no more see deceit, nor divine divinations
and I deliver My people out of your hand ; and ye know that I am Jehovah.

13 yon,
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is the

Jehovah
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HezapL, the Turxam

DDTDi D3T3

— H^iT

«r«.-Dnjm)
Ver. S9.

.

.

Kofw that the text has been given in ch.
24, there follows in two parts (vers. 1-16,
17*23) in each case first tne characteristics

—

zii.

and
with

which they are reproached (vers. 1-7, vers. 17-19),
and then tiie penal sentence (vers. 8-16, vers. 20-28)
the sermon npon the text, a detailed treatment
of the theme, viz. faUe prophecy in Israel, as the
same was in vogae both at home and in the exile
(oomp. Jer. xxix.), and cannot be overlooked as
an element in the interchange of false hop^ and

—

expectations in either case, and of mutual intercomsc (Introd. p. 9). While the second part is
ustuilly understood of false prophetesses, Heuffst

makes the
merely

(I).

Ver.

2.

^K

indicates the destination of the pro-

phetic discourse which follows, which, as regards
account of their feeble nature, like its tendency and contents, is directed againH tha
He brings forwud as an aig;unient prophets of ItraeL Who are meant, D^K33n

false

"on

women **

and poetic exegesis the ''designedly interspersed masculine pronouns (vers. 19,
20),'* wherfeby the .prophet **all but expressly
says that he has to do with women in mens
clothes ; " and farther, that in the whole of the
Old Testament "a false prophetess is nowhere
mentioned," ** so that so serious a punishment as we have here would have been out of
place." Oomp. as against both statements, the
exposition of the section in question below.
Neteler sees in the prophetesses " striking representatives of the synagogues," with their interpretations, sayings, commentaries.
for this Oriental

EXROETICAL ESMARKS.

prophets the subject here

also,
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who prxq)huif—mhOt from the God, they had to place themselves in the gjp, or
uf their prophesving, and oonsequently being to build a wall, etc.
Both images are ehosen with
in authority, are (alas I) the prophets of laraeL reference to the siege of Jerusalem.
(According
" Jeremiah in Jerusalem, and Ezeldel among the to H&vemick, the thing meant is the watching of
exiles, stood as oddities there, and had the gorem- the vineyard against diieves and wild beasts!)
ment and the spirit of the age and of the people To make a stend in .the war has referenoe both
more exact to what is required of the person and to what the
absolutely against them" (Hsnost. ).
definition follows as regards the source whence state of affairs requii-es.
The day of Jehovah ia
out of their the time fixed by Him with reference to the
their prophecy flows or is drawn
own heart ; and thus out of what is their own reckoning to be given in to Him. Although the
(Neh. vi. 8), in contrast with the true prophet, who case is only as yet impending, yet it is spoken of
And in this waj as if it were an aooomplisl^ fact It cannot
utters God's word from Grod.
their pretended office, their dignity in Israel, is happen otherwise with them, considering what
already gone, and an ironical light falls upon the they are (ver. 5), and how they are acting (ver. 6)
" But what follows from such internal
title, prophets of IsraeL
It fits into the contrast [EwALD
indicated with the trae prophet, that they are to perversity has already taken place long before,
hear the word of Jehovah.— Yer. 8. Woe, already while they, when wrath breaks forth as in the
announcing the due punishment inevitably await- divine assault, and the helpless people are panting them, an exclamation of grief ; telling at the ing all the more after prophetic lielp, withdraw
same time with mingled pain and anger (as in Isa. from cowardice, speaking flatteringly where it
causes them no danger," etc.] Comp. ch. xxit 30
i. 4 ; Matt xxiiL 18 sq.) what ought not to be^
but is the case with prophets of what is their own. (Ps. cvi 23; Isa. Iviii. 12; 1 Sam. xxv. 16);
Amos V. 18, 20; Mai. iii. 23 [iv. 6]. For the
they
D^^33n» * paronofiuuia with D^I03in.
meaning of the figurative language in ver. 5, we
are called fools is clear from Ps. xiv. 1, liii. 1. must think with the older expositors of intercesTo exhibit themselves as prophets, and not to be sory mediation, of the awakening of Israel to
00 from Grod, was a practical denial of God, repentance, the putting a stop to their wickedespeciaUy of His avenging justice ; was ungod- ness, the building of them up in newness of smrit,
etc.
In the day, etc., and in the war, throw light
liness, and at the same time stupidity in the
Where wisdom is wanting in on each other, so that he who wages war against
highest degree.
Israel is Jehovah in the day of His wrath (ch. viL
this way, and where God is not the source, man
tells U8, viz. Moittf
fftct

A

:

:

Why

own spirit" The "heart"
the source, the spirit the guide,
i.e. instead of the Spirit of God, the thoughts,
which take shape as they come out of the heart,
make themselves master of the man ; the man
ffoes after his imaginations, fancies, himself at
According to Havem.,
fast believing in them.
tlierefore, the two necessary conditions are want"walks

with

after

his

its lusts is

ing, the right starting-point

and goaL

^X^, usually taken as a relative clause

^FoJ?^

Isa. Ixiii. 10; Job xxxviii 22, 28).
The
"breach" is the sinful condition of the people.
(HiTZ., Hkngst.) [Hiiv., like Cocc, understands

19;

Ibjh

of the house of Israel (others

of the wall).

:

The day

of the Lord means, according to Cocc,
the day of Christ's appearing !}— Yer. 6. Jer.

xxiii.

on

\pr\% according to others,

DH^

:

is

that they might hope,

dependent
etc

Inas-

" and much

as they believe their own lie, they wait (in
vain) for its becoming true by being realized, that
after that which they have not seen " (?).
For the
I would confirm it.
Instead of this, in Yer. 7,
woe, at all events, a positive as well as negajust as in ver. 5, guilt is brought home in a direct
Comp. Doct Reflect, address
tive reason is ^en.
on God's part Hkngst. a question of
p. 64.
conscience.
in Yer. 4, as
They are compared to the
Yer. 8. The retributive punishment
^j^n
destroyers in a general sense, because the foxes
are hurtful creatures ; and there is no need for us Oy^H Is the explanation of the
in ver. 2.
to think specially of the undermining of the
ground, hence of the " sapping of the moral After the purpose has been expressed generally',
foundations of the state " (Keil), or of depastur- there follows in Yer. 9 a carrying out of it in
ing the vineyard (of Israel, Isa. v. ; Jer. xii. 10), det^iil.
T^D, abbreviated from T^o^ OdO»
(?«nt. ii. 15 ( Rosen M.), or of injuring the game
"a taking together," is: an awombly, a council,
iHENGST.) ; and, least of all, have we to think of
and also a confidential circle ; here the former.
what is proverbial with us, the cunning of the
3n3, the roll of citizens, and that the new one
:

T

:

Uam

^

Comp. besides, Luke xiii. 81, 32 ; Matt
15 ; Acts xx. 29. The rains, on the one
hand, indicate the favourite haunt of foxes and
similar animals, and on the other, point to the
[Klief.
"The ruins of the
ruin of Israel.
theocracy are undermined by the false prophets
besides, inasmuch as they take up their abode in
them." Hbngst. "At no time were the false
prophets rifer than in the last days of the Jewish
state. "
KiMCHi " Thy prophets," which are not
Jehovah's.] ^Their conviction, however, in the
form of an energetic address in reference to Israel's
wWfare, turns in Yer. 5 not so much on what they
have done, as on what they have neglected to do
as regards the "ruins.** As prophets, as men of
fox.
vii.

:

—

that is to be drawn up.
The exclusion from the
people, just as their a^mbling, taking note of
their condition, and afterwards returning home,
implying, of course, an advance, —refer to the
(ch. xi. 17 sq.) promised restoration.
Comp. Ps.
L 6, Ixxxvii 6 ; Ezra ii. 62.
jj^an JIT, ia Ver.

—

—

:

—

:

and solemnly, in the style of judg(Lev. xxvi. 48).
In this way an additional
q)ecial retribution is introduced; the un-

10, formally

ment
and

authorized announcement of salvation (Jer. vi.
14, viii. 11 ; Isa. xlviii. 22), which is expreadvely

compared to (he daubing of a wail, beneath which
the slim and worthless building material, as well
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CHAP.

M aoY gape thmt ms^ exist, dlM^pear from the %jt,
to be paniahed with the manifestatioii in actual
fiKt of Uie misleadinjz activity of the false proAnd tbay baud, viz. the people, not the
^lets.
uJse prophets. Compared with ver. 6, instead
of tiie wall which the prophets were to bnild, the
pec^le left to themselves in their self-h^lp are
reduced to a clay wall (pn) lotreiy, which they

destroyed, viz. Jerusalem, as rhpi already does.

is

and hopes.
(Hjchost. the political effort made by the coalition, to which the false prophets gave the app^ir^
anoe of a higher sanction.) The daubing wnich
masks the unstable handiwork is provided by those
prophets with their announcement of salvation.
erect for themselves with their wishes
:

^Cp), not rrtD)

^

ui rer. 12, because the sense,

meaning, breaks forth from the figure.
" eKewhere what is absurd intellectually, what is inconsistent with itself; here the
mortar that does not hold together, clay without
straw, or dry clay." They spread their dull,
stupid coating of words of £dvation over it
the

EwALD

:

Henost. absurdity (Jer. xxiii. 13; Lam. ii 14).
Comp. also Acts zxiii 8 Matt, zxiii. 27. The
:

—

;

fall

of the wall in Ver. 11

sentence on the daubers,

is

in fact the special

^>

blance in sound to ^Qf).

having a resem-

jx*?],

fts

it
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XIII. 11-18.

were be-

Ver. 15.

The discourse plays upon the rh^

;

coi^.

There is a bringing to an end (ch.
vers. 18, 14.
V. 13, vL 12, vii. 8), and hence an application in
Ver. 16 to tlie false prophets, against whom this
In ver.
first part of the discourse is directed.
15

we need not read with Ewald

:

IDK^ " that

said of you." What is impending will be
a sermo reott*.— Ver. 16. An apposition which
brings the reference to the false prophets to an
end.
Ver. 17. The FaUe Prophetesses.— VecvUi&r to
Ezekiel, and so much the more interesting, and
none the less accordant with the actual condition
of those last days of a life ever more and more
The prophetess
mixed up with heathenisms.
Huldah appears, however, in 2 Kings xxii. 14,
as a divinely inspired woman on the side of the
livingj God.
In caricature of her, in connection
with idolatries like ch. viii. 14, the class of false
prophetesses, against whom Ezekiel is to bear
Havernick
testimony, may have been formed.
mentions the old Arabian legendary history.
Set thy face toward, etc., ch. vi. 2.
tji^y, as it
it is

—

were

on

:

come with them
Comp.
The Hithpael perhaps more Hharply

to this has it

ver. 2.

I

emphasizes their betaking themselves thereto,
their conducting themselves as such, their female

inning a nairative, after the manner of a parable
lively address (and ye) to the vanity.
The circumstance that the
Sowers of nature.

E
EwALD).—
A

^

indicates therefore the correspond-

ingly superior prophetic commission of EzekieL
Ver. 18. Comp. ver. 8.
Like the false prophets,
the false prophetesses also prophesy out of their
own hearte, but quite in womanly fashion "sewinjg together for themselves (Ew. Or. § 1206,
with bad assiduity) k&ttcUkothf and making mispeculiar to Ezekiel, is hail, an expan6^3dS(i
pachoth" {\\ The literal interpretation of these
•t: T
words: Ewala makes both things be placed on
sion of B^3a, "something stiffened" (ice), with
the body of these divineresses as ornament, so
that while thus employed they were wont to look
K prosthetic and dagesh forte following t^3|X
T as upon a magic mirror upon the '* knobs " which

escription proceeds in this physical strain is
perhaps intended to suggest the thought, how
much as a matter of course it lies in the very
nature of such a wall that it should fall, in spite
of all the art of the daubing and coating.

•

= t^aj^,
•

»I

V

fiom.e^SI
•

T

a Chaldee form.

^ "a

Ewald

mist of hail,"

:

t.e.

were sewed firmly on the wrist or arm, and with
their mantles han^ng over their heads they
thickest imitated the mantles of the prophets.
Fai*-

probably

fetched; especially

hail frozen together.

help unnecessarily the
;
regards the whole word as Arabic, as the crystal
came to the Hebrews fiom Arabia. Comp. Ex.
ix. IS
Josh. x. 10 sq.
lea. xxx. 80; Ps. xviii.'
13, 14 [12, 13]; Job xxxviii. 22; Matt. vii. 26,
27; Bev. xvi. 21. Hail, though rare in Palestine, is a thing well known in its devastating
effects.
r&y^f because of the violent rushings.
;

^3ri may

;

also be the second person, but can

hardly as an address apply to God: a stormy
wind thou shalt rend (!), as Kengstenberg.
Expositors have also thought of a breaking
through the wall.
[So the Eng. Vers.: "a
stormy wind shall rend it"] In Ver. 12 now
T^n, which it ought to be, the wall, instead of

—

l^n in ver. 10.

**1iie children's

heads," which

summons to his Ewald brings forward in addition to the sorceries.
Arabic article Havemick
^According to Calvin, a kind of sleepy condition
(Jesenius

The daubing was meant

—

to give

—

was aimed at in this way, whereby they carried
themselves and others away in transport from the
eartiL— [Old expositors explained the expressions
in question of armlets for the purpose of divination; more modem ones, like J. D. Michaelis,
explained them of magic fillets on the hands and
head, which preserve ^e life of the wearer, but
which bring death to the enemy.] Havemick
notices, first of all, the contrast of the luxurious,
wanton life (Isa. iii. 16 sq., xxxii. 9 sq.) with

the pretence of being prophetesses, and then compares for the catching of souls, Prov. vi. 26 ; ch.
The unusual form ri1nD3 is* accordvii. 21 sq.

ing to him, a technical term for a definite kind
of coverlets, rugs, which are sewed together for
cushions, sofas.
^i> he takes as an abbreviated
-T

^yM

it

dual form, and understands by

from the figure to the thing itself the city to be

in the wider sense (Jer. xxxviii. 12),
of the
so that every joint of the arm has its rug. Thus
th^ lie on a comfortable eouch (Prov. viL 16),

the appearance of a solid wall.
^Yer. 18. Ch.
viiL 18, xi 18.— Ver. 14. Breaking down to the
foundation.
HSlrDi the feminine ffoffix pointing

the Joints

hmd
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in

—

luxurious clothinjg

besides

T<nBDD» * ^ord which

omnium

instar

iiL

(Isa.

22

Ruth

;

iii.

15), as a designation of the upper garments, the
large shawls of ihe women, is put By Ezekiel for
rtnDOtD, with an allusion to nriBDD (scab, Isa.

of sinners they strengthen in their sins, in order
that they themselves^lso through their gratitude
may be the better able to live along with thenL

LuTHKE

:

when ye have caught them among

My

people, ye promise them life.
Kliep. they steal
trom the people of God their life, and take care
of their own. J— Ver. 19. In contrast with the in:

17); taken in connection with (^"1*^^,
tended profanation of Jehovah, specially of His
hence coquettish wearing of yeils over the head name by their lying (in face of My people, as
That rugs were not laid over afterwards to My people), the price is emnhafor every stature.
si2ed sharply, the wretched life of the body (Mic.
or upon (jpy) the joints, elbows, shoulders, cannot
iii 6
Tit. i. 11 ; Roul xvi. 18).
Those that
lionld
not die are the souls of the ])eoplc of
certainly be maintained by Eeil as against
Jehovah (ch. iii 17 sq.); those contrasted with
may here as well as after- them are the souls of
Havemick, since
the prophetesses themselves
(Deut xviii 20). According to others the forwards be rendered by "for" of the standard.
mer are the pious, the latter the wicked. Comp.
Hitzig thinks of the analogy of the p^jfirif which ver. 18.
CDZKSBf the masc suffix, embracing
iii.

:

;

^

:

V

one fastened during prayer on his

and of the

n^t

cloth with which the suppliant covered his
(2)

The/^ura^t«

:

V-

:

hand,

at the

he^.
^>

Thereafter, in Ver. 20, the judgment, as in the
case of the false prophets (ver. 8 sq.).
There—
the coverings are, as it were, the ground on which
the hunt takes place, according to Hengstenberg.
According to others
there, at Jerusalem (ver.

same time the false prophets alon^ with
^ loi^ <^d broad piece of them, or an inaccuracy of Ezekicl's (Hav.).
Comp. on ver. 20. Comp. besides, Mic. ii. 11.
left

interi^)retation

According as

:

-T

is referred indirectly

or directly to

God

in the

;

''upon all joints of My
hands "= those of My people, hence that Jehovah
regards Himself as iigured in His people ; they
impede the free movement, cover the eyes of
every one (Umbreit) by their lies and flatteries
(usually
they lay the people in a bed of deceitful rest, cover them with all sorts of excuses,
high and low alike) ; in the other case, as Klief.
has it it is brought as a charge against the prophetesses, that they cover bv their false divinaformer case, so that:

—

:

:

:

1<^)-

— nirnfa^

(from

rna, to break through

("n3)» ^^® rna» to flee) is rendered by Hav.:
" to rejoicings (excesses).*' Prov. vii 18. NetkLER "in their bloom." Others: *' to blooming
" in order that
pleasure-gardens " others still
:

:

;

may

they

blossom," according to your prophecy.
Philippson " to flutter in the net" Hengst. :
"like birds." Ewald: "as if they were birds
of passage."
n^mb, Aramaic, means "flying
:

word of Qod and tne threatening hand
of the Judge therein, and that they veil, exactly
according to the stature of the incuvidual, men's
ones"; so it is acknowledged by most in what
hearing and seeing. There is a correspondence
between the analogy of the preceding discourse to follows, and so it is here luccwise, only that the
connection makes the difference, that here they
the false prophets, which is certainly
tion the

—

—

to be held

and the Jtgurative interpretation, to which are hunted, caught^ as such, but instead of Uiis,
Hengstenbeig and Keil also nave given in their in what follows, with piquant repetition, they are
adhesion.
What in the former case is daubing let fly. The very sameness of the expression,
amid op|>osite surroundings, is the point. Bewith a coating, is here covering and veiling.
fast,

rnD3
T T

is

'.

"to cover

*•

envelope

;'*

nDD,
-

to

draw together, to

T

closely.

Kt^">"7y,

however,

is

not

meant of the standard by which one is regulated,
but is simply **over,'* inasmuch as they know

how

cause the false prophetesses are conceived of here
(Ps. xi.) as fowlerB, who are usually men, the
masc. suffix preceding the comparison is easily
understood. The sonb are torn out of the arms
in question ; according to the usual interpretation
the coverings are torn away from the arms
:

to counsel every TtoSp (height^ stature) of of the false prophetesses.

—

those who trust tiiem.] Jewish expositors have
unnecessarily taken DlfiTDSn &> & question. The

n^n shows what "Y^v ^^^ '^ view.
T T
Hence what tends to destruction in the one case,
is meant to turn out for preservation in the other.
Such a result cannot possibly occur where the
living God and these women confront each other
(among My people and among yon), and where
contrast with

He would

be profaned.

[Hav.

:

^

=

those be-

—

longing to the people those belonging to you,
Le, your own souls.
Others draw the distinction
between members of the people and adherents of
the false prophetesses, to tJie former of whom they
threaten destruction ; to the latter, on the other
hand, they promise prosperity. Ewald
souls
of honest men they render gloomy and sickly,
•nd thus they bring them down to d^th ; soma
:

^Twhf&^i

^^

Dent

21. With the femithe address returns again to the
ver. 18 was kept in
view, with Vers. 22, 23 the reference is to ver.
19.
While they threw suspicion on the pious
among the exiles, and made them sad, etc, they
strengthened those in Jerusalem in their pride of
expectation.
They did evil to the ffood, and to
the bad they did no good. And so shall all their
doings come to an end.
By the events shall they
be put to shame, and they shall perish in them.
xxii. 7 (Ex.

nine

xxi 26).— Ver.

suffix

women.

While hitherto

DOOTBINAL EEFLE0TI0N8.
Cocceibs ffives the name of false prophecy to
the doctrine which is contrary to God's word, to
the false exposition of Scripture, as well as to
prophesying without having seen and heard God's
word, as wdl as, above all, to the imagination of,
1.
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bonds when women are in power in such fashion
as we find them here in Ezckiel.
The French
^^rand charactemtic fievolution and the most recent so-called emanci[2.
of the true prophet, as distinguished from the I>ation question [emancipation of women] are
fidae.
There was exhibited objectively to his proofs of this.
•oul, through the operation of the Spirit of God,
7. On the other hand, in the sister of Moses,
a thought, or succession of thoughts,
an action, in Deborah, in the mother of Samuel, during the
perhaps, revealing the mind and will of God ; time of the Old Covenant even, we have illustraand tOeu taking up this in the apprehension of tions of what was to be set forth in the highest
his mind, he went forth to declaim it to others, de^rree by the blessed among women, viz. the
as from his own inward consciousness, clothed in religious capabilities of the female sex.
Thu
such words as fitly ezprt-ssed what had been seen caricatures of the holy are also its foiL
within.
With the false prophet, on the other
8. Inspiration is essentially a thing belonging
hand, even supposing him to oe perfectly sincere to women.
If the apostle (1 Tim. ii. ; 1 Cot, xiv.)
in what he uttered, all proceeded from the im- prohibits the female sex from teaching, yet he
pulse of his own inflated imagination or excited shows, even in the former of these passages (comp.
feelings ; the whole was fiom within merely, 2 Cor. xi. 8), how receptive woman is for the
nothing from without, from above.
Yet, with spirit-world, for all that is trausc^-ndental in
this distinction so clearly traced, and traced for word and deed, in form and substance ; and not
the express purpose of drawing the line of demar- less must we take into account the influence of
cation between the true and the false in prophetic the female sex, and the art (so easy to them) of
utterances, we are still prfsented with views and deception, of seduction.
theories of inspiration, which, in the case of inspired men geuerally, prophets as well as evauHOMILBTIO HINTS.
^lists and apostles, if they do not altogether disVer. 2. ** Prophecy against prophecy, the procard the objective, i-ender the subjective alone
prominent,
moke so much account of the internal phecy from above against the prophecy from bethis is the everlasting ordinance in the
cousciousness or intuitional sense of the subject neath
of inspiration, as necessarily to throw into the kingdom of God" (Ukngst.).— **But when he
background the divine communication made to Siiys that God is coming against the false prohim from above. But in the two classes of pro- phets, he by no menus intends to excuse the
phets here presented to our notice, the one could people.
For the people had the law and likewise
lay claim, as well as the other, to the iuteinal true pi-ophets.
In Deut. xiii. the distinguishing
consciousness of some spiritual thought or idea ; marks of the true and false prophets were given.
the only question was, whence came the id a? Theirs was blindness in clear day.
And therefore
Did it spring up from within, as of itself? or God suffered the aiTogance and disobedience of
was it presLOited there by the Spirit of God? the people to be punished" (Calv.).—** Satan's
Was the mind^s consciousness of the thoughts power is especiallv very great in the case of
and feelings it experienced of its own awakening, teachers and preachers, 1 Kings xxii." (Langi-:.)
or was it awakened by a divine 'and formal com"Thus prophet came into collision with promunicatioQ from above ? If we lose sight of this phet. And now-a-days still God will in this way
important distinction, we virtually make no ac- test the faith of His own, and disclose the hypocount of what constitutes the fundamental element crisy of many (1 (Jor. xi. 19).
It is not in vain
of a divine revelation, and leave ourselves without that He permits the servants of Satan to rise up
a fixed landmark between the movements of God's against sound doctrine, and that the Church is
Spirit and the capricious workings of human torn in pieces by divergent opinions, and that
fancy.
And confounding thus things that essen- vain conceits are able to attain such strength that
tially differ in regard to the orig'm of a revela- the truth must have the worst of it.
For in this
tion, we lay ourselves open to the farther error of way the stcdfastness of the pious comes to li^ht,
dispara^ng the value of a revelation, when made and equally the lightmindedness of the hypocntes,
we totally change it, indeed, and lower its charac- who suffei themselves to be carried away by every
ter, and assi^ it only a kind of higher room
wind" (Calv.). The presence of false pr«»phet8
among the views and cogitations of men's own a sign of dissolution, as well as of the jud^ent
imajZLning.''--FAiKBAiRM s ikekiel, pp. 133, 134. of God. The false prophets involve the people in
guilt ; the people are to blame for the lalse pro8. "False prophecy does not believe in any
phets, 2 Thess. ii. 11.—The word of (iod, that
day of judgment of Jehovah's" (Haveknick).
which is to be heard by all, in all thin^ and at
** Because
4.
God will never be separated from all times.— Ver. 8. Self-deception and the decepHis word, while. He is in Himself invisible. He tion of others
together.— "From this we see
manifests Himself onlv in His word.
Hence in how it stands with man's spirit, for God presupthe case of false prophecy, making constant use poses here a standing controversy between man s
*
as it did of the expression
Tne Lord hath spirit and the revelation of His Spirit " (Calv. ).
said,' all the attributes of the divine nature
And yet, for the most part, it is just the wise
necessarily ran the risk of being denied or pro- people that are found among these fook.— The
faned " (Calvin).
wisdom of the world and folly before God.
" Whoever will open the eyes of others, let him
5. Prophecy in Israel was a gift of the Spirit,
and already, as being so, h&l no restriction as to sex. see to it beforehand whether he himself has an
But when it came to be upheld by the Spirit of eye open God wards" (Stck.).
Ver. 4. "The
Christ, in whom there is neither mnle nor female spiritual foxes flourish the better, the more de(Gal. iiL 28), this overlooking of all sexual dis- graded the conditiou of the people" (Hbnost.).
tiuctions of necessity still more characterized it.
"The people in the wilderness of the exile wei-e
G. It is a symptom of dissolution of all social very mucn exposed to the false prophets " (LUTU.).
or the

laying claim

to,

possessiug such divine

re?eIation.

" Here, then, lay the

—

—

:

—

—

—

^

:

—

—

—
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Ver. 6. Fal«e prophets cannot pray.
The intercession of the prophets steps into the breach.
** Right doctrine is the right wall, just as it
"There is
also teaches right living" (Calv.).
no better wall than reformation of life " (Beel.

—

—

Bib.).— Vera.
no one ought

6, 7.

Without being sent by God,

to enter a teacher's office.
Vers. 8, 9.
have to give an account of our
words even. God convicts sinners sometimes out
of their own mouth.
Ver. 9. ** It is a fearful
thing to fall into the hands of God ; a king's
hau'ls we may escape, but not God's " (Stck. ).
**
Because the Jews have refused to become Christians, th^'y have not been enrolled in the register
** It is not enom^h that men
of Israel " (Cooc.).
should reckon us members of the Cnurch.
must know in our own hearts whether we have
the inwanl marks whereby the children of God
are distinguished from those who do not belong
to His family" (Calv.).— Ver. 10. "Ungodly
teachers preach to their hearers of good days
merely, and comfort them into hell, Jer. viii. 11"
(Stakkr).— "The wall is the mere external service of God ; and yet all the while the false prophets flatter them, trnat them as pious persons,
all without exception saints in Cnrist" (Bkrl.
Bib.).— The world, too, wishes peace, but not the
peace of God through Jesus Christ.
" God proclaims ^ peace to us, it is true.
But we must
wage war with ourselves and vdth our vices"
(Calv.).
There are among preachers those who
build without a foundation, and, alas also mere
outside-daubers.
[Scorr : " Some teach men to
expect safety from a comparative decency of moral
character ; some on account of formal or 8U|>erstitious observances ; some because they belong
to an ortliodox part of the Church, and have got
some notions of certain important doctrines ; some
because of their impressions and enthusiastic
reveries ; and others even by a direct abuse of the
crospel, and making Christ the minister of sin.
Men of learning and ingenuity employ themselves
in daubing these tottennjg walls with ud tempered
mortar, to prevent their weAkuess from being
discovered.
But they are all alike distant from
Chi-ist, the true foundation : they build not on

We

—

—

—

—

We

—

—

!

—

Him by a penitent faith, that worketh by love,
and pix)duceth obedience they either leave out
His merits and atonement, or the work of His
;

new-ci-eating Spirit, or the substantial fruits of
righteousness; and in different ways endeavour
to varnish, paint, and i*epair the old building,
instead of erecting a new one on a new foundation, for * an habitation of God throngh the

Spirit'"

— W.

F.]—" We

believe much moi-e
preach to us of glory, riches,

nsadily those who
peace, than those

and

who promise us nothing
yet the words of glory are
deceitful words, and the devil can veiy easily
mix himself up with prophecies of that sort, and
does it too ; but the cross abides and remains
(Bekl. Bib.).— False hope of life is a sign of
approaching death. Ver. 11 so.: "Every building of which I'aith has not hud the foundation
helplessly gives way when God's storms come*'
(Umbrbit).
"No doctrine of mere human renson can stand in the time of trouble and temptation ; but he who is built upon the doctrine of
the holy apostles and prophets has built his
house firm and sure, EnL ii. 20" <Cr.).— Man's
work, slim work ; God s storms, bad storms.—
Vain conceits, hypocrisy, and deceit do Qot stand

but the

cross.

And

—

—

in the divine judgment —Ver. 14. " The foundation is the important thing in building, and even
when the wall falls. For one may (1 Cor. iiL
12. 15) build on the true foundation all sorts of
things, which are consumed in the fire, yet so
that the builder himself is saved.
Here, on the
other hand, the foundation is false, and therefore
building and builder alike disappear" (Cocc.).
" It is Decides a peculiarity of tne judgments of
God, that they are a revelation, and make manifest to all the world what was deceit and false-

hood" (LUTHEtt).
Ver. 17 sq. " False prophets

for the most part
rear for themselves false prophetesses" (Cocc.).
" The woman Jezebel speaks (Rev. IL 20), alleging that she is a prophetess, by false interpretation, application, and perversion of Scripture,

whereoi each one chooses for his own use what
him best Of such cushions there are enou^
in the present day still, and God's mercy itself is
so perverted.
But whenever one would hunt and
would fain catch something, it is commonly the
destruction and death of the obiect that he has
in view.
And so here one seeks his gain and
advantage with and from the destruction of other
"What Satan cannot
Iieople" (Berl. Bib.).
accomplish by means of the male sex, he attempts
means
female.
by
of the
Acts xvi. 16 " (Starke).
" Effeminate is all accommodation theology.
It is its nature to set aside, as in general all that
is uncomfortable for the old Adam and gives him
pain, 30 especially the energy of the requiring
and punishmg divine righteousness the severity
of God, Rom. xi. 22.
Where Ezekiel puts the
ijushions, there we put ^terhaps the icy glove.
Besides the cushions for the hands of the Lord,
which touch [men in their natural state] very
ungently, they make coverings for the heads of
their penitents, that the hand of God may not
touch them ungently, and indeed for heads or
people of Iveiy stature, always according to the
greatness of the reward to be expected the greatv^t
For the king.
The higher any one is pla^, the
more zealously do they endeavour to clear his
conscience, as Jesuits l)f fore the Jesuits, differing
from their successors in this, that the latter haa
in view the interest and power of the Chun^li,
while the fonn^ serve merely their own Ixdlv"
(Hkngst.).— Ver. 18. "It is a striking, awlul
wortl, that a lie has the power to catch and to
A heart, indeed, for
kill souls" (Umbubit).
every head, for the wrong-headed even, the servant of God ought to have, but not pious cape for
" Sjitan keeps a large riclilv furnished
all heads.
store of rugs and pillows, such as cherished habits,
the exHm])le of others, the way of all the world,
church-going even, partaking of the Lord's Supper," etc. (St k.)— "God is angry with them,
for they prop up souls, hinder mem, lay under
their deeds a pillow of reward, f>?ach them to
place their reliance in their own thoughts aad
But they
imaginings, instead of in the truth.
become still worse tlirough a certain emotional
power, which flatters them with a semblance of
The jirophets who
life in the midst of death.
know how to produce this feeling of life with
their promises are more i-eadily s'x^ted as true
itrophets than those who cut off all supports, and
bring about death. A true prophet announces
nothing but destruction - war, famine, and death
And the reason is this, that
(1 Rings xxii. 8).
the prophesying of death must precede the prosuits

—

—

—

—

—

—
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phesrin^ of life" (Bkiil. Bib.).— Ver. Ifi. The
prophetic spirit of lyin^ a spirit of murder, and
also of blasphemy, putting an end alike to men's
fellowshin with one another and to their fellowship
with Goo. *'God is the truth ; with it He too
Taniahes, becomes the ghost of one that is dead.
But it was a special pledge of His love that God
gave them prophets, that He had promised the
With the prostitution
gift of prophets to IsraeL
of the uame of prophet God's own gracious name
must of necessity in a special way have been put
to shame, and uiat among His own people, as
distinguished above all other nations " (Calv.).
" They profane God among His |>eople, by making
Him take up a friendly position toward sin
(HsNOftT.).— To cast away the li^ng God for the

—

—

means of sustaining this earthly lire, what selfmurder
" Mark it, ve brethren of Gehazi, wliat
!

—

hatefbl leprosy, 2 Kings v." (Starke.)— "The
true and miUiful servants of God also kill souls

and make them alive
ami brings salvation

for the word of God is life,
to lost men ; and not less
docs it b»:ome a savour of death unto death to
those who are lo8t, 2 Cor. ii." (Calv.)— "Whoever wishes to live, let him betake himself to the
living God, to whom the word of life of all true
prophets points us. Every soul must die that
does not tread this way of life" (Calv.;.- ** Those
have no pleasure in the truth, must, in
;

who

accordance with the righteous judgment of God,

—

behave a lie" (0.).
"They would so fain
have it, that the false might turn out truth"
(Coca).

3.

1

2, 3

.

4
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Ver. 20 sq. That they do not remain unpunished is no special act of judgment on God's part,
but nothing else save the revelation of judgment
contained in the third commandment. The ten
commandments are full of judgment-seats for
** It is Uie everlasting comfort of the poor
God.
human race, exposed as it is to that spirit who is
a liar and a murderer, that the almignty God of
truth rules as a defender and protector of souls.
The Lord will also save and set free captive souls
from the hands of their deceiver and seducer ; for
in truth they are not irrational birds, destined for
fluttering and flying, but images of their Divine
" Pious hearts are filled
(Umbrbit).
Creator
with fear of God's name, and hence they are easily
vexed and taken captive with false doctrine,
delivered to Ihem in God's name** (Randgl.).
Ver. 22. "It is nevertheless sin not to comfort
or to trouble still more l^ose who are troubled,
as well as to strengthen the stitfnecked in their
wickedness, Ish v. 20" (Cr.).—The unlawful
" trouble," caused by certain preachers of repentance—Rightly to divide the word of God, a gift
and distinguishing mark of a true teacher. False
doctrine makes wounded hearts, but also hard
hands.
Ver. 28. False prophecy also was^ tp
cease until the appearance of the Great Prophet,
" Thus God was resolved to save
the Son of God.
His people under the New Testament ; so that
brother should no more need to teach brother,
because the fulfilment would be in their midst.
The Word Himself would in very deed become
flesh" (Cooo.).

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

the Idolatrous Seekers after Oraclex

(Ch. xiv.).

there came unto me men from the elders of Israel, and sat before ma
the word of Jehovah came unto me, saying, Son of man, these men
have caused their filthy idols to go up upon their heart, and the stumblingblock of their iniquity have they given before their face; shall I indeed
allow Myself to be inquired at by them 1 Therefore speak with them, and
say unto them, Thus saith tbe Lord Jehovah Every man of the house of
Israel that shall cause his filthy idols to go up to his heart, and shall put the
stumbling-block of his iniquity before his face, and comes to the prophet, I
Jehovah, do I answer him in that, in the multitude of his filthy idols ? In
order to take the house of Israel in their own heart, who have departed from
Me in all their filthy idols : Therefore say unto the house of Israel, Thus
8Mth the Lord Jehovah Repent, and turn from your filthy idols, and from
all your abominations turn away your face.
For every one of the house of
Israel, and of the stranger that sojourneth in Israel, if he shall separate himself from Me, and shall cause his filthy idols to go up to his, heart, and shall
put the stumbling-block of his iniquity before his face, and comes to the prophet to inquire in Me, I Jehovah answer him in Myself, And set My face
against this man, and make him desolate, for a sign, and for proverbs, and
cut him off from the midst of My people ; and ye know that I am Jehovah.
And the prophet, if he shall let himself be enticed, and speaks a word, I
Jehovah have enticed that prophet, and stretch out My hand upon him, and
destroy him from the midst of My people Israel.
And they bear their
iniquity ; as the iniquity of. him that inquires, so shall the iniquity of the
prophet be ; That the house of Israel may go no more astray from Me, and
may no more be polluted [deWe themseivci] in all their transgressions; and
that they may be to Me a people, and I may be to them a God,
sentence of
the Lord Jehovah. And the word of Jehovah came unto me, saying. Son
of man, if a land shall sin against Me, so that it acts very treacherously, and
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I stretch out mine hand upon it, and break for it the staff of bread, and
send upon it famine, and cut off from it man and beast ; And there are in
the midst of it these three men, Noah, Daniel, and Job,
they shall deUrer
their own soul [ufe] by their righteousness,
sentence of the Lord Jehovah.
If I shall cause evil beasts to pass through the land, and they bereave it, and
it becomes a desolation, because no one passes through because of the beasts
These three men in the midst of it as I live, sentence of the Lord Jehovah
they shall deliver neither sons nor daughters ; they alone shall be delivered,
and the land shall be a desolation. Or if I shall bring a sword upon this
land, and I tay, A sword shall go through the land, and 1 cut off from it man
and beast ; And these three men are in the midst of it as I live, sentence
of the Lord Jehovah they shall deliver neither sons nor daughters ; for they
alone shall be delivered.
Or if 1 shall send a pestilence on that land, and
pour out My fury upon it in blood, to cut off from it man and beast ; And
Noah, Daniel, and «Job are in the midst of it as 1 live, sentence of the Lord
Jehovah they shall deliver neither sons nor daughters ; they shall deliver
their own soul [ufe] by their righteousness. For thus saith the Lord Jehovah
How much more when I send My four sore judgment* sword, and famine,
and evil beasts, and pestilence upon Jerusalem, to cut off from it man and
beast
And [>er], behold, therein is left an escaped portion, who are brovght
forth, sons and daughters ; behold, they come forth unto you, and ye see
their way and their doings, and ye are comforted concerning the evil that I
have brought upon Jerusalem, all that I have brought upon it. And they
comfort you, when ye shall see their way and their doings ; and ye know ths^
not without cause have I done all that I have done in [npon] it, sentence of
the Lord Jehovah.
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KXEOKTICAL RKMARK8.
before the prophet, seenis to show that tbcy i
Vers. 1-8. The OccaHon.
The outward occa- waiting to see whether they might not hear tomesion for the dirine testimony in this chapter is thin^ from him, of course concerning Judah, confirst mentioned, and then the inwai-d occasion is cernmg Jerusalem, for in this direction was the
interest of all who were in exile turned (Introd.
set forth plainly.
Ver. 1. The outward occasion is furnished by pp. 8, 9).
[** For what purpose they came
a deputation in this way we explain the singular
^whether to ask
of the verb (K^an), which surprised the old com- counsel from the prophet regarding some point of
difficulty that had occurred to themselves, or to
mentatora.
More certainly is meant than U vietU hear what he might be prompted by the Spirit to
dee hommes.
Grotius sappoees ambassadors from communicate of seasonable instruction— we are
Falcstme, on occasion of the embassy of Zedekiah not expressly told.
But that they came in the
to Babylon (Jer. li.).
They were certainly from character of inquirers may be almost certainly
the exiles (Keil) ; to be distinguished, howeyer, inferred from ver.
8, where the Ixird at once profrom those of ch. viii. 1. Those Utter are alreaily ceeds, through His servant, to repudiate the idea
with the nrophet ; th* fonner first come to him. of His being inquired at by persons of such
It is not, however, merely because of the different character
persons who haa 'set up their idols
expressions used,— " elders of Judah," in ch. viii. in their heart, and put the stumbling-block of
1, while here we have
men from the eldera of their iniquity before their face. ' After this it is
Ifiael,— but rather because of the keeping apart scarcely possible to doubt that they came in the
as well as putting together which follows in ch. character of inquirers : though what might be the
xvi., that we shall have to think of ambassadors precise object of their inquiry is nowhere indicated
from the exiles of the kingd:>m of the ten tribes in what follows, unless we can suppose (what is
•
(comp. Introd. pp. 7, 8); whether they were in the
highest degree
probable) that the
themselves elders is not exactly said, but simply of the prophet was so framed as in some part to
that they came from the elders of Israel, out of meet the proposed subject of inquiry, ana thus
their midst
Comp. ch. xx-— TTiat they sat down incidentally to discover what tiie subject itself
|

1

I

'

—

—

]

|

—

:

•
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2-5.

they are sinners ag^niust
This 8apiM>8ition is confirmed by the idolatrous memories
us the moment we glance over Jehovah, they have already even l)een puuished
the contents of the chapter, that it falls into two by Him, but in heart, just as before, they are not
This, of course, is the
parts,
freed from their idols.
^the first (vers. 3-11) referring to the preliminary point respecting the character of the explanation of the strongly negative character of
iuqoiiers, and the remaining portion addressing the question.
Eh^KH, inf. abs. Niphal, for
it<«lf to asabject entirely distinct— God*s method
changed into «» according to
being
of dealing with a land and people when they \lh^T], n
hare reached a state of hopeless corruption and
Eimchi, because of the doubling of the n. In
depravi^. It is more than probable, therefore,
there lies an element of urgency or xeul,
that while God refused to give any formal answer
~ T
to such inquirers as those who now sat before the with which one seeks in order to find
^in the case
prophet, He yet, in this latter portion of the before us, asks in order to get an answer.
message, gave a substantial deliverance on the
Vers. 4-11.-4 further Disclosure of the Divine
question about which their anxiety had been Mind, with a more general reference, and in ver.
taiaed.'*—-Faihbaibn's HkekUl, pp. 148, 144. 9 sq. a special application to Vie prophet.
-W. F.]
Idolatrous oracle-seekers, as Ver. 4 a second
He was able certainly to anticipate thrir ques- time portrays them, generalizing the case before
tion
as is actually done in Ver. 2 sq.
inasmuch
us (i3^-^t<, although merely to the heart
as, by means of divine revelation, the still unex-

Mally was.
which

fftct,

;

ttrikefi

—

^^

—

—

—

pressed design of their coming is made known to
him, and in this way they are made manifest before him.
They wish, according to Hengst., "to
make an experiment, whether uiey cannot obtain
a more favourable answer through the prophet,
wliose fearfully threateninjj

^\^

(p^, see

announcement they

—

The

internal necessity of
it, from the connection of sin andunnishmeut, is
justified to their consciousness.
Tnis is the more
remote connection, the connection with what follows.
Hence Ver. 8, giving what forms the inner
Jeruflalem.

reason for the divine testimony.

—

—On

without

DH^^^a*

exception),

ver. 4 at the

sponds to their

have heard not without shuddering " (grace without repentance) ; but from the text we can only
learn that the older portion of the exiles put themst'lves in an exactly similar position toward
K/ekiel as that which, alike in the exile and at
Jerusalem, the people assumed toward the false
prophets.
Hence, Kzekiel treated like the false
prophets,
that is the immediate connection, the
connection with what precedes. The meaning is
not (as Hav., and also Cocc.), that the guilt of
the people in general, who so willingly hearken
to the lie (eh. xiii. 19), is to be brought out in
detail, by way of supplement to the guilt of tlie
false prophets already handled ; nor does Ezekiel
intena by his own example to make clear and
prominent the contrast between true and false
prophets.
But by the example of these men from
Israel, while he speaks to their conscience, he
predicts the impending divine judgment upon

Judah and

K^^K*

state.

have therefore

end) to expect what corre-

For DItIK, comp. on

ch.

IJehovah,

in emphatic antithesis to the
Hence, as well as because of ver. 3,
filthy idcQa.
where an answer is absolutely refused, ^n^Jip is &
ii.

1.

question without any particle of interrogation,
which after ver. 3 is unnecessarjr ( Hknost. ). The
Niphal of ruy means : to be inclined, to show
TT

[Ewald : ** I am beoneself willing to answer.
Myself, for," etc..
come bound to answer him
i.e. I can no longer remain in a mere Htate of
indifference towara him, but must treat him at
the right time as he deserves ( !). Cast el also, without the form of a question : I answer him, as is
becoming in the case of such idols. Cocc. refers
to this category such an answer on the part of the
prophet, tlSt the inquirer remains fixed in the
ninltitude of his idols, does not repent, 1 Kin^s
xxii. 23.]
na (Qeri, J53), because of the anti-

m

T

T

thesis to Jehovah, a pregnant announcement beforehand of what follows: '3^3, indicates the

[Others
condition in which the inquirer Is.
The fem. instead of the plural
accoi-ding to it.
while others have taken it as n!a, referring to 3*^,
or as a neuter for it, for this coming to the seer,
or (like Hitz.) read --a (Jehovah will answer in
:

see at ch. vi. 4.
The statement these men have
oftoaed their filthy gods to go up, etc., as bearing
on the object of the discourse we have just indinited. is expressed more exactlv by what follows

—

:

actual fact).] Ver. 5 is understood by most of a
good intention on the part of God in such answering, which is to correspond to their idolatr}', and is
and the stamhliiig-bloek of tneir iniquity, etc. to be given first in ver. 8. KEtL not merely to
bend theii- heart
(see on ch. vii. 19)
inasmuch as their idols are move and to benefit them, but to
by means of judgments, etc. Hitz. on the other
up upon
:

:

;

their heart (ch. xi. 6), the occasion taken
in oi^er to take them in their state of
therefrom (to fall into sin) is given or put before hand
According
their face (ver. 4).
[" Anything which, in con- mind, as their acting is perhaps legal.
for refusing an
sequence of the inward disposition of mind and to Hengst, giving- the reason
in order Siat they may attain to a knowwill, is conoeive<l of also as an object of attention answer
Batlier
conscience.
outwardly, and as the immediate occasion of cor- ledge of sin, to touch their
responding actions, is spoken of as coming up or does jyi^^ place in the foreground the ruling purput upon the heart, Isa. Ixv. 17 ; Jer. iii. 16, li.
It is their heart
pose in the call which follows.
50 ; 1 Cor. ii. 9 ; Jer. vii. 31, xix. 6, xxxii. 35
their idols
2 Kings xii. 5 [4] ; 2 Chron. viL 11 ; Acts vii. 23. God means to reach, just as it is there
» pronoun, not a conlive (vers. 8, 4).
- Dan. i. 8 ; 2 Sam. vii. 3 ; 1 Chron. xvii. 2
ntTK,
V -:
Acts V. 3."— Buck.] They are portrayed accordjunction.— nfa, as in Isa. i 4, Niph. reflexive of
ingly as persons whose spirit cleaves to the old
:

:

;
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where we have expression: "yz"^ "laili being talked over he gives
here we have
mlriKDf
himself to talk, speftks where he ought to have
T
T
been silent (ch. iii. 27), or was at least bound
^^yo, corresponding to what follows ^yp tt^B^nV
to demand repenunce (ver. 6), or else to announce
consequently, sjieaks in a way to
D^3 ^ taken by others as a repetition of the judgment
flatter the sinner.
The case is made quite evianbject all of them together.— Ver. 6. O^B^V dent by the explanatory apodosis; what has
^^f,

expressinz

in that case

deliberatiou

nlHK

;

^or

T

••

:

—

—

:

namely: DiT^S; not: your heart, as Hengst,
(Others: your wires, children, etc)—
Comp. Lev. xvii. 8, 10, 13, xviii. 26,
Ver. 7.
If it IS the rule for the stranger, much
XX. 2.

KashL

more

for eveiy one of Israel

—*3 Sh'Uyifp*

H^v.

already happened is God's iudgmeut on the prophet, punishment, since Jehovah rather siieaks to
His prophets, ^ves them His word and the result
whicn follows in the ease of this prophet is therefore merely the completion of tne divine judg;

ment Comp. ch.
we havt demoniac

vi. 14.

(1

Kings

xxii.,

where

elements, docs not properly
belong to the category before us).
From fear of
to apply to the prophet (as oi^gan) for counsel from
man, or from desire to please man, the prophet
Me (so that at bottom he inquireA of Me). Simi- suffers
himself to be persuaded to speak. Because
to inquire of him in Me
larly Henost.
to
he so depends on men, men get the mastery over
Kosisnm. inasmuch
inquire of Me through him.
him, but in these men the hand of God shows
Keil to sefk Me
us he pretends faith in Me.
itself a^inst him.
His leaning to men is his
dcU.
reflexively,
or
oommodi
of
him
himself
for
divine judgment ; the conjuncture brought about
(\^
who inquires). ^3 forms the antithesis to '2^ ('nzi by God, the prophet in this conjuncture left to
himself and to men. According to J. U. MichThe case is—after aelis, Hengst., it is intended in this way to
(ver. 4) or DH^^^iS ('^©r. 6).
obviate the objection drawn from the solitaiy
Ver. 10 comthe demand beinf made by the prophet (ver. 6), position of Jeremiah and Ezekiel.
as is presupposed—one of ag^vated hypocrisy, biner vers. 8 and 9.
By the equality of punishthat is, no longer mere commg to the prophet ment, the equality of the offence is proved.
The
with idolatrous hearts (vers. 8, 4), but an express oracle-seeker and the oracle-giver thus, by means
appeal to the Lord in spite of iuward cleaving to of their punishment, expiate their guilt, with
iuolatiy hence, a putting of trust in Him, although which they have burdened themselves in conseone is away from Him (ver. 7). Hence '^3fc< is no quence of their sin ; and as the punishment of the
one otfence corresponds to that of the other, it is
longer (as Heng-t.) a qnesdon, a refusing to thus clear that the guilt in both cattis is alike in
answer, birt in this case Jehovah reveals Him- God's si^ht. The tiivine intention therein - Ver.
But howt Ver. 8. 11 is,
self as giving an answer.
respect to all Israel, to prevent their
The divine answer demanded tiu'ns out to be one going astray, their defilement or |)olluting of
in actual fact ; the word of God is God's judg- themselves, on such devious |>athp (in all sorts of
ment. Comp. I-.ev. xviL 10, xx. 3, 6, 6 ; Dent, transgressions) for Israel's destination coutinuos
xxviii. 37.
In the face we have the revelation of to be the holy one of being Jehovah's people,
wrath. In the individual the land is already per- even as JehoAh's promise continues to be the
sonified (ver. 13 sq.).
^nTliOtrn) from qob^, glorious one of being theii- God. C\)mp. ch. xi.
20.
With this reference, so general in its* charac**
according to
to be desolate " (ch. xx. 26)
ter, the special case of the prophet comes to. an
others in the meaning to put in a state of dumb
end.
terror. £w. from ^Vff^ as also the ancient translaVers. 12-23. The Applicathn to JeruscUem {ver,
Vers.]
(Ps.
xUv.
[and
Eng.
tors
15 [14]).
21), atid the Justification thereof (vers. 22, 23).
'n1«i),
In accordance with what, from tho outset, has
Comp. on ch. formed the expectation of Uiose who had come lo
so that he becomes a sign, etc.
xii. 22.
Fzekiel, viz. that they should know the fate of
With a special application to the prophet, Ver. Judah (of Jerusalem), and in accordance farthttr
case
of
forth
the
one
to
whom
9 sets
one has come with whiit has been expressed, in a general way,
to inquire in the name of the Lord (ver. 7). That
by the divine discourse of the prophet in the
a prophet like Ezekiel was thought of, is not to shape of judgment on false oracle-seeking and
be interred from the occasion (ver. 1) ; at most we false oracle-giving, in accordance therewith the
may say with Hengst. '* Let not one make de- section (ver. 12 sq.) closes, inasmuch as there is
mands <m the true prophets which they are not an application of the judgment pronounced, first
able to fulfil, appealing to the utterances of the
to an unfaithful land, and then to Jerusalem exHitzig certainly maintains that
false ])rophets.
pressly ; an application which is seen to be the
tlic case of a prophet is 8Up|K>sed in the future who
more justifiable, as the j^ing astray and the polreally has, or in good faitn imagines tliat he has,
lution, which God designs to put awav for the
a word of God. But that the prophet supposed future by means of the judgment, still characis a false prophet is shown by the result.
First
terize the miserable remnant (vers. 22, 23).
of .all, nWB itself means to talk over a credulous
land, indefinitely ; not, however, for
Ver. 13.
person ; and hence the person meant here is one the purpose of giving utterance to a general prowho, from his own want of true faith, is not him- position as a rule (Kkil), but because the nearer
self acting rightly in a religious point of view, definition is expreissed by means of the charactev
and therefore cannot judge rightly what such act- of the land, and that as a character attaching to
The ''sinning" in generu is
ing is, and what is not. Of a desire for gain, it as a whole.
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A

honour, or such like, nothing is said ; we are not
specialized as: ^^D'^PD^i which
o think of Balaam. Then, farther, there is the
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in the strict sense which it everyComp.
it is a special expression.

stood therefore

where has
LeF. V.

when

21 [vi. 2]

;

Num.

v.

12

;

Deut

xxxii. 61

Chron. x. 13. There cleaves to
the word a contrast between the inward and the
oatward ; it speaks of secret unfaithfulness, of
JoaL zxiL

20

1

;
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16.

the thing itself is to be observed.
For these
come into consideration here neither as
regards their righteousness, as being patterns of
it, nor even as examples of those* who had been
themselves spared, as is commonly supposed.
DHpl^a (also in ver. 20) gives the reuson for
parties

and the like. And so it stands
their d^iverance merely, and 'D'n3^» ii* vers. 16
quite in accordance with ver. 8 sq.,
where the subject in hand was the duplicity of and 18, isolates them merely for the case in hand.
concealed acting,
here also,

false prophets,

oncle-seekcrs,

way for

and at the same According to their history, which is related to us
(Ewald sees in along with their names, all three, in fact, not

time

paving the

^

the treachery of Zedekiah, as a vassal

ch. xv. 8.

by oath to his liege- lord of Babylon, by his leantoward Egypt.) After such definiteuess in
the description or the sin of the land, the indefiniteness of the laud itself can occasion no diffiWhat is thus kept indefinite rouses the
culty.
bearers the more to think for themselves what
The indefinite expression preland it will be.
rapposes, in particular, that those '*men" (ver.
1), m>m their own conscience, miffht easily suping

what was wanting. There is also an element
a certain measure of secrecy on
the part of God, in return for their secret state of
heart.
Would that they would only ask! We
find ourselves in the act of applving what has
gone before to that land for which Jerusalem is
Hence the expression and I
the title (ver. 21).
ttreteh oat, etc., literally the same as in ver. 9.
ply

of retribution

—

:

As to the

rest,

there

is

a retrospective reference to

Cut off, as in ver. 8.—
V. 16, 17.
As the description up to this point is an
appeal ad hominem, to reflect and to determine
the land for themselves, so this number three,
might perhaps draw attention to the difference

eh.

iv. 16.

Ver. 14.

:

There it is promised that there
wUl be no destruction if there are ten righteous.
tt Gen. xviiL 32.

only three that are supposed, belonging
to quite dilferont periods, nay, not even mention^ in chronological order. The case supposed
is therefore, after all, an inconceivable one, to
show at once the impossibility of the land being
delivered ; or, if the thought were admitted that
three men like these were in it, yet the deliverance of the land is meant to be denied, since
the three would save their own life merely.
The
judgment on the land, and that as a judgment
that is all-embracing, corresponding with the
character belonging to each and all, is to be set
forth in aU four directions (comp. ch. v. 17) in
which it is pronounced, as one that is unalterable,
that stands fast for that land.
That is the
thoofht. That the elders who had come to the
prophet, as well as the people, had cherished the
nope (Keil) that God will, for the sake of the
ri^teous, avert the destruction of Judah and
Jertualem, is certainly nowhere even hinted.
[True, indeed, there is no express statement to
that effect.
But why is the prophet's message
thrown into this particular form ? Why should
h^ 80 emphatically declare once and again, and
again, and even a fourth time— that the presence
of tliese three righteous men in the land could
Qot avert its destruction, if no such thought was
larking in the minds of the elders and of the
people generally ?
Keil's view, which is also that
of f airbaim, is of course a conjecture, but a conjecture that has not a little probabilitjr.— W.F.I
As the diminution in number from ten in the fall
of Sodom to three here is noticeable, so as regards
Hoali, Daniel, And Job personally, a lowering in

Here

it is

—

their own lives, but exercised influence in the direction of saving otliers along
with themselves. In addition to Noah hiiuseif
(Gen. vii 13 stj.), his family was saved in the
ark, and even a selection of the creatures.
Daniel
not only saved himselt' and his companions, but
also arrested the execution of the wise men of
Babylon (ch. ii. 18).
The representation of
Hdvemick, and of those who follow him, is in
this matter as incorrect as in respect to Job, to
whose intercession for his friends Jehovah certainly has respect (ch. xlii. 8 sq.).
The climax,
also, which Klief. and Keil still concede to Havernick, has therefore no exi8ten(;e.
In the parallel
passage in Jer. xv. 1, Moses and Samuel are uot
supposed to be inhabitants of the land, like thoiie
here named ; who are also uot so specially Israel
itish personages, but of a more general historical
character, in harmony with the indefinite mode of
conceiving the land. (But comp. also for the connection with what precedes, Jer. xiv.) Daniel
figures between Noah and Job, not certainly in
order to his being canonized by means of the two
primeval personages (Hengst.), but— if this lifting into prominence of a still youthful contemporary by the insertion of his name between theirs
IS not to be reckoned mere flattery
because of
his universally (and especially by the exiles) recognised real and high importance for the faith of
Israel at the royal court.
Comp. also ch. xxviii.
3.
According to ch. viii. 1 (comp. with ch. xx.
we
are
in
year
of Jehoiarhin's capthe
sixth
1),
tivity.
Thirteen or fourteen years earher, in the
reign of Jehoiakim, Daniel was carried into exile
in nis youth.
The divine discourse, therefore,
makes rhetorical use of them as three personages
universally known for preservation against destruction, in order to represent the state of affairs
here in question as the moi-e hopeless ; for Noah,
Daniel, and Job will save nothing but their own
life, i.e. as the repeated assurance in the three
following cases expresses it with pathetic emphasis, neither son nor daughter, not to speak of
others, or even friends ; whereas Noah was able to
save beasts even, Daniel Chaldean magi, Job such
as were actually outside the community of Israel.
The apodosis begins with 'nsn.

bound merely saved

—

[Fairbairn: **The two most powerful and
honoured intercessors, Moses and SSamuel, could
not prevent or rectify the evil by their intercession, Jeremiah had said.
No, responds Ezekiel
from the banks of the Chebar nor could three of,
the most righteous men that have ever Uved,'
either in past or present times, do it by their
righteousness.
Though Noah, Daniel, and Job
were all at this moment in the land, they could
not stay the judgment of God from proceeding.
;

-W.F.]
Ver. 15.

now

\^ with the imperf, used

actually exisring,

of things not

but perhaps possible.—
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The wild

beasts of prey eonceirable in connection
with erery kind of devastation (comp. ver. 21),
here placed between famine and war.
(Henost.
" In the usual sense or in human form.") Comp.
ch. V. 17; Lev. xxvi. 22; 2 Kings xvii. 25.

served such destruction.

t6,comp.ch.vLlO.
D3n
T
•

Hence, as it
there said in reference to the consequence, the
not withresult) so here in reference to the cause
out being deserved. Chap. vi. of the remnant
Ch. xii. 20.
because
of
the
want
of,
be'^^HDt
themselves ; in our passage of those to whom they
are added as exiles.
We see that there is not
cause there is not, or so that there is not
Yer.
much hope of conversion for the former as a whole.
16: DK1*DK> they shall not do so, quite certainly.
That, even in the case of a relentless extermina—Ver. 17. Ch. vi. 8, xi. 8 —Ver. 19. Ch. v. 17, tion of the bad, " there should yet be left a remix. 8.
because
of
blood
shed,
bloodnot
nant of good " (Neteler), is certain, but is not
Dia,
It is thus opposed to the context
said here.
guiltiness, but: so that the outpouring of divine
when Hitzig, appealing in a singular way to
human
wrath manifests itself in the shedding of
Num. xiv. 31, understands by D^H^DH the
blood, i.e. either generally: through dying, or
T
more specially: through violent death, hence: as younger race who had not grown old in sin, who
in war, or that (Hrngst.) the epidemic is repre- shall conduct themselves in an irreproachable
sented as an execution as it were with the sword, way, just as they have by their blanielessness
or (HiTZ.) that a peculiar epidemic, which should saved themselves merely, not their parents also ;
make itself known by a vomiting of blood or the whereby, however, compassion will be only the
winding up, more stirred ; they will be a pleasing 9{>ectacle in
like, would be meant
Ver. 20.
and therefore a repetition of the three in the form their inoffensive and God-pleasing life. The right
of ver. 14.
knowledge is therefore to be this, that God has
Ver. 21. ^3 does not introduce the application, exterminated the wicked, has saved the iiinoc. nt,
consequently has judged righteously (with good
for all that precedes was already that ; but gives
Just as little have we here an asseveracause).
the reason why for the whole aeliverance is not tion (really, truly), as Havemick understands
to be thought of, only destruction, Jenualem
^3 ^Ki announcing a new, unusual judgment l)ebeing now named, as we shall see, in order to
justify such procedure with it. ^3 t|K, a climax, sides the four.
There of speaking, here of acting.

:

is

—

~

—

^

:

:

•

—

A

inasmuch as the separate judgments given above
as examples are now all four together, and with
definite certainty

Own^,

ptrf

pronounced upon

)

Jerusalem.
(Henost. How much more must it
manifest itself in the servant who knew his
master's will, and did it not !) The number four
may possibly symbolize the completeness of the
jnd^ent, as one on all sides (Klief. ). Formerly
(amine was first here it is the Bword, because the
calamity of war lay immediately before them. In
consequence of it the other three judgments came
after one another, and side by side with one
War brings famine into the cities,
another.
corpses outside, which attract the beasts ; and
from all there follows the pestilence. It is superiuous in Hengst. to point to ch. xix. 2 for figureAve beasts. Jerusalem is thus the **land' formerly spoken of, represents it. Ver. 22. It is
exceedingly striking (nim)f that after all a num:

:

DOCTRINAL RErLECTION&
1. Not merely in view of the dangerous position of Israel in the midst of the heathen nations,
but as flowing from the peculiar relation of Jehovah to His people as chosen from mankind,
there is a prophecy under the Old Covenant
mediating that covenant For the Holy Ghost
was not yet present, John vii. 89. God speaks
and manifests Himself in demonstration of the
Spirit and of power by the mouth of His holy
prophets. Extraordinary gifts of the Spirit assert
a p'Hce for themselves things perceived in vision,
disclosures by means of the dream, profoundly
significant utterances and signs occur even in tlie
;

But prophecy becomes a prophetic office and formally an order of
prophets, and that especially the more the priesthood sinks, and the commonwealth of Israel is
Ever
secularized by means of the kingdom.
stedfast to Jehovah, and regulating itself by His
ber esoftpe the judgment, who are carried captive
laV, this prophecy preserved its genuine character
to Babylon (to ycm) ; but they are not those who
and pi-ove<.l its genuineness just as it continued
save their life by their righteousness, but those
service of individual needs.

—

;

who

are to justify Jehovah's righteousness ad
oaUos (Dlin)f <^id that by means of their way ;

not in the sense of

lot,

or

what happens to them,

but in the connection here, where QTii^^^W gives
the more exact explanation, as designating their

walk, just as
'

DH^^^V

itself indicates their

habi-

tual actings, and, indeed, their bad way of acting.
Ye shall convince yourself with your own eyes

that these escaped ones might ratner be regarded
as an irony, a caricature of theae three men.
'fe

JW

**
:

M respects all that

'*

Still

more

clear

Ver. 28 that it will be a comfort through
the persons themselves, and that it will consist
in the knowledge that such corruption had de-

is it in

to uphold, with the force of constitutional law
and with a reformer's energy, the sovereignty of
Jehovah ugaiiist every power which rose up against
it.
As, however, in spite of this, the natioiuU
life sank to the verge of dissolution, there appeared, in opposition to the divine ordinance of
true prophecy, an order of false propheta, devoted to idols and to the court, which enjoyed
It cultivated
the sympathies of high uiid low.
the rhetoric of a phraseology at once yielding
in other re.s|tects having manifold
with the journalism of the present duy
In iiaeit
as it is exhibited by the French press.
thoroughly ungodly, it affects outwardly the apSearance of a species of religiosity, which certainly
esires to know nothing of sin, and conseIt brands
quently also nothing of punishment
with the suspicion of fanaticism and hypocrisy

and

heroic,

affinities
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CHAP. XIV.
the zealous prophecy of the law, which, in opposition to the ridicule as well as blandishments of
the spirit of the age, has to proclaim the reformer's call to repentance, and along with that,
in e?er louder tones, the prophecy of judgment.
2. As Jer. xxix. 1 S explains the zealous seek1^ (bH^) ^'i^ ^be whole heart, the seeking

iVpn) which finds, it is a standing requirement
from all who would draw nigh to God that they
believe that He is (Heb. xi. 6).
The idolatrous
practical atheism corresponds neither to the one
nor the other.
Thus there can be no talk of
finding or letting oneself be found.
The answer
of Geld, which is therefoi-e no answer, as the
parties in uue&tion also have not yet inquired, is
consequently a declinature ; and that of a special
kind, to allow of its being got by inquiry.
But
it is the nature of idols to l^ able neither to hear
nor to answer. Accordingly, if Jehovah is not
to wear the semblance of an idol. He must not
only show Himself as one that hears, but as one
who tries the heart and reins, and understands the
thought afar off; and His silence will have to be
regarded as speaking, in the same way as His
speakinff as it passes over into the virtual answer
of punisnment, of judgment.
3.
In the heart the stream of our life is
^thered up, alike in its outflow and inflow. To
It the Bible assigns the central place, both in a
corporeal and spiritual point of view.
Comp.
Beck, UmrtM aer bibl. Seelenkhr.e, 3 Aufl. p.
74 sq.
Its hidden depths are known to God
alone, who at the same time takes hold of man in
his conscience, when He takes him in his heart.
In this way He makes the unanswerable witness
8f«ak of guilt and punishableness ; and alike for
faith and for love, the whole heart, the full
activity of man's reason and emotional nature, as
it has its sphere in the moral self-determination
of the personal consciousness, is claimed. In accordance with such a meaning of the heart mitst
the call to turn from their idols be understood as
a taking hold on God's part of the heart of Israel.
4. The case of the prophet who allows himself
to be persuaded, to be enticed, illustrates to us
the course of punishment.
It is not merely that
God permits the temptation, the misleading,
although it proceeds originally from the indwelling sin (Jas. i. 14), for every following sin is at
the same time a punishment of that which goes
**
before.
In virtue of a divine law, the man is
compelled either to take back the sin with regret, rep<*ntance, conversion, to its commencement and its principle, or to continue in its path
towards his punishment" (Nitzsch).
**God has
no inactive part in the development of sin ; He
knows how to giiide the matter throughout, so
that sin attains its full maturity, and orings on
punishment He takes care that there can be no
standiuff still, no halting at an intermediate
atage ; He makes the occasions and removes the
liindrances" (Hengst.).
Thus God gives up the
atmier to his sin, but reveals Himself at the
same time in His power, whereby there is always
Ipven along with the sin corruption, and that as
punishment ; and in this way He causes the
righteous reward to come ui»on him.
6. As the false prophets appear in connection
with national corruption as a definite sta^ in
the development, so likewise they arc put
relation to Jehovah, and in this relation are recog-

nised as a dispensation of God, as a divine jutigment, although at the same time meant lor
separation and decision in Isi-ael.
To this we
must refer the ** testing," for which provision is
made in Dent. xiiL **The fact that false prophecy sprang up with quite peculiar energy about
the period of the exile, appears accordingly not
to be accidental and devoid of significance.
The
process of separation between the pious and the
ungodly was thereby accelerated.
But that
period is only the bringing to light of a truth
which retains its import onwards to the end of
the world, 2 Thess. ii. 9 sq." (Hiv.)
["The
point chiefly to be noticed in this deliverance oi
the mind of God is the connection between the
self-deceived people and the deceiving prophet
regarding whom it is said, in peculiarly strong
language, * I the Lord have enticed (or deceived)
that prophet.* It is an example in the highest
sphere of the lex talionis.
If the people were
auicere in their desire to know the mind of God,
for the purpose of obeying His will, the path
was plain. They had but to forsake their idolatries, and the Lord was ready to meet them with
direction and ble^ising.
But if, on the other
hand, they were bent on playing the hypocrite,
professing to inquire concerning Him, while their
hearts in reality were cleaving to corruption,
punishment was sure to overtake them, and that,
too, in the first instance, after the form of their

own iniquity. God would chastise their sin with
a corresponding sin and as they had rejected
the safe direction of the tnie light, he would
send the pernicious delusion of a false one.
Prophets would be given them, who should reecho the deceitfulness that Hiready wrought in
their own bosom, so that their iniquity should
prove their ruin." Faikbairn's J^ckki, p. 147.
;

—W. F.]

6. "In the juxtaposition of Daniel with the
exalted figures of Noah and Job, we have a solid
support for the historical character of the book
of Daniel.
Besides, the connection with eminent
wisdom in ch. xxviii. is exactly tlie characteristic
feature in the persoAality of Daniel, as it is
represented in his book " (Henost.).
.

HOMILETIC HINTS.
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Ver. 1 sq.

**
:

Hypocrites

men, but not God, Ps.

—

xii.

may indeed dec< ive
2, 8" (Gr.).
icta

*'So also the scribes and Pharisees came to
Christ in the gospel: not that they wislied to
learn of Him, but for the purpose of tempting
Him " (Luthrr). ^As the prophet is here warned
of God, set right through the Spirit, so Jesus
y.

—

—

We

**
in man (John ii. 24, 25).
learn from this how false men are; for who
could have supposed this of old men, who wei-e
near the grave? (Luthkr.)-To listen to God is
" It is not wron^
to get clear insight as to men.
for one to ask counsel of teachers in doubtlul
cases but those teachers are to give it not ac*cording to the imaginations ol their own heart,
but according to the leading of God's word"
(Starke). —"Those parties do not judge rightly
who do not wish to put the images out of the
temples until the idols are away out of men's
ought rather to give testimony
hearts.
against both^ because God in His word rejects
For if the former ars
images and idols alike.
not removed from the eyes of men, there remaim

knew what was

—

;

We
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the danger that one may again worship them.
From the adulterous woman, the clothes, rings,
letters of her paramours must be taken away,
that she may not again be reminded of her lovers.
This holds good also of the spiritual adultery of
superstition " (Luther).— "Such a filthy idol is

own righteousness, the high opinion which
a man has of his own works, Phil. iii. 7, 8 "
(Cooc).
"Moat men have something on which
their heart's dependence is placed, and in this
way are chargeable with a refined species of
idolatry.
Hence it is no wonder if God does
not hear their prayer, John ix. 81 " (Starke).
**
From the despisers of the truth the word of
God is taken away, Acts xiii. 46" (0.).— The
speaking and silence of God here, as in the case
of Jesus before the Sanhedrim and before Pilate.
"Answering as well as greeting is a sign of
good- will and friendliness ; and so God shows His
indignation when He does not answer, or does
not answer as one desires.
As e.g. happened to
Saul" (Luther). Ver. 4. "God leaves sinners
without answer and help, in order that they may
come to the knowledge of their sin" (Henost.).
Ver. 6. God aims at the heart of man.
Ver.
6. Conversion is a step backward, but one which
is also a step forward, and that from idols to the
living God.
Vers. 7, 8. As with respect to
whole lands, so with respect to the individual
man, visitation ends at last in utter destruction.
He that wooed to repentance adjudges to perdition.
The heart which has become stone is rejected.
Lot's wife, for example^ is a sign
proverbs are such as Sodom and Gomorrha, Dathan
and Abiram, Judas, etc. The cutting oif from
Israel often takes place inwardly, so that only
the individual himself knows about it— "Although God does not always cause hypocrites to
be publicly put to shame, yet the testimony of
one's

—

—

—

—

—

—

asking after truth and speaking of
thcrefoi-e to hypocrites also, but as righteousness.
God plants
the pious, but roots out the ungodly, hearers and
teachers alike " (Starck,.
Ver. 11. And yet all
at last turns out for the good of His children.—
"If the flourishing of the false prophets serves
to test the faith of the pious, tneir fidelity in
confesfdon, their stedfastness, the judgment ou
them and on those who follow them confirms the
pious in their piety " (Luther). —Even the burning houses of the wicked are a light on the wav
of the pious.
^The universal approbation which
apostasy from God enjoys in the world would
lead, if it were possible, to the very elect being
And therefore not
seduced in such days as ours.
only must the world pass away with the lust
thereof daily before the eves of those who, blessed
be God, can see, but striking judgments of God
as well must confirm to those that hear God's
word the fact that it alone abideth for ever.
" How merciful is God, who reclaims the wanderers, and cleanses the polluted, and in His
judgments still fulfils His promises! " (Luther.)
the former sufl^erver. 13. Land and people,
ing for the sake of the latter, the latter through
the former.— Sin the destmction of the people.
"Although public calamities have their natural
"
causes, they stand under God's government
ing

all his

truth.

—God manifests Himself

—"

—

—

—

—

(Starke).— Ver. 14. "The Jews in all likelihood
placed much reliance on the commandments and
the intercession of the saints, and supposed that
on this account they need not be afraid of th«
;
threatening of the prophets. But such empty
hope Ezekiel dismisses" (Luther).— Ver. 15 sq.
" If the godly in such judgment cannot be
heard when they pray for the ungodly, how
much less will the latter find audience for their
own persons!" (Luther.) Godliness has the
"
promise of this life also.
" The cause of wars is
often punishment enough

—

—

their own conscience is
(Or.).
"Because God sees, nears, knows all, He
will one day also give an answer as respects all,
not only to pious hearts, but also to the ungodly,
although- such an answer is long delayed " (W.).

—

——

which God means to punish but He means
godly also in their patience, and to
Vers, 21-28. "In a
visit them" (Luther).
similar relation with the people of the Old
—Vers. 9, 10. "When tl!e men of the world do Covenant stand the Christian nations, only that
"
not hear from the true prophets what they would in their case the responsibility appears enhanced
like to hear, they are wont to seek out the false
prophets.
In this way they have already fallen
into the judgment of God, for there are no false

sin,

;

to test the

—

—

(Hengst.).
God's righteousness is clearly manifested in those that perish, as well as by means

of those that escape.— "The ungodly man, so
But now they are long as he remains unconverted, at most keeps
"
expressly said to share also the judgment on the in check, but never changes, his disposition
false prophets'* (Luther).
"Such miserable (Luther). "Comfort lies m the justification of
men, who themselves lie under the destiny of the ways of God. Knowledge of the greatness
God, are led by Him whither they will not, and and depth of sin this is in all cases the chief
are hastening to meet the judgment, cannot pos- foundation of the theodicy" (Hengst.).— Even
sibly furnish a staff for others " (Hengst.).
He these miserable ones may be an apologetic.
who does not wish the truth— and truth for man
So long as we do not understand that God on
consists first of aU in the knowledge of sin
is just grounds acts sternly, so long are oui* souls
brought to ruin at last by the lie, notwithstand- distressed and tormented " (Calv.).

prophets without God's

will.

—

—

—

—
—

The Parable of the Vine Tree for

4.
1,

the

Burning

(ch. xv.).

And

the word of Jehovah came unto me, saying, Son of man, what shall
wood of the vine be more than any wood ! the vine- branch which was
3 among the tree.s of the forest
Is wood taken thereof to do any work %
Or
4 do they take a peg of it to hang any vessel thereon 1 Behold, it is [^—]
given to the fire for fuel [food] its two ends the fire consumed, and its middle
5 is scorched is it fit fdr any work I Behold, in its uninjured state, it will not
do for any work ; how much less, when the fire hath devoured it, and it ia

2

the

!

;

;
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will it still do for any work?
Therefore, thus saith the Lord
Jehovah, As the wood of the vine among the wood of the forest, which I
have given to the fire for fuel, so have I given the inhabitants of Jerusalem.
7 And I have set My face against them ; from the fire they went out, and the
fire shall consume them ; and ye know that I am Jehovah, when I set My
8 face against tihem. And I have made the land a desolation [a wadernet^j^
because they, have committed treachery sentence of the Lord JehovaL

6 scorched,

:

Ver. 2. Sept.:
y«r. 4. Ufti
y«r.

y»tr»^ Vnlg.:
quidjkt.
i wp$ )id«nu
mt Mttr ittrnvr^ m*8ttpf$9 »6mt AmOi^m*—
.

.

.

-n

«»

.

For Yi^2 there

ft.

.

U

.

.

.

.

^2-

a plural reading:

EXEQBTICAL REMARKS.

not repNud the
and this
—
not expressly said that

it

d^enerate, had borne no fruit at

all

had become
or bad fruit

is

among the

plantinff,

is

^but it is

A

figure (vera. 1-5) and its apjolication (vers.
«^). TT»e former u. cniod out in detail ; the
latter follows in the shape of interpretation.
With much plausibility, Neteler (comp. ver. 7 with
eh. xiy. 22 sq. ) refers what follows specially to
"the remnant left over/' in support of which the

,

(Sksa^^" the vine-ehoot

=

which

the case here

the vine which corresponds
trees of the forest "
with the forest-trees in barrenness, as it is mere
wood ; the wild vine does not occur at all in

—

Scripture),
the questions that follow naturally
ecmnection with what precedes might be pleaded
Ver. 3.
suggest ti^emselves in this connection.
but it must not be forgotten that this remnant For use its diameter even unfits it (Hitzig)
re the justification of the judgment on the while its appearance is too paltiy for ornament,;
whole ; and hence, that the reference generally and it is too weak to bear anything except fruit.
to Judah and Jerusalem is to be maintained.
Ver. 4. Useless as wood, because it is of service
Ver. 2. The figure of the vine or vineyard is
merely for its fruit, it fsklls of right to the fire
in current use for Israel (Deut. xxxii. 82 ; Isa.
(John XV. 6 ; Matt. vii. 19). But still less is to
V. ; Hoe. x. ; Jer. ii. 21 ; Ps. Ixxx. 9 [8]
Matt,
be thought of it, and therefore, just as at the
zxi SS sq.) in manifold shades of meaning,
beginning (ver. 2) a question was put as to its
sometimes the noble vine, sometimes the degene- fate, the question is renewed in view of the effect
i«te, sometimes the wild vine. The latter is perhaps
,
^,
-^ - L - of the fire. The two ends are in the application
X i.1J ^the ije? lying at the foundataon, no stress, how^aps not so much the kingdom oKthe ten
cver,bcmg laid upon it;but the vmem^neral,as ^1^3^^^^
bribes of Israel
compajBd with otVr wood, is m«mt to Ibe spoken ^„ ^he one side and on the other so that the
that the figure of thejine furnishes merely
of,
^^^^^
^^^ ^^^ \^ question,
as It were, the customary title of Israel. What ^ j^dah ^ith Jerusalem; or the latter alone,
snpenonty has Israel, although the so-called,
** vine,** as a nation over other nations ?
Culture partic. Niph. of ttn.
Figure and reality run~ ^
inakes the vine a vine, just as it causes it to
What is in prospect is
one
another.
ning
into
bear noble fruit. Now, however, instead of the
despised culture, there manifests itself the judg- in part realized fact, on the ground of which a
the wood of|ft»Ttlier question is put (Matt iii. 10; Heb.
ment of God! Hence, also, 'yv:
^
vi. 8).
Ver. 6. nSH resumes the parallel njn of
the vine. n^n*"nD» not so much what supe,*'•'
What could not even be in its uninjured
ver. 4.
,
.„ ,
.
^
nonty has it? as rather: what will be its fate? gt^^^j^ can much less be when the case stands
bow will it fare with it? as judgment is hinted ^j^ it as in ver. 4.

—

;

i

—

;

.

.

.

i-

.

M

^^^

;

.

nm
M

!

;

>

;

i

—

'

!

—

:

I

;

«t.

inrh^fly

.

'

•

7

Every other wood can be made use
^,

^

.

'

The carrying out of the

figure already indicated
now inter-

Jits reference generally; the application

!

?_i_.i.^i.*'_ -^u-vivf-^.^rT
i
of no service ^^.-^^
prets it expressly of the inhabitants of Jerusalem.
except for its fruit. The answer supposed for Ver. 6.
1^nn3"*)B^» »^ch a destiny as has just been
the question, therefore, not merely denies the claim
to a oetter fkte,. but even makes the wood of the made to take effect Henost. ** which I give **
vine inferior to other wood, that is to say, when by a law of nature with resard to the vine.
Ver.
This is the intermediate 7. Ch. xiv. 8. From the &e, etc., that is to say,
it fails of its aim.
thought, which the apposition (corresponding as in the sense of vers. 4, 6. Already burnt, they
it does with the accents): '-|C*>C rntetn» explains. would have re(^uired to be on their guard against

of

;

the vine, on the contrary,

is

:

—

—

Differently the Sept. and Vulg. iTJiOT
T

But in this way tj^t is only * ' the beginning of the end" (Heno«t.). Many expositors

(commonly the fire.

J

from paring or pruning; according to point specially to the experiences oi*^ the divine
But
from intertwining
or, ** that which wrath under Jehoiakim and Jehoiachin.
shoots ; ** '^c^ is used to express a process that comp. on vers. 4, 5. (Grot proverbially coming
-T
out of the one, the other wiD fall upon them.)
of nipping off—derived from vine-culture) is the Ch. V. 4, X. 2.— Ver. 8. Ch. xiv. 15, 16, 18.

•o

called

others,

;

—

pbnt of the vine (Isa. xvii. 10), which accordfng)v has been removed from its original habitat
in the wilderness, in order to be planted, to be
The masc. n^H refers to wood, as
cultivated*
TT

bdng

the connection

tlicv^t oL

8o

in which the

also in ythat follows.

miDT ^

:

DOCTRINAL REFLECTIONS.
The temple of Herod even was decked off
of Israel the
with the ** distinguishing mark
vine and its clusters (Joskphus, Wars of the Jew$.
1.

**

If it has T. 6. 4).
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"
If thou hast, why
is here called the ** wood," Paul would and edifying others (Starck).
boastest thou thyself, seeing thou hast received
by the words " after the flesh."
Keep what thou hast, tl^t no man rob thee of
8. " The chosen people of God, if they deny arid it ?
** The intention of the prophet is to
profane the Holy Spirit of heavenly fruitfulness, thy crown.
who works in thcni, are, as regards the barren humble tiie foolish self-confidence of the people,
wood of their original stock, less tlian all other who boasted themselves of the gifts of (Jod*8

What

2.

express

:

—

nations " (Umbreit).
nation or an individual to whom God
4.
has made Himself known, and who turns His
grace into lasciviousuess, sinks far beneath those
who have not known God. Heb. vi. 4 sq."

"A

grace, as if they were .mere natural excellences.
On t^e ground of His benefits they took a stand

—

i*The comparison with
against God" (Calv.).
plants and trees is in many respects a suitable
" Believers have but a
one for man " (Starck).

—

mean appearance

before the world ; but in Christ,
they are fruitful, John xv."
5. " The Church is not to be a wilderness, but the True Vine,
who looks at the vine as rea vineyard ; is not to bear flowers only, or leaves (Starke.)—
and twigs merely, but fruit. She is not an apple- gards its wood will scarce reckon it among the
It lies at the feet of the trees of the forest.
tree or fig-tree, but a vine. Wine cheers, inspirits, trees.
Outwardly insignificant, there i» the Their wood far surpasses its wood. But because
enlivens.
The grace of Christ work- God had planted Israel, he came forth fi-om the
noblest power within.
Out -of Egypt God
wilderness of all the nations.
ing through poor apostles " (a Lapide).
Other nations,
brouffht him (Ps. Ixxx. 9 [8] sq.).
on
contrary, flonrisn^ oy means of arts,
HOMILETIC HINTR.
These
riches, population, capacity for war, etc.
Ver. 2 sq. The question as to superiority was were lofty forest trees, which drew the eyes of all

(Henost.)

"He

&e

called forth by the vainglory and self-complacency of Israel. They boasted of being su^^enor,
and therefore what they are to become is held
up before them ; for it is not what we seem to
ourselves to be that constitutes our superiority

over others, but it is what has come out of us
that will ultimately show whether we are to go
The end decides
to the right hand or to the left.
the beginning good,
It is not
the matter.
*'
Our faith constitutes our
everytliing good.
Buperiority, proving itself as it does in our conduct

—

:

6.

upon them.

Israel stood and fell with God's
grace" (Calv.). To the Jews the law was given
very much as a vine-dresser's knife, that they
might bring forth more fruit
Ver. 6 sq. "God is always punishing ; but the
punishment is unto destruction when He sets His
face against the sinner" (Luther).— "The fact
that one evil is past makes men secure without
reason, for ainother comes after it" (Starck).
"Let us learn from this chapter to beware of
fleshly security " (Luther).

—

The Story of the Lewd Adulteress (ch.

—

xvi.).

And the word of Jehovah came unto me, saying, Son of man, cause Jem
2
3 salem to know her abominations ; And say, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah unto
Jerusalem Thy origin [extraction] and thy b^h is of the land of the Canaanite
4 thy father was the Amorite, and thy mother a Hittite. And [u regards] thy
birth, in the day that thou wast bom, thy navel was not cut, neither wast
thou washed with water for cleansing ; and thou wast not rubbed with salt
5 at all, nor wast thou wrapt in swaddling-bands at all. No eye had pity upon
thee [looked upon ihce conipuMionateiy], to do One of theso things for thee, to bend
over thee ; and thou wast cast out upon the face of the field [upon the open aeid],
And I passed
6 in contempt of thy soul [life], in the day that thou wast born.
by thee, and I saw thee stamping [or. trampled]^ in thy blood, and said unto thee,
Ten thousand
7 In thy blood live and [y««] said unto thee, In thy blood live
[myrud*] like the bud of the field I made thee [to be. to become] ; and thou didst
mcrease [diJ»t grow up] and wax great, and camest to most excellent ornament
thy breasts became firm [rose ui-], and thy hair grew, yet thou wast naked and
8 bare. And I passed by thee, and saw thee, and, behold, [it was] thy time, a
time of movements of love, and I spread My wing over thee, and covered
thy nakedness ; and I swore unto thee, and entered into covenant with thee
sentence of the Lord Jehovah and thou becamest Mine. And I washed
9
thee with water, and rinsed thy blood from ofif thee, and anointed thee with
10 oil. And I clotJied thee with broidered work, and shod thee with tachash,
11 and wrapped thee round with byssus, and covered thee with silk.
And I
decked thee with ornament, and put bracelets upon thy hands, and a chain
12 about thy neck. And I put a ring in thy nose, and earrings in thine ears,
13 and a splendid crown upon thy head. And thou didst adorn thyself with
gold and silver, and thy clothing was byssus and silk and broider^ work
fine flour, and honey, and oil didst thou eat ; and thou wast [becamest] exceed^

1,

:

!

!

—

—
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ingly beautiful, and didst prosper into [attain unto] a kingdom [kindly authority or
dinnity].
And thy name went forth among the heathen for thy beauty ; for
it was perfect through
adornment, which I put upon thee sentence of
the Lord Jehovah. ^And [yet] thou -didst trust in thy beauty, and didst play
the harlot upon thy name, and didst pour out thy fornications upon every
one that passed by ; his it was. And thou didst take of thy garments, and didst
make for thyself hiffh places, spotted [patched] ones, and didst play the harlot
upon them: they should not come, neither should it be. Aiid thou didst
take articles of thy splendour [thy (.piendid jeweia] of
gold and
silver,
which I had given thee, and did^t make for thyself images of men, and didst
play the harlot with them. And thou didst take thy broidered garments,
and didst cover them ; and
oil and My incense thou didst set before them.
And
bread which I gave thee, fine flour, and oil, and honey I gave thee
to eat, and thou didst set it before them as a sweet savour and it was so
sentence of the Lord Jehovah.
And thou didst take thy sons and thy daughters, whom thou barest unto Me, and didst sacrifice them to them to devour
was it less than thy whoredoms 1 And thou didst slay My sons, and gavest
them up, in causing them to pass through [theHre] for them [i>. fur fh« idoi«].
And with all thy abominations and thy whoredoms thou didst not remember
the days of thy childhood [youth], when thou wast naked and bare, wast
stamping [trampled] in thy blood And it came to pass after all thy wickedness woe, woe unto thee 1 sentence of the Lord Jehovah ^That thou didst
build for thee a vault, and didst make for thee a high place in every street.
At every head of a way [croaiway. parting-way] thou didst build thy high place,
and didst put to shame [didst abhor] thy beauty, and didst spread out thy
And thou
feet to every passer-by, and didst multiply thy whoredoms.
didst whore after the sons of Egyjpt, thy neighbours, great of flesh, and
And, behold, I
didst multiply thy whoredoms, to provoke Me to anger.
hand over thee, and diminished thy allowance, and gave
stretched out
thee to the soul of them that hated thee, the daughters of the PhilisAnd thou didst whore after
tines, who were ashamed of thy lewd way.
the sons of Asshur for want of being satisfied and thou didst whore with
them, and still wast not satisfied. And thou didst increase thy whoredom unto the land of Canaan, Chaldea, and even with this wast not satisHow exhausted [apent with longing] is thy heart sentence of the Lord
fieii
Jehovah when thou doest all this, the doing of an imperious whorish woman.
When thou didst build thy vault at the head of every way, and madest thy
high place in every street, thou wast not like the harlot, to scorn the hire.
The woman that committeth adultery under her husband receiveth strangers
To all harlots they give [are accustomed to give] a present [a gm], and [vet] thou
gavest thy presents to all thy lovers, and didst make presents to them, to
come to thee on every side for thy whoredoms. And there was in thee
the contrary of women ; in thy whoredoms they did not follow after thee for
whoredom, and in thy giving of hire when no hire was given to thee ; and
harlot, hear the word of Jehovah.
thou wast the contrary. ^Therefore,
Thus saith the Lord Jehovah Because thy brass was poured out [emptied out],
and thy nakedness uncovered in thy whoredoms with thy lovers, and with all
the filthy idols of thy abominations, and according to the blood of thy sons,
whom thou hast given unto them ; Therefore, behold, I am gathering all
thy lovers, to whom thou wast pleasant, and all whom thou hast loved, with
all whom thou hast hated ; and I gather them against thee from round about,
and uncover thy nakedness unto them, and they see all thy nakedness. And
I judge thee with the judgments of adulteresses and of those who shed blood
and I make thee into blo(S of fury and jealousy. And I give thee into their
hand, and they throw down thy vault, and demolish thy high places ; and
they strip thee of thy clothes, and take the articles of thy splendour [thy apieodu
And they bring up a company against
Jeweia], and leave thee naked and bara
theBi and cast at thee with stones, and hew thee down with their swords.
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41

42

43

And they burn thy houses with fire, and execute judgments upon thee before
the eyes of many women ; and I make thee cease from being a harlot, neither
And I make My fury rest in thee, and My
shalt thou give hire any more.
jealousy departs from thee ; and I take rest, and I will no more be angry.
^cause thou hast not remembered the days of thy childhood [>outt»], and
didst rage against Me in all this, behold, I also have given thy way upon thy
head sentence of the Lord Jehovah and hast thou not committed lewdness
above all thy abominations 1
Behold, every one that deals in proverbs shall utter a proverb against
Thou art thv mother s
thee, saying, As is the mother, so is her daughter.
daughter, that spumeth [caiteth oft] her husband and her children ; and
thou art the sister of thy sisters, who spumed their husbands and their
children; your mother id a Hittite, and your father an Amorite.
And
thy great sister is Samaria, she and her daughters, that dwell at thy left
and thy smaller sister than thou, that dwelleth on thy right, is Sodom and
her daughters. And [yet] thou didst not walk in their ways, nor didst after
their abominations ; as only a little, thou wast more corrupt [d dst act more corAs I live sentence of the Lord Jehovah
niptiy] than they in all thy ways.
if Sodom thy sister hath done, she and her daughters, as thou hast done and
thy daughters
Behold, this was the iniquity of Sodom thy sister pride,
fulness of bread, and rest free from care ftmnqun iecnrfty], were to Her and her
daughters ; and the hand of the poor and needy she did not take hold of
[strengthen].
And they were haughty, and committed abomination before Me
and I removed them when I saw it. And Samaria hath not committed the
half of thy sins ; and thou didst multiply thy abominations more than they,
and didst justify thy sisters by all thy abominations which thou didst. Thou
also bear [uk© upon thee] thy disgrace [niiame], which thou didst adjudge to thy
sisters ; by thy sins, wnerein thou hast done more abominably than they, they
will be more righteous than thou ; and [yea] also be thou ashamed, and bear
thy disgrace, because thou didst justify thy sisters.
And I turn back their misery, the misery of Sodom and her daughters, and
the misery of Samaria and her daughters, and the misery of thy miseries
That thou mayest bear thy disgrace, and be
in the midst of them.
ashamed of all that thou hast done, in that thou comfortest them. And thy
sisters, Sodom and her d lughters, shall return to their first estate, and Samaria
and her daughters shall return to their first estate, and thou and thy daughAnd Sodom thy sister was not for a
ters shall return to your first estate.
report in thy mouth in the day of thy haughtinesses, feefore thy wickedness
was discovered, as at the time of the scorn of the daughters of Aram, and of
all her [.lerusaiem-s] surroundings, the daughters of the Philistines, who despised
thee round about Thy lewdness and thy abominations, thou hast borne
[bearctt] them
sentence of Jehovah. For thus saith the Lord Jehovah : And
I did with thee as thou hast done, who didst despise the oath to break the
covenant.
And [y«t] I remember My covenant with thee in the days of thy
childhood [youth], and establish unto thee an everlasting covenant
And
thou rememberest thy ways, and art ashamed, when thou receivest thy sisters,
those greater than thyself along with those smaller than thyself ; and I give
them to thee for daughters, and not by thy covenant ; And I establish
covenant with thee ; and thou knowest that I am Jehovah. To the end thou
mayest remember, and be ashamed, and there may be no more opening of thy
mouth because of thy disgrace, when I cover for thee all that thou hast done
sentence of the Lord Jehovah.
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EXE6ETICAL KEMARK8.

Vers. 2-14.

Tlui

Grace at the Beginning.

The hambling prophetic discourse passes from
In this way (comp. Deut. xxxii.) the abominathe designation of the vine to that other, where
tions (ch. vii. 3, 4, 9) of Jerusalem
representing
Jerosalem specially is spoken of as the "daughter" the people
in their own land are to be the more
of ffion.
At the basis of such a conception of the affectingly brought home to her con.sciousness,

—

of Judah as a woman in their still
itanding capital city, the leader of fashion, there
lies the mystery of Jehovah's covenant as a
mar-

people, ie.

riage.

To the course of sinning stretching over
and with special reference to ^y© ^^v^

centuries,

in ch, XV. 8,

there conesponds the detailed picture,
which borrows its colours and therewith obtains
justification from the thoroughly sensual
idolatry into which the people had fallen.
It
its

» tpoken

after the manner of the East, and must
he translated into the language of the West,—in
other words, traced back to its spirit and the ideas
lying underneath.
The story which is therein

—

are to be neld up before her in so much the more
shameful a light (**the abominations of Canaan,"
**
HXv.).
He first loved us," is the plden background for the dark and gloomy picture which
follows, but which even in- Ver. 2 is kept in view,
and already in Ver. 8 hints at Jerusalem's Canaanitish origin.
Of such a nature are those abominations of hers which the prophet is to make known to
Jerusalem, that such an inference seems justifiable,
and one that may be drawn. (Kinichi, Grotius,
have supposed an announcement by means of a
letter

1)

—As in the figurative expression

:

n"TCD
r
.

(from n"13, to dig), the reference

is

to the place

related is in so

preponderating a degree a story of
*wHver». 2-34), and the punishment of sin (vers. 3552), that the glimpse of grace, with which the long
chapter concludes, only occupies the verses 58-63.
("The whole representation runs on like a progrewve tlrama, which in an earthly picture sets
forOi 80 vividly the conflict of the
holy love of
God with man*8 unfaithfulness, that many a
'etder certainly, with feelings of shame,
will
acclaim My soul has been the (iuUiless
spouse of
:

Qodr-ScHMiEDWL)

where metals are found (comp. Isa. li. 1), or to
the source (Hav. compares ch. xxi. 85 [30], and
underatands "place otgeneration,"corre8pondinj5
to the fSather, just as the place of birth corre:

sponds to the mother), so also nili^D, which

is

likewise in the plural, means something belonging
to the sphere of nature.
The higher divine
origin of the people is, in fact, lost si^t of ; they
are (k>nceived of as rogards the luid of tibeir
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development, where their capital city is not even look down with compassion on thee.
The intermediate thought is the implied ''The existence (soul) of Israel as a nation was
The
accusation, that they have not dealt with the an object of abhorrence to the Egyptians.
inhabitants of the land in accordance with the image of a child the more suitable, as Moses,
promise (comp. Ex. xxiii. 32 sq.
Deut vii. 1 the type of his people, was actually exposed," eta.
[Others inasmuch as thou wast to
sq. ), but have become degenerate like them, and (Hengst.)
therefore themselves ripe for extermination. Just them an object of loathing or
in the loathing
as in John viii. 44, in contrast with Abraham, which thou hadst of thine own life. ] Such out*•
**
"
the devil " is spoken of as the
father of the ward misery is not conceivable without a cotJews, so here the Amorite (Gen. xv. 16 Josh. x. responding inward misery. Hengst. makes the
wretched condition in Egyp^ to be a punishment
5), who by himself, or also along with the Hittite,
is elsewhere named instead of the Canaanite in of the evil tendencies dwelling in Israel from of
general, either because these two were the most old (Gen. xv. 13, 14).
distinguished of the Canaanitish nations, or beIn contrast with such neglect (ver. 4) and such
cause with them more than the rest of the treatment (ver. 5) on the part of man, the divine
('..naanites the earliest reminiscences of the compassion rises up into greater prominence in
lathers of the Jewish people were connected (Gen. Ver. 6.
Jehovah is portrayed after the similixxiii., xxvi. 34, 3.*:, xxvii. 46, xxviii. 1, 6, 8).
tude of a king (as so often in the German legends
Where, as hei^e, the reference was to the land, it a king's son hnds a deserted maiden), who passed
was the Canaanite (in Greek
the Phoenician) thereby, perhaps on the chase.
In th^ blocMl still
who piincipally came into consideration with the adhering from the time of birth (Juv. Sat. 7
Jews (Gen. xxxviii. 2). What is implied in the adhuc a nuUre rubeiUeni). But by this expression
expression Oanaanite might be seen already in is at the same time meant to he signified the
Gen. ix. 25, were not the Hamitic corruption of danger to the life of the child, and not merely its
this people (comp. in what follows the different impurity {mumtjuam fotda es shnt/uine, volo U
hints ot this) a fact established from profane vivere). [Targum and Rasui
of the blood of
literature even.
The close intercourse with tlie circumcision and of the passover lamb the verse
Semitic tribes, already carried on in earliest times, Blessing in the ritual of circumcision.]
As in
is reflected especially in the Semitic character of this way from the very commencement ^pDia
the language of Canaan it was the overpowering
spirit of the Semitic to which almost all the is connected in thought with the desperate moveiir^tural

situate.

;

:

:

;

;

—

:

:

:

;

;

or situation of the child, in like manner it
afterwards to be joined both times with ^^n*

ment

Hamitic dialects have succumbed so much the
more ignominious must the spiritual dependence
of the degenerate J-ews, with which Ezekiel charges
them, appear. (Comp. Zeph. i. 11.)— Ver. 4.
The circumstances connected with the birth, of
which the description is still continued in ver. 5,
point to Egypt, where the nation first saw the
light of day.— nip^n, inf.
the being bom.
The

dered more vivid by means of the repetition.
riDplanD, Hithpalel of 0^3, Ges. given up to

dagesh after shurek

be trodden under

:

:

is

unusual.

ri'^ and

^^,

—

both times n with dagesh shorrech^ chorrath.
The bandaging and cutting of the navel-cord, as
is necessary after the birth for the independent
:

of the child.
expressed what

life
is

And
is

just as in this way there
necessary, so in the washing

with water we have what is customary and
^V^O only here ; probably a Chaldaic form
n^yj'b.

Other derivations from

fit.

for

yj^jf or nj^K?:

ad lenimaUunij Jarchi '*forbrightnes.s,"Cocc\
ad jucundum aspectum meum. What was done
elsewhere to new-bom infants (according to Galen),
and is still done in the East down to the present
:

—

:

day, in order to harden the tender skin, according
to Hav. and Hitz., because of the symbolic meaning of salt, in order to express the liope and wish
for a vigorous life,
Augusti derives from this
the usualsprinkling^ of salt in baptism, is perhaps
at the same time intended to serve for a more
thorough cleansing, or (according to others) for
healing the wound of the navel.
It was not
fofttering care that fell to the lot of Israel's
national life in the times that succeeded Joseph,
when they grew from a family into a nation, but
envy, persecution, contempt on the part of the
Egyptians ; so that they must have looked like
an exposed Bedouin female infant (foundling)
abandoned to its misery (a heathen custom prevailing in many quarters), given over to perish.
Ver. 5. Those who had lo<^ed up to Joseph did

—

—

is

It is

from the

first

the woi-d of promise

("i^

*iDkl

but as being seriously meant and certain,
and hence continued without intermption, rentwice),

:

The root-meaning

is *' to
tread down," "to trample." ('*This child was
able to survive such trampling'*
Hengst.)
Hav.
** despised," in a derivative signification.
Tiie continued promise of life in the midst of
danger continually threatening, makes us think
besides of Ex. iii. 2. —In Ver. 7 there follows
the mightily efficacious blessing in the increase of
the people, a visible confirmation and realization
of the word of promise (Ex. i. 7, 12).
According to Hitzig, we have by this means a transition
from the figure to the thing signified. According
to Hengst., the subject in hand is an ideal child,
that comes to view in a multiplicity of separate
existences ; no^l ifl not one myriad, but a

foot.

:

numerical measure, an ideal unity, embracing a
multitude of actual myriads (Num. x. 86 ; Deut.
xxxiii. 17).— D^ny Hja* either: into the age

when maidens think of dress and finery (when
would that l>e ?), or, from the fact of her being
naked, of the highest charm of youthful beauty,
which would quite fit into the context. [HXv.
**the most distinguished morning- time of life,
the most beautiful season of youth." And just
:

as he appeals in support of this view to Ps. ciii. 5
so Hitzig at the same time appeals to Ps.
xxxii. 9 for an explanation in the sense : "and
thou wentest along in the ornament of cheeks. "]
—The sprouting hair about
pudenda as a sign
of becoming marriageable.
Indecent (Hiv.)
nakedness is not the subject in hand, but merely

[4],

^t
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not exactly blue, but of a dark colour,
BvNiBUs, De Calc. Hebr, : scarlet
Niebuhr heard in Arabia,
morocco.
Ver. 8 brings to view a si^iificant act of grace Hbnost.
on Jehorah's part, parallel to that in ver. 6. The from a learned Jew, that tachash is the red*
To tanning and colourparallel is not, that after ** the founding of the coloured skin of the ram.
city" there comes now **it8 passing into the ing the root-meaning of the word may nossibly
hands of Israel, and that for the dwelling-place of have some reference. {jftjf, Egyptian shenB or
Jehovah;" nor that in the one case we have
^urwtj cotton,
"the wandering horde," and in the other "the %henti (comp. ch. ix. 2), means, like
worn, but also
covenant at Sinai" (HiTZ.); but it consists in of which splendid garments were
Here the finest
linen, which is fine like cotton.
this, that as Jehovah's mercy was shown to the
be meant (BOn),
people by their preservation and increase in Egypt, linen headband (turban) must
so it was sliown by their deliverance from E^^T^t,
Ex. xxviii. 89.—tjB3fct^ (comp. ver. 8) in no
which reached its immediate close in the giving
of the law at Sinai
in the former case more way necessitates the meaning of covering with a
outwardly, in the latter for the most part in an veil (HiTZ.), but ver. 18 uses the word ^^fe of the
inward way. ^Thy time, connected by means of
the "seeing" witn what goes before, is defined clothing, which is, according to the tradition of
by the following DH^ DV (wooing-time), as mean- the Jewish commentaries, silk (T^/;t«*'^**= threads
fine like hair), but according to Hitzig, coloured
ing that the marriageable one has become ripe cloth. Comp. Braunius, De Vest. etc. At all
comer
of
the
for love.
The spreading of the
events, it is meant to be the highest degree of
upper garment and the covering of the nakedness splendour, where the clothing even is like ornasymbolize in general, that He took the miserable, ment
rlainly the bride's
Vers. 11 and 12.
helpless one under His protection, interested ornaments, by the detail of which the rich and
Himself in her specially, however, with the splendid era of Solomon is still more vividly set
thought of conferring the honour of betrothal, before us. Comn. besides, Gen. xxiv. 22, 80, 47.
marriage comp. Ruth iii. 9 (in which connection But if even the cliain about the neck is sometLing
(^occ. makes mention of the covering cloud at the peculiar (Gen. xli. 42), so above all is the ozown
departure from Egypt and the passage through (Lam. i. 1 ; Isa. Ixii. 8 Jer. xiii. 18).— Ver. 18.
the Red Sea) a thought which is solemnly carried In consequence of the divine adorning, Israel
out in the swearing and entering into covenant, could adorn her»el(>(^BJp^ ^^5^, one of Kzekiel's
by means of which Israel^ grown into a nation,
now became the peculiar people of Jehovah. paronomasias), and nothing was too costly and
to such riches corresponded the maintenance, the
Comp. ch. XX. 5, 6 ; Ex. xix., xx. 2, 5, xxiv.
Deut. V. 2 ; Eph. v. 82.— Ver. 9 in part resumes rest of the living, as the husband has to provide
The choice
ver. 4, in order to make the cleansing appear as it for his wife, above all in the East.
thorough as possible ; even what still cleaved to delicacies appear to fonn the conti-ast to the u.sual
Israel from nis birth was to be put away, the
food of the people in Egypt By the word na^^D^
reason being that thev were sanctified by God to
be wholly and entirely His people, to occupy a there is now expressed wLat was hinted at alrea«iy,
This peculiar along with the priestlv elements in wlmt goes
priestly place among the nations.
destiny of Israel as a nation is symbolized by before.
By means of iheli kingdom the kingly
cleansing in the solemn character of the people in general was suitably
the washing. [Hay.
Hitz., as already represented before the heathen nations also, but
covenant-sacrifice, Ex. xxiv.
of the laws of cleansing, e,g. so much the more glorioasly as the Messianic
older expositors
Lev. XV. 19.1 At the reception into the royal idea was symbolized thcrebpr. Besides, there is
harem, lengthened preparations, especially puri- also a preparation for ch. xvii. Comp. in addition,
The extraordinary
fications, are customary in the East ; comp. Esth.
(iant. vii. 7 [6] ; Lam. ii. 16.
To the same category belongs beauty of Israel is their law (Deut iv. 6 ^q. ) ami
ii. 12 : Ruth iii. 8.
from
debarred
We
are
not
anointing.
[2]).—
Ver. 14. Already
also the
their Messiah (Ps. xlv. 8
thinking of spiritual benefits the gifts of the exemplified in Ex. xv. 14 sq. ; still farther in
Let it be noted
Spirit in Israel.— Ver. 10. After the cleansing 1 Chron. xiv. 17 ; 1 Kings x.
and anointing comes the clothing, in view already that Israel is thus spoken of as perfect through
of the kingly character of Israel generally, Kx. Jehovah, of grace, not by nature or by reason of
The Eg3rptian colouring of the merit. Faithfulness, therefore, would have kept
xix. 6 ; Ps. xlv.
painting is at the same time, perhajis, not unin- them in this glory. (Hos. ii. 10 [8] ; Mic. u. 9.)
tentional.— nOpH, from Dpi (to puncture), is em-

nakednew

in contrast with clothing

and orna- leather

ment.

;

red, violet
:

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

:

:

—

—

*

broidered work, specially of variegated colours
here with gold and silver, figures, flowers, etc
The art of working in various colours is even at
the present daj very much developed among the
E^ptians. t5TlW, elsewhere only in the Penta-

—

teuch, of the outermost covering of the tabernacle
and of the sacred furniture ; here manifestly an
Some have thought of the seal,
article of luxury.
the dolphin, the fox, a species of hyena, etc.
(WiKER, Realw. ii. p. 696 sq.), of whose skin
the shoes were manufactured. The old translations, on the contrary, leave out of view the
OMitenal, and lay stress upon the colour of the

ilDDITIOMAL NOTE.

["The second

stage of this allegorical history,
exhibited in vers. 8-14, represents the sin^lar
honour and glory conferred on the ideal virgin in
her exaltation to the rank of a spouse to the Kins
of Zion, and her decoration with apparel suited
The description
to her elevated station. . .
presents a vivid and impressive image of the
singular goodness of God to Israel, from tne time
that He visited them in Egypt, and raiseil them
from the low and depressed condition which thev
held there, to the nearest fellowship with Himself,
and the behest place among the kingdoms of the
.
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earth.

[CHhers : "because of" (so Eng.
notwithstanding," forgetting Uie
name which thou hadst received from thy husband ; or against, i.e. against thy husband, so
that adultery would be specified, which is drag^
in from ver. 82.] Dent xxxii. 16; Hos. xiii.
6.
The flowing forth of unrestrained desire,
the extent to which the degeneracy reached, is
expressed in the strongest way in the words

The rektion formed between Jehovah and Rev.

at that interesting period bad already been
more than once represented under the image of
the marriage-union." See Isa. 1. 1, liv. 1 ; Hos.
L-iii. ; Jer. ii. 2.
"Indeed, no earthly relation
could 80 fitly have been employed as that of
raaiTiage to exhibit the nature of that hallowed
union, in virtue of which the Lord not only conferred upon them the rich dowry of temporal
good, but also graciously condescended to main
tain with them a most intimate and endearing
interchange of love. ... It is the internal relationship established between them and God,
and the spiritual blessings immediately growing
out of it, which are here primarily and chiefly
referred ta
Even the outward temporal blessing
secured in the covenant, and in part also realized,
should never have been viewed as an ultimate
and independent good, but rather as the expression and emblem of something higher and better.
They were not properly blessings at all, except in
80 far as they were held in connection with the
favour of Heaven, and bespoke the fellowship of
love that subsisted between Jehovah and His
people.
But considering the state in which
.
they were found in Egypt, they much needed to
undergo a process of purification, to fit them for
bearing aright so high and ennobling a character.
That many rites of cleansing should have been
prescribed to them, and a long course of preparatory discipline appointed, oi^v betokened the
Ijord's earnest desire to have them qualified for
the exalted state and destiny He wished them to
fill.
And throughout, nothing was wanting of
tender compassion and faithful dealing on His
part. From the first He crowned them with marks
of His goodness.
fulness of power and glory
rested on them far surpassing what their numbers
alone might have warranted 9iem to expect. And
when the kingdom at last rose to meridian splendour, and received the confirmation and enlargement given to it, especially in the days of David
and Solomon, the surrounding heathen were compelled to own that there is a great reality in the
favour and blessing of Heaven.
They saw in
Israel, as a people, living monuments of the
migl)^ eflBcacy oi divine grace, how it can exalt
the fet-blo, and lay the powers of the world, as well
as the bounties of nature, under contribution to
the furtherance of its beneficent designs."— FaiuBAIKS* s Bzeklel, pp. 166-168. W. F.]
Isr.iel

.

.

A

—

Vers. 16-84.

The Horribk UnfaUhfuinesa,

Ver. 15 is in the form of an introduction, which
announces two parts of what follows
(1) the
:

nature^ (2) the extent (ver. 28 sq.) of the people's
sinning.
The inmost nature of it is represented
as being a trusting (noa) in the gift, conceived
- T

of apart from the Giver, hence a8 self-righteousness, prido, security.
The way in which such a
self-pleasing disposition expressed itself is portrayed, in accordance with the image of a wife, as
.fbniioatioii, alike in a political and in a religious

point of view, from the time of Solomon.

TO55r^W

xviii. 7).

**

Vers.); or:
:

—

and

19).—*n^ ^,

didst pour out, etc. (ch. xiv.

"his be

Henost.:

it," as if

the words of the

adulteress, that is to say, to him will 1 yield
Hitz. : ^Q^, though at some distance, is
myself.

the only possible subject

copula has

Klief.

his

:

;

properly Nn»j, but the

away because of ^ going before.
became, indefinitely: what thou

fallen
it

A

hadst to bestow.

contrast to

thou becomest mine," in

ver. 8.

«nmi

'»^

•

"and

(Comp. Ps. xlv.

i2rii].)
Ver. 16. A description in detail of the idolatry
and the idolatrous worship as an abuse of the gifts
and blessings of Jehovah, and a more and more
The worship of the
heinous roboery of Him.
high places was still a worship of Jehovah, but
was already a self-willed degeneracy from the
command that there should be one sanctuary
(Deut xii ), a divergence according to fancy and
foreign examples.
The HitDS are in themselves

—

high places, natural heights set apart for worship,
meant as they were to help the lacking elevation
of heart, affecting as they did the high flight of
the imagination
here, in connection with the
garments
tents, made of variegated stufiJs for
garments, or provided with curtains of the same,
or sliall we say ? laid out with variegated
carpets, seeing that such things were woven by
women for the Punic Venus (2 Kings xxiii. 7).
Hengst.
"small idol-temples for domestic use."
EwALD small altare (vers. 24, 31). The worship
;

:

—

—

:

:

of Astai-te

Because of the epithet

(?).

niK^Dt

:

Hitzig makes mention of " smaller pieces of cloth
also," but rejects the interpretation
"patched
high places ; reft^rrin^, however, to Gen. xxx. 85
sq. ("the sensuous piety became wanton over the
*

:

party-coloured rags
to 1il»

^«

!")— Qn^^U, masc,

referring

?V pointing to the "high places," ie.

to the high places thus clothed.
[Hengst. : to
be referred to the paramours, in the sense of:
"with them." Others on the carpets (?) in the
tent-temples.] ^rilK3i a paronomasia with rrtD3:

—

niK3T

vhy

»•«•

sccoixling to

the law of Israel

They ought not to find entrance. [Cocc. which
do not come from God to you, like the ark and
:

the temple, but are inventions of your

iTiT >6li in reference to the clause

:

own heart !]
"and didst

Elay the harlot upon them." [Others : the like
as not come to pass, nor will it ever be. H exgst. :
the like shall not come nor happen, as denoting
unprecedented shanieleasness. ]

Ver. 17. A contrast between what was taken
with ver. 14), on the ground- of
At the
the rcpon, the fame of thy beauty ; on that ground, and the purpose for which it was taken.
relying thereupon as upon a charter, that thou same time tnere now comes into view (^npDI in
certainly hadst the uaiue above others, as if no- ver. 18 for the third time) the robbery of Jehovah.
thing could roll thoe of thy privilege (Jude 4; Images of a«ii (idolatry in general) becAOse of
(in connection

—
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the figure of a

M

men.

woman

[Hiv.

:

the idols are repreaented

images of the

membrum

virile

iphaUut). EwALD : penates (teraphim), covered
with ornament, set up in the house, honoured
with l€ctiMerma.]--Yer. 18. The ** covering,"
according to Hitzig, is meant of the clothing of
the idols with splendid draperr ; Movers : of the
wrapping up of the phaUi, when they are placed
The ** setting before *' them took
in the shrine.
place in sacrifice (Lev. ii. 1, 2).— My, not only as
being from God, but still more as being destined
Ch. vi. 18, viu. 11.—
for Him (Ex. xxx. 23-25).
Ver. 19. As for the erection of sanctuaries (ver.
16) and the making of idols (ver. 17), so for the
honour paid to the same, Israel deprived herself
not only of her clothes, but even of the divine
The rich heathen worship of
food (ver. 18).
Hither Asia!— \nn, not interrogatively, but the
•v-

simple shocking fact.— Ver. 20. The last step of
^npRI once
apostasy, even their own children
!

—

168

lS-27.

to be a preparation for something future, the
to come, and hence to be conceived
of as a parenthesis, and ^n^ to be introductory to

judgment still

24 ; and therefore it seems necessary to interpret 'nriK, not indeed in the way of climax (Hiv.

ver.

etc.), for ver. 20 so. closed with the
highest degree of guilt, but rather of the moral
Such apostasy from Jehovah could
consequence.
not faU to be followed by the inner (political)
decline of the theocracy, and the falling away to
all possible world-powers.— Ver. 24. 3a» in » col-

even beyond,

lective sense, related to ni2r\, perhaps as altar to
T T

Both are constructed, and thus
temple-height.
non i« distinguished from the natural nlDS
T

^

T

^

actual idolatry, or the national decline set
forth under this figure, showed itself in the midst
(According to others
of the bustle of the city.
=fornix, in the service of those religions of

The

^

T
more, as in vers. 18; 17, 16.—The worship of
of
; farther defined by means
Moloch, as it existed from the time of Ahaz. n^T nature

is

:

to slay in sacrifice

pressed by

;

and the same thing

^DkS» with which

is

ex-

l*3yna

; 2 Kings
Hbnost. :
xxiiL 10; Jer. xxxii. 86, vii. 81.
" The passing through was the mode of slaying,
and the devouring was the consequence of it.
The idol was supposed to be present in the fire."
—To the question 'p oyDH, a negative answer is

as a lustration in the shape of burning

:

expected, as in ch. viii. 17 Was it (the sacrificing
of the children) less than, etc. ? On the contrarjr,
Was there still
[HXv.
it far exceeded them.
too little of your whoredom ? namely, to stop with
too httle of
thou
Henost.: Hadst
vers. 15-19.
thy whoredoms?] Instead of " thy," we have in
Ver. 21: My; what was in the former relation
inhuman, was in the latter not only a robber's,
but also a murderer's outrage against God. Ver.
22. Where there is now a transition to the extent
:

:

:

—

we have a very

suitable

retrospective glance in recapitulation (73), and,

corresponding to the worst degree of outward
idolatry, the forgetfulness of God in the inmost
The recollection of the first condition
heart.
(vers. 6, 7) would necessarily have become the
remembrance of Jehovah. Self-pleasing (ver. 15)
did not allow it to come to this, but such nonremembrance was the parent of such gratitude.
Ver. 28. The exttmt to which, with such aggraThe picture,
vation, the unfaithfulness reached.
hitherto having reference to religious matters,
now assumes a political hue. It appears that the
representation given in vers. 15-22 is now used
as a clothing for the thought in a figurative way.
After all, etc. Hcugst. understands the expression of time with the oppression by the worldpowers the apostasy became properly national.
In that case tl.8 widEedneM would re^juire to be
taken as calamity, and the misery that has come
to Israel in consequence of such sins against Jehovah would have to be read between the lines, or
the: woe, etc. would have to be connected with
But the repeated exclamation seems rather
«n^.
•

:

as in

an

or\z* in ver. 21 is

to be connected, in order to explain to us

of the idi>latrous actings,

non

elevated situation, striking the eye.) Comp. ch.
2.— ^nyrWI,
vi. 18..— Ver. 25. Ck)mp. Prov. viiL
as if thou thyself hadst an abhorrence of thy
[Others causanational glory (vers. 13, 14).
tively: to make an object of loathing. ]--lsrael
lay on the path for manifold intercourse with the
world, especially between the Asiatic and African
worid-powers.—Ver. 26. The soiifl of Egypt are
not its gocls» and therefore the reference is to
political

Let

whoredom.

be remembered how

it

in express terms intercourse with Egypt was forbidden to Israel, how return thither is threatened
them rather as the worst punishment (Deut. xxviii.
let one compare, from the days of Soloonwards, 1 Kings iii. 1, ix. 16, x. 28; 2
Kings xviii. ; Isa. xxx., xxxi. 1, xxxvi. 6 ; Jer.
But nb»3 ^Tl? »»
xxxvii, 5. 7.—(2 Kings xvii.)

68)

;

and

mon

characteristic for the licentious character of

worship (Mendes

tian

!).

nfe'S,

Egyp-

the membrutii

Comp. Henost. Anthentie, i. p. 119 sq.;
Mob, imd JSgffpten, p. 216. This expressive mode
of designating Uiem is, according to Heugst, intended to mean great of power. It marks rather

virile.

the brutal lowness of havm^ dealings with a state
of such a character, religiouslv considered, of
In accordance therewith we have
longing after it.
the provoking of Jehovah to anger, and what follows in Ver. 27 (ch. vi. 14, xiv. 9, 18). The
** diminishing" is in contrast with the "increasHengst. ** law ;" in general what
ing."— ph
:

:

acrrues of right to the wife in respect of sustenance, clothing, lodging (Ex. xxi. 10) ; here in
particular what is destined for Israel by Jehovah
respect of maintenano^i, nurture, adornment,
increase (ver. 9 sq.) only not exactly with Hav.
••
the destined inheritance. " As regards the thing
meant, we may compare what the notion lost in
land, aiid people, and influence, and splendour, or
:

m

;

the

like, especially

xi.

18, 21, 40,

indeed through Egypt,

xiv. 25.

Qftve thee to the soul,

(Joel iv.

etc.,

1

[iii.]

Kings
19.)—

usually interpreted,

with an unwarranted quoting of such passages as
Ps. xxvii. 12, xvii. 9, xli. 3 [2], Ixxiv. 19, ofa
giving up to the desire, rage, bloodthirstiness, as
whereas here at least the
if it were like i^a

m,
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disposition of .soul of the Philistine cities or states
** Haters" tliey
expressly said to be different.
were already, but they became despiscrs.
!|31ltD

—

is

—

n©T
T

:

is

Ewald.
said (ver 15 so.) is forcibly summarized.
**
how languisning is thy heart " biting sarcasm ;
how great must be the languishing of love ! Simi" How thy heart languished from
larly Ges.
lust "
Henost. " how withered, 'etc. ; design
!

:

kept too closely to the figure by Hitz.

•

!

"because of thy profligate conduct, which is a
disgrace for her also, because for the whole female
sex;" while Hav. interprets too definitely of the
thing meant, and has besides mistaken the meaning: they themselves brought back the ark (1
Sam. v., vi.). niSTi craftiness, baseness, (Lev.

—

the sing.

:

a womanish heart, which has lost

n^K,

sap and vigour in the world.

—

ite

likewise

Imperious, instea^l
only here as partic. Kal.
Ver.
of being under thy husband, bold, unruly.
31. ^I^rioaa, inf. with plur. sulf. for ^^32.

most shamelul undeanness. Either a
descriptive genitive or an emphatic apposition
thy conduct pure lewdness. The Philistines, who Comp.
xviii. 17)

:

edly the form na^, not elsewhere occurring in

—

:

are in '.reduced rather as spectators than as paities
actively engaged, to whose contempt Israel was

up by Jehovah, turned away with shame
from Israel's heathenish policy, inasmuch as they,
in pleasing contrast thereto, stuck by their gods.
Comp. Jer. ii. 10 sq. (Grot.) [Havernick's view

ffiven

is that the Philistines are named instar 07tnUu7Hy
in the sense of outward violence inflicted by fiercest
Hitz. puts out of view the period of
enemies.
the judges, and refers to 2 Chron. xxviii. 18; Joel
iv. [iii
4, 6; 2 Chron. xxi 16; comp. besides
J
the article in Wint-r, ii. p. 252 sq.J—Ver. 28.
Having got no satisfaction in the African, they
betake themselves now to the Asiatic world-power.
Hitz. lays stress rightly upon the diflerence be-

tween ^^ nil (already in

ver.

and n3T ^i*^

26)

TT

TT

the ace., where in the case before us the two are
contrasted with each other: first longing after,
and then no satisfaction even when the longing is
(Comp. 2 Kings xvi. 7 ; 2 Chron. xxviii.
realized.
16; Jer. ii. 18; 2 Kings xxiii. 29.) And with
Ever
this Ver. 29 connects the Babylonians.
more and more (vers. 25, 26) of insatiable lust.—

m33

is

taken by most in an apjiellative sense, as

vers. 24, 25.

The "doing" mentioned

in

30 is exemplified, and then its imperiou«iiess
thoa wast not like tne harlot,
is unfolded
namely, in that, as a thoroughly genuine harlot
does, who wishes merely to play the whore at
any price, thou though test little of, scomedst the
Ver. 33 will show that she rather
harlot's hire.
paid such hire to her lovers, purchased some foi
ver.

:

herself therewith.

with 'obph

monly

= tbow

nn^'Ht^

is

to be taken along

pcomedst not,

etc.

Com-

that thou scomedst, etc. [Others
not like the harldt, who despiseth, scorneth her
hire, that is to say, wishes to extort more, because
it appears to her too small ; but thou didst accept
eveiything, because the only obiect with thee was
to s itisfy thy lust.
Others still like the harlot
who boasteth of her hire.}— As the people are
portrayed from ver. 8 onwards as the spouse of
Jehovah (comp. r\\^ in ver. SO), we have in Ver.
in

:

:

:

32 very suitably, just as also in ver. 30, the exclamation (Hav.: **0 adulterous woman, whc
taketh "), which lays stress upon the adultery
involved in this ptilicy with the foreign worldpowers.
nnn» while she was under the authority
!

hence the land of of her husband (Rom. vii. 2), t.e. was legally and
Others
4; Isa. xxiii. 8; Job morally bound to be faithful to him.
The horrible unxl. 30 [xlL 6]). a view which is suggested by no [as Eng. Vers.]: "instead."
kind of hint in the passage. Then, certainly, to faithfulness is set forth as the whoredom of a
Going back upon ver. 31, Ver.
translate: **with the land of Canaan,'* and to married woman.
think of Canaanitish (PhoRuician) idolatry (Ps. 33 portrays her whoredom, explaining fully the
cvi. 38) ** as far as Chaldea, " or ** at the same time '0*pp/ there.
niD, ^ere merely instead of prJKturned to Chaldea," i.e. while taking in addition
The loven are
the Babylonish worship of Belus and Mylitta, is Hav. thinks of JTHi, res fosda.

meaning commerce, trade
traders,

Chaldea

;

:

(ch. xvii.

—

But jy^a means simply "low not the heathen gods, although not without rewhy not keep by the proper ference to them (comp. ver. 86), in contrast with
(ver. 26 sq. )
name in this sense ? With an allusion to this, Jehovah,— but the strange nations
and these as bought. Comp. 2 Kings xvi. 8;
this downward step would be held up before the
Hos. viiL 9 sq., xii. 2 [11; Isa. xxx. 5, 6.
eleyate4l Judah-Jerusalem, when in Chaldea, in
HiTZiG the presents through ambassadors, the
the longing after political fellowship with the
yearly tribute, etc.
As she was still alwavs
Babylonians, it hoped at the same time to get the
drawing upon her Husband's resources, she might
land of GanAan, i.e. to get the Promised Land
well give presents.
That she did so with sucTi »
kept through such help of Asia herself against
view, for such an object, how horrible !— Ver. 34.
Asia. nD'^K'3, with n parag-» w the explanation
The oontrary or the reverse, so that from among
which is added, to show in what sense jy^a viK all women thou standest forth alone of thy kind.
What nowhere else finds an imitator among
is meant.
Hengst., referring to ch. xxiii. and Isa. women,
In
when a womap has done it before
xxxix., and to the want of satisfaction s{K)ken of
general there was no following after thee in thy
here, points to the fact that they had at this
(ver.
was
whotredoms; but in particular
33) there
very time turned back again to the Egyptians.
no one imitated thee in such giving of hire for
Their new ** Canaan " came to stand them in still whoredom.
still less suitable.

ground

" (low land)

:

;

:

!

worse stead than their intercourse with Assyria
Chaldea's friendship showed itself to be pure
selfishness.

Ver. 80.

By means of

complaint ?) a pause

is

the exclamation (surprise,
introduced ; what has been

Vers. 35-52.

As

The PuvUikment.

in a public judicial process, the
indictment is read out.— Ver. 36. To poor ovit»

Ver. 35.

if
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DHAP. XVI. 37-46.
oomp.

rer. 16 ; here faiMS (Gesen. : copper, the
*rt of temperinff which was known), either uaed
fcr roetahi of ul kinds; or goods and chattels
generally (comp. ver. 10 sq., ver. 16 sq.J ; or
money
porticahLr, in which case it admits of
i^nestion wheUitr copper money was in tise, not
to Mpenk of being common.
(Matt x. 9 ; Mark
"
xii. 41, )
It is put instead of the " whoredoms
of ver. 15, because according to ver. 33 these were
purchased by means of presents; and this the
more appropriately, as in Deut. viii. 9 (comp. this
(V>mm.
U>co), and in ch. xxxiii. 25 of the same
book, in the blessing of Moses, the richness in brass
of the Promised Land is significantly referred to.
Hence (1) the misuse and squandering of the
dowry of the people, as it was given them in their
own land. [Hlv.: brass as an ignoble and impure (T) metal, beca'jise of the disposition and the
use made of it
Buns. : ** because thy kettle ran
over," to denote the overflowing of lustful desire.]
—(2) Shameful self-prostitution in national and
religious respects, as contrasted with ver. 8, and
visited with retribution in ver. 37.— Policy led
at the same time to the introduction of the gods
of the world-powers (ch. viii. 10).
Ver. 16 sq.

m

m

^

is

"and

taken by
because

many

of,'*

in the

same sense as

unnecessarily

;

^:

but ^tDIDI must

be 80 taken.
As respects idolatry, the sacrificing
of itinr own children even.
Ver. 20 sq.
Hence
These
are the separate counts of the
murder.
(8)
indictment
Ver. 87. The public judgment.
First of all, the assembling of the lovers as witnesses.
She who has dishonoured and brought
herself to shame becomes now, by the interposition of God, to the one party an object of loathing, to the other an object of mockery.
The last
attraction, and what might still have been an
object of regard, vanishes.
Havemick refers to
the prociniure in the case of a marni*d woman
suspected of adultery. Num. v. 18.
Ver. 88. The
sentence, which is one of death, because for adultery and murder; the jealousy referring to the
fonner, the ftury to the U&tter.
Into btood, i.e.
•u that thou shalt be dissolved into that in consen nence of such fury and jealousy ; ch, v. 18, 16.
Ver. 39. Those who before were witnesses now
si>pear as executioners of the sentence.
Grotius
thinks of the temple.
Rnt it is the annihilation
of the national life, which had fallen away from
Jehovah, and not so much the plundering of Jerusalem, as generally the stripping of Israel of all
her glory as a nation, that is the thought, expressed figuratively in accordance with the fore-

—

—

—

—

going representation

(vers. 24,

7).— Ver.

40. {jflp,

in accordance with the procedure in the case of
adulteresses, as it were a "local community."

16f

Husband. —^The departing of the jealousy might
perha]i>s,

by comparison with Isa. xi 18, slmw
background but the connection with

grftce in the

;

what follows reuuires rather a thought like Hos.
Jehovah gives up the adulterous whorish
ii. 4 [2].
No more in wratn there is certainly love
wife.

—

still!

Ver. 48.

^»th appended

^rriDT*

^,

as in ver.

and frequently in Ezekiel and Jeremiah.—
Kings xix. 27 sq. Henost. ** thou wert angry

22,

:

with Me in
the benefits,
events than

notwithstandin;; all
etc. ; Isa. viii. 21.
Better at all
**thou didst provoke Me to anger
:
by all this," for the Kal stands firm.— Ch. ix. 10.
^^n^(^y itt usually taken in the second person,
" and [that] thou shalt not
either in the sense
commit a deed of shame in addition to all," ett>.,
that is to say, the measure is full, and in the
place of the sin the punishment shall enter ; or
in the sense : ''for tliou hast not taken thought
hast not repented couceruing
(riD^n) to thyself
all

this,"

i.e.

—

:

=

or interrogatively: "hast thou not
committed this great transgression in addition to
all," etc ?
Others have taken the verb in ti.e
first person, alleging that the clause was to be
understoo<l as meaning that Jehovah repelled from
Himself the charge of having borne with the
whoredom of the people, and hence of having
Himself committed it, innsmuch as he had not
punished it, a very singular thought, sureljr.
%y\^i\ is emphatic, and with a reference back is
all," etc.;

—

the same as in ver. 27 ; and the clause can scarcely
be understood otherwise than as an interrogation,

inasmuch as certainly the peculiar unfaithfulness
.

of the people, depicted so prominently in ver.
30 sq., is elsewhere distinguished from all their

abominations.
Ver. 44. Comp. on ch. xii 22.
The poet, perhaps also he who makes use of such proverbs,
takes them into his mouth, utters them, for he
can do it rightly.
niSX, either for qj^, like n^^

—

T

for

3^

••

•

T

•

in ver. 30, here also betokening the effe-

minate, womanish character, or for n^^^

:

" as

is

her mother," etc. Not the Jerusalem of former
days, but (comp. ver. 3 with ver. 45) the style of
Canaan. — Ver. 45. The husband is God, who can
only be one and the same, either with reference,
e.f/., to Melchizedek, who could point back to a
better primeval time, or generally, because all
idolatry is adultery, a]»08ta8y from God
Acts
xvii. 24 »q. ; comp. Isa. Hv. 6.
The aversion
for their children was shown in the worship of
Moloch ; I^v. xviii. 21, 24 Deut. xii. 30, 31.—
according to
TpllriK* according to Ges., a plui-al

—

;

;

;

Rosenm., "the dual, comp. ver. 46;" according
Most interpreters make the stoning, which is to Hengst, an ideal person, the sisterhood.— Ver.
merely a keeping up of the figure, refer to the 46. As ** their husbands" were spoken of, because
hcUUgUjB of the besiegers.
The murder (vers. 36, the relation in the case of Samaria was certaiulv
20 sq.) is punished with the swoids. Ver. 41. different from that in the case of Sodom, Jehovah
Oomp. Deut xiii. 16; 2 Kings xxv. 9. The in the one, Elohim in the oth«*r, so Samaria
many women are the numerous spectators, and and Sodom—sisters of the Jewish kingdom, bethese are the nations.
Israel becomes a spectacle cause belonging to the same mother-country, and
to the world. The oj)portnnity and means for at the same time homogeneous in character are
political intercourse with the heathen will dis- still farther distingnisned as to their size, in
appear with the political independence.
Ver. 42. respect of the numoer of the tribes and cities,
Comp. on ch. v. 13. The divine justice comes to which are the daughters, and also as to their
an end in its character of jealousy ; in other words, northern and southern position. Both come sigan the injured faithfulness and love of Israel's nificantly into consideration as regards Judah, as

—

—

—
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being already judged. —Ver. 47.

f^p

DJpS,

ac-

The

xlii. 10.

transitive use of 3^55?

—

must thus be

admitted as against Hengst
Before Judah s restowould be only a little;"
ration is mentioned, that of Sodom and Samaria
** it
Ewald: "only a little while;" Hencst
is promised, —of the former as being the greatest
wanted a little" (a softened **almo»t ); Hav.
sinner, of the latter as being the next to Judah.
"for a short time it caused thee loathing, disThus Judah appears in the middle between the
gust " (! ?). The meaning is perhaps as if it were
punished sinners,—just as in the New Testament
only a little, how Samana and Sodom have conpublicans and Samaritans,
and her miseiy ifr
ducted themselves, and what they have done,
"
not superlative, in the sense " misery of miseries
thou even wente^ beyond them. [So Eng. Vers.]
(Hengst.
deepest
as
dismisery,
such
misery
a
Others connect it with what goes oefore ** thou
plays itself as misery even in the midst of misery ;
didst not walk, etc. a little merely, but thou
Hav. heaviest, most fearful) nor is the expresWHst," etc. Some have even taken K^=K^^* sion to be taken as a pleonastic explanation in the
"yea, hadst thou only, etc., but," etc. Comp. sense of " misery which is thy misery," in order
I)eside8, Luke xii. 48
Matt xi. 24.— Ver. 48. A to emphasize the idea " thy own " (Keil) still
Kolemn denial, as regards the more notorious of less as
the captives of thy captivity [Ewald
the two sinners (Sodom), that she hajs done like in perplexity reads '55? Tl^jTlJ but summing up
"
Judah. Hence in reality her acting was
as it
(ver. 58)
of all thy great and manifold misery,
were only a little " in comparison with thee
the special one, that which is wholly and entirely
For she had neither Moses nor the prophets.
rlaced in the midst of such sinners by means
Ver. 49. It was the ordinary UHtural man who so.
Ver. 54 Judah shall (this
in Sodom ripened himself for judginent, in pi*e- of such penal misery
sence certainly of the riches of divine goodness, is the divine intention, the object which it is
but not of the clearest revelation of truth. For meant to serve) amid her disgrace be compelled
the close of the verse, comp. the inhospitality in to be ashamed of all her dins, while she "comGen. xix. Ver. 50. Comp. Gen. xviii. 20, 21.— forts" the others, i.e. because restoration was the
Ver. 51. The specification is wanting in the case leading thought which goes before in ver. 58, and
of Samaria, not only because the remembrance which is immediately resumed, inasmuch as she
too readily suggested itself, but also because the furnishes them in her own case with an illustrathought was a familiar one from Jeremiah Jer. tion, real though only in the third place, of grace.
Judith had the temple, the royal house [Rosenm. takes the clause ironically, as meaning
iii. 11.
of David, at all events, with a longer season for that Judah has been found still worse than themKeil: inasmuch as tht^y
repentance, not only So^lora's, but also Samaria's selves (ch. xiv. 23).
judgment before her eyes. —The justiflcfttloin is a learn from the punishment endured by Jerusalem,
comparative one in relation to thee, Sodom and God's ri^hteousneas, etc. Others: by means of
Samaria must appear as righteous. There is per- fellowship in misfortune, and that a misfortune
cording to Ge8.

** it

:

:

:

:

—

:

:

:

;

;

;

=

:

1

;

:

—

—

—

—

;

:

Ewald in order that Jeruhaps also the thought, that this relative justihca- so much greater.
tion so much the more demands the divine judg- salem may never again reckon hersi»lf better, but
ment upon Judah-Jenisalem. Ver. 52. The men- may rather through her suffering with them comtion of the judgment upon Samaria is wanting, fort the others.]— Ver. 55.
TyOlp is the atata*
as well as the mention of the details of her sinning the inference is immediately drawn in its ante., but is not to be more closely defined. Not
application to Judah.
The disgrace is the judg- as before the punishment, for then Sodom and
ment, the punishment, to those with whom she Samaria were wicked, and Judah full of pride
agreed, which she recognised in reference to the (ver. 56) ; in that case the idea would be the posComp. Rom. ii. 1. sibility of conversion, so that they might be conothers as being riehteous.
But they are cei-tainly not to return to
(question thy verted.
[Ewald "thou who hast called
order perhaps to
"thou who didst judge" the state before punishment,
sisters."
Henost.
[so Eng. Vers.]. Older exiKJsitors "because thou be converted, but at most, conversion might pernast l^n intercessor," hast virtually absolved.] haps be conceived of as the implied condition of
She reviled them now she must revile herself, or such restoration. Matt. xL 23 does not refer to
at least she is reviled, and this all the more as a restoration, but to the possibility of Sodom's
through Judah *s sins they are more righteous than having remained in the state in which she was.
An earthly and physical restoration, alike of Sodom
she.
with the cities and inhabitants of the Jordan
valley and of Samaria, and also of Judah-JeniVers. 63-68. The Return of Grace,
salcm, has been thought of, just as in Acts iii. 21
Ver. 53. Just as there is grace at the beginning[, the universal renewal of the world to its original
For TW^^ 2\\l} or n^3^, glory before the entrance of sin, the palingenesia
so the end is gi-ace.
^Ma'tt. xix. 28
Rom. viii. 18 sq. 2 Fet. iii. 13),
comp. this Comm. on Deut. The fundamental pasbeen thonght of or at least such a resurrecA standing, as it were, pro- has
sage is Deut. XXX. 8.
tion of the dead to life has been taken to be the
verbial phraso, but not necessarily of the bringing
clothing, the colouring of the thought of their
back from exile, rather Messianic in sense; for
being made partakers of pardoning grace.
But
the abstract ri13C*, from n3K?, means in general
as in ver. 45 sq. it is merely moral relations that
destiny, misery, as here a state of punishment. are spoken of, which of course have to do with
Of an exile of Sodom certainly nothing can be persons, the inhabitants of the cities in question,
an ethical restitutio in integrum suggests itself as
Baid
Iij form there is a paronomasia, but we are
not to explain in this way the putting of the Kal the meaning of the text (comp. MaL iv. 6 ; Matt,
the phrase requires a meaning xvii. 11). if, therefore, a restoration of the divine
for the Hiphil
like " to restore," a putting an end to and turn- image (in Christ) should not be thought of, th^i
ing of the misery for tms purpose. See Job certainly the return to the flzst estate most be
:

—

;

m

:

m

:

:

;

—

;

;

;

!

;
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CHAP. XVI. 66-58
andeiBtood as a symbolical way of expressing the
idea of bestowing pardoning grace.
Ck>cc. fixes
Ids view upon the descendants of those who had
sorviTed the destruction of Sodom.
So also
Neteler: In Gen. xiv. two expeditions against
Sodom are spoken of ; the captives of the first expedition came to Elam, and their descendants are
destined to enter the Church ; just as also it was
merely the descendants of tUe captives of Samaria
and Jerusalem that could return.
**The bc^nning of the return ensued on the day of Pentecost,
perhaps even earlier through those that sprung
from the captives of Sodom that went to Elam
(proselytes), " etc.
Hengst. suggests * * a continuation of the means of grace after death for those to
whom on earth salvation did not present itself in
its highest completeness, for the inhabitants of
Sodom swept away by the judgment,'* appealing
to 1 Pet. iiL 19, 20, iv. 6.
(Matt. xii. 41, 42.)
Comp. on the other hand, ver. 60 so. The symbolical view (comp. ch. xxix. 14, xlvii. 8 sq.; Jer.
ilviii. 47 ; Amoe ix. 14 ; Isa. xix. 23, 24) will not
certainly commend itself by such assumptions as
that Sodom represents the two and a half tribes
on the other side of Jordan, or that it represents
the Ammonites and Moabites, or that it is a type
of that heathendom which is morally allied to it.
Against such assumptions there is the parallel
with the two definitely historical conceptions,
Samaria and Jerusalem, oomp. vers. 49, 50 ; and
the Ammonites and Moabites
particular are just
as little Sodomites as Lot was.
But this much
will be clear from the way in which Jerusalem is
olaced side by side with Sodom precisely and
Samaria,
in other words, with the most notorious
sinners (Deut. xxxii. 82; Isa. i. 10
Jer. xxiii.
14; Rev. xi. 8); sinners, too, from whose judgment
in long bygone days Jerusalem seemed to herself
far removed, just as she despised those most nearly
related to herself in lineage who had been carried
into exile ;
this much will be clear, that over
against the sin and the judgment spoken of here,
erace and favour are manifestly to be taken in a
Messianic point of view, and are meant to be set
forth in a way that is full of promise.
0)mp.
Rom. xi. 32. The promise ''soaring far above
the censure,*' as Hitzig says of the section vers.
53-63.
The solution of the difficulty, as it is
attempted by Calvin, by means of assuming a
eammiruUio a condiHone impossifnli (John xv. 20),
•—if Sodom and Samaria, then also thou ; but the
former not, therefore thou also not,
is supported
neither by the letter nor by the connection ; we
have promise before reaching ver. 60 so.
"The

m

—

;

—

—

restoration is, as in the case of Job, a lifting up
to a stage of existence far surpassing the former,
—admission into the kingdom of God and participation in all its blessings" (Hengst.).
Ver. 56. Such a prospect stands out the more
prominently, as the retrospect hinted at in ver.
54 appears by its side.
^l^at is heard,
njTlOr

—

and onght to be marked hence tidings, report,
what may at the same time serve for instruction,
for warning.
Sodom had not been taken, either
in her sins or in her punishment, by Israel as an
intimation to herself, which is to be heard and
pondered whenever the topic appeared in her
mouth ; she merely talked it on its way, without
drawing from it instruction or warning for herself,
g'ving herself np as she did at the time to her
;

:

Mlom-llke (rer. 49, ch. vii 20, 24) proud boast-
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[Hlv. ''was not for instruction, so that
thy mouth was full of the impression. " Others
"she was not heard in thy mouth thou didst
not think of her, didst not speak of her."
KosENM. : thou didst not take Soiiom's name at
all into thy mouth from mere pride (! ?).
Keil:
**
Sodom was not a discourse in thy mouth, that
thou didst talk of her and lay to heart her fate."
EwALD '* although Sodom hail no reputation
in thy mouth, was defamed by thee, somewhat
as thou thyself now art by thine enemies," eti^
Others take the sentence ns a question.
So
HsNOST.: "Was not Sodom evil spoken of in
thy mouth ? " Hitz. " Was not Sodom a discourse in thy mouth ? a theme which thou didst
handle in an edifying manner f " Others still, us
ings.

:

:

;

:

:

Luth., Cocc., Klief., take it as a future, s^iinst
the grammar.] Ver, 57. A more exact determination of the time of 'tri^^. It was before the

—

punishment, to which, and not merely to the
sin, the retrospect is directed, just as in ver. 53
"miseries" are spoken of in the plural.
By
means of the punishment the discovery (vers. 87,
36) of her wickedness took place, her wicked
pride came to shame and dishonour namely, by
means of the impending judgment from the direction of Babylon, which can be looked back to as
a thing already accomplished in the past, and
that all the more as Jehovah speaks from the
standpoint of the promised favour following thereupon. [Ewald translates "just as thou art now
the scorn," etc The expression as at the time,
is commonly referred to Isa. ix. 11 ; 2 Kings xv.
37, xvi. 6 ; 2 Chron. xxviii. 5, 18 sq.; Keil adding 2 Kings xxiv. 2.1 Her own experience of
punishment, tliat Sodom in reality came to lie
heard and felt by her, therefore humbled even
earlier the pride of Judah, if not.in her own eyes,
yet in those of strangers.
If, therefore, Sodom
;

:

:

was of no use before, if her own experience did
her harm, yet by means of the impen«ling discoveiy of her wicKedness, something else is to be
brought about. (Hengst. " By that which she
suffered she learned what she had done ; she no
longer spoke in pride of Sodom with a * God, I
thank tnee,' but laid her hand upon her own
heart") The Aramaic (Syrian) cities and nations
are to be looked upon, according to Hengst., not
as the destroying powers
"in that case Asshur
and Babylon would be mentioned"— but as mocking neighbours. Hav. takes them and the daughteiB of the Fhilistiaefl to be instiiiments uf the
divine avenging justice,
but not with reference
to any single Q<;currence, but in regard to the
whole bistor)' of the covenant-people, as the northeastern and southern neighbours of the theocracy
and says that not for them alone, but for all her
surronndingB, the same thing lay in store,
multitude of punishments, which corresj[»onded at
the same time to their hard-heartedncss.
Ver. 58 is taken by others as future.
Hitz.
" in the mouth of Jehovah of the ceitain future
thou must bear." It is, as already remarked on
ver. 57, the standpoint of the certain bestowment
of crace, from which the last punishment also \h
looked upon as one that has already taken place.
The aim, the divine intention of ver. 54, is reached,
(^mp. on ver. 48. With the mention of the punishments already over (ver. 57) there is connected
this summary sentence, which, pointing to the
impending culmination of punishment, brings the
:

—

—

;

—

:

—
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matter to a conclusion, in order with Ver. 69 to
the transition to the opposite.

make

— ^g

gives

the reason with divine attestation why it must
be so, that it is accoi-ding to righteousness; not
merely, however, in reference to punishment, but
(ver. 60) looking beyond to grace as well.
JV\£^,
the

)

mouth the more shamelessly for self-justification
as well as for bringing charges against God.—

As the covenant spring from pure mercy and
faithfulness, so in its

1.

take

it

as the second person

:

thou didst to thv-

—

what thou didst; com p. Rom. ii 5. 0*th,
Dent. xxix. 11 [12}—Comp. ver. 8.— Ver. 60.

self

Lev.
Faithfulness as opposed to unfaithfulness.
See Ex. xix., xxiv.— Conip. Isa, liv.
xxvi. 42.
8, 10; Jer. xxxi. 31, xxxii. 40.— Ver. 61. In
addition to Jehovah's remembering, we have now
He remembered His
the people's remembering.
covenant, His faithfulness ; they had to remember their ways, their unfaithfulness. The being
ashamed is that already alluded to in ver. 64 after
their experience of penal chastisement; here, however, still more expressly in view of tlie grace to
Israel may well receive what is
be experittnced.

it consist*

DOCTKIMAL RBFLKCTION8.

therefore (also in ver. 60) a continuation of

Others: **yea." The
the discourse in ver. 68.
Others
Qeri rightly: ^fl^K^, in the firat person.

inmost essence

in foigiveuess of sins.

The scene with the

adulteress in

John

viiL,

whom

the scribes and Pharisees brought to Jesus,
might perhaps appear still more significant restJjct it be
ing on the background of our chapter.
supposed that Jesus wrote Ezek. xvi. with His
fiu^r on the gi'ound, and on the btisis of that put
forth the well-known challenge of John viii. 7.
2. If in respect of the temjiorary garb this
chapter is kept to the Old Testament, it is essen-

New Testament in its spirit and design.
Paul has not more sharply assailed the Jews, nor
more thoroughly stripi>ed them of all their own
Comp. Rom. ii. 3. The prorighteousnesses.
tially

phet does not even once biing into view their
descent from Abraham.
That and evt-rything
else for him lie sunk in pure sin and uiiMiry.
Justification by works is here held up even tc
irony, inasmuch as the greater sinner ** justifies"
given her. Comp. vers. 46, 58, 55. The plural, the lesser ones by means of her deeds of abominaSodom
Samaria
and
to
however, stretches beyond
tion.
At the close conies salvation.
the ffi-eater and smaller national comnmuities of
3. And just as salvation is reachetl at the close,
Rosenm., Hitz.
For danghteiB
mankind.
so our chaj)ter shows itself at once as a way of
Jerusalem therefore the metropolis, the capital of salvation, from the fact that the actual sin in all
Keil ** because the heathen its ingratitude and inconceivability, but along
the new theocracy.
nations are engrafted in Israel as their stem." with that the natural corruption cleaving to the
The position of daughter, as it regards the ma- people of God, is disclosed. For in what blindtemjil relation of Israel, is clear from John iv. 22. ness does a man live with regard to himself, so
Comp. besides Ps. Ixxxvii. -— The expression
The greatness of my
long as he lives to sin
and not by thy covecant, is made perfectly clear sin and misery must ever be the first thing for
by John x. 16. Hengst. explains the short, but me to know, if I am to live and die happily in
so much the more forcible, addition from ver. 59: the consolation of the gospel.
•*
not because the fulfilment of thy covenant obli4. Inasmuch, however, as the form of the progations gave thee any claim to it." Similarly phetic discourse exhibits in detail a whore and
most expositors. But the covenant is always adulteress of the most abandoned description, in
God's covenant ; expressly so in ver. 60, as also order to hold up before the i»eople in the picture
immediately again in ver. 62. Hence **lhy cove- a mirror of themselves inwardly, we are, as Cocnant "=:^y covenant with thee in the days of ceius very truly remarks, to make matter of
thy childhood, ver. 60. The parties in question reflection (for this is the object of the desciiption)
»re designated as "without law," i.e. as not the much more shameful spiritual nnchastity as
•^ringing from the law, although not as standing regards God, even while there may be outward
Comp. on ver. 8 ; Rom. ii. fleshly decency before men. •And this all the
outside tne promise.
And so in ver. 62 the everlasting cove- more as the ordinary judgment of mankind falls
12, 14.
nant, again resumed with emphatic ^JX from ver. so unmercifully upon the fleshly form of manifestation, while it is wont to fonn a liberal and toler60, is represented as pure gospel, as a most gra- ant estimate of the aj>ostasy from God and the
cious fulfilment of promise, as well as, of course, yielding up of the spirit to idols.
Cocccius, in
of the law of Israel (** My covenant with thee," this cx)nnection, points Ui Rev. xiv. 4, and exthe
law
the
relation
under
was
But
ver. 60).
plains the " virgins " spiritually of the time ami
always temporary, and also local, national, one that faithful followei-b of Jesus.
passed over into the fulfilment; which indeed
5. *' Our chapter is, by the keeping up throughdrew forth from the law even the latent gospel, out of the figure therein, one of those' Scrpture
and realized it, but which in divine faithfulness passages which vimlirate for ever the truth of
brought about the fulfilment of promise in a more the so-called mystic interpretation of the Song of
ffeneral sense {e.g. Oen. xii. 3), and which accord- Solomon" (Kuef.).
ingly stretches from eternity to eternity, and for
6. For the Hebix^w nation, which is more essenthis reason the knowledge of Jehovah is signifi- tially a nation than any other, inasmui^h as it
(Ex. iii. 14.)
cantly connected with it
"does not consist of more or fewer disparate,

—

:

:

:

!

Ver. 63. mjjp reminds us of ver. 54, while at

Remember
the same time ver. 62 is resumed.
thy " ways," the sins thou hast committed. Be
ashamed, comp. ver. 62; that is to say, instead
of her former pride, which shut her eyes to her
deeped corruption and apostasy, but opened her

—

heterogeneous, and mutually foreign conglomerates, and more or less accidental aggregates, united
by accretion from without, but is pre-en»inentlj
one individual, one family" (Zibgler).
Kgypt
was the heathen foil, and still more the proper
birthplace.
There it grew to be a nation from
the twelve heads of tribra. The natural potendes^
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which

in this case come likewise to be considered,
the great fniitfolness of this land, its
extraordinarily adapted for population,
etc, are still more than met oy the antithesis—
•n the one side monotheistic, on the other side
polytheistic
which here lay open, and which

soeh

M

oUmate so

—

prevented a dangerous mixture, and by what
•prang from it in the shape of a "great spiritual
antipathy and idiosyncrasy of the two nations,"
thnragh which a preparation was made for the
5regnant development of religio-moral indiviiu.ity as a nation at Sinai.
7. It is worthy of notice, and the after-effect is
always visible in the history of the Jewish people,
that they became a nation in a foreign land, in
misery, and hence were already a nation before
they took possession of the Promised Land.
8. It is one thing, Israel's becoming a people
(ver. 6); it is another, Israel's becoming the
people of Jehovah (ver. 8).
In the latter respect
the introductory declaration, **I who have brought
thee out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of
bondage," gives the right key-note fpr the law of
the covenant
In accordance with that it was to
be understood as the will of one who was gracious,
whose oommandmentH, rightly understood, cannot
be grievous. They led to grace, even when they
led to the knowledge of sin.
9. Although " the whole of the development of
Israel" (Hemost.) is surveyed by the eye of the
DTophet in the divine discourse, and although
Hiv. should not deny that regard is had at the
same time "to the later history of the nation
nnder David and Solomon," yet it is principally
the first season of youth that is here apostrophized,
so that we get a pendant for what is said in Rev.
ii. 4 about the "ftrst love."
(Comp. especially
ver. 8 in our chapter.
10. Hiv.: "The departure from Effypt, the
giving of the law, the covenant of Qod with Israel,
are facts which, comprehending as they do the
choosing and preparation of the people to be a
people of God, are of such a kind that they induae at the same time the later blessings in germ
these are only the farther realisation, confirmation,
and development of those. divine manifestations
of grace there deposited in germ in the midst of
the people."
11. Hengst asserts that "we are not to think
of spiritual benefits," that "the prophet abides
by what is palpable, which the ungodly even,
whose consciences he wishes to touch, would
uef«8sarily recognise,"
a view against which
Hhv. rightly remarks, that the material, outward
blessings are special, fvtut because they " have in
them a spiritual signifi<mnce," ^because they are
" symbols, the concrete embodiment of spiritual
Ttntips and heavenly blessings." This "is clear
even from the nature of allegory itself."
12. The covenant-people are portrayed for us
both in their priestly and in their kingly character
as a people. The more clearly they appear in
this way as chosen out of the world— and thereby
in their task, in their destination, for the world
the deeper feeling of ignominy and pain must
their identification with the world, nay, in consequence of that., their sinking far below the
beiithen world, produce as a warning example to
;

'

—

—

Christendom
18. Marriage and religion here run so much
into one another, that the vesture of the thought,
tbs figure, becomes, as it were, the thing itself

1C9

and from

this ideal hallowing of the institution ot
marriage there springs a reli^ous and thutt a very
profound conception of its nature on the Old
Testament ground (comp. Mai. ii 14), just as in
£ph. V. 82 we have the New Testament view.
14. Israel's identifying himself with the world
is thorough unfaithfulness, as Israel was offered
in the covenant relationship with Jehovah grace
to withstand, to ward ofl^ temptation through the
world-powers,
is an unfaitnful misapplication
not only of the gifts of grace and blessings which
have come to Israel, but of his state of gnue.
But he who forgets what manner of man he was,
he who has a high opinion of himself, has no
desire for grace and the more he trusts in himself, the more ouickly will he squander gifts and
" It once this direction is taken, the
blessings.
wickedness advances farther and farther, unceasingly, with unabashed countenance ; it spares no
gift of Qod which it would not bring as an offering to its self-made gods, to itself and to its
sinful lust" (Hay.).
15. Self-exaltation leads from grace, just as
self-knowledge leads to grace.
16. With the self-annulling of the relationship
to God is bound up the annulling of a nation s
Whei-e there is no
self iu its different relations.
religion, there may be manners, but no morality

—

;

;

neiuier is there any historical nationality, however much of self-praise it may receive. Godliness is idways the true policy, having the promise
of the life that now is, as well as of that which is
With its religion a people's nationality
to come.
(The honouring of God and tlie
is bound up.
The significance of the relinational honour.
gious character of a people as it regards their ethical and national side.
17. "In the Hebrew worship there w&s found
a theocracy elsewhere unexampled. Originality
and independence in the domain of natural religion was wanting in the case of the Hebrews
the fundamental bias produced by the worship of
Jehovah left room merely for a pressing in ot
natural religion, dependent for the most part on
outward ciroumstances. Striking proof how original and deeply rooted monotheism is in Hebraism" (Hav.). Comp. the development of this
idea in SAAL80Ht)Tz' Arch/U>', ii. p. 882 sq.
18. With this national character of hers as a
people of Jehovah, Israel's polytheistic aberrations are quite as much sins against herself, her
true, essential, proper self, as against the Lonl

her God,
19. The punishment of death is inflicted by the
law of Moses either in the shape of burning (? perhaps only of the corpses, after previous stoning).
Lev. XX. 14, xxi. •,— Gen. xxxviii. 24 appears to
bo a pre-Mosaio le^l i^sage,—or by stoning, or by
Hanging is not a Mosaic punishment.
the sword.
20. Grotius drew the inference from our chapter (vers. 88, 40), that after Moses' time the
severer punishment of stoning was introduced in
the case of adultery without ground, as Meyer
It was the legal
on John viii. rightly decides.
Mosaic punishment of adultery, perha])s in general, as Hav. on Eaekiel in loco makes very probable, and not merely in coses like Deut xxii.
20 sq., 28 sq., to which Meyer limits it ; although
the figurative language used by our prophet in
reference to the punishment would have its emphasis if the law had been to decree stoning only
(Israel conceived of as
in cases so peooliar.
;
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Her obligation as a
betrothed in marriage
people to viigiD-like purity !)
21. It ifi a fearful development that of Israel
the more grace, the more sin. And yet grace
would display itself the more mightily, the more
"What a
mightily sin had dereloped itself.
great, free kingdom of grace," says Umbreit,
" which the prophet buil£ up, in which Sodom,
Samaria, and Jerusalem stand before God in a
"
line connected in the closest way
22. The key to the interpretation of the restoration held out in prospect for Sodom and Samaria
and Jemsalem is the undeniably representative
character of all three.
As this representative
character of Judah-Jerusaiem is clear in our prophet,
that is to say, the Jewish people is represented in this, its characteristic i^mnant, so it is
no less to be admitted in reference to Sodom and
Samaria.
The addition at the outset in everv
case, "and their daughters," by means of which
three ^nps are formwi, strips the cities named a(
their mdividuality.
But it is not the Jordan
valley and the land of the kingdom of Israel, and
just as little is it the respective inhabitants, that
are to be represented thereby, as it is plain from
the connection that no special reference of any
kind, either to local circumstances as such, or to
1

!

—

—

consequently of humbling her more deeply ; bat
the deeper the humiliation, the deep^ shall b«
the sense of shame, since grace and favour form
the last prospect. A thought such as that expressed by Hengst " If God has compassion on
the most notorious sinners among the heathen,
how should He not have compassion on all ? " lies
outside our text.
In accordance with our text
the thought would need to run
If grace lies in
prospect for Jerusalem, so much the more must
this oe the prospect for Sodom and Samaria, how
greatly soever Jewish Pharisaism might set its
faoe against it.
The fact that the favour held
out in prospect is expressed as a " return to their
first estate,
explains the "turning" of the cap*
tivity, or more generally of the misery, as 2\y
n^SS^i as a "biinging back," inasmuch as it is
:

:

'

a " returning," and both alike arc figurative modes
of speech.
As the one takes its colour from Sodom's judgment, so the other takes its colour
from Samaria's punishment
Sodom must be
restored, since sue is destroyed
while Samaiia
would have to be brought back from her misery,
since she is in exile— if favour, notwithstanding
judgment and after judgment, were to be the thing
spoken of. But it is just such favour of which
(lersons as such, exists.
Both Sodom and Samaria God means to speak to us by the mouth of His
come into view with the prophet merely as regards prophet. This favour is in the case of Jerusalem
sin and judgment, and with respect to grace and assigned indeed to the last time, in so far as the
favour.
As regards sin and judgment, they be- Messianic period is the last time ; nothing, howlong to history, and are specialized as regards ever, being said of transferring it to the world to
this historical side of theirs, especially Sodom come or to the last judgment, nor of its being
with respect to ^rrace and favour, delayed till the general restitution of all things.
(ver. 49 sq.)
they are received into the promise concerning the The same must hold good of the parallels, Sodom
But vcr. 61 makes it perfectly
Jewish people, not merely to Uirow important and Samaria.
light on that promise, but to characterize it Mes- clear, inasmuch as the grace lyine in store is
sianically as a world-wide prosiiect for hnmanitv spoken of there as a receiving into the fellows^p
We are not at liberty to say with of the everlasting covenant with Jerusalem and
in general.
Hengst.: " Sodom represents the entire heathen Sodom and Sumaiia, just as they appfar manifestly as types of humanity to be made partakers
world standing in similar circumstances with her.
For what would Samaria represent, as distingoished of grace, so far as they themselves are concerned,
from her and from Jerusalem? But if sin and step into the background. When Stier wishes to
judgment indisputably constitute the historical explain £zekiel bv means of Matt. xi. 24 in referelement of Sodom and Samaria, we shall require ence to Sodom, he drags into the words of onr
to express ourselves in this way: Sodom and Lord what does not necessarily lie in them.
The
Saroana set before us, symbolize in general, two last day, which according to Stier's interpretation
sinful states of mankind, which are specially dis- is to manifest "ways of grace still open" even
tinguished from each other in this way, that " in the world to come," does indeed make maniSodom has sinned and been judged without having fest those who are saved by grace through faith,
the law of the covenant, while Samaria has fallen as it likewise justifies the righteousness of God in
away from the law of tbe covenant and exposed its judgments before the whole world. That it
herself to judgment.
It is not as representing will be more tolemble for Sodom on this day is
heathendom that Sodom comes into view, but as explained simply enough from the cii-cuinstanco
standing outside the covenant of law ; and the that her guilt, as also that of I'yre and Sidon,
difference between Samaria and Jerusalem in re- when com{)ared with the guilt of others, will apspect of the covenant of law, out of which Samaria pear as less heinous.
But that Sodom will be
has fallen, is attested by the mercies which have restored is not said by our Lord in Matthew, any
maintained within Jerusalem and for her the more than He says that Tyre and Sidon will
covenant and the law so much longer. If Paul repent. Where Ezekiel spe»iks of Sodom and
writes in Rom. ii. that they who have sinned Samaria (just as also of Jerusalem), as cities,
without law perish also without law, and that localities, Sodom is removed fi-om the face of tb«
they who have sinned in the law are judged by earth, Samaria lies waste, the style of expression
the law, the statement is illustrated by Sodom as to "returning to their first estate" is merely
and Sarcaria as to the prospect for Jerusalem. colouring. The motto with the prophet, whicli
But because, with Ezekiel, grace and favour shoot runs through the Old Testament, in gospel tcnns
up their beams behind and beyond the judgment, is this I am come to seek and to save that which
the fact that Sodom and Samaria, in connection was lost This is the Messianic world-wide prowith their sinning, are lost, aerves indeed the spect for mankind, as it is symbolized in Sodom,
purpose, in respect of righteousness, of placing Samaria, and Jerusalem.
Jerusalem exceeding both as she has done in
23. "The prosperity and safety of the okien
even lower than them, and time ia the immediate form under which the pcosin and corruption
;

;

;

:

—

—
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pbct beholds also the ftttore,"—Just fu to be in
Mftdi8e
to be in heaven ; *'bat presently this
nitare appears also in so ideal a splendour, that
that very form bursts asunder, and in truth a new
world presents itself to his eye.
1 1 is the old God,
with thi» old gifts of His love but the subjective
condition has become a ditferent one, and hence the
old blessings also are of a new kind, and the whole
state in consequence has become one far more
exalted, far more glorious than the old " (Hlv.^.
[" It is as if an assurance were given to a child,
whose family had become enveloped in misfortune,
that he should live to see the former prosperity
ivturu again but meanwhile he himself springs
up to manhood, and, having now other wants to
tetisly, and higher relations to fill than formerly,
the revived prosperity must bring new and nobler
in the same
gifts within liis reach, to place
relative position he originally occupied. In short,
the bringing back of Uke captivity, and returning
to the former state;, as applied to the covenantpeople, indicates nothing as to the outward form of
things to be enjoyed, but points only to their
nature and character, as similar to what had

=

;

;

mm

been" (Faikbairn).—W. F.]
Hengst wisliea to find, in the circumstance

already
24.

that in vers. 53 and 55 (just as also in Isa. xix.
23, 24) I.srael takes only the third place, a hint
tJiat the heatlien world will attain sooner to salvation, and a pi-eiHiration for Rom. xi. 25 (?).

Again, the

**

comforting" of

ver.

54

is

to be ex-

ver. 61, and is meant to signify the
of the go8]>el (Isa. xl. ), which will come

pkined from
preaching

at firbt from an election of Jews (the apostles) to
The high honour of this mission
the heathen.
to the heathen world will fill with deep sliame,
There is no
because of the earlier apostasy.
question, at all events, as to the remark that the
**
kingdom of Go<l can only for a time be limited
to a single nation, and the limitation must be
the means of removing the limitation."
25. HXv. : (1) **The old covenant apjtears as
the foundation, the presupposition, of the new, so
The new inthat the latter rests on the former.
stitute of salvation is not the dissolution, but the
fUfilment, the confirmation, and completion of
the old.
(2) it 18 characteristic of the new covenant that it is to be an everlasting covenant.
But the eternity of duration already promised to
the old covenant nevertheless stands fast, inasmuch as the old covenant rises into and passes
over into a covenant of such a kind that its dis-
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bottom, so a teacher, when he wishes to conveit
thoroughly, must first seek to bring them te
a knowledge of their sins" (Ob.).
"The man
is thoroughly sick who does not wish to hear
how sick he is, lest he should be compelled to
know and believe it. But such is the sinner,
who reckons himself as righteous" (Stck.).
''Without the knowledge of sin, rei>entance and
conveision are not to be thought of.
We know
indeed already by nature that we ought not to
kill, to steal, ete.; but because through inborn
defect our natural knowledge is very much obscuretl, God has given the ten commandments,
to set the law of nature in a clearer light ; and
the prophets are the expounders of the ten commandments. In other men we peroeive at once
the sins which vre do not discover in ourselves.

men

—

—

To

are indulgent, especially if we
we are always
Olinging to the view that what we did with a
good intention cannot possibly displease God.
So much the more must the prophets drag our
sins to the light" (LuTHKR).--Ver. 2. "Those
who are in the Church, and yet live an ungodly
life, are to be considered the same as the heathen
before God, Matt xviii. 17" (TOb. Bib.).— Ver. 3.
" What Jerusalem had to listen to in the passage
before us
And yet what would have to oe said
of our extraction, as to who we are, and from what
heathen we are sprung?" (Jer.)— Ver. 4. The
abuse of benefits increases guilt.
Hence the
preaching of those confeiTed by God on the Jewish
people, as here by Kzekiel, is a thorough carrying
out of the original commission : Cause Jerusalem
Ver. 5 sq. It is above
to know her abominations.
all as seen in contrast with ou"" natural coiTUption
that we come to understand the grac« of God the
Father in Jesus Christ, His only-begotten Son,

ourselves

we

err in the service of Giod, since

!

—

—

*
* How did it stand with
stretehed forth His hand to
us, and brought us out of the filtli of om- sins?
are bom cnildren of wrath ; we lie under guilt
for otir Sins ; we must have died eternally, had
we not been quickened through Christ, £ph. it
4, 5 ; 1 Cor. vi. 12" (Luthkr).— Where none helps,
God is our help. ** Priest and Levite pass by ;

through the Holy
ourselves, before

Spirit.

God

Wo

—

He

not only will, but He also can
help.
His looking upon us is already help"
Remembering a good preparation (for
(Stck.).
the table of the Lord also) (1) let us remember
what we are by natura ; (2) let us remember still

God does not

—

:

—

more God's ^^race. Ver. 8 sq. '* This is the second
Comp. besides gracious visitation of God ; the first is in ver. 6 sq.
(ScHMiBDRK.) Ver. 9 sq. " With such grace
26. *• Vain is the boast which Rome takes up God comes to meet us, when as the compassionate
Mainst Jerusalem. For it is not from Rome that Father He comes to meet His prodigal sons (Luke
XV.), embraces them, and by His promises and no
the gos^tel has gone forth, but from Jerusalem
lust as it is also not to the Romans alone that it many proofo uf His love takes away our unbelief,
has forced its way. We are children of Jerusalem, and enters into covenant with us. This takes
but not of Rome. If Rome mil be saved, she place when He forgives us our sins, imparts to us
most become a daughter of Jerusalem and this His Spirit, and frees us from the bondage of sin.
means that Rome Qiust in this cmsi.* accept the law But as those Who have the gift of freedom beWhi<-h has gone forth from Jenisalem, and dare stowed upon them change their clothes, so we
not accept or deliver aught else.
But Jerusalem put on our Lord Jesus Chnst, and ore numbered
has begun to show herself as a mother, inasmuch with the royal priesthood (Col. iii. 12, 18) " (Heimthe apostles and believers from Jerusalem have H OFF.).— "Observe that God not only washed,
solution is not to be thought
our exposition of ver. 61 sq.

of.

"

—

;

m

preaebea the gospel to us " (Cocc.).

BOMILETIC HINTS.
Ver. 1 sq. " As a physician, when he wishes to
heal a woond thoroughly, must probe it to the

but also anointed ; in other words, He not only
forgives our sins, but at the same time sanctifies
tis oy His Spirit" (Coco.).
**Do you wish to

—

know what

«rticles of

doling

these realty are 1
"But the

—

Compassion, kindness," ete. (Jer.)
adorning of godly women is not to be
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is outward, but the new man inwardly, 1 Pet iii.
3 sq.; GaL v. 22" (Starke).— "The kingdom of
glory is reached by those only who keep tne faith
to the end" (Stck.).— Ver. 14. "A name of
renown is no small favour from Ood, but one
ought not to piide himself in it, Matt iiL 9 "
(0.).
"There is no name of greater glory and
renown than to be a child of God. Strive to bear
this name vrith truth, Hos. L 10" (Starke).
Ver. 15. " The divine gifts, so soon as we cease
to recognise them as such, inevitably become a
snare.
The heart that has grown proud by means
of them becomes the sport of all lusts and passions" (Henost.).— Ingratitude is the reward of
the world ; it was so even in the case of the nation placed in so splendid a position in the heathen

of childhood have a purer fear of God than those
who are grown up. And therefore in the worship
of the Cnurch, and especially in baptism, the
grace of the new birth for cnildren of Grod is
ascribed to little children even, in dependence on
the promise : I am thy God, and the God of thy
"Thou darest not,
seed" (Hbim-Hoff.).
false, hypocritical Christian, hold thyself to be
lighteous as compared with the Jews, because
thou hast an abhorrence of what they did ; for
the rearing of thv children for the devil and the
world is certainly not better" (Berl. Bib.).
"God retains His right over our children ; and
so He does thee no wrong when He summons
them away from thee into heaven" (Stck.).
Ver. 22 sq. The ungodly and idolatrous have a
world, and that in reference to the Lord.
What bad memory. It is the memory that the devil
a miiTor for Christendom
"How many a one seeks first to steal from man. When memory
has been corrupted by beauty " (Stck.)
comes back to us through ^ptice, how our eyes are
" Beauty, whence comes it f is it not also a filled with tears
Sometimes the d3ring hour
divine gift ? Who can make himself beautiful f draws aside the veil from our memory. Oh, let it
And should it not serve to keep what is unbeauti- not come so late I— Ver. 25. ** The beauty is the
ful, to keep vice far from us ?
And how soon is national honour, a noble boon bestowed by God«
beauty gone " (Luthkr.)
Prosperity without which not to esteem, but to prostitute, is a sign
piety, in nine cases oulyof ten, leads to corrup- of deep degeneracy and alienation from God*'
tion.
Ver. 26. " Ofttimes neighbours
" This is a worm which gnaws and destroys (Hengst.).
the most precious souls, and renders the com- entice one another to sin" (Starke). —Ver. 27.
mandments of no effe»:t, when the man is content Even upon Israel's moat wicked ways God s hand
with the praise of men, and boasts himself as if is ever discernible stilL Ver. 28 sq. There is an
his own doings were enough lor aim.
"With God's word,
Beware, insatiable hunger in sin.
therefore, of trusting in thine own will, because it on the other hand, men become so quickly satiis nothing without God's assistance.
"Without repentance we go
When you ated" (Stck.).
have done all, say. We are unprofitable servants. from sin to sin" (Jer.).
"Our heart has no
* It
is not of him that willeth, nor of him that
" If
rest until it rests in God" (Augustine).
runneth, but of God that showeth mercy (Rom. we are too intimately connected with the ungodly,
ix. 16).
It is the Lord's will that we should it is just as if we went near a fan, and made it
place our confidence in this, that our names are blow up our evil desires, which without that are
written in heaven" (Heim-Hoff., after Calv.). already burning sufficiently in our soul.
It is
" The name of a Christian is not enough, if the difficult to keep the favour of those with whom
walk of a C^hristian does not go along with it
we
not
if
do
we are on terms of ft-iendship,
agree
" The more distinguished thou art with them" (Heim-Hoff.).
(Stck.).
Ver. SO.
among men, the more watchful over thyself thou withered heart, a heart that has lost its sap and
shouldst be " (Luther).— Ver. 16 sq. " What is vigour (Ps. xxxii. 4), is the heritage of those who
there that men do not spend upon sinful objects, seek in the world what God alone can impart
and especially upon false worship !— All that thou Hope always disappointed is the enemy of life."
ptferest to the idols
tell us, then, earthly-minded
Ver. 31. Where wickedness has grown into a
man, what hast thou offered in thy life to God ?
habit, everything becomes a means to the end,
(Starke. ) New patches upon an old garment
for its only wish is to gratify its lust.
Ver. 82.
here, as so often, upon th«' old idolatry I—." Ob- "Those who serve God and Mammon, Christ and
"
serve that those who fall away from the true Belial, ai-e in the same condemnation
\Stck. ).
religion are accustomed to walk at the head of
Ver. 35 sq. The punishment of God begins
processions, and would fain even excel others with the holding up before us of our sins ; and
through their superstition, so tiiat the latter are thus our evil conscience is the announcement of
even displeased" (Luther).
God's word and
Ver. 17 so. There yet another condemnation.
is a systematic theology, professing to be oiblical,
Spirit never flatter, but call sinner and sin by
after this pattern, where the gold and silver of their right name.
Such is the relation in which
Holy Scripture are wrou|^ht up into doctrinal God stands to whoredom ; how different the posistatements and practical inferences according to tion taken up by states and cities toward it, that
one's own liking, under splendid wrappings still wish to be called Christian
To he^r while
(phrases), and bv means of an eloquence th^t it is yet time, to hear the voices of grace, saves
reminds one of better times.
"The true God us fi-om being compelled to hear the sentence of
clothes and feeds His own ; but the false gods punishment
Ver. 87. False, sinful love readilv
must be clothed and fed by their worshippers, passes over into fierce hate, "Viliich is also a judiand for this purpose God's gifts are to serve" cial sentence of God, even in this life. Such is
(Stck.).— Ver. 20 sq. "God's right not only to the case also with boon companionship, gambling
the ffrown up, but also to their children, is not companionship, and similar worldly friendships.
merely in virtue of creation and preservation, but
This is the curse of sin, that those with
in virtue of the covenant" (Starke).— " The we have sinned make common cause with our
extent of the grace which was promised to Abra- enemies for our punishment.
"The penal unham must be recognised in the Church of Christ covering of the nakedness is the righteous retriabo. Christ imparts the sparks of His Spirit to bution (or having done so voluntarily " ( Hbkost.
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moct painhil rods in God's hand. — Keep me, O God« is being ftdfiUed still daily" (JER.).^Tlie gospel
from friends who are not Thv friends. Ver. 88 sq. proclaims and promises return from captivity, and
The. hwtury of the world, still more the history of restoration of the divine image alike to the grossest
the Chorch, most of all the history of the Jewish sinners, and to the apostates who have fallen away
people, shows a retnhntion at work, and proves from the truth, and also to those who boast themat the same time the existence of a Judge.
To selves of Moses and the prophets, yea, of Christ
be in the enemy's hand does not, in the case of and the apostles, but who shall the more rightfaith, exclude the comfort of knowing that we eously fall under judgment if they do not repent.
are in God's hand but for the ungodly it is a
" In the case of spiritual captivity we must think
Xthat God has given them up. Those are the of the jailor, of the chains, and of the bondage.
awful scenes of burning, m whose ruins we But from Satan's voke, and the chains of darkset* oaraelves pointed away beyond man altogether ness, and from wicked works, Christ leads us to
to the righteous God.
1 n this way Jerusalem has
freedom " (Stck.).— Ver. 64. "This is a beautiful
become a parallel to the Dead Sea.
He who revenge and a blessed retiibution on God's part,
refuses to obey God must in the end obey men. the shaming of the sinner by means of grace"
Ver. 40. The sin public ; the shame public
(Cocc). To be ashamed of salvation, ana to be
the judgment public— Ver. 41. "God can easily ashamed because of so |p'eat salvation, how difbriuff it about that we shall sin no more ; in other ferent are these two things
Ver. 56. It is a
words, that even if we wish it as before, we shall brining back, the restoration of the nations to
be able to go no farther" (Stck.),— Ver. 42. If a united humanity in the Son of man, the new
the sin ceases, the wrath ceases, it rests over the heavens and the new earth, the creation of resinner and so the nationality of Israel has ceased demption.
Ver. 56. "How many rejoice in the
among the nations. God's resting, His being no calamity of others, and do not reflect that perlonger an^, maj be helL—The extremity of haps a still greater one hangs over their own head
judgment is such indifference on the part of God. Prov. xxiv. 17" (Starke).— The stones of the
Ver. 48 sq. All sin becomes still worse from its temple at Jerusalem cry loud enough in the ear
being a crime against God's grace.
Ver. 57. The day of judgment
"Against of Cnristendom
Thee, Thee only, is the so thoroughly damning makes bare.
"In this life much remains hidden,
element in sin. "The sins and bad habits of but the last day will make manifest thoughts ixa
liarents do not excuse the children, but render well as words and actions " (Stck.).
In the end,
them the more guilty, because they have not and
already even,
if one looks deep enough
shunned ways so wicked" (Stck.). Ver. 47 sq. he who despises God and is cast off by Him is
When sin has grown to madness, the most hor- despised by men likewise. Ver. 58. " He who
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ment 80 much the heavier." — Ver. 59.

rible depths of corruption disclose themselves just
in the case of those who have had most to do with

seems to bear sin lightly will find the punish-

God's word. A man of the world cannot possibly
sin like one who has formerly been a " Christian.
-—What sinner in Israel did not reckon himself a
pioas man, if not a saint, as compared with Sodom
How different is God's judgment from men's judgment upon others and upon themselves
Ver. 49
8<j. Good days may become ha J weeks, a bad eter
nity.
Unmercifulness shows that we ourselves
have not obtained meroy. If we are to be ashamed

with us according to our works, and He does not
deal with us according to our uorks both already
in this world, but thoroughly only in the world
God's i-emt-mbering Hi^ grace produces
to come.
" Believers have no
the everlasting covenant.
to
right
assume or imagine that they have been
reconciled to God from any other cause than from
Ver. 61.
the grace of the covenant" (Calv.).
Our remembering is never without shame on our
part God's grace awakens, sharpens memory
" The remembrance of our former state of
also.
sin ought to humble us thoroughly, but at the
same time to awaken us to the gratitude we owe
to God for having shown us so great mercy, 1 Cor.

—

I

—

—

—

before Sodom snd Samaria, how much more before
the penitent thief upon the cross! Ver. 51 sq.
The mote and beam, as in Matt vii. In judginc;
of sins, many a thing has to be considered which
God alone can know. Hence we should not wish
tojudj^, but should leave the judgment to God.

—
—

Justification before men, and justification before
God : justification from men in word, through
their praise, or in actual fact, through their greater
guilt ; and justification from God, in His word,
through Christ's work.

Ver. 58 so. "Teachers and preachers mast
preach not only the law, but also the gospel " (0.).
— However great our sin and misery may be, there
is a redemption from all.— "What the prophet
here predicts has been fulfilled in the Churoh, and

6.

The Riddle about

the

God

deals

;

—

~

—

—
—

XV. 9, 10" (Starkb).— Ver. 63. "God is willing
to remit not one and another sin merely, but all
" In this chapter, as in
our sins " (Luther).
Hom. i. sq., God makes a complete disclosure of
the abominations of sin, but for the purpose in
grace of also covering them up wholly iRicht. ).
"The justification of grace takes away from
those who have come to know their sin thoroughly
all boasting of their own merits, Rom. iii. 24
(Starke).— Our being struck dumb in judgment,
our being struck dumb from grace.

—

—

Royal House of David

'

(ch. xvii.).

And the word of Jehovah came unto me, saying. Son of man, put forth a
3 riddle, and speak a parable unto [for] the house of Israel. And say. Thus
saith the Lord Jehovah, The great eagle, with great wings, with long wingfeathers, full of feathers, which had divers colours, came unto Lebanon, and
4 took the topmost branch [ie«fy crown] of the cedar. The topmost of its shoots
he cropt off, and brought it to the land of Canaan ; in a city of merchants he

1,2
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And he

took of the seed of the land, and pat it in a seed field took
And it sprouted, and became a spreadwaters, set it as a willow.
ing vine, of low statare, so that its branches might turn toward him [hm
etgie], and its roots should be under him ; and it became a vine, and produced
7 branches, and shot out leafy twigs. And there was another great eagle with
great wings and many feathers ; and, behold, this vine turned languishingly
in its roots toward him [the other ei«ie], and shot forth its branches toward him,
8 that he might water it, from the beds of its piantinff. In a good field by
many waters was it planted, to produce leaves and to bear fruit, to become a
9 splendid vine. Say, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah Will it thrive 1 will he
not pull up the roots thereof, and cut off the fruit thereof, that it wither t
In all the leaves of its shoots it shall wither ; and not by a great arm or by
10 many people will it have to be lifted up from its roots. And [yc«], behold, it
is planted, will it thrive ? will it not utterly wither as soon as the east wind
And the word of Jehovah came unto me, saying. Say now to
11, 12 touches it)
the house of rebelliousness, Know ye not what this is 1 Say, Behold, the
king of Babylon came to Jerusalem, and he took its king and its princes, and
13 he brought them to himself to Babylon. And he took of the royal seed, and
made a covenant with him, and caused him to enter into an oath ; and the
That it might be a kin^om of low
14 rams [rtrongnnes] of the land he took
condition, that it might not lift itself up ; that his covenant might be kept,
15 that it might stand. And he rebelled against him, so that he sent his messengers to Egypt, to give him horses and much people— Shall he prosp^)
shall he escape that doeth this 1
And he broke the covenant, and should he
16 escape? As I live sentence of the Lord Jehovah surely in the place of
the king that made him king, whose oath he despised, and whose covenant
17 he broke, with him in the midst of Babylon he shall die. And not with great
power and much people shall Pharaoh act with him in the war [t«tfl«], in castr
18 ing up a mount and in building a siege-tower, to cut off manv souls.
And
[yes] he despised the oath, to break the covenant ; and, behold, he gave his
19 hand and all this he did ; he shall not escape. Therefore thus saith the
Lord Jehovah, As I live, surely
coveoath which he despised, and
20 nant which he broke, I give upon his head. And I spread My net upon him,
and he is taken in
snare, and I bring him to Babylon, and I contend with
him there because of his treachery which he hath committed against Me.
21 And idl his fugitives in all his squadrons, they shall fall by the sword, and
those that remain shall be scattered to every wind; and ye know that I,
Jehovah, have spoken.
22
Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, And I take of the topmost branch [of ihei-fy
crown] of the high oedar, and set [ni*
«] ; from the topmost of its shoots will I
23 crop off a tender one, and 1 plant it upon a mountain high and exalted. On
the elevated mountain of Israel will I plant it, and it l^ars leaves and produces fruit, and becomes a glorious cedar and under it there dwell all birds
5 set it
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it
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many

to
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My

My

My

:

branches shall they dwell And all
the trees of the field know that I, Jehovah, brought down the high tree,
exalted the low tree, made the green tree wither, and made the dry tree to
flourish ; I, Jehovah, spake and £d.
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Similarly Hav.
The dty
the lofty Lebanon
of merchanta does not neocssitate our interpret'*
"
land of Canaan as a land of merchaning the
dise, as most expositors take it, but side by side
with the ironically so-called ** Canaan "= Babylonia, there is placed in addition a special feature,
The marke.t of
Vers. 1-10. The Riddle.
for which comp. Introd. p. 19.
commerce in contrast with the king's house ! As
Ver. 2. nrn T^n, always in thia connection
in Babylon all possible pi-otlucts of commerce were
T
(Jodg. xiv. 12, 13, 16) means
to tie a knot of huddled togetlier, so in a manner also were
huddled together the most diverse crowns and
ipeecn, which is to be loosed ; according to others
Hengst. supposes that the Chaldean
from *nn< A sharp saying ; but in how far sharp ? Srinces.
iplomacy is meant as being a policy of iuten-sts,
(Comp. Doct Reflec. 1.) What requires sharpened as we also speiik of international intrigues. * * Selfwits to understand it, is certainly too remote from intei-est is the point of comparison between polithe connection.
%XTT\ i* in general the figurative tics and trade" (Rev. xviii.).~«-Ver. 5. The seed
of the land denotes, as contrasted with a foreign
speech, and therefore used in pamllel with ^b?o ruler, and specially with a Babylonian viceroy, one
of the native royal family (ver. 13), namely,
(comp. ch. xii. 22) ; which may be, and for the
Zedekiah (Introd. p. 6). But in the ditTei^nce
roost part is, in this form, especially as contrasted
the "top of its shoots" (ver. 4) and the
with the plain, literal statement. Designedly between
**
seed of the land," there is set forth prominently
veiled, it is meant to rouse ns to remove the veil,
Jehoiachin
and thus with the process of reflection so much a difference between Zedekiah and
As the dis- (Matt. i. 12). It is not so much, perhaps, the
the deeper an impression is made.
policy of Nebuchadnezzar, as Hengst. puts it,
course is to be addressed to the house of Israel (ver.
**in order to secure for him the sympathies of
12), there is no need for quoting, as Hitz. does,
the people," as rather the considerateuess, the
ch. xvi. 44.
Ver. 3. The great ea^e is Nebuchclemency of the procedure, that is meant to be
adnezzar, as ver. 12 shows ; and the same figure is
• "^^^l fi^ld, which
employed in Jer. zlviii. 40, xlix. 22, so majestic brought out. jnt mbS....

EXBOBTIOAL BEMARKS.

!

After the preparatory hints in the preceding
ehaptei, eg. vers. IS, 26, the discourse, as in ch.
xiL, turns specially t^ the subject of the kingdom.

•

:

—

—

and powerful as well as strikingly appropriate,
without for that reason being a specially Babvlonian title, or an animal form appearing in the
The
annorial bearings of the Babylonian rulers.
points of comparison are the royal character, the
robber-conqueror element, the power of rapid
fHght, the sharp vision from which nothing can
be concealed, tne power of strr.ke; perhaps also
Matt xxiv. 28. With great wings, points to the
extent of dominion ; with long wuig-feathers,
to the energy, especially of the military power
ftdl of feauen, to the multitude of subjects
the diven ooloun, to the diversity of the sub-

—

^Lejugated nations in speech, customs, dress.
iMaioii, if it stands for Judah. does so because the
latter represents the whole of Israel, and in this
case, according to Hengst., *' because the moun;
tains in Scripture language mean kingdoms
but rather, perhaps, inasmuch as for the king of
Babylon Lebanon is the boundarv of the land,
More correctly,
the first sign of the Jewish land.
however, in connection with what follows, and in
acoordanc^ with ver. 12, it is taken as a symbol
of Jerusalem ; and that not so much because of
the temple and the other palaces, as because of
the king's house, constructed of cedar i^eams, on
Mount Zion, for which comp. 1 Kings vii. 2, x.
17, 21 ; Jer. xxii. 28.
n^l3V» » word peculiar to

—

Ezekiel for the topmost foliage of the cedar, by
which is meant in genera) what stands out pro-

minently, namely, ^at stands out prominently
in the house of I)avid ; so that from the generality
of the expression we may include in the exposition " the princes" of vers. 12, 18.
Hengst. nappily : ** the then royal court."
The more special
statement follows in ver. 4 the topmoBt of its
dioots, etc.
The tip, the highest of the shoots
which together form the topmost branch, with an
allusion at the same time to his youthful years,
moans king Jehoiachin. Oanaan, here the same

described more particularly in what follows.
What is meant is the as yet favourable circumstances, as Judah was neither a *' sterile land,"
nor even an exhausted soil.— np with kametz

(Hos. xi. 8)» see Hav. on tlM passage, a resuming of the preceding np)^). The many waten

harmony with
rtDYCVf ^ ^ord peculiar to Ezekiel, which Ge-

portray the fertile situation, in

from the inundated, well -watered
There is no need for
a
comparative
supplying
3, as the accusative is

senilis derives
soil

into a

new Canaan

Comp.
1

there.

Ironically

:

yea,

a low land as contrasted with

which the willow loves.

an apposition.

The LXX.

deriv*»

v from HDV*
T T

So also the
to be watched over.
Syriac Version.
Ver. 6. If a humiliation is im**
plied in the illustration used
as a willow," the
statement that it became a vine may possibly be
meant to make up for this. But however luxuriantly the vine stretched out, yet it was no longer
the Davidic cedar, as is speciaUy indicated by the
low Btatoie (ver. 14); which at the same time
he caused

it

—

:

forms the transition to the intentional 'n^^fiS
t

•

that it was to continue turned toward the Babylonian ruler, and snbjeot to him with all its growth
and with the roots of its existenoe and vigour.
(Klief.: it was not to stretch out its branches

toward

its

own

post,

etc.)

v^

^jrjv

a short

what now follows (ver.
as being tne opposite of what was intended.

repetition, to prepare for
7),

The
sion

:

M in ch. xvi. 29.

^

TV

U

•*

carefully selected " (Hiv.) form of exprenattd nSt^B) brings out in strong

(D^a

—

colours the overweening self-conceit
Ver. 7.
inKICS^^) another, as distinguished from the
ver. 3.
Comp.
The description is simflar to that in
but more meagre, corresponding to the

one pointed out emphatically in
ver.

15.

ver. 8,
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inferior position of the Egyptian king in respect
In |{)3 there is a certain play upon
of power.

the word jbB.

The meaning

(comp. vev. 6)

is

Vers. 11-21.

to

The InterprtUUion.

Ver. 12. Because now "the house of Israel,"
whom the riddle was proposed, are to know the

meaning, are in any case to liave the riddle inter))laiuly to tura strongly in some particular direcpreted to them by the propli^t, although they are
tion,
is it to wind tScause of hindrance from the
called a house of rebelliousness (ch. ii. 5, 6), the
soil in which it had been planted ? or is it to
case before us is a different one from that in Matt
languish, to thirst after, portraying the vehement
selfwilled longing ? ^The ** watering" is probably xiil 10 sq., and from that in Isaiah, to which
not without allusion to the process of irrigation Jesus there refers back. We are to think of the
pculiar to Egypt by means of the overflow of the exiles as favourably distinguished from those at
Nile.
Prom the beds, etc., i.e. from the spot Jerusalem. For the interpretation, comp. ver.
where it had been planted by Babylon, went forth 3, and 2 Kings xxiv. 11 sq. ; Jer. xxiv. 1, xxix.
2.
The princes of Jerusalem along with the
its leaning towara Egypt, which marks already
the discontent, the ingratitude, the unfaithful- king, the ** topmost branch" in the riddle of
Comp. which Jehoiachm is the top-shoot (ver. 4). —Ver.
ness, and thus paves the way for Ver. 8.
1 Rings xi. 14;
besides ver. 5.— HTIK. according to some, from a 13. Comp. ver. 5 Jer. xli. 1
T
V
2 Kings xxiv. 17 (Introd. p. ^). In referent to
**
"
comfortable)
acthe
vassal's
oath of fidelity, see 2 Chron. ixxvi.
(to have it
root
to be wide
coi-ding to others, from a root ** to be strong."
13.
The Spx cannot perhaps be taken us a

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

Ver. 9. The difficulty of th© riddle is presented
for solution ; the conse<|uence to be foreseen from
such conduct is put as a qnestion. According to
Hav., with an expression of dis])leasure ; accordBut the prophet does
ing to others, ironically.
not in this case utter his own sentiment, but what
The divine sentence may be
the Eternal says.
From the additional
learned from the riddle.
(question annexed to it, it follows that the first
question is to be answered in the negative.

—

** princes" of the pn^
^ le resumption of the
cedfng verse, yet they may be understood as included.
But the expression is to be interpreted
especially from 2 Rings xxiv. 14, 16.
Hitz.
the owners of property, rich proprietors, artisau.^
:

wan-iors.
The intention (ver. 6) is clearly
expressed in Ver. 14 ; the })arties in question were
not so much meant to be hostages.
Keil : '*that
he might keep his covenant, that it might stand."

and

— V6r.

16. Comp. ver. 7
likewise 2 Kin^ xxiv.
The Egyptian was to support him with that
force a way in, to force a way through, to come which was peculiar to Egypt (Dent xvii. 16),
forward.
Keil in his exposition takes it. as a and which Zedekiah needed.
Did the latter wish
neuter will it succeed, prosper ? and what fol- to appoint the riders for the horses ? The mueh
also,
indefinitely
will
lows, in his translation
people refers back to ver. 9, and likewise to the
they not pull up? etc., instead of referring it to question of ver. 10, which is at the same time
Nebuchadnezzar. The roots have respect to his explained. The answer is given in Ver. 16 in a
existence as king the fruit is the produce, the divine utterance, such as we have in ver. 9, only

(Comp. Matt. xxL 40

sq.

;

xx. 15 sq.)

n^ is

:

to

;

20.

—

:

:

—

;

result of this royal existence by Nebuchadnezzar's
grace ; there is no special allusion to Zedekiah's

All
children (2 Kings xxv. 7).
= the whole productive
force which such a kingship in
The subject is the vine, as also

shootB

common

the leaves of its
energy and vital
any way showed.
in ver. 10.

that the terms are still stronger, taking the wellknown form of an oath. —Comp. ch. xii. 18.
Ver. 17. And not with great power, etc., refers
back to the "horses and much people" of ver. 16,
and is meant to explain the statement in ver. 9.

The Pharaoh

is *-he subject.

The meaning

is,

either

Nebuchadnezzarwill not
this puq)08e his whole power, specially

that he will not be billing to render Zedekiah the
need for
expected help, or that he will not be able. Comp.
But HlKfe^^ (a femi- Jer. xxxvii. 5, 7. The "acting," on which it
his whole military forces.
depends, turns out insignificant— nothing more
nine infinitive form), in accordance with the inter- than a feeble demonstration on the part of Egrpt
pretation of ver. 17, is rather to be understood of (Hengst. : Pharaoh will leave his protege in the
the lifting up again from the roots, into which it lurch, when he is hard pressed by his euemieti.
has sunk down withered. [Hav. And without That the Chaldean needs no great military force
great power and without much people, acU. it will against Jerusalem (ver. 9), imds its explanation
parch up (?), when one pulls it up from ts root, here in the circumstance that the Egyptians,
that is to say, without the expected help of Egypt against wliom alone such a force was necessary,
Nebuchadnezzar, who do not come to its help with such a force.]—The
he will sink. Henost.
did indeed, according to Jer. xxxiv., lead a numer- march of the Egyptian auxiliary army took pla<>e
ous army against Jerusalem, did not require to when Jerusalem was besieged by the Chaldeans,
make bo great preparations (Dent. xxxiL 30 ; Lev. t^omp. in this connection on ch. iv. 2. To cut
The taking away with the roots = the oft^ etc., draws attention to the fact of how necesxxvi, 8).
total annihilation of the national existence, Mark saiy powerful help would be in such a situation.
Ver. 18. The riddle is interpreted, but the
xi. 20 ; Matt. iii. 10
Luke iii. 9.]— Ver. 10.
sti-engtliening repetition (ver. 9) to produce greater divine discourse lingers still over the breach of
Comp. besides ver. 8. The east wind oath and covenant, because such acting on Zedeattention.
very appropriate for the Babylonians, dwelling kiah's part, with what is implied in it, is still to
in the east, as well as in the figure, because it is be judged and to have sentence pronounced upon
dangerous for plants— is employed in conclusion it by Jehovah.
Ver. 19, just like ver. 16.
It is
to msguise for the second time, quite af^cr the not only that eveiy oath, and hence also this
manner of a riddle, the instrument of punish- oath, is of a religious character, and that the
ment With a mere touch, and on the spot of desnising of it necessarily compromised the God
his ungrateful uride, he will find his judgment
of Israel in the eyes of the heathen ; but still
intt^rpretatiou

is,

:

:

'

;

A

—

—

—
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farther, considering the clemency of Nebnchadin making snch a covenant, as Jehovah's
iiistnunent, Jehovah's soodness was turned into
b^Tiousness. Comp. besides ch. xL 21, ix. 10.
Ver. 20. See on ch. xii 18. The "contending,"
the going into court with him, involves the pnniahment Ch. xv. 8. Ver. 21. Instead of ^rn3tD

neznr

—

—

—

—

vm3D),

(Q<fri:

ftigitivei,

Vinao, "(iosen ones"

the Chaldee reads:

(ch.

xii.

So

14).

also

He who

thinks to save himself by flight
hence the whole military forces of Israel are
driven into flight shall be slain by the sword.
But for the people left over, for all the remnant
generally, the fate in store is the same as in ch.
V. 10, 12.
Bitter experience brings them to know
and understand, altnongh, alas too late, that
God had spoken by the mouth of His prophet.
Hitzig.

—

—

I

The

Vers. 22-24.

Prediction.

With

a very beautiful variation the close of our
chapter, which follows, takes the form of the theme
of the riddle at the beginning.
The threatening
colours there are exchanged here for those rich in
promiae.
Ver. 22. ), markings continuation ; but

—

as the

np^

i«

that of Nebuchadnezzar, there

is

rather an antithesis. Ingeniously Hitsdg 'Uehovah, who is Himself in Deut. xxxii. 11 and Ex.
xix. 4 compared to an eagle, apneni*s upon the
»<'ene, confronting the former one (ver. 8).
And
He who asserts His dignity in opposition to him,
whom neither Jerusalem nor Egypt is able to
oppose, can really do so : ^jXv ^^h emphasis.
:

'

•

T

He

does as Nebuchadnezzar does, and yet He does
so quite differently
He brings low that which
would fain be high ; He exalts that which is
apparently reducea to nothing (ver. 24). Of the
topmost bimnch, etc.
Thus the illustrious
original house of David (the cedar) is still in
existence and not only the royal family, but its
royal position as well (the topmost branch). And
thus the statement is modified, that (ver. 8) the
great eagle took the topmost branch of the cidar.
The nciri here, which is wanting in the former
!

;

TT
case, is not without signiflcance. Thus the matter
presents itself to Ood s eye.
His taking is really
.

•giving" Onnj)).— In
here

C^D

;

ver. 4

wc have

B^TIK,

so that in spite of the taking

away

of Jehoiachin, his kingdom is still supposed to continue. The definition added a tender one, may
be interpreted of the planting, shoots of this kind
beinff generally used ; still better, perhaps, of a
chila (Luke ii. 12). The Chaldee paraphrases
At all
of his children's children a little onild.
events, it cannot here mean a thing small and
insignificant, as Hengst. supposes, nor something
[Hitzig takes '* tender " as =; youthful
weak.
:

but this idea ues already in the wonl "shoot."
Tender youth, which is just
Comp. on ver. 4
childhood,

is

indicated by the stronger expres-

sion.}—^bpKt decUio

eignijicat

mortem^

Isa.

liii.

8 ; Dan. ix. 26 (Coco.).— The contrast lying at the
foundation is a twofold one, to Jehoiachin too
(ver. 4), but much more to Zedekiah (ver. 6), in
whose case "planting" is spoken of. In the
sune direction ohiefly uie contmst of the mountain

—

20-24.
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It is the contrast to the low country
on the one hand to the Canaan of
Babylon, on the other to the Canaan of Jerusalem

also is kept.
generally,

—

The

\ch. xvi. 8).

partic. pass.,

^^jn (only here),
T

adds to the natural height an extraordinary exaltation besides, whether it be to serve as a powerful counteractive to the depression that has taken
place, or whether it be to hint already at the
approaching glory of ver. 28. A farther desisnaation of the mountain is given in Ver. 28.
The
elevated mountain of Israel is not Zion directly
as such, nor Zion in the wider sense, as embracing
also Mount Moriah, as must of course be the view
taken if appeal is made to chu xx. 40 (Isa. ii. 2
Mic. iv. 1); but Jerusalem is here meant, in
the same way as in ver. 8 it was spoken of as
"Lebanon." Comp. there. (Ch xxxiv. 18, 14.)
Hence restoration (in accordance with ch. xvi ),
and that with increased splendour. Because such
restoration of Jerusalem, of Judah, is brought
about by means of the royal child of David's line,
in thought the reference to Zion may predominate,
Ps. xlviii. 3 [21, ii. 6, Ixvui. 17 [16J.
That the
kingdom of God, the kingdom of heaven, springs
Irom the Jews for the whole world, is aptly symbolized by the planting of the royal shoot in the
royal city, and by what now follows.
It is to
be observed that the mountain is a mere foil, the
typical Hubstrattmi, and that it neither "comes
into view as the seat and centre of the kingdom
of God," nor does it even " denote this kingdom
itself;" but the kingdom and all its glory are
conceived of as tti ^Ae shoot of Daviif^ and represented as proceeding from him, behind whom uU
;

steps into the l^wikground.
Klief. alone
^or^ectly
"the person of the Messiah will
else

^w

:

into His kingdom, which becomes the spintual
home of all the nations of the world." However
historical, yet the promised personality is in this
respect kept in an ideal shape.
Fulfilling what is
t}'pical, becoming the full embodiment of what
was shadowed forth by Israel, he attains to what
he is meant to be ; he realizes completely his idea,
which has to do with mankind generally. The
foliage is in order to the shadow.
The fruit, as
being u tree, as it must be, perhaps also one which
yields nourishment to those to whom it gives
shelter (Isa, xi. 1).
As in ver. 8 we had rn^X»
VT -

80 here

^^(<

:

what Zedekiah had not become as

a "vine," that He who is here meant is as a
"cedar," so as to fulfil the promise given to David
regarding his posterity. For the clause and under
it there dwell, etc. comp. ch. xxxi. 6 ; Dan. iv.
Matt. xiii. 82.
An emblem of the uni9 [12]
:

,

;

versal sovereignty, to which all submit themselves,
but in which also they rejoice and put their conThe expression :
fidence (in the shadow, etc.).
all birds of every wing, points to Noah s ark of
The meaning is : all the
safety. Gen. vii. 14.
different nations and families of men upon earth,
ch. xxxi. 6, 12 ; see also Ps. viii. 7. 9 [6, 8 J
Ixxxiv. 4 [8].
A contrast alike to ver. 6 and ver.
Ver. 24. All trees, etc., ai-e the collective
7 !
of
ruling powers
this world, the princes and kings
of the earth.
rnfe^ looks back perhaps to vr.

—

—

—

v:

-

other than mere earthly kingdoms Nebuchadneszar and his compeers are able neither to
found nor to rule. ^The bringing low of the high
tree, just as correspondingly the exalting of the
6 (8)

;

—

M
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tree, refers specially to Jeboiachin ; while
the making the green tree to wither, and the
making the dry tree to flonriflh, in accordance
with ver. 9 aq., point back to Zedekiah, inasmuch
as through him the kingdom in Judah came to
niin.
The revivification of this kingdom, the
s«'nding forth of shoots from that which withered
with ^dekiah, and the raising up again of the
seed of David from the humiliation of Jeboiachin,
all this is accomplished by Jehovah through tlie

—

(I,
Jehovah, qiake Mid did).
Hitzig, like most, takes the sentence as a general
thou^t (1 Sam. ii. 7). In form it is kept general,
but Its import is certainly special, refsrring to
what lies before us. Only the thing to be conAccording to
sidered is the right interpretation.
Hengst., of course, the ni«:h tree is the worldly
sovereignty ; the low tree, David or his family

Promised One

of the Jews after their return from the captivity,
Ezra i. 8 ; 1 Chron. iii 19 ; Matt. L 12 ; Lttk«>
27 "),
iii.
_
^. however, that the glory
,. adding,
^ - of the
that
beyjj**^ *****
"p)ee
goes far beyond
i^ here described "
kin^ as
^ew king
ijiew
"
"
^
— Hengst,
of* Zerubbabel." Similar is the view of
via. that as Zerubbabel "in a certain sense did
everything which God did generally for the
re-establishment and maintenance of the civil
government in Israel," he also might be regarded
as included under the terms of the prediction,
because Ezekiel has before his eye, "not the
Messiah as an individual," but "the whole family
of David." As against this view, Havernick
points (1) to the image of the cedar-shoot as a
descendant of the house of David ; and (2) to the
context, where only personalities are spoken of

"

the green tree, Nebuchadueziar's sovereignty of
the world at the time.

DOCTRINAL RBFLBCTI0N8.

The form

of the discourse here, just as in
the case of our Lord, who has developed the
parable into one of His ordinary modes of teaching, is to be explained chiefly from the object in
view,
partly as it was designed for a circle of
hearers, or rather oi readers, which, although
mixed up in all sorts of ways with higher
interests, is yet to be thought of as living mainly
in the world of sense, and especially as bound
fast in the misery of the exile, and sympathizing
in the false and faithless policy prevailing at the
time in Jerusalem partly as it might recommend
itself to the prophet in the political circumstances
by which he was surrounded. The mashal before
us in Ezekiel goes, therefore, far beyond mere
popular illustration.
Still less is it to be explained away from the aesthetic standpoint, as
merely another rhetorical garb for the thought
2. As in the parable the emblematic form preponderates over the thought, so also here.
What
the prophet is to say to Israel is said by the
whole of that mighty arrav of figurative expression, for which the animal and vegetable worlds
furnish the figures.
But the eacle does wliat
eagles otherwise never do ; and what is planted
as a willow grows into a vine; and t)ie vine
"is represented as falling in love with the other
eagle" (J. D. Mich.). The contradictory character of such a representation, and ^e fact that
in the difficulties to be solved (ver. 9 sq.) the
comparison comes to a stand, and the closing
Messianic portion in which the whole culminates,
convert the parable into a '* riddle. " A trace of
irony and the moral tendency, such as belong to
the fable, are not wanting.
3. As to the predictions in this chapter, see
what is said on ch. xii., Doot Refleo. 4, pp. 136,
137.
As respects the time, ch. xvii. stands between the 6th month of the 6th year and the 5th
month of the 7th year of Jehoiachin'i captivity
and its contents, therefore, would probably be
spoken from four to five yearM before the destruction of Jerusalem.
4. Not only does Ewald call vers. 22-24 "a
short and beautiful picture of Messianic times,"
but Hitzis; gives a still more definite exposition
"the passage w an actual prediction, and in fact
a Messianic one." Bunsen makes our prediction
be "partly fulfilled " in Zerubbabel (" the prince
1.

—

;

The
(Jeboiachin, Zedekiah, Nebuchadnezzar).
oldest Jewish exposition understood the passage of
Ring Messiah.
6. The kingdom of Judah, even although it had
become idolatrous, yet could not (as Ziegler remarks) all at once lie cast off—for David's sake.
The house and family of David appear like a
stay and support in Judah. * * For David, Jehovah
cherishes an unceasing and solicitous regard
throughout the whole history of this kingiioni,
just because this kingdom itself was to be nothing
else than the link of connection between David
David is the point
and his Son »<er t|«;^4v.
always referred to in the history of this kin^om ;
he is the factor ever present and ever working in
that history, just as tne Son of David is the (actor
at

work beyonil."

Havernick has already pointed out the
connection between the Messianic announcement here and that in the preceding ch.
6.

inner

What is to be understood there by
the turning of the misery and the reHtUuHo in
prinUnum becomes quite clear to us by means of
the prediction as to Messiah in our chapter.
7. The Church of God is not dj^stined to disappear in the kingdoms of this world : but all
the kingdoms of this world shall become the
kingdoms of God and of His Anointed.
8. "Among the manifold predictions of the
Lord's Anointed and of His kingdom in t)ic
world, this of our prophet stands forth like a
cedar; in this similitude, so grand, and yet so
simple, he has most striki&gly portrayed the
future salvation in its most universal significani-e
and verity" (Umbreit).
9. Hengst. draws attention to the fact that at
the close the interpretation of the symbol is not
added,— "for the same reason that in Ezekiel
there is no prophecy against Babylon, while tlie
whole of the prophecies of Jeremiah find their
The prophet proclose in such a prophecy.
phesied in the land of the Chaldeans, and had
to exercise caution in view of the surrounding
heathen."
xvi. 53-63.

HOMILBTIO HlhTS.

;

:

"Formerly, how they have broker.
God's covenant; here, how they have not kept
faith with men " (Luther).— Ver. 3 sq. "Princes
also have no security against misfortune ; those
who are nearer the clouds are nearer the lightning also. They should not foi^et that they also
are men, and that God alone is the King of
kings" (Stck.). "The eaght w an emblem of
empire and dominion; he is called the king ot
Ver. 1 sq.

—
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when saluted as an eagle by his Christendom itself even yet ? — Ver. 16. God lets
much pleased, telling them that man's righteousness too get its rights, just beWhat Babyraised him on high with their weapons, cause it means to be righteousness.

Pyrrhus,

birds.

toldiere,

they
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bad

!

was

—

—

were with wings " {\ Lap.).
The important
eagles in the history of Israel
Nebuchadnezzar,
Pharaoh, Rome.
Ver. 4. "Thus many a one
•offers in a strange land for the sin he has com-

—

This is
lon has nuide, Babylon also destroys.
security, to be a plant of the heavenly Father's
"The earth is everyplanting. Matt xv. 13.
where the Lord's, but to be laid with one's fathers
mitted in his own*' (STCK.).^Ver. 6. The soil is certainly more pleasant."
Ver. 17. The help
is often better than the seed which is sown in it
of man is of no avail when God means to destroy.
—Ver. 6. Prosperity turns out for the advantage God's help, on the other hand, avails even against
of but few men.
Most grow on all sides and man's help. Zedekiah with Egypt, Nebuchadproduce leaves, but bear no fruit, or bad fruit.
nezzar wiUi Jehovah.
Look at the copartneries
Ver. 7. Ingratitude makes no situation better,
for thyself, and bestow thy confidence accordingly.
does not render dependent circumstances more The latter firm is the more reliable.
Cui-sed is
Men
plessant, and brings to shame every one who is the man that trusteth in man, Jer. xvii.
guilty of it, let the object of it be who ho may.
promise, and break their promise God promi es,
It is not easy to rest contented with God's orderand does not break His. Ver. 19. Gods oath as
ing and leading ; the discipline of the Spirit of against 2iedekiah's peijury.
God does not swear,
God is needed for it : let my ways be pleasing in and then fail to keep His oath: that shall be
Thine eyes.
must mve up our heart to the learned by experience by those who swear falsely,
Lord, and keep it directed toward Him
our heart, or who do not keep their oath.
If thou appealest
with all the thoughts which come out of it, and to God as a witness, thou snmmouest Him also
which would fain be as God, yea, wiser than God. as a judge, as an avenger
have never to do
—Keep me in Thy paths, in the way which Thou with men alone. Ver. 20 s<j. No one can escape
Thyself showest me.— Ver. 8. Discontentment God.
" The enemy's sword is sharp ; God's sword
ha.<) driven many a one from a snug spot.
Ver. is sharper atUl" (Stck.).— Comp. what is said to
9 sq. " When God wishes to punuth tnc wicked- the Hebrews of the word of God.— God's judgness of men, He needs no great warlike host for ments are always meant to lead to the knowledge
the purpose " (O.).
Unfaithfulness beats its own of Himself as well, and not merely of ourselves.
master.
Those who have not God on their side,
Ver. 22 sq. The riddle of Israel is the riddle
who have only their own wits, can be driven to alike of the human heart in its pervewity, and of
** It is a bad thing
flight in thousands by one.
The omnipotence
the heart of God in Christ.
to trust in man's wisdom ; take thou counsel and love of God join hands, and the result is the
**
with God, open His word, look to thy calling, grace of God.
Whosoever laid up this promise
ponder thy duty, and think of the end" (Stck.). thoroughly in his heart would thereby be deVer. 10. The east wind of divine judgments.
livered from the region of vain political hopes
Thus the place of fortune liecomes the place of and intrigues.
The saying of Augustine applies
*
misfortune the scene of wickedness, the scene of here
That which thou seekest is, but it is not
"Because
punishment ; the theatre of ingratitude (toward where then seekest it'" (Henost.).
<'rod also), the theatre of ruin.
the Church of Christ has been planted by God
Ver. 11 sq. It is not all riddles that are in- Himself, it shall certainly remain
"The
(Or.).
Ver. 23.
terpreted to us ; we are guessing away at many planting on Golgotha" (WiTsius).
dnring our whole life ; but we also make far too " Babylon, and with it the whole series of the
little use of the key of self-knowledge.
Mis- old world-powers, are dried up ; David flourishes
fortune it is said to be, while it is only crime.
and bears fruit, and under the shadow of his
Ver. 15 sq. The oath is to be kept to every one offshoot the fowls of heaven dwell" (Henost.).
and by every one.
Even by the emperor SigisVer. 24. The history of the world is to be
mund to the "heretic" Huss!— "Kings, and recognised as God's government.
The divine
those in high position generally, ought to be a fovernment of the worid culminates in Christ.
good example to others.
How much their exIverything turns out in the end acconling to
!
ample can build up as well as pull down
God's word.— (Fr. W. Krummacher preached in
(Stck.)
"If the l/jrd humbles one, he must 1852 on vers. 22-24 : " The Tree Chiist, which
bear the tribulation with patience, and not seek God has prepared for us, (1) as to its nature, (2)
by forbidden means to extricate himself from it, as to its destiny.
Summer aud winter the cedar
Heb. xii. 7"(Tt5B. Bib.).— "God avenijes and is green, and never loses its leaver nor its verdurer.
punishes perjurv
with the greatest earnest- The everlastingly green Tree of Life is Christ.
ness '(0.).—" F'' r God
the truth, and will No wood is more durable ; so Christ is the insee to it that fidelity is upheld among men, aud destructible foundation for our hopes, etc.
hence abhors all deceit "nd perjury.
Even if we arc the branches in tne Cedar of God. Our fruits
|»ve promised anything by constraint which is are Christ's, who produces them in us and by us.
ill other
respects unjust, we are not to break John and Peter, Paul and James, what boughs
oar word, because the name of God is to be dearer in that Cedar aud the Fathers and the Reformers,
to 118 than all earthly advantages, Ps. xv. 4
What a
and all believei-s since, what a Tree
(Heim-Hoff.).— "The humiliations as well as green, flouiishing, fruit-laden array of branches
the exaltations of earthly kingdoms are certainly that which sways around it
What a mighty,
foreseen an.l appointed by God" (Stck.).— How densely- foliagedf far-shadowing crown! and
majiy a one is the architect of his own misfortune the crown what gales, and zephyrs, and rustlings
atl^t!— "The chariot of Israel, and the horse- of holy life and divine love
Here thej e is proman thereof " said Elisha of Ely ah.
Ps. xxxiii. mised to Christ and His cause nothing less than
17.— "Think not to whom, but remember by final triumph over the whole world.
The pomp,
whom, thou hast sworn an oath" (Jbr.).
ous glory of Babylon, Egypt, Rome, and Athens,
it therd so much oath-breaking and perjury in
where is it to be found ? )
•8 it
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7.

77*e

Laws of the Divine

Punitive Righteousness (ch.

xviii.)*

And the word of Jehovah came unto me, saying, Why do ye use this
proverb upon the land of Israel, saying, The fathers have eaten sour [wCd]
3 grapes, ana the teeth of the sons are set on edge 1 As I live sentence of the
Loixl Jehovah
if ye shall have occasion to use this proverb longer in Israel
4 [ye >hail no longer a%e ihia proverb]. Behold, all SOuls tO me they [belong] ; aS the SOul
The soul that sinneth, it
of the father, so also the soul of the son is mine.
5 shall die. And if any man be righteous, and do judgment and righteousness
6 Has not eaten on the mountains, nor lifted up his eyes to the idols of the
house of Israel, nor defiled his neighbour's wife, nor drawn near to his wife
7 in her uncleanness ; And oppresses no one, restores his debt-pledge, robs not,
8 gives his bread to the hungry, and covers the naked with clothing ; Gives
not on usury, and takes not increase, withdraws his hand from injustice,
9 exercises true judgment between man and man ; Walks in My statutes and
keeps My judgments, to do truth, he is righteous, he shall surely live,
10 sentence of the Lord Jehovah. And should he beget a violence-doing son, a
shedder of blood, and he [the father] did towards his brother each of those
And he [theM)n] does none of all tliose things, for [but] he has eaten
11 [thinffs]
12 upon the mountains, and defiled his neighbour's wife ; The poor and needy
he has oppressed, he has robbed, he restores not the pledge, and to the idoU
13 he has lifted up his eyes, he has done abomination ; Has given on usury and
taken increase, and shall he live ? He shall not live.
He has done all these
abominations ; he shall surely die. His blood shall be upon him. And, lo,
should he beget a son who sees all the sins of his father which he hath done,
He has not eaten upon the mountains, nor
15 and sees and does not the like
lifted up his eyes to the idols of the house of Israel ; he has not defiled his
16 neighbour's wife, Nor oppressed any one, nor taken pledge in pledge, nor
robbed ; he has given his bread to the hungry, and covered the naked with
17 clothing ; From the needy he has turned away [withheld] his hand, usury and
increase he took not, he executed My judgments, he walked in My statutes
18 he shall not die in [on account of] his father's iniquity ; he shall surely live. His
father, because he practised extortion, committed robbery against his brother,
and did that which is not good in the midst of his people, lo, he died in his
19 iniquity. And ye say. Why has not the son borne the iniquity of the father 1
Because the son has done judgment and righteousness, kept all My statutes
and done them, he shall surely live. The soul that sinneth, it shall die.
20 The son shall not bear the iniquity of the father, and the father shall not
bear the iniquity of the son. The righteousness of the righteous shall be
upon him [the one], and the wickedness of the wicked shall be upon him [the
21 other]. And if [bccanw] the wicked shall turn from all his sins which he hath
done, and keep all My statutes, and do judgment and righteousness, he shall
22 surely live, he shall not die. All his transgressions which he hath done shall
not be remembered to him in [on account of] his righteousness which he hath
23 done, he shall live. Have I any pleasure at all in the death of the wicked ?
Sentence of the Lord Jehovah. Not when he turns from his way [»«>•] and
24 lives 1 B'lt if the righteous turn from his righteousness, and commit iniquity,
and do according to all the abominations which the wicked commits, shall he
live 1
^All his righteousness which he hath done shall not be remembered
in [on account of] his faithlcssuess which he hath practised, and in [cnaccoantcf]
25 his sins which he hath sinned, in [on account of] them shall he die. And say ye.
The way of the Lord is not equal 1 Hear now,
house of Israel, is My way
26 not equal ? Are not your ways unequal 1 When the righteous turns from
his righteousness, and does iniquity, and dies thereby ; in his iniquity which
27 he hath done he dies. And when the wicked turns from his wickedness which
he hath done, and does judgment and righteousness, he shall save his soul
28 alive. And should he see and turn from all his transgressions which he hath
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29 done, he shall surely live, he shall not die. But they of the house of Israel say,
The way of the Lord is not equal 1 Are My ways not equal, O house of Israel 1
30 Are not your ways unequal \ Therefore I will judge you, each man accord!

—

ing to his ways, O house of Israel, sentence of the Lord Jehovah.
Return,
and turn [yon] from all your transgressions, and iniquity shall not be your

Cast away from you all your transgressions, in which ye have gone
and make you a new heart, and a new spirit ; and why will ye die,
32 O house of Israel 1 For I have no pleasure in the death of him that dies,
sentence of the Lord Jehovah ; therefore tuni ye [be converted] and live

31 ruin.
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BXEGBTIOAL REMARKS.
Vara. 1-4. The Principle of the Divine Punitive
Righteoutnew,

A

popular expresVer. 2. Comp. ch. xii. 22.
aion, arrogating to itself the authority of a divine
Toice, has established itself in Israel in opposition to the word of God.— The land of Israel
should emphatically not be the place for such
language, as it is the scene of Goil s holy justice

—

The question is
as well as His gracious mercy.
not one of mere surprise, but of solemn anger, as
befits divine speech.— Fathers taken generally,
so that it is left to each to consider for himself
who are particularly designated (2 Kings xxiv. 3 ;
Our chapter at the same time links
Jer. XV. 4).
itself on thereby to what has gone before (espeThe proverb took the prophet,
cially ch. xvi.).
as it were, at his word.

— ^^3K^

corresponding to

the general form of statement : to be accustomed
^The iona, on the other hand, are the
to eat.
definite persons who are exposed to suffering
In the most
in the existing state of things.
thoughtless and frivolous manner the popular
of the histpiy of Israel,
criticism of God's way,
What those did wrongly mu.st
t'xpresses itself.
There is no sense of sin,
he visited on us!
nor acknowledgment of guilt, and iust as little
reference to divine judgment and retributive
Havemick refers rightly to the
righteousness.
''heathenish** disposition of the people, who,
" destitute of faith in a living God, were driven
to the delusion of a blind Nemesis," a natural
**
Accordingly repentance seems usenecessitv.
less" (rtRNOST.).
They could thus shield themselves against the ever^repeated call to radical
repentance.
The divine answer sets itself over
against the people's word, energetically, in the
form of an oath, Ver. 3, in which, according to the

—

—

.

.

.

et

non

erit rcbis in ruiitam iniquita*.

two-sided tenor of our chapter, it remains undecided whether the impending jud^ent, or the
conversion,
Messianic redemption, embraced
shall bring this style of speech to an end iu the

m

future.

—

f)fc<'li^3,

unbecoming even

a thing

"upon

the land of Israel" (ver. 2), above all,
unbecoming among the people to whom (Rom.
After the
iii. ) the oracles of God are committed.
form has thus been found fault with, the substance,
Ver. 4, is objected to ; and since the question
actually touched is the retributive righteousness
of God, its ^ound-principle is first of all stated,
from which its individual laws naturally proceed.
Behold ]>oints to an undeniaMe fact, and therefore presupposes universal assent— All souls, s^
"perhaps an allusion to Gen. xviii. 25" (HXv.).
In other respects, as Calvin not merely would
God here maintAin His j»aramount authority and
lordship, but, still more, evince His fatherly love

—

:

:^

towards all mankind as their Creator. Hrngst.:
" Grod would surrender His property if souls suf-

punishment for the guilt of others ; sinct?
they are in the likeness of God, souls cannot be
degraded into servile instniments. " HiTZ.; ** I
am not under the necessity of punishing another,
tlie son,
as if I could not lay hold of the guilty
Philipps: "Before God all souls aif
father."
eoual, so that each man represents himself only.
All these explanations are insufficient to meet the
thought.
Ihe proposition is in reality a fundamental principle, for it goes back to the origin
of things, according to which the souls of men,
created by the breathing of the divine Spirit of
life into corporal matter, breathe supernatural,
spiritual vital energv, in a sentient form of life
and activity. This divineness of men, at least in
respect to their souls, which, on the other hand,
they possess in common with the lower creatures
as animal life, is opposed to every form of dependfered

—

—
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eiice on nature, whether on a heathen fate, or, in
particular (which is here the immediate contrast),
on bodily parents, therefore to the dependence of
God's exclusive propertythe son on the father.

right (emphasized

by the repeated

r^) in

per-

probably refers to the special activity of a judge
or arbiter.

—Ver.

9.

Concluding summation cor-

—

responding to the introduction in ver. 5, the
apodods to the protasis.
Righteousness before

God

in contradistinction to its semblance

(rn^*^

sons could not be maintained, if any man re- nOK). The Septuagint read DTIIK.— H^fT H^n,
?[nire<l to suffer death fh>m the fact of being his
Die, the end of a process,
ather's son.
the sepa- liTa in the fullest, deepest sense of the word.
ration of the soul from its life-source, the Spirit
of God.
(Deut. xxx. 15 ; Jer. xxi. 8 ; Prov. xi.
Vers. 10-18. The Law of the Unrighteous Son,
19.)— Comp. on ch. iii. 18. This cannot happen
A second application of the principle deals with
without an act of God's retributive justice, so
the son of the
that the punishment inflicted by God must cor- the case of an unrighteous man,
respond to roan's guilt. The sofnl that sinneth righteous man. Personally there is a connection
nisloyalty to the living influences of the Spirit (inould he beget), essentially, the gi-eatest conBut the
of God, considered as a continuous present ^it trast, as piBi cte-f immediately showH.
shall die.
Through this latter, as a judicial actual
contrast shall become still more decided, and
utterance, the general proposition as to God's
shall, for that reason, appear as a personal one,
possessory-ri^ht is more specifically expressed
therefore Plbjn, etc.— Ver. 10. The deacripHon
Comp.
reference to His authority to judge.
Jas. iv. 12.
of the father reduced to a minimum if there was
any one of these forementioned just and righteous
things, he did it,— in ^ort, he was righteous.
Vers. 5-9. The Law of the Biffhteoua Man.
[HK Uengst: in relation to his brother, as tlie
Ver. 5. The tirst application of the princij^e is
antithetic parallel in ver. 18 decidedly recommade to the righteous man. Comp. ch. iii. 18 mends. So also the Chaldee version. Koseum.
sq.
He is described according to Being and mnile quid. According to others, it is the apocoDo'mg^ essentially and actually; in particular,
pate form of *TnK* Others, again, have omitted it.
doing judgment, in general, righteouHness: his
doing is then more precisely depicted, not with- riK ^<u tdso been proposed as a reading. Hitzig.,
Ver. 6. Even kings
out a tendency to antithesis.
Ewald
^k» " only."] The contrast follows
who were otherwise loyal to the law, were unable
to abolish the worship of the ''high places." more at length in Ver. 11, in the description of
[Usually the expression is ma<le to i-efer to the the son. A^d he doee none of all those thiagR,
gross forma of idol worship (1 Cor. viii. 4-10, x. 7)
which are then mentioned in detail. Comp. ver.
and what follows, to the more refined.] The feasts 6. Ver. 12. Poor and needy illustrates the unreferred to are sacrificial feasts which were not ob- defined object of ver. 7.
CouiiMire in other reserved in the sanctuary, Deut. xil
The second spects with ver. 6. Ver. 13. See ver. 8.
^rru
f T
thing, singled out in reference to the first table
The facts oppose every other issue
of the law, is the undoubtedly rare case of com- the apodosis.
plete apathy and indifference towanls the popular the emphatic divine negative only adds confirHis deeds adjudge him to death, yes,
idols of Israel.
Hitzig understands it of suppli- mation.
With the judicial form
cating, worshipping. Job xxxi. 26 (Pa. cxxi. 1). he himself is to blame.
Havcinick, of inward longing. Coujp. ch. vi. 4. of expression (nOV HID, i»ot as in Gen. it 17)

—

*

—

—

—

m

:

—

—

:

—
—

=

—

—

—

—

—

T

^The

natural transition, after ch. xvi., to the
marriage relation singles out from the second
table of the law not ordinary adultery (the word
is neither Sjjiij, nor even ion, Ex. xx.), but the

comp. Lev. xx. 9

;
only that in this case the son
curses his righteous father virtually by his life !

Vers. 14-20.

more

precise

The Law of the Righteous Son.

and-daeper defilement (kDD) of

Third application of the principle, in which, as
the neighbour's wife, in order, through the se- in the first case, the reference is to a righteous
lected expression, to throw a clear ray of light on person,— the son of the forementioned unrighteous
their own marriage relation and its mjrsteries man,
who takes warning from his father s sins.
(domestic purity). Comp. Lev. xviii. 19, xx. J8. Always father and son, corresponding with the
general, in its more proverb which was being answered.
—Ver. 7. Oppreasion
Ver. 14.
He eeet, repeated for the sake
peaceful as well as its directly violent (^5) form Comp. ver. 10.
of emphatic description.
The reading k-^»^, fol-

—

m

(l>cv,

xix.

IS).

—3in»

—

according to Hcngst., the

accusative of restriction debt-pledge; Havemick,
on the other hand: his pledge, a debt, i.e., along
with the pledge, the obligation, softening the
:

always rather
(from ^3n»

offensive

to bind, to

mands

signification
tie),

so that

of

nf)bn

just

de-

are referred to.
Hitzig makes the word
a participle " restores his pl^ge to the debtor
(Gksen.
for debt).*'
Compare besides at Ex.
xxii. 25; Deut. xxiv. 12.
Following this, more
positive benevolence. —Ver. 8. Comp. Lev. xxv.
36, 87; Deut xxui. 20.— The close of the verse
:

:

lowed by the Sept. and Vulg. in the latter part of
the verse, is to be r^ected.
Ver. 15. Comp. ver.
Ver. 16. Comp. ver. 7.— ("He allowed himself even less than he might," in contrast to the
conduct of his father— Hitzig. )— Ver. 17. From
the needy, etc. Not only doing him no violence,
but, as. described, showing nim compassion.
6.

—

—

Ewald reads ^ytd

^™

ver.

8.

Comp.

as to

further details, vers. 8 and 9.
Hero and in Ver.
In order to
18, j^y, in anticipation of ver. 19.
separate

and contrast father and son as decidedly
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9B possible, the former is once

acnoecL— Yer.
most suppose,

more

briefly de-

There is here so allasion, as
to £x. xx. 6.
Nothing neoessi
19.

Since the proverb <ver. 2) in its
tates this.
frivoloas rude form was at once disregarded, and
•tnoe the divine reply to it immediately made it
more profound, and, especially from ver. 17,
applied it to the question ai guiH and perdition

on the

—

ne hand, righteousness and life on the
eo with the iiK^-y as to the why, a per-

lS!i

contrasted case the appropriate negative is also
understood ; then it breaks olf, and the matter of
fact which is adduced brings in the question
"^
which must naturally be negatived, ^niv

— ^
but
the
righteous turn, etc, should he live?" — "All his
righteousness,"
— The antithesis to
T T

The usual

ver. IB.

translation is

:

**

ver.

etc.

Comp.

ch.

iii.

if

20, xv. 8, xvii

20.— Ver.

25.

22.

pn,

other
to measure, weigh ; to be equaL
Comp. 1 Sam.
ception of the deeper salification of its contents ii 8.
The assumed objectiou presupposes, like
gensurally may therefore be attributed to the ver. 19, that the people have intellig^^ntly folThis not only recommends itself on lowed the exposition up to this point.
"And
peof^.
rhetorical grounds, since in the case before us the (supposed) say ye," etc.
Measure your own
conclusion is introduced by it, and the thought ways!
Uitzig rightly refers the questioned
can hardly be introduced in a more lively manner "way of the Lord
to a procedure, such as lus
than by Uie deduction of a general maxim from just been described in regard to an apostate
the foregoing concrete examples, but the moral righteous person, which would leave all his
presumption that the people are so far inte- righteousness unwei^hed.
The counter-accusarested in the profound gravity of the subject, tion, contuned in the divine answer, is in comrequires that they also should contribute ihe plete harmony with the scope of our chapter,
"why/* which was altogether so natural (not since it points at self-examination, and thereby
merely with reference to the law), and which at the sense of sin.
For the argument finally
sounds so full of meanine, because by what has occupies itself with each individual man, and with
gone before the unity of Israel must seem shat- the way which each chooses, and continues in.
tered, nothing being taken into account but the Ver. 26 is therefore a recapitulation from ver. 24,
*
indi viduaL
as Ver. 27 from ver. 21.
' H ave ye (supposition) said : Why,
But as the conclusion of
etc The individual facts answer you. So say the whole is to be the call to repentance, the ca^e
ye ; so did he ! Comp. further, vers. 6, 9. Ver. of ver. 27 is again introduced with this in view.
20. A quotation from ver. i, which is impressively —Ver. 28. Comp. ver. 21.
Ver. 29. Renewed
extended, concludes the paragraph with a state- remonstrance, with the object of inducing them
ment which so sharply contrasts righteousness and to seek self-knowledge by means of trying their
wickedness, that a new solution, to wit, through own ways see ver. 25. (Sot * * and ye say, " but
the action of the one or the other, k€. through and they of the house of Israel say.) pj:)^, the
a change of dit^tosition, must come into view.
singular, according to some
eAch of your ways,
thus individualizing them or, the actual diversity
Vers. 21-82. The Prineiple of Oracty a» ngamat
of the way comprehended in the ideal unity of the
the Prineiple of JUlrUmUoH, txprfaed in the
walk ; or better, what they had saitl of the
CaU to RepenUmce,
Lord's way (it is not equal) adopted as a motto
which
Var. 21. Comp. ch. ilL 18 sq.
is far more applicable to their ways.
Ver.
Return from
wickedness to God's righteousness, evidenced by
SO. p^ points, in the first place, as a reason for
fjEu;ts,
ensures true life instead of death.
The
principle of divine retribution affected the case of judc^nent, to the equity of God's way as compared
persistent, continued sinning only.
Whoever with Israel's ; then, as a reason for every one oeing
abandons sin is left untouched by the retributive visited according to his ways, to the principle
righteousness of God.^Yer. 22. In such an of ver. 4 sq.
Finally, however, vers. 27, 28,
event, viz. of return, the past, however full of as Betum, etc. shows, also come in with the
sin, is left out of account ; one is not required to
greatest emphasis.
Comp. oh. xiv. 6. 7\}ff^'ch
bear the penalty of one's own, much less of
another's sin.
Righteousness is done.
But the ]^y, rendered by Hitzig and most others as
principle thus contrasted with the previously exin ch. xiv. 3; sin as a stumblinc-block, whereby
plained law of retribution proclaims itself in
one falls into guilt and punishment. This is
the plainest way as the principle of grace and
right in point ol tact, but not in this connecdivine compassion.
Ver. 23. If the retributive
tion (nor according to the accents), according to
righteousness of God the law of His government
which iniquity, even theii* own, does not prove
—must occupy itself with the sin of the sinner, the their ruin, and this because Israel shall al^taiu
sinner himself is God's property (ver. 4), and to
Hengst.:
from everything wliioh entails guilt
the profonndest law of the 6ivine nature (J^BH)
Ver. 31. And
"let not iniquity be your ruin.'

—

—

—

'

—

—

—

:

:

;

—

—
—

—

not death, but life corresponds, although for Biake yon, to be understood agreeably to ch. xi.
The divine
righteousness' sake, the right of the divine Pos- 19, and therefore without difiiculty.
sessor must exhibit itself in the case of the sinner gift of grace stands as it were ready, and Israel
who continues in sin, or who apostatizes, as the only requires to cast away sin (ch. xi. 18 ; Heb.
xii. 1) and to lay hold of it, while death is equally
might of the Judge.— Hengst. translates 'k(>n, in their choice (Matt, xxiii. 37)
Comp. Phil. ii.
And as this readiness of divine gi-ace
12, 13.
**
Should he not live if he returns," etc. t—Ver. 24.
here, so in Ver. 82 the statement of ver. 28 is
The foregoing strengthened and confirmed by a
made as intense as possible. Instead of y^i we
counter-proof, as it were, and that the strongest
imaginable, by a caricature of the holy the reverse have fu^n (Dent. xvii. 6),
the wicked being reof conversion.
The previous sentence is still in a
presented as already the victim of death. {*' The
manner continued by 3, yet so that with the
pn^het unveik to us the nature of the divine
I

—

—
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most glorious light.
Here no one but the unrepentant sinner dies
repents,
and does what is
Whoever
unblessed.
good in God's sight, receives the gracious promise
The Living One can have no pleasure in
of life.
death," Umbrbit.)
retributive righteousness in its

DOCTRINAL REFLECTIONS.
Proverbs reflect the moral and religious
mood of a people in any particular period.
2. The proverb cited here and in Jer. xxxi. 29
is usually regarded as containing a reference
The words of the
to Ex. XX. 5 (xxxiv. 7).
proverb do not require this, nor does the surrounding context involve the slightest allusion.
Neither is its substance, nor, corresponding to
that, the divine controversy against it, of a nature
to IcAd us to infer that a misunderstanding of the
passage of the law in question, regarding the
visitation of the sins of the fathers on the
The idea that
children, is to be combated.
Kzekiel here and Jeremiah in ch. xxxi. announce
the repeal of the retribution-doctrine contained
in the law of Moses, is quite foreign to the sense
and connection of the passage, t^zekiel appears
hrre neither as improver nor y«t "simply as
Hitzig is of
expositor of the law" (Hbnost.).
opmion that Ex. xx. 6 ** leaves the question undetidetl (!) whtther children, who are themselves
gniltloss, also bear the sin of their fathers," and
that **the fact that the son is often quite unlike
his father morally, has at last gained recognition,
and subjectivity received its due at the hands of
1.

satisfaction

and self-righteousness which display

themselves in the proverb, will one be in a condition to recognise the thunder of the Eternal in
Ezekiers treatment of it.
8. According to Jeremiah, the proverb ceases
to be used contemporaneously with the dawning
The connection in
of the Messianic epoch.
Ezekiel is to be similarly interpreted, especially
with ch. xviL 2*2 sq.
It should, however, be
peculiar to the Messianic redemptive-period, that
while Israel as a people would reject the Messiah,
the individual would be brought to account for
himself, according to his personal guilt, for his
unbelief, the result of his outward, seeming,

hypocritical work-righteousness.
One snpposes
oneself planted among statements like JtnD iii.
17 sq. The question is not one of outward family
or national weal and woe, but of life and death
in their most pregnant and individual sense. The
case before us is just as little that of teeth set on
edge in regard to the children, as of sour papes
in regard to the fathers.
(Comp. ch. xvi. 17.)
The moment of judgment decides as to the soul's
salvation and blessedness, but it is a self-deter"To every man will
mination, a self-judgment.
be given the opportunity of turning to God, the
door will stand open to all ; he only who persists
in wickedness through his own unbelief shall
die " (CJoccEius).
4. As in the htw, even the taking of a pledge is
diflicult, almost impossible, so according to it,
whatever could be properly called interest or
usury falls aside. What was permissible towards
a foreigner, the duty of benevolence towanls the
The assumed indefiniteness of the fellow -Israelite, as well as the fellow-inhabitant
Ezekiel."
teaching of the decalogue woiild place the law of of the land, even though he were a stranger, forGml (Gen. xviii. 25) upon the same level with bade. Lending in these circumstances could only
*the righteousnoss of men in the east," from tim at relieving sudden, personal, domestic neces(Israel was not a mercantile people, at
which, as from heathen retributive justice univer- sities.
r**The tendency of
sally, the judicial practice which should obtain least in an inland sense.)
in Israel is expressly tlistiiiguished (Deut. xxiv. usury is to oppress one's brother, and hence it is
Comp. also 2 Kings xiv. 6 ; 2 Chron. xxv. to be wished that the very name^ of usury and
16).
The jealpusy of the holv ami righteous Grod interest were buried and blotted out from th«
4.
which subscribes the two first commands (Ex. memory of men," Calvin.]
5. If ch. xvi. depicted the Jewish people as it
XX. 5) is illustrated and made more conspicuous
Sy the well-known words, ** visiting the iniquities were in their ancestral sin, accoi-diiig to their
the words only say that sin, Canaan -nature, the turning to grace, repentance,
•f the fathers, " etc.
specially the sin of hating God, shall certainly which is wholly in Christ, exonerates from the
vengeance, even if not ancestral sin.
divine
Liability to death, increased by
be overtaken by
each actual sin, issues in the punishment of death
till the third and fourth generation, although it
was not punished judicially in its own time, in his case only who does not flee from it in the
nor even appeared to incur divine retribution. appointed way of God's righteousness (judgment
"Thereby a contrast is indicated
Moreover, the national character of the t«n com- and grace).
mandments is also to be taken into account, and between nature's order, and the supematuml
" Dying, ar^conlin^j
the fact that Israel's national life rested essen- order of grace " (Nktelkr).
tially on the family, and especially the relation to our proi>het, means more than returning to the
between parents and children. Hut the defence dust of the ground, for that happens to all, even
Still the latter do not die, but
of the truth and equity of such retribution is to the repentant.
Tlie reference is not to the judgment of
foreign to our purpose, for the proverb which the live.
prophet uses as the text of nis discourse has God which follows sin, but the refeience to divine
notning to do with Ex. xx. 6, xxxiv. 7 ;
grace is to be held fsist " (CoccRirs).
Deut. v. 9 (comp. also Jer. xxxii. 18
xiv. 18
6. Israel's (juestiou (vi-r. 19) must not be narFor this style of criticising the rowed by referring it solely to Ex. xx. 5.
It it:
Lam. V. 7).
national circumstances which had taken the form a "why" from the Old Testament v"ew-point a« a
of a proverb never once touches the question of sin whole and in so far as in the answer to it tho
and chastisement into this region the proverb is siguificAnce of the individual becones more pi-»ifirst carried by the divine address
but merely the minent, so far also is another view-p<»int. viz,
question of the natural result of an insipid craving that of the New Testament, placed in oppasition
being visited upon those who yet **will not eat to that of the old, which is emphatically abansour grapes," who consider themselves too prudent doned. The matter could not have been settled
to do so (Matt, xxiii. 30).
Only when one per- in this way from a merely Old Testament standceives the levity (the gallows-humour) of the self- point.
;

Num

;

—

;

—
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7. " The expresdon of the orophet has ri^^htly ment which overtakes us, even when we would
been reckoned as a dulcU taMonatio ad ^ca- deny our guilt. - God swears by His life for where
tena for all times. God has no pleasure
the His righteousness is called in (Question, His life
death of the wicked, is a dictum ofitself sufficient in this world of sin and death is assailed.
Ver.
to reftite the charges of a modem heathenism 4. If God is the father of all souls, other fathers
(Fenerbach), which professes to discorer its own cannot destroy souls.
Each man is his own selfcold, unfeeling God in the Old Testament
The destroyer through unbelief.
"
God of the Old Testament has a heart Himself the
Ver. 5 sq.
Kighteousness of life is necessarily
•noMse of all blessedness, and mirroring Himself associated with the righteousness of faith, Hom.
22"
in the blessedness of the creature, He has a heart vL
(St.).
Righteousness is defined by the
for erery being who has fallen away from Him, and law of God, but the end and fulfilment of the law
who is exposed to death. The fundamental feature is Christ ; whosoever believes in Him is righteous.
of His character is holy love He delights in the
There is a righteousness in works which is a roei%
n*tam of the sinner from death to life (Hav.).
semblance, but one is not justified by it. The
8. ** How deeply and clearly our prophet sees justified man must be righteous.
Ver. 6. ** God's
into the nature of redemption
Here are crowded table and the devil's do not agree" (Stck.).
together, the law with its demands, God's rigour '* What the idols are here, creatures to whom one
in executing its sentences, His boundless grace cleaves idolatrously are now-a-days" (Langk).
**
and compassion, the oonreiiion of the sinner to
God abhors these three, atheism, indifierentGod, the laying hold of that divine grace which ism, syncretism " (Stck.). Our conduct towards
obliterates all guilt, and the proof of repentance in our neighbour, towards the nearest of all also,
who is one fiesh with us, reflects our relation to
taoctification of life " (HiLV.).
9. As the sinner who persists in sinning, rather God.
Ver. 7. " Covetousness is a root of all evil,
than sin, comes into view in this chapter, sins and a vice which is too little accounted of, 1 Tim.
are treated of in so far as they bring to light the vi. 10" (St.). —Ver. 8. **Not without reason is
sinful personality of the sinner,
so righteous- that which is said of usury coupled with comness also is here that which the man who was passion and gentleness towards the poor Christ
*'
previously righteous, of who becomes so by con- also connects giving and lumliug, Mutt. v. 42
version, manifests in his life and walk.
To be in (Cocc.).- Ver. 9. ** Were it pos-sible for a man
the law as in the covenant of God, through faith, to abandon all that is evil, and yet do nothing
or to return to the law of the covenant God full positively good, should he fulfil the will of God ?
of grace and compassion, by repentance ; this is isa. 1.. 16 s<j." (St.)-— By conduct it is made clear
righteousness.
The law was there for the know- of whose spirit one is the child. If the fruits ai-e
ledge of sin, so also the righteousness of the law wanting, where is faith ?— Ver. 10 sq. The apple
is a mirror, that Israel, recognising itself in its often falls far from the stem. Nothing has so much
distance from God, may seek the ri^teousness of power as children, to bring shame and disgmce
God which is His grace. (See Introd.J
on their parents. That struck at the hope and
10. Manasseh, son of Hezekiah, may oe regartled boast of the Jews, that they were the children
as an example of a godless son (ver. 10 sn.) of a of Abraham, who was justifiW by faith.— Ver. 11
God-fearing father, as Hezekiah, son of Ahaz, of sq. " Sins are linked together ; whoever plunges
the opposite case (ver. 14 sq.).
Manasseh (see voluntarily into one sin will not shrink from an2 Chron. xxxiii. 11 sq.) may also illustrate the other when the temptation comes. This is to be
ease of ver. 21 sq.
noted, for when Satan entices us at the beginning,
we believe that we are always free to turn back as
soon as it seems good to U3.
But we are presently
HOMILETIC HINTS.
entangled in this sin and that, and when we arc
Ver. 2. " It is the way of the old Adam never now taken in the snares of Satan we no longer
to acknowledge sin, but* always to put the blame desire to become free.
Since one can make such
" There is no progress, let each be careful lest he fall into
on others, Gen. iii. 12, 18 " (O.).
greater folly than a man's murmuring against any sin" (H.-H.).
Ver. 16 sq. "It does no
God on account of chastisement, and exculpating harm to pious children that they have had go<lhimself before this nil-seeing and most righteou8 less parents, provided they walk not in the
Judge** (TtJB. Bib.).— "The insolent sinner has same footsteps" (St.).
•"The righteousness of
neither shame nor sorrow, but must boast and the works of the children of God is no doubt
[iroclaim himself before the whole world " (Stck. ). but halting, although they are at pains to fashion
•*
The teeth are set on edge only when a man themselves according to the directions of God's
himself eats sour grapes" (B. B.).
**Men lay law yet it is reg^ded by God as perfect, biof and quote bad proverbs more readily than canse He does not impute to them their sins, and
good" (St.).—The end of all the words we have their works are pleasing to Him because His Spirit
spoken will be that for each useless word we shall operates in them. Sanctificatiou of life procee<ls
require to give an account.
**The cause of its doubtless from faith alone. Yet God also reirogrcswtion is the severity of the divine judgments. nises the hidden faith of those who have not yet
When these appear, the fig leaves fall off, the come to clear knowledge of His saving gi'ace, but
slumbering conscience awakens and cries out, It who sincerely fear Him, and commit thtfinselveK
is I and my sins
There is a multitude of theo- to the discipline and guidance of His Spirit"
rems and theological dogmas which are possible (H.-H.afterCALV.).— Ver. 19. **Menare more cononly in certain times, and slink away abashed cerned about the question of God's equity than with
vhen the thunders of divine judgment begin to searching into their own sins" (Stck.). Ver. 20.
roll " (Hbncst.).
Either one recognises in judg- ** Sinner, see to it that thou thyself sinnest not
ment in the self-judgment of a believing repent- (TUB. Bib.).— Ver. 21. '* If a man turn honestly
ance his guilt before God, or God makes the to God, he must resolve to forswear all sins hvvv
whole world recognise it in us, through the judg- no reservations can be made, 1 Pet. iii. 11" (Si. ).
;
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The

Accusations enoufffa, only no aelf-accusi*
Israel.
Ver.
tion !—God must be weigned by sinners !
**
26.
As thou leavest thS life, so must thou apVer.
pear before the judgment-seat" (B. B.).
27 sq. Turning from iniquity a defence agaiMi
The true life assurance. The sinner is
death.
blind ; but he who rei>ents receives eyoe to see.—
Ver. 80. Iniquity brings ruin when it is not
removed through forgiveness, as in the case of
the repentant ^The thought of divine retribuVer. 81 sq. •' God,
tion a motive to repentance.
who is rich in love, as it were meets the sinner^
soul wandering under its burden of sins on the
if they had never been committed, Isa. xuii. 25" way which leads to perdition.
Although it wilt
who turns does righteousness. Ver. 28. not recognise Him, yet in beseeching love and
(0.).
Tbe immediate element in the turning is faith compassion He unceasingly addresses it^ (Sokiv. ).
**
**
in God's mercy.
word of comfort which can
David made himself a new heart when he
and should encourage every forlorn sinner to turn " entreated God to create it within him, Ps. li."
(ScHM.).
The question from heart to heart It (Coco.). ** Give what thou requirest, and require
grieves God when the wickt?d perish.
will ye die!
^Life is not what thou wUtl" (Auo.)
on our way, when onr way is net God's. Ver. Again a question fh>m heart to he«rt
" As a
24. The bad and the eood turning. —One can fall worthy forerunner of the great apostle, the profrom righteousness, but that he can fall from phet exhorts ns, not only to put off the old filthy
grace is not here said.
garment cif sin, but to put on an altogether new
Ver. 25 sq. Jehovah's way, and the ways of man" (Umbk.).

true turning consints in this, that one
sins their dismissal, and oonseorates
himself to God for obedience.
One sees a half
oonYersion in many : they join virtues with transgressions, and imagine that their ^ilt will be remored when they do something praiseworthy. But
that is as if a servant should ormg to his master
apoilod wine, for God will not so save men as to
abolish the distinction between good and evil"
( H. -H. ).
How do we escape deat^ and enter into
life t
By passing over from the sin which is our
own to the righteousness which is God's. Ver.
22. ** To the truly penitent sins are so forapven as
**
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Ver
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—

thou take np a lamentation for the princes of Israel. And say
thy mother lain down a lioness among lions [iione«c»], among young
lions she rei^^ her whelps
And she brought up one ot tier whelps ; he became
a young lion, and leamea to catch prey ; he devoured men. And th« heaths
peoples heard of him, he was taken in their pit, and they brought him in chains
to the land of Egypt.
And she saw whi]« [when] she waited, her hope had
perished then she took one of her whelps, made him a young lion.
And he
went up and down among the lions [iionMteit], he became a young lion, and
learned to catch prey ; he devoured men. And he knew [knew wen] his widows
Ipidicetl and he laid waste their cities ; and the land and its fulness were desolated oy the noise of his roaring.
And the heathen nations round about
from the provinces set against him, and spread their net over him ; he was
taken in their pit And they put him in ward in chains, and brought him to
the king of Babylon, brought him into a stron^old, that his voice might no
more be heard upon the mountains of Israel.— Thy mother [k wm] like a vine,
in thy blood, planted by the waters ; fruitful and full of branches was it,
from many waters. And it had strong rods for staves [nceptret] of rulers ; and
its growth was high, up amon^ the clouds, and was conspicuous in its
height, in the multitude of its branches.
And it was plucked up in fury,
cast to the ground, and the east wind dried up its fruit ; broken and withered
were its strong rods, fire consumed [devoured] them. And now it is planted in
the wilderness, in a land of drought and thirst. And fire went out of a rod
of its boughs, consumed [deronredj its fruit, and there was not in it [more] a
strong rod, a staff [Mseptn] for ruhng.
This is a lamentation, and shi^ be foi
a lamentation.

And do
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the young hon which already goes after prev,
any young creature which is still with its

BXlOETICAb &EMABK8.

*^^ is

Tbo panlld ta oh. xrii shows itself eleariy in mother, in particular the young of the
•iMiuMe And frai: that also raCerred to the Jerusalem brought up her royal children in

lion)

royal

kingdom of Jerusalem this has the same enig- spleudour, for a kingly destiny. Perhaps also a
matic style, the name borrowing of fi^nrative hint at the first establishment of the kingdom
expresnoDS from the plant and animal world, of Israel, which would be ** like all the nations "
aaa agrees partially in general, and in particnlar (1 San. viiL 6-20)1
sxmfifiona.
Ver. 8. She the royal mother-city (Lam. i 1).
Ver. 1. nnKV introdocing a partial contrast,
^The nmt of het young ones, so that in PinSP
;

—

—

ia that the "proverb" of the previous chapter,
httm the side of the people, is now oonfronted by
ntiHna, from the side of the prophet
the
is an elegy (poisibly on the model of songs like
SCfaiOD. xxxT. 25, Ha v.), a lament, whose occaThat
sion is contemplated as an existing reality.
vUck hanip over the kingdom is already mi
aecomulished fact ; one only requires to summon
lAMt haa haroened into the present, in order to
anticipate essily what is about to happen. Comp.
eh. y. 10.—The prtsoea (ch. vii. 27, xii. 10, 12)
m» eridently the existing kings, Jehoahac and
Mioiaebin, as royal types for the fdture of the
Aceordins to H&v., the
UraeKtiah kingdom.
kaent was devoted to the Davidic royal race in

la—

U

may be indnded

the idea of the increase of the
family, is described entirely from the natural side
as a real young lion, ff^i^ is: to snatch away;

hence: to acquire as booty ; also: to tear asunder,
into which sense the dause, he dovoored »e%
immediately passes over. Comp. as to Jehoahax,
2 Kings xxiU. 82. What is there said (ver. 80)
of the '* people of the land " in reference to the
anointing of Jehoahaz is taken by Hengst in
connection with this verse. H* beoame a yonng
lion, can also be equivalent to
became a king
and what follows may betoken the politi^
devel<^meBt of kindly power.— Ver. 4. HMurd
of him: as when the rumour of the proximity
Pnrposel^ of IbmI, because David*s of a devastating Hon spreads, and the hunt
Mueral.
ing of the ravenouo beast now beffins ; or, that
fion»e alone was l<^Umate over all Israel (Hlv.).
their attention was directed towaras him by his
KiSf, paronomasia with ^K^*
roaring; so that they proceeded to hunt him.
As
to the fact, see 2 Kings xxiii. 88, 84.— nn is a
Vers. 2-9. TIU Kmgs.
hook, a ring^ which one puts through the nose of
Ter. 3. The address in directed to the people. animals that reauire to be restrained (2 Kings
Aceordinff to Hengst., to the tribe of JudBh, the xix. 18), to attach to it the bridle by which they
[Ewald HuUces Ezekiel are led, by whidi also their power of breathing
people of the present
ting beforehand, in the spirit of prophecy, a can be lessened.
Zedekiah,
over
and
his inevitable oxerlanftnt
Ver. 6. Up to this point, E^fpt; now the
Hitzig even alters the plural, prince$^ other world-power, Babylon (2 Kings xxiv.
throw.
7).
into the singular, prince (following the Sept), for Comp. ch. xvii.
Pharaoh Necho had appointed
Kosenm. makes Jehoiakim king, who is left out of account in the
the mike of this interpretation.
Jehoiachin the subject, who^ like Kzekiel, was lament, because death had deprived him of his
in exile.] ^The mothev of the people is Jeru- crown* 2 KiiM» xxiv. 6.
For the connection, ha
sdem (ch. xxL 25 [20]). Comp. Gal. iv. 25 sq. is omitted as Egyptian, and therefore not answer[F«WAXJ>: the ancient chui-ch.
HiTZio: the ing to the representation of ver. 8 (comp. ver. 6).
UXv.: ancient Israel in its Aner Jehoahax only Jehoiachin can come into
people of Israel
Klikf.
earlier glory.
Israel aa a historical
Hengst. : the people per se.l Perhaps view.— n^nbi Niphal from ^rP (Sn), to expeople.
an allnaion to Isa. xxix. 1 sq. Jerusafem-Jndah,
pect ; Ewald to be in pain, to feel feeble, hence
as in ch. xtl— The reiroepeotive teforence of the
to de^air; she saw that she was deceived her
fipu« omi^oyed to Gen. xlix. 9 sq. is evident,
hope lost Hav. as Gen. viii. 12: and she saw
feeoauDends itself also by the allusion to Judah,
that her hope was deferred and had come to
because
by
Klief.
just
the
•lid is not gainsaid
;
nothing, to wit, the hope entertained at first of
here
turned
maiam
parUm,
all
the
is
Igue
possibly procuring the deliverance of Jehoahas
tMva would the contrast suit as a set-off to the
the humiliation of Egypt Expectations
Comp. Num. xxiii. 24, throngn
promise in Gen. xlix.
other world-power, to which the eve
uiv. 9.
The royal nature is meant to be de- from the
could turn, are here most appropriate, since the
picted ("of equal birth with other independent
Babylonish world-power was forming itself at that
and powerful nations, as this ro^al nature was
'^3 is simply: while (whan) ah^
very time.
hirtarieally displayed, esijeeially
the times of
David and Scilomon, " U bkost. ) : Jerusalem the wnitad, she saw; her hope touching the one royal
leyal city (B«v. y. 6).
The complaint fairly son had perished. Then
took, etc, 2 Kinga
[Khef., on the other hand. xxiv. 8 sq.
htgins with ntDanswera perfectly to the
:

—

—

:

:

—

m

m

dM

S^DS

a double reproach, that Israel oonfbrms
to the heathen world-powers, and that it
thus destroys its kings (!).
Hence it is rather a
eonplaiiit against the Israel of that time.]— That
ibe lay down among the neighbouring royal
states betokens majestic reposa and conscious
tseority,— the (earless one exciting fear by imposing power.
(Comp. further oh. tvL 14.)—The
ample result is» that nmong yomig lions
is
itself

(y^

—

Ver. 6. Jehoiachin
youthful age of Jehoiachin.
conducted himself as a king, exactly like other
kings ; comp, ver. 8, If rrtnij is to be tranakted

then the idea might thereby be made
prominent that he acted after the manner of bis
lionesses,

mother, ver.

2.

—Ver.

7.

jn*!.

Against the sense

which Hav., Hengat , and othon adopt it mav ha
said that the figure would be abandoned, and th t
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9 refers to nothing so special as
Is Kings xxiv.
HXv. their (collecthe defilement of widows.
tive
of the slain, ver. 6); Hengst. his (whom
he as king was bound to protect), at the same
time the T)eoi)le*s widows, the peraonce miserabiles.
Others: he observed his widows (whom he had
made so by devouring their husbands). He had
:

:

:

In thy blood;
Ixxx. 9 [8]).
in his likeness, like thee (Zedekiah 1) :
analogous to in thy name,
Hbnqst.: "it eonJerusalem (Ps.

Ewald

—

:

cems thee" (D^=nHD'n. comp.
T

ir

Heb.

vftt^»Xjf,

;

zi. 19), i.e.

what is here said of the mother applies

pre-eminently to the people of the present
tua
Kimcii and Rashi fix on t|nUD13,

res agitur, etc.

them

before

his

vrtiO^

eyes.

<»n hardly
others derive

*

'widows'* in the ordinary sense,
it would be so entirely against the parallelism
The passage remains tigorative ; al(On^jn).
signify here

though the king referred to breaks through the
figurative drapry, he is spoken of in a still more
appropriate pictorial manner. As in Isa. xiii 22,
the word in questiou is used poetically of widowed
forsaken of their inhabitants, so here
Jehoiacliin is described (2 Kings xxiv.
9) as altogether like his father (Jehoiakim), which
must not DC overlooked; while (2 Kings xxiii. 32)
it is said of Jeboahaz, more generally that he did
If we were entitled to colour
as "his fathCTs."
the portrait of Jehoiachin from our knowledge of
Jehoiakim, then Jer. xxii., especially ver. 18 so.,
otfers, in what is said of bis despotic passion for
building, all that is necessary for a good underhe
is therefore
standing of our passage.
palaces,

i.e,

ironically.

^^

:

perceived, i.e. was anxious about (Gen. xxxix. 6),
knew— his palaces, built by bis father, which so
soon (after three months) became widowed {Milaces.
And as that was the object of bis anxious tliought

and longing,hisconductcorresponded, inasmuch as,
for his palaces, he devastated the cities of others
(their). [Ewald (like the Chald.) reads ynvi, from

yjn*. "shattered their palaces."]

The words 'Dgfn^

describe the disorder of the land.
Ch. xii. 19.
Ver. 8. The object of ^^Fi*) is completed from

D^ from hot,

or read nOTTJ

as Piscator, Hav.,

and others adopt

m

thy

;

where-

nDHi
T T

Q^"!!,

the happy peaceful
time (Isa. xxxviii. 10), which hardly suits the
line of thought, and doesn't at all fit into the
figure of the vine. Gesen. reads: ^|tDn3, '*in thy
silentio tuo, in

vineyard."

The Sept

rest,

reads:

ptDia,

"by

the

pomegranate tree,*' because vines and pomegranates were often found together (Num. xx. 5).
HiTZio: He had thus a support in contradistinction to ch. xvii 4.
The simplest rendering
is "in thy blood," ie. in the life of the stem <m
Judah. Ver. 2 looked back to Gen. xlix. 9 sq.,
and this verse looks back to ver. 1 1 of the same
chapter, where the figurative allusion to the
blood of the grape (Deut xxxii. 14) suggests the
point of connection with the vine figure.
Com|».
further at ch, xvii. 8, 6.
Ver. 11.
There grew
up in Jerusalem-Jndah strong shoots of David,
able to rule (Gen. xlix. 10).
iriD^p, ch. xvit

—

—

6.

The singular

suffix refers

not to ?qi, but

rather to HtdDf cither to the one

who was before

their eyes, i.e, Zedekiah, or better still, with
Hengst, to the sceptres conceived of as one, and
thus to the royal race as a whole. The plural
D^nbg, which is peculiar to Ezekiel, has made

—

The hettthen peoplei round many think of "thickets," a profuse growth
Ewald: The gay Chaldean host between the thick branches, rising above them.
Henost. "The provinces are the According to Ewald and most modems, it stands
(ch. xvii. 3).
Hengst.
surrounding countries, as parts of the Chaldean for thicket-clouds and darkness.
empire; comp. 2 Kings xxiv. 2, according to which "among the clouds, through and over them.**
what

about,

follows.
etc.

:

:

Syrians, Ammonites, and Moabites were
against Jehoiakim, the father of
Jehoiachin.**
Comp. ver. 4; ch. xii. 18. Ver. 9.
"It is customary to transport lions in large and

the

summoned

—

—

—

very strong cages" (J. D. il icii.). The heathenworld thus made an end of the dominion, ^no)^^

In chains, as ver. 4, To the
recalls ver. 8.
king of Babylon, counterpart to " to the land of
Egypt" As to further parallels, see the verses.
Stronghold (Heb. pi.), an indefinite, poetic,
general term (Judg. xii. 7). That his Toice, etc,
points jack to ver. 7.
2 Kings xxiv. 12 could
not l)e expressed otherwise, by means of the foregoing

figure,

than in terms parallel to

The more special element
cealed by the poetic veil.

ver.

4.

of the history is con-

And was oonspiouous:

subject ntdO*
V

Ver. 12. Without the intervention of anything
farther, there follows its splendid growth, like a
lightning flash from the clear heavens, the complete overthrow of the vine, i,e, of Jerusalem-'
Judah, the birthplace of kings, and therewith
the Davidic kingdom. Answering to it, there is
here the Hophal of (^, its only instanoe. Only

one must not assume, with most interpreters, that
the banishment of the people is what is meant
(Ewald also makes "the whole congregation fall
with the king"). The distiikction between the
two paragraphs is merely this, that while vera.
3-9 bewaUed the existing kings, both as beiuren
of the Davidic royalty, and at the same time as

suggestive, by their fate, to the actual king ; now
Zedekiah, as he with whom the Davidic kingdom
Vers. 10-14. The Mother of Kings,
is subverted, becomes the subject of the lament,
just as if everything had already happened.
Jnst as in ch. zviL, a transition to another
(Comp. Deut xxix. 27 ; 1 Kings xiv. 15 ; Jer.
figure, namely, to that which is there (ver. 5 sq.)
xii. 17.)— Ch. viii 18.
Through the anger of
uspd as to King Zedekiah, the subject still remainTo the gnmnd, etc. Pictorial, but not
God.
ing the kingdom.
indicating the expatriation to another laud.
Ch.
Ver. 10 The address, as in ver. 2, and the
xvii 10, 9.
'niSD» collective ; comp. with ver!
mother, who is compared to a vine, is also, as there.

—

—
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The singular, oonstnied with the plural of itself without opposition, there the divine venthe verb, comprohenda the strong rods in a single geance takes effect. Jehoahaz showed himself a
riew, with reference to Zedekiah. The saffix ^n* barbaroua tyrant towards his own subjects,
refers to ntSO» not to ifi^,
Comp. ch. xv. 6, 7. whereas the kingdom of Israel was designed to
exhibit a heroic energy against the enemies of
The fire, the divine judgment in its consuming the people of God. On this account he wss
11.

—

character, as is explainea by ver. 14.
Ver. 13.
And now, nwken in presence of the circumstances
of tlie exile, concerning the remnant of the
Davidic royal line. Hence ** planting" after the

punishea.

5. The Messianic hope wss bound up with the
Davidic kingdom, whose subversion is nere illustrated from ch. xviii 22 sq., and its fulfilment is
withering and burning can still be spoken of, and
shown in this, that He who sppeared in the world,
this not on account of the people, but because
declared, not without a reference to our chapter,
the residue of the Davidic royal line is likewise
**I am the true Vine."
in exile. ^The wilderness (figurative)— without
any allusion to Israel's passing through the wilderHOMILETIC HINTS.
ness (Henost.), which was idtogether diiferent—
simply describe, in contrast to ver. 10 sq., a conVer. 1 sq.
"In all times the sorrowful and
dition of chastisement in which the vine, Judah's
the jovful have been expressed in poetry" (L.).—
kingdom, cannot prosper. ^Drought, objective ; Sacred poetry a companion on the heights and
tliint, subjective.— Ver. 14 adds to (1) the wrath
in the depths of life and feeling. See the Psalms.
of Ood« and to (2) the Chaldeans as instruments
"Princes should be pious people, who care lor
(ver. 12). the explanation of the fire (ver. 12), to
the eternal as well as temporal welfare of their
wit, (3) Zedekiah's offence (according to ch. xvii.
subjects, who judge equitiibly, avoid tyranny, and
15 sq.). Comp. ch. v. 4 ; Judg. ix. 16.— Hod of corrupt none by their example. But when subits booghs (ch. xvii. 6) is the rod which the
jects do not pray for their princes, and descend
boughs made, which the strong vitality of the everywhei-e to the level of beasts in their habitji,
roy^ vine caused to shoot The closing sentence God gives them beasts as princes.
For the
appropriatelv includes both parts of the cha])ter,
sins of a people tyrants rule over them" (L.).—
that which has hsppened and that which is to Ver. 2. **So long as the Jewish people acted
happen.
("It is not according to the law of God, they rested
^ppf\, propnetio perfect.
safety

—

:

—

—

—

—

m

the fancy of a gloomy seer, but the prediction of
a lamentation which will actuallv flow in a thousand voices from the mouth of the people," etc.,
HsKosT.) Uiv. "And it was for,*^ etc as

and without fear" (ScHM.).—"Judah brought

notice of the subsequently written
prophecy, to attest its true fulfilment.

royal up-bringing, when it is merely that, makes
royal wnners.
Great lords, alas! frequently bear
lions and such like not merely on their escutcheons.
That tiiey also do, who drain men of
There
everything, even to their blood" (B. B.).
Ver. 4.
are men-eaters who yet devour no men.
Violence is always topped by greater violence or
cunning.
Many a court, though it be the prince's
own, is the pit in which the lion is taken! There
Ver.
are also chains for kings— their minions.
5 sq. In the place of one tyrant a second can
also
prince,
his
land
a
^Ver.
7.
Through
come.
suffers.
"The king's voice should be terrible to
To the
the wicked only, never to the good " (L.).
lion's roaring belong cabinet orders, royal edicts.
V,er. 8 sq. What a network is w^oven about princes
by court intrigues !—" The fate of tyrants has
usually been a sad one. God has pits, nets, hunters,
and cages for them even in this world, but certainly
" He who lives like a beast,
in the next" (L.).
shall be requited like a beast" (Stck.).— At last
the lion's roaring on the mountains dies away.
Ver. 10. In Judah there was royal blood,— the
" Apply that to the
lion and the vine t^M^ether.
blood of Christ " (Richt. )— " He who can count
the drops of water, may count the number of
God's acts of love" (B. B.).— "It is of God's
unmerited grace that some royal houses are blessed
beyond others, and for this He will l)e honoured
and praised, 2 Sam. vii. 18" (St.).— Ver. 11 sij.
" The higher the ascent, the deej)er the fall ; God
remains tne highest, the highest over all."— The
night before destruction is sometimes full of
happiness and splendour. The bloom of princely
houses, as of great cities and famous trading
houses, is of a tender and easily withered nature.
Ver. 18. " Where God's gracious presence with
His word and Spirit is wanting, then; a desert is

:

;

historical

THROLOOICAL REMARKS.
1.

Havemick describes the fundamental charac-

ter of this chapter as lyrical, prophetically elegiac.
Ewald calls it **the model of an elegy "—"artistic
as to the construction of its lines, the finest and
most touching of all in the Old Testament." As
to the form, he says: "The long line prevails,
but it is almost always divided in the middle into
two complete halves, so that the second half
abruptly broken off" follows the first only like a
brief, transient, sighing echo. And thus, what the
construction of the wnole song is, as to its two
directions, is repeated in the line.
2.
it is a song of three kings ; or of two

—

broken, and one breaking sceptre.
3. In regard to the nistorical relations, the
carrying away of Jehoahaz to E^pt is parallel to
tliat of Jehoiachin to Habylon.
Tne intermediate
Jehoiakim is left out ; but because he is the more
important and the characteristic person, for the
beginning of the Babylonian servitude, Jehoiachin
is retained in his true colours.
(As similarly
Zedekiah in Jer. xxvii.)
4. lu the lion -figure, the nobler passes over
into the less noble aspect, on Which Hengst. re-

marks : " Bj the constitntion of human nature,
arrogance is inseparably connected with high rank,
and tht rewith a rude barbarity towards all who
are barriers in its way.
He only who walks
with Cod can escape this natural consequence,
aod the walk of faith is not the attainment of
every man.
It should, however, be the attainment of every one of the people of God; and where
It iB wanting so that the corrupt nature unfolds

up, in its princes, the rods of God's chastisement"
(Right.).
"The society of bad men only makes
one become more wicked " (Stck.). Ver. 8.

—

—
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and the whole worM is a bind of dranght, whi^
can gire no refn«hment to the soul which hmtgera
and thirsts for God" (B. B.).
The promierous
soil for princes and also for people is tme relifioa.
^Where God's word ifl derotsed, kingdoms them•elves beeome a wasto.
Ver. 14. ''Efieh man
supplies the fire for his own burning " (Stck.).
" Tike fire of one's own nnrighteowmess kindles

—

—

—

9.

1

—

the wrmthfol judgment of God, IflL i Sl^iSOTH.).
*' Men fint b^ome parched, then the five ttm-

—

A

'*
(Stcx.).— '*
lirtle niark, a sin^
sin ftpparentlj, and at firrt really a litUe obc,
cause a great fire " (Stck. ).— *' Till Christ no otha
king from David's stem " (Richt.). **Ercry sin
ends in lamentation, even here, bat certainlj
there- (Stck.).

smnet them

The Survey of the Lemding of the

on

—

Peoftle

from of old

(ch, xx.).

And

it came to pass in the seventh jear^ in the fifth [noath] on the tenth
of the months that men of the elders of Israei came to enqoire of
'chovah, and sat [down] before me.
And the word of Jehovah came to me,
saying
Son of man, speak to the elders of Israel, and say unto them. Thus
As 1 live, if 1 will
saith the Lord Jehovalt, Do ye coma to enquire of Me t
be enquired of by you
Sentence of the Lord Jehon^. Wilt thoa jndge
them f Wilt thou judge, son of man t Make them to know the abominations
And say to them, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah ; In the day
of their fathers.
that I chose Israel, then I lifted up My hand to the seed of the house oi
Jacob, and made Myself known to them in the land of Egypt, and lifted up
My hand to them, saying, I [am] Jehovah [am] your Gk)d. In that day I lifted
up My hand to tliem, to bring them out of the land of Egypt, into the land
which I had sought out for them, flowing with milk and honey, which is a
glory [••mmmentj to all lands.
And I said to them. Cast ye away, every man,
the abominations of his eyes, and defile not yourselves with the idok of
Egypt I, Jehovah your God. And they rebelled against Me, and would
not hearken unto Me ; they did not cast away every man the abominations
of his eyes, nor forsake the idols of Egypt.
And I said that I would pour
out My fury upon them, that I would accomplish My anger in them, in the
midst of the land of Egypt. And I wrought for My name's sake, that it
might not be polluted before the eyes of the heathen, among whom they
were, in whose sight I made Myself known to them, to bring them out of the
land of Egypt.
And I led them out of the land of Egypt, imd brought them
into the wilderness. And I gave them My statutes, and made known to then
My judgments, which, if a mau do, he shall live in them. And 1 also gave
them my Sabbaths, to be a sign between Me and them, so that it might be
known [tity knew] that I Jehovah do sanctify them. And the house of Israel
rebelled against Me in the wilderness ; they walked not in My statutes, and
they despised [cMt away] My judgments, which if a man do, he shall live in
them, and they grievously profaned My sabbaths. And I said that I would
pour out My fury upon them in the wilderness to destroy [vptm*] them. And
I wrought for My name's sake, that it should not be polluted before the
And also I lifted up My hand
heathen, in whose sight I brought them out.
to them in the wilderness, that I would not bring them into the land which I
had given, flowing with milk and honey ^which is a glory to all lands,
Because they despised My iudgments, and walked not in My statutes, and
profaned My sabbaths, for their heart went after their idols. And [yet] Mine
in
eye pitied, instead of destroying them, and I did not make an end of
And I said to their sons in the wilderness. Ye shall not walk
the wilderness.
in your fathers' statutes, nor observe their judgments, nor defile yoiurselves
with their idols. I am Jehovah, your God ; wjdk in My statutes and keep
My judgments, and do them. And hallow My sabbaths, and they are for a
sign between Me and you, that ye may know that I am Jehovah your God
And the sons rebelled against Me ; they walked not in My statutes, and they
kept not My iudgments to do them, which if a man do, he shall live in them;
ibey profaned My sabbaths and I said that I would pour out My fury upon
them, that I would accompliah My anger in them in the wilderness. And
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I

tamed My

hand, and wrought for

lai

My name's

whose sight

23 be polluted before the heathen, in

I

sake, that it should not
brought them out. I also

up My hand to them in the wilderness, that I wonM scatter them
among the heathen, and disperse them in the countries
Because they
executed not My judgments, and despised My statutes, and profaned My
sabbaths, and their eyes were after their fathers' idols. And I also gave them
statutes that were not good, and judgments in which they could not live
And I polluted them in their gifts, inasmuch as they caused all that opeueth
the womb to pass through, that I might desolate them» that they might know
that I am Jehovah.
Therefore speak to the house of Israel, son of man, and
say to them, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah; In this again yoor fathers mocked
[blasphemed^ Me, in dealing faithlessly with Me.
And 1 brought them into the
land, which I Hfted up My band to giye them, and they saw every high
hill, and every thick [dark] tree, and tliere they offered their sacrifices, and
gave there the provocation of their offering, and there they presented their

Ufted
24
25
26
27

28

;

them.
30
31

md there they poured

out their drink-offenngs. And I said to
the high place to which ye go 1 And its name was called
"Bamah" to this day. Tlierefore say to the house of Israel, Thus saith tlie
Lord Jehovah ; In the way of your fathers do ye pollute yourselves, and do ye
go wantonly after their abominations f And in the offering of your gifts, in
making your sons to pass through the fire, do ye pollute yourselves according
to all your idols to this day, and shall I be enquired of by you,
house of
Israel f As I live,
sentence of the Lord Jehovali, if I shall be enquired of by
you . .
And that which has come up in your mind shall not at all happen,
that ye say,
shall be as the heathen, as the families of the countries, to
serve wood and stone.
As I live, sentence of the Lord Jehovah, if I shall
not rule over you with strong hand, and with outstretched arm, and with fury
poured out
And I mil lead you out from the peoples, and gather you
.
out of the countries in which ye have been dispersed, with strong hand, and
with outstretched arm, and with fury poured out, And I will bring you into
the wilderness of the peoples, and contend with you there face to face.
As I
contended with your fatl^eis in the wilderness of the land of Ejsrypt, so will I
contend with you, sentence of the Lord Jehovah.
And I will cause you to
pass under the staff [tceptre], and bring you into the bond of the covenant.
And I will purge [•epwraie] out firom among you the rebels, and the transgressors
against Me ; out of the land of their wanderings [ttnuiBerkood] will I lend them
forth, and [yet] he [they] shall not come to the land of Israel, and ye shall
know that I Jehovah. And ye, house of Israel, thus saith the Lord Jehovah,
Go, serve; every one his idols. Yet afterwards, if ye will not [now] hearken
unto Me, ye shall not further pollute My holy name with [in] your offerings
and with [i-J your idols.
For upon My holy mountain, upon the high
mountain of Israel, sentence of the Lord Jehovah, there shall they serve
Me, the whole house c^ Israel, the whole of it in the land ; there will I accept
thera graciously, and there will I require your [bmve] offerings, and the firstAs a sweet savour will I
fruitfi of your oblations, with all your holy things.
accept you graciously, when I lead you out from the peoples, and gather you
out of the countries, in which ye have been dispersed, and sanctify Myself in
you before the eyes of the heathen. And ye shall know that I am Jehovah,
when I bring you to thb land of Israel, to the land which I lifted up My hand
to give to your fathers.
And there shall ye remember your ways, and all
your doings, in [with] which ye have been defiled, and loathe yourselves in
your own sight, for all your wicked things [ctu deed»] which ye have done.
name's
And ye shall know that I am Jehovah, in My dealing with you for
sake, not according to your wicked ways, and your corrupt doings, O house of
Israel
Sentence of the Lord JehovaL
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The Occasion and Theme of Hie
Discourse.

Ver. 1. A date is prefixed to the occasion ol'
the following prophetic discourse, which points
as back to cTi. yiii., and which at the same time
applies to ch. xxL-xxiiL
[Eltsf. reckons 11
months 5 days since ch. viii. 1 ; 2 yean 1
month 5 days since ch. i. 2 (adhering to the
captivity of king Jehoiachin) : and 2 years 5
months before ch. xxiv. 1.]— The parallel to ch.
There, indeed, we have ^\yf\
xiv. 1 is evident.

•

•

•

:

.

.

.

et difplicebUit 9obit in

r. itriTv^iv/iMrM w|y.

««

com^oetm

)iff0b^>/EM»«i

ground

for self-justificatiou.
Hitzig rightly {lerceives in the repetition evidence of the emotion
which the presence of uuworthy persons had excited.
'*Tbe form of a question makes apparent

the impatient wish that the thing should happen,
and so includes a command." Therer')re the imperative: Make them to knoVthe abominationB,
etc.
The theme of the discourse is a review of the
objective [leading], and over against that, the
subjective [behaviour] conduct of the people from
the days of old (ch. xxil 2; xxiii. 36). The
reference to the fathera points to an ancient and
deep-rooted evil which demands a radical cure
Bnt they are called (Hbkost., Calvin). Matt. xxiiL 32 ; Acts viL
>^^, and here only ^j<3.
61 ; ch. xvi. 2.
men of the elden of Israel in b>th places. That
they were the same persons (Klief.) is questionVers. 5-9. Israel
Egypt,
able ; probably not.
Rather can they be considered as the successors of that deputatibn, and
Ver. 5. ina with a, as Israel is subjected to
they may be distinguished from it by the fact that
they mentioned the purpose of their visit, to examination, so Israel remains the object of the
**
Choosing in the sense of divine,
inquire, etc., slthougn what they asked is not divine election.
stated, while the former deputation can be de- prevenient love and grace, Deut. vii. 6, xiv. 2"
picted as sitting before the prophet in speechless (HXv.).— The lifting up of the hand, as the vesamazement. That a middle, a turning point in ture of one making oath (Deut. xxxii. 4u Ex.
Ezekiel's labours is indicated, as Klief. thinks, vL 8), assured and confirmed the choosing of Israel
by the fact of a spirit of inquiry being excited in as the people of God (Deut. vii. 6, xiv. 2) with
Israel
the minds of his hearers, is too much to draw reference to Canaan (vers, •e, 15, 28).
from the words. Hengst. sees in the men ** re- is significantly interchanged with Jacob. The
presentatives, not of the totality of the (>2ule8, but former points to the grace of their election to the
of the great mass of those only externally fearing position of Jehovah's warriors ; the latter points
As interpreted \Jy the
God, wjiile internally addicted to the spiiit of the to their natural origin.
world and of the age," as in ch. xiv., and conjec- clause and made myself known, etc., the day
tures a special occasion in a favourable turn which was the period when Jehovah in point of fact
the atfairs of the coalition had taken. (?) Owing revealed Himself to the peonle in hgypt as that
to the interest felt in Judah and Jerusalem by all which He had called Himself to Moses (Ex. iii.
the exiles, nothing prevents us understanding 14, etc.) by signs and wonders, as by an actual,
here also, as in ch. xiv., envoys (if not elders renewed oath (therefore the verv significant repetliemselves I) from the elders of the exiles of the tition of the lifting up of the Land).— Ver. 6. A
ten tribes.
As these had been so long in a state sort of conclusion. Once again, I lifted up, etc.,
of exile, the existence of the elder-organization is and emphasizing of the diay, in order to mark
the more intelligible. Tliat the divine message God's solemn determination, as well as what had
of the prophet is adflressed to the whole people, taken place.
The imaginations of priests and
does not prevent its being coloured with a special vain sayings of the people ai-e not toe point in
regard to the ten tribes, as the details of our question. The object was **brin|png out, thereexposition may possibly show. —Ver. 3. Comp. fore freedom, redemption, which is dest^.nbod
cli. ii. 1, xiv. 3.— Ver. 4. The rei)eated question,
according to its issue and goal.
Sought onl
Wilt thou, etc., is connected with the appear- (comp. Num. x. 38), ere ever they had spied il
ance of the men of Israel, who are thereby repre^Ex. iii. 8.— The ^ in '^'^h* either, dativdj,
out.
ai^nted as if standing before a tribunal, but at tiie
same time destitute of an advocate, and of any that all lands reckon it so ; or with respect to
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—

—
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The Sinaitio law
said this plainly, as it rested expressly upon
the 'niT ^^K* £x. XX. 8. But from the begin-

or, aboTOftll liind8(f).— Ver. 7.

abo

ning the same was proclaimed by the fact of election, which involved a reciprocal obligation on
the part of the people.
[••The very form riven to the commission of
Moses to go and vindicate the children of Israel
for God, that they might come forth and serve
Him, was itself a proof how much the worship of
fallen into abeyance, and how generally the people had allow^ themselves to sink
into the prevailing idolatries. They must go out
of the polluted region, where other lords, spiritual
as well as temporal, have had dominion over them,
that they may stand free to worship and serve
Jehovah. And so the whole design and purport
of the commission of Moses mi^ht be regu^e^ as
a protest against their connection with the abominations of Egyi>t, and a call not only to Pharaoh, to let the people go, but also to the people
themselves, to come out and be separate, as a
seed whom the Lord had chosen."— P. F.— W. F.]
Of the eyet, not merely, which the eyes see,

Jehovah had

but whereon they

—

fix,

K^pt

10.— Ch.

vii. 8, V.

—

••

wrought,"

18, vi.

12

the Sabbath repeating itself (therefore the plural
with each week's close betokened the i-est of God,
into which the people of God are to enter after
This is a common eleall their works, Heb. iv.
ment to Jehovah and Israel on the ground of the
covenant As the Sabbaths of Jehovah are to be
hallowed by Israel, and to be separated from tlie
other days of the week, it would thereby be made
evident that Jehovidi sanctifies Israel, and separates them from the world-peoples to be His own
This is tne reciprocal relation
peculiar people.
of the Sabbath to Jehovah and Israel. Therefore
the Sabbath was so chai-acteristic for Israel.— As
the prophetic sense of the law, and of the Sabbath-Law in particular, reaches far beyond a formal,
outward obi^rvance of it, so the prophet is speaking not of the mere letter of the law as a whole,
nor in ver. 18 of merely external desecration of
the Sabbath (Isa. IviiL 18, 14). Compare further
Ex. xvi. 27 sq. ; Num. xv. 82 so. Also ch. v.
6, 7.— Ver. 11.— Ver. 8.— With Ver. 14 comp.
ver. 9.— Ver. 15. And also = and even ; for after
the contrast to •' and I said, in ver. 18 has been
expi-essed in ver. 14 by: ''and 1 wrought," 'oyi
'

:

The thought as to the destruction of the rebellious expressed itself even in

which they become resumes the thread.

wifii

Ver. 8. Israel's further rebelliousfamiliar, etc.
ness in the wilderness would even justify a similar inference as to their behaviour iux
Coni|iare further Josh. xxiv. 14; Ex. xxxii. 8;
Lev. xvil 7 (Ps. cvi. 7).—And I said; not to
them, nor to Moses, but to Myself. It corresponded to the character of God and the a'^-tual
condition of the people. Comp. Ex. xx. 5, xxxii.
8.
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7-26.

;

and

the oath which excluded the

;

Vers. 18-24.

The Second Generation

:

—which

—

can be gathered from what

—

wilderness gene-

;

out the idea of ver. 14 (ch. xvi. 5).'r-(^.
The sequel shows what is meant.

besides, Ex. v.

Ver. 9. And I wrongbt, forms a contrast to
'• and
I said;" consequently the thing contrasted
the object of the verb
with what was said,

first

Canaan Num. xiv. 11 sq.; Ps. xcv.
[Hengst interi»reta 'cX\ of retribution
11, etc.
so they, and 1 also!]— Ver. 6.— Ver. 17 carries
ration from

in

xi. 13.

tiie

Wilderness.

Ver. 18. The coutenU of the fifth book of
Moses belonged peculiarly to the sons (children)

—

be assumed as known.
For My
the spared second generation in the wilderness.
; they were un worth
The fatners in question ai-e rejireaented in their
of it, had not merited it. But the revelation which constant disobedience to the laws which Jehovoli
1 had given of Mvself before the eyes of the gave (which even necessitated their repetition and
heathen among whom they were was not to be renewal in Deuteronomy), as in some sort lawdesecrated before these same eyes, especially before givers ai'cording to their own ideas and on their
the Egyptians, as if to wish well to My name were own authority.—Ver. 7.—Ver. 19. But !— Comp.
present with Me, but not the power of perform- ver. 11.—Ver. 20. Comp. ver. 12.— Ver. 21.
ance (regard being had at the same time to the Num. XV. 16, 17.— Vers. 8, 18.— Ver. 22. Conheathen, as Israel was placed in a peculiar posi- trast to ver. 21; Num. xvi. 21 sq., ch. xvii. 9 sq.
tion in regard to humanity as a whole). Gomp. —Vers. 14, 9.
Ver. 28. I also, as in ver. 15,
Num. xiv. 18 sq.; Ex. xxxii. 12 (Num. xxiiL 19). here in relation to ver. 21.--Ch. xii. 15, vi. 8.
The threatening with exile, Deut xxviii. 80;
Vers. 10-24. Imul in the Wilderness. Vers. Lev. xxvi. 88 sq.; and as an oath, Deut xxix.
10-17, The First; 18-24, The Second Qene- 18, 18.— Ver. 24. As ver. 16.
follows,

may also

name's sake,

etc. (Ps. cvi. 8)

—

ration.

m

Vers. 10-17.

The

First Generation in the
Wilderness.

Ver. 10. Transition from the foregoing to the
Ver. 1 1 . The giving of the Taw on Sinai,
following.
as introduction to the present leading of the people,
Statutes and
alter being brought out, £x. xx. sq.
Jadgmenti, as often, comprehending ihe general
idea of the law. Liye includes prosperity and
blessedness, bodily and spiritual, temporal and

Canaan.
Vers. 25-81. Israel
The Fathers. Vers. 80, 81.
the Present.

—

—

eteniaL
for

life,

etc.

Gomp. Deut.
R««m.

Which

vii.

if

a

10

;

iv. 1.

Matt

man do.

—The law was given

Ex. xx. 12,
The leading through
xix. 17

;

the wilderness served to test them as to

this.

tianslates: ••Whidi a man shall do in
order to live throng them."}— Ver. 12. Ex. xx.
aiga most denote something, so
8» xxiL 18.

[Kril

A

Vers. 25-29.

Ver. 25.

with

'oai,

Vers.

25-29.

The People cf

7^ Fathers in Canaan.

Transition, linked to the foregoing
in ver. 28 'di hinted at what suc-

M

The threat of exile, the fulfilment of
which had begun in the people of the present,
ceeds.

could be denounced against the second generation
in the wilderness, because they were brought into
Canaan, and along with the following generations, in so far as they could come into account as
**
your fathers " (ver. 27), they are set over agaimst
The second generation iu
the existing people.
Uie wildemees was therefoie the medium *J.

H
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transition to, and at the same time became, Israel
Therefore, although it was not exein Canaan.
cuted against the second generation in the wilderness, the threat of exile remains in its original
The reference to Canaan, which
force and form.
ver. 28 formally niake8» determines the peculiar
forms of expression in vers. 25 and 26. Such a
)>i-ogress in sin is made, that at last God makes
Thu»— rer. 7. They
Hin its own punishment
are warned against idolatry in Egypt, which i»
followed up in ver. 11 sq. by the Sinaitie legislaIn ver. 18 sq., over against
tion in the wilderness.
their own law-making, o# which tae tint generation was guilty, there w the renewal of the Sinaitic
law ¥rith reference to Canaan, but even already
under the threat of exile (ver. 2S>. Finally ^in
C-itnaan as a beginning of the judgment of God,
thei-e were given to Israel tor chastisement the
>\*icked statutes and the death-bringing judgments

—

—

Because they would not have My
gave them Canaan's law, which is not
good, etc. Thus the force of I gave^ etc., is to
be maintained, and by no means to be weakened
to permuntion or any similar idea, as Jewish and
of Canaan.

good law,

I

:

Christian interpreters wish.
ciently explained

Vn^

the parallel

—Not

good

is suffi-

befoi'e,

and by

26 shows

clearly

by Qn^ going
fei?.

— Ver.

the matter itself

still concerns the fathers iu
Ver. 80 sq. will define more precisely
the meaniBg of thia addfesa.
Ia this aga^ (ch.
xvL 29), besides what was formerly adduced. The
thing meant is first of all indicated more generally as mockery and faithlessness (ch. xv. R, xiv.
18), and is then in Ver. 28 stated more in detail.
0)mp. with ch. vL 13, xvi. 16. 'OV^ refeis to

Canaan.

the ferementtoBed moekerr, wherebv ^ey aroizjied
the displeasure and wrath of Jehovali (Deut.
xxxii 1«, 21); 'jyn (oomp. ch. vL 18, xvi 19)

to the faithlessness which could present sweet
kinds to idols.
Ver. 29. And
I said, etc.
By the question there ia recalled to
mind God's ever-repeated opposition to and condemnation of the worsliip of the high places
(therelore the collective singular: nD^1«
^^^'

^

Comp.

also

tix. xiii.

the statute in question.

11,

which introduces

As a guide

underatanding of Tajfna, VSTvhi which
ciated with n'^Dyn in Ex.

{^3

is

added in

xiii., is

—

one sanctuary the temple), with all
that He had said against it. [Hav. adopts the
explanation of Kimchi, who refers it to the high
place atOibeon, 1 Kings iii 4; 2 Chron. i 8.}—
Kidfit the thing itself as well as its aame, contrast to the

tinued to this day.

sort of "statutes" and "judgments" are
meant, from the result which they produced, more
precisely destTibing: "I gave," as: I polluted them.
The pollution of Israel was very notaWy exhibited
in that which they did >vith their first-bom male
children, who in viitue of Ex. xiii. 12, 13 required
to be redeemed.
This ordinance, according to
the connection in Ex. xiii., being characteristically
associated with the redemption of the people from
Egypt, the allusion in onr verso is most signifi-

cant.

—

wyoun of various

Vers. 30, 81.

to the

aiMl substituting

ibM

^ov

'\^^ directly addresses

the people of the present, ic the inquirers of
Israel who had come to the {)rophet in the interest
of those who still remained in Canaan.
Ver. 31.
The note struck in the question of ver. 29 is still
maintained, not metvly to express astonishment,
but still more to conipel self-reflection.
I ask
what further communication you would have ?
26.
ch.
vii
20.
CTi.
9.—
Ver.
vi
Comp.
('omi>.

—

—

—

ch. xiv. 3.

is asso-

here omitted,

ver. 31, so that the

The People of the Present

Ver. 80. p^, resuming the strain of ver. 27,

what

iwd

—

Canaan-

Vera. 32-44. Prophetic Sturvey qf the yet Fuitire
Dealiitg unth the People.
Vers. 32-38. Iu
Vers. 39-44. In Mercy.
JudffiueiU,

Moloch • worship is undoubtedly meant.
Vers. 82-88. The Impendmg JudffmenL
(Lev. xviii 21, comp. ver. 8; Deut. xviii 10, 9.)
Ver. 32. Transition to what follows.
Comp.
Comp. ch. xvi 21. So tht life, the continuous
ch. xiv. 3, xi. 5.
However much the people had
life which the people of Israel should have enjoyed in their sons, became its opposite, death. become like the heathen, yet they were not to
How could these be good statutes! [Cocceius become heathen, which tiie inquirers of ver. 1
also connects rtlSJ^H with Ex. xiii 12, and un- ma^ have said to themselves, with a feeling of
itish

—

—

derstands the pollution of Israel as a declaration qf the uncltatmeMS of the people (Hav., on
account of the. heathenish turn which had been
fiven to the law), since Aaron and the Levites
ad been installed by Jehovah ii» the sacred office
instead of the first-bom. Num. iii. 45 !] Comp.
as to the whole, Kom. i. 24 sq.; Acts vii. 42;
2 Thess. ii. 11. As to the "desolution," comp.
ch. xiv. 8.
Others render it: to he benumbed^
shockt'd, so that if possible they might be bmught
to reflection from what was so abhon^nt to parental
feeling.
According to our rendering of the w^ord,
preparation is here made for the idea of the

—

wilderness, which is aftt^rwai-ds so prominent in

the chapter they came to resemble a wildernesspeople even before they were brought into the
wilderness of the peoples (ver. 86).
Ver. 27.
The people of the preient are addrened, although
:

—

satisfaction or of despair, Deut iv. 28, xxviii. 86,
64.
Such was not to be the end of the people of
God.
But Jehovah will manifest Himself to

them as their King. —Ver. 83. Backward glance
at His mighty, royal dealing in former times,

when they were redeemed from Egypt (Deut iv.
But it
34 Ex. vi. 6, etc.). Comp. ch. vi. 14.
;

immediately added, in order to point to retributive judgment (see Ex. vi. 6) and with fury
pouxad ou^ which is repeated in ver. 34 in connection with the "leading out," and "gathering,"
by which the aforesaid (ver. 33) royal authonty
will also manifest itself, so that these too must be
regarded as acts of divine jml^nient A futuie leading into Canaan (against which sec ahM> ver. 85k,
is

:

after the conversion of all Israel, is thereby strictly

&om

tiie people*, and : oal
excluded. But : out
of the oountriea, when rightly taken, namely, ii
oontraat to : " into the wikkruesa o£ the peoples,'
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8iy-38.

by no means excludes a reference to the existing looking back (Num. xx. 6, xxi. 5). While, therenibyloni^ captivity. That Israel iiras then dis- fore, the "contending" of ver. 36 also includes
persed in one land only, and among one people chastisement, yet in the application of it to the
(Klief., Kkil), is not in the least to the point,
when the empire of the king of Babylon could be
described in such a manner as, e.g., in Jer. zxvii.
The exile, says Jehovah, the King whose
5 sq.
supreme power they were to experience, snail not
he mere dispersion among "peoples" and in
*' countries "
(different
from the fatherland,
Caaaau), where the external rektions of life may
be to some extent of an agreeable character, as
was the case (see In trod.). I will lead you thence
and conduct you into another exile, for Ver. 86
^I will briag you into the wildemees of the
peoples, an expression whose deepest interpretation is immediately added, viz. eaidooiitendwith
yoQ, etc. ; a change of condition is meant
an intenai^dng of exile to "a wilderness of the
peoples," which must be taken figuratively (comp.
Hos. ii. 16), like the leading out and gathering
of the previous verse, and the "wilderness" in
(Hav. compares ch. vi. 14.) In the
ah. xix. 13.
form of the word,^ the previous expi^essions (ver.
As
84): "countries," and: "peoples," coalesce.
"the bringing into " corresponds to "the leading
out," so Jehovah*s "contending " corresponds to
th« "^thering." The "dispersion" becomes a
gathenngfeoe to Caoe, i.e. person opposite person
the people opposite the King who contends with
them. 1 n such a connection the idea of Hitzig and
others is weak. They refer the expression to the
ffreat wilderness which separates Babylon from the
lands on the shore of the Mediterranean, which lav
in the way of the exiles who ultimately returnecf.
It is almost analogous to the word "world" in
the Now Testament. Although Keil explains the
"leading out," etc. of ver. 34 as neither local nor
niat4'rial, yet we do not understand it with him
"of a spiritual separation from the heathen
world" (to which they are immediately brought,
ver. 35), "lest they should be absorbed in it,"
etc., but of an aggravation of their exiled condition, a spiritual experience of it, so that they
should know and feel that thev as the people of
God were once more in the wilderness, but not at
nil in the same sense as before (Deut. viii. 15,
xxxiL 10).
[Cocceius with perfect right here
points still farther forward to the Roman period.]
The future "contending" (comp. ch. xvii. 20) is
compared in Ver. 86 to a former contention with
their fathers in tlie wHdeniees of the land of
Egypt. As the Cathezs, according to ver. 27, are
the second generation, which reached Canaan
from the wudemess, the "contending" with
them is to be referred not to Num. xiv. 28 st^.,
bat rather to such judicial scenes as Num. xvii.
The Bttbylonish exile was formerly
5, 6, 10.
!-

—

—

—

:

:

—

—

futuiv, Ver. 37, the idea ot the separation
the
purification of the people through divine chastisement is the prevailing one. The judgments

which Gkid brought on Israel (Num. xvi. 17,
20, affecting even Moses and Aaron !) were
only purifying boparatious.
The question is
not that of a possible re-entrance into Canaan,
so that, with i^erence to this result, the future
guidance of Israel is represented as a repetition
of their former guidance (Keil), nor with Netelor
can we understand by " the wilderness of the
peoples," Palestine (?) but ver. 83 as well as ver.
86 point buck to Egypt, to the exodus thence,
which Keil also on the otner hand admits. [ HengHt.
supposes that the part taken by the exiles in the
political intrigues of the home country brought
:

;

upon them

also severe sufierings (Jer. xxix. 21,
that by true repentance many may
have been freed from participation in the punishment here threatened 1 !] They shall go out of
the state of exile (ver. 38), but this going out
shall be a passing under the staff (the "contending," in ver. 86 sq., is here viewed in a new
way).
The underlying fi^re is that of the shepherd (Lev. xxvii. 82 ; Mic. vii. 14 ; Jer. xxxiii.
18), under whose staff the sheep were required to
go individually in order to be inspected and
numbei-ed (HiTZ.) ; but its application is here to
be understood of the royal sceptre of Jehovah,
agreeably to the expression " rule over," in ver.
33.
Comp. further Ex. xiii. 12 ; 1 Sam. xvi. 8.
The mennmg of the figurative expression is neither
subjection to the government of God (Hekgst.),
nor a special guardianship of God (Keil), nor
unythiug similar, but choice, with a very narrow
inspection of individuals, the idea distinctly expressed in ver. 38 as to separation and purificaThe I'esult intion being the prominent one.
tended by this royal inspection, as the parallel
sentence and bring yon, etc., brings out more
fully, alludes to the giving of the covenant-law at
Sea (comp.
Sinai after the passage of the
Ex. xiv. 16). Under the bond (nibp, contr. for

22)

;

birt

:

:

R^

mbttpt

froi» *be root iDfct) >»

a much preferable

rendering to: under "the discipline (iD^?) of

the covenant," whether the penalties of the covenant only, or its promises also, be thought of.
The law, which must not be conceived ol apart
from its promises and penalties, and which may
be either a bond of love or an oppressive chain
according to one's personality, became, from the
fact of men turning to it and observing its
statutes, a medium of separation between heathencalled " wilderness of the peoples," in relation to ism and Judaism, and also between the people
the "peoples" from among whom Israel (ver. 84) themselves. The extent to which this was the
m*as to be led thither ; in like manner the Arabian case is shown especially by the history of PhariwildemesK, to which the expression "wilderness saism since the exile, both on its brij^ht and its
of the peoples " alludes, is called the wiideniess of shady side. Ver. 38 now states explicitly what
the land of Kgypt, because the people had been end is contemplated by the impending leading
led out into it fix)m Egypt. They were not led forth of the people in judgment.
Hiivem. notes
thither as a puuishment,'^ although on account a paronomasia in ^riil3^ and n*")2n. Comp. ch.
of their dtsot)cdience it often became a place
of punishment; but the divine intention was ii. 8. ^land of their wanderioigi, i.e. wherein
to try them (to prove, Deut. viii. 2 sq.), from they were strangers, Canaan is elsewhere calleil.
which re^sulted separation of individuahi, purifica- Gen. xxxvi. 7 ; Ex. vi. 4. Here, with a fine
tion, whioh wos so strongly urged upon them in
antithesis, it is the land of their exile. - ^y* kSi
referenoe to Egypt, whitlier &ey were ahrayt

—

—

—
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—

Hengst : "the rebels are here collected into one
ideal person."
Keil, who understands the "leading forth " as an uttei- sweeping of them away,

portrait of the inner condition of the people the
complement to ver. 40. Comp. ch. vi. 9, xiv.
22, 23 (ch. xvi. 61).— Ver. 44. Conclusion.
The

takes the singular in a distributive sense not one
of the transgressors shall enter in.
It accords
better with the context to regard: I will lead
them forth, as containing a retrospective reference to ver. 34, so that the rebels and transgressors in the close of the paragraph are again taken
together with the whole people. Yet not to the
land of Ifrael, would then say negatively what the
" wilderness of the peoples" in ver. 85 said positively, conseouently that Jehovah will enter into
judgment witn them all (ver. 85). The singular

knowledge of Jehovah from an experience of His
gracious dealings with tliem for His name's sake
(comp. vers. 9, 14).

:

subject to

^tOfe^

j<^3^

jjjj

^ Israel.

can therefore from JlDIK

(Possibly even, with an eye to

the inquirers of ver. 1, with a reference to the
always doubtful question of the return of the ten
tribes ?)
With: and ye ahall know, etc., the
message is again directed to the persons who spoke
to the prophet ; if not to Israel in a special sense,
at least to Israel in general
I

Vers. 39-44.

The Promised Mercy of Ood.

Ver. 39. Since judgment, as has been stated,
approaches the house of Israel, every man who
will not do otherwise may be commanded to go and
serve his idols.
The impending judgment will
make a separation, and the future will belong to
the people of God. Comp. Rev. xxii. 11. The holy
irony of Him who knows that mercy is laid up for
ihe future.
iriK^ is not to be translated : "also

—

afterwards," and coupled Avith serve, nor yet can
it be joined with what follows imperatively, but
it stands by itself, as if with a
-Qj^ can be

—

if ye will not
nnto Me, then (^ takes

simply a conditional particle

hearken

up

(in the present)

.

:

*inK1 again) ye shall not fiurther, etc.

The

majority of expositors tjike it as a particle of
swearing, introaucing with the negative (p^, with

Part ) an affirmative sentence, so that the sense
would be and afterwards ye will surely hearken
unto Me, and ye will no longer profane My holy
name, etc. (comp. ch. xxxvi. 20). Ver. 40. The
positive ground.
Comp. Ps. ii. 6, and ch. xvii.
23.
They shall serve me, in contrast to "serve
:

—

—

....

:

idols," ver.

39.—-$3, and

again

'n'^3,

point to the healing of the hi-each between Judah
and Israel. Conip. alsoch. xi. 15. The emphatically
repeated there, just as in the contrasted ver. 38,
nmiains within the horizon of the Old Testament
(comp. the New Testament expansion, John iv.
20 sq.), as the form and clothing of the thought
in the rest of the verse maintains the phraseology
of the Old Testament worship.— Ver. 41. The
previous steps are now recapitulated.
Through
the leading out and gathering already brought
•into view in ver. 34, the people, purified by
judgment, shall be afce[itabfe to Jehovah as a
sweet savour (comp. ch. vi. 13), and in them as
•..

a holy people, anew con.«iecrated to God, shall be
exhibited to the heathen the holiness of Jehovah.
Ver. 42. But then shall they also, as was
assumed in ver. 40 ("in the land"), return to the
land of Israel (ver. 38).—Ver. 43 finally adds a

—

DOCTRINAL REFLECTIONS.

The prophet may judge (ver 4), for Jehovah
wiU manifest Himself as King to His |)eople.
Prophetic activity in interpreting and applying
1.

the divine law was always based on the royal

might of Gk>d in

relation to IsraeL
exile was a political and a religious
question of the day.
The former might easily
2.

The

be confounded with the latter. Therefore in the
chapter before us the history of the people is
simply opened up, and the exile is exhibited to
their conscience as the righteous result of their

own

conduct.
The experience which succeeded to Egypt was
the wandering in the wilderness, where the people
were purified. The exile which followed Canaan
was designed by God to accomplish a similar result,
only deeper and more essential in its character, as
an ever-increasing corruption had fastened upon
Israel's inner being.
If, therefore, the wilderness
of Egypt was especially au external experience,
and the testing came from without, the exile was
to be more decidedly an internal exile a wilderness of the peoples to the people of God, in order
to give them a felt experience of the "world,"
and of " anguish" in the world.
4. Since the still existing kingdom of Judah,
and the people as a whole, were to be upbraided
with sin, the kingdom of Israel, which had already
sunk into the condition of exile, supplied the most
appropriate materials for colouring tne accusation.
It had from the beginning adopt^ the way of the
heathen, and maintained it almost without interniption.
Because it had become like the heathen,
it at last fell completely under the dominion of
the heathen. And thus there was at hand a course
pursued up to the point of judgment, from which
a demonstrative argument could be deduced.
5. Already, with their self-willeti abandonment
of the sanctuary at Jerusalem, but alwve all with
their enforced removal from the Holy Land, the
kingdom of Israel became the " Diaspora," mstar
omniuniy the "dispersed amon<T- the Gentiles,"
and " scattered in tne cx)un tries."
6. That which the history of the people testifies regarding their conduct is stated in the
ever- repeated refrain of our chapter : " and they
rebelled against Me," etc. (vers. 8, 13, 21). God's
leading (tlie objective in opposition to the subjective conduct just mentioneti) shows itself throughout, on the other hand, as law according to ver.
37, i.e. as a judicial statement ^ver. 7), as a
formal enunciation of law (ver. 11 sq.), as a recapitulation of the law which had been given
(ver. 1 8 sq. ).
Therewith threatening is connected
(vers. 8, 18, 21, also 83 sq.. 38).
God's threat
strengthens itself to an oath (vers. 16, 23, 81, 38),
had even been fulfilled as punishment (vers. 16,
23, 26 sq. ), and still remains to be similarly fulfilled
(vers. 34 sq., 38).
But the patience and longsuffering of God (vers. 9 sq., 14, 22, 28), His mercy
(ver. 17), walk side by side with the law from
the beginning to the Vnd ; and just as life \ns
promised to the people in the
itself (ven
3.

—

—

kw
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the view of making them attempt to live by
works, but that they might i-euounce their own
righteousness after learning what kind of a
righteousness is essential to life ; and since God
had declared that it was His will to sanctify them,
that they might believe that He who cannot make
void His own law (the rewanl of life is connected
with the doing of the commandments, to sho)*
that an obedience of this sort is required in ordei
life) would provide an offering by which
'*
On this the law their conscience could be cleansed, and a piiest
7. '* I am Jehovah, your God.
18 based, and this underlies the whole history of through whose obedience they could be made
the p*?ople from the beginningto the end. (Vers. righteous, so that they might keep God's com5, 7, 9, H, 19, 20, 22, 44.) The history of God's mands, hate and avoM aU that is opposed to tliein,
people is the evolution of the name of Jehovah, from a spirit of grateful love," Cocc.)
13. " Only those who truly fear God celebrate
the people of God being in regard to it after the
the Sabbath in a right sense, so that all that in
flpsh, what the Son of God was after the Spirit.
the books of Moses attests the want of true godli8. " Not the old race, adhering to idolatry, but
a race spiritually new, devoted to Jehovah in pro- ness among the people in the wildeniess involves
at
the same time the charge of deseci-ating the
found love and dependence, was to leave Egypt
Sabbath" (Hengst.). "The Jews were careful
(HXv.).
9. The divine discourse of the prophet does not to observe the Sabbath, but they missed its meandraw its materials from tradition apart from the ing and end" (Calv.), "for they perverted it to
Pentateuch, us from very different standpoints their corrupt, dead righteousness * (Cocc).
14. [The command as to the Jewish Sabbath.
hflA been assumed by a Yitiinga and a Vatke, in
onler to explain what the prophet states as to the " must have been, and it was, intended not only to
Criticism would separate the people from their worldly employcondition of Israel in Egypt.
fain show therein a conflict oetween Kzekiel and ments, but also to call out their heai-ts in suitable
the Pentateuch. But the evident dependence of exercises of faith and love to God, and in brotherly
the prophetic statements on the Pentateuch is acts of kindness and good -will toward those
uiade prominent throughout, and here also in ch. around them. On no other aecount could its
We note, besides what has been brought faithful observance be represented as indicative
XX.
out in our exegesis, that the spirit of the pro- of a sound and healthful state of religion gene** between
And we might ask, without the least fear
the lines" of the rally.
Ehetfi knew how to read
istory, while criticism att mpts, at the most, to of contradiction, ii the same practical value is
not attached to the careful ouservance of the
import its own snirit into the Holy Scriptures.
10. For the tneological undei*standing of the Lord's day now by those who have an enlightened
chapter, the emphatit; reitc-rution of the expression regard to the interests of religion ? "When this
•' wilderness *' is important.
Neteler has entitled day ceases to be devoutly observed, all experithe passage "The people in two wildeme>ses." ence and observation testify that there never fails
Hengst. and Hav. define the idea of the wilder- to ensue a corresponding decline in the life and
n€*8s as "calamity, spiritual and Ixxlily nee«l." actingsof religion."— P. F.— W. F.]
15. "God has so constituted human nature,
As to the kernel of the matter, this, however,
would be better: alone with God, when the judicial that revolt from Him must be lollowed by total
that no moderation in
character of the leading of the people in question darkness and disonier
would not so distinctly refer to experiences of error and bin, po standing still at the ^{liddle
which the heathen peoples could be eye-witnesses. point, is possible ; that man, however willing he
11. ** The precepts which God gave His neople may Ije to stand still, must, against his will, sink
also imply, above all things, that they shall con- from step to step. Kevolt from God is the crime,
fess their sins, and seek for^veness in the blood excess in eiTor and moral degradation the merited
of atonement. This is required by the laws con- doom, from whieh all would willingly esca^ie
iceming the sin-offerings, which in the Mosaic law if it were in their jtower " (Hengst.).
16. The temptation (Gen. xxii.), in which Abraform the root of all the other offerings ; the passover, which so strictly reauires us to strive after ham, as representing ail his descendants, the
the forgiveness of sins, and connects all salvation people who were to settle down in the land in
vith it ; the great day of atonement" (Hengst.). which he wandered as a stranger, was taught
12. "The nindamental feature of life through experimentally the difl'ei-ence between Jehovah and
»incere devotion to the law is holiness, and God, Moloch, did not influence them as it ought to
they sunendrred thcii' lirst-bom to
afi the sanctifier of Israel, is therefore the law's havir done
centre. This idea of the sanctification of the the bloody cultua of the land ; Abraham's temppeople through their God comes notably tx) the tation became Israel's iudgnient.
17. That Israel should become like the heathen
front in the Sabbath. It is the sign of God^s
creative activity, as well as the expression of would be repugnant to the nature of God, esi>eThe very reverse
cially
to His name Jehovah.
to
God
life*8
rest in God after
man's relation
toil" (Hav.). The life of man is. therefore a would be much more in hamiony with it, namely,
divine one, the life of God, just as the justify- that the heathen should become like Israel. For
ing righteousness which appeases the conscience the idea infonned in this people, and for which
it was chosen out of all peoples, is the idea o*' the
St nd satisfies the law is also the righteousness of
God. Sec Bahr's Symbolism, ("From the ex- people of God, with God as King and Lord (the
*
1»n*sion
and also My Sabbaths,' they could idea of the theocracy), whereby Isi-acl is at the
*'arn that the commands as to works in which same time the bearer of the idea of h; inanity ad
the nan lives who docs them were not given with a whole ; and just as this idea, conlorniably tc

11 uq., 21), 80 mercy promises the ultimate
porifitation of the people (vers. 82, 36, 87, 38),
''all" Israel,
!M> as to make them a sanctified
M-ell- pleasing to God (yer. 39 sq.).
As Ewald
**
exprt^sses it
In order to bring the redeemed to
« proj)er recognition of their former great transgressions, and thus to confirm the other and still
greater truth which lies in the ancient history,
namely, that in the end, grace is still the deepest
and the all-surviving element in Jehovah.
:

—

to^n
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is, to be of God {r»v ft^v, Luke ilL 38),
8o is it realized through the restoration of man
to God by redemption, whereby God becomes all
in all (1 Cor. xv. 28), and men become His willing subjects as He becomes their God (Rev.
Now, as the realization of this idea of
xxi. 3).
Israel, and of humanity generally, takes place in
the fulness of time in the One Man, who is both
Israel and **the Son of Man," so His historical
appearance is linked, according to the flesh, to
''Israel (this is the meaning of the genealogies of
Jesus) ; but according to the Spirit there is developed out of Him the new humanity, which
He Himself is in Spirit and truth, and which it
was the office of Israel to prefigure. The pouring out of the Spirit promised by Him, snows
that Israel had not become heathen (unless in so
far as the languages were concerned), but that
the heathen had been incorporated in Israel,
Acts ii. Only this can be the spiritual fulfilment
of ver. 40, according to the idea of the **air'

creation,

Israel

(n^3)»

Every other would apply to a

that distinguished man Dr. John Calvin, who
was previously ailing, began to feel himself much
worse, which is the reason that he left off* at the
end of the twentieth chiipter, and never finished
the work so well begun."

HOMILETIC HINTS.

" Here we

see that the people of God,
even in exile^ did not repair to magi, star-gazers,
en '^banters, and such like, but to th^ prophet,
Deut. XXX. 12 sq. *' (C.)— "The fifth montk is
our month July. Thus the Spint of God notes
day and date* (Stck.). It is enough to say
merely that they came to inquire, for from the
prophet's moile of answering them we see that
they made no inquiry as to deliverance and the
way of salvation they were troubled as to [>olitical things, the duration of the exile, the end of
the BabylonisJi power, the issue of Zedekiah's
We too ask, Watchman, what of
faithlessness.
the night? rather than, How shall I find grace?
Why art< we so concerned about the future ? It
We should be deeply conwill be like our past.
"In. our apcerned on account of the past
proaches to God, humility and reverence should
be combined with a strong and assured faith,
which must acquiesce in the authority of the one
God, and yet must not object to hear God speak
through His servants'* (C.).— Summon thyself to
the study of the prophets and a)>06tles through
God will be inquired
whom God has spoken
of, but still more should His will, which is suffi-

Ver.

1.

—

;

—

—

and therefore to the flesh.
a long time after the dissolution of the
kingdom of Israel, Judah gave the tone to the Old
Test'iuient people of God
that from the very first
the tlieocratic elements of the kingdom of Israel
were attnicted to Judah (2 Chron. xi. 18 sq. )
that, like Benjamin, many from the other tribes
returne<l with Judah from exile, so that it thereafter furnished a name for the whole people,
all
that was a transient historical manifestation, as it ciently known to us, be done.
"To call on God.
was nothing more than that when the kingdom of and yet nut to obey Him, is an abomination in
Israel, on ac(!Ount of its size, its greater populaHis sight. He heareth not sinners, John ix. 31
lation, and in the consciousness of more fully re- Isa. i. 15" (TUB. Bib.).— Ver. 2 aq. God's sugjiresenting the whole i»eople, appropriateti the gestive silence, an<l His more suggestive answer.
name of the whole, and called itself Israel, under
God in the mouth, and idols in the heart,
which name it was acknowledged by King Mesa a most critical condition. God speaks not the
" For
on the recently discovered Moabitish stone. Ver. smallest word of comfort to hypocrites.
40 sq. is undoubtedly Messianic, and in this sense hypocrites there is in the heart of God, and in
apocalyptic.
Klief., who includes in the idea of the Holy Scriptures, no other counsel but to
the Babylonish exile the present dispersion of the sincere reptmtance, Isa. Iv. 7" (St.).
"Thus
Jews, seeing in this the real wilderness of the they were not in a condition to hear God's wonL
peoples, makes vers. 40-44 prophesy the gathering God hides Himself from those who hear His
of the Jews, their conversion to Christ, and their word with their gaze fixed only on their idols.
return as a Christian people to their own land, They have no part in God's word" (CJocc. ).
and holds that God, after tue ixJy^it fnyaXn of the Ver. 4. That is an upbraiding grounded on
privileged nationality,

That

for

;

!

—

—

—

—

—

—

end (Rev. xii.) shall have intervened, will separate this believing Israel, together with all other
believers,

them
1

8.

from the wicked, and openly establish

in the life everlasting.
'*

The heathen stood under the divine long-

sufferinpr

God had
Wherein

iii. 25) ; not so Israel, to whom
so gloriously made Himself known.
the heathen prosper, therein must Israel

(Rom.

decline" (Hengst.).
19.
Coeceius remarks on our chapter, that,
"when the Jews had returned from Babylon
under Zerubbabel ami Ezra, along with those
who adhered to them from all the tribes, they
formed a unity, possessed a temple at Jerusalem,
and became a single people under the same presidency. Thus matters continued under the rule
of the Persians and also of the Greek.s.
But God
freed them from all foreign authority, so that He
alone was their King, and made them greater
than in the days of their fathers, and the Asmonseans ventured to assume the royal diadem," etc.
20. Calvin's prelections on Ezekiel end with
the twentieth chapter, as to which Schipper says:
'*
After he had completed this last i»relection,

their ancesti-al sin,

cannot be denied.

which therefore

(ch. xviii.)

—One should not merely touch

manner of tho moral
but cut them out according to the
aw of God.
The former tickles, the latt«*r
Here God impls to judge, and in
causes pain.
the new covenant the word is always, Juclge not
But the Son of God Himself, who yet was not
sent into the world for judgment, becomes to the
unbelieving a self-judgment. Here Elzekiel sets
in motion God's, and not man's, jmlgment.
Fathers are judged in their sons, but sons may
also be judged in their fathers.
Ver. 6 sq. Three witnesses against l8i*ael,
Egypt, the wilderness, Canaan.
"God anticipates men with His grace" (0.).
God's election
relation to merit and demerit ; not resting od
the one, nof hindered by the other.— Circumcision
was the sign of the election. The substance consisted in God's willingness to be their God.
Tho
result of Israel's election was the whole leading
(ch.

XX.) ulcers, after the

f)reacher,

—
—

m

of the people ; the choosin^: of a people for th«prei>aration of humanity to be a praise to God's
glorious name,
an luiael out cf aVi (leoplea.
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"By no

act of God's good -will do we acquire involves the death of self" (C.).—The Sabbath
but by each we come under obligation" the key of the whole law, according to its highest
(Stck.).
If God is to be anything to a man. He intention.
^The lighting up of the Mosaic law by
most give him an experimental knowledge of Him- the ante-Mosaic ^bbath. Ver. 13 sq. Idleness
self.
The first experience of God is i£e recogni- and good cheer are neither Sabbath -sanctification
tion of His revelation in the word
the various nor Sunday-observance,
" Let it be observed
experiences of His requiring, chastiAing, forgiy- that the disobedience happened in the^wildemess,
ing love, follow.
"Oh how many are the ways where they %» ere wholly dependent on God every
in which Goii makes Himself known to s^n as a moment
Usually men revolt from God in the
pacious God
Acts xvii. 27, 28 " (St.).— "God arrogance of prosperity; here it happened when
Bfts up His hand to swear; one day His hand IsraS had death before theu- eyes " (0. ).- " What
wiU execute what He has sworn, the threatening will become of those who in Christian times
•s well as the promise " (C. ).—** We call God our spend their Sabbaths in drinking, amusement,
God by faith" (Stck. ).— " The time when f-uth in and such like!?" (B. B.>— Ver. 16. "It depends
Christ is bestowed on us, and we as it were on the will of every one what position he will
bear the assurance, I, the Lord, am your God, take towards God but he must be prepared for
is the day of our election.
He who is assured this, that his act will be attended by a correof hia election by God 16 sufficiently armed sponding divine act" (Hbnobt.).
Ver. 17. The
icainst flesh and blood.
There is no other way lifted-np hand- and the compassionate eye of God.
of throwing off the abominations of sin, but bv
Ver. 18. "The one standard of our whole life
being assured of the love of God.
Through faith should be, not human opin on and ancient
alone is the hckrt cleansed from idols" (H. H.). custom, but the word of God, Ps. cxix. 105"
—Vers. 6, 7. wen are chosen of God not to un- (St.). "Godlessness has siich authority that it
deannesB, but to redempt'on from sin and the is respected as a law.
For the devil and the
power of the devil.
" God must be our God, else world have also their statutes and onlinances,
we make a god of ourselves, or serve the devil as which are more accounted of than God's comGod " (C.).— " God is indeed the God of all men; mand" (B. B.).— "If the Church is to be truly
but by promise, covenant, and grace, He becomes reformed, a beginning must be made with the
"
our Go(C that our faith may embrace Him as such
youth*' (St.).— Ver. 28. The threatening with
(B. B.).— Ver. 6. "God is ever mindful of His exile a set-off to the wilderness.— The scattering
promise, but we forget it" (Stck.).— "Once an threatened amid outward gathering, and carried
ornament, now a desert" (B. B.).
How
Ver. 7. The out to the inward ^thering of the people.
idolatry of the eyes.
We never merely contract fruitlesslove, suffering, and everything else maybe!
guilt by sinning, we pollute ourselves at the same
Ver. 25. He who makes himself lUce the world
time ; just as, on the other hand, foiviveness and is punished by God through the world.
"The
sanctification always go together.
^Ver. 8. "In true doctrine of God is peace, joy, and life in the
Ex. v. 21 only their repute in the eves of Pharaoh Hdy Ghost
Man's doctrine is nothing but
and his servants is in a uestion. H ad they believed unrest, pain of heart, and death. For it gives
in the name of Jehovan, they would have rendered the consciences of men neither rest nor peace,
a better obedience. But they were infected with although Uiey do great things, making even
the Effyptian idolatrous spirit, as all of us are their loved children pass through the fii-e," etc.
naturally inclined to idolatry, and they were (Randol.)
"That which brings evil on them,
anxious to stand well with the ^^tians" (C). and is fraught with death and ruin, has never"A worse yoke for Israel than that of the theless the greatest attraction for men " (Stck.).
EjB^yptians was the yoke of their idols " (Cocc. ).
Ver. 26. To be forsaken of God means to be
Ime the increased oppression, and in the end the compelled to recognise, in the state of desolation
persecution of Israel by Uie Egyptians, as a sign into which one faus, who God is, and what He is.
of God's anger.
Ver. 9. "God*8 honour and
He who will not present his offerings to God
the welfare of the Church are bound together " must present them to the devil
Religious deso(O. With God, word and deed, promise and lation is a judgment from God.— Ver. 27 sq. A
fulfilment agree. Num. xxiii. 19.
The holiness self-invented religious worship pretends to be
of God's name our safety.
Ver. 11. The law something lofty, &nd yet it casts down the glory
is designed for life, not only according to its of God, and exalts man's unreason only.— Iii
ulea as the revealed will of God, so that he who departing from God, one never re«tfl with the
should ket'p it would live a divine life, but also first, nor yet with the second step, but step folin reality, for in him who is led by the law to the lows step.
To "tcinoiXie. God and idols in one's
knowledge of sin and conversion unto God, it does religion is blasphemy.
Faithlessness to the
not tend to death, but rather to life, as our con- word of God in our worship.
Mockery of Qod
version is God's will, and results in life ; the law in many an act of adoration.
Ver. 28. Even
IS therefore the will of God, and the medium of Canaan may become a place of corruption, if we
its fulfilment
"He makes mention of the po- there seek nigh places, and if God is not to us the
mise along with the* law, where He might highest and the only high place.
" If one will
justly have made mention of the law alone
present to God a sweet .savour, one must offer up
this shows His fatherly love" (C.).— Ver. 12. to Him heart, soul, and spirit, feeling and deThe Sabbath pointed directly to the life which sires, otherwise prayer is offensive to Him"
the law promises, to the rest of God, that man (B. B.).
Let one neither add to nor take from
should be in God, and that God desires to be in the word of God, and thus avoid lighting on
man. It pointed beyond the works of the law, as dubious hkjh places !— Ver. 29. The irony of all
such, to the rest of faith which is in Christ
our high places. God's lau^ter on heanng His
" But we rest from our worbt, when, self being enemies without, and perceiving their eamt^t
dead, we allow ourselves to be led by the Spirit proceedings. Not on the heights of human philoof God ; thus the Sabbath when rightly observed sophy, bat in the iiigh und holy place dwells the
desert,
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Lordf who abides with him who is humble and
of a contrite spirit (Isa. IviL 15).
Ver. 30 sq. Why does God hide Himself from
ns when we prpfess to seek troth?
Because
the truth whicn we seek is only an idol-picture.
God reveals not Himself to those who serve idols.
Idolatry gradually obscures man's natural
knowledge of God. "How powerfully men are
influenced by bad examples
how easily the
sensuous pomp of false religions stirs them!
How soon the heart is carried captive by the outward, forgetting the true, inward worship of
God!" (St.)— Ver. 32. ''The world of the heathen
was to them an object of j^reater interest than the
exiled Church, just as
our days also many
regard an irreligious condition as preferable to
the strugffles of a reliflpous life. To others, God's
sincere solicitude for His house appears as hardness and severity, and therefore they prefer freer
relations with less control.
Thus Israel thought
of its redemption when among the heathen " (C.).
Let us leave the heathen to their heathenism,
and not only that, but let us ourselves become
like the heathen, has all been already desired, said,
and carried out in action. Our modem method
is no new wisdom.
Dreadful as it sounds, a
child of God can be reduced to the melancholy
condition of exclaiming, Oh that I had never
** The despair of the Jews was their
known God
unbelief,
that they did not believe that Christ

—

—

!

m

of God.— Ps. Ixxxii 1.— Rev. xi. 8, xvii 3.—
He
Ver. 87. "Points to Christ, John x. 14.
came for the sake of the sheep of the house of
Christ
Israel, but they only are Israel whom
reckons so, touching them with the point of His

and numbering them" (Cocc.).— Jehovah,
who spoke to Israel face to face through Moses on
Mount Sinai (Deut v. 4), who appeared to Kze-

staff

kiel (ch. i.) in the form of man, would plead with
them in the flesh when He came to the lost sheep
in the wilderness of the land of Judah (Matt,

where the Bajitist ha«l prepared His way.
Comp. Isa. Iii 8.— "They may liave thought in
the state of exile, that they would become free
and uncontrolled, if they could obliterate from
their souls the name of Jehovah ; but He, on the
other hand, is mindful of that which is His own.
that not even one should be snatched from Him,
iii.),

since He claims authority over all without excep"His covenant stands, His love is for
tion " (C).
ever." God had left the heathen to go on in their
own way, Israel's way was aliyays brought back
again to the covenant. —Still Christ asks that His
yoke be taken, Matt. xi. 29. —"For the docile,
who patiently l)ear the voke, the bands are coixls
of love, Hos. xi. 4" (Schm.). -Ver. 88. Trana|p%ssors stand not in the judgment, nor sinners
in the congregation of the righteous, Ps. L —This
purifying process with Israel foreshadowed the
still severer process which was to succeed, when
"
would arise from among them
(Coco.).
Vers. Christ appeared and the gospel was preached.
33-35. God will not withdraw from His obliga- Thiit purification was the sanctification of the
tions.
He watches over us, and leads us out of Church from among the Jews. Israel so-called
the worhl when He leads us into it, i.e. gives us did not inherit the land, which is promised only
an inner experiejice of it, that it may be known to the meek (Matt. v. 6), who learn of the Meek
if we will still be as the heathen.
"God with- One (Matt. xi. 29).— Ver. 89. Decision ; to this
"
However many run after
draws the sinner from the opportunity of sinning
all God's leadings |)oint.
how good it is for men when God idols, God has still a people. "Thus God gives
(Stck.).
compels them to obedience, and brings them by them up to a pervertcJl mind " (B. B.).— In the
means of affliction when they will not come of end, all tongues, even involuntarily, must hallow
their own accord I " (B. B.)
"To bring the Jews His name. " Go! is sounded out by God's voice,
under His own authority, God must
gather as the condemned shall one day bear " (St. ).
them out of the peoples, as they were there
Ver. 40 sq. " When a renewing of the CTacious
scattered in exile.
Tnis He did, not without covenant is in question, God first sins His
inger, as the house of his master seems to a Church, and casts out the hypocrites.
This
The spiritual
*ecaptured slave like a sepulchre because he is needs no external force " (Schm.).
ither thrust into a deep dungeon or there is worship of the New Testament can be well
equired of him threefold more than he can bear. described in the phraseology of the Old Testa-
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—

n^s

—
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And

so,

after

they were

brought back from

Chaldea, they lived a lonely life as if thev were
in a comer of the earth, or in a desert in the
midst of the peoples ; and the great majority
wandered about virtually in the wilderness, as
only a small proportion returned to the fatherland.
He led them forth as King, He ceased not
to reveal Himself to them as {udge.
Then He
showed His wrath to them " (C). "The wilderness of the peoples was their incorporation with
the Roman Lmpirc,— a wilderness in contrast to
the vanished Cauaan-glory under the Maccabees.
In this wildemess, Canaan now lay" (Cocc,).—
" Amon^ great crowds one may feel oneself lonely
and desolate, as, on the other hand, one may feel
"
in waste places as if he were in a circle of friends

—

(L.).

— "Face

to face indicates

confidential dis-

it was symbolized and
speak of the heavenly
"Jemsalem." There is high place and high
place.
Here the high mountain of Israel ; in
ver. 28 sq. the high places on the mountains of
Ver. 41. In Christ we are made acceptClanaan.

ment worship, by which
prefigured.

We

—

still

—

able to

God.— Ver.

43.

"When

believers

tirv

admitted to the grace of God, and lovingly treate«l
by Him, they remember their transgressions nith
shame, and perceive for the first time their real
After his conversion,
freatness and enormity.
'huI rt'garded himself as one bom out of due
season, as the least of the apostles, because he
had persecuted the Church of God. This remembran<;e gives birth to the song of grateful praise,
*By the grace of God 1 am what 1 am.' Thus
our sins exalt the ^lory of God.
Comp. Dent.

God can come

nearer the heart in the viii., ix.
Hence it lollows that Christian life is a
wildemesp, Hos. ii. 14 " (B. B.).-~A8 to the "con- perpetual repentance, from which the life of ^race
tending," read also the books of Nehemiah and received from God shines forth "(H. H.).— ver.
Elzra
Ver. 36. "Ancient examples of chastise- 44. Not unto us, not unto us, but to Thy holy
ment are not written in vain" (St.).— The wil- name be praise and glory! "All salvation \m
derness a type and picture of the exile.
£gypt founded on God's grace and Uw. forgiveness ot
and Habylo'' '•» *H«»ir significance for the people sins, but not without repentance " v^hm.).

course, for

—

—

—
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CHAP. XXI.
The Approaching Judgment

10.

ly

of the Lord came to me, Baying, Son of man, set thy face
and drop toward the south, ana prophesy against the forest
of the field in the south ; And say to the forest of the south. Hear the word
of JehovaL Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I am about to kindle in
thee a fire, and it M6Jd devour every green tree in thee, and every dry tree.
The flaming flame shall not be quenched, and all faces shall be scorched in it
And all flesh shall see that I, Jehovah,
[bf it], from the south to the north.
have kindled it ; and it shall not be quenched. And I said, Ah Lord God,
they say to me [of me], Doth he not speak parables 1
And the word of
Jehovah came to me, saying. Son of man, set thy face toward Jerusalem,
and drop toward the holy places, and prophesy toward the land of Israel,
and say to the land of Israet, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I am
sword out of its scabbard, and will cut ofl^
against thee, and I have drawn
from thee the righteous and the wicked. Because I cut off from thee the
sword go forth out of its
righteous and the wicked, therefore shall
scabbard against aU flesh from south to north. And all flesh shall know that
I, Jehovah, have drawn
sword out of its scabbard, nor shall it return
again.
And th6u, son of man, sigh with breaking of loins, and with bitterness
shalt thou sigh before their eyes.
And it shall be, when they say to thee,
Wherefore dost thou sigh ) that thou shalt say, For the tidings, because it
Cometh ; and every heart melts, and all hands hang down, ana every spirit
faints [b duued], and all knees are dissolved into water.
Lo, it comes, and has
happened sentence of the Lord Jehovah. And the word of Jehovah came
to me, saying.
Son of man, prophesy and say. Thus saith Jehovah ; say, A
sword, a sword, sharpened and also furbished [iiit]
To kill with slaughter
it is sharpened; furbished [ish], that it may glitter
(rlitter as lightning!
Or can
Fumui] we rejoice over the staff ficeptrel of My son, despising every tree ]
And
He gave it [it it girenl to be furbished, that it may be taken into the hand ; it
is a sword sharpenea and furbished, that it may be put into the hand of the
slayer.
Cry and howl, son of man, for it shall be upon [agnost] My people,
upon all the princes of Israel ; they are given up [thrown] to the sword along
with My people, therefore smite upon the thigh. For it makes trial [trial in
madt)].
And how ) —If also the despising staff [•oeiitre] shall not be
Sentence
of the Lord Jehovah.
And thou, son of man, prophesy, and smite hand
against hand, and the sword shall be doubled to the third time ; it is the
sword of the pierced-through, the sword of one pierced through, of the
mighty, that penetrates to them. In order that the heart may faint, and the
stumbling-blocks be multiplied at all their gates, have I given the threatening
of the sword.
Ah made for flashing, drawn for slaughter Unite thyself,
turn to the right; direct thyself, turn to the left, whither thy face is appointed.
And I also will strike My hands together, and I will cause
fury to rest
I, Jehovah, have spoken.
And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying,
And thou, son of man, set thee two ways for the coming of the sword of the
king of Babylon; out of one land shall they both proceed; and make a fingerpost at the head of the way of a city mske [it].
Thou shalt set a way tor
the coming of the sword to Kabbah of the sons of Ammon, and to Judah in
Jerusalem, [th«] inaccessible.
For the king of Babylon stands at the mother
of the way, at the head of the two ways, to use divination; shakes the arrown
together, inquires at the teraphim, inspects the liver.
In his right hand is
the divination " Jerusalem," to place [battering-] rams, to open the mouth in
slaughter, to lift up the voice in the war-cry, to place rams against the gates,
to cast a mount, to build siege-towers.
And it is to them as lying divination
in their eyes that have sworn oaths for themselves ; and [ytt] he remembers iniquity, in ord^r to take [them].
Therefore thus saith the liord Jehovah, Because
ye shall remember [bring to remembraBce] your iniquity, since your transgressions are

toward the

3
.

7

8

(cb. zzi.).

And the word

2

4
5
6

201

right,

!

My

9

My

10

•

My

11
12

13
14
15

16

17

18

:

!

!

!

19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29

!

—

!

My

—
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made bare, so that your sins are seen in all your doings, because ye are come
30 to remembrance, ye shall be taken with the hand. And thou, pierced-through,
wicked one, prince of Israel, whose day has come at the time of the iniquity
31 of the end, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Eemove the head-band, take off
the crown. This [isj not this. The low is [to be] exalted, and the high [to be]
32 brought low. Overturned, overturned, overturned will I make it Yea, this
raise] is not, till He comes to whom the judgment belongs, and I will give it to
33 Him. And thou, son of man, prophesy and say, Tlius saith the Lord Jehovah
concerning the sons of Ammon, and their reproach ; even say, A sword, a
34 sword, drawn for slaughter, furbished sufficiently to glitter
While they
see vanity for thee, while they divine a lie to thee,
to lay thee upon the
necks of the pierced-through, of the wicked, whose day has come at the time
36 of the iniquity of the end. Let it return to its sheath. In the place where
36 thou wast formed, in the land of thy origin will I judge thee. And I will
pour out My indignation upon thee, with the fire of My wrath will I blow
upon thee, and will give thee into the hand of consuming men, forgers of
37 destruction. Thou shalt be for fuel to the fire ; thy blocxl shall be in the
midst of the land
thou shalt not be remembered, for I, Jehovah, have
!

—

;

spoken.
Ver.

7.

Dfi^pD /Ki oi tanehi^rium tomm. Syr. Sept et Anbs. hare the tofflx.
i^mm/ ». Bvf*ti9irrtt {lb) imoH r^«|«jf rf«Lytmy i{t/fM> iiem ytrn lit mAi9«fr«», impun lit rm^rnXf^nT
iur^dm/ irttt (i/Xm.—Vnlg. : Qui moves »efptrum . . . tuccv/UH omne Hffmtm.
.
.
K^M<(fr*» ivi Tt)» xfi^ fMf,
.
I$r0^ qui /ugtremt-^
.
V«d|f.:

Another reading:

Ver. 14. Sept.:

r^i,

S{M«Sivfi,

Ver. 17.

Ver. 18

.

.

.

—

.

iri

Km

ZthMmmrm.

t$

ti

xm

.

fvAif

ivmw^i-' Valg.:

.

.

.

quia yrobatui

Et hoe cum BOtptrum mk'

ett,

9ertorU, ti non trit—

Ver.

19.

...

4

qladiH* inUrfectorum

T^m ^i*^m
:

hie est

gl.

Tpmtf*mrum imt, hf*f^» T^vfimrt$m ^

oeeisionie

magnm, qui obstupesctrt

/i*>«A«i. m, iMrrnrti

tos /tici/,—

Another reading: D!3/*
Ver. 20. ... K. wXniBvrtatnf •* krhtwfru Iwi irmfmt rvX^ tUtrm.
ti
^ftLyrpt,
yiynn ttt rrM^MTiv.— et mmiHpHeM rtfAuu. In omniiuM
amieti ad emdem,

There

la

uh^ut^—ae trfpHctimr

e reading:

JTHnnv

ptitttrre-

faeiens).

.

K. ^tkpmlkUtrm it r^myut ^fjt^mmt^ $u yeymtt dt
eoiftttrhatioiitiH gladH aeuti et ttmati ad . . .
.

.

^HWin,

Ver. 21. Another reading:
retro ito vel: mora^ retarda.
Ver 24. St manu eapiet ronjefturamy in eapite . . . cof^ficiet.

Ver

26. Sept.:

.

.

.

t.

«^x«ua»

Ver. 28.

i)«v

.

.

.

iitafifitu^ fttfiint m.

irtpttntrat

if rett

—

ykuirrHt

. ild de^eram ^fue^tm est ... oe in emi»—
. rrftm iv Smi .
i^ftv
K. mitrn mir»tt •tt fMMmut/M»H futmtmt Ivmcim mvtm, m. aurt iuufUfsmntrMn mitmmt mtrut

Ver. 37. '£x h^itn mirmt

.

.

.

EHtque quasi eoiutt/ens /rustra oraeulum
adeapiendum.

in oeulis eonun, et sabbatorum otium ithitans ; ipse

fjtmf^n^mt,

autem retordabitm- iniquitaita

Ver. 29. For h^lj read ^3V
Ver. 80.
.
fi^nXi, itffw VnHr. : profmse . . , diesin temp. intquUatU prs^fkMe^,
*4*ir«*.— Vnlg.: . . . nonne hsBC
.
Ver. 81. *AfiiAM/
. . liri(hv mirn r» rrf^ffNv, «J ^smvrn i#«M' Iraurutm^me »•
mt^ quss humifem subtetavit—
Ver. 82. 'AittuM
.
0iir«/Mu «iJtv. •i rmwn Irrm ... * »m9nmt— Vnlg.: . . . pcnameom; ethoen^ factmm
.

.

.

.

.

.

tst^dowe—
Ver. 85. *A«»rr^iff, f»m ««r«XM>i# ...
Ver. 88
fi^pfi^fm-^ V«lg. : . . . imsipimtiusn.

May it not also hint
extent also in Dent, xxxii
at the concise, abrupt style of composition adopt**d
1-6 with ch. xz. (as is done in the
in the chapter I
D^TI, the bright, sunny Bouth,
Eng. Ver.) would be against the connection; while,
T
as the first part of ch. xxi., it both admirably in ver. 7 the expression is: the "holy places. "introduces the whole, and in particular, by ver. 6, 3)3 (eiUier "dryness," or also from •* bnghtness")
paves the way for the explanation in ver. 6 sq.
defines the forest of the field, more precisely, aa
situated in the south, p^rtaininff to the south
Vera 1-6 [ch. xx. 45-49].—^ Picture.
country (ver. 8), as Judea is often described. The
Ver. 2. Comp. ch. ii. l.—vi. 2 (xiiL 17); Luke threefold direction symbolizes perhaps the divine
The right, according to ver. 7, is Jerusa- element in his commission. For field, comp. ch.
ix. 61.
lem. Drop is after Deut. xxxii. 2 a verv common xvii. 6 ; "land of Israel" in ver. 7 corresponds to
expression for prophetic discourse.
It is sug- it the firuitful native soil of the whole people ;
gested by the rain or the dew, and points to the Hengat.
because an agricultural people are nere
EXE6ETICAL REMARKS.

To join

vers.

—

—

place of its origin,
above, and also to the beneficial influence which it is intended to exert, and
is used even when the discourse does not contain
promises merely, but also threatening and judgment, as is the case here excluiivelx, and to a laige

:

treated

of.

Forest,

figurative tor

people,

on

account of the density of the population, but by
no means with any reference to the degeneration of
the noble vine (Isa. v. ) to a wild forest (Umbr. ), or
file impending reduction of the land to an uncul-
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CHAP. XXI.
tfmtod tnd

forest condition, nor yet on acooant
of its forest stretches ; jnst as the sonthem definition of the direction from the standpoint of the
exiled nrophet is not to be taken in a precisely
j^ograpnic sense. Besides, that which is said of
(lie north in eh. i. 4 is here confirmed.
Ver. 8.
Ch. vi 8.— The fir© suits both the forest-flgure
and the idea of Jehorah's avenging wrath. Comp.
ih. L (ch. XV.) Ck)mp. ch. xvii. 24.
Green and
dry become in ver. 8 "righteoos" and "wicked"

—

(LukexxiiL

31).

n2'rh\^ niTl^, assonant ascendV V

:

-

V V-

ing climax, to which the result corresponds.
Sndeavouring, in a fSsr- fetched way« to conform
to the figure, Hitzig interprets faces of the outside^ as that which the fi[re first consumes.
A
similar view is maintained by Schnurrer in a
meijd dissertation on the previous chapter,
"on all sides—out and out." Ver. 4 explains
"all faces" by: all flesh— all Israel; and so ^fce"H

—

t:

alio can be understood as

seeing to their own
hurt (vers. 9, 10). Hengst makes the "faces"
stand for the persons, as the material which the
Are is to consume.
Comp. ch. v. 10. [Cocc.
lefers it to the judgment on Babylon, which was
to follow the judgment on Israel.!— All flesh,
equivalent to : every man.
What does not pass
speedily away, but endures to completion,— that
which abides, makes on short-lived, fading man
the impression of eternal duration. Ver. 6. Is it a
complamt, owing to experiences following on what
has just been propounded, or to his experience
generally as a prophet t
Perhaps an indirect
petition for a less figurative message ; as Hitzig,
following the Chala.
"accept my petition.
Comp. ch. xvii 2 (2 Cor. iv. 4).—Transition to
:

—

"—

:

?er. (5sq.

Vers. 6-12 [1-7]. The IiUerprttaiion, (through
the Sword),
It is noteworthv that the foregoing figure is
explained by another (Matt xiii. 10).
Ver. 7.
Comp. ver. 2.— Holy places (comp. ch. vil. 24).
Hengst. refers the plural to the glory of the one
•anctuaiT, and understands it of "the spiritual
abode of the people." Others have thought of
the individual bmldings of the temple, its two or
three parts. [CJocc.
"because many buildings

—

:

were erected by men in addition to those authorized
by God, or because Ezekiel prophesies not only of
Solomon's, but at the same time of Zei'i;d)ba1)ers
temple."]— Ver. 8. The land of Israel, equivalent to:
follows

" the

forest of the .south," ver. 8.

is also parallel.

the well-kno^n one
—^The
righteons and
is

The explanatory

What
figure

(ch. v., vi.) of the sword.

die wicked (comp. at
iii. 18 sq.).
According to Hengst., not in
contFadiction to ch. ix. 4, "for if two suffer
the same, yet it is not the same (Rom. viiL 28)."
The contrast is to be taken like young and old,
rich and poor, similarly to Matt. ix. 13.
Those
ch.

whom vou

20S

8-15.

land,

that

and aeoomplish such a sweeping overthrow,
without exception, would be made to

all,

suffer in the fearful catastrophe.

This did not

prevent, however, but that there might be, in
the midst of the outward calamities which were
thus to burst like a mighty tempest over the
land, a vigilant oversight mamtained, and special
interpositions of Providence exercised in behalf
of the pious remnant who still continued faithful
It was this distinguishto the covenant of Qod.
ing goodness to some, even amid tbe horrors of a
general desolation, which, as we showed before,
was the real object of that sealing of God's servants on the forehead in a former vision ; while
here, on the other hand, it is merely the general
desolation itself which is contemplated by the
prophet.
And the very circumstance that he
should now have looked so exclusively on the
outward scene of carnage and distress, which he
descried in the approaching future, seemed to
feature of the
say that this was to be the
time, and that the special mtei'positions which
be
forth
behalf
oK
the
better porwere to
put
in
tion would be so few that they scar'tely required
to be taken into account."— Fairbairn'*8 Ezekiel,
pp. 233, 284.—W. F.]— Others: on the ground
of this certain universal destruction in Israel,
a still more extensive judgment shall take place,
e.g, on the Ammonites.
[(3occ. thinks of all
wars, etc. up to the subjugation of the nations
to Christ]
Ver. 10 recalls, however, ver. 4.
There: "it shall not be quenched," hei-e: nor shall
it return.
In other words, a full end. Some see
the distinction between this and earlier judgments
indicated here.
Ver. 11. Symbolical description of intensest expression of sorrow.
With
breaking, etc., when the prophet sinks down
like one whose loins are broken, and who is
unable to stand upright (Deut. xxxiiL Hi.
[Others: a pain which can break the seat of man e
strength ; or as spasmodic pains ; or as in tmvailpangs; or with girdle burst asunder, etc. Ewald:
smiting on the thigh.] Quite conceivable, without any hypocrisy, owing to EzekieFs sympathy
with his people.
Comp. Rom. ix. 1 sq.
In
MttemesB, the pain at the same time audiblv
expresses itself.
They shall become aware of it
(before their eyea). —Ver. 12. Ch. vii. 26, 2 sq.
That which to others is merely tidings, is to the
prophet already coming, or it is to him a "thing
heard " (Umbr. : a revelation made at an earlier
time), which is passing into fulfilment ; therefore
his pain.
But tney shall be compelled to experience in themselves what they perceive in nim.
In all, eoarage gives place to terror, activity to
prostration, counsel to perplexity.
No one holds
out any longer; as to which comp. ch. vii. 17.
It is not merely com inff, ie. on the way, but that
which the tidings bode, which they actually are
(ver. 18 sq. ), is as good as already accomplished.

^ud

—

—

Vew. 13-22

[8-17]. T?i€ Sward.

ri^teous and wicked,— all, fall
The prophet's bitter pain (ver. 11) is audibly
ander the power of the sword. With which Ver. expressed in this sword-song, as it has been
d harmonizes; for all fleah, etc., points to the called. Ver. 14. The subject of the tidings emvhole extent of the Jewish territory as the field phatically repeated as a sword.
(rmrnn, pert
" As is manifest from the whole
Cor its exercise.
[
Hophal from lin
aature of the representation, it is the merely ex
nonD* partic pass.) ^Ver.
call

—

—

—

—

15. It shall day, and even before it proves ils
sharpness^ teniiV (n*n» infinitive). pri3, ftom Hi
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(Dent xxxiL

gleaming brightness.
partic.

Pual for

nDlbD,
T T

41.)

ntd*lbi

himself with Jehovah, wnile "crying," etc.,
again (ver. 17) remains his occupation alone.
The latter is made all the more prominent by the
The staiE^ in accordclause: " Can we rejoice ? "
ance with ch. xix. 11 sq., is to be understood of
the sceptre, and thus of the kingdom (comp. ch.
xvi. 18).
My son must be the same as
people " in ver. 17 namely, Judah which is afi
the more appropriate, as there is before us the promise of Gen. xlix. 8 sq. (see ch. xix. ), which was also
cimiirmed to David, 2 Sam. vii. 23. The sceptre of
Judah, ou account of this promise to bless Israel,
Jehovah regarding it as His own, is perpetual.

"My

—

;

—

—

Deepiaing every troe, conformably to ch. xvii

24,— every other prince and

king.

(May

not, con-

formably to ver. 3, allusion be also made to the
man-despising wickedness (ver. 30) of the last
Jewish tdngs, so as to yield the very striking
sense Or could we reioice in the reining wickedness which the sword makes an end of! ?).
The
construing of the masculine t^2\^
^ temiuiue
:

^

passage)

calls

is

Or

indefinitely:

Comp.
was given.—

ch. xix.

14.

Ver. 17.

As the joy was ^uudless

all

the more

ch.

ix.

is

xL

8,

it

(ver. 15), so

the emotion of ver. 11 enjoined,
13.

—That

which 2 JTHM would

say both as to the people and the princes of
Israel is expressed by 'n^3D (part. pass. Kal of

Others: "Terrors

13D).

(D'HUD fro™ TO)

the sword being upon

calise of (S^C)
V

(DK)

lo-

^^Y

people. " Which, however, says too little in this
Upon the thigli, as women upon
connection.
the breast; pain, terror.
Ver. 18. For, resumes
what is said
the previous verse. my, proving,

—

—

m

trying

;

or,

impersonal perf. Pual, trial

is

made.

Hav. " for there is a proving" in relation to tlie
judgments of God. Too far-fetched. Hengst.
:

:

a trial." A brief staU^ment of the
threatening character of the im {lending period.
"
Phillips.
for a purification must take place.**
Consequently, either of the past (as Rashi), of the
sufferings wheruby the people have already been
tried, or with reference to the future.
According
to the connection, the trial, if not spoken directly
of the sword, must be thought of in relation to

"for

(it

is)

:

its terrible

17.

— HD^,

murderous violence, as shown in ver.
continuation, but rather an

briefest

the supreme difficulty of
What, in fine,
explained by t!ie exclamation than a thought.
when people and prince are doomed to the sword,
when even the scornful (become inhuman

sufficiently

of lordship.
(See Hav. and
Therefore: in respect of the sword,

underlying idea

Rosenm.)
LB there room

—

pared the Chaldean sword of vengeance.

/or<e.-— The close of the verse is a crux nUerpretnm. The abmpt statement of the contrary
to that which was demanded of the prophet by
Jehovah in ver. 11 is intelligible, and all the
more so as an inquiry as to the reason for his
exhibition of pain of heart has been already presupposed in ver. 12. Or can [shall] we njolce,
etc. ?
In this case the prophet can associate

(which Hosenm.

bending iron.***]-— Ver. 16. The most probable
subject of ns)«) is the "son," Judah itself pre-

with the euphonic dag.

:

the

U-

—

any feeling but pain ? Could in its arrogance, comp. ver. 15) kingdom of
there be joy over the kingdom, which shall not Judah shall now be brought to an end ? [Basui
depart from Judah, according to the blessing And what will happen to My sou when the sword
which rests on it, and the promise made to David, overtakes him ? Ue shall perish. Kimcui The
—joy that Judah still survives, while the princes sword will be for trying. And what if that sword,
despising the stem of Israel also, should not smite
of Israel's kingdom have long since passed away ?
Hav. "And
Should we be able to rejoice ? Even this kingdom it ? There would be no trial.
is about to fall beneath the sword, etc.
Ver. 17 how ? if the sceptre is still so arrogant, it shall
^., 29, 30 sq. But doubtless the Messiah will not stand." Hengst.: "And how? should the
also come, ver. 32.
The connection decidedly despising rod (the punishment that far out&trips
recommends this interpretation. One must re- all other punishments) not bet" Keil When
member what the kingdom and the last remnant even the sceptre of Judah fails to show the might
N ktkler
in Jerusalem were, even in the lament of Jeremiah expected from it, what shall then be ?
(I^m. V. 15).
[Other interpretations: "Shall "And howf if also the sceptre of the despiser
we rejoice, namely, over this sword, which (Jerusalem) shall not be !**}-- Ver. 19. Comp. at
The gesture here is the sign of an
despises the stem (?) of My son Israel, and every ch. vi. 11.
impending energetic action (Hengst.). To say
tree ?
Or
for

:

:

:

:

•

"

t33fi^

is

taken as the chastening

rod (?) of Israel, which this sword is, and which
rod in hardness and solidity surpasses every
Hengst. the punishment
other wood (Rashi).
han^ng over Israel exceeds in rigour all other
punishments, according to the law set forth,
and thou—spoken
Luke xii 46.
I
from the soul of the people.") H&vem. takes
:

("We—

^

ironically:

"or should (fc'^fc^=D^D3

jecting) with a play

(Pro-

on K^fco) the sceptre of

My

son be haughty (Ex. iv. 21; Hos. xi I; Gen.
xlix. 9 ; comp. therewith 1 Kings xxii. 11 Deut.
xxxiii 17), despisinK every tree (with reference to
"The rod of My
all other powers)?'*^ Umbr.:
Son— that which concerns Him despises every
(feeble) tree, has transformed itself into un;

—

that it expresses lively excitement of feeling is
rather it arouses the sword to demand re;
doubled slaughter, which immediately follows.
One stroke shall not be enough, but tne strokes
are repeated. Not that Ezekiel shall call out the
following words, repeating them three times ; nor
yet is threefold doubling (?) nor threefold multiply
little

I The greftter nnmber of fkihrocder'ii bracketed ** other
inrerpretations * have hvtn omitted, as being drttttnte •!
probability, and quite unworthy of notice. Dr. Fain aini'a
rendering: ''perchance the tceptre of My aon rejoiceth,"

It

graromaticaUy inadmissible, for fe^b^
•

but the

1st plur.

lation of the laAt

is

noi a participle,

T

But could we not adopt his transclause anil render the passage: " Or tbaSi

impei f

.

of My son ? ** as If It at l»'»>t
Nay. that cannot be, fbr ^
(th»r sword) dtspisfih er^ry tree Lall wood]," the tcttfUt of
Jodah not excepted W. >.

we rejolct; orer the rod
aaf<e, com- what

were

[scr ptre]

will?

—
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ing meant (m doabling is the thing in (question).
Bat once, twice, and yet a third time a doable
sword-stroke, to wit, with reference to t6e people,
piinces, and king, so that what is statetl before
(vers. 17, 18) is compressed. [Klibf. For the third
time the sword is a sliiyer, after it had previously
come doubled (twice) ; the number three is symbolical.] It is called the sword of the pieroedthioo^ from the multitudes whom it pierces.
Uav. the sword of the slain.—Sword of one
pieroed through, of the mighty. The subject is
indefinite, but becomes definite in the adjective.
" Among the crowd of the slain there is also one
pierced through, made altogether like to them,

—

:
;

!

:

205

20-26.
**

There are, however,
thy edge) to the left 1
four words which depict the activity and rapidity
of the individual sword-strokes ; perhaps they are
If ^o^CTI «id ^inWlH
also military commands ?
face,

:

:

who

the great one*' (Hiv.). As the swordsong throughout keeps the kingdom in view, the
king (ver. 80) is undoubtedly referred to, to
wit, Zedekiah.
The fact that his sons were slain
before his eyes, that his own eyes were put out
(2 Rings xxT. 7), that he died in bonds in Babylon (Jer. Hi. 11), especially when one considers
how the context as well as other passages point,
sufficiently
justifies
the application oi the
"pierced -through " one to hictp; so that it is not
is

to be referred to "the great*' collectively, nor to
the wicked Chaldee king (! ?), nor to "the great
sword of the slain wnich surrounds them.*'

(Comp. Keil
from nin.

in opposition to Hitzig.)

Gesen.

:

to

fillhil,

surround, to besiege^ "

lies

in wait for them.** That penetrates to them,
with an allusion to *^in« the inner chamber. The

correspond, then the rendering must be: "attenBetion," " to your post !** (Gesen., Henost.)
sides, it is perhaps preparatively to the following
paragraph as to .Jerusalem and Ammon that only a
twofold direction, "right " and "left," i« specified.
The destination whither, etc. concludes the passage.
[Ck>cc. is not amiss in regarding n^(( as an
interrogative

Comp.

;

ver. 19.

—

Hitzig does the same. ] Ver. 22.
Jehovah makes the gesturo of the

propnet His own. Comp. further ch. xvi. 42,
What a rest, and, going before it, what
V. 13.
an agitation
Vers.

-29.

The King of BahyUm ogainM
Jerusalem,

A

symbolical action, as in ver. 11 (17, 19).
Hengst, as alwavs, makes it belong to the internal world ; but what would have been the meaning
of a command of this sort, were it not to be carried
out externally ? The whole point lies in its exIt is a demonstration ad
ternal representation.
oaUos (ch. iv. 1 sq.). Ezekiel is to place before
himself on a table or tablet a sketch of the nature
mentioned, by means of cutting or engraving, as
may be snrmised from ^na, Vor. 24. The two

—

ways

already point to another reference besides
nld translations: which puts them in terror.
that to Jerusalem.—-The sword of the king of
Ver. 20. In cider that ; that which will abund- Babylon is the " tidin«** which come (ver. 12)
antly come to pass is also abundantly expressed. into his murdering "hand" (ver. 16) this apThe one land (or land
Tlie intention made prominent by being placed in proaching sword is given.
die forefront. nn3K ^ found here only
threat- of one, namely, the Babylonish king) from which
both ways shall proceed, owing to tne manner in
ening, or quivering, or shaking, or destroying, which it is emphasized, leads one already to supetc. ; or a misprint for nnzit3 (shambles of the. pose that both ways were originally one, which
the
word). But whatever the precise meaning of the at a later point was parted into two. n^,
T
word be, it qualifies the sword, so that by means
finger-post which here points the way to a (still
of it the courage of the people fails, and at all
indefinite) city.
At the head of the way, ue.
tkeir gatee obstructions lie on which they stumble,
where the way in question begins, the hand shall
—cither "crowds of corpses hard bv the gates
be formed.
Ver. 25. More particular description
where the besieged jaade their sallies, ' or circumof the way, according to which it appears as two
stances which exposed them to slatighter. The
ways (hence: for the coming of the sword, as
flaehing explains the fainting, etc. ; the elanghter
As
in ver. 24), with the finger-post for guide.
points to the ttnmlding - Uoeks. Ch. vi. 11.
to Kabbah, the capital city of the Ammonites,
Abrupt exclamation of the prophet
rUQpDi «^*- see Deut iiL 11. The city at the head of whose
way the fingt^r-post stands can properly mean
Xty. ; meaning
polished, sharpened (Gesen.)
Mbire : whetted ; Ha v. drawn ; others the very Kabbah only, from the fact of its oeing first menopposite covered, still in the sheath.
Ver. 21. tioned ; and this points it out as the place lying
Aadress to the sword. Up to this point no more nearest on the way of the coming sword, so that
than one sword has been spoken of, so that the one (as Hengst rightly remarks) the human probamost be summoned to ally itself with all other bility was that the vengeance of the king of Babypossible swords.
But the concentration of the lon would begin with Ammon, which had prothrice-repeated double stroke in a single stroke, voked it by sobering to the same anti-Chalaean
As if less exposed,
which would better correspond with ver. 19, could coalition (Jer. xxvii. 8).
be the meaning. Or it is to collect its energies behind it appears Jndah, more precisely defined
for the directions which are to be presently given by Jerusalem ; which supports our way of taking
(See Doct Reflec.
[Hitzig reads: "turn thyself backwards," Judah-Jerasalem in ch. xix.
it.
and completes ity {yn by supplying ipOfi; "turn there.) In, because Judah exists essentially in
Jerusalem ; and the way of the sword goes thither,
thyself forwards,*' in order to procure the two so that the sword rests there.
Its strength, its
additional directions to right and left
£w. inaooeasible elevation, shall be merely nominal
" Collect thyself southwards, assail northwards, (Deut xxviii 62).—Ver. 26. Even the king of
whithersoever thy points are appointed.**] Hav. Babylon is uncertain which way to choose.
connects "Turn thyself with all vigour to the Motaer of the way, is immediately explained by
ri^ity" and (corresponding to this) : "direct (thy the head of two waya, to be the point whence

—

=

—

—

—
—

:

;

:

:

—

:
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they biunch off like two dtnghtera from the way
[Hiv. avails
which had previously been one.
himself of the Arabic idiom, according to which
•*
"
military
great
mother of the way means the
road, along

(^)

which Nebuchadnezzar

is

about

Jerusalem
rrtySK^*,

still

stands before their vjtB,

apposition clause:

—

^TpXfy

"whohave sworn oaths"

(Gbsen.), and these for themselves (Dr6)-

^^^

this circnmstanoe, owing to their consciousnees of
infidelity towards the king of Babylon (comp.

to proceed, which then divides into two ways.]
The tacit contrast between to use divination, and ch. xvii.), must make the near ap{iroach of hu
to "prophesy" (vers. 19, 14, 7, 2) is interesting; unlingering vengeance in the highest degree prothey are nevertheless unified by the divine wiU. bable. The latter (and he lemembeia) therefore
(Comp. at Deut. xviii. 10. ) Perhaps on account assists their faithless memory in an actiw way
of this divine element in the background, it is (|iy, ch. xviii. 80), so that they are taken and
:

carried out in

a threefold manner, according to
Does the arrow-

the symbolism of numbers.

—

:

oracle refer to the significations of {j^p, "light,"

or "gleaming," so that the divination is founded
o the fact of the one flpng more swiftly than
the other, as being the lighter, or on the fact of
its shining more brightly?
It is the simplest
way, however, to think of two arrows, the one
marked " Rabbah," tlie other "Jerusalem," being
into a vessel, perhaps a helmet, when the
J)ut
lecision is made according as the one or the
other is first drawn or shaken out ; unless the
quarter to which the bend of the lighter arrow
points on falling out, either right or left, be
the ground of the decision. Comp. Hav. on the
passage.
It is impossible to decide as to the
method of consulting the teraphim. See Winer,
Realw.; Herzog, Sealencycl. xvi. 32.
Israel
brought them out of Chaldea, Gen. xxxi. 19, 84.
According to Hav. gods of fortune ; Hengst.
intermediate gods, serving for the investigation of
the future.
Hav. supposes a transference of the
1

—

:

:

Hebrew popular faith to Babylonish divinities
analogous to Gad and Meui.
Hitzig his household gods, private idols {iifavu).
As to the
inspection of the liver, see Havemick's Commentary.
Such circumstances were taken into
account as its condition, size, whether large,
with jnwnrdly bent lolx^s, etc., whether dry,
Ver. 27. In his light
defective, ulcerated, etc.
hand \b the divination, requires to be understood
neither as
into his right hand came, etc., nor
yet, witli Hitzig, of the arrow-lot in particular,
which pointed to Jerusalem, if it be only stated
that Jerusalem was designated by the divination
ceremony as the object to be attacked, there"The right hand is
fore, the "right hand."
employed he has the decision spiritually therein
is determined in his actions by the decision given
for Jerusalem in its three forms" (Henost.).
:

—

:

—

;

Hence there immediately follows

:

'tpkh-

Comp.

T

To open the month, etc., either
at ch. iv. 2.
the battle-cry calling and exciting them to
destroy, or (with Jun. ) : to open a mouth
(breach) in the wall by destroying and piercing it.
[Hengst. "with slaughter," which is virtually
Contained in the slaughter- cry.
Hav. here, the
cry of the besiegers according to its intention,
afterwards according to its outward expression. ]
As the siege is the thing in question, the expresrams, is repeated, with special reference to
iiion
the gatei.
As to the rest, comp. at ch. iv. 2
(xvii. 17).— Ver. 28. While the oracle determines
the Chaldeans to proceed in this way, that
which the prophet proclaims on the point is, to
the Jews, as a lying diyination in their eyee,
tnatmuoh as they rely on the Tiaihie £sct that
:

:

:

crushed by punishment (ch. xiv. 5). [Other inKiifCHi : Because the Chaldeans
terpretations
haa sworn oaths to them (or the Chaldeans were
to them, as the oath of oaths, the most sacred oath),
they were bound by oath to them, so that Nebuchadnezzar must int remember their treachery

—

:

sgainst him.

Cocc. refers

Dili)

in both coses to

the Bobylonians, to whom the oracle appeared
delusive, because they remembered the strength
of Jerusalem- and the fate of Sennacherib ; whereupon the Chaldean divines made repeated protestations, and some one then called to mind the
guilt of the Jews, who, having fidlen away from
their God, were given into the hand of the king of
Babylon. There is a whole story on the subject,
as to which see Targ., Bash i,
namely, that
Nebuchadnezzar inquired at the oracle forty-nine
times, and always received the answer. Besiege
Jerusalem.
(Similarly Eirh., Sch.j.)
Hav. :
"Oaths of oaths are to them," namely, from God;
so that the Jews relied on God's most holy promises, which were assured to them (!). To which,
however, the sin of Jiidah stood in opposition,
which Jehovah, as her husband, would oring to
remembrance (Num. v. 16). Hengst. 's view, who
translates similarly, is at all events better : "that
which was sworn to them by oath," so that " the
sworn of the oaths" is the announcement of de*
struction, sworn to them by oath ("as tnily as I
live") in various ways, which they repelled as a
ddusion, while the prophet, behind whom the

—

Almighty stands, makes known

to

them anew

His irrevocable decree.
"In tliis way Juduh
brings to remembrance (ver. 29) the iniquity,
which it was its duty to atone for by smcere
re^ientance."
Umbr.
But the inhabitants of
the city live on in blind confidence, in spite of
the most sacred protestations of God, etc.
Yet
Jehovah brings guilt to remembrance, so that
Jerusalem shall at last be overtaken by punishment £wA LO "They thought they sh oiUd have
weeks upon weeks," while He (as their adversely
:

:

—God) " recalls the

(their) guilt (faithlessness to-

wards Him), as a sufficient cause for allowing
them to be besieged and taken."]— Ver. 29. It
seems most appropriate to the previous context to
regard them as brought to remembrance, tend thus
everything else stands in close connection with
that fact.— Ch. xvi. 57.— Ch. xx. 48.— Ewalu:
"Because ye come to remembrance, ye shall be
taken by the hand." Phillips.
"Because He
hath brought sin to your remembrance, since, etc,
because they are braught to your ren)embranoe,
ye shall be taken by His hand."
Roaenm. :
Because ye are remembered— before Me.— nsj
:

equivalent to
violently (ch. xii. 13, xix. 4).
Usually it is understood of the minister of divine

is

:
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30, 31.

—

engeance (Henqst.).
Nebuchadnezzar, with nowhere security all things shall be in a
referance to ver. )6.— Ver. 29 in connection with of fluctuation, until the appearing of the
;

T6r. 28 forms the traniation— the introduction to
the following paragraph.

Yen, 80-32 [25-27]. The Prinee qfltraeL

T

[•• By a lively and energetic turn in the discoorse,
the prophet imsses from the people at large to
addresB himself immediately to Zedekiah, and
styles him not only wicked, bnt also pierced
through, although, it is well known, he was not
actually slain in the calamities that ensued.
But
it is not exactly what was to be done by the
external sword of the Babylonians that comes
;

it is

the execution of the Ivord's

jadgment, onder the same form and aspect of
severity as that which had been presented in the
fonner part of the vision the terrors of His drawn
sword. The sword is but an image of the judgment itself, precisely as the devouring fire had
been in the vision immediatelv preceding and it
is not the less true that Zedekiah fell under its
powerful stroke, though he personally survived
the catastrophe. Driven ignominiousfy from his

—

;

throne, doomed to see his family slain before his
eyes, to have these eyes themselves put out, and
to be led as a miserable and helpless captive in
chains to Babylon, he might with the most perfect
propriety be regarded as the grand victim of the
Lora's sword
already, in a manner, pierced
through with it ; for, to the strongly idealistic
spirit of the prc^het, the wickedness and the
sword, the sin and its punishment, appear inseparably connected together. The ovei-tnrow to
which he was destined seemed to the prophet's
eje at once so inevitable and so near, that he
could
of it no otherwise than as a thing
already in existence.
*'
But it was to be no merely personal loss and
degradation ; the overthrow to oe accomplished
oin Zedekiah was to draw along with it the comj^ete subversion of the present state of things.
Therefore, while the prophet represents the day
of visitation as coming upon him, he also speaks
of it as being at the time when sin generally had
reached its consummation, and the completeness
of the guilt was to have its parallel in the complete and terminal character of the judgment.
All must now be made «J.>solate ; the mitre of the
high priest (the emblem of his official dignity and
honour, as the representative of a consecrated
and priestly people), as well as the crown of the
kin^, was to be put away, and everything turned
upside down. Such a convulsed and disor^nized
srtate of things was approaching, that, as it is said,
* this should no longer be this
in other words,
nothing should be allowed to remain what it had
been, it should be another thing than formerly ;
UM l« presentiv explained in wluit follows ' The
low 1^ exalted and the bi^h is brought down,'
a general revolution, in wnioh the outward relations of things should be made to chanee places,
iii just retaliation upon the people for naving so
^russly perverted the morcU relations of things.
z et the agents and participators in these revoTutv ns are warned not to expect any settled condition to come out of them ; *this also,' it is
•aid, 'shall not be,' it shall not attain to per-

—

s^k

;*•

:

mvience and

and so, overthrow
nowhere shall there be

security

follow overthrow

;

'

;

is

Fairbaibn's

Eixkiel, pp. 242, 243.— W. F.]
Yer. 30. One is specially singled out

and apo-

strophized (comp. ver- 19).—^bi)n is not: "profane,"

ADDITIONAL NOTE.

here into view

Restorer and Prince of Peace.'"

stats

great

to

rest.

T

or ''sacrilegious,*' as y(sh (we recall the contrast
T

to

p^v

in ch.

iii.

T

18) stands beside

The

it.

—

Chaldee gives: "worthy of death." Comp. atch.
xii. 10.
The day is the time of judgment, of
punishment, of overthrow (1 %im. xxvi. 10 Ps.
The time of the
xxxvii. 18
Job xviiL 20).
iniquity of the end (ch. viL 2) is when iniquity

—

;

—

;

(breach of oaths) brings the end (generally).
[ScHN., Coco. : 'The end-guilt as the last and
utmost] In what sense the end is to be taken,
how far Zedekiah's guilt, who is therefore the
subject of address, brings it about, Ver. 31
shows. The infinitive denotes the mere action,
without stating from whom it proceeds ( H kngst. ),
more expressively than the imperative n&3^, from

—

5|^V (!»•

3"tii«

18

:

" enwrap

"),

denotes in the

Pentateuch (11 times) the head- band (turban) of
As mop, from loy (to surthe high-priest.
round), denotes the royal crown, and thus stands
for the kingdom in contradistinction to the highpriesthood, so D^in (from Qtji) could also be taken
•

in as absolute

T

contradistinction to *l^Dn,

— as

Hitrig interro^tively rendei-s it "lift," "raise,"
or "maintain in elevation.*' But that the kingly
dignity should remain untouched, cannot, in tne
lignt of the context, be a matter of uncertainty,
and even in Hitzig'a opinion Jehovah's negative
:

to such a question Is undoubted.

rO^/D ^iDV«

in Isa. Ixii. 8, combines the royal and priestly,
not merely in a figurative sense, but on the ground
Besides, Ezekiel is siK^aking of
of Ex. xix. 6.
the end as a whole, not of the subversion of the
kingilom merely ; although it comes to y^iss
specially by means of the iniquity of the king
who is apostrophized, and the judgment (ver. 32)
points to the priesthood as well as the royalty.
Thus nothing remains but to interpret Qv^n a«
•T

synonymous with >^Dn. even without a
which can be

easily supplied

^fc<lfc^,

from the contejLt

" Prince of
Consequently, "sentence of
death is pronounced on the theocracy," according
to its existing form, which the history of the
subsequent to the exile confirms. Comp.
on the passage. [Cocc. takes both as designating the kingdom as a whole, not merely Zedekiah's ; and then understands the following as
referring to the elevation of the Asnioneans,
whose crown, however, would not be the Messianic
one promised. In reference to this latter, Kwald
remarks : " This corrupt earthly kingdom is not
this Messianic kingdom which is to come,"]
(Zedekiidi is expressly designated

Ismel"

in ver. 30).

Ole

rrtrfe^ nit (neuter) indicates, according to most
interpreters, the complete subverson of the existing state of tilings (ver. 32), so that the low is to
be elevated, and the lofty made low, as ver. 82
shows, by Jehovah. Israel having abased herself
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after the
return from the Babylonish exile ; and if the ideas
currently entertained upon the subject were corT
T T T "
low," a canstmctio prcegnaMy betokening the con- rect, there might appear in that a failure of the
Compare at ch. xvii. 24. prophecy. Biit there was no right restoration of
descension of God.
Then 'ni<T would be understood thus This (what the priestly, any more than of the regal dignity
has just l>een brought low) is not this, namely, at the time specified ; it was but a sh^ow of the
what it should be (according to its ideal), but a original glory. For there was no longer the dis**not this." And with this is connected eleva- tinctive prerogative of the Urim and Thummini,
tion (ch. xvii. 24), namely, through the Messiah, nor the ark of the covenant, nor the glory overas is seen in what follows ; whereupon the bring- shadowing the mercy-seat ; all was in a depressed
ing low of the high, which is more forcibly depicted and mutilated condition, and even that subin ver. 32, returns again to the existing condition ject to many interferences from the encroachSo much only was
of things under Zcdekiah ; and '* this also," merely ments of foreign powers.
recapitulating
Yea, this cast-dovm priesthood given, both in respect to the priesthood and the
imd royalty is not (namely, according to ver. 81) kingdom, as to show that the Lord had not forwhat it should be, and thus in reality is not, and saken His people, and to serve as pledge of tbtBut it was to the still-prospecti ve,
this condition endures till its elevation in the coming glory.
Coming One* (till, ideal terminus, like Gen. xlix. rather than the present state of things, that the
10).— Ver. 32. The thrice -repeated overturn (found eye of faith was directed to look for the proper
And lest any should expect otherhere only) accords with the well-known symbol- restoration.
ism of the divine. Usually taken as emphatic, to wise, the prophet Zechariah, after the i^eturn
Babylon,
took up the matter, as it weiv,
Aoarbanel,
from
denote total destruction. [According to
it refers to the three last kings, Jehoiakim, Jehoi- where Ezekiel had left it, and intimated in the
Achin, and Zedekiah ; according to others, to the plainest manner, that what was then accomplished
the Babylonish, the Greek was scarcely worth taking into account ; it was,
thrt-e destructions
under Antiochus, and the Roman.] Comp. Isa. at the most, but doing in a figure what could
nj- goes back on nKTi or means the land (?). only find its real accomplishment in the person
xxiv.
and work of Messiah. Especially at chap. vi. 14 :
According to most, tbis alao indicates an addi- • And
he (the branch) shall buUd the temple of
tional overmrow ; it is more natural to regard it
the Lord, and he shall bear the glory ; and shall
as betokening the present overthrow.
rPn, mas- sit and rule upon his throne, and he shall
be a
TT
cnline, being construed with it, shows fix| to be priest upon his throne.' Thus the mitre and tlie
But this inverted state of things is not crown were both to meet in him, and the temple
neuter.
to be for ever,
^y, according to its rootsignifi in its noblest sense be built, and the glory be obtained, such as it became the Lord's Anointed to
cation, includes the future, so that the Person in possess.
Meanwhile all was but preparatory and
question brings to an end the overthrow, or the imperfect." Faibbairn's EzeJtid, pp. 244, 246.
abasement to ** nothing," since He completes it,
.e. makes it complete in fonii ; but at the same
time, through realization of the idea in the " overVers. SS-87 [28-32]. Againsi Ammon.
thrown" or '* brought low," elfects the fulfilment.
As the prince of Israel had his counterpart in
—The judgment is God's, Deut. i. 17, therefore
here also Jehovah gives it. The expression speaks the Messiah, so the declaration ''against Jeruof a re-cstablishraent of ** the judgment" by means salem " in vers. 21-24 so. finds its counterpart in
which include chastisement ; it embraces the this paragraph ; hence also the analogous expresroyal and priestly office (Ex. xxviii. 29 ; 1 Rings sions.- Ver. 33. Reproach is injuring by words:
iii. 9 sq.).
Comp. besides, (^n. xlix. 10; Ps. directly,— reviling ; or indirectly,— self-glorificaThereby the mention made of the Amtion.
Ixxii. 1 ; Isa. ix. 6, xlii. 1 ; Jer. xxiii. 5, xxxiii.

by

bin,

God thoroughly abases her by punishment. standing and honour of the priesthood

Hav. takes n

—

rhs^

afi:

*

'turned towards the

:

=

—

—

—

17

;

John

v.

22

;

Acts

monites

vii. 14.

is illustrated.

When

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON VBR.

Babylon

first

of all

Ammon

punishment on Jerusalem,
to<ik
occasion to boast over the besieged (ch. xxv. 8, 6 ;
Zeph. ii. 8; Lam. i. 2, iii. 61), and to applaud
the conquerors.
Ammon s self-exaltation had
exhibited itself practically by their seizing a portion of the trans-Jordanic territory of the former
kingdom of Israel (Jer. xlix. 1 sq.). Comp. vera.

inflicted

32.

We

can have no hesitation in understanding
by this person the Messiah, whether we translate,
*
Till he conies to whom the right is,* or, * Till he
comes to whom the judgment belongs ;' 'and I
give it to him.' It is not expresslv said what was
14, 19, 16, 20.
^3n^, according to Geaen., for
to be given him, and should stand waiting for its
proper possessor till he should come ; but the i^^aKn (from ^3t<), to cause to coTutuvie (?).
coutext plainly forbids us to understand anything
the things repre- Others from ^3, holding^ conialnmg (ch. xxiiL
lebs than what was taken away
sented by the priestly mitre and the royal crown. 82) ; almost adverbially cm much <u posmble, or
The true priestly dignity, and the proper regal
mucli €U can be Henost. : abundantly.
(^b^)
glory, were to be gone for a time into abeyance
some partial, temporary, and fluctuating posses- HiTZiG: to dazzle; properly to make, the eyes dull
sion of them might be regained, but nothing
of vision. (Oxymoron. ) That it may glitter, ver.
more ; the adequate and permanent realization 15. Ver. 84. 3, equivalent to: " notwithstand*
was only tq be found in the person of Messiah,
because in Him alone was there to be a fitting ing that," and to be taken as parenthetic.
Even
representation of the divine righteousness.
It is in Ammon, therefore, false prophets md false conCh. ziii 6, vii. 9 ; Jei xxvii 9, 10.
true there was something like a restoration of the fidence
["'

—

—

:

:

^

;

—

—

:

I
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CHAP. XXI.
Klikt.: The ormcles of Nebuchadneszar,
while they pointed to Jerusalem, showed
falae.

See Keil in opposition to this notion.

rui^t Hits.

^aced

'*
boraing men are those who are filled with glowing anger." [In the explanation which points to
the Persians, an allusion to their fire-worship t]

yer. 26,

Ammon

:

Hlv.

foolish, brutish,
cruel; Gesbn.
So also Hitzig, in relation to the
language of the Chaldeans, which was unintelVer. 87. Ch.
ligible (stupid) to the Ammonites.
xy. 4, 6.—-I^hy blood, etc., in which the figures
of fire and sword are unified,—in the midst of
the land, as in yer. 85 *'in the place," etc., "in
It will full on them in their
the land!," etc.
homes, so that weapons of defence shall be of no
seryice.
Contrast to a war of offence. Others
Ewald
** flowing eyery where in the land" (?).
"Thy Uood shall remain in the midst of the
earth, and thou shalt not be made mention of."
Hbnost. " From the times of the Maccabees,
the Ammonites and the Moabites haye quite disTbeir subyersion is
appeared from history."
complete, while Israel has still something to look

the occasion of the sword's being

Ps.

nrrfx) on the necks.

(reading

(Of the

:

fierce,

xdy.

:

8.

—

pierced-throQgh ? Wherefore this again?) Others:
that I may lay thee; or: that one (the enemy)
may hty thee; or, as Ewald (Hiatory qfihe People
of Itrael) : as it is ialsely prophesied to thee
that thou shalt be laid on the necks of the Jews
to destroy them, 1 will return thee to thy sheath,
namely, the sword^f the Ammonites which is
addressed.
It depends rather on the foregoing
verse.
The piefoed-thioogh of tho viokad—
from among the Jews; comp. yen. 80, 19. They
haye receiyed the death-blow of the sword on
tbeir necks, which are brought into prominence
for the sake of bictorial description.
Thus
Ammon is judged like the prostrate Judah, which

:

—

:

:

forward

to.

Comp. yer. 80.— Ver. 86. Address
to Ammon. The sword, which is to be supplied,
is not menUoued, because it does not come into
it mocked.

THKOLOOICAL REMARKS.
bitterest and
expression in poetry.

with Patach, masc. imper.) alternates with femi-

men with the nation as
feminine idea. TEwald, infin. absol. as in yer.
resistance
Therefore
all
is yain.
31.]
(^att
XX yi. 52 ) It receiyes its sentence from Jehoyi^,
ita end where it originated.
Comp. Joseph.
AnOq, X. 9. 7.--Ch. xyi 8.— Ch. xi 10. [Should
one, with Jerome, in yer. 85 (Raahi, yer. 84)
regard the Babylonians as the persons addressed,
so that with the *' against Ammon, " an '^against
uines, the sword-bearing

H

—

!

The

most painful plaint finds
A truly spiritual ^ef and
the poetic form readily combine.
Thus is the
psychological truth of tiie chapter.
The unusual
forms of expression, the rapid transitions, and the
idiomatic difficulties which this chapter presents
are accounted for by its poetic construction. This
subjective-logical, abrupt-dithyrambic text has
1.

account in contrast to the sword of Ood's yenThe gender (3t^,
geance against Ammon.

been maired by a Philistine criticism which
tramples on psychology and sesthetics.
2. Fire ana sword are the two figures in which
divine judgment clothes

itself.

The

latter

is,

however, more than a picture, if the significance
Babylon " is joined, but which from intelligible of war in the history of the kingdom of Gal
reasons is simply implied, then yer. 10 would among men is not oyerlooked.
8. Every judgment of God keeps in view the
not be opposed to this yiew. A separation of
Jehoyah's sword from that of Babylon, which establishment of the right on earth, and is unimaginable
apart from grace and mercy.
as such scarcely comes still into account, espe4. It is to be noted as to the Jewish kingdom,
cially in reference to that which follows, has
nothing inconceiyable in it; and since Jehoyah now ripe for destruction, that it "despised every
judges Babylon, His sword would remain drawn. tree;" whether that means that which was subject
The scabbard does not therefore require to be to it, ur mankind generally. It thus became inunderstood as meanins the land, but the meaning human, lost sight of Israel's essential relation to
would be, that after the completion of the judg- humanity, and became faithless to the fundament against both Jerusalem and Ammon, by mental significance of the people of God.
5a. Justice will be done to the text by regarding
means of war, Babylon's sword should be sheathed,
and should await the judgment of God in its the manifold Chaldaic divination as nothing
own land. The execution of it by the Persians more than a highly dramatic representation of
would be characteristically depicted in the follow- the idea of Providence. HavemicK, indeed, since
ing yerses, while in relation to Ammon the state- he makes the agreement of soothsaying and proment seems rather strong and the supposition of phecy brought about, of course, by divine guidHiiy. that Ammon represents heathenism gene- ance snbseryient to the carrying out of God's
rallyi or, according to Hengst, '* the world-power will, goes still farther so far, ind^, as to mainhostile to the kingdom of God," is yery sugges- tain Uiat there is in Elzekiel, notwithstanding his
tiye of perplexity.}— Ver. 86. "!]U{5? (ch. xiy. 19) "otherwise markedly Leviticai character," "a
decided recognition of divination. " He finds the
makes a paronomaaia with t^fi;^', immediately occasion in the exile-period, when "Hebraism
was so remarkably tinctured with the sootlisaying
before,
miiy, "outpouring;" hence used of of heathenism " as appears also in Daniel, eto.
56. [** What a sublime proof of the overruling
wrath as poured out 3 may also be translated
providence and controlling agency of Jehovah
by: blow upon, as, when fire is blown upon or The mightiest monarch of the world, travellinff
a^inst any one, the fire itself is blown on. at the head of almost unnumbered legions, and
Hitzig, howeyer: "with the fire of My fury I himself consciously owning no other direction
will t^reathe upon thee." In the end the subject than that furnished by the instruments of his
passes oyer from the sword to the fire, as in the own blind superstition, yet having \m path
Dinning, from the fire tb the sword. Oonsnm- marked out to him beforehand by this servant of
How strikingly did it show
ing men are thoae who prepare this fire; Hkmqst. the liying God!
:

:

—
—

;

;

;

:

o
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that the greatest potentates on eaith, and eren
the spiritual wickedness in high places, hare
their oounds appointed to them bv the hand of
God, and that however majestically they may
seem to conduct themselves, still they cannot
overstep the prescribed limits, and must be kept
in all their operations subservient to the higher
purposes of Heaven " P. F.
W. F.]
lu his oft-cited work. The Prophets and
6.
their Prophecies, Tholuck calls attention to the
distinction between ** subordinate** divination,
which, "resting upon a natural substratum,
divines the future from this" (interpreters of
oracles, diviners, augurs, haruapices), and the
**
higher " method of the " revealer of the future
who IS immediately impelled by God " (Divination,
Prophecy).
Plutarch, VUa Homeri, ch. 212;
OiCBRO, De DivitL i. 18. After giving a sketch
of the views of the fiathers, Tholuck comes to the
conclusion: "Whatever we may ascribe to the
agency of priestly fraud and superstitious selfdeception, it is now universally acknowledged by
!

philologists,

—

—

and investigators into antiquity,

not only in the soul, but also in the spiritual life,
and, though dealing in some measure with individuid, national, human interests, ever streU^es
beyond to eternal truth as the oly'ect of its suprome
interest
9. It is to be observed Uiat the Davidic king, by
whose means the ruin of Israel is brought about,
on the other hand also serves here as a modium

Not only did David's family
the Messiah.
furnish iu point of fact the last *' prince (king) oif
Israel," but the idea of an everlasting royalty in
for

Israel

was bound up by God's promises with
The contrast between sin and
all and hone for all, death and

David's house.
grace, despair of

resurrection, is conoentnitea in the last representative of David's family.
It is peculiar to otir
prophet to have so stron^y emphasized this contrast, vers.

30-32.

ought to have been a kingdom of
As Israel fell away from this
tKJsition with the fall of the priesthood and the
kingdom, so on the other hand, with the renewed
bestowal of priesthood and roysJty in the Messiah,
10.

Israel

priests to Jehovan.

that at the foundation there was a reality.
He Israel is also reinstated in Him as that which it
then refers more particularly to the insight ought to be, 1 Pet ii. 9, 10.
11. The high-priesthood, indeed, still continued
gained, since the end of last century, into a
middle territory between the divine and the non- after the exile. But in that period it fared with
**
Both,"
divine agencies of divination (the phenomena of the priesthood as with the temple.
magnetism and somnambulism, which are ranked says Hav., "bound together in tne closest way
by medical men and philosophers as physiological by divine arrangement, fell short of that which
they had been before the exile. There was only
and psychological facts).
a shadow of the ancient ^ory, as the temple was
7. " There is a natural divination," says Beck,
"inasmuch as the coarse of the world developes only a provisional one for an abnormal state of
according
itself
to certain original and standing things. . This was outwardly apparent, for thei-e
fundamental laws in exact regularity, which we was no ark of the covenant in the temple, and the
are taught by our conscience to regu^as the high priest was denied the right of con.sulting by
As, then, the
moral order of the world.
As, by means of Urim and Thummim, Ezra ii. 68.
a definite consciousness of this standing divine high -priesthood was totally in abeyance .so far as
order, conscience often gives a man, in remtion to the exiles were concerned, and as after the exile
his own doing and suffering, very clear indications only its shadow was provisionally set up, so in the
of his own future, so a living and vigorously eye of prophecy the exile and the appearance of
aroused conscience can lead him to a perception of the Messiah are closelv connected facts.
12. As to the kiiiffjom, Zerubltabi^l, the leader
how the past and present must have come about
in virtue of that moral order, and partly of what of the people after the exile, although of David's
must farther emerge from it. Wnere, however, line, was no king on David's throne. But Herod,
this prophetic conscience is intensified by espe- who becomes king over Isi-ael, is of £domit« origin.
18. ** In the remarkable passage of the Trart.
cially profound experiences, or earnest investigation of history, the moral connection between past, SotOr p. 1069, ed. Wageuaeil, it is said
The
present, and future may often become clear even Urim and Thummim, and the king from David's
to the smallest details.
But this divination ex- stem, had ceased with the destruction, and their
tends only to the world -bond already existing restoration is to be expected only when the dead
under the universal government of God, and to are raiseil up, and the Messiah, David's Son,
the historical bond regulat«d and limited by in- ai>pear8" (Hav.).
tei'nal and eternal moral laws.
14. The old versions, with great unanimity,
Into new determinations of the course of the world, which first have made use of the Mesisianic passage here in
became manifest by special governmental acts of Ezekiel for the explanation of '*Shiloh," Gen.
God which reveal them, the proper divine order xlix. 18. Hengst. complains, in his ChriHoloffv,
and development of the kingdom, mere divina- that instead of an allusion, they have mostly
tion cannot penetrate, for it is destitute of the assumed an explanation ; to him the relation of
necessary preliminary conditions.
Ezekiel to the passage in question seems unrecog8. As to th« relations between divination and
nisable.
But while the prophet supplemen sGeu.
prophecy, see Tholuck in the treatise referred to, xlix. from Ps. IxxiL 1-5, where ri^teousncsa
Herzog's
and
Jfealenevcl.
xvii.
sn.
641
and
judgment
are the basis of the peace introduced
In
§ 8,
p.
regaixi to the substance of the matter, the differ- by the Messiah, we do not find in Esekiel that
ence proves itself to be, that while, at most, i-oom which we might expect, to whom the " peace,"
is made for the fv rmer by the providence of God
but ** to whom tne judgment," belongs.
In
as the principle of world-government, redemption, Ezekiel, however, the peac« is also in the back•.«. Christ's redemption, lifts the latter to its
ground, for the advent of Him whose is the judgpost of elevation.
Then also divination must ment makes an end of destruction. That dangers
always be estimated .n relation to the physical would threaten the 8ceT*tre of Judah before the
region in which .t moves, and according to whose coming of Shiloh, even Jacob intimated by the
laws it is excited ; while prophecy finds its sj^ere stress which he put en: it ''shall not depart
:

—

—

—
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CHAP. XXI.
from Judah till," etc Kortx, howerer, in his
History of the Old Covenant (voL il pp. 87, 88,
Cbo-k't Trmns.), maintains too much when he

two passages are

asserts that the

entirely diflerof Uie glory of Judah is
here, as there, kept in view, and in both cases in
a Messianic sense. The distinction is, that what
concerns Jndah as Judah is taken ideally in Oen.
xlix., and really in Ezekiel.
Therefore, here a
temporary '* is not," and there a (definitive) " not
deport."
15. Obscurity, ambiguity, and difficulty of interpretation are characteristic of the Messianic
prophecies.
Comp. 1 Pet. i 10, 11.
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when they prayed in war or in a foreign land,
Kings viii. 44, 48 (B. B.).—Ver. 8 sq. [3 sq.] " In
natiomd chastisements the pious suffer along with
others" (St.). But there is a difference even
when the suffering is outwardly the same. " All
men are, besides, unrighteous of themselves, and
according to their nature have deserved nothing
better tmin the godless.
But during iudgments
they separate from the fellowship of the wicked^
from which thev may not before nave held themselves sufficiently aloof " (L.).
The sword is God's.
face
1

—

—

—

God is in the swords, although men bear them.
" Let us learn to judge rightly of war. God
ovtersees it from beginning to end" (L.).
"The

—

—

sheath in which God's sword is put is His for** Man s sword we may
bearance " (Theodoret).
HOMILinC HINTS.
escape, but not God's" (Stck.).
^The axe was
Ver. 1 sq. [xx. 45 sq.] The sentence of burning
even then laid unto the root of the trees. The
tiie Judge who pronounces it ; the avenger who exesword of the Romans at last followed that of the
cutes it ; the judgment whereby it is accomplislied. Chaldeans.
"So it proceeds till the last Anti—The forest in uie south a picture, a history, an christ and his desolation" (B. B.). Ver. 11 sq.
**
example.
In nature descends now a gentle, now [6 sq.l "The judgments which hang over the
a dashing raiit-shower" (St. ).
**The wonl of God wicked worid are so dreadful, that a believer may
is rightly likene<l to rain.
Like rain, it descends well sigh over them, Dan. ix. 4 so." (St.)—
from above, and not according to man's will ; it is preacher who wishes to move and teach others
also, like it, useful and beneficial ; as rain flows must himself feel similar emotions" (Cr.).
down from rocks ui>on the fields, so the word of The sighing of the servant of God over that
God upon the godless, and, on the other hand, into which men can and yet will not hear, and over
pious nearts ; and, like the rain, it is not equally that which they will require to hear and see.
acceptable to all," etc. (Fessel.)-— " That which is He who will not hear must feel.
"Just as we,
bitter to the mouth is wholesome to the heart. when we read that the Saviour wept over JeruThe word of God, even when it is sharper than a salem, lightly ask why He wept (Richt.).—
two-edged sword, is like the quickening rain" " How insolent and confident the godless are in
(Henost.).
Ver. 3 [xx. 471 A woo<l bends be- prosperity ; in adversity they are equally faintneath the storm of the Almighty, and rustles nearted and desolate
Then they are in terror of
"
while it waves; but we men harden ourselves a falling leaf much more of a destroying sword
more and more. "God will turn us from the (L. ). " Ah, it is not good when Goil's witnesses
instruments whom He employs against us to mervly weep in secret (Jer. xiii. 17) ; much more
Himself, that wc may learn whom we have sinned when Gofl's messen^-s and angels of peace weep
"
Miainst, and by whom thinxjfore we are punished
bitterly (Isa. xxxiii. 7), and are obliged to f\ilfu
The tree, which in ^>it«» '^f everything is their office with sighing (Hcb. xiii. 7), because
vSt.).
'* When the green
unfruitful, is ripe for the fire.
it is too much for them ; and n anally there foltree does not stand, how will it go with the dir ?
lows thereupon a mighty outpouring of wrath"
(Stck.)— The fire which is not quenched. v<»r. (B. R).
"
4 [xx. 48].
If ^^e see that all human plans and
Ver. 18 sq. [8 sq.] The sacred, terrible sworddevices, even the most promising, come to nothing, song.
See Kom»;r's tSong of the t^%Dord. The
«-« are led to the confession that we have to do prophets doubtless treated ^Ktlitics both on their
with personal Omnipotence and Righteousness, outward and inward side, but only the politics of
against which the battle is unavailing (Hknost. ). the kingdom of God.— Ver. 14 [9} "God shows
—Contemplation of the jud^ont of God. God's us the sword, and waves it over our heads, so that
"
judgments permit no malicious or even idle spec- wc should be timeously and profitably alarmed
Knowledge of the holy and righteous God (Stck.). "God can use every creature as His
tators.
from His judgments in this world.
Ver. 5. **The sword it is always prepared to execute His comgodless never want for excuses if one preaches mand" (St.).— "War as a divine judgment,
by analogies, it is too dork ; if by plain state- therefore for the punLshnsent of evil-doers ; but it
ments, it is too simple, blundeiing, etc, 1 Kings is also a preaching of repentance, when God
** The world cries out against
xxii 16" (Ck.).
sharpens the sword and makes it glitter " (L. )
preachers who touch their conscience that which "He who will not <)ubmit to the sword of God's
IS hateful to the world, mnwy are ashamed to conword (H»b. iv. 12) will be overtaken by the
fess" (Schm.).
"The sighing of preachers over sword of the enemy" (Stck.).— Ver. 16 [101
tlieir hearers."
The bad style of criticism of God Himst>lf takes the offering which men will
** Nothing remains
preaching.
but to flee to not give Him voluntarily. The i)er8onal offering
Him by whom they wer? sent to preach " (Stck. ).
" He fares as a
the free and the constmined.
—How do so many sorroons meet such opposi- brute who lives brutishly, Ps. xlix. Wickedly
tion ?
The fault is the hearer's. Thus maiiy a have I lived, wickedly died, shall be the epitaph
sermon is a iudgment to many people.
" The of the godless" (Stck.).— There can be ioy amid
disciples, Luke viii, asked, * What might this the deepest suffering, but not over another's sufparable be?'" (Stck.)
fering, especislly when it is punishment for sin.
Ver. 6 sq. [ver. 1 sq.] The s**ord-word over
" But they obey God only who are obliged to
Judah a word of God, ana a word of destruction. slay such offerings for Him " (L.).— V^cr. 16 [11],
"Jei-nsal'mi,'* the address of a sword, and what a "The executioner with wiiole armies" (B. B.).
tvord I— Ver. 7 [2]. Thither the Jews tamed their !nke sin of tlie people x*ros8es the swoi-d into the
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—

hand

for war.
Sin was also interwoven with the
conquering chaplets of the yictors, as the dew
upon these chaplets was innnmerable tears and
drops of blood.— Which is ever to be remembered
amid songs of triumph!— Fortune of war, as men
call it, what a sad tortunel
God is the judge,
behind and in the conqueror. Ver. 17 [121. Like
people, like prince, the sorrow of the prophets.
** Even
the great have no privilege to sin" (B. B.).
"Pain, but not murmuring
(Stok.).
Ver.
18 [18]. "Trial is a terrible word to a people
that suffers the deepest calamities.
When the
trial comes, nothing remains undisclosed, nothing
unrequited; every varnish disappears, and «Jl
fflitter vanishes" (Henost.).— A tried sword is a
dreadful thing when it turns against a people
whom God has given up to judgment. Ifakingora
people should never have regarded men, they must
regard the man who bears God's sword.— One day
an end will be made of all despisers of God and
man. ^A kingdom's inhumanity its death-sentence.
God relieves men frpm the sceptre of

—
—

—

—

—

—

'*

God spares us still in His long-suffering
(Stck.).- Sins scale the best fortified cities.
Ver. 26 [21]. Prophecy and divination in their

guilty

!

—

Divination under
resemblance and difference.
the omnipotence and wis<Iom of God, as to which
comp. yiMtt. ii. The Egyptian enchanters and
the Chaldean magi in their significance for the
kingdom of God.—Ver. 27 [221 To-day, Jerusalem; to-morrow, thou!— "God makes use even
of divination for prophesying, but in doubtful
circumstances we should apply to Him ; His
word will direct us and divine for us** (Stck.,
" Unbelief is punished in the Ammonites,
St.).
ver. 84" (RiCHT.).— Ver. 28 [28]. "Unbelievers
**
always believe that they are far from judgment

—

—

—

(Stck.).
His own evil conscience, and not
merely the judgment of God which bursts upon
at
him, ought to lead the unbeliever to belief,
least that a righteous God lives, and will not be
mocked.
"The nearer God's judgments, the
more callous the ungodly are wont to become"
Ver. 29 [24]. "Their own sins cry out
(Stck.).
against the ungodlv, and call for God's vengeance.

—

—
—

Rehoboam had formerly despised Israel,
Kings xii. ; Zedekiah regarded neither God nor Gen. iv. 10" (St.)!
Nebuchadnezzar in his peijury; Judah bad long
Ver. 80 [25]. " Thus (Jod gives various titles ;
lightly esteemed God's prophets.
Ver. 19 [HJ comp. Ps. Ixxxii. 6" (W.). -"The ungodly ia
The history of the world as the fulfilment of pro- already judged a couple of years' resi»ite, which

tyrants.
1

—

— Symbolical

;

— The

emblems of are stul left to him, are not accounted of. Before
punishment.
Some must prophesy judgment the eye of faith, the sinner, who is still in reality
who would so willingly speak of redemption, and set on high, lies alreatiy in his blood " (Henost. ).
redemption alone men will not have the bless" From whom He will, God can take away, and
ing, and therefore the curse must be exhibited.
on whom He will, bestow kingdoms, Dan. iv. 29.
•*
Where sin is doubled, there also ia punishment Therefore stand in awe of this great Lord, ye
doubled" (Stck.). God's sword draws not back princes of the people, and serve Him with tremfrom human elevation it reaches the dwellers in bling in the presence of His holy majesty, Ps. ii.
the valley, and those also who sit on lofty seats. 10, ll"(TttB. Bib.).— "Unrepentant wickedness,
No earthly throne is a protection from the which has been often warned and chastised,
sword of God the history of the world is filled which has witnefised manv examples of jndgnient,
with proofs of this. The last mighty pierced- and been long borne with, is the iniquity of the

phecy.

—

prophecy.

—

;

—

;

—

;

— —

through one is Antichrist.
"Alas, who can hide
from the wrath of God! " (B. B.)— Ver. 20 sq.
[16 sq.] Every heart melts under judgment, why
not under God's mercy?— God is always as a
stumbling-block to the ungodly.
How terrible is
judgment in times of peace, but how much worse
in times of war
With the severer judgments of
God, the ungodliness of the sinner comes wholly
to light
Walls are no defence to sinners, when
God is not their defence. The terror of a servant
at the iudgment which will certainly overtake
!

—

—

—

the world. ^The troubled heart of those who proclaim peace, and say. Be ye reconciled to God !
Those whom nothing amazes will at last be
amazed by God's judgment. God's sword on all
sides.

— "Mountains

—

fall

on us,"

etc.,

Luke

xziii.

Rev. vi. 16 sq.— "God has still a king of
80
Babylon, who shall destroy the false Jerusalem "
(B. B.).— Ver. 22. The fearful hands of God,
Heb. T. 81.
Ver. 23 sq. [18 sq.] The ways of the sword of
God. Its manifestation.—God knows how to find
sinners.
Just as Ezekiel sketched to the Jews,
as if with chalk on the table, that which was to
happen to them. Everything proceeds according
to the divine will, whethor we will it or not.
When God judges, everything becomes a finger;

—

—

post to the avengers

whom He

sends.

On many

% life-way the finger-post which will direct
punishment is already erected- Ver. 26 [20].

—

" By Gods arrangement, judgment

shall begin at
the house of God" (Henqst.).— "Let us not
reckon ourselves guiltless when others are found

end" (R B.).-Ver. 81 [26]. "In the kingdom
of God there are no promises, but such as resemble
those streams whicn alternately flow above and
under g^nnd, as surely as all the bearers of the

—

promises are infected with sin " (Henost.).
The
lifting up of Jehoiachin, the casting down of
Zedekiah.
Of this Mary also sang, Luke i. 52"
"David's line proceeds through Zerub(Stck.).
babel to Christ" (L.).—Ver. 82 [27]. The royal
Smce royalty and
sinner, and the royal Saviour.
priesthood shall both be given to Him (Ps. ex.),
of
spiritnally,
spoken
can
as in this
these
only be
sense they pertained to the Anointed with the
Spirit
His kingdom was not of this world, and
the £pistle to the Hebrews is to be read in reference to His high-priesthood.
Ver. 88 sq. [28 sq.] There are doubtless racetypes, prophetic national phyaiognomii*8.
In
Ammon there are the manner of Edom and the
mocking of Ishmael. To defer is not to revoke.
Ammon 's mocking of Israel was at the same time
a deriding of its true and future Ring ; in other
words, of Jehovah and His Anointed, Ps. ii
Jerusalem's punishment should be traced back, not to
God's impotence to defend them, but to His righteousness, which Ammon also is to experience.
The jiuigment of sinners never happens for the
self-justification of other tinners.
Ver. 84 [291
Divination, looking beyond sin and the righteous.
ness of God, is at all times false and deceptive.
But men prefer lies to truth ; for the lie flatten^
while trutJi does not spare. We love the jovs of
the preeenty and therefore we hate the painralneoft

—"

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Divine punishment has a day, which hand. Ver. 36 [81 J How consoling to die in the
How dreadlul to be destroyed by God when the measure is full" (W.).^'- Lord
The world, men, one's own heart, can becom a
False doctrine is punished as well as an evil life.
—Ver. 35 [30]. The place of the sin is often also hell. Let me not fall into the hands of men
tbe place of punishment; but God knows how The wicked the executioners of the wicked.
**
0f truth.—

is not

deferred

!

!

—

!

How

can our Ver. 37. The memory of the righteous is blessed,
own heart is and endures, but the name of the ungodly perishes.
We all have our sentence of death •*Well for him who obtains a new name from
thy judgment
Besides, it also comes to Babylon's God, Prov. X. 7; Rev. iii. 12" (St.).—God's
in Adam.
torn.
For the sword continues to be God's, words of mercy and of judgment are alike
although it glittered for a while in Babylon's sure.
the guilty everywhere.
sweet home became so bitter 1
Thy
to find

—

—

IL The Conviction of Ripeness for Judgment: (n) Of Jerusalem's in particular (ch. xzii.)
(6) and ofJudaKs and IsraeVs as a whole (ch. xxiii.).

;

(a) Jerusalem ripe for Judgment (ch. xxii).

And the word of Jehovah came to me, sayiDg, And thou, son of man, wilt
thou judge % Wilt thou judge the city of blood [wood-diedding] % Then make
3 her to know all her abominations.
And say, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah,
A city that sheds blood in the midst of it, that her time may come, and has
4 made idols for [orer] herself that she may be defiled
In thy blood which
thou hast shed thou hast become guilty, and in thine idols which thou hast
made thou art defiled ; and thou hast caused thy days to draw near, and art
come to thy years therefore have I given thee for a reproach to the heathen,
5 and for a mocking to all lands.
Those that are near, and those that are far
from thee, shall mock at thee as one polluted in name, and full of confusion.
6 Behold, the princes of Israel, every one according to his arm, were in thee in
7 order to shed blood
Father and mother they lightly esteemed in thee
with [in rciauon to] the Stranger they have acted uniustly in the midst of thee ;
8 the widow and the orphan they have oppressed in thee.
My holy things
9 thou hast despised, and hast profaned My sabbaths.
Men of slander have
been in thee to shed blood, and in thee they have eaten upon the mountains
10 they have committed lewdness in the midst of thee. In thee, one has uncovered
a father's nakedness ; in thee they have humbled her that is unclean in
11 her separation.
And one has committed abomination with his neighbour's
wife ; and another has lewdly defiled his daughter-in-law ; and another has
12 humbled [ravished] his sister, his father's daughter, in thee.
They have taken
bribes in thee to shed blood ; thou hast taken usury and increase, and hast
overreached thy neighbour by extortion, and thou hast forgotten Me sen13 tence of the Lord Jehovah.
And, behold, I have smitten My hand at thy
gain which thou hast made, and at thy blood-shedding which was in thy
14 midst.
Will thy heart endure [b« rtedfaatj 1 or will thy hands be strong for
the days when I shall deal with thee I
I, Jehovah, have spoken, and will do
15 [have done].
And I will Scatter thee among the heathen, and disperse thee
in the countries, and will consume [make to cease] thy filthiness out of thee.
16 And thou shalt be profaned in thee [through thee] before the eyes of the heathen,
17 and thou shalt know that I am Jehovah.
And the word of Jehovah came to
18 me, saying.
Son of man, the house of Israel has become to Me dross ; the
whole of them are brass, and tin, and iron, and lead, in the midst of the
19 furnace; they have become the dross of silver. Therefore, thus saith the Lord
Jehovah, Because ye have all become dross, therefore, behold, I will gather
20 you into the midst of Jerusalem,
[as] a gathering together of silver, and
brass, and iron, and lead, and tin into the midst of the furnace, to blow the
fire upon it that it may be melted, so will I gather you in My anger and in
21 My fury, and I will leave you and melt you.
And I will collect you, and will
blow upon you in the fire of My wrath, and ye shall be melted in the midst
22 thereof As silver is melted in the midst of the furnace, so shall ye be melted
in the midst of it ; and ye shall know that I, Jehovah, have poured out My
*3, 24 fury unor you.
Aiid the word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Son of man
1,

2

!

:

!

:
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say to her, Thou art a land that is not cleansed, that has no rain in the day
25 of indignation. The conspiracy of her prophets [i$] in her midst; like a roaring lion ravening the prey they have devoured souls, taken treasure [property]
and precious things [jewel*] her widows they have multiplied in the midst of
26 her. Her priests have done violence to My law, and profaned My holy things;
they have not distinguished between holy and unholy, nor discerned between
clean and unclean ; and they have hidden their eyes from My sabbaths, and I
27 am profaned among them. Her rulers fprincet] in the midst of her were like
wolves ra\ ening the prey, to shed blood, to destroy souls, and to make gain.
28 And her prophets have daubed for them with whitewash, seeing vanity and
divining lies' for them, saying. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, when Jehovah
29 hath not spoken. The people of the land have practised oppression, and
committed robbery, and have vexed the poor and needy, and oppressed the
30 stranger against the right And I sought for a man among them that miglit
build up a wall, and might stand in the breach [step into the gip] before Me for
31 the land, that I might not destroy it ; and I found none. So I poured [pour]
out upon them My indignation, in thei fire of My wrath I consumed [coii«iuii«J
them ; I have recompensed [recompenae] their way upon their head sentence
of the Lord Jehovah.
;

'
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fundamental reference of the divine discourae

its significance for Judah and
oftrei)eated : ** in the midst of,"
significantly to Jerusalem as the place
where sin had been, and in which punishment
would be, concentrated. Jerusalem was the Paris
of the land of Judah.
The chapter comprises
three sections.
is

to Jerusalem, in

["This chapter stands closely related to the
the land.—The
last chapter, and may fitly be regarded as supplepoints
mentary to

it ; the former having presented a
striking delineation of the Lord's purpose to execute the severity of His displeasure upon the
people of Jenisalem, while this returns to lay open
the fearful mass of corruption on account of which
such severity was to be inflicted.
In what is
written here there is nothing properly new ; in
its general purport, it is a repetition of the chaives
which were urged in ch. ix. ; and so the chapter begins mucli in the same way,
with a call upon the
prophet to judge the people, and set before them
their iniquities.
There, however, the charge took
the form of a historical review for the purpose
of connecting the present state of wickedness
with the past, and showing how continuously the
stream of corruption had flowed through all
periods of their national existence.
Here, on the
other hand, the prophet looks exclusively to the
present, and brings out in fearful array the many
neinous and rampant sins which were crying^ in
heaven's ear for vengeance.*' Faikbairn's tkekkl, p. 249.—W. F.f
Jerusalem becomes eroecially prominent at the
very beginning of the cnapter ; and to tlie doee,

—

—

Vers. 1-16. Jertuakm's Abominationgt tvhieh

had made
Ver.

2.

it

ripe/or Judgment

Comp. at ch. xx.

4.

—The plural,

q^ot

points to bloody acts, and
tells of blood-guiltiness (rer. 4).
The explanation of this title of Jerusalem fol'ows in ver. 3
(ch. ix. 9).
To such a pitch of violence have the
abominations reached. (Comp. at ver. 8.) Comp.
ch. V. 11, xvi. 2.
summary statement of her
abominations is a judging of Jerusalem. Ch. xx.
speaks especially of the abominations of their
ancestors, this of the abominations of the existing generation, as facts visible to every one,
proving their ripeness for judgment.
Ver. S
speaks of shedding blood, as ver. 22, on the other
hand, of shedding (pouring out) ftny.
It ma^
refer to murderous deeds genendly; specially to

(comp. at ch.

vii. 28),

A

—
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4-13.

and then follows the ^Bgf

ardors, consequently to the shedding of
the innocent blood of righteous, God-fearing men,
Comp. Matt xxiii. 87. The city
prophets, etc.

to )iis power, strove

which had its name from ** peace " has become a
city of death to those who require true peace.

the "city of blood-shedding" (comp. ch. xix.).-—
[HXv. Directed towards his arm. Ewald Each
according to his own authority, i.e. arbitrarily.
HiTZ. Were helpful the one to the othi-r (Ps.
Ixxxiii. 8).]— Ver. 7. To the disorder in the higher

judicial

^

de eventu ;

the inevitable result

it is

;

while

0^1,

which

is

;

constantly repeated in relation to

T

:

:

:

t

so acts, it also brings its time,— the final day
The Inaking of
of judgment (ch. xxL 30, 84).
idoU (comp. at ch. vi. 4) exi*laias the '* abominait

tions" of ver.

2.

— n^P

siiuply

means the

lifting

up of the idols orer those who worship them.
[Keil: as it were, covering the city therewith.
Hiv.: Jerusalem, as it were^ laden with idols, as
Hengst.: so
of an intolerable burden and debt.
that it heaps upon itself defilement with its con**
sequences.
HiTZ.
For itself," in order to
Others : " Against
make the idols gracious.
itself," le. to its hurt, or: "beside itself."]
Ver. 4. The deeds of blood are Jerusalem's bloodSiltiness ; the abominations of the idols which
The one is
ve been made are its defilement.
rooted (3) in the other.
But therewith and
:

thereby the sinful city has herself brought near
her dA3rB (comp. vers. 14 and 8), thus wantonly
(thortening the respite of grace ; she is the more
quickly ripened for jud^ent (ch. ix. 1, xii 28).
rHiLLiP9. ** As the punishment is first introduced
by the therefore, it is intimated that Jerusalem
has squandered all her days and years in bloodshed, etc (?) According to Hengst., the days and
Tears are those of decision, of the crisis which she
oiings on by her violent dealing. And art oome
to thy yeazv, is evidently parallel to the previous
sentence; at least the ** years" cannot te those
of chastisement and judgment (Keil) ; and Hitzig
rightly opj>o8es the idea that there is any parallelism with Jer. xi. 23 (ch. xxiii. 12). The figure
of a pereon ripe for death (not exactly aged) underthat has
lies the expression, as Hitzig puts it
Reproach;
arrived at (ly) their full measure.
:

—

:

complete dissolution of

circles corresponded the

those bonds of subordination between children and
their parente (Ex. xx. 12 ; Deut. xxvii. 16), iNhich
must underlie the obedience of subjects to their
At all events, as the princes earned it
princes.
towards the people, so the people carried it towards those who were entitled rather to demand
consideration and protection,— as the stranger,
the widow, and the orphan, ch. xviii. 18, 7.
Comp. Ex. xxii. 20 sq. ; Deut. xxiv. 14 sq.—
Ver. 8. And, finally, Jerusalem became towards
Comp. farther,
(iod what it was towards men.
second group
ch. xvi. 69, XX. 12, 24.—Ver. 9.
comparison witii Lev. xix. 16, to
of sins.
which it is parallel, leads one to think of false

A

A

witnesses like those mentioned in 1 Kings xxi.
10 sq., who acted as informers in subserviency to

the princes.
fits

^31,

properly

:

the slanderer, which

in admirably with the foregoing.

Hengst.:

" the slanderer as an idail person." A clique of
this nature had formed itself into a corporation
Comp. also ver. 6.— Ch. xviii. 6.
in Jerusalem.
The relation to God is coupled therewith, -the
worship of false gods, with lying
against one's neighbour (in thee, to be understood
of the inhabitants of Jerusalem), with which worship, "lewdness" (ch. xvi. 27) of every kind
was naturally bound up.—Ver. 10. Mother or
step-mother; comp. Lev. xviii. 7, 8, xx. 11 (1 Cor.
V. 1).
An tJ^K is to be supplied as the subject
falsity of the

In consequence of
of the verb.—Ch. xviii. 6.
child-bearing, as well as during the monthly
Comp. at Lev. xviii 19, xx. 18.— Ver. 11.
period.
^^_{5^^. There were such cases ! Im-

^,^—

comp. ch. xxi. 33 ; so that what Animon is there
A specimen of the moral
(Ch. purity in every form.
to be punished for, appears-here as deserved.
6.— Lev. xvih.
V. 14, 15.)
Ver. 6. Fuller explanation of ** mock- atmosphere asa whole.— Ch. xviii.
Sam. xiii. 12).
ing to all lands," which are more precisely de- 15, XX. 12.— Lev. xviiL 12 (2
They mock, since Tacitus, ^w^ v. 5.— Ver. 12. Third gionp of sms.
scribed as the near and the far.
unrighteous
Jerusalem must seem to them sullied, so for as As false witnesses (ver. 9), so also
of
which is not to l)e nntier- judges, served the " princes." The corruption
its name is concerned
it proceeded
of the sins ot the "holy" city, but the higher cksses is t-mphasized,8too<l morally,
the prominence
of its fatf, which dooms the city of God to fall from above downwards,— so that
What they them- of the nilers of Israel for the judgment of God
into the hands of the heathen.
while in a sense so very
selves have done by sin (ver. 8 sq.) is requited to (ch. xxi. 17) is justified
from
them in a corresponding punishment. The con- different, all good shouM have come to Israel
God s
fusion may be internal (through fear) and exter- those in authority, and especially through
Comp. Ex. xxiii. 8 (1 Sttm. viii.
nal overthrow and ruin (Deut. vii. 23, xxviiL 20); representatives.
The discourse
Lev. xxv. 36.
[Hrrz.: Inward 3).—Ch. xviii. 8
also tumult, like ch. vii. 7.
now gathers itself for tlie direct form of address
moral and religious confusion.]
and since henc« the brevity and the energetic close. SelfVer. 6. Instances .ire now stated
"neighviolence was first of all referred to, the finger in, seeking, which makes one ignore one's
of God,
as it were, pointed to the example of the princes, bour," finally abolishes the remembrance
The which is the soul of all moral relations.
as a sometlung patent to the eyes of all.
Ver. 13 passes over to the subject of punisharm alone was taken into account by them not
As the guilt is appaneither equity nor duty— not ment for such conduct
right, but might
Israers rent (" Behold," ver. 6), so also is the judgment
even the responsibility of their position.
(Behold), when there is such ripeness for it.—
princes were princ«a " according to the arm,"
each according to his own power, not tx gratia Dei, have smitten My hand, is usually regardi^l ('ik<«
This cmnects ** princes " with " weje. " It has also ch. xxi. 22, 19) as an indignant gesture at (on
been by some coupled with what follows ** to be account of) thy gain, etc. (Ewaij> as a s'gnnl
Each, according that the last hour should come) ; which neithei
there with the intention," etit.

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

:

;

:

:
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the words nor the connection can recommend.
Hitzig, far more appropriately: Jehovah is indignantly occupied with the matter of their gain
as heing unrignleons, it is brittle, and He shall
smite it with the hand, etc. yvn means to cut
:

to plunder, also: to break; so that in the
come," there may already lie the **li^htly
go." The avenging hand of retributive righteousness strikes the gain first, because this was
mentioned first in ver. 12 ; but at once a return
off,

"lijfhtly

—

is

made

to the (collective)

**

shed blood,** py very

appropriately alternating with ^^.

Vn, a

pluraUiit

much

in

is

multUndinis

:

[Henost.

which there

**of

:

is

—

—

—

the peculiar phrase of ver. 16,

^a

in^rui

•

That

which Jerusalem shall completely become, through
divine punishment, it hus alix:ady become in
itself through its sins ; it is already profaned in
itself,
according to the fi^re, it has become

—

the ignoble dross of noble silver.
else to

Jehovah (^fr^^n)

;

It appears as
it

only remains

;

absolutely sure, therefore the interrogative
forms, which are equivalent to negatives.
Oomp.
therewith ch. xxi. 12, 20, vii. 27, vi. 69, xvii.
24.— Ver. 16. Ch. xii. 16, xx. 23.— The complete
extinction of Jerusalem's uncleanness can only be
understood as the extinction of its polluted inhaiv. 4,

and think of a

during the
^nj,

exile.

purification

—Ver.

either =** thou

formerly thou wert

16.

^3

it

with

if

n^rui.

possessest thyself,"

My

inheritjuice, the

from

—while

heathen

or=

=

com p.

ch. vii. 24.

—

^In

thee.
Henost. So that thou must experience
in thyself the desecration as punishment for ver.
:

Hav.

"Then

Jerusalem stands out as an
unholy city, which has profaned itself by its own
conduct, and as such has received its recompense
before the eyes of all peoples, vers. 4, 5." [Hitz.
Through all those who belong to her, who through
ler mournful fate shall tend to her dishonour
hus is she her own spot. Dent. xxxiL 6.] Comp.
:

fomace which

Isa.

'*
shall see that thou art so no more (!) ;
thou
art possessed," either by the heathen who rule
over thee ; or
I inherit thee, take thee in possession, as all the heathen shall perceive.
Altogether forced.
Therefore the more recent inter-

preters derive it from "i^n;

that the fact of its guilt should become evident
as a fact, to the eyes of the heathen, through the
judgments of Gotl. For this purpose Jerusalem,
which had ministered to sin, now becomes the

is employed for its punishment,
and the ignoble dix>ss-community is completely
consumed; in other words, annihilated. If the
of the people text be -viewed in this way, no objection can be
made to the figure, and all the earlier and later

Others compare

bitants, ver. 3 sq.

:

;

it

:

thy midst"] Ver. 14. The judgment nothing
not yet come, hence the future but the rtsult

is

8.

from the silver.
The figure indeed employs a
noble metal, but nothing of it save the ignoble
(comp. at vers. 20, 22) dross—of which a clearer
idea is presently given by the whole of them
are brus and tin and iion—continues to exist
in Jerusalem (Isa. i. 22 ; Jer. vi. 27 sq. ).
Thus
would God say thus has Jerusalem, anticipating the impending judgment, shown itself as a
smelting furnace.
Lignt is hereby thrown on

—

misunderstandings of it may be corrected.
Ver.
19 clearly expresses the thought underlying the
figure employed.
As the individual persons are
to be thought of as scattered here and there, and
as seeking protection in the fortified city on the
approach of the enemy, the gathering together
of all into Jerusalem by Jehovah is not to be
understood in a merely figurative sense even
though in Ver. 20 the expression is again employed in accordance with the figure of the furnace.
The 3 of comparison (nvap) i>* dropped

—

euphony.
That silyer is still
spoken of in regard to the impending judicial
proce-ss jiartly aiises from the necessities of the
figure, as ver. 22 shows still more plainly ('*as
silver is melted"), and partlv from the fact that
the word contains a significant and painful
for the sake of

reminiscence of that which Israel had been, and
of that which it could become in the crucible of
God-sent tribulation
In the brass, etc. there
is still some silver, interpreters say ; but this idea
is entirely excluded by the "dress" of ver. 18.
The meaning of the comparison is rather this, that
while in other cases there is also silver along
with the bi'ass, etc., or that which is cast into
the furnace is only silver ore, from which art and
skill then extract a noble metal (Mai. iii. 3 , sn
here a similar process takes place in anger and
fury, resulting no more in purification (Unibr.
finds the purifying judgment of Go»i prefigured
in the complete melting)
at least neither Uxe
text nor context points to such an issue but in
Keil. like Hitzig, Ls
complete annihilation.
obliged to admit that the "melting" is here
regarded as punishment only, and the separation
of the ignoble poi*tions is not taken into consideration.— Vei. 21. Ch. xxi. 36.
!

ver. 18.

Vers. 17-22.

The JvdgmerU

Melting

in Jerusalem

m Hie Furnace.

a

Ver. 18. The figure (as to which see Introd. p.
18) in which the discoui-se clothes itself, in order
to rouse and occupy the attention of the hearers
all the more, takes its theme from the immediately preceding verses, 16 and 16.
According
to ver. 16, annihilation shall accomplish the
cleansing of Jerusalem.
Things have come to
such a pass with the holy city, that there is for it
no other purification. Thosie who think of any
other purification, from what is spoken of in ver.
If?, must regard it as taking place outside Jerusalem, to wit, in the exile.
The houBe of Israel,
as far as it comes into account, has become dross
(S^O here only, elsewhere yo^ refuse of metals).

—

—

ADDITIONAL JIOTE ON CH.

1D3 D^3D

(the reverse order: q^jd P|D3, in Prov.

["In modem metallur^

Xxil.

lead

is

17-22.

employed

XX vi. 23— silver dross which

for

is not yet purified) the purpose of purifying silver from other mineral
not even ore containing silver, but means products. The alloy is mixed with lead exposed
(P.-ov. xxy. 4) dross which has been separated to fusion upon an earthen vessel, and submitted
is
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By thU means the dross is oonThis process is called the oupelling
operation, with which the description in Ezek.
xxii. 18-22, in the opinion of Mr. Napier {Met
of Bible, p^. 20-24), accurately coincides: 'The
essel containing the alloy is surrounded by the
fire, or placed in the midst of it, and the blowing
ii not applied to the fire, but to the fused metaU.
And when this is done, nothing but the
perfect metals, gold and silver, can resist the
seorifying influence.'
And in support of his condosion he (|note6 Jer. vi. 28-30, adding, *This
description is perfect.
If we take silver having
the imparities in it descrited in the text, namely,
iron, copper, and tin, and mix it with lead, and
place it in the fire upon a cupell, it soon melts
the lead will oxi^izei and form a thick, coarse
cnut upon the surface, and thus consume away,
to A blast of air.

lomed.

.

.

.

bat effecting

no

purifjring influence.

anything, worse than before. . The
nlrer is not refined because **the bellows were
homed," there existed nothing to blow upon it,'
etc (Smith. Diet, of the BiMe, art ** Lead.")—
.

.

W.F.J
28-31. Jerusalem's Ripeness for Judgment extending to ait Classes.

This third section runs parallel with the firat,
1-16.
Thus the end returns to the begin-

vers.

and the whole is rounded ofl*. There the
of the prevailing corruption is described, here its extent, as one which has peneBing,

character

tnted

to all classes

Many interpreters

pK

;

Hav.

:

in

Jerusalem.

unnecessarily

The pronoun

is

Thus
x. 1 ; Ezek. xxxiv. 26 ; Rev. xi. (5, etc.
no ^race of grace will appear in the judgment.
Hbnqst. "that has no rain,'* etc, that finds
no grace, because impurity is not removed. The
:

rain could extinsuisli the flame of divine indigtaken as the
nation.
Or, with Kimchi, ^Dfi^^

^

8/m.

Pual: that "is not rained upon."
This reading Eeil adopts, and (because rain is
not a purifying medium according to Hebrew
"that is not shone
ideas) he makes mnbo
pret.

TT

=

:

;

on by light " so that, enjoying neither sunshine
nor shower in the day of wratli, the land falls
under the curse of barrenness. Ewald, again, thus
gives the sense While in other cases fire can be
mitigated and extinguished, on the day when the
land is overtaken, ver. 22 (31), by the tire of God's
indignation, it shall not be freed ft'om its glowing
The alloy heat nor made fVuitful by rain from heaven.}—

Tvmains, if

Vers.

2n

23-26.

—Ver.

refer

n^

24.

to

:

The

0(»iipiiaoy (Isa. viii. 12; Jer. xi. 9)
comp. at ch. xiii.) prq[>heti, indicates that they acted not merely as separate
individuals, but as a corporation, made strong by
combination and unity, so that they were careful
not to contradict each other's lies. They appear
as a sort of inquisition, every whei-e prepared to
denounce the servants of God to the animosity of
the great, and to hand them over to the sword of
the princes.
[HiTZ.: As the prophets ap}»ear
again in ver. 28 (but comp. there!), as ver. 27
says almost the same thing (as ver. 25) of civil
dignitaries (which, however, is no reason for supposing the same class to be referred to !), while
what is said of prophets and priests, vers. 26 and
28, is totally dissimilar (which, however, proves
nothing),— on these grounds Hitzig reads n^K^t'O,

Ver. 25.

of her

(false,

placed before the
coi^ecturing that Zeph.

iii. 3 is the original of
our passage. He also lays stress on the fact that
ver. 6 began with the princes, so that instead of
the prophets he understands in our verse the
quite sufficient if ^6 (as is the case throughout royal family» together with the groat officers of the
The first section of tlie chapter, with
crown.]
the chapter) be referred to Jerusalem.
For Jeru- which the last runs parallel, made prominent,
tilem is constantly taken for the whole land and violence on the one hand, and go«llessuess on the
people, so that this relation scarcely requires, at other.
To this twofohl division there corresponds
least here, to be made spe<iially prominent
In a twofold class-personification— in vei-s. 25, 2<>,
that case jnx r»K ^ evidently a figurative form prophets and priests^ in vers. 27, 28, civil uflicei-s
and prophets. The significance of false prophecy
of address; Jerusalem = Judah, is likened to a land
(comp. at ch. xiii.) is indicated by the fiict that
in the manner then following.
Finally, it can be it is here referred to at the beginning and at the
tU the more regarded as a ** land " from' the fact
All which is swept away by Hitzig's unend.
that everything which is in the land is to be colnecessary alteration of the text, to which evcii
lected inio Jenisalem.
The land is called not Keil assents, in opposition to old authorities.
duansed, namely, from the weeds, briars, and The portraiture of the prophets in regard to their
thorns with which it is overgrown ; comp. Heb.
violent dealing, as BOul-devourerB, is founded on
ri. 8.
[Not, as Haveniick puts it: *' unclean, the figure (ch. xix.
**
roaring lion " (col7) of the
stained with sin," which lies outside the figure.]
lective, or each of them).
With Uiis conipai-e

noon to which it refers for the sake of emphasis.
The whole land is named because the far-reaching
extent of their sin is borne in mind.
It will be

1 Pet V. 8, and also ch. xiii. 18, 19, which is not
very foreign to the subject, and to which the
ment
That which best harmonizes with the ravening the prey (ch. xix. 3) may also con bun
context is: whose rain is not, i.e. appears not in an allusion.
They enrich themselves with the
the day of jud^ent— namely, the rain belon^ng possessions of the pious, whom they surrender to
to it, and which should have made it fnntful death, thereby increasing the nuuibcr of the
(Heb. vL 7).
In the words of the Epistle to the widowB of Jerusalem. Ver. 26. Her priests.
Hebrews: found good for nothing, it is nigh unto The reference is to godlessness ; the transition is
curnng, and its end is to be burned.
[Other made by the word 'nolenoe. The law of Go<l is
Hiv.: "Its rain shall not de- violated by the priests in reganl to those very
interpretations:
fend on the day of indignation," namely, that things from which it was the duty of the priestwhich, as a gracious pledge (Lev. xxvi. 4 ; Deut. hood to debar the ]»eople.
Laxity in doctnne, as
xi. 14, xxv*ii. 12), was promised to the people.
well as laxity in life, was a violation of God's authoComp. Joel ii. 23; Hoe. ri. 3; Jer. v. 24; Zech. rity in Israel. (Zenh. iii. 4 ;'comp. also Mark viL

rQX^

ic^

must contain a corresponding

state-

—

—
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Not content with making the law morality is a fiction opposed to experienee"
HiTZ.
a sham, they went in the very teeth of it. " The (Hbmost.).
3. The loosening of the bonds of filial obedience,
very comprehensive expression: holy things (ver.
8), is unfolded (a) with a retrospective reference disrespect to the rites of religious worship, a disto Lev. X. 10, 11
(6) with reference to the Sah- order^ condition of the rektions between the
.haths (ch. xx. 12). In regard to the former, they sexes, open licentiousness, adultery, a social
should have watched lest the holy should become opinion which tolerates or recognises it, bribery,
profane, as it was also their duty to teach how extortion, the arrogance of wealth, oppression of
the unclean could be cleansed; with which latter inferiors, and such like, are in all times the
the mention of the Sabbath is suggestively cloud-streaks presaging the gathering storm which
The two sets of opposites are not will burst on a people.
coupled.
4. False propnecy leans on civil authority, and
simply placed in contrast, and Jrpa is not
therefore flatters and serves it.
In God and His
chosen without design ; for, besides the matter of kw, in human conscience and personal faith, it
Tnat is always the
their differences, the change of the one into the has neither root nor support
other is in question.
^yn^H (diBoem) is to a civil position of false tneology, as of ^every court
clergy, however orthodox it may otherwise be.
certain extent a judicial expression, since, in re6 The dissolution of a nation's life takes plaoe
points
unclean,"
it
to
lation to the ''clean and
when false doctrine comes into vogue. Going
H).
xvii.
(Luke
determinations
official
their
hand in hand with the passions, it banishes conFrom My Sabbaths, etc., not only means that sclentiousness from official life. Priests become
they saw them desecrated by the people without worldly courtiers, who aim at making a career for
otfeVing any opposition, but that they did not themselves judges become dependent and open
wish to do* so, sinc^ they themselves had for- to influences, and take their cue from the reigning
sworn, and lived in neglect of, the Sabbath law.
When the
power and from public opinion.
Ver. 27. TVH^ ca" also he: her princes, but in Church and the bench take their tone from party
Comp. at spirit, then, along with sound teaching and civil
ver. 6 the word is the precise ^K'fe'^rights, the religious and moral foundations of
It means properly the heads of tribes, national life are swept away. The ruling principle
ch. xi. 2.
families, etc., on wnom lay the obligation of becomes mere caprice, which undermines the penal
"the poli- code with frivolous distinctions, shallow concepadministering the laws. [Henost.
They are de- tions of law, alleviation of penalties, lax views at
tical authorities and officiaK"J
Comp. to responsibility, etc.
scribed in relation to their "violence.
Zeph. iii. 3. As to the rest, comp. with ver. 12.
The authorities of Jerusalem, the judges of thn
HOMILETIC HINTS.
people (this follows from the similar conduct,
Ver.
false
1
"Thus
God's complaint against Hie
principle
tlie
sq.
the
same
as
on
ver. 25), act
and our times are not
This is again expressly confirmed in people is ever renewed
prophets.
unlike those.
But one should not be weary of
Ver. 28, where on^ must be referred to what
administering reproof " (Stck.).
Ver. 2. Comp.
"The prophets are judges through
goes immediately before. The false prophets are at ch. XX. 4.
here mentioned in relation to their godlessness. Qoil's word, the apostles through the Spirit, wh<»
[Bunsen: "They are depicted in ver. 25 princi- convinces the world of sin, John xvi. 9. The
pally on the side of their selfishness, and here as saints judge the whole world, 1 Cor. vi. 2 sq.
the responsible watchmen of the people (ch. iii. The spiritual man judgeth all things, 1 Cor. ii.
17 sq.), appointed bv God to prevent them being 16. 'This judgment-seat is better than a worldly
This is the employment of the keys in
lulled to sleep.*'] 6omp. at ch. xiii. 10, 9, 7.— one.
*
Ver. 29. The common people resemble the digni- binding and loosing the power of the keys*"
Comp. ch. (H. H. ). "A Jerusalem may become a Sodom, a
taries and authorities at Jerusalem.
Let no one think
(Ex. xxii. 20; Deut. xxiv. holy city a den of murderers.
xviii. 18, xvi. 49.
17.)— Ver. 80. According to the significance of himself so secure as to be in no danger of falling,
21 " ( W.). - Ver. 8. "God has meted
false prophecy (comp. at ver. 25), among them Rom. xi. 20,
is to DC referred to the false prophets; ch. xiii. 6 out to sinners the time of forbearance, the day of
makes this certain. [Hitz. Not by intercession, grace" (Cocc). The sinner imagines that he can
but as a righteous man. But where, then, was go on without end, and so hastens on all the
Ver. 4. He who wantonly
Jeremiah ? And how is this consistent with ch. faster to the end.
As Jerusalem stands for the land, wages war makes himself blood-guilty. "They
xiv. 12 sq. ?]
so one of its prophets ought to have been found, made idols for themselves, which is even worse
who would intercede for the land, and thus avert than cherishing the ordinary superstition of the
idolatry which nas been handeii down to us" (L.).
its destruction by Jehovah.— Ver. 31. Ch. vii. 8,
^Whoever mocks God, is mocked by God in Hia
4, ix. 10, etc.
own time, through men.— Ver. 6. " We bear the
name of evangelical, we believe that we possess
THEOLOGICAL REMARKS.
the pure doctrine therefore we should be the
xviii.,
Ezekiel
shows
an
in
ch.
as
Here,
more careful to keep the gospel before our eyea.
1.
understanding of the law according to the spirit and to remain far from pollution and false
"Every one shrinks from m
of the Messiah, who is in him, >.«. in Christ's doctrine" (I*.).
See the Sermon on the Mount. The polluted name, but not from a polluted life, which
manner.
connection between God's obligations and human makes one dishonourable before God" (B. B.).
duty is treated quite according to Christ's spirit Sin brings the best order into confusion. Ver. 6.
"See how it is laid on the conscience of teachers
and manner of appi^hending it.
2. "The distinction between religion and and preachers to condemn the siLs cv&n of those
9.)

:

**

—

;

;

:

'

;

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

—

—

;

—

—
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who are high in station (TDb. Bib. ). Since their
example is so mach taken notice of, princes should
h)ok more intently to God's word and law than to
their own authority.
Civil power should be for a
terror to evil-doers, but should not minister to the
gratification of the flesh.
Blood-stains may be
seen even upon the purple.
Might goes before
right
even an Old Testament experience. Ver.
7. Parents are themselves to blame for the disobedience of their children, but at last a whole
people is required to bear the blame.
Ood is
assailed in the persons of the stranger, widow, and
fatherless; they are God's wards.
^A man should
be most on his guard against,* and especially
•ensitiye to, that which most easily leads him
astray.
Ver. 8. Jehovah's holy things were
'*

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

**
things, jtersons, times, etc.
Tne idea
of the sanctuary is as wide as that of the Jewish
religion" (Henost.).— Comp. at ch. xx. 12.—He
profanes the Sabbath who does not celebrate it,
who celebrates it ill or who consecrates it to the
service of sin.
Ver. 9. **The slanderer is a thief"
(SrcK. ).
Where the ruler is wicked, false tongues
are plentiful.
Where there are wicked juoges,
Mse witnesses are not wanting. False speech is
bue coin. Compare at ch. xviii. 16, xvi 16.
Impurity and idolatry in their combination.
Ver. 10 sq. Custom and morals go together.
Impurity ruins the individual, the family, and
the state, in body and soul.
God sees when
we supijose ourselves unseen. Though the ruler
be still, God is not silent.
There are sins which
sink man, who was made in the image of God,
lower than the beasts.
Parents, watch over the
members of your families from earliest years.
—Ver. 12. Every man has his price, for which he
** Men in autnority, counsellors
can be bought
of kings, take heed of covetousness, of gifts, of
riolence and misuse of your oflice, otherwise God's
Tengeance will surely smite you and your houses !
(jrtiu Bib.)
Jewish tradition ascribes the destruction of Jerusalem to covetousness, because it
is the root of all evil.
" Not only he who demands

places,

—
—
—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

more than

is just,

but he also who shows no

for-

bearance, oppresses his neighbour. Matt xviii.
28 so." (Stc'K.)— •* Avarice spares neither friend
or foe, its rule is self-interest" (Stok.).— He who
\oxea not his neighbour as himself has foi^^tten
•* ForgetfuJness of Go<i opens the window
Ood.
to every wicked action " (H. H.).— Ver. 13. How

—

(b)
1,
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God's hand in the end strikes upon all the handi
of men
Ver. 14. In sin and in the time of God's
iudginent how difl*erent is the bearing of men !—
When God is against us, heart and hand, courage
and power, fail.— ** God speaks not in vain, and
Ver. 15.
will do more than terrify" (B. B.).
Awful cleansing the extirpation of the ungodly
I

—

—

—

—

—When we make

no end, God makes it Ver.
hides His own from men, but here
sinners are given up to the heathen.
Ver. 17 sq. Threefold smelting furnace Of sin,
of trial, where
in whicJi one can become dross ;
the silver is tested; of judgment, where even
the droas is consumed. The dross-communities.
"Oh that a salt may still continue among us,
that we may be preserved from utter corruption
(TtJB. Bib.)—Ver. 18. The dross does not typify
hypocrites ; but where what one had, has been
taken away, there the past may have been very
noble.
Ver. 19. The heaping up of sins, and the
^thering of sinners for judgment. Ver. 20 sq.
God's anger and fuiy— sad sniflters! Unsavoury
salt ia trodden under foot. Matt v. 13.— Ver. 28
sq. The judgment-day considers whether cleansing
has taken ]^ace and fruit been brought forth.
Not merely the soil, but much more the heart of
roan, yields all manner of weeds. God has denied
rain to no soul. His word has been richly bestowed
on us.—Ver. 25. It should not impose on godly
men that false prophets keep together; falsity
must be aided by falsity. Satan the great conThe avarice and
spirator to the end of time.
hireling is
worldliness of false theology.—
never a soul-seeker" (Stck.).— Ver. 26. Not only
by direct transgression, but also by false explanation and interpretation of the law of God, is violence
done to it The sacred boundary -guaixi between
Christ and Belial.
**The teacher who does not
make a marked difference between the godly and
ungodly in applying saving truth, profanes the
name of the Lord in the sanctuary" (St.).— Ver.
27. No one is placed so high as to be beyond the
reach of divine punishment. The loss of a single
soul over against the gaining of the whole world.
Ver. 28. Comp. at ch. xiii.— Ver. 29. Where
prophecy does no good, a people must become a
Ver. 80 sq. The pious are the lightningwaste.
**The want of
conductors of God's judgments.
pious people is a terrible want, the premonition
of judgment " (Cocc. ).
16.

God

—

—

:

—

—

!

—

—

—

—

—

"A

—

—

—

Judah and InraeVs Ripeness for Judgment

—

(ch. xxiii.).

2
And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Son of man, there were
3 two women, the daughters of one mother ; And in E^ypt they played the
wanton ; in their youth they wantoned, there were their breasts pressed, and
4 there were the teats of their virginity bruised.
And their names were
" Oholah," the great [greater], and " Oholibah " her sister and they were
mine, and bare sons and daughters ; and their names were Samaria Oholah,
5 and Jerusalem Oholibah. And Oholah when under me played the wanton,
6 uid doted upon her lovers,—on Assyria, her neighbours,
Clothed in
purple, captains and rulers, all of them comely young men, knights riding on
7 horses. And she bestowed her wantonness upon them, all the choice of the
sons of Assyria and with all on whom she doted, with all their idols she
8 polluted herself. And her whoredoms brought from i^ypt she did not
leave ; for they lay with her in her youth, and they bruised her virgin breasts,
9 and poured their whoredoms upon her. Therefore I gave her into the hand
;

—

—

;
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of her lovers, into the hand of the sons of Assyria, upon whom she doted.
10 These discovered her nakedness [shame] ; they took her sons and daughters,
and herself they slew with the sword, and she became a name to women, and
And her sister Oholibah saw it, and
11 they executed judgment upon her.
made her wantonness more corrupt than she, and her whoredoms more than
12 the whoredoms of her sister. She doted on the sons of Assyria, captains
and rulers, her neighbours, clothed gorgeously, knights riding upon horses, all
13 of them comely young men. And I saw that she was defiled ; they had both
14 one way. And she still added to her whoredoms ; and she saw men portrayed
Girdled
15 upon the wall, likenesses of the Chaldeans, painted with vermilion.
with a girdle on their loins, flowing turbans on th^ir heads, all of them having
the appearance of leaders, the likeness of the sons of Babylon, of the Chsf
16 deans in the land of their birth. And she doted upon them as soon as her
17 eyes saw them, and sent messengers unto them to Cnaldea. And the sons of
Babylon came to her into the bed of love, and defiled her through their
whoredoms ; and she was polluted with them, and her soul was estranged
18 from them. And she discovered her whoredoms,* and discovered her nakedness ; and My soul was estranged from her, as My soul had been estranged
19 from her sister. And she multiplied her whoredoms, so that she remembered
the days of her youth, when she played the wanton in the land of £gypt.
"20 And she doted on their paramours, whose flesh is the flesh of asses, and their
21 issue the issue of horpos.
Yea [»nd] thou didst seek after the lewdness of thy
youth, when the Egyptians bruised thy teats on account of thy youthful
22 breasts. Therefore, Oholibah, thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I will
stir up thy lovei^s against thee, from whom thy soul is estranged, and I will
23 bring them against thee from every side ; The sons of Babylon, and all the
Chaldeans, Pekod, and Shoa, and Koa, all the sons of Assyria with them,
comely young men, c^iptains and rulers all of them, leaders and men
24 of renown, every one riding on horses.
And they shall come against
thee with weapons, chariot and wheel, and with an assembly of peoples
target and shield and helmet they shall set against thee round about;
and I will set judgment before them, and they shall judge thee with their
25 judgments.
And I will set My jealousy upon thee, and they shall deal
with thee in fury ; they shall take away thy nose and thine ears, and thy
remnant shall fall by the sword ; they shall take thy sons and thy daughtei^,
26 and thy remnant shall be devoured by the fire. And they shall strip thee of
27 thy clothes, and take away thy fair jewels. And I will make thy lewdness
to cease from thee, and thy whoredom from the land of Egypt ; and thoa
28 shalt not lift up thine eyes to them, nor remember Egypt any more. For
thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I will deliver thee into the hand of
those whom thou hatest, into the hand of those from whom thy soul is
29 estranged. And they shall deal with thee in hatred, and shall take away all
thy earning, and leave thee naked and bare; and the nakedness of thy
whoredoms shall be discovered, and thy lewdness and thy wanton courses.
30 This shall be done unto thee because thou hast gone a-whoring after the
31 heathen, because thou hast defiled thyself with their idols. In the way of
32 thy sister thou hast gone, and I give her cup into thy hand. Thus saith the
Lord Jehovah, The cup of thy sister, the deep and wide, thou shalt drink ;
33 it shall be for laughter and mockery according to its measure. Thou shalt be
filled with drunkenness and sorrow ; a cup of wasting and desolation is the
34 cup of thy sister Samaria. And thou shalt drink it and suck it out ; and
thou shalt gnaw its sherds, and tear off thy breasts ; for I have spoken,
35 sentence of the Lord Jehovah.
Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah,
Because thou hast forgotten Me, and hast cast Me behind thy back, do thou
36 also bear thy lewdness and thy whoredoms. And Jehovah said to me. Son
of man, wilt thou judge Oholah and Oholibah, then show them their abomi37 nations. For they have committed adultery, and blood is in their hands, and
with their idols they have committed adultery ; and also their sons whom

—
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2.

Me they

have made to pass through the fire to them. This
Me; they defiled My sanctuary in the same day, and proSabbaths. And when they had slain their sons [cuidren] to theii

38 they bare unto

besides they did to

My

39 faned

they came to My sanctuary on the same day to profane it ; and lo
thus have they done in the midst of My house. Yea, they sent even to men
coming from afar, to whom a messenger was sent ; and, lo, they came, for
whom thou didst wash thyself, paint thine eyes, and deck thyself with omaments
And thou si^test upon a stately bed, and a table was laid before it,
and My incense and My oil didst thou set upon it And the voice of a loose
crowd [wm] in her [jerosaiem], and to people of the multitude were brought
drunkards from the wilderness, who put bracelets on their hands, and a
And I said of her worn out with adulbeautiful crown upon their heads.
And she [oiio] ? And they
teries, Will they now commit her adulteries 1
went in to her as they go in to a harlot. Thus they went in to Oholah and
But righteous men, they shall judge them
to Oholibah, the lewd women.
with the judgment of adulteresses, and the judgment of those that shed
blood ; for they are adulteresses, and blood is in their hands. For thus saith
the Lord Jehovah, I will bring up a company against them, and give them
And the company shall cast stones upon
to maltreatment and spoiling.
them, and cleave them with their swords; their sons and their daughters
they shall slay, and bum their houses with fire. And 1 will cause lewdness to
cease out of the land, so that all women shall be warned, and bhall not do
And they shall recompense your lewdness upon you,
after your lewdness.
and ye shall bear the sins of your idols, and ye shall know that I am the
Lord Jehovah.
idols,

40

41

42

43
44
45

46
#7

48
49

;

Var. S. 8«|it : . . . •«#»» W f*mrv» . li«nM^tt^r»».
Ver. 12. . . . ivMofUMvr i^«/vf«i— Vnlg. : imdutU «cfte
Ver. It. . . . ft4ft4»f^mi i^ fM«—
Ver. 1ft. iii^Mr/MMvr t«mmAamit» . .
rtm^m fimmrtu . . . i^t rpif'm.
Ver. Sa m. Udbv is-i m^ XmXi»$mHt »n 4r«* «f . . . miiim— Valff.: inumtHt HbidbH tvper cmtembihm
.

.

.

.

.

.

D^W3-

Ver. SL Sept., Volff., Sjrr. n«d:
Ver. S8. .
ducts tt magiitrahu
«MT«tf t^mvmt m. itfMm^rmn— nobiUt^ tpranncsgw4 %tpri-cij>e$
imcifmm tt motmiiHUo&—
Ver. 14. . . . «r« fi*^^ k^umrm «. Tf^x*** mttm, fstrm . . . «. fimku in
wffitk m mi^ Muii3km.
Ver. S9.
.
. rmtt ^•tm/t #w n, rmtt i*»T(j^mH nut—
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

n

.

«1. Sept., Syr.. Arab, reed : yn^2*
Vere. SS, S8. . . .
ErU in dtrUttm
rAiM«C«» *^ #vrrtXi#iM >af«», «. 'mkunm nXntBi^ n
fWB est tmpmeittimQ . . . rtptt^erit, caHct mmvrU tt trittMm—
Ver. M. Sepi. : , . . u, rmt U^tmt m. rmt fmHdmmt mirnt itrtrrpi^tf—
Ver. S7. .
. h' ifuni^m i
Ver*. 41, 4%, . . . 9f wft^mvm* mitrm . . . tfntffmnmr* it «vtm<, m. f«ri|t kftM»t$mi iuvtfmmrt—
mmltamtU . . . imtattim Hri* quidt , . . adductbamtwr tt vtmMant dt dtttrtc

Ver.

m

.

.

—

90X muttUudimtt

DH^;

Ver. 41. Volg. readt- "pDD^. Syr., Chald^ Arab, read: Dn^3D^.—43. Some codd.:
Mine also: DrTtTin.
Ver. 41. K •*««• tin i» rtuTttf /jbttxmrtu \ %n» ft^mum wfm^t imtutt ; Vnlg.: ci, qnm attrita tttim , . , Nmie/oni^
tmhttmr in ftrnkatiomt stut ttUum hme.
Ver. 44. Another rradinff:

Ver

4«.

Many

Ver.

47.

.

.

.

IfeQ^

codd.: ]ivhv.

JulW< ixA«r.

Ver. 48. C>dd. and Syr.

;

^flTDV

EXKOETICAL RBMABKS.

[Fausset " The imagery is similar to that in
but here the reference is not, as there,
:

ch. xvi.

;

The alle^ry in which the ripeness for jndff- so much to the breach of the spiritual marriagementof JnoaKand Israel is represented, is closely covenant with God by the people's idolatries, as
allied to that of ch. xvL
The remarks made on by their worldly tpirii^ and their trusting to alliare to be compared with the present chapter.
In contradistinction to ch. xvi., which ga7e prominence to the love borfte to thft faithless one by
her lawful husband, ch. xziii. directs our attention rather to the sednrtive power and splendour
of the lovers for whom Jehovah was forsaken. The
prospect of pardon pn^sented by the earlier chapter
nere disappears behind the penal judgment
it

ances with the heathen for safety, rather than to
God."--W. P.]
Vers. 1-4. Pr^ace,
Ver. 2. The one mother may be presupposed
from ch. xvi. as the Hittite. Comp. at vers. 8,
44 sq. As, however, it is not the present olijeet
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prominence to the ancestry in the eense of
word simply describes the original
unity of the people. This also explains what is
•aid in ver. 3 relative to Egypt.
The two kingdoms which form the theme of the chapter are
assumed as already two in Egypt ; but in point of
fact, what is said holds as to the yet undivided
to give

ch. xvi., the

people.

punishment— Comp.
lates ^^ HD^NIDI

:

*'

ch. xvi. 8, 20.

And

Hiv.

trans-

they belonged to

me

as

—

emphasis.
The explanation ot
the names as those of Samaria and Jerusalem

with

wives,**

(representing
duction.

Judah

as hitherto) closes this intro-

[Hengst., indeed, appeals to Gen. xlix.,

which the two tribes of Judah and Ephraim Vers. 5-10. Oholah's AduUerous IVantcmness {Yen.
appear as two independent powers.] On account
f.-8) and Punishment {yen. 9, 10).
of the legitimate relation in which the nation
stood to God from its very origin, namely, of a
Vers. 6-8. The Harlotries,
marriage -covenant, the political and religious
departure of both kingdoms from the principles
Hitz. ** When
Ver. 6. Comp. at ch. xvi. 82.
laid down in the law, appears as wantonness (ilDT)^ she turned her back on me " (?).
»So also the

in

—

:

TT

ch. xvi. 15 (Jas. iv. 4).— Here also (comp. ch. xx.
7 s<^. ) they are said to be tainted with the spirit
of Egypt.
CJomp. also at ch. xvi. 26.
In tnelr
youth, points (comp. ch. xvi. 22, 48) to their
innate corruption, showing itself cirly in sinful

—

lust
Even when still un wedded (ch. xvi. 8), as
Jehovah's betrothed, the conduct of the people
was to be judged according to Deut. xxii. 23.
Comp. farther, ch. xvi. 7 ; Hos. ii. 4 [2].— ^fe^,

Chaldee.
pointed

But rather
to,

is

the marriage

relation

in the line of ver. 4 (Ilos. iv. 12).

While she rests under her husband,
Umbr.
her thoughts run wantonly after others."
23y*
**

:

—

found onlv in Jeremiah and Ezekiel, means
desire^ to

The

bum.

begins with D^^^'^p*

:

to

description of the Aa'^yrians
I^ i^ ^n apposition, iQce all

The nearness is to be taken neither
nor yet morally— of inward relationship,
the Egyptians (ver. 8).
Egypt was the means of but it brings into prominence the historical eleexciting the first carnal impulses of the youthful ment^ the time when the Assyrians became neighpeople to a heathenish mode of feeling and action, bours of Israel comp. 2 Kings xv. 17 sq., xvi. 9,
whereby they were robbed of their virgin purity. X7ii. 3. [The supposition of a loose connection of
**
and neighbours," who were someThe Sept. explains their virginity according to the words
Deut. xxiL 20.
Hitz. repels the idea of any where in her neighbourhood, is not consistent with
Others Who came near her lustallusion to idolatry, and makes the reference to what follows.
be to the oppression by the Egyptians.— Ver. 4. fully (Gen. XX. 4). HXv. " So closely related,
intimate, trusted friends," that alliances were
Oholah
her tent, i.e. either generally (Hengst. )
that has a house of her own, an independent made with them, and their favour couited, niitil.
existence^ or (on account of the (?6ntrast to from being bosom friends, they became deailly
Oholibah) who possesses her wilfully erected sanc- enemies. There is nothing of all this in the contuary (1 Kings xii. 28 sq., 16), whicli makes it un- text, which only states that on the first opportunity, namely,*when the Assyrians aitprom-hod,
necessary to think of an abbreviation of n3"n^n5<, Isi-ael was captivated
by the carnal glory of the
T
Tt T
world-power, which is then portrayed with greater
her tent in her.
Hav., while maintaining the
This political power is Assyria,
Hittite reference, ch. xvi. 3, etc., makes pro- minuteness.]
minent the allusion found in it to the history of which does not come into view, in the first place,
Esau, and explains Oholibah relative to Gen. on the side of its idolatry ; but when Israel wanmotives, this infidelity
xxxvi. 2, inasmuch as Aholibamah [Oholibamali], toned after it from political
who is called Judith in an earlier passage (Gen. to the idea of their complete dependence on God
issue, from the first, in apostasy
xxvi. 34), could most appropriately represent the could not fail to
king<lom of Judah.
While Aholibamah merely from God, and the other natural o«>nseqnei)( es of
means {tt-nt of tfie hujh place) My tent (house, the forbidden relationship.— Ver. 6. Description
family) is a height ("I have a high tent"), in of the Assyrians *from the view point of Israel's
the name Oholibah— Jfy tent (namely, Jehovah's, apostate heart, to whom this world-power se<3rae<l
**
with a
who speaks) in her the reference is taken from most imposing, as Hengst remarks
the tabernacle whereby one is reminded of the touch of irony." ^The impressions are entirely
habit which prevailed among the exiles of naming such as are made on the mind of a carnal woman,
their children from the temple and similar whereby the previously mentioned doting gaze if
that follows.
locally,

;

=

:

:

=

:

—

:

—

:

;

objects (1 Chron. iii. 20 ; Ezra ii. 43, 59), to ex- accounted for.
n^3P), either from its thick, hard
press their yearning for restoration.
(Moreover,
the memlie;^ of a family in the East often bear shell, or from its dark colour, is the name of n
the same or like-sounding names.) The kingdom mussel {helix iauthina) with a purple shell, from
of Judah had also the advantage of possessing the which a blue or violet purple was made.
one true sanctuary, which, however, made its
guilt the more aggravated.
The great is to be is a foreigp word, denoting the military governor
of a province.
Similarly pD (pD)
the reprerendered, as in ch. xvi. 46, and not with Hengst
the efder, with an allusion to Joseph's precedence. sentative of
the prince, commander-in-chief.
Gen. xlix. 26, to that of Ephraim in the time of (Something
like governors and generals. ^
The
Joshua and the judges, and to that of Benjamin special mention of horses is intended
to diswhich belonged to the ten tribes in the time of tinguish the noblest and proudest class of nderp
Saul, while «Judah attained supremacy only in the
from those riding on asses and camt-ls.— Ver. 7.
time of David (Ps. Ixxviii.). Hav. combines with
in30 hriefly resumes ver. 6, in order, perhaps, tc
the pditical imporunce of Samaria, owing to its
greater extent, its priority in sin aa well a< in suggest, besides the " choice^*' etc.» those who wen

— nna

=

—
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accoant ; at all events, she doted also on
odiera, OS the E^ptions, who are presently men-

of

tioned.

— '^33

the one illustrating

"^av

the

Other ; the political confederation with the heathen
led to idolatry. ( H exgot. The idols of the worldpowers are not heyond and above them, bnt themVer. 8. Thither Jeroselves made objective.)
boam's c;df- worship pointed back, so that their
ancient delivemnce from Egypt, instead of remaining a fact, had become a mere tifadition.
As to the political application (Rashi), 2 Kings
Uitzig takes it in an
xvii. 4 is to Im compared.
exclusively political sense.
:

—

Vers. 9, 10.

The Punishment.

" And she
Ver. 9. The recompense for ver. 7
bestowed," ** Therefore 1 gave." Comp. 2 Kin^
xvii. —Ver. 10. The shame of her wantonness is
gncceeded by the shame of punishment, executed
by her paramours themselves. Comp. besides, ch.
So in the figure ; as to the fact, it was
xvi. ^7.
accomplished by the captivity of the people, the
slaughter of those on whom the existence of the
kingdom depended, of the men who were able to
bear arms, so that Israel became notorious among
the nations on account of its shameful overthrow,
:

223

8-17.

between Palestine and Babylon, it is not in itself
unimaginable that such wall-pictures of renreseutatives of foreign nations may have existed in
Hitz. here takes
the royal palaces of Judah.
note of ** the influence (of pictures) on a woman's
imagination," under which figure Judah is perHav. cites ch. viii. 10, and thinks oi
sonified.
"pictorial representations from the circle of Chaldean mythological ideas. " The Chaldean embassy
of 2 Kings XX. 12 sq., 2 Chron. xxxii. 31 (comp.
Delitzsch on Isa. xxxix.), shows that the Chaldeans kept up intercourse with Judah, even when
Assyria was still the dominant world-power. May
not this embassy have been perpetuated by a
painting as the occasion of an alliance with the
Ewald supposes:
Chaldeans acainst Assyria?
"beautiful idol-pictures, which, as e.g. Mithras,
were represented in the human form," and cites
ch. viii. 16.— Ver. 15. The flowing turbans are
such as may be seen on the monumt*nts of ancient
Nineveh, with which the following descriptions
See Layard's Nineveh
correspond throughout

and

B€tbylon.

[^3D

refers not so

much

to the

colour (gay), but rather means originally to twist
Layard remarks, by the way: "The
r<nind.
gt-neral was clothed in embroidered robe-s, and

wore on his head a fillet adorned with rosettes,
Probably, waving
and long tasselled bands."
head-bands. The Kurds, who still pre.serve the
Vers. 11-85. Oholibah's OuiU (vers. 11-21) and most ancient Eastern customs, w ear on their brightPunUhmerU (vers. 22-35).
coloured turbans, appendages which hang over

ch.

xvL

41.

Vers. 11-21.

their neck

Tlie OuUt.

and shoulders.]— tjr^55f

in the plural

betokens the charioteers, of whom there were three
in each chariot, one driving, one bearing the shield,
and a third fighting. (Appearance and likeness;
her with loathing, by the latter she should have
The emphasizing of: the land oi
see ch. i. 5.)
been warned. But her corrupt conduct was still
their hirth, according to Hengst., is intended to
worse than that of Samaria (ch. xvi. 47). Ver.
form a contrast to the Assyrians, whom Judah
12. Comp. 2 Kings xvi. 7 sq. ; 2 Chron. xxviiL
saw in her own land,— to point perhaps to Ur
19 sq.— Comp. at vers. 6, 6.-^^)30 (in «•*. 6, (Gen. XL 28) of the Chaldees (Abraham s native
land), so that the original bloo«l - relationship
nl^m) means: per/eclion, thereiore: splendour; not may have been alluded to in this political interHiv. "The Chaldean's fatheriand
exactly (Sept) "with beautiful (purple) fnnge," course (?).
sarcastically places side by side,
as Hitz. EwALD "clothed in martial coats of their-s," which
and warlike
maiL" ^Ver. 13. And I saw, counterpart to K^rft* the original home of the once fierce
people, and the idolatrous pictures, \^ich resemble
(Comp. Jer. iiL 8.) The way and end them, but not the existing ^aw^an^ Babylonians.
ver. 11.
Ver. 14. The The statement made by tlie sentence is simpler
of both sisters were the same.
description of J ndah's baser coml uct follows. Her that even they were not farther removed than
relations with the Assyrians were similar to those Abraham, the founder of the Jewish people,
of Samaria. They had in reality approached the " whose fathers served strange gods in Ur of the
kingdom of Judah, as they had the kingdom of Chaldees (Josh. xxiv. 2), so that he was called
Ver. 16. ApoIn regard to the Chaldeans, on the other thence," etc., as Cocc. remarks.
I^irael.
hand, the relation to them was brought about by dosio to ver. 14: "And she saw," resumed by
means of likenesses, which Judah saw,— njJTO, as soon as her eyes saw. The messengers mentioned here can scarcely be those of Jer. xxix. 3.
partic. Pual, s&mething engraven or sketched,
"They were probably, says Hengst, "the occapainted (Hav. probably coloured bas-reliefs), in sion of the embassy sent from the Chahleans, who
evntlion (which would be all the more appro- were to take a view of th4 i-esoun-cs of the people
or perhaps in ochre, as
J^riate for warriors)
proposing an alliance." This side of tl»e history
rescoes of this description for the glorification
of ,hidah is not described elsewhere. Enough that
victories
and
their
commanders
Chaldean
of the
Judah, as is in itself probable, made the first
w^re sufficiently common in Kzekiel's neighbour- advances (ch. xvi. 29). Ver. 17. The jwlitical
hood. The representation here, therefore, may alliance led to religious defilement— was itself, In
potfsibly be the mere drapery of the thought,
ami after the defilement
fact, religious defection
that the bare report of the military |)rowe8S was effected, it led again to i>olitical hostility.
of the Chaldeans had inilauied tiie imagination Judah found that it hatl only changed its masters.
So Hengst. Owing Jehoiakim and Zedekiah rebelled against Babylon,
anil the senses of Judah.
to the undeniable intercourse between nations 2 Kings xxiv.— In
ppj (the weaksr form is Jtgj,
in the Old World, which certainly obtained
VfcT, 11.

She saw both the transgressions and

The former should have

their recompense.

filled

—

:

:

—

:

—

:

—

:

:

;

;
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from which the fat is derived) there lies the military force, or three ranks in it ( Hitz. "noble
From the descriptioii,
idea of satiety and loathing ; in this sense the and prince and lord").
meaning of the verb is to push away any one, to the assembly which is to be gathered togetner to
break a relaUonship, to be alienated from any one. execute punishment^ shall be great and imposing.
:

:

—

Comp. 1
Yet the

Ver. 18.
Cor. vi. 16 ; ch. xviil 6, 11.
Others take
satiety was not absolute.
the connection thus : ** and when she had dis-

The Assyrians figure as part of it, and are ironically represented in the manner of ver. 12 (6).

—

UrfiHj therefore the D^b6c^ from ver. 15 aie
covered," etc, "then was," etc
But more is
meant to be stated as the ffround of Jehovah's named.
D^K^lpt Ew. : rtnowned, which Hitx.
estranf^emeut, for Judah's alienation from the
Chaldeans might also have led her back to questions. For the purpose in hand, the word is
.Tehovah.
Moitj general prostitution, however, either formed after Num. i. 16, xvi. 2 : formally
was the result, bv which is especially meant "appointed," or means generally "summoned.
Ver. 24. The assembly was not more conspicuous
alliances with the lesser states against Babylon,
and at the same time broaches of faith towards for its numbers than for the completem-sH of its
equipments,
men, ch. zvii. 15. Jehovah's estrangement from
p^h ([Vfl) ^*- ^(>'- (something hard,
Judah is a suggestive parallel to Judah's from
cutting, sharp), signifying indefinitely: weapon, so
Ver. 19. Comp. vers. 3, 8, ch.
the Chaldeans.
that a threefold equipment is specified. [Meirk
xvi. 51.
But Judah multiplied, etc. Instead of
remembering the misery of her youth, and the battle-axe, Henost. sabre (a Chaldee military
word).
Ewald "with shoulder, bridle, and
grace then shown (ch. xvi. 22, 43), she thought
wheel," as the three modes in which soldiers a«lonly of renewing quite another ** first love " than
vance,
shouldering (with bent arm), riding, and
that of Jehovah.
Ver. 20. ^y is uigustifiably driving.]
The missing 3 is easily understood ;
'

:

—

—

:

:

:

—

—

pressed by some interpreters (•* beyond," more
than the neighbouring people of Kgypt, or,
"together with," ch. xvi. 37), as its construction
with 33y in the chapter sufficiently shows. Nor

does this single masculine form of t**^^, which
is

elsewhere

fern.,

justify the interpretation of

but

it

is

standing

not required, a^ the three expressions
for the concretes, foot,
horse, and

chariots, could be the subject to ^X3l.
() explic.), since

manner

— Vlp^l

the asfembly of peoples in the

of the Israelitish congregation (ver. 23)

Kimchi, that Judah wished to be the concubine supplies the proper element for the judgment
of the Egj'ptians.
It is rather a derision of the which is to be held. To indicate that they (while
Egyptian eunuchs, i.e. courtiers and officers who on Jehovah's mission) are secured against any
anxiety as to the result^ three pieces of exclusively
are now mentioned, which cordoes not mean the men-concubines, which the respond to the above threefold description, ^the
shield
which
covered
the whole person, the smaller
Egyptians are, nor is it to be taken in the sense
of eunuchtis imbdlisy or puer mollis, or polyandry.) shield of the light-armed soldier, and the helmet.
The representation which follows is sufficiently They received from God the right to judge accordexplained by the particukrlv lecherous charac- ing to their Judgments, their ideas of judgment.
Thus it was a divine judgment. They were judges
ter of the animals mentioneil, and de»cril>es the
obscene character of the Egyptians (ch. xvi. 26). in God's stead. But with a reference, at the same
Hengst. " The falling power of Ej^rpt sought to time, to the fact that Judah had been in fellowship with them politically, religiously, and
provide n*prop for itself by diplomatic art."
Ver.
21 sums up.
"The sudden transition to the morally. Ver. 25. The jealousy of God was turned
address in ver. 21 is explained by this, that the against Israel ; in consequence of it the judgments
proohet has the actual state of afmirs (the union of the heathen were fierce. The mutiltttion is to
with Egypt) before his eyes" (Henost.).
3 *^" be understood in conformity with common Asiatic
and Chaldee usages, but, in the present connection,
plains 'n©T in accordance with ver. 3, to which of the "severing of portions of the national bo<lycorjwrate" (Hitz.), or with Hengst, of the
the inexperienced sensuousness and carnality of annihilation of their military stren^h, which
is
the youthful people presented the inducement.
to a people what "nose and ears" are to a woman.
The older interpreters understood Judah's royal
splendour, or (Kimchi) kingdom and priesthood.
Vers. 22-85. 0holibah*9 PunishmerU.
The remnant is defined the first time by " nose "
Ver. 22. She is punished by those with whom and "ears," so that there is pronounced,
on the
she had wantoned. Comp. ver. 9. The follow- one hand, mutilation, and on tne other,
slaughter;
ing verse shows who are meant.
Those from the meaning of the expression in the second
whom she would (ver. 17) escape out of loathing, instance is defined by the carrying away of the
will not allow her to escape punishment.
Ver. children, so that it can only refer to the empty
23. The sons, etc., are more definitely personified. houses (ch. xvi.
41).
Ewald regards the three names as the proper
[Henderson : "Vers. 25, 26. Puuislimeot by
names of three subordinate Chaldee tribes, which cutting oif the nose and ears was inflicted
for
are placed together from similarity of sound.
As adultery, not only among the Chaldeans, but also
there is no proof of this, nor even of their being among the Egyptians,
Gr»^ks, and Romans.
It
nomina propria, modem interpreters for the was therefore most appropiiate to represent
that
most part regard them as the titles of Chaldee which adulterous Juoah was to suffer,
under the
dignitaries (Hengst.
" Pekod = supremacy ; Shoa image of such ignominious and cruel treatment.
the chief ; Koa, of uncertain meaning "), or They were also
to be stripped of what lewd female*
three classes of the people, three branches or the set most value
upon ^their rich dresses and costly

mediated the alliance with Egypt.

:

(OiTB'a^ defensive armour

—

—

—

—

—

^

:

—
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26-41.

jewels, by which they attract the notice of their
paramotira, ch. xvi. 89."— W. F.]
Ver. 26. Ch. xvi. 89, 17.
The plundering is
flither symbolical or actaal.
Ver. 27. The l«»wdis made to cease by Ood as to subject and*
object.
Ver. 28. Comp. ch. xvi. 87.
See vers. IT
22. —Ver. 29. Hatred (ver. 28) and oounter-hatie d
instead of all the former intimacy.
Despoilinff
by the Chaldeans till she is reduced to her original

Desecration of the sanccontrast more obvious.
tuaiy and Sabbath, as in ch. xxii. 8. —Ver. 89.
To their idols, explains *'to
(Ch. xvi. 21.)
them " at the close of ver. 37. The doing of the
one and the other, ^this was the special attront to
Jehovah.
Not that children were sacrificed in
the temple^ but Jehovah was repaired to after
Moloch, each in their several places. That which
was ''defilement'jof the sanctuary in ver. 88, when
condirion in Egypt (ch. xvi. 7), from which results the idea of offering to Moloch was included, is
the diiicovery of her guilt and accumulated infamy here called ** profanation," when both are treated
(ch. xvi. 87).— Ver. 81 (ver. 13). The figure of the separately.
To profiane it, however, seems to
cup, to represent the final issue, under the idea of mean something more, namely: that they came
drinking oat.
Ver. 82. The onp described as to the temple to profane it also by alien rites of
containing much. n^HA ^ ^^^ ^t ^^^ the 2d all sorts, as the clause: and lo ... in the midst
of My house, evinces (ch. viii. 8 sq. ). The impers., and the subject to it, is either the cup or mediately following change from the plural to
{amplitude,
former
is
undeneM)
but
the
;
rO'tO
the singular shows that the background is here
prt;ferable, with the latter as epexegetical.
The supplied by the period subsequent to the destruccop, from its capacity, occasions the derisive tion of Israel ; Judah appears before the propiiet's
eye for Israel, partly on account of the temple,
laughter of the enemies, that the person, formerly
but also in consideration of ail Israel's relations
so wide-mouthed and haughty, now become so
to Judah both before and after (2 Chron. xv. 9,
insignificant, requires to swallow so much.
Ver.
XXK. 11).
38. What the cup contains for those who have to
is not
Ver. 40. Climax, a nonplus.
HDnPCTl
empty it, and hence wlyit cup it is. Stupefaction
T
with sorrow and woe, until they are distracted by the 2d plur. (address), but is said of both,
the wasting and desolation ! ^The verse bedua alUiough it could also he the 3d sing.
The

asu

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

with

]il3t',

and ends with 1^10^.)—^®'''

^^-

^®t

:

•

shows the conduct as
continuous; not once and again, but they wei-e
Ew. **They sent repeatedly."
wont' to do so.
Unless it be merely a repetition of ver. 16 from a
new point of view? The point of the coming
from afar is not in its contrast to the near (vers.
5, 12), but in the exertions which it presupi>oses,
so that it is expressly added to whcmi a meoenger was sent, although this was already involved
in: they sent. And, lo, they came, seems to say
this, that those who were far ofi' were at last
which expresses the idea of crushing or gnawing moved, and actually came. Which may apply to
the sherds with the teeth, in order to suck out others besides the Chaldeans. To this correspond
the last drops of moisture left in them. (Hengst. the special exertions she makes to prei»are herself
says merely: ''Thou shalt break the sherds for those whom she has addressed, as *' washing;"
thereof, as one who, having taken a very disa- then painting the
make dark)
eyes (^n3t
- T
greeable potion, shatters the vessel in ill -humour. ")
The teanng of the breasts is placed beside the staining the eyelashes and eyebrows with a
breaking of the sherds, as if it were done by powder, so as to make the glance of the eye more
means of the sherd-fragments. Or it may even brilliant (comp. Winer, Healw,); and finally the
have been done in frenzy by her own nails. See attire in general, 2 Kings fx. 80 ; Jer. iv. 30.
**
vers. 8, 8, in reference to the breasts*
We find Ver. 41. '* Sitting " is the most natui*al rendering
a historical illustration of this in the treatment with nidDf couch, cushion; with which also the
T
they ^ve Gedaliah, the Chaldean governor,
The placing of the table befor which they were compelled to suner, Jer. rest harmonizes.
xli." (Hengst.)- Ver. 35. Ch. xxii. 12. —She tokens the preparation of a meal (according to
Hengst.: '* Eating and
followed after the heathen and their gods (ver. the prevalent custom).
drinking play an important part in hanotry,
80).— Ch. xvi. 43, 52, 68.
either in the usual or the spiritual sense."
signification of the imperf.

&o much an intensification of the figure (Keil), as
of the drunkenness, arising from the anguish of
thought. In the madness of her pain she licks up
the last drop.Hof the cup. Her affliction is her thirst.
^The sherae poin to an earthen cup— nothing is
gilded or splendid in this Nemesis-son^ and presuppose a breaking in pieces, which is incidentally
set forth in the madness which follows ; but the
word is es|)ecially intended to fit in with ^D")^,

:

—

—

:

—

^

•

Vers. 86-49. Oholah"» and Ohotibah*s AbonUnaiions together.
Vers. 86-45. Tfie Abonunathru.
Vers. 46-49. The Judgment,

(n

—

^, to

be referred, not to \rh^, which

masc., but to ni9D.)

Every

effort

is

was made to

the heart's emptiness in relation to Jehovah,
associations.
For this purpose she placed even Jehovah's holy incense (Ex.
XXX. 1 sq. ) and oil beside herself on the couch,
so that nothing was any longer sacred to her.
fill

Vers. 86-45.

The Abaminatians,

Ver. 86. Ch. xxii. 2, xx. 4. Since the ripeness of both of them for judgment is evident,
this refrain is most appropriate.
(Ch. xvL 2.)—
Ver. 87. Adultery with the idols, and bloodshedding, as in ch. xxiL 3, etc.
Ch. xvi. 88.
The latter illustrated by the bloody sacrificing of
children.
(Ver. 4. Ch. xvi. 20, xx. 81.)— Ver.
88. Ch. XX. 27.—Ch. v. 11.
(2 Kings xxi. 4,
In the same day, makes the shocking
6» 7.)

—

by other and remote

Comp.

ch. xvi. 18.

[Hengst.: The bed

is

made

fragrant by the incense and oil; whereby are
meant the rich gifts by which Judah sought to
purchase the favour of the heathen sovereigns,
Isa. XXX. 6, Ivii. 9 (?).
HiTZ. : The oil is used
at table for anointing, and the incense kindled
Adultery through
to excite sensuous feeling.
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commercial intercourse is meant, so that it eai
be the merchant's table, where oil could be exchanged for incense. Hav. understands it of the
lascivious worship of the Babylonish Mylitta.
The wanton Israel is described as preparing herself for one of the high festivals of this goddess,
and as nbandoning herself to strangers Tike the
young women of Babylon ; incense and oil, therefore, lor tlie purposes of a religioiis ceremony.]
Ver. 42. j^on (non), a hummikg; hence, from
the sound of the noise it rnake^: a crowd. Loose,
In her, pointing away from the
in a bad sense.
figure to the fact. [Hengst. : '* Secure murmur,"
arising from the self-confident intercourse of the
adulterers with the adulteresses, from the festivals which were held for the sealing of political
friendship.
Ew. "While a godless sliouting
Keil: "The loud noise
resounded thereat"
Hav. recalls the reckless
became still" (!?).
wantonness which characterized the worship of
The loutf, dominant
Aphrodite in the East.]
voice, which is alone heard in Jerusalem, is
further explained as loose, from the fact that it
is the voice of the great (godless) multitude, rich
:

brought from the wilderness, they laid bracelets,*'
The giving of the bracelets and the
orown suggests how the combination against
Nebuchadnezzar, referred to, promised to reunite
Judah and Israel as one kingdom (therefore
etc.]

"crown," in the singular), and generally, as the
expressive parallel in ch. xvi. 11, 12 stiowa, to
restore them to their ancient glory.
Such was
the harlot-reward given to the aklulterous women
on this side.
[According to Hav., the words
betoken the self-adommefit of the women with
an eye to the crowd (?). Jerome supposes that the
women had so adorned their lovers, that even
men wore bracelets. Hitz. finds in it that both
lands had become not only rich, but also luxurious,

through commerce.]

43. The judgment- boding sentence of
Qod upon such abominations. If iDitl he taken

Ver.

T

with Thiht the translation would be

Ab-i

.

I

to, or of^ etc.
The older translators connect the latter word witli D^D(Oi s^d supply

said

3, in adulteries; the

more m:

dem

take

it

in the

and poor, high and low, with whom those same connection, but accusatively: /n relation to,
brought from the wildemeat (ver. 40, "men no more capable q/", etc. Hit^. as a question:
coming from afar") associate themselves (D^fcO^D, *• Does the faded one prosecute adultt-ry ? " So
Hoph. makes a paronomasia with Q^^(3^D)• By also Hengst: "Are adulteries to the faded? %.e.
shall her adulteries still go on to the worn out ?
this the coalition against Nebuchadnezzar, already The subject to njp (for which the Qeri reads
frequently referred to, must be meant, not (as
is* according to some, the woman in
Hengst.) "the great anti- Assyrian coalition in ^^r njiy)
T the time of Hezekiah," which can be no element question
(?); as Ewald: "Now she also prosein the ri|>en^ for judgment referred to in this
cutes her whoredoms," i,e. Judah is a.s Samaria ;
chapter.
[According to Hengst, D'K3iD is a according
to otliers: n^riOtn, taken generally
: •

mixed form

TV

:

-

Sabeans and
topers, loose barbarians, besides manv others from as adulterous character and conduct; and ^^m
all the world; and the verse should be referred to
personifies her still surviving, indestructible
political connections with Ethiopia. (Isa. xxxvii.
lewdness, although tiie woman herself has be9, xliii. 3, xlv. 14; 2 Kings xix. 9; Isa. xviii.)]
" Now shall her lewdness itself
That the people of the moltitude, who are the come shrivelled
It is leas forced to
same as the "men coming from afar" of ver. 40, go a-whoring" (HiTZ.).
represent the Assyrians (Keil) cannot be evi- assume a question, which applies the resultant
denced by Isa. xxxix. 3, since those mentioned D^Dt(3 n^3
paramour, adulteries, and adulthere are Babylonians, therefore Chaldeans; nor
can the drankarda from the wildemeai (here teress, which expresses what should be the conseKeil makes "laitDD correspond to pniD)D(O)
quence of sin, even before judgment decrees and
executes punishment [Hengst.: "Shall adulthe Chaldeans, who arc aften^ards called " rightteries be still committed even with her?"
The
eous men." The addition: "from the wilderness,"
Lord cannot possibly suffer this. He most at
does not (as Hav.) refer to the Arabian -Syrian
length make an end (ver. 45). Philippson renders
wilderness, which separated Babylon from ralesRasui:
KNT1* **when she is so (withered)!"
tine, but must be taken as an antithesis to n^,
T
" Yet she continues to play the wanton."] Ver.
from the region outside Jerusalem. Jerusalem
accordingly appearsas a political harlot-house, in 44. Kl3^1 justifies our exposition of njr ^^ the
that

signifies

both

:

^

^

—

—

which the counterpart to the native multitude,
with their noisy watch -cry, is formed by the foreign
dissolute rabhle, the political sots of the coalition

against Babylon,
[liitz. supposes the Arabians,
Dedanites, and Sabeans. who liad in their hands
the commerce between the Persian Guif and the
Mediterranean.
But commercial relations are
not in (piestion, apart from the fact whether
such could be depicted as harlotry. As th- commercial highways did not pass through Jerusalem,
they mustliave been induced (according to Hitz.)
to go thither by special circumstances.
Ew.
regards D^K^lD as a pathetic repetition of

CTfiC^O) since he translates:

"And

for

men

.

.

.

On this account, therefore, judgprevious verse.
ment is influenced to descend upon those who
Jerusalem, as stated, and as
are ripe for it.
is expressly added, represents the whole people.
Comp.

also ch. xvi. 80.

—Ver.

45.

— nis^« a unique plural.

The judges and executioners are

—

righteous—comp. rt ver. 24 because they
carry out God's ju«igm< nt conformablv to the
called

appro;.riato to such women (Isa. xlix.
mcral comparison between the Chaldeans
and the Jews is not intended, nor are prophets
and righteous men among the people themselves
Comp. ch. xvi. 38.- Comp. at
to be imagined.

judgment
24).

A

—

ver. 87.
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accompanies the evolution of the triad of the
ritriarchstothe dodecad, in its relutiveness (of the
to the 4) to the world as a permeating influence.
The two foci of the ellipse illustrate for us the
history of the chosen people in their orbit.
Even
in Gen. xlix. (comp. therewith Deut xxxiii.),
Joseph, as against Judah, is prominent compared
with the otners. If the first position in the
camp was allotted to Judah, and a signally large
extent of territory in Canaan bestow^ on it, to
Joseph (and Ephraim took precedence of Manasseh. Gen. xlviii.) belonged the distinction of
furnishing the nation with Joshua, the leader ol
the host and conqueror of Canaan, as well as of
long retaining the tabernacle in its midst. (For
the independence of Ephraim in the time of the
judges, comp. Jud^. viii. 12; P^. Ixxviii.) The
jealousy which obtaineil between the two appears,

The JudgmetU.

Ver. 46. According to Hengst. and many others,
an addreas to the prophet *' Bring up in the
udght of prophecy. Others suppose the infin.
abwL to sfknd either for the indefinite 3d pers.
fut, or (Hite.) the Ist pers. (ch. xxl 81).— The
oompiuiy retains the character of the preWous
description of the Chaldeans as *' righteous/'
ch. xvL 40.
The heathen are thus solicitous
about that which Israel, as a congregation, had
neglected to do (Judg. xz.).
As in the pivvioiis
verse, the masc suffix interchanges with the fern.,
.the reference passing over from the figurative to
the actual the men in question. Comp. besides,
ch. vii 21, and at Dent, xxviii. 25.
Ver. 47.
The oompftny the Chaldeans again made specially prominent
Cleave (comp. at ch. xxi. 24)
is here used in its natural sense.
Comp. ver. 26. after Saul's death, in the kingdom of Ishbosheth.
—Ver. 48. Ver. 27, ch. xvi. 41.— OGWV accord- Only the centralizing ]>ersonality of a David was
capable of unifying the existing dualism.
Yet
ing to Gbsen., for ^"IDini, if the Rabbin, puncthe fire of discord, which continued to smoulder
tuation be maintained ; otherwise it could be beneath outward harmony, nourished the rebel'^<I VS^}* Niph. instead of a mixed Nithpael. lion of Absalom' and the revolt of Siieba.
Under
Solomon, it is true, the glory of the nation silenced
Deterrent beacon for all peoples, as ver. 10 ; ch.
for the time the variance of the two tribes
but
V. 16. —Ver. 49. ^^nOV according to s<jme
the
Solomon's poljthei&tic aberration from the monowomen, namely, with their tongues ; according theistic path introduced an additional element of
to most: the avengers noted in ver. 45,
When sin, including that of flehoboam
in very division.
deed.
[HiTZ. : ** the heavenly powers."]
In and the seceding tribes, had in this way accomconsequence of this recompense, those who are ylished the division into the two kingdoms of
udah and Israel, this result of sin was at the
thus judged bear in their puuishmeut the Bins of
the idol% tho^e occasioned by them, committed same time a judgment of God for which, however,
with, i.e. by means of them.
(Vers. 7, 80, 87.) the foundation was laid in that origini>l dualism
between Judah and Joseph -Ephraim, and the way
Ch. xvi. 58.
[*• The closing part of tlie description represents paved, in the course of history.
The form of the
the two women, and especially the one tnat per representation in our chapter rests on this view
sonateti the people of Judah, as persevering to of the subject.
One may re^rd Solomon's polytheistic
2.
the last in their wicked and profligate courses.
Like persons in the final stages of abandonment, aberrations {e.g. 1 Kings xi. 6) as a refined panthey went ou rioting in the wuys of evil, unchecked theism, or a more universal, more cosmical Jehoby all the troubles and humiliations they had ex- vism ; yet his marriage with Pharaoh 'b daughter,
perienced in the past
and now, therefore, as at the very beginning of his reign, must have
utterly reprobate and hardened and hopeless, exerted some influence on the religious attitude
they must be adjudged to the doom appointed of the kingdom of the ten tribes. And how
against such incoirigible and shameless oflenders. could the calf- worship of Jei-oboam have been
So the doleful story ends. The prophet looks introduced without meeting universal opposition,
only, from first to last, to the course of crime and unless previously, during Solomon's reign, reits deserved recompense ; and he allows the cnr- lij^on and politics had taken a decided outward
Note also Solomon's commercial relations
tain to drop without one gleam of hope as to the bias ?
future.
He sees that the hammer of the law in with different countries, Syria, Arabia, Egypt,
its strongest form is needed to break the hard and and especially his alliance with the Phoenicians.
atony heart of the peojle. So urgent was the Thus a toleration sprang up under the influence
call for a work of conviction, and so great the of tnule and intercourse, which necessarily became
danger of that not being effectually wrought, a religious toleration, and which wa.s still fuither
that he would not droj) a word which might defined by politics a.< a doctrine. The exnntple of
lighten the impression of guilt upon their minds, the kinguctedonthe people, and it is notsurpiising
or afford the least excuse for delay.
His message that Solomon's connections with the world, and hU
was. Now or never. .1 iidged by the sense of right heathen culture, fuund their echo in the cmving of
•nd wrong current among men, your conduct Ephraim and her associates for a heathen-worlaly,
toward God calls for judgment without mercy. revolutionary, anti- theocratic government. » SoloAnd if there be not inm.ediately awakened the mon is herein to be comptired to the church-father
contrition of sincere rciientance, you have nothing Augustine, to whom Koman Catholicism links
to expect but the niubt unsparing visitations of itself, as the Reformation also falls back on him ;
so with Solomon are connected the Song of Songs
wrmth."— Faikbaiiin'8 Ezekiel, p. 267.— W. F.]
and the form of the apostasy of the Un tribes.
8. The Egyptian bia.s of Solomon, which gained
DOCTRINAL REFLECTIONS.
national expression in the worship of the calves,
(See Doct. Beflec. on ch. xx. and ch. xvi.)
was seconded by the policy of Jerolxani, who,
1. As contrast is an inherent element in all
imitating the example of Aaron at Sinai. traii.shuman development, so through the people s«r' planted to Israelitish soil the worship which he
i^X^'t among the peoples, a dualism immediately nad seen at Memphis and Heliopolis, 1 Kings
'
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sq., 2.
The Egyptian animal 83rmbolimn, 'whicQ was thereby applied to Jehovah, was
a new groiHk from old roots. Corap. ver. 8 in
our chapter.
This corrupt worship of Jishovah
moved on the same Itne as ordinary idolatry
(1 Kings xiv. 9), so that the oea was as closely
related to the other, as the second commandment to the first. Hcngst. remarks very jikttly
" By the introduction of the worship of images,

ToL 26

a breach was made
it

rushed

for heathenism,

through which

irrtssistibly."

4. As Egypt han a v«'ry ancient, original significance for the sacred history, so on the Egyptian
monuments, even at a very early time, the Assyrians, under the name *' Bhari,
are represented
as in conflict with the Egyptians.
The Assyrians,
who first broke into the kingdom of Israel under
Menahem, arc, no doubt, to be considered in historical connection with that ancient kingdom ;
but their military valour, which they made Israel
feel, and which excited its longing for association,
appears, however, to point to a recent fresh revival
of the ancient Assyiian glory.
Pu), to whom
Menahem was tributary, was succeeded by TiglathPileser, who led into captivity a portion of the
inhabitants of the kingdom of the ten tribes to
'

;

him Shalmanescr succeeded, who conducted a
still more comprehensive deportation to Assyria,
which became complete under

his second succesEsar-haddon, so that the Israelitish kingdom
was then made a full end of.
5. The subversion of the kingdom of Israel
under its last king, Hosea, whom Shalmaneser
had made tributary, took place, besides, on account
of the hankering of the people after alliances with
EWpt, which one might call the hereditary sin
of the whole people (ver. 8) ; the attempted combination with Egypt i^aiust Assyria had provoked
a new expedition oy Shalmaneser. The destruction of Israel was for Judah a *' Remember whence
thou art ffdlen," a memento mori {ver. 10). But
even before this. Ahaz, the Ahab of the kings of
Judah, as he had offered one of his sons to Moloch,
so also he regarded the ntight of the Assyrians as
better than the help of Jehovah. Comn. the passage
of Isaiah relative to him and ver. 1 1 oi our chapter.
**
Thy servant and thy son am I," he had said to

sor,

"come up and deliver me."
The Babylonian-Chaldean i>ower, which, like
Judiih, was dej)endent on Assyria, affected the imaTiglath-Pileser;
C.

the origin of histoiy, was compelled to
Their constantly repeated
attiempts at revolt showed how bitteriy the BabyEzekiel confirms
lonians felt this disgrace," etc.
what Isaiah had formerly predicted to Hezekiaii,
to cool his carnal expectations from Babylon.
The Chaldeans, after destroying Nineveh in combination with the Medes, "stepped into the place
of the Assyrians for Judah as well as generally,
and tkis also on the same arena " (HiTZ. ). Egypt
maintained the ssime attitude toward Assyria as
toward Babylon, and the kingilom of Jadah, like
that of Israel, was subverted through its political
harlotries (vers. 19 sq., 27) with Egypt.
7. Through this fatal significuice of Egypt for
the whole people, that motive of the Decalogue,
**
Who brought thee out of the land of Bgypt, out
of the house of bondage," acquires a strikmg
political prominence.
8. When tlie people which had come out of
Chaldea in Abraham, in the end returns to Chaldea, the circle of their natural history is completed.
The beginninsj is also the end. "Moreover it is noteworthy," says Ziegler, " that as the
dispersion of mankind into all lands proceeded
from Babylon, now the Jewish people, or at least
the kingdom of Judah, is carried away to Babylon."
"The whole history, from the exodus till now,
was a constant provoking of God ; therefore it
must at last drink a cup full of indignation."
fertile soil,

submit to the younger.

HOMILETIO HINTS.
Ver. 1 sq. "We are calle<l Cliristians, children
of the one heavenly Father ; but do we also bear
The
ourselves worthily of the name ? " (Stck. )
two women, Oholah and Oholibah, in their resemblance and difference.— "Oh that all young

—

women from their youth up
selves modestly and chastely

would deport themWhat honour and

!

peace of conscience it would procure for them in
Job xxvii. 6" (Stck.). "One can fall
old age
from the greatest light into the greatest darkness
and folly, if one be faithless to the grace which
has been received" (TtJB. Bib.).— "That is spiritual
iidultery, when souls fall away from the Creator to
the creature" (Luthek).— "Smce body and soul
are the temple of the Holy Ghost, He wills that
we should preserve both pure and holy, and forbids all unchaste deeds, gestures, words, thoughts,

—

!

gination of Jerusalem so seductively in the time of desires, and whatever may excite one thereto**
The youth of a ]ieople
the pious son of the godless Ahaz, that even Heze- (Hbid. Cat., quest. 109).
Harlotry, in all its forms,
kiah succumbed to the temptation. The expecta- in its charm and perils.
tions entertained from Egypt had faded away, and stains before God, burdens the conscience, and
The allurements
tlie \jord had overwhelmpu the Assyrians by His also brings di^p*ace before men.
hand before Jerusalem (2 Kings xviii. 19); yet of Egypt for Israel. Tlie coarseness of apostasy
Hezekiah*s imagination lingers upon his treasures, from God amid all the refinement of so-called
and upon the embassy which the then vice king of culture.— For the sake of tnith, God's word speaks
Babylon bad sent to him (perhaiis also, as Bunsen of fleshly things as they are, and as men practise
conjectures, ver. 14, frescoes of l3abylonish heroes them discloses hidden things, and shows them in
Plain speaking is not
and warriors). The preponilerating world-power their naked deformity.
seems to incline from Nineveh to Babylon. Per- attractive ; flowery ambiguities are of the devil.
haps the destruction of the Assyrian army under
True religion leads to fellowship with God.
Sennacherib incited the Babylonians to revolt from
Christian congregation is a spiritual mother,
Assvris.
Niebuhr {The Hiator i of Astryria and which should honour God through its sons and
BaSj/lon) says concerning the relation of Babylon daughters" (Cr.).
to Assyria ** Assyria was by no means the foremost
Ver. 5 sq. " Under the galse of piety they comand most ancient i>eople.
The inhabitants of mitted the worst abominations. As adulteresses
Shinar, the Babylonians, were so. The Ninevites foist the children which arc the frait of adultery
had elevated themselves above them through upon their own husbands, so would Jeroboam also
bravery and good fortune, and the older race, to serve the true God untler the calf-image" (Stck.).
whom belonged the religious metropolis, the most
"To yield oneself unreservedly to God is not to

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—
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:

—
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— " We should not wait

(Henoht.). — "To

throw oneself away"
expect
help from men, to rely on them, to depart from

presuppose dreadful sins.
till God drags us away from sin with violence"
pront, honours, etc. , is adultery (O.).—Ver. 27. "What Gotl's goodness and paor harlotry in religion " (Stck.).
" To fear God tience could not accomplish, that the wickedness
is the true politics."
Ver. 6. ** He who forsakes and tyranny of men shall bring about" (Stck.).
God is easily carried away by semblances, dress, Every one receives at last his due. Ver, 28 sq.
A]il(*ndour, honours, and such like" (Stok.).
He who surrenders himself to sin shall be sur**
How highly the earthly and carnal mind values rendered to punishment. Hate spares not.
*'
the friendship and favour of the rich and great t
What love covers, hate discloses. The unclothing
<B. B.)
Ver. 7. He who holds fellowship with through punishment shows well what the clothing
the world must also go after its idob. —The friend- through grace is.
Ver. 80 sq. Yea, he who
ship of the world is enmity with God, is idolatry. expects to cleanse himself otherwise than through
—Ver. 8. " Behold the power of youthful habit
the blood and Spirit of Christ, i>ollutes himself
What has been instilled into one in the years of still more by idolatry. " Like sins, like punish"
youth usually remains with one all life through
ments" (TOb. Bib.). "Him whom thou hast
"
<HRiii.-HoFF.).--fM. HE?fRY: "This corrupt dis- followed in life, thou shalt also follow in death
position in the children of Israel, when they were (Stck.).— "He who accepts not the cup of salfirst formed into a people, is an emblein of that vation, must drink the cup of wrath" (St.).
original corruption which is bom with us and is Ver. 84. It must be drank out
As we have
woven into our constitution, a strong bias towards sided with lust, God sides with punishment— The
the world and the flesh.
This sinful tendency of dreadful nail-test— "In righteous judgment God
theirs was bred in the bone with them, and would causes sinners to be punished in the members in
neveT out of the flesh, though Egypt had been a which they have sinned " (St.).— Ver. 35. "To
how*e of bondage to them.
Thus the corrupt remember God is the summary of all godlineas,
aiffctions and inclinations whi<-h we brought into as, on the contrary, to foi^get God is a simimary ojf
the world with us we have not lost, nor got clear all ungodliness ; therefore God comprehend^ all in
"
of, but still retain them, though the iniquity we this one, at the close of the catalogue of sins
" The sieve of man's memory
weru bom in was the source of all the calamities (Jablonsky).
which human life is liable to."— W. F.]— Ver. 9 retains only husks that which is useless" (St. ).
sq. **God excites those against us for punishment, ["Men need no more to sink them than the weight
to please irhom we have sinned" (0.).
Lovers of their own sins ; and those who will not part
and scourges. Honour makes a name for one, so with their lewdness and whoredoms must bear
also does dishonour.
them."— M. Henry.]
Ver. 11 sq. Judah must therefore have been
God is not
Ver. 86 so. Comp. ^t ch. xx. 4.
more corrupt, since she did not take warning by silent with His sentence, and even the judgments
Israel's punishment, and since she misused, or at of God hasten like His grace.
That which seems
least neglected to use, so much greater grace, to be delay is long-suftering ; but during it, sin
which would have enabled her to resist. "Those ripeus all the more quickly for iudgment Ver.
who go the same way also reach the same place '* 87. As they literally shed blood, so also in the
(Stck.).— The dangi*rous power of the ima^na- services of idolatry, fleshly impurity found place.
"
** Worldly glory seduces the worldly mind
tion.
Judah and Isi'ael as Medea. He who serves
(Stck.).— Ver. 14 sq. Seeing and longing.— "So Venus and Bacchus offers to them also his children.
men now-a-days are chiefly enamoured of that
Ver. 38 sq. How largely profanation of the
which is nothing ; for what is all our honour, Sabbath is the fashion now-a-days also! "To
delight, external prosperity, nobility, dimity, ran from the harlot-house to God's house, from
and glory, our power and strength, but apicture murder to the place of prayer, from sin to sing" Selfin which there is no reality!" (B. B.)
Ver. 16. ing, is not pleasing to God" (Stck.).
" So it comes to {lass, unless one makes a invented, hypocritical worship of God dishonours
eovenantwith his eyes not to look on worldly Him, more than love of the world" (Richt.).
glory, and that which is alien to him, that he is
From sin to sin, thus rain is reached ; that
presently absorbed in it, and turns away from was the way of Oholah and Oholibah.
" What
God" (B. B.).— Ver. 17. One must not paint the holy thing is there which the sinner docs not
devil on the wall.
"They considered neither
Love becomes passion, and profane!" (Stck.)
passion becomes satiety, yea, hatred.
Ver. 40 sq. "The
"Estrange- place nor time" (Jeiiomk).
ment is the usual end of impure love, of the self- society of the ungodly should not be wished, still
ishness concealed underit" (Hencst.).
(Stck.).
"Those who are
"Friend- less sought for
ship and fellowship in sin are of short duration " separate from God go in ouest of men " (Stck. ).
(St.). —Ver. 18. He who gives himself up to "The sinner wishes in all thin s to be pleasing to
false friends often loses thereby the true Friend,
men ; why not to God?" (Si*CK.)— Washing themthe Lord.
Ver. 19 sq. It is sad when one goes selves for men, remaining unclean before God:
back to his earlier sins.
" When one lives besti- thus hypocrites act How much of the activity
ully, he cannot be pictured otherwise than as a of social organizations is here literally di*scribed
beaMt" (B. B.).— Ver. 21. "The falHng back into
Ver. 43 sq. " The longer a man continues in
the- old sin is like a visit which is made to her sin, the more shameless he becomes" (St.).
whom one should hate and avoid" (Henosp.).
Ver. 46. God's rightyiusness makes even of the
Ver. 22 sq. The wicked are punished through Chaldeans "righteous men."— Ver. 46. "When
the wicked.
At a death-bed there is often a great the judgment -hour strikes, judge and executioner
gathering fr»m bygone days.
Our sins, and are found so ready that they only require to be
those with whom we have sinned, surround us on called" (Stck.).
Ver. 48 sq. "Even stUl,
every side.
Ver. 2.5 sq. "The ungodly have no although liien vnll not depart from sin, they
power over God's people, unless thev are given up must depart from life" (L.).
Ewi examples,
ID tliem by God*' (St. ).— Dreadful judgments through God's overruling, may 8cr\*e a good end.
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IS.

The Marking down of

Event that has taken place

the

(the

SymboUccU Discourse and

the

Virtual Sign) (ch. xxir.).

And the word of Jehovah came to me in the ninth year, in the tenth
1
2 month, on the tenth [day] of the month, saying, Son of man, write [rexiiter]
thee the name of the day, this same day ; the king of Babylon has assailed
3 Jerusalem on this same day. And utter a parable against the house of
rebelliousness, and say to them, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Set on a caldron,
4 set it on, and also pour water into it. Gather its pieces into it, every good piece,
5 thigh and shoulder; fill [it] with the choice of the bones. Take the choice
of the flock, and also a wood-pile under it for the bones ; let it boil and boil,
6 so that its bones be sodden in the midst of it. Therefore thus saith the Lord
Jehovah, Woe to the bloody city the caldron in [on] which its rust is, and
whose rust hath not gone out of it piece for piece bring it out no lot has
7 fallen upon it. For her blood is in the midst of her ; on the bare rock she
has put it ; she poured it not upon the earth, that it might be covered with
8 dust.
To make fury to ascend, to execute vengeance, I have put her blood
9 on the bare rock, that it should not be covered. Therefore thus saith the
Lord Jehovah, Woe to the bloody city also I will make the pile great.
10 Heap on wood, kindle the fire, make ready the flesh, and let the fat be
melted, and let the bones be burned up. And set it empty upon its coals,
that it may be hot, and its brass glow, and its uncleanness in the midst of it
12 be melted, and that its rust should cease. It has wearied labours, and its
In thy filthiness is
13 much rust went not forth from it ; into the fire its rust
lewdness ; because I purged thee, and thou wast not purged, thou shalt no
14 more be purged from thy filthiness until I cause My fury to rest on thee. I,
Jehovah, have. spoken it comes, and I do I will not slacken, nor spare, nor
repent according to thy ways, and according to thy works, they shall judge
15 thee sentence of the Lord Jehovah.
And the word of Jehovah came to me,
16 saying, Son of man, behold, I take away from thee the desire of thine eye«
with a stroke ; and thou shalt not mourn nor weep, neither shall thy tears
Groan, be still, make not mourning for the dead, bind the tire of thy
17 flow.
head about thee, and put thy shoes upon thy feet, and cover not the beard,
18 and eat not the bread of men. And I spake to the people in the morning,
and in the evening my wife died ; and I did in the morning as I was comAnd the people said to me. Wilt thou not tell us what this [imp «»]
19 manded.
20 to us that thou doest [u] 1 And I said to them. The word of Jehovah came
21 to me, saying, Say to the house of Israel, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah,
Beholdj I will profane My sanctuary, the pride of your strength, the desire
of your eyes, and the pity of your soul, and your sons and your daughters
22 whom ye have left shall fall by the sword. And ye shall do as I have done
23 ye shall not cover the beard, and the bread of men ye shall not eat. And
your tires shall be upon your heads, and your shoes on your feet ye shall
not mourn nor weep and ye shall pine away "in your iniquities, and sigh one
24 to another. And Ezekiel is unto you for a portent ; according to all that he
hath done shall ye do ; when it cometh, then ye shall know that I am the
25 Lord Jehovah. And thou, son of man, shall it not be, in the day when I
take trom them their stronghold, the delight of their glory, the desire of their
26 eyes, and the wish of their souls, their sons and their daughters ; That in
that day he that is escaped shall come to thee, to cause the ears to hear it
27 On that day thy mouth shall be opened [at the same time] with him that is
escaped, and thou shalt speak, and shalt be no more dumb and thou shalt
be to them for a portent and they shall know that I am Jehovah.
!
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IXEOBTICAL REMARKS.
threatened judgment of Jernsalem and
Judah is now a fact The whole previous preparation for it, and therewith the fint part of the
took
the prophecy of judgment— close with
this chapter.
Looking back from thib point, the
detailed division with respect to the symbolism
of numbers which was stated in the Introduction
jnstifies itself.
1. Under the divine mission of
the prophet (ch. L-iii. 11) there was shown first
of all, in the two sections (ch. L and ch. ii.-iii,
11), the mutual opposition between God and the
2. The first carrying out>of his divine
people.
commission (ch. iii. 12-vii. 27) fell, through the
determining influence of the more special relation to God, into the thrte sections (ch. iii. 1227 ; iv. 1-v 17 ; ch. vi. vii.). 8. The succeeding
instances of his fulfilment of his commission (ch.
viii-xxiv.), on the other hand, in passing over to
the subject of the secularized people, made the
number four significant in the first section (ch.
viiL-xi. ), the two of contrast in the second (ch. xii.
1-20), and— as this whole third division, like the
second, is also governed by the number three
after prominence had been given to the fact that
the people of Gk>d had become like the world, and
after their opposition to Jehovah had been emphasized afresh, there followed, in the third section
of the third division of this first part of the
book, twelve sub-sections, according to the number of the tribes of the whole people, with a
notification, in the eleventh of these, that Judah
and Israel were parted from each other, ch. xii. 21-

—

xxlv. 27.

\,% The Accomplished Fact

Ver. 1. To the accomplished fact corresponds
the date, with which are to be compared tlie
previously -mentioned dates, ch. L, viii., xx., and
therewith 2 Kings xxv. 1 ; Jer. Iii. 4, xxxix. 1
The synagogue still observes the
Zech. viii. 19.
day as a fust. Ver. 2. After formal prominence
given
to the day by Ezekiel's being
has been
required to write down not only its name, but
the day itself (Q>^, comp. ch. ii. 8), its historical

—

substance, or that which happened in it, is stated
as the beginning of the siege of Jenisalem by Ne-

buchadnezzar.

7]0D

Ixxxviii. 7), as

^23
- T

ia:

\»%nii0HiMtm #*» «^in» #i« 4

, . , h rit «w#iv emt
mnflsvif—

The

Vers.

t«
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the andent renlont read : *pnt3EMS^«

to lie

hard upon

(Ps.

U

tXt

im wmfmmk^lht

iv

xuXirif •f nw

read.

external symbolical action is to be supposed here,
but thereby the supposition of such action in the
other passages is made all the more probable

(comp. ch.

—The

Comp.

xii., iv., v.).

besides, ch.

ii.

S,

repeated demand, expressing ui^iit
haste, set on, is at the same time sarcastic ; fetch
their caldron (ch. xi 8): Nebuchadnezzar has
planted himself before their walls; presently it
may become apparent how far their proverb was
a true word. The "pouring in" of the water
will, as it were, prevent a possible oversight by
which the caldron could be injured. Don't for^t
the water ; the next and chief concernment is with
the inhabitants. They are the pieces, Vcr. 4.
It is possible that there is an allusion in ci'dK
etc.

("to sweep together," comp. therewith
19) to those

who

fled before the

ch. xxii.

Chaldeans from

the country into the city, and in rUT^ (**to
T

cut in pieces ") to the sword which hung threateningly over alL The n
relates to those who

—
T

come

into consideration (ch. xxL 17) for the
caldron (Jerusalem). They are described as the
marrow and strength of the population, as the
best who are still in the land, as the choice even
of the bones.
Many interpreters distinguish the
people of quality, the wealthy, the princes, the
king, as the bones.
It is perha^ more correct to
re^pard the expression as hinting at the high
opinion of themselves, entertained by the natives
of Jerusalem (ch. xi 16).
Ver. 6 specifies the
whole by the choice of the flock, to wit, sheep
or goats, of which those pieces are made ; and
then mentions the fuel, *)^^, a round piled-up

—

heap, composed of wood (like strues)^ as is evident fh>m the connection, and especially from
ver. 10, so that the genitive, as is also immediately explained, betokens the destination; for
as the bones likewise (which were even brought
for the special purpose) are to be sodden, the
wood-pile under the caldron (with reference to
the investment of the city roimd about) must
therefore be requisite.
fFairbtiirn translates the
clause in vcr. 5
"and also pile the bones under
it," and adds in explanation: "What the prophet means is, that the best, the fleshiest parts,
full of the strongest bones, representing the most
exalted and powerful among the people, were to
be put within the pot and boiled ; but that the
rest, the very poorest, were not to escape
these,
the mere bones as it were, were to be thrown as a
pile beneath, suflering first, and, by increasing
the fire, hastening on the destruction of the
others,
^xi ^ properly a noun, a pile; literally:
And also let there be a pile of the bones underneath. The expression cannot signify, with Hav.,
a pile of wood for the bones ; for
is simply a
pile, not a pile of wood, and when coupled with
t>ones can only mean a heap of these.'
F.]
:

:

is

used in Ps. xxxii. 4 of

the hand of God.
Vera. 8-14.

The Symbolical Discourse.

Ver. 8. As what follows
MM a

^;^
r r

otldion

is

expressly denoted

(comp. at ch. xiL 22, xvii.

is

merely that of ch. xi

8,

2),

and the

of course no

n^

~W.
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the bolUng," found here only,

and that in by reading, with the Sept, the first person:
"Upon the sunniest rock have I placed," etc J
a plural fonn, strengthens the idea of the verb in The shed blood is nothing hidden, nothing which
**
is aovered over with dust (Lev. xviL 13), but, Ver.
this interest
to be cooked."
" T
8, notorious wickedness, which is made manifest
Ver. 6 introduces with p|) the explanation, but under the rule of Divine Providence, and which
calls down the vengeance of €k>d, (xen. iv. 10, 11;
at the same time a something additional, a new Job xvi
"God would make
18; Isa. xxvi 21.
element In the previous part of the similitude, sin manifest, so that His judgment might be
the fate of the city is symbolized with regard to reco^ised as righteous " (Hiiv. ). Jerusalem was
tliose who are present in Jerusalem; the actual
distinguished by the openness and audacity with
fact of the commencement of the siege by the
which it sinned: but the upshot of it all was
Chaldeans (ver. 2) is also brought into view
The
simply, the bringing near of its judgment
therefore woe, etc (ch. xvi. 28) ch. xxii. 2.
bold openness of the blood-shedding provoked the
The mention of the blood leads to the new fea- fkuy; the fact of its having remained unpunished
ture in the amplification of the similitude, namely,
provoked the vengeance of God.
nrn,

—

^3 =

—

the roBt^ riK^n,

hy which can be meant a

made by burning,

or, still better,

stain

the rust-stain

formed on metal by the influence of damp,
whereby it is eaten away ; comp. Jas. v. 8 ; the
ruddy colour being weu adapted to represent
blood.
[Homer sometimes nods.
Who ever
heard before of the "ruddy colour" of verdigris ?
Schroeder must have forgotten that
"the caldron" ib a caldron of brass. W. F.]
Thus judgment is motived by the guilt of the
inhabitants of Jerusalem. The destruction from
without merely completed that which had begun
long before, from within. That such rust is not
done away, means that the shed blood having
remained unavenged (ver. 7), punishment must
therefore be executed on the innabitants of Jerusalem as a body (Deut xxi. 7, 8). ^The siege is
not a t-esting which leads to repentance, so that
ch. xi. 8 sq. could be ful tilled, but, as Ewald
also understands the passage: "the pieces as
!

—

—

many as there are pieces," in other words, the inhabitants without distinction or exception shall
be fetched out and as the blood-rust adheres properly to the inhabitants, and only in the figure to
the caldron, which however is also employed
figuratively in relation to them, so n
doubtless
;

—
T

; but it
can be referred, so far as the figure is concerned,
to the caldron, i.e. the city, although the most
natural method would be to refer it to the rust,
with which also harmonises the verb, which is
twice used in regard to it— nfc<y and rlK^^n* The

refers in point of fact to the inhabitants

T

:

T

T

Sam. xiv. 42 ; John i. 7. Under Jehoiakim and
along with Jehoiachin, the choice of the people had
been carried away. Ver. 7 passes from the figure
to the reality, namely, to the city, as representing
the inhabitants, and states to what extent the Tuai
continues unremoved (ch. xxii. 13, xxiii. 37).
Comp. Lam. iv. 12 so. Hengst. Judicial murders

—

:

by the dominant party, e.g. Jer. xxvL
n^nv (nnv), from the idea of solidity

perpt'trated
sq.

adds to the permitting of guilt to become ripe, the
oorrespondinff execution of punishment (cn. xvi.
As God takes the matter in hand, rmiD
48).

•

T

alternates with

'ys[f\

(ver. 6), Isa.

xxx. 88.

:

But

as the similitude is to be carried still farther,
the prophet, Ver. 10, is enjoined to carry out the
divine purpose (ch. xi. 6, xxi. 20).
As to the
fire, comp. ch. v. 4, x. 2, xv. 7.— With pnn,

from Dorj, comp. ch.

xxii. 15.

— npl can mean:

"to spice;" Hengst.: "p«t in the spice"
which, however,

(sar-

into the connection
with diificulty. The word means properly to
make soft. Keil to thoroughly boil the broth.
Others, from its also meaning: "to make ointment," translate it by: "stir the mixture."
Ver. 11. The new element
"We know from ch. x.
That the caldron, •'.«.
2, i. 18, what ita coala are.
the city, is also overtaken by the judgment, is
a fact so natural, that Keil, in opposition to
Hitzig, required to point for proof merely to ch.
xxiii. 25, xvi. 41.
The empty caldron, moreover, points back to ver. 6, as ver. 9 to ver. 5, so
that with the renewed reference to the rust, the
similitude is rounded to a conclusion.
Its micleanness is its rust, the blood-guilt, in whit^h
are especially included the polluting Moloch-ofller-

castic),

fits

:

:

—

ings, ch. xxii. 3, 4, 15, 21, 22.

As that which

•

rust thus goes out of the caldron, only when all
the inhabitants go out at the same time, which
may either be when they are led captive or when
they are destroyed. The statement as to there
being no lot only confirms this result; comp. 1

20

Ver. 9, like ver. 6, explanation, and a new,
third element
As the i»t>phet in the similitude
Or OS<*DI ^^^
(ver. 5), so also Jehovah in fact.

rather than of dryness, which would have made
it drink in that which was poured out; either
the smooth and non-porous, or the glancing white

rock is meant [Ew. obscures tLe sim^e line
of thought by taking the close of ver. 6 interroStively: ''Is not the lot fallen upon it, because
r blood was in the midst of it f * and still more

is before the inhabitants is not a time of testing,
so that which the city is to experience is not the
burning out of evil, or purification.
Ver. 12.

—

riK^n D^DKH
T

:

V

•

\

Gesen.

translates:

"With

hard

:

labour it (the caldron) wcaiies me. " Many render
the close of the verse "in the fire, " or " through
the tire its rust. " Fruitless efforts (comp. vt»r. 1 3)
According to Hitz.
at purification are meant.
" tnrough such extreme heat to remove the rust
(Jer. vi. 29) ; so that a pause of expectation requires to be imagined between vers. 11 and 12,
which, however, is arbitrarily assumed.
J. D.
Mich.: "When verdigris has eaten very deeply
into it, copper is made red-hot in the fire, and
cooled in water, when the rust falls off in scales,
etc.
It can be paitialty dissolved by the applica:

:

Only one must not think of
tion of vinegar.
a melting away of the rust by the fire, siiKje in
that case the copper would necessarily be melted
along with it. Also through the mer«* heating
the greater part can be loosened, so that it caa
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18-18.

oe mbbed off." Ueogit mentions the serere was the excessive and inveterate wickedness of
kbour of the true servant of the Lord, Isa. xlix. the people which provoked, and even rendered
[Dutch Annotationm: ** She hcUh wearied necessary, the severs dealing to which they were
4.
(ne ¥rith) vamtiee, making sueh a continual stir subjected.
" All measnros of a less extreme kind had beea
Vy her idohitries, heathenuh covenants, intestine
of^reasion, lying, hypocrisv, and all manner of tried in vain those were now exhausted and as
:

;

icked devices, whereby she would underprop the iniquity appeared to be entwined with the
her ruinous condition and keep off threatened whole fabric and constitution of things, nothing
deatniction, instead of repenting and turning remained but to subject all to the crucible of a
unto me, whereunto I exhorted tlwm by my pro- severe and overwhelming catastrophe. This is
phet wiUi such patience and forbearance, and represented by keeping the caldron on the fire till
admonished them so faithfully and frequently its contents were stewed away, and the very bones
with sore threatenings, that I am even grown burnt And as if even this were not enough, as
weary of it, they being not (in the least) bettered, if something more were necessary to avenge and
but ffTown still more obstinate and hardened purse out such scandalous wickedness, the ^iron
there bv. "—W. F.] While the much rnrt is des- itsdf must be kept hot and burning till the pollutined for the fire, so that the caldron, in contrast tion should be thoroughly consumed out of it
to it* does not come into account, the fate of the The wicked city must be laid in ruins.
It is the
caldron at the same time becomes evident Ver. very same thought which occurs in Isa. iv. 4,
departing
where
Zion
is
said to
18,
the filth of the daughters of
from the figure, addresses Jemsalem.
Hitz. "on account of thy unchaste be washed away, and th$ blood of Jerusalem to be
nncleanness." So also most interpreters. The pui^ged from the midst of it b^ the spirit of judgde^neracy of the people is described as one in ment and the spirit of burning ; only, after the
which the death-aeserving crime of lewdnen manner of our prophet, the image is extended to
forma the characteristic element
many minute and particular details. In plain
[Henderson: "The impurity of the inhabi- terms, the Lord was no longiT going to deal with
tants of Jerusalem was of the most atrocious cha- them by half-measures ; their condition called for
racter,
msi, crime, deliberate wickedness, is a the greatest degree of severity compatible with
T
their preservation as a distinct and separate people,
tern employed to denote a criminal act, perpe- and so the indignation of the Lord was to rest on
trated OQ set purpose. Boot, Qot- ^ thitds, dense, them till a separation was effected between them
T
vmrpose; mostly used in a bad sense. Jehovah and sin." FAiKBAiRN'a JEzekiel, pp. 261, 262.—
had used a variety of means, both physical and W. F.]
moral, to restore them to jmrity, but thev had
Vers. 15-27. The ViHnal Siffn (tJie Silence of
produced no effect. It remained now only for the
£kekUl).
Chaldeans to do their work. The decree was irre-

—

:

•

—

•

—

vocable, and the execution inevitable." W. F.]
Comp. ch. xxiiL 44, 48, xvL 27, 42, etc. (Lev.
xriiL 20.) While they degenerated to such an
extent, both politically and religiously, they withdrew themselves from the influence of the efforts
made by Jehovah, who by word (promise and
threatening) and deed (chastisements and deliverances) was all the while bent on the purifying of
IsmeL All promulgation of law was designed to
effect the separation of the people from the heathen
world, and their purification trom innate corruption (2 Chron. xxxvi. 16). The judgment which
has overtaken them brin^ to an end these fruitless efforts for tbeir purification, and every prospect of their being cleansed. Henceforth— that
is the immediate ratun* of Israel— the ftuy of
God reata on them. Com p. at ch. v. 18 (Jer.
xiii 27; Isa. iv. 4). —Ver. 14. The close of
the symbolical disconrse. Comp. ch. xxiii. 84,
v. 18.— Ch. xxi. 12.— Ch. xvii. 24.—Ch. vii. 3,
8t 27.
jn», cither with reference to persons : to

—

Ver. 16. 'tpno, ^l^it the eyes desire,
XX. 6,

what they

fi^™ 1^3»

to

rest

1

Kings

on with affection.— riMD,

smke, can be

:

overthrow, calamity,

and means here sudden death. So much the
more natural would those gestures and expressions of feeling be which were forbidden to him.

^QD

is

almost always used of lamentation for

the dead. Even the tears which were so natural
(thy), not to speak of "weeping," were not
allowed to him, 1 Cor. viL 29. --Ver. 17. The
feeling of grief God does not forbid, only its loud,
outward expression ; the pain felt in regard to a
private experience shall be dumb, just as the universal experience symbolized by i^ must absorb
every private sorrow. The opposite of the mourning which was made for the ae«d (D^JIIO is placed
expressively fit the beginning of the clause) is
described in detail.
^^5B is a ** head-ornament"

the «^}\\tj go free (Oesen.), or in a neuter
aense, which is the preciser idea to depart tram (Isa. 1x1. 8) in general ^ver. 23), not exclusively
word through a 'procedure not conformable to that of the priest ; peo'^le laid it aside in times of
it— (Ch. XX. 44.) Ch. xxiii. 24, 45.—The words mourning, and went bareheaded comp. however,
which are here added by the Sept. (were they fol- Dent xiy. 1 ; strewed ashes upon their heads,
lowing a different version t) are inserted by Hitz. Lam. it 10 ; went barefooted, 2 Sam. xv. 30
and £w. as conformable to the text
covered, as did lepers, the lower part of their
face, Mic. iii. 7
the beard, as man's adornment
obtained food from other people, as from neighADDITIONAL NOTE ON VERS. 6-14.
bours, who sent it to the house, in contradistinc[•* After having briefly given the ground of the tion to the food prepared by themselves
at other
parabolical description, the prophet proceeds, in times, Jer. xvi. 7.
Ver. 18. As Ezekiel spake to
vers. (J-14, to make special and pointed applica- the ezilM in the momiBg, namely, ver. 3 sq.,
tion of it
His leading object is to show that it and hit wife died in tlM evening, the directions
let

:

My

—

;

—

—
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which he received for his behaviour in regard to
this event, and which he complied with on the
morning after the death, were communicated to
him on the same day with the symbolical discourse.
[Hengst. refers the "speaking" to the communication of the divine command to the people, and
makes the prophet appear before them on the succeeding morningwith the intelligence that his wife
had died the previous evening, when he acted in the

—

alreadv-mentioned symbolical manner.! Yer. 19
(ch. xii. 9) assumes that the death of the prophet's wife has become known to the people,
since their (Question is occasioned by the inconAs it is
sistency of hLs behaviour with that fact.
inexplicable when considered in relation to himself, the inquiry as to its bearing on them springs
to their lips.
^g either stands for nc'Ki or is to

—

be explained thus : For thou doest it for us ; in relation to thyself thou wouldst necessarily have acted
otherwise.
[The expressions which Hengst. has
not hesitated to employ may be quoted on
account of their sinffulanty : ** The prophet ap•*
pears merely as a holy actor "
;
have to

We

(!)

do with a mere figure," with a '* fact of the holy
phantasy " Ezekiel may have had ** no wife at
;

all," etc.]

Ver. 20. The explanation of his conduct follows, as he was divinely commissioned to give it,
Ver. 21— namely, that what had happened to
himself, whei-eby he is placed before them in a
more impressive manner as the representative of
the house of Israel, as the exiles' *' companion in
tribulation," was a type of that which was about
to happen to them.
As the expressions show,
the wife of Kzekiel must typify the temple ; her
death represents especially its desecration, when
Jehovah allows it to fall into the hands of the
heathen (ch. vii. 22), whereby the symbol of his
marriage- relation to Israel, the dwelling together,
disappears.
If this relation between the wife and
the temple is established comp. ver. 16— by the
expression : D3^3^J^ *lDnD, then the temple on its

—

17.— Ver. 28. Vers. 17, 16. The direct application of what has gone before, which is
by
the prophet to his companions in exile, gives a
symbolical character to what has been said, which
becomes all the clearer, as what is exactly meant
is immediately expressed, namely : Ye shall pine
away in your iniquities, etc. (ch. iv. 17), which
describes a state of inward and personal woe
which is destitute of all comfort (Isa. 1. 1,
lix. 2).— on^ is the pressing out of the breath in

mMe

-T

lowing and also in roaring

; here it corresponds to
of Ezekiel in ver. 17, a sighing uith
groans, and that of the one to the other, instead
of the former mutual interchange of complaints,
wishes, and hopes. [Hav. and others understand
it as
pain and sorrow on account of sin, which
is said neither here nor in Lev. xxvi 39 ; EiCH.
dull indifference at the downfall of Jerusalem in
consecjuence of the misery of banishment ; £w.
a stupified, unrepentant state of mind ; many fear
and shame before the Chaldeans among whom they
dwelt.
Hitz. makes them growl one to another
like bcMS, discontentedly seeking the source of
their misfortune in others instead of in themselves ; Hengst.: despair.] As, in the prophet's
case, the misfortune of his wife's death disappears
in the deep shadows of the overthrow of Jerusalem
and Judah, so all the personal feelings of the exiles
shall be absorbed in this destruction of the last
remnant of the kingdom and city. One and another shall be benumbed with pain, so that no
comfort shall come from any quarter ; on the contrary, a desolating feeling of gnilt shall be general,
such shall be their knowledge of the Lord.
Ver. 24. Comp. at ch. xii. 6.— Ver. 14. n
is

what

IS said

—

:

:

—

—
T

referred by many to ver. 26.
The introduction of
Ezekiel's name completes the personal t}'pe.
[" It appears to us almost unaccountable how

any person of ordinary discernment should understand the prophet here to mean, that those Jeu>8
were to receive the coming catastrophe in a callous and indifferent manner, sullenly yielding to
part symbolizes all the possessions and power of their fate, but without any sensible movement
Israel.
To its existence in their midst they ap- of the springs of sorrow and rcjgret Yet such is
pealed against their brethren, ch. xi. 15; and to the v'?^w taken of the passa^ by some leading
:his they trjsted amid all their wickedness and commentators abroad (in particular, by Eichhom,
apostasy, ch. viiL 6 ; Jer. vii. 4.
Fiide of yonr Ewald, Hitzig), although the express declaration
strength, aince they took pride in it as their at the close, and the whole character of the represtrength.
Comp. Lev. xxvi. 19.— Note the alli- sentation, plainly lead to an opposite conclusion.
teration in ^DHD and nono ; according to In the typical part of the delineation, it was not
because the prophet was insensible to the loss he
Hengst. "the sympathy of your soul," since the sustained by the death of his wife that he was to
soul that is inwardly united with it suffers with abstain from the habiliments and usages of mournit(?); Gksen.
"what your soul desires, loves." ing but because there was another source of grief
The following would correspond better with its sig- behind, of which this was but the sign and presagi%
nification elsewhere (ch. vii. 4), namely that your and in itself so much greater and more appalsoul would spare,
pledging life itself for it. ling, that his spirit, instead of venting itseJf in
{Dutch Trans. : th»* sparing of your souls. ) In the expressions of sorrow at the immediate and ostensymbolical significance of £zekiers wife for Israel, sible calamity, was rather to brood in silent agony
next to the special relation to the temple, the and concern over the more distressing evil it forepeople come into consideration,
the bom and shadowed. And in like manner with the people,
daughters ; in the symbol, sudden death as to when all their fond hopes and visions were finaJLly
the people, death by violence.
(HiTZ. " On the exploded when the destruction of their beautioccasion of the expatriation, many parents mav ful temple and the slaughter of their sons and
have been obliged to leave their children with daughters came home to them as dreadful realilelatives, from their being of too tender age to ties, they could only refrain from bewailing the
accompany them." Perhaps also they could be loss of what had so deep a hold on their desires
left behind in expectation of better times.)
Ver. and affections, by having come to discern in this
22. In regard to both the relations referred to, the the sign of what was still greatly more dreadful
exiles addressed shall imitate Ezekiel ; comp. ver. and appalling.
And what might that be but Hie

—

—

:

:

;

:

—

—

—

;

:

—

—
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CHAP. XXIV.
bloodstained guilt of tlieir iniouities, which

had
on the catastrophe? Had it been that
portion of the people who dwelt at Jerusalem that
the prophet here moi-e immediately referred to,
there might have been some room tor supposing
(with Piudos and others) that he pointed merely
to the overawing terror of the enemy, and to the

brooeht

25-27.
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among the nations, to be brought as into the
wilderness, that they might there be dealt with
for iniquities not yet forsaken, and purged from
still

remaluing abominations.

'*

it is clear, therefore, that the description in
the passage before us must not be understood in
the absolute sense, as if it wei-e intended to porbrnthless horror and astonishment connected tray what was certainly to be realized among the
with the capture of the city, when he spake of people at laroe on the takinj^ of Jerusalem.
It is
such an arrest bein^ laid ou the common outgo- what should have been realized in all ; but what,
ings of grief.
But it is the captives at Chebar of in point of fact, was to have its realization only
whom he more immediately speaks, who, he well in part. The people should, on the occurrence
knew, woold be living in outwaid quiet, far re- of such a fearful catastrophe, have sunk under an
moved from the scene of uproar and destruction. overpowering sense of their guilt and foUv, and,
Jt could not, in their case, be the presence of a
like the prophet, turned the tide of their grid
Babylonian host, or the turmoil and consterna- and mouminp^ rather against the gigantic evil
tion caitsed by the success of the Babylonian that lay behind, seen only in the chambers of
anus, which should check the customary expres- imagery, than what outwardly appeared ; they
nons of giief ; it would be the overwhelming should have bewailed the enormous sins thut had
sense that should then break in upon them of provoked the righteous displeasure of God, rathejr
the iniquities to which they had clung with such than the present troubles in which that displeafatal perverseness, absorbing their spirits, and
sure had taken effect.
Their sorrow should have
taming their raoaniugs into a new and hieher chiefly flowed in this more inward and spiritual
direction.
The agonies of bereavement would be direction, for it was here pre-eminently that the
in a manner lost under the self-inflicted pains of evil stood.
And such, undoubtedly, was the case
contrition and remorse (com p. ch. vii. 16).
with the better and more enlightened portion of
" Yet, while this seems obviously the meaning of the people ; but many still cleaved to their idols,
the prophet's announcement,
of the not mourn- and would not receive the instruction given them,
ing
one way, and still pining awav with dis- either by the prophet's parabolical example, or by
tress and sorrow in another,
the description must the reality of God's afflicting dispensations."
be nnderstood with certain qualifications, and Fairbairn's Ezekiel, pp. 266-268.— W. F.]
indeed is to be viewed as the somewhat ideal
Ver. 26. The prominence given to the person
delineation of a state of things that should be of the prophet leads now to tae announcement of
fonnd, rather than the exact and literal descrip- a sign which is to be given him hereafter, and to
tion of what was actually to take plac^.
The the giving of an instruction for his procedure
^presentation would otlierwise stand in palpable thereupon.
And thou, etc. The statei^ent is
contrariety, as well with undoubted facts as with interrogative in its form, but assumes an affirmastatements elsewhere made both by Ezekiel and tive answer.
It is equivalent to : 1 ask thee,
by his great contemporary in Judea. That many, shall it, can it be otherwise? The time is exon th<> fall of Jerusalem, did really exhibit the pressed as a definite day.
year and a naif
usual signs of mourning, and give the fullest vent elapsed before then, ch. xxxiii. 21 ; comp. Jer. lii.
to their feelings of distress, may be inferred with —The delight of their glory means
that in
the utmost certainty from what is written in the whose glory they delighted, ver. 21.
The wish
Lamentations of Jeremiah, where we read of tdl of their soula, that to which they looked with
the common symptoms and appliances of grief: longing and yearning.
According to others:
'elders sitting upon the ground, casting dust "the burden of their souls," namely, that which
npon their heads, girding tnemselves with sack- oppresses them.
The sona and daughters are

—
—

m

A

—

cloth

*
;

—though he had

and the prophet himself

been told not to lament or bemoan (ch. xvi. 5)—
weeping till * his eyes failed with tears, and his
Kver was poured on the earth, for the destruction
of the daughter of his people. '
Nay, while Ezekiel
here speaKS as if all the indications of mourning

thoola be restrained at the destruction of JerusaInn, he had previously spoken of the people being
so filled with distress on account of it, that * they
shoald gird themselves with sackcloth, and have
baldness upon their heads * (ch. vii 18), and had
himself also been instructed to howl and cry in
contemplation oi the approaching troubles (ch.

ui

12).
There
other side, that

can be no doubt
the conscience of

also,

sin,

on the
however

powerfully it might work in some bosoms, and
absorb other feelings, would be very tar from
l»iiig universally felt as it ouxht to have been.

The prophets were

by no means disposed

ntaggerated views

on the

subject.

to cherish

Jeremiah had

even spoken of the people carrying their iniquities
with them into other lands, and there serving

gods day and night (ch. xvi. 18). And
KcpkieT himself, in ch. xx., represents them as

other

itOl

neediD£^ after they

had been

all scattered

:

named along with the temple, without a connecting word, but as in ver. 21.— Ver. 26. The
[According to
escaped is a definite person.
Hengst. an ideal person, comprehending in himself uie whole host of those carried away ; others
As an eyea fugitive, one of their number.]
witness of what had been passed through, he will
place the fact before the exiles as one which cannot be doubted.— Ver. 27. As he (which is also a
virtual sign, namely, for the prophet) o])eus his
mouth, Ezekiel does the same, who consequently
has had to keep silence up to that time. The
opening of the prophet's mouth at the same time
with that of the fugitive takes place in ch. xxxiii.
comp. vers. 21, 22. The word of Jehovah, however,
com<»s to the prophet in the interval, ch. xxv.xxxii.
As these prophecies are directed against
non-Israelites, the silence of the prophet, which is
introduced with ch. xxiv., must be regarded as relative, and be understood in reference to his discourses to Israel only : to them he will not speak in
the present period ; he will do so only (ch. xxxiii.)
when, with the renewal of his divine mission, a
"new period for propheti: speech" (Hbkost.)
shall open, comprehending the second part of hif
:
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Comp.

book.

at ch. xzix. 21.

Aa, now, thiB

second part, containing the prophecies of divine
compassion, sets itself over against the first part
which contains the prophecies of judgment, and
the retrospective reference of ver. 27 (ch. xxxiii.
22) to ch. iii. 26, 27 is unmistakeaUe (comp.
there) so Ezekiel') becoming dumb can be taken
in relation to prophesying of mercy as distinguished from pi-ophesyinfl; of judgment, so that
the meaning would be Thou shall then speak of
mercy, and no more of judgment, which has
become an accomplished fact. But therewith the
prophet's becoming dumb appears as a becoming
silent touching mercy, and as a s]ieaking concerning judgment, just as speaking, of this nature, was
characteristic of the first part of the lK>ok ; so that
the dnmbness of £zekiel aifects, in the first place,
the period up to the appearance of the fugitive
from Jerusalem with the news of its downfall; but
further, on its close, looks back on the whole period
of the first part of the book, which it concludes.
Thus it is evidently to be understood as a prophetic dumbness, not as silence in a general sense.
The prophet speaks of judgment to foreign peoples,
during the time which is to be assumed from our
chapter, exactly as in the first part of the book,
the time of his silence as to mercy, he spoke to
Israel.
Thus his becoming silent is here alio a
;

:

—

si^ to Israel, just as it was so at an earlier
time,ch. lii. 26, 27.
Through all this speech and
silence (thus many refer it to the whole activity
of the prophet), and in other ways, he is shown to
have been a significant symbol to his fellowcountrymen.
[Dutch Annotations In that
day, etc. ; ** As if God should say, Thou hast
now sufficiently foretold rav people of tiie miseries
that are at hand, be now silent for a while till all
things be clearly fulfilled and plain before their
eyes ; then shaft thou speak to them again for
their comfort and instruction, that thou mayest
thus be unto them and to My whole church in
sundry ways a wonderful token of great things to
come." W. F.] Henost. "When the eye-witnesses report tliat all has happened as announced
by him, he will become to them an object of wonder, thev will recognise the Lord behind the son
of man.
It is more natural, however, to regard
it as a simple repetition of ver. 24, as Eizeldel's dull
pain (ver. 17) prefigured not merely Uie feeling
and behaviour of the exiles, but alM) Ood's pain
it could be regarded, if one might so speak, as a
striking symbol of the silence of the Judge in
regard to Israel, after the sentence had been passed,
which is now being executed, of His still continued silence towards His people concerning
virtual

—

:

—

:

'

:

—

mercy.

DOCTBINAL REFLECTIONS.

With the

prediction of our chapter, comp.
ch. xii. No. 4.
**Thia discourse
is peculiarly impoi-tant," says Hav., "owing to
the definiteneas of its prediction." "The j^^ce
on the Chebsr where the prophet lived was
distant from Jerusalem more than a hundred
German miles ; it was therefore impossible for
Ezekiel to know by human means that the siege
of Jerusalem had commenced on that very day ;
1.

Doct

Keflec.

on

and when

it was afterwards ascertained that the
prediction had exactly corresponded with fact, it
would be regarded as an invincible proof of his
divine mission " (J. D. MiOH.).
Ew. makes the

prophet

act on

that day

"

in an

altogether

animated way, as if the siege of the distant city
had been set in array against himself.*' He sa^
poses also that the anticipation of soon losing his
wife by a sudden stroke was a "presentiment"
Umbreit interprets the matter in almost the same
way, by regarding the wife of the prophet
"prostrated by a severe illness," so that he foresaw her speedy death. Hitz. admits that "anything fortuitous is not to be imagined ; and all the
less, from the fact that we have here nothing to do
with premonition, since the certainty of the tone,
and the definiteness with which Ezekiel speakn of
the subject, must rest on a proper knowledge of the
fact. " With his decision in favour of a vcUieUuiam
po$t eventum, not only the prophetic, but also the
moral character of Ezekiel falls to the ground.
2. "The earth drinks in the blood which is
righteously shed, or covers it, so that it u not
avenged on him who shed it ; on the other hand,
it is said of the blood which is to be aven^, that
the earth covers it not, or discloses it in iti
season, Job xvi. 18 ; Isa. xxvi 21 " (Cocc).
3. [" As to the principle of dealing, there is no
essential difference between what God did then

u

Israel, and what He still docs with those
stand in a similar relation to Him, and parsue a similar course.
Where there is the profeasion of a belief in God's word, and a regard to
God's authority, though intermingled with much
that is false in sentiment, or unrighteous in C4)nduct, there must still be dealings of severity and
rebuke, to bring the professor, if possible, to a
sense of his sinfulness, and lead him to renounce
it ; but, failing this, to vindicate concemin|( hira
the righteousness of God, and leave hiui without
excuse if his iniquity should prove his ruin. In
the case of sincere, God-fearing people, the severity
exercised will always be attended with salutary
results ; for they have the root of the matter in
them, and are sure to profit by the chastening of
the Loi-d.
But with those who haye the profession only, without the principle of true godliness,
the iniquity is clung to in spite of all the severity
that is exercised, until the Mrrath falls on them
to the uttermost
There ia enough in New Testament Scripture, and the experience of men under
the present dispensation, to warrant us to expect
8o/ar a similanty in God's method of procedure
to the representation here given of His conduct
toward Israel. But, on the other hand, a difference may also be expected, in so far as His dealings now, in accordance with the genius of the
new dispensation, respect men more as individuals, less as public communities, and bear more
immediately upon their inward state and spiritual
relations.
He who would regard aright the operations of the Lord's hand, and profit by the corrections of His rod of chastisement, must keep a
watchful eye upon the things that concern his
own experience and history. There may be signs
of the divine disp?jas\re sufficient to startle the
tender conscience, and call for deep humiliation
of spirit, while nothing appears outwardly wrong,
and all may even wear a smiling aspect as far as
regards social and public relations.
Should there
be a restraining of divine grace within, on absence
of spiritual refreshment, a felt discomfort of mind,
or an obvious withdrawal of spiritual privileges,
there is beyond doubt the commencement of a
work of judgment ; and if such marks of God's

with

who

displeasure are slighted, others of a more sevete
ana alarming kind may assuredly be looked for.

f
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Bat
•re

and cinmmstances in

as men*8 tempers

life

infinitely rariea, so there is a corresponding

Tariety in the methods employed by God to check
sin, and expel its poison from the
lieart.
And it is the part of spiritual wisdom to
seek for the wakeful ear and the discerning eye,
which may enable one to catch even the earliest
intimations of God's displeasure, and so improve
these as to render unnecessary the heavier visitations of wrath."— Fairbairn'b Ezekkl^ pp. 262,
268.— W. F.]
4. Hengst, in denying the reality of the death
of EzekieTs wife, states the proposition that " a
tnoml relation like marriage cannot be degraded
to a mere mode of representation ; " as if this
would less be the case if we had before us ** only
a vividly drawn figure " This death is Just as
little a " mere mode of representation '' as anything else which, ordained by God, happens
But the
specially to His children and servants.
moral significance of the event for Ezekiel was
altogether subordinate to the prophet's signifiThat whicn was merely
cance for the people.
purifying trial to him was to be punishment to
"He endures," says Schmieder, **the
them.
pain, like other snfierings of his prophetic office,
as the servant and instrument of God for Israel,
in order to lead the people to saving repentance."
** God by no means spares His servants, and they
endure willingly, because they know that the
Lord in His own time makes all things work
together for good, and because they are always
ready to offer up to Him in love and confidence
whatever He'retiuires. " We must not forget that
Szekiel was set as a ''portent" for the people;

the rising of

!

comp. at

ch. iv. (Doct. Reflec. 4), ch. xii.

according to the individuality of his

Tnus,

official posi-

which his loving sympathy with his
the psychological medium, he is a type
virtue of a personu symbolical substitution
or representation. Kzekiel prefigui-es, in a most
tion, for

rple

is

.
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in order to fulfil the duties of his high office.
Only in so far as he had learned this truth did
he attain to the character of the ideal prophet
perpetual spiritual law was enunciated by our
Lord, when He said, at least in effect, to the
ambitious sons of Zebedee, that drinking of His
cup and being baptized with His baptism, were
the conditions of occupying places of honour in
His kingdom. This law held in the Old Testament period no less than in the New. The man
who was distinguished from his fellows by receiving power to intierit all the ages, to dip into the
future and comprehend the near and the remote
in a single gaze of his divinely opened eye, to
understand and proclaim the eternal moral principles according to which God determines the
order of world-history, to be, in short, a prophet,
was also distinguished from them by profounder
experience of sorrow, suffering, and self-abnega-

A

The words which were spoken by God in
reference to l^aul, when he was about to be introduced to the apostolic office, might have been
applied, with scarcely a verbal change, to Elzekiel,
or to any of the ancient prophet^ when they
were called to their life-work : " He Ih a chosen
vessel unto Me to bear
name before the Gentiles, and kin^ and the children of Israel ;
. .
I will show him how great things he must suffer
tion.

My

.

My

name^s sake."
Self-consecration was an essential condition to
the proper fulfilment of the duties of the proThe prophet was required to
Shetic ministry.
evote to God the energies of his mind and soul,
the treasures of his heart, all that he prized
most ; for God regarded them as His own, and
might use any, or all of them, as instruments for
the carrying on of His work. The tasks which
God enjoined presupposed this complete surrender
on the part of His servants. Their accomplishment won Id have been impossible otherwise.
The prophet was often asked to do things difficult, disagreeable, or even unnatural, in order
that effect might be given to his divine message.
For, when the spoken word was not reguxied as
for

—

painful domestic experience, the judicial punishment which is ordained of God for the people,
with whom he is joined by personal sympathy, as
well as by the fact of being equally an exile. It sufficient, it was supplemented by the acted word
misht be said that a Messianic element here or the symbol, in the choosing of which, regard
The was had, not to the comfort, convenience, or primakes itself appiu^nt in the prophet.
inrmbolism of marriage in relation to Christ and vate feelings of him whose duty it was to set the
tne Church (Eph. v. 32) harmoniises with this symbol forth, but only to its power to teach and
theologicd explanation of the case. Consider, impress. Ofren, indeed, the symbols chosen were
besides, the reference to Jer. zvi., on which Haver- of such a kind that the employment of them did
not necessarily involve sel^denial ; but the case
nick lavs stress.
5. Tlie instructions received by E2ekiel in con- was altered, when acts and experiences of the
nection with the death of his wife are very re- private life of the prophet which touched his
markable. They suggest yarious inferences, both deepest feelings, were regulated and controlled so
as to his own character as the servant of God, as to transform him into a personal symbol.
and as to the nature of the prophetic office. Thus, for the sake of perfecting him as a teacher
While the prophet was frequently one of the most by signs, Hosea was commanded to form peculiar
gifted, ana always one of the most honoured of domestic ties, to which natural feeling would have
men, he was at the same time one of the most disinclined him. And wha*i»ver view be held as
Like all places of honour in the to the Divine intention in Poking away EzekieFs
severely tried.
kingdom of (rod, the position of a prophet in- wife by a stroke, her death was used as a 8}'mbol
volved the bearingof burdens which were excep- of a great public calamity, whose character was
The closeness of his fellowship further symbolized, by the prophet's deportment
tionally heavy.
with God had two sides -a dark as well as a under his affliction, in which ne was influenced
bright.
For his high degree in the kiujB^dom of by a regard to his mission only. When he went
God he had to pay a great price, by being pre- forth to the people on the morning after his beHe was taught, and reavement, he could have said in a double sense,
eminently a cross-bearer.
often by painful experiences, that it was necessary " The burden of the Lord.
The fact of God imposing upon Ezekiel the
to "count all things but loss" for God; "to
hate father and mother and wife and children and command to repress all signs of feeling, and,
hrethren and sisters, yes, and his own life also," notwithstanding the suddenness and severity ot
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the stroke, to be calm and self-controlled, proves
the servant of Ood must lead a life of selfsacrifice^ that individual feeling must be merged
in the higher claims of duty ; while the promptness
and perfection of his obedience show how well he
had learned to subordinate all things to the fulfilment of his ministry, and how all-absorbing
was his desire to arouse his people to a sense oi
things spiritual and divine. That the affliction
whicn came upon him was most crushing, may be
inferred from the nature of the case and from the
narrative.
To one who could be described as
'*the desire of thine eyes," the prophet must
have been knit in tenderest love, and he would
feel the bereavement all the more because his
nature was intense and lonely, his soul, one which
dwelt apart Deep must have been the sense of
desolation which fiUed his heart, when he knew
that he was to be for ever deprived of the sympathv which was so grateful oecause so rare, so
nelpful because so loving, and so trusted because
it had never failed.
But the manner in which
Crod communicates His purpose, and the use
which He asks the prophet to make of the bei-eavement, assume his possession of the intensest
spirituality of mind and devotion to his propnetic mission.
The bereavement is regarded
entirely as to its |iossible bearing on public utility,
and not once as to its bearing on private happiness.
The prophet's private feelings are ignored,
except in so far as their natural expression is forbidden ; God foretells him of his affliction, not
so much that he may be prepared to bear, as that
he may be prepared to use it for the fulfilment of
his mmistry.
No compt'nsation for the desolation of his human heart is hinted at except this

tliat

—

^that he shall enjoy, on account of his afiiiction,
the opportunity of preaching by new symbols of
onusual impressiveness of becoming himself an
eloquent symbol. What he suffers as a man may
be counterbalanced by what he shall accomplish
as a prophet
For the anguish of bereavement,
for the pain of self-repression, of abstinence from
every expression of grief, from even the sweet
solace of tears, he may find some compensation in
being enabled, by means of his own circumstances,
to place the fiiture before the minds of his people,
in a way fitted to make them realize tlie coming
woe, and to arouse them to repentance.
His
great sorrow hidden in his heart, Ezekiel, the
servant of God, proceeds to the work which God
gave him to do. The shadows which appeared to
rest on his soul proceeded, less from the recollection of his own oereavement, than from foresight
of the calamities of his people.
His private
sorrow seemed to be overlaid by an anticipation
of the greater sorrow which was to affect them.
His manner seemed to say, ** Weep not for me,
but weep for yourselves and for your children."
As he was a ** poi-tent " to Israel, so, by his beautiful, self.forgetting devotion to prophetic duty,
which was made possible to him, not merely by
the grace of God which accompanied the command of God, but also by the nowerful sympathies

—

own sanctified nature, Ezekiel is an example
to the servants of God in every age.— W. F.]

of his

HOMILETIC HINTS.
Ver. 1 so. " Ch. xxiv. is to be regarded as a
ikrowell" (Henost.).—One goes on speaking till
the kit moment
**A8 the hoar for fasinging

help to the pious is fixed, so also is the hour foi
executing Grod's vengeance on the wicked " (Stck.).
"This happened in our month of December"
That which is carried out at Jerusalem if
(L.).
written down at Babylon.— "He who is condemned to death knows not the day, which lui
Judge, however, knows well" ^SfcK.).
Our
calendar should be a veir different one were the
days noted according to God*s bidding.
Ver. 8. **0od loves to say to man what He
means to say to him by means of intelligible
figures ; therefore preachers should avoid obecariiig
His word with ambiguities" (L.). In the wratn
of God, because it is His despised love, as in the
love of God, there are intensity and vehemence.—
In the time of God's judgment all the excuses of
men will fall to the ground. Ver. 4. God n
already gathering to His judgment- seat those
whom He will judge. Ver. 5. Divine punishment overpowers even the strongest Even the
best is not too good for God's chasUsi^ments.
Ver. 6 sq. Man's sentence and God's sentence
upon cities. ^A woe follows on shed blood.— The
rust on the caldron.
"Sin is the rust which
cleaves to us all " (Stck.).
Ver. 7. "On account
of the blood of Christ, shed at Golgotha, Titai
at length burned the city" (k Lap.). —Ver. 8.
God's leading and governing apparent amid the
sins of men.
Ver. 9 sq. Tne ascending climax
in the judgments of God.
He who will not hear
must feel
" God easily finds wood in abundance"
(Stck.).— The ungodly shall not stand in the judgment.
" An evil conscience is a small caldron
above a great fire" (1 Lap.).— Ver. 12. God'f
The
fruitless efforts, what an awfid prelude!
abuse of divine f^race.
"Thus also it was not
cleansed by Christ, who had wearied Himself
in labours for Jerusalem even to hot tears'*
(Jerome).
Ver. 15 sq. God takes away,
this should
never be forgotten in any case of bereavement—
The Lord has taken away, .Job's words, Ezekiel's
" God wills that we should give u^
experience.
at His command, all that is dear to us in this
world" (TUB, Bib.).— Not lost, but gone before.
" Righteous people are often snatched away from
the evil to come^' (L).—The children of God are
not therefore insensate stones, but they desire to
observe the God-appointed limits in their grief—
The Jews laid great stress on pomp in their mourning; and with how many Cnristians that is the
whole or the principal part of mourning !— " No
one should do as Ezekiel did unless commanded by
God" (Stck.).— Ver. 18 sq. " In all things, even
in what is hard for us, we should obey the divine
command" (TOb. Bib.).— "That which is impossible to our own natural power can become possible through the power of grace.
Obey, then,
even when it seems impossible to thee, and believe that the needed help will be given thee"
(St.).— Ver. 20 sq. * Oh, the punishment, when
God Himself profanes His sanctuary, and takes
away the light of true religion " (TOb. Bib.)—
Sorrow without comfort is great sorrow.- Ver.
24. " Preachers of repentance must be signs to
the unrepentant, and teach them not only with
words, but also with their whole life" (Cb.).—
Ver. 26. The lame post fh)m Jerusalem.— "(Jar-
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nally-secure

men

oelieve a

human

messenger

sooner than a messenger of (3od" (Stck.).— wno
"Now the thunders ol
believes our preaching?
God's jadgment b^gan to sp^^" (Hsngst.};
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CHAPTERS XXV.-XXXII.

TRANSITION FROM THE PROPHECY OP JUDGMENT TO THE
PROPHECY OP COMPASSION^ OR THE PROPHECIES AGAINST
THE ADVERSARIES.

Tu prophedes agMnat tbe heathen natioDS are pat here into one oollecii<m, as is Uie case also
Jereimah and Isaiah (Introd. pp^ 10, 11). The oommon character of their contents admits of
standing thas together, whilst they are also diitingairiied from each other bj occasional
ehrondogical notices. From oh. zzix. 17, it is probable uiat the prophet made up at that time
the preoedting amiUler ooAtoction, if not the greater one, of his whole book ; oomp. ch. xl. 1*
Aooording to most, however, these prophecies actually lie between ch. zxiv. and xxxiii.
" The propheoies (Klteloth remarks) against foreign nations, that is, against heath^iism
and the heathen world, against the worldly power as opposinff the kinj^dom of God and its
deTelopment, form oontinoidly, since the prophecy of Balaam (Num. xxiv. 17-24), a separate
ehapter of prophecy.'^ So is it first of all
Obadiah, then also in Joel, Amos, etc. The
kter prophets in this lean upon their predecessors, whose propheoies they partly ^nploy by
citation, partly supplement and expand.
The tboiu^ht which dominates the collection of Eaekid is that of jndf^ment, as Sben in the
burning of Jerusalem, the flight-fire. Eiekiel, in consequence, limits hmiself in the surrey
he takes of the heathen, as that is also stiU further Uraited, that no reference is made in it to
in

their

m

the ObaldeaiiB.

Only the idea ci judgment oonneots exactly with oh. xxir. The discourse of judgment as
BOW to go forth upon the adTersaries was, as the silence of compassion had been, ^*an
If
astonishment,'^ in respect to its being appointed to the prophet for this particular time.
the prophecies are Tiewed as an a{^>endage to the first main division, the connection can
loareely be conceived of more predaely.
The judicial character of these chapters, however, still keeps within the historical position,

—the recompense which actually takes place in the world's history. Among the peoples that
here make their appearance, there occur the heathen memben of Uie coalition against Babylon,
those who paHodc in Judah's breach of oath and fidelity, denounced in ch. xvii.
The prophets are *Hhe divinely-authorized conscience-preachers,'' as Tholuck designates them, *'the
oireetors of conscience whether wished for or not," who stand among the people, ** as the
wakeful eye of the God erf Israel." The judgment of Judah must go forth from them upon
these heathtfis; for that in hvman affairs there prevails a holy ordering of retributive rights
eoQsnesB is the general theme of prophecy.
The Umitalion in Eckel's predictions to judgment is n6t to be regarded as an exclusion
of the heathen from Messiah's salvation.
Fot out of the judgnient, as for Israel, so also for
the heathen, comes forth the ffreat salvation of the future destined to embrace both.
Esekiel
stands in no antagoniBm to the other prophets as regards thdr prophetic announcements on
the heathen nations.
It is enough to compare ch. xvi
There is merely a certain difference
between him and them in this re^>eet. *^ But he still holds by the right landmarks ; temporal
nbversion alone, the loss of their political and civil existence, is what he threatens them with;
hut that a remnant of them shoold survive, acceding to tiie word of the earlier prophetiL
sad that this might spiritually attain to blessing, he leaves open, without contradiction"

,,1^

(Kliefoth).

That the idea of judgment ^)eoial]y controls the following collection of Esekiel has its
explanation in his prophetic mission.
It is so precisely adapted to this, that, in consequence,
we find in this collection no prophetic judgment against Babylon. The explanation which is
gven, even by Hengstenberg, that **no reason existod for his braving the danger," can afford

xxL SO sq.
),

must

*'the personal relations" have been pleasantly adjusted for an Esekiel?
not to be understood as directed against Babylon (see, however, at the
the silenoe of Esekid generally respecting the judgment upon Babybn, and in par-

nttle satiifaction;
If ch.

is
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ticular the absence of auy prediction of judgment in the section eh. xxv.-xxxii., finds ita
explanation simply in his position and calling in the exile* That Ammon, Moab, Eklom, the
Philistines, Tyre, Sidon, Egypt, were accessaries to the judgment upon Judah, to Judah^s
faithless breach of oath towajras Babylon,
this of itself would have
Babylon's place in
the midst of them fit badly. In that respect alone it would have injured the moral nexus.
Still more, however, in another respect was silence upon Babylon's judgment ordered.
It may
be enough for this to point to ch. xxiii. 45 ; for that other decisive respect is the circumstance
that Babylon had, in Goti^s name, to execute judgment as well upon the nations in question
as upon Judah-Israel.
Ezekiel^s prophetic mission we have recognised to be that of the
prophet of Jehovah's glory in the exile and likewise, the revelation of the glory of Jehovah
meets us immediately in the 1st chapter as primarily taking efifect in judgment and through
righteousness.
Hence it follows that it was also very suitable to the prophetic mission of
Ezekiel, since it accords with the glory of Jehovah as now manifesting itself, that Babylon, its
instrument, should directly appear only as such, in the light of the divine judgment and the
divine righteousness upon Israel, and upon the related heath^ nations. The exile in its
primary aspect waci judgment, the judgment of God, which Babylon inflicted. With this did
not suit a prophetic ju(]^$ment also upon Babylon. [More especially as one of the prevailing
tendencies of the time was to overlook the hand of €rod in the present elevation of Bstbylon to
its high ascendency, and to fret against the dominion which God had for a season given her
over the nations. ^P. F.] It shoi3d necessarily, too, have obscured the more direct impression
to be produced. ** Whosoever,'* says Hensstenberg, '* obtained an insight into the whole of
God's judicial acts, must have been powerfully drawn away from politics to repentance.'*
That the announcement of judgment, and of judgment alone, upon the heathen was done
for the sake of consolation, which was .implied therein for the enleo,
^that such a consoling
must here already be regarded as the prophetic mission of Ezekiel, is without warrant, according to ch. i.-xxiv., and is certainly not agreeable to the manner in which ch. xxv.-xxxiL are
connected with that principal portion of our book.
It becomes, then, a matter of special importance to justify ike position of this collection of
predictions here against the heathen after ch. xxiv., with the contents, design, etc., of these
predictions.
The question of place goes first; the question of Ume follows as the second. For
as their fulfilment took place later than the downfall of Jerusalem- Judah, so their announcement also took place, and consequently the reading of them, first at the time of the second
main division, so that they might also serve as a foil for this. Considered from the point of
view of the later publication, we may therefore conjoin with the mode of connecting this
collection relatively to the first main division, a transition-character to the idea of the second
main division of our book, as scattered and occasbnal indications of such a transition are to
be found in ch. xxviii. 24 sq., xxix. 21. *' These prophecies present themselves as forerunners
of cheering intelligence, in so far as the downfall of the heathen powers here announced is
throughout total and definitive, whereas hope is still always left to Israel " (Hensst.). This
is also to be considered in accoHance with tne same, that the injury done to Israel is brought
prominently forward among the causes of the divine judgment upon the heathen, ch. xxv. 3,
Ewald remarks, besides, that the punishment of Edom was expected from Israel,
o, 12, 15.
and for the Philistines immediately from Jehovah Himself, which would connect more closely
with the manner in which the prophet, onwards from ch. xxxiii., is going to speak of Israel

—

m^e

;

—

—

(comp. also Introd. § 6).
In agreement with the general considerations affecting the whole, which serve to justify
the position and character of the following collection, there is also to be noticed this and that
individual trait in the particular parts, which belong alike to the form and to the substance
of these predictions.
There are teven separate prophecies; and to this number, says Hitdg, **he very per^
sistently adheres." With a symbolic tendency, Uie Philistines are reckon^ in the number,
who do not appear as members of that coalition in Jer. xxvii. ; and so, too. Tyre and Sidon
are kept quite apart from each other, as in Jeremiah. '* The placing together also of four
nations immediately at the beginning, while three follow, indicates the clear consciousness
with which the auwor is minded to make out a seven number " (Hitzig). This intentional
form should be reckoned as belonging to the transition-character of l£e xx>rtion ch. xxv.xxxii. : On the ground of the covenant of the Eternal tvith Israel, the judgment upon their open
and secret enemies goes forth. In these judgments, therefore, Jehovah brings to remem-

brance His covenant with

Ewald

Israel.

delineates the particulars of the prophetic series geographicallv as beginning on the

north-east from Judah with Ammon, thence turning southwards toward Moab, going down wiUi
Edom entirely to the south, thereafter bending in a western direction to the Philistines, then in
the west stretching again to l^re and Sidon, lastly to Egvpt Hiivemick finds a beautiful
harmony in the foUowing connection between the individuiu predictions : First, peoples that
were in open enmity to 3ie theocracy, ch. xxv. ; then, in Tyre and Sidon, haughtmess, fleshly
leottritj, ch. xxvL-xxviiL; finally, their combination in Egypt, ch. xxix.-xxziL
Keil him

—
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with

good right perceived a distinction between
twofold division on that acooiint of six

Egypt

anrl the

other nations

;

but to suppose

and one, destroys the symbol of the number
aeren, and is not warranted by that distinction, which lies much deeper than Keil has indicated
(oomp. Doct. Keflections, ch. xxix.-xxxii., 3).
The idea of the coalition rather appears to have
been distributed after this manner
first the four nearer are mentioned, then the two more
remote members, whereupon the proper fulcrum of- the whole conspiracy discovers itself
according to its real signiticancy.
The coalition could as such also historically have been one
first against Babylon, and the last Egypt alone (comp. at Jer. xxvii.), and so giving play to
tbe sequence in respect to time.
With this agrees the just remark of Keil, that, as weU in
ch. xxriii. 24 sq. as m ch. xxix. 21, a prospect full of promise for Israel forms a cmitura in the
heroic measure of the members.
a formal

:

According to the specific chronological statements (see Introd. § 6), there result, as succesof prophecies against the heathen, since the indeterminate, if special reasons to the
coDtrary do not exist, become determinate thmugh the immediately preceding chronological
indicatiou:
1. Ammon, Moab, Edom, the Piiilistines, ch. xxv. ; 2. Egypt (first and second
word), ch. xxix. 1-16, xxx. 1-19; 3. Tyre (first, second, third, and fourth word) and Sidon,
ch. xxvi.-xxviii. ; 4. Egypt (third word), ch. xxx. 20-26 ; 5. Egypt (fourth word), ch. xxxi.
6.
(fifth word), ch. xxxiL 1-16 ; 7. Egypt (sixth word), ch. xxxii. 17-32 ; 8. Egypt
(ooDdoding word), ch. xxix. 17-21.
live series

—

E^t

1.

1,

2

Ammon, Moab, Edom, and the Philistines (Ch. xxv.).

And the

word of Jehovah came to me, saying Son of man, direct thy face
Ammon, and prophesy upon them. And say to the sons of
Ammon, Hear the word of the Lord Jehovah Because thou sayest ** Aha
to My sanctuary,, for it is profaned, and to Israel's ground, for it is desolate,
:

3 to the sons of

:

Therefore,
4 and to the house of Judah, for they have gone into banishment
hehold I give thee to the sons of the east for a possession, and they place in
thee their enclosures, and make in thee their dwellings they shall eat thy
And I have given Eabbah for pasture5 fruit, and they shall drink thy milk
ground [lUbie] of camels, and the sons of Ammon lor the lair [retungpucei] of
For thus saith the Lord Jehovah,
6 locks ; and ye know that I am Jehovah.
Because thou didst strike the hand [in the h«nd], and with the foot didst stamp,
the soul upon the ground of
and didst rejoice thyself in all thy despite
7 Israel ; Therefore, behold I have stretched out My hand against thee, and
have given thee for food [booty] to the heathen; and I root thee out from
among the peoples, and make thee to perish from among the lands I will
8 destroy thee
and thou dost know that I am Jehovah. Thus saith the
Lord Jehovah Because Moab says, and [as] Seir Behold, as all the heathen
Therefore, behold, I open tlie shoulder of Moab,
9 is the house of JudaL
from the cities, from his cities, from his end, the ornament of the land, Beth10 Hajesimoth, Baal-Meon, and toward Kirjathaim, To the sons of the east, to
the sons of Ammou ; and I have given it for a possession, that the sons
11 of Anmion may not be [anymore] a remembrance among the heathen.
And
12 on Moab will I do judgment; and they know that I am Jehovah.
Thus saith
the Lord Jehovah
Because Edom exercises vindictive revenge upon the
house of Judah, and they made themselves guilty and guilty, and avenged
13 themselves upon them ; Therefore, thus saith the Lord Jehovah, And I have
(there have I) stretched out My hand upon Edom, and I root out from him
man and beast ; and I have given it for salvation from Teman and to Dedan
And I have given My vengeance on Edom by
shall they fall by the sword.
the hand of My people Israel; and they do on Edom as My wrath and My fury
15 is; and they know My vengeance
sentence of the Lord Jehovah. Thus saith
the Lord Jehovah Because the Philistines act in revenge, and vengefully
revenged themselves in disdain, in the soul, for destruction, everlasting enmity;
16 Therefore, thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I stretch out My hand
against the Philistines, and root out the Cherethim, and destroy the remnant
17 by the coast of the sea. And I do on them 0*eat revenges, in punishments
of fury; and they know that I. am Jehovah, in that I give on them My revenge.
:

!

:

!
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Ver.

8.

Ver.

9.

D^ia» 8«Pt Arab*.
Sepl: . . . i ti»H 'Irpmnk mm ImtU.
.
Ar« inAM* kufmrnfmi mlrmtt ivAwm* >w,
.

.

Ver

IS. . . . 4MU \/A»tttvtn»m$nm m. 'tifhrnnrmt ^sifr,
Ver. 18. $uu is 6i«4u«» ^»s«^»«i i» ftft fm
Ver. 15. Sept.: . . . tw iimXti^mi itH •«»<». im^ltntm

Ver.

Sir«Mr «ityiir wtJums rm^mBrnkm^^trnt

m—

18.

Valg.:

.

.

.

et

—

this day " (Hbngst.).
Hitzio translates : "and
;
settled in thee
be their pens " but \Slt^

XZBGETICAL RBUARK8.
Vers. 1-7.

Mmkitku

imUrJkiam inter/eetora.

sh^

The Ammonitea,

The time is not specified in ver. 1. As will be
seen from what follows, however, the final execution of judgment on Jerusalem is uresuppoeed.
If the actnal fact is assumed, the prediction would
have its proper place after ch. xxxiii. (Jrbohe).
The presupposition, however, is that only of anticipation, the position of the prophecy being
taken from ths idea of the connection with ch.
xxiv.
As the prophet foretells how it is going to
be with Ammon, there is a pointing backwards also
to what Ammon has been. It cannot behave itself
otherwise than it has been perpetually manifesting itself. See Doct. Reflections, L 8. —Ver. 2.
Comp. ch. vi. 2, xxi 2, xiii. 17. With eye and
hand. Comp. for the following prophecy that
already pronounced against Ammon in ch. xxi
28 sqq.— Ver. 8. Ch. vL 8, xiii 2.
Whwe
parties look merely at results that are pleasing to
them, they ought assuredly at the outset to be
called upon to hear, and, indeed, what Jehovah
says, not what they may themselves think, and xpprovingly give one another to hear. The current
speech of Ammon (YiOK)-~feminine as a nation,

—

—

—

is probably Piel, though only here.
JTITD •'^
the enclosures (for cattle) of a nomad village.
The repeated rtor\ impressively dismisses the
Ammonites from their territory, because others
have taken their place. Besides the fruit of the
ground (*]nD)> there is mentioned exhaitsttwly

—

—

the produce from the cattle -tendin^^.
Ver. 5.
There is here still an especial signahang of the
old Ammonite capital city, Kabbah, ch. xii. 20
(later, Philadelphia).
dsNOflT. : " the nauM
(the populous)
melancholy contrast to what
follows, as camel and wilderness go inseparably
together;" compw Amos I 14; Jer. xlix. 2. The
BOOS of Ammon, parallel for ** their other cities"
(Zeph. it 9).
[Surely a somewhat peculiar
parallel
the sen* of Ammoa are just the AmBut tkey
monites; men, not cities or places.
were to be given ** for the condiing of flocks "
flocks for men, and not that mei^, but flocks
in a state of perfect repose.
In pUui terms, the
ai^cttltural parts of the country were to become
pastoral
wnere men were wont to be seen
labouring, there should only be found sheep
browsinf or resting.
P. F.J
In the present
day, Rabbeh, while it has ^p^eat ruins, for example, of a theatre belon^g to the Roman
penod, yet it is wholly destitute of inhabitants.
Arabians with camels met Seetzen in the neighbourhood, dangerous people for a visit to these
ruins.
When Buckingham spent a night among
the rains, an Arab was pitdiing there ; and the
traveller could not sleep for the bleating of sheep,
the neighinff of horses, and the barking of dogs.
—The transition to the Ammonites themselves is
prepared for ver. 6 (DTttTn)-

m

:

—

—

the popidar community significantly places itself
directly over against
oanotuary.
In the
judgpnent of it His people vanish, as in His compassion their sins vanish ; He meets on behalf of
this people the Aha, the malignant joy, of their
enemies; comp. ch. xxiv. 21.
At the same
time, the enmity of
is thereby, from the
first, marked as blasphemy of the Spirit who
ruled over and in Judah-IsraeL
It is not merely
injury to the land and people (ch. xxi. 28), that
their national, human form of existence should
be shattered to pieces, although there should be
Ver. 6. Comp. for the gestures, ch. xxL 14,
this also, in accordance with what follows.
In
the latter respect, the neighbourly relation has to 17, vi. 11. The undoubted import is g^ven by
The malieions joy
be thought of, which, in point of space, was re- the and thou didst xejoioe
lationship of the nenreet kind, to say nothing of is strengthened, marked, and deepened, since, as
what there was of blood-relationship, in conse- hand and foot were not wanting in it, nothing
failed of despite ; it was whole and entire :
quence of the derivation through Lot. n^il, the innermost soid. (HiTZio
" So that one is
Hbnost. : ** went as exiles ;" comp. ch. xii 11.
therein with the soul, with passion ; therefore
Ver. 4. The offence draws after it the punish- with the whole heart's contempt of which you
ment, wherein Nebuchadnezzar entirely falls into are capable.")
Ver. 7. Unna agtinst huid.

My

Ammon

m

—

:

—

abeyance. Jehovah comes forth, and the odi
of the eeet— according to Grotius and others, undoubtedly the Chaldeans ; acconiing to that which
is here declared of them, and always elsewhere,
the Arabian tribes—descendante of Ishmael, the
Bedouin, especially as in the text it is not properly the execution that is assigned to them ; but
they, after the judgment took effect, only
conclusive evidence of the completed fact.
They
are in a sort of way classical for this, since " they
always appear where fire and sword have wasted
a country " (Hengst.), or generally where a place
has become desert " The old Ammonitis, the
ruin of which began in the time of Nebuchadnezzar, and continued theiic forward without interruption, is abandoned to the BeJouin Arabs to

^ve

f^ f<^t the Qeri has \^ for
But "booty" expresses too little, where
an "allotment," a portion had been explicitly
assured, and in the comparison at ver. 4 is so
very suitable. Hitzio only objects that "the
book of Daniel is not contemporaneous with
Instead of ^Jpt

booty.

Ezekiel;" for in Dan.

i.

6, 8, etc.,

ianB

is

'"©d

of oourt-food [this latter word being thought by
Hengst., Hav., and others to countenance the
text against the Qeri here.— P. F.]

Vers. 8-11.

The

association of

mountain

(Seir),

with

The MoainU$.

Edom, by meiiie of the

Moab

in
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pHet that the sentiment nttered was one that
bad a much more extensive pivvalence, and
already providea a gtonnd for the later judicial
w-mtenoe upon Edom. What they aay amounts
lo diaarowal and blasphemy of the Spirit in
Jmlah.
Comp. with Ammon (= where is now
their Oodf).
Ver. 9. The punishment is, as in
the case of Amnion, that the land is optened to
the nomadic Arabians (ver. 10), and primarily,
indeed, with an eye to the fortified cities. The
portion contemplated therein, because it was the
apuer north side which leant on Ammon, is
called like hofolder ot Moftb, on account of

—

9-17.

2ib

proceiiure as the incurring of guilt; comp. besides, Gen. XXX vi. 31 84^., xxvii. 17 sq.; Obad.
10 sq. ; Amos i. 11 ; Ps. cxxxviL
Ver. 18. In
such dealings the stretching out of the hand is

—

plain enough (ver. 7).
The ^ and, denotes continuation of the foregoing punishments, which

form one chain.— Ch. xiv. 18, 17.—Ch. v. 14.
to Dedan designates the land of the
Edomites from south to north. Ch. xxi v. 21.
Ver. 14. Revenge for revenge.
So also My
people Israel is set over against Edom, without, however, thereby referring to the mode of

From Teman

—

the execution. Since Israel is here so expressly anthe position, which is more clearly indicated in nounced as the executor of the divine vengeance,
what foUows, probably not without respect to Nebuchadnezzar cannot possibly be thought of in
the mdnallT ascending or sloping ground ; but connection with it but we must think of the
** because
hardly, with Grotius and Hengst
times of the Maccabees (John Hyrcanus). The
there blows and swoid-strokes are most easily Messianic interest must not be brought into view.
u>plied," of which nothing is said. From the The compulsory reception into Israel, whereby
flOMS (the
on no account to be taken in a the Edomites ceased as a people, is plainly to
priTEtive sense, with Hitzig: "bare of cities*') ref^arded as the proper execution of judgment, as
;

:

M

p

eommences the opening very

intelligibly

;

then

opposition, and, indeed,
from the cities, which are designated as ftom
the end (not: *'to the last," for to how far has
not yet been said), that is, as border cities in
tiie extremity of the land, according to the supside ; so must the rest of the land assuredly
open, as it is called the omement of the
luid, therefore that which is brilliant by its
After
froitfnhiess, or perhaps by rich jpastures.
some cities, mentionea by way of exami|le, there
is expressed in to Kiijiithaim the point how

oocnrs the

rxi

fitf,

and the intended compass

is

marked

off.->

south or south-east from Jericho,
oa the Dead Sea (Bethsimuth, Besimoth), signifies hou9e qf the imutea— might it be Snaime, on

lYID^fiS^n JT2t

—

Baalthe north-east border of the Dead Sea f
meon, now Mein, the considerable ruins of which
Seetsen saw from a distance, lying on the east of
Attams, where there are said to be spriiu».
Iliese
(T).
Siijetheim, west of Medaba, el
cities dearly point to the ancient inheritance of
Beuben (Josh. xiiL) ; but when the Assyrians
led into captivity tne transjordanio tribes, the
Comp. on
oabites obtained poesession of them.
(Ewald : ** Therefore I now
ch. xxi 86 [28] sq.
^Yer. 10.
cities.*')
the
loose Moabs crown m>m

Te^

M

—

Ammon

and also Moab (ch. ztL
^Tff
HXybrniok: "primarily upon Ammon,
if),
then ponrlnff itself forth npon Moabl " The Am-

on

to,

this national annihilation.

strongest

npoB

monites stiD stand forth directly before the
Moabitet.
Comp. on oh. xxi 87 [82].—Ver. 11.
When the land of the Ammonites should fall into
the enan/s hand, then would similar divine
]vdgments be executed on Moab, ch. . 10.
(Comp. besides, Isa. xvi 6 ; Jer. xlviit)

Vers. 16-17.

people of God. The latter was the inmost feeling^
nostility the impelling force, wherein the die-

For destruction, this
tinction frt>m Edom lay.
The ey*«N
is the design, the abiding tendency.
lartfng enmi^ reaches back to the earliest
perpetually enduring war is the standing
feature of the relation, while fixed hostility was
^Ver. 16. The outstretched hand,
the root of it.
The effect of the action on the
as in vers. 18, 7.
Philistinee is the extirpation of the Cherethites,
a name manifestly given, not to a part of this
people, but to the whole of the Philistines, for

da^

A

—

The BdomiU$.

The charge in respect to sinning mounts im
Edom appears in ver. 8 as the ringleader
against the people of the Lord, so is it as to intelVer. 12. The old spirit of
lectual supremacy.
revenge, in which he had acted from the olden
While in the more
time, still keeps by his side.
distant relationship of Ammon and Moab, malignant Joy is the expression of hostile feeling,
with Edom, in his much nearer relationship, the
same feeling vents itself in actions of revenge
^Dp9 UpiyrWV)' l^^c® the charge of linral
for as

—

—

the sake of the paronomasia. Henost. : *' The
name Philistines probably signifies the emigrants^
those from the regions on the Black Sea, from
Colchis and the adjacent Pontic Cappadooia,
fijiphtor.
Of substantially the same import ^th
this name is Kretim (Eng. form : Cherethites),
that is, the extirpated, namely, from their native
oounti^. These Kretim are now to become a
second time Kretim ; their name shall verify
The annihilation is announced as
itself anew."
totaJ, including the remnant also by the coast of
the Mediterranean Sea. To this also corresponds
the closing word, ver. 17: in ponishmentB <tf
** Jehovah Himself^ never
fury, as at ch. v. 15.
again ceasing" (Hitzio).

—

DOOTBINAL KBFLECTI0N8.
1.

Vers. 12-14.

The PMOstinu,

Philistinee are in ver. 15 joined to Edom
on the side of their doing (ver. 12 sq.) ; to
Ammon-Moab on account of their contempt of the

The

Ammon and Moab share together, not merely

the incestuous nature of their origin (Gen. xix.
80 sq.), but the juxtaposition of their residences^
their historical outcome, in particular their hoetility toward the people of God, which, havinff
respect to what is said of them in the time
Moses (Deut ii. ^23), was the more unjustifiable
in its manifestations. (See Doctrinal Reflections,
4, at the passage. ) There is nothing to be all^;ed
in vindication of it, for its root is to be traced to
the strife, in Gen. xiii 6 sq., which led to the
separation from Israel,— a separation which wai
kept up by the latter with the utmost care and
yigilanoe. It if therefore the natural contrastoftiie

m
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carnal spirit against the Spirit of God haughtiness its manilestation on the one side, injurious
treatment on the other, bUsphemy of the Spirit
The prescription in the law (Deut. xxiiL 3)
in all.
is already a significant one as to the relation which
existed between Israel and Ammon-Moab.
In the dark contrast, however, between
2.
Israel on the one side and Ammon-Moab on the
other, the analocnr is not to be overlooked ; here
also the elder (Moab), as there £sau, is the one
that falls into the background. The younger
(Ammon), on the other hand, bears the sword,
and is named before the other. Both, as distinct
tribes, disappear wholly at last in the Arabians.
8. Ammon and Moab, the demoniacal counterpart to Judah- Israel.
4. The people of God must undergo the experience which the man of God undergoes. Matt. x.
86 ; Mic. vii. 6. Out of his blood-relationships
there springs a hostility even to blood.
Whue
this revolves around the Spirit that wrought in
Israel, it could not but finally array itself against
the Messiah, as He has Himself said that we shall
be hated for His name's sake.
5. £dom might be the bad conscience of Israel.
Esau himself, however, after Israel's night-conflict, met him in a gracious spirit, and parted
from him in peace (Gen. xxxiii.). He who has
wrestled with God, and has obtained mercy, has
also overcome man.
Thus it was only the respect
paid to the kin-relationship, which in the case
also of Ammon and Moab came into consideration,
but was specially made mention of in r^rd to

Edom (Deut

ii.

4),

that determined the holding

aloof on the part of Israel.
But the nearer the
affinity was in Edom to Israel, so much the more
horrible appears the spirit of revenge, which will
even avenge, because grace has been shown to the
other, because to him on that ground precedence
has been granted, in order to compensate for the
disadvantage on the territory of nature.
The
revenge of Edom, which was just a relapse into
the feeling of Esau (Gen. xxviL 41), could not
endure that Israel should be a separate, and what
was called God's chosen, people. " Edom holds
his
constantly as the bitterest denier of
the right of the first-liom, of the divine preference
of Israel" (Kliepoth). The vengeance of God
ooidd not in a more marked retribution manifest
itself upon Edom than by the extirpation of his
nationality, and that precisely in the form of an
absorption by Israel.
Kobinson delineates a scene
in the land of Idumiea as it has come to be, Bes,
ii. p. 602:
were now upon the plain, or
rather the rolling desert, of the 'Arabah ; the surface was in general loose gravel and stones, everywhere furrowed and torn with the beds of torrents.
more frightful desert it had hardly been our lot
to behold.
Now and then a low shrub of the

^und

—

"We

A

Ghud^

was almost the only trace of vegetation.

The mountains beyond presented a most uninviting
and hideous aspect precipices and naked conic^
:

7. As in Ammon, Moab, and Edom there appeal
three degenerations toward heathenism, so the
whole picture is fitly closed in by the heathenish
Philistmes (the 'axx«^vA.«< oT the Septuagint and
the Apocrypha).
Heathendom was round about
Israel ; it was the background, the soil from
which his relief comes out so much the more dis-

tinctly.
8.

* *

The four number (remarks Kliefoth) points

to the four regious of the world, and so to mankind at lar^ ; it indicates that it will not fare
otherwise with collective heathenism throughout
the whole earth, alike inimical to the people of
God, than it did with those hostile tribes which
on all the four sides surrounded that people."

HOMILETIC HINTS.
Yer. 1 sq. '* The fall of Jerusalem was in a
reli^ous point of view a catastrophe for the
world.
Tne subjection of the covenant-people
under heathenish ascendancy is thereforeno victory
of heathendom over the true theocracy.
Exactly
the reverse: the apparent annihilation of Israel
leads to a new resurrection of it.
Out of its
death-conflict there breaks forth a new glorious
life, salvation in its world -overcoming power.
Precisely now on this account does the period
always more decidedly approach when the worldly
power will discover itself as a broken one, when
the kingdoms of heathendom, with all the splendour of their earthly glory, shall appear as
evanescent powers of the past. Accordingly, the
judgment upon the theocracy and the heathen on
the one side stands in inseparable connection ; on
"
the other side, it is &n essentially difl^erent one
(HXv.).
" Judgment indeed begins at the house
of God ; but if the Father of the household does
not spare the sons, how soon must it alight upon
the others
This doctrine first of all shines forth
from the connection of this chapter with the preceding chapters. Then, also, we see here how,
with all the special solicitude wherewith God
interested Himself in Israel, He still by no means
let the heathen out of His sight, since He must
"

—

!

to be a God a£o for the heathen
thou wilt not rightly apply the gifts
and loving-kindnesses of God, God can take them
from thee and give them to another" (St.).
Yer. 8. Hear
Ah, yes, it depends on the
hearing
Give right ears,
God, to hear
He
who suflers the damage need not care for the
mockery ; but sit not where the mockers sit
their seats, however festive they may be, have
nothing to make them fast Yer. 4 aq. The
Arabians, through Mohammed, were executors of
punishment of quite another sort Yer. 7. "Thou
canst think of no man so poor as thou thyself
mayest actually become " (SrcK.).
Yer. 8 sq. However degenerate Christian people
may become, Christian truth can never be as one
ring among the well-known three rings.
"Bnt
we must watch that we do not cause the adver^
saries of the Lord to blaspheme" (W.).—What
unites the world, separates it from the kingdom
of God.
^The Almigh^ God is in possession of a
universal passport.
Grace makes friends, but
also enemies God, however, is expert with His

show Himself

'(L.).

—

•*

If

:

I

I

—

—

—

peaks of chalky and gravelly formation rising one
tboveanother without any sign of life or vegetation."
6. ** The revenge of Edom on account of the
precedence gran tedto Israel by God, his superiority,
viewed in respect to its deep religious significance,
is nothing else than the constant resistance, the
permanent protest raised against the higher dis- enemies. ** It is best to learn to know God firom
pensation established by God, His method of His benefits " (Stck.).
salvation ; and in that is mirrored a fundamental
Yer. 12 sq. Edom's leTenge his special heredieharacteristic of heathendom generally " (HXt.).
tsiy sin.
^'Bevenge is Ood's, and not man'a;

—

—

;

—
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wbo6o«*ver, thei-efore, anticipates Him in this, on
He be again avengeW. L<'t no one, then,
recompense evil for evil" (TCB. B.).
**When
relatives by affinity or blood become inimical to
one another, they are much more embittered
Even
against each other than strangers" (0.).
the oldest gnidge that nations have toward one
another mast he turned to peace through the
power of the gospel ; else God will place Himself
between them, and finally root out the haters,
who will not abandon their hatred. Disdain and
frivolous scorn may stalk on before ; so much the
more surely will God's judgment come after.
Ver. 15 sq. " It is an essential part and property
belonging to the judicial administration of God,
that He exercises vengeance on the ungodly
therefore He will have the same also preserved
as an especial royalty, Deut. xxxii. 35" (Ce.).
Above all else, survey the old world where remain those who were enemies to God and His
kingdom ? Their places know them no more.
Bnt God's word remains, as it has been verified in
them. The depopulate places of the ancient
**
historical world.
Israel was hated of all those
nations, not on account of his sins, but for the
sake of his religion. Thus the cause of Israel was
Clod's cause,
blessed people, whom men cannot
h«te and slander without Dating and slandering

brance, the hostile revenge with a divine revenge,"
etc. (Keith).
" If these prophecies of judgment
only came into complete fulfilment after the lapse
of centuries, one still sees their fulfilment to this
day before the eyes of travellers" ^Richt.). [It is
still to be remembered, however, that, as the prediction had respect not simply to the land of
Edom (and the same applies equally to the other
predictions of judgment), but to the land as con*
nected with the Edomite race, " these desolations
of later times have no direct relation to the Edom
of Scripture ; and if they are to be taken into
account at aJl, it should only be as affordiue a
collateral (or supplementary) proof of the judgment that was to befal the children of Edom.
But it is the desolations of an earlier period, and
above all, the utter extinction of Edom as a people,
and that by the hand of Jacob, in which the more
direct and proper fulfilment of the prophecy is to
be sought. ... At the present day there are, in
certain parts of what was the territory of Edom,
' wadys full of trees, and shrubs, and flowers,
and
the eastern and higher parts are extensively cultivated, and yield good crops ' (Robinson).
Still
the Edom of prophecy ^Edom considered as the
enemy of God and the rival of Israel
has
perislied for ever all, in that respect, is an untrodden wilderness, a hopeless rum ; and therein
God Himself! The mali^ant contempt was re- the veracity of God's word finds its verification."
eompensed with the extirpation of the remem- —P. F. on Prophecy, p. 219 sq.]
hill, will

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

2.

Ch. xxvi. 1. And
2 that the word

3

4
5
6
7

8
9
10
1

—

—

:

Tyrb ahd Sidom (Ch. xxvi.-xxvin.).

came to pass in the eleventh year, in the first of the month,
of Jehovah came to me, saying Son of man, because Tyre
[Heb. zor] says upon Jerusalem, Aha, broken is [has beoom©] the gate of the people
it turns itself [or, is tamed] tO me ; I will be [berotne] full ;
she is fhaa become]
desolate.
Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah, I am against [orer] thee, Tyre,
and I hring up upon thee many nations fheathen peoples], as the sea mounts up by his
waves. A^d they destroy the walls of Tyre, and break down her towers ; and I
spreading of
sweep her dust out of her, and give her as a mere [baid] rock.
nets shall she be in the midst of the sea ; for I have spoken sentence of the
Lord Jehovah— and she is for a booty to the nations. And her daughters which
are in the field shall be slain with the sword : and they know that I am Jehovah.
For thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I bring against Tyre Nebuchadnezzar
king of Babylon, out of the north, a king of kings, with horse, and with chariot,
and with riders, and company, and much people. Thy daughters in the field he
will kill with the sword, and he gives against thee a battering-tower, and casts up
a wall against thee, and places against thee a buckler. And the thrust of his
breaker will he give against thy walls, and break down thy towers with his
swords. From the abundance of his horses their dust shall cover thee ; from the
sound of the rider, and the wheel, and the chariot shall thy walls shake, at his
With the hoofs of
entering into thy gates, as one cometh into a broken city.
his horses shall he tread all thy streets thy people shall he slay with the sword,
and the pillars of thy strength he shall throw down to the earth. And they
plunder thy wealth, and despoil thy merchandise [thy commercial goods], and break
down thy walls, and the houses of thy pleasure shall they pull down, and shall
And I
lay thy stones and thy timbers and thy dust in the midst of the sea.
make to cease the noise of thy songs, and the sound of thy harps shall no more
be hefffd. And I give thee as a mere [bare] rock a spreading of nets shalt thou
be ; thou shalt be built no more for I, Jehovah, have spoken it sentence of the
Lord JehovaK. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah to Tyre, Shall not the isles shake
at the sound of thy fall, of the groaning of the pierced-through, at the murder and
it

:

A

—

:

1

13
14

:

:
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—
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Aud

16 murder in thy midst?
tlirones,

and lay aside

the princes of the sea descend from their

all

and

their robes,

in terror shall they clothe themselves

:

shall

put

oflf

their embroidered garments
shall they sit and tremble

upon the ground

17 every moment, and are astonished at thee. And they raise over thee a lamentation, and say to thee
How art thou destroyed, inhabite<l, out of the seas,
renowned city, which wast strong in the sea, she and her inhabitants, which
18 gave their terror to all her inhabitants!
Now shall the isles tremble in
the day of thy downfall, and the islands which are in the sea shall be amazed at
19 thy disappearing [Hr,g.»ing oDt]. For thus saith the Lord Jehovah, When I give
thee as a desolate city, as cities [aw] which are not inhabited, when I make the
20 flood to come over thee, and the waters, the many, cover thee and I make thee
to come down with those that go down to the jwt, to the people ot ancient time
and I cause thee to dwell in the land of the depths, in wildernesses from of old,
with those that go down to the pit, so that thou mayest not be inhabited
there
21 have I given beauty in the land of the living. For a terror will I give thee,
and thou art not [anymore] ; thou shalt be sought for, and shalt not be found any
more for ever. Sentence of the Lord Jehovan.
:

;

:
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XXXOBTIOAL RXMARXa.

Phenician city which for a long course of time
supremacy that had previously been
exercised by Sidon.
In the presfent time it Ib
pronounced b^ the Arabians Ssur. On account
of its connection with the coalition. Tyre forms
the more clamant an occasion for God's judgment, as, being, according to Havemick, ** on the
summit of external splendour, it then deemed itaelf
to be invincible " and according to Hengst., it
was, '* along with £g3rpt and Babylon, the most
glorious concentration of the worldly power."
X)osse8sed the

Ter.

1.

The StarHng-pohU of the Prapheey.

The year indicated

in this verse is that of the
(Jer. zxxix.
2) ; therefore the parallels suggested are : Tyre
Offomel Jerusalem, Tyre as Jerusalem. The blank
month (as also at ch. xxxii 17) some (for example,
Henost.) would supply out of ch. xxiv. 1, therefore the tenth, as pointing back to the beginning
of the siege ; others, and of these alreiuly the
Sept, by takinff the number given for the day (on
tlie flist) as applying also to the month.
If we do
not resort to a slip of the scribe (Kei l), we may as
well suppose, with Havemick, the fifth month
suggested by the specified year as that of the
destruction of Jerusalem, as, with Kimchi, the
fourth month of the same year for the conquest
of the city (Jer. lii. 5, 6, 12).
With both suppositions ver. 2 agrees, where the hostile utterances might well enough have proceeded on the
ground of what, if not actually done, was
certainly in the course of being done.

conqnestanddestmction of Jerusalem

;

n\nin> plural, the gate-leaves, for the gate, hence
with the sing, of the verb. Jerusalem ¥ras not
thus spoken of by Tyre, because many people
were ^nerally going and coming there, which
also wnuld not have been expre^ed by
(the peoples), but either with reference to the
messengers of the coalition, who assembled there
(Jer. xxviL), or, as Hitzig supposes, as a centre of
foreign commerce, a business- mart, for which a

D^yn

natural jealousy could speak, since Solomon had
established the commerce of Palestine.
Hengst.
looks upon Jerusalem as a "world-city, becMise it
regarded the true religion as the highest good,
and makes the Messianic expectations of Zion to
Vers. 2-6. Outline of the Judi/ment in the
have been known in Tyre, and to have awakened
general
bad blood in the proud queen of the seas (I).
Ver. 2 (ch. xxv. 8). nV, )W=niV, that is, The streaming of the peoples thither, en aoconiit
fint'Stcmet rock (8arra)--the Greek designation of which the gate was said to be broken, is to
Tift, from the Chaldaic form n^D—^*^ ^hat him the Jerusalem for the future brou^^t to view
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2 ; Mie. iv. 1), as Jerusalem was at all
a magnet for the miods in heathendom that
after
songht
God.--naD3» Niph. from 230* fitly
^loken of a gate (comp. Proy. xxvi. li). If with
reference to Jerosalem it was broken down, then
with reference to Tyre it is turned towards him ;
that is, the commerce of the people is ouen to
him ; he has that alone now which hitherto ne had
into Jeruto share with Jerusalem. [Klibfotu
salem's gate, hitherto shut to the peofile^ on
religions grounds, Tyre might now especially
draw in, turn it to account (t)* Hitzig derives
the subject from what follows, and translates
''her fulness turns itself to me."] The being
full (ch. xxvii. 25) has respect to traffic and the
wealth which flows from it. Ver. 8 (ch. xiii.
the maay natioDS correspond as well
8, 20)
to the general comprehensiye outline of the
prophecy in this first section, as thej answer to
the outspoken scorn of Tyre and his malicious
arrogant speculations (ver. 2). The pictorial
representation is derived from the marine situaHitzig, who thinks of the particution of Tyre.
lar bands of the host to be brought up, makes
the SM the accusative, supplies the subject from
(Isa. iL

tiroes

:

—

—

—

—
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account of an Egyptian officer's journey, describev
insular Tyre in its beginnings as a village, which
lies on a rock in the midst ot the sea
people
bring water to it in wherries, and the place
abounds with fish. Ch. xxiv. 7, 8. Nomen oinen.
Ver. 5. nCDt^ denotes a place where something
:

is spread out, here.: the fishermen lay out tJmr
dravMieia to dry.
So precisely did Robinson
find it-Ch. vii. 21.—Ver. 6. The danghtarB of
Tyre in the field are manifestiy to be regarded as
distinguished from insular Tyre, but, according to
the general style of the section, in correspondence
too with the plural, such as, if not dependent on
her, submitted to the supremacy of Tyre, and then
had under the ascendency of Assyria withdrawn
from this relationship as the insular oi^
Aradns (/Vrvad), on the coast Antaradus (Tortosa), and Marathus (Amrit), Simyra <Sumra),
Botrys (Batrun), Gebal(ByWos, Dschebeil), Beryton (Beirut), Sidon (Saida), Ssorpat (Barepta),
etc ; so, too, Palatyrus, the old city, wnere
still exists the great old aqueduct, the Khan,
and the smithy of Ras Al Ain.

—

Vers. 7-14.

the context, and takes y^Jp distributively
tiie

;

sea in regard to its waves, one after the
and oter the others. According to Ewald,
accusative.

Hengst explains

ac-

cording to ver. 19 "as if I brought up the sea
and its waves." This representation already
suggests the younger Tyre. («MMrr« v^et in Eonpides), which stood upon the ialand-rock hard by
^e coast, that is now onited to the land. The
Wills and 4owen in ver. 4 appear to be quite
accord with the general cnaractor of the
prophecy, and to go |arther beyond the time
of Kebuchadnezzar than some have supposed
(CuRTtus, iv., Arrian, ii), although the five
jrears' siege which it sustained against Salmanmmi seems to imply the existence then of walls
and towers (Josephus, Antiq. viii. 5). Hiram
IX. not only built the temple of Helkarth, and
formed both the islands into one, but also added
an entirely new quarter to the city (Eurychoron),
and snrrounded the ci^ with a strong wall. A
aeo<md harbour was besides added by him, and a
palace erected for him, while old Tyre fell more
What is here said, howinto the background.
ever, of the fortifications might equally, if not
rather, be said of the old dty, which was built
upon the land; since insular Tyre came into
oonsiderttion pro-eminentiy on account of the
Helkarth temple, the old national sanctuary of
the "Tyrian Heracles," which stood upon its
north side, on a second small island somewhat
fiuther to sea, on account also of the maritime
power of the state, what belonged to it as a
fleet-station.
Whence the name very specially
reflected its insular position
so that insular
Tyre must here be regarded as a pregnant title
dust
the
whole.
Her
the
is
rubbish of the
for
demolished buildings.
^ri^DD* ^ sweep, only
:

m

;

—

The HxeaUion by Nebuchadnezsar.

as

others,

^ denotes the

—

—

In these verses the ^neral outline is exhibited
in a detailed description suited to the time of
Ezekiel, as it was to be carried into execution
by Nebuchadnezzar. Here and elsewhere he is
named Nebuchadrezzar (Greek: Nabuchodonoeor,
Nabuchodonosorus, Nabukodrosoros), upon the old
Persian inscriptions at Bisutun: Nabuqadratschar,
Nabuqudratschar, a nanie compounded of Naba
(Nebo), the name of God, Zar or Sar (prince),
and fiLadr (in Arab, might).
According to
Nicbuhr, the form given here in the text would
come veiy near to the native one. That he should
be represented as coming ofat of the ncoth points
to the way by which he was to come on Jutfah.—
Eing of Idngi, on account of the vanquished
princes, alonp with Or(!<U King, a common titie
the inscnptions. The rhetorical delineatiim
of the armv is not to be pressed.
Hofse and
ohaziot look away in the first instance from the
manning ; they fetch up the riderri for horse, for

—

m

chariots, perhaps

with

company

(^np), in order to close

multitude of people on foot
Hen^L understands by the riden the chariotwamors (ver. 10). According to others, tiie company consists of much people (^VDj;); comp. ch.
xxiii. 24.—Ver. 8. The population of t{ie towns
on the land fall under the enemy directing his
attack from thence, chiefly put to the sword and
so ver. 6 is fulfilled.— Ch. xxi. 27, iv. 2.— Buckler
desi^ates the long bucklers held close>together. so
that in a siege men could work under their cover,
and get near to the walls. On account of the
distinction indicated by thy daughters in the
field, the expression against thee is used, and it
must consequentiy be the insular Tyre against
which the siege conducted by Nebuchadnezzar
was directed,—Ver. 9. ^riD ^rom nno is the
tJiie

great

;

thrusting.
y2\> must, according to Gesenius, be
from nnD> to sweep, forms a paronomasia
that which lies over against, therefore, with ^no,
with ^nnc^» *"*d prepares for the following, in
percuMw oppo^if for waU-breaker (batteringwhich Tyre, that in ver. 2 had boasted it over
the desolated Jerusalem as being full, should be '^Q^)- 73p without doubt indicates a besieging
reduced to its original bare condition.
A instrument in general, if not some one in partipapjrros roll, which has preserved to us an cular. (Ghald. pereussio iormentorum suort$m,)
ht^re,
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Meier thinks of what envelopes, protects, covers
protecting cover
(Vy\p» buckler), hence of the

under which men attacked with the battering-ram,
similarly as n3V ii* v^r. 8. ** The thrust of his
protecting cover," that is, what he effects under
Havemick translates ^HD by exthe same, etc.
tirpation,

and ^3p by defence (?). Hengst

destruction of
[**

his battering-ram,

nno* fro™ which ^no comes,

it

:

"The

or engine."

always used

in the sense of destrojring, extirpating, etc. ; and
so, not tlirusting or striking, but destruction is

the natural meaning of the noun,
^^p is anything in front of, or opposition to, another ; henoe

snmmer towers

of the rich merchant -princes.'*
Hav. **0n account of the limited space, very high
houses, such as did not exist even in Kome"
(Strabo, xvi.). These were to the home-returning
merchants the object of their longing desire ; as
in Isa. xxiii., it is with the impi-essiou upon such
home-voyagers that the prophecy opens. Arsenals
and whari's, the buildmgs adapted for marine
Stones, wood,
trade, might also be meant.
:

—

dust, point to the entire ruins ; conip. ver. 4.
Ver. 18. So comes the constrained Sabbath upon
song and lyre, noise and pleasure. Nothing remains but the silent rocks and the desert sea.
Ver. 14. The resumption (as already at ver. 12)
of vers. 4, 5 conducts back what was accomplished
by Nebuchadnezzar to the general outline at the
beginning, just as what is said in Isa. xxiii. 15sq.
is to be thought of episodically in the Epos on
Tyre.
To this latter point matters were tending
with Tyre, and Kebuchadnezzar was a force in
regard to it.

kabftllo is a ^neral designation of what the enemy
was to put
hostile array against the walls of
Tyre his enginery. And the two words together
may be fitly expressed by, his enginery of destruction. "—P. F.J—The fwoids kill the defenders of
the towers, in conseauence of which the towers
are torn down.
As Hav. justly remarks, the unusual, the superhuman, the fact that God Himself
was in the work, is meant to be represented. Vers. 15-18. The Impression made by the Fail </
Tyre.
[This idea, however, is found by Hav., not in the
swords killing the defenders of the towers, but
Ver. 16. t^Tit ^^
^'^^m of a question we
being said to break down the towers aa if the have the sure prognostication of what would,
swords had imparted to them a supernatural force, on the spreading of the report of Tyre's fall, be
to do a work not proper to them.
P. F.] Most,
the impression made by it in the aolonies.
The
however, generalize tne expression vnU"in3 ^^'• same
indeed, did not harass them
but

m

—

^®

—

—

enemy,
;
'*
through his iron, " thinking of iron hooks, which what can now any longer be placed aloft above
were dbriven in, cutting into the hook-work others ? What can stiU be secure before others t
(J. H. MiCHAELis: decurUms).
^Ver. 10.
The
^The fall must be rendered palpable by the groanexpressions here are of a poetico-rhetorical cha- izig, etc.
Are the sealx>ard regions as well

—

—

—

D^^K
into the sea, as it were,
as the isles.
Hitzig notices the excellent choice
through the excessive number of
of the expression, as the coasts and islands of the
cavalry moving into uie island-city. Wlieel and
Mediterranean are precisely those which have been
chariot are distinguishe<l with reference to the
commonly visited by a shaking (earthquake, K^).
•oand, which ia ascribed to them, rolling and
Ver. 16. We must call to mind the settlements
tattling.
As the siege already describ^ so
now the pressing into me taken city presupposes of the Phoenicians in the Sidonian and Tyrian
period along the various coasts, in Cyprus, Rhodes,
silently, because quite self-evidently, a connecting
mound between the land and insular Tyre, whidi, Malta, in Spain, Sicily, Sardinia, the Baleares,
Oades (CJadiz), Kalpe (Gibralaccording to Hengst., must already have existed, and think of Utica,
On the prinoee of the
but probably was thrown up by JNebuchadnezzar tar), Malaka (Malaga), etc
ea, comp. Isa. xxiii. 8. One can imagine the
for the purposes of the sioge.
It is made perfectly
princely might and pomp of the chief men in
clear by the '^J<^3D3 that Tyre as well as every
these places of commerce, the aristocratic style of
(** The unother (land-ci^) was vanquished.

The land mov&

racter.

with

its dust,

—

—

common

sea -fortress must sink down before
power into a common stronghold. ") nypao,
Hitzig: **more exactly, one burst open, taken by
storm." Ver. 11. n3^, from 3^3, is something
set right up, a pillar, not to be thought of as
applying to memorial pillars of heroes or kings,
but monuments of national strength in the temple
of Hercules, such as the two mentioned by Herodotus (of gold [chrysolith] and emerald). Sepp.
"At the entrance into the temple of Melkarth
stood two pillars (like Boaz and Jachin at Jerusalem), as the well-known boundary-pillars or
this

—

tlieir public appearances.
description of tne Eastern

Jon.

iii.

6

;

ch. xxi. 31 [26].

wide for display.

—Ch.

— What
way

follows is a
of mourning.

—^yD. outer garment,

xvi.

18.

— Instead

of all

which they lay aside, they clothe themselves
terrors.— Ch. vii. 27 Job xii IS.—nnm r**peat8

^lory,

m

;

nnin.— D^y3"l^»

»* moments, so that the trem-

bling, like a fever, never for a moment leaves them
(Hitzig).
Ver. 17; ch. xix. 1.— The catastrophe
and ruins ask.
could so peculiar, wonderful,

—

How

famous, powerful a place have met its overthrow ?
Hav.: " Ah ! how art thou condemned to the
sun-stadia in front of all the temples of Hercules,
ground, thou inhabitress of the seas I " since
which should set a bound to dehiges and conflais = upon the seas there ; but the city that
grations water and fire." According to others: D^tD^tD
dwelt away upon the seas is that whose inhabitthe gods of Tyre go down in the dust.
Hengst.
"These pillars were symbols of the power and ants spread themselves over the seas, settled down
there. Others inhabited, peopled from the seas,
glory of Tyre."—Ver. 12. ^an of going about, that is, sea-dwellers, sea-peoples. Hitzig : * * Thou
trafficking.
Treasures and wares. — -jniDn ^fQV populous in the
properly, forth of the sea,
" Bearing
Hengst.: "Thy beautiful houses," corresponding or more exactly, from out of the sea.
to palaces, Isa. xxiii. 13.
Hitzig: "More exactly a human population, it jutted up immediately
after which one has desire, wmch please one.
above the sunace of the water, as if it had sprung
£wald : " The beautiful torreted dwellings and from the lap of the sea." ^Ewald reads, after ch.

—

—

:

^"

—
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—
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CHAP. XXVI.
zxrii 84, protht shattered out <if Uie aeas. Some
hftye also read

D^*D = ^™

<^js i^^

^^^)t

^^^

inhabited.— ni>^nn from ^^n, to make
himiigy to pndae. She is called fltrong in the lea
(D^3); Hitzig: through the seu, her maritime
eTerluitiiig

—

lS-21.
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—for which
The

20.

ground.}— Ver.

ver. 8 supplies no
city goes along with

dead generally,

Q^j^y

Djr^»

it,

dement

it

habitants.

These terrors of her name she gave

and wide through the sea (in consequence of
hta- wealth, her greatness, and power), to all her
inhftMtantii, which would point to Venice sLmihu-ly
ntoated, if therewith it were meant that the cit^
iar

:

to

the people among the hidden, in the darkness of
the realms of death ; or more special : to the
people of ancient time ; or quite special : to the
people covered, buried by the deluge (Hekost. :
the ancestral guests of hell. Gen. vi. 4). ^ni^nrm,

More correctly: in the sea, in the strong
was a strong city ; therefore not only
a sea-power, but a power in the mighty sea.
the lowest depths, pictured out by
Orrnn u the tenon ascribed to Tyre and its in-

position.

as with the

either general

—

dSvo n^Tina,

in the nninhabited piaoea firom oyerlasting, by >
means of which *' the image of the deslaaijction, the
annihilation of all human greatness, is thoroughly
completed " (Hav.). As uie going down, so also
the dwelling is coloured by the feUowship of the

—

its population inspired before it fear into all dead, in parallel sentences.
^^B^H vh |yo^,
individual inhabitants, held them over against some, so that thou dwellest not, najnely, longer
one another in fear and trembling (Gocc). It where thou dost d^ell ; Hengst " that thou sit
most rather be meant that the terror of the not," but mayst lie down. The intention is
Tyrian supremacy stuck and adhered to every perhaps to be understood of the entire disappear*
Tyrian, as later something of the same sort to ance from among the dwelling-places of men
every Roman. Comp. Hitzig. [Hengst.: "Tyre comp. at ch. xxix. 11.—
^nTUI* unless dependent
bad a double class of inhabitants—her citizens,
upon
new sentence, and then
introdnces
a
and her connections in the colonies, who, ideally
ipo^t
**
taken, dwelt in Tyre, because the roots of their fitly a conclusion.
Or ver. 20
Then I make
The inhabitants in the one thee go down," sq., "then I make thee dwell,"
existence were there.
the
inhabitants
in
•ense were the terror of the
Over agaiuRt the
sq., "then give I thee," sq.
other.
They must bow before them, and obey ruin of Tyre comes beauty (ornament, ch. xxv.
So previously Havemick. 9)—(^th that
their commands."
pR3, with this
Ewald refers the second nUtf^^
(Ita. zxiii. 2.)
D^^n)—the land of the living, earth with its lifehardly
which
is
sea,
the
to the inhabitants of
hope, life-development, over against the lower
feminine. The Syriac supplies p^ru (mnibus
world senarated by death ; Ps. xxvii. 13. [Hitzig:
kabUaioribus terras.]— Ver. 18. Hitherto Tyre "And tnat thou shed not forth renown in the
had frightened all ; now all are frightened over
land of the living."
£wald reads ^SVdH
Tyre,
d^h "it^ sharpens the idea of island, and

with

its

:

:

Wnnn

pK3

H%

intensifies the preceding

pKn^

—Comp.

ver.

16.— and

If Tyre fell, what issue then awaits even islands in
the midst of the seal The issue, pfQtgoing, ia
more nearly defined by the fall. Others have
thoo^t of emigration, flight in the ships.

Vers. 19-21. The

An

End and—a Beginning,

epilogue in these verses.— nairu looks

back to

nainn

in

«•. 2.—n-jbynn

*'that thou remain not, nor exist
*
in, " etc
Eliefoth : ' that thou be not inhabited,
and I do not make glorious (namelv* in respect
to thee. Tyre (?)) in the land." The negative
ought to be applied to both clauses of the verse
not be inhabited, and not set as an ornament
The Chaldee and those who followed it under*
stood the last clauses of Judah, and hence took
But the Sept. properly understood
it positively.
both clauses of Tyre, and took both negatively.

parallel to

P.

translates

F.]— Ver.

:

21. Close

of

Tyre.

of

jy\^2»
^nro* ^ut containing the thought of destruction frighljuljudgments, and indeed of sudden destrucfai an image, which at the same time prepares
Therefore to be made an example of such.
tion.

The flood rises out of the depth
the citv covered with many waters,
with its rubbish and its corpses.
UVtFl from
Cnn (non)t ^ the sweUing depth, the boiling
mass of water no from the sea. [According to
Hengst. y it la ideal : the overflowing of the nations
for vers. 20, 21.

to fetch

down

Geeenius concretely : I will make thee for the
down-goinff, that is, into something that fl;oeth
down. Phmppson: "I suddenly annihilate thee."

—The

^av ^nru

Comp.

besides, Ps.

met by

i«

tiiis

-pnK nVl^O.—

xxxvii 10, 86.

CHAPTEE XXVIL
1,

And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying And thou, son of man« raise
3 over Tyre a lamentation. And say to Tyre that dwells at the entrances of the

2

:

sea, trafficker of

the peoples in

many

islands [coaMJ

:

Thus

saith the

Lord

4 Jehovah, Tyre, thou sayest, I am periect in beauty. In the heart of the sea
6 is thy territory, thy builders have perfected thy beauty. Of the cypresses of
Shenir they have built for thee all thy boards ; cedars of Lebanon they have
6 taken to make a mast for thee. Of the oaks of Bashan have they made thy
oan; thy rudder they made of ivoiy, inlaid in laroh,fix>m the isles of Chittm
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Byssus in embroidered work from Egypt was thine outspread fiug], to be for a
sign to thee purple-blue and purple-red from the islands of Eiishah was thy
covering.
The inhabitants of Zidon and of Arvad were thy rowers ; thy
Grebal's masters and
skilled men, Tyre, were in thee, they were thy pilots.
All the ships of
its wise men were in thee ; they fastened [repaired] thy leaks.
Paras, and
the sea and their mariners were in thee to carry on thy traffic.
Lud, and Phut, were in thy [marine] force, thy men of war the shield and
hebnet they hung in thee ; they gave thy orniunent The sons of Arvad and
thy force were on thy walls round about, anc^ Gammadim (1) were in thy
towers their shields they hung upon thy walls round about ; they completed
thy beauty. Tarshish traded with thee because of the fulness of all kinds of
wealth [«ood*] ; in silver, in iron, in tin and lead they paid for thy wares.
Javan, Tubal, and Meshech, they were thy merchants; in souls of men and
articles of brass they made thy traffic.
From the house of Togarmah
they paid with st«eds [horse*], and riders [»teed«], and mules were thy- wares.
The sons of Dedan were thy merchants; many islands [coaeu] were the traffic
of thy hand horns of ivory and ebony they brought as thy barter-payment
[to thee M exchtinge in vsine].
was thy trader because of the abundance of
thy works; in carbuncle, red pufple, and embroidery, and byssus, and corals (?),
and rubies they paid for thy wares. Judah, and the land of Israel, they
were thy merchants ; in wheat of Minnith, and pastry, and honey, and oil,
and balm they made thy traffic Damascus was a trader with thee on account
of the abundance of thy works ; on account of the abundance of all riches, in
wine of Helbon and white wool. Bedan and Javan from Uzal, for thy
wares they paid wrought iron ; cassia and calamus were among thy goods.
Dedan was thv merchant in broad coverings for riding. Arabia and ail the
princes of Kedar, they were dealers of thv hand in lambs, and rams, and hegoats in these they were thy dealers. Tne merchants of Sheba and Raamah,
they were thy merchants in the best [the chiefest] of all spices, and all sorts of
precious stones and gold, they bought thy wares.
Charan, and Rhanneh, and
Eden, the merchants of Sheba, Asshur, Chilmad, were thy dealers.
These
were thy merchants in ornaments, in mantles^of purple and embroidery, and
in treasures of many-threaded [many-coionred] yams [rich damaak], bound with
cords, and firm, in thy market.
The ships of Tarshish were thy caiavans,
thy traffic ; and thou wast very glorious [mighty] in the heart of the sea.
They that rowed thee have brought thee into creat waters ; the east wind
broke thee in the heart of the sea. Thy riches and thy ww^, thy merchandise, thy mariners and thy pilots, the repairers of thy chinks, and the
traders in thy merchandise, and all thy men of war that are in thee, also
with thy whole company which is in thy midst, they shall fall into the heart
of the sea on the day of thy fall. At ^e sound of the cry of thy pilots the
suburban grounds shall shaka And from their ships shall come down all that
handle the oar, the mariners and all the pilots of the sea, that are in thy
midst, they shall stand upon the land. And they shall make their voice
heard over thee, and shall cry bitterly, and cast dust upon their heads:
they shall strew themselves with ashes. And they shave themselves bald for
thee, and gird themselves with sackcloth, and weep upon thee in bitterness of
seal with bitter lamentation.
And they raise over thee in their wailings a
lamentation, and lament over thee Who is Uke Tyre 1 as the destroyed one
in the midst of the sea
When thy wares went forth out of the seas, thou
didst satisfy many people with the abundance of thy riches and thy merchandisc ; thou didst enrich the kings of the earth.
At the time thou wert broken
by the seas in the depths of the waters, thy merchandise and thy whole
company fell in the midst of thee. All the inhabitants of the isles are
astonished at thee, and their kings shudder greatly, their countenances
tremble. The merchants among the peoples hiss oyer thee terrors shalt thou
be, and sbalt be no more for ever.
;
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CHAP. XXVn.
Yv.

Sept.:

S.

Yer. i.

.

.

.

.

.

tm

.

kw vttrtt 9»kktn

iijuwpt^ r. Xm»n,

BmXarrnt r^ "Bukufi^m.

Yer. fi. . . . iatiUimlb^ cm, r«i»Mu r«w2«n> Mvtrmpirrtfmw
JlBiteeK<M,asSept.

Yer.

»ii:

6.

.

.

(«m««r) iA«TtMi>f , i»

.

T^npt Arabe as Sept

Yer.

7.

.

.

w

.

.

.

.

lym wt^tSiiMM tfiavm

.

other read.

D^KV

n^6ti*mt wt It^a* s. nftfrnXut

n imMn9*9

,

—

od iiitii>«<»-Mfm vart« ntp^hetUis
iMf$f£mfm» if rm
Sept.:
.
^Xtutn •* r. wv^ym

Yer. 1(X

Yer. 11.

.

.

—

.

.

D^TIDW); Vulg.:

.

.

.

Tm *$^ rw

Syr.

\

.

.

.

'H "EXXa€

.

Hexapl.

a<icAMr«r«M<.

:

»y

tUmte AX#s»i« g ««•

.

2

mM'

(ottHf

wi

.

9m

.

Vullf.!

.

turn.

.

ki

nw

rav— (other

i^^««r

read.:

D^D^X

i/*m»pM n* . . . »«u xf*^»*» *• x«A«m . . . Ihmau r. kynu r«v.
mtu n nf*«rmtm s. rm wmfmniftfrm, Vulf .: a thtxtnmt poputo tmo.

CimmerU,

et

Sept read

Vulg.: CortikyiiKii Mt

K«Mxt.^iM

Yer. IS.

f*sit,-^

sedaPpgmmi—

.

Yer. U.

.

.

.

"^ 1(0

:

s«AXk

thy sons,) Araba, Syr., Hex.).

?|^^^i

^03)-

Yer. 8. K. m* a^x**^*^ •'•*' •*' »»rttHttnrtc 2ti*nm
Yer. 9. . . . Oi wfitrfivrtpm BtfiXttn . . . tvrtt i*$^vm r. fimtkm
teft«e>Mf iM»««(u

^Pl^)

IrtniriKr r. sMwv«r «««.

plur.—Sept. read

In

.

.

rmt (other read.: Il73i

vitt
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Yer.

R

Yer.

U. Sept: Tim

.

nOr»W

OOier read.:

"Ptitmt

.

Jtm wmnm imXntyptm

.

.

. S^mw^mu rw ilfviw iAif«rr*MH', «. rmt

Annfc>a»

uemiytMtmt

^Mrlwr MM,

t.

Yer. 16.

ilMM

Mpm

Y«.

17.

MmMm,**

...

oW

Ifjym^ttu r«v

rnrntt

(other read. :

u

.

.

rw, musTtiff

««» evfJtfuxrmt

.

«vvw «/Mrs«

«. /kv^m, «.

grou uku **

mi#mk,

r^«rs» /usXi

js.

Om^tik

s. r«i«iXAUBT« i»

D*TK, Edom, Sept In the eenae of man, followed by Arabe,
.

i^

.

s. 'P«/4ft«0 ».

#vf^MSTw rav O^fiX

r.

K«^x^

Hexapl).

Syr.,

Nonjni/7< />er: **«!

ex Arab. ^*<mgiiria$,p4pMU Indkot'^. Vulg.: . . in frumento primQ:
Mum tun ... it rt$mam (Sept. ftmvnf) propotmenmt in mmdinU tui$.
Ver. 18. Sept :...«. i^Mi in
<JI«tm» (19), «. «Jm» tit r. kyt^f rmt iUmn». '£( 'AngX rtinprn
rvo^M s.
.
lyiX'v dMMT •» r. «»|<^jsrf» «w irtnr. Volf. : ... ill vino piagui^ in kmis cotorit cpttmL Dan et Ormcia et Jioml^
jjfiX

**

rt

JkmMy

9el

.

M

.

.

(ottierread.:fn).
Yer.

sa

.

.

.

fMTa jsruNM i«Au(«wYn1g.: ... As laprtfto «t ndriMhwii.

.

.

.

2m(

Yer. SI.

— (other read.:

D^'MD,

x*'^ '^* ««^m)A«v

Mu Aai^m

in temri* Mf/iiMnWs.-^haId.).

pH

(For
It la read rpn, and for 1*133^ a reading exiate n3I)31.)
Ter. H. . . . (* /uuixmXifA m. iv ymXt^m SmnnBtf ». wtffv^tu m. 9tnray^mt IxXtxrmtf Mtfwme ej(,t***n '*» mfwrn^rntme
(H) wXmmt 19 iitt^mt. ¥,Mfx?^m Ifjurfm rw, BnftrtH ifurfm rmt i» r. rA^Aw w r. nfAfM»r»i r<v, »....». i/3«/v»Air.—
Yilg.: . . . imiilf/bHMn {mw^noHs *yaein/M <f polfmUorwm gtuar mmqne pretioeanm . . . cedrct qnopie kabebrnt in mg^
UaHamlbiu imi$. Hmon motrie jnimeipee Imti in neffoHation* Imo—
Ver. SS

.

.

.

Yer. 36. Dtr. r«ad.

.

.

«. XmfifSMv.

D^3-

:

Yer. 97. Other read.: 731.

detfmmrm

.

.

Ver. S9.

.

.

fi

.

.

«««« 4

s. i

#i>m»><»»»

—

mr i»^«»> iig #w> W miSi/mimm rmt f«^~ Volg.

.

.

«MU

m

i«i^9«rM n.

m wfm§m

w

DH^DS,

am##w
:

.

.

.

rw

:

r. #«^^4fusrf»

9

cwrtiirftaftim l iir

«w»

.

docMs.

lbA«r«iir.

**tbelr ioni.**

Km

Xte^nrmt

'E»M«N|«iBf

1

ti

vim mitrmt

.

.

.

$mru0'$yv9ufm

«»

i^ Am r. rAiiftvr nw •. Am r. nfi^mrmt rw

/m#^
.

.

.

mnXu t

Yer. 84.
.

.

.

IWm mm vvms i^^ /u*^ Am r. imXm^em

Yer. 88.
i

.

.

Ter. 89. Sept., Arabe, Syr. read

— WK f<

4rw ^mm/UH rw,

Sept:

««» i« r. emftfumrm* rsv, s.

Ver. S8.

Nw» «v>tr/M^

IiOmvii,

iv

Sv

/8«0u

^8«mf

i

ntptfumrH rw.

Ynlg.:

.

.

oontrita et

.

a mari;

As

pr^fmHe

damnL

eiei

Yer. 86.
Yilg.:

. .

.

(*Enm») ««vnf

.

.

.

4mu

•/

««MniA«f«<

rw IrnTvarat Ui

rt

.

.

.

s.

ll

m mfvrm*

rf»

vfemtrf rnvrm^ y$ #m.

mputate percubi mutavenmt vultm.

te

Yer. 86. Sept.

add Xtyu

mutfrn i 6iwr.

tion of a northern and southern harbour of Tyre,
at the same time of the deficiency elsewhere
of pro|)er harbours on the Syrian coast. H enost. :
*'
from whence the sea is readily accessible on all
The lamentation over Tyre is closeljr connected
sides, in the centre of the then civilised world
with the prophecy in ch. xxvi., and is prepared
thus Tyre went forth for purposes of trade to visit
for by Uie 17th verse of that chapter.
Ver. 2.
the nations." For ^^JatT^n (to be thus pointed)
For uat the overthrow of Jerusalem was the pro- •^etic prolepsisy for this the overthrow of Tyre. the Qeri has n3Ci*n-— <^ii n^3"li comp. at ch.
With toe lamentation, expression is at the same
time ffiven to the righteous pain occasioned bv xxvi. 12.— 'D^>j<"^t<, which for the sake of merthe misuse of the fulness of divine gifts, which chandise frequents many coasts.
The address to
Tyre had enjoyed.
nniO* <^* H. Michaelis makes: Tyre holds up to her, as previously in ch. xxvi. 2

EXSGVnCAL

Vera. 1-26.

RE1CAXX8.

and

The QJary </ ^V»^

—

—

•

—

——

^Ver. 8. K)3D ^ ^^ entrance
uL alii,
the entrance of the gate; and so here
HKISDi the openings or entrancei of the tea,
into which people entered from the sea, and again
vnt out into the sea therefore the harbours or
ports {porta nsid. jpcrtut),
Hiivemick refers to

to

etiofii,

into

a

city,

—

Knbo zYi

2,

Axnan

I

ii 20» 21,

who make men-

her scornful malicious joy, so here her complete
Perfe!ot in beauty is as much
as: perfectly beautiful, that is: of perfect beauty,
but not as well: the completion of beauty. Observe the parallel with Jerusalem in Loun. iL 15.
What is indicated thereby appears from ver. 4
for the *'I am pexfect in beauty," in the moullL
self-satisfaction.
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is the thome of the detailed dcacriptions
iu the
that follow.—In the heart of the 8ea
midst of the sea, surrouudi'd on every hand by the
same.
J. H. Michaelis cites the words of Alexander the Great to the Tyrian ambivssailor (C-'UHTFUS, iv. 2): Vos quklem Jiducia tociy quod insiUam
incolUUf pedeslrem hunc exercitam npernUui.
strait of four stadia sepanited the city fi*oTn the
^The boundaries, the strict meaning
continent.

of Tyre

=

—

—

of ^^33, are the territory enclosed by these.

Hence the

perfectness of its local position ; hence,
this perfectness under the notion of the
beautiful,
which certainly comprehends not
merely the architectural (though this primarily),
but also generally the civic beauty of Tyre.
Ver. 5. In this further look Tyre is allegorized
also,

—

by our prophet

after his

own

peculiar

manner

under nie image of a state-ship. The builders
(in ver. 4) mediate the transition; not less (as
Hitzig acutely remarks) was the image suggested
by the local position of Tyre, ^in the midst of the
sea, surrounded by a wilderness of masts, the city
had the appearance of a sea -ship. Because a
state-ship, hence the finest kinds of wood for

—

—

— (Hav.

remai'ks,

material (accusative).
reality the palaces of

that in

I^re were made of cedar
from Lebanon, Joseph. Antiq. viiL 6.)— 1^35*^
(=p^-lBf, Deut.

iii.

9),

the Amorite

name

for

uEn. X. 137). The expression, however, more
particularly denoti^s the islands and coasts of
Greece.
Recent expositors un<lei*stand it of
Cyprus, on account of the old Phcenician city
in it, K/ti«», K«ttm» (Chcthi), and of the LsIandiB
and coasts in the neighbourhood. Hav. is in
favour of the Cyprian pines (Tiieoimiiiast. Jli^L
pi. V. 8)-7very suitable ; Cyprus was ]>articularly
famous for its excellent ship-building materials.
The regularly successive compact growth of the
pine would agree well with lt5^, also its firm,
sure position,
the word as

and

=

throws

the

D^">K'KrD*i

its

Geseu. takes
thick wood.
Hitzig
Sherbin- cedar.

-i^ts^fe(n,

two words together,
which is unnecessary,

reads
since T\2

anil

denotes simply the suboitUnate tlepeudent rclationship more exactly expressing tluvt which is
enclosed by another (py na. the pupil: also in

—

Lam. iii. 18, nSK'J* HSt the ant)w), and indicating that the ivory fonued only the costly article
This wood itselt
inlaid in the wooil mentioned.
was the material ; of it was the helm made, and
the handle and other parts were ornauieutod with
Out of
ivory.
Ver. 7. Comp. on ch. xvi. 10.
Egypt, with its famous looms, went forth ** embroidered linen" (HiTZ.), "embroidered byssus"
(Henrst.), with flowers and figures. The more
immediate destination to be to thee for a sign

—

—

:

Hermon, though from this in the stricter sense
visible from afar), leads one, with "jcniO,
distinguished, was renowned for its cypresses (Sir. (D3,
xxiv. 17), which were recommended by the firm, to think either of sails provided with emblems
durable nature of the wood (ViiioiL, Georg. ii. and devices, after the Eg}*ptian fashion, or rather
444).— The framework of the vessel, with which of the flag placed by the ancients on the fore-part
the

delineation

commences, presents

doalistic (dTI^IT^)*

—

^^he boftrdfl

itself

as

or timbers both

and left, especially where the whole is
meant, as here. The mast (main -mast), in accordance with its representative character (comp.
light

of the ship.

\oy\^

is

the red purple, purple-red

from a shell -fish {wc^pu^) found on the
Syrian and Peloponnesian coasts. The islands of
Mishah, according to Jei*ome, were the islands
cloth,

of the Ionian Sea; according to Bochart, the
of the nobler kind, cedar, Ps. Peloitonnesus, in which was Elis (Hellas).
As
Baahan, on the farther side of derived from so great a distance, this purple
Jordan, from Jabbok to Hermon, and eastwaixl figures here as a foreign commodity, and does
to the outermost limits, on the south-west moun- so, indeed, by means of its finely coloured fabric
tainous so called from its oaks. It belongs to the
its splendid colour was much prized.
nion;
world-embracing character of Tyre that all lands
comp. at ch. xxiii. 6. nD3D (part. Piel of nD3)
contributed to her glory.
OlBte
D^B>D, ver.
T
is the covering of the ship above deck, against
29, from t)^tjf, to row. The oars must be of heavy, the heat of the sun.
"
Ver. 8 forms a transition to the manning, not
in particular of firm, wood.
is " board
of the ship, but of the Tyrian state-constitution.
Of plank, from \l^p^ to split; here collectively, Zidon, the oldest city of Phoenicia, on this account
designated '*the mother," and Airad, the island
either of the benches for rowers (vers. 2, 8) over Aradus, entirely covered by the city of the
same
each other, or of the deck (Hitzig). Hav. the name, hence a second Tyre, which, as did also
thick plank-work as stays, the scaffold of the Zidon, always possessed its own kingdom,— serve
ver. 7), is of

xxix.

wood

5.— Ver.

6.

—

—

—

=

•

—

.

— ^p

:

mast

—

Mbier:

table-work, wainscoting, for the
laying out of the ship. Rashi the helm ; which
recommends itself more than the others, on
account of its importance for the vessel, and its
suitableness in respect to the adorning that
The strange jtjf, ivory (elephant's tooth),
follows.

to illustrate the commonwealth represented bj
Tvre, each contributing its share of help ; but
illustrate also the relation of the several jparties,
the oarsmen being from those places, but the
helmsmen (captains), those skilled in navigation,
were Tynans, so that Tyre stands forth as the
is anyhow modified by D^")B'8"na. daughter of guiding intelligence.
And so also in ver. 9 figure
—what? y\\i^ is **step," from -j^X- A kind uie ancients; they were the experienced, approved masters and skilled architects from Gebal
of wood, however, must be meant.
As it is more (where was the burial-place of Adonis, whence
nearly indicated by the isles of Ohittiin, and by the name), in Tyre, employed in its marine force.
these are to be understood in the larger sense the Comp. 1 Kinp v. 82 [18].
For the allegory o4
islands and coasts of the Mediterranean, Rosen- the ship, their expertness in healing breaches,
mtiller thinks of Sardinia and Corsica, and, with renovating, instantly repairing what was decayed,
many, supposes the box-tree to be meant, which is drawn into consideration. (May there not,
is quite common in the latter island (Viboil,
however, withal be meant to be conveyed an ioa:
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(irmrioD of the snpremaey which Tjrre in this
position exercised upon the other Phoenician
sUtes?)
Bat the sentence that follows introduces the principal point, for which all that precedes was merely preparatory, namely, tliat Tyre

was a mercantile power.

rho

^> ^^ the general,

266

10-15.

—

high because they appeared such in the towers.
Others coiyectured a particular Phoenician allied
the Targum:
l>eople to be meant by it (Gamale)
Cappadocians. Meier, with an eye to noy, explains it: "as posts."
We must then render:
"The sons of Arvad and thy force were on tlyr
walls round about, and posts in thy towers."] It
;

—

teamen, so designated from the ''salt," for sea

Tyre included, as it were, all is to be remai-ked that ^^;^ is a noble shield,
narigation in itself; the sea- world was its fleet while in ver. 10 only common armour is men(Unzio foreign merchant - vessels lie here at tioned. So, too, the language rises; while it is
Henost. all the Tyriaus with their there "J^n^Jl, here it is 'oifT^y i>r\ i the home
anchor.
colonies are, as it were, in this one giant ship, as eiement is heightened.
Hence, also, instead of
the jolly-boats in an ordinary large ship, and are "pin 13713, which is as much as it ornamented
tent out from it) 3iy, "to exchange," hence:
Uiee (ch. xvi. 14) thus to have distant ones,
"to trade."
foreigners, in thy pay, to do thee service, now it is:
Ver. 10. Before the main tendency indicated
beauty, forming
was given way to, the representation turns back yt** ife. they completed thy
from the image of the ship, through an emphasiz- at the same time a close of the detailed theme.
Ver. 12. The mercantile glory of Tyre begins
ing of the military weapons of defence and offence,
^Tardiis^ the most renowned
in which Tyre prided herself, to the beginning, here; comp. v. 9.
and so to the city.— DID (Pares, Fares, Fars, in mart of commerce in the West, a city and district
of Spain, Tartessus, between the two mouths of
the cuneiform inscriptions P&ra^) must be Persia.
It traded with Tyre
Hitzig contends for those who,
primeval times, the Betis (Guadalquivir).
not so much by means of things brought thither,
Mttled in Africa. Hengstenben^ as also Hav.,
as because the fulness and variety of the Tyrian
holds firmly by their Asiatic character, and as
which the Tyrian
having even then probably entered into con- wares, the costly, rich articles
vessels brought, were given (jTU) in payment for
nection with the anti-Chaldaic coalition in a
{ixjut,

from

*Xf).

:

:

:

—

—

m

—

^rm

^the first
relation to Tjrre,
of their later
victorious lifting of the shield against the Chaldean ascendency ; comp. at ch. viii. 16. Lud and

Phut are African populations the former, not the
Semitic Lydians, may well enough be the Hamitic
Ludim (Qen. x. 13); the latter, the Libyans of
antiquity
both well known as soldiers in the
Egyptian arm^ (Jer. xlvi 9). Either to picture
the far-extendinff relations of the Tyrian mercantfle power are they named, or because the most
foreign among the foreign ; as in Rome, in Byzantium, they were purposely taken into pay, whether
for display or as a security against internal
tumults.
We learn* the existing relations best
from Carthage. Rich enough to pay the costs,
the mercenary army secured for the Tyrian merdiant ability to ply his traffic; he found in it
military protection for his settlements, and advantage also for prosecuting new undertakings.
If the hanging np of ahield and lielmet is not a
poetical expression,
their arms were thy arms,
their conquests thine, or such like,
^we must think
of a military custom, us to-day still the armour is
hung up when there is no service. The garrison
of the city they did not likely form (HiTZio), as
Ver. 11 shows that the protection of the city was
committed to domestic and allied troops. But
what were the Chunmadimf Havemick explains
the word from the dialects by "valiant," "audacious," and thinks that it was the favourite
expression for the national militia, as there was
among the Carthaginians a "sacred host." The
Utter, however, would not be designated the
proper troops, in contrast to the mercenaries
:

—

—

Hence Henost.

—

—

"bold champions "
a^V^rian
" deserters
designation for a select band.
ITZ.
from the neighbouring countries, to whom the
rich republic offered more favourable conditions
than the kings," if there may not have been the
marring of the original D^V|j|, with reference to
:

H

:

—

Cant

iv. 41
[Jewish expositors made out of the
vord piginieB— from "itDit sn ^4 therefore ell-

the abundance in precious metals for which Tartessus was renowned in antiquity (Diodor. v.
But
35 sq.; Strabo, iii.; Plin. Hist. ^cU.).
trader agrees better with that than merchant
It was a barter-dealing, as was very commonly
the case in antiquity.
^p^iy (only in plural), from

—

^m,

and hence

better, with Hitzig
taken as equal to wares, than, with Ewald, aa
"sole." Ver. 13. Javan is the land of Greece
(Ionia); Tubal, often joined with Heahecb, are
together the Tiboreni and Moschi of the ancients,
the former to the west of the
in Lesser Asia,
latter, who were the inhabitants of a mountainous
region between Iberia, Armenia, and Colchis.
The enumeration of the traders in Tyre's merchandise turns now, therefore, northwards. In
souls of men, slave-traffic; if we have not a
special case in Joel iv. 6 (Eng. V. iii. 6), then
Hav. is of opinion that female
it was reciprocal
slaves from Greece were of old highly estimated in
the East, and, on the other side, male slaves (?).
For the copper (or brass) articles, Hitzig makes
account of^ the name Tibareni, as well as the
neighbours of the Moschi, the Chalybes, and remarks that to this day the Colchian mountains
in Trabosan contain unexhausted mines of cop{>er.
Hav. notices that in the hilly Caucasian region
inhabited bv Tubal and Meshech, the people have
been ever distinguished for their beauty, and that
through all time they have been noted for com-

to let go;

—

—

—

Comp.
(see BocuA&T, PhaUeg,),
Ver. 14. Togarmah is Armenia.
besides, at ver. 9.
From the house, either out of the region, or the
merce in slaves

—

—

race of people from

ed for

its

it (I).

Armenia was distinguish-

breeding of horses.

—

Herodotus speaks

of its asses (i. 194).
- D'CHDI
D^DIDi iwually
draught horses and riding horses. Ver. 15. The
sons of Dedan, occasioned by n^3D going before,
are the Cushite Pedanites (Gin. x. 7), as middlemen in the trade. As such, and as representatives of the land-trade with their caravans, yet
as identical with those in ver. 20, since Scripture
knows only of one Dedan, the Arabian one, they

—
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are regarded by Hengst. ; but he admits of no con- has been suggested, also garnet, ctystal, roby.^^
nection on the part of Dedan directly with the Ver. 17. Palatine gave wheat in merchandise to
numy ifilandg. On the other hand, Hav., follow- Tyre (D^Dn, in grains).—Minnith (n^3D)» » P^^oa
ing Heeren's gaidance, thinks of a south Arabian in the territory of the Ammonites (Judg. xi. 88);
tribe, and the three Bahrein islands (Gesen.
comp. 2 Chron. xxvii 6; 1 Kings v. 25 [11]; Acta
"perhaps the island Daden"?), on the west side xii. 20. ^^, according to Meier, might be " the
of the Persian Gulf, where were the "many coasts" rubbed off," "the shaved off *'=»«#««,
iW»Vp;
of the East Indies, with which the articles menWith or more generally " something soft
tioned of ivory and ebony very well suit.
swee^
Hitzig, also, the Dedanites are the traders with which dissolves itself. R. Parchon in his LexiooD
Tyre in the south-east, from the Persian Gulf
makes itsz^^ ni^n» placenta melHs,
Some
:

:

"=

:

If we should understand by Q^^({
have referred to pJD, cUliciari, and combined
we must suppose it to be said, that what
Comp. Roeenthe caravans transported had also by Tyre been therewith several operations.
(Isa. xxi. 18).

islands,

conveyed by sea. According to Philippsen, it is miiller. Balsam, however, has also been given as
meant that those caravans of the Indian wares an interpretation, but ^iv ^ the term for that»
contained others also from distant sea-coasts unknown to us. ninD» according to Hitzig to be
pointed as a participle (t), is merchandise or
mfflc, in the sense of the abstract for the concrete.
The addition: of thy hand, marks t^e
dependence, the intermediate sort of traffic ; they
were agents for Tyre. The hooms, used of ivory,
since it was the teeth of the elephant, must be
understood by way of comparison. Pliny recognises it as dentes, and yet names it camua
elephanti.
It is commonly connected with ebony
(Diospyros Ebenum, which has white bark, dark
green leaves, and medlar-like fruit). For both,
Ethiopia was famous in the old world.— ")3|^

—

—

("13^^*,
- T

naW—comp.
T T

Hupfeld on Ps.

Ixxii.

10

might, with ^a^OT (to hnng back, restore), be
understood in the sense of a sort of tribute, since
Tyre would represent herself as having, through
her merchandise, made the products of all lui&,
as it were, tributary to her.
It suits with ")3(^
(payment), however, as with y^T}, to think of

which the value of the goods purchased
brought back, restored.
Ver. 16. Those who read Edom [that is, instead
of Aram, which was done by the Sept., exists also
in several codices, and is preferred by Ewald,
Hitzig, etc] conceive that Aram lay too far out
of the way from Dedan, in the direction of
barter, in

is

Israel (!); also, that first in ver. 18 it comes in
regular order.
Edom, however, and in particular

namely, the resin from the balsam-powder {opobcUsatnum), Jer. viii. 22.
Hitzig recurs to pannaga (serpent), a Sanscrit word for a bealins
aromatic wood. fi^3*T> the honey of bees, as well

—

as grape-syrup
a ^reat article
XVI. IS; Deut
viii 8, xxviii

—

—

^KO ™ay Bcrve as a nearer determination of it

was important as a goods emporium. And only not as
not less so was Aram, t.e. Syria, in the wider

—

|Vr^3 TMDt designated
factured

goods.

Garfonn<de

finest

("jdj),

white cotton?

— Babylon

was

renowned for its weaving, as it was also a market
for precious stones.— nlDK^, part, act plur. for
rnorj
high,

;

Hengst.

:

;

Pual from tim*

^ turn,

wind

T T

in the

Talmud

:

to spin, f))^Mt3. that
T

"the spun"

:

—

yam

(Gesen., Meier) such a
mention of a particular sort of ware being scarcely
is,

suitable here,

but as

^KD^
T

agreeably to Gen.

=

out of Sanaa, the capital of Yemen.
X. 27
It
manu- accords with this that a Javan in Yemen is mentioned, and the articles which are referred to likea precious
wise agree. Tuch very properly calls to remem-

in contradistinction from the Egyptian byssus

—the

(a thread)

part.

as (artistic) work,

stone ; see at Ex. xxviii. 18.
On the rest, comp.
at ver. 7.—p:i appears to designate the Syrian^

(K^)

—

xxxii. 13.
On oil, comp. Dent,
40; 1 Kings v. 25 [11]; 2 Chron.
Hos.
xii
2 [1].— Ver. 18. Bamascus is
10;
hei-e specialized, because it was a particularly im-^
portant mart of commerce for Tyre ; comp. vers.
16 and 12.
Hengst. remarks on the riches, that
thev must therefore have paid for wares also with
gold.
Helbon, now Aleppo, famous for its wine»
tiie ¥rine of the Persian kings, still a notable city
(Strabo, XV.). Instead of white wool, Ewald has
**
wool of Sachar," a Syriac town, where was then
the best wool.
But "inv expresses the shining
white wool, as wool of that sort was entecially
derived from the pasture-lands of Syria ana Arabia
(Hav. ). ' ' The linest and most silky, because the
sheep pasturing in the deserts were always under
the open heaven" (J. D. Mich.).
The Sept.:
Milesian wool.
Ver. 19. p^ can neither be a
third Dedan (Ewald), nor " and Dan," but it
must be taken for an unknown Arabic distriot
according to Movers, it would be the trade-renowned Aden. Javan, too, is pt^haps to be taken
for a Greek settlement in Arabia, and to be distinguished, as Arabic, from that in ver. 18; and
ii.

Petra,

sense Mesopotamia, for an agency-traffic.
The
Syrians, according to Jerome, were bom merchants, madly intent on it8 gains. [ Usque kodU
pernianet in Syris ingenitus negotiationis ardor,
qui per (otum mundum lucri cupiditcUe discurrunt, el tantam mercandi hahent vesaniam, etc.]
l^fe^yo aiD, for which, at ver. 12, there is

and fruit-syrup pnerally
of merchandise in Palestine, ch.

(dibs)

precious things,

what stands

is valuable.
In particular, red (dark)
corals or pearls, have been thought of.—

1313,
a gem of glittering splendour (GxssN.); jasper

T\WV ^It wrought
Yemen, along with the

brance, in connection with
iron, t)|e sword-blades of

Indian so famous through

all

the East.

— rnp,

the

Arabic cassis (a kind of cinnamon), and n^p, a
reed, ttcortiB calamus, likewise native to Arabia
according to others an Indian product, which
Yemen traded in from there.
Ver. 20. Dedan—<;h. xxv. 18: Gen. xxv. 8—
Semitic comp. ver. 15
in Korthem AralnaH
;

—

—

rorh WnmX2»

Ossxn.: tagfetn 9tnUm aa
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equUandum; from

the verb }^Qnt

to stretch.

Others: "r^bea," ''garments of the nobles,"
which would be expressed through the meaniog
' setting free."
Hav. questions the signification
of spreading out (eomp. Hapfeld on Ps. Ixxxviii.
• [^J); holds "to cover," **to bind," **to wind
roaud," as the radical meaning; and as to the
matter, compares Judg. v. 10. The allusion probably is to the splendid riding; or horse apparel,
which in the East (like the stirrups, for example)
are marks of distinction and luxury.— Ver. 21.
Acmbia (^-^y
comp. na->y, a steppe), here
together with ** all the prinoes of Kedar ** (Gen.
XXV. 18)
in Pliny, Codrei
a particularizing
of the small trafficking nomadic tribes in the
interior of Arabia comp. ver. 15.
Their large
property in flocks is well known comp. also Jer.
xliz. 38 sq.
Even the roving, unsettled Bedouins
;

—

—

;

;

—

—

——

:
;

21-26.

S57

foreign object,

and uaturall^d in Syriac

girdles, or pouches, or trousers.
for packing and preserving in ;

coras. "

.

tJ3,

whftt is twinSl,

(Grsen.

Hitzio

wound up.

pouches of Damascus.)— D^DP3

;

:

either
chests
and in

;
:

*'

Ewald

:

Gesen. a kind
:

of cloth with a many-coloured wool, the w$x»(»tTm
of the Greeks, damask.
Uav. : garments of
peculiar sorts of weaving {hwktt^if ?).
The

Tynans then dyed silk-yam, silk, and cotton
wooL 'D^!in3 Hftv. translates " with threads
wound round and firm," as a nearer description,

—

:

partly in respect to the costly threads with which
the cloth in question was inwrought, and partly
in respect to its durability.
yh^ the ancients

mostly connect with

by

it chepts

pK,
vv

cedar,

and understand

Philifpson

of cedar.

:

packed in

of the desert were Tyre's roddv instruments for cedar. Q^^;^ must be taken for oords or strings.
hiB merchandise.
Ver. 22. Tne marobantB of
"bound with cords
Hbnost.
55f3n» to bind.
Skaba and Baamah (nppl)t that is, Sabsaa, in
and fastened." **Ezekiel describes the bales of
Arabia Felix, and the Cushite *P«r^, on the such stutfs probably according to his own view."
Persian Gulf. C^KTI* the head, for the highest Hitzio
**with many -threaded, tight -drawn
of their kind ; here of the foremost, most exoel- cords." Ver. 25. The sum from which the tenlent perfumes (U^^ or Dfe^? of the balsam- dency of the whole representation clearly appears.
Hav. unsuitably connects this verse with ver. 26.
shrub), if the genuine balm is not meant by it. Tarshish alone points back to the commencement
The mountains of Uadramaut and Yemen yield of the representation, in ver. 12. Ships of Tar•11 sorts of precious stones, and the latter was shish, however, were those prepared for distant
esteemed among the ancients as a very rich gold voyages generally, as we speak now of " Indiaregion.—Ver. 28. Haran (Gen. xi 81, KAff^i, men,
"Greenlanders."
Jxn^t according to
the Carrae, noted in later times for the defeat of
Hav., must mean '* walls," as if the Tarshish
Crassus) comes into view as on the cross- way of
fleet had formed, in a manner, the breastwork
the caravans when they were passing through
of Tyre ^had been the security of the Tyrian
He80|H)tamia. Khannup (rU3» contracted tor
According to other explanations,
commerce.
ni^)f the later Ctesiphon, as a commercial city "singers," who celebrate thee on account of thy
merchandise ; Hitzio
?prrtii5>= thy fields, thy
on the Tigris. Eden (py) is the Mesopotamian,
It probably comes from ")^{^, Ohald.
lands.
as distinguished from the Syrian, town, which
they
has been sought in the delta of the Euphrates— Iti^C^, oaravan ; and the sense will be
Haadanf— By the Sheba here Rosenmiiller unoff caravan -like to drive your traffic (Ges. ).
moved
derstands another Sabtea than that mentioned in
" The ships of Tarshish visit thee, thy
Hav. translates ** Haran and Canneh Henost.
Tsr. 22.
and Eden are the merchants of Saba ; (on the wares ; these were the special object of the visit
this made nothing for the aim of the repreother hand) Asshur, Chilmad are thy custo- But
Keil and Movers understand the sentation; and the sentence that follows stands
mers " (r).
meaning to be, that the Sabsans, who held a better, if the ships are conceived of as trading
Tartessus, and then always brining back
yearly market in Carrse, were named as negotia- towards
their gains from the distant world, which filled
tors between the districts of Mesopotamia and
Asshnr must, according to Keil, nbt be Tyre, and lent to it its singular importance in
l^^re.
Gomp. on ch. xxvi. 2.
of the sea.
Assyria, but (Moveks) the emporium of Sura the midst
the accusative in respect to thy
ca^
(Essurieh), on the Euphrates, above Thapsacus, I^IPD
in a caravan road which branches off toward merchandise ; as to the sense, much the same as
navigation, on a grand scale, was thy business
Hav. sees in Ghilmad a
*tcf^, Gharmande.
it was his lever.— Ver. 4.
Tyrian emporium for the trade with Assyria.
Vers. 2«-86. The Ot)erthrow qf Tyre,
from ^1^3, ornaments, perfectly
Ver. 24.

—

:

—

:

—

—

:

:

:

:

—

^

:

D^30,

fine articles, finished productions; by which may
be understood, with Hiiv., works of art of taste-

In ver. 26, already introduced by ver. 25, the
lamentation upon Tyre resumes the image of a

ful, perfectly beautiful workmanship, or, with
others, of splendid garments.
(Ewald : full

ship,-

equipments.)— o^^;i (from 0^3, to roll, wind up)
is a mantle, a wide garment, well-nigh correQ>onding to the Chlamys comp. ver. 7.— D^T33»
treasnroe
which signification Henast. firmly
retains; but what were "treasures of damask"?
The word must specify the preceding more general
-oliljects of beautiful workmanship.
Hav. takes
it for a Peisisa word, intended to designate a
;

,

which was dropped at ver. 10. Hav. justly
draws attention to the contrast, since Tyre received his deathblow in the midst of his glory,

and to the impressive repetition of q^^ 3^3, in
" The overthrow of the
the heart of the sea.
city was its shipwreck " (Hitzio).
'd^D3 ; comp.
Ps. Ixxvii: 20 [19].
Therefore like a vessel that
was brought upon the high sea by its rowers,
who moved it ;— which, indeed, did not bee^peak
a policy that adventured into danger, but nught
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—

^ell euough indicate the proud self-sufficiency their lips.
i^ya ^, Hitzig quite correctly
**
which inspirited the wliole.
Hengst
The grounds in vers. 33, 34 from so great a height
many waters an image of great dangers and suf- so deeply sunk downi(Gbsen.:
:

-nDl3

ferings."— The east wind (ch. xvlL 10, xix. 12),

rttsm,

Peculiar to it are destruction, that which is destroyed ; Eril, part.
strong, continued blasts ; if the vessel strengthens Pi. with
dropt off: "as the annihilated in
itself to the storm, then the danger becomes very
the midst of the sea"; HiTZio, part Pual) is the
''In the midst of the sea" is no deliver- destination suitable to a place like Tyre. Hengst :
great
ance, it now becomes the grave for all and of all.
HOT is not the participle, but the perf. Pual,
Ver. 27.
recapitulation ; comp. vers. 12, 18,
which, as often with the perf., stands in place of
19, 22, 9, 17, 8, 10— ch. xxvi. 15.— Ver. 28. Cry
the participle: "like one that is destroyed."
of the i^otB, which depicts the perfect hopelessEwALD "Uke her in the midst of the sea."
ness of deliverance.
cnjD* from Cnj, a separate
Hav. : "who is, like Tyre, become so still! "
piece of ground a common, pasture-ground, but compared with the earlier noisy bustle of the city.
this as the environs of the city, so t^t the continent with its adjoining territory will be meant. In the D^n 'y\n there sounds again Q^o^ 3^3.
The death -cry on the high sea nnds its echo on Ver. 33. When thy wares went forth. Hengst. :
Palfletyre ?
^The sensation upon "from the seas they were brought into all the
the continent,
the land is connected in Ver. 29 sq. with a pro- harbours of the world." KobenmCller: out of
longed representation of the same on the sea. all seas to Tyre. Hitzio like the productions,
Very fitly those who stood in a marine relation- the fruits of the field from all soils.—Sfttiafy is:
ship to Tyre took up the lamentation over her. to meet the desire, the demand, the necessity.
Whether it mi^ht be to give a strong Impression Tyre, on the one side, satisfied the world's need ;
of the general insecurity since Tyre had fallen, on the other, it enriched those of whom it bought
or to add solemnity to the lamentation, in the or trafficked in respect to gold or costly goMs.
one way or the other is the coming down of the The " Suri " or Tyrian gold pieces were well
Ver. 34. The contrast ny
persons concerned to be understood ; either all known in antiquity.
will as quickly as possible find deliverance on the m^C'J* indication of the time, which so far if
land, or sjrmpathy makes them come nearer to specified as to be identified with that of Tyre's
the scene of the disaster. Ver. 30. Comp. ch. overthrow. Others: now. (Ewald improves thus:
collection of all sorts of expresxxvi. 16 sq.
maC^'j F\Vt " ^^^ ^^ ^^^ shattered.") The
sions of mourning, with the view of representing
the grief as at once great and general. —Ver. 31. going down of a veoseL where all goes down.
Comp. ch. vii. 18. Ver. 32. ^j, contracted from Ver. 35. The closing chorus in a manner : those
to the commerce ; and in ver.
%n3, suited for the yelling, sharp wail-cry (Hav.); who were friendly
36, the co-operators and rivals in it Amazement*
against which, Hitzig gives as an emendation:
The close agrees
terror, but also malicious joy.
took upon
Dn^fiHf nused up in their mouth
with ch. xxvi. 21.

exactly as at Ps. xlviii.

7.

o

—

A

—

:

:

—

—

:

—

—

A

—

=

CHAPTER XXVIIL
1,

2

3
4
5
6
7

8
9

And the word of Jehovah came to me, sajring, Son of man, say to the prince
of Tyre, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Because thy heart is high, and thou
sayest, I am God, the seat of the gods I occupy in the heart of the seas ; and
thou art man, and not God, and thou makest thy heart as the heart of the
Godhead
Behold, thou art wiser than Daniel ; nothing concealed is dark to
thee
In thy wisdom and in thy prudence thou hast made for thee wealth,
and makest [procorert] gold and silver in thy treasures
In the fulness of thy
wisdom in thy traffic thou didst increase thy wealth, and thy heart was high
in thy wealth
Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Because thou makest
thy heart as the heart of the Godhead ; Therefore, behold, I bring strangers
upon thee, the violent of the heathen ; and they draw their swords upon the
beauty of thy wisdom, and they dishonour thy shining beauty. To the grave
they will bring thee down, and thou diest the death of the pierced-through
in the heart of the seas.
Wilt thou say and [tuu] say, I am God, in the
Presence of him that slayeth thee 1 and thou art man, and not God, in the
and of him that pierceth thee through
Deaths of the uncircumcised shalt
thou die in the hand of strangers for I have spoken sentence of the Lord
Jehovah. And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Son of Inan, raise
a lamentation over the king of Tyre, and say to him. Thus saith the Lord
Jehovah, Thou confirmedst the measure, full of wisdom, and perfect in beauty!
In Eden, the garden of God, wast thou every precious stone was thy covering,
sardine, topaz, and diamond, Tarshish-stone, onyx, and jasper, aapphirey
carbuncle, and emerald, and gold : the work of thy ketdednims and of tl^
:

:

:

:

!

:

:

11,

12

IS

;
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?ipe8 was with thee ; in the day that thou wast made they were prepared,
'hou cherub of the anointing, that covered ; and I have given thee [therefor,
thereto] ; upon the holy mountain of God wast thou, in the midst of fiery stones
thou didst walk. Blameless wast thou in thy ways from the day that thou
wast made, till perverseness was found in thee. In the abundance of thv
merchandise they filled thy midst with mischief, and thou sinnedst; and I will
profane thee firom off the mountain of Godhead ; and I will destroy thee,
covering cherub, from the midst of the stones of fire. Thy heart was high
in thy beauty ; thou didst corrupt thy wisdom on account of thy shining
beauty ; to the earth will I throw thee down ; I give thee before kings, that
they« may look upon thee.
From the multitude of thy iniquities, in the
corruptness of thy traffic, thou hast profaned thy sanctuaries ; and I will make
fire go forth from the midst of thee, which bums thee up; and I will give thee
All who know thee
to ashes upon the earth in the eyes of all who see thee.
among the people are amazed at thee ; for terrors thou art become, and thou
art no more even to eternity.
And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying. Son of man, direct thy
face toward Zidon, and prophesy upon it.
And say, Thus saith the Lord
Jehovah ; Behold, I [comej upon thee, Zidon, and glorify Myself in the midst
of thee and they Imow that I am Jehovah, when I do judgments in [oh] her,
and sanctify Myself in her. And I send pestilence into her, and blood mto her
streets ; and the pierced-through fall in the midst of her by the sword upon
her round about ; and they know that I am Jehovah. And there shall no
more be to the house of Israel a pricking thorn and a smarting sting from all
round about them, who despised them ; and they know that I am the Lord
Jehovah. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, When I gather the house of Israel
from the peoples among whom they have been scattered, then I sanctify
Myself in them before the eyes of the heathen, and they dwell upon their
And they dwell upon it in
ground which I have given to
servant Jacob.
security, and build houses, and plant vineyards, and dwell in security, when
I do judgments on all who despised them of those round about them ; and
they know that I, Jehovah, am their Gk>d.
:
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.
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Dfi^*

wm-npmt mibrm.

a governor, director. In Ethiopic, i^^rtM is king.
Gesen. lio who goes before, duke, doge. Tiie
qf Tyre, special prominence given to this person, desigVer. 1. There is first, therefore, a prophecy of nated long in yer. 12, was natural from the
Judgment, as in eh. zxri, with reference to Tvre. marked pmllel with Jerusalem ; comp. ch. xviL
V«r. 2.
; MxDUt : one who holds together.
19. But there was expreaaed in tkt kingdom, and

EXBOETIOAL RRHABK8.

Vcn. 1-10. The Prophecy <m

—

:

the Prince

T^
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especiaDv in the case of Tyre, also a characteristic
Small as many of the Phcenician cities wore, each still had its iinff, and Tyre,
in particular, kept by a hereditary kingdom, so
that even in the latest times only those related to
the old roval house were admitted to the throne.
This kingdom combined with a rich and powerful
aristocracy the mercantile interest, the gains of
commerce, which founded it (ver. 16), After the
analogy of Carthage, a senate stood by the side of
the king, of the old families, which must in many
respects have limited him, so that the Oriental
despotism could not de \^elope itself here. According to Josephus, it was Ethbaal ii. ; but not the
person, only the position comes into consideration,
and especially as in him the mercantile power olf
Tyre nad its proud, secure representative. As
elsewhere dso (ch. xxv.), so here the sinning goes
statc.-constitiitioQ.

—

first

on

to ver. 6.

—The

self-exaltation

which

is

ascribed to hhn has respect, on one side, to the
lugh opinion entertained of himself; on the other,
to the same in connection with his dwelling-place.
What is to be made account of in the latter reto
spect is plain from the assertion, I am Gtod,
be distinguished from the likeness of the Most

—

High

^

nDnt<)

(n>i)y5)

Acts xiL 22

Isa-

^i^*

1*1 *1bo froj"^

expresses the heathenish-mythoThe rock on which Tyre
logical consciousness.
built
is
at
the same time to be viewed in its
was
connection with the oft-mentioned temple. The
Phoenician myth represented the two islands as
moving about in tne sea, until an eagle was
sacrifi^ as an atonement Down to the third
century Tyrian coins exhibit the two islands, with
it

;

the inscription, *iif4.fifirt% wirft (immortal rock).
According to Sanchoniathon, Astarte, when wandering through the world, consecrated a star that
fell down before her eyes to the island Tyre.
The foundation of the temple to Melkarth was
represented by its priests as contemporaneous
with that of the city—about 2750 B.O. So Herodotus relates and Arrian calls it the oldest sanctuary known in the annals of mankind. Thus

Ver. 3 begins an interlude, which, however,
does not picture forth the imagination of hi* being
God, to which the mention of Daniel would as
little suit as what thereafter follows ; but rather
proceeds on the ground of the admitted manhood,
and so does only the more feelingly censure the
loftiness of spiiit
It needs not be understood
either as a question, or as s{)oken ironically.
Bewhat exists, Hcconimg to thy mistaken

hold,
notion

it

;

shows the being wiser than Baniel

to be merely an imagination.
There hence ariaes,
at the same time, a clear confirmation of the book
of Daniel (comp. Hengst. here), since Daniel's
wisdom was at any rate well known in the circle
of £zekiel, one also recognised at the Chaldean
court, and therefore to he held up against the

On

Tyrian sovereign.

the

DinD^3» t^t

to

him

nothinj^ concealed, secret, was unknown, comp.
Dan. ii. 10, 11, 19, iv. 6. Here also, indeed, is
only a man, but with a generally admitted eupcfhuman, truly divine wi^om, which God had in
reality given (that is the main element in the
comparison with Daniel), which he has not, as
thou hast done, in his imagination appropriated
to himself.
Hengst lays stress alao npon the
statesmanlike, the really princely position of
Daniel, which so excellently grounded the kind
of counter-position assigned him in relation to the
king of Tyre. Ver. 4 goes a step deeper still,
namely, to the real standpoint of the Tyrian
prince,
his wisdom and pmdence in the Batter
of worldly riches (1 Rings iv. 29).
In connection
therewith, one naturally thinks of the traditions
according to which an anoestcH' of the royal house
was the first sailor, who was borne to the island
in the hollow trunk of a tree, and there erected
pillars to the wind and fire ; that the forefathers
of the Tyrian kings alleged Uiey had found purple
on the island (the Tyrian oolour, scarlet, the lack-

—

—

dye of

and

Sor).

Bilver.

—^^n

is

presently specified in the gold

^

"i^m

•

provisions, treasure, trea-

;

D^n^K

y(ff\0

is

sufficiently

explained

;

while

still thinks of an " absolute inaccessibleand Hitzig of the circumstance that this
kingly residence *' sprang up out of the water, as

Hengst.
ness,"

the palace of

God out

of the heavenly ocean."

P' Sanchoniathon expressly calls it 'the holy
island
and it is known that the Tyrian colonies
'

;

reverenced it as the mother-city of their religion,
less than the original source of their political
existence.
It was only in the spirit of ancient
heathenism to conclude, that a state which was
not only strong by natural position, and by immense maritime resources, but also stood in such
close connection with the divine, might be warranted in claiming, through its head, something
like supernatural strength and absolute perpetuity
of being." P. F.]—In the heart of the seas is
an echo from ch. xxvii. 4, 25, 26. The rejoinder,
and thon art man, etc., is sharp, yet at the same
time sober the simple contrast oetween man and
God (El).—And thou makest thy heart, etc.,
continues the thou aayest, as well explaining f\2}
all

not

—

—

—

'^J?*

^

gi^K

^^^^

^®

speech that naturally

flowed from it, the thoughts, the ebullitions of a
heart which was the heart of GodhMul. Hinio:

—

ITD indicates

what

is

made.

sury (Zech.

ix.

2,

8).— Ver.

6.

However great

however much and varied
its manifestations, it centred in the merchandise;
and with the growth which accrued to the wealth,
the heart also became swollen, as its self-elation
found in that wealth its proper element.
Ver. 6 connects itself in a summary way with
ver. 2, and prepares for the conclusion in Ver. 7,
which joins the punishment to the course of sin
that had just been described.
Vny, terrible,
this

wisdom might

be,

—

powerful and violent those who are so pre-eminently above others the Chaldeans (ch. xxvi. 7).
HiTzio ** Against (why not upon ?) the beauty
of thy wisdom." What is meant is : that the
beautv of the mercantile state of things in Tyre
was the offspring of the uisdom which distin:

—

:

guished

its

king.

and

>E)^

ri]^^ Are almost the

same, the latter, however, indicating more the
shine or glitter of the beauty.
The uiine of the
beauty may be referred especially to the princehooil of Tyre. [Ewald * * tbey draw their swords
:

upon thy most beautiful wisdom."]

^^n»

to

pierce through, Pi. to dishonour, to make common.— Ver. 8.
The
T13f cl^- xxvi 20.
plural >rnoi^ deaths, admits of explanation partly

nnr =

—

from the representative character of the Tyrian
princehood, partly from the feding the»owitii
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connected, of his dying in the death of every
Tynan that was slain. Hengst. compares uh.
xxiz. 5 ; Gen. xiv. 10. Othefs : as the piercedthrough dies of many death-wounds (ch. xxi. 30,

1»

Even without rendering ^j^,

[25]).

fane,"

there

is

a pointing back to

**

pro-

^^^

in

er. 7

in this way, namely, that the pHnceliood
•hould at last share the fate of every one who was
pierced through, and, stripped of all splendour,
should be cast into the grave. Ver. 9. The word
here goes still farther back than T\JVy\ ^^ ^^r. 8,

—

and

moment

transfers the scene to the very

being

killed,

(in ver. 2).

of

ami confronts the vaunting discourse
•]r»n ^3D^» ch. xxi. 16 [11

J—The
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explained by what foUows

'

:

full

of

wisdom and

perfect in l>eauty ; in this stood his sealing completeness,"
P. ¥.]
Ver. 13. In Eden ; comp.
ch. xxxvi. 35 ; Isa. li. 3.
And the delightsome
land, wherein the garden for primeval man lay,
brings up the garden of God (El, not Jehovah)
ch, XXXI. 8, 9; Gen. xiii. 10.
As the Tyrian
king himself was certainly not God, but what was
said of him in ver. 12, so his dwelling was un-

—

questionably not

God

;

it

—

'

^^

3:5nD»

might, however, be

the habitation of

named

paradisiacal,

since all fulness of what was pleiisant, and all possible magnificence, surroundetl the same, covered it
(inaOD)' Hitzig freely *' every precious stone
:

was thy figure-work

;" because out of the stones

figuration of the ring must be composed!
transititm to evexy precious stone brings to
remembrance Gen. ii. 11, 12. The distribution
of the particulars forms three groups, each having
three precious stones, rounds on by the gold,
which makes ten (the symbolical number of oompleteness).
This emblematic representation U
kingly greatness and glory, therdbre, carries no
respect to the breastplate of the high priest and
if^ twelve stones, where also they are ranged in a
difierent order comp. however, on the significa-

ezUemely cutting argumentation, and thoa art the
The

lan, etc.—-ji)^©,

Pi.=i>innO, Poel

— Ver.

10. D^JTrtD* pl^ir,

—^^y

is

(Isa.

li. 9).

from n^o, comp. at ver.

8.

VT

uncirciiBidaed (comp. oh. xHv. 9;

Isa.

on account of the sacramental
import of drcumcidon, it designates the heathen
world as outside the covenant of God (1 Sam.
xviL 96, xxzL 4, barbcirif). The opposite in
Knm. xxiii. 10: *'the deatn of the righteous."
Also for the Tyrian, as here, it is hanlly to be
understood without the circumcision reported by
Herodotus of the Phoenicians (II. 104). Earlier,
in ver. 8: as every one that is pierced throu^^
herv there is an ascension: as a non- Tynan
through strangers.
Ui. 1); for Jews,

;

;

tion of the particular names, at Ex. xxviii. 17 sq.,
xxxix. 10 sq.
Gomp. also here at ch. L 16, 26,
xxvii. 16.

—n3K^ may signify business, perform-

Manifestly munc is
work, also goods.
meant by it here, as the older expositors have
rendered, an ordinary accompaniment of the
pomp of royalty (comp. Dan. iiL 5)
t|n >*

ance,

1

Vers. 11-19. LametUation over the Prince qf
Tyre.

Now

—

as ch. xxvii.
Ver. 12. The
in fitting adaptation to the person
just killed.
Comp. at ch. xxviL 2.

ver.

lamentation

who was

11,

is

In the connection with

TO^n

V^ho and ^D^

{ji^a,

which in

therefore the (hand) kettledrum, as a specimen
of all instruments that were struck (t|fin); ^^^

2pi will be the pipe (from ^pj, to push through,
bore through), for the wind instruments as they
were then constructed. [Ges. takes wr\ for the
socket in which the

EwAXD:

gem

is

put,

and 2pi

^ ™g'

**

were appointed for thy oracle
and soothsaying work on the day of thy creation."
take it ironically: the man who might
He
would
Tendered, with Hitziff
"thou art a curiously
wrought seal-ring." Ewald has: "0 thou seal be called the seal, that is, the consummation, etc.,
was once certainly as the first of all men in paraof the completion." DHin means to cut in, to
dise (Job XV. 7), so that he has a completeness
impress with a seal, to seal; therefore partic.
beyond any other person took, doubtless, for his
thou wast sealing. Also orAh, the seal-ring, is holy ornament, which covered him from the first
T
properly the impressor. The transferred signifi- da^* of his life, all the twelve stones of the high

themselves, and after what has preceded,
are quite clear, n^33n DJTin cannot possibly be

socket.

—

:

:

—

cation

:

pn,

to seal, that is

recommends

:

to attest, to confirm, to

through n^j^n (from
to determine exactly, to weigh), the measure,

verify,

itself

!

the detenninate, that which must have a certain
(ch. xliii 10) ; accordingly
thon oonftmedst the meaanre, thou fulfiUedst, madest the
ri^t measure good therefore a threefold thing
meaaoTe, wisis boasted of the Tyrian kingdom
dom, and beanty. The first of these may be said
against despotism ; comp. at ver. 2. [ " According
to the present text and punctuation, the expression ptainlv means
thon art the one sealing
exactness (Uie noun DJTin denoting anything that

amount

!

:

;

:

:

of an exact or perfect nature). To say of the
king of Tyre that he sealed up this, was in other
woras to declare him ever^' way complete he

is

:

gaviL as it were, the finishing stroke, the seal, to
all that constitutes completeness ; or, as we would

now say

pnest's oracle -sign, and was doubtless made by
God a cherub upon the mountain of the ^^ods, and
was also, doubtless, unblameable from his birth
only, alas till his guilt was discovered
Others
thought of n3M, the female (woman). So Hav.:

—

he was a normal man one formed
and patteni. Hence it is immediately

it,

after role

**
the servioe of thy kettledrums and of thy woinan
was ready for tiiee on the day of thy creation,"
which (bv a reference to Gen. i. 27) must indicate
the king s entrance on his government, and the
ladies of his harem, who surrounded him with
danco and song.] On the ]iri3n» comp. oh. xxi.

—

35

With the

creation of this princedom, as
took in Tyre precedence of the still older Zidon,
there forthwith existed all sorts of parade and
glory, such as could be found only in kings'
courts,
Firm and well
(po, Pual from jtD ?).
[SO].

it

prepared did this kingdom start into being.
Ver. 14. As the colour given to the representation has already, with its kettledrums and its
pipes, forsaken Eden and paradise, and "the day
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of creation " does not quite constitute the Tynan
king a second Adam as the whole representation
generally appears to take into account only the
ery ancient origin on which this kingdom prided

—

perhaps also not without some touch of
the cherub here has little or
nothing at all to do with paradise (comp. at ch.
i, ix. 8, 10); for it is unnecessary for the following context to think of the history of the Tyrian
kingdom after the analogy of the history of the
fall.
Rather may we suppose that the designation of cherub points simply to the temple at
Jerusalem, and especially to the most holy place
there.
There is thereby symbolized out of the
history of this kingdom that historical epoch
when it came through Hiram ii. into connection
with David and with Solomon, so important, in
particular, for the design of the temple-building,
and important also for the commerce of Tyre.
Already, as architect of the temple of Solomon
(and that Hiram was a connoisseur as well as a
promoter of the building art is testified by Jose*
phus, in addition to what is said in the Bible,
trom the fragments of Dius and Menander in his
poesession), the king of Tyre takes beside Solomon in this respect a position which makes his
appearance under a name borrowed from the
architecture of the holy of holies, the cherub,
not unsuitable. That cherub is applied to him
only symbolically is rendered plain oy the otherwise incomprehensible addition of n^D> t^&t is,
itself,

irony

—so certainly

—

[Other Explanations.
Hav. thinks that the
king of Tyre was named cherub as the ideal of a
creature (so, too, Bahr previously in his Syndndik);
n(^D is with him to be distinguished from
n^cio, an anointed object (Ex.

l^ion

is

as

much

as

:

xxx.

26),

and

a reflection of the divine

glory.
He thinks oT a holy gods* -mountain (Isa.
xiv. 18), wherein the king of Tyre, as one of those

mighty mountain -gods (1 Kings xx. 28) whom
and the fiery
the Tyrians honoured, was located
;

stones were, according to Hav., those in the temple of Herculus as the tire-god, which may have
Hengst. takes the cherub,
been illuminated.
with Hav., as a representation of the earthly
creature-life in its highest grade, and in its highest
perfection ; which, however, cannot be conceived
of as proper to the Tyrian king.
Ab " covering"
he covered Tyre so long as God*s favour was with
him and his people. The mountain of God must be
his elevation to the holy mount of God, a participation in the divine greatness (Ps. xxx. 8); and the
hery stones correspond to the walls of fire, which
indicate the divine prgtection(Zech.ii 9). Ewald:
**
thou into the wide-covering cherub, into that
I make thee; " and from the holy mountain of the
gods rush down the sparkling stones of fire, namely,
thunderbolts against the wicked ( !).
Hitzig, like
" b^de the
the Sept, takes flK
HK,

—

^

^^:

cherub, etc., so have I set thee ;*' then: "cherub
of the width of the covering. " But he is in some
doubt ; he thinks by the mountain of God might
be meant Horeb; but it might "ye the Albordsch
of Asiatic mythology, and in the stones of Hre
there lies at bottom the idea of a Vulcan.
One
sees the despair which attaches to every rational-

of the anointing, which imports as much as:
anointed cherub, therefore: wno is king. What
Hengst. concludes from Ex. xxx. 22 sq., that
**
anointed " = holy, because all the vessels of
the temple were anointed, to impress on them the
character of holiness, runs out to this result, that
the kinff of Tyre, as king, was reM eacra, because istic exposition.^
[The rationahstic explanations of this singular
Ood had communicated to him of His greatness
passage are certainly bold and unsatisfactory
therefore, that he is said to be anointed because
he was king. Since "p^Drit " tlie covering," re- enougn ; but our author's own appears to make
greatly too much account of the historical relation
peated in ver. 16, refers to Ex. xxv. 20, and we of Hiram to the temple at Jerusalem,
and too
know (comp. Doctrinal Reflections on ch. ix. ) that little of the poetical element which pervades the
the cherubim, screening with their wings the ark representation.
" It is one of the most highly
of th covenant, symbolized the life of creation, figurative representations of prophecy,
and is only
confessing, as it actually does, the heavenly King,
to be compared with Isaiah's lamentation, ch. xiv.,
the Holy One in Israel, the Most Hijgh over afl, over the downfall of the king of
Babylon.
It
so it is not out of the way if the king of Tyre, characteristically differs
fix)m this, however, in
who has shown himself to be, along with Solomon, that, while it moves with equal boldness and freethe protector of the temple, a Duilding which dom in an ideal world,
it clothes the ideal, accordunquestionably culminated in the most holy ing to the usage of our
prophet, in a historical
place,—should, agreeably to this testimony, lie drapery, and beholds the past revived
again in
honoured as '* the anointed cherub that covereth." the personified existence of which it
treats.
It is
Yea, as the whole creation serves the eternal King a historical parable.
The kings of Tyre are first
of Israel, so also has the Tyriau kingdom served
personified as one individual, an ideal man
one
Him in His house at Jenisalem (on which also complete in all material excellence, perfect manIsa. xxiii. 18 leans), and thus a proper contrast
hood.
And then this ideal man, Uie representato the self-elevation in vers. 2 and 6 is broiight
tive of whatever there was of greatness and glory
out, as is expressly said through the immediately
in Tyre, and in whom the 'firrian spirit of selffollowing "j^nn:* * !»»• given thee. Upon the
elation and pride appear in full eflioreecenoe, is
holy mountain of Ood is here, therefore, as always, ironically viewed by the prophet as the type of
to be understood of the temple-mount at Jerusalem humanity in its highest states of existence upon
(2 Chron. iii.), where He right truly wae, as archi- earth.
All that is best and noblest in the history
tect of the temple.
And l^nuse there the sanc- of the past he sees in ima^natlon meeting in this
tuary for the ministrations of the priestly service new beau-ideal of humanity.
It was he who in
in Israel was executed through him, anri in the primeval time trod the hallowed walks of paradise,
high priest of Israel the whole Israel itisli priest- and used at will its manifold treasures, and regaled
hood culminated, it might be said, with referene^ himself with its corporeal delights. It was he
to the hi^h-priestly
and Thummim, of the who afterwards appeared in the form of a cherub
Tyrian king, that "he wilked in the midst of
ideal compound of the highest forms of aninial
stones of fire."
existence type of humani^ in its predestined

—

—

Unm

—

—
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state of nltimate completeness and glory ; and,
•8 such, had a place assiened him among the consecrated symbols of God's itanctuary in the holy
mount, and the immediate presence of the Most
High. Thus, occupying the highest spheres of
created life, and familiar even with the sight of the
divine glory, he knew what it was to dwell amidst
the consuming fire, and to walk as on burning
stones of sapphire (Ex. xxW. 10).
So ^ou
thinkest, thou ideal man, thou quintessence of
human ffreatness and pride thou thinkest «that
manbood's divincst qualities, and most honourable
conditions of being, belong peculiarly to thyself,

—

since thou dost nobly peer above all, and standest
alone in thy glory. Let it be so. But thou art
still a man, and, like humanity itself in its most
faroored conditions, thou hast not been perfect
before €k>d : thou hast yielded thyself a servant
to oomiption, therefore thou must be cast down
from thine excellency, thou must lose thy cherubic
nearness to Ood, etc. ... So that the cry which
the prophet would utter through this parabolical
history in the ears of all is, that man in his best
estate with everything that art or nature can
bring to his aid ^is still 'corruption and vanitv.
The flesh can win for itself nothing that is really
and permanently good ; and the more that it can
surround itself wiUi the comforts and luxuries of
life, the more only does it pamper the godless
pride of nature, and draw down upon itself CiQamity
and destruction."— P. F.]
Yer. 15. To wish to bring Q^QD ^to connection

—

—

15-21.
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from the ']^hn^-^^' viL 21 , 22,

[H iTZio " and
:

thou, covering cherub, art quite rooted out" !}—
For the rest, comp. at ver. 14.— Ver. 17. The discourse here, with n3i, again reverte to the subject
!

announced at the very beginning

(ver. 2), the
corruption of the Tyrian xin^jdom
the proud
self-elation in or on account of his beauty; comp. at
ver. 7. The higher man raises himself, so much the
poorer does he Decome as to his wisdom. A proud
man, a fool ; so it is said in comnlon life, for this
special reason, that the splendour of wealth, the
whole attractive display of ite outward position,
so apt to bewiteh strangers even and to beget
envy, brings the possessor so much the sooner
and the more to a self-pleasing condition. This
:

is distinctly

involved in the

^, on

aocount

of;

which does not need to be taken as = with, together
with.
EwALD * thou hast lost thy wisdom upon
thy splendour." The self-destruction and anni:

*

—

hilation (nn^*) of such self-elation corresponds,

as to time, with the casting

(j^K*^)» and, with

down

effected

by God

respect to the preceding

glory, with the abandonment to the astounded
and at the same time malicious gaze of those who
were companions as to rank and position. Hengst.
remarks that nfiO* with 3, marks the affecting

contemplation, especially with a joyful participaniXli^i the infinitive form, like

tion.

n^jni^f

Ver. 18.
w parallel with ^n^an 3"i3
sinless constitution, has against it
"i^^y ano
the expression ^^aTTS, in thy ways. It is simply in ver. 16, and
"jn^DH ^^2 throws light on
the contrast to the expression: perveneness was l^iy- The profanation proceeded from the moral
found in thee; therefore: blameless in thy walk. offence the unrighteous mammon in commerce

with Adam's

—

;

One might suppose, after the exposition given of brought along wiui it sin and guilt After what
the waUcing in the midst of the fiery stones in is said in ver. 16 in reference to God as to the
ver. 14, an allusion to the D^t^l!
The earlier
profaning, the words "p^pD rhhfy <»n occasion
}>Toeedure of the kingdom of Tyre, as seen in the no difficulty.
The sanctuariee of the Tyrian
eUowship it then maintained with the David and kingdom are those holy reminiscences regarding
Solomon of Israel, must be viewed as set over the mountain of God and the sanctuary of the
against the corruption into which it latterly fell Lord, and of Israel's high-priesthood. One cannot
A dogmatic possibly serve God ana mammon. (Othci-s have
(en. xxvi. 2, xxvii..8, xxviiL 2 sq.).
antithesis, such as Hengst. supposes, is not to be thought of the temple, which Tyre made on his
imagined. —Ver. 16. Here now follows the origin holy island (?!). With Hengst. every sort of
of the perverseness that was found in him, namely, greatness ordained by God, or of glory distributed
in his vast commerce (ver. 5); and so one has to by Him, is a sanctuary.) The fire, according to
think of the Tyrian kingdom as carrying on and llitzig, must be the perverseness with which hii
plying merchandise, and that in all sorts of ways, interior was penetrated, as fire bound up in

—

uj

wmch

it fell

into pernicious

—'ho* indeterminate as

and sinful

courses.

to its subject, or (Hengst.):

thr inhabitants (?); more properly

: fellow-citizens,
•nqjeets, if they are not to be rMBirded as the
merchante*.from all countries.
Rosenm. preferred the intransitive signification of the verb:
"through the multitude, ete., was thy interior

filled."

[HiTzio:

fe = Kii>D.

"the

filling

of

interior was injustice."] Thus, in place of
the former blamelessness, there has come to be a
ground for punishment Hence for the punishment there must now, through God, be a withdrawal from the relations once held to Israel, the
most elevated reminiscences of ite history, as
through God it had been introduced to those.
This lies in "int^ ; and that it is contemplated as

thy

a holy downfall, with a view to the building up
of the sanctuary in Israel at the time,

we

perceive

him

have under it thought of t
pass over to Nebuchadnezzar.
Vatke has also mentioned the ph<Bnix, giving itseli
It is a biblical form of speecn, freto be burnt
quently used, for the punishment of divine wrath
which comes from sin, and which, as is evident
from the term ashes, was to annihilate the king*
contrast to
dom of Tyre (ch. xix. 12).—
(! !).

traitor,

Some,

too,

who would

l^nnj^ in ver. 14.

—The

pnWt

seeing once more em-

phasizes the spectacle, which will be presented to
Ver. 19.
every one in the subject so judgea.
Here at last is the conclusion. With the seeing
with the eyes there is conjoined the knowing,
Comp. ch.
the understanding with the spirit.
xxvL 16. They are prophetic preterites.
Ch.

—

—

—

xxvii. 8d, xxvi. 21.

Vers. 20-26.
Vers.

20,

21.

The Prophecy on Zidon,

The

brief

and 8upplementai7
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this prophecy respecting Zidon Num. xxxiiL 55; the pain experienced was punintroduced arose from the backgoin^ charac- ishment ; comp. Gen. xv. 18 sq.; Josh. xiiL 19;
But now the Lord accomter of this city, though it was more ancient than Judg. L 81, 32, iii. 3.
Tyre (hence sung of by Homer, while Tyre is not), plishes what His people had slightingly neglected.
and, according to such tradition, still very com- Comp. also ch. xvi. 67. The negative side is
monly represented the Phoenician state (for exam- followed by the positive in Ver. 25 ; the scornful
heathen go down, but the people in whom the
ple, Isa. xxiii. 4, 12); comp. Gen. x. 15, xlix. 13.
On coins, as among the Greeks, Zidon is called Lord sanctifies Himself, in contrast to them, come
On account of its still gloriously up. Comp. ch. xi. 17, xx. 41. The
the metropolis of Tyre.
always preseryfd independence, whence it took change, also, from Israel to Jacob, is to be noticed,
part in tne coalition against Babylon (Jer. xxvii.), and tne relation of house of Israel to My servant
—one may sa^, the Genoa of the old world,--there Jacob. Ver. 26. In consequence of the added
was due to it a word, however short, especially definition:
niS3^» "^ security, it is repeated that
since, as a representative of Canaan, with whicn
no such relations were maintained as between they should dwell upon their home-soiL
n03i
-

maimer in which

is

—

—

—

T

Tyre and Israel under Hiram and Solomon, it
according to Meieb
to stretch forth oneself^
formed most fitly the contrast for the promise
i.e. give away oneself, confide ; hence: to be care*
which bore i-espect to the people of God. Comp.
less, secure.
Ges.: the same derived frt>m a
Judg. X. 12.
primary meaning, ** to be void, empty." But
:

Ver. 21.

pTV» that

is,

"fishing," which indi-

cates the earliest employment of its inhabitants,
lay in a plain, which resembled an orchard, several
hours' walk along the sea, and had a summer and
a winter harbour ; at present a small, insignificant place.
Of the old fortress there still remains a square tower. Fishing and toiffic in fish

—

also the secure possession in the confidence ci
faith is in this comforting promise repeated, and
finally, such grace of God is again, and still more
expressly than before, set over against the divine
judsmenis. Comp. besides, Isa. Ixv. 21. Hituo :
**
the first )2&^ preceding the building and

planting is inchoative
they settle down ; the
second : they are established, dwell, or abide."
atch. xxvi. 8.— ^nilD^V. comp. Ex. xiv. 4, 17, 18. Hengst. remarks : ** It is designed to meet the
May a preparation have been intended, through despair which, after the opening of the siege of
this reference to Egypt, for what follows in <Si. Jerusalem, had become the most formidable enemy.
xxix. ? In such a bein^ sanctified, or in God So that here, in the onesidedness which so comsanctifying Himself, as is done by means of a monly adheres to prophecy, because everywhere
judicial punishment, there is presupposed the cer- connecting itself with definite temporal relations
tainty that Zidon would not nave sanctified Him. and issues, only the light side of the future of the
Along
The impressive transition from the second to the covenant-people is brought into view.
third person makes the fact appear, in a manner, with that there was also a shady side, which is
supplied
by
the
successors
of
Ezekiel,
Zechariaii
as already accomplished, so that one speaks of
Zidon as of such a person. Ver. 28. For which and Malachi. A great national judgment was
" This
destined
to
follow
the
Chaldean."
:
Ha
v.
sort of judgments see ch. v. 17.
Pestilence in
connection with war, that in the houses this as is the eternal blessing which rests upon Israel,
the shedding of blood in the streets, as is presently that it shall one time attain to a blessed peace,
while the heathen powers shall lie under the
brought vividly out— >^3V PiL equivalent to
penal judgment of God." He calls to mind the
Kal, but strengthening, enhancing, as also alliter- gathenng through the gospel.
That here, as in
ating ; producing a resemblance of sound which ch. xxvi. 20, in the shape of a brief glance into
has in it something graphic (Ha v. ). Continually, the future, there are traits of Messianic colouring,
The sword, is manifest. Comp. also at Amos ix. 14.
as it were, the pierced-through fall.
:

are

still

practised there.— Ver. 22. -j^y ^^jn, as

—

—

;

—

through which God will act upon them, comes
upon Zidon frt>m round about, so that there is no
escape.

ment

—The representation of the predicted judg-

is

kept general.

DOCTRINAL REFLECTIONS.

With Zidon the analogous

1. The time for the fulfilment of these prophecies against the aliens, where no dates of a
definite nature are to be found in the prophecies
themselves, depends on the kind of realization
applied to them. Tholuck admits of a wide interval ** in the relation between truth and reality
in the prophecies. " But when he presently, a^nain,
limits the principle, that " the mode of r^izathem. On p^D» comp. at ch. iL 6. Ges. "like tion may be to us a matter of indifference," since
**the simply religious spirits" are to be distinthe young shoots and twigs of the palm. " ^^^K)DD»
guished from divine seers, nothing is gained but
partic. Hiph. from i^D, to thrust; intransitive: the arbitrary definition that the prophets, * *
though
- T
not uniformly, yet in great par^ saw the truth of
to be sharp, bitter.
Ges. : " raising bitter pain."
the future not merely in ahstracto^ but under the
is something cutting, stinging.
3X3, to concrete veil of their historical realization. "
And
bend oneself for pain, hence Hiph. to cause pain. what is meant by "seeing the truth in ahtlracto"* /
Tlie promise, accordingly, amounts to this, that Is there not a self-contradiction in this as applied
the sensible pain which the people of Israel must to the prophets, to whom the ideas presented
have experienced throu^ tne contempt of their themselves as matters of fact, and these facts
neighbours shaU cease in the friture. The figura- in this or that actual form ? There must, fiist of
tive representation is a marked repetition of all, be admittedly aomething of human weakneM^

prophecies respecting judgment first reach tneir
end.
And thus also can the following be joined
to it the more fitly.
Ver. 24. The point of contrast is presented by
the idea of neighoourhood— the nearer (ch. xxv.),
or the more remote, as was the case with Tyre and
Zidon ; it is said expressly from all round about
:

:

—

—

pp

—

:
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especUlly in the subsequent reproduction of the
pr^viooslj received divine communications and
yisions.
Many an intermediate link in this way
lost ; but thereby the end came so much nearer
to the beginning, the ultimate background to the
foreground. In. this and other respects there is
the dust of finiteness on these prophetic paintings,
which but so much the more furnishes a pledge of
their diyine origin. With this agrees what is said
in 1 Pet. L 10-12,
said, indeed, with reference
to the time of the Christian salvation, yet admitting also of a more general application, where
"
there is ascribed to the prophets an ** inquiring
and "searching into," a matter of study, therefore, also for tnem, since, when the meaning had
not been expressly made manifest to them, they
sought for traces [of the fulfilment], and made
trial of them in regard to the times which lay
near at hand. If their prophecies had been the
poduct of their own spirit, such want of knowledge in r^ard to the cases in question, and their

was

—

—

—

procedure in consequence thereof, must have been
strange ; but in tnis way we have, with their
•earching concerning their prophecies, perhaps
the proper soul of their so-called literary afctiyity.
2. In the prophecies of judgment contained
the earlier chapter [i.e. en. xxv.J the execution
«f the judgment rests wholly in the hand of God.
So upon Ammon, upon Moab, upon the Philistines ; only in respect to Edom was it said that
the accomplishment would be made specially
through IsraeL
The divine sentence speaks
throughout of the extirpAtion of the very name.
As re^rds place and time, no other fulfilment
could lie nearer to the prophet and his contemporaries than that through xTebuchadnezzar. That
tills was only the beginning of the end could not
be concluded without some insight into the divine
Mtience, and the manifestation of Christ in the
"

m

llesh.

Still

more

clearly

do these relations

dis-

cover themselves in the case of Tyre.
8. The transition to Tyre is made by our prophet through the Philistines. Considered genenlly, this has its ground in the heathenish
eharactei^ of the race.
More specially, for their
appearance in this connection, account has been

inade of a notice (see Movers, Phan, ii. 313),
according to which the Zidonians, after they had
(B.a 1209) been brought into subjection by the
Philistines, laid the foundation of the island-ci^
of Tyre. Lenormant {Manuel d'HisL Anc. de
rOritU), and, leaning upon him, M. Busch, have
woven thence the story, that a Philistine fleet,
sailing from Askalon, had stuprised Zidon, and
put an end to the hitherto Zidonion supremacy.
Thus would the Philistines, as having rumlBhed
the occasion for the orig^ination of Tyre, have had
their proper place assigned them, in a historicalffenetieal respect, at uie close of ch. xxv. and
M.
before the beginning of ch. xxvi. of Ezekiel.
Duncker {Hist. qfAntiq, L 619) merely says
" In the year B.0. 1254, a number of the Zidonian
race emigrated from Zidon, and over against Old
Tyre, upon an inland-rock, beside the temple of
Melkarth, founded New Tyre. This New Tyre
new into a commonwealth with the old city on
The strengthening which Tyre hereby
tiie land.
received put it in the position of setting up a
rivalry with the commerce and the colonization
of Zidon.
Prom B.C. 1100 Tyre saw herself at
the head of the Phoenician cities."
i. Tyre, aa very commonly happens with com-

2(56

mercial states, and still more with commercial
cities, presents, in the few and discounected things
that we know of its history, an ima^ of ups and
downs, and inversely. Commonly it is said, in
connection with our chapter, that Tyre was then
But this miglit
at the summit of its power.
rather be said of the times of David and Solomon
(Duncker, p. 620). For the period under consideration it comes nearer to the truth to say,
that Tyre had again revived, and continued to
maintain a certain precedence among the Phoenician cities.
For though the revolt of Kition in
Cyprus had been suppressed, and the island stronghold of Tyre had under King Elula^os successfully
withstood the Assyrians (Salmanassar), yet the
dependent relationship of the Phoenician cities
toward Assyria from the year B.C. 900 became
more and more marked, and Tyre had to stretch
all her powers to preserve her position, or again
Duringthe Assyrian siege it
to make it good.
lost its last colony in the Thracian seas, namely,
Thasos ; and an Assyrian fleet ere long robbed it
anew of the island of Cypnis, which it had again
reconquered.
A memorial stone in the Berlin
Museum commemorates this success of SalmaAccording to Lenormant's
nassar against Tyre.
representation (ii p. 313 ; Busch, p. 247 sq.),
while Salmanassar, B.c. 720-16, had been successfully resisted, there were, about B.C. 700, decided fulures against Sennacherib, who conquered
the island Tyre, and set up there a vassal (TouThe bas-reliefs in the rocks of
iMial) as king.
Nahr el Kelb, around Beirftt, even to the present
time, according to Lenormant, bear witness to
the complete subjection of Phoenicia by Sennacherib (? Sargana-Salmanassar!), and the overthrow of the Tyrian supremacy. (If this French
repi'esentation were to be trusted, the prophecy
ot^ Isaiah in ch. xxiii. would have to be applied
to it, though the Chaldeans were already to be
descried in the distance ; and Ezekiel would connect with the restoration which intervened (Isa.
xxiii. 15 sq.) the prophecy of a new judgment
upon Tyre by the hand of the Chaldeans, as gene«Qly the judgment upon Tyre. But also in the
otherwise general representation, which knows
only of the unsuccessful siege of the island -city
by Salmanassar, is the reference thereto of the
proph^ of Isaiah in its first aspect to be held
What Isaiah predicts in ch. xxiiL accords
fast.
quite well with the Assyrian issue of things.
For Salmanassar did subject the Phoenicians to
himself, and also Old Tyre (Joseph. Antiq. ix,
4. 2), so that Salmanassar could cause himself to
be glorified at Lykos beside the monuments of
The five years' siege
the Egyptian Ramses.
assure<ny did not pass without inflictine serious
iiy uiies ; and it is anyhow matter of fact, that King
Elulieos recognised the sovereignty of Assyria,
for

he henceforth took the

title

of

Pha (nnB)>

that is, governor, vassal As the Chaldeans and
the siege, through Nebuchadnezzar, emerge behind
the Assyrian, the prophecy of Isaiah certainly has
a much more distant backgronnd, precisely as is
the case also with Ezekiel. ) That the catastrophe
at Jerusalem should have inspired new courage
into Tyre, called forth words that wore expressive
of new hopes (ch. xxvi. 2), is sufficiently explained not through any position she occupied
on the height of power, but rather through the
relations which arose out of events in counectioD
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with Ass}Tia. (As Lenormant mentions (ii. p.
8H), if the Tyrian ascendency had been ill borne

by the other Phoenician

cities,

since

Tyi-e

in

inany ways abased her position (comp. at ch.
xxYiL 8 sq.), there would hence, on this side,
have been no farther interest for Tyre ; also, at
the end of the Assyrian period, it is rather Zidon
which appears at the head of an insurrectionary
movement against tlie son of Sennacherib, Esarhaddon, as is testified by an inscription. That
Zidon waa worsted in the afftiir is shown by an
inscription found in the British Museum, which
represents Tyre, indeed, as among the tributaries
of Assyria, but takes no notice whatever of Zidon.
In consequence of the decay of the Assyrian

power, Egypt also, through Pharaoh Nechoh, attained to the position of making the Phoenician
states subject to it.
This took ])lace at the period
to which belongs the circumnavigation of Africa,
through Tyrian mariners in the employ of the
king of Egypt. During this whole time, however, and in spite of the Assyrian supremacy, the

merchandise of Tyre flourished, and there was no
diminution of the resources and wealth which it
brought to the hand of T^re. The place, so favourably situated, always raised ilself anew its walls
were rebuilt "othat, in its re-established condition,
it was able \o offer resistance to Nebuchadnezzar.
;

5. The determination respecting the issue of
the thirteen years* siege of the island Tyre by
Nebuchadnezzar haa been, on one side, made dependent on ch. xxix. 17 sq., while on another,
Gesenius, Winer, Uitzig have turned to a wrong
account the silence which is observed upon the
conseqnence of the siege in question, in tne passages quoted by Josephus regarding it {Antiq. x. 11,
con, Ap. i. 21).*
They thence draw the condu* The point whieh Josephns, In the ftnt paraage, conflrms
from different anthnra is, that Kebnchadne2zar had been
*' a more energetic,
more enterprising, and moi-e prosperous
man than the kings who had b«>en before him." Thus
Bero«u9, In the third book of his Chuldean History, vmtes
of his deeds thnt with a part only of his father's host and
vhlle himself bnt a stripling, he had raiiqiiished tho>e who
were in a state of revolt—rtrayfMtH rmrpminH it rm AiyiHtrtt
mm ri( «^ mr Kukiif 2v^«» tuu rnt ^m««)» rvr^K, tnu nr»
,ttf9 i« rmvrm rqf i^^xnr y<r» njv murmt fimgtkuetf ixturmn.
61)n. the report of tlie death of his father, ««i fumtrn^tK r«

—

««r«

nif Aiytfwrt itfiuyfjuira u. ni» XMtn;*

X*^'«

^^"^^

aflM*

•ntmsting the Jewish, Pticeniclan, and Syrtiin prisoners to
certMin of his friends, to ronvey tht-ro to uauylon, together
with the heavy^rmed soldhrs »nd baggage, fte himself
Went thither and aMmmed the goTeiiiment. Megasthenes,
also (Book III. of his Indian IlisroryX is cited by Josephns,
and DIokles (Book ii. of his Persian Histoiy) : finally, Thilostratcs. by whom it is said, as well in his Indian as his
Phoenician History, that Nebachadnezz<ir besieged Tyre
thirteen yeai-s. .If this long siege was to serve as a proof of
Kebnehadnezsar*s practical energy, and. In particular, of
his extraordinary prosperity. Jo.'«ep!inK could not hare been
of opinion that Nebuchadnezxar had been obltgetl to withdraw from Tyre without resnlt. That Josephus was ertnInced of the airTeement »of the profane writers with the
historical accounts of his own people in the point under
consideration, is still more cleat- fiom his work against
Aplon. He there repeats from Btrosus. what he had elsewhere s»ld upon Nebuchndnezuir, thnt the latter, after the
reTolt of Egypt and Jndea, obtained the mastery over all—
Eicypt Syria. Phoenicia. Arabia: and that he surpas;^ all
the Cha'dean and Babylonian kings who had been before
"him by his deedo, for which he again quotes the words of
Be^osn^ and in the following section ('10) adds, that in
•uch things *' the Chaldean histoiy must be deemed trustworthy, " —•« tt«iv «AA« xmt vif mpxeutt ran ^tttxtn wvw^tn*

W» B«i^dMVM» XtyfjLtvtf dtmytypturroJ, irt^ rco rm BatfivXs»*** fittwtX»m(% iri Mtu ni» 2p^«» xtu nit ^tititcr,* kiratrttt
««T«rT^^^dtT». With this, alaa he says, Phllosiratus
agrees, in the place where he makes mention of the siege
of Tyre, and Megasthenes; so that that siege is throughout
to be understood in the light of the retult stated, that '*he
ererthrair all S>ria and Pbcnlda.**
fit

imtm

sion that the Chaldeans did not get the city into
their power, nor inflict any damage upon it
The
silence, however, observed in this respect, especial I v when it Is practised by PhcBnieian histonogn4)hers, speaks rather for the c^posite view.
For if the siege had really been without any result, how should it have made for the sii^ in
question, that no notice was taken of Nebuchadnezzar's leaving his affair with Tyre in an unfinished state? The very honourable report for
Tyre, of its having withstood a thirteen gears'
siege, which is given by Josephns from the original
sources, does not exclude the supposition that
the siege ended in a capitulation (in 573), but in-

volves the assumption of a corresponding pressure
through Nebuchadnezzar; although in this Chaldaic siege of Tyre, as in the Assyrian, a much
wider and more comprehensive view must be
taken (as already said) of the prophetic announcements pointing in that direction. The evidence for
the subjection of
to the sovereignty of Babylon may be seen in Movers, ii. 1, p 448 sq.,
461 sq. ; oomp. Hav. Comm, p. 429 sq.
On
King Ethbaal being obli^ to abdicate, or how*
ever the act may ht designated, Nebuchadnezzar
brought in Baal in his place. The royal family
was carried away to Babylon. Bcrosns says that
all Phoenicia bc^me subject to Nebuchadnezzar.
At all events, we see the Tynans, and Phcenicians
generally, in a still more marked state of dependence upon Babylon than formerly on Assyria.
Twice, as we learn from Assyrian sources, did the
people of Tyre receive their king from Babylon
witn which Hitzig compares 1 Kings zii. 2 sq.
but Delitzsch rightly judges 2 Kings xxiv. 12, 14,
Dan. i. 3, more worthy of comparison, for the
quite undoubted supremacy of the Persians over
all Phcenicia appears plainly as the taking over of
a subject-relationship which had already existed
under the Chaldeans. *' How also should princes
have been brought back by the Tyriana, wno had
not long before sought refuge in a conrt so hostile
(Hiv.)
to Tyre as Babylon was?
As Lenormant represents the matter (ii. p. 318 sq.). the
city on the mainland was first attacked by Nebuchadnezzar, taken, and wh<^^ destroyed. Thereupon came Nebuchadnezzar in penion (B.C. 574),
to press forward the slumbering work ; and now
the island-city was taken by storm, sacked, and

T^

A

partly destroyed.
number of the people had
previously escaped by sea to Carthage.
IVre
henceforth merely vegetated; Carthage was kei
heiress.
6. Tyre, in the prophets, comes into e<msider»
tion not in a political respect, but as the representative, the might, of the world's commerce.

Jehovah and Mammon is the counterpart to
Jerusalem and Tyre. * * This last ** (says Delitisch)
"gained as peacefully as possible the treasures oi
the nations, and secures for itself the advantage
it won by means of colonies and factories."
7. The judgment m»on Tyre is history— an
entire development of^ judgment even to utter
extinction, as is now most clearly manifest.
Assyria is in this judgment-history one chapter,
Nebuchadnezzar also one, and Alexander the
Great still another : Assyria the ^pe of the
Chaldeans, the Chaldeans the type of the Macedonians each one surpassing the other in the
power of inflicting judgment, Uko wave upon
wave of the sea, till the flood had overwhelmed
'* The deeds €f
all (oomp. ch. xzri 3, 19).

—
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Nebncbailnezxar rank with the prophet for more mained between poitions of the rubbish. Maunthan an isolated fact In the contjuest by that drell did not find a single dwelling-house in good
monareh, he beholdA from the hUtoncal ground oi preservation, but only a couple of tishennen occuthe present the whole mass of destruction concen- pying a sort of vaults. To the present time it is
trated, which liakfl itself in history thereto as a not frequented by Jews, so little is there now of

The

closely connected chain of events.

nii^ht of

Tvre, broken by Nebuchadnezzar, coiucides in hie
lew with the entire annihilation of the same.
This was demanded by the internal theoei-atic
significance of that fact in relation to the destruction of Jerusalem. The conquest of Tyre by the
same hand which struck the city of God has the
counter signification of a futui'e glory (ch. xxix.

Nebuchadnezzar inflicts on
21, zxviii. 20, 26).
Tjre the death-wound, and its whole subsequent
existence is a struggle with death " (HIv. ).
The
Macedonian conqueror first desti-oyed Old Tjtc
then out of the ruins he constructed a mound to
the island the idea having been suggested to
him, it is said, by Hercules appearing in a dream,
and from the temple in the island stretching out
the hand to him ; and at last, by means of
treachery, he conquered the island-city in the
hKTenth month, and dealt with it so severely,
diat what remained of it was but the ashes of the
Fyre which had formerly existed (comp. ch. xxviiL
After this manner is prophecy and fulfil18).
nent to be made out That T2rre still, even in
lerome*s time, was an active place of trade, he
had no difficolty in understanding; becaase he
took into account, vn the other side, the ancient
world-wide ascendency of the Tyrian state. Prom
the time of Alexander the island Tyre continued
to be united to the mainland
its sacred position
!n the sea had reached its end.
A pathway contacted every one quietly over to the once splendid
harbour of ships, and the alluviid deposits from
the sea eontinually added to this connecting
mound, while on the .other hand the waves wasteil
the rock (Plin. HiaL NaL v. 17 Poup. Mela.
L 12 ; Ptol. . 15). Alexandria became the
centra of tlie world's oommeree.
From the hands
of tiw Selencidn the city passed ondcr the sway
of the Romans ; and it is known as still existing
in the Gospels, and in the book of Acts (Acts xxi.
8 sq. ).
In Um eariy times of MfChomraedanism it
fell into the hands of the Arabians.
The crusades
In tke ]2th eentuiy again lent to it a sort of
poetic glimmer but at the end of the Idth oenturyit was brought to desolation by the Saracens.
''Where once waved the forest of tiae ships of
rarshish*' (says Sepii, Jerusalem and the Holy
Land^ iL p. 409), "there scarcely now rise out of
the water two well-rigged keels of English merchants; commerce hasfound another centre. The
;

—

:

;

;

iucrative trade in purple cloth passed over to the
Jews, who as merchants and dyers pervaded the
Lebanon, and in the Greek cities, as at Thebes,

and trading in the old merchant-city.
Something is done in corn and tobacco, which
grows upon the western side of the place. The
chaliering

earthquake of 1837 drove into flight those who
were not destroyed by it Only the knowledge of
ancient times and a number of waving palms lend
ail interest to the Tvre of the present day."
Comp. Henoot. de Rehus Tyriorjtm, p. 88 sq.
8. CocceiuB makes application of Tyi^e spiritually to the great city which commits fornication with all nations, and desires to install herself
in the place of Jerusalem, and interprets the
prince of Tyre as a hieroglyph of the Pope.
He
does not deny the historical oasis, but it is to him

an

allegory.

Tne special prophecy upon the Tyrian kingdom, and the lamentation in ch. xxviiL, receive
also a light from particular points in the history
of Tyre not so much through the revolt whicli,
9.

—

in the twenty-sixth year after the death of Firam
II., drove the legitimate dynasty from the throne,
and the horrors which led a part of the old Tyrian
race to emigrate with Elissa (Dido), and found
Carthage— as rather through the translation of
the government, after the death of the king introduced by Nebuchadnezzar, * to judges, who were
chosen from among the priests and considerable
men of Tyre. Hdvemick is of opinion that the

appearance of judges in the midst of a regular
succession of Tyrian kings might only be regarded
as a Chaldaic arrangement for the punishment of
insnbordiuation or the like; just as Tyre was
deprived by Alexander of its ancient constitution,
in the way of punishment.
For, as ch. xxviiL
shows, the kingdom belonged to the pride of
Tyre, as generally, according to the Oriental mode
of contemplation, and especially would it do so
with a race of such old renown as the T3rrian.
Internal factions might readily enough have called
into existence rival kings, but never the removal
of the kingly state altogether.
10. The jprophetic collocation. Tyre and Zidoa
(Joel iv. [i±'\ 4; Zech. ix. 2; Isa. xxiii; Jer.
XXV. 22, xxviL 8, xlviL 4 ; here in Erek. ; comp.
on the other hand, 1 Ohron. xxiL 4 ; Ezra iiL 7),
not a geographical or political point of view,
determines the New Testament allusion to both
From its antiquity alone the menin this order.
tion of Zidon would admit of explanation.
In
the Pentateuch, as in Homer, notice is taken only
of it; its name stands for Phoenicia at large.
The ups and downs, also, experienced by Tyre
occasionally brought Zidon to the summit, or, at
least, placed Tyre at her side ; so, too, it is in the
highest degree probable, that the governors of
Syria and rhoenida, who succeeded one another,
wotdd probably in their own interest not allow the
old rivalry between Zidon and T]rTe to remain nntouched.
While the Chaldean conquest humbled

—

founded purple • dyeing establishments. Venice
transplanted to itself from Tyre the manufacture
<^gla^ The rocky part of the old island actually
serves, according to tne prophetic word, as a place
merely for the spreading or fishing-nets. Under
the sand of the old island there are still discovered
> This
traces of streets, etc.
Thus has the pride of the
person, called' in the PboBnictan loarces fTom
old sea-princess been humble^!, and she wears now which Joseph IIS draws )n bis «o». Apion. ( 91 (where he
mentions for the third time the sieffe of Tyre), Baal-—snonone but a beggar's attire. From the time of eeediug,
a»d in connection ulth the sieffe, Ithobal, was
Abitlfeda onwai^ into the. 17th eentury, all tra- most probubljr made, or at least c*nflnned as king by
whercnpon, after ten rears, "judges
vell«T« represent Tyre as a heap of mins, with Ncbnehadnecsar
appointed, who judged the people ; after them
broken up arches and vaults, towers cast down, were
*'
reigned Balatoros " and " after his death chey sent and
and shaky walla, so that the inhahitants had to brought MerbaloA A-om Babylon, who reigned**; lasUj»
shelter themselves in tlie hoUov places that re- ** after his death tliey sent tat hla brother Blrom.**
;

;
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Tyro, Zidon appears to have from the first bowed
to the conqueror, and still more so aftenvards.
But anyhow, under the Persian rale, Zidon appears
as "the first citv of Phcenicia, and its kings'take
pi;ecedence of those of Tyre, and of the other
states" (DuNCKER, ii. p. 738; Hekzoo, RealAbout the middle of the 4th
encyc. xi. p. 626).
century, when, in the self-consciousness of its position as at the head of tHe PhoBnician States, it
had revolted under Artaxerxes Oohus (b.c. 351),
it was again destroyed by the Persians, and required to be built anew whereupon it readily
leam
submitted to Alexander the Great
from Diodoras, that at the fall of the city 40,000
perished ; and Artaxerxes also sold the burnt ruins
for the sake of the gold and silver they contained.
Under the Macedonians and Romans, Zidon was
nothing but a provincial city ; at the time of Csraar
pre-eminently a Jewish city. After coming into
view in the time of the crasades,— being destroyed
again and again by the Saracens, Crusaders, Mongols,
it still exists, and has some exports of silk,
This survey of Zidon also
cotton, and gall-nuts.
confirms with reference to Ezekiel the far-reaching
view of his prophetic word.
11. Neteler remarks on our chapter: "Through
the most extraordinary wonders God placed His
covenant-people on such a height, that aU the
Chaldeans must bow before the giant spirit of
Daniel, and Nebuchadnezzar himself proclaim to
the whole world that there is no god who can
NeBuchadnezzar
deliver as the God of Israel.
and his Chaldeans consequently had the calling,
as heroes standing in the service of God, to overthrow the Hamitic worldly power, and to prepare
the way for the kingdom of God."
12. Schmieder says, that the threatening of
the Lord against the historical Tyre was as little
accomplished to the full through Nebuchadnezzar
as the similar one against Babylon (Isa. xiii. 20),
and manv other threatenings, which were pocMmed for the very puipose that they mi^ht
not need to be executed. Certainly God promises
only to conversion the removal of the threatened

—

We

—

punishment

(Jor. xviii. 7, 8);

but

He

sometimes

also mitigates the punishment, where the measure
of sin has not been so full, or the means for conversion may have been exhausted (Matt. xi. 21,
The historical Tjrre is only an imperfect
22).
type of the spiritual Tyre, on which account the
severest threatening was uttered against it, though
still not in its entire severity was it executed.
This early denunciation of judgment, this sparing
alleviation as to the execution, begins alr^y at
Gen. ii. 17, etc. In ch. xxviii. the prophet exhibits, first, the highest glory of

the true king,
has been set u^ by God, as it can alone perfectly appear in Chnst (vers. 12-15); and second,
the deep fall of the king, who would make himself
a god, as such fall shall only be completely manifested in the Man of Sin, and in the Prince of
this world. The king of Tyre is a type of both,
of the King of the kingdom of heaven by his office,
of the prince of darkness by his misuse of the
Thus does Ezekiel
dignity, his pride and fall.
teach us to understand and explain the history of
the world.

who

HOMILETICAL HINTS

On

Ch. xxvi

Vers. 1-6. Tyre, the home of the first learned
jurist, Ulpian, is the burial-place of the gifted

theologian Origen; and the ruins of its once
gorgeous cathedral cover the bones of the £mi)eror
Frederick Barbarossa.
"Selfishness is a very
great sin, especially when one seeks to become
rich through other people's hurt" (Cb,).
^TVre
against Jerusalem : a study for the times.
" The
prophet would check the despondency which a
sight of the world sliining in its glory can so
readily evoke in the people of Gnd when sighinff
under the cross" (Hengst.).— The loud triumph
of the world over the Church is still only an

—

—
—

—

apparent triumph. The Church may be brought
down, but the world with all its lust must utterly
go down.
Ver. 3. Yes
mauy nations shaft
come; (Jod took Tyre at her word, but how?
Against the high wave-stroke of the towering
heart, thera come the high beating wnves of
retribution.
"God serves Himself of men in
executing punishment, where an angel might
rather have done it (Sennacherib), in order that
we may become more sensible of our impotence"
(Stck.).
The sea, which had been the hope of
Tyre, now its terror.
God, the Leader of the
enemies of His enemies. Ver. 4. Walls, towers,

—

;

—

—

all is
if

—

—
not
—What survives
upon us?—The comforting and the
faithfulness of God to His word. — All

nothing, if

God

God

is

all.

falls

terrible

things and persons are included in the annihilating judgments of God.
Vers. 7-14. Nebuchadnezzar, a servant of God
in Egypt the insects were such.
The worldconqueror and the world-ruler. The king out of
the north is, above all, death ; and if he draws up
in array, he has a multitude also for his host^
and there wiU be pain for the soul as well as for
the body.
No fortress stands so secure and so
firmly guarded that (k>d's judgment cannot reach
and enter it. Every power is broken at last
" Whosoever does not tremble before the divine
law will be only the more affrighted before the
divine punishment when it ali^ts" (Stck.).
Ver. 12. The spoiling of our goods is the final end
of all upon earth ; therefore should we lay up for
ourselves treasures in heaven, which remain for
Sic tromsU gloria mundi.
Vers. 13, 14.
ever.
The lust of the world shall be one day suffering;
Let not
the suffering of the pious eternal glory.
thy heart be so stunned by the noise which the
world makes as not to mark the bare rock which
lies beneath ; be not deceived by the merry songs
and lively instruments of music : upon the graves
even of the rich and the great all is stilL Here
the fishing-net, elsewhere the cobwebs.
Ver. 15 sqq. The interest in the downfall of
others, arising from the consideration of the
nothingness and perishableness of all earthly
things, from the feeling of one's own impotence and weakness, from the consciousness of sin
and guilt The echo of misery. "When God
puniSies, He does it not merely on account of
the ungodly, who must feel such punishment,
but also on account of other imgooly persons,
**
that they may become better by such examples
Herakles, the strength of Tyre, the might
(St.).
of commerce (comp. the Heb. word rakal),
The
fall of Tyre an impressive preaching of repentance.
"The downfall of tne ungoiSly is more
readily mourned and bewailed than the tribulation of the righteous" (St. ).-;-" That may be
accomplished in a moment which was not exThe Bible
pectea to take place in years" (Stck.).
also represents tragedies, in which whole poopSet

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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may weep and kings take their place in the dust
"When earthly well-being departs, the world
oomjplains—only its eternal perdition troubles it
not *^ (Stck. ).—The fall of the great should make
OS ahy of seeking after such perishable greatness.

—

—-The unrighteous

grief of the world, and the
righteous lamentation of the world. The terror
before Tyre, and the terror upon Tvre.— If thou
art fnfhtened at sin in time, thou shalt not need
to be frightened at its punishment when it is too

—

lAte.

Vers. 1 9-21. "These three verses hang together.
overthrow of the great city, and the glorification of the church.
The one is the consequence of the other. There was a time when
Aome was desolated, and the peoples covered it
like water. At last it also went down to the
dead in the Council of Trent, where, by its
anathemas, it cut itself off from true believers.
God has delivered His church, the land of tiie
living, from Babylon, and adorned her with peace
and manifold gifts" (Coco.).—Tyre in the going
down, Zion in the risinc up again. **He who
has such hope may well let the scorn of Tyre
pass—r«;nc«^n«m" (Hbnost.).— " Just as God
overthrows the proud antichristianiam, so much
the higher will He one day raise His church"
(TtB. Bible).—-"Even in the hardest threatening there is an under -current of promise for the
children of God" (ST.).--Ver. 21. As there is a
•eeking and not finding, so also shall there be a
being sought and not found. "This is likewise
aaid of every ungodly one who has been prosperous, Ps. xxxviL 86. He is not to be found in
heaven for ever, and in hell none cares to seek or

Tho

—

—

tobefoand"(B.

B.).

On

Ch. xxvii.

Vers. 1-10. "When Tyre reioices over Jeru•alem, then the prophet raises ahunentation over
Tyre: this is the recompense of the pious"
(Stok.).
If we must not repay evil with evil,
there still is with God a recompensing of evil with
eviL— " AU human and earthly things go out at
last in lamentation'* (Stok. ).
^This is the lamentation of the Spirit, that the world sows to the
flesh, and of the flesh reaps corruption.
With
kettledrums and flutes the world begins, but it
ends with wailing and misery. "
must profoundly know the gloria mundif if we are to take
"
to heart the ssc transit gloria mimdi (Hbnost.).
Vers. 8, 4. " Let no one boast of his strength
or worldly elevation ; how soon can the Lord, if
His judgments should break forth, bring all to
the dust of desoktlont Jer. iz. 28, 25 " (TCb. B.).
There is a perfection of beauty which is nothing
else than ripeness for jud^ient
Beauty is a
transient splendour, but the knowledge of the
Eternal leads from glory to glory.
" In boasting
one sees what things the heart is full of" (Stck.).
^The contrast between Tyro and the daughter of
the king, Ps. xlv., who is all beautiful within.—
"The security is very different: one is of faith,
since we know that we are reconciled through
Christ, and, even if the world should fall in ruin,
can remain in peace; the other proceeds from
unbelief, which has respect to men, walls, etc.,

—

—

—

—

We

—
—

—
—

—

—

relies upon these" (L.).
"There are manv
kinds of beauty, but none perfect without godliliness" (Stck.).— "We shall also have to think
of that woman who, Bev. x?iii, says, I am it

and

269

—

The buildings of men and the building
(B. B.).
of God, namely, His church, against which not even
Vers. 5-9. Comp.
the gates of hell can prevail.
with the splendid ship Tyre the heavenly Jerusalem, Rev. xxL
" When people once surrender
themselves to pride, pomp, and dissipation, they
can hardly lay them aside
; nay, they often
know not, from inconsideration and wantonness,
what tiiey should do, Deut. xxxii 15 sq." (0.)
Trim the lamps
Every land has its peculiar
gift from God, and the gifts of God must thus
shamefully minister to the vanity of men
God
forbids the misuse of His gifts as an unprofitable
waste.
It is quite right to take into one's
service and pay qualified persons, but woe to him
who makes flesh his arm, and whose heart deVer. 10. The best defence
parts from the Lord
is after all another thing than soldiers, Ps. xxxiii.
The angel of the Lord encamps round
16, 17.
about those who fear Him, Ps. xxxiv. 8 [7].
God's camping host for believers. Gen. xxxii. ; 2
must, according to Eph. vL
Kings vi- 17.
10 sqq., put on the divine armour, which protects
land and people.
Vers. 12-25. Men run through the wide world
for the sake of merchandise, while the word of
God, which makes rich without trouble, and imparts treasure which neither moth nor rust corThe
rupts, nor can thieves steal, is so near us
one pearl of great price Tyre did not make an
^what advantages it to gain the
article of traffic.
whole world if the soul suliers damage ? * Ezekiel
writes as little from the ^int of view of a minister
ch. iii. does from that
of commerce, as Isaiah

—

—

a^n

—

1

—

!

—

—

!

—

—

—We

1

—

—

—

*

m

of a milliner" (Henost.).— Covetousness must
" how many gifts of God are in the
serve alL
"Great merehantservice of sin!" (Right.)
cities, great cities of sin" (TtB. B.).— Ver. 18.
How often and in how many ways are men's souls
Ver. 24.
the object of buying and selling
"With things perfectly beautiful man was cer-

—

—

I

—

But where are thev
tainly tu occupy himself.
to be found in the earthly sphere? Col. iii. 2
(B. B.).— Ver. 25. "That Tyre was so full and
honoured, while Zion became always poorer and
poorer, and sunk miserable this formed a stumbling-block to the people of God. But what
has become of all the fulness and glory of Tyre t
Zion, on the other hand, has gloriously blossomed

—

anew" (Hbnost.).
Vers. 26-86. " The glory of the earth shall become dust and ashes."—The higher we reach, so
much the more precipitous, and so much the
deeper will be the

fall.

security can so easily

misery

—The

element of our

become the element of our

the sea, elsewhere gold, one's posi-

here
A person of high estate when cast
lower than one who has always been in a
humble position.— The wind does not always fill
our sails ; it often also, and suddenly, tears them
In prosperity men so rarely
short and small.
consider how vain it is, that in adversity they cry
out the more loudly; but, alas! only upon the
vanity of earthly things, and not upon the vanity
It is with that which
of their earthly hearts.
men build for themselves, such that if one stone
should fdH out of the wall, all the other stones
will follow it.— Remember that thou art dust,
and bethink thyself that thou hast a soul !— Fear
is salutary, but there is also a fear which we again
shake off, and which we do not suffer to warn us.
—The loss of earthly thii^ gives such trouble
:

tion,

etc.

down

is

—

—

—
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heavenly goods men will laugh
should not so mourn, but should

for the loss of

—A Christian

I

smite his breast alike in prosperity and in adveris as
sity.— V^. 82. Michael and Tyre.—
thou T This it is proper to say only of God in
In respect to nothiuKness, on
reference to glory.
Monmful
the other hand, one of ns is as another.
times should be times of repentance.— The holy
Ver. 83. Our striving
sense of the ml mirari.
should be to become rich in the knowledge of the
truth, and to make rich in regard to such knowVer. 34.
ledge should be our j)urpoee in life.
The end of earthly things, their scale, value, and
All this world is nothing ; how
true estimation.
But
surely must there be what is something!
The glory
faith cries out of the depths to God.
of the children of God, and the world's glory.
Foi-merly and now, two resting-points for the consideration of Tjrre.
Vers. 36, 36. Fear and shame
have their limit only at a throne, that is, where
"So one at
the king reigns, who represents us.
length becomes an object of the world's mockery
with his pride and his sins " (TOb. B.).

Who

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

On
Vers. 2-11.

**

Ch. xxviiL

The prophet had the more reason

to bring forward the king of Tyre in his fall, as
he thus obtains a counterpart to the glorious rise
Christ" (Henost.).
of the kingdom of Israel
"God resisteth the proud, 1 Pet. v. fi. Whoever,
therefore, is proud has God for his enemy " (Stck.).
•• I am G<)d
many, indeed, will not speak plainly
out ; but they bear themselves so as if no one
God
had the right to say anything to them.
may well enough call governors gods, but they
are not themselves to assume an^hing on that
account, else their divinity will soon come to a
"
disgraceful end with Dagon, 1 Sam. v. 8, 4

—

m

—

(B. B.).

— "The new wisdom teaches, man God,
no God except in man —which points
is

and there

is

to the man of sin, 2 Thess. ii. 4, whose typical
foreshadowing the king of Tyre was" (Sohmiedbr).
"It belongs to the nature of God to be and have
everything out of Himself ; to the nature of man,
to derive all from the fulness of God" (Henost.).
" Nothing is more foolish than when a man forfts his human condition" (Stck.). Thou sayest,
am rich, etc., see Rev. iii. 17. Ver. 8. The
fear of the Lord is the beginning of true wisdom.
"Our wisdom puSs us up, when love fails"
" Imaginary wisdom hinders prayer for
(H. H.).
The worldly wisdom of
the true wisdom (St.).
Daniel, as compared with that of the prince of
Tyre.—Ver. 4. The husbandman, also, cathered
much into his granary ; yet he was a fool, whose
soul was that night to be reauired of him, Luke
xii.
Ver. 5. God demands the heart ; mammon
lifts it up, that it may not betake itself to God.
No one can become happy by means of riches.
—Ver. 6. The king of Tyre and the king of Baby-

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

lon,

—

Dan.

iv.

27. — " The punishment

humiliation " (H.

for pride is
pit to

H.).— "To come from a

a high position is an agreeable change, as with
Joseph and David but the coming for the un;

—

whole life" (Stck.).— Ver. 10. "Balaam desired
to die the death of the righteous " (Stck.).
The
death of the ungodly is death manifold bodily,

—

—

spiritual, eternal.

Vers. 11-19. Even this lamentation shows that
God has no pleasure in the death of the wicked.
" Impress of the original, therefore the image of

God, Heb.

i.

More exactly

2.

:

he who not only

in himself, but also in all his works, expresses the
prototvpe.
This Jesus testifies of Himself, John

19,*86" (ScHMiEDER).— Ver. 13 so. To whom
is given, of him also shall much oe required.
The great spirits, who think the law was not
given for them, in the judgment
"So also we
must regard as precious stones Christ and His
name, the Holy Spirit, faith, the prophets, God's
word, the sacraments, the virtues, the patience of
the saints, the forgiveness of sins, etc.
with
which a false Christ seeks to bedeck and to adorn
himself. Rev. xvii. 4" (B. B.).
" Ungodly people
have their Eden in this world, but believers seek
it in heaven " (St.).
Ver. 16. "On the common
ground of hereditary corruption, there still are in
the life of individuals and of whde nations differences, times of comparative innocence as well as
of deep declension, provoking the judgments of
God. As a rule, youth is the better time ; the
older the worse.
Sin, when not combated, ii
continually on the increase," etc. (Hengst.)
" It does not always happen that they who promise well in youth shall oe the same in advanced
life, for many change their habits "
(St.).
V.

much

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

" £very man flatters himself, and every king is
flattered by his Tvre " (Scamieder).
Ver. 16.
The perils of merchandise for entire peoples, and
for individuals.
"They who aim at being rich

—

—

—

into dangerous snares" (Stck.).
Ver. 17.
foundation of wisdom is humility, which
sees things as they are, has an open eyeVor one's
own wea^esses and the excellences* of others,
and is on its ^[uard against dangerous undertakings, Ps. cxxxi. 1.
file * brightness * received
into the heart blinds the eye, so that one regards
himself alone as great, everything else as httle,
and rushes wantonly into dangers for which he
is not prepared, adventures upon paths which lead
to perdition— as the combat (of Tyre) with the
flourishing Chaldean monarchv.
But haoghtiness
itself works its own ruin.
This is the rock on
which all the heathen powers of the old world were
wrecked" (Hengst.).—:" But God-fearing kings
fall

"The

*

will thence derive the instruction that
aat the kinfl^
not less than the meanest subject, hasJ to
pray daily
t
to God on his knees for a wise and humble
umble 1heart
(Schmieder). The dust of kings appears and is
treated exactly as the dust of the very poorest.
Sur^mn corda, but in the right sense
Our heart
should be a sanctuary of God. Vers. 18, 19. " The
fire of lust and covetous desire draws after it ths

—

!

—

R

—

—

A

).
other fire of judgment " B.
" destruction
like that of Sodom in the olden time, in which
the sin-root of Canaan first came to full development, while the judgment upon Tyre forms the
close of the long series of judgments upon the
Canaanites" (Henost.).
"On the other hand,
he who does the will of God abides for ever,
1 John ii. 17 " (Stck.).—" Where thou wilt not
be for ever, there seek for thyself no fixed

—

God
the opposite direction " (SrcK. ).
must bring us to the height, and keep us in the
height, if we are not to fall from all real and
imaginary heights into the depths of the abyss.
abode "(B. B.).
Ver. 20. "In the judgments of God shines forth
Ver. 9. "In the day of trouble men employ quite
another language than in prosperity, nay, learu His ^lory, so that men are obliged to confess that
then what they would not learn throughout their He IS nghteouj^ and that Jms judgmenU tss

godly

is in
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" Qod's judgment

ti^teouB (Stck.). Ver. 24.
•n the ungodly tends to the good of His church "
(Cr.).
God sets His own free at length. ** How
eaiily is a thorn drawn out " (Stck.)
"How well
is it to be under the protection of the Lord
Meniah, and under His mcious wings to dwell
securely " (TtJB. R)— *• Hence has it been fullv
made ^(ood through Christ, as Zacharias sa3n3
'Luke i. 74 sq.), that we are redeemed from the

—

etc.

XXIX

(H. H.)

fear,"

first

their true and perfect rest, when all their bodily
and spiritual enemies have been rooted out " (0.),
" This prophecy is fulfilled in the Christian
Church, which is the true seed of Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob. Those bom under the Old Covenant

—

!

8.

Him without
— "Then do believers
come to

"hand of our enemies to serve

—

—

!
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j

I

were in bondage, while believers under the
Testament are vree " (CocoEius).

New

Egypt (Ch. xxix.-xxxii.).

In the tenth year, in the tenth [month], on the twelfth of the month,
Son of man, Set thy face upon [againat]
to me, saying,
Speak
3 Pharaoh, king of Egypt, and prophesy upon him, and upon all Egypt
and say. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I [come] upon thee, Pharaoh, king
of Egypt, the great dragon that lieth in the midst of Lis streams, who saith. To
4 me [bciongB] my stream, and I, I have made myself. And I give rings in thy
jaws, and hang the fish of thy streams on thy scales, and draw thee out of the
midst of thy streams, and every fish of thy streams [which] hangs on thy scales
5 And I set thee free [dive uiee] into the wilderness, thee and every fish of thy
streams ; upon the plains of the field shalt thou fall, thou shalt not be picked up,
and not gathered ; to the beast [living creatures] of the earth and to the fowl of the
6 heaven I have given thee for food. And all the inhabitants of Egypt shall know
that I am Jehovah
Because they were a staff of reed to the house of Israel,
7 When they take hold of thee by thy hand, thou art broken, and splittest to them
every shoulder [the whole shonider] ; and when they lean upon thee, thou art shattered,
8 and lamest for them all loins, Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold,
And the land
9 I bring upon thee a sword, and root otit of thee man and beast
of Egypt is [ihmii be] for desolation and a waste, and they know that I am Jehovah I
10 Because He said. The stream [beion^w] to me, and I, I have made it, Therefore,
behold, I am against thee, and against thy streams, and I give the land of Egypt
for deserts of waste of desolation, from Migdol to Syene [sereneh], and even to
11 the borders of Cush.
Foot of man shall not pass through it, and foot of beast
And I have
12 shall not pass through it, and it shall not be inhabited forty years.
given the land of Egypt [for] desolation in the midst of desolate lands, and its
cities shall be desolate forty years in the midst of desolate cities, and I disperse
13 Eg3rpt among the heathen and scatter them in ihe lands. For thus saith the
Lord Jehovah, At the end of forty years will I gather Egypt out of the peoples
And I turn the misery of Egypt, and bring them
14 whither they were dispersed
back to the land of Pathros, to the land of their birth ; and they are there a low
Lower than the kingdoms shall it be, and it shall not lift itself up any
16 kingdom.
more above the heathen ; and I diminish them, so that they do not rule among
And it shaU no more be for confidence to the
16 the heathen [hare dominion over them].
house of Israel, a remembrancer of iniquity, when they turn after them ; and they
And it came to pass in the seven and
17 know, that I am the Lord Jehovah.
twentieth year, in the first [month], on the first of the month, the word of Jehovah
Son of man, Nebuchadnezzar the king of Babylon has
18 came to me, saying.
caused his army to serve a great service against Tyre every head became bald,
and every shoulder peeled ; and there was not reward for him and his host out of
Therefore thus
19 Tyre for the work, which he has wrought against it [the jdty].
saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I give Nebuchadnezzar the king of Babylon
the land of Egypt, and he takes away its tumult, and plunders its spoil, and
As his hire for which he has
20 seizes its prey ; and it is a reward to his host
wrought against it [xyre], I have given him the land of Egypt, because they did
In that day will I make a horn to
31 [u] for Me
sentence of the Lord Jehovah.
bud forth to the house of Israel, and I will give thee the opening of the mouth is
the midst of them; and they know that I am Jehovah.

Ch.
2

1.

came the word of Jehovah

!

!

—

:

:

—
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EXEOETICAJi REMAEK8.

close.

Vers. 1-16. Outline qf the Prophecy
Vers. 1,

exercftui iUius (»0) et

opeH

9110

fortable lair, after the

In reference to the anti- Chaldean coalition,
Egypt, as the mainstay of the undertaking,
justly forms the conclusion of those prophecies
toward such as were without But even apart
from this, the si^ficance of Ecypt, as well in its
antagonistic position to the Chaldean monarchy
as in its relation to the people of God, and therewith to the world in general, demanded an adequate treatment at the

.

tJm^f—puaml^UHt cornu.

m a whole.

manner of the crocodile,
and by the nearer designation in the midst of Idi
'^^®*™«- "»i<^ (niK^) Gesen. : an Egyptian word,
:

—

on the Rosetta inscription, ^or ^here of the (aereo)
arms of the Nile (Isa. vii. 18), elsewhere of iti
canals, when those are called niinjThe Nile ii
" the heart of E^pmt," on account of which dime
honours were or old paid to it, in particular hj
the kings, with devout re^uxi, ** as the vivifying
father of all that exists " (Cuampollion). As he
already says

my

gtreun

(ch. xxviiL 2), tbe

^

may not merely import

that it belongs to him, is
his property, but : it belongs to me of right, or
so that it cannot be taken from
therdioK
lawfully and inalienably.
It gives expression to
the loud boast on the ground of natund mi^t ai
from primeval time and for ever ; in which liei
the heathenish contrast to Jehovah, who alone is
unchangeable, eternal, gives and takes according
to His will.—^jn^W either (^3j<), nom. abaoLj,

As

to time (b.o. 688 ?), this first
prophecy upon Egypt goes before ch. xxvi. (two
months, eighteen days, Schmieder). That notwithstanding it is placed later, shows the position
of f^Sypt at the close is to be regarded as an intentional one comp. also vers. 18, 19.
Hengst.
remarks: **The prophecy, as appears from ch.
xxiv. 1, was delivercKl during the siege of Jerusalem.
The occasion is the hope of recovery
through Pharaoh." (Schmieder: six months, that he had made himself, which, apart from tbe
except three days, before the taking of the city fact that the Egyptians boasted of being the oldest
men (Herod, li. 2; Diodor. L 10, 50; Plato «
(Jer. xxxix. 2), one year and two days after the
Tim.), accords well with the Egyptian deification
prophet's mouth had been shut for his people.)
of the kingdom.
So upon the monuments the
Ver. 2.
elsewhere
with
10D D^b.
^j^ ; for priests ever are represented as kneeling in the
example, at ch. vi. 2.— njns, the title of all the dust before the kin^. The Phwtiohs—and this
is peculiarly Egyptian
native kings of Egypt down to the Persian times
were not merelv ^rang
according to Josephus and the Coptic, as much as from the gods, but were themselves gods of the
kUig (comp. jna, prince); Jer. xUv. 80, Hophra. land (DUNCKER, Hist, of Antiquity, i. 150).
Therefore, as the king of Tyre (ch. xxviiL 2)
The prophecy, in accordance with its general cha- with
his gods'- seat asserts his divinity, so does
racter, stretches over king and peo^e, or more
the king of Egjrpt with his stream at least his
precisely, the land.
independence of any other origin
what 1 sm,
Vers. 3-6o. This portion has respect to the king
that am 1 of myself.
Or, we may take the suffix
of Egypt.
oMly
here,
according to Gesen.
D^^rif
a mere corruption for pjfj ; according to Hengst as equivalent to %^, for which, however, ver. 9
2.

me—

;

^

—

=

—

intentionally \heplur. mc^eslcUia from

be mlde^
m=rin: cannot be adduced, and which cannot
*'
I have secured
"since this dragon blows himself up so much, stood with Hav. as meaning:
sets himself forth as the ideal of all dragons." for myself its blessings, " or, as still more stron^y
What is meant by it is no great sea-fish or great put by Hitzig '* 1 have ma!de it for me in a ri^t
serpent, but what was so distinctive of E^pt, as condition," with its canals, embankments, sluices,
also suitable for the description in ver. 4, the etc., as the Dutch also have been named the creaorooodile; Job xl., xli. 25, 26.
For a farther tors of their land. [Tai^gnm Jonathan meiM
symbolical application of the idea, comp. Isa. est regnum, et ego suljugavi illucL] Jerome He
in tiie peculiar overflowings of the Nile,
xxvii.; Ps. Ixxiv. 13, 14; Rev. xu.
(pn—n^n— trusts
which belongs to him the rain of heaven is of
Tttwm, to stretch, of the long-stretching body ; also
no moment for hinu Thus also the old expositon
of the long-protracted sound, the jackal.)
The of Homer understood the iurtrt^i of the " Ai^^p*
consciousness of power on the part of the Pharaohs,
tos," i.e. the Nile, of the annual overflowuia
:

:

:

;

—

their pride of sway, is visibly expresfied
(ch. xix. 2), the secure rest, the

by v^^ {Odys. iv. 477). In its applioition to Pharaoh
undisturbed com- Hophra (Apries), the notice of Herodotus is cha*
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honourable burial would be given him (Targum).
At all events, in the place where he falls, there
169).
he remains lying ; and, indeed, what previously
Ver. 4. The sin referred to is followed by a were separate from each other, thee and every
corresponding punishment, as the threatening is fish, now come to be united in the representative
**
given forth, that from both king and people the person of the king.
Every one of nis deceased
ground of their pride and prosperity should be subjects was, as it were, a part of Pharaoh, as in
taken away. ^The ** behold I am against thee " of the retreat from Moscow Napoleon was seen in
Ter. 8 explicates itsell
They are
D^*nn, Qen D^nn» every dead Frenchman " (Hengst.).
simply abandoned to the wilderness hence there
from nrit ring, such as is put into the nose is found no gathering up and carrying away
(^DX)i
racteristic,

men nor

that he thoaght neither the power of

of gods could destroy his

—

kingdom

(ii.

c.

—

;

—

Comp. Matt, xiii
no bringing together
(J*3p).
47 sq. Ver. 6a. A knowledge which is the very
reverse of what was distinctively Egyptian, accordQ^rPf 80 that both halves join together in the ing to which the Pharaohs were honoured, on the
monuments, as " the dispensers of life," the
mouth (comp. ch. xix. 4). Roscnm. understands it *
ever-living, " and such like. (Comp. the Rosetta
of the hooks, by which, according to Herodotus,
of beasts, or about the most tender and susceptible parts of the head, for taming them.
HcKGST.: ''a double ring," in the Dual, like

—

*

—

inscription.)

the crocodiles were taken (Job xli. 2).
The fish of
Vers. 66-12. This section has respect to the
the arms of the Nile si^ify the living and wellland.
The words all the inhabitants of Egypt,
conditioned Egyptians in general, who had felt
mediate the transition from the king to the land.
themselves like nsh in the water, but were now
Tlie 'jyi can scarcely be the reason for the
to be pUced upon dry ground.
HiTZio: specially
Pharaoh's men of war ; Jonathan : the princes fact of the Eg^tians knowing God ; but this
and nobles.—'rip3in, ch. iil 26.—For p31f|, sentence properly breaks ofl" here, and a new sentence begins, to which ver. 8 forms the conclusion;
supply '^^^. As to what historical signification
so that ver. 7 comes in parenthetically (Kl.).
is to be put upon the image, which is of a quite The image of the reed-staif is derived from Isa.
general Icind, no indication whatever is siven. xxxvi. 6, the more suitably as it is there found
nt see the Doctrinal Reflections, No. 2.
Ver. 5. in the mouth of the Assyrian king, whose heritage
The wildemen forms, as to the sense, the con- passed over to the Chaldeans ; and to repeat with
trast to might and pomp and all sort of abund- the fact the addition of broken, used there by
ance; as to the figure, it is a contrast to the Nile, him, was, as a judgment already openly prowhich formed an oasis in the midst of the wilder- nounced upon Egypt, so much the more a sround
What had discovered itself
ness, being secured by the heights on the west of shame for Israel.
against the quicksands and storms of the great even in the Assyrian time should have needed no
Ver. 7. It means that a reed-statf
desert, and separated by the mountains on the fresh proof.
east from the rocky cliffs, the desolate plains, and is not only no support, but a hurtful support ; it
sand tlowns. The irrigation of the ground in carries with it a show and deceit of a aangerous
consequence of the abundant waters of the Nile, kind. It is not, however, to be forgotten, that
especially at the season of the yearly overflowing, there is a characteristic allusion invdved in the
the cooling of the atmosphere precisely at the time figure to the prolificness of Egypt in reeds and
when the heat is greatest, are the more impor- bulrushes (Isa. xix. 6). Instead of ^B3a, the
:

—

—

—

—

—

—

tant, since the blue

and shining heaven

is

never

Qeri has r|33, as

troubled by rain-clouds, the heat is strong, and
the south-west gales sometimes drive the sand and
dust of the Sahara over the Libyan mountains as
(" Egypt is a land without rain,
far as the Nile.
without springs, without refreshing winds, without alternating seasons. Instead of these, however, it possesses a fertile stream, which has not
its like upon earth.
In the far-reaching expanse
one sees only the dead wilderness; but on approaching the Nile, all is life and prosperity. The
camel of the desert scents the fresn Nile air at the
distance of half a day's journey.
The Arabs call
it Bachr, the sea ; it is, however, one of the
greatest and longest rivers of the earth, to be compared with the Amazon, Mississippi, and Yenisei"
Sepp.)
Hence, for the very reason that it
reckons itself distinguished, as forming a green
oasis of luxuriant fertility and coolness in the
midst of a boundless waste, Jehovah brings it into
that wilderness condition.
A deeper parallel,
however, also lies in this relegation to the wilderness, in respect to the divine guiding of Israel into
the wilderness when Israel came out of Egypt
" Upon the face of the fieljl " means the same as
"the wilderness;" according to Hengst. : **the
open field as contrasted with the splendid mau•olenms in which the "Epyptian Pnaraohs were
buried in the times of their glory/' Not even an

if

the personified Egypt, or this

In
as addressed in its king, could have no hand !
order to hold fast by uie image of the reed, which
is certainly continued by the jYl (Isa. xxxvi. 6),
**
by thy twig " but who
Kliefoth translates
would lay hold thus of a reed if he means to
support himself upon it?—That Israel promised
himself support from Egypt is evident from the
;

:

result of the breaking of this reed-stafi*; while the
wounded, torn fllioulder leant upon it, the splinters
Klief. : ** the staff of
of the reed ran thereinto.

reed pierced through the
to the shoulder." The

hand and arm, up even

^^

expressly says this,

same time strengthening the *' laying
hold of" to a resting thereon with the whole body.
at the

—

—'moynv Gesen.: only the Hiphil, transposed
for

nnypm

(?».

Hengst.
which was, in

shako."
ing,

root-meaning of

l^dx.
:

24

[23]),

**

and makest

** a pretty staya casting down." If the

sarcastically,

fact,

loy ^ to draw together,

it

might

stand here as = laming : "and drawest together
"To make
for them the whole loins" (Meieb).
to totter," or shake, certainly says very little, and
**
to make to stand," so that they must use their
own loins, without any stay, can hardly be the
Klief.: it pierced through
right expluiation.
|
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made these, by injuring their ment, punishment. [Tholuck is of opinion that
and joints, stiff and rigid, so the number is indeed a round one, but still of an
that they could but stand, and move no more. approximate nature as regards the probable reckon(** So fared it with the kingdom of the ten tribes
ing, about 86 or 37. }— OI^^Cfn» comp. ch. xxvL 20.
under Hosea in connection with Egypt, and like" to be master of lomething," to
2tsh signifies
wise with the kingdom of Judah under Zedekiah."
possess, therefore: to tarry somewhere, and so
J. D. MiCHAELis.)
Ver. 8. Solemn conclusion,
We are not
to occupy house, be at home.
with feminine suffixes, on account of the reference here:
a poetical phrase for being inhato the land.
The Bword indicates war ch. to regard it as
bited (Klief.), but rather to consider it as spoken

their shoulders, and
muscles, ligaments,

:

—

—

;

xiv. 17.

Ver. 9.
the land.

The consequence

—

of this desolation of
Comp. at ver. 3.
w^, as in ver. 6.

—

Because Pharaoh^ regarding himself as all Eg^t,
in his lordly spirit asserts for himself the nght
and power of all, ^^^to points back to ^j|< >^;

—

^n^e^y, not so properly the Nile as generally what
is to be made (Isa. x. 18), always, however, with
therefore, in
reference to the arms of the Nile,

—

Ver. 10, Jehovah falls upon this pompous ** I," as
well as its supports, the streams whicli it calls its
own, and gives the land of Egypt, with which
this " I " had identified itself, to a state of most
complete desolation. The heading together of the
synonyms, and the double genitive, express a superlative.
Here, as at ver. 6, the wilderness in contrast to

the Nile.

[Hitzig points

nU"in^
tt:t

**

for

desolation of the waste."
Schmieder
remarks on it, that definite pre-intimations of inevitable chastisements are commonly milder, and
drakes attention to an unmistakeable softening in
what follows (vers. 12-16), which might be still
more lightened in the execution of the punishment. ] From Migdol, a similar bounding to that
««•• Mayi^iXtu)
placed
in ch. XXV. 13 (Sept.
over against Syene (Aswan), the most southerly
boundary, on the cataracts of the Nile, and to
be taken as the boundary on the north. It was,
as the name imports, a ** fortress," perhaps the
border-watch toward Syria ; on account of which
deserts,

:

;

Jerome

:

a

turre Syenea.

%\y\Oy

according

to

with reference to the scattering, etc., of the inhabitants in ver. 12.
Ver. 12. As an ahsoluU
contra^ to Israel in the mldemem, corr&tponds
a symbolical respect the repeated deUneoHon qf
the like total desolation of agypt (ch. xiL 20, xiv.
In reality f this can only be understood rela15),
livelyi as compared tcith Eaypt*s former flourish'
ing condition as a land.
The twice repeated "pTQ

—

m

—

points to the neighbouring lands, with their cities,
or to the provinces of Egypt, or to the memberi
of the coalition against Babylon (Henost.).
Hav. regards it as purely ideal, since otherwis«
the artido must have stood before JTiy^KAc-

cording to Hkngst.
"the desolation is not ao
precise a fact as the supremacy, which was decided
a
single
battle.
by
It is sufficient if the banning of the desolation took place within the fourth
decennium from its end (?). The end of the forty
years, at all events, coincides with that of tho
seventy years in Jeremiah, of which the fibrst
seventeen had elapsed at tlie time our prophecy
was published seven under Jehoiakim, ten under
ZiHlekiah. Therefore there still were thirteen years
to expire before the beginning of the forty years.
In ch. xxix. 17 the prophet has himself expresaly
determined the beginning of the four decenniuma.
By the scattering of the Eg3rptians is meant the
depoitation of the young and the noble, as such
was then associated Mrith every hostile occupation,
Nah. iii. 10 (Tholuck). Also those scattered
through terror ai-e not to be foi^tten. Hiv.:
•*
Almost the same expressions here of Egypt,
which elsewhere are used only of the dispersion
and gathering again of IsraeL " " Egypt the cari:

—

—

Champollion, from ouen^ to open, and «a, through
which it acquires the sense of **the opener," lie
cature of Israel."
key (of Egypt). Here rise the mighty terraces of
Vers. 13-16. The end.— Ver. 18. The >2 assigns
reddish granite (Syenite), which formed the building material of the Egyptian kings. The deter- a reason for the forty years, by pointing to what is
mining expression 'njn <lo«s not go beyond, but to take place thereafter. But that by the end of
this period respect is had to the end of the Chalfixes Svene as the boundary on the Ethiopian
dean supremacy, as in Jeremiah, is not indicated
ride.
Ver. 11 paints the desolation (vers. 9, 10),
in the text, nor would it have been according to
corresponding to ver. 8. Neither traffic nor travel. Ezekiel's style (comp. Introd. to ch. xxv.
sq.
comp. also Jer. xlvi. 26).- -The promised gather3t5Tl vh\y Hknost. " and it shall not sit" (!);
ing of Egypt, in Ver. 14, is restitution (comp. at
therefore it shall lie down.
The forty years are ch. xvi.
63), indeed, to their original condition,
(according to him) historical, to be branched off
but not to the height which it had then
from the seventy of Jeremiah, ch. xxv., xxix.,
Fathros is what belongs to the south
reached.
rhich began in the fourth year of Jehoiakim, when,
South or Upper Egypt, Thebes, which (as Ewald
with the slaughter at Circesium on the Euphrates,
"
remarks) was not, according to the Hanethonian
the power of Egypt was for ever broken. Thirty
dynasties, precisely the oldest seat of royalty, yet
years had it continued, till the war passed over to
still a Soutnem Egypt older than Memphis ; but
the proper head of the anti-Chaldean coalition,
after the time of the Hyksos, all the power of
and Egypt was laid waste. Hitzig takes the numEgypt departed from Thebes." 0>mp. Herod.
ber for a round one (1 Sam. xvii. 16 ; Ex. xxiv.
60.
Dmi3D. «e« *t ch. xvL
18, etc.), after the analogy of ch. iv. 6 (but see ii. 4, 15; DiODOR. i.

—

—

:

—

—

—

The parallel already indicated at ver. 6,
as well as the general character of the prophecy,
Nebuchadnezzar not being named here, recommend the symbolical import of the number: Israel,
when delivered from Egypt, forty years in the
wilderness ; Egypt, with respect to Israel, forty
years a wilderness ; there a proving, here a judgthere).

3 (xxi. 35 [30]).— On the expression : alow kingdoon, comp. at ch. xvii. 14.
Hkngst. : " This is
no mere prediction, but an indirect practical advice (Isa. xli. 28), to dissuade from a foolish confidence in Egypt."
The parallel, besides, with
Ver. 15. Com*
Israel has already been noticed.

—

parison with other kingdoms.
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16-19.

made, and therein gone to excess.
Now God
Ver. 18. The thirteen years* siege of Tyre furmakes the oomparison, and certainly with another nishes the key for the more immediate underreealt.— Ver. 16. n03oi>. compare therewith the standing of the prophecy upon Egypt the break;

—

26.
nD3^
n^rP, masc.,
while formerly TVnn, a kingdom being thought
of, but here it is conoeived of as a people, or as
king.— That the ^;yptian people (as the DIVlllK

repeated

ch,

xxviil

might

indicate) could inspire Israel with confidence, so that the latter should lean upon them,
support itself on them, especially as ogamst Baby-

ing otr of the siege in question rendered possible
the approaching Tulfilment of the anti-Egyptian
predictions.
The work against
Ch. xxvi 7.
Tyre, consequently the siege of the city, is designated great, and this not without respect to the
consequences which it involved for the host of
the kmg of Babylon. Of the bearing upon the

—

—

head and shoulder, with reference to helmet and

burdens, rop and tD^^O are used, which presuplon—in that respect they were a remembrancer of
pose long and heavy toil. According to Hengst.
iniquity (comp. on ch. xzi 28 [23]).
This is
the worlu had to do with the erecting of besieging
what is plainly expressed by nja with miKt
towers, and especially the casting up a rampart
namely, ** to turn oneself to any one, in order (ch. xxvL 8) ; but they suit decidedly better when
*'
on which comp. ch. xni. 6, 7 ; viewed with respect to the mound running over
to follow him
(Henost. : •* Whosoever beguiles to insular Tyre, as indicated by Ewald (ch. xxvi.
Pa. xl. 6 [4}
into iniquity brings iniquity to remembrance, or 10).
Hitzig makes the ingenious remark, that
to the knowledge of him under whose cognizance the shallowness of the sea-strait in Alexander's
it falls.
For the iniquity which is committed time, mentioned by Arrian, may have been occacannot remain unmarked by *the Judge of the sioned by the efforts of Nebuchadnezzar to conwhole earth,* nor unpunished."
Hav. : **Now struct this mound. However, it is not in such
£g3rpt comes forth as an accuser of the covenant- respect, tlierefore, as to what concerns the greatpeople before God, as a witness in respect to their
ness of the work, that '^ ^atD is to be underwant of confidence in Him, their idolatrous admiration of worldly, external power, therefore of stood of a like great reward corresponding to it.
their falling away from God."
Ewald translates: laK*, according to its root-meaning, is "a some-

—

" Still further the house of Israel had a Satan for
their confidence.")
The knowledge of Jehovah
as Lord and Ruler, as in judgment, so in compassion, is the perpetual refrain ; it is for Israel and
for the heathen the end of the ways of God.
Vers. 1 7-21. The appended heyfor understandthe prophedea concerning Egypt
Not merely
the relation to what went before, but the relation
also to what follows, calls for consideration.
In
the former respect, the section is an appendix ; in
the latter n*spect, and generally, it is a key for
the understanding of the prophecies respecting
Egypt.
have to regard it as a sort of parenthesis, since the announcement of time in ver. 17
expressly shows it was above 16 years later than
ver. 1, later even than ch. xl.
[Schmieder:
exactly 16 years, 2 months, 17 days after the preceding prophecy ; not quite 17 years after the
destruction of Jerusalem, two years after Ezekiers
vision of the new temple.
HiTzio : the newmoon day of April 572 B.C.] It consequently

—

mg

We

stands quite aj)art from the preceding prophecy,
but so does it also from the one that follows,
ch. XXX. 1-19, by its closing verse.
Ch. xxx.
1-19 stands related to ch. xxix. 1-16, as ch.
xxvi. 7-1 4 to ch. xxvi. 2-6 ; so that the indication of time in ch. xxix. 1 holds good ^so for
ch. xxx. 1. ^ Hengst. denies the number seven for
the prophecies upon Egypt, because the necessary
chronological specification is wanting at ch. xxx.
This reason cannot avail against the considera1.
tion that the significant number, which rules the
whole, in a way that perfectly accords with its
Smbolical import as well as with the relation of
e close (of Hfemt), reverts ijvith this close to the
whole, and thereoy connects the whole together.
The chronological specificntion has been omitted
at ch. xxx. 1, because it would have been the
same as that at <Jh. xxix. 1 ; and the verses
17-21 are inteijected here precisely on this account, that ch. xxx. 1-19, being contemporaneous
with ch. xxix. 1-16, might form a separate prediction and so complete the seven number of
prophecies upon Kgypt

—

either subjectively, what any
hj himself or had made fast with
another, or objectively, what for material conIt is in a ^neral
siderations must be held fast
way denied that Nebudiadnezzar and his host
had received from Tyre hire or reward for their
work. As the siege was the work, the hire must
thinff

made

one neld

fast,"

fast

mean the booty, especially with respect to the
The separate mention of him and his host
host.
seems to point to a distinction between Nebuchadnezzar and his host in reference to the hire.
Jerome affirms simply, though he does not say on

what grounds, that the nobles and rich men of
Tyre made away from it in ships, carrying with
them their treasures over the sea, and NebuchadEwald accepts
nezzar's host could find no spoil.
this and Hav. cites in support of it Isa. xxiii. 6,
and what happened at the siege of Tyre under
;

Alexander (Diodor. xvii 41; Curt. iv. 8). Probable, at all events more probable than the supposition of Hitzig that the money of the Tyrians
was spent in the war, must be the consideratiou
that the besiegers of Tyre also had an interest in
sparing the city, and refniining from plundering

Only the prophet does not say this, bui
makes the Chaldee host come to Egypt to its
With the conquest of the city, nowever,
hurt.
whether it was or was not effected, our verse has
nothing really to do, as Movers justly remarks
it.

For
Ver. 19 rather suggests another reference.
Nebuchadnezzar, at least, the consequence of tht
siege of Tyre, "his hire," could only be Egypt,
if the great work was not to remain without reward.
First with the punishment of Egypt did
the recompense become complete which must
EgTj)t also
strike the anti-C!haIdean coalrtion.
would otherwise have remained the spark which
was ever ready to inflame a new Phoenicia and
Syria.
If the overthrow of Tyre was to yield
profit to Nebuchadnezzar, not merely must Jerusalem be laid prostrate, but Egypt also, the i>illar
of all opposition, as against Assyria so against
It is from such
Babylon, be brought down.
points of view in Babylonian policy that we aie
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to understand what

meant by his hire noti 21, that although the immediate fulfilment of
But what naturally that which concerned Egypt should bo acwhat forms the consequence complished through Nebucruwinezzar, yet Egypt
is

having been given him.

mediates the result,
of the evil, this is in truth, spiritually considered,
the divine punishment ; and hence the therefore,
etc., in ver. 19.
The policy of the divine recompense as against Egypt (the prop of Israel's unfaithfulness and treachery to the covenant), so
for Nebuchadnezzar's work (" which they did for
Mo," ver. 20), in the service of Jehovah, is
primarily the key of the prophecies touching
Egypt. Ti^t^;"] is noise, and from that "a noisy

still, since it is to be
regarded, in these prophecies of Ezekiel upon
foreign peoples, as heathendom generally in its
close coming into regard for Israel's destruction.
From this point of view, the ^^f]^ DV3 certainly

opens a farther prospect

itself with the moment of the fulfilment
through Nebuchadnezzar; but it at the same
time conducte farther, expands this day to " an
ideal day" (Hrngst.)— the day of the Lord (ch.
multitude;" here, on account of the connection, XXX, 8)--to the Messianic time, as Ewald has
"every anand because ^\^} merely is used the great masB properly recognised. fScHMiEDER
niliilation of a national power, which bent itself
**
of things, therefore the riches. [Ewald
its
against the I^ord, is to the prophet a type of all
noisy pomp."] As Herodotus and Diodorus rehuman power which rises against God a type of
port, certamly after the quite untrustworthy trathe world's judgment. Therefore also the proaitiou of Egyptian vanity, Hophra had besieged
mises, which were given Israel for the last tune,
the Phoenicians and Cyprians by land and sea, connect themselves therewith, and now revive
and returned with rich oooty to Egypt. There axain."] According to Hitzig, the attack upon
were assuredly no lasting results of such a thin^ ^3rpt was to Ezekiel the pledge of the then also
for after the defeat at Carchemish, and the misbe^ning salvation announced in ch. xx. 40 sq.,
carrying of the relief of Jerusalem, the position xvii.
22, xvi. 60.—nOVi used of gradual growth
of Egypt was not adequate to that; although
out of small beginnings and constant burstings
still, as also Duncker thinks, the Egyptians mignt
to the
have brought home spoil and trophies.
There forth again, new shoots, with reference
was a glimmering of Egypt's early splendour in nOV i^ Jeremiah and Zechariah. The horn, as
the circumstance of its being given for a reward
very commonly derived from homed beasts, in
to Nebuchadnezzar.
Hitzig takes as the subject
particular the bull, a biblical expression for
to nn\"n the land of Egypt (ver. 20).—-Ver. 20.
strength, and the courage resting thereon ; not so
wrought
PS'
that
which
is
ci^L 20,
properly with reference to pushing (Henost.),
rhvBi

connects

:

:

—

:

:

—

—

—

^^

for which the context affords no occasion ; as in
the fruit of labour. Ewald
**as his pay." contrast to the impotence of ^ypt (heathendom),
n3 is perhaps, after the expression in ver. 18, the power and pomp of the flesh ^therefore anunderstood of the city of other sense of power, the consciousness of the
n^^y •lay ICV* to
Ps. Ixxv.
victory which overcomes the world.
Tyre.
It is commonly rendered
for which he
6, cxxxii. 1 7 ; Lam. ii 8 ; Luke i. 69 ; comp.
wrought. Hitziff justly remarks: **that Nebualso 1 Sam. ii. 1 with respect to the following
chadnezzar had oesieged Tyre in the service of
opening of the month points
Jehovah could have been declared by the pro- HD'TinnS)(See there.) What
expressly to ch. xxiv. 26.
phet only then, if the city had been conquered ;
but since, according to Hitzig, this could not was said in that place upon the symbolical imthe dumbness of the prophet determines
be, he applies
to the Egyptians (1), as was port of
also his speaking here in the midst of Israel as a
already done in the Tai^gum of Jonathan, and
prophetical one.
Only, "the house of Israel"
necessarily imposes on i^jt^ the signification ; in
must not be resolved into the community of the
regard to that which ; that is, for that which.
Lord, and the mouth of Ezekiel into the word of
ver. 21. This verse vividly represents the cha- prophecy, agreeably to Joel iii., as Theodoret
racter of the whole section.
It is a close which already explained the matter; but we have to
corresponds to the subsidiary character of the cleave to tne second chief part of the predictions
section, vers. 17-20, in relation to the general of our prophet, for which the opening of his mouth
prophecy upon E^ypt, by the generalness of the to Israel is, according to ch. xxiv. 26 sq., the
style in which it is given, as thereby also it characteristic, in contradistinction to the fii-st
accords with the design that this section should main portion of his book.
But in so far will such
serve as a key to the Egyptian prophecies gene- opening of Ezekiel's mouth have place as his
rally.
Comp. the analogous ch. xxviii. 26, 26. prophecy of the compassions of €k>a shall then
In the latter respect it is indicated to us in ver. nave found their confirmation.
for,

:

—

—

^

:

—^^

^^

CHAPTER XXX.
1,

And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Son of man, prophesy and
2
3 say, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Howl alas ror the day
For near is the
day, and [indeed] near is the day of Jehovah, a day of cloud ; a time of the
4 heathen nations shall it be. And the sword comes into Egypt, and there is
anguish in Cush at the fall of the pierced-throuch in Egypt ; and they take
5 his tumult, and his foundations are pulled down. Cush, and Phut, and
Lud, and all the strange people, and Kub, and the sons of the covenant-land,
6 shall fall with them by the sword. Thus saith Jehovah, And they that
!

!
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uphold Egypt fall ; and the pride of his strength comes down from Migdol
to Syene shall they fall in him by the sword, sentence of the Lord Jehovah.
And they shall De desolate in the midst of the desolate lands, and his cities
shall be in the midst of the wasted cities.
And they know that I am Jehovah,
when I give a fire in Egypt, and all his helpers shall be shattered. In that
day shall messengers go forth from before Me* in ships, to frighten Cush the
secure, and there is anguish among them, as in the day of Egypt; for,
Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, And I make the tumult of
behold, it comes.
Egypt to cease through the hand of Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon. He
and nis people with him, the violent of the heathen, are brought to destroy
the land, and they draw their swords upon Egypt, and fill the land with the
And I give [make] the streams for drought, and sell the land
pierced-through.
into the hand of the wicked, and lay the land and its fulness waste by the hand
of strangers: I, Jehovah, have spoken.
Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, And
I destroy the foul idols, and make the idols to cease out of Noph ; and there
shall be no more a prince out of the land of Egypt and I give fear in the
land of Egypt. And I make Pathros desolate, and give Qtq in Zoan, and do
judgment in [on] No. And I pour out My fury upon Sin, the stronghold of
Egypt; and cut off the tumult of No. And I give fire in E^pt Sin shall
writhe [fta- pain], and No shall be for conquest [broken], and Noph ^besiegers
[ha»e] by day.
The young men of Aven and Pi-beseth shall fall by the sword,
and they [these dti»] shall go into captivity. And in Tehaphnehes the day
shall be dark, in that [when] I break there the yokes of Egypt, and the pride
of its strength ceases in it a cloud shall cover it, and its daughters shall go
And I do judgment in Egypt, and they know that I am
into captivity.
:

7
8
9

10
11

12

13

:

14

15
16
17

18

—
:

:

19

Jehovah.

And it came to pass in the eleventh year, in the first [month], on the seventh
21 of the month, the word of Jehovah came to me, saying. Son of man, the
arm of Pharaoh, the king of Egypt, I have broken ; and, behold, it is not
bound up, that one might apply healings [means of healing], that one might lay
on a fillet to bind it, that it may become strong, that it may take hold of the
22 sword. Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I [come] on Pharaoh,
the king of Egypt, and I break his arms, the strong and the broken, and make
23 the sword falTout of his hand. And I scatter Egypt among the heathen, and
24 disperse them in the lands. And I strengthen the arms of the king of
Babylon, and give My sword into his hand, and shatter the army of Pharaoh,
25 and he groans the groans of the pierced-through before him. And yea] I take
firm hold of [hold strong] the arms of the king of Babylon, and tne arms of
Pharaoh shall fall ; and they know that I am Jehovah, in that I give My
sword into the hand of the king of Babylon, and he stretches it out against
26 the land of Egypt. And I scatter Egypt among the heathen, and disperse
them in the lands ; and they know that I am Jehovah.

20

f

Ver.
Ver.
Ver.

... 4 4 4 ^fiupth (8) in—Ynlg. : . . . r«, r« diei/
Mmt wtrmnnu . . . t# trXi^H avrfit ». tv/imtrurM rm—
Sept. : Tltpt^mt m. Kptms m. Avi$t ». Atfivtf ». rmtrtt tl itrifunTM ir* «£niy

9, Sept.:
4.
i.

.

.

.

. imOnttiit l*mi U «vrif /Mt^f^l^^
Lydi€tomn4 reliquum vtitfftu (Another read: y\iy\\ Arab: ^ubienm.)
Vnlg.: mptrbia imperii ^m: a tmrt Syerui—
if rrs iifupfi— {Another read.: W2, Syr., Ar., Targ., Vulg.)
. .
iyytXoi r9$yi0frtt A^tirci . .
.

.

V«]|r.: Aetkiopta et Lil>ya et

Ver.

6.

.
Ver. ».
.
. f&rtisifmi—
Ver. 11. mitm ». xm JUmv mhrw. iLifJiM kw lfl»«»—Vulg.: .
Ver. 18. . . . «. m»Taw»v^«i fuyi^rmtttt kw Mtftftmf «. kpx^'^^f TmtUH i» ytit Alyvw.
Ver. 14. Sept. i . . Ixhmif'if ir Ai««v«Xii. Vulg. : ... in Aiexandtia.
.

».

dm

ir«rr«i «£«it»—

.

tt

Ver. 1& . . . im 2mh . . . r* trXffiH Mtf*^tme . . . Pduthm . . . tnultitudinem AUxandrim. (Another read : pVtD*)
Ver. 16. lurni . .. m.it AjmvAw irrmt iM/myfJM ». ^i«x<^«^w ihmrm. Vnlg.: . . . jHOsipartyritntdfMitFamUtm
AkxandHa trit dUsipata et in Memphit anguttim quotidianm,
Ver. 17. . . . 'HXi«vc«Xiwr .
. ». mi yvtmKH—et ipm c(igi>tivm—
Ver, 18. . . . I» Tm^vmtt . . . rm, rxffltrpm Aiy
turn ett obvolutwn «! rettihttretwr ei taHitt»-^
Ver. 91. Vulg. : . .
.

—

.

Ver. Si.

S^.:

Ver. S4.
Ver. M.

.

.

.

x«/ jrc{ii «tvntv

.

.

.

Xmytf^rau 9m»nt

.

.

.

». rmrt

xmtfMtwt

r.

nrrpifi0fU9mtf^

» wptv^Mtieu
Aiyvwrm-^

iv' A}y.
tl

».

rnv npvfiaim «^nir ».

nulkmtu

m vmiKm alny.
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ver. 2, are now named, viz. Egypt, in which war
or bloody uproar so frightfully raged, thiit is

EXEGETIOAL REMARKS.
Vers. 1-19.

The Day of Judgment

Ethiofda the impression made by

As this section is without any chronological
preface, this may be understood if it justifies its
Thus the
pliice by tlip fit position of its contents.
in ver. 2 appears as the time of the heathen
nations in ver. 8 ; hence it is quite suitable as an
appendix to the outline of the prophecy taken as
a whole (ch. xxix. 1 sq.). So, too, the sword

day

coming upon Egypt

(ver.

is

4)

more

indicated in ver. 10 sq., as through

definitely
the hand of

Nebuchadnezzar, and so ver. 20 sq. is prepared for.
Not that '* the naked thought expressed in the
introduction to the prophecy (ch. xxix. 17-21),
of the great catastrophe hanging over Egypt,
assumes flesh and blood in the main body of the
prophecy (ch. xxx. 1-19)," as Hengst expresses
nimself but the prophecy upon Egypt in ch.

it

was Thrh^.

the corporeal state of convulsive writhing for:
anguish, terror, and woe.
Nah. ii. 1 1 [lOj ; Isa.
XXI. 3.
Upon t^3, see the Lexicons. Hitzig:

—

^^n alludes to ni^n^n*
take, is naturally

:

—

—The subject to

:

and

they

the enemies, considered inde-

nj)Dn, see at ch. xxix. 19. Hknost.:
"this is here the prosperity of Egypt bringing
with it active life." ^TIHON the fonndationa,
finitely.

—

figuratively of the state as a house, not to be
understood literally of the Egyptian chief cities.

The

figure,

rSrs^ in

however, must not be limited (as
the higher classes, who

Isa. xix. 10) to

T

beer immediately

Ae

state-bnilding: nor must

it

(as Hitzig) be understood of the mercenaries, who
by its reference to only support Egypt (vers. 5, 6), and could hardly
now again coloured by the respect had be represented as the foundations of its existence

;

xxix. 1-16, primarily coloured
Israel, is

to the heathen, in particular to the Egyptian
covenant-associates.
Ver. 2. Howl, Isa. xiii. 6 QT^* to sound). The

The representation must undoubttdly
as a state.
be (as well remarked by Hupfeld on Ps. xl 3) of
that which bears the civic society and holds it up
sound is expressed by nn,— like i-TinK (cli- i^« 14)»
ordinances and laws ; so that, if formerly it was
the weU-hein^ of Egypt which was concerned, it
especially with D^^^i—"* the word-sound. The day,
is now the betng, the very existence of it.
therefore the time, when that takes place which is
Ver. 5. Ethiq^iia, as already at ver. 4, imiar
contained in ver. 4 sq., gives the reference (^) of omTZMcm, named as the neifhoour and political
associate oi Egypt, opens the array of Egypt's
the mournful howl. The persons addressed will
supporters (ver. 6). Upon Phut and Lud, see at ch.
they were
presently become plain.
ver. 3.
xxvii. 10.
3iyis: **joining-in,*' "mixing, ""imcalled to howling had its ground in the nearness
which, however, has no chronological migration," therefore: strange people; scarcely
(ch. vii.

—

—

Why

—

7),

determination, except in the very near approach
This is primarily designated as QV
of the day.

Syrian translates) could " all Arabia" he
xii. 38 ; 1 Kings x. 15 ; Jer. xxv. 20,
Neh. xiiL 3. Hav. distinguishes these
24, 1. 37
from the covenant-associates of Egypt Bnt what
Knb, only here, is by some
else could Cnsh be ?
(as the

meant Ex.
;

rnnv»

*«^-

^^^ o^® proper to the Lord, His day in

particular, not only determined, fixed by
also not that alone which comes from Him

Him
;

but,
that

as the standing formula: " And they know
readily suggests, the day of the
I am Jehovah,
maoifeBtation of Jehovah.
It is, as the comparison with Obad. 15, Joel i. 15, Isa. xiii. 6-9,
Zeph. i. 7, 14, shows, the becoming manifest in

judgment.

(Klief.

:

judgment,

punishment,

slaughter-day.) With this also agrees the designation of it as ** a day of cloud ;" comp. ch. i. 4.
The symbolical import is obvious, since, when the
clear light of day comes to be veiled, there is a
threatening of storm (ver. 18, ch. xxxiv. 12; Joel
i. 15, ii.
2; Zeph. i. 15); therefore one has to
think of the wrath of God, and, in consequence

—

regarded as written instead of y^, which Ewald
reads, though he translates Nubia while Kliefoth
thinks of the Lubim in Nah. iii. 9, 2 Chron.
xvi. 8, the Libysegyptii of the ancients ; or taken
instead of y\^^ bo Geseuius and the Arab, trans;

" Nubians " and Hitzig
;

lation,

also supposes

ap

Heb. form for Nubia (?)
has been understood (Hav.) of a

to have been the older

—by others

it

frequently occurring on the monuaccordbg to Wilkinson, an im*
portant Asiatic people lying farther north than
Palestine, vMi long hair, richly clothed, and
with parti-coloured sandals ; the tribute which
they are represented as bringing bespeaks not a
Hengst.
little of wealth, civilisation, and skill,

people

Kufa

ments of Eg3rpt

—

which will break forth. AcD^3 ny (without article) is selfdetermined, as meaning the time when heaOien combines Kub with
theifof, a calamity

cordingly, n^n^

ftutioHs—they f consequently, are the pailies addressed in ver. 2, spoken of generally as contradistinguished merely fi^m Israel, but more definitely indicated in what follows sJiall experience
thfiir judgment ; not precisely ** their end " (as
Hitzig), but Jehovah's manifestation in the judgment of wrath pregnant with calamity to them.

Comp.

besides, ch. xxii. 3; Isa. ii. 32.
[Not
'*
identical with the day of Egypt, ver. 9,
as
Hengst. thinks, however similar, for the heathen

were not simply the Egyptians. But still leas,
with Vatabl., Miinst., ana others, are we to think
of the Chaldeans as executors of the judgment.]
Ver. 4. The way and manner of the pretiicted
judgment is here represented the swora oomee
and the heathen peoples, who are addressed in
:

ch. xxvii. 10, and makes it
corresi>ond to the Persians, who had entered in
consequence of the coalition into the service of

Tyre, and whose appearance here cannot be thought
strange ; everywhere where there was a struggle
against the tyrants, mercenaries were to be found
The name was
of this i)owerful aspirinff people.
old Persian = moun" Kufa *
a domestic one
tain ; the particular region, as appears to Hitzig,
The sons of the cototo be sought in Kohistan.
nant-land are understood by Jerome, Theodoret,
the Sept., the Arab, trans., also by Hitzig, of the
Jews who had taken refuge in Egypt (Jer. xlii.xliv.); tlie covenant-land (with the article), that
promised to Abraham and his see<l according to
God's covenant is Canaan. The Syriac tmnslation, on the other hand, points to the asaociatcai

—

m

—
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CHAP. XXX.
in the league, which
not clearly justify.

tiie

expression certainly does

Hence Hengst., understand^]g hy the covenant-land Cash, makes the begiuninff turn back to the close ; while Schmieder,
with wnom Kliefoth agrees, conjectures a tract of
land unknown to us, bnt near to Egypt, and in
a state of league with it (!).

Ver.
fall

6.

^3D0

li>D31,

either as

Egypt's supporters":

or,

Ewald: "there

after it has

been

•aid in ver. 6 that the anguish in Cush shall become a falling with Egypt, there is in ver. 6 a
more comprehensive general statement : as well as,
etc [Hknost. : "a new break, new touches to
be given to the picture.**] Comp. Ps. xxxvii. 17,
liv. 6 [41
When the one party falls, the other
aees itself necessitated to go down Irom its selfconscious height. On pride, etc., see at ch. xxiv.
21 ; comp. besides, ch. xxix. 10.
They who shall
fall in him, or it, are those who would support it.
Too far removed are the idols and princes of ver.
13, which are brought in by Schmieder as the
supporters ; also the fortified cities in ver. 15, and
the warriors in ver. 17.
Ver. 7. Comp. ch. xxix.
12.
Where Egypt is the principal subject, there
can be no que.stion of its being so also here.
Ver. 8. The practical knowledge of experience is
made in the ore, which Jehovah causes in Egypt,
that is, at the breaking forth of His anger, with
which also most litly suits and they shall be
diattered, etc., so that they must know the judgment of God to be upon them. According to
others, the war- fire; according to the Chald.
paraph., a people violent as fire ; according to
Uocceins, it must mean the consnming, desolating
result of the war.
All the helpers of Egypt are
those who give support in ver. 6, both those who
are named (ver. 6), and those who are not named.
Ver. 9. With manifest allusion to Isa. xviii.,
metBongeFB in ships are made to announce to
Ethiopia the fate of Egypt. (In Isa. it is papyrusskilTs, which people were wont to roll together
when they pa^ed the cataracts of the Nile, and
then open out again. The ^v here, from n^V*

—

:

—
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6-13.

comprehends as well the dense population characteristic of Egypt, as the moving of goods and
Klikfoth: **the
chattels hither and thither.
turmoil of the people in the possession and enjoy-

ment

of their goods."

—The

hand

of the Judge,

His instrument and executioner, is to be Nebuchadnezzar (comp. at ch. xxvi. 7). Ver. 11.
Hengst.
"they
Ch. xxviii. 7. —xxiii. 42.
come not of themselves, but the Almighty brings
them, hence they are irresistible," etc. The ilestmction of the land by the sword is more nearly
given, since it is represented as being filled with

—

:

—

—

Ver. 12.
the slain. Comp. ch. xiL 14, xi. 6.
Ch. XXV. 6, xxix. 10, 8. The destruction of its
prosperity, since its natural springs and the land
become the property of others, like a slave that
has been sold by his master. Hnzio: *'God
assists the instniments of His will, taking an
immediate part in the work of destruction, and,
at the same time, displacing a hindrance to their
advance and a bulwark of the Egyptians."
Since Q^jn is parallel with ont* the wicked can

—

only be interpreted from the feeling of the Egypand in accordance with the hurtful action
of the Btrangen, as yyr\ is to beat down, to de-

tians,

The general wickedness of mankind ( Matt.
viL 11) lies here as far out of the way as a special
application to the Chaldeans, as being also not
Comp. however,
better than the Egyptians.
stroy.

ch. vii. 24, xxviii. 7.
Ver. 18.
carrying out of the judgment by
special traits, which for Egypt especially are

A

characteristic.

at ch.

vi.

4),

Thus, as regards the D^^)^3 («ee
the D'^^i'K (chiming with the

" nothings"). Lev. xix. 4, xxvi. 1, and often (1 Cor.
viiL 4), so that there is no need for supplying
from Isa. xix. 1 ; they are neither the images of
the gods, nor the worshippers of them (as the
Chald. paraph.): it is simply the idol -gods.—
From ifoph (p^^o, sometimes also p||o), that is,

; to-day, unimportant ruins on the
western side of the Nile. The name in Plutarch
to set up, according to Hav. certainly with refer- is explained as if/*** kymtm*, and as T«^4»'Ori;wJ#f
*'
ence to the existing sea-force of Egypt
war- in hieroglyphics, " Alam-Phtah ; that is, the
The lower valley of the river
ships, which suits neither with fugitives nor with Elace of Vulcan.
onoured as the highest god Phtah (fire-god), the
messengers.) The business-mart and commerce
on the boundaries of Upper Egypt and Ethiopia oldest and first of the gods, according to Manetho,
readily provide the image of such messengers at ruling 9000 years before the othexs, as he is named
command, represented as going forth ftomoefore in the inscriptions: ** the father of the fathers of
Jehovah sitting in judgment upon Egypt, so the gods," **the heavenly ruler," **the lord of
that one does not need to thinlc either of the the gracious countenance," **the king of both
As
Chaldeans, or of Eg}'ptiau messen)|^ers formally worlds,** "the lord ithe father) of truth."
sent by the Egyptians, or of Egjptian fugitives. god of the beginning, he has the form of a naked
child, of a dwarf; at other times wrapped round
Since there is ^^33 rhrhtl, according to ver.
mummy- like, standing by a rod, with a Ilagellum
As
4, 90 this is only explained here by 'aTlK l^inni); and mace and the Nilometer in his hand.
Tatamen (the former), as worldhence also 7\^rhn nn^ni is repeated ; therefore he was called
creator, so he commonly has before him an c^
not a joyful message, as in Isa. xviii. with referupon a potter*s wheel (**the weaver of the beginence to Assyria.— DV3» eUker^ a definite fixing of
nings moving the egg of the snn and moon").
time (Isa, xxiii. 6), a«* also dv3 i« read, but which The Egyptian scarabffins (beetle) was sacred to

from Memphis

:

—

—

—

him, which was sometimes shown upon his shoulders in the place of a head. H is great sanctuary at
Memphis, which was said to have been as old as
Egypt itself, was adorned and exteudetl by the
which filled neighbouring regions with dre^ of Pharaohs down to the overthrow of the kingdom.
Jehovah (Ex. xv.
sq.).—Ch. vii. 6, 6, 10, xxi. Cambyses, when admitted into this temnle, exhi12.
The cominff is that which had been threat- bited his disdain toward the image of the god.
ened, to be supplied from the context.
Ver. 10. Since Memphis was at the same time the old royal
Comp. ch. xxvi. 18.— Ch. xxix, 19.— The tnmolt city, the transition from the service of idols tc

would plainly be a repetition of j<^nn D1^3

;

or,

better perhaps, with Hav., pointing to that old
period of punishment in the history of Egypt

U

—
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the x^5J0 was natural, especially as the connection of the gods and kings is genuinely Egyptian.
The history of Ejgyp^ is that
Conip. on ch. xxix.
of its gods, and the namfS and deeds of its kings,
as they are jmintcd upon the walls of its temples.
That there was to oe no more a native prince
is not necessarily said with 'iXDi ^ut only that

—

as prince there should no more be one like the
old Pharaohs antl the Egyptian gods, out of
Egypt, as contra>listingiiishe<l from other lands,
whose princely power would, as hitherto has been
Therewith also
the case, obtain legitimation.
agrees the fear, which seems to point to a foreign
ascendency that was to carry it over all.
Ver. 14. From Lower to Upper Egypt, the
description gives prominence esitecially to the
mother-land (see on ch. xxix. 14), the birth-land
Comp. ver. 8. ^Zoan, however, is,
of the people.
again, in Lower E^pt, the old Tanis, on the
branch of the Nile which bears that name
a chief
(**Dschane," Egyptian: low ground),
city. Num. xiii. 22; Ps. Ixxviii. 12, 43.—Ch. v.

—

—

—

10.—No

(fc<3)

leads back to

Upper Egypt

ing, Alexandria), the very ancient'Upper
chief city, with the Greeks Diospolis.
:

when

NoAmon, it is Thebes (Vulg., anticipat-

fully read

Egyp.

;

surveyor's chain

Egyptian
(**

Noh,"

hence
inheritance
;
In
see Gesen. Lex,)
:

—

;

scat of Amon
the Upper land there reigned as divinity Amuu
**
the concealed, " the reigning
(Amen), probabfy
god in the height, whose colour is blue on the

therefore

:

=

He was for Upper Egypt what
monuments.
Phtah was for Lower Egypt lie is represented
as standing, or sitting enthroned, with two high
According
feathers upon his kingly head-dress.
to Manetho, the union of Egypt under a great
dominion was effected by Menes from This, below
Thebes, therefore proceeding from the Upper
land although this state-life had its centre in
Memphis, in the Lower land and during its

—

—Ver.
(Jeri

has

9.

4,

16, vers.
:

of:

the

^in,

from ^n, whence rhrhn
^nn,
T
T t: -

in vers.

—The

Noph

repeated mention of Sin, No, and
gives emphasis to the boundaries. Upper

Egypt— ypani)

and Lower
ch.

14.— Instea

8,

nv
"T

xxvi 10.— Do^^
T

is

iTPrn

= ypSTI,

dear so

far,

in

as -^iv

plainly to be understood of a pressing, closingiu siege ; on the other hand, ^ty\> may signify
is

by day,

as in the well-known juxtaposition witli

Tuh\i ^nt also what this juxtaposition poraphrastically expresses, namely
always^ unceasingly,
:

therefore: rf<M/y=DV*^3» or

" the whole day long **

"the day

over, "also

= Dvn"^3 (comp.

Ps. xiii

*'
and against
3 [21). [Michlal Zophi interprets
Nopli come the enemies of day," that is, openly,
not as thieves of the night Similarly Hitzig:
*' enemies will be in broad daylight," meaning
Kliefoth of
that it will be filled by them.
the enemy not fearing an open assault.
Also
Hengst, who, from Jer. xv. 8 and 2^ph. ii. 4,
understands it of a state of deep humiliation, in
which the enemy disdains, in the iK)nsciou8ucsB
of his absolute superiority, to surpri!>e by night
**
Enemies (besiegers) by day, a con(Chad. 5).
such an one as has to deal
cise expression for
with enemies by day."] It might be also an
[Abendaua (after Job iii.
aflecting exclamation.
The
5) = their day will ,be distress (Vulg.).
Chaldee paraphrase enemies compass her daily.
Peculiar are the renderings of the Sept. and of
the Arabic, which understand it of a breaking
down of the Nile dams, and a rushing in of the
**
will give way into fragthe Syriac
waters
ments. " EwALD Memphis will be for jierpetual
Hav. : Memphis shall become a conrust iyxi)
:

:

:

—

:

:

;

:

1

;

flourishing period, another dominion, the territory
of which stretched beyond the cataracts of Syene,
had been founded at Thebes. Princes of Thebes
afterwards ruled over all Egypt, took their seat at
Memphis, and the kings of Egypt were now
called ** Lords of both Lands " in the inscriptions.

Upon

the

monuments the red higher crown

is

chat of Upper Egypt, the lower white one that of
Lower Egypt. 8o that the prophetic representation takes into view the whole of Egypt, repeats
Thebes for Upper Egypt, yet knows, at the same
time, to mention names mostly fi>om the more
extensive, as well as more important and more
Ver. 15. Ch. xiv. 19,
powerful. Lower country.
xxi. 86 [31], ix. 8, vii. 8.— ppi the "mud-city,"

—

(v-nX*! ), a border city on the east, in a
region, which the sea nqw overflows.
according
to Strabo, was here difficult to
Egypt,
be attacked, and Suidas designates Pelusium the
key of Egypt for ingress and egress. j)j,»o, ch.

Pelusinm

swampy

—

xxiv.

25.— %ni3rn,

ch. xxix.

(ver.
10), comp. ver. 14.
doubtedly to Amon, whence

name

(JeV. xlvi. 25).

Amon

8.-j^3 I^DH-nK

An allusion
No derived its

un-

suris incapable of pre-

serving to the city its Hamon (tumult), Hengst.
The mention of the multitude of people in No
Hitzig finds to be suitable, since the population
of the Thebaid crowded principally into the farextending chief city. (Comp. JUad^ ix. 881 sq.)

stant splitting, that is, shall be for ever shattered
it shall now be, in a manner, called Qov ^V» in

name of Memphis, nVD !]
^^na, the choice young men of war

allusion to the local

Ver. 17.

(Mark

rightly Hrrzio: the garrison
as contradistinguished from the
Aven (pK), the purpose in the

xiv. 51);

(warrior-caste),

inhabitants.

—

change of the name

|^k, }^,

must, according to

Hengst, point to the cause of the divine judgments which were coming on it (comp. Hos. iv.
Aven is notningness, vanity, with
15, X. 5).
[Hekgst. r
respect to the worship of idols.
•'

vileness," that people serve the crcatiire more
It was the Greek HelioiH»lis,
]

than the Oeator.

"House of the Sun;" Kopt On;
Egyptian, Ann, a city in Lower Egypt on th«
east bank of the Nile., and was from of old the
proper seat of the Egyptian sun-worship; a centn*
of idolatn*, with a numerous learned priesthood ;
the principal city in this respect, and that where
Plato and Herodotus receive! instruction ; menNow there are only
tioned in Gen. xli. 45, 50.
some ruins beside a village, with an obelisk seventy
Here, in a famous
feet high of red granite.
temple, was Ra, the god of the solar disc, wor
gods"), the second
the
shipped (**the father of
His synibol was the sun's disc
niler of the world.
borne by two wings ; the beasts sacred to him
were the sparrow-hawk, the Ught-coloured \ ull.
Jer. xliii. 13,

—
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From R«, their original and type,|
the Pliaraohs derived their power over Egypt, as
See,
*'aons of Ra," the name given to them.
^Pi-beseth, only
besides, in Duncker, L p. 39 so.
here ; at present existing merely as ruins ; Kopt.
Pouhast, **the cat," on account of the goddess
Pacht (Basht, Pascht), commonly represented
with a cat's head, who was worshipped at Bubastis,
in Lower Kgypt, on the Pelusiau branch of the
Nile.
(She was also named **the Mistress of
and the cat

—

To her jovous
** Mother.")
according to Herodotus, was devoted the
most pleasant of Egyptian temples. At her festi-/
Memphis," and aUo

service,

which men and women came in boats from
amid song, playing of flutes, clapping
of hands, and striking of rattles, more wine was
drunk than in all the rest of the year. If the
val, to

all

places,

—

guardians, the protectors of the sanctuaries, fall
by the sword, then also by the same must the
ends themselves fall.
Herodotus designates the
Bubastic Nome as the region where especially
resided the Calastrians, that is, the young recruits
of the army.
Comp. also vers. 6, 6, ch. vi. 11,
12.
The nam are not the women (Sept.), but

20-22.

281

could only be referred to Egypt ; if lefened to
Daphnai, too much would be said for it (ch. xvi.
The Chalde«
27, 81, 46, xxvi. 6).— py (ver. 3).
Paraphrast makes the cloud mean the host of tha
Ver. 19 concludes with Egypt
generally.
Ver. 14.

king of Babylon.

—

Vers. 20-26.

—

Pharaoh and

the

King of Babylon.

Ver. 20. As to the time, almost a quarter of a
"in
year later than ch. xxix. 1 sq. ; Kliefoth
the second year of the siege of Jerusalem," as i^
clear also from ver. 21, after that ilophra had
been defeated by the Chaldeans (Jer. xxxvii. 5, 7).
(That ch. xxix. should contain no notice or allusion to the attempt of Pharaoh to bring help to
Jerusalem, etc., may be controverted from what
is said there in ver. 6.)
Hengst. : about three
months later followed tne conquest of Jerusalem
(Jer. xxxix. 2).
As at ch. xxix., so also here,
the look of the exiled toward E^pt is to be turned
back from it. Ver. 21. j^"it ^ certainly for the
:

—

most part the forearm, as here ajso the expression
"to hold the sword" proves, and so help, too,
the cities named, their inhabitants (comp. ver. assistance, is expressed
by it so that, with Hav.,
see also ch, xii. 11.-— Ver. 18. Not far from
18)
Ewald, and others, one might think of the EgypSin comes the border city (toward Syria) DnDDnn, tian
attempt for the relief of Jerusalem on the
;

;

:

Tehaphnehes, in Jeremiah

(xliii.

9)

Dn^SHTI*

Tahpanhes, where, as we there learn, was a ro^al
palace, Daphnoi (Taphne) ; the name, according
to Jablonski, Egyptian
T'aphe-eneb, as much
" the day
as, Land's End.— d1\t ^^a Henost.
spares, withholds as a miser."
Therefore, from
**eTlf which in substance, however, is the same
:

:

- T

as: darkens itself;

from *]^, to be darkened.

There, for those of Israel who had fled thither
(Jer. xliii. 7 sq., xliv. 1 sq.), the pre-intimations
of the day of judgment begin (Kl.) ; or generally:
there changes the prosperity and splendour of
Egypt ; acconling to others : there will be mournHav. : ''nere had Jeremiah spoken his
ing.
powerful word of threatening against Egypt;
iiere, through the settling down of the Jews at
that time, Uie idea of Egyptian oppression toward
Israel springs up afresh ; and hence a calling to
remembrance of Lev. xxvi. 13." Hengst. compares with ** the breaking of the yokes of Egypt
ch, xxix. 15 and xxx. 13, **no prince," etc.; the
yoke formerly lying upon Israel, latterly also
roon other nations, was now to be for ever
l:oken.
Q^ff refers to the border- place, with

—

which tlie land op^s, and with the broken land
"the yokes" which Egypt had imposed, conseimently its dominion (comp. vers. 21, 22, 24),
should be broken.
(Umbr. "All order and discipline shall be dissolved in the ruled and stronglycurbed land an end shall be made to its old
:

:

renown and pride.")

— na,

like

fwy

rt|<|,

other hano, however, Hengst is right when he
explains the breaking of the arm of rhai*aoh of a
"great overthrow," such as was only to be found
in the well-known disaster at (^cheniish, seventeen years before our prophecy, as this battle, in
fact, destroyed the power of Pharaoh to make war,
struck his might with a blow (comp. Jer. xln.);
while what respects iJie retreat of tne Egyptians
from Jerusalem, which became a matter ol necessity to them, is nowhere reported.
Hitzig in particular recognises,

So

that, as

^m the manifest

contrariety of ver. 22, which announces the future,
^maK^ is a full preterite, and presupposes a

longer interval in connection with the indication
of time in ver. 20 than could be the case with
that retreat before Nebuchadnezzar, if this should
have to be thought of generally as a thing already
"After it (i.<f.
accomplished. Hengs^ remarks
the retreat of the Egyptians from Carchemiah)
our prophecy would nave been unnecessary it
must have been delivered at a time when, humanly
speaking, there was hope from the Egyptians. "- njiHt having respect to the existing state of Egypt
:

;

since the battle of Carchemish, introduces the
following description, in which "the binding"
forms the principal statement on which the inBound np is the first,
finitives ^re dependent.
the most immediate thing which has to be done
after wounding, and the intention or aim thereot
18 to apply the meani of healing (cures) ; in
particular, since the chief means consist in the
band which holds together the broken parts, that

is to

a bandage be applied (7]\^2rh resumes fie^an
again) so that the arm be strengthened, and, as
the consequence, be again rendered cai)able of
"tnking hold of the sword."— Ver. 22. therefore
f^^
refers to the foregoing principal annoimc^mfut,
Hitsig supposes to be meant, not the spears indeed that Pharaoh's might is broken without the
(Hab. iii. 14 2 Sam. xviii. 14), but the 8up})ort- prospect of restoration, and accordingly what
ing stafls, ver. 6, which in ver. 8 are also repre- IS farther impending can onlv be a complete
sented as going to be broken.]— |<^n» not Daphnai, overthrow ; and this is introduced by ^j^n, a
but Egypt, on which account it precedes emphati- parallel to ver. 21, and then summarily procally; at also lier dAngfaten, namely, the citiefl^ nounced (Vnjm)-—The ptrong GnptHH. wiUi a

be understood of the whole land.
[Cocceius
thinks of the death of the king with reference to
the king's seat at Taphne (Jer. xliii. 9).
Rosenm.
rrttDOi ^-^ Ewald and ^e Sept.; while

;
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^

"^©r. 21) signifies : what iPharaoh and his arms, are the antithesis which
nptn^
Ver. 25.
existed unbroken as to power in Egypt, par- forms the substance of this section.
ticularljr in the land itself ; tne broken (ver. 21), ^npTnm, Hiphil, for d^tinction in respect to the
that wmch mnst still be broken, with allosion to Piel in ver. 24, which, on account of the failingTt
T
the shattering at Carchemish; especially the impotent attempt to tarn aside to the help of Jeru- is explained by Hitzig, not through "seizing," but
salem, which must therefore be thought of as still with a reference to Ex. xvii. 11, 12, and by way
in immediate prospect
[Cocc. explains the two of
contrast to riD^bn through "holding upright,"
arms of Hophra, and the small Egyptian kingdom
which followed. They have been also explained "holding above," so that he retains the upper
nut the slight difference between "holdof the supremacy over Syria and that over Kgypt.] hand,
The might, power, and dominion of Pharaoh ing strong "and "strengthening," endowing with
Hengst. compares
"power, is of itself enough.
are to become incapable of attack and resistance.
Ver. 23. Comp. ver. 26, ch. xxix. 12. xxii. 15. Gen. xlix. 24, in respect that the arms of the king
Ver. 24. ^np^m, Piel (strengthening ; anyhow, of Egypt, left to his own impotence, sank down
powerless.
Since the arms of both are named,
still another
than is to be supposed in the the words and they know, etc., may easily be
sword
of
ver.
is
not
for
the
also
that
referred
21),
thereto, but principally to the kin^ ol
nptr6
which has fallen out of the hand of Pharaoh, but Babylon yet also to the land of Egypt, against
Jehovah's, whence the following explains itself, which the sword of judgment in the nand of that
king was stretched out.
PiniK may be referred
and at the same time what is said in ver. 22.

reference to

—

still

•

—
—

—

pm

:

;

V3D7, before the king of Babylon,

who and

his

T t:

to 1%, also to

3in-

—

"^er. 26.

Repetition of ver.

arms, here and in ver. 25 placed in opposition to 23 at the close.

CHAPTER XXXI.
And it came to pass in the eleventh year, in the third [month], on the first of
1
Son of man, say to
2 the month, that the word of Jehovah came to me, saying
Pharaoh, the king of Egypt, and to his tumult, To whom art thou like in thy
3 greatness 1 Behold, Asshur [was] a cedar tree upon Lebanon, beautiful of foliage,
and a shadowing thicket, and high of stature, and between the clouds was his
4 top. Waters made him become great, the flood made him high, with its streams
it went round about its planting, and it sent forth its canals to all the trees of
5 the field. Therefore his stature became higher than all the trees of the field,
and his branches became many [great], and his foliage-branches [bough*] became
6 long, from many waters in his spreading himself forth. In his branches nested
all the fowls of heaven, and under his boughs every living thing of the field
And he became
7 brought forth, and in his shadow dwelt all the many nations.
beautiful in his greatness, in the length of his twigs [i^hoota], for his root was on
8 many waters. Cedars darkened him not in the garden of God ; cypresses were
not like his branches, and plane trees were not like his foliage-branches [iKimrhs]
9 all wood in the garden of God was not like him in his beauty. Beautiful had I
made him in the multitude of his shoots and all the trees of Eden, which were
10 in the garden of God, envied him. Therefore, thus saith the Lord Jehovah,
Because thou becamest high in stature, and he gave his top even to between the
1
clouds, and his heart raised itself in his height ; Therefore will I give him into
the* hand of the mighty one of the heathen ; he will do, do to him
in [on nccoum r^]
12 his wickedness I drove him out. And strangers hewed him down, the violent
ones of the heathen, and left him upon the mountains and in all the valleys his
shoots fell, and his foliage-branches [bonghg] were broken in all hollows of the
earth ; and all the nations of the earth went down out of his shadow and left
1
him.
On his ruins all the fowls of heaven alight, and on his boughs is every
14 living creature of the field. To the end that none of the trees of the waters
become lofty in their stature, nor give their top up between the clouds, and that
no drinkers of water should remain standing by themselves in their height ; for
they are all given to death, to the underground, among^the children of men, to
15 those who go down to the grave. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, In the day of
his going down to hell [sheoi] I caused to mourn [i made a mourning] ; I veiled on
account of him the flood, and stayed its streams, and there were many waters held
back ; and I made Lebanon dark over him, and all the trees of the field sank in weak16 ness over him. At the sound of his fall I made the heathen quake, in that I made
him go down to hell with those that go down to the grave ; and all the trees of Eden,
:

—

;

:

;
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the choice and good of Lebanon, all dnnlcers of water, comforted themselves in the
17 underground. They also went down with him to hell, to be pierced through with
the sword, namely, those who, his arm, dwelt in his shadow among the heathen
18 nations. To whom, then, art thou like in glory and in greatness among the trees
of Eden ? And thou art cast down with the trees of ^en to the underground
in the midst of the uncircumcised shalt thou lie with those pierced through by
the sword. This is Pharaoh and all his tumult Sentence of the Lord Jehovah.
Ver.
Ver.
Ver.
Ver.

1.

Sept.

a.

.

.

8.

.

.

4.

.

.

Ver.

6.

Ver.

6.

.

.

.

rm

fu»

:

jmivk

—

. ir^u rw ; Volg. . . . «<miK« /b<;ftff «»—
ifjumrat 9uumt .
uvwapif^H . . iyiftrt ii kpxn »vrm. VuIr.
.
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.

other readingn
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.

.

.
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$ttamy In

.

.
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.
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.

.

Ip r.
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.
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.

.

.

.

.

:
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.
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:
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v.
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.
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.
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inter nemoroea atque frondoea,

i»K, there It a reading

Vulg.
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r# v^j^^ftjMu mS/rw,

Offtitia

». i<3«r if

Ipx^tTf

Quam ob rem non
U^xh^i-

K

mXttZm murtv.

condentiaqm frcmditAU
tltmrnt r. kfxvi #m/ .
vit^tnUtn atque condentam,
.

Ver.

DiT «>K) ^»ta

(Other read. :

DX.)

YvT. 15. Sept.: . . . kiw^ immiTK ir* «w«jr t. kfivrrcw-^indnxi Ittetum^operui eum oftyuo—(Anoth. read : 1\^T\ /^DV)
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—

.

. .

.

deaeendmt
Ver.

18.

.

CW aea^mUatiiu

.

.

.

.

ei,

.

et

brachmm

««6~ (Another read.

%uti«sei0 usque eedebii

mfAMi6rs\ KttrmffuBi n. JMT«/34/9«rA|T« . . . \fiXm ngf
inclgte atque subtimis inter Ugna voluptatie t
Bcee

VWi

:

^3E^.)

rfu^ ...»
.

.

cum

.

But Ezekiel," etc.—

EXEOETICAL REMARKS.

mr

tncr r. ftXvfit
Ugitit voluptcUia

—

Zr^Mf «vliv—

^j (along with "^33 in ver.

not = "strength," but also not precisely:
The whole chapter is tiiken up with this pro- fancied greatness, huge self-elation (Rascui), as
phetical allegory, which the indication of time in at Isa. X. 12 of Ass3rria, for Egypt's very ancient
er. 1 places not quite two months later than ch. culture already gave him still a real precedence, and
ZX3L 20 sq. (8CHMIEDER: therefore one month and in other respects also placed him before Assyria.
eight days before the conc^UHst of Jerusalem). In
accordance witli the antithesis there, a highly
Vers. 8-9. Assyria's Olory.
poetical parallel now fpUows, which might work
Ver.
8. Behold, a call to attention, introducin a more powerful manner upon hearers and
n^ers, as it was taken from the still fresh ex- ing the answer which the divine word has to give.
" the future in a historical dress, as at
perience of his contemporaries ; for in 606 Henost.
Nineveh had been laid prostrate by the com- ch. xix. the history of Jehoahaz and Jehoiachim."
"T^B^K (comp. ch. xxvii. 6) is taken by Ewald
bined attack of the Babylonians and Medes, and
the kingdom which had domineered in Asia above for a definite kind of cedar, the highest of its
five centuries had reached its end. The year after kind ; against which compare the convincing
that was the year of the battle at Carchemish
proof of Hitzig. Hav. also justly remarks against
and thus had the fate of Assyria become palpable the construction of the word as an adjective, that
shortly before the calamity which was threaten- the most distinguished characteristic for a cedar
i^S ^SyP^ Comp. besides the juxtaposition of tree is the accompanying designation: upon
Assyria and Egypt elsewhere, Isa. vii. 18, xxvii. Lebanon ; comp. besides, ch. xvii. 8. It is a
18; Jer. ii. 86; Hos. xii. 2[1]; Zech. x. 10.
common image for people of great might, princes.
Ver. 2. The commencement is made properly The Sept. renders
pm by Mv^ap*^^»t. BecMi9e
by the question which is addressed to rharaoh
"thickness,"
may signify a forest, Hengst.
and his tumult (jion, see at ch. xxx. 10, xxix. {5nn»
Effypt (Pharaoh) arid Assyria,

18),

:

—

—

19), in the answer to which the prophet sets forth
a prognostication for himself and his people.
Henost.
"The matter has respect not to an
Hitzig
o|>lnion, but to a real resemblance."
hmits the reference to the "official E^pt,*^
being that "which made tumultuous noise
the
land, which had something to say and to order
the governing classes and ranks (Isa. iii. 2, 8), in
contrast to the c^uiet people in the land (Ps. xxxy.
According to
20), who keep silence and obey."
Scbmieder, ttie question calls for the answer No
one ! " Thou art incomparable, alone of thy kind.
This was also the feeling of Pharaoh Hophra.
:

m

:

translates here (taking

^),

"shading the

sentation

is

^VO

"stature")

xix. 11

;

on

etc.

;

mSV,
V V-

«>mp- c^-

by

also

naa.—Upon

The

wood.

carried out farther

by between the clouds,
D^p,

^ partic. Hiphil from

forest " or

r)^V, as

repreas

weD

by TtoSp (from

D^Dbg, see at ch.
^tvii 8.

Ver. 4. Explanation qf such growth.— VfhB.t is
said of the waten, that they made him become
great, fits too well to the image of the cedar for one
to be able to get something still better by a refer-
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euce to the description of paradise (as Hav.)* or by
bringing into account the situation of Nineveh,
which w;is impoitunt for the history of Assyria,
with the Tigris on the west, the Zabatos (Lykos) on
the south, with its neighbouring stream Buniodns
on the east, and the brook Khosr on tho north.
Still more, the flood (not the rain; comp. Isa.
xliv. 14) contributed to the prosperity.
The
designation, therefore, previously, of the Lebanon
was epitheton omana, D^HH is ^^e water-treasure

—

in the depths pouring itself forth in springs, etc.
HiTZio image of the multitude of men lowing
together into Assyria, on the basis of which the
political power rose.
More correctly Hknost. :
*•
the water and the flood denote what the world
caUs good fortune, the divine blessing." -|^,
:

—

through the diversified comparison and the designation "in the garden of Ood," on which

comp. xxviii.

12.

That ^npOJTI^

(to

"darken"

= excel)

separates this nearer designation from
D^ntCf i* ^^^ impressive (Ha v.) even such as
were found in paradise.
Hitzio "in an emi:

:

nent sense, Ranted by God, Gen. ii 9 ; Num.
3Lxiv. 6."
What still has not been expressed is

more distinctly indicated in

ver. 9, that what
to Assyria even transcended the
trees of paradise, therefore the eminent divine
planting was even more marked in the case of
Assyria.
The paradise-creation was, after all,
6nly nature, symbolizing grace, consequently

God had done

might be the similitude for a «tofe- creation,
without, however, being like the latter, as little
either: with, or taken accusatively: what con- as also the most glorious trees themselves.
Every
eems. Hence DMID is here kept feminine; the ti^ namely in this, in a natural respect, so
streams are thoae of the flood, and the masculine that the tree of Hfe and the tree of knowledge
(Gen. ii.), as bein^ of a spiritual nature, are
rpYi^ which is likewise to l)e referred to the flood,
exempted, and the simply parabolical allusion to
Eden and to the ganlen of paradise is clear.
is justifled after this manner, that O^ilD ean also
be used as a masculine ; and the masculine in the [Hengst makes the totality of the great men of
present case, as Hengst. remarks, is the more the earth as stately trees in the garden of God as
suitable, being preceded by D^D-—The planting a counterpart of paradise, since all human greatRlief. (Roschi) regards
(ch. xvii. 7) can scarcely be referred, with Hengst., ness has its origin in God.
the garden of God directly as " Uie world-plantthrough the fem. rQTDDi
Assyria as a tree
T
ing,' since all peoples and kingdoms of the world
but is conceived of with reference to the flood, have been plantea as trees by God. Grot. : in
whether it might be because this bad a share in Babylonia, where
formerly paradise
stood.
the prosperity spoken of, or, which the "ypn ()8iANDER : no king of the people of Ood was
riTSD recommends, b<^cause it streams around like him !] ["This parabolical representation, as
this cedar-planting, the place on which it git>w8. formerly in the case of Tyre, ch. xxviii., combines
the historical with the figurative.
While the
The riv>n» first coming into consideration in the cedar that represents the king of BabyloD
is
second Une, are to be understood of the over- called a cedar of Lebanon, it is presently transferred in the prophet's imagination to the land of
flowings of the water-fulness that rises up {rhv)*
primeval beauty and perfection, the Eden in
just as the all trees of the field are distinguished
which was the garden that God had planted.
from the cedar tree described; and this, in ver. 5,
There this cedar is described as growing and
is raised into prominence over against them.
flourishing, till it overtopped in magnificence and
Hengst. takes the subjects to be designated by the
beauty all the trees around it . . . But it was
expression : Hitzi^ applies it to other lands and
only that it might afibrd another speciiueu of
{innces.
Of the mhabitants of Egypt we are as
that instability and transitoriness which belong
ittle to think as, with RosenmtlUer, of the Nile.
to all on earth, when the good bestowed by
Ver. 5. p"7y, from his overflow of water his Heaven is abused to purposes of selfishness, and
the creature b^ns to thrust himself into the
greater height than all the trees finds its explace of hut Creator."— P. F.]— Ver. 9. This
planation, ch. xix. 11 (Kn33, Aram, for 7]7]2i)
**
beauty" is here explained as having been made
(riDjnO, Aram, for HfiVD, with 1 inserted).
by God, as a historical creation act (Vn*E^)» and
under which must here especially be
VnhKSf
expresses, while at the same time briuging the
T
understood the fruit-bearing ones, ch. xvii. 6.— similitude to a close, the impression which the
striking elevation of the Assyrian gramleur was
Srf^^i Henost. "because in his time of shootfitted to produce.
^That the trees of Eden, as in
[HXv.
"at his the larger sense they are called (in respect to local
ing he had many waters."
sending forth, namely, the twi^ on all sides." position), should be designated as those which beTautology. Vul^. connects it with ver. 6.]
longed to the garden of Ood, distinguishes them
Ver. 6. Ch. xviL 23.
The closing words give stillmore ; it is an ascension. Eliefoth takes ' * trees
the signification of the figure (Dan. iv. 9). of Eden " freely, as equivalent to "trees of beauty,"
and "living thing," in contrast to lovely trees. That more is meant by the expres•*Bird
domestic creaturefl|, the Assyrians themselves. sion, while still paradise is thought of merely in
The imperfect ^2\^ expresses, in contradistinc- the way of similitude, appears from ver. 16.

—

^

—

-

—

—

:

—

:

:

tion to the preceding perfects, the incomplete,
the continuous, the progressive. [Ewald : "sat

gladly all

BuNSEN

the

many,"

etc.]

— d^TI

D^a"^3,

great peoples (T) ; Eeil all sorts
of great nations ; RosENM. the entirety of many
peoples.
Ver. 7. 3, through, on account of.
:

—

all

:

:

—

Vers. 10-14.

The Judgment executed an Asgyria.

Ver. 10. I'his verse transfers us into the midst
of the things already in fact brought to pnas.
might render -ioi< pD t^^^ said to him, etc.

We

— p^

•

:

He who made

the Assyrian so beanttfol*

Ch. xvii. 6. Ver. 8 carries still higher the pre- even He, announced to him the overthrow that
eminent glory brought prominently out in ver. 5, dioold take place, because of what he made oat
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of himself. The whole passage expresses the
cause of the judgment of Jehovah upon Assyria,
nanif Iv, that wiUi such a glory from God (vers.
5, 8) tne position of the heart was not in correspondence; there was not humility in all the
greatn ess, but high-mindedness on account of it
The commencing address, Thou, in the life-like
character of the representation, becomes changed
into a declaration respecting him— and he. 'Qiv

—

t:

Deut. viiL

11-15.

selves

:;
:
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away from him, taking, perhc^ whatevei

they could of his fruit, reaping the gi'eatest possible advantage from the mighty catastrophe.
Ver. 14, by way of conclusion, expresses the
divine intention, the practical aim, the moral,
and that with respect to Egypt To the end that
(tdnce vers. 12, 18 may ole regarded as parenthetical expansions) can be connected witn ver.
11.
D^D'^Vy signifies primarily those standing

—

:

Only in conformity with the gift, on the waters, what afterwards is more nearly
not in accordance with the grace. Comp. ver. indicated by q^ ^t\V (nnC't jnst as Sauscr.
14.
Ver. 11. Here the sentence of judgment, as
just going to be |)rouounced for the first time, is, "padapa," designating the tree as drinking with
by the use of the imperfect, placed more distinctly its foot, through its root) those which attain to
before us.
Hbnost *t which was the more suit- height and glory from the position granted to
able, as the like in Egypt was shOTtly to be re- them by (Jod— of which description was Egjrpt,
14.

—

:

:

peated,"— d^j

D"^^'*

^t<

Nebuchadnezzar,

is

6^K>. not God.

[HiTZio

:

"the

^«, ram,

for prince, champion, under which Cyaxares

be thought

of.]

—What he

will

do

to

him

from its relation to the Nile

"the great

H engst.

(ch. xxix. ).

:

whom God

gives joyAs there
ful prosperity."—Oomp. on ver. 10.
"and his heart raised itself," etc., so it is said
of the earth, to

is to

dis-

here: DiT^ft< nDir"i6li therefore to be under-

cuvers itself in what follows it vrill be nothing
stood of self-assumption, as in Sept.
bat doing; for Asshur it remained merely to suffer.
^n^Jncnii Piel, with reference to his paradisiacal instead of D^H^Sk ^ no hindrance ; as
;

—

•

DHvK
is also

gl<N7 (Gen. iii 24). The perfect agrees with the Eeil's ultimate conclusion, since \y^^ is comquieter mode of speech. Ver. 12. As what was
mon, and yffhn pontic, Ps. ii. 6. [Other exsaid last has taken place, there is now by means
of the historical tenses a narration ; consequently positions "and their strong ones do not continue
the execution of the pronounced judgment carried in their high-mindedness all water-drinkers "
out.
(Others make it future, with application or, "and their oaks (terebinths, Iso. Ixi. 3) do
now to Egypt, now to Assyria.) Ch. xxx. 12, not stand there (remain standing) in their elevai»: "to !•* gOf" therefore either: to let tion, all," etc.
RosrnmOller "and stand not
11.— tiM
-T
them in their height,
him lie (Henost.), or: to push away, to throw to them, that is, allied to high, all,
namely, the
where they had grown so

—

—

:

—

:

down (ch. xxix. 6). Throwing down ia already
indicated in the hewing, and is expressed through
the "falling;" and on the other hand, "the leaving** is again resumed at the close, while it is
extended to "all peoples." The "mountains"
prepare for the "valleys," and the "falling," the
"being broken" in all hollows (ch. vi. 3). Still,
in its overthrow, the greatness as well ns lofty
ele'vation of this cedar tree is vividly displayed.
XTVy abides closely by the image, according to

Ter. 0, partly of birds which had nested in its
branches, partly also of beasts which had brought
forth under its boughs, which, according to ver.
12, had its place on the mountains, so that in
both respects the "going down out of his shadow"
is clear, and there is no need, with Hitzig, to read
would otherXTs\if\, from T13, to fly, for which

D^y

wise present no obstacle : but here, as at ver. 6, the
reali^ at the close breaks through the figure.
Ver. 18.

If

iW^BD"^ Ji«re
no

\Fh&0 ^j5D

in ver. 16 refers to

(ch. xxvi. 15, 18, xxvii. 27), there

by

necessity,

his boughs (Hitzig)

:

So that trees, beings who might raise themselves
ever so high, are still always dependent on their
nourishment, and cannot hve of themselves in a
spirit of contempt toward their Creator, nor, again,
arrogantly war with their superior (their Creators,
gods)» since they still ai-e all destined to go down
as common men to the lower world.] Corop. ch.
xxvi 20. They could give themselves* nothing,
since they themselves were given away, as sucn
were already appointed ; therefore also could not
remain standing where they were standing, and
assumed the airs of continuing to stand, but must
go down to the lower world, therefore be brought
low, be humiliated, though not before humble,
come to stand on a footing with the children of
men. The expression: among the children of
men, is to be regarded as parallel with given to
death and to those who go down to the grave,
with to the nndergronnd. Those that go down,
men continually dying, even the hight'st ; or,
"those that have gone down," as Ewald those
sunk into the grave.
:

with Raschi, Kimchi, and later
expositors, to think of the substitution of the
image of a corpse (carcase, Judg. xiv. 8), and of
eagles, ravens, and other beasts of prey which
rend and gnaw the members of Assyria, signified
is

is, powerful and rich
princes." Klief. : "and that henceforth among
all their strong trees that drink water no one may
remain fn his height. " Ewald " and no waterdrinkers assail (! I) their gods in their pride" (!),
which he afterwards more particularly explains

other water-drinkers, that

;

but n^ftO, from
y ...

^3,

;

:

:

:

is

Vers. 15-18.

The Impression and

Close,

with Gesen. simply: the fallen or hewed-down
As at ch. xxvi 15 sq. Ver. 15. (DT), inf.
stem, which is, as it were, a living ruin (Hbnort.).
^3C^» otherwise than at ch. xvii. 23, as is oonstr. of Tt^*) 'Hie connection is made with
shoiwn also bv the immediately following and on what immediately precedes, so tliat the reference
Ua boioghs m; since those who had nested and is not (as Hitzig) to ver. 18. Upon
^^)ff, see
brouffht forth there (ver. 6) now betook them-

—

s

:

•
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The *' mourning" is immediately
Doct. Reflect
defined more nearly without "nD3 teiug asynde-

down was spoken of, so we are carried back
The " going down of the peoples out
ver. 12.
shadow " in that passage is explained
same time, however, the ^rilT of ver. 15
his

tically joined to it, as HXv., Ewald, Hengst.:
"to cover with mournin/j," "to veil in mourning," " I made it veil itself for mourning.'* The

prised in the ^TliHS,

and

referred to the

mourning which Jehovah eifttcts through His
judgment upon Assyria touches primarily the Now, according as ^dHS^^
flood,

which

in thorough accord with ver. 4, as that
in the first line contributed to the cedar

Therefore yfpv^

its increase.

"on

his account."

T T

That the

is

;

to
of

at the

is

com-

SheoL

translated

"com-

forted themselves," as reflexive of Piel, since here
still another feeling than in ver. 15 may be expressed, or the Niphal "and they sighed" is
what is to be understood (Ewaxd, Heno«t.), wc
have either a distinction between the lower

was covered upon him, as the
Syriac, Arab., and Vulg., is at least not indicated
world and the trembling people of the upper
in what precedes (ver. 12).
Comp. on the con- world,
the two are paraUel the one to the other.
trary, ch. xxvi. 19.
We must (it was thought) For theorfirst
interpretation speaks the comparison
suppose a historical reference, since the siege of
of Isa. xiv.
Hitzig understands by the tretm of
Nineveh was protracted to two years, whue in
Assyria in parEden
flood

the spring of tne third year, in consequence of n
sudden swell in the Tigris, raised by excessive
falls of rain, the mighty flood in one night tore
down the wall next the stream, and so
open
a wide breach to the enemy (Duncker, i. p. 806
Nah. i. 8, ii. 7 [6]). However, in this \)assage
the discourse is not properly of the overthrow of
Assyria in process of accomplishment,
ver. 15
giving no representation of the judgment itself,
as Hav. maintains,
but of the impression of the
same as one already accomplished ; and HDD

Md

;

—

—

as

" to

veil "

ligible,

even without

how

but

flood is

is,

made

it

perfectly intel-

pfcf,

meant in

is

respect to the

by the

suflBciently plain

'j;i?OKi

" In mourning, people
HiTZio
commonly draw themselves in and hold buck,
the loose garment is changed into the narrow p^;
(not future).

and so the

:

flood also

withdraws

its

waters into

princt*s

carri^ down with

;

ticular the Ass3rnan war- princes, who feel themselves comforted because the much more powerful one for whose cause they have fallen, their

murderer, shares their fate ; while Hengst. more
correctly understands by them the former great
ones of the earth, those who resembled the trees
of paradise in glory.
As i)aradise was itself a
thing of the past, those who were likened to the
trees of its region were contemplated as now
The allegoexisting in the realms of the dead.
the expression is proved by the
Besides, comp.
exegesis : the choice and good.
at ver. 14.
Ver. 17. They also are not those last
named in ver. 16, but the parties presently going
to be described more cl<^y already, indeed,
indicated in ver. 16 as those with whom Jehovah
rical character of

—

—

made Assyria go down

to hell (n«i not ^{<t

^ in

"And

his arm" defines more exactly
the "they also" as the subject of "the going
down," his help, his assistant, the vassals, subject-kings, commanders, and such I ke, to whom
ver. 14).

which it had hitherto joj'fully poured forth
and spread abroad "—which Efitzig applies to the
influx of people come to a standstiU.
Theodoret
the words who dwelt in his shadow among the
to the refusal of tribute.
Comp. on the figure,
heathen, very well suit, and not less that they are
ver. 4.
D^ai D^ points back to vers. 5, 6, 7.—
through with

—

itself,

:

associated with those pierced

The mourning produced by Jehovah next affects sword. Assyria was not only a
Lebanon (comp. ver. 3), therefore the height as a military power among the
well as the depth,

y^

political,

nations.

the
but also
[If

on

must apply to "all the trees of Eden " in ver. 16,
so must "with him " be made eaual to "not less
V^y ^nD3, Hiphilfrom: to be "dark," "black," than he," just as Hengst, looking away from
therefore to darken, as much as to make sad, to simultaneousnpss, views them as already in Sheol
cause to mourn.
Lebanon is otherwise the white when Assyria arrives there. Therefore they also,
mountAin. [According to Hitzig, the other princes like him, went down before, etc.
Ewald reads
must be indicated by this according to Hengst, with the Sept.
S\ni ***°^ ^^ ^^^ " (•)•]
the kingdoms of the heathen.]—The trees of the
field (ver. 4) are the third party whom the mournVer. 18. This verse gives the conclusion, pointing affects, which is therefore also represented as ing back to ver. 2 it makes the application to
"<1pK,

:

parallel

with

:

:

;

:

;

far

and

near,

pj^y, in Pual,

"to be covered;"

transferred

to

powerless.

7\shv has been explained as a verbal

the

con8ciou8ne.s8

from Pual with derivative

n

—

,

**

:

to

become

languishing,"

or instead of nD^V, fem. of the preterite Pual,
since from the connection a perfect seems to be
required (Ewald), the plural construed with the
feminine singular. —Keil, as Umbreit, makes all
nature (?) be painfully moved by Assyria's fall,
whereas the impression of this fall is merely kept
in the figurative style of vers. 3, 4.— Ver. 16.
Ch. xxvi. 16. Since that is the same expression

(yrhsso)

tam

ver. 18,

and in

ver. 16 his

going

Pharaoh,

who

is

the party addressed.

— n33,
T T

Hitzig : "in such a fashion, in circumstances
of such a kind," when this cedar after such
The reference ft^mo»^y
a manner went down.
the trees belongs to the to whonL
Comp. at

—

ch.

xxviii.

appears to

From this passage, also, there
10.
emer^ the opposite of what is com-

monly found

in it, viz. that the Egyptians appear
as uncircumcised with our prophet.
According
to Herodotus, the practice of circumcision was
Origen confines it
actually of Egyptian origin.
to the priesthood among the Egyptians.
The
kings certainly were not uncircumcised ; so the
vis of our passage shines clearly out : Thla Is
Pharaoh, sq.
Hrrzio: so shall it haiipen to
Pharaoh, ((^n i> the predicate.
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CHAPTER XXXIL
And

came

to pass in the twelfth year, in the twelfth month, on the first
2 [day] of the month, the word of Jehovah came to me, saying Son of man, take
up a lamentation over Pharaoh the king of Egypt?, and say to him Young lion
1

it

:

:

3

4

5
6
7

of the heathen peoples thou didst imagine thyself [thou didst compare thyself to such an one],
and thou [wast] as the dragon in the sea [in the seMs], and brakest forth in thy streams,
and didst trouble the water with thy feet, and didst trample their streams
Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, And I spread forth My net over thee in the
assembly of many peoples, and they pull thee up in My draw-net. And I set
thee free into the land [push thee away thither], upon the plains of the field will
I sling thee ; and I make all the birds of heaven to sit down on thee, and let the
living creatures of the whole earth satisfy themselves with thee.
And I give thy
And
flesh upon the mountains, and fill the valleys with thy high heap [thy height].
I cause the land of thy overflowing to drink out of thy blood, even to the mountains ; and the hollows shall be full of thea
And I cover [veii], while I extinguish
thee, the heaven, and darken its stars ; the sun will I cover with a cloud, and the

8 moon
9

10

Mrill not make her light to shine.
make them dark over thee and I

All luminaries of light in the heaven, I
give darkness upon thy laud sentence of
the Lord Jehovah.
And I vex the he^rt of many peoples, when I bring thy
breach [dcstmciion] among the heathen peoples, to lands which thou knowest not.
And I make many peoples astonished over thee, and their kings shall shudder
shudderings over thee, when I brandish
sword before their face ; and thej
tremble every moment, each one for his soul [life], on the day of thy downfall.
For thus saith the L'jrd Jehovah The sword of the king of Babylon will come
to thee. By the swords of heroes will I make thy tumult to fall ; the violent of
the heathen [are] they all, and they lay waste the pride of Egypt, and all its
tumult is destroyed. And I extirpate all the beasts thereof from many [theKreat]
waters, and foot of man shall not trouble them any more, nor shall the noofs of
beasts trouble them. Then will I make their waters to sink, and make their
streams go as the oil sentence of the Lord Jehovah. When I give [to] desolation the land of Egypt, and the land is wasted away from its' fulness, when I
smite all that dwell in it, then they know that I am Jehovah. This is lamentation, and as lamentation they intone it, the daughters of the heathen peoples will
intone it as a lamentation ; upon Egypt and upon all its tumult shall they intone
And it came to pass in the
sentence of the Lord Jehovah.
it as a lamentation
twelfth year, on the fifteenth [day] of the month, the word of Jehovah came to
me, saying
Son of man, wail for the tumult of Egypt, and cast it down, it and
[iw] the daughters of the glorious heathen peoples, to the land of the depths, with
those that go down to the pit
Whom dost thou surpass in being lovely] Go
down, and lie with the uncircumcised
In the midst of those pierced through
with the sword shall they fall ; sword is given ; they drag it [ERyptl and all its
tumults away. The strong of the heroes from the midst of hell [sheoij shall speak
of [i4»] him with his helpers they go down, they lie, the uncircumcised, pierced
through with the sword
There is Asshur and his whole company ; round about
him his [tiit-h-l graves ; they all pierced through, fallen by the sword Whose
graves were [arr] given in the innermost of the pit, and his company was [is]
round about his grave ; they all pierced through, fallen by the sword, who gave
terror in the land of the living.
There is ] Elam and all his tumult round about
his grave ; they all pierced through, fallen by the sword, who are gone down,
uncircumcised, to the land of depths, who gave their terror in the land of the
living, and henceforth bear their shame with them that go down to the pit.
Amid
the pierced through they gave him a couch with all his tumult ; round about him
his graves ; they all uncircumcised, pierced through with the sword ; for their
terror was given [spread] in the land of the living, and they henceforth bear their
shame with those that go down to the pit ; among the pierced through is he
given [i«ui]. There [ is ] Meshech, Tubal, and all his tumult ; round about him his
will

;

:

My

1

12

13
1

15

16

17

18
19

£0
21

:

:

:

:

!

:

22
23

24

25

26

!

:

I
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[their] graves; they all uncircumcised, pierced through with the sword; for they
27 gave their terror in the land of the living. And they do not [ihey >ai»ii not] henceforth lie with the heroes, the fallen of the uncircumcised, who went down to hell
in [with] their weapons of war ; and they gave their swords under their heads, and
their iniquities were upon their bones, for terror of heroes [mn iiieyl in the land of
28 the living. And [aiao] them among the uncircumcised, thou shalt be broken, and
29 shalt lie with the pierced through by the sword. There [ it ] Edom, his kings
and all his princes, who have been given in [with.uitpiteof] their strength ^nth the
pierced through by the sword ; they lie henceforth with the uncircumcised, and
30 with those that go down to the pit There are the princes of the North, they all
and all the Zidonians, who went down with the pierced through, in their terror
[rhe tenor before th«m] from their Strength [proc«edlng from their ttienfth] COme tO shame
and they lie henceforth uncircumcised with the pierced through by the sword,
and bear from this time onwards their shame with those that go down to the
3 pit. Them will Pharaoh see, and will comfort himself over all his tumult ; pierceil
32 through are Pharaoh and all his host sentence of the Lord Jehovah. For I gave
his terror [tiiAt which is before him] in the land of the living, and Pharaoh and all his
tumult is laid [now] among tne uncircumcised with the pierced through by the
;

:

sword
1.

Sept:

Ver.

2.

.

.

.

.

.

et

$$adraooHi.

tua

JehovaL

sentence of the Lord

:

Ver.

r. jk*!**.—<Anoth.

fus

.
.

A«Mt><

.

ifAsn^

.

.

.

.

».

.

bu^n^n

twn<tZ<UKU comtt iflr-(0ther readings

n

8.

... MM kfnin

Ver.

4.

.

.

.

TUlm

rXi,rftiri«M r««»—(Anoth. re«i.

Ver.

6.

.

.

.

Art

m*i*mrt rnt T«r«>

t.

kymrvfat

f*mt

rttg

:

Ver.

iv r.

^HK^X widecfmo anno.)
wrm/Mtt . . r. r0rmft»ot mr.
DfiVII and "j^Hin^Q.)

resd. : 'I'MfV

.

so too the Vulg.

;

Vulg.

yij*.

p^H

:

:

.

.

JVH

73» Syr.)
Auoth. read.

ooUe$ tuo$ aanie tua,

.

.

I«m< amtm i iaiut

Volg^:

:

TpITIdi

^^ndt prqfecUonibus tuis (Taig.X • vermibvs tuU (Syr.X

;

Ver. 6. . .
wnrBurtTM 4 yti inn t. x»^v*«t«» rtv u. Jtw r. rXn9»vt rtv . . . ^^yymt ifurXim0 iun fwo.
MOHffuinis tui
Ver. 8. Vulg. : manrefaciam supei' t&—
Ver. 9. Sept : . .
nuM* itt . . . cixtMiXA>ri«> rmt . . • tU ytif 4» ^Vulg. : irritdbo eontrttiontM fiMM»—
Ver. 10. Sept. : . . . rptritz*/***^ t^» rrmn* mitrtn kt' i^upmjt wrmtttti wtu.
Ver. 12. c> utix't4pmi( y$y*9Titt, tc mmrmfietkt* r. Irxv* rtfc. Am/eam m** iBtmv
Ver. 14. Otffwr tvri n^x'^t'—^^S- >
purisHnuu rtddam .
adducam—

Yll%

—

.

foUon

:

—

.

—

^'^

Ver. 15.

cum

dedero

.

.

.

.

dneretur att/em—(Anoth. read.

.

HDB'DI

:

in Hophal.)

Ver. 17. Anoth. read. : mB'j; *nB^a» Srr. and interlined Bible. Sept : . . . l» t. r^trrf* f*im—
«•••»
Ver. 18. Sept :
/S«0*< t. y»K
««/ tutTa^iSartvriv m.u-nie rttt Bvy»rt^m< t« i0>i| 9i*f»t U(
.
.
19: *£» fM^m r^MVfMtrun fAxx'^f* vtrm/rrmt fur uyrtVt ». Mt/mt^iiftrtu w«r« n ^vf- *• if*"*^*' ^m m j^ycrrtr

»fiumn

«i

{

».

Mmrtt^Bi

Ver. 19. 'E^ ii»T»n linrftwmts

qui

.

.

.

mrMtmu

Sept

:

mvrm/

.

.

.

$ui»i^Tt—).

Vulg.

.

.

.

.

.

'E»

(TV.
m tm

fi

genHum robwUarum ad terrom uUimutm—iOttuit re ad.

:

»

«««« ^ ^^X^

usiUfiBfiriTtu

'£»

r«« m' y(>'flt>Tif

.

furm—

Kmrttfififltt »• m44 uttdim

/Mr' «vt«/,

cum auxili€UorUm4 ejus detomderunt
Ver. 22.

».

p« i>K, and mv i>«» sept)

nnim, and n^nnn
Ver. 20.
Ver. 21.

w^

«

.

BtBftu yifMft rtfe

^9tt

fi^Ofmi ytp*v,

—

dormitruiU
gvttiyatyn a&tm/, rone tp»v/4mtuu Imu
et

aitrmt.

(Other read.

rtMt »/ur«w> v

«S«^«r

m^mvMX^ r. /tMfjfMnrtr «^rN>, raenrif
M f Smmcd r r«^«f ttitTnt it fttifis Xmntuv^
Ver. 25. The words (TW^S are not represented In the Sept
Ver. 26. Sept.
'Ema iMr^at
«. B»$tX.
iriptmmk^ r

4

;

ra^ murm

:

n^IDH*)

KjirmfiitBt m. m»tf* t i $t iri
it

fimBu fi^fmt^

«

^Mr»—Yulg.

:

Wtf^Bn 4 0V9mymy%

Ver. 23.

:

.

.

.

.

—

kw

k»9ftTuvtTt rpaufjuftriat
f4Mx»tpm(% •* Itl^iTtf
Ver. 27. Kdu iM»4u*.$.r*9 funt r.ytyatrm . .

oi»(«-<Anoth. read.

:

.

.

fAmfunt-ne

.

Vulff.

kit

:

.

.

.

aimn,

.

.

—

venatoru, qui

.

.

^ i|i^iir«» ytyrrmt—Volg.

:

...

el incireiMft-

D3iy. Syr.)

Ver. 29. Sept : «. •lfim^iXt$f «vn5(r •. . . . •/ A/x«vT«r *Ar«w/
iMtfAmfh^Kt f44T* Tfvfjmrtm fxttx^u^f, i»MfM|0i(0'«» furm
Ver. 30. . . . ««»rK rr^myu 'A#r»i»^, •*'... rfmufjmnm rw

mni

murw, r«»rcr r^mff^mrttu mirmtt wm»^tt
gladio—

iriUTfictiifiu €t oadetUet
•/

.

.

pavntes

it

in

.

,

,

oof^tti—(Anoth. read.

ti

Utnt

t.

^t^

:

r.

ir^w mirm

^itrm

t.

m.

D^^TIV 73V

irxw

lit

rpmupm ftmx^fmt^ m^rm

«««•—Vulg. :...«# u%U

Cbald., Byr.

;

or tbej read

^y^0^

ItWi

Instead of
satraps.
Sept read 1^tW«)
Ver. 81. Vulg. : Vidit to$ et anuolatui eK—
Ver. 82. Quia dcdi terrorem mtum . , . et dormivU—

EXEOBTICAL REMARKS.
Vers. 1-16.

The Lamentation over PharaoK

Hitzig justly finds the date, as also the place
of this section, quite correctly given.
He likewise abides, for the more exact determination of
the time, by the Hebrew text of ver. 1 ; while the
old translations read, some the tenth, others the
eleventh year, some the tenth, others the twelfth
month. It was twenty -one months after ch.
Kzxi 1, almost two months after that the pro-

phet had received intimation of the destmctioii
of Jerusalem ; and to this time also belongs the
flight of the remnant of Judah to Egrpt, which
was prohibited through the mouth of Jeremiah.
[ScHMiEDER "The first of these two death-songs
(vers. 1-16, 17-32) is dated on the day of the new
moon, the second on the day of the full moon.
Hengst : *'The occasion of this lamentatiou wae
probably the circulation of the Lamentations of
Ezekiel delightn
Jeremiah among the exiles.
generally to follow that prophet as his leadet.
:
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CHAP. XXXn.
Th«) doable lamentation - song of this chapter
accompanies, by way of consolation, the lamenta*
tion-8onK6 among the people of God."!
Ver. 2. Comp. ch. xit. 1.
As ch. xxvii. 2
upon Tyre, and ch. xxviii. 12 upon the prince of
Tyre, so here it is first upon Phieuaoh, atid afterwart Is, ver. 17 so., upon Egypt. The designation
ai* young lion (en. xix. 2) of the heathen nations
( Tiivaning of them not in the sense of being amone
th«^m, 'ut in that of showing himself to be such

—

—

;:

989

2-5.

wishing, however, to understand it
"and broughtest forth thy waters
through tHy streams ; " but of Hiphil, us of Kal,
known.
ii only the intransitive signification
[Hitzig, who holds that the bfeaking forth of the
fain
would
to
be
expressed,
crocodile is not meant
make it '*lJiou causest thy breams, namely, out
of thy nostrils, to break forth;" but the sti-eams
and 2 <^rc against him, and he hence reads with

the form,

transitively:

:

11

Ewald: l^^in^i who translates: ''since thou art

7X, an antithetical reference, very fitly apthe personality of Hophra.
The youtnKul, rapacious, conquest-loving spirit of this prince
may have been characterized. ITDI^t Niph.

as the crocodile in the waters, and with thy
Hengst.
nostrils dost splutter (Job xli. 20)."
cites, for the mischief which Pharaoh did among
the nations, the North American crocodiles
(**thou brakest forth with thy rivers") how,

(from non), "to make one's

while breathing with the most frightful noise,
they spurt forth streams of smoke and water, like
a torrent in a hurricane, through their jaws and
blowholes. 1 The sense, however, is much simpler
while in en. xxix. 3, Pharaoh, the great dragon,
lies in the midst of his streams at his ease, he is
now represented as breaking forth in the same
("thine," as he there pretends); that is, not
precisely with his hosts, but in this, his nationalEjo'ptian pride of power, rising up, elevating him-

urward them), Q^|

as in ch.

">^B3,

xxxi.

D^

ilies to

—

self like" (the sub-

jective of Pharaoh's to the objective of Jehovah's,

ch. xxxi.

2, 18).

^

dropt, perhaps, on account

of the immediately preceding Y/H^ or

to be con-

strued Mxnisatively anyhow, perfectly plain as to
the meaning, since D^JDS iiAmediately follows.
;

That Pharaoh could
and also a dragon,"

not be found **like a lion
as Hitzig alleges, has this
only as a ground of offence, thjit it overlooks the
distinction, the contrast, between the two resemblances. As a young lion Pharaoh is conscious of
what belonged to him out of himself, whereas the
other image rather represents the customary, perhaps also the limits to be kept by the Pharaohs
of Kcypt.
C'With the third Ramses," says
Duncker, ''E^pt had ceased to be the first
power of the old world. About the same time,
when the warlike ambition of Assyria began to
diaplay itself, Eg^t returned to a peaceful mode
of Ufe, and remained quiet within its old natural
boundaries.") Philippson ** Pharaoh, who belonged only to Egypt as crocodile, would also as
a lion seize upon other lands." So also Raschi.
[Hitzig translates JVOli : ** thou art a dead man"
(CoccEius); Henost.: ** thou art undone TOli
never means to be made like, always to be silent,
undone." According to him, ver. 2 is a short
outline which must be afterwards filled up.]—
The representation ^erally is not that of the
glory of the fallen kini^ (Reil), and the image of
the dragon in particular will not explain that of
the lion (Hekgst.); though it is right to say
that the bearing of Pharaoh is meant to be set
forth, only not so properly among the peoples as
in his own relation. For in the aeft is neither
the sea of the peoples (Hengst.), nor to be tidcen
along with what precedes = on land and in water
(Ro.sENM.), but a reproduction of the Nile-situation (ch. xxix. 8, **in the midst of his streams ")
corresponding to th4 telf-elation implied in the
••younff lion of the heathen," as (comp. Isa. xix.
6) in Homer the Nile is called «^»i«f«r, and the
native designation speaks of the white, blue seas.
The counter -position (nriKl) ^ 1^^ ' ^o the
:

;

:

:

—

self

—whicn elevation of Pharaoh (as indicated by

Jerome, Vulg., and Sept.) troubled the waters

feet

of

he with his
trampled their streams or caused a muddy

Egypt (nrii comp.

ver. 18), while

iumbling. [Schmiedee: "With his restless ambition for war he stirred up the slumbering passions
Veiy good
(the mire) among his peoples."]
Phiuppson ** brought his people into agitation,
:

and danger ;" while the heterogeneous intermingling of the figure of the dragon with that of
the Hon, and in consequence thereof the explanation with reference to the nations, occasions misunderstanding and needless attempts at interpretation—as when Ewald, who is followed hy Haverguilt,

nick, speaks of the crocodile foully wallowing with
mouth and feet in the fresh waters and life-sources
of the nations as troubling all that was pure.

—

Ver.

8.

See ch.

xii. 13, xvii.

20.— '^np3,

<*"

comparison with ch. xxiii. 24, can scarcely be
understood of mere spectators, since they pull
up, therefore, as helpers, associates, servants, carry
the matter into effect. The peoples punish the
sin of Pharaoh committed on his own people.
Under the many we may think of the Chaldean
as composed of many races (Dereeer), or also
of the diverse peoples that followed the Chaldeans
Comp. ch. xxvL
in making war upon Egypt.
In Siam, people often spread nets
5^ 14, xxix. 4.
upon the river to catch the crocodik. Comp.
^LiAN, Var, Hint. x. 21. —Ver. 4. Comp. ch.
xxix. 6.— yiK3» l**'^, in contrast to the water

army

—

while in ch. xxix.

it is

the "wilderness."

y\\2^

"to throw down," Hiphil, strengthens t^j,
- T

jntO

is

pictured out

by N^b ^, **on the

as

plains

heathen nations thou wouldst show thyself as a
(face) of the field."— Ch. xxxi. 18.
It is acutely
young lion, and thine own people thou didst
remarked by Bunsen, that in the description, as
aestroy, didst ruin as is presently brought out
it passes over into liie monstrous, the prophet
in the prophet's delineation. To the b^^ corcopaes to do with the matter, touches less upon

—

respond the rSin};

mrn. from

rrii

(rpi?),

is,

according to Kimchi, the Eal ; who, however,
allows it also as Hiphil, which Fiirst takes to be

—

the imace. Ver. 5. As the guilt, so the punishment takes place within the land, which is represented by mountains and Talleys (ch. xxxi. 12).

Pharaoh

is

laid there as to his fiesh, together

/
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with his

wamors.— n^tD"l,

Gesen. from Qvi, **a

T

Hengst **with thy
hi^h heap of corpses."
contrast to the valleys as low ground,
height,"
**
It were better to read
\vith the proud coi-pae. "
Hitzig
^n©"i. from nsi, collective, "worms.*'
:

m

thinks of the blood which should flow down from
Others take it,
the mountains into the valleys.
after the plural reading, of the hosts of which

with his extinction the heaven (the heaven,
namely, of Egypt), the higher, tho ^veming
8ui>remacy ano^ glory, one may say, is veiled,
which in what follows is more nearly defined
and expressed. Comp. ch. xxxL 15. The heaven

comes into consideratiou as to

its stars,

and

as

such are specified (in place of all) son and moon,
which, agiun, appear in ver. 8 as D^iWDi the sun,

—

WD3

moon, with
with nD3 pointing back to
; the
Pharaoh was pi-oud, their corpses Raschi, from
reproduction
of
the
negative
^mipH- That with
noi, ** to throw away": thy thrown away, that
is: thy fallen.— Ver. 6. Here JiDV (from Cjrjv,
mourning,
what is said,
condolence should be ex;

**to overflow," *'to inundate")

with

v^

not

is

"the land of thy 8wimming|** (Gesen.), in which
thou as crocodile hast swimmed, but Egypt
**
the laud which thou
only not as Henost.
formerly didst overflow with thy rivers." At
least ver. 2 cannot be adduced for this sense,
except in so far as the Nile, which Pharaoh in ch.
xxix. had in a manner claimed for himself, overflows E^ypt, and thereby provides the ground of
That God
prosjMjrity and strength to Pharaoh.
"causes the land to drink" (Gea. ii. 10) is placed
over against the boasted overflowing of it through

—

:

Phai-aoh's Nile ; besides, however, the closer determination of the meaning by "out of (with)
thy blood "(Ex. vii. 17 sj^.), which Hitzig ex(Keil takes
plains as a gloss of ^n^D*^ in ver. 5.

nev

as the "outflowing,"

with two

and construes

objects, so that ?J0"!I0

WJ5K^

announces whence

pressed (as at ch. xxxi. 15), does not lie in the
words ; and iust on that account vers. 9, 10 do
not give, as Hitzig would have it, the inaport of
Finally,
the figurative speech here in vers. 7, 8.
neither kingdoms, nor peoples, nor individual men
Ver. 8.
of distinction are indicated by the stars.

—

Gen. L 14.

—

^^^jy,

—

on account of thee, or as upon thy land. All
the luminaries resume the "stars" in ver. 7;
D"inpK repeats ^ni^pH there, and the darknesi,
sq., combines what is said of sun and moon together in the effect.
Through " th^ land " light
falls upon the "laud of thy overflowing," in ver. 6.
Ver. 9. The vexing of the heart is to be understood according to ver. 10. Sorrow; not sympathy,
but, in consideration of themselves, and of that
which might still also be done to them, grief. It is
not hard words only which vex us, but there are also
hard faUs which cause us vexation, especially the

more we would
the outflowing comes, and wherein

:

:

land over which the waters swam. " Others the
laud which from thee was overflowed, namely, by
thy blood. Attention has been call^ by Kimchi
also to nDVi ** to spy out "
the land of thy spy:

—

T T

—80 that the high places thereof might be
— Even to the mountains
to
18 far as the overflowing of the Nile usually exxxx.
tends. — Ver. 7
The covering of the
ing out
meant.)

signities

(ch.

18).

live

and would

let live,

i^jj?

it consists.

Sciimieder: "Pharaoh's life-juice, which flows
with his blood from his wounds, the most precious,
most peculiar possessions of his home -power."
Hiv. "I saturate the earth with thy current,
on occasion of thy blood covering the mountains.
HiTZio: "the soil of the earth with thy outKimchi takes nOV
flow."
a f«in. part. " thy

^

agreeably to ver. 7 (t|ni2D3)

:

(and with Seffol twice), probably the report (but
not neeessanly to be read, as Ewald, with an
Aramaic signification, "p^fe^) of the de-struction ;
:

that such a world-power was broken coulil not
but cause many heart-breakings in the world.
The addition which thou knowest not, however,
points to more than simple knowledge, namely,
to persons who become acquaintei with that of
which they had hitherto been entirely ignorant,
(Targum of
regions utterly unknown to them.
Jonathan those broken through the war ; Ha v.,
with a reference to the Sept. the prisoners, who,
as ruins of the old glory of Egypt, are themselves the h<^ralds of the misfortune among the
Ver. 10. See ch.
natons.) Comp. ch. xxx. 9.
^yjjf, so that the hair
xxvii. 36, xxviii. 19.
:

:

:

—

—

heaven, in its symbolic character, fitly enough
stands on end.
tjfil^, Pilel from (j^y, to make
regarded as analogous to the judgment-day of
GSI (ch. xxx. 3; Joel ii. 4), need not, however, be to fly. The sword, while they see how it flies to
conceived of from this point of view, but may and fro over Pharaoh, is swung before their face»
remind us of £x. x. 21 sq., while still it is ex- that they may with shuddering take a warning
pressly thought of in connection with Pharaoh's
from it to themselves. On W^yy}^ MTifTi^ comp.
extinction, who in his glory must not be contemplated merely as a bright shining light ch. xxvi. 16.— Ch. xxxi. 16.
(Hengst.), but, according to the Egy)>tian style
Ver. 11. Since Jehovah's sword which is brandof thought, as the light of the world for his sub- ished is that of the king of Babylon, the coming
jects, beauiing forth upon the land and imparting of this king can now be fitly spoken of.
^xi3n
prosperity and blessing (comp. at ch. xxix. da,
Comp. also. ch. xxx. 10. There
xxx. 17; see also Duncker, i. p. 150).
It is un- for ^^ Kl3Jn.
necessary, therefore, for Hitzig to fall back upon
LB a similar break in the discourse.
Ver. 12.
Dereser, who, under the expression: "when thou
art extinguished," makes the constellation of a Comp. on ch. xxxL 2, 12, xxviii 7.
q^, in
dragon follow here unon the image of a seatheir
collective
from
character
; ^vny,
.pro}ny,
dra^n, as then the zodiac might be of Egyptian
origm. Keil regards Elzekiel as leaning upon Isa.
perly: spreading terror.
Hitzig
'pxj-nK
XXT. 12 ; but the discourse is not at all of Pharaoh
a star of the first magnitude (Dereser), but remarks : "not that of which Egypt is proud.

—

—

—

'

—On

M
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hot what

is proud in Egypt, what
poshes into the height.'* Comp.

raises itself up,

ch. xxx. 6, 18.
Ver. 18. The extirpation of the beasts is explained by Schmieder hgnratively of the potentates
of Egypt, beside the crocodile Pharaoh, who stir
np the population. As to the reality, Hitzig
thinks of the grassy banks of the Nile, whither
lajTge herds of cattle were driven to get drink and
to pasture (Gen. xlvii. 6, xli. 2 sq. Ex. ix. 8).
Rosenm. brings also to remembrance the Eg3rptian
horse - training.
The beasts, however, appear
rather as embellishment, for the Nile with its
waters forms the chief feature, as it also had led
the inhabitants of the land of Egypt at an early

—

;

18-18.
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with Pharaoh. Hengst. rightly: that the com*
parison with oil has respect to the soft flowing.
Comp. ch. xxix. 14.. There needs only the sentence of the Lord, and then the proud waves subside, and that which fancies it elf so high becomes
low.
(Now, inasmuch as such a state can be
taken as a contrast to the ruin of ver. 13, some
modem expositors, after the example of earlier
ones, have found a promise here in relation to
other peoples ; Taroum, Grotius
that they
should be left in peace Ha v., Keil that for
Egypt a time of divine blessing shall follow, the
Nile shall flow with oil; Ewald even: "then
first might .the Messianic times come also upon
Egypt, where the waterfloods should no longer be
desolating and troubled, by reason, namely, of the
true knowledge to which the chastisement con:

;

:

period from shepherd life to agriculture, and had
consequently given rise to the prosperity of the
country.
The desolation of the greatness and
glory of Egjrpt, the annihilation of all its tumult ducts.") Ver. 15. Here is combined together,
(ver. 12), IS represented by the extirpation of through a double parallel, 3, the divine judgthe beasts ; in which the not unintentionally rement and its result, the giving up of the land of
peated DrAnn fcA, ia the transition to the Q^tD Egypt to desolation, and the realization of what

—

—

Q^ai, points back with a

certain irony to "n^irjl

this implied instead of its former fulness (ch. xii.

19).— Rosenm., Hengst,

translate ntSB^:^

"and

'G*D ^ ver. 2, while such a ruinous result for
the land through the punishment of Pharaoh is the land Mrasted." It might also mean when I
The not any give, etc., then the land is wasted. The killing
rendered still more remarkable.

—

:

more

does not import that it should no more at of all the inhabitants, and the knowing of JehoAccording to Hitzig, ^nlsna must be suball happen, but only in comparison with the vah.
earlier no more in such a sense, that the earlier
ordinated
to the declaration. —Ver. 16. Comp.
ascendency of power should acain have place.
The lamentation (ver. 2) comes
Foreign dominion, inflicting mischief, causing man ch. xix. 14.
andbeast to disappear (ver. 12), should brin^to here to a close. Its female singers, as this was
a stand the native pernicious rule of Pharaoh. laid upon women (Jer. ix. 16 [17]), will be the
heathen nations themselves represented as such
fAcconling to the interpretation of others, it is to
be understood with respect to other nations as (daughters), or the mourning women of those
Hengst. ** in part also of the seductive glitter of nations mentioned in ver. 9. So certain is the
Egypt" of the ambitious militaigr expeditions of matter.
Pharaoh (Coco. , Grotius), or generally of the pushVers. 17-32. Dirge upon Egypt.
ing character of Egypt as a worldly power (Keil).]
Ver. 17. The indication of the month is wantWhat
Ver. 14. n<, when this takes place.
ing here ; according to Hitzig and others, from
follows is explained by Hitzig to mean, that the
oversight.
Comp. on ch. xxvi. 1. Hengst and
Nile's fulness of water, which hitherto had overmany derive it Irom ver. 1, therefore the twelfth
flowed the land and made it fruitful, should no
month, so that what here follows falls only fourlonger have any aim (ch. xxx. 12) Kliefoth
teen days later.
It is the last word upon Egypt,
that God Himself would change the nature of
save one after the conquest of Jerusalem, for ch.
But this would imply too much,
these streams.
xxix. 17 sq. is absolutely the last ; consequently
while the words though not to be understood as
a conclusion with ^respect to Egypt, and indeed
Havemick thinks, who applies ver. 13 improperly in
the manner of a d' outre tombe.
Ver. 18. Here
to troubling through hostile armies would still
we have a ^nj, distinguished from the ;}^>p
express nothing more than the reference back to
er. 2 already indicated in ver. 13 ; namely thus: going before, in particular, through its character
thy ("gloomy, sorrowful gravo-song, Ewald), and
that instead of "the breaking forth
streams" there, now a depression takes place, its six windings, its strophe - form.
What is
waters
sink,
those
which
their
that is,
waters
in meant by the tumult has been already said in
the former' state of prosperity man and beast vers. 15, 16 it is those who dwelt in Egypt, and
troubled, but which in particular Pharaoh's are now slain.
Besides, in what follows there is
haughtiness rendered turbid ; i.f., the well-being a leaning on ch. xxxi. 16 sq. To wail over any
of Egypt, as this is represented by its Nile, is one after the manner of our section is as much as
now gone, and shall no longer give occasion for to throw him down with the word. By such a
The position of I^'pt as to power must juxtaposition, also, we prevent a false explanation
abuse.
henceforth be of another description.
Drfinjl of the nn3, coiifoimding the prophet with hired

—

—

:

—

;

:

—

—

—

m

—

:

—

(ver. 2), "their," of the

Pharaoh go

in a confused

**

waters," which through

manner

— pS?3, Hrrzio:

flowing softly and slowly, keeping within the
prescribed path.
The latter does not lie in the
comparison, after the manner of oil ; and that
thej do not as hitherto rush forth in impetuous
volumes of water is not the contrast,* although
the citation in Hitzig from Isa. viiL 6 corresponds,
for, as with Asshur there, so was the case here

howling women, after the manner of Egyptian
funerals, when as such even the daughters of
mighty nations should figure. (Ewald while
the same are let down ; as a crave-song, therefore,
Ha v. identity of the divine
at the interment
wiU with the prophetic announcement) The
fenL riniK <^o^ i^ot resume again the regular
:

:

—

T

masc.

rioil) i^of

^ ^t shown

from the question in
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ver.

19 that we are to take

it

as nfit< (HiTZio,

is

among the

a carrying out of the falling

pierced

-

Ewald)
correct,

T
through, still, there remains as that to* which
but it is very simple, grammatically they are to be dragged, indirectly as well as
and logical, an impressive ranking of directly, if not precisely, Sheol, at list the grave.
;

—

beside tne daughters, etc.
Hitzig says to the contrary is not worthy
Egypt, as the party referred to,
of consideration.
is the more natural, as it also was what in the
preceding context determined the pprt- The

— Ver.

daughteni of the glorious heathen peoples must,
according to Dereser, Ewald, Hitzig, be those
meant in ver. 16 a vii-w that will scarcely commend itself according to Rosenm. the populations subject to the Kgyptians, or in league with
them of whom there has been no discourse here;
according to most those specified in ver. 22 s<^.

then the speaking is as much as they greet him
(Hav., with malignant welcome) as a colleague
(comp. Isa. xiv. 10, 11) ; and "his helpers " is to be
viewed as connected with "to him" together
"
with his helpers. Rosenm. connects "his helpers
with "the strong of the heroes," so that also his

£<^t,

as a land,

What

—

—

;

:

—

:

If these last are already in Sheol, as in reality is
the case, then is 'n1^3^ to be understood as if it

like those, etc., who have gone down
conformably to the prophetic word. The process
must in no way, as Uengst. expresses himself, be

stood thus

:

repeated anew

according to ver. 21 so., the
parties concerned speak out of hell to the Egyptians, therefore are not sent down with these "as
The representation on
it were a second time."
occasion of the throwing down, which plainly has
respect to Egypt, includes those already thrown
down ("the daughters," etc.) in order to render
the certainty of tne fate of Egypt the more indubitable by patent facts, with which also the immediately following question in ver. 19 accords.
The designation of the peoples as daughters is the
;

for,

21. To the question above correspond*
What they speak is not
the spesdcing below.
and confessedly with i^tf does not need to

said,

be said.

"to him,"

If ^^ is

Hengst thinks,

as

:

—

helpers address him.

If ^^ is to be translated

discourse takes place with
the helpers, who, besides, are the parties that
remained to the last with him ch. xxx. 8, 6 sq.

"of him," then the

—

— P^iai
renders:
calls to

^^55

—comp.

ch. xxxi. 11

—which Gesen.

"the strongest of the heroes." Ewald
remembrance in how high consideration

a quiet natural death stood, with a correspondingly (juiet burial, accompanied by the proper

—

The words "they go down, etc.,
solemnities.
might serve less as a closer description of the
strong heroes (Hengst.), than as a ground for
'

:

But if they
their beihg in the midst of SheoL
are taken as the address of the strong heroes, for
which also the tone of the woi-ds speaks, treating
scftru fully the Egyptians like other heatlieus,

more appropriate, as adornment and attractive- then "the uncircumcised" must be applied to
I1.3HS, splendour and grace, would shine forth in
the Egyptians and it will hence be understood
them. For the rest, comp. at ch. xxvi. 20, xxxi. 1 4. that they fall in the midst of the uncircumcised
Ver. 19. The question with which our dirge (their helpers), appear like these.
By ver. 19
begins— to supply nbfc<^ or Iinj is superfluous, we are not obligeo. to take the speakers from hell
;

as the uncircumcised.

In Ver. 22 follows their

more energetic without such an mention by name. Asshur, primarily on account
addition— is spoken either to the tumult of Egypt of the comparison in ch. xxxi., but especially on
(ver. 18), or to Pharaoh and hU his tumult (ver. account of its so great, still recent experience,
The oy3, "to be lovely," is indeed con- which also gave occasion to the beginning of the
82).
Chaldean ascendency, ever in Ezekiel appearing
ceded, but it is held from the first to bo a vain
as the foil of the other, and, finally, on this
conceit that it was beyond any other, namely,
more general account, from its importance as
the glorious heathen peoples, more lovely, thereother nations to be named,
Ewald translates "be- compared with the
fore, than one of them.
In respect to gender,
fore whom wert thou more prosperous ?"
Which opens the dark muster-roll.
feminine, interchanges with
which
is
kmgdoniy
would not be so suitable as his allusion to the the
in point of fact the
because
masculine,
meaning of "uncircumcised" for Egyptians, and the IdnQf
one runs into the other. The ruler, or his grave,
even also for -Tyrians (ch. xxxi. 18, xxviii. 10).
is surrounded by the graves which might be
(Hitzig declares himself in favour of the Sept. on
called his, because they are those of membc-ts of

the address

is

—

:

—

—

the weakest grounds.) Hence, as they, so also
in which remembrance is
thou, "go down"
made of the "cast down" of the prophet in ver.
18, as also of those "going down" with whom

—

Egypt must go down.

Besides, comp. ch. xxviii.
xxxi. 18.— Ver. 20. Of the sword it was
spoken,
already
ver. 11.
Tliey who should fall
are the Egyptians^ Pharaoh and his tumult.
Targum Jon. takes n^JnJ «« riniK of Egypt, but
10,

T T

•

his people

;

or VDhllp refers to ^ryp.

:

Asshur

is

T

play upon
understands that it is given up to the sword.
Of
OKT!D» either 8 pret or imperat for^^iD-

i^t8^j<

;

more particularly

whom

This will

only a field of /graves, and
thereby indicate that the sword whitn threatens
Egypt has already fallen upon it.— ver. 23. In
order, howev<», to bridge still more completely
the contrast between this herec^ter and tne preceding /t€re, the graves of Asshur (lC*t<» perhaps*

import

speaks or to whom it is addressed is
clear from nj a"in ; they are those to yrhom the
it

anyhow, not

:

characterized.

bwa^te) are stiU
dual,

D*ri3"^^,

the two divergent sides, therefore the extreme
part, here by means of ni3 determined to be the

—

is already given.
And since they must innermost the point, namely, to which Uie pit
must fall in the midst of the pierced through, turns off with its two walls.
(Gesek.
tne
the seizing and dragging away is not to be re- hindermost, farthest.) As much as: buried in
carded as of evil-doers to the judgment-seat but the deepest place. The graves are in Sheol; the
u the death-blow is to be considered, and if there latter, thernore, comprehensive of the fomMir.

sword
fall,

:

;

—
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24-28.

positors is taken for a question indicated merely
by the tone, as often in lively discourse
"and
should they not," etc. ; that is, they especially
VJ^U* for that which was given to them, that could expect no better fate, among whom tha
significant custom prevailed of burying their
which they previously had given
The land of fallen warriors with their slaughter-weapons, so
the liTing, as at ch. xxvi. 20, contrast to their that guilt and
punishment are still combined
dtepest graves.— Ver. 24. Elam appears in the together in the grave
(Hengst. to the dead is
I
eaiiiest timjs amon^ the inhabited countries
ascribed what took place by their order, since
lying on the farther side of the Tigris, to the east they, like the race ot Cain, placed therein their
ik Babylonia a Semitic people, nearly related to honour,
saw in the murder of their brother a
the Assyrians.
On this account alone it might piece of bravery.) Others take it differently, as
here be nLide to follow immediately after Asshur
indicating that they were not to narticipate in
emnp. Gen. x. 22, xiv. 1 sq. From the com- the honour of resting with those for whom, bemencement warlike, ambitious of conquest, the cause they had fallen gloriously, their armour
Elamitea continued to the last true to this character. was deposited in the ^ve. With the interro^Strabo makes mention of their expeditions tory mode of explanation the affirmative rendering
gainst Sttsiana and Babylonia.
Originally of the Sept. seems to agree ; but the other mode has
•eltled in the valleys between the Zagrus range this
decidedly in its favour, that manifestly there
and the mountains which bound the Assyrian is meant to be expressed, only in a different way,
plains on the east, they are mentioned along with what was
expressed in ver. 23 respecting Asshur

certainly a play of words.

— on3,

n:^t<,

:

antithesis to

!

:

—

other marauding tribes.
The Assyrians suodued
Elam, so that its dreaded bowmen (Jer. xlix.
$5) figure in the Assyrian army (Isa. xxii. 6).
This explains Elam's position immediately after
Asshur.
And agreeably to such a relation to
Asshur, the utterance concerning Elam is almost
entirely similar.
The designation "their terror'*
makes it more expressive the terror bt^fore them.
With snch a past their future laden with shame
contrasts quite as expressively, just as the
description
"those that go down to the pit,"
stands related to "in the land of the depths."
Ver. 25. The "couch in the midst of the piercedthrough " is an ignominious one, because implying their conquest, their full by the sword.
And
after all the tumiUt this idle lying now
yn3»

—

:

:

:

!

the subject undetermined

or if

any one

—
is

by the humiliating words " whose graves wej-e
given in the innermost of the pit," and in vers.
24, 25 regarding Elam, through the repeated:
"and they bear their shame " namely, that they
are the conquered, pierced through by the sword,
ignominiously fallen under the victor's hand, as
was always again declared. With this agrees the
mention of tne heroes (comp. vers. 12, 21), in
particular the latter passage, where these in a
manner boast tliemselves over the Egyptians.
The meaning therefore is that their hereafter is
not that •( heroes, though these also have fallen
from among the uncircumcised, and hence were
:

—

:

likewise guilty.

—'iJ5^,

therefore not the Moschi

and Tibareni, as Hengst. thinks, "they who,"

—

to be

etc., but a description of the "heroes."
^^33,
thought of, then Assbur lies not less near tlian
Nebuchadnezzar, by whom Hengst maintains in their weapons of war, in armour of defence
that Elam was vanquished (comp. at ch. viii. 16, and offence, that is, as conquerors of whom one
XXX. 5).
Round about can win no triumph, such as is done by those
733, in company with.
who caiTy forth in triumph the equipments of
And they gave, etc., as much
the king (him) the graves of Elam (n as in the vanquished.
as: "and men gave"
the survivors honoured
a^ previously). For, wild lovers of the sword, a their heroes after such a manner. And their
undoubtedly
a continuaterror to the living, their end consequently be- iniqnitieB were, etc., is
eomes associated with terror, their state in death tion of the immediately prece<ling context, since
to the marks of honour and judf^ent given on
takes the form of like to like.
^|n3 against |puthe part of men, there is very fitly added the
Elam himself now, not his couch. He is laid judgment of God, that "their iniouities were
by the sword with the dead, while formerly the upon their bones," or "came upon tneir bones,"
terror before him and his would not be allayed though their swords were no longer on but under
To suppose,
among the living.
them, as also is presently said.
Ver. 26. For similar reasons, probably, as in with Keil, that thei^ is here a continuation tc
the case oi" Elam, the Moschi and Tibareni now ^33B^ will scarcely do, as they were not to lie
follow—comp. at ch. xxvii. 13 linked as by a
hyphen into one power. According to Hitzig, down with the heroes, nor could they be named
these represent the Scythians, whose numbers "terror of heroes." Hengst. translates: "heroes
had recently been much reduced.
Ewald takes of terror." Ewald, with a threatening reference
" because the terror of tyrants
to the Chaldeans
the Chaldeans to be meant by the Scythians (!)
Hav. makes Gen.
reigns in the land^" etc. (?).
Keil, here as in ch. xxxviii., understands
;

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

:

—

:

by them
a northern power, that should succumb, and here vi. 4,
prophetical^ represented as having already suc- phet.
cumbed.

— The

CTD"^

description as formerly, onlv
instead of previously '|ro*^3, whicn

Hitzig refers to God.
The ground of procedure
here tarns more expressly on the guilt of the
pMties.
Ver. 27. Corresponding to such a presen-

—

^rtion of tiie

matter

is

'«^, which by many ex-

9 sq. swim before the eyes of the proHitzig accepts simplic'Uer the translation
But it may be regarded as a quesof the Sept.
tion whetSier Ezekiel did not think of the n^ode
of burial among the Scythian princes, which haa
been similarly described by Herodotus.
Ver. 28. An address to Egypt (Hitzig : the
tumult of Egypt) ; but certainly without an underlying wori of threatening to the Chaldean
(Hinost. : "thou
ki^, as Ewald uppoeea.
X.
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art broken

and

liest

down," etc.)— mC^n
- T

naC^n-— Ver.

29.

nne^

tian existence was a complete riddle, a thing for
gotten and incapable of being understood."

for

•

either =£3^?, as a sort of

variation, or "thither," which Hav. takes prophetically (**in like manner belong") of such as
Hengst. on the other hand, as
It stands before.
he makes Meshech and Tubal to have been pro-

DOCTRINAL REFLECTIONS.
1.

Although the prophecy in ch. xxix.

is <A

a general c-hai-acter, yet by the reference to
Nebnchadnezzar, and especially from ver. 17 onbably conouered with the Assyrians, 8um)0ses
We
wards, it gets a more s^wcific character.
that the Clialdean storm had swept over £dom
have therelbi-e to hold by a fulfilment through
immediately after the downfall of Judah, cerwith
The kings, the Chaldeans, and, indeed, in connection
tainly as to the beginning only.
Apart from the
who were elective, are distinguished from all what is said respecting Tyre.
circumstance that we have here to do with a
his princee (comp. Gen. xxxvL 15 sq., 40
prophet of God, we could not judge otherwise .
sq., 31 sq.), the tribal heads or chiefs of the
simply on this account, that a little reflection
grtater race-stems, who accoixiing to Keil probabljr
upon the inevitable disgrace of such a self-decepchose the kings.— onn^M, "corporeal strength,
tion as would have been the case in respect to
"bravery;" very suitable where "heroes" had Tyre must alone have kept Ezekiel instead of
We might understand in merely suppressing the prophecy in question
just been spoken of.
proof aud trial of the same, or notwithstanding while the book was still in his own hand— from
Hitzig points to the olden time (Num. xx. wishing now to compensate for the mistake by
It.
14 so. ; Gen. xxxvi. 35), and the wars with awakening like inconsiderate and rasli expectaDavid.— Ver. 30. rf*o^, from ^D3i to pour out, tions concerning Nebucliaduezzar in regard to
Egypt. For one to whom the prophet is nothing
scarcely to be understood as = anoint, hence
but a writer must still at least ci-edit him with
"anointed," as tV^Dj but, according to a dethis much of worldly prudence in respect to his
And if Kzekiel must needs prorived signification: to inaugurate, or to place literary honour.
forth. U\e former in the sacrificial libation phesy ex evenfu (as Hitzig, for example, conceives),
(drink-oflering), the latter through a casting ol then prophecies like those containwi in ch. xxvL
The prinoeB of the north, who are con- and some following ones are purely unthinkable,
metal.
since it canso fai- as they remained unfuUiUed
joined with ^3'TV-i)3, a collective singular, are
not but be supposed, that when our prophet
T
thereby, according to Havemick, moft exactly closed his book, matters must have stood before
defined as the many rulers of the biblical Aram him widely diflerent from what they are presented
(Damascenes, Syrians).
In Jer. xxv. 26 we in his prophecy. The " dogmatic criticism, " howhave "all the kings of the north, near and afar ever, cannot once admit now that a prophecy hua
Comp. ch. xxviii. 20 sq. The Zidonians, been fulfilled, a limitation of the standpoint
off."
Tyre is not which is not improved by the circumstance that
therefore, may have already fallen.
mentioned, so (Hengst. thinks) it still stood, the truth ol the divine word (2 Ptt. i. 21) is
although the siege hud commenced. The men- made dependent on the statements or the silence
tion of the Zidonians appears obviously designed of protaue writers, and even of such as have
The lalse
to suggiist that by "the north" is meant not given notoriously imperfect reports.
the high far north, but that in relation to Pales- prophet, he whose word did not come to pass, has
tine, thei-etbre distinguishing them from Meshech by God's word (Deut. xviiL 22) been as clearly as
and Tubal, fonnerly noticed. Perhaps also the possible excluded from the canon.
The reward for woik, which, as Hitzig
2.
significant number of seven must be made out for
In their terror, etc., merely as rightly enough says, had still to be given to
the peoples.
much as, notwithstanding the tenor before them, Kebuchadnezzar, raises no question as to the
which their strength produced. —Q^B^a, so that conquest and, as could not fail to happen aiter a
If
thirteen years* siege, the destruction of Tyre.
Ver. 31. the booty might have been thonght of for the
they bear their shame (vers. 24, 25).
There is now the express application to Pharaoh. army, for Nebuchadnezzar it is necessary to think
The song of triumph demanded by
Hitzig gives '^y on^l : "and will make himself of E^pt.
Hitzig for the fulfilment of the prophecy gainst
be sorry for all his host," namely, that those in Tyre u* the double lamentation which we find in
vers. 27-30 still have on their clothing and ch. xxvii. and xxviii. Every one has his peculiar
equipment, as contrasted with those who had manner. But as regards the so-called " historical
gone down with himself naked
Hengst.
witnesses," who should speak the decisive word
"he sighs." It is here the case of ch. xxxi. 16. on the fulfilment or non-fulfilment particularly of
Hav. thinks it is spoken ironically. Ver. 82. the prophecy of Ezekiel in respect to Egypt,
The reason assigned nas respect to the overthrow they are "the Greek historians, at the head of
of the military force of Pharaoh, in so far as he whom stands Herodotus, and they know absocould inspire terror only after God's will.
He lutely nothing of a Chaldean invasion of Egypt
was not by reason of his own power an object of nay, their narration is opposed to anything of
for
a
dread
time on earth, but through the opera- the kind" (HiTZio).
This is imposing; let us
tion of God's providence, which made use of him reflect, however, that Herodotus had also learned
In conclusion Kliefoth re- nothing from his Egyptian informants of the
as its instrument.
marks very well: "People are wont to visit the defeat at Carchemish. We need only mention
pyramids of Egypt or its catacombs for the pur- farther, that this Greek historian himself repose merely of seeing that the glory of the proaches the priests of £^C<Tt, and precisely in
Pharaohs is one that has its abode in Sheol; regai-d to this particular tune, with embellishing
even tc the new Ptolemaic Egypt, the old Egyp- the history of their country. Now, according tc

—

'

—

:

:

—

;

:

—

—

—

!

:

!

—
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Heitxlotiis, Pharaoh Hophra in consequence of
the defeat which his army sustained from the
Cyrenians, against whom it was to have rendered
help to the Libyans, and of the revolt which in
consequence thereof, and of the foreign mercenary
trooi« retained in Egypt, broke forth on the part
of the Egyntian warrior-ckss against Amasis,
who, imitead of bringing Iwck the rebels to
obedience, suffered himself to be proclaimed king
by them lost freedom and his throne, and by
the infuriated people was even murdered. Tholack, who, *'if the cattle with the ark of the
Lord should once turn aside, would not obstinately drive forward," remarks that as a witness
Uerodotns alone comes into consideration before
whom, however, the testimony of Ezekiel, himself a contemporaiT of the events, has no need to
**
be abashed.
If Herodotus readily received

—

;

intelligence of the prosperous battle fought bv
Kecho at Megiddo, out none respecting the much
more important defeat sustained by
on the

mm

Euphrates from
thought strange

the Chaldeans, should it be
if the priests observed silence
also regarding the irruption of the Chaldeans
into their own land? yea, if the miserable end
which Hophra suffered through the foreign conaueror should have been raUier represented by
liem as the deed of his own people ? " (So also
Kawlinson's ^eroc/. B. ii appen. c. 8.) With a
fair appreciation of the historical representation
of Herodotus, the cause there assigned, especially
the revolution among the warrior-class of Egypt,
might suffice for the overthrow of Hophra. Yet
the hatred of the Egyptian people, not only expressed in Herodotus, but conurmed by monumental evidence (Rossellini points in this connection to a by-name of Hophra on the monuments
"Remesto") such a hatred as is described in
Herodotus toward Hophra (ii. 161-169), manifested in respect to a native ruler, is scarcely to
be explained from what is stated, if it did not
come into some sort of connection with a Chaldean
invaaion of Egypt, whereby the haughtiness of
Hophra might well appear all the more hateful to
the Egyptian people, as the misery of the land
and the mhabitants, occasioned by him, stood in
sharpest contrast to the previous prosperity and
splendour. The grudge of the E^prptian warriorclass against the foreign mercenanes could not be
of such m(>meut as some have supposed, since
even Amasis, who thereafter held possession of
the throne till his death (forty-four years), and was
succeeded in it by his son, took louians for his
bodyguard, and generally granted to the Greeks
still greater favour and privileges than his predecessor.
Besides, as generally held, there is
also the outline of the prophecy against Egypt in
ch. xxix., which exhibits a distinction between
ver. 6 sq. and ver. 4 sq.
in the one, the sword
constitutes the figure (ver. 8) ; in the other, overthrow with reference to the wilderness. Especially if Hitzig's interpretation of " the fish " (ver.
4) as denoting Pharaoh's men of war is accepted,
and under *'the wilderness" there is couched an
allusion to Libya, what is said in ver. 4 sq.
might be explained by the narration which is reproduced by Herodotus, and ver. 6 sq. would,
with the sword of Nebuchadnezzar, be such a supplementing as the conquest of Tyre to the sieie
of that city, also given elsewhere.
Out of the
miserable condition in which Hophra perished,
Anuuds would then have raised Eg^t Anyhow,

—

—
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as Tholuck brings out, the death of Hophra falls
exactly into the time in which the occupation of
Egvpt by Nebuchadnezzar must have occurred
and thus the position of matters approaches to
that which is wont to be extracted from Josephus
in confirmation of our prophecy— con^r. Ap. L
It is there stated that Berosus reports of the
19.
Babylonian (Nebuchadnezzar) that he ** conquered
Egypt, Syria, Phoenicia, " etc. Again, in ch. 20,
he states that Megasthenes placed Nebuchadnezzar above Hercules, since he had subjected to
himself a great part of Libya and Iberia (comp.
Antiq. x. 11.1, and Strabo xv. 1. 6 ; see also Hav.
Comm, p. 435, against Hitzig's remarks). In the
10th book of the Antiq. ch. 9. 7, Josephus expresses himself to tliis effect, that ** in the fifth
year after the destruction of Jerusalem, which
was the twenty-third of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, he made an expedition against Coelesyria
and when he had got possession of it, he made war
against the Ammonites and Moabites ; and when
he had brought these nations into subjection, he
fell upon Egypt in order to overthrow it, and did
indeea slay the king who then reigned, but set
up another ; after which he took those Jews that
were there captive, and brought them to Babylon," etc.
The ten years' time, which Hitzig
doubts as the perioil of the earlier warlike expeditions, is maintaine 1 by Tholuck.
The filth
year after the taking of Jerusalem would be 581
the thirteen years' siege of Tyre would fall into
the period 586-572 or 573.
For the different

actions which were in part parallel as to time, we
have only to suppose vanous divisions of the
army employed, so that the whole might of
Nebuchadnezzar did not at the some time lie
The forty years of the Egyptian
before Tyre.
oppression, Tholuck, like Niebuhr, extemts over
the entire space .that lies between the disaster ut
Carchemish and the overthrow of Hophra (thirtysix years), "during which Egypt, through tiic
continued and in great part uui'ertunate warlike
enterprises of Hophra, must have been much
depopulated and extremely weakened, till at
lengtn the inroad of the Chaldeans consummated the oppression." Tholuck thinks that,
"an the prophets in the beginning of the fulfilment comprehended the future (Jer. xiii. 18;
Ezek. XXX. 24), in the last and completed fulfilment they also comprehended the earlier incomplete ones." The symbolical explanation of the
forty years is not thereby denied (see the exposition).
The worth of the statements of Josephus
may be questioned, as is done by Hitzig but for
the relation of profane history to our prophecy, it
suffices that Hophra miserably perished (ch.
xxix. 4 sq. ; Jer. xliv. 30 sq. ), and that Egyot again
revived, as took place under Amasis, although
as a kingdom it was fit to be compared neither
with its ancient §lory nor with other great
monarchies (ch. xxix. 13 sq.). As regards the
resuscitation of Egypt, Duncker mentions that,
according to a return of the priests, it then
;

reckoned 20,000 coimtry towns and
(Herzoo's ReaUncyc. i. p. 150), though

cities

it was
Egypt s glory " and Lepsius
says of the same, that Ejgypt succumbed to the first
pressure of the Persian power, and remained from
525 to 504 a Persian province that afterwards
it became again for a short time independent,
until in 340 it was reconquered by the rersians,
and in 832 fell under Alexander the Great, etc.

" the

lost period of

;

;
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8.
Upon the importance of Egypt for the
revenge of Nebuch.alnezzar, see the exposition of
Also generally for the Chaldean
ch. xxix. 18.
policy the transition to Egypt is rendered plain
to us from ch. xxix. 17 sq.
(Hiv.
"if
Nebuchadnezzar would make the possession of
Phoenicia once for all sure, Egypt roust be completely broken.")
Of the importance of Egypt
by itself, its characteristic importance, some
notice has already been taken, toward the close
of the introductory remarks to ch. xxv.
as
also of the distinction, indicated with con*ect
ft^ling by Keil, between Egypt and the other
nations mentioned by Ezekiel.
But what Egypt
signifies in its connection here, tliis must be discerned from its relation to Israel.
It is quite
true that the charge laid against Ammon,
Koab, etc., also against Tyre, for spiteful joy,
hostility, envy toward Israel, is not mentioned
respect to Pharaoh and Egypt
It may be said
that Egypt's guilt in regard to Israel was that
rather of a false, treacherous friendship.
If, on
the other hand, the excess of proud self-sufficiency must be regarded as the characteristic of
Egypt, the same sort of self-elation meets as in
the king of Tyre (ch. xxviii. ) ; and in this
respect Tyre formed a fitting transition -point to
E^pt. The distinction between Tyre and Egypt
might perhai'S be found in this, that while in
particular the kingdom of Xyre had had its time
of sacred splendour and past greatness, as we
have seen, in its former connection with the
kingdom of David, Egypt on its part acquired
importance on account of the sojoumings of the
:

;

m

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and
more on account of the formation of their
descendants into a people. Above all, the idea
of redemption was associated with the land of

pilgrim-fathers,
still

Egypt.
Here, therefore, the inverse relation
holds good ; Tyre has gone with Israel to school
Israel, on the other hand, was at school in E^pt,
18 was evidenced in manifold agreements and
contrasts exhibited in their peculiarity as a
people, without our needing on that account to
ride off on the Spencerian principle [namely, of a
servile borrowing from the institutions of Egypt].
More than from anything else, may be understood
fVom Israel's reminiscences as a |)eople, and the
.m press of Egyptian style and manner even
upon their sacred things, their abiding sympathetic turning barik toward Egypt.
That
Israel could not let Egypt go out of sight had
its root in human nature ; we must learn even
from the children of this world ( Luke xvi. ). But
it had also its dangerous side.
It was Israel's
worldliness, relapse, since Israel had been delivered by Jehovah from this world, and Jehovah
had through Moses threatened them in connection with Egypt with the greatest evils (Deut.
xxviii. 68).
We have tribulation in the world,
and we may have fear before the world ; such
fear, however, may be salutary in its operation.
But dangerous is the stay that is sought in
Egypt, trust and confidence therein.
In this
respect Egypt is designated a remembrancer of
iniquity (ch. xxix 16), since for Israel it had,
and not as of yesterday, but from of old (comp.
aln ch. xvi. 26, xxiii. 8, 19), the fatal significance of a pride which resists Jehovah and leads

away from Him, of a consciousness of worldly
power, which amid the characteristic Pharaonic
arrogance expressed itoelf just as distinctly (ch.

xxix. 8, 9) as in Ex. v. 2, and had this the mure
seductively, as a self-conscious abiding worldly
power is in fact fitted to impose on people.

Friendship with Egypt
relation in

which

is

Israel

the most contemptuous
can be thought of, on

accoimt of the indifference which it necessarily
implied on the part of the Israeli tish people not
only in regard to their former house of bondage,
but also to the mighty deliverance obtained from
it, and generally in what concerned their relation
to Jehovah, on whom, as their own and their
fathers' God, they had been thrown from their
To make account of thii
state of childliood.
historical position in respect to each
other, according to which the growth, bloom,
and decay of Israel were closely interwoven with
specific

the prophecy of Ezekiel "dwells at
lengtn on Egypt than on the othei
nations" (Hav.). Still more, however, it serves
to explain the representation of the judgment
upon Egypt as strikingly parallel with that on
Israel, and to the last earned out (conip. ch.
Not less remarkxxix. 6, 9 sq., 12, 13, etc.).
able,
because singular, is the prospect and
declaration in regard to the resuscitation of
Egypt, and of it alone, which have been introduced into the prediction of our prophet ; by tiiia
also is Egypt quite expressly kept parallel with
The reminiscence which br.ngs up
Israel.
Egypt so distinctly is not simply that of the
house of bondage, or of iniquity, but it is
Joseph's post of honour, and the com granaries of
Comp. also
Jacob, together with his family.
Deut. xxiii. 7.
4. The interpretation of Neteler strikes out
what is certainly a quite diffeiient |Mith, strikingly
reminding one of Cocceius, only with a snecially
According; to him, tne proCatholic tendency.
phecies against the foreign nations constitute four
groups, each of which contains four pieces the
first, ch. xxv. ; the second, the overthiww of the
Canaanitish culture - development, standing in
contrast to the higher calling of Jerusalem, and
The proreaching its culmination in Tyre.
phecy against Sidon he severs from Tyre, in the
mtei'est of this fourfold division ; it belongs to
the Egyptian group, inasmuch as " Sidon 's bloom
falls into the time in which Egypt was the bearer
of the Hamitic power and culture," and "the
Sidonian development was a shoot of the HamiticEgyptian." The promises for Israel in this third
section (ch. xxviii 20-xxx. 19) must stand
parallel with those of the same kind in the first
group, wherein punishment is threatened to the
four nations with reference to Israel ; as the first
group, ** through ch. xxi. (Ammon), is placed in
connection wiUi the first destruction of Jerusalem," so "the third stands, through the opening
of the mouth which occurs in it, in closer relation
to the symbol of the second destruction of Jerusalem." The four last prophecies against Egypt
As
are "mere symbols," according to Neteler.
Ammon "drove the surviving remnant, after the
destruction of Jerusalem, out of Judea," so had
" Moab decoyed Israel into groes idolatry before
their entrance into Canaan ;" and so, in the prophecies against Ammon and Moab, the beginning
and end of Israel in regard to Canaan are connected together. The punishment of Edom and
the Philistines must point to the "re-establishment of the house of David." In regard to Tyre
Neteler expresses himself thus : '* The command

Egypt,

greater

:
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In the interest of Israel, whose service to God
stands in contrast to Canaanitish industry, God
execute on Tyre through Nebuchaduezzar;" aud will turn the Semitic world-power against l^ypt,
this command must stand in a noteworthy relation
by which Israel was compelled to do Canaanitish
to the historical development of the last period of work, and establish for them, on account of their
800 years before Christ, in which "tliose to the labour in respect to Canaan, claims for compenwot (Carthaginians, Greeks, Romans) brought a sation, which God would render valid because of
real advance, while those to the east (the Hamitic
the bondage laid by Egypt on the Israelites. Th«
kingdoms of Ethiopia and Egypt, the Semitic booty which God took from Egypt after the conkingdoms of Assyria and Chaldea, the Japhetic flict, on occaiuon of the first deuverance, was only
Medians and Persians) repeat the development of a type of a later plundering, which in a preparathe two earlier periods
smaller measure, yet tory manner was begun by Nebuchadnezzar, and
is if thereby the problem of the western circle
after the second deliverance from Egypt, that is,
ihould be solved. "
He says ** If Israel, through after the redemption achieved by the sufferings of
the extirpation of the Canaanites, according to the Servant of God was realized, when all power
Nnm. xxxvi. 6-9 (!), had entered into the place in heaven and on earth was committed to the
of the Phoenicians, it would have formed the first episcopate of the Church (! !).
The consequence
member in the development of this period, and of this victory over Egypt (ch. xxx. 1-19) is given
would have shown the right path to the Greek in the form of a judgment ujwn Egypt, in which
cnlture which came forth in the second third of is delineated its desolation and the annihilation
it" To retrieve as much as possible that which of its idols and yokes ; but the sons also of the
was neglected (1 ?), "Nebuchadnezzar must sub- covenant- land are smitten by the judgment,
ject the Hamitic Tyre, even to the pillars of which points to a fall that should take pUce
Hercules, and unite the eastern circle to the among tJiem." The continuation of this Catholicmonstrous Chaldean kingdom, so that the ex- theolojdcal-historical explanation and interpretaternally insignificant Israel might be set in the tion of Ezekiel will be given in No. 9.
" Evil
centre of this gigantic Semitic power, which ex6. Cocceius remarks on ch. xxix. 21
tended its sway even over the Turanian tribes in Merodach gave Jehoiachin freedom, and the first
the high north."
Farther,
This contrast between the place of honour among the kings.
Semitic and Hamitic races (alreaily occurring in Daniel was great in the kingdom of Nebuchadthe prophecy of Noah) must be of great import- nezzar, and imder the Persian dominion.
Cyrus
ance for the unilerstanding of the symbolical was called by God to give command to lead
representation of Ezekiel in the prophecies relat- the people back, that they might rebuild the
ing to Tvre and Egypt.
Upon the third group temple. Still higher grew the horn of Israel
which Neteler distributes, and which retiches to when they became free, and their priests assairaed
ch. XXX. 19, we learn that, first of all, in the prothe diadem, as a sign of the freedom of the people,
phecy against Sidon, ''the second possession of and the Israelites had become greater than their
the land is associated with the first, as in ch. xx. fathers, as announced in Dent. xxx. 5.
Hut most
the first deliverance from E^ypt is made parallel especially was it so, when out of David's house
with a deliverance in a higner sense."
''As the horn grew, which set the people Iree from
Israel did not fully carry out the extirpation of all slavery, which subdued their enemies, and
the Canaanites, whose place, according to Num. rendered the Gentiles subject to Israel, Ps.
xxxiiL 54, it was their part to occupy, these were cxxxii. 18-18."
turned for them into thorns and Driers.
With
6. The day of Jehovah, Kliefoth remarks, "is
the second possession, on the other hand, the not judgment in one point of time and destrucaervitude of Canaan, which was announced even tion over the whole heathen world ;" and then he
by Noah, was after a sort realized, since the continues "The day of Jehovah is a period of
Canaanitish history becomes extinct. The second indefinite duration, in the course of which God
piece in this section, namely ch. xxix. 1-16, con- will punish with judgment and destruction all
nects the end of the first Israelitish sojourn in heathen nations in succession, just as th^y have
Canaan, brought about by Egypt's iniquity, with shown their hostility to the people of G«)d, and
the end of E^pt ; and the humiliation of Egypt He sees that their time has come.
From this
ia such an elevation of Israel, that Christianity
point of view, also, is the announcement always to
will not be under temptation to lean upon a be understood, that this day of Jehovah is at
decaying heathenism." The forty years occurring hand. The day continues so long, that it lasts
at rer. 11 sq. must not be distinguished from the till, in the final judgment, the whole world, in so
forty years of Judah, Cor which the prophet had far as hostile to God, shall be deetroye<l ; but it
to he forty days upon his right side ; that is, as constantly begins anew, when any particular
Neteler remarks on ch. iv., "a 9}nnbolical desig- people, on account of their malevolence manination of the time, reaching from the destruction fested to the people of God, falls under the rightof the temple to the return from exile, derived eous doom of perdition.
Hence the day of
fitnn the sojourn in Kadesh."
"The two first Jehovah upon the heathen nations has, in the
pieces, ch. xxviiL 20-xxix. 16, set forth the several prophecies, a different tenmnus a quo,
world- historical ideas, which were to be realized according as they refer to this or that kind of
by the intro<inction of Christianity, but give, as relations."
Only it must not be overlooked,
to the way and manner in which the realization that in ch. xxx. 1 s^. not indeed Egypt alone is
should be prepared for, begun, and carried for- contemplated, but Egypt in its connection with
ward, no imbrmation
this oeing first introduced heathen nations ; and yet, that it is not the day of
hr the prophet in the third piece (ch. xxix. judgment upon all an ti- theocratic powers that is
17-21).
The might of Shem, through whicli God to be understood, as already Havernick makes the
conquered Canaan in the world's nistory, must prophet see this general idea obtaining realization;
iIbo carry forward the work in regsurd to B^orpt.
but as the time of Jerusalem was come, the time

S'vea to Israel to root out the Canaanites, but by
em neglected to their destruction, God will
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when judgment had begnn at the house of God, abyss, just as the standing form of speech *'ta
BO the time must now be near when this judgment go down," "to be thrown down," is thence exHeng- Slained as equivalent to being consi^ed to the
6f God shall ffo forth upon the heathen.
ead.
The occasional poetic delineation of this
stenberg fincb here the fundamental passage for
Luke XXL 24, and points to the overthrow of future must only not be formally dogmatized
'*
mountain which was into an actual under-world with gates, rivers, etc.
the
the Roman Empire,
The going
to bt» cast into the sea after the fig-tree of the (Job xxxviii. 17; Ps. xviii. 5 sq.)
Jewish people was withered (Matt xxi.), the down of the company of Korah (Num. xvi. 30)
plucked
what
was
to
be
is
often
is
floating
before
the
writer's
mind
which
up
"mulberry- tree"
:

—

*'

and not so much the locality of Palestine, which
and removed into the sea (Luke xvii.).
was rich in grottoes and caverns, or the dark7. As in the kingdom of Tjrre, ch. xxviii., allusion was made to a time of sacredness upon the ness of the Hebrew family tomb- vaults, the
holy mount of God, so there was also found there, stillness of the l^ptian catacomb-world. The
b)- way of similitude, a bringing to remembrance interior and inmost part of the earth (ch. xxvL
of Eden, and especially of the ^rden of God. 20, xxxii. 18), however, is not the earth's inner
This retrospect of paradise furnishes the beauidealf the standard tor the Old Testament world
generally ; hence with Assyria, and in connection
therewith in reference to Egypt, which had not

region as such, but

rpnnn

^K^ ^ ^^

Sheol

"beneath"

(the underground, ch. xxxi. 14);
that is, partly the contrast to heaven as the
region of the divine life, partly the distinction
from the surface turned toward heaven, the face
of the earth.
Out of that contrast, in which,
however, the earth also and its life have their
place, and still more in accordance with this distinction from the earthly life, must Sheol and

the same historical position as Tyre, it approcomes back a^in in ch. xxxL a!s in
the New Testament all is measured with heaven,
so in the Old Testament what is or was glorious
upon earth is made to hold of Eden and paradise.
8. On the derivation of the word "Sheol"
there confessedly prevails a great diversity of what is connected therewith be understood.
The
opinion. For the biblical idea, especially the sig- death to which one is surrendered (ch. xxxi. 14>
nification of the word in the Old Testament, this is not simply a going down, not annihilation,
onl^ is to be learned from this matter of etymo- but as punishment for sin, the necessary conselogical controversy, that as well the derivation quence of the negation of God.
Considered as a
from ^ytjf, to be hollow (therefore for ^JHS^), state, it is the contrast in respect to Grod, as curse,
as judgment upon the sinner ; hence the contrast
since it points to ''hollowing," and in so far to in respect to life as divine, as salvation antl
the grave, as the derivation which Hupfeld adopts blessedness, even to eternal peidition; and so
from "to sink down," and
" to ffo apart from Sheol posits a concrete, individual prolongation
one another," therefore: sinking down, depth, of life: the dead are represented in Ezekiel
abyss, and
cleft, hollow, empty space— since (ch. xxxi.) as living on individually and in space.
the burying and the being in the sepulchre can Passages such as Ps. civ. 29, cxlvi. 4, and others,
be thereby expressed both alike avail for the certainly have respect to the earthly life in the
affirmation, that Sheol and the grave more or less body, with its purposes and undertakings, doing
run together. The derivation, on the other hand, and thinking, knowledge and wisdom together,
Eccl. ix. 10 (so our Lord Himself in John ix. 4
from 7«(^, to demand, expresses as to Sheol only
makes account of it for His diligence in working
- T
what constitutes generally the power and manner while in the fiesh). As life on earth in a mortu
of death to demand for itself with insatiable body is for all men a troublesome, poor, and
desire all living beings (comp. Isa. v. 14; Hab. sorrowful thing, so certainly the advancing decay
ii. 6; Prov. xxvii. 20, xxx. 16).
As to form an of the powers of life, with the dissulution of the
infinitive verbal substantive, the use of the word union between soul and body, neces.^rily becomes
belongs predominantly to the poetic language (quiescence, impotence, and withdrawal of their
of the Old Testament, whence atso is to l^ ex- life-energy in regard to the appointed sphere of
But passages like Job xxvL 5 sq.,
plained the circumstance that it never stands action.
with the article. Sheol appears as the aggregate xxxviii. 17, Prov. xv. 11, Ps. cxxxix. 8, testify
"Who could venture to deny this to the presence of the living God, through whom
of all graves.
asfiect of the matter, at least for the 31st and the suDsisting and passing away of all beings is
82id chapters of Ezekiel?
It is the universal conditioned, as is said a&o in the |i^3K made
priately

:

:

:

—

calls down to itself all earthly life,
soever it may have reached, however
magnificent it mav have been, however valiantly
it may have fought.
But much, also, as Sheol
and the grave ("^n) sometimes appear to approach

erave,

which

with Sheol (comp. Mark xiL 27 ; Luke xx
contrast, therefore, to the heavenly
upper world as the proper region of the divine
life is not that of not-being and being ; and just
as littie is the continued existence in Sheol an
(comp. also Isa. xiv. 11, 15), to cover one another, unconscious shade-existence, at least not accordit must still not be overlooked that the grave,
ing to Ezekiel's representation: the heroes in
more exactly considered, is only the entrance into Sheol speak and know themselves as such over
Sheol (Ps. xvi. 10), which certainly, as it is com- against others, feel, etc. As the designation of
monly represented, keeps the hue of the grave, shades (D^KO*^) for the dead in the Old Testament

how high

in generals as well as in particulars {y\2 ^7131^,
ch.

23); it is the carrying over of the
future state (while the grave as such
IS still always something here).
It is quite
reconcilable with this representation when Sheol
is conceived of as a locality, and indeed as a deep
xxxii.

^ve to the

parallel
88).

The

times cannot be proved, so the appearance, for
example, of Samuel (1 Sim. xxviiL), so entirely
accordant with the spirit and address of Samuel
as he actually lived, is not at all brought forward
as an exception, somewhat after the manner of
the Theban seet Tiresias (Odyas, x. 492 sq.). In
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also, we read nothing of an
instinctiye repetition and continuation of the
pest life connected with the possession of blood.
The representation of Sheol, into which there
has often been greatly too much imported of
heathen elements, is in no respect the localizing
of the image, which, as Meier says, '* remains
like a blanched, bloodless, shadowy form, in the
spirit of the living, of their dead and buried
feUuw-meu." Life in Sheol cannot, indeed, run
connter to the conditions that prevail in respect

the Old Testament,
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—

corruption of the flesh " may be left undecided.
It is enough that the rich man found himself

"in torment"

With

justice, however,

Lanoe

presses the thought that for the wicked Sheol is

not hell.
9. Neteler (comp. 4) maintains concerning ch.
xxx. 21 to xxxii. 82, that is, the fourth of the
groups set off" by him, that "through four
symbols the overthrow of a power standing in
antagonism to the Ohurch is exhibited," and
that what is said is to be taken " eschatolMrjcally
to human life. Man is soul, but he has spirit, in -a wider sense." Eg3rpt is considered by him as
which for him constitutes the power wherein the "asjrmbol of the power of Magog," and under
life of the individual consists ; while the soul is the Chaldeans is found " a combination of
plainly the seat of that, as the body is its organ. Romans and Germans."
And here Neteler's
If the life connected with the body appears as book dwells on the "Russian Panslavism." The
life in the flesh, when separated therefrom it will two last symbols must be fulfilled in the overbecome an existence of the spirit, and departed throw of Magog "only provisionally," so that
men will necessarily have to be thought of as "their complete fulfilment belongs to a still later
"
spirits, and can only in so far be termed " souls
future."
•» a retrospective sense of the earlier corporeal
HOMILETIO HINTS.
life has place.
On this side the description of
On Ch. xxix.
Sheol is certainly, and especially as contradistingniahed from the earthly uppeT|pround life,
Vers. 1-5. The close is made with Egypt, as
kept in due regard to the state of things existing
it was the beginning in respect to Israel.
there.
With the ^iug down into the grave, the
ypt is with Ezekiel tiie oldest country of his
bright joyful sunlight vanishes for men ; hence
How clear is what
ies disgrace" (Umbr.).
Sheol is the land of darkness and of the shadow
causes to be said to us! The address is
of death (Job x. 21).
While the world of light plainly i^ritten, and can occasion no doubt to
is an organized one, the midnight region of Sheol whom the word is directed ; and not less clearly
awpeaiB as a confused intermioffling of substances, does it shine forth whose subscription standLs
ehaotic (Job x. 22).
Busy life, so repeatedly under it, and who, therefore, will look after the
designated ''tumult" in this chapter of Ezekiel, punctual execution of the things spoken.
It
becomes motionless in the grave ; so in Ps. cxv. will not proceed according to man's sayings and
17 the dead go down to silence, to stillness opinions, but as God the Lord has said.
(com p. Ps. xciv. 17, xxxi.
The expression, Tne prophetic word so much the surer as the
18J.
however, of "land of forgetfulness, " Ps. Ixxxviii. fulfilment of it now lies completely before us.
12, must not be overstretched, though the referWhat still survives of the Pharaohs lira in the
ence is to be held fast in which it is said that, midst of the wilderness ; thej are ruins to which
as God has given the earth to the children of the sand has still refused bunal
" Whei'e can a
men (Ps. cxv. 16), so the manifestation of His mortal say : This is mine, or This remains to me?
Wimder- working power and righteousness is But prosperity, where it is not understood as
promised to them on the earth while they are in (3rod*s blessing, makes people stupidly proud.
the flesh.
Not in the heathen materialistic See there, too, the blessing of tribulations, wliich
sense, but Christologically, however still on the demonstrate before our ey^ that nothing is our
temporal side, the thought as to its form was right, and nothing our abiding property" (Stck.).
presented in the Old C-ovenant And thence are
Those who do not seek after the things which
such passages as Ps. vL 5, xxx. 10 [9], Ixxxviii. are above regard the Nile, which flows on the
"But that
10, 11, cxv. 17, Isa. xxxviii. 18, to be under- earth, with precisely such eyes.
stood.
The dead, accordingly, are done (Ps. there is also a spiritual Egypt may be seen from
Ixxxviii. 5) ; their state, Sheol, is without a his- Rev. xi 8, ana that is a people, kingdom, and
tory (on the other hand, com p. 1 Cor. xv. 19). dominion which holds in fetters the people of
But to complete our knowledge of the Old God and makes them slaves. Now, as under the
Testament Sheol, the ethical side is not to be
dragon in the sea Antichrist also comes to
overlooked, that is, the idea of recompense comes
considered, tc^ther with his scales and
therein likewise into consideration (comp. ch. members that stick to him, and are in a manner
xxxii. 28 sq. ).
The godly are there gathered to innumerable, so shall this power also after the
their fathers (Oen. xxv. 8, xxxv. 29, etc.).
It prince of Tyre receive his doom, with all his
is a mode of representation which incidentally adherents, who by overbearing conscience have
receives a very touching illustration in Luke xvi. done so much v/Ton^ to the faithful.
Then also
22 for the poor, who has no brothecin the world, will appear the vain help which the house of
who is an abject, forlorn, when he is said to be Israel nas sometimes assumed as belonging to
received into Abraham's bosom.
The righteous the reed of the fleshly arm" (B. B.).— "Satan
snatched away enters into peace, and rests says to Jesus All this will I give thee, all the
therein upon the foundation of the grave (Isa. kingdoms of the world and their glory, though
Ivii. 1).
How far with the soul, when unclothed still there was not an atom thereof in reality
of the body, there takes place **an ineffectual his" (Luther).
"Oh how vain is man in pro'*
tormentinff effort to consolidate itself cc rporeally
sperity!" (St.)— Vers. 4, 6. Hicher still than
(Bbck)— we spirit, however, being incapable of the highest is the Most High. He who comes
beioff contemplated apart from the soul, which from heaven is higher than all.
"It is bad
ecnmtions its indiriduality, therefore also not to when only amid loss people come wisely to learp
be thought of **a8 sunk after death into the that they had all of God, of which they were
still
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and boasted themselves " (Stck.).—
Plianob in the wilderness, and Jesns in the
wilderness.—They who set themselves np above
others may readily observe that they are thrown
off and away before they are themselves aware of it
The jndj^ent of Jehovah upon the Pharaohs
Jehovah at the Pyramids, a
different object
from Napoleon before them. TTie overthrow in
the wilderness an image of a desolate min.
Vers. 6, 7. God pnnishes not those only who
rely upon flesh, but those also who are flesh and
yet wwh others to find comfort in them.
No
knowledffe of God and no knowledge of self—
this is what gives false self-confidence, and false
confidence in man.
The love of God hi discover80 proud

—
—

v^

—

—

—

who

serves God does net serve without pay.—
The recompense of our works is never made on

the ground of merit, but is always of grace.—
**The downfall of the world is the deliverance ot
Therefore lift up yonr
the chosen" (H. H.).
heads, for your redemption draweth nigh (Luke
xxi. 28).
When the world becomes poor, then
the bones of the righteous flourish.
The new
Upon silence to speak is better
lifb out of ruins.
who
must
than to be silent upon speech. It is God
open the moiith for ns, and He also can do it
Immortality in the world and the eternal life in
the sanctufuy, Ps. xxiii. 6.

—

— "A

ing the false and rotten props.
rwjd is
everythi .g that is in this world, as man's
favour, tempontl prosperity, beauty, yea, the
corporeal life itself ; from without it appears like
a staff, and as if many were walking with it, but
within it is hollow and brittle" (Stck.).
But
for none is such a reed more suspicious than for
the people to whom God has pledged Himself,
and therewith all His wisdom and His omnipotence.
It is certainly the same with the deceit
and show of one's own righteousness, good purposes, and pious works.
One cannot keep hand
and shoulder far enough from these. How many
a one has such like splinters in his conscience
The false reed-splinters in our bones, which make
our going so feeble and our holding so insecure.
** The soldiers give to Christ a reed in mockery,

—

—

—

On
VttS. 1-9.

Ch. XXX.

"The judgments

God pass from
hence the day
off" (Coco.).—

of

His own people to other peoples

;

of the heathen could not be far
day in clouds is
Despair howls, hope waits.
also the day of death; the earth is shrouded
from the eye, and especially when first the heaven
has been covered to the spirit Darkness then
How dark, then, is the
reigns below and above.
Bad times are met by watchfulness;
ffrave!
howling merely goes before them as the loud blast
Vers.
before the outburst of the thunderstorm.
4, 5. Many others are carried along with the foil
In every judgment that takes place in
of one.
the world, behold a type and prelude of tne judgment whioh is to be executed on the world.— If
not with the sinner immediately, yet on the
Matt xxvii." (Luther).
sinner, and therefore through the sinner his com8-16.
Vers,
The judgment of God by the sword panions shall be punished. Where God strikes
in its significance for enemy and friend, warrior the blow, there not only is the stir which a peo^e
and conqueror, land and people. Desolation is makes, and with which it makes such a noise, its
always a mark of punishment
First men be- work and gain brought down, but also law and
come waste, then their jylnce is laid waste.
order and that whereon all rests are overthrown.
Where the people become' waste as regards God, Vers. 6, 7. How helpless with all his appliances
there God causes the land to be wtiste of its may one that was helpful to us prove in a night
people.— Whosoever will have it that he has May God be our help, who has made heaven and
made himself to be what he says that he is, with earth. Ver. 9. Everything does service as a
him God must make an end, so that he may messenger for God ; in particular His word, which
learn what he himself is, and how still God can hence cannot be bound, but accomplishes that
do all. The mine and thine, as the grand con- whereto it is sent God's seat of judgment
troversy which moves the world's history.
So stands always among mankind, and the worid's
the sin of the people is their ruin ; but tiiough history is tiod's judgment— The terrors in the
ancient history is full of examples, those who history of the world.
As there is a false security
now live are not disposed to profit by them.
in individual men, so is there also a bad security
"Should one not be ashamed of such a speech, with whole peoples. ^The national security a
since it must so soon be changed into a past ^it national loss.
has been mine ; and this often with much sorVers. 10-19. When men do not sanctify God
row?" (B. B.)--The description of the earth on holidays, God makes their bustling activity to
is also a description of divine justice.
By means keep holiday. ^When God wills, a man's name
of frajG^ents and arrow-heads in the yellow sands can cause terror to- the world.
But only One
of the desert, and obelisks which still point Name is ffiven under heaven to men wherein we
heavenward*, people now read the names of men, can happily exult before all terrors.
Upon deeds
of kings, and such like ; but the feci of God is of violence come still more violent ones, and
likewise to be read there.—The divine seasons of tyrants are precipitated through
tyrants.
The years of humiliating in their signi- " Whosoever sells himself to sin has already in
re8i>ite.
ficance for Egypt and for us all as punishments doing so sold himself to his enemy** (Stck.).
and deliverance from high -minded ness. To stand God's blessing fills, His curse impoverishes a
low is to stand more secure than to go beyond land. Ver. 13. The hand of God alights some
bound and limit
"All changes in the worid time upon all idols.— From the overUirow of
** Where
have their bearing ultimately on the Church " (St. ). heathenism is seen the vanity of idols.
—God knows how to withdraw from the eyes of His are the famous cities of the olden times f
own what dazzled their eyes and held them cap- d6 they lie buried in disorderly stone-heaps?
*• Such is the aim of all the judgments that
tive.
Sinner, behold what sin may effect" (St.),
^how
toe inflicted, to withdraw the body of the faithful it may build very high indeed, yet not for confrom confidence in what is human, and to sup- tinuance, and still more may destroy. Gods and
plant it by a firm trust in God " (B. B.).
princes combined the common delusion of idolatry,
Vers. 17-21. Warrior Bervice hiutl service. He at first in ^lendonr, so afterwards in rain!
^Tertni
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CHAP. XXXI.
of courage, bat not the fear of the
Lord.— Where God kindles a fire, it is always for
judgment; the old is consumed therein, but a
uew springs forth out of the ruins. 'Without
easting down, no progress in the life of humanitv.
Yer. 16. Most not man always be engaged
Ver. 17. With its youth the human
eunflictt
future of a people goes down.
Even the youth
'*
the chosen " of God instead of this,
should be
Satan at no period has so much of his nature in
men as in tne season of youth. Vers. 18, 19.
Walk in the light while ye still have the light,
—we, that is, who have the knowledge of God in
the face of Jesus Christ.
The judgment of God
may, through the dogmas of men and a false
philosophy, veil to us also the sun of truth, and
wrap in darkness to men's view heaven and
When at length, with the authority of
eternity.
God, the authority also of the law over men gives
way, then, where superstition gives place to unbelief, there falls upon them yoke for yoke, one
in the room of another ; there is only an exchange
of tyrants.— How much old and high renown
is

801

the opposite

On

—

—

m

—

—

;

—

—

—

^vediggers of the world's history
already buned under the sod among other sweepings!
What IB ghria mundi f^B, traiaM. The
new plagues of Egypt. The spirit of Pharaoh
the

—

oontinu^ to be the spirit

—
of the Pharaohs. —

Self-

no heights— none, at least, that stand
judgment of God, and remain above though
else should go down and disappear ; but a

heifhts are
in uie
all

that simply whereof it
is said, As high as heaven is above the earth, Ps.
dii. 11.
Tins ought to be recognised, and that
not merely at the last, amid bowlings and gnashings of teeth, but betimes, when it may still
serve for peace, with the calm open eye.
**The
most wretched of all thoughts is that of having
no part in God.
How many an evil-doer has
reacQly presented his head to the sword, in the
height in the true sense

is

—

conviction that through the punishment he
should become a partaker of God " (H.
Vers. 20-26.
many the things are that
men prize as an "arm," and how easily these
!

How

arms are broken!
liil),

—The

and the arm

arm of

the Loid (Isa.
of man, and the armies of

princes.— "More easily is an arm broken than
healed ; but now first of all the conscience, how
painfully does it sting, and how long is it in
Wing! " (Stck,)— What God has broken, God

2.

—

;

have

Ch. zxxi.

"The

greatness of Egypt was the
presumption a^inst the warnings ofthe prophet.
But greatness is no security against destruction ;
no greatness upon earth con withstand the strokes
of God" (H.).
**With justice are kingdoms
compared in Scripture to trees, as well on account
of their form, tne protection and shadow they
afford to men and beasts, as also on account of
their fruits and still farther in this respect, that
kingdoms, liku trees, flourish and acain cease to
exist, torn up by the wind, or cut down by the
It is very well for people
hatchet of man " (L.).
to compare themselves with others, though not
for the purpose of thinking better of themselves
than others, as the Pharisee in the temple over
against the publican, or in order to envy othera
but humbly to learn that we are a part of mankind, and that what is human may l>3fall us, and
shall at last take place without exception.
Also
to make each one more contented with his lot, a
comparison with others is, as a rule, fitted to be
serviceable.
" Both the one and the other inference is right
As God has elevated that humble
one, so can He, in His own time, elevate me
as (>od has abased that proud one, so may it also
be done with me " (Stck.).
Vers. 3-9. "The histories of the world might
teach great lords much, that they should not rely
upon their own powers " (Lg.).
Rulers and
princes should be shady trees to the righteous.
"God has done good also to the heathen, that
they might seek Him, if haply they might find
Him, Acts xvii. 26, 27" (Sti^k.).— "Ob, what
streams of grace flow upon the unthankful, if they
would only perceive them
The waters are indeed not of one sort one portion swims in pure
felicity, another in tribulation and adversity ; but
the aim is uuifqrm, and the divine loving-kind
nesses which are concealed under the latter are
certainlv greater than the former, in the eyes of
those who know to e timate things aright" (B.
B.).
But their favourable concution and the
friendliness of God only serve with many to puff
them up, and render them proud and arrogant,
an end for which certainly all this was not given.
Vers. 1,

;

I

—
:

;

—

—

—

!

—

—He

whom

should make it
To be radical
in the proper sense is a good thin^, namely, that
only can heal.
God.
Ver. 22. But man never has one should know that his root is
"The
enough by a fracture ; so long as he can still true comeliness of a prince stands in comely
virtues,
which
adorn
every
move and stir otherwise, he must show himself.
man, especially a
clemencv and justice above all ; to afford
Therefore shall there come to be a destruction piince,
without mercy, if we will not submit to God on protection and solace to the persecuted to spread
the footing of grace.
"Sickness breaks one arm, forth as it were his branches to the misei-able ; to
death both arms" (Stck.).
Every breakage have about him servants resplendent with his own
which wA must suffer is a call to repentance.
virtues, so that, as in every branch the nature of
Ver. 28. " He who will not fear God in his the tree, so in every servant the character of the
fatherland has no injustice done him, if in a prince, may appear reflected.
He and they must
foreign land he is made to experience all sorts of not be terrible to the good, nor oppressive to his
misfortune" (St.).
Vers. 24-26. "Strength subjects.
The love of the people is a good root
and weakness come both from God" (W.).
for a race of princes " (Cocc. ).
Ver. 8. Better to
"Upon whose side Jehovah stands, that man be envied than commiserated. God makes man
prevails in the conflict; to him there is prosperity beautiful, as He alone also makes him good
the
in life ; he enjovs a blessing with his work.
But latter is the divine nature, the former the divine
this favour has the Lord promised to the righteous.
form, of a man.
Without God aU ends unfortunately, mournfully,
Vers. 10-13. 1 have given thee into the hand
tnd in perdition" (Stck.).
What serves God, of such and such an one this explains much
that serves also the kingdom and the power of darkness.
The haughty spirit going before, the
the Spirit
" Now, nowevTflr, we
iust as at the last, aU tiie kingdoms key to the fall afterwards.
of this world shall become God's and His Chri8t*&
are all in Adam inclined to pride of sold ; and

with

trickle over

upon

it ovei-flows

others.

— Ver.

—

7.

—

m

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

—

;

—

—
—
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the perishing things of this world, riches, honour,
splendour, ^uty, knowledge, etc., nourish our
natural inclination, being ^1 things which we
overestimate.
However, even a plain smockfrock often covers a repulsive aiTOgance.
But
kings are through their flatterers nourished in
this vice, which is the root of all others " (L.).

One must grow

in order to be able to lift the top
this is not so quickly reached ;— on the
other hand, to arrive at the lowest depth there
so high

;

needs only one overthrow, which may take place
in a single moment
One falls more quickly
down a stair than one mounts up again. God
cannot suffer pride ; I am meek and lowly in
heart, it was said by Him who was God manifest
in the flesli, Matt. xi. 29.— Out of the heart of
roan proceed also all high things that are offensive
to God, which need not always wear a crown, but
may have merely a pen behind the ear, or a pair
of spectacles on the nose.
Vers. 12, 13. From
the foreign land comes much suffering ^first
foi-eign sins, then punishment through foreigners.
A shameful fall into sin, and a frightful fall
into misfortune
both invite to study. There
must also fall into the valleys branches that have
been broken off, that poor people may not think
the great ones of the earth are freed from death
and judgment. When the punishments of God
break forth, then such as can flee gladly make off,
while they were not to be enticed out of the
shadow of sin, in which they <lelighted themselves.
God shakes the luxurious tree from top
to bottom, and then all that stuck to its branches
fall off; and so they are struck off, since they did
not allow themselves to be warned off.
**How
docs the shadow of the rich vanish with the sun
of prosperity, and with the shadow depart also
the flatterers and panegyrists " (Stck.)— He who
chooses to be forsaken must become poor.
Fate
can keep up the interest, but a rich man who has
become poor is a woe-begone phenomenon for tlie
world.
"How often do the goods of a rich man
become scattered over tlie world after his death
(SrcK.)
Discern false friends in adversity!
To out, and peck, and aid in plundering the very
person in whose prosperity men formerly basked,
whom they hardly knew how to laud highly
enough! *'So deeply is the friendship of the
world rooted, and its caresses. So long as all goes
well, friends and worshipjiers are readUv found.
But when that changes, all goes otherwise (B. B. ).
Ver. 14. Precautions must be taken that the
trees do not grow into the heavens.
All are bom
naked no one comes in purple into the world
but that is far from working so powerfully as the
thought that the king must die as the beggar.
Death the moral of the human fable. "A mighty
lesson for our time" (Right.).— Somewhat for
people who would see clearly upon the death of
Napoleon. —That there is to be a general judgment after this life is evident alone from death,
which strikes all, even great men. **The con-

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

!

—

—
—

Ad

!

—

—

—

;

—

—

sideration of the inevitable exit of all who live
should be^et moderation in pretensions.
take nothing with us of that which so many
desire with such eagerness" (L.).
Vers. 16-18.
Great fates cast forth also great aiiadows.
If our
terrors did but lead us to the knowledge of our
ndsery, as well as of the glory of God I—The
grave unites all at the last.— "The glory of the

We

—

earth

who

must become dust and
believes our report?

may

aahes,

—

etc.

— But

be said also her©

he who exalts himself shall be abased, and he who
humbles himself shall be exalted. "Thus Ood
throws the loftinesses of men into one heap " (B.
"And so circumcision makes a distiuction in
B. ).
death - not, of course, that which is done in the
flesh, but the circumcised heart so that a circamcised person may have his place also among the
uncircumcised, as, on the other side, uncircumcised persons, who are not so in heart, may be
counted as circumcised. At the close, however,
the prophet writes the name ' Pharaoh ' on the

—

—

;

lid of the cofl^ " (Coco.).

On

Ch. xxxii

Vers. 1, 2. How far otherwise have the court
poets ever and anon elegized
The comparisoi
with lions and dragons withdraws much that ia
"This robberhuman in respect to Pharaoh.
flsh (?) and drafon, which with his feet troubles
the streams, is like the beast that should ascend
Pharaoh is hence the
out of the sea (Rev. xiii.).
enemv of the chosen, a roaring lion, which
troubles the waters of heavenly wisdom with the
slime of human additions, so that they provide
no proper drink for those who thirst for salvation" (H. H.).—" Should Christian kings be like
lions and dragons f They ought to be the fathers
of their country, caring day and night for the
"Tvrants and
welfare of their subjects" (St.).
the covetous are insatiable, and cannot be at rest"
(Stck.).
"Ah! how much misfortune can be
!

—
—

—

—

brought about by a restless ruler! Therefore pray
for a peaceful government of the kingdom " (St. ).
Vers. 8-10. "The godless hasten to meet their
destruction, without being afraid of it, but often
secretly driven thereto by God " (H. H.).— " God
He can throw
is the supreme hunter and fisher
upon the lions His toils, and upon the whales His
net, to catch and destroy them" (W.).
"God
knows how to tame the untamed, to humble the
proud, and to curb the fierce who can i-esist His
power?" (Stck.) To be rejected, if not thrown
entirely away, is the end of the mighty after the
Corruption the last strophe also in heroic
flesh.
" How mournful is it to be cast awaj by
poetiT.
God
(Stck. )— Even the ass will plant his footWhat the rich
step on the wounded dying lion.
boasr themselves so much of is but a carcase, which
;

—

;

—

——

!

—

those

divide among themthem
— "After death,
shame and reproach over-

who

selves.

will

live after

wicked and shameless" (H. H.). —Vers.
Overflowing for overflowing ; for the waters
of Egirpt, now the blood of the hosts of Pharaoh.
—"They who formerly swam in pleasures, shall
bv and by swim in their own blcKxi " (Stck. ).
Ver. 7. "The greatness of the calamity is described by the prophet from the sense of those
whom the tribulation affects, to whom it seems
as if the whole world were enveloped in darkness"
(H. H. ).
" The lights of heaven truly shine only
for the ha|)py the^un exists not but for the sanlit eye"
'The godly sustain themselves
the thought that the
in such circumstances by th(
take

tlie

5, 6.

—

—

;

m'-

Lord

is

their light,

and

therefore will

not suffer

—

the light of their heart to go out" (L.).
" But
he who despises the light of grace, for him the
light of glory also shall not shine" (Stck.).
It
is also dark, and the stars even fiJl from the
heaven, when great, noble, important, eminent
men, heroes, sages, lawgivers, governors, teachers,
are carried off uy death—or worse, when they faU

—
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into superstition or unbelief, ungodliness,
Ver. 9. "Many a fall
kads to the elevation of others" (St.). To be
frightened is still not to be awakened, and
iojustice, ancf yiolence.

—

—

80^

—

He to whom the earth was all,
into the grave, all sinks with him.
It is thus easily comprehensible how death
stretches into the future, even into the grave,
and how all appears as grave and graves. People
and princes, Sheol demands both. " Only to the
sung upon him.

when he sinks

—

awakening without enlightenment is spiritual
tumult without spiritual life. The grave, too, is
an unknown land, and thither we are all journey- pious is the tomb a chamber where they softly
Yet for ^th there is a sun which rises sleep, a resting-place without pain and commoing.
upon it, that never goes down. "So the Lord tion, a mother s bosom (as we are from the earth),

—

—

—

lores to inspire terror, that He may break fleshly
confidence' (H. H.).
Happy for him whom a
sincere conversion has made secure against the
terrors which seize upon the whole earth
He
who still has to fear for his soul, let him consider
that the whole world can profit him nothing
Every moment are we in danger of death, and
consequently in sight of eternity.
Vers. 11-16. If no other cure proves effectual,
then God betakes Himself to the sword. The
method of salvation through blood and iron ; but
what is the state of society presupposed in con
nection with it !— The ^illotine and the sword
both do their work quickly, and bring what is
before as it were under them.— Ver. 13.
"It
touclies a miserly man much more nearly if his
beast dies, than if his children are taken from
him by death" (St.).— A stock of cattle a state
of peace.
Vers. 14, 15. The stillness of the
desert is indeed stillness, but it is not peace, any
more than to flow •* like " oil is the soft nature
of the spirit.
There is rest in the grave, but
much unrest thereafter, yea, more unrest, and of a
worse kind than existed before.
"There go the
waters softly, as in mourning" (Umbr.).
But
Ood knows how to set at rest a land and its

—

!

—

!

—

—

—

—

—

which have been plagued and misused
Where have the oppressors gone? They
still.
Lamentation does not take away

CTfatures
bjr

men.

also lie

—

the pain, but in the lamentation

it lives on.
Vers. 17-^2. Whoever would gain a thorough
insight into the dominions and powers of tne
earth, he must look down into hell.
The instruc-

—

tive jj^nce in to hell.

— The song of hell

.

La divina

EzekieL— The doctrine of Sheol as the
doctrine of the state after death.
does the
Sheol of the Old Testament signify?
(1) According to its name, the demand of death on all
persons and things, therefore the power of death
over every individual person and thing ; therefore
that death is the wages of sin, the judgment of
God's wrath which takes effect on the flesh.
(2)
As to the thing, it in the state after death as
existence in a spacious grave; that is, notwithstanding the dissolution of the body and the
separation of soul and body, a continuous life of
the spirit, and that with consciousness and recol-

conuetlia of

—What

accoidingto the character of this,
peace or disquiet.—-Woe to him whom the
doom of death precipitates into condemnation in
dwith !— One can strike up no song to the living
more unacceptable, yet at the same time none

le«'tion— hence,
in

—

a place of repose to lie down in " (Stck.). Ver.
19. It will be so much the worse if one has ISeen
nothing but fleshly, for death seizes in a rotigh and
Ver. 20. The sword cuts in*^o
frightful manner.
the life, severs from life, sadly if also from God.
For to die is what still goes on, to comipt also
but to become lost for ever, that is the death
Ver. 21. The
without end, to die for evermore.
salutation of the dead toward the living when they
die.
Ver. 22 sq. "What is received into the
human heart, finds its grave also there so round
about the prince of death are his grave- places,
wherein after a spiritual manner he is buried"
(Gregory). The grave for the unconverted, the
condemned, the perspective of the future world.
"The grave is very deep, even though in a
material point of view it may bo but a few feet
down; it is deep enough to shroud all glory"
" Powerfully seizes the mind and humbles
(H.).
the pride the ever-recurring There^ when the
8u*bject of discourse has respect to a fallen king
We look upon a limitless
and his hosts.
field of graves, and it is remarkable and peculiar
to our prophet, that he transfers the graves also to
"As the elect come
the lower world " (Umbr.).
from the east and the west, and sit down with
Jacob
and
in the kingdom of
Abraham, Isaac,
God, so the cast ofl" And their way to the uncircumcised, to the pierced by the sword, in the
Here many graves, in
depths below" (H. H.).
The
the house of the Father many mansions.

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

.

.

.

—

—

—

counterpart of the fellowship of believers upon
The lowest Sheol
earth, of the elect in heaven.
and the heavenly Jerusalem. The earth is everywhere indeed the Lord's, but not all the dead die
Ver. 27. Men take with them into
in the Lord.
the state of the dead their knowledge, and along
therewith the judicial sentence due to their
manner of life. Nothing is forgotten before God
which is not forgiven. The wrath of God remains on them, it is said in John. - Ver. 31. " It
is a wretched consolation which is derived from
tlie circumstance that people see in others the
same torments which themselves experience.
And yet misguided mortals do really comfort
themselves with it. It is a common necessity,
they say ; others have experienced the same, and
The word
are experiencing it daQy, etc. (H. H.
of God, however, brings home to every man at
last the application: this is such and such an
one ; as we find written on the tombstones : Here
"The Pharaohs prepare to swallow
lies N. N.
up without meroy : Jacob's She^erd laughs at

—
—

—

—

—

)

—

—

more profitaole, than one about dying; should
•Ay one refuse to accompany it» it
still be them," etc (Hilleb.)
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B.

SECOND PRINCIPAL PART.—Ch.

xxxiil-xlviil

THE PROPHECY OP GOD'S MERCIES TOWARD HIS PEOPLE IN
THE WORLD.

I.

1,

2

3

4
5

6

THE RENEWAL OF

EZEKIEiL'S DIVINE MISSION.— Ch.

xxxiii.

And the word of the Lord came to me, saying, Son of man, speak to the
sons of thy people, and say to them, When I bring a sword upon a land, and
the people of the land take a man from their borders, and set him for
their watchman; And he sees the sword coming upon the land, and blowrs
the trumpet, and warns the people ; And any one hears the sound of the
trumpet, and does not take warning, and the sword comes and takes him
away, his blood shall be upon his own head. He heard the sound of the
trumpet, and took not warning ; his blood shall be upon him, since, letting
himself be warned, he would
And
his soul [hu ufe] escape [would deliver k].
the watchman, when he sees the sword coming, and does not blow the trumpet, and the people are not warned, and the sword shall come and take away

m^e

a soul [a man] from amoug them, he is taken away in his iniquity, but his blood
7 will I require at the watchman's hand.
And thou, son of man, [ai al watchman have I given thee to the house of Israel, and [so] thou hearest the word
8 out of
mouth, and thou wamest them from Me. If I say to the wicked,
Wicked man, thou shalt surely die, and thou dost not speak to warn the
wicked from his way, he, the wicked man, in [on account of] his iniquity shall
9 die, but his blood will I require at thy hand.
But if thou dost warn a
wicked man of his way, that he turn from it, and he does not turn from his way,
he shall die in [on account of] his iniquity, but thou hast delivered thy souL
10 And thou, son ofman, say to the house of Israel Thus ye say, saying, If our
transgressions and our sins are upon us, and we pine in [on account r] them,
how shall [can] we then live ? Say to them. As I live, saith [tentenco of] the Lord
1
Jehovah, if I should have pleasure in the death of the wicked out in the
turning of a wicked man from his way, that he may live. Turn ye, turn ye
12 from your evil ways; and why will ye die,
house of Israel 1 And thou, son
of man, say to the sons of thy people, The righteousness of the righteous
shall not deliver him in the day of his transgression, and through [in the]
wickedness of the wicked shall he [the wicked] not stumble [fail] in the day of
his turning from his wickedness ; and a righteous man shall not be able to
13 live thereby [namely, because he la a rifrhteooa man] in the day of his sin. When I say
of the [to the] righteous, He shall surely live, and he trusts in his righteousness
and commits iniquity^ all his righteousnesses shall not be remembered, and in
14 his iniquity which he does, in it shall he die. And when I say to the wicked.
Thou shalt surely die, and he turns from his sin, and does judgment and
15 righteousness
If the wicked shall restore a pledge, shall repay what he had
robbed, if he walks in the statutes of life, that he do no iniquity
he shall
16 surely live, he shall not die
All his sins which he sinned, they shall not be
remembered to him he does judgment and righteousness ; he shall surely
17 live 1 And the sons of thy people are saying, The way of the Lord is not
18 right ^but they, their way is not right When a righteous man turns from his
19 righteousness and commits iniquity, then he shall die thereby : And when a

My

•
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—
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—
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man

turns from his wickedness, and does judgment and righteousness,
he live. And ye say The way of the Lord is not right ] Every
one as his ways [««»] will I judge you,
house of Israel. And it came to pass,
in the twelfth year, in the tenth [month], on the fifth of the month of our captivitv, the escaped from Jerusalem came to me, saying. The city is taken. And
the hand of Jehovah was upon me [came apon me] in the evening before the
coming of the escaped, and He opened my mouth, until he came to me in
the morning ; and my mouth was opened, and I was no longer dumb. And
the word of Jehovah came to me, saying. Son of man, the inhabitants of those
ruins on the ground of Israel are saying, Abraham was one, and he got the
land for a possession, and we [we] many, and the land is given us for a possession.
Therefore say to them, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Ye eat upon [with]
the blood, and ve lift your eyes [conunikaiiy] to your abominable idols, and shed
Ye ^tand upon your sword, ye do
blood, and shall ye possess the land?
abomination, and pollute every one his neighbour's wife, and shall ye possess
the land f Say thus unto them. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, As I live, if
they who are in the ruins shall not fall by the sword
And him that is in
the field will I give to the beasts to be eaten, and they that are in the forts
and in the caves shall die of the pestilence. And I give the land to waste
and desolation, and the pride of its strength ceases ; and the mountains of
Israel are waste, that no one passes over them.
And they know that I [am]
Jehovah, when I give the land to waste and desolation, because of all their
And thou, son of man, the sons of thy
abominations which they have done.
people talk of thee beside the walls and in the doors of the houses, and
speak one with another, each with his brother, saying. Come now, and hear
what the word is which proceedeth from Jehovah
And they will come to
thee as a people comes, and will be before thee [a»] My people, aud they hear
thy words, and they will not do them ; for [but] in their mouth they are prating loves [ever making htre-sotigs, have wanton pleees in their month] ; their heart gOeS after
their gain.
And lo thou art to them as a wanton song, beautiful of sound
[roice], and one striking the chords well ; and they hear thy words, and do
them not And when it comes lo it comes, then they Imow that a prophet was in the midst of them.
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ViT. S Sept.: . . mmi niju«»i| r. X««,
tintmu obtervaverit—
Ver. 4.
. . tuufoi fvKmltnrm
. ivttinrmt rm$nmf
Ver. 19. Sept. . . . kf»fu» kftfjmt ti fM| jmumm^ murtt
Ver. 16. .
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.

.

.

.

.

.

Yer.ai. Sept.
Ver. 39. . . . «.
.

Ver.
Ver.
Ver.

2fi.

.

28. Sept.

:

.

Ver. S9.

.

yttn mitrut

rrftmrt tutrm m.

^

.

.

.

i^tunt *lUo

inm r. futirfsmrmt «i^mvr—Vnlg.

nnu

is

a qnestion whether the last division of our

book opens with this chapter. Kliefoth denies it
from the contents, which point back to what pre
The third pjart
cedes, ch. iii. 17 sq., xviii. 20 sq.

must begin with ver.

:

!

^fliia

in ea$Uieum

piaH carmen

orU Mrf vertumtHloi

mtutfcnm, guod

•woW <M>

—

EXEOBTICAL BEMABK8.
It

Hlfi^ ^T\\S^2y8jrO

DDH^.)

f^9% ^^mXTn^imi ^t^o^mtu iytt^f^^tw—Yvlg.

eiimemmoeanUitr;—
Ver. 88.

(iLnother read. :

D3''3^jn, fuUy.

if r.

—

Km

:

Ifnf rm 9Anf$»t mirt9 ifu«mrt- (Another read.:
. . )M( r* /m) timt hMrfty»f*i*»9.

in 4ii4k
Ver. 81.
mvariUam mam
.

d«3(»«T«/Mfri--Vnlg.: vattataeit dvitatl

t» r.

Another read.

m. ... mm
.

ti

.

nnuAu^ m.

21
In contrast to the foreign
nations, ver. 2 associates this woi'd of threatening against Israel with the words of threatening against foreign nations previously given, as is
done also in Isioah and Jeremiidi. Oh. xxv. 1xxzii. 82 numbers thirteen words of God ; thereto
belongs ch. xxxiii. 1-20 as a fourteenth, in order
The contents,
to mSbe out the number 2X7*

1

.

:

'

I

threatenings and warnings, are not suited as an
introduction to the promises of the third part
while, on the contrary, they are quite proper as a
Hengsten
conclusion to the precedinjD^ portions.
berg also regards ch. xxxiii. 1-20 as the author's
conclusion, out to the whole of what precedes,
namely, ch. i.-xxxii. The text does not show
the impossibility of Ezekiel having delivered a
prophecy to his people before the arrival of the
escaped ; but tlie alamitted r€8U'm€ out of the
preceding is no argument against the supposition
of an introduction to the following, as we shall
see, just as little as the want of a specification of
For with reference to the latter point,
time.
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Hitzig justly points to the historical notice standing in the middle, vers. 21, 22.
Its importance
for the present chapter, in fact, makes any farther
indication of time superfluous as was remarked
by Hav., who in this only goes too far, that he
makes the revelations on to ch. xxxix. to have
been imparted to the prophet in one night— the
portion vers. 1-20 forming the somewhat earlier
introduction revealed to him, and vers. 21-83
attaching itself to the other very closely as a new
;

—

the prophecy of
preparation and introduction,
Goa's mercies toward His people in tne world,
Tht
is the second main division of the book.
passage, also, ver. 10 sq. explicitly directs the
despairing to grace, while in the parallel passage,
ver. 24 sq., the stout-hearted arc, on the contrary,
pointed to the judgment ; so that the section ver.
23 sq. speaks just as much of threatening as of
the opposite.

introduction.

This chapter has first of all its relation to the
transition portion, ch. xxv.-xxxii.
In this respect it likewise has a transition character,
which on one side gives indication of itsell' in
this, that it, as also ch. xxv.-xxxii., points
back to the earlier part. For as the predictions
of judgment upon those without are in some
sense an appendage to the repeated, always increasingly definite prophecy of the destruction of
Jerusalfm, so ch. xxxiii. 2 sq , in what it says of
the watchman - agency of Ezekicl, attaches an
admonition for Israel to try themselves, in presence of this activity of tlie prophet, whether
Ezekiel had not dealt faithfully with his obligation, or Israel with his warning ; but especicdly
as regards the exiled, the verses 10 sq. render
conspicuous, in contrast with the despair of
these, God's will and procedure, and verses 17 so.
set forth these as being the right way.
If people
will not renounce every kind of a connection,
for whi«!h there is no foundation, they will findwhere now what was announced in ch. xxiv. 26
sq. begins to enter— the supposition of a close to
the past prophetic activity of Ezekiel, the prophecy of judgment, quite deserving of acceptation.
It was a close proceeding out of as well as with
that which had preceded.
But by reason of the
relation of this chapter, as now indicated, primarily to ch. xxv.-xxxii., is farther expressed
its relation to the first main division, ch. i.-xxiv.
On the other side, however, the transition character of the section ch. xxv.-xxxii. (pp. 11, 12)
is proved by that which is contained in these
chapters of a preparatory, introductory nature to
the second main division of the book. This is
the case also with our present chapter. It might
already be re^^arded as a preparation for something new, that at the close witli what precedes the
call of Ezekiel is formulated out of it, and Israel
is challenged to self-examination, as also to an
acquittal of the prophet and a justification of
God. The in part verbal reference of this chapter
to ch. iii. and xviii., in vers. 2-20, certainly does
not (as Keil supposes) set forth the call of Ezekiel
for the future, but it contains a renewal of his
divine mission.
The connecting together of the

two halves of the chapter is on no account to be
regarded as "merely accidental."
"The two
verses 25 and 26, just as ver. 16, alike point back
to ch. xviii. and on the other hand, that ver.
;

Vers. 1-20.
that

Ver.

1.

—

What hind of a sending of Ezekiel
was which m now renewed.

On what

occurred in the twelfth year,
on the evening or
night before the escaped made his
comp. at ver. 22. The address being
of thy people (ver. 2), shows that he
turn from foreign nations to Israel

after the taking of Jerusalem,

during the
appearance,
to the eons

was now to
again

— although ^y

is still

used, not

^y,

as

There is already
first time.
a preparation made for the great turn which
divides the book.
If an application to the
fellow-exiles of the prophet is primarily to be
understood, there is still a more general one
indicated in what follows,
that to the Israel
of the captivity the Israel at home were to be
added, that Israel generally were to be contemplated. For with this also agrees " the house
of Israel " in the application of the similitude
(ver. 7), according to wliich the children of the
people of the propiiet were thought of in common,
as those who were entering into one and the same
condition (t<i3), just as
the similitude itself
at ver. 81 for the

—

—

m

"land "

is

spoken

of,

and )^k placed quite abso-

—

lutely (comp. xiv. 13).
The idea is first expressed,
figuratively, vers. 2-6, before Israel is put into
the frame and hung on the wall (vers. 7-9).
j^K

—

K^3fc<"^3*

spoken generally, but not altogether

so, however, that the hearers
should think of a case before them which had
either actually occurred or was in the act of doing
The enemy was on the way (Hitz., Grot.),
so.
was standing at the cross- way (ch. xxi. 26 [21],
xxiv. 2). The turning of the matter into a similitude is peculiar to our passage, as distinguisheil
from ch. iii. 16-21. Peculiar, also, is the trait in
a manner necessitating a certain experience on
the part of the hearers, that the people of the land
in question, the men, were themselves to appoint
the watchmen, whence, in case they did not give
heed to him, they withstood and strove against
thi mselves, and so should be the more convicted
of their guilt and folly.— DH^VpD* singular, but

hypothetically

;

in a plural sense : from the end on all sides, the
entire territor}' of the land; according to the
sufiix, to be understood of the whole community,

106 is in accord with ch. xxiv. 28, cannot be
with reference to :inp^ and on^ 'yjn^ (Gen. xix.
overlooked" ^Hitz.). The full-toned charge in
ver. 2: "Speak to the sons of Israel, and say to 4; 1 Kings xii. 81).
Hav., Tuch decide for an
them,'* suits well as a commencement, while ver. ellipsis ;j^ im.
On nfiif, comp onch. iii. 17,
24 looks only like a continuation. What Ezekiel
Ver. 8. Corresponding to the fundamental idea
must say to the sons of his people (ver. 2) prepares for the opening of his mouth (ver. 22), and of HElVt ntnv— ^D^B' of the clear resounding
T t;
V
80 introduces what is to be said in ver. 25.
There can be no doubt that what is stated in vers. tone. That we are to think of a homy sort of
instrument, if not one simply of horn, is evident
21, 22 is the fulfilment of ch. xxiv. 26, 27; so
in Josh, yi
that the new, to which the verses 2-20 form the from its being exchanged with pp,

—

—

«
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'^

IDic^ ypn

distinguished as a

among
indeed

signal for

Num.

the callinf together of the people, in
from the sounding of an alarm at a

X. 6, 7,

Here it is manifestly applied to the
for a warning or
sdrertisemeut to the people (comp. oh. iii. 17,
and pp. 72, 73).
Ver. 4. ypyn yOBH* who
breaking up.

announcement of the enemy,

—

hath ears to hear (Rev. il
VIT3-

—And the sword

7, 11,

etc.).—

mW

for

oomes, when the sword

is

aHX>niing, and what is to be feared cannot be a
oiatterof doubt.
Ewald: "so that the sword
came and carried him away, then his blood," etc.
According to Henost. because people are wont
to carry on their heads
according to others, the
image is derived from sacrifice, in which the

807

4-18.

the people, as was really the case, and
is clear

— ibX^i

from their own

^^^

saying

is

set

lips, as

stated here.

over against that

which had been said to the prophet in divine
direction, according to which he must speak;
their doing also in regard to the Lord, as they

had known it from the prophet's behaviour toward them, set over against his doing and acting.
Of what nature the divine mission of Ezekiel
was from the first has been repeated (vers. 2-9)
in the similitude and its explanation, and now

—

(hence '"ibH repeated in ver. 11) there follows in

what manner this mission of his is renewed to
A reference is made back to ch.
the prophet.
xviiL, but the difference between what is said
;
While
there and here must not be overlooked.
of guilt, no confession of
offerer transferred his ffuilt to \ub victim by the there no consciousness
laying on of his hand (Lev. i. 4, xxiv. 14 Matt. sin, appears (xviii. 2), the predominantly rexxviL 25).
Ver. 5. The alone self-guiltiness of criminative work of Ezekiel has still produced
Our tranfthe individual is here made still more manifest. so much effect that they now say
An explication without any need of the ^3, for. grenions and our sins are upon us. But this
consciousness and this confession tinges in the
Hitzio " Be- darkest manner the feeling of despair in regard to
ia, as much as le^ia, ver. 4.
It is by no means for the purpose of exlife.
caose he let himself be warned, he has delivered cusing themselves that the people appeal to the
his soul. **
is
^®re
the
participle.
-inT3
passage Lev. xxvi. 39. Consequently, the upon
UB is not to be understood as meaning: ''testify
Ver. 6. The similitude has hitlierto proceeded
against us" (Rosenm.), but as of a burden under
on the supposition that the watchman does his
which they are sinking (D*j5D3 'D3V comp- on
daty, becaose this is really the case in hand.
Bat now the other supposition is made, that he ch. xxiv. 28, iv. 17). Those who represented
has neglected what belonged to his calling.— ((^n, themselves in ch. xviii. as expiatory sufferers
:

—

;

:

—

:

masculine, referring to \ff^,

— Since only the soul

which continues in sin is liable to death (ch.
xviiL 4, etc.), a wicked person is presupposed

for their ancestors, here are pining away under
their own burden, and that with reference to the

prospect of
ch.

xviii.

likewise repeatedly opened

life,

(vers.

28,

32).

We

up

in

must, therefore,

18) as the one that should be canied take into account the pressure, were it only of the
away ; it should be through his guilt, on account evil forebodings, the foreshadows of the event
of it and in it.
But while previously tlie guilt mentioned in ver. 21, if not the actual knowledge
of hiii blojd was simply his own, the blood-guilt of the taking of Jerusalem
so that in this also
;
of his disobedience in respect to the intended may be seen preparation, an introduction to what
warning is now, without regard to his guilt was to follow.
otherwise and generally, sought at the hand of
Ver. 11. What for this despair in respect to
It is to be ohserved that for this life (i.e. deliverance, salvation, favour) was the
the watchman.
grn is used here, while we have K^p3 at ch. iii. declared mind and will of Jehovah in ch. xviiL
23, 82, the same is here emphasized in the pecuThat the case supposed is only a pos- liar protestation As I live, while there it is only :
18, 20.
sible, by no means a real one, appears from the
'*
Have 1 any pleasure ? " or: " for I have no pleaapplication made of it at Ver. 7 to Ezekiel— for
sure"— see there also ch. xviii. 80, 31.— Ver. 12.
the m-^Tartt the k^»i*0$s (comp. Heb. xiii. 17).
learn, however, that the question is about
At the same time is his installation as watchman conversion
**
He combats despair only in so far
to the house of Israel taken out of human hands,
To afford
as it is a hindrance to repentance.
^in that case, when men appoint for themselves
mere tranquillity is not the aim of the prophet
a watchman, the last-named possibility (ver. 6) (Henost.).
Comp. on ch. xviii. 20, where in
might all the more readily take place,
and like manner with reference to conversion we have
Jehovah carries back the watchman -office of this antithesis: ** righteousness of the righteous,"
Ezekiel expressly to Himself (I have given
and " wickedness of the wicked. " Through this
tiiee).
'jnpo*^. such literally was the expression
t^e expression
(as at ch.

iii.

—

:

We

:

—

—

:

—

antithesis to xh'iV\ fc6.

used of the call given in ch. iii. 17, so that we
must think of supplying to the words marks of
quotation ; thereiore not importing that the
prophet must thereby be instructed with respect
Ver. 8. The same as before, only
to the future.
with a still more emphatic address than at ch.
Ver. 9, So here again ; comp. at ch. iii.
iiL 18.
19 (Acts XX. 25, 26).
Ver. 10. Since nothing of the neglect of duty
which had taken ]place is chared upon the prophet, only the original direction given him is
gaik literally repeated the guilt must be sought

—

—

:

^5:^3^

j^

becomes clear (Niphal) ; Gesen. •*he shall not
His own righteousness no
be unfortunate."
means of deliverance, so soon as he falls into
transgression ; and wickedness, again, no neces:

sary destruction, so soon as a chan^ to the better
Because
comes.
(iy{5^ is likewise infinitive.)

presently the case of the righteous was to be
spoken of, it is said by way of introduction thereto : And a righteous man, etc.
^3, in, through,
T

on account of

his righteousness.

—Ver.
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the righteous man who continues such, assumnce
Confidence in one's own
of life is promised.
righteousness (sing^ar, as an actual quality),
when one does unrighteousness (ch. iii. 20), may
be on the one side, but on the other side there
will be no remembrance of the earlier righteboc-

turning-point for the prophet (for Jerusalem was
overcome on the 9th of the 4th month of the
11th year) teaches us to understand the expret
sions: " in the day," in ch. xxiv. 25, or: ** in that
day," vers. 26, 27, of what was to take place more
than sixteen months afterwards.
Hitzig regards
1I6BM8.
Comp. ch. xviii. 24, 26.— Ver. 14. The it as "very improbable that Ezekiel should firat
Here an address to have received in January 586 the report of what
contrast with the wicked.
such, because this is what is wished for ; comp. had happened to Jerusalem in July 588 ; " and in
Ver. 15. A lively form of speech, place of considering that the text could not mean
ch. xviii. 21.
hence without the copula, an exemplification. to speak of the re^tort, he makes the prophet
Comp. in reference to it, ch. xviii. 7, 12, 16, 21, over and above "contradict himself," inasmuch
as, according to ch. xxvi 1, 2, he hod already in
Comp. ch. xviii. 22.
28, XX. 11.— Ver. 16.
The im- the eleventh yeai- heard the report of the matter
Ver. 17. Comp. on ch. xviii. 24 sq.
which, however, is not necessarily rendered
mediate occasion for blame is formed here by such
a representation of the wicked (ver. 1 4 sq. ) who clear by ch. xxvi.—rand then at the close he
repented, over the righteous who does unrighteous- changes the twelfth year into the eleventh, which
ness.
The fact alone that **a righteous man" is supported by tlie Syrian translation alone.
could be spoken of before them in such a manner, Hengst. iustly remarks that the notice does not
more especially that turning, turning, is what they refer to the first report concerning the taking of
are called to, while they had placed their confi- Jerusalem, and then proceeds: "The news of
"
such events spread with amazing rapidity. The
dence upon "the righteousness of the righteous
intelligence, aoubtless, arrived in eiglit, or at
if not their own, yet that which be(ver. 12)
lomred to them, descended to them as the people tlie most fourteen days at the abode of Ezekiel
of God from their pious forefathers— that is the so that the difliculty is not removed by assuming
stone in the way of the Lord which the divine most arbitrarily an error in the text, and putting
The
aiidress takes away, in order to throw it to the the eleventh in place of the twelfth year.
quarter to which it belongs, namely, to the false meaning of what was announced beforehand in
way of Israel, which they nad chosen for them- oh. xxiv., and according to our verse had now
selves with their outward carnal self-righteousness actually occurred, is that in place of all reports —
Vers. so fitted to awaken hope, yet traversing the way
in such and such religious observances.
18, 19, however, do not simply repeat vers. 13, 14, of the Lord with His people, always again
but the two cases of the righteous and the wicked paralysing their necessary conversion whicli up
return again in the form which is the most to the la*t had arrived, a certain fugitive shall
appropriate for setting forth clearly and dis- now speak, and, as an eye-witness, |»lace beyond
The
tmctly the way of the Lord, and in which it all dispute what had actually happened.
strikes at first sight, and at the same time with matter-of-fact voucher given into the hand of tbe
reference to the command given: " Retiu-n, re- exiled wi.h this escaped one must have removed
out of the path of safety what at least the strong
turn." Hence not 'Ty^y HOS^Wni, aa at ver.
walls of Jerusalem threw in the way of their
For the meaning ascribed
18, but 'njfo p^V"l^l (ch. iil 20), and with turning to the Loixl.

—

—

—

—

nothing farther

Qna

to
HD^, namely, by these two

D^^n,

to

make

one's escape, get off through

it is not necessary, with
Hengstenberg, to suppose an ideal person, a collective, that is, "a band of exiles," as Ezekiel
(RosKKM. ^y, collective.) Comp. ch. xviii. 24, had already intimated, ch. xiv. 22, 28, that a whole
host of such fugitives would come to the exiles,
The wicked throws light on this caricature "so that these by their miserable plight
26.
shouVd
of turning a tumirnj it also is, indeed, only to
be a living proclamation of the trightful catawhat is evil— by his, on the contrary, turning strophe through which they had passed.
" Hitzig
fh>m his wlckednesB (in ver. 14 it is from "his thinks that "
the fugitive may have escaped imsin").
Ver. 20, as also ch. xviii. 29, repeats
mediately after the moodahed at Mizpah from the
the charge for the purpose of making a suitable
band of Ishmael (Jer. xli. 10) if not, which is
close.
Comp. ch. xviii. 30 (ch. vii. 27).
imiirobable, only after the fli|rht which ensued
into Egypt"
J. D. Michaelis explains out of
the remoteness of Ezekiel's place of residence the
Vers. 21, 22. The/resh turn.
so late arrival of the fugitive, especially considerThe fact is now an accomplished one Jeru- ing the frightful disorder that took place.
salem is taken (ch. xxiv. 25) and therewith we
ver. 22. And the hatnd of J^iovah, etc. ;
have, as had been foretold at ihe close of ch. xxiv., comp. ch. xxxviL 1, L 3.
The effect of it was
not only the arrival of the escaped, but as the the opening
qf the mouth. But this latter can be
main thing the opening of Ezekiel's mouth, that virtually and actually distinguished.
In that,
he mij[ht no more be dumb
This historical respect the opening of the mouth of Ezekiel took
notice in the middle of the chapter is therefore place when it was commanded him that he should
the kernel of the whole
the renewal of the speak to the sons of his people, in respect to
divine mission of the prophet, over against the whom he had been dumb from the time indicated
completed acts of judgment, now gives to his in ch. xxiv. He began to do so at ver. 1 of this
prophecy the expression of God's compassions chapter, to which, therefore, the expression contoward His people in the world, with which the cerning " the hand of Jehovah " brings us back
•econd main division of the book is occupied.
namely, that this hand had now removed fnun
The indication of time which was to mark the him his previous dumbness, so that he might

parts:
IS

left

turning from his righteousness, which
unnoticed, and doing unrighteousness.

flight (Gen.

xiv.

13),

:

—

—

;

—

;

:

—
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benceforth lunin speak to Israel, and should do
J. D. Michaelis remarks auite correctly
"the prophet fell into ecstasy, and the word
contained in vera. 2-20 was imparted to him.
In
regard to the time, it is more precisely stated that
the divine cause comes into operation on the
evening before the coming dT the esci^ped and
parallel therewith was the effect, the opening of
•o.

:

;

the prophet's mouth,

N^ i^any,

therefore in the

interval between the evening and the morning.
It was hence independently of the escaped that
the prophet got a renewal of his commission, and,
indmi, while there was combined with the removal of his previously enforced silence a direct
positive revelation and communication. Through
a divine movement and working, everything was
thus prepared and introduced for that which was
coing to take place on the fugitive's arrival. For
the circumstance that on his actual arrival
Ezekiel's month was opened (^q nriB^l is not to

be regarded as an emphatic repetition for the
imrpose of connection with what follows, but in
contradistinction to ^fi-nH ITPlEl^i), adds to what

was done

800

23-26.

things stand in their proper order, and it entirely
corresponds with a continuation of the divine discourse, that such a position of the prophet at the
renewal of his divine mission first of all comes to
an explanation with those who are still to be
warned, to be threatened. The beginning of the
divine word made known to Ezekiel corresponds
very closely with that contained in vers. 8; 9.
It is a complete misunderstanding on the part of
Kliefoth, when he would not find "the inhabitants
of these waste places," as he renders, in the desolated Jerusalem, or in the desolated cities of
Judah, or in the desolated land of Canaan, i.e. in
the remnants of the people who still remained
there, but drags into the text the exiles in "the
certainly not too well cultivated regions on the

Chaboras."

rrt^in

^th

the article implies de-

TTJ

Hitzig
molition, rains of cities and houses.
" these wastes," less Jerusalem itself than the
other cities which had been stript of their inhabitants (Jer. xxxiiL 18, 10), in whicl> those who
were without possessions (Jer. xxxix. 10) shared
with the returned fugitives (Jer. xl. 12), having
all at once come to great wealth of land, and wei-e
puffed up.
Thinffs were lying in a comfortless
state; how do the hearts adjust themselves to the
"That there
comfortless position of things?
were people who still, ever giving themselves up
to illusions, thought that the judgment would
not inexorably run its cx)urse, was proved by the
revolt in which Oedaliah, the Chaldean governor,
was sUin " (Hbnost.). Comp. also the representation in Neh. L of the desolate condition of
things, though an interval of upwards of a cen
As even in the
tury had meanwhile elapsed
time of Jesus they were always throwing themselves back on Abraham (for example, John viii..
An arguMatt. iii. 9), so was it the case here.
menium a minori. Since to Abraham, an indi*
vidual man, in his posterity the land was given
for a heritage, the less they conceive could it
possibly fail to them— namely, to kejp the land;
not so properly with Hrngst. to recc'ive it again,
when in point
for they do not give it up as lost
of number they were many, and still more in the
feeling of their souls they were without the
knowledge of sin and the sense of guilt. In the
words of Hen^t " they held themselves to be
the true continnation of Abraham's being, the
bearers of the promise given to him " (Gen. xv.
7)— the posterity in whom Abraham inherited it,
"They
to whom therefore it "was given."
overlooked the wide gulf that stood between
them and him ; if they were Abraham's children,
they would have done his works. " (Comp. at ch.
:

potentia^ as it now also took place
so that the divine word, vers. 2-20, given
with this aim, for this particular moment destined, was now also spoken to the people by the
prophet; and in proof that he was no more dumb,
ke immediately proceeded to give the continuation
of it (ver. 23 sq.). In ch. xxiv. 27 it was said
Kzekiel's mouth should be opened "with" the
escaped.
In the wider sense, namely, at the
same time, about the time, when the escaped
should come, it took place in the evening;
literally, it took place with him in the morning,
and the renewed prophetical mission of £zekiel
besan then in fact. ["One may designate the
folIowin|f prophecies as tlie prophetieally represented victorious history of Israel, of the kingaom
of God among men.
The wonderful, truly great,
and divine is set forth here as a contrast to the
present.
In the presence of death only resurrection and life
The deepest humiliation of the
cov4'uant-people, their apparent annihilation is
the path to their true greatness, nay, to their
eternal clory "—Hi v. ]
H engst. remarks : " On
the ni^t before the arrival of the exile -band,
which was donbtless announced the day before,
took place the opening of the prophet's mouth,
the removal of the seal as it were from it. The
impulse to speak to the people again asserted
itself.
The pro|^etic activity itself first commenced after the exile -band appeared, the arrival
of which was to form the eround for the receiving
of the new disclosures.
Only after the complete xi. 16.)
Ver. 25. To eat upon the blood is explained
death exhibited before their eyes, the annihilation
of all earthly hopes, could t^e announcement of by Keil as eating of flesh which has not been
the joyful resurrection be made." Comp. besides cleansed of the blood comp. Lev. xix. 26.
fundamental law of the theocracy" (Hiv. ).
on ch. iii. 26, 27, and xxix. 21.
The prohibition was given so early as at Gen. ix.
4.
'There with respect to the shedding of blood,
Vers. 28-38. The Renewed Miaaton of EzeJnel in
as the infliction of death, murder; so that it was
view of the State of Heart qf those in Canaan aimed against the spirit of murder (Ueng.st.).
(vers. 28-29), ami t/ten qf those in the Cap" You eat upon innocent blood."
Targum
tivity (vers. 30-33).
From the blood a transition is made to the eatWhat sort of a mission that of Ezekiel's was ing. In Lev. xix. it appears in connection with
which was renewed to him, namely, to do the the service of idolatry, as also here. Ch. xviii
part of a watchman, to warn the people, we have 6, 15, ch. xxiL 8, iv. 27.
The question is re
alrtiidy seen in vers. 2-9.
Hence in the connec- peated in Ver. 26. To stand or place one's self is
tion of the following section with vers. 1-20
to support one's self, therefore to place his

oc/ti,

!

!

.

—

—

:

"A

;

:

—

—

=
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which

confidence thereon,

shedding of blood,

carries

— naj^JH

the
feminine;

farther

}n"»fe^,

hence it has been understood of the women,
with reference to immodest idolatrous worship.
Hengst iwints to ch. xiii. 17 sq. ("The feminine character of the sinner is already indicated
in Gen. iv. 7, where it appears unmanly to let
sin conquer, instead of ruling over it.")
HiTZio:
stands for Q on account of the n following.
J

Ch. xviii. 12, xvi. 50, v. 11. The abomination
must, according to Hengst., be adultery ; ch.
xviii. 6, 11.— In ver. 27, three punishments are
placed over against
The parallel to
sins.
ver. 10
here referring to presumption, there to
despair is confirmed by: *' As I live" (ver. 11).
ninna (ver. 24) a-^na, a play of words.—ch. v.

2x3

—
—

17, xiv.

15,

21; 2 Kings xvii.

25.— flll^,

the

mountain-tops, difficult of access; hence asylums,
mountain -fustnesses, to which (as deeps to heights)
the caves c^iTespond on the other side, and which
come into consideration as refuges irom the
sword and ravenous wild beasts, but not from
the pestilence.
(1 Sam. xiiL 6 ; Jofl. BelL Jud.
Ch. V. 17, xiv. 21.— Ver. 28. Ch. vi.
i. 16. 4.)
14.— (Niph.) ch. XXX. 18, vii. 24.— la^y p^Di
Cleared of men, even of passing
Ch. xxxii. 15.
travellers.
Ver. 29.
Vera. 30-33. The reference in the preceding
verses to the accomjdished fact of Jerusalem's
overthrow is followed in Ver. 30 by a glance into
the immediate surroimdings of the prophet, as
they stood related U} his fresh mission.
The
position of matters was here full of consolation
the consolatorj' work of Ezekiel must begin, the
announci'ment of salvation is going to pi-oceed.
How do the hearts of the exiles feel in regard to
this?
The prophet cannot speak comfort by
means of Abraham, after the manner in which
they comforted themselves in Canaan (ver. 24).
He is *• no servant of sin, but of the living God '*
(Hav.).
a putting of the prophet right, therefore, with respect to the men, such as tnat which
fell to his lot at the outset of his mission, is entirely suitable also here for the new beginning
and for the continuation even to the end. And
thou corresponds to the application, ver. 7.
D'^^aian (**who talk among themselves;" they
ch.

xiv.

15.

—

—

it were, with a
Hitzig makes the matter
See there!— Hrngst.).
too pointed when he expounds: *' Not who
confer together upon thee, but who converse
about thee as about a matter that is of no great
interest to them. " On the contrary, ?|3 indicates

are presented to the prophet, as

and in the doors of the houses, in public,
there every one acknowledges thee.")
^nnsa,
secretly,

without, namely, standing under the gates or
doors of the house. And speak; this continues
The full
the action of the previous clause.
form of expression likewise iinports more than
The words: Come
Hitzig will concede to them.
now, etc., appear also to intimate that they must
now expect something new, different irom what
they had been hitherto always hearing. But is it
as at Hos. vi. 1 ? Would they only near, as they
say, and not also obey ? not return to the Lord ?
The prophet must not deceive himself on this
account, that his person is their daily theme
within and without, nay, that they come in a
manner to the word of the Eternal, as is described
in Ver. 81, namely, **as the coming of people^"
that is, like streaming multitudes, in vast crowds
("as on great solemnities," HXv.) to which
is parallel i\^y^ in an emphatic manner designat-

—

—

—

ing either: "My people" ironically, those who
should be Mine hear, but do not; or
"as My
people," that is, as it they would be My people,
Ewai.d: "as if they were
and still are not.
Or may it not be as
the Inie community."

—

:

Hengst.: "so respectful, attentive, and apparently earnest and willing " ? What they will
not do is clear from ver. 11 ; the words of the
prophet aim at the heart's conversion.
D^a^JPS,

—

HiTzro: "for the lovely is according to their
taste;" but Q^fefy ntDH? and D^i^ i» certainly
suggested

by ^fc^

" Lovely things " were

fc^.

such as they liked, desired, longed for ; hence they
are only about the doing of that which is pleasant
in their mouth, smacks agreeably to them.
Gesenius, however, puts it " Por with the mouth
they do what is well- pleasing (to God), but their
Hengst,
heart goes after their unrighteous gain. "
declares the meanings of " loveliness " and
"well- pleasing" to be without foundation, and
renders: "they deal tenderly with their mouth,"
:

properly: "they show ardour, affect in wonis an
ardent love to God and His word, while the real
inclination of their heart goes quite another wav,
is turned to mammon, the god of the Jewish old
man." Hav. "for lewdness they follow with
their mouth. "
a^y with Ezekiel (comp, at cli.
:

•

T

:

and Jeremiah unquestionably denotes imSure love, passionate desire, especially unchaste
eshly desire, whether as akin to itya^m^y or to
"gaping after" igajfen), looking after, or to
"snatching at" (Germ. ?iappen\ hoping for,
earnestly expecting.
So much is clear as to the
a continuation of the discourse and a sense of in- meaning of the word all besides is imported, or
with it.
arbitrarily
connected
terest, which Hav. thinks cannot be imderstood
W^2^V (only in
xxiii.)

;

Still less,
otherwise than with a hostile feeling.
however, accords with such an interpretation the
people
about
of
the
the proregular assembling
phet, and above all, the impression which the
mlfilment of his predictions will probably have
made upon them. He hence forms the beloved
must have
standing object of their plaudits

—

done

so,

we may

rather say.

T^t^^ sitting

down

—

hy the walls ("upon the divan," Hengst.) as
much as in secret, or within their houses.
"the sons, etc., who speak
(Scarcely, as Hav.
against thee in l^e honae, are thy opponents
:

:

the plural), however, occurs not merely in ver.
but also in ver. 32 connected with i^{^% song.

31,

What else, then, can it signify but "love-songs**
(songs of impure love) ? To the fact that they do
not the words of the prophet, which according to
their own confession proceed from Jehovah (ver.
30), the D^yy hdH Dn'»B3 D^3Jg ^nn a restriccertainly they also do, they are at the
doing in their month: as much as, with words,
with the tongue. What is received by the ear,
this in the mouth becomes love -songs; the

tion:
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32, 38.

"doing" of that they make out of the words of fulfilled ; this must signify, Jerusalem is fallen,
God s^ken by the prophet Hence, after that in and the truth of the predictions perfectly established.")
rer. 31 the expression D"^}/ has been explained,
The experience is, however, a painful
one, because the people's impenitence will exclude
or more exactly defined, the statement: "and them from the future
salvation. What far-reachthey hear thy words," etc., is again resumed. ing and, at the same
time, true prospective vision,
So that their doing remains in the mouth; the even to the days of the Sun
of man
It had
heart does not participate in it, as is presently already been
declared to them through the proindicated when it is said that their heart goes phets in the
midst of them ; so much the more,
after its covetous, fraudulent gain (yiCl ^om
when He Himself actually came and spoke to
them,
did
every
pretext for their sin fall away,
to make a cut; ch. xxii. 27, 12). Nay, they
!

jf^
- T

John

advantage of the words of God, which
Ezekiel announces to them, that they turn them
whence it is not so much
to their own account
their warm regard for Jehovah, as Jehovah's for
them, which here comes into consideration.
In
some such way they treat the divine promises as

XV. 22.

take such

;

We

loving declarations of a hot paramour.
are
not, however, on this account obliged to interpret

U^W

hy* "frivolous jokes," "words of mockery"

(with the

with

Targum), or: "falsehood,"

the

older

translations.

Not

"deceit,*'

that they

would "only amuse themselves," but more, they
twm grace into toarUormess (Jude 4).
With
them also, therefore, the matter concerns the
substance of things, not so much "the lovely
form ;" and they were perverting it to excess
according to their heart's lust.

DOCTRINAL REFLEOTIONB.

Compare

the

H^eetions at pp. 72,

78,

and on

ch. xviii.
1. "Woe is me," exclaimed the apostle, "if 1
preach not the gospel " (1 Cor. ix. 16.) This is
a lesson wliich belongs to all those who have had
the care or oversight of others committed to them.
With that is not to be confounded the cinumstance, that each individual has his particular
from God, by means of which he can be pro!

^t

htable to his neighbouiP.
The general love deseek the salvation of each
other, Jude 21-23 (CoocEius).
2. In the office, calling, service which belongs
to preachers, two things unite,— namely, the appointment through men, that is, in the present
Ver. 32. According to Hitzig, '\>^ must signify case, through the Church, as is implied
in the.
similitude ver. 2 sq. ; and that the Lord gives
not song, but " lovely singer. "
^p ns^ does not preachers
to Jerusalem, as is said at ver. 7.
necessitate that, for it may be referred to the fine Where this latter is not regarded, there the other
tones of the son?.
But if it applies to the fine also cannot be considered. If the civil magisvoice of the prophet, then it is to be understood trate, hence the State, or private individuals to
that, after he has in
been coupled with his whom the patronage belongs, will assert for themselves the voccUio vdnlstrorum, they thereby
prophecy (to which, however, the reference accord- ignore the Christian rights of the Church, just
ing to the connection must chiefly be made), he is because they do not acknowledge the supreme
thought of apart, and {|^ 3po continues the right of God over His people. For it belongs to
the Church to choose and ordain her servants,
reference to the prophet, without therefore conaccording to the order of Christ and His apostles
strainiug us by this personal reference to underand a particular community, although it may be
stand -i>^ also directly and simply of him.
locally formed, does not at all stand related to
the whole Church after the maimer that a single
3^D*n (Hiph. of 3t)^), with j33, signifies either
commune, as a section of the civic commonto play well, beautifully, or to do so vigorously, wealth, stands related to the State ; but it is in
bravely.
Junius refers what is ^said to the pro- respect to constitution the Church itself, which
phecies of doom upon those who are without (ch. has its representation in the community as regards
Hengst, in a manifestly modem its full possession of life. Not otherwise appear
xxv.-xxxii.).
fashion: "they rejoice ami<i the national im- to us the communities of the Acts of the Apostles
poverishment at the admirable rhetorical gifts of and of the apostolic epistles.
Hereditary relathe new classic*' (!).
Ver. 83. This verse joins to tions might well enough beget a temporary legal
the repetition of their not doing the prediction of right of a historical kind, but really destitute of
their unfailing and so difierent knowledge of the foundation, in so far as it is at variance with the
prophet. ^And when it comes, in a fl;eneral sense, fundamental rights of the Church, and can be
what he speaks ; not the more special utterance in proved to be the remnant of an antagonistic claim
vers. 27-29, which at least does not sound like a of rights, an unjust usurpation.
We are not to
song of loves, rather the prophecies which were speak with the Remonstrants of rights conferre<l
now going to follow. Thus the tone with which upon the Church by the State in the matter of
this second main division of the book commences the vocatio ministrorum^ since the State has no
is diiferent; not: they shall know that 1 am right to confer, because possessing none.
And so
Jehovah, but as at ch. iL 5, where the language the Reformation, if it found itself very much in
employed was still of a general kind. (See there.
the position, could not have the right, to erect a
^The : behold it comes, points back to the cir- throne for the Ccesareo-pnpal government of the
cumstance that the judgment on the people has Churchv since the Church, having the right to
actually come ; and as such a thing has come, so govern itself, renounces itself when it giv- - n^^ to
certain also shall the following discourses be seen the State, or to the persons in whom the v
to be as to their fulfilment.
(HiTZ. the matter power concentrates itself, rights which are absoshall certainly come to pass which is the object lutely the Church's own, which therefore the civil
"
of thine address.
And lo it is already power cannot possess, unless these rights are to
Hlv.

mands that we should

y^

—

—

—

.

.

i

I

:

:

I
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be turned to foolishness. In every tyranny exercised on the conscience, foolishness plays its
part.
But the claim of right, which, since the
Kefonnation, has crept in for the conferring of
rights which are against right, is of a piece with
that of aummua episcopua whence the Papistical
leaven of this title clearly appears.
For it is

—

Papistical doctrine in the ^neral to ascribe the
right of vocation to the bishops, if the Roman
chair should not have granted special exceptions
in regard to the election of pastors.
When the
limits of State -power have oeen formulated in
this way, that it has to do with things circa
8acra, but not in mcriSf it certainly does look
odd enough that **a supreme bishop" should
indeed inspect the walls of the sanctuary, but
must not tread upon them. The experience of
upwards of 800 years, however, has shown much
else than the absurdity of the foimnla in question
has proved the neglected, though oft-repeated
and powerfully expressed, warnings of Luther and
of the s3mibolical [X)oks, against the intermingling
of the spiritual and civil jurisdictions, to have
been only too well grounded.
And when the
Reformed theologian Heidegger, in his MeduUa
TheologkB, with the view ofsmoothing over the
folly of that formula, would not have the oversight and power of the State limited to the circa
retigionem ei ecclesiamf but apostrophises the
magistrate as ifM^trrat et eccleaioB m/^mJbrum excellens, thereby giving him to participate in the
power which belongs to the Church, and then
ascribing to him the obligation of serving Christ
and His kingdom, and of advancing this kingdom with the authority lent him by God; or
when Burmann, also a Reformed theologian, enumerates the offices of the magistrate drca aacra^
and among these reckons not merely the appointment and ordering of the acts of public worship,
80 as to secure that all be done according to the
word of God, and the providing a safeguard
against ecclesiastical arbitrariness, and the interposition on behalf of oppressed fellow-believers,
and so forth, but also the suppression of errors,
of heretics and heterodox, the refonuation of the
Church when it has become corrupt', etc.;
in
all this we have a glance afforded us into a state
of things which has actually existed, but which,
and along therewith the alleged ground for such
civil interferences, in spite of the so-called
"Christian State," has long since passed away.
But what is to be matter of controversy with tne
State will, above all, have reference to the so-called
church patrons, for patronage is really of Romishheathenish origin, and has never at all, in confonnity with ita proper sense, been Christianized
as a juridical advocateship ; at least a good part of
the Germanic feudal lordship has infused itself
into this assumption of a right of private domination.
Now if,
opposition to all of this nature
that is at variance with the self-government of
the Church by means of the organization peculiar
to her, a stand is to be made, and, in particular,
the choice and calling of pastors are effected in
this way through men, there still is, as the other
factor, the I^rd, whose body the Church of God
is, and the right of the Church in its last source
is the constitution granted by her sole Head,
Christ. In consequence of this regimen prvMipale,
all are brethren who serve one another, the Lord
alone has the supreme authority (theocracy or
Christocracy) ; so that the Charon, in respect to

—

—

—

m

its

is no democracy, neither
an aristocracy any more than a hierarchy,

inner spiritual form,

is it

but a monarchy in the highest sense of the word.

Through the Holy Spirit, and by dint of such
supreme invisible sovereignty, was Ezekiel sent
to Israel, just as in ordinary circumstances th*
humblest village pastor is sent from the same
quarter, whether it may be for grace or for judgFor it is God's good pleasure that
ment

through such service on the part of men the
divine will in respect to men should be accomplished (Eph. iv. 11 so.); and the calling of a
minister in any particular case will be pwfect,
where the internal through the Spirit corresponds
with the external through the Church or its
organs.
**
the ultimate ground
3. Ewald maintains that
of all possibility of a true conversion stands in
this, that in connection with the divine grace,
which is ever working for good, a genuine prophet never fails, who, in perilous times announcing the pure truth, informs and warns all with

Against enthusiafits and
Schwenkfeldians it has not, indeed, been denied
Church,
that God, if such
by the teachers of the
had been His will, could also immediately as
from Himself have converted and saved men
yet still the Church has always held fast the conviction, that the public ministiy and vocation to
it in the Church is requisite by a hypothetical
necessity, namely, with reference to the good
pleasure and purpose of God.
4. The prophets are to be reckoned among the
In the old Reformed
** extraordinary ministers."
theology, the. extraordinary vocation was represented as threefold:— (1) When God effects it
directly through His voice, as in the case of
Abraham, Moses, the prophets under the Law,
John the Baptist, and the apostles ; (2) when it
takes place by announcement through a human
instrumentality, as in the case of Aaron and the
tribe of Levi, by means of Moses as the mediating agency; (3) when the internal impulae of the
Spirit drives in one direction or another, as was
the case, for example, with the deacon Philip.
5. Death is the wages of sin, and sin is the
destruction of people ; and so, by reason of the
dauntless, clear words. "

.

universal sinfulness, quite apart from particular
charges of guilt, an absolutely sinless extinction of life is not to be thought of; only relatively heavier or lighter will the guilt weigh
But beside one's own guilt,
in particular cases.
that of each individual man, there stands upon
the tablet of the Judge, as fellow-partakers thereof, human society in the general (through education, instruction, customs, etc.), and in particular
its chiefs, as governors, princes, lords, teachers,
etc., who should serve not merely as poesessors of
the dignity and of office, but also as examples to
be looked up to in whatever place they may be.
6. "This is, however, the brightest and moti^
glorious distinction of the prophetic calling, to
proclaim the joy of the Creator in connection
with the life of the converted sinner " (Umbreit).

We have not on this account to despair of
because knowing that we are in the midst of
For this knowledge of death excludes
deat^.
only the thought of life, as that which mi§^t
still be in ourselves, and could proceed out of ns;
but such knowledge by no means takes from us,
it rather brings nearer, the prospect of life out of
The eonourselves, namely, in the living God.
7.

life,
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version from sin to God, as also from all dead life in hope, and should not feel the want of
works of a simply legal nature, or of self-right- state-support or temple or priesthood, and caiiial
sousness,

wbich

is

way of

that

Himself
8.

is bence a burying in regard to the life
merely man's, while in reality it is the
life

wbich God

gives,

and which

He

is.

"Conversion, internally considered,

is

the

change of a man's state of mind into conformity
with the will of God a change, therefore, in
which bis internal feeling cannot be alone operative, but in which that elects his transformation
in the power of God, which is the moving impulse
from a nigher power in respect to what he is going

—

to be.
But oiftwardly it appears as the complete
reformation of his behaviour, since he turns from
a direction toward the world into a direction toward God. The change wbich takes place in his
state of mind in all the elements conditioning it
becomes manifest in the transformation of nis
life.
This change of mind is as to its nature a
tingle decisive and deeply conscious act ^tbe act
of the whole inner lite; but precisely on this
account not the isolated occurrence of a single
hour, of a particular frame or deed, though it
frequently also comes to its highest manifestation
in a particular hour, frame, or deed.
It is not
an abstract single change, but a revolution reston
a concrete single change, on a definite
in^c
turning-point, an always renewed and always
more deeply penetrating and pervading revolution, which is quite fitly designated by the term
eon version.
It is the everlasting deed of Uie
man in the power of his God with reference to the
old life" (Lanoe, Po8. Dogmatik),
9. **Eril ways are not only the bad ways of
wicked works, but also the false ways of righteousness.
Nay, it is above all important, that
whoever will live should turn from his own
wisdom and fancied power, as if he could sanctify
himself to God, and give Him the glory, and receive from Him justification by grace " (Coco.).
10. Because conversion of neart, sincere conversion, can at any moment savingly interrupt
the course of development of sin, which would
otherwise run on to its consummation in the
judgment of death, so the disobedience of unheUef toward the alluring word of grace must be
regarded as the sin unto death.
11. "When it is said that God has no pleasure in the death of the wicked, it must be
pnderstood after this manner, as if He were not
inclined to give pardon to the penitent.
God
does not delight in judgment in such a way as
not to delight in the justification of him who
rcjMnts; as if repentance in faith on the word
which promises grace to the sinner were of no
•cooant with God, or as if there were no righteousness of God available through which the
penitent might obtain salvation.
This woni
very clearly snows that there was no necessity for
Israel pinine away in their own sips, or in tnose
of others, u they were but themselves in the
right way.
For whenever they turned from
their evil way, life was thenceforth prepared for
them- Whence it follows, that for that life neither
a temple nor a state was requisite, so that those
anly should pine away of worldly sorrow who
have their glory in these carnal and earthly
things; whereas for such as would bend their
hearts to believe in God, there should be no
wasting away in their own or their fathers' sins,
or in tiuMe of the people, but they should have

—

things of that sort, out should find all laid up
tnem in God, who wouM be mindful of His
covenant with Abraham, and provide the Seed in
which the Gentiles were to be olessed '* (Coco. ).
12. "The greatest danger that can arise out of
suffering is that a man should misunderstand
his Maker one of the hardest problems for the
servants of God is to bring reason, into the suffering" (Henost.).
18. The law in the Old Covenant directed its
The knowledge of sin
chief attention upon sin.
must, be for men the result that came out of all
those imperatives, "Thou shalt not, "and "Thou
shalt. "
Hence the prophets in their relation to
the law could, in the first instance, pursue no
other aim than to set forth men as sinners.
Sin
remains as the mark of interrogation behind the
righteousness of the righteous.
As the conflict
between the law and the carnality of man is not
closed by the law, the doing of what is right
according to the law may acquire for any one the
predicate of a righteous person, but it wUl always
only in particular cases oe done aright according
to the law ; the righteousness out of the law
must be "righteousnesses," specific t^ym f'ofitu
such as, for example, are mentioned in ver. 14
sq. (and in contraist therewith ver. 25 sq.).
So
that there is a righteousness of the righteous,
vers. 12, 13, 18, while still man does not see
himself placed through the law in the position of
a perfectly happy relation to God, freed from
It is not, howguilt and the curse of the law.
ever, knowledge alone of his sins and knowledge
of himself as a sinner which the law gives to
man, but along therewith the knowledge that the
righteousness, the reality of which corresponds to
God, which is the righteousness of Goid, must
come as a reyelation outside tiie law frt>m God
for

;

—

Himself through grace.
14. That with nie completed fact of the overthrow of Jerusalem the silence of Ezekiel should
be brought to an end, and he should be no more

dumb—this circumstance lent to

the fact in question a special character, caused it to appear so
much the more in a peculiar light, as a parallel

must be provided

Accordingly, it not
for it.
Jerusalem must have fallen, so
that salvation might with open mouth be prophesied, as the starry orbs of ni^ht disappear
before the rising sun, but it was in reality so
and parallel with this first destruction, the last
destruction of the Holy City, and the total dispersion of the people throughout the Roman
world, on the one hand, made room for the fulness of the Gentiles at the table of Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob, and on the other, caused the
ffospel salvation to be preached to every creature.
Jerusalem became then thoroughly desolate; but
John saw a new Jerusalem coming down out of
heayen.
The Jews have been scattered abroad
everywhere, but the Israel of God are being
gathered meanwhile from all the ends of the earth,
on the ground of the prophetic word, rendered
more certain through the fulfilment certified by

merely seems as

if

the apostles.
15. "Neither danger, or, more correctly, the
anxious concern and dread about danger, such as
we can well imagine to ourselves, nor any other
hindrance, must be permitted to throw itself like
an insuperable wall in the way of a servant of
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This

God.

kbour

no apology worthy of a prophet,

is

preach to deaf eare
but
in season and out of season is the work to be
be
admonished.
No
carried on, and sinners to
cue must bury his talent (Matt. xxv.). And this
holds equally with respect to magistrates and
heads of families " (Lavatek).
*

I

—

in vain

I

;

;

nOMILETIC HINTS.

We men

are daily and always anew
to be reminded of our obligations, for individually and collectively we are slothful and negligent
men" (Stck.). Vers. 2, 3. ** How profitable in
dangerous times is the guardian care of watchmen
They must not, however, betrav the confidence of the community, and must have oi)en
eyes, in order that the people of the Lord may

Ver.

1.

**

—

!

warned still does not fall guiltless, for his
security, carelessness, etc., were the occasion of

—

his fall.
Contempt of danger is therefore no
true courage.
Ev^ry one m^st carry his soul as
in his hand.
" What a mournful condition is it,
when the Church does not watch, the State does
not protect, the house does not ailmonish ! "(Stck.)
Vers. 7-9. "Natural life and soundness of
health are indispensably necessary to an ordinary
watchman, and not less necessary are life and
strength in the inner man to a spiritual watchman, Lam. ii. 14" (Lange). "With a spiritual
watchman there must be found a spiritual life, a
spiritual light, a spiritual wakefulness, and dnti«
ful fidelity in all parts of his office" (St.).
As
the prophet on the mouth of God, so the preacher
is dependent on the word of God.
He has by
this to prove every word of man ; on this hu>t
his office has no dependence.
The apostle
pleads in the stead of Christ, 2 Cor. v. 20.
"Mark, Christian hearer I For God's sake, and
because God ^"ishes it, thy teacher must warn

——

—

—

not be taken by surprise. But when the Lord
does not keep the city, the watchman waketh in
vain, even though he does not fall into sleep'*
** The sword is the judgment, but the
(Luther).
Therefore be not wroth with him if thou
ti-umpet the holy gospel; the man who spies and thee.
watches is the bishop, whose part it is to preach shouldst be so, then be assured that it is not with
and testify of the future judgment " (Clement). him, but with God, that thou art enraged, GaL L
SollicUudo officium prcelati est, non celsUudo 6,10; Deut xviii. 19" (St.).— Sympathy may
** The
calling to the office of be cruelty everything at the right place and at
(Bernard).
Love can cover the sins which
preacher is twofold one immediate, the other the right time.
mediate ; the former is from God, the latter from are committed against us, but never can call evil
man, Acts xxvi. 15, 16, vL 5" (Cn.).-*«Who good. Whosoever despises him that is sent, fails
would choose a blind man to be the watchman of in respect also to Him that sent him. But they
a city ? How could he see the danger and give are no servants of God who flatter the ungoJly.
(CJomp. Homiletic Hints on ch. iii. 17 sq.)
warning of it ? How unreasonable is it, there"The warnings which teachers have failed to
fore, to appoint a spiritually blind or unconverted
does
give
afford no justification to the wicked before
He
not at all see the
man to b^ a teacher
danger, and how can he give warning ? Lsa. Ivi. God, for God warns them Himself in His word,
"A more intolerable judg10, 11 ; Matt. XV. 14" (Starke).—The office and Luke xii. 48" (St.).
work, the service and fidelity of a right bishop or ment comes upon Chorazin and Bethsaida than
overseer of the community.
The profitableness upon Tyre and Sidon " (Heim-Hoff.). "The
and blessing of fidelity on the other hand, the position of the servants of God is certainly not &
injury and curse of unfaithfulness.— "The im- comfortable one, since they have to dwell among
portance and responsibility of the prophetic call- those who are called briers and scorpions, and are
ing" (Umbr.). ** Although in the present day likened even to lions ; whence they do not get off
ministers are chosen and ordained to church em- without pricks and wounds " (Stck.).
" But the
ployment by men, yet may s^ich human choice, preaching is not enough which consists simply in
when it is rightly gone about, be also termed the word. An evangelical watchman must t*;ach

—

;

—

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

!

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

divine.
But since it is God who assigns ministers
their place, He ought to be entreated to send ti-ue
and good ministers to His people " (Luther).
"What sort of a watchman would he be who
should keep silence about the breaking out of a

Ev«'n
conscientiously and live holily " (H. H.).
when the preacher's conscience is free from guilt
in regard to the ungodly who perish in their sins,
what a sorrow does it occasion in the life of the
preacher when he has to see the impenitent die

because he would not rouse people out of
And so, what sort of teacher would
?
he be who should remain silent at the sins of
the ungodly, that they might not be disturbed in
their sleep of security? " (St.)
" No blind man,
nor dreamer, nor drowsy sleeper, is fit for an
office which takes it^ name from wakefulness"
(Berl. Blb.).
Vers. 4-6. To let one's self be warned, what a
profitable, serious, and yet very much neglected
prescription!
"Ask those who have gone to
tell ; they will in a body give thee for answer.
would not take warning (SrcK.).— The disregarded or despised warnings from youth up.
Men can but warn, they cannot deliver.—The
power and the weakness of our love. "I hear
the message well enough, but 1 want faith."
Ver. 6. Of the watching which is enjoined upon
ourselves: "Watch, for ye know not," etc., we
arc not relieved by the obligation which lies upon
the watiQiman.
Hence he who is overtaken un-

in their sins
preacher's office,

—

fire,

their sleep

—

—

We

—

!

—

—The

pain connected with the
which the world understand?

not.
"1 would not willingly be saved withou*
you " (Augustine).
Ver. 10. All in the end feel sin, but they hatr

—

"The way of the unconverted in ihit
respect is to look rather to the temporal than tc
the eternal life" (St.). ^To despair, instead of'
turning to God, is but another form of the pride
Despair is another
that is in the human heart.
kind of impenitence. How contrasts touch one
another I The godly also are sometimes on the
brink of despair— David, Ps. xxxviii., and Cain,

it not.

—

—

—

Gen.

iv.

— "That punishment should
—
—
—

always be

heavier to ns than sin I" (Stck.) He who would
justify himself would perhaps throw the hlanie
even upon God.
God always deals unfairly
with the wicked, as they think.
"When God's
judgments break forth, then men readily remember their sins" (Stck.).
"One must hate sin
before one can live" (B. B.).
He whose sin

—
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keeps him away from God, loves his sin more
than his life.
hy will ye die ? God, therefore,
*iways asks agaiu.
**We must not despair of
God's compassion, bat turn ourselves toward it
(Stck.).—
the Holy One swears, He lets
Himself down to the lies, the faithlessness, and
fickleness which prevail on the earth. He comes
before the judgment- seat of men, and bears
His testimony o^nst sinners who would die.
Uubelief must oe ashamed and dumb, or be
*' He does
compelled to pass sentence on itself.
not swear by His love, of which the smaller
number only have some feeling ; but that He
lives all know " (B. B.).— Indubitable as the love
of God is, yet not the less necessary is conversion
for men.
Seek no back-doors, no bribery of the
suints, no hushing up of the conscience with
rtious forms of speech ; but go straight into the
heavenly kingdom, as the prodigal son made for
his father.
''We can thmk nothing good of
ourselves ; our whole salvation is hence a divine
work " (H. H.).—The living God wills life, and
also gives it to those who will ; but unless men
also wish it, He certainly does not give.
To
work this will, to lay the will of the flesh to
sleep under God's word
^this is the aim of the
universil grace, i.e, the grace which God offers to
all men through His word.
But where the will
has been wrought, there will also the perfoimance
be made good, according to the good pleasure of

W

When

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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might not perish. Ver. 17 sq. (HomiHints on ch. xviii. 25-29.)
**More than
five years intervened [viz. between this and the
similar utterance in en. ^tviii.J, and the people
had still not got a step farther. Thus God H imself,
by His example, teaches all parents, guardians,
etc.,
patience.
And we snould much more
exercise patience when we think of our own sins
and of God's patience with us, but should also not
be weary of watching and warning " (Schmiedeu).
** An honest man has still much more faith
in
the world than God Himself, Gen. xix. 14"
(St.).
God's way is right even when He, nay,
iust because He does not allow the righteous to
be righteous, and does not leave the sinner to
perish.
Let him who thinks that he stands
take heed that he do not fall!— Do this, it is
ever again said, and thou shalt live.
Good
works ai-e productions of God, in consequence
of the will having been set free by Him from
the doing of evil to the doing of good.— The last
day will make it clear that God s way has been
that

it

letic

—

—

—

—

right
Vers. 21, 22. "The opened mouth of a servant
God is his frankness, the contrary is trimming
and flattering ; and it is also distinguished from
sarcastic witticisms, evil speaking, and insult.
The servants of God should be frank in speech ;
yet not like insolent fellows, who believe they

of

may say everything because no one can contradict
God; so that our conversion is not only His them, at least when in the pulpit " (Luther).
requirement, but also His working, although the God's word will take eflect at last woe to him
deed is man's.
who then finds that he is a stricken man, who
Vera. 12, 13. (See Homiletic Hints on ch. xviii. should have long ago recognised himself to be iu
Righteousness from works that case
**At last it comes, what men would
24, 21 sq., 26, 27 sq.)
does not preserve and save men.— It is not the not believe" (Berl. Bib.).
Our silence and our
** In the time of God's
righteousness of the righteous that is the ques- speaking are both of God.
tion, but the righteousness of God, which is mani- long-suffering, which sinners abuse, the righteous
fested indeed in the law, but does iwt come out of must often be silent till the judgments actually
the law.
^The righteous who are such by faith take phice " (B. B.).— Ver. 24 sq. The deceitful

—

;

—

!

—

——

—

—

——

and wiU live in their faith. One must conclusions of self-love. The hereditary nobility
** Of" Abraham matin its foolish pretensions.
one must also continue to the end.
Unfaithfulness smites its own Lord.
The truly ters nothing, but to be like Abraham is what is
righteous also know of failing, but not of falling needed.
NobUsie oblige. Walls, cities, go to
away.— Not that we are evil by nature is what ruin, but a fool will still nlant himself on the
finally condemns us, but that we remain evU in ruins, Prov. xxvii. 22.
"What is promised to
spite of ^e goodness of God, which seeks our faith, unbelievers will often be found appropriatconversion" No true penitent needs despair on ing to themselves" (Stck.).— The hope of the
account of his old sins, nor faint because of them, ungodly must come to shame.
When the mask
will live,

begin, but

—

—

—

—

—

3; Matt. ix. 2" (Cb.).— **In true connot enough that Uiere be a breaking
off of some sins, but of all, Isa. i 16
Jas. ii. 10
(Starke).
"But this is the true life, if one
can say with Paul': I live not, but Christ liveth
in me, GaL iL 20" (Stck.).—Trust upon one's
own righteousness is not faiUi, but trust upon the

falls from the hypocrites, then will the beast of
prey which lay behind become manifest and we
shall all be made manifest before the judgmentseat of Christ ; then the masquerade will be out
There have not only been persons bearing merely
the name of Jew, but there still are, and always
have been, plenty of nominal Christians. Our lite
righteousness of God iq Christ
Not assuredly must not bilie our profession, else in our claim to
the letter of our righteousness, but the spirit of the inheritance of the slants we shall reckon withthat impnted to us, brings the assurance tbat we out our host.
Holy ruins are relics on which
are children of God, and shall also remain such.
there is no inheritance.
Ver. 26. The natural
Ver. 14 sq. The voucher for the reckoning here man stands upon nothing else than his sword.
**
fiimished oy means of the thief on the cross.
In relation to sin men ought not to be womanish,
Conversion of heart, of conduct, of life.
The but women to be manly" (Henost.).
Ver.
«epmtion from sin is effected not only by the 27. The divine vengeance does not need to rush
forgiveness of all our sins and of our sini'ul state, upon its victim from behind in order to lay hold
bnt also by a walk in all goodness after the Spirit, of him, nor does it retjuire to make a long and
ho now begins His ascendency. "Man be- laborious search after him but where he has fled
comes free when in his conscious want of freedom to and fancies himself hidden, whether it be in the
lie gives himself up to the
free-making God" heights or in the depths, there the vengeance of
(Lanoe).
The improvement of the life shows God lies in readiness, and has been expecting him
that things have become better with a man, that to come to it
In the end we all come to God
God has taken an interest in his soul, in order alas that so few should fall into His arms, while

Ps. ixv.

verdon

it is

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—
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so many fall upon His sword !— If the wild beasts
of {>assion do not tear a man, the pestilence of
his natural corruption will gradually consume
him.
Ver. 28 sq. Desolate shall it be at last
about every ungodly man ; for as the heart is, so
is the life.
First of all sin desolates ; then come
desolations through death ; finally, we pass into
the desolation of an eternity without God.
The knowledge of the Eternal many times the
most terrible humiliation in what is tempoi-al.
Ver. 30 sq. "It is suspicious when people praise
the fineness of a preacher's voice, address, etc.
(RiCHT.).
Ezekiel shows that this is what may
happen even with earnest and godly preachers,
for what is there from which man cannot suck
sugar? "Externally to hear Grod's word, men
will often encourage themselves, but not through
God's grace to reduce it to practice, Jer. xhi.
Merely to hear, without doing,
1, 2" (St.).

—

'

—

—

—

—

makes all preaching unprofitable. How maiiy
unwashed mouths wipe themselves clean on
the servants of God!—Strange that sermons of
rebuke should be more attractive than ^racesermons!
It shows that the gospel requires a
much greater earnestness of spirit than the law.
But men would still always rather be smitten
than caressed they thiuk, perhaps, that in the
love there is too much of design.
If one has
been struck by the cudgel, it is still possible to
preserve one's heart and head
but live leaves
nothing to one's self, it demands all the whole
man, and the whole life. " Shun the society of
mockers, for nothing that is good can come of
;

;

—

—

XL
1.

";

these" (Stok.).— "They only praise the eloquence, they do not trouble theniiielves about the
matter, unless it be that it does not directly concern them, but the heathen, ch. xxv. s^." (n. B./.
A measure for judging of the flocking to mis"There will always be hypocrites,
sion festivals.
who he^r, indeed, but do not— yea, do quite differently from what their hearing should lead
them to do. But God knows the thoughts of the
heart, and looks upon all the ways of all men,
and in Bis own time will avenge the despite
done to His servants upon their despisers.
Finally^ we should not suiter ourselves to oe entertained with God's word as with music. God
does not play in His word that we may dance
(Luther). —To hear, but also to obey, tnat is the
main thing. Mere habit as rMjards the hearing
of sermons makes people indifferent, and at last
The Lord preserve us from empty pewa,
stupid.
but still more from stupid hearers, who only
wish to show their Sunday clothes, and to have
^How readily may a preacher
been in church
God read
deceive himself regarding his hearers !
here to Ezekiel a lecture on homiletics. Pions
sentimentalism, also, is spiritual adultery. So
must God to-day still be liove, since thus only
can the worid quietly remain the world, which
He has loved so much.—The "dear God " {Hebe
Oott) the love-son^ of people of the world.—
Satan goes with us into church. Edification and
the capacity for it are two different things. ^A
true prophet will always leave behind him the
impression of a true prophet

—

—

—

—

1

—

—

—

—

—

—

THE DIVINE PROMISES.

Against the Shepheiids of Israel, of the Shepherd Kindness of Jehovah toward His
Flock, and of His Servant David (Ch. xxxiv.).
1,

2

And the word of Jehovah came to me, sajdng: Son of man, prophesy
upon the shepherds of Israel, prophesy, and say to them, to the shepherds.
Thus saith the Lord Jehovah Woe to the shepherds of Israel, that were
:

3 feeding themselves
Should not the shepherds feed the flock ? Ye ate the
fat, and clothed yourselves with the wool; ye killed what was fed ; ye fed not
4 the flock. Those which became weak ye have not strengthened, and the sick ye
have not healed, and the wounded [brokenl have ye not bound up, and the driven
away have ye not brought back, nor looted after that which was lost [perirtiinjr],
5 and with rigour have ye ruled them, and with oppression. And they were
scattered, b^use [there was] no shepherd, and were for food to all living crea6 tures [for meat to all beasts] of the field, and they were scattered. They wander.
My flock, upon all mountains, and upon every high hill ; and upon the whole
face of the earth have they been scattered, My flock, and there is none that
7 seeks after, and none that looks after.
Therefore, shepherds, hear the word
8 of Jehovah. As I live sentence of the Lord Jehovah Because
flock
has become for a prey [for booty], and they have become, My flock, for food to
all living creatures of the field, because [there wm] not a shepherd, and My
shepherds have not sought after My flock, and the shepherds fed themselves,
9 and fed not My flock
Therefore, ye shepherds, hear the word of Jehovah
10 Thus saith the Lord Jehovah
Behold, I [am] against the shepherds, and
demand My flock from their hand, and cause them to cease from feeding the
flock ; and the shepherds shall no more feed themselves ; and I deliver [«MwchJ
My flock out of their mouth, and they shall not henceforth be for food to
1
them. For thus saith the Lord Jehovah Behold, I, I [am there], and seek for
12 My flock, and inspect [acmtiiixe] them. As a shepherd inspects his flock, in the
!

—

—

My

:

:

:
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day that he

and

14

amongst

his flock, the scattered

[siia

p],

My

so will I inspect

them out of all the places whither they were scattered in the day of cloud and darkness.
And I lead them forth from
among the peoples, and gather them from the lands, and bring them to their
ground, and feed them upon the mountains of Israel, in the valleys, and in all
the dwellings of the land [theeartii].
On good pasture will I feed them, and in
flock,

13

is

817

deliver

[rescue]

the high mountains of Israel shall their walk be there shall they lie
in a good walk, and on a fat pasture shall they feed upon the mountains of Israel
senI will feed My flock, and I will make them lie down
tence of the Lord Jehovah.
I will look after the perishing, and the driven
away will I bring back, and the broken will I bind up, and will strengthen
the sick, and the fat and the strong I will destroy I will feed it with judgment. And ye. My flock, thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I judge
between sheep and sheep, the rams and the he-goats. Is it too little for you
that ye feed on the good [brtt] pasture, and ye tread down the rest of your
pasture with your feet, ana drmk the sunk water, and with your feet trouble
the residue ? And My flock, must they feed on what your feet have trodden,
and of what your feet have troubled must they drink 1 Therefore, thus
saith the Lord Jehovah to them: Behold, I, I [•mthew] and judge between
fsLt sheep and lean [imporerithed] sheep.
Because ye push with side and with
shoulder, and thrust with your horns all those which have become weak, till
ye have scattered them abroad
Therefore I help My flock, and they shall no
longer be for a prey, and I will judge between sheep and sheep.
And I appoint
[i*be ap] over them one shepherd, and he feeds them, My servant David
he
will feed them, and he will be to them a shepherd.
And I, Jehovah, will be
to them a God, and My servant David prince
I, Jehovah, have
their midst.
spoken.
And I conclude for them a covenant of peace, and cause the evil
toasts to cease out of the land, and they dwell securely in the wilderness,
and sleep in the woods. And I give them and the environs of My hill [for a]
blessing, and cause the rain to come down in its season
showers of blessing
there shall be.
And the tree of the fleld gives its fruit, and the land shall
give its increase ; and they are safe upon their ground, and they know that I
am Jehovah, when I break the bars of their yoke, and I deliver [rescue] them
from the hand of those whom they served [who wrougbt through uieml. And they
shall no more be a prey to the heathen, and the beasts of the field shall not
devour them, and they dwell secure, and there is none to make them afraid.
And I raise up for them a plantation for a name, and they shall no more be
swept away from hunger in the land, and no more bear the reproach of the
heathen. And they know that I, Jehovah, their God, [am] with them, and
they [ate] My people, the house of Israel
sentence of the Lord Jehovah
And ye My flock, flock of My pasture, men [are] ye; I [am] your God sentence of the Lord Jehovah.
[on]
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and Zedekiah, and likewise many of the chiefs,
were still in life; that the announcement therefore might extend into the future.
But be holds
Ver. 1. Henffstenberg regards the prophet with
that what the prophet here announces as haviog
diis word of Jehovah as meeting the trouble
as to its main part already taken place, must
which arises from the loss of civil ^vemment
be simply an explanation of the jud^ent in the
the seeming loss, he contends, is real gain, since
Keil ex- form of an announcement of it
the existing government was so bad.
D^JH^t *^® ^'
cellently designates the turning against the bad
shepherds as a foil for the ensuing promise. dress repeated, pleoncumus emphaticus, whereby
What the relation to the first part of the book, the shepherd-idea at the same time is proniithe natural sequel to the same already suggests, nentlv brought out, while, on the other hand,
namely, a vivid representation of the past, this the threatening attached and description of the
will now show itself to be the more appropriate, reality comes thus into more marked contrast.
since in the second part of the book tne promise That were feeding themselvet; tliis already inThe dicate all (oniK, reflexive, Ewald, Or. p. 788),
of God is what gives the prevailing tone.
T
future salvation cannot be better set off and
the selfishness that merely seeks its own, instead
t'haracterized than upon the past distress just as
upon the dark background of our misery, redemp- of what belongs to the flock. ()(^, small cattle;
tion generally appears the brighter,' and also especially sheep, but also goats.) Comp. Phil,
and John viii. 10 ii. 21 2 Cor. xii. 14 ; Jude v. 12 ; Acts xx. 28;
so much the more a necessity
(** Woman, where are those thine accusers?") con1 Pet. V. 2.
reference to a
similai*
kind
with
Ver. 8. Here a detailed description b given of
veys an import of a
what
is
here
referred
to.
the
time
than
"not feeding," to which the "feeding," the
distant
still more
obligation involved in the relation of shepherd to
Ver. 2. ^y (comp. ^^ ch. xiii. 2), agreeably to
flock ("should not the shepherd," etc., ver. 2),
V
the tenor of what follows, as much as against; stands opposed and the picture is drawn so as to
but as the controversy has respect to positions of make enjoyment merely take the primary place on
eminence, it carries a certain reference to that. the side of the shepherds. Such was their habitual
Kliefoth undoubtedly views the shepherdB rightly, acting.
Instead of fftt, Hitzig reads with the
when he understands thereby generally the entire Sept. 37nt fnilis, as also Kosenmiiller, so as thereT
T
body of officials who had committed to them the
At least the following by to avoid the anticipating and repeating as releadership of the people.
Certainly
descnption, bearing as it does the shepherd form, gards the killing in the third clause.
is capable of comprehending all, and admits of the milk would suit well with the "wool," and the
Hence some have taken it "eating" (1 Cor. ix. 7) should occasion no dilfiapplication to all.
with reference to the kings, and also to the culty. There must not, however, be supposed
others have thought merely of the kings, the lawful use of the flock, but from the first
priests
or of the collective order then holding the reins of the greed which appropriates to itself the besjt of
government (as Hengst. ) others, again, have found the animal; at length the best animal itself is
from which,
ere the false prophets and teachers of the people. what appears in the representation
The reference to Jer. xxiii., which has been leant however, nothing arises for determining more
upon, decides nothing it only shows how, in the closely what office is meant, since it is applicable
second part also of his book of prophecy, Ezekiel to each ofiice ["but manifestly most strictly ap-

EXRUETICAL REMARKS.
The Sheplierds of

Vers. 1-10.

Israel.

!

—

—

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

—

;

kept himself in unison of sentiment with his predecessor and companion. Nothing can be proved
here by the "biblical idea of the shepherd"
(Kkil), since it is just the image of a shepherd
which is set before us ; and the fact that in ver.
23 sq. David forms the antithesis, and that in
the cnaracter of prince, finds its explanation in
the Messianic idea, thereby symbolized and historically exhibited, which, as in our prophet, is
viewed pre-eminently in its kingly aspect (pp.
So, on the other hand, by means of the
23, 24).
contrast with the anointed, it leaves, under the
image of the shepherd, the complex of official
All the offices hence He
life to be understood.
and princes also (comp. on ch.
is called CJirist
xii. 10) must, the more they had been guilty,
culminate in him. ^ In order to retain the king
and the great (oni^, the magnates, Hitzio),

—

—

plicable to the kindly or ruling office," P. F.J.
for one's own
a companion picture in Ver. 4 ; the
words: "ye fed not the flock,"* farther det^laring, on the one hand, the want of care for the
flock, the contemptuous neglect of them, nay, on
the other hand, the merciless enei^ with which
what should have been protection had turned

To the greedy misappropriation
use, there is

into simple domination.

from r^rti

ftre

rii^TIJ, partic.

those which had become

Niphal

weak,

T T

wretched, whether

may have been through

it

sickness or overdriving.

The Niph.

pass, of

^
n^H
T

the sick itself.

^2\^ denotes what is

wounded,

- T

what has been somewhat broken—corresponding
which is: "to bind up," to wrap up firmly.
Hengst, notices the circumstance that Jehoiachiu Comp. Matt xii. 20.— nmj is the «iven away,

Mem

> iTh* atyle of interpretation here does not
rfttbfactory.
It is true, the representation
trlven

U

qatte

under

the Image of a shepherd, and under that Imoffe all official
administrations miffht be In a sense Included.
But the
question l^ what in Old Testament scripture, especially prophetical scripture. Is actually included in ir ? In Jer. li. 8
the shepherds are expressly dlstiiiKuiahed from both prophets and priests; they are named as a distincc class, and
can only be understood of ktUKN and rulers. These also are
what «r» most naturally understood by nhepherds in Jer.
xxiU. 1-6. It was, In fact, the case of David which gave rise

to

to this metaphorical languaffe, who was taken from the
humble office of feedtng his father's »heep " to feed Otid'a
people Israel, and to be a captain over I^Tael '* (i Sara. v. S;
Ps. JxxTili. 70, 71): and this gave the tone to future use.
The actions here also ascribed to the false bhepher>ls fa< ottr
the fame %iew ; they are such as belong not to f aitbleaa and
corrupt teachen, bat to bad rubers riolence, sf Iftiih disregard of the weak and oppressed, wronsftil dealings with
their good*, etc This al»o is the view taken by Hendensoa:
"not ecclesiastical rulers or teachers, but the dvU gover

—

nor*."—P. FJ
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the exiled, in consequeQCe of harsh treatment
lose one's self, to
(comp. 1 Pet. iL 25). ^M^

^

be lost,

to perish

(comp. Matt.

x. 6, xv. 24, xviii.

The
xv. 4, 6, xix. 10).
;
preststotis prepare the way for the
Lake

11

two kst ex-

rm

to trample on) with npTrit

neer,

(to

domi-

and with t^q

•r
T
vv
Ck)mp. Ex. i. 13, 14 ; Lev. xxv. 43,
46, 63 ; Judg. iv. 3 ; 1 Sam. ii. ItJ ; 1 Pet v.
3.
Ver. 6. There is here, finally, given the closing feature, as it is likewise involved in the verb
njn, the keeping togetJier; while they did not
'

:

(tyranny).

—

dischaige the shepherd-obli^tion, did not feed
the flock, they also failed to keep them together,
which is expressed by the Niphal of v^B in

5-12.
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of such unfaithfulness to duty, pronounced tho
"woe" of ver. 2, under the form of hearing the
word of Jehovah. Ver. 8. The manner of proceeding, however, as commonly with Ezekiel, is
first of all acain to rehearse the guilt of the
shepherds, and so to resume the charge that the
flock, which Jehovah had committed to these
shepherds as His own, had been taken away by
the stranger, given up to the stranger, turaed
into a ** Ixloty,
a contrast of such a kind that
all, in a manner, was said by it.
prey is more
exactly defined by for food, agreeably to ver. 5 ;
and the expression because mere was no shepherd, after ver. 6, is explained by: have not sought
after
flock.— Ver. 9. This verse, with the
therefore, renews the demand on the shepherds
(ver. 7).— Ver. 10. Instead of ^:{<-^n we have

—

'

—

A

:

:

My

•

respect to the sheep, which also had already been

prepared for by

and m3«n (ver.
nmsn
- T
VV
-

4).

The

•

Ch.

description now applies to the flock, not to single
sheep merely. The first n^^lftDri Hengst. under-

Stands of the internal dissolution of the people, in
consequence of which the power of resisting was
lost in regard to those without ; the second he
understands of the exile. Both expressions, however, are fimdamentally the same.
hen Israel was
not held together in the name of Jehovah through
the theocratic offices, the scattering, the selfabandonment, and surrender to the worldly powers
was the natural, necessary consequence. nvh

W

—

^huDf from the want, the non-existence of a shepbecause no shenherd who had discharged
his duty according to his office was there ; comp.
Jer. X. 21 ; Zech. x. 2 ; Matt ix. 86.
In consequence of the scattering of the flock this first
of all they became food to the nations round
about; the other
and on this account is

herd

;

—

—

ru^^ftDFil

—

repeated—overtook them to the

their state

of exile

—as

her© 'iD«-nb, and

full in

previously in the ten

xiii.

8.

20,

^33.1

— ^ncnH,
•

Comp.

WXl*
flock

made

:

T

instead of
antithesis

-t:

^^

DK-—

to

-j^^,
j

ch. xxxiii. 8; Zech. ix.

16.—The

must be demanded of the officials, and these
to cease which was fulfilled up to the

—

With reference to

time of Christ
a seeking

is

the flock, such

a deliverance (^yn)> considering

the character of the shepherds ; and because the
circumstance of their feeding themselves goes
immediately before, which points back to ver. 8,

DiTBD

is

put instead of D1*D» and pnn"6^^

forms the parallel to
used

"rty

^jn^"j^, previously

(ch. xiiL 21).

Vers. 11-22. Jehovah in His Shepherd Tenderness toward His Flock,

Ver. 11. This verse grounds (For) the ceasing
of the past relation of shepherd and flock through
the all -expressive personal addition: ^35<"^33n,

now also in Judah, as set forth in Ver. which the Targum Jona. renders by *' Behold, I
€.
(NuDL xxvii. 17 1 Kings xxiL 17 John x. will manifest Myself." As it is said in John i
The representation in the image should 10 sq. ** He was in the world," and* ** He came
12.)
tribes,

so

:

;

;

:

—

unto His own." ^I seek for My flock, a contrast
"there is none that seeketh for," in ver. 6,
to
which the preceding : upon all monntaina, and to "they have not sought for," in ver. 8.
Instead
of (^^'p21, however, there stands the more
and upon every high hill, may be regarded
as thrown together, must be taken to mean not
inspect, consider, by means of
their own land, as some have thought (Thbo- inward ")pa,
dorbt), viewing it in connection with the which the following expansion is introduced,
heathen worship practised there, but also the which has respect exclusively to the flock,
earth, without reference to heathen lands.
The "the community, on whose preservation every\j^, however, should be distinguished from thing depends " (Ewald). Ver. 12. There must
be the inspection (Gesbn. : properly, Aram. inf.
[that is, the "wandering" from the "scatPoel) of a shepherd; Jehovah will therefore
T
tering **], and possibly, therefore, the heathenizing discover Himself not only as proprietor, whose
tendency and the punishment borne among the proprietorship is of another kind, but specially as
heathen may be udicatcd.' The repeated and shepherd, which He really is, in contrast to the
emphasized ay flook prepares for the resolutions merely titular officials, nay, as if He alone were
of Jehovah that follow.
There being none to shepherd (Ps. xxiii.). Hence also "iip, where fo^plainly be understood as a x>ictorial deUneation ;
so that : npcm the whole face of the earth, by

:

:

:

—

X^

" because
merly there was ]^v comp. Jer. xiii. 17 (Isa.
and E^3,
Jer. xxxL 10
Luke xv. 4). In the day
xl. 11
According to Hav., \ffnr\ sig- that he is amongst his flook de8cril>es more fully
see at ch. iiL 18.
- T
what is implied in the brief though energetic
nifies to inouire farther, to search for, to concern
and significant ** Behold, I, I," of ver, 11. The
signifies the seeking
one's self about, while
epithet nlt^fi^ to Sltji!^ indicates the assumed con*
search is explained by the preceding :
Upon \ff^'r\
there was no shepherd."

»

;

;

:

^^

for the

lost.—Ver.

7.

There is now, on the ground

—

dition,

however much, as a characteristic appeal-
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tion, it is at variance with the meanicg and nature
of a flock.
One has to think of the day that succeeds a nocturnal storm and tempest, and all the
dangers arising from wild beasts, etc., when, after
that the selfish shepherds had in a body proved
faithless to their calling, now at length the true
shepherd of the flock presents himself. So that
"in the day that he is amongst his flock," evidently forms a contrast to the day of cloud and
darknesB, at the close of the verse ; which words
are, therefore, improperly connected by Hitzig
(Klief.), with an allusion to ch. xxx. 3, xxix.
21, and especially to Joel iL 2, with : and deliver
:

them Qn^ni).

those who had hitherto held the shepherd-office,
of the "feeding" as that is understood by Jehovah,
of a much more internal nature, and indeed with
an eye to right and righteousneas. As the contrast in strong and strengthen (comp. for that
Luke xxii. 32) may of itself indicate, but as the
I will feed it with judgment, put bewords
yond doubt, and the sequel shows, the feeding hj
Jehovah is also a judgmg, which does not mean
simply a right dealing, or treatment acconling to
right and equity, but involves, as we shall see, a
:

With judgment is sufficiently exby the: I will destroy (TDC'K)"^*'

separation.

plained

For the day "of cloud and xxxvii.
38

darkness" (^Diy, combination of "cloud" and

comp. also ch. xiv. 9 Luke i. 61, 52.
The ironical turn given to the n^jnK (the suffix docs
;

;

together of not relate to the flock) may easily be understood
from the visible antithesis to the: "and \iith
rigour have ye ruled them, and with oppression,"
in ver. 4 ; comp. also the distinction between
from Dn3), as also the derivation of the formula
and npTnn in the comparison with nK'nan
njDB^n
Vr -: T "
T
flrom the lawgiving on Sinai (Deut. iv. 11 ; Heb.
in
ver.
3.
The Chaldee paraphrase interprets:
xii. 18) might indicate, is not the day of God's
judgment upon all the heathen also, not "the "godless and sinners," while the Vulg. tran*dark showers of the birth of a better time," lates : custodiam, as does Luther also, as if it had
as Ewald puts it, connecting the expression stood noK'. Comp. also Rev. ii 27 ; Ps. ii. 9.
- T
with ver. 13, but the day of the dispersion of
Ver. 17. As a confirmation of the sense put
His people, the punishment which, according
to the law of God from Sinai, befell them upon the last part of ver. 16, this verse introby the instrumentality of the heathen.
Ac- duces by way of contrast the (remaining) flock :
And ye. My flock. The officials are with ver. 10
cordingly, 'ny D^^3 belongs to the immediately
discharged and gone ; the persons concerned can
preceding relative clause '^vb3"lC^*6<, a connection therefore only come into consideration according
to their personal qualities, not according to their
which is usual. The rescuing, delivering out of, official rank; consequently, as one sheep merely
whereby the inspection of the flock accomplishes with another, in other words, as "fat" ana
the kind of salvation indicated, presupposes in " strong," or such like (Deut xxxii. 15).
Hence
the general a dangerous position,
in particular
the : Behold, I jnc^ between sheep and sheep,
imprisonment, servitude, oppression, tyranny, explains the
"in judgment," of ver. 16 as a
etc.
That it was to be out of all the placee, jua^ent between one kind of sheep and another,
etc. , besides being in accordance with the preced- individual members of the flock
therefore, that
;
ing figure (ver. 6), arises from the form of the
the judicial separation in regard
salvation, which is represented as primarily a nb^ expresses
darkness,

yet not by a throwing

Cj^y and ^bx, but an extended form, like i)D13»

•

:

:

—

—

—

—

:

:

V T

gathering (ch. xxviii. 25), especially a bringing
back out of exile to the land of their home, as is
shown in Ver. 13 (Ex. vL 6, vii. 4, 6 ; Acts ii.
9-11).
Comp. also ch. xi. 17 ; John xi. 52. But
at the same time, as Hengst. has said, "other
glorious gifts and benefits, which, however, all
pointed forward to the true fulfilment, and called
forth desire for it,** are indicated by and feed
them (D'^ri^jn^).— Ch. vi. 2, 8.—And in all the
:

dweUingg

oif the land are, primarilv, all the ports
adapted for occupation, for inhabiting; might
not Vl{<n, however, have a farther reference ?
'

V

T T

Ver. 14. An explanation is here given of the
** feeding "
by Jenovah with regard to the fodder
(njnp), to which also prm corresponds, but, at

the same time, with reference to
resting, dwelling.

lairs,

reposing,

It lies, besides, in the thing

that the pasture-ground was, at the same
time, a lair and resting-place, fold, Ps. xxiii.
itself

Song

i.

7.— 'Di"»D

^?13^» Philippson
;

:

"upon

the mountains of the height of Israel " comp. at
ch. xvii. 23, xx. 40.
Ver. 16. A bringing together of what has been said in both respects
comp. on J^3i, ch. xxix. 8 ; Ps. xxiii.

—

to those previously

Onviy^

(iny,

1\jny, properly:

to

named
urge,

fat

and strong, and

push; the he -goat

"pusher") D^^K^ i**n enlarg-

Hitziq : "against the rams
apposition.
Beside the pushing and
and the he -goats."
pressing (ver. 21) there sounds distinctly forth
the leading and guiding of the flock ; so that the
older expositors were right in thinking of the
shepherds in ver. 2, yet not in that character,
but simply as individuals. (As, in another respect certainly, the Servant of Jehovah, the Deliverer, is represented as a sheep, as a lamb (laa.
The fat
liii. 7), so in Ezekiel are the destroyers.)
and the strong among the sheep are therefore
regarded as like the rams and lie -goats, and
placed on the one side the situation, therefore^
not at all so dissimilar to that in Matt. xxv. 32,
as Keil repeats after Hitzig, who merely gives
this explanation : "The separation of the abeep
from tlie goats in Matt xxv. 32 has nothing
to do here." As belonging to the sheep -flock,
he-goats and rams ai-e uso, in the general sense,
sheep (small cattle), and they are expressly so
called in the words : " between sheep and shet* p "
ing

—

but undoubtedly sheep and sheep (ver. 20) forms
Ver. 16. An explanation is here given, and in a distinction, namely, that those which Jehovah
contrast to the denounced faithlessneiw (ver. 4) of designates His are not like the he-^oats and rams^
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He sets them apart They are certainly not, as excellently remarked by Eliefoth,
'* represented as the rignteous and innocent, but
they are called the strayed, the driven away, the
wounded, the weak : but they are the penitent,
who hear the voice of God ; therefore will He first
seek them, and bring them back, and heal and
strengthen them, but afterwards also will redeem
them from the oppressions which the others, the
he-goats, have exercised upon them.*' According
to Hitzig, these latter are with the fat and the
strong '*the rich and noble, who in manifold
ways wrest from the humble by force and rigour
their worldly goods. ** But Kliefoth quite rightly
*'
a poor man can just as well be a he-goat us a
rich man a sheep." Only with the poor man the
sphere is very limited ; while for the rich and
noble, power and the right to exercise it sit upon
The ** robberthe very rim of their cradle.
knights," as Hengst. calls them, are bom in
The haughtiness, however, engendered
castles.
by fatness and the misuse of their resources is
" David, even upon
to be taken into account.
thu throne, designates himself poor and needy
(Hengst.). The thing referred to, therefore, in
the case of the rams and he-goats, is the wickedness which exhibits itself as violent procedure in
**
God procures for the
superior positions of life.
suffering sheep justice against the malicious"
Ver. 18. The unjust behaviour of
(Hengst.).
the one portion toward the other is here exposed.
Hengst.: "The address extends to the tyrants
of the future "—that is, to the Scribes and Pharisees of our Lord's time, whom it exactly suits.

from which

:

—

Comp. on D30 DgDH,

321

18-23.

Here follows an address to the others, as ver. 18
does on ver. 17. The point of view is not, with
Hitzig, to be confined to the pressing of a flock
Comp. at vers. 4, 6 (Jer. xxiiL
to the fountain.
1, 2).—Ver. 22. ^yn^jnni, more general and comprehensive than ^nbvnii ««»• 1^»

12.—Ver.

8

vers. 17, 20.

Vers. 28-81.

The Servcmt David.

here gives the immediate se(^uence,
without indicating anything remarkable in what
was coming, as this indeed formed the abiding
anticipation of the religious thought of Israel
so that since here the removal of the offices and
the judgment upon the persons has been effected,
he who was now to be looked for must at length
come, the course of events has plainly reached
him as the last member in the series, according
will have
to which the " I raise up "

The and

—

Onb^pn).

:

to be understood.

by God

for the

No special forthcoming effected

good of

Israel, as in

Deut

xviii.

15 ^^ Qipi, in the more .peculiar might and
grace of the Spirit, but simply the official
(mediately divine) appointment of the shepherd
in question is announced, although with a referBut what is said there at
ence to 2 Sam. vii.
ver. 12, Srib^prn (" l win set up thy seed "), was
in ver. 11 illustrated beforehand by the : **I compeople" (WV), said with
to be over

My

manded

Are ye not

ch. xvi. 20.

These, therefore, appear
respect to the
as only provisional* arrangements, as temporary,
through God's command inteijected into the disjudffest

content with your own enjoyment, but must ye
also disturb that of others ? Thus fatness and
strength might have enjoyed themselves at smaller
(Rev. iii. 17?) But now, as they left over
cost.
to no one what they would not or could not use
as pasture, but wantonly trampled it under foot,
so did they also with respect to drink.

from ^p^j

ch.

ypfiS^

zxziL 14, "sinking of water,"

commonly

** water clarified
interpreted as
through sinking," so that the clarifying is rather
the main thing, the impurities have ^ne to the
HxNOST. : water of sinkmg, settled
bottom.
water ; interpreted by Hitzig as : water on the
ground, to be found at the bottom that is, the
But as fe^-) (promiscuously Dfil*
«soolest water.
• T
-T
ch. xxxiL 2>—by treading with the feet to make
confused and troubled shows, what perhaps most
readily suggests itself is, that the water which
was sunk, which had become little, and so
threatened want, they in their wickedness had
made undrinkable. (Luke xL 62 1)— Ver. 19.
Is this right !—Ver. 18.
%jieyi, with Athnach I

is

:

—

—

Ver. 20. To them applies, according to yer. 17,
to the last mentioned, the flock of Jehovah, and
not to the evil and good together, ^to the one for
terror, and to the other for comfort (Rosenm.)."
Ver. 11.
only here, with the view pro-

—

—

bably

— nna

of

distinguishing

at ver. 16).

Ust^y

nnn3. — nr%
Mark

to

^

u. lY, xiv. 38

ftora

n*i:i

^^^
;

i«

ver.

wad

3
for

(comp.
it,

also

impoverished (comp.

1 Cor. ix.

23).—Ver.

21.

order for putting an arrest on the same, while
for the seed, of which ver. 12 speaks, a permanent
In
introduction and settlement was to be made.
spite of this diversity in the use of ^nny, however, there lies

nothing in ^nb^pnj to suggest

the fable of the Gilgul, as was done already by
particular Rabbins, and recently has been resumed

At all events,
Strauss, Hitzig, and others.
Ezekiel would have en>res3ed himself otherwise,
if we were here scientifically to find the exegetical
idiosyncrasy of a corporeal return of the historical
David, by a lesurrection from the dead. It is a
desperate consolation, such as could have been
by

imagined by no good exegetical conscience, to feel
obliged to refer for such like fancies to Rosenmiiller— even to the Zoroastrian doctrine of the
On n^, see the
return of the Paschutan.

—

Doctrinal

Reflections

to

our

chapter.

— IHK

signifies here certainly not "one," one generally
also it can scarcely mean "only," and has nothing immediately to do with the union of the
twokingdoms under his sceptre, because there
was nothing said of this previously ; but the contrast is with the former shepherds and the sheep
of the flock scattered through their guilt—this
manifoldneaB on the one side, on the other
has set over a«ainst it the oneness of this shepherd, who is the complex embodiment of shepherd watchfulness, as of all the duties of the

shepherd office,—-the divine realization of the idea
of all that is involved generally in the nature of
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the office, as service toward the community for
the sake of God, as sacred service in behalf of
God's people. [Kliefoth " This shoot of David
comprehends in his one person the whole shepherd-offices of Israel, and fulfils them ; they are
to be done away with him, but no other king
over the people of God shall relieve him."] On
account of the com. gen. of the "flock," the fem.
He
alternates with the masc, in the suffix.
comes to his destination as a shepherd through
in
his
feeds;
realized
the name is
th^: and he
doing, with a reference to David's former life and
procedure; see Ps. Ixxviii. 70, 71.
My servant
bavid, who, on account of his attitude of obedience
as Jehovah's servant, showed himself to be one
peculiarly fitted for serving the community, over
which he was placed officially for the perfonnance
of such service, namely, as His servant not only
chosen by Jehovah (objectively), but also called,
but also anointed, but also in every way confirmed.
As David ** after the flesh," so My
servant *' after the Spirit" points back genealogiThere
cally in connection with the dynasty.
will be a Davidic person, and he will be in
accord with the kingly pattern of David, so that
Jehovah's servant David will revive in him to
Therefore, in
the consciousness of every one.
fact, a return of David, and indeed in the seed of
David (Jer. zxiii 6); therefore also different from
the return of Elias in John the Baptist. Application is to be made to Christ, but to derive the exposition of the words from this presently fails, as
when Kliefoth interprets
servant" thus:
"because he, as God's instrument, will accomplish
what is written in vers. 11-22." One must be
at home in the style of representation which is
given throughout Scripture df David, but more
especially in the prophetic style of representation
concerning him, in accord also with the pregnant
prophetic self-consciousness which discovers itself
his own psalms, in order rightly to understand
these and similar descriptions of the Messiah.
See the Doctrinal Reflections on the chapter, and
comp. Hos. iii. 6 ; Jer. xxx. 9, xxiii. 5 ; Luke i.
Besides, the respect had to the funda82, S3.
mental passage 2 Sam. vii. itself leaves no doubt
as to the proper understanding.
How much the
comprehensive ideal, just because figurative, notion
of the shepherd preponderates, is clear from the
expressly and intentionally repeated
He will
:

—
—

—

"My

m

—

:

.

feed, etc. (Rev. vii. 17).
Ver. 24. When it is said in 2 Sam. vii. 14, in
reference to the immediate posterity of David : "1
will be a father to him," tncre is here what corresponds to it in the words: And I, Jehovah,
will be to them a God.
Comp. ch. xi. 20.
" Father " to him, " God " to them, as the Father
of our Lord Jesus Christ is our God.
In like
manner : and
servant David points back to
2 Sara. vii. 8, where this appears
the form of
an address, along with the promise there given

My

m

but l^ii

is

there,

while here

•T

H'^'^^
•

is

used.

T

That through the government of David Jehovah
was going to be in truth the God of His people
not expressly said, but the
the Davidic elevation
and loftiness, is certainly set forth (2 Sam. viL
13, 16 comp. Eph. I 22).
But that Jehovah is
He who thus speaks must dispose of all opposition from the present aspect of things.
As the whole service of David the prince in
Israel, etc. (Keil), is

grand

ideal, the eternity of

;

their midst is appointed for the salvation of the
people, there is expressed in Ver. 25 the establishing for them the covenant that which always,
when so peculiarly said in the technical phraseology, proceeds from the Highest in relation to the
lower, that is, 'from Jehovah (Jer. xxxi. 31 sq.).
The reiison is, that the in itself ambi2;uous notion,
yet corresponding to the covenant -relatitm originally in like manner established by Goti, manifests
itself for the people as a revelation of such relationship, namely, as an attestation of offered
grace, presenting itself, and giving assurance of
God's readiness to enter into fellowship with men.
Comp. at Isa. Iv. 3 (Heb. viii. 10; Acts iii. 25).—
Covenant of peace (Isa. liv. 10), since in consequence of the covenant relationship of God
there is guaranteed to the people this security,
happy condition, salvation (Rom. xiv. 17), of

—

which the "ceasing of evil beasts" symbolizes
the negative, and "the dwelling securely'* the
positive side.
Comp. Lev. xxvi. 6 (Hos. ii. 20
According to Hav. and Hengst., the evil
fl8]).
beasts are the hostile

human

potencies (ver. 5),

and the driving of the heathen world from its
hitherto domineering position must be meant.
According to Hitzig, the public security in the
laud

is

pledged.

But

security

(nD3A

^^* xxviii

26) the wilderness itself must have offered to
those dwelling in it, which is sufliciently ex-

plained by the parallel

Dniy*3 (Qe" D^^y'a)»
'•

surrendering themselves carelessly to sleep in the
thicket of the woods. [HHv. finds an allusion to
Solomon's time of peace and blessing ; but Kliefoth a literal return of the paradisiac^ state after
a materialistic manner.]
Ver. 26. To the j9er«L/n€//e (them) are annexed, in
a local form of expression, the environs, by which,
therefore, could not be meant men, with reference
to the image of sheep, or the adjacent places for
But the promithe persons inhabiting them.
nence given to My hill, that is, the temple-mount,
or, with reference thereto, -Jerusalem (Isa. xxxL
4, X. 32), carries over the representation of the
people's associates to the land. Comp. also ver. 1 4:
"And on the mountains of the height of IsraeL"
The words And I give ... for a blesBing, chiming in with Gen. xii. 2, could not possibly (as Coco.
and Hen^t suppose) allow of our interpreting
" the environs " as meaning the heathen joining
themselves in the time of wdvation to the old
covenant- people (eh. xvii. 23, xvi 61, xlvii. 8),
which is quite remote from the connection here.
"And thou shalt be a blessing," in Gen. xii. 2,
is certainly explained thus in ver. 3 ; but here the
expression: to "give for a blessing," as the immediately following explanation of "rain in its
season" shows us (Deut xi. 14; Joel ii. 23),
adhering to the preceding reference to the land,
will mean probably more than to bless.
Yet
still nothing essentially different, though giving
utterance to it in a very marked manner.
The
people shall be bodily a blessing through thekr
lana^ to which Jehovah's hand of blessing will
mightily testify ; hence showers of blessing (which
mediate the blessing, in distinction from ch. xiii.
13; Prov. xxviii. 3; comp. also Deut, xxxii. 2;
lsa.*lv. 10, 11; Rom. xv. 29; Eph. i. 3)--shaU
be so primarily on no, other account, but simply
for their own experience and their own persona]
eigoyment Bnt comp. ver. 29. [Rosenm. bringi
:
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remembrance how far superior Palestine was to
Egypt in regard to such blessings of the material
Leavens.] Accordingly, Ver. 27 continues and
portrays (comp. Lev. xxvi 4) the fruitfulness
thence arising in the field and land, in order
presently to come back to the inhabitants settled
again upon their home-soil on which comp. ver.
to

—

25,

ch.

make

xzviiL 25,

26.—^

(from

i)^y, to join,

bind) is generally the yoke of draughtcattle, in onier to fasten them together or to the
plough, rrttdb <ii^ the two ends of the crossfast,

piece of wood which forms the chief strength of
the yoke ; hence in ch. xxx. 18 = yoke. The
cross- pi^ce of wood laid upon the neck of the
animal was fastened by a cord or thong to the
pole of the plon^ and passing under the neck of
the animal (see Delitzscn on Isa. Iviii.). As the
aUusion to Lev. jxvL 13 and what follows here
not
will show, it is to be understood figuratively
in general of the endurance of sutferings, but
specially of slavery, as in Egypt formerly, which
For parallel with ^3C:^3
snonld be broken.

—

rtands 'D^niwi and
•

:

•

Dnnjjn
DHS
T
V T
•

:

of the laying on of slave labour,

(Ex.

i.

14)*,

nsy with 2

is to
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28-31.

stead of the contempt with which the heathen
scoffed at the fallen, prostrate, ruined condition
of the people, those same heathen should now be
convinced, from the blessing upon Israel, that the
children of Israel, those who really were such,
were also in reality the blessed of the Lord.
Hitzig merely : it should no longer be said
among the heathen, "The Israflites are hunger-

they have nothing to bite and chew."
v. 6
John vL
27, 85; Rev. vu. 16, 17; Matt xiu. 43.
Ver. 30. Jehovah will be their God, and as
such will be with them, will show Himself to be
such toward them (Kev. xxi. 3). To this corresponds the other side of such a relationship, indicated by My people, as also by the house of
Urael (2 Cor. vi. 16).— Ver. 81. This verse does
not, of course, mean that what was said of the
flock has its application to men ; but rather is it
God's design to testify that His promise in respect
to both sides, as well what He is to them to whom
He gives it therefore against doubt and feeble
faith
as what they are taken for by Him, and so
equally against ail undue self-exaltation, keeps in
view Adam, the man, or men, which also fits in
exactly with the immediately preceding designation of the people as
"the house of Israel."
{DKV comp. ver. 17. Flock of My pasture (Jer.
bitten,

Comp. on the other hand. Matt

:

—

;

:

—

:

:

:

work with or through anv

one, so that the working stands out in nim, he appears purely as an
instrument (Matt xi. 28, xxiiL 4; John viii. 36;
Acta XV. 10 ; Rom. viil 2 ; 2 Cor. xi 20 ; Gal.
ii 4).
Ver. 28. Comp. vers. 22, 8.— Vers. 26, 8 (ch.
Lev. xxvi. 6 ; also Micah iv. 4.
Those
xxix. 5).
whom they are said, in the preceding verse^ to
have served, are therefore the heathen, and the

—

1 ; Ps. Ixxiv. I); not: "which I tend"
(Ge8. ), but because Jehovah had given Israel the
land of promise for a pasture-ground.
The exposition of
people by men, and still
more the repetition, notwithstanding that, of : I
am your God, entirely corresponds to the character of the second main division of our book, to
the prophecies respecting God's compassions totwo other promises resume again the same two ward His people in the world (Ps. xxxvi. 8
[7]),
and there is and the rather so, if, with Havemick,
sides as ver. 25, while the words
the fundanone to mi^e them afraid, portray still farther mental prophecy in relation
to what follows is to
the secure peaceful rest, almost reminding us of
be seen here. —That the Sept should have omitted
Ver.
the opposite picture at Uie close of ver. 6.
Dl(( is not to be commended, although the Targum
29. And I xaiae np for them is parallel to ver.
23 ; tlie promise there began in these terms and the Arab, translation have done the same.
reaches here its conclusion, tor the whole of what The Syriac, however, has retained it, and it is
has gone before relates to one and the same scarcely to be explained how it should have been
Messianic character. According to Hitzig, ytdO brought in, where (after ver. SO) the solemn remark, that not real sheep and goats were meant,
can only mean a plant-place or ground ; the plantwould have to be callea more than superfluous
land sliould become to them for renown ; what
and flat. Hengst. translates " And ye are
they planted should grow and prosper so as to be
flock, My pasture-sheep are ye men," etc. ; Keil:
a glory for them. According to tne older style "
And ye are My flock, etc, ye are men " ; Ha v.
of exposition it is the "plan^" Isa. xi. 1 the
explains : " Indeed ye, who are called to what is
Simpler, so great, are weak creatures ; but where the Lord
Sept and ©there read with it d1^'.
acknowledges to men that He is their God, He is
certainly, is the rendering plantation (agreeably
strong in their weakness ; no glory is too great that
to ver. 26 sq., and as at ch. xvii. 7), and it is
it might not come to be manifested in them."
''no more .sweeping away
also explained by the
Kliefoth, who finds the translation of Hengst
by hniiger," etc., by reason of the fniitfulness of
apunst grammar, and calls Havemick 's exposi*
the country, and in contrast to the state of destition a superimposed one, carries fon^'ard his mistution mentioned elsewhere (ch. v. 12, 16, vi. 11,
understanding of the paradisiacal reference those
So, too, uth ('^ ^ name) has its explana- belonging to the people of God would, through
12).
tion in their having no more " to bear reproach the Branch of the nouse of David, be as Adam was
from the heathen." [The exposition which, by when he received from God this name after creaJ. F. Starck, with an emphasis on the
a reference to Gen. ii. 8, 9, would underetand it tion.
of *'a renewal of the paradisiacal plantation" general grace: "And ye, etc., ye men, I am
pasture(Henoct.), is far-fetched, there being nothing in your Goo." ["And ye. My flock,
the connection for it ; nor can it be understood flock, men are ye, I am your God." There is
how such a renewal, under comparison of ch. evidently an emphasis on men : " men are ye, rexxxvi. 29 sq., would oonsist "in the rich distri- member your place, you are merely human ; but
bution of harvest blessings. " According to Klie- remember, at the same time, that 1 am vour God;
foth, the plantation, like that of the first paradise, so that without Me nothing, but with Me alL"
must be the soitable thing for holy men.] In- P.F.]
xxiii.

fruitful

My

—

:

—

—

My

:

:

:

:

My
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munus

DOCTRINAL REFLECTIONS.
1.

We should admit,

term "shepherd," as

is

on the one

side, that the

also so natural

from the

fulness of the references which the image includes,
has application to the guiding of the people in
generaC consequently to every office of that

nature ; yet we should not deny, on the other
side, that ** shepherds!' especially and primarily
signified "kings,"
Only the rendering of the
word by ** overseer," and in particular when the
overseers or elders of the exile come into consideration, is very wide of the mark.
However,
the notion also of civil magistracy, which Hen^stenberg attributes to the shepherds as kings, is
an abstraction which is not appropriate to the
image.
In relation to the theocratic people
primarily, in which relation we must seek for the
more immediate reference of the biblical expression ** shepherd," the feature of leading will
naturally assume the more prominent place, as it
does in John x. 8 so., which gives us an interpretation from the fulfilment of what is contained
in this chapter.
That the shepherd is the leader
iinrls, then, its culmination in the protection,
which the giving of his life for the flock provides for it, John x. 11.
The other features in
the image do not therefore fail ; they only fall
behind the one more peculiarly brought out, such
as discipline, tender care, which belong to the
spiritual import of the imaip (com p. John x. 9,
The prophetic or teaching ofhce is therein
10).
expressed, as in the self-surrender of the shepherd
for the flock the priestly office is indicated.
The
notion of the "shepnerd," accordingly, comprises generally the official form and representation of the Old Testament theocratic life, and
likewise pre-eminently the kingly office, giving
prominence to the kincly government (pp. 23,
24), as is the case with tne Messianic idea under
the Old Covenant, with that of "Christ" under
the New Tsstament, so that "shepherd" and
the "anointed" come near and mutually supplement each other. In the Messianic character
of the shepherd, there comes out, along with the
relation to the theocratic people, the other relation,
that, namely, to Jehovah, tne Lord of the theocracy, according to which the shepherd appears
as the representative of Jehovah among His
people.
If in this res{>ect Messiah is the term
for the relation in question as regards equipment,
or internal power of the Spirit, so in that of
"shepherd" there is given, we might say, the
fulfilment, the realization of the same relation by
means of a corresponding government. On account of what they had not done, the shepherds
of Israel are manifestly the unrighteous, the
wicked ones.
On account of that which He
does who makes Himself known in John x.. He
proves Himself to be the Good Shepherd.
But
as there the Jews (John x. 20) supposed Him to
be actuated not by the Spirit of the God-anointed,
the Messiah, but to have in him an evil spirit
()«i^M«v l;t«), 80 they misunderstood also His
unbosoming of Himself on that occasion as the
Shepherd, and turned away from Him.
2. "In this chapter" (says Cocceius) "the office
of shepherd is taken from the shepherds of Israel,
and promise is made of the kingdom of Christ,
the Chief Shepherd. The shepherds of Israel are
of a threefold order, Zech. xi. 8, 8.
The three
shepherds there are vigil, et resp<mdens, el qferena

(Mai. ii. 12) ; that is, elder, prophet or
doctor, and priest.
They are called 'gods,' but
in Ps. Ixxxii. 6 sq. their abolition is pronounced.
Therefore the apostle, 1 Cor. ii. 6, says of the
princes of this world, that they are come to

nought."

" The prophecy

in ch. xxxiv. is kept very
and does not connect itself closely with
specific occasions and circumstances, hence admits (apart from its typical bearing on the experiences of Israel, outward and spiritual) of
8.

general,

manifold
families

;

appliciitions to all states,
and with justice, for it

churches,
is

really

designed for all that could be named figuratively
shepncrd and flock, like a mathematical formula
which expresses a law that may be applied to
innumerable cases^" (Scumieder).
4. From the second verse of this chapter the
Lord Jesus appears to have quoted the repeated
"woe" against the Scribes and Pharisees (Matt,

The application to these throws light
on the days of Christ, but generally on
the period subsequent to the exile. The hierarchy,
as it appears in its antagonism to Christ, is the

xxiii.).

specially

degradation of the theocratic officialism of
Prophecy ceased with Haggai, Zechariah,
and Malachi. In its place, as the characteristic
appearance of Ezra shows, and as fabled also by
the Jewish traditions of the " Great Sanhedrim
and the "Great Synagogue," came the learning
of the Scribes,
As it was already with the thret
last prophets in relation to the earlier prophetic
office, so also did the princely dignity of Zerubbabel stand related to the Davidic kingdom of
former times.
Zerubbabel was leader to the
returning captives, and was appointed royal
governor over the new colony, in which hi*
character as a bom prince of Judah was lost sight
of.
Although he stood as governor directly
under the Persian kings, still the Persian gover*
nors in Samaria were instructed to keep their eye
upon his administration. What, however, in his
appointment by Cyrus, c^irried, according to the
Jewish mode of contemplation, a specially royal,
that is, Davidic aspect, presenthr again fell into
abeyance with the person of Zerubbabel.
On
this account alone the application by some of ver.
23 to Zerubbabel is shown to be untenable.
None of Zerubbabel's sons succeeded him as
governor.
If from the time of Nehemiah's death
the post of provincial governor gradually disappeared, as is with much probability supposed,
then, for the purpose of taking the oversight of
civic aflairs (and of any other kind of oversight
we know nothing), only the office of the highpriesthood remained, the history of which henceforth became a very worldly one, full of ambition
and crime. The Maccabees united with it the
dignity of military general ; afterwards, as conferred upon them by the people, a hereditary
princedom, over against which the Sanhedrim,
which had meanwhile been constituted, and was
under pharisaical-priestly influence, strove to
maintain its position ; and then at last the title
of king.
Tnai the dignity of high priest aa
combined with princely rank, espedidly when the
prince was a Sadducee, formed a kind of caricfttnrc of Ps. ex. 4, does not hinder on the other
side the noting of an important feature therein
with regard to Christ; just as in the resolutions
of the people and their counsellors there is appre*
hended, with a clear consciousness, the future
final

Israel

'
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tppearance of a faithful prophet (1 Mace xLv. 41). gathering
The dissolution-process now indicated of the theo- Comp. on
cratic offices in Israel after the exile suffices for
the chapter of Ezekicl before us.
6. Israel, as remarked by Beck, "should, amid
the tumult of desolation and the luxurious forms

ii.

825
of the true Israel has been fidfllled.
this Zech. xiii. 7 ; Isa. liii. 6 ; 1 Pet

25.

Maintaining their position over against ths
world was " the one thing needful " for Israel as
the people of God so that the gathering through
of deirelopment of the God-forgetting worldly Chnst, as on the one side it was restitution In
nationalities, have stood forth as a strictly conformity to the ideal of Israel, so on the other
separate sanctuary of Qod, to which not the pre- generallv it was for them the condition of life,
sent, indeed, but so much the more certainly the life's deliverance.
Thus Israel lives on still, not
foture belonged ; and eren the falling away from merely as to its character as a people, while the
this simple isolation of the whole state-economy other peoples of antiquity have historically
jostitied its real wisdom by means of the desolat- vanishcHl, but the idea of Israel as a people is in
ing results that ensued.*'* "A mauy-membered Christ the idea of humanity.
organism of law, like a comprehensive ring, en9. " God's will has from the first been directed
compassed the whole individual and commercial to tlie object of gathering a new humanity out of
the world's fel- the world, of a i>eople of God out of all peoples
life, woven into the elements
lowship, while the more determinative arrange- and the choosing or Israel as the people of God
ments' of the outward natural life, of the reckon- was only a first provisional step toward the acing of time, of the physical and social human complishment of tliis will God gathers Israel to
life, were consecrated as serviceable organs for the
Himself as His people only for the purpose of
establishment of a pious fellowship with God, of sathering through their instrumentality a people
a righteous ordering and wholesome direction of from among aU nations. But now it seemed, in
the life." It was "an externality," but "no the days of Ezekiel, as if through the scattering
hollow-surface existence ending in itself; rather a of Israel, as those in whom for the time being the
vessel and framework of a spintu.il inwardness of people of God appeared, the collecting of a people
beintr, destined to future development, and bear- of God had been abandoned and become imposing this in itself in a manner pregnant with pro- sible. To that, however, it could not be allowed
mise.*' The proof of this is specially fiimiwed to come ; and in the text, which is quite general
by prophecv, whose foundation was already laid in its terms, there is embraced alike the bringing
among the fathers of the Israelitish people, which back of Israel from exile, the gathering of the
came forth into peculiar external activity under Church of Christ by means of His word, and the
the constitution of the Mosaic economy, and at final gathering of the children of God out of the
last assumed formally the place of an order in the world generally, as certainly as the matter itself
State.
Hence its cessation was pre-eminently a belongs to the formation of a new humanity
mark of the time, as being that of the approach- (Klibfoth). The fourteenth verse is by mo
ing advent of Him whose Spirit was in tne pro- same expositor similarly explained in a quite
Were but the whole people of Jehovali general way, though he has a spiritual ana exphets
prophets! was the wish of Moses (Num. xi. 29); ternal addition of this sort, that "the future
expressing as regards Israel the dedgu of pro- return of the converted Jews to their land" should
phecv, and at the same time with an eye toward be taken into account
Still more, however, was
the Pentecostal future.
10. The ceasing of the offices in Israel is not
this import involved in the priesthood, which was simply, therefore, a historical fact, a ceasing of
no caste foreign to the people, but rooted in life-forms that once existed, but it is the emptya brotherly stem of the same, giving promise of ing of those forms in the spirit, and consequently
a priestly position to the whole of Israel, with in respect to truth. Office-bearing of the kind that
corresponding fulness of obligation to duties of belonged to Israel can no more be found in Christ;
service.
So close and inward, because a service so that all churchism which would turn back to
rendered to the whole, and springing out of its lay hold of that, or even look aslant toward it,
innermost idea, was the relation of these offices merely ^as statecraft also with respect to the
in Israel to Israel itself, that their unfolding kingdom) surrenders its Christianity, or places it
and Israel's unfolding overlap each other, are in question. What the official constitution of
congenial.
The destination of Israel to the king- things in Israel signified, has its correspondence
dom lies enfolded in Ex. xix. 6 (Rev. i. 6), in the anointing with the Spirit for all Christians,
althongh in what is merely the outward govern- 1 John u. 20, 27 ; Rev. i. «. What is caUed
ing power of one, the civic subordination of the "office" in Christianity can only be ordinances
others may come more prominently out
The as to service, or ^MMftmrm, Rom. xii. 6, or the
full prospect for the fature looks toward those powers ttiat be, whicn are ordained by God (Rom.
who are without, to the heathen nations, the xiii.).
8.

;

^

:

!

world.

What "the

servant" Moses (Heb. iii. 5) represented individually for the whole theocracy,
this found its representation as regards Jehovah's
supreme authority in the entire community iu
David, who, as "servant of Jehovah," takes up
into himself "the servant Moses," as prince in
Israel represents the divine supremacy.
7. So moeh has the being " without a shepherd,"
er. 6, become the case with Israel, that by the
axtirtiation of the Good Shepherd through the bad
shepherds of Israel, the scattering of the people
has become complete; and certainly also the
6.

11. (Religion falls radically into the three
distinctive actings^ of the three offices, beginning
with a prophetic function as the knowledge of

God and manifestation of God, maintaining always
a high-priestly relation toward God in the spirit
of consecration and surrender to Him, and perpetually unfolding its kincly character by the
renewal and enlargement of soul in Qod, and a
walk in God's freedom and power. After P.
Lange.)
12. Upon the judffing between sheep and sheep
Hengstenberg remains that " the main fulfilment
here also is to be sought in Christ, whose govern-
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ment and secret yet powerful guidance permits no ceiver of the promise, David, said promise
tyranny and injustice to endure.'* '* A principal not at all stand or fall with Solomon, the
phase was the decision between the synagogue
**
But that tnis
and the Christian church.'*
judging goes through the whole history, that we
nave to do in it with a true prophecy and not
with a patriotic phantasy, ai)pears from a comparison of the existing Christian world with that
of the heathen and Mahometan, and also with
the Old Testament judicial relationships. Since
the appearance of Christ, there has been at work
a reforming agency among the peojple of God.
13. "A ricn man in ^ripture is not one who
has many goods, but whose heart clinss to what
he possesses, so that it ceases to be for nim something accidental ; while a poor man is he only
who knows and feels himself to be poor, who is
so not merely in an outward respect, but in spirit
also
in his consciousness" (Hengst.).
14. The introduction of David, as already remarked in the exposition, without anything
farther or particular, confirms what is stated by
Hengst, that "the Messiah, the glorious offspring
of David, had in the time of the prophet been for
long a lesson of Uie Catechism. *' David, however,
according to his personality in sacred history, not
only appears as the readiest thought when a
shepherd is the subject of discourse though certainly the shepherd-state with him is so entirely
his style and manner, that from being the shepherd of a flock he became the shephenl of Israel
but also, in an
(Ps. Ixxviii 70 ; 2 Sam. vii. 8)
especial manner for the promised gathering of the
flock, he suggests more than any one else who
might be brought into consideration, since through
him the tribal supremacy of Judah, toward which
even in Egypt tne hope of Israel was directed

—

—

—

(Gren.

xlix.),

effected that the tribes of Israel,

member

doei
first

m

the chosen line, whose conditional
rejection rather appears not to be excluded by the
divine favour promised Inalieuably to the seed,
The individual
1 Chron. xxvui. 9" (Beck).
members of the Davidic dynasty served in their

working and suffering as offerings and harvests to
future times; "their blossom -seasons were for
from reaching the height of the ideal of their
house formed merely the foil for the more definite limning of the clory which glimmered
through it (rs. IxxiL) out, on the oSier hand,
their periods of depression did not bring that

—

;

ideal to destruction, only imprinted it more
deeply in the heart, taking the divine grace and
truth as a pledge for its redization (Ps. Ixxxix.),
and so left it ovef to the Son of David, in whom
the image of the divine government and kingdom
was concentrated, Luke i. 32 sq." (Beck).
In the Messiah the whole existence of
15.
Israel as a people is comprised, its organization
as plastical^ working itself out through the
theocratic offices ; whue, on the other side, salvation and blessing, which these offices had
instrumentally to administer to the people, attained to perfection in His consecrated personality
with an elevation, which is also indicated in the
"a prince among them.**
expression of ver. 24
:

The parallel expressions in this verse: "Jehovah
a God to them,^' and: "David a prince in their
midst,** serve for the form of the salvation and
the blessing to be made good, if the one statement is taken as the theme, and the other as its

A moral signification like Keil's
"pasturing in full unison with Jehovah, carrying out the will of Jehovah only,** imports too
little into this text, and the filling of it up by
pointing to "unity of being with God,*' again,
imports too much. To the meological judgment
exposition.

which had been in a state of division, should
unite, and remain together for the glorious kingdom of Solomon under its ascendency. Mudi the relation will, perhaps, represent itself much
more, however, does the personality of David as Ps. ii. does in respect to the sonship in its
bring into view and represent in relation to the connection with the kingdom. In the psalm the

—

Messianic idea viz. tnat he, the anointed of
Jehovah, and the king who had been raised up
from a low estate, was after God's own heart,
himself possessed of the prophetic Spirit (Acts ii.
30; Matt. xxii. 43),—one who manifested earnest
desire and love for the worship of Jehovah, by
invigorating and supporting both it and the
priesthood, as well as in his psalms, and by the
building of the temple, which originated with
him. There was then provided, as Beck says,
'*the substratum for a new aspect of salvation,
and there was opened up by the promise a new
mental horizon
the seed of David, who was
chosen for an abiding reign of peace, and for
the building of God^ house, and upheld with
perpetual experiences of Fatherly grace, and that
even amid chastisements for sin, and in the everlasting continuance of David's house, kingdom,
and throne (2 Sam. vii. 8 sq., xxiii. 1 sq. Ps.
Ixxxix. 30, 87 sq. , Ixxii. ). " To the idea of a ruling
power, which was contemplated by Mosea, there
was added the djrnastic in the case of David, who
became the founder not only of a kingly dynasty,
but of one through which the kingdom of Israel
was to reach its highest culmination. The entire
image of the people's shepherd, which expresses
the divine title of this dynasty, stretcnes so
manifestly beyond all the individual rulers belonging to the Davidic line, that "for the re-

m

theocratic temporal sonship is indicated, according to which mention is made in Rom. L 4 of
;
his bein^ " determined to be the Son of God
and in like manner, here in Ezekiel, it is only
the realization of the promised salvation and
blessing, as it is suggested by the covenantrelation of Jehovah to Israel, which can immeThe verses that
diately come into consideration.
follow bring into notice the grace of the covenant
the covenant graciousness manifests itself, according to ver. 24, in the David-Messiah, as the one
w^ho generally was to prove the covenant of
Jehovah to bis an abiding one with His people,
and in particular the eternity of the kingilom of

David. If the " I have begotten thee,*^ in Ps.
7, seems to import more than: " I appoint (or
"I
raise up),*' here, the expression in Ps. li 6
:

ii.

:

have anointed '* (^rDD3)> does not indicate more

;

(comp. at ch. xxii. 80) ; and both expressions in
the psalm, like the one here (^nb^pn), refer to
2 Sam.

vii., where the decree (ph) in Ps. ii 7 is
obvious : "I will be to him a father, and he will
be to me a son " (ver. 14). While He is so called
there on account of the unceasing filial relation
to the divine favour, of course in connection with
the promise of an eternal sovereignty, with
Ezekiel, vers. 23, 24, it is the latter only whicb
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has a

what the seimrnte callings in respect to salvation in the world could represent only figuraa typical, partly in a symbolical
manner." " As guiding organs of the Old Testament life, the theocratic offices were such also
for the future divine-human life."
"With the
(*3lOMn)» which is so expreasivelj repeated organic separation of these offices was connected
In that case Jehovah Himself the feature of their transitory character, their
(rers. 11, 20).
Hence the fulfilment of the
will have to be thought of as present in this incompleteness.
David. If in the term ''shepherd" a reference religion in the person of Jesus was at the same
is made to the circumstance that David was time the fulfilment and completion of these offices.
literally such before he became kincr, so by the His life is, as the individualizing of the completed
designation "servant" David, which likewise is religion— absolute life from God, for God, and in
twice used with emphasis, a relation is expressed, and with God. Hence, also, must Christ (comwhich Nitzsch characterizes as an Old Testament prise in His personalis the three offices as a
mode of describing " the religion of hnman life " unity in their completed essence -form, and in
{System^ p. 187); since "t£a servant of God the fundamental characteristics of His life they"
generally is the subject of the hononr that comes must shine forth in their rounded completeness
from God, and as such is the chosen one, the one (P. Lanoe, Po8. Dogm.).
19. "The dark caricature and counterpart of
who is specially privile^, set up for the maintenance of the true rehgion in behalf of others, the prophetic activity of Christ or of the revelaand actively engaged in doing so nor merely a tion in Him is the Jewish Talmud the reverse
true and proved, Imt also an atoning, and finally image of His high -priestly fuuction is the penal
a glorified human personality." Farther, there wandering of Israel throughout the world ; and
" over against His royal administration and kingis now on both occasions used the epithet "
place, an everlasting princedom of David,
the divine ideal of Hie sole governmental persoDalitv.
In another light, however, will the
parallel- mem bered passage of ver. 24 appear to
na, if we add in thought the: ''Behold I"

tively, partly in

—

;

My

servant, with all the more emphasis in ver. 24
as it is preceded by the expression " I Jehovah ";
and there is to be compared the ' ' My shepherd,
in Zech. xiiL 7, coupled with the words of explanation : "against the man that is My fellow."
Indeed, as the whole passage from ver. 9 onwards
is the self-manifestation of Jehovah, a divine
backgronnd must form the gold-ground of the
:

'

:

Messianic picture.
16. There is no need for placing any constraint
on the "irw of ver. 23 ; so much it quite natur-

dom

stands the demoniacal world ly-mindedness
its important results" (P.

of the Jews, with

Lanoe).
20. Upon the prophecy as a whole with respect
its ralfilment it may be said, that in its
trichotomy the servant David, as the third piece,
is the simultaneous discharge of the two parts
that had preceded. Through Him has it come
to an end with the offices of Israel (vers. 1-10)
with Him comes the manifestation of Jehovah
Himself as the shepherd (vers. 11-22). Now, if

to

He who perfects Himself after this manner is
although the basis of the the Messiah, then also everything that is essenis the house of David destined
tially connected therewith must plainly be found
to an everlasting i-ontinuance, and one can, with in Jesus Christ The appearance of the Son of
Hengsteuberg, "understand by David the stem God in the flesh, especially in the insight
of David culminating in Christ, so that the ful- afforded into His mighty working by His resurfilment in Christ is not the sole, but only the rection from the dead, is so much the more the
highest, the true one," still a definite, and indeed fulfilment of our prophecy, as this has in mania unique personality, an individual, is contem- fold ways been testified by Himself and His
Comp. apostles. As in the exile and during the time
Jlated here one who has not his Uke.
er. xxiii. 6.
that followed, till Christ, the dissolution of the
17. " The typical element in Israel's condition, theocratic offices in Israel as such (comp. ver. 4)
or the prefigurative representation of the future took effect, so did the gathering of the people, in
spiritual liS, of which Israel itself was more or contrast to the scattering (ver. 5), by means of
less unconscious,
a representation which was the return from Babylon, become a reality (ver.
called forth and animated by the essential prin- 13, and comp. Isa. xHv. 28, where Cyrus is called
ciples of that life,
was, like the typical character " My shepherd ").
But the so strongly marked
of the Israelitish religion generally, the h&siB of scattering of ver. 5 is only one thing another
"
prophecy (P. Lanoe, Philos. Dogm).
is the wandering upon the mountains and hills
18. Christ, "as the Anointed of God in the (ver. 6), to which not the gathering effcctnl by
theocratic sense, the Messiah promised by the the return to their home corresponds, but feedprophets," is "the true Servant of God in the ing upon the mountains, etc. (ver. 13 sq., comp.
law of the Spirit, whom the Old Testament Israel also Isa. liii. 6), which had locally its fulfilment
pre6j5ured in the law of the letter, the richly in Christ (Matt. ix. 36
Luke xv. ), especially
Anointed of God, whose precursors were all oflSci- the distinctive characteristics described in ver.
ally anointed typical sons of Jehovah under the 16.
In like manner, also, the judgment of
" Jesus is the Christ, since His separation exercised through the person of Chri^t
Ola Covenant.
whole life was the discharge of a holy office." within Israel (Luke ii. 34 Matt. zxL 44) stands
"Jesus has not merely in some sense the office of connected with what is written in ver. 17 sq.
a Christ, of a God-anointed person devoted to and immediately thereafter the Messiah-David
the wellbeinc of the world ; He is the Christ (ver. 23 sq.) is made distinctly to shine forth
Himself.
Hence His office is designated as the out of the prophetic representation. AVhat is
absolute office, as the sum of all the offices in- said, e.g.t by Keil of "tne twofold judgment of
separably connected with salvation
and it is at scattering along with the twofold gathering r)f
the same time declared, that His office first Israel," as being in this prophecy "not distinrepresented in full reality and completeness guished, but thrown complexly together," ha«
T Y

ally implies, that

" one " shepherd

—

—

—

;

;

'

;

;

;
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been imported into it from another quarter.
"That only a small part of Israel," as he says,
"received the Messiah when appearing in Jesus
as their shepherd," gave occasion not so properlv
for a new judgment of dispersion among all
nations, as rather, we may say, that the Babylonish judgment was in consequence thereof confirmed for unbelieving Israel as such, and also
completed. For Israel was still, at the time of
Christ's appearing, in a state of dispersion among
all nations, because scattered throughout the
Roman world, so that even the gathering from
Babylon must be referred to the advent of Jesus
Christ, since thereby His birth in the City of
David, as well as His resurrection in the place
where He was crucified, after being loosed from
the pains of death, and hence the turning of the
promised land into a blessing after the manner
indicated in ver. 26, were rendered possible. One
must not say that the fulfilment of this propheoy
had begun ** with the redemption of Israel from
the Babylonish exile, " and still less that it began
with the appearing of Jesus Christ as the Good
Shepherd of the seed of David but this latter
appearing is the fulfilment, so that we have no
other to ex|>ect, and the bringing back from
Babylon to Canaan was merely its preparation and
the true understanding of this preparatory gathering as a gathering is to be sought in the Church
of Jesus Christ, in the gathenng of the Israel
after the Spirit out of the whole world (John x.
If it "admits of no doubt" (Kliefoth),
16).
that what is said of the establishing of a new
covenant in ver. 25 ** has been already fulfilled
by the appearance of the T^rd in the flesh, and
by His work," it shonld have given this intelligent
expositor no further concern, as if the fulfilment
of our prophecy could have "belonged entirely
to what still is future. "
This prophecy, also,
has not been fulfilled by successive stages, but
the fulfilment through Christ only presents itself
separately in Christ, while the Church of Christ
lives the Messianic life of the Son of God in the
world as His bod v.
The "judging between
sheep and sheep, the separating of the he-^oats,
the purifying of the people of God into a sinless
community,
wherein Kliefoth finds essential
>mrt8 of the prophecy, which "belong even to
the very close of time,"— all this comes into realization through the efficacious working of the
Holy Spirit sent by Christ (comp. John xvi. 8
Rom. viii. 9)—does so onwards till the day of
Christ, since as the Lord is the Spirit, so the Son
of man has. been appointed the Judge of the world.
The delineation of blessing in ver. 25 sq. is in
form taken from the land and the people, but so
as to be emblematical of the kingdom of the
Anointed. Yes, even " the formation of a new
;

;

paradise, and the restoration of humanity to its
condition of original innocence," does not lie in
the text of Ezekiel, but in the exegesis of Kliefoth, who, with such a view of the meaning,
cannot get the better of that Chiliasm which he
opposes.
21. The characteristic manifestation of the
Goo<l Shepherd takes place when He calls His
own sheep each by its name, while the sheep
on their part hear His voice (John x. ). Thus are
they led out of the fold, the economy of the Old
Covenant, after their state of wandering upon all
mountains and on every high hill; and if Jehovah
(Isa. liii. 6) lays upon Him the iniquity of all,

so He who in John x. 10 testifies that He came
in order that they might have life, and have it
more abundantly, says also in vers. 11 and 16
there, that He was going to give His life for the

sheep.

22 " Christ had to come to them, first as tho
teaching Shepherd ; secondly, as the Shepherd
that should give His life for the sheep, in order
that He might set them free from the bondage of
the law, and at the same time from their rulers ;
thirdly, He should Himself become manifeet
among them as Prince. I'hus should the promise
to Abraham, that God wouhl be a God to his
seed,

become yea and amen.

— The Sadducees and

Pharisees troubled and corrupted to the sheep of
the flock, who were obliged to hear them, the
Eure doctrine; whereupon Christ appeared, and
ealed the sicknesses of Israel, and gave Himself
up to death for His sheep. This is the one perioii
in the prophecy ; the otner period is, when Christ
is given as a prin«'«, quickened from the dead,
raised to heaven, and before all Jerusalem anointed
through the outpouring of the Holy Spirit on the
apostles, when, by the preaching of the apostles,
sheep was distinguished from sheep" (CoccBirs).
23. After the import of the similitude upon
Israel has been given in ver. 30, a still deeper
thought is subjoined to this import, namely, t le
What
bearing of Israel on mankind generally.
of Israel attains to salvation does so not under
the national title (" house of Israel "), which has
been rendered obsolete through the new covenant, but simply as connected with "Adam,"
Consewhose antitype Christ is (Rom. v.).
quently, we have here the exposition of the
people of the old covenant in relation to
numanity at lai^^

HOMIL£TIO HINT8.
Corruption in the upper, the governing classes, those who gi^e the tone and measure to society, carries aJong with it corruption
among the whole people, and that not merely for
"It is a very honourable
a time, but for ever.
title to be called a shepherd, but to be so is a
heavy burden, with much trouble, care, and
labour " (Stck.).— " An entire tribe also of Israel,
that guides the other tribes, and stands at their
head, feeds the tribes of Israel, like a shepherd,
2 Sam. vii. 7. And there are many degrees of
upper and lower shepherds, down even to single
householders.
So also in Christendom are all
authorities, whether in the State, the Church, or
the family, to be regarded as shepherds of their
Every
respective flocks, smaller or greater.
pastor is really a shepherd in the biblical sense.
The same person can, however, be at once shepherd and sneep, according as he has to discham
the office of ruling, or the duty of letting himself
be ruled.
It is also a matter of indifference
through what instrument the shepherd governs
his flock, whether by means of the staff or the
dog, whether by the rod, or the sword, or the
word. The schoolmaster, too, in so far as he
Vers. 1,

2.

—

commands, and

exercises discipline,

and governs

the school, is a shepherd " (Schmikdkr).—" Whoever would be a proper teacher must possess and
manifest the true shepherd -faithfulness, ranst
seek simply and alone what is Christ's, PhiL iL
21 " (Starkb).— " They are hirelings who seek
after spiritual

work,

tliat

they
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rich themselves, or gain their bread, Acts xx. 18
Rom. xvi. 18" (TUB. Bible).— "I ask you
on your conscience, Are ye not obliged to feed
the soals of your hearers with the living word of
God, if ye would be shepherds?'* (Bebl. Bib.)
*'As shepherds, rulers also must not suck the
blood of their subjects " (Stabke). Justice and
itnnstice, blessing and cursing of feeding one's
self.
The shepherd must also go upon the right
pasture for his own poor soul.
The sheph^office as at the same time duty to one's self.
'*
Ver. 8.
The shepherd receives from the flock
his necessary support, his recompense from the
Lord" (Augustine).— Ver. 4. "Pastors should
confirm those who are not strong in the faith,
cherish the weak and such as cannot go forward,
that they may be strengthened, and step firmly
•q.;

—

—

—

on the way of Qod should bind up those who
have a wounded conscience, so that they may not
be consumed by mourning; should bring back
those who have been misled and seduced by other
;

teachers; but should seek out such as are perishing
lor want of guidance and have lost the nght way,
guiding them to wholesome pasture," etc (Cocc.).
** Preachers should especially commend themselves to the corporeally and spiritually sick
among their hearers " (Stabkb).— The shepherdoffice is sheer service (and those whose it is to
serve have ^f^mtt* ii^t) ; it is not lordship, nor
must be, either over the goods or the consciences
of men.
The obligations of the shepherd-office
a mirror of human wretchedness.
The fivefold
**
nature of a shepherd's work.
Paul became all
things to all men, that he might save some."
Ver. 5. ** Scattering, isolation, so that people
know not rightly to whom they belong and what
they should do, is the consequence of an inactive,
tyrannical, luxurious government " (Sohmiedeb).
-^What is the consequence of bad shepherds, that
is also unmistakably the curse for great communities.
The shepherd on an earthly domain knows
well how many the sheep of his flock number
but how many spiritual shepherds, if they know
it externally, and have the number of their church
members in their head, bear them upon their
hearts according to their internal states?— "Not
merely in the oodily, but pre-eminently in the
spiritual enemies of the people of God, inheres
the wolf-spirit, the devil" (Sohmiedeb).— The
many shepherds (the hierarchy) may possibly
diiguijie the one Good Shepherd to the sheep, as
though He were not there. Ver. 6. Scattering
can become evil, wandering may be still worse
AS in life, so in doctrine.
In front of the spiritual
heights, as well as before flatness in spiritual
things, a shephenl has to keep his flock together.
Vers. 7-14. To have not done according to the
word of the Lord must lead to great trouble from
the Lord's word, namely, to hear its judgments.
God's judgment on bad i^epherds, a righteous
and severe one. The frightful iudgment, which
is contained even in the beautiful name of the
•hppherd.— "Corruption in the shepherds, princes,
priests, is mentioned among the signs of the
Ixmi's advent" (Berl. Bia).— Ver. 10. **In
this, that those shepherds should no more be, it
is not indicated that the shepherds then existing
should perish, and others come into their place,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

who should b<^ the same office and have the same
power, for this would not have been a full deliverance.
Nor is this declared by the prophet,
that, after

the abolition of the shepherds of that

829

no wolves should

arise and false prophets,
care for the flock of God— comp.
Zech. xi. 16.
But this is what is

time,

who would not

Acts XX. 29 ;
meant, that even if such should arise, they were
by no means to be accounted shephenb, but their

commands and instructions mi^t safely be repudiated, etc ; whereas under Uie Old Covenant
the people were so placed under their shepherds
OS to be constrained to adhere to them, since the
temple must be frequented by those who drew
** The right shepherd
near to God " (Cooceius).
is also the judge of the false shepherds" (Berl.
Bib.).
A reward will be pven to shepherds in
righteousness, but also with a gracious recompense.— Ver. 11. ** Christ tfle Chief Shepherd of
our souls. Oh, with what love does He seek
them
How does He bring them into the right
condition, convert them through His Spirit, and
guide them to the right pasture!" (TCb. Bib.)
'—Ver. 12. Redemption out of all places the
great prospect of faith, the blessed hope also of the
** There comes a day of the Lord
resurrection.
'*
a moming-star must appear after a dreary night
Ver. 18. ** So again at last,
(A. Krummaohbr).
when God poured out His Spirit upon the apostles,
there was a gathering together from all places of
the flock of God, Acts ii. 9 sq." (Cocc.).— ** The
genuine land of Israel is the new earth with the
new heavens" (Schmieder).— Godliness has the
promise not only of the life that now is, but idso
of that which is to come, 1 Tim. iv.— The divine
refreshments of the Lord, images of the spiritual
here, of the eternal hereafter. —Death a shephenl,
Ps. xlix. 16 [141.
But while he does his work,
there is also for believers the shepherd-stafl' of the
Good Shepherd. " This world is only an inn ;
not our home, rather a prison, since we have
been made and redeemed for heaven " (Stck.).
*'
Hence we should not despair when we see that
in troublous times only a few are left
The flock
may continue small, but it can never happen
that there shall be no flock.
If the woman has
fled with her children into the wilderness. Rev.
"
xiL, she must again return to be among men
(Heim-Hoff.). Union of the faithful the work
of the Lord ; and the more that the churches,
through the general falling away of ^he members,
come to be composed of believers, will the uuion
of the churches also come to be regarded as a
matter of the Lord, and no merely political
maxim. Ver. 14. ** The secret of the pasture of
Christ'* (ScHMiEDER).—" How few consider the
blessedness of the righteous, and how well it goes
with them " (Stck.)
Good pasture and batl
pasture.
The high mountains of Israel, his promises in respect to their fulfilment, his worship
in spirit and truth.
Ver. 15. Food and rest, the two great necessities of human life.
"Their rest will nourish
them, and their nourishment will bring them new
" Nothing can be more
rest" (Berl. Bib.).
frequently repeated to believing souls, nothing
more deeply impressed upon them, than what has
been pomised to them in Christ Jesus their
Lord (Stck.). Rest, true, eternal repose, is only
to be had under the shepherd-stafi* of Christ.
What can the whole world offer instead with all
its enjoyments?
The everlasting promises of
God in Christ, and the delusive shows of the d^vil
in the lust of this passing world.
Ver. 16 sq.
The Lord's inspection of the flock at the same
time a call to self-examination. (Preparation-
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sermon before the holy communion.) "The lost,
those who are cut off from grace, excommunicated,
these, in our Lord's time, were the publicans and
sinners now, those who are excluded and condemned by the alone blessed-making Church (or
The wandering are those who no
confession).

Redempyet not wholly supnressed" (Stck.).
tion a judgment, ana the judgment of the Lord a
redemption. ^The help of the flock is its Shepherd alone ; therefore must we withdraw our confidence from all creatures, and expect nothing
"This is the
from new laws and constitutions.
longer hold to the Church,— the sects, separa- manner of the divine compassion, that it takes
tists.
The wounded are such as have taken some our misery as an invitation (Heim-Hoff.).
offence, like a sheep that has been bitten by a
Ver. 23 sq. "Christ has not come without a
dog.
The sick are those who, throng false call, but with the good-will and mission of His
teaching and bad example, have become weak in heavenly Father, John v. 48" (Cr.).— One, bethe faith. The case of all these the Good Shep- cause all pointed to Him, in word and in deed,
herd promises to take in hand " (Sohmieder).
and because no one, except i^ Him, is anything.
**
But the Lord fe^ with judgment, that is,
"God names Him His servant, since Christ,
with befitting difference, since He dispenses to made under the law, has fulfilled it, that He
each what is proper to him, to one this, to might extirpate sin, and bring in righteoasness,
He performs to the and so might be complete god and propitiation,
another something else.
weak no more than is good for them. The chil- Ps. xl. 9, lOTS, 9]" (Cooc.).— "David : 1, as to
dren He feeds with milk, and defends them. He the name. His beloved. Matt. iii. 17; 2, as to
acts mildly or severely, consoles, frightens, blames, His birth, in Bethlehem ; 3, as to His humble
caresses, as at any time is good for us ; for the state and littleness, Isa. liiL 8; 4, as to His
fearful He relaxes the reins, and those who place shepherd -service ; 6, as to His anointing ; 6, as
their confidence in Him He draws to Himself. to His devotedness, David for the law, Christ for
If some are fat, and corrupt the weak. He takes the flock ; 7, as to His victories " (Stck. ).
" He
from them their strength. Some are proud of the will not only feed them, but also discharge in
gifts lent to them, and despise the simplicity of their behalf all shepherd -duty besides needful
others ; for these it is good when they are for their preservation and support, their refreshhumbled, and are deprived of their gifts, so that ment and invigoration, and will remain their
they may obtain the salvation of Christ. Thus Shepherd for ever. Thus will He teach and heal,
He accomplishes the judgment, and the separation and take away sicknesses not do and act merely,
between sheep and sheep ; and so each one should but suffer also, purchase the sheep with His
be concemea about himself, and not trouble precious blood, whereby He will prove Himself to
himself respecting others.
The separation is be the True Shepherd," etc. (Cocc.).— " He is the
already goin^ on here in secret, but at last it will Prince among believers, because He is the Medial)ecome manifest, and be seen to issue in a wide tor between God and men ; because as Head He
"The kingdom of God communicates grace to the members and the livgulf" (Heim-Hopf.).
belongs to those who are weaiy and heavv laden ing Spirit ; and because, moreover, we see in His
by
(Matt. xi. 28) ;
and by their turn shall be to countenance the fatherly heart of God. Through
rejoice in the Lord's goodness, Luke xvi. 25" Him is the Lord our God, that is. He is recon(HiTZio).— ** Why should the he-goats be in the ciled to us, and unites Himself to us" (Heimflock of God? on the same pastures, beside the HoPF.).
Where Christ reigns, there God is with
same brooks as the sheep ? They are at present us. Matt xxviiL 20.— Vers. 28, 24. The One
tolerated, afterwards separated from it " (Augus- Shepherd according to the promise in its fnlfilment
tine).
stern judge is the Good Shepherd ; 1, His official position through all times ; 2, His
not merely the unscrupulous leaders of the flock, shepherd-service in the flesh and in the spirit ; 8,
but even the sheep themselves, will be brought to His personality in respect to God and as regards
account by Him
(Umbreit).
"Believers are the nock.
thereby admonished to consider on what side
Ver. 26. "1. Justified by faith, we have peace
they should place themselves, so that they may with God through Christ. God is for na, who
escape the future day of slaughter; and at the can be against us? 2. He blesses us with all
same time are comforted, so as to be able to hold spiritual blessings. The apostles teach and sow,
out with patience during this life.
Religious but the Lord gives the showers of blessing, that
strifes and controversies also will be brought to the seed of the word may spring forth, and the
an end by the judgment of the Lord " (Luther). trees yield their fruit ; that is, that the great and
Ver. 18. Compare what is set forth here with the small may believe in Christ Jesus, and confess
what the King says in Matt. xxv. 84 sq. Would Him with the mouth. 8. He breaks the yoke
onr so-called "men of culture " also but consider of slavery to sin, and gives freedom from all
it, who only tread under foot the pure doctrine,
enemies.
Whence, naturally, there arises a
or trouble it by their goat-like gamools
" And strong confidence, Rom. viii. 85-89" (Heimkeep thee from the judgments of men, whereby Hoff.). ^The covenant of peace in Christ ^its
the noble treasure is corrupted this I leave thee divine groimd, its invincible strength, its blessed
at the close" (Luther).— Ver. 19. "This, alas! peace.
The secure land even now in the midst
represents so many church services in which un
of the world.
The evil beasts in the land,
believing men ]>reach, just as ver. 21 points re
spiritual false guides, worldly persecutors, plausprovingly to the empty churches" (Right.).
ible hypocrites.
"False teachers and tyrants
Ver. 21 sq. The mischievous polemic in the God causes either to die or to change their mind
Church. A theology that is quarrelsome and but the Son of God has conquered the roaring
combative scatters the churches in the world.
lion, who is the devil " (Luther).
In the world
Spiritual dogmatism.
more correct estimate of ye may be of good cheer, is the saying of the
separation from the Bible point of view, than from Good Shepherd to His own (John xvL 33), as
that of a corrupt church with its anathemas.
it certainly was their experience (John xiv. 27}.
" The righteous may certainly be oppressed, Seourity and secmity, carnal and spiritual, how
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diflarent
He gires sleep to His own, even in
tho wilderness (Ps. cxxvii. 3 [2]).— Ver. 26. SalTAtiou is of the Jews, John iv. What the father
of the fftithful was to be to the world (Gen. xii. ),
namely, a blessinf^ that shonld beHevers be in
this worid. Zion, as after the flesh in Christ, so
after the Spirit in the spiritual Zion, in its destination to bless, its task of blessing, and its duty
of service for the earth. There the Church is a
Uessing where there is the rain of the Holy
Without this rain nothing grows in the
Spirit.
kingdom of God ; one cannot even say, Jesus is
Lorn (1 Cor. xii. 3).— Ver. 27. The blessed earth,
and the land of Israel, when smitten with the
"Where faith is, there is a ffood tree,
corse.
and there also is produced good fruit (Stck.).
^Kot only shall the axe be laid to the root of
the trees, but for the trees also there is a promise
Fruit and increase in spiritual things
of froit
the former, glory to the man himself, example
and enjoyment for others the latter, the thankThe knowledge derived
fulness we owe to God.
as well from the misery of servitude as from
redemption out of all sin and misery. The sinner
a tool of the devil ; the redeemed a bervant of
God. The rest in Christ from the bondage in
iin.
Ver. 28. Blessedness, to be no longer compelled to belong to the world ; to be chosen out
of it, although one must still be in it 1
Spiritual
boldness, over against the powers of the world,
over ag-.iinst the wickedness of sin, over against
the transitoriness and uncertain^ of oar earthly
life, over against the solicitude of our own heart
Ver. 29. The planting of the Heavenly Father,
Matt. XV. 13.— The kingdom of the Anointed a
planting, inasmuch as the members of the kingdom are 1, sown by the word ; 2, reared, foster^
by the Holy Spirit ; 8, grown in time for eternity,
to the honour of God the Father.
^The kingdom
of God is righteousness, and peace, and joy in the
H<^v Ghost ; how, then, can there ever be want ?
(Luke xxii. 35.) The good, the glorious name,
which the people of God should have in the
world.
should, however, not merely have
Uie name to live (Rev. iii 1), and still be dead.
I

—

—

—

—

—

—

:

—

;

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

— We

2.

831

—^Hungering

after righteousness as the means
and preservative against the eternal hunger and
distress on account of sin hunger against nunger.
;

Hunger in order not

to hunger, as the way to
everlasting satisfaction.
Eternal glory and temporal reproach in the world and from the world.
—The rod of wickedness shall not rest for ever on
the lot of the righteous (Ps. cxxv. 3).— Ver. 30.
"God at times conceals from His own His countenance, that He may thereafter embrace them
with everlasting favour" (Stck.).
The last
knowledge is the experience that God is our God,
and we are His people. The survey from the
end back upon the b^nnin^ of the way leads ua
to reco«mise the eternal election of God above all
else.
Only by the way do the pilgrims of God
doubt ; not at the beginning, and at the end not
at all
At first they proceed in faith, at last
they shall see face to face. Ver. 81. ** Under the
more immediate interpretation of the similitude,
that men are meant, there is at the same time
indicated the universality of gface,
^that not
Israel alone, but Adam, humanity, are named as
the flock ; and the greatness also of the ^[race is
perceptible in this, that Israel is not designated
by its honourable name, that which expresses its
election of grace (yet ver. 80?), but *man,'
which calls to remembrance dust of the ground,
sin, and death.
Such significant addresses, containing much in little, in simple language both
fulness and greatness of thought, we fitly call
profound (rich in spirit, geietreich). And God,
the Spirit of all spirits, should not His speech be

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

with spiritual richness?" (Sohmiedek.) The
kindness and love of God toward man in Christ
Jesus our Lord, Tit. iii. 4.— Israel in bis significance for humanity.— That the true Israel is the
Son of man, itself shows the wide horizon of the
grace of God in Christ. The Christian application of "Mv fatherland must be greater."
Neither the snepherds nor the sheep of the flock
are saints, but simply men.
God manifests in
flesh a divine ftU humani a me alienum,
The
tabernacle of God with men. Rev. xxi., the end
and aim of Jehovah's action as shepherd.

—

—

—

Against Edom, with respect to the Mountains of Israel, in consequence of
Jehovah's Sanctification of His own Name (Ch. xxxv.-xxxvi.).

2 Ch. XXXV. And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Son of man, set
thy face towards [against] the Mount [the moantain range of| Seir, and prophesy con3 oeming [against] it ; And say to it, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I
am against thee, Mount Seir, and I stretch out My hand over thee, and I
4 make thee a waste and a desolation. Thy cities will I make ruins, and thou
5 shalt he a waste, and dost know that I am Jehovah. Because thou hast
enmity for ever, and deliveredst the children of Israel into the hands of the
sword, in the time of their calamity, in the time of the guilt of the end
6 Therefore, as I live, sentence of the Lord Jehovah, blood will I make thee,
and blood shall pursue thee where thou hatedst not blood, there shall blood
7 pursne thee. And I make Mount Seir a desolation and a waste, and I cut off
8 from it him that passes over, and him that returns. And I fill his mountains
with his slain ; thy hills, and thy v^leys, and all thy ravines, the slain with
9 the sword shall fall in them. I will ffive thee up to perpetual desolations,
and thy cities shall not be inhabited, and ye know that I am Jehovah.
10 Because thou saidst, The two nations {haggaim) and the two lands, mine
11 shall they be, and we possess it (Jerusalem 1), and Jehovah was there
There-

1,

—

—

;

:
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Ver.

7.
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Ver.

•.

Anofch. reftd.

yunt

Ver. 11. Sept.:
Ver.

—

sentence of the Lord Jehovah, so do I according to thy
anger and according to thy envy, which thou out of thy hatred hast shown
towards them ; ana I make Myself known among them as Him who shall
judge thee. And thou knowest that I Jehovah have heard all thy scornful
speeches which thou utteredst against the mountains of Israel, saying, Lay
waste, to us they are given for food.
And ye magni6ed yourselves against
Me with your mouth, and heaped up your words against Me ; I have heard.
Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, as [when] the whole land [uie whole euth] rejoices,
1 will make thee a desolation.
According to thy rejoicing for the inheritance
of the house of Israel because it was made desolate, so will I do to thee ; a
desolation shalt thou be, Mount Seir, and all £dom, the whole of it, and they
know that I am Jehovah.
fore, as I live,

15.

.

.

.

».

.

.

.

:

«. mif*» ri

.

:

ihi^orem.)

(AnoUi. rttA.: "JfilC •* alao

In looking forward to the restoration of Israel,
ch. xxxiv., the false shepherds chiedy famished
the connection ; in what follows re^sarding Israel
as a nation, Edom and its hatred
the connecting link. Comp. also what is said in p. 245,
and Doct Reflection 5, p. 246. Havemick aptly
points out the ** glaring contrast" to the preced'*
ing.
The light of Israel is set in reUef oy the

^nn

shadow of Edom (Hbnost. ). After the
'

€t

IH^Dpl^)

^liMffAmm, iftXi^/ivtfnrmu— (Anoth. reed.: tV?^^

EXEOETICAL REMA: K8.

'

Valff

mnim.

yfm0^t»m rtt—

mt#« 4

h»4irm.

(Anoth rend.: HDfiSldlt
T\^2WT)i rtfmtmtwr.
s.

**

marvel-

lous blessings of the theocracy/' comes *' the curse
which uvertokes £dom." Now since, as regards
the blessings, the true Israel in Christ, that is,
redeemed humanity, has ultimately to be looked
to, so the curse here is attached not so much to
the heathen world (Hav.) as to the heathenish,
that is, the Antichristian world.
Hengstenbeig
thinks that the reference is not to the heathen
world **at large," but ** only to the small neighbouring nations, which stand in a similar relation
as Edom, and resemble it in intensity of hatred "!
Vet, as he says, Edom appeara here **as a radirally corrupt people, that is to have no share in
Our prophecy has
the Messianic salvation."
nothing to do with ch. xxziv. 29 (against Keil).
Cocceius maintains that, as the dismissal of the
shepherds fonned the subject in ch. xxxiv., so the
subject here is the dissolution, by the coming of
Christ, as foretold in Num. xxiv. 18, 19, of the
Jewish nation, represented here by Edom and Seir.
The Jewish nation is called Seir per tynecdochen
partia, ** becauae Edom was included in the Jewish
community ; the Iduimeans formed a part of the
nation, and the kings were of Edomite descent
just as the land of Palestine is called Idumsa,
whence Christ comes, Isa. Ixiii." The signification of Edom is here, however, mainly symbolical
and not literal, as in ch. xxv. 12 s<^. Hengstenberg makes the prophecy there against Edom to
be resumed here on the "report given by the
fugitive of the iigustice committed at the destruction of Jerusalem, " etc. (? ?).
[''Superficial readers will be disposed to ask,
what has Edom to do here? The Lord's judgment has already be^i pronounced against Edom

toha

^.)

(ch. xxv. 12-14), among the enendes of the
covenant -people ; and tms fresh denunciation
against it is inserted among predictiona which,
both before and after, have immediate respect
to the covenant-people themselves.
It is, however, in its proper place ; and brings out another
element in the prosperity which uie Lord promises to His Church and people.
It gives body
and prominence to the thought expressed in ver.
28 of the preceding chapter, that ' they should
no more be a prey to the heathen.' So far from
it, the prophet now declaiee that the worst and
bitterest of all the heathen shall be utterly de>

stroyed and

made

desolate

;

and that those who

were then rejoicing over Israel's calamities most
themselves become a spoil, without any prospect of
recovery."—FAiKBAiEN'8.fiBCibK p. 381.— W. F.]

Edom, le. hia Bloodtkirs^
Enm/Uy to Israel.

Vers. 2-9. Against

Ver.
2).

2.

Ch. vi 2 (ch. xxv. 2, xxviiL 21, xix
9.
'X^^.irii the woody moon

—Gen. xxxvi

re^on in the south of that part of Palestine
which lies to the east of Jordan, from the Dead
Sea to the ^Unitic Qulf; the land for the

tain

people, corresponding antithetically to the pro*

minence given to tne land in the foregoing
(ch. xxxiv.
8, 20,

14

xxvi.

25

—

sq.).

8,

et

^Ver. 8.

Ch. xxxiv. 10, xiiL

pa*»tik— Ch. xxv.

7,

18, vi.

—Ch.

tion.

xxxiii 28, 29.—Ver. 4. ExemplificaThy dtiea and njnT\ ntnked together ; the

not exactly: "destruction," but rather:
"destroyed,*' heaps of ruins.— Ch. xii 20, xiv.
16.
Ver. 5. Enmity for ever, as in ch. xxv.
16,
15, but more expressive here on account of the
kinship between Edom and Israel (comp. Pa.
cxxxvii. 7).
Infinitive construction passing oTer
to the verb fin.
The enmity is an abiding one ;
the next word, -^^ (Hiphil, imperf. ap.), is an exlatter

—

pression of that enmity.
Besides, in this aa well
as in the expression '\sr^i2i the people alreeady

come

distinctly out from the land.
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Oppratdon; hence burden, nalaniity, misfortune, the people fill it only as slain (ver. 8). Tberc is
farther and sufficiently defined by what imme- no going to and fro, no traffic, ch. xxxiii. 28.
diately follows (comp. ch. xxi. 80, 84 [25, 29]). [Sept according to ch. xxv. 18.] Ver. 8. Ch.
Oppression of brethren calls at once for the exer- xxxii 6 sq., xxxL 12. Hence the desolation o'
cise of compassion, which is best manifested
death.
Ver. 0. D^y *^^ a rejoinder to riTH
where no one is innocent ; when guilt makes the
end, ancient enmity should not be let loose D^V, v<*r 5. Instead of n^aer^Jn, from 2\^ (Kkil),
:

—

—

(Obad. 18).— Ver.

6.

there an allusion

is

[H^,
t:

to be read with

quiescent, the Qeri has

%

n33Wn,
T
T
:

t^c*^

to D*1M? ^ suggesting, although not an ex-

press naming of Edom f
In this case could there
be also an antithetic allusion to '* Adam " (men)
in ch. xxxiv. 81, and at the same time an ollusion to Gen. xxv. 30 ? At all events, the fourfold repetition of Ql has some significance.
!

Edom

become entirely blood (chc
and still farther, blood shall follow
him, which might mean that he will leave bexyi.

shall, as it were,

88),

hind him a track of blood, or, the effusion of
blood will follow him ; so that by this phrase,
which is again repeated at the end of the verse,
the words Uood will I make thee, are explained
to mean : the ffttsion qf bloofl, namely^ of thy
owm blood, »haU cleave fa^ to Oiff/ooteteps (comp.
er. 8).
[HlVBKN. : I will make the event
authenticate thy name, and blood-guiltiness shall
piirsue thee everywhere as a murderer, to cry for
vengeance and to give thee up to punishment.
EwALD, who reads ?|bytD instead of l\\ffW:
:

"because thy inclination
shall,"

etc.]

'q^
T

is after

j6"DK

blood, blood

scarcely implies an

clude a reference to the

Hebrew word

Israel

blood relationship of

(Theodorbt), had not the
been nfe^, it is simpler to

for that

T T

adhere to the necation that Edom thus hated not
bloodahed. [ * • The most peculiar part of the verse
is

the clause

ntob
DTT
-T
T

fc6"DH, which not only

our version, but also nearly all commentators,
render : • since thou hast not hated blood. ' But
no examples can be produced to justify such a
rendering; and the remark of Hitzig, that as the
words stand, they must be regarded as an affirmative protestation, is quite correct.
Taking blood
in the usual sense, I do not see why, in a passage
so stroni^^ epigrammatic and allitcml as this, the
hatred of it might not be affirmed of Edom ; for
the grand point on which the desires of the
Edomites were centred was life, life in themselves, as opposed to the bloody extermination
they sought for Israel ; the shedding of their
blood was what they would on no account think
ot 1 take the meaning to be, therefore : The
preservation of thy life is what thou art intent on
securing ; the thought of blood being shed among
thee is what thou art putting far from thee as an
object of aversion ; but God's purposes are contrary to thine, and what thou hatest He will send
—blood shall pursue thee."— Fairbairn's Bze-

kkl.^W, F.]—Ver.
the

same as HDDC^*

2W» "not to

lie

7.

nOtS^

The land

instead of notsr^,
is

made

so because

'*

Hbnost.:

tion.

thy

cities shall

not sit," but

20).

Agamet Edom,

Vers. 10-15.

Ver. 10.

return " to its original condi-

xxvi

prostrate (ch.

his CovetouanesM
tovoarde Israel,
parallel to ver.

-jy^,

5.

The other

With
side of Edom's ^ilt in respect to Israel
significant allusion to their separation, Israel
In speaking
and Judah are called D^IH ^3fi^*
thus, Edom considered them as heathen nations,
and not the people of Jehovah or this is the
Hence rtV^fc<n ^nc^'
prophet's representation.
;

can mean nothing else than the land of Israel

and the land of Judah, not Idumsea and the
land of Judah (Jerome).
Grotius sees here a
reference to the Assjrrian and also the Babyrw^n*!, neuter ( Keil) the one

lonian captivity,

:

land as well as the other (Rosbnm.) ; Hitzig
If we understand the
referring to the plur. fem.
clause ^55? rrtn^ of Jehovah's presence in the
:

T

oath ; affirmative, as Henost. : '* forsooth thou
hast hated blood," inasmuch as the murderer
hates the blood which he sheds, in which is the
hated life of the murdered man ; and although
the significant play upon the word qt might in-

Edom and

from

T

-

temple, then for believers ideally, as it also in
was in the kingdom of Israel, it comes
into consideration for both kingdoms, and we
may, with other expositors, make the suffix refer
to Jerusalem.
On this comp. ch. ix. 8, xL 23.
But certainly the divine presence in the temple
was only the sensible symool of Jehovah's governing agency among His people generally ; hence,
fiimlly, the disregarding of Israel's divine election,
the Ignoring of this, was the mistake iu the
Better thus than
reckoning which Edom made.
to say that Edom insulted Jehovah by coveting
His possession (Hitzio) ; or (as Keil): '*as if
Jehovah were a feeble and unreal God, unable to
;
protect His people " but that which had been
said in Israel^ ch. viii. ] 2 (ch. ix. 9), in excuse for
heathen superstition, the heathen unbelief of
Edom repeats here with respect to Israel's eternal
destiny, which rests on the ground of Jehovah's
covenant revelation. It was practical atheism in
childish neglect of God in Israel, but
botli cases,
active hostility to Him in Edom. Edom's reckoning took sin into account, calling to remembrance
the iig'ury done by Jacob, the father of Israel, to
Esau, their ancestor; but took no account, of
grace, and never thought that *' Jehovah " should
reality

—

come

into consideration.

[From

ver.

12 Dt^

^^

been also interpreted as referring to Idnmsa.]
Ver. 11. '"p^, as in ver. 6.

From

the hating

come anger and envy, expressing
themselves not only in word (ver. 10), but also
(infinitive)

in deed

(nnHw). Jehovah acts according
The making known Da, not,

Edom's doings.

—

to
as

Hengst, among "the children of Israel," which is
too remote (ver. 5), but among the two Qii (ver.
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n^^^nn there refers to the two lands

10), just as

all

the nations of the earth shall be blessed, Deut
; Isa. xliL 10 sq. ; Ps. xcvii. 1, xlviii

xxxii. 43 sq.

The making known among 3; Lam. ii. 15." [Klief. " But when all that
Isniel shall happen as well as the judgment on bears the name of Edom shall, through the judgEdom—comp. ch. xxviii. 25 (ch. xxvi. 20) not, ment of God, be subiected to devastation, then

coveted by Edom.

:

;

however, as it*lx)th had like proportion (Hengst.),
but because the making known is effected by the

Edom

the whole earth shall rejoice, as

when Jerusalem

Where

rejoiced

such an extraHim who, etc. Ver. 12. vagant idea even hinted at in the text? Ch.
judgment. "^K^S3,
xxxvi. 2, 6 speaks only of Edom's exultation.
Thus Edom shall know by experience that
** When joy
Hence Keil thus applies nbto
Jehovah does not leave unpunished such a saying as Edom has said.
After speaking of doings shall be prepared for all
the world (all mankind !),
in ver. 11, there is now a return to the sayings then shell,
etc.
Ver. 16. That the rejoicing
(ver. 10).
He has heard all. The mountains of of Edom, M'hich J—
is to be requited to him, had

—

m

fell."

is

*

preparing for ch. xxxvL 1, come forth in
mountain ran^e of Seir. Qeri
^DDk^» simplifying, but needlessly, for the abrupt
Iflzael,

antitliesis to the

and

may

significant riDDlS' (ver. 16), Sperf fem. sing.,
refer to the land or

meant

;

or

be understood of what

we may with Rosenm. read

:

is

nODB^,

The following plural
**a waste," ch. xxxiii. 28.
Ver.
brings in the people.
Ch. xxxiv. 6, 8, 10.
18.
Thus their sayings were not only insults to

—

—

respect to the inheritance, etc., that is, the land
to the family of Israel as distinguished
Irom Esau- Edom (Gen. xxvii., xxviii. 4^, is
now brought in at the close ; and as thereby
nbb3 in ver. 14 is explained, so the motive for

^ven

nOO^

is

given by nDD85^t5^« hv-

ance with

this,

'ij^nfe'yK |3

Tl^"nfcn?K (ver. 14),

In accord-

repeats

and consequently

is

TODSf
not to

be interpreted, with Hitzig
so will 1 make
others rejoice over thy desolation, rpnn TODC',
:

Israel ('^^ ^"in"^V)» land

and people, but at the

same time boastings with their mouth heaped up which forms the complement to 'u^
who was there (ver. 10),

against Jehovah (^^y),

pg, is

the

third person.
The following
feminine suffix indicates the land, so that with
second, not the

wherewith they already, as

it

were, took joyful

They exulted over
n^3
DlnK"f>3 the meaning also of pK.T^a
T \
T
v:
T
Jehovah with haughty words and mucli speaking.
V T T
But now Ver. 14 ile who hitheito has heard (ver. 14) is quite clear.
Hoimt Seir, and all
Edom, the whole of it, is set in contrast to the
all these boastings speaks and acts ('r
Dossession

the

of

land.

»

—

—

inheritance of the house of Isiael.

According as the one happens, so shall the other
happen to thee. [Ewald ''I will make thee a
sport (a comedy) to the whole earth, " etc. Uitzig
While all the world rejoices even over thy deso:

DOCTRINAL REFLECTIONS.

:

lation (?).]

However natural

it

is at

TnKiT^D
T
•

V T

T

to think of the "whole earth," such a thought is
very foreign to the connection.
Havemick, on
the other hand, insists on the necessary harmony
with the following verse, according to which the

interpretation
also should all

must be

:

as all

Edom

exulted, so

Edom

be subjected to punishment
The curious explanation, to take 3 here as an

adverb of time (so also Hitzig), and in ver. 16 as
a word of comparison, readily suggests itself.
But better (KiMCUi), the one 3 illustrates the
other; hence
infinitive

p

expressly in ver. 16, as also the

nbb liere points to

^rinofc' in ^er. 16.

To

rejoice and desolation must correspond to one
another, while the latter, however, must be the
punishment. For and instead of joy of the whole

As the

ideas by which the national life of
was upheld express themselves in a great
and fulness of forms of worship, as to
places, times, materials, and persons, so also in
1.

Israel

variety

the course of the divine history of Israel, individuals and whole tribes and nations became
symbolized into spiritual, and also unspiritual,
very expressive types of character, which may
serve as studies for the minister of the gospeL
2. The symbolical or typical signification ol
Esau-Edom, while treated more historically in
ch. XXV. (p. 246), comes out with perfect clearness when we take also Heb. xii. into consideration.
Whether he is called (Heb. xii. 16) wifptt
in the literal sense, with reference to Gen. xxvL
84 sq., or in a figurative and spiritual sense, so
that the expression is synonymous with fiifinXn,
at all events the picture given of Edom in Eaekiel corresponds to the latter sense of the word.

To Edom, Judah and
his

thoughts) are

hnpera in
and lands.
that Jehovah was there,

Israel {divide tt

merely nations

the end of Anything higher, as
enters not into his thoughts.
It is the ordinary
the verse already intimates what land is meant. profane kind of a materialism, which takes its
There is not a word said in the whole chapter of stand on natural rights, and does not want to
the "earth"; it is always land as opposed to know of grace and election, and so repays Jacob's
land, the mountain range of Seir to tne moun- sin with abiding enmity, and actually carries out
tains of Israel (ver. I2J.
Hengst. best shows as Edom (Ezek. xxxv. 5) what Esau only threatwhat the ** whole earth " intrSluces into the ened (Gen. xxvii. 41) ; as, on the other hand, the
clear text: "The glorious salvation which comes carnal appetite (fi^nm fuit) is still exhibited in
to Zion is a subject of rejoicing for the whole
ver. 12 of our chapter (n^DK^).
earth, because it gives testimony to the glory of
T
T :
God. who can only bless His people, so that in them
8. In this sense the elder son Esau forms tiie

land,

desolation now.

The

ffp at

:
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Saddacean parallel to the Pharisaic elder son,
Luke XV. 25 sq.
4. There is also iu £zekiel aii ^Tti»»i/AMfh,
namely, rejection which is complete desolation.
As Esau receives not the blessing which he wished
to inherit, so the inheritance of the house of
Israel does not fall to £dom to devour, however
often and widely he opened his mouth to snatch
it (ver. 13).
The anger and jealousy of Kdom
tre as vain (ver. 11) as the tears of Esau (Heb.
zii 17).
Instead of fttrawa, Edom exhibits per-

enmity and his hatred.
bas now, on the contrary, eaten up
Edom, incorporated it into itself by circumcision.
Thus the two who were separated, finally come
together.
But the contest, which began even in
petual
5.

Israel

their

mother's

womb, continues

to

the

end.

subdued the elder brother, but in
this way the
family of the Idumtean Herod
obtained the Jewish sovereignty, and the persecution of the true Israel (Matt. ii. 13 sq.) was
carried out to the full by the Edomite spirit of
Jacob- Israel

murder which

took

(Matt,

25).

xxvii.

possession of the people
liecause the Herodians

favoured and imported Koman heathenism, the
circus, wild- beast fights, etc., the conceptions of
Edom and Rome ran into each other in the later
Jewish writers.

Ver. 1 sq. After the blessing upon His people,
and their revival and prosperity, comes now the
contrast^ namely, the curse upon the ungodly,
and their desolation and miserable end.
"For
who else are the Idnmaeans but Esau, who always
persecutes Israel (Gal. iv. 20)? That raises up
our hope when we are tried in the present.
For
if CJhnst is our Redeemer, He has redeemed us
completely, and we have not to fear the ungodly.
If sufiering is a means to conduct us to the
height of salvation, then the temporal prosperity
of the wicked only increases the cause of^ their
destruction ; and one day there comes a change
of affairs, when we experience the goodness of
(5od, and they His deserved wrath " (HkimHoFFMANN). ''He who has God against him
has also God's word against him" (Right.).
**
The word of the Lora is a veritable treasury,
out of which continually come forth things new
and old. It leads into the past and the future,
and wonld glatUy have all applied to the present" (Berl. Bib.).
Ver. 3 sq. The hand of God is the solemn mark
of interrogation over every earthly height to
wliich we Took up, whether things or persons.
**When punishments break in and arc already
taking their course, in this God as it were
treiches out His hand.
Now, since His hand is
not shortened to help His children, so also it is
not too weak to X'unish His enemies, Isa. lix. 1
(Stakke).
Desolateness is the lot of the wicked,
for the world passes away with all its pleasure
for man ; but this comes in all its force only to
him who was at home there, and set his confidence

—

—

—

—

thereon.

We

**

When

godliness goes out of cities,

and devastation enter in " (Starck).

can never sufficiently recognise
•lone is the Eternal.

Where enmity leads to
by degrees in the heart,

Ver. 5.
itself

:

even to use the sword ; first the malice of the
Theretongue, and then the violence of malice.
fore always become reconciled at once and completely, that no roots may remain in the heart
which may shoot up afterwards. The prayer of
an implacable man is certain not to be heard.
Forgive us our debts, as we also forgive our
debtors.
**Woe unto you who are glad at evil
to your neighbour and rejoice over his misfortune,
"God makes finally
Matt. v. 25" (TtJB. Bib.).
an end of sin even when the sinner will not
cease, and thus many a one has been hurried
away by death in the midst of a course of sin.
Hence all are not godly who cease to sin. When
one has no longer the power, then he must cease,
when otherwise he would be still very willing.
In old age, in sickness, in imprisonment, in
poverty, much must be dispensed with because
hands and feet are bound, when in other circumstances there would be no want of will ; iu the will,
however, above all consists the sin " (Bekl. Bib.).
Ver. 6. Gkxi's judgment for blood over Edom
an instructive example, a disclosure for warning.
Blood a peculiar sap. The Lord an avenger of
blood. —The track of olood behind so many celebrated figures in history, behind so many socalled great exploits.
The shedding of blood a
characteristic symptom of the world, -a mark of
the spirit that rules in the world, and of the
wickedness in which it lies.
Ver. 7 sq. Trade
and intercourse cease whrt* God sends His judgments.
" The Lord destroys nations that delight
in war" (TOn. Bib.).— Ver. 9. "Sin is not to
become eternalized, therefore eternal punishment " (Stakck). "God's aim is the acknowledgment in all things of His sole and supreme
dominion" (Starke).
Where sinners have
dwelt, there punishment finally bears sway not
only Edom, out also Judfea serves as a visible
example of this. Ver. 10. Bear always in mind
that Uod still is there!
Every sin against man
is always at the same time sinning against God ;
Bloodthirstiness
unbelief, practical blasphemy.
and covetousness two satauic sisters. Disdain of
others a non- recognition of God, who has bestowed something on every one. The world's
delight in blood, and also its contempt of believers, a proof how little the world knows what
still holds together the earth under their feet. The meek, however, shall, according to Matt, v.,
inherit the land.
"Most men speak and act as
if God could neither hear nor see " (Starck).
Ver. 11 sq. Wrath and jealousy, when pFoceeding
from hatred, do not escape the divine judgment.
God beholds Himself in His people. The revelation of God to His own is also at last the judgment over the world. The omniscient and omnipresent, the incorruptible eye- and eai-- witness.
Thirst for fresh territory an Edomitish characteristic.
The hatred against the sacred things of
humanity now become the fashion. Ver. 14 so.
Only the children of God shall inherit, althougn
it doth not yet appear what we shall be, etc.
"The acceptable year of Jehovah is insepai-ably
and necessarily connected with a day of vengeance
of our God, Isa. Ixi. 2.
No true grace without
justice.
The theocracy must, accordingly, pass
through the fire of affliction and become purified
(ch. xxxiv.) ; for the same reason the heithenism
whose iniquity is full must show that it has
For grace is not
fallen under the divine justice.
toleration of the bad " (HlyERNiOK).

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Ver. 4.
confusion
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it

it is

that

—

God

perpetuates
not afraid

—

—

—

;

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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CHAPTER XXXVI.
And thou, son of man, prophesy to the mountains of Israel, and say,
1
Thus saith the Lord
2 Mountains of Israel, hear the word of Jehovah.
and the everlasting
Jehovah, Because the enemy says over you. Aha
3 heights have become a possession for us ; Therefore prophesy and say. Thus
saith the Lord Jehovah, Because, because "make desolate" [iBwid u» >ou], and
they snap after you round about, that ye may be [become] a possession to the
remnant of the heathen, and ye are lifted up on the lip of the tongue and
4 are become a people's talk [a calumny] ; Therefore, mountains of Israel, hear
the word of the Lord Jehovah. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah to the mountains and to the hills, to the ravines and to the valleys, to the desolate ruins
and to the forsaken cities, which have become a prey [booty] aud a derision to
6 the remnant of the heathen who are round about ; Therefore, thus saith the
Lord Jehovah, Surely in the fire of My jealousy I have spoken regarding the
remnant of the heathen and regarding the whole of Edom, who gave themselves My land for a possession, in joy of the whole heart, in contempt of
6 soul, on account of its pasturage, for a prey. Therefore prophesy concerning
the land of Israel, and say to the mountains and to the hills, to the ravines
and to the valleys, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I, I have spoken in
My jealousy and in My fury, because ye have borne the reproach of the
7 heathen ; Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah, I, I have lifted up My
hand ; surely the heathen that are round about you, they shall bear their
8 shame. And ye mountains of Israel shall give your foUage and bear your
9 fruit to My people Israel ; for they draw near to come. For, behold, I come
10 to you, and turn Myself to you, and ye are tilled and down. And I multiply upon you men, the whole house of Israel, all of it ; and the cities are
11 inhabited and the ruins built. And I multiply upon you man and beast,
and they multiply themselves and are fruitful, and I settle you [mau you inhabited] as at your origin, yea, I do you good more tTian in your oeginnings,
12 and ye know that I am JehovaL And I make men walk over you,
people Israel, and they shall possess thee, and thou art to them for an in13 heritancb, and thou shalt no more make them childless. Thus saith the Lord
Jehovah, Because they say to you, A devourer of men art thou, and hast made
14 thy people childless ; Therefore shalt thou no more devour men, and no more
15 make thy people stumble, sentence of the Lord Jehovah. And I will no
more let be heard against [over] thee the reproach of the heathen, and thou
shalt no more bear the contumely [mock«ry, •eom] of the nations, and shalt no
16 more make thy people stumble, sentence of the Lord Jehovah. And the
17 word of Jehovah came to me, saying, Son of man, the house of Israel were
dwelling on their land, and they defiled it by their way and by their works,
as the uncleanness of the • monthly separation was their way before Me.
18 And I poured out My fury upon them on account of the blood which they
1
shed upon the land, and by their foul idols defiled they it. And I dispersed
them among the heathen, and they were scattered in the lands ; according to
20 their way and according to their works have I judged them. And it came to
the heathen whither they came, and they profaned the name of My holiness,
since it was said of them, Jehovah's people are these, and out of His land
21 have they gone forth. And I felt pity for the name of My holiness, which
they, the house of Israel, profaned among the heathen whither they came.
22 Therefore say to the house of Israel, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Not for
your sakes act I,
house of Israel, but on account of the name of
23 holiness, which ye profaned among the heathen whither ye came. And 1
sanctify My name, the great, the profaned among the heathen, which ye profaned in their midst, and the heathen know that I am Jehovah,— sentence of
the Lord Jehovah,
when I sanctify Myself on [in] you before their [your] eyes.
24 And I take you out of the heathen, and gather you out of all ikndja, and
!

My

—

—

My

—
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you into your land. And I sprinkle upon you clean water, and ya
become clean from all your defilements [uncieani.<M.Ne*, ver. 17 .>q.], aud from all your
foul idols will I cleanse you.
And 1 give you a new heart, and a new
spirit will I put within you, and I take away the heart of stone out of your
And My Spirit will I put within you,
flesh and give you a heart of flesL
and cause that ye shall walk in My statutes, and keep and do My judgments.
And ye dwell in the land which I have given to your fathers, and are to Me
And [ye»J I help you from all your
a people, and I will be to you a God.
defilements, and I call to the com ^nd multiply it, and will not send upon
you hunger. And I multiply the fruit of the tree, and the produce of the
field, that ye niay no longer have to bear the reproach of hunger among the
heathen.
And ye remember your evil ways, and your doings that were not
good, and loathe your own faces for your iniquities and for your abominations. Not for your sakes act I,
sentence of the Lord Jehovah, be it known
to you
be ashamed, yea, shame yourselves away from your ways,
housj
of Israel.
Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, In the day of My cleansing you
from all your iniquities, I make the cities inhabited, and the ruins shall be

25 bring

26
27

28
29

30
31

—

—

32

;

33

34 built.
And the desolated [deviwa^cd] land shall be cultivated, instead of being
35 a waste in the eyes of eveiy passer-by.
And they say. This land, the desolated, is become as the garden of Eden, and the ruined and desolated and
36 demolished cities are securely inhabited.
And the heathen that are left
round alK)ut you know that I, Jehovah, built the demolished [cti *], aud
37 planted the desolated [land]; I, Jehovah, spoke and did.
Thus saith the
Lord Jehovah, I will still in regard to this let Myself be inquired of by the
house of Israel to do it for them ; I will multiply them in men as a flock.
38 As a flock of sacred rites, as the flock of Jerusalem in her festal seasons, so
shall the ruined cities be full of flocks of men, and they know that I am

Jehovah.
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['*In this chapter we hare a continuation of reason is given why the Lord had for a time
the present great theme of the prophet
Israel's acted toward His land and people as if their conprospective revival and prospenty as the Lord's nection with
was an evil rather than a
But it treats of this under blessing ; it is traced up to the incorrigible
co?enant-i)eople.

—

Him

the prophet

wickedness of the people, and the necessity of
God's vindicating tne cause of His holiness by

tween Israel

exercising

In the first section (vers. 1-15)
unfolds the essential distinction beand Edom with the other nations of
heathendom, in that the former had, what the
others had not, an interest in the power and
faithfulness of God, in consequence of which
different aspects.

sure.

upon them the severity of His displeaThen in another section (vers. 22-33) tlie

purpose of the Lord for their future good is iintolded His purpose for His own name's sake to
Israel's heritage must revive and flourish, and the revive His cause among His people, and that in
hopes of the heathen concerning it must be dis- the most effectual manner, by first renewing their
appointed.
In the next section (vers. 16-21) the hearts to holiness, and then by restoring them to

—
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And in a
a flouiisliing condition outwardly.
e^ort concluding section (vers. 34-38) the general
result is summed up, and the impivssions noticed
which the whole was fitted to produce upon the
minds of others." Fairbaikn's Ezekiel, p. 886.
-W. F.]

Kal of Qoc' transitive
-

for the inf.

"to devas-

:

T

[Ewald: "they snap and

tate."

puff at you
puff and snap

round about.*' HiTZio
"they
after you," under a mistaken comparison of Isa.
xlii. 14 from DCb]
Now if it cannot be ren:

- T

they devastate you " (Keil), and will
EXEGETICAL REMARKS.
scarcely be rendered, with Hei.gst.
*'ye an;
devastated, " then perhaps the most obvious thing
Israel
Vers. 1-15. The Mountains of
is, in acconlance with ch. xxxv. 12, 14 sq., to
think of the standing: "make desolate,** "desoAfter that ch. xxxv., which is connected with lation "
They appear to the enemy round about
the one that follows as antithesis and thesis, hiis as a morsel ready
for swallowing, that they are
already (ver. 12) introduced the mountains of already
a passession for the remnant of the
Israel, piirallel to Mount Seir (a^n ch. xxxv. 15
heathen, as T3DD ^ n^^re definitely explained
for the last time), and reminding us of ch. vi.
(i-omp. also ch. xxxiii. 28), as that to which the to be.
The presupposition in nn«e? (what reprophecy before us is directly addressed, they
mains
after defeat) is the judgment inflicted by
now form the immediate theme of the divine
the Chaldeans.
As with a little brotherly love
siiylugM.
the injury received would have kept them back,
Here,
too,
vi.
by
the
on
2.
see
ch.
Ver. 1. ^Kt
so with their enmitv against Israel it goaded them
V

dered

**

:

:

!

it is not the land that is
characterized after its most prominent part, but,
as ver. 2 will immediately show, the mountains
come into considemtion according to their reVer. 2. The
ligious signitication for Israel.
phrase: thus saith the Lord Jehovah, which, when
one cannot put one's self in the position of those
concerned, is repeated to weariness in our chapter,
It is intended not
belongs to its |)eculiarities.
only to contradict the saying of the adversary,
but still more to contravene what the poor doubting heart itself says, when looking at that which
the eyes see ; at the sime time tlje divine comfort
appears in presence of this visibility as a comfort
solely in word, as coiTespondingly in the closing
part of the chapter the name of tlie Lord will come
The enemy is, as the word imloii;h above ull.
plies, he who turns himself against any one, in
the connection here Edom (ch. xxxv. 10), but in
the signitication devclojMxl ch. xxxv. ; heni-«, as
we go on farther, illustmted also by the heathen
round about (ver. 5 ; ch. xxv. 3, 8, 12).- -Conip.

mountains of Israel

—

—

on to commit

still

on

themselves

farther injur}* to

—

IsraeL

indemnity

according

^^t'jnV

to

Roscnm., imperf. Niph. from n^y (to be lifted
or taken up)

according to Ewald, intransitive

;

imperf. Kal from

^w

(Aramaic, "to press in,"

" to go in ") according to Hitzig, 2d plur. Kal from
;

ni>y, for ^{jyjqi

("ye

are

The

gone up").

instrument, the tongae as originator

having as

its

lip as

the former
parallel calumny, and the latter,

people; so that n^JM

is

not

=

talk,

;

and rtC^ no^

T T

'

T

a personification for talkers, as Klief. thinks, yet
it

need not be tautology (Oesen.), or

=
i^;;*^

—

Ver. 4. ('h. vL 3.
speech, people (Haveun.).
("The mountains aire fur the land what the heads
of the tribes are for tlie people, as it were the
elders, the venerable fathers of the land, to
whom the wonl of the l^rd which is applicable

That the everlasting heights
3.
primarily to the temple is clear ; at the to the whole land is announced," Schmiedek.)
same time, however, Zion will have to be vie\\ed The mention of particulars is meant to point lo
as the scat of the everlasting i"oyal dominion. the eye which observes all, the divine care which
**
An allusion to the inmost and most tender beholds each and all, over which only a human
[Havemick eye weeps, or on the contrary rejoices.
feelings of Israel" (Sciimiedek).
As a
2tJ
(Deut. xxxiii. 15),
xlix.
refers to Gen.
prey points back to the beginning of vi-r. 3, so a
mountains
are
held
to
according to wbich the
derision points to its close.— Ver. 5. The fire of
stand in relation to the promises of Israel as my jealousy reminds of ch. xxxv. 11.
Ch. xxxv.
imperishable memorials of the patriarch's bless- 15.
also testify that
Ch. xxv. and xxxv.
The natural mountains as a Jehovah has spoken in this manner. — Oomp. ch.
Hekgst.
ing.
figure of the unchangeable grandeur of which
xxv. 6, 5, although the application here is someIsrael boasted, because it ha«l in the Eternal its
what diflerent. Ewald "in mortal contempts"
protector and the guarantee of its own perpetuity HiTZiG
" contempt from the soul " (T).
(Ps. cxxv. 2).]— Ch. xxxv. 10.— Ver. 3. Ewald
HCJ*'^30i according to Gesonius, an Aramaic infinidirects attention to the first five rei>etition8 of
therefore, because the grounds against these tive from {{hi, "in order to empty it (the uninenemies always press on anew before the discourse
becomes calmer, and will luive it observed that, as habited land) for a prey." But what would be
"in
inch. V. 12 sq., sacred numbers (ch. iii. 6) tit into still there t^ empty ? Ewald 's translation
one another, and that in various ways, as for mobt order to drive it out for pillage," is quite as unHitzig does better, taking it as a
certain assui-ance ; there is a thi-eelold address to suitable.
the mountains ; and the assignment of reasons substantive, but wrongly in the sense of "prohas five sU'ps in its process.— Ch. xxi. 14, xxxiii duce," and according to a peculiar construction

on ch. xxv.

refer

—

—

:

:

:

:

— jjpa

jjp,

see

ch.

xiii.

10.— nilSB^ (Ewald,

8th ed.
611), according to
p.
Geseuios, properly nom. verbale^ but here only

Awf.-Lekrb.

translating

:

"in order

to plunder (tb^) its proT

duce."
Hekgst. (Cocc.)
should be a prey to them."

:

"that its environs
But which environs?
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Hence he is obliged to snbstitute
?
The signification
capital as the centre!
pAstnragte would at least be simpler; and the
emptied land is in keeping with this, and is
consequently a desirable prey. [Many interpret
"
also : ** on account of the expulsion of the land
(land for people), ch. xxxi. 11, whereby it (now
again the land) has become a prey.}--Ver. 6.
of the land

the

839

6-14.

against its holy character as this land of divine
promise.
The reference here made to Num. xiii.
can only be this, that what the adversaries sav
appears as a repetition of the unbelieving speech
of those spies (n^^CH^

they brought out

H^K

jnKH nsi

with which

PK)*

(comp. here ver.

8);

hence here somewhat in the sense of: Israel
noTiK*^, hence as the native home of Israel, should have stayed away from it, not have come
with precursory reference to the return of the into the land, not have trod on the trap (bird[Ewald "an extermiParti jr a repetition of lime) of the promise.
people, ver. 8 sq., 28 sq.
The reproach is to be under- nator of men art thou, and an unnatural mothei
ver. 4.— Ver. 6.
**a swalstood of words (invectives, vers. 8, 4) as well as of of thy people wast thou." HXvern.
The attitude of lower ot men," and "making nations (Israel and
deeds.—Ver. 7. Ch, xx. 5.
swearing, vet not that alone, but also a sign of Judah) childless. ** Hitzig observes ^agf is said
the intended action. The roles shall change.
Ver. «, ch. xvi. 52. Upon the heathen the of a mother— to brine children dead into the
reproach shall abide, but not upon the land world, or to kill them afterwards. But is it, then,
which they have thus reproached to its inhabit- the children of the land, and not rather of the
ants —Ver. 8. The honour to be restored to the inhabitants, that are here spoken of?] The land
land is represented as the causing of it to yield is desolation, fit now only for pasture (ver. 5),
leaves and thinks and says the surrounding heathen world.
leaves ana fruit ; Hengst. thinks
branches as food for cattle, while the fruit is for In opposition to this there was forcibly set forth
^^® individuals the cultivation of the land already and the
man. irta^ 0"»p ca'^ ^^^Y
peopling of it with men, to whom the cattle (ver.
**
Of the seventy years 11) were only an adjunct ; also the rebuilding of
concerned of the people.
of Jeremiah, twenty had already elapswl (cb. the ruins, in view, however, of the cities being
xxxiii 21)" (Hrnost.). Ver. 9. Because hitherto again inhabited (ver. 10).
But the sight of the
(as late as ch. xxxi v. 10) employed in a hostile desolation of the land took this general form in
the mind and the mouth of the heathen, that
sense, an explanation follows the '^ ^33n (Deut.
this promised land consumes those who receive
The sawing shows that the work of it, and especially that it can be no possession
xL 12).
hence
for their children, and consequently no inheritcultivation is the subject spoken of,
Ver. 10. Then ance.
Comp. on this what was said in reference
alreaiiy with reference to men.
farther in correspondence with the cultivation of to the wilderness, Num. xiv. 16
Deut. ix. 28 ;
Exod. xxxii. 12 sq. (Ezek. xx.). To this repeated
the land is the peopling of it.
n^D 'n^3"73. reproaching, which
is at the same time a reVer. 4.
Ver. 11. proaching of the name of Jehovah as the proantithesis to ch. xxxv. 15.
To the men also cattle. Gen. L 28. **A new miser of the land, especially, however, to the
The second part of it (vers. 12, 18), the making childcr»»ation-ble8sing, as it were" (Havern.).
more than indicates the figurative in the manner leas, a statement immediately, ver. 12, explained
of expression (Deut. xxx. 5), as does also the perfectly by and thou art to them for an inver. 14 forms a parallel, with repetiVer. 12 neiitance,
fact that the mountains are addressed.
tion only of the phrase
to devour men.
The
rounds oflf as commerce (^TD^ini) what has
alliterative (^Bb» Piel instead of ^3c*)t "making
been said of the peopling, after there has previously been a rural population with tilling of to stumble (to fall)," of the Kethib is significant,
fields and rearing of cattle, and a town popula- for thus is brought to view what the heathen
tion with buildinff of ruins
and the mention is standpoint of reproach so entirely overlooked,
made of the abiding, enduring possession of the what, when the promised land had to be spoken
of, should have oeen said of its abundance and
huid(ni)nD7, as inheritance).— «-, what must be
beauty, namely, that thereby, by the misuse of
meant is the land, mountains and all masc., its resources, it hcul been the occasion of larcteVa'
which vit< (ver. 6) may be also, as afterwards sin and downfall; and thus also a preparation is
already made for speaking of, first, the profaning,
fern, ^eit.— The make childless, said of the land,
and then the sanctifying of the name of Jehovah
may also be referred to the wild beasts introduced treated of in the course of the chapter. (Keil
in consequence of its desolation (ch. v. 17, xiv.
"if the consuming of the population stands
16).— Ver. 18. What is here said has in reality as connected with the stumbling, then the people
little to do with Num. xiii. 82 (observe, however,
are devoured by the consequences of their sins,
the statement of motive there) as with 2 Kings that is, by judicial punishments, sterility, pestiit.
24 (a mere particular case).
The promisSi lence, and war," etc.) And inasmuch as Israel
land was neither in itself of such a kind (Deut is now to possess the land abidingly, hence in
viii. 7 sq., xi. lOsq.), nor, without giving a forced
his descendants, ^^^ ''to make childless," is
meaning, can we, with Hengst , understand a
reference to its position between Asiatic and accordingly not repeated.
This decides as comAfrican powers ; but what is here said to the
pletely
as
possible
against
the Qeri ^^3C*n (also
mountains of Israel (as previously, ver. 12, of the
Unu) is directed against the reproach, the scorn
against Hitzig) ; while, moreover, ^go is repeated
of the heathen (ver. 16), who would draw an
[Hengst.
inference from the desolation of the capital in ver. 15 without Qeri in the Hiphil.

—
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:

:

—

:
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;
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understands tlie stumbling in the sense of the Qeri, trayed beings, in whom the blame was not to be
and evidently under the inflneuce of Hitzig's sought, but in their God, who was powerless in

absurd objection, as signifying **to make unfortunate " !J— Ver. 15. According to another trans'*and 1 will no longer make thee hear'*
lation

comparison with the gods of the heathen, or unfaithful to His chosen people.— 'dj? has also

(KEiL).~Vers.

been interpreted interrogatively by various expositors.
^xv^ is as much as to say and they

:

6, 3, 4.

—

:

TT

Vers. 16-88. Profanation qf the NarM of Jdiovdh have run away out of Jehovah's land which He
by Israel (vers. 16-21), and Sanctification qf had promised to them, where He dwelt among
it by Jehovah Himself (vers. 22-38).
them ; so that their having gone might be ironinew word of God, but, as we have cally held as a voluntary departure. Ver. 21.
Ver. 16.
i«
to draw one's self together, to bend over
seen, prepared for by what has preceded (vers.
- T
14, 15).— Ver. 17 burins with a retrospect into
any
one, to incline one's self to him; hence: to
the moral histor^r of the house of Israel, for which (^)
comp. Lev. xviii. 28 ; Num. xxxv. 34 ; Jer. ii.
" and I
7.—Their way, their walk, as the expression compassionate him. [Havern. wrongly :
holy name's sake" (Sept.). The
spared for
their worki explains (ch. xiv. 22, 23), and
Vulgate is confused. Rosenm. : ** I will take care
rnj (from
'nKDlS3 renders still more clear,
for it, so that it shall not come to harm." In this
TT3) is : ** rejection " = abhorrence, abomination, striking expression also lies something more
**
to have compassion " (Kmef. ), or
active tlian
ch. vii 19 sq. ; then : separation = purification,
What
*' I had pity for My," sq.]
as IIkngst.
woman
especially the monthly purification of a
follows shows what is contained in this prophetic
blood
(Lev.
xv.).
Gesen.,
issue
of
separation,
by
preterite.
on the other hand, explains the word by *'unVer. 22. There is first the announcement,
cleanness," i.e. an unclean issue of blood.
which is at the same time an explanation of the
Comp. besides Isa. Ixiv. 6 [6]. Yet not, however, divine pity, as His pitying of Himself in haras the "most loathsome uncleanness" (Keil)
mony with His holine^ in short, as a holy iove,
it is in reality the natural peculiarity of woman
an explanation which cuts ofi* everything possible
but the comparison appears to l>e used on with men.
The self-existent mcyesty of the
account of the blood, as ver. 18 makes obvious.
Holy One of Israel, who stands in need of no
Concerning the tenses comp. Hitzi^. In ver. 17
a habitual state in the past, on which the action one, says: DD3yO^ t<b (Deut ix. 6). Neither

—

A

^n

'

My

:

:

—

—

—

Ch. vii. 8. Ch. xxii. 8,
in ver. 18 breaks in.
Comp. on ch. vi. 4 (ch. viii. 10).
6, xxxiii. 25.
**
Murder and idolatry, with reference to the first

—

commandment of the first table and the first of
Ver. 19. Ch. xxii. 15.
the second" (Henost.).
Ch. vii. 3, 8. Ver. 20. The singular is interpreted by Hengat. of the fate spoken of in ver.
19, namely, the news (!) of it, although he goes
on giving the following turn the news came at
the same time with themselves; they were the
embodied intelligence. Keil understands it more
simply as meaning the house of Israel. Hitzig,
like the ancient versions, reads the plural, which,
however, should be doubly avoided. That they
themselves came to the heathen is repeatedly
expressed in what follows, and that for the very
purpose of explaining the fact therewith connected, the actual profanation of the name of the
Lord by Israel's presence there. As in their own
The name of My
land, so also outside of it.
holiness is not simply
the holy name of
Jehovah, but the nalue in which His holiness is
manifest, so that by it man names His holiness,
and hence the Holy God Himself. The profanation is traced home to the Jews as originators,
as occasion of the saying which follows ; and

—

—

:

in Israel's virtue, nor yet in his misery, is there
now any ground for Jehovah to act. Israel has

no

qualification whatever.

what I

— nb^

^3K»

namely,

—

do,
thus spoken absolutely, denoting the
pure action, just as is specially suitable here.

He

it, however, for glory and honour to (^,
comm.) His name. Ver. 23. The "acting"
of Jehovah is expressed and here announced as a

doe«

—

dot.

My

of
holiness as expressed in
My name, securing due weight to it, so that it
shall not simply be named as name, but evidently
experienced as fact.
In its being the name of
His holiness lies the necessity, when the people
who can thus name God do not sanctify it, but
on the contrary only contribute everjrwhere to
its profanation, that then Jehovah should take in
hand the sanctification of His name and thereby
sanctifying,

i.e.

of Himself (^chjsna).— ^^an, together

with the

:

hence

it is

said indefinitely

Qn^
T
V

"^bK3j so that
v:

V

following

^ntDH, makes observable the

infinite

grandeur as well as the omnipotence which aie
able to secure due regard for themselves (Josh. vii.
9; Mai. i. 11). That we might well expect:
"before their (instead of: bdtore vour) eyes,"
which reading is almost universallv preferred,
Hengst. also acknowledges, but finds, however,
the Siought of the manifest salvation better exThese,
Eressed in those immediately concerned.
owever, are not the Jews, because they have
beheld the misery (Job xix. 27), but the heathen
as spectators of the profanation of the divine
name by the Jews (ch. xx. 41, xxviii 25). The
Jews' part in the matter is sufficiently expressed
by 033 (in your persons).

the heathen, who certainly also desecrated the
name of Jehovah in their mouth, are yet not
looked upon as the desecrators of the name of
His holiness, but the Jews [Hengst.
"not by
their doing, Rom. ii. 24, but by their su tiering,
because they had brought on the fate by their
active desecration"], wno, moreover, unrepentin^ly remained silent concerning their sin and
guilt They just came where tney came ; and
V T
with their impenitence gave there the impression
[**The expression : 'when I sanctify Myself in
merely of wretched, unfortunate, deceived, be- you before your eyes,* for which many critical
:
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aathorities, both uicient and modern, would sub- be understood, comp. on ch. xi. 19.
Instead of
stitnte 'before their eyes,' namely, those of the the new heart here,
is mentioned there,
^yhK
T V
heathen this expression creates no difficulty to a
person who enters thoroughly into the import of and only the **new spirit" is spoken of; while
the passage. For it points to the fact that Israel, here both heart and spirit (as ch. xviii. 81)
ns well as the heathen, needed the manifestation appear as new, whereby the religious moral
in question of Jehovah's righteousness.
It must regeneration of the nation, a national restoration,
be done first before the eyes of the people, who is placed in prospect. *' It is very consonant to
by their depravity had lost sight ot Ood's real the priestly character to portray the new comcharacter ; and then what was seen b^ them munity as' a truly spiritually purified band of
'*
Ver.
experimentally would also be seen reflectively by Levites or priests, Isa. Ixi. 6 (Havern. ?).
the heathen who dwelt around.
This twofold 27. Since Jehovah's Spirit is put 032I'lp3* ^^^

^

—

—

perception of God's character is also brought out
other passages of our prophet ; as in ch. xx.
41, 42: *And 1 will be sanctified in you before
the eyes of the heathen, and ve shall know that
1 am Jehovah.*"
Pairbairns J^eekiel.—W, V.]
Ver. 24. The first thing in this self-sanctitication of Jehovah is an act of power, which puts an
end to die outward occasion for the saying in ver.
20, and to the actual profanation of the name of
His holiness among the heathen (ch. xi. 17, xx.
34, 41).— Ver 25. The next thing, to which the
first only subserves, is the raising up of Israel
inwardly to a holy nation, so that 033 (ver. 23)

m

r

signifies

in them, as well an

:

:

on them

T
;

this, too,

is a forthputting, yea, the moat mighty forthputting of power, because wrought in the core of
the national life.
In ver. 24, IsraeV$ja»t\fication

before the htcUiten ; in ver. 25, IwrcueVi saticUJicatioH in hinuel/ as also among the heathen.
The
'*
sprinkling, as it will be in respect to a nation
tlie only imaginable method of lustration, so,
moreover, from the de&n water (^D^)nc D^D

—

'

cannot be

= mj

^d)

it

cannot in the least point

to the rite with the ashes. Num. xix. (Hbnost.) ;
it would be preferable, with Havem., to think of
Num. viii. 7 sq., but nfc<l9n ^D there iJso is
difierent from what dean water expresses here.
The latter is meant expressly to
symbolize the idea of purification, and specially
from all etc., the Dp^niDO of the people, which*,

something

if

not directly explained,

D2^^

;

the

*'

is

yet illustrated by

sprinkling," again (comp. £xod.

meant to signify an act of consecration. Because sacrificial blood is not mentioned
here, but such emphasis is laid on clean water,
xxiv. ), is doubtless

the best known means of purification, and also
the most suitable for stains wliich show outwardly,
we are as little at liberty to import without fai-ther
mediation as Hengst. attempts under citation of

—

Isa.

liiL

11,

lii.

15— New

Testament ideas into

our chapter as into ch. zL 19 sq. (see Comm.
there).
Neither does Ps. li coincide with our
passage.
The immediate sense of our verse is:
fhat Jehovah leads back Isra^ from exile itUo

own land, and conse/iraUs tfiem there to be a
people, since the punishment, so characteristic for
the sin that occasioned it, is shown to be removed
btf the bringing qf tftem again into their own land;
the forgiventss of sin thereby already proclaimed
at once evinces (uid manifests itself as purification
their

thus is brought to pass that Israel's conformity
to law in walk and honesty of dealing return
again, therefore the **new spirit" of ver. 26 is
primarily to be imderstood as a divine spiritual
impulse back to the law of Jehovah (ch. xi. 20).
Ver. 28. By the dwelling in the land, etc. (the
"renewal of old gifts "), we are reminded of the
'closc of ch. xxxiv.
[Kliefoth here looks forward
as far as the "last times," since God will gather
out of the whole world His people, who are still
scattered in a qbite different manner and fur
wider in the world, and will place them in the
heavenly Canaan, free them absolutely from sin
(ver. 25), and as absolutely renew them inwardly
(ver. 26), and by both acts as absolutely sanctily
them (ver. 27).] Comp. Lev. xxv. 18, xxvi. 12.
Ver. 29. ^Jnytf'^m w by anticipation under-

—

stood Messianicully (Matt. i. 21) by those 1*6solved to find the New Testament ordo salutis in
Ezekiel, interpreted of the divine protection (ch.
xxxiv. 22), or, by way of distinction from ver.
25, referred to the consequences of the defilements
of Israel.
The expression rather sums up the
foregoing, which regarded the people, while now,
subjoiuMi to ver. 28, a transition is made to the
land.
Idolatry disappears^ amd tJte promises ccnceming the land are fulfilled, ch. xxxiv. 29.
(The opposite, although in the same figure, we
find in 2 Kings viii. 1.)— Ver. 30. Ch. xxxiv. 27,
29.— Ver. 31. Ch. xx. 43 ; comp. on ch. vi. 9.
The anti-heathen abhorrence and loathing became
national, and still speaks out of its distorted
pietism in Pharisaism.
If the gospel order of
salvation were to be sought in ver. 25 sq., then we
would rather expect to find here joy in the Holy
Ghost (Lev. xxvi. 40). Ver. 32. Comp. on ver.
22.
^That this acting of Jehovah, irrespective of
them, is still so particularly placed before and
iui:ulcated on them, is, however, by no means
designed to leave the Jews undisturbed, as if they
might simply wait for the things which would
come upon them and happen to them ; but as the
love of God, without worthiness deserving it, certainly exdndes any merit on the part of man, yet
should 80 much the more awaken to reception and
love in return, so there is attached to the promise
here the imperative, repeated with additional embasis, in relation to the family, the household of
fsrael.
Ver. 33. Ver. 25.— Hitzig translates ^naC^rn

—

—

I again erect the cities," make them to
instead of lying, since he denies that it ever
So
(Isa. liv. 3) signifies: "to make inhabited."
of the people, and the people (as in point of fact also Hengstenberff always *' sit," in contrast to
*
took place after the exile) puifrom tnem their old lie prostrate, and here : ' cause to sit. " Gesenius,
^e, tspedaUy their idolatry (en. xi 18, xviii. 31). Ewald, etc., on the other hand, support the
Certainly not without some ground has Abarbanel causative signification, as to cause that one sit,
Eeil make
referred back to the comparison of the issue of dwell therein, to make inhabited.
blood used in ver. 17. ^As to how ver. 26 is to stockcdwith inhabitants. —Ver. 84. Ver. 9.-Ch.

"then

sit

:

:

:

—
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we

ver.

34.

from which the Roman statesman would infer the
little god of the Jews, has as little, or rather as
13ijr^3,
much, to say as the grain of mustaiti seed in the
T
parable, Matt. xiii.
The focus of the concave
{xfpn only here, =. HT^H, but probably fern.)
The
mirror is, in like manner, merely a point.
the
antithesis
Observe
to ch. xxxv. 12, 9, and outward littleness of the Holy Land only compels
the probable aUusion in Eden to £dom (ch. xxxi. us to one thing, and that is, to keep always in
Gen. xiii. 10 ; Isa. IL 3 ; Joel ii. 8). From view its spiritual significance. As, then, for such
8, 9
this allef^orical way of speaking, Hengstenberg a view, its separation from the other countries,

XXXV.

8, vi.

14.— Cli.

V.

14.— Ver.

85.

:

those

individnalized

from

;

;

justly

of ** the restoration <tf
really paradisaic glory."
Ewald

rejects the idea

Canaan to a

:

"flourish, well fortified." He.vost. : "sit forti; " whereas a city whose wall is broken lies on
the ground.
According to another translation,
said of the inhabitants, who feel themselves secure,
protected therein as in fortresses.
(Comp. on ch.
xxxviii. 11.)— Ver. 36. The heathen brought in
as left ("the remnant of the heathen," ver. 3)
art*, on the contrary, made known only by the
judgments that have passed over them, but by^
fied

and

again, at the

same time,

its

position iu the

midst of them (ch. v. 5) (the former, that amid
the universal blowing of the world and the nations
there might be a protecting hand before tlie light
the latter, that
brilliancy

might

when the

light burst forth, its
easily shine in all directions),

claim our attention much more than its mountainous character,
so under the " everlasting
heights," the "mountains of Israel," Zion, as
seat of the Davidic-Messianic kingdom (Ps. ii.),
and the temple-mountain, in so far as Israel worno restitution. Comp. ch. xvii. 24. —Ver. 37. shipped what it knew (John iv.), and the wm^n^%
'%» TV9 *l9i;)«4*rv irriv, must come into consideraCh. xiv. 8 (1 Sam. xxviii. 6, 7). On urh '\^->
tion (ch. xxxiv. 26; Isa. ii. 2; Micah iv. 1);
comp. on the opposite, the nyjr^3K 'fc6 (vers. however beautifully that reads which has been
suid by Schmied«'.r, accordant, no doubt, with
^well, we are again in it, but
32, 22).— The land
"natural human feeling," while citing Ps. xc 2
where are the people? This question Jehovah and Job xv. 7, and referring to the " ways and
mountaineers," and the thread of
will answer by actual (nlfe^) increase (ver. 10 manners of
" remembrances, " especially Israel's (Gen. xxiL;
sq.), in that He will show them as a flock (ch.
1 Kings xviii.).
xxxiv.
2. The antithesis of Seir places before our eyes
Miciih ii. 12).
[While Hitzig takes
DIX *w ill apposition to oriK (them, the men, as the rugged mountain height and the rude mountiiin strength, that is, exactly the things which
" that have no value for enduring victory, for abiding
a flock), Kliofoth translates incorrectly
they became the flock of mankind."] Havemick blessing in the higher order of thin^
cittis Bochart for the particularly great increase of
3. The combating of the allegorizing method of
flocks of sheep.
(Comp. also ch. xxxiv. 31.) explanation for example, by J. A. Crusius, from
))ut what Ver. 38 says on this is more significant. whom Rosenmiiller quotes when commenting on
According to Hengstenberg, formal mention is our chapter is unquestionably in the light against
made of the festivals in general, but the connec- the arbitrary extravagances and exaggerations of
tion (as Mark xv. 6) points to the great accumu- Cocceius and his followers but where the Bible
lation of sheep at the passover (2 Chrou. xxxv. 7), language in general is symbolical, with the prowith which the abundance in men of restored phets, above all, a symbolical way of speaking
Israel is compared.
(Thus the Chaldee.) Heng- will be conceded. A natural or nistorical substenberg translates: **as consecrated flocks of stratum on which the symbolical is based is supsheep " (the people of the saints of the Lord), and posed with the symbolical itself. Conscouently,
seeks the fulfilment in the Church of Christ rather all that is here said in Ezekiel has a fulfllnient
than in the times between the exile and Clirist.
On the other hand,
in the time after the exile.
D^KHp, that is, of hallowed ones, in this sense
modem apocalypticism, by its converting the
of sacrificial beasts (Rom. xii. 1) ; whereby the letter of prophecy into future revelations of any
reference to the consecration of the pople (ver. and every kind, sets itself against the apocalyptic
The people is embraced mode of expression, the characteristic of which is
25) gains confirmation.
The national physiocertainly not literality.
in its chief points of worship. Dent. xvi. 16.
gnomy of Israel, as Genesis traces it back to Adam,
the father of all men, indicates a reference to
DOCTRINAL REFLECTIONS.
humanity as a whole. This reference pre\Tiils in
Noah's prophetic discourse. Gen. ix., when Japhet
1. The comparison of our chapter with ch. vi.
indicates that^ in considering the "mountains of is destined to dwell in the tents of Shem, and
Israel," especially wlien they are by the best in- Canaan, the son of Ham, to be a servant in the
The Holv Land fits in with Abraham to
ter; rt-ter, the "enemy," sneeringly termed the house.
•'everlasting heights," we are not to direct our this symbolism ot the nation, and Abraham is to
attention to the mountainous character of the be a blessing (as is said in Gen. xii. : "to all the
Holy Land. Palestine is a hilly country, which families of the earth, Adamah "), through his seed,
leans upon the towering heights of Lebanon and which is Christ, as the apostle says in Gal. iiL
Hermou : but this conformation did not so much Hence humanity in Christ will also be the theouualify it for its significance in the Old World, so logical point of view in the case of the land of
that we might at once recur to that, as its posi- Israel.
So long as He who is «-ix»» t«^v (Rom.
tion on the boundaries of Asia, Africa, and Europe, X. 4) was not bom in the land of promise, the
and again its peculiar isolation, while occupying land remained, in respect to the realization of the
such a position in the centre of the Old World. blessing of Abraham to the race of Adam, a proIn considering this position of the land, its little- phetic symbol of the earth, just as the nation waa
ness, ridiculed as is well known by Cicero, and symbolico*prophetic for the nations of mankind.

—

—

;

:

—
—

;
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land of Israel is also M^«r (from fift*t), and,
like the legal nationality of Israel, has its final
fulfilment in Christ.
As His beatitudes (Matt. v.
assign to His people the kingdom of heaven, so
also do they the inheritance of the land. Hitherto
out of Israel shines humanity, and representatively for it the Son of man, the true Israel
The Christian interpretation of the people of
Israel as the Church, the kingdom of God, the
kingdom of heaven, embraces now also the Holy
Land in the signification of the land of glory,
paradise, and Eden.
From the standpoint of the
fulfilling of Israel as to its imiversal human signification by Christ, the Old Testament outward
expression of the letter, that is, what is said propieaeutically and pssdagogically in accordance with
the economy of the Old Covenant, in the style of
the people and the land, may remain in its fall
force ; but what is given with the idea of Israel,
namely, that the promises in question are to be
fulfilled in a very different sense from the outward
literal sense, tbiat they are to be fulfilled ''in
spirit and in truth,"
this even the literal ex-

—

demands from its unmistakable
epth of^meaning, which often makes plainly

Sression itself

843

wise, the true, the fulfilled nationality of Israel
to be sought for in the Christian world, in
humanity, according to the Spirit of Christ ; now

is

in measure, in fulness only hereafter, Rev. xxi. 3.
5. Schmieder sums up the moral guilt of Edom
as threefold : (1) taking possession at his own
hand ; (2) doing this iu a bad frame of mind,
with malignant joy and scornful laughter ; (3)
doin^ this not to keep and cultivate the land (for
which man was ordained of Grod in .paradise), but
to devastate and plunder it.
6. It belong to the local colour of the laud,
that, when it is spoken of distinctively, its fruitfulness also is spoken of.
Comp. for climate and
nature of the soil, the well-kuown passages of
Scripture.
Writers in the first century still
bear witness to what heathens and Jews of fonner
times celebrated with one accord, the immense
population of the land, corresponcUng to its great
fertility.
At present^ indeed, Jerusalem, the
largest city of Palestine, has scarcely more inhabitants than the smaller towns of Galilee had in
the time of Josephus.
7. On the parallel minatory prophecy in ch. vi.
it was observed (p. 94) how Israel's idolatrous
self- righteousness is broken in pieces in every way
by GcS's judgment.
parallel observation wUl
correspond to the kernel and inmost contents of
our chapter, namely, that divine grace alone will
restore Israel, land and people ^Sie latter especially, in the way of Jehovah's sanctifying His
own name. In this, Israel's misery is as littTe the
motive as any righteousness on the side of Israel.
What befalls the heathen, indeed, vrith respect
to Israel, happens to them because they have in
suited in His people the name of Jehovah revealed
in Israel.
Hence the fundamental reference which
Jehovah takes is finally Himself. Israel, as has
been repeatedly said, four times in succession (in
the cosmic number, vers. 20-23), gave by their
exile, and hence by their misery, occasion for the
profanation of the naine of Jehovah. Their misery
made the heathen sin against Jehovah ; thus it
was viewed, but by no means as cause of the
divine pity.
What is said of pilhr is Jehovah's
pity for His own name, ver. 21.
The divine love
appears not as compassion in relation to misery,
but the miserv itself appears as sin, so that the
reference is taken simply to sin ; the divine love

rioiculous a merely literal interpretation, whether
looking to the time after the exile, or to the very
last time.
All the prophets and the law prophesied until John, the baptizer of Christ (Matt
xi. 13 ; Luke xvi. 16).
And what Christ said
(John iv.) of worshipping at Jerusalem **the hour
Cometh, and now is, '' bears witness to the Messianic
(Christol(^ical) and in general the spiritual sense
of the Old Testament letter ; as the setting of it
free from every temporary limitation as to place
or nation bears witness* to its sense for eternity,
and to the spiritual interpretation as that which
is at the same time interpretation ** in truth," the
true understanding, so that the Christian truth of
the prophecies is aiso to be regarded as their true
and rail reality. The Jewish Christianity of individual expositors {e,g, of Baumffarten) is not
the Old Testament Christianity of the prophets.
4*.
On ch. iii. 17 the characteristic individualization was noted as a mark of the time ; but that
which is peculiar to the Christological utterances
of our prophet (Introd. § 9), his putting of the
Christolo|^!cal thought, as ch. xl. sq., in the foini
of Palestmian worship, and so generally in the
manner of the people and land of Israel, is always appears purely as grace.
to be adhered to.
Fundamentally, the latter form
8. Hiivemick emphasizes this, that " the holiwas only that of the law as early as Ex. xx. 12. ness of God forms the centre of the discourse
Bat when the Son of man, of the seed of David before us ;" but he makes too little account of the
according to the flesh, realized the kingdom of holiness of Jehovah, when he makes no more of
Israel as eternal
when, by the outpouring of the it than 'Hhe relation therein established of God
Holy Ghost, His ffift of prophecy became the to the evil. " So also it is not acutely thought,
common property of manlmid, then, as with the when, in explanation of vers. 1-15, that "the
worshippug in spirit and in truth, the pccaliar punitive judgment threatened against the heathen
localization of the sanctuary and the priestly ser- must have its ultimate explanation" from the
holiness of God, Havernick places the essence of
vice, always accomplished for the time, ceased
It
Israel also could, in whatever part of the earth, heathenism in assailing the holiness of God.
consider themselves as in their own land, and so must be observed, however, that heathenism
much the more as their true King had (John knows nothing of Qod's holiness. The name of
xviii.) witnessed the good confession of the supra- Jehovah's holiness, as the ejrpression, chosen three
mundane nature of His kingdom before the repre- times in succession (according to the number of
sentative of the Roman earthly world-power. the godhead, vers. 20, 21, 22), and which is not to
For the Israel of fulfilment Canaan lay,
the be resolved into the **holy name of Jehovah,"
first instance, in the world above with Christ, as significantly runs, is even as "name" (ns Beck
the apostle Paul says in PhiL L 23, where olso justly observes) "the expression with living
paradise is (Luke xxiiL 43 ; 2 Cor. xii. 4) ; and in power of the divine presence in revelation," so
this world only, in the renewal of heaven and that b^ the name of Jehovah's holiness this
earth according to the Christian hope.
So, like- revelation of God as adapted exclusively to

A

—

:

—

m
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Israel is set forth ; hence, as to the "transgressions of the heathen," no direct relation of tliem
to the holiness of God is expressed, but a misapprehension of the revelation of the holy in Israel,
consequently a relation to Israel a!^ the people of
Jehovah. The holiness of God has, however, so
much the more significance in our chapter, as the
setting of it forth in Israel is thoroughly in

11. As the Holy One, Jehovah is the God oi
Israel (Lev. xi. 44 so.) ; and it is only in keeping
with this relation that Israel, His people, nave

essence, as it manifests itself also in this, that

and by restoration, so
them Jehovah will
" The command:
sanctify His name or Himself.
Be ye holy, for I am holy, contains (says Havernick) at the same time the promise of the realization of a holy kingdom of God as surely as God
Himself is holy. But God reveals Himself as the
Holy One not merely in condemning evil and
destroying the offender, but also in the extirpation of evil and the transformation and renewal
of the sinner by virtue of a new divine breath of
life, the spiritual creation of God in man.
12. Sanctification inlplies in general that something is removed from its common worldly relations.
Since this does not usually take place
without reference to sinful concomitants, the
s3rmbolical act of washing readily connects itself
with sanctification ; but it is by no means to have
a merely negative interpretation, as "annulling
of the false profane world-relation of the object
(Lamoe), especially when, as here in Ezekiel, no
mention is made of the positive symbol of

to appear before Him, not merely in symbolical
but still more in legal moral purity of life, above
all in that they keep themselves religiously pure
from idols. It is not only this mutual relation
that results to Israel from the fact that their God
accordance with what is thus emphasized, that is the Holy One, but also that, so long as the
what Jehovah does (vers. 22, 82) He does for His relation of the Holy One to Israel has not ceased,
own sake. For God's holiness is "the real in- in like manner the holiness of this people is not
trinsic ideality of God, His harmoniousness of to be surrendered hence that, as on them by exile
;

He makes

Himself known in a church of His
pure divine consciousness, and preserves and
perfects this church in the ideality of its pure
essence, until by it the world is restored to perfection in the real ideality, the personal harmoniousness of essence " (P. Lanoe, Pos. Dogm,
By setting forth the holiness of God,
p. 95).
as is done in our chapter, Ezekiel puts hihiself in

harmony with

Isaiah (p. 41).

Luige observes on the holiness of God, that
the concept of it is '* mediated to us through the
Old Testament almost more than any other
concept " ** the leading thought of the Hebrew
9.

;

view of the world
/Xifc'' K'inpi is

is

holiness

He who

is

;

the

tJ^lp,

pure in essence,

or

tme

to Himself, corresponding to His name. "
Lange
finds the "mythologico- typical reflection" of holiness in ideality, tne "leading thought of the
Hellenic view of the world," just as he calls
**
the Greek culture the
thologico- typical
counterpart of the theocracy."

my

10. Because love, which is God, is holy, breaking of the law, and still more the dishonouring
of divine benefits, as in ver. 16 sq., can expect
no support or indulgence in Him, the righteous
God, the "Founder and Quardian of right"
(Lanoe). Since He as the "Holy One," who is
the absolute opposite of the evil, can originate
nothing evil^ so contrariety to Him as such, and
especially misuse of His gifts, here of the land,
can find no encouragement with the "Holy One
of Israel," the Giver of righteous recompense.
Since the native land of a people, especially like
Israel, may be misused as the l»t t^t woif rr«» in
relation to heaven or higher interests than the
earth, the corresponding righteous opposition and
reaction of the noliness of God will be either
deterioration of such a land (failure of crops and
the like), or expulsion of the people from it, or
So, too, the earth must finally pass away
both.
for mankind, although for the people of God
theie is hope of a "new earth." The latter gives
proof of God's truth and faithfulness, which,
keeping promise, provides for the need of finite
spiiits not only a corporeity, but also a locality
in harmony therewith, according to the purpose
of His wise and holy will ana perhaps this is
typified also in Israel's possession of the land in
the signification of their native land. But with
God not only is goodness accompanied by jusrice,
as that according to which God gave Israel scope
and opportunity to expel (exile) themselves from
their land among the heathen just as man can
prorrre iiell for himself and thus left as well as
c their right to Israel, but divine justice as
^
i-evclation of God's holiness is more tnan mere
retribution it becomes on and in the sinner selftanctification of God.
;

—

.

.

;

—

m

anointing ; which, moreover, does not symbolize
induction into the service of the Lord, the
" restoration of the true religious world-relation,"
but the divine e(^uipment for the service of the
Lord.
Even in itself, and still more from its
thus standing alone, washing will represent puri-

which
Jehovah

fication,

18.

is consecration.

sanctifies

Himself on Israel before

the eyes of the rest of the world (rer. 23), in that
by taking and gathering Israel out of all nations
and countries He actually places them again as
His people in the land of promise (ver. 24).

Himself in Israel, hence in
consciousness, by making them experience, as a fresh national dedication, a moral

Jehovah
Israel's

sanctifies

own

religious purification.
The expressions emplpyed are to be interpreted as referring to the
nation as such, and not to single individuals ; we
have not so much to understand spiritual states
of mind as to think of national regeneration.
But if what has been already remarked on ch.
xi. suffices as to the letter for our chapter also
and ch. xviii., the sprinkling of the clean
water in ver. 25 symbolizes the national moral
and reli^ous cleansing of Israel, and the "new
heart "
ver. 26 is nothing else than a " heart
of flesh" instead of a "heart of stone" in the

and

m

flesh

;

yet in ver. 27 the Spirit of Jehovah

Omn),

"new sjjirit" within Israel is interpreted to mean, points bSeyond ch. xL 19 (ch.
xviii. 81) ; the Holy One of Israel &Ppean as the
spirit of Israel, just as "God as Spirit of the
Church and indweller in the human heart is preeminently the Holy One " (Nitzsch).
which the

And

although ver. 25 sq. in relation to ver. 8 sq. may
be taken as complement of the promise given
there, or even as the condition for the promised
inheritance continuing to the children, and hence
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parallel thereto (ver. 24 carrying oat the declaration : "for they draw near to come," ver. 8), yet

we

are not hindered from making the Messianic
salvation of the people, as the trae -and fall sancas well as an them, shine
tification of Jehovah
forth behind all this (p. 24), and the *'clean
water" of ver. 25 approximates to the Holy
Ghost (Joel IL 28 sq.). Comp. Umbreit.
14. ** The true essence of tne Messianic time,"
•ays Havemick, '*its very kernel, from which
all its other blessings flow, and its entire glory
unfolds itself, is the purification of the people.
At the time of Christ this idea was deeply rooted
in the national consciousness, and John the
Baptist unquestionably adapted to it his rite of
lustration, the ^mmrfSM Tiit f&traf^imt,"
15. Jesus could (John iii. 5) refer to ver. 25
sq. of our chapter, namely, that water and spirit
are requisite for regeneration for the kingdom of
God, which truth the master in Israel (ver. 10)
should have known. " For Ezekiel teaches here
in clear words that Israel had to receive another
and new heart and spirit that it had to be
?)rinkled with clean water by the Spirit of God.
bus should a master in Israel have known
regarding water and spirit in this relation"
(CoooEius).
16. ** Striking is the word of the prophet, and
pointing exactly to the times of Christian fulfilment,-— the people of the new planting shall
never again experience the reproach of hunger
among the heathen.
deep saying, when we
divest it of its allegorical covering, and understand by it the eternal appeasing of hunger of
spirit.
It was indeed a reproach to Israel, that,
nourished as they were by the divine food of life
in the words of Moses and the prophets, they
went after the imaginary ^^ods of the heathen,
and, being carried away mto the countries of
stnuiflers, were obliged to suffer hunger in a dry
land, etc (Umbkeit).

m

—

A

845

—

devour them at pleasure. Ver. 8 sq. "Thus
shall the mined churches bring fruit, wine, and
bread, that is, the mysteries of doctrine, to the
profit of the people, tliat they may no longer be
rude and ignorant, but a people taught ot God.
Therefore the spiritual husbandmen, vine-dressers,
till and sow diligently.
With the plough of fear
they turn up the soil of the heart,
which they
sow the new word of the gospel, whereby the

m

forsaken churches become planted anew ; and
"
these are the mountains which the Lord addresses
(Heim-Hoffmann). "When He appeared in
the holy land who could say of Himself, * Come
unto Me, ye who labour and are heavy laden, He
far outshone Solomon in all his glory
(Hrnost. ).
" The wicked have no cause to rejoice over the
"
chastisemeut of

—

'

—

God's children, Jer.

xlviii.

27

(STAEKE).--"The affairs of the people of God
are never in so bad a state that God should be
unable to set them right again nay, experience
has taught that the Church after persecution
only increases so much the more " (0. ).
" They
are far wrong who consider a great increase of
men as a curse, because it gives rise to want and
;

—

distress.
God can nourish many as well as few,
and we should live moderately, avoid endeavouring to surpass others in expenditure, and seek for
concoi'd in families, etc.
(Luther). Ver. 12
sq. " The promised good is always to be understood with the condition that men repent, Mai.

—

7" (Starke).— "The self-evident condition
that they do not fill up the measure of their
sins anew.
There is no charter of immunity
against Ye would -not" (Hengst.).
"How
often is the country or a district made to bear
the blame when there comes a pestilence among
men or cattle, when, however, it should be known
that sin gaining the upper hand provoked God's
wrath thereto " (0.).
"As already observed by
Jerome, the Jews refer this to a kingdom of a
iii
is,

—

—

thousand years, when Jerusalem shaU be built
and the temple of the latter chapters of our pro-

phet erected ; while in the opinion of others, the
fulfilment took place under Zerubbabel, which
Ver. 1 sq. The mountains of Israel not only cannot possibly be the case, as also Jerome grants,
figures, but also places of the promises to Israel. and then compares the Christian Chiliasts with
^Woid and name of the Lord ; the former the the Jewish dreamers of their millennium. Hence
revelation of His will, the latter the revelation we must abide by the spiritual interpretation
Ver. 2. **Thu8 they mocked at regarding these blessings promised to the people,
of His nature.
the promises of God, as if their eternity were to which we are directed besides by Christ and
now come to an end " (Berl. Bib.). The scorn of the apostles " (Luther).
"Thus were the
Ver. 16 sq. " Man's previous course of action
the world an old experience.
prophets and Christ reproached, and the Lord is the cause of God's subsequent course of action,
taia that men would speak all manner of evil Jer. ii 19" (Starke).— " The goodness of God
against His disciples, Matt v. 11, and Paul, that invites us to repentance, but not to evil-doing
we should be a spectacle to the world, 1 Cor. iv. and pride" (Starck).
shall have to give
9" (Heim-Hoffmann). "All things may and account not only because of the evil which we
"
have done, but also for the good things which
shall work for good to Christians, Rom. viii. 28
(Cr.).
The wicked also shall have an eternity, we have had. The earth should not he full of
but of what kind T Just the eternity into the wickedness and folly, but full of the knowledge
possession of which they have put themselves, of the Lord and of love unfeigned.
"The world
according as their works deserve, as death is the is perfect throughout where man does not come
wages of sin. Ver. 8 sq. God knows, sees, and in to disturb it." In our impure acting our
hears the misery of His children ; that must impure nature also always comes forth.
Storms
comfort them, therefore they cannot despair.
clear the air, an observation which bears applica" How ready men often are not only to count up tion in regard to the judgments of God. ^Ver.
the sufferings of others, but also in their talk to 19. The scattering power of sin ; in truth, it
exa^^te tnem still more " (Stabck.) Ver. 5 scatters the souls of men into the whole world,
What God caUs His cannot be lost for ever, and that is already their judgment which sinners
S.e is jealous wi^ but also for His possession.
have to experience. Ver. 20. With the sinner
God lets His people be stricken only by whom goes also his curse, his other shadow.— Our misHe will ; one cannot simply open the mouth and fortunes and mistakes are veiy often God's sen-
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tence on our transgreAsions, which, indeed, are
best known to Him and ourselves.
How much
blasphemy against God and offence against tlie
trutn do not those very persons occasion who are
called to make God's word and name honoured,
acknowledged, and exalted above the world!
To liave regard to the enemy, a point to be well
attended to for the walk of the fnends of God in
** Thus this chapter teaches us how
this world.
the first petition of the Lord's prayer should be
understood. The name of the Lord, to wit, is
hallowed as well by the prosperity of the elect,
which may obtain even under the cross, as by

—

—

—

A

abode in man, see GaL

v.

22.

— "Of

flesh

and

are two difl*erent things ; the
former may be dealt with, the latter becomes
always harder" (Starck).
"The new birth
does not consist in annihilating the man, nor in
the entire removal of sinful corruption and of the
old Adamic disposition, but in the creation of an
entirely new disposition and nature, 2 Cor. y. 17;
fleshly (carnal)

—

GaL vL 15; Ephes.

iv.

24" (Starke).— " God

gives the Holy Ghost and all the riches of srace
not for gold, but He gives all things without
price to all who ask Him for them, Isa. Iv."
(Cr.).—Ver. 27. "The Holy Ghost is not inactive in the regenerate, but active and powerful, Rom. viii. 15 sq. " (Starke).
First the
inward and then the outward chan^^e is God's
order, while we men always proceed in the reverse order.
"What good, however, a man
does is not his, but God's work in him, PhiL ii.
"
18 (Starke).

their puiification from sin " (Richter).—
bad
ought not to put good doctrine in question.
Ver. 21 sq. God His own justification in this
world (Theodicy).
**God sanctifies His name
among men by benefits as well as by judgments
and punishments" (Starck).— "So saints are
accustomed to pray who put no trust in their
Ver. 28 sq. To the heavenly among men there
own merit, but humbly entreat God to look to
His own name, that it may be praised and is no lack even on earth ; to him who has what
sanctified.
But Christ is the holy name of God, alone is worth having nothing shall be wanting.
So long as Christ was not bom in the land of
for whose sake God is gracious to us ; whoever
"
promise, the land of promise had to be also the
calls upon the name of the Lord shall be saved
nome of IsraeL Since the time tiiat Christ is in
(Heim -Hoffmann).
Ver. 24.
shall come home out of this heaven, only heaven can be the true home of the
Gathering even in the midst of the true Israel.
world.
"The regenerate man stands in the
covenant of grace witn God" (Starke).
scattering of this world is of the grace of God.
Ver.
**
It is God alone who can truly con- 30. God will not only finally redeem us from all
Ver. 26 sq.
vert us to Himself, and purify our hearts by His distress of body and soul, but will also free us from
all reproach; so, then, we do not in vain believe in
almighty Spirit, Jer. xxxL iS" (TCb. Bib.).
**
Without true purification from sin no one can a resurrection of the body and an eternal life.
and
come into real union
communion with God, Ver. 31. In conversion man regains his memory.
Isd. i. 16 8<^." (Starke).
man can be of ^ood courage when he loathes
**No unclean person
Loathing is not a sign of sickness only,
shall enter into the New Jerusalem, Rev. zxii., himself.
hence our cleansing has to take place in this but in matters spiritual it is a sign of conva^The loathing of oneself, the requital of
life " (Starck).
"Purification must precede the lescence.
tilling of men with the new spirit.
David in the self-complacency. Our life must become sorrow
first place supplicates God to wash him quite to us, otherwise sorrow will not become life to us.
clean from his guilt, and then prays for the crea- —Ver. 82 sq^. Grace works shame, and so
tion in him of a clean heart and of a new sted- the more as it makes the wilderness a paradise,
fast spirit, Ps. li." (UMBRKiT).--"The prophets the beggar a kins, and the sinner a priest.
(Schmieder).—
frequently reproach the Jews, as a stin-necked "Blessed shame
beast of
people, that tney will not hearken to the word of nothing in Christ, and we boast of all things.
Here, on the contrary, a heart and Ver. 35 sq. The last sentence of the world on
the Lord.
spirit which shall be new is promised to them, the people of God will be its own self-condemna*
that they may not henceforth live after their tion, just as it will be our justification.
It will
former custom, but becin a new manner of life, not be in vain that we have comforted onrselvet
Cur help stands in tht
so that the old and msobedient heart of stone with God in this world.
may become the new but pliant and submissive name of the Lord. The comfort of the Church,
heart" (Luther).
"The heart of stone does that (5od is Builder and Planter. " Yea, thia it
not bear bending according to God's will, whereas the honour of the holy name of God.
He, th«
the heart of flesh is soft, and of such a texture Oeator, who created what was not, is also th«r
that God can impress into its understanding a Restorer, who creates anew that which was ruined
living knowledge, into its will a volxmtarv and laid waste by the gnilt of disobedient crea.
Ver. 87 sq. " But th*obedience, and into the inclinations a holy order
tures" (Schmieder).
"Our heart and inward parts are men of this flock shall also be as tne sheep, thai
(Starke).
designed to be occupied as an abode by (^od Him- is, no wild beasts shall be amouf them ; hence it
self, John xiv. 23 " (Starck).— For the furniture follows that God will purify His Church from
with which God is accustomed to furnish His these noxious animals" (Cocc.).
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The Vision of the Resurrection and Re-quiceenikg of the Dead Bones, and the
Symbolical Action with the One Stick olt of the Two Sticks, along with the
Interpretation (Ch. xxxvii.).

The hand of Jehovah was upon me, and [as] Jehovah took me out
and made me rest [brought me, set me down] in the midst of the
2 valley, and it was full of bones. And He led me over by them round about,
and behold, [there were] verj many on the surface of the valley, and behold.
1

in the Spirit
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And He said
And I Said, Lord

to me, Son of man, will these bones
Jehovah, Thou knowest And He said
to me, Prophisy over these bones, and say to them, Ye dry bones, hear the
word of Jehovah, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah to these bones, Behold, I
bring spirit into you, and ye live. And I give sinews on you, and make
flesh to come up over you, and cover you with skin, and give breath in you, and
ye live, and know that I am JehovaL And I prophesied as I was commanded ; and there came a voice as I prophesied, and behold, a rustling, and
the bones drew near, bone to his bone. And I looked, and behold, sinews
and flesh came up on them, and skin covered them from above, yet breath
[w«5] not in them.
And He said to me. Prophesy to the Spirit ; prophesy,
son of man, and say to the Spirit, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Come from
the four winds, thou Spirit, and breathe into these slain, that they may live
^become aiire].
And I prophesied as He commanded me, and the Spirit came
into them, and they lived [bccmme »iive], and stood upon their feet a very great
army. And He said to me. Son of man, these bones [are] the whole house of
Israel ; Behold, they say, our bones were dried and our hope perished, for us,
we are undone. Therefore prophesy, and say to them. Thus saith the Lord
Jehovah, Behold, I open your graves, and lead you up out of your graves,
My people, and bring you to the land of Israel. And ye know that I am
Jehovah, when I open your graves and lead you up out of your graves. My
people; And I give My Spirit in you, and ye live, and I bring you to rest
upon your land, and ye know that I, Jehovah, spoke and did sentence of
Jehovah. And the word of Jehovah came to me, saying. And thou, son of
man, take to thee a stick, and write on it. For Judah and for the sons of
Israel, his associates ; and take another stick, and write on it. For Joseph, the
stick of Ephraim, and of the whole house of Israel, his associates.
And bring
them near the one to the other for thee into one stick, that they may be
[become] one in thy hand.
And when the sons of thy people shall speak to
thee, saying. Wilt thou not show us what these [sUcks] are to theel Then say
to them, Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Behold, I take the stick of Joseph,
which is in the hand of Ephraim, and the tribes of Israel his associates, and
put them on it, that is, the stick of Judah, and make them one stick, that
they may be one in My hand. And the sticks on which thou shalt write are
in thy hand before their eyes.
And say to them, Thus saith the Lord
Jehovah, Behold, I take the sons of Israel out from among the heathen,
whither they went, and gather them from round about, and bring them to
their land.
And I make them one people in the land, on the mountains of
Israel, and one king shall be king to them all ; and they [there] shall no more
be two peoples, and they shall never again be divided into two kingdoms.
And they shall no more defile themselves with their foul idols, and with their
detestable things, and with all their transgressions ; and I help them from all
their dwelling-places where they have sinned, and cleanse them, and they
shall be My people, and I will be their God.
And My servant David shall
be king over them, and one shepherd shall be to them all ; and they shall
walk in My judgments, and shall keep My statutes, and do them. And they
dwell upon the land which I gave to My servant Jacob, in which your fathers
dwelt, and they dwell on it, they and their sons, and their sons' sons, for ever,
and David My servant [»»] prince to them for ever. And I make for them a
covenant of peace, an everlasting covenant [coTenmnt of etemity] shall be with
them ; and I give them and multiply them, and give My sanctuary in their
midst for ever. And My dwelling is over them, and I am their €k>d and
they shall be My people. And the heathen know that I, Jehovah, sanctify
Israel, in that My sanctuary is in their midst for ever.
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At aU events, it is not a valley in
general, but a certain valley ; and if nothing else,
Hengstenthat («\1l) which was full of boshes.

in the valley.

introductory formula (vers. 1, 16) ; still more
decidedly by their difference of form, first a
vision, and then a svmbolic action ; as also by
their contents, which, however, with all their
diversity, show the most intimate connection
what in the first section is prophesied of the
whole of Israel is in the second ratified by promise in relation to the parts. [Henost. **the
restoration of Israel as a covenant-people, and the
restoration of Israel as a brotherhood. '] The requickening and reunion of Israel. The interpretation is connected with both prophetic sections
of our chapter, appended (vers. 11-14) to the
first, while in the second it is given along with
the prophecy. The connection with ch. xxx. is
apparent from the close of that chapter, ver. 24 sq.

1.

.

i»—

EXEGETICAL REMARKS.

Ver.

•^**^ ».

kytm^tn avnut—

sections of the chapter, vers. 1-14 and
15-28, are already distinguished by the

Vers. 1-10.

r^»x^f*^*'

DH^Vt^ c< Arabe.)

The two
vers.

lAnother reading : plur. T^^l.)
r. fiAn* r«» 'IwJ* . . .»9t. x^f* *lMlik V«lg.:

w

\'irn)

and

berg points out the contrast to tlie mountain (ch.
'*
Hitzig
xviL 22), the ** lowness of condition
**
The valley is fitted to represent a huge grave ;
but the thought is less of graves thui of their
:

!

*

opposite (^iB-^y, ver. 2), namely, that the slain

have remained nnburied, their bones bleach
and diy there. The bones are men's bones (Isa.
(ver. 9)

—

Ixvi. 14) ; in the connection here : the remains of
the slain, abundance of which might be in the

disturbed districts of Judah ; according to the
Talmudists slain Ephraimites, 1 Chron. viL 20
Looking from the midst of the valley, he
sq.
Ver. 2.
could warrant that it was full of bones.
:

—

DH^Vi ovw ^7

them, or **over past them ;"

hence not : ** over," to tread them with the feet, or
to hover over them, but : nmnd about, so that he
might be able to view them exactly, as the re>
the result of such inspection,
peated nSHli

^

brings to view the very many and their being
Although not the very dry, neither sap nor strength in them.
CJomp. moreover, ch. vi. [Ewald refers for " the

nn>n).

stronger introductory formula (as in ch. viii. 1),
yet the description given of Ezekiel's condition
IS sufficient simply to set aside a mere ''product
**
The abrupt
of poetical intuition " (HiTZio^.
commencement without and
is, according to
Hengstenber^, meant to point out that "the fact
here related is extraordinary, and out of connection with the usual prophetic activity." [**As
the subject itself is a quite unusual one, so also
the description is such as Ezekiel never elsewhere
draws.
Such a never -seen sight is seen by
itsell' in a moment
of higher inspiration, or
never, " Ewald. ] As the ViUgate, so also Hitzig,
**
in the Spirit of Jehovah ;
a ainst the accent
but r\Si^^ is subject, and pillZl simply : 4? «-»i»^ri

rapid narration, with its constant fall into the
present," to his Orammar, § 842 b.]
The question in Ver. 3 is fitted to bring the
prophet, and, through him, his hearers and
readers, to the consciousness of the impossibility
presented to human eyes (son of man) ; and considering the words uttered by Israel (ver. 11), its
intention doubtless is to bring out the despair of
the people, in order to make room in their hearts
Ezekiel's
for tne prophecy of salvation (ver. 12).
answer refers the matter to God (Rev. vii. 14), for
impossibility,
unless
He wills
with God there is no
Comp. on this
it, and that (3od alone can know.
point Isa. xxvL 19.— Ver. 4. When Ezekiel is
summoned to prophesy over the bones, their
Jehovah in relation to
(Matt xxii. 43), in contrast to U rmfMiTt (2 0>r. future, asked (ver. 8) by
them, comes to view as an affair of Jehovah's, of
xii. 2), to which it is easy to supply D^Si^ (ch.
His counsel, will, and purpose ; they may there'

:

xi.

24),

which

(as

Keil justly observes) was fore be addressed

omitted because of the n^rP (comp. ch. viii
T

Ecstatic state in

3).

•

which he was inwardly

trans-

ported from the things around him. —The valley
3an only be the one mentioned in ch. iii. 22,
when we consider that those who speak in ver. 11
were settled there in the neighbourhood, and
eonsequently could be represented as the bonee

(on^

'OfeO),

however dry

they are. Grotius observes : so mnch the more
as the prisoners in the exile are to be understood.
The word of Jehovah (ch. xxxvi 1, 4) mediates
Hence
the salvation, the life to be prophesied.
not see, for then death, and notoin^ but death,
In Ezekiel's vision all dewill come to view.
pends on ''hearing;*' recognise God's word, and

—
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**the sound of a trumi)et." Keil's iwsition, that
it cannot be supposed that God should bind His
voice of power to the prophecy of the prophet, hnt?
in reality no significance.
On the other hand,
he is right in referring grjn (ch. iii. 12, xii. 18)

(John iv. 48, xx. 19). This, at the
same time, legitimates as divine the woi\l of
announcement. The tenor,
prophetic
Ezekiel's
however, of the divine word Jehovah annonnces
what will take place, what He purposes to do
(Amos iii. 7) follows in Ver. 6. Wliat is said to
them is, from the certainty of its heing accom- to the noise by which the effect of the word ot
Jehovah announced itself to the bones, now complished, in reality said qf them, as 7y^r[ already
ing tog«ther in consequence thereof. [Havemick
makes the ** sound " pass into a ** mighty peal."
formally points to the accomplishment.
JVTS^
Hitzig, in order to have the "fitting impulse"
although followed hy DH^^m of the effect gene- from the ^ound, translates : ** earthquake **
(Matt, xxvii. 51), under reference to ch, xxxviii.
rally on the whole, is yet not exactly Q^^n
19. ]
God's voice of power is followed by a rustof (Sen. vi. 17, or 'n S"nDl5^3 of Gen. vii. 22, ling, caused by the bones coming rustling up from
the surface of the valley. Thereafter (^ consecu**
breath " ; for it is just that which is in a living
being that is here le^ out of view, and, in contrast tive) "the bones come together," which may be
to that which is dried up, above all, simply the thus distinfiniished from what follows, that it
creative divine power, hence spirit quite objec- refers to wnatever belongs to one body, while
trust to it

—

—

S

(*' The
is contemplated.
the principle of all real life in the
creaturely existence, Hav.)
Tliat we have here
another order (Henost.) than in the execution
(ver. 7 »q. ) is not the case, for the more detailed
description which follows immediately in ver. 6
presents the same order as the execution follows.
The Spirit also does not press forward at the
b*»giumng as the (Hitzig) chief thing, without
which the rest, the merely bodily resurrection,
is of no importance (Hknost.), but as
DH^^rn

tively

and generally

Spirit of

God

is

'Vir^
C V DVy
VV

specializes

a single bone in relation

to another, e.g. the upper to the lower nart of the
arm (on the form ^a^pn, Bee Ewald, Or, p. 605).

[" This may also be interpreted of the first movements of the scattered Israelites in the various
settlements in Chaldea, and their assembling for
quiet consultation, where the members of tlie
people met again in secret," Schmiedek.] Ver.
[**May be inter8, as was promised in ver. 6.
preted of Israel's first growth in hope, conscious
"
" to live in general, without separation strength, and vigour, Schmiedek.] The reimplies
for the present into political and spiritual, so
mark that yet breath was not in them may serve

—

:

'l

D33 K^3D

^3fc<

introduces the divine causality

formally for the dramatic colouring of the event
in the representation ; as to actual fact, it sets

qua non. The forth the creative power of Ck)d
in the action,
6—-by a parallel
which is in this way twofold. That thereby is
by
"
and
afterwards
the
"binding
^ro*i;
shown that the restoration is first pre-eminently
U^%
an external, political one" (Hekost.), is not of
matter,'* the sinewi, and by the making of " flesh
necessity contained in the text, but the original
to coiue up," and by the Q-)p (a word only found
creation of man, as related in Gen. ii. 7, forms a
in Ezekiel), with ddn, the outward form of life is
Sattem for the text. (John vii 89 makes the
completed, from which the spirit which enlivens
eepest application of the 'miV) Correspond-

simply as first, as condUio sine
more special is expressed Ver.

—

—

the tlesh is distinguished, but is as yet to be conntlered as natural, now as breath, the individual

cousequence of which it certainly can be said
But the spiritual element, although
'lJ^TI^life,

Lu

intimated in this, is first expressly stated in the
interpretation (ver. 14), witn reference back to
ch. xixvi 27.

The prophecy, in accordance with the command
(ver. 4), is not limited (as
icSG«T.) in Ver. 7 to the summons to the bones
to "hear,"
sq., but comprehends also what
J^'hovah says to these bones in vers. 5, 6 ; for
that He is the speaker makes the saying a proI'becy, although to prophesy in general may be
>aid to mean tiie same as: '*to speak in the
Spirit'*
The Yoioe which came was audible its
simplest interpretation is in accordance with ch.
i. 25. The prophet was to prophesy what Jehovah
parposed to say to the bones (vers. 4-6), the prophet now prophesies; and since he prophesies
according to tne command. Thus saith Jenovah,
that which was prophesied to the bones is from
Crod, and the voic« is to be understood as j€hovah\
from which the New Testament representation is
perhaps coloured (John v. 28), and neither a
•' noise"
nor ** sound " in general - anything like
a^ thunder-clap would be out of place in this sublime and orderly connection ^nor in particular
STeii to Ezekiel

—

ingly, therefore, Ezekiel has in Ver. 9 to prophesy once more,— this time to the Spirit (ver. 5 ),

that

not to the "breath," for that

is,

distinction between

;

;

—

is n^'^

only in a living person, as we have already said,
and still less to the " wind," which is the sensuous
natural symbol of the Spirit. And from what
follows it is still clearer tnat the " outpouring of
the Spirit " cannot be spoken of here, but what is
spoken of is t^ urdveraal spirituality which pervades all creation. Hence the Spirit is to come
from the four winds; not without reference, moreover, to ch. V. 10, 12, xii. 14, xvii. 21 (Matt,
xxiv. 81 ; Rev. viL 1).
'yaijjtD makes clear tlie

nlmi

»i»d IT^in.

Our

pas-

T

"
sage has nothing to
breathing on
in John xx. 22, and just as little is " the fulness
and force of the Spirit's operations, Acts ii. 2
(Hbnost.), indicated by the " wind from the four
winds." >nD^ makes a very plain allusion to

do with the "

Gen.

ii.

7.

["The quickening

Spirit of

God

awakens the resolution to return to God's covenant
and to the land of their fathers," Schmieder.}-—
Slain:

kille<l,

not deceased (Doct. Reflect

5).

The colouriug is taken from those comlenined
and executed by the Cliuldeans (ver. 11). Re-
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its surface into matiy graves, which have " to be
opened," etc. My people, here and in the followchauging Hithp. ^nfc03m (Ewald, Or, p. 331) ing a very comlbrting title.
Israel, however,
ought always to be so, and therefore also to have
for Niphal of ver. 7, and >3^x Piel in place of
constantly been so.
Gonsequently we have at
T*
the same time prominence given to the contrast
Pual in ver. 7.—Ver. 9, 6. The Spirit, in order to
between Israel's destiny and its deadly despair,
become the breath of life in them (comp. ch, ii
and hence a notification of its unbelief and
2, iii. 24).—2 Kings xiii. 21 ; Rev. xi, 11.
offences in general.
What in the vision the
•
clothing with sinews, flesh, and skin was in
Vers. 11-14. The Divine Inter/n'etation of the
relation to the bones (ver. 6 sq.), could in the
ViMon.
interpretation applying to the living be regarded
as political restoration, as this has to begin with
The process in the vision vers. 1-10 is symboleading out of Babylon and bringing back to
lical, as shown by the phrase in ver. 11: these
bones are, etc., which mers to the whole vision Canaan. Ver. 13. DrUTTn reminds of Dri^n^ *^
as it treated of the bones.
Hence the bones, ver. 6. Ver. 14 takes up
T\T\ D3!l '*1V\y\ of
\» hich lay there very dry, but at Jehovah's word
became alive, which were very many (ver. 2), ver. 6 and the rest of the vision, pointing, howa very great army (ver. 10), bear the sense of ever, by ^n^T to ch. xxxvi. 27, as by ^innam to
and signify the whole hoiue of lerael ; and this
in the following, for which comp. ch.
already prepares for the second section of our
chapter.
According to Hitzig, Judah and Israel
xxviii. 26, xxxiv.
The inspiriting and quickencombined denote the State broken up by the war,
ing for a home system which is to have permaand also the generation cut off by it against which
nence, and especially in the case of a people like
view we observe that the dead cannot be ** sayIsrael, will of necessity be spiritual and reli^oua.
ing " here any more than the bones, but, as in ch.
Isa. xiv. 1.
Ch. xvii. 24, xxii. 14, xxxvi. 36
xi. 15 sq., the Israel in exile must be contem]>lated, who now indeed compared themselves to
the dead, but to whom, on the contrary, life is Vers. 15-18. The. Reunion of Israel and Judah.
immediately (ver. 12) to be proclaimed and proAfter the vision thus interpreted, there follows
mised.
In what they say (comp. ch. xxxiii. 1 0)
in Ver. 16 accompanied by an interpretation
is contained the so frequently overlooked tertium
symbolic action, the outward reality of which
comparationia, and the cause for the vision in
there is no difficulty in admitting.
Both the
vers. 1-10.
Hence the divine internretation does
contents (comp. ver. 11) and the transition with
not primarily start from the outwaru condition of
connect what follows with the first section of
the people in general, and still less from that of a )t
part of them, the dead of Israel, but from what the chapter, of which it forms the continuation
the despair of those in exile says, hence from the and completion. Israel again become a nation,
frame of mind which thus found voice onr bones must, overcoming the separation which had
are dried, etc. The relation of ^c?2^ and Hi 8^3* taken place, also again become atie nation. What
"
T
follows draws the consequence from w^hat has
(ver. 2) to each other is evident.
yipJi pro" preceded.—}^, "board" (tablet), or ** staff/* or

gardiug vn*1, comp. on ver.

6.

^Ver.

10.

Ex-

—

—
—

D^^

;

—

—

—

—

:

:

:

—

—

perly : **cut off," separated, shut out from God's
help (Ps. IxxxviiL 6 [6], xxxi. 28 [22] ; Isa. liii.

For tlie "writing,"
simply "wood," stiok.
comp. Num. xvii.~The eons of Israel, his aaao8).—^^, according to Gesenius, a superfluous pro- ciates (while the text reads the singular for
"association "), are, according to Hengstenberg, a
nominal dative, as much as to say We are undone. ** small" part of Benjamin, Simeon, and Levi, and
Hitzig : Reduced to ourselves. [Delitzsch It the members of tlie kingdom of the ten tribes
Hkngst. We are cut off for us, who had attached themselves to Judah ; accordis over with us.
referring the " for us " to the sadness of the fact ing to Keil: the "greater" part of Beigamin
for those concerned.] The language which they and Simeon, the tnoe of Levi, and the pious
employ corresponds thoroughly to me Question in Israelites who had at various times immigrated
ver. 8.
That which, believing themselves aban- into Judah from the kingdom of the ten tribes,
doned, without any hope (ch. xix. 5) of again 2 Chron. xi. 13 so., xv. 9, xxx. 11, 18, xxxi. 1.
rising up to be a nation, they say of themselves, —Joseph is placea first, as Hengstenberg aays,
Ezekiel oeheld in the valley, merely very dry because Ephraim's equality wim Judah rests
bones. So much the more, and the more literally, upon him in consequence of the blessing of Jacob;
can what was done with these bones, a procedure more simply, because it is the geneahfficcU title
which the prophet had to prophesy, and was of the. patriarch.
That the stick of Ephxaim
afterwards permitted to behola, avail as a promise (comp. ver. 19), which has been looked on as a
Ver. 12 therefore parallel to ver. 4 sq., later interpolation, is subjoined, is an addition
to them.
but still keeping primarily in view the despairing taken from historical reality, for Ephraim wa»
speech of the exiles
MIDW K33n, not yet, the head of the kingdom of the ten tribes.
:

:

:

—

—

:

however,

Ver. 17.

'mn D33 «^nO

^?K njn

(ver. 5), as ver.

nnK-i>K
T

.

V

nHK
Dn«
T
TV

aipl reminds

of

-'t;

7.— tpT%3
DVy ntoVg «1pri]
14 hereafter, but first: behold, I open your graves, toVy-i^K
meaning thereby the abodes of tJie eaa/e, since illustrates
to
the
corresponding
symbolic
?|^,
the Jews who were in exile considered themselves
like dead men.
The accommodating interpreta- action ^here in the hand of Ezekiel, as hereafter
tion changes the valley with the many bones on in his word.
In order to make them appear aa
in ver.

—
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one

must ha^e been adapted

itiok, they

for that,

and

could scarcely have been *' stavett/'
Yer. 18. Comp. ch. xxir. 19. The purpose of
the symbolic action, what it was meant to incite,
on whieh account it is to be conceived of as extemaUy real (ver. 20).— Whftt (are) these sticks
to thee f that is : what is their signification ?
Ver. 19, the interpretation. Where ver. 16 has
the stick of BphraJm, we have now the stick of
Joseph, which first of all implies exactly the
same as the stick described "for Joseph.
In
what respect it is designated the stick of £phiaim
is then made plain by the words : which is in the
hand of Ephnim (the expression
doubtless

TB

suggested by ^1^3, ver. 17) ; and thereby, at the

same

time, the transition is made from the sign
to the thmg signified, for to be in the hand
to be in the possession, in the power, hence it
denotes the supremacy of this tribe.
Hence,

=

too, instead of

^WHC^

'^^?"^31,

more expressly

ijinfc^ ^Oaef* ("staves," "sticks," as "tribes").

—

noun

If the

is

by

anticipated

would

it

\fytf,

certainly be better to read, with Hitsig, ?((, than

HK

"to

:

to the stick of Judah."

it,

It Ues

away, however, from npS, a« Keil connects, to

combine QfriK* namely, the

have been put on the

MMr

tribes,

stick of Joseph

with the stick of Judah

;

after they

(V^), by

besides, ons does

not see why the tribes already joined to Joseph
should still have to be united with Mm. llbe
"taking" is ended with the tribes of Inael, his
Mooistnn ; the "giving " relates to those (DfrtM)
taken together

(^),

that

Joseph-Ephraim and

is,

his tribes, for the purpose of union (yyfp DD^fein

iriM)

^th

Judah, and

it is

only to this that

dom

351

18-26.

to its truth, that it represents
Qeri vn\ but ^| might also serve as

testifies

Jehovah.]

subject to lTn^

Strong and effective negation of

the old, that has passed away for ever.—Since sin,
especially idolatry, had contributed to the
separation spoken of, the discourse turns to that,

and
ver.

28.

Comp.

— On^nX^D

ch. xiv. 11, xxxvi. 25, v. 11.
after ch. vL 6, 14, to

ought not,

cause 80 much difficulty to expositors. The worship
of idols, which is the subject of discourse, is just
The relief consists in
localized " transgression.
To
this, that idolatry disappears, ch. xxxvi. 29.
the places of abode
of
think with Hengstenberg
in the exile, so that the earlier sins in Canaan did
not come into account that they, as it were, left
their sins behind tbem in the foreign land, etc.,
neither suits the piesent connection, is a thought
here postponed, as Hitzig justly observes, nor
harmonizes with ver. 12 sq., according to which
the exile, on the contrary, localizes the wages of
sin, Le, death.
Alteration of the text is equally
'
unnecessary, just as Keil's "preserving from,
and Eliefoth's idea of leading out into the gloriComp.
fied Canaan, are imported into the text.
besides, ch. xxxiv. 13.— Ch. xxxvi. 25, xxxiii. 28,
recurring
in
xxxiv. 24. The closing statement,
ver. 27, only in reverse order, seems to interrupt
the consecution of the verses, so that the prophecy
forms itself into two sections vers. 21-28 and
Wliat the
vers. 24-27
with one conclusion.
first section contains more as to the thing done
and generally, is given in the second Messianicall^ and as to the individual, for the full completion of the thought.
Ver. 24. See on ch. xxxiv. 28.—Ver. 22.— Ch.
xi. 20, xxxvL 27.— Ver. 25. Ch. xxxvi
28,

—

—

—

—

xxviii.

25,

—

xxxiv.

termmuB ad quern

24.

— D^jny*

so that the

"

concealed," cannot be
seen ; hence for an interminable future, is to be
understood Messianically, that is, in Christ, as
is

shown by the immediately following UTiy?, and

that comes after. As we find expressed here
without interruption (this is the peculiarity of
the whole prophecy here, in distinction to that restick of Judah, I mean," "to indicate that
peated from ch. xxxiv. and xxxvi. ) the unity of
Judah is the proper stem of the people of Gk)d." the nation, its continued possession of Canaan,
The interpretation still keeps a firm hold of the and that very plainly of tne earthly Canaan, so
symbolic action (nriK VJ^), and *T3 nriK evi- just as plainhr is all conceived of unaer the dominion o/the King Mesmdh. Israel's nationally in
dently expresses an antithesis to Ephraim's hand, Canaan is bound up (ver. 22) with this one kingthe union by and in Ood, as opposed to the tepO' dom.
As to the moral and spiritual condition of
ration by ana in JSphrahn (comp. Isa. xi 18).
the people, their position towards Qod (ver. 28),
Ver. 20. The symbolic sign which the pro- ver. 24 connects likewise with the one shepherd,
}>het is to perform (ver. 16) is expn»sly designed the Einff David
Messiah, the "walking in,
or the eyes of those concerned, and, with the re- sq.," "keeping," and "doing." And in the
petition of the thing to be done, at the same time
same connection occurs Ver. 26 (likewise OT^y^,
mediates the connection with what follows.
Ver. 21 sq. treats of the effecting of the reunion and also
D^p fina), for which comp. ch. xxxiv.
of the nation, after first glancing back to ver. 12
(Isa.
25
Iv.
8 ; Jer. xxxii. 40). As shown by
sq.
Comp. ch. xxxvi 24, xi 17, xx. 84, 41,
comparing ch. xxxiv. 25, and confirmed by the
xxxiv. 18. -Ver. 22. nnw iii> DH^K WbPI w
connection with vers. 21-28, especially ver. 28,
tiw
of ver. 19.
The now OS that is the peculiar, the leading idea of the
all

yf^ can

Hengstenbeig explains

refer.

nM " the
:

—

=

nnK

mP

OnHrin

plainly expressed signification of the stick.— Ch.
xxxiv. 13 14. The one nation will be one king-

—

divine covenant, to which the

on?

corresponds,

VT

and by the whole mode of expression here, indom. Comp. vers. 24, 25 comp. Hos. iii 6. cluding the repeated "ffiving, the making of
[According to H&vemick, the unity of the king- the covenant proceeds irom God in the most
;
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The fact that
nests (Introd. § 9).
(Comp. Zech. ii. 14 [lOJ
and completed John i. 14 Rev. xxi. 8, vii. 16 ; 1 Cor. iiL 16,
vi. 19
2 Cor. vL 16.) [**This promise has, at
by cfAV nn3» expresses the Messianic charac- all events, come to be gloriously fulfilled in the
election which forma the stem of the Christian
ter of this covenant
for the terminus ad quern Church.
It is again taken up in the saying of
(D^y) of Israel, still hid to appearance, is Christ: 'Lo, I am with you alway, even unto
the end of the world,* " Henost.]
In the "salvation" (rt^*),
just the Messiah.
At this point of the understanding of our prowhen it embraces time and eternity, eternity in phecy and herein its most important advance, in
announced
time, alongside of the ideal reference in the whole, distinction to ch. xL 16, is perhaps
manifest exhibition

n^3

Cri^e^

of

grace.

;

alike explained

IB

;

;

—

the real side in the particular cannot be wanting
hence what is the daily bread for a nation,
namely, putting them in the position of increase,
cannot be wantmg ; therefore And I give them
[Keil to be a nation] and multiply them, ch.
But with the ffiving of the
xxxvi. 10, 11, 87.
saiiotnaTy of Jehovah in their midst for ever,
another Messianic type, now in close preparation for ch. xl. sq., is presented to us in
the text, in addition to the one king and
shepherd for all, the servant of Jehovah, David.
The reference to Lev.
Comp. on ch- xi. 16.
xxvi. 9, 11 is shown by the harmony of the
prophecy with the promise given by Moses.
there in ver. 11 (as
And although the
:

:

pc^

pE^

is

said of the symbol of Jehovah's presence

much

signify the

outward building, and in Ezekiel too

(ver. 27) it

in the wilderness) does not so

is

regarded as ^XxhVi J®* D3ln3, which stands

beside

t^pDt

points to the midst of the people

comp. Ex. XXV.
also as to
ch. xi. 16.

what
But

right in this, and
distiDguishes tms passage from
he overlooks the express refer-

Hitzig

8.

is

ence to each other of th\)h
^fcnb'^TlK

B^pD»

ver. 28.

D3^3 '^^W

There is, at

^^'^

all events,

expressed a visible national unity in Canaan as
formerly, one political government, which, however, as mediated by the one King Messiah,
exhibits itself as a national life purified from
idolatry and conformed to law, hence moral, so
also an outward serving of God by Israel is here
prophesied, the sanctui^ of Jehovah in the midst
of Israel— that this cannot be Zerubbabel's temple
is triumphantly proved to the Jews by Keil, from
the fact conceded by themselves, that the Shechinah was wanting to it ; ^bnt the heathen see
therein (ni^na, ver. 28) something yet different,

—

namely, the continuing (particip.) sanctification
of Israel by God, hence religious-moral conditions.
[Not merely gratiosa Dei habttatio in cardibus

the certainly not unintentional exchange of My
aanotuary
-their midst, of ver. 26, for : My
dwelling over them, in ver. 27, must decidedly
be taken more spiritually than is done when
"
Hengstenberg refers it to the ** protecting power
which is afforded in the house of God (Ps. Ixvlii.
29 [30]), or Keil, to the " position of the temple
towering up over the city." Hitzig comes nearer
the truth when he directs attention to God's
dwelling in heaven, directly (?) over the temple of
Jerusalem (Isa. xxxiii. 5 ; Ps. xxix. 9, civ. ^
1 KiMs viii. 33, 84 ; Gen. xxviii. 17 ; Ps. vii. 7
[8]). The sanctification of Israel before the world,
as connected with the Kingship of the Messiah, and
the establishing of the eternal sanctuary of God
in Israel's midst, as effected by the founding of
:

m

the Church of Christ, serve for illustration
fulfilment of the
clear

DH^y

from Acts ch.

in Ezekiel here, as is

ii.,

to

which

is

and
very

ppefixed a

Luke xxiv. 50 sq.) and circumstantial account of the exaltation of the Son of
man, ch.
Ver. 23. Ch. xi. 20 ; Gen. xvii. 7.
—Ch. xxxiv. 80.—Ver. 28 (ch. xxxvL 23, 86).
repeated (comp.

L—

Although the mention of the heathen is still confined to the ** knowing " of the sanctification of
Israel, yet such knowl^ge cannot remain without
result, without fruit; comp. Isa. xliv. 6.
"Indication of the participation of the heathen in

—

—

Ch. xx. 12.
the promised salvation (Henost.).
**
To sanctiftr " is to purge from sin as well as to
consecrate, hence emuracing foigiveness of sin,
and quickening. The former must become clear
to the heathen from the latter, and so much the
clearer as they have seen the judgment of God
executed on His people ^have even executed it
themselves. Comp. for the harmony with the
promises in the Pentateuch, Ex. xxxi. 13 ; Lev.

—

xxii 82.

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON OH. XXXVH.

["In closing this section, we present a brief
outline of the view that has been taken of the
prophecies contained in the three closely related
chapters, xxxiv. , xxxvi. , xxxvii. , and which in substance applies e<^ually to manyother portions of the
prophetical Scriptures.
1. They were originallT
given to revive and animate the hearts of God's
covenant -people, by holding out to them the
assured prospect of a reversion from the present
evil, and their still certain destination in God's
purpose to the highest and most honourable place

eorum^ as Pisoator.] We remember here, where
is prophesied of the sanctuary is so evidently connected with the promised servant
David as king and prince, that the kings^p is
specially prominent in Ezekiel's figure of the
Messiah (Introd. § 9) ; and besides this, the
passage here shows that, as likewise observed in
the Introduction, § 9, with Ezekiel the main on the earth. 2. It was the duty of those to
point of view continues to be the Messianic whom such prophecies were delivered at once to
nation, the Messianic salvation of the nation. believe the word spoken to them, and apply themAnd so the phrase My sanctuary in their midst selves in earnest to do what was needed to secure
for ever, u^]fp explaining itself in \ff^po (v©r. its accomplishment ; and had the^ only done this^
a far larger measure of the promised good would
28), appears essentially as prophesied of the future have been reaped than they actually experienced
church of salvation, the realized kingdom of this later prospect of blessing, like tne earlier.

what

:
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giTen before entering Canaan, greatly failed
ttuoogb their own sinful unbelief. 8. But there
being mauifestlj ideal features introduced into
tlie delineation, especially the good spoken of
being so peculiarly connected with the rule and
presidency of David, clearly betokens a kind and
degree of blessinf which could not have been
completely fulfill^ under the Old Covenant, nor
iiit«uded to be altogether fulfilled any time according to the letter. It shows the prophecies in
question to be, like several of an earlier kind in

the probable time and nature of the events there
referred to, but simply point to the identity in
character of what is written with the prophecies
before us.
In those visions of the Apocalypse,
the inspired evangelist stretches out the hand to
Ezekiel, and shows how the word spoken so long
before by that servant of God, freed from the
peculiarities of its Jewish form, is to find its application to the Christian Churdi.
The shell has
gone, but the substance remains.
7. We may
add, lastly, that the common interpretation, which
£zekiel, descriptions of the future under the form understands Christ by David, and takes all the
and image of the past not as if the past were rest literally, must inevitably tend to justify the
Actually to return again, but that its general Jew in his unbelief.
For he naturally says, Your
spirit and character were to revive.
4. The new Messiah has not done the thing you yourselves
things thus to be looked for in the future could hold must be done to fulfil the prophecy ; He
only meet with their full and adequate accom- has not set up His throne in Canaan, and gathereil
plishment in Christ, who is certainly the David Israel there, and re-established the old worship
of the promise. They are consequently of a higher in its purity ; this was the very purpose for whicn
and more comprehemdve nature than any that He was to appear, and we must wait till He comes
could be enjoyed under the Old Covenant, when to do it On the basis of the literal interpretathe kingdom of God was so straitened in its tion, there seems no satisfactory answer to this
dimensiuus, and so outward and earthly in its and it is well known that since it has become
visible constitution.
But still they were of neces- prevalent, many Jews beUeve that Christians are
sity described under the hue and aspect of the coming over to their view of the matter.
We are
things belonging to the Old Covenant as if it not surprised to hear, as we have heard, of conwere these only returning again, or these with verted Jews declaring that such a mode of intercertain alterations and improvements, such as pretation would carry them buck to Judaism."
might give the future a pre-eminence in glory Faibbaibn'8 Ezekiel, pp. 412-414.— W. F.]
over the past For only by means of what belonged to existing or previous dispensations of
DOCTRINAL REFLECTIONS.
God could the prophet have given any detailed
exhibition of what might be expected under an1. What has Jehovah caused, vers. 1-10, to be
other and higher dispensation. The details of prophesied for comfort to His people (vers. 12,
the future must have been cast into the mould of 18) ? The resurrection of the dead in the literal
thiJigs already perceived or known.
6. There- sense KUefoth still maintains, a view which is
fore, in forming one's conceptions now of the real the older ecclesiastical bne, shared by Jews and
import of such prophecies now that the transi- Christians, so that Jerome, when expressing
tion has been made into the new and higher dis- a difierent opinion regarding famosam /muc
pensation we must throw ourselves back upon vUionen\ omnium eccleiiarum Christi lection*
the narrower and more imperfect relations amid celebratanif thought it necessary to state that he
which they were written, and thence judge of did not therefore by any means wish to deny
what is still to come. Thus, as the David of the the doctrine of the resurrection. How little the
promise is Christ, so the covenant-people are no connection in Ezekiel says in favour of the dogma
lon^r the Jews distinctively, but tne faithful in of the general resurrection of the dead is best s<ien
Chnst; and the territory of blessing no longer from the artificial way in which ver. 11 sq. is disKUefoth interprets the prophtsied
Canaan, but the region of which Clmst is king posed of.
and lord. What was spoken immiMliately of the bringing of Israel into their own land (as turtady,
one cUss of personages and relations, may most ch. xxxvi 28) of the ''final introduction of the
fully be applied to the other ; and by such a people of God into the eternal Canaan," and the
method of interpretation alone do we get a quickening in ver. 14, of "inward renewal by
uniform and consLstent principle to carry us tne Spirit of God ; " an interpretation which he
through the whole. While those, on the other has also put upon ch. xxxvL 25 sq. From similar
hand, who would find a literal Israel, and a non« perplexity, ver. 11 has been combined with the
literal David, or a literal restoration in Christian ''first resurrection" of Rev. xx., and the bringing
times, and a non-literal tabernacle and ritual of of Israel into their own land understood in accordworship, arbitrarily confound together things dis- ance with Matt V. 5.
Hengstenbcrg, holding
similar and incongruous, and render certamtr of that "all the other comforting words of the prointerpretation absolutely impossible.
things
of
this
world, " insists upon
relate
to
Sixthly,
phet
6.
the view thus given is confirmed by the repro- this connection in general, and singles out in
duction of some of these prophecies
the field of particular ch. xxx\i. S, "which was soon to take
the New Testament Church, set free, as was to be Its beginning," and the connection of ver. 16 sq.
expected, from the outward distinctions and limits and tne vision.
If the relation is this, that the
of the Old. Thus, in particular, the resurrection- house of Israel of the vision, reanimated by the
scene of this 37th chapter substantially recurs in Spirit of God, is "the whole" (ver. 11), and
the 20th chapter of Revelation, and is followed hence is to experience the reunion symbolized
precisely as nere by the attack from the em- (ver. 15 sq.), then this union, which cannot be
cwttled forces of Gog and Magog ; while not a sought for among "the last things," will also
word is said which would connne the things not suppose the re-quickening of Israel past
spoken to the land of Canaan, or the literal Israel
But in addition to the contradiction between the
it is the Church and people of Christ at large that wider and the narrower connection, comes also
are discoursed of.
We say nothing respecting the contrariety of the picture drawn here to the

—

—

—

—

—
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doctrine laid down in 1 Cor. xv. ; those who rise
again in Ezekiel's vision simply return into
earthly existence, with skin and fl^sh and bones.
If the doctrine of the general resurrection is
maintained in ver. 1 sq., then ver. 11 sq. must
more or less, as also Eliefoth gives to understand,
he denied to be "in the proper sense an interpretation and explanation of the significant occurence " we must content ourselves with an
application for an express purpose, namely, in
order to comfort and raise up the hope of Israel
with the prospect in question (see above, ver. 1).
Against tnis Hengstenberg, appealing at the same
time to analogies in Daniel, Zecnariah, and Ezekiel
himself, justly observes : ** Whosoever feels himself constrained to take vers. 11-14 not as an
interpretation, even thereby expres-ses judgment
concerning his view of vers. 1-10." Ver. 11
begins expressly with an explanation of the signihuation of "these bones, which formed the
subject of discourse, vers. 1-10.
2.
A question which, unless one dismisses
•entirely the doctrine of the resurrectio mortuorum
Crom the text before us, comes into consideration
is, whether this dogma already existed in the
ame of Ezekiel? Hengstenberg, for example,
denies indeed the express application of the doctrine to our passage, but makes the dogma serve
ds * * ligure. " Hence he must answer the question
put in the affirmative. It is a necessary supposias already Tertullian, de remirr.
tion, not only
canwtf points out to the Gnostics, and Jerome
exp]>»se8 himself that the typical application of
the resurrection of the dead by Ezexiel implies
the actual taking place of that resurrection, and
consequently its truth must be beyond doubt,
but also that the doctrine *of the resurrection was
already at that time a common property of
religious popular knowledge in Israel, if it could
thus be figuratively applied in Ezekiel. Hengstenberg (CAmto/o^, vol. iii. p. 61, Clark's trans.)
cites Pareau's Comment de Immortal, p. 109, and
The
refers to Isa. xxv. 8, xxvi. 19 ; Dan. xii. 2.
raising of the dead (1 Kin^ xvii. 22 ; 2 Kings
iv. 36, xiii. 21) can, as isolated cases, prove
nothing in its behalf; and passages like Deut.
xxxii. 89, 1 Sam. ii. 6, attest only the omnipoComp. HIvrrk.
tence of the living God.
Vorles. uber die Theol. des A, T. jo. 109, and his
Comment, p. 681; Obhler, V. T. sententia de
Furtherrebus p. mort fut. p. 37 sq., 42 sq.
more, ver. 8 of our vision, where the prophet
leaves to the Lord the answering of the question
put to him, says nothing in favour of the conaciousness of the doctrine of the resurrection of
If there was such a consciousness, we
the dead.
ihould certainly expect a corresponding answer
Comp. John xi. 23, 24.
from the prophet.
**
If the prophet could have sup(Havemick
posed such a general belief, he would necessarily (?) have appealed to it in order to establish
But in
thereon the restoration of the people, etc.
such a hopeless case as rer. 11 the prophet cannot
make suppositions, nor will he ; he will just build
anew establish firmly a new hope in the heart.**)
Hengstenberg says: "The prophet, how3.
ever, does not merely set out from this doctrine
and use it as a means of representation ; his
primarily figurative representation, and the historical confirmation which it received, must also
have ierved to awaken powerfully the belief in
tha resurrection.
If God proves Himself the
:

'

—

—

:

—

master of death in the figurative sense, if He
redeems His people from odtward and the spiritual misery into which they had fallen during the
exile, how should the death of the body set a
" The salvalimit to His grace ? " And again
tion announced here under the figui*e of the
resurrection is completed in the resurrection ;
comp. 1 Cor. xv. 19."
:

4.

But the text protests

merely

also

against this

the doctrine of the
resurrection.
There are indeed (ver. 2) "very
many," according to ver. 10 "a very grt-at
army,*' sufficient to suggest all the dead, at any
rate sufficient for the interpretation in ver. 11 of
the ** whole " house of Israel They arc, however,
not the bones of deceased men, but of slain men,
tjrpical acceptation of

as expressly stated in ver. 9.
The open surface
of the valley, moreover, hardly corresponds to
the situation of the resurrection of the dead ;
the graves in the intei'pretation, still closed and
yet to be opened, would be more suitable.
Finally, the twofold transaction in regard to the
re-quickening in the vision (ver. 7 sq., ver. 9 sq.)
can hardly set before the eye the representation
of the awakening of the dead ; but as the direct
design of the vision is to make prominent the
creative in what is prophesied, the thin^ that is
possible with (rod alone (ver. 3), so the lirst and
the second act, especially the observation after
the first in ver. 8, that ** yet breath was not in
them," serves from the outset to make prominent
the point of the inteqiretation, namely, (Jod's
putting His Spirit in them, ver. 14.
6.
Hitzig^s view of the vision takes more

account of the noteworthy circumstance that

it

But how ? He makes (as
King David) the Israelites
slain in the destruction of the two kingdoms be
Thus
called upon by the prophet to rise again.
treats of slain men.
already in ch. xxxiv..

the vision

is

a vision of a partial resurrection.

There was already a similar opinion among the
Talmudists (Sanhedr. xcii. 2) comp. on ver. 1
and it is also maintained that such a resurrection
did actually take place, and even that those who
rose again begot offspring in Canaan ; thus one
Talmudist expressly declares his descent from one
of them.
To say nothing of the strangeness of
such a view,
for which certainly the "supernatural character of the Hebrew system " offers,
as Hitzig must grant, no sufficient support,
" the

—

'

—

—

idea itself of toe resurrection " proves nothing,
but it must be maintained in ch. xxxiv. 23, 24,
xxxvii. 24, 26, in order that it may be referred to
for the vision before us ; moreover, as to the context, such a resurrection prophecy does not fit in
excellently before and after, as Hitzig supposes.
For the multiplication of the people promised
in ch. xxxvi. 37, 38 (comp. ch. xxxvi. 10) sur*-ly
points to something else than specially a multiplication by resurrection of the slain ; and the
combination of the vision in the chapter here
with ch. xxxviii., however ingenious and plausible, is by no means the necessary combination
imperatively required by the text.
Omp. the
exegesis in he,
1
It may be remarked In paaelng, that B&vemick misapprehends Che dealings between Phaiiseea and S^ddaoees in
the Tttimad regarding the reiarrec*ion, finr the Saddoeeea
xxxvlt.. claim tho
there do noft, when appealing to
flgarative as the received exiplanaUon of oor passage, bat
only suppose in the passage not the reMtrrer/io /ktvrt
tmculU but on the contx«ry a merely particnlar, and not the
general remrrecOoa.
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6. Thus the doffma of the resurrection of the selves to those who had perished in their native
"
dead, as well as tne announcement of a ** fii-st land ; and this explains the designation "slain
resurrection*' of Israel, or of his slain, literally given in the vision, which takes them for what
understood, must be dismissed from our chapter. they give themselves out to be, as, on the other
So also the parabolical application of that dogma hand, from the close interweaving of vers. 1-10
If the view is put and vers. 11-14, the interpretation speaks of their
is not the sense of the tent.
forward that the whole is figurative, then a mere places of residence in exile as their ''graves."
poetical figure excogitated by Ezekiel cannot cer- At the same time, by the Ijones which He places
tainly be harmonized with the express character before the prophet in the valley, the jidgment
We have formerly (comp. ch. vi.) threatened by Jehovah is
of verji. 1-10 ; comp. on ver. 1.
Since this judgbefore us a divine vision, which the Lord in conceded to have taken place.
expre.s8 revelation gave His prophet to behold. ment was executed as killing,* to which aeatli
Hence there must be more to find in this vision what of Israel still exists has given itself up (ver.
than the clothing of an idea, **well conceived 11) with full sympathy, if there is still prospect
and carried outwith dramatic effect" (Philipps,). of salvation after the judgment and arising out
The objection raised by Havemick against the of the judgment, this salvation can only be life,
view of only outward liberation of tne people God's act of salvation, and consequently nothing
and the flourishing of the State anew already but re-quickening.* And because the slain, to
under Zerubbabel (Grotius, Vatablus, Am- whom Itjrael in exile compare themselves, are to
mon'8 BibL Theol.), and also against Ewald's be snpiM)sed in Canaan, the bringing back of
deeper penetration into the matter, the objection, Israel to their own land is connected repeatedly
namely, that it is not permissible to repeat this (ver. 12 sq. ) with the re-quickening of the nation.
But Thus the salvation to be prophesied is externally
idea from ch. xxxvL, cannot be maintained.
we hav^ first to deal with the form, and then we restoration of the nation Israel is again in his
will have to remember that the conformation of own laud.
There is one element which the vision
the thought as contained in the vision cannot be could not set forth (unless, perhaps, it is hinted
suggested by what is known and suitable for at by the expression: **and stood upon their
restoration of any kind, as is coming to life feet,
ver. 10), but which the interpretation
again out of a state of death, but on the con- brings in felicitously through the dead bones of
trary will have to be accounted for on other the vision, by the bringing of them **out of the
grounds.
The vision and this is the reason graves." The vision has chiefly in view the
why it proceeds in the form before us is in- mward side, namely, the quickening by the
tended to afford to Israel a strong ground for what Spirit, in general the national life as such,
is already prophesied to him, a specially strong although, as is clear from the interpretation (ver.
The 14), not without spiritual reference back to ch.
encouragement against his hopelessness.
pound on which what is promised to the people xxxvi. comp. the exposition.
18 based is the creative power of God (comp. on
8. "The faith of Israel in his redemption was
**
vers. 6 and 8).
God Himself appears to the to rest not so much on the belief in a resurrection
prophet as the auickeuer of the bones," as of the dead, as on belief in God the Creator, who
Havemick justly oDserves. ** A thorouglUy real brings being out of nothing, who awakens life
relation is treated of, namely, the relation of God out of death, even in its most fearful form, the
It
to death. " Then, as regards the encouragement annihilation of all existence" (Havern.).
to Israel on this ground, it must speak so much may be said more generally regarding the signifithe more powerfully to their hearts, when, taking cance of hope for faith, that nope demonstrates
them at their word, it borrows from their the blessedness of faith, yet is not the ground of
despairing words the answer against all doubts. its knowledge or certainty, but as certainly as I
The vision (vers. 1-10) is such a thorough answer believe, so certainly shall I also behold the
in a matter-of-fact form, because He who answers, future, which hope expectantly anticipates.
the Promiser, is the Almighty God of Israel, who
9. As has been above remarked. Rev. xx. was
••speaks and does," ver. 14. Comp. how very t-arly introduced into the discussion.
Kliefoth
near Calvin {Inst, iL 10) came to this under- recently, while making **the resurrection of the
Only because Kliefoth is so confused dead generally, limited, however, to a single
standing.
in the exposition of our chapter does it appear definitely bounded field of dead " (nyj52l), be
that he could gather nothing from Havemick's
> *' It is fh>ni the beginning a fundamental lav for all
remarks, which so often hit the sense, and who
death Is decreed for the transrefers with far better right than the expositors of haman development^ that
fn*ession of thn dlrine commandment; holding good in the
the literal resurrection of the dead to Deut flrst instance for the individual life, but also for the national
zxxii. 39 ; 1 SaoL ii. 6; Hos. xiii. 14, etc.
domain, wher** the law lays hold of Jehovah's Israel at* an
individual personality, and sets in view before it life and
7. The vision of £zekiel in our chapter takes,
di-ath. particularly the latter, for the decision of the nation
as has been said, the discouraged of the Israelites rrtnn the beginning onward takes always more plainly the
Already in ver. 8, where the similitude of AdamV decision. CNptiviry. or the !(eparHtion
at their word.
question put to the prophet tends in this direc- of Israel tmm their land, annoanoed as the last and worst
the way is opened up for the after interpre- pantshment, is arcordmg to the law, to be conceived of as

—

—

—

;

—

tion,
tation.

At the very

ihe dc'ath of the nation.

This the Old Testament conscious-

outset in ver. 2, where the ness looks upon as death, for the Individual is related to bis
the valley (ver. 1), which are very body as the nation to its land, and the land separated tmm
many, are described as "very dry," the whole the nation Is kUbJ^'Cted to the luoat fearftal desolatlor and
devastation (ch. xxx^i.), like the human body bereft of
houBe of Israel lies before us, namely, those who the ttoul. Or, as death dissolves into dust so the captivity
•ay, "Our bones were dried," as the interpre- of Israel is lu dissolution into the primal elements out uf
By their which It was at flrst formed, etc." Bavmoabtkv.
tation (ver. 11) puts beyond all doubt.
* Hofmann rightly observes, that what is Illustrated in
speaking thus since their " perished hope " was
Esekiel is ^* not so much the newne!«s of the life into vtMcA,
Jerusalem and the people in the land of Judah
as rather the completenMS of the state of death cut qfwkteh
the exiles in their despondency compare them- Israel Is to be nitored.*'

bones

filling

—
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of the pronounced heathenizins
character (still continuing in the Samaritans) of
the former (Doct Reflec 4 on ch. xx.), a coreference to the heathen ; and this is more to
be thought of than "the separation between believers and unbelievers," which Hengstenberg
makes ensue "after the coming of Christ," as
" a still worse " separation. Yea, the less IsraelJudah has become one in the Messiah, who is
are seen, and that both here and there Goff and Christ, the more has the heathen world cora^
Magog foUow on the resurrection. He wno is into consideration for the fulfilling of the pro
constrained to recognise in the first section of phesied union, Rom. xi. 26 ». »»T§t was 'ir^vx.
our chapter the re-quickening of Israel as a
16. As the exile of the Jews ceases in Christ,
nation, will not be tnereby hindered from con- so the alienship of the heathen ends in Christ,
ceding that it will be followed by the re-quicken- Eph. ii.
ing of all Israel, that is, as Paul expresses it in
continued separate existence of the
17.
'raf$u0ia avrev.
1 Cor. XV. 23, of •/ ;^^irr»i; U
ten tribes in some unknown region is a fable"
If this ^»t»9'9itiris is likewise meant in Rev. xx. 4 (Henost.).
(l^nraf), then the reference of our passage to it
18. Why could not the Jews, like other nations
can as little be denied as that the fimnkivitv ftirm of the sinking world-dominion of Rome, preserve
X^t^Tov may be prefigured in ver. 23 sq., the their nationality in a distinct state? Think of

to the prophet (vers. 1-10), "because it
afterwards to oe referred to the appointed
resurrection of the people of God," borrows from
Rev. XX. a very peculiar confirmation of this
The iyetrTartf n ^fim in ver.
exposition of his.
5 there, namely, is based on our passage, and the
proof of this ho makes to be that the soiils of the
w-KriXixir/tirvy there (who are the D^i^^n here)

shown

consequence

is

:

"A

m

repeated O^yi*

^^^

c^^

^ interpreted by x*^**

the Maccabees.

Not only their exclusive national

habits, but still more the Messianic hope in the
In in Rev. heart of the nation, fitted the Jews for tnis above
XX. 3 compared with ver. 28 here, and that the other nations.
From within and from witliout
But the everything was here conjoined for building up
M^fMt, Rev. XX. 4, refers to ch. xxxviii.
beheaded witnesses of the Apocalypse of John by a strong and important nationality amon^ the
no means harmonize with the slain of Ezekiel and fluctuatmg nations and gods of the Old ^ orld.
although Gog and Magog make their appearance In both resi>ect« there was given with the return
in Rev. xx. 8 sq., as here in ch. xxxviii., yet from exile a new tone to their history.
(On the
already Rev. xix. 17 sq. makes reference to ch. characteristic peculiarities of Israel, their partixxxix. and xxxviii. in Ezekiel.
Moreover, Rev. cular national disposition, comp. the Doct. K«flec.
XX. 6 also can be compared to the so often used on ch. xxxiv.)
Their greater zeal for the
law of Jehovah, the more decided antithesis of
D^y^ of our chapter.
the national life to the heathen world-form after
10. "Since God as the self-existent life in the exile, has been often remarked on
and also
itself is Spirit, all life in- its various grades and that a more definite expectation of the Messiah
pious
of
forms originates and subsists only through the is clear consciousness of the
the land,
Spirit, which proceeds from God ; the possession and not of the prophetic circle alone.
The
of spirit forms the universal ground of life, con- Jewish people have, in the great part of them
necting the whole creation with God '* (Beck.).
scattered through all nations, served to prepare
Consider the im11. We have here lytipuv and ltt$r$m» together, the heathen for Christianity.
the full and entire conception of the sovereignty portance of Jewish Hellenism ; think of the net
of the Father and of the working of the Son in of the proselytism "of the gate " drawn through
the Holy Ghost ; comp. John v. 21 sq.
the heathen' world ; and do not overlook the
12. In regard to the religious spirit which ani- Septuagint.
How much might their gathering
mated the returned exiles, reference has been together in Christ into a Christian people and
rightly made to the prophecies of Haggai and state have contributed to the ingathering of the
Z^hariah, and also to the psalms belonging to heathen
When the kingdom of priesta which
this period.
Israel should have been became contracted to the
18. The truth of the section vers. 1-14 is not number twelve of the apostles (Matt. xix. 28),
so well expressed by sajring with Ewald, "that still the effect of this mission into the world is
Ith there, the /»« fin

wXanfm t«

l^»>»

;

;

!

What the emphathe individual or the nation that does not despair the fulness of the Gentiles.
of the Divine Spirit is never in any situation sizing of Judah (ver. 19) already signifies, is
forsaken by that Spirit, but is always borne expressly uttered in a Messianic sense by the
onward to new life," as by saying that it has its repeated naming of the "one king" (ver. 22) as
expression in the eternity of the Church of €rod. David the servant of Jehovah (vers. 24, 25).
" We need not," says Hen^tenberg, "extend our Our promise can relate only to Christian Israel,
prophecy to the unbelieving Jewish people and for the Jewish nation either completed itself in
their future conversion.
As expressly stated in the Messiah by receiving Clirist, or deprived
vers. 12, 13, it applies only to Israel as the people itself of Him, as may be read in John xix. 15.
of God, and the dispensation of grace grows out Then with the perishing of its spirit, its flesh
of this relation."
also perished ; what still remained in fonn of
14. "It is doubtless the power of his people Israel was therefore broken up by the false
which the prophet sees in this vision rising up to Messiahs, the Romans, etc. It is a fundamental
new life ; it is the sons of Israel, held in captivity mistake still to seek at the present day to see in
and scattered, who are destined to return to the the Jews a nation, especially when the remains of
soil of their beloved heritage.
But on the nationality the offspring of pride—which stilJ
ground of the deep word of typical representation manifested themselves in the Middle Ages in the
we read the joyous announcement : I live, and ye individual members of the race, are being evei
•hall live also
(Umbreit).
more and more spiritualized, or even materialized,
15. The reunion of Israel and Judah has, in by the spirit of indifference, into cosmopolitanisirK

—
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[See additional note above, at the close of the
Becaase thev are **My people" (vers. 12, 13),
Jfhovah makes the leading out of exile and the Exegetical Remarks.— W. F.l
20.
The New Testament, says Hengstenbcrg,
retnm to Canaan to be prophesied to them. In
iew of the Messiah, He promises them a united ••knows nothing of a future possession of the
**
If the fulfilment is sought
nationality (ver. 21 sq.), and the inhabiting of land of Canaan.
Canaan for ever, the peaceable possession of the in this, then the interruption of two thousand
land. The promise here has nothing to do with years is inconceivable, since a constant possession
••individuals," and what Hengstenberg says of IS here placed in prospect
With respect to the
its coniUtionalitv in this res^K'ct is superfluous. perpetual possession, we must rather look to Matt,
* *

'

After the ^ple of Israel relinquished their xxiii. 87, etc. ••For supplementing Ezekiel we
claim to nationality in presence of the manifested have Zechariah, one of his immediate successors,
Messiah, there can be no further talk of their who soon after the return from the exile predicts
conversion as a nation to Christ (Eeil); and so (ch. xi.) a desolation of the land in consequence
much the less as the kingdom of God over Israel of the rejection of the Good Shepherd."
as a nation has passed over for fulfilment to the
21. Toe two powers which in the second secIn this last tion of our chapter (ver. 16 s(j.) are destined to
idea of huniani^ given in Israel.
and at the same time highest respect, the unity realize the idea of the symbolized unity of the
and eternity, kingly and priestly, under the one nation, are the royal power (ver. 22) and the
shepherd, here prophesied, have in Christianity
sanctuary (ver. 26). As these express that which
alike as reganls tne kingship and as reganls the from the commencement Israel was appointed to
and
also
sanctuary (ver. 26 sq.) their universal
be (Ex. xix. 6), Israel's destiny as a nation, they
tlieir progressive realization (John x. 16 ; Rev. are the two pillars of its unity.
When the
kingdom was divided, tod the sanctuary was no
i. 6, xxi. 3, 22 sq., xxii. 8 af{.).
19. The literally verbal interpretation of our longer the one sanctuary for all, then there came
nrophet has been repeatedly spoken against an end, first to Israel, and then to Judah. As
For in whatever way the prophets may prophesy without the raising up again of the kingdom of
the glorious future of Israel, the popular form of David, and without tne restoration of the sanetheir discourse, expressed in accordance with the
Jehovah, there can be no re-quickening,
times, must not keep out of view the eternal
ere can be no reunion of Israel.
That
hope of Israel, the Spirit-anointed One. Since which the last destruction of the temple, on the
the beginning and the end of God's march in one hand, gives to the Jews to ponder to this very
history through the world is man, is humanity, hour, Pilate on the other, by ms question (John
it must seem childish to believe that the "mil- xix. 15), laid on the consciences of their national
lennial kingdom" will be centralized at Jeru- representatives of that time, and in such a
salem, that this will be its capital under the manner that we feel reminded of verses like ver.
Jews brought back to Palestine, that the Lord 22 and others here.
will at His coming again dwell in a real temple,
22. In relation to ch. xi. 16 it has to be
and that the law of Moses, and even the cere- observed, 1st, that where t3^ occurs there we
monial and the civil law of Moses, will be the law
find here DT^y^in contrast to the temporary the
of the kingdom, etc This is • * realistic " exposition
indeed and while people cross and bless them- completion appears in a permanent form; 2d,
selves with it ajninst ••spiritualism," the thought
never troubles them that they are borne along by that where we have there C'^IPD^ Urh TIW,

—

nof

;

the materialistic current of the age. The New we have here
in; hence,
MlHS
'*^npO ^nn31
- t:
Testament has not thus understood, not thus
T
:
T 2
Comp. moreover, the stead of the •* I, the temple " of the exile, which
expounded the Old.
penetrating and partially conclusive ailments also appeared in Christ (John ii.), the perfect and
of Reil in Joe. against the Chiliasm of the modem also the final will be (Rev. xxi. 22) as Paul
Apocalyptic.
From God's covenant with Abra- says— ••the temple of God are ye.
As the
ham onward, the development of Israel moves in latter will be an enduring, an eternal one, inasthe direction of the formation of a nation and much as it forms the other side of the final
the possession of a land, the land of Canaan. tabernacle (Rev. xxi. 8), so it is explained in ver.
The prophets would have been unintelligible to 27 by this, that the presence of the Eternal,
Israel had they prophesied to it a future without formerly represented by the angel of the covenant
How far that in the cloud, will now as our flesh be exalted to
rei;:ard to these two particulars.
whioh after the judgment of the exile was pro- heaven, in consequence of which Christ ••by His
phesied, as restitution of people, land, and cnltus, Holy Spirit pours out the heavenly gifts into us,
had to serve the purpose of affording the historical His members, as He also protects and preserves
nexus and point of departure for the Messiah to us by His power against aU enemies " (Heipelb
what extent what was prophesied on these points Cat. Question 51).
would have political earthly reality, could be discerned from the very character of the coming
HOMIUSnO HINTS.
Messianic kingdom. A kingdom which, accordVer. 1 sq.
"The hope of the Israelites lay
ing to the confession before rilate, is not of this
world, coold not fail to show that the apparent Quite prostrate ; but the hope of the people of
sensuousness of the prophecies portraying the God shall never cease, because God will assuredly
Therefore
future of the people and land, of Israel is in reveal and glorify His grace on us.
In the history of the God by His word always furnishes fjresh courage
reality spiritual allegory.
(Diedrich.) •• This
nation,
its institutions, etc., the vessels were in every affliction," etc
In other
sufficiently well placed for types and symbols, in valley is found indeed everywhere.
order in due time to change the water in them words, is there not plenty of dead bones f The
"
thing
is,
that
God
still
best
cares
even for each
into the wine of Clirist.
•

•

•

—

—

—

m
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"When

our state seems
(Berl. Bib.).— Ver. 2.
to us so extremely miserable that none of God's
apply
we
should rememwill
to
it,
then
promises
ber these
Christ, too,

(Starck).—The Church of

bones

—

may

at times look like such a field of
else are we, too, through our

"What
the dead.
corrupt nature, than dry bones, empty and
alienated from the life of God and from the
righteousness of Jesus Christ, until the Lord
^ves us His Spirit of life?" (Berl. Bib.)— **It
IS the Lord wno makes the dead to live, who
visits His people in grace and raises them again
from the dust, who redeems us bv His Spirit
from spiritual bondage, jea, who will also in the
last days awaken the dead," etc. (TOb. Bib.)
Ver. 3. "God asks counsel of us, that we may
learn to acknowledge our ignorance, John vi. 6,
7" (Cb.).— "Would that all theologians had
thus confessed their ignorance, and not sought
to cover it with a semblance of knowledge

—

(ScHMiEDKR.)— "

!

God Himself who

gives in
us the first presentiments of regeneration and
resurrection" (Died rich).
Not only, however,
in that which is impossible with men, but in all
things should we look to God. ^The recourse of
faith when assailed to the divine omnipotence.
"Since God is omniscient and- omnipotent, the
resurrection of the dead is possible ; but since He
It is

—

—

has also promised

it,

and cannot break His word,

— Vers.

it is also certain, John v. 26 " (Starke).
1-3. Faith in the field of the dead world

and of
the dead church ; what it sees (death, and with
men the impossibility of life) ; on what it trusts
(on the Jjord alone).
Ver. 4 sq. "As God here addresses the bones
by the prophet, so He also by the gospel speaks
He says, namely, that He
to the dead in sin.
can quicken from death in sin ; and commands
the dead to hear, and to Arise from the dead, or
to repent, that is, to believe that they are dead
in sins, and in want of divine illumination and
sanctification, and to lift up their eyes to the
truth which is in Christ," etc. ; Rom. iv. 17
John V. 28, 29 ; Eph. v. 14 (Coco.).— "Even the
dead must hear the word of God from the lips
'*
of men ; the man of God speaks to them
(DiKDRTCH).
are in our whole life and in
death directed above all to the word of the
Lord entirely to the Lord who is the Word,
John i. " The wretched state of sin dominant
in a man cannot be more forcibly t3rpified than
by the state of the dea<i, 1 Tim. v. 6 (Lanob).

—We

——

— " From this we may draw an

important lesson
both for ourselves and others, namely, that however worn out, however unconscious and dead to
our condition we may be, yet God is able to
redeem us from it, and to impart a life so much
the greater the less hope ©f life there is apparent.
This makes the soul still hope against all hope,
Rom. iv. 18. The worse and the more hopeless
the prospect around the soul, the more is it aware
that it IS well with it, and that God is able of

up children to Abraham, Matt
Although the soul esteems all as lost,
troubles not itself about that, and does not
am lost and shall never come Ixick, which

stones to raise
iii.

9.

yet

it

say, I

the language
— "Without
God

of self-love," etc. (Berl. Bib.)
there is only death, whether
natural or spiritual, whereas God's Spirit is able
to quicken all and everything " (Starck).
"
have, however, chiefly to see to it that we ourselves are alive, and so, above all, may have part
is

—

We

in the first resurrection. For blessed and holy, etc
(Berl. Bib.) Vers. 4, 5. The word of God
over the dead bones, how it is spirit, and promises
Ufe.
Ver. 6. In the resurrection of the «lt*ad it
will not, however, be as the hymn says : " Then
shall this very skin, as 1 believe, surround me."
"As this spiritual resurrection here is a gradual
process, so also in conversion and renewal, the
nmn proceeds from glory to glory, until he stands
the Lord, and in the power of His might,
fast
in order to walk henceforth in the ways of the
Lord" (Starck). —Ver. 7 sq. : When it is prophesied according to God's word, there are still
*'

—

—

—

m

always voices, noise, movement, and things that
" If the
belong to one another come together.
voice of the Holy Ghost is heard in the heart,
then there is a movement of the heart, and
blessed is he who obeys the impulse " (Starck).
The wonderful experiences on the field of the
dead in the churches. But what do bones,
sinews, flesh, and skin, all brought together and
fitted to one another, avail without the spirit?
This remark applies not so much to the confessions of the churches, as to the attempts
at revival through constitutions and litui^ies.
Certainly the coming together of members of carh
body if the passage is made to apply to
" reunion " (as by Richter) is God's work ; but
not when the bodies, taken from different bodies,
are as a matter of compulsion bound toother
promiscuously. The spint, and not the uniform,
Ls that which truly unifies ; and the consciences
of men are not to be dealt with as the regimental
The fact that an
tailor deals with soldiers.
" armv " is spoken of, ver. 10, cannot certainly
give the tone to our view of the Church of Christ.
—Pure doctrine is not skin and bones, flesh and
sinews, but spirit, which has and brings life.
But those who teach their own wisdom and holiness still seek life where it cannot be found.
Ver. 9. Thou mayest prophesy to the wind, pro" Thus
vided thou prophesiest only God's word
Thus must ye do.
saith the Lord," and not
Ver. 10. Richter suggests of this "very great

—

—

—

—

—

:

:

army," that, consisting of those drawn "from
restored Israel," it "will serve for the spiritual
conquest of all the Gentile nations, and especially
for the gaining over of the Mohammeaans to
the kingdom of Christ."— "All (I) Scripturb
announces that the children of Israel, once converted, Will be full of zeal to subject to the gentle
rule of Jesus Christ and His grace those nations
which will not be extirpated as anti-Christian (!)
by divine justice. These dry bones, still scattered
at present upon the earth, shall be changed into
preaihers and apostles, " etc. (Where is it said that
" One
the "army '* has to conquer the world ? )
needs no power or army when there is nothing to
fight with and conquer, and no enemy to overcome. But this conversion of the world will
first take place in the kingdom of the Lord when.
Rev. XX., the devil shall be bound in the bottomless pit, etc.
The spirit of grace and of supplication will, however, make them invincible ; and
the blood of the NewCovenant, which their fathers
shed with blind fury, will so inspire them, that
they would, if necessary, drink even the cup
which their Saviour drank (Matt xx. 22).
Uy
the confession of their sin, above all, will they
name
work to procure entrance for His
and His
In this
mysteries into the remotest lands, etc.
the natural ability, warmth, and activity of this

—
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CHAP, xxxviir.
people will be exceedingly useful, especially,
Lowerer, through the Spirit of God, Zech. ix.
15. 13, 14."— The Berleburff Bible subjoins to
**
Tcr. 9 sq. the prayer
Would that it might also
please our great prophet Je^us Christ to prophesy
with power, artd by His intercession and mission
compel the Spirit to come Oh, what a great anny
will then come forth to do battle against the
*'
beast and the whore
Ver. 11 sq. These bones are, that is, signyy,
jg., and yet: "this bread is my body," etc., is
** We see the foolishness of
held not to signify
our flesh when we are pressed by afEictions which
go quite contrary to our expectations ; we then
either 'brget the divine promises, or accord to
them scarcely a half faith (Luther). The language of unbelief makes the calamity great, and
OocTs power to help little. —Ver. 12 sq. ** But He
opens the graves of despair, and makes the light of
• better state arise to tne house of Israel, to which
•11 the elect belong.
As the spirit of life is given
to the bones from all the four comers of the world,
so must the true Israelites be brought together
by the same spirit out of the four comers of the
world, from all places, to the unity of the faith,
iod these obtain the inheritance that passeth not
away " (Heim-Hoffmann}.— Ver. 14. Only let
us not forget that heaven is our fatherland, and
** The
that we should delight to be with Christ.
liord has always shown Himself such a God in
His people. His people remain for ever, and
have already often experienced resurrection
:

!

I

!

—

—

!

4

How often
many

does God
seals does He

6
6

;

—

—

—

;

:

—

—

—

—

—

World

Son of man,
to me, saying,
Gog, of the land of Magog, the prince of Kosh, MeAnd say, Thus saith the Lord
shech, and Tubal, ana prophesy concerning hintL
Jehovah, Behead, I am acainst thoe, Gog, prince of Rosh, Meshech, and Tubal.
And I lead thee back, and give rings in thy jaws, and bring thee forth, and thy
whole army, horses and riders, all of them perfectly clothed, a numerous assemPersia, Gush, and
blage, >vith long shield and short shield, all handling swords
Gomer and all his squadPhut with them, all of them with shield and helmet
rons the house of Togarmah, the farthest north, and all his squadrons ; many
nations with thee.
Be prepared and hold prepared for thyself, thou and all thy
assemblages which assemble around thee, and be a guard unto them. After
many days thou art visited ; at the end of the years thou shalt come to a land
recovered from the sword, gathered from many nations, upon the mountains of
Israel, which were perpetually for devastation ; and it was brought forth out
of the nations, and all of them dwell securely. And thou ascendest, as a tempest shalt thou come, like a cloud to cover the land shalt thou be, thou and all
thy squailrons, and many nations with thee. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah
And it comes to pass on that day, words shall ascend upon thy heart, ana
thou devisest an evil device ; And sayest, I will go up to a plain country, I wiil
come upon those who are at rest [qaictl, who dwell securely, all of them dwelling where there is no waJl, and they have no bars and gates. To take spoil
and to seize prey, to draw back thy hand over (re-) inhabited ruins, and to a
people gathered from the heathen, who acquire cattle and goods, duelling upon
Sheba and Dedan, and the merchants of Tarshish, and
the navel of the earth.
all his [her] young lions, will say to thee, Comest thou to take spoil ? hast then
1, 2.

And

set thy face towards

4

!

Against Goq and Maooo for the Glorification of Jehovah in the
(CH. XXXVllL AND XXXIX.).

Chap, xxxvin.
3

Is it not wonderful that men doubt not
withstanding? Isa. xi. 12 Hos. i. 11 " (Starke).
(We may mention here the wooden alphabets
of the ancient Britons, e.g. the mnes written or
engraved upon wood.)— Ver. 19 sq. "That was a
type of the union of all believers in the whole
world, Jews and Gentiles, through one spirit and
faith, under one Head, King, and Saviour, the
" Thu.s the
promised Messiah " (TosaANUs).
tdngdom of Israel was to cease entirely, and not
"
(Starke).
" Unitv is a mark
to rise up again
of the Spirit^' (Hbim-Hoffmann).— Vers. 22, 23.
The union which is not merely two sticks in onf
hand (above all in a secular hand): (1) That
which is preceded b^ separation from the State,
it is a purely ecclesiastical, and e.g. not a military one (2) Where the unifying Head in everything is seen ever more and more to be Christ,
and not the king, as bishop of the country ; (3)
Where the essential thing is to be God*s people,
and not so much a German Established Cnurch.
" The separation arose from the worship of
idols, and the earthly-minded never ask after
unity and purity of doctrine *' (Dieduich).— Ver.
The royal dominion
24. Comp. on ch. xxxiv.
of the Anointed One as the fulfilment of God's
promises, as the pledge rich in promise of eter-

them

nity.
"Of the kingjom of Christ there shall
Ver. 26 sq. "Jesus is
be no end" (Starck).
temple
of the Godhead, through which we
the
obtain what we ask" (Hbim-Hoffmann),— The
covenant of peace, an everlasting covenant and a
holy covenant
The everlasting priestly kingdom
repeat His of the Messiah (Ps. ex. 4), the revelation for the
append to heathen.

—

(DiRDRICH).
Ver. 16 sq. "
promises
how

359

the

word of Jehovah came

[•gainrt]

:

:

;

7

8

9

10
1

12

13

:
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assembled thy assemblages to seize prey f to lift silver and gold ] to take cattle
14 and goods ? to take great spoil? Therefore prophesy, son of man, and say to
Gog Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, In that day when My people Israel dwell
15 securely, shalt thou not know [experience] it? And [yei] thou comest out of thy
place, from the farthest north, thou and many nations with thee; all of them
16 riding upon horses, a great assemblage [oommunity], and a numerous army ; And
goest up upon My people Israel, like a cloud to cover the land ; in Uie end
of the days it shall be, and [yet] I make thee come upon My land, that the
heathen may know Me when 1 sanctify Myself on thee before their eyes, O Gog.
1
Thus saith the Lord Jehovah Art thou he of whom I spoke in former
days by the hand of My servants, the prophets of Israel, who in those days
18 prophesied for years that I would bring thee upon them? And it comes to
pass on that day, on the day of the coming of Gog upon the land of Israel
19 sentence of the Lord Jehovah My fury shall come up in My nose.
And in
My jealousy, in the fire of My wrath, do I speak, if there shall not be on that
20 day a great shaking over the land of Israel
And the fishes of the sea, and
the fowl of heaven, and the beast of the field, and every creeping thing that
creepeth upon the ground, and every man that is on the face of the earth shall
tremble before My face and the mountains are thrown down, and the cliffs
21 fall, and every waJl shall fall to the earth.
And I call the sword upon him at
all My mountains
sentence of the Lord Jehovah the sword of every one
22 shall be against his brother. And I carry on My plea with him in pestilence
and in blood ; and overflowing [jnwhing] rain and hailstones, fire and brimstone,
will I rain upon him and upon his squadrons, and upon the many nations that
23 are with him. And I show Myself great, and sanctify Myself, and make Myself known before the eyes of many heathen nations, and they know that I am
Jehovah.

—

:

:

—

!

;

—
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EXEGETICAL REMARKS.

land of

Magog

**
;

but

jrt^tsn

pK

i«

a brief ex-

See ch. vi. 2
Magog is known from pression for tn or qf the land of Magog. As he
Gen. X- 2 (1 Chron. i. 6) ; he is one of the Japhet- IS immediately entitled K^fef^i it lies on the surites.
The article pointing to what is known,
face to see in ^\i the king of the land of the
3i3tDn, Bhows that ne, or rather the people deT "
A Reubenite ** Gog " is named
people of Magog.
noted by him, is meant. Already Josephus, and
It appears that we have before
1 Chron. v. 4.
doubtless in accordance with generally received us rather an official than a personal
name.
tradition, recognises in them the Scythians. comparison of the word (in full
j^^, like the
Comp. Hav. p. 599 sq., and also Gesen. Lex.
When jnK is expressly added, it is not neces- Arab. **yagug") with ^a, "roof," the "top" of
Ver.

2.

:

m

—

A

Ma

•ary, with Hitzig, to seek in the syllable
from
the Coptic and the Sanscrit the ide^ of land.
Even ii^ the translation is not to be ** Gog, prince
of the land of Magog," yet it does not need to be
translated, with Havemick and Ewald, as dependent on ^^^Q D^b': ''against Gog, towards the

the altar, would countenance this, if the latter ia
from nK3, K3, ** to be high;" hence:

to be derived

the high, sublime, supreme.

The Tartaric and

Turkish "kak," "chakan," "khan," has been
thought of (a traveller calls a Tartaric chief of
the 18th century " Gog Khan "}. [Cooa : " Gog
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denotes

him who

sets himself like the roof in the

midst hetween heaven and earth, between God
and men" (ch. xxviii. 14, 16).] The very probable formation of the name fram "Magojg;"
would confirm the interpretation and derivation
which it implies, since the national character
(for this people is to be conceived of as on the
Caucasus, which Herodotns calls the greatest
mountain ran^ of the earth), and thus their
nature and residence in the high north, might be
very suitably outlined in the official name of
In form it
their leader and re{>resentative.
would be as if we said, instead of the Chinese
Emperor the Chin of China. Rev. xx, 8 takes
"Gog and Magop" from Ezekiel as title for
**the nations which are in the four comers of

.

.%!

4.

H

ITZ o " The Scythian
the outset thought of ns a wild beast, which
rushes aside from the path, and must first be
brought back." But Mt5^ means properly: to

the

way of destruction. ]

i

:

is in

cause one to retam (a repeating and strengthening form), a meaning which Hengstenberg justly
retains as the simplest and most naturoL
He
interprets thus
in Gog, the earlier enemies of
God's people, namely, the Chaldeans, reappear.
For the signification of the word adopted by him
he appeals to ver. 8 and ch. xxxix. 27, and compares also ver. 12, remarking at the same time,
that in the a|H)earanoe of Gog, vei'. 17 and clu
:
xxxix. 8, the mlfilment of earlier prophecies is
recognised in which Gog is not expressly conthe earth. " That Gog represents Magog is the templated. The giving of special prominence to
the Chaldeans is not in accoraance with EzekieVs
less surprising, because Magog on its side represents a whole complex of nations Bosh, Meaheoh, manner (see Introd. to ch. xxv. -xxxii., and on
and Tubal. For the two latter see on ch. xxviL ch. xxi. 28 sq. ). It is at all events more obvious,
and permits us to retain exactly the proper
13, xxxii. 26 ; the former between the sources of
the Phasis and Cyrus, below Colchis, the latter signification of 33^55^, to assume a reference to
:

:

on the coast of the Euxine, west of Trapezus. It
is not exactly said that "they dwelt in the
neighbourhood of Ma^og" (Kkil), but that they
are in a state of subjection, as vassals, to Gog;
and this Hengstenberg, like Ewald, and ancient
translators and expositors before them, find
expressed by ij^ K^fcO, which they render:

"chief prince" (king of kings)—a combination

which would be allowable (55tO
on coins)
if it wero meant to be the translation of A^^
whence also it might be repeated unabbreviated

T^

cannot be transprince, the head of
Heahecn and Tubal.") But some who are of
this opinion ftPPOAl more to the non-occuirence
elsewhere (in Scripture or in Josephus) of a
people Both ; while on the other side, reference
nas been made to the Byzantines of the tenth
in ver.

8; ch. xxxix.

lated appositionally

:

1.

(It

" the

century, who mention •/ 'P«r» a barbarous people
abont the north of Taurus. An Arabian writer
of the same age knew of the heathen nation
" Rus," on the Wolga itself. (Whether the inhabitants of "Rass,
Koran xxv. 50, are to be
cited, is very questionable.)
Gesenius observes
that it can scarcely be doubtful that the first
trace of the Russians is here givenu
Comp.
Hivemick, p. 604.
It is curious that Hengstenberg eannot bear to see the "poor Russians
ranged among the enemies of the kingdom of
OocL Hitzig points out thfit also in Gen. x. there
is subjoined to Meshech and Tubal a third nation,
Tiras, which von Hammer brings into connection
witli Roeh, conjecturing their original abode to
have been on the Araxes.
The name {Ross,
horse) seems to indicate an equestrian people, like
the Scythians, under which name the Greeks
very early comprehended all the nations of the
north ; especially as livliig from mare's milk,
thev are described {/Had, xiii. 5, 6) as " mareinilkers."
In the name Roxolani (Rhoxalani),
whom Bochart combines, "ala ** means the same
as horse (HiTZfo).— Ver. 8.
Comp. xxvi. 8,

the inroad of the Scythians (b.c. 688) related by
Herodotus (I. 108-6), the news of which induced Cyaxares to raise the siege of Nineveh.
This effect, and still more the fact that the
Scythians were a powerful army (as Herodotus
says), which under the command of their king
Madyas defeated the Medes, who thereby lo.Ht
the dominion over Asia, of which the Scythians
took entire possession, fitted these latter to be
a serviceable form for our prophecy.
It was a
kind of collision of nations, like the later bar
barian migrations.
The polemic of Delitzseh
(comp. Strauss on Zephanian) against the "Scythian hypothesis," wnich Winer also calls most
uncertain, is well founded as i-egards ZephniiiHh,
Jeremiah, and Hahakkuk. But if the Sc}'thians,
whose equestrian hordes, marching south through
Syria in B.C. 626, overran Judea, neither plundered nor laid waste Palestine, etc. (Delitzseh,

Hahakkuk,

p.

xviii.),

but "quietly went

iij)

a^in along the coast of the Mediterranean as
they had come down as far as Philistia" (?), at
any rate left behind them pre-eminently the
impression of a quite sudden (that

is

the Apoca-

lyptic feature, comp. Luke xvii. 24) and unexpected irruption, and not that of a definite judgment of God on Israel, like the Assyrians and
Babylonians, then the silence of the .«acred
record regarding this inroad of the Scythians,
who (according to Herodotus) let themselves be
turned away from Egypt by Psarametich\is
through means of presents and entreaties, is
comprehensible, the question of ver. 17 made

—

intelligible,

and the compulsory bringing back

in our verse explained.
As they disappeared
after they had shown themselves, to people's
great surprise, so would they also have remained
out of sight ; but Jehovah will bring them back,
according to His purpose and by His power,
otherwise than they came the first time, and in a
still different manner of appearing.
For Kliefoth's obeervation regarding nations hitherto
unhistoric, more properly nations not vet como
into consideration for the kingdom of God, is
xxviii. 22, xxix. 8, 10.
applicable to the matter in hand. The prophecy
Ver. 4. Hitzig translates the Pilel y<y\
pointy as we shall see, far beyond the immediate
" allure,** just as the Targ. " decoy." [Keil : nistoric present and its nations ; and a complex
in the sense of: to a dangerous undertaking. of nations coming thus from the far north, such
Havp.rn. : with force, as a will-less beast out of at the generic name " Scythians " (for : uncultihit land, away from his former path, and on to vated nurbarians) suggested, after the above-men:
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Ver. 7 announces from the decree concerning
tioned inroad into Media, etc., was exceUently
the 4eDaand made upon him. jgn, ir^f. abs.
adapted for that purpose. Moreover, what is Gog
the
here said in order to mve due prominence to
Niph. pro impercUivo, verv energetic, and the
divine direction, and above all to the higher more so as imptrat. Hiph. pni (ch. vii. 14)
and
give,
etc.,
And
intention and guidance:
bring thee forth, is accounted for in ver. 10 sq. follows he himself is to be ready, and to make
these everything ready for leading out ; or, the former
fi-om the natural will of the neople in
Their wild ungovemableness is evident
respects.
referring to nnK and the latter to ';|''ijnp"73%
from the figurative expression : give rings in tihy
comin|r
bexxix.
ch.
4),
comp.
which
jawB (for
recapitulated and combined by IDB^^ DH^ ri^^nii
tween ^^JnnniK' and ^m^n, and explaining
abstract for concrete, that is, he who takes care
both ; even to the shambles (Ewald). The force of them. fHENOST. Thou art authority to thcm=
own
his
from
him
takes
return
which makes Oog
And thoa
they are obedient to thee. Havern.
lind.— D^BhD^ D^P^Di comp. ch. xxvii. 14. art a law to them, as leader and commander-inEwald And thou servest as en.sign to
Here, at all 'events, hoiaee and riders is a de- chief.
horses them. HiTZiG (Sept.) : And thou shalt be to Me
cidedly Scythian trait, for the richness
was a reserve, which 1 hold in readiness for the coming
of these hordes, mostly equestrian tribes,
stand thou at My order. J
already known to Herodotus ; while ^ith the day (ver. 8), etc., or : and
immediately how
expression all of them perfectiy clothed (see Half ironical, for it will be seen
turns out.— Ver. 8. The time wht»n
ch. xxiii. 12), an Assyrian element is introduced, the matter
and the direction in which this preparation and
thus the figure of Gog is enlarged.— n^ Pnj^ equipment shall take place.
'd^31 D^^, comp.
(ch. xvii. 17) resumes 'n^H^^, in order by the
Isa. xxiv. 22, according to which parallel, *li?Bn
:

:

:

:

m

:

description of the armour (comp. ch. xxiii. 24)
Hitzig
to suggest doubtless the Chaldeans.
rightly considers the large shield as respecting
may suppose
only an army of cavalry.
infantry, but it is better to suppose a description

We

embracing
swords,
nucleus

all

and

sundry

kinds

(handling

the Scythians are only the
To
(po^ njVi loosely combined).

etc.),

for

—

Ver. 5
such a description correspond also
Persia (ch. xxvii. 10), representing the far East,
Cush (ch. XXX. 4 sq.), the remote south, and Phnt
(ch. XXX. 5, xxvii. 10), the south-west; thus,
especially as the farthest north is expi-essely
added in ver. 6, altogether (like Rev. xx. 8) ra
(Shield
Uvti T« if raif Tt00mt0t ymftettf rns ynt,
and helmet, as in en. xxviL 10.) Oomer, Gen.
X. 2 (1 Chron. i. 5), the Cimmerians, alreadv
mentioned by Homer {Odyss. xi. 14 sq.), dwelling at the end of the earth and Okeanos, where
the entrance to the lower world is,— wretched men,
enveloped in cloud, darkness, and night, and
never shone upon by Helios ; afterwards placed on
the west coast of Lower Italy, near Cumse, and
still later supposed to be on the northern shores
of the Euxine, so that the entrance into the

—

—

Pal us Mseotis was called the Cimmerian Bos^rus;
after this they were removed to the Rhip«an
Mountains, into the neighbourhood of the Hyperboreans, and finally became identified with the

German Cimbri and the Celtic Cymry. "The
old sound of their name is still retained in the
mouth of the inhabitants of Wales, who call
themselves Cumri or Cymry, and their land
Cymru" (Delitzsch). May not the name be
derived from x"f*^ff»*, corresponding to the cloudy,
wintry nature of their territory ? (He^chius interprets Kififn^i ttx>-vs ifiiix^n.) See Duncker,

GescL

d.

AUerth,

comp. on

ch. xii.

i.

p.

739 sq.— On n^B3K"^31,

14.— The house

of

Togannah

Knobel thinks, including the
just as the Armenians still to this

(ch. xxvii. 14), as

Phrygians
day call themselves *' house of Torgom " (Torkomatsi)— on Assyrian monuments "Tarkheler,"
from "Tagoma." A pictorial and manifestly
symbolical grouping of nations.
;

—

to ** visit," and that in wrath, as
the word (according to Delitzsch) does not occur
Hitzig rt'plies
in the sense of gracious visitation.
that it is not yet time to speak in the connection
here of the infliction of punishment, and denies
that ^p3 with accu». of the person signifies to

seems to signify

:

But the ambignous expresa bad sense.
sion only says even here that the judgment upon
Gog wiU begin to be prepared, nence it is not
immediate infliction of punishment ; the sallying
forth from his land, to which he will be moved, is
his visitation referred to in the connection
*lpBn
visit in

—

equivalent to

'^^jq^SlB^,

ver.

4.

The

wwiical

to
signification of the word in the Hebrew is
to examine, to inspect, to survey, from
seek
which " to visit " easily follows ; hardly, however,
as Hitzig : "thou shalt receive command," or
:

=

"thou art missed,'* that is, conas HivERN.
sidered as a nation that has disappeared and
**
then, however, thou burstest forth
perished ;
unexpectedly with so much the more formidable
forces into the land of promise." Havem. accordas antithetical
ing to this takes D^3^
:

H^nXB

to D^a-^ D^D*D» whereas the expiration

of a long

expressly supposed to be in the last time,
which is the consummation not only of the kingdom of God, but of the world generally. Days
and years interchange harmoniously ; that which
appears in the single event as many days is, for
tne Apocalyptic eye, which ranges over the whole,
the summation for that which is still outstanding,
that is, still in arrears, in years or time ^nt- rally.
Of the future in general, and hence of an iiidefinita
Hengst. :
time, nothing is accordingly said.
the catastrophe belongs to a quite new op«ler of
things ; both phrases denote the Messianic epoch.
(But as to its final terminus). Rev. xx. 7 sq.
That now the land comes to view is for the purnntains
pose of joining on to ch. xxxvii., as the
WhtX is said of the
of Israel point to ch. xxxvi.

time

is

mo

land,

'naa^BID ij^rt. p. PU., comp. ii^roa^i7i
*
*
V V

yer. 4),

:

I

''made to return from the sword," that
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is, after war had raged over it (ch. vi. 6\ applies
io aubstanoe to the people of the land, as also
'JTXapO {Pu,pa99,) coxnp. eh. xi. 17, xx. 84, 41,

—

—

xxxvii. 21
shows, and still more
dearly '^3S^, as conclosioiL [HiTZio : the turned

xxxvi.

24,

away from

the sword, not in the sense of which
has desisted from war, but : which expects no war,
:

in careless security.]
tf\2F\>

Comp.

Keil connects 'v^n

The

ch. xxxvii. 22.

^ with

closer designa-

T

Uon

of them as perpetually, that
u long time for devastation (ch.

9-12.
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world of nations, which has remained unreceptive,
notwithstanding that the gospel has been preached
in the whole world o'arji rif mts^u.
On the expression

:

illustrates

on that day, comp.
Txhy^

^

^r.

9.

ch. xxix. 21.

— D^"t3T

i/p^

*ro not

'

things, " but (as and layeet, v^. 1 1, immediately
proves) in the first instance : words, which ascend
upon the heart, after they were thoughts in the
heart (and so proceed out of the heart, Mark vii.
21 )• il(^, to setUe something inwardly, to con'

continuing ceive in thought, to devise, especially in a bad
rather sense, denotes the inward process which precedes
connects the mountains of Israel witii the people and accompanies. Ver. 11. The evil purpose is
assembled upon them, who possess and inhabit well characterized by the contrast to riiPB pK»
them. The time referred to during which they
were laid waste is to be considered as previous to a plain country, which has no mountain fortresses,
what was prophesied in ch. xxxvi xxxvii. ; moi-e- no walled cities whereby is intended, not so much
over, the phrase from many nationa, does not which lies open on all sides (Hitzig), as which
neceasarily point beyond the Babylonian exile, offers no incentive for conquest ; comp. Esth. ix. 1 9
although the spiritual sense that ** the Son of Zech. ii. 4. In accordance with this, rrt"HV3i in
God gathers, protects, and upholds for Himself
an elect church, etc., out of the whole human ch. xxxvi. S6 is to be understood of a high secure
is,

v.

1 4),

—

;

:

:

:

,

The whole description, and particularly

position.
race,'* readily results

from

it.

on ntDS^t
-

Ck>mp.

VT

ch. xxviii. 26, xxxiv. 25,

27.— Ver.

9.

Tvhv^i not

a mere vox miUiarU (Isa. viL 1 comp. Rev. xx.
9), but coloured by HKI^Sf which signifies ''sub;

what follows, is an idyl, which, rather than
matter for dogmatism, has a symbolic character,

and is especiiQly designed to bring out the guilt
of Gog through his device against such i>eace of
God. Comp. in addition, Judg. xviiL 7 ; Jer.
xlix. 31
Micah v. 10 sq.
;

version," destruction, as well the state (waste,
Ver. 12. As such an attack is an evil device,
desolation), as the cause which produces it
80 also is the intention of plundering.
[Hengst.
storm, as it may also denote the moment of makes "the community of God to l^ depicted in
**
devastation, the crash (j^^, HKC^f
to come its want of earthly defence or help, in this its
disadvantage against the world, while God has
mashing down'*). The continuation of the com- reserved to Himself to be its defence." It is not,
periaon by n]^ (ch. xxx. IS) makes the translahowever, ** the perception of this defenceless state
tion given too obvious for its needing to be which presents; the occasion for the undei-taking
**
interpreted, with Hengstenbei^g,
Uke ruin." of the enemy " this proceeds rather from the
(" Gog is, as it were, desolation incarnate.") wanton self-sufficiency of carnal power and might ]

The cavalry of the Tanjou frequently consisted
of two or three hundred thousand men, formidable
by the matchless dexterity with which they

[**

managed

their

bows and

their horses,

by

their

TT

:r

* fi*«^ instance of what the heathen
2^t5^»
t;
•

before, connects itself with the "and
In n^pD (see Gbs. Lex.)
sayest" in ver. 11.

had done

hardy patience in supporting the inclemency of
here, while in other passages the sense of the
the weather unchecked by torrents or by preciword is otherwise defined (Gen. xxxi. 18, xxxvi.
pices, by the deepest rivers or by the most lofty
xxxiv. 23), the possession of flocks by the jmtrimountains, they spread themselves over the face of 6,
archs is referred to, and the synonym pjp is to
the countiy, and overthrew all who opposed them.
Gibbon.]
But that, notwithstanding this, be defined in accordance therewith comp. on
only the " covering " is held up to view, limits ver. 13. " Very beautifully does the Archaic ex:

—

—

essentially the evil significance of this expedition ;
it is in the first instance merely threatening.
Ver. 10 completes, through means of subjec^
tive morality, the representation given theocratically in principle from the divine purpose in ver.
4.
For although a host not only so numerous,
but also so tumultuous, wild, and disorderly, is a
temptation, yet Gog too is put in the position
with respect to the people and land of peace on the
mountams of Israel, to settle down in this peace
with his nations and participate in it, as the salvation from the Jews is announced to all the
world, even to its remotest comers and ends. If,
therefore, Gog's impetuodtv and urgency to depart
fhmi his abodes is not thence explained, then
behind the thoughts of his heart we will have to
assume in addition (Rev. xx. 7 sq. ) i mrmfmf and
his wXawnem r« ihn, and to couceive of the relation
to ver. 4 as of that of 1 Chron. xxi. 1 to 2 Sam.
xxir. 1, and generally to direct our view to the

;

pression delineate the revival of the patriarchal
state, the resemblance which the future bears
[HiTzio : "attending
to the past" (HiVERN.).
Ewald
to productive labour and commerce."
possess
land
Both translaand
goods."
"who
tions obliterate the idyllic character of the descripsaid of any height,
As "y^ztp cftii
tion.]
:

^

curved elevation (Mount Tabor 1), so

it here sigthe same as t# m-Xur^t mt ynt (Rev. xx. 9),
earth, in
elevated
plateau
the
of
the symbolical
contradistinction to the four comers of the earth,
a position thus of prominent centrality (see Hitzig)
"the highlands of the Spirit, " as Lange expi-esses
Comp. on ch. v. 6.
"The uesi^iation
it
applies so much the more closely, because the
land itself lies high, and, sloping both to the east
and the west, exposes a navel to view *' (HiTZio).
the Israel
Israel's peacefulness and significance
of the fulfilment in Ghrist—are meant to be

nifies

—

—
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couiiter-types to the restless and the essentially
mean, to the rapacious, materialistic disposition

no proportion to the small ness of the object!
Moreover, what is put into their mouth is in

the first place, they
^j^ and fa keeping with this. In
T T
simply take up Gog's intention (ver. 12), asking
Gog wants with the Lord's in nis own words, Comest thou with this in-

of the Christless heathen world,

show what alone

people. Havemick rightly remarks that ** the inward significance " of the conflict is meant to be
**The heathen power has assembled
portrayed.
Its forces, as if about to fight with one of the
According to mere
gieatest world-kinsdoms.
human opinion, and in view of such ^sparitv of
outward power, the evil appears here to march to
certain victory." Ought we not also to be able
to infer from the representation given, that the
community of God nas at the time ceased to
appear in "dominant churches," and has also
dispensed with the support of the temporal arm
in the way of state churches?
It looks here
quite like t« ^i«^«v wifitu$», Luke xii. S2, which
possesses nothing except the iithttti^tv of the

tention

Havernick
Father and the hu^at rtf» /3ariXii«».
mentions in this connection the *' true destination
of the theocracy, as it is already set before us in
the law,** and then adds: "Israel was not intended to stand out among other nations as a
politically great people in the outward sense ; its

Ver. 1 4, that Gog will find it just as those of
kindred spirit to him have already said. Therefore, because in fact it is as those aaj, the
prophet also shall, on God's part, confirm it

Then,
t are thine assemblages for this T
however, very characteristically, the merchants,
the connoisseurs, immediately speak of " silver
and gold " as that above all whicn should reward
snob an expedition as Gog's. This, however,
is not mentioned in the description in ver. 12, so
that the

naming again of the

n3i?p looks

fizjf\

and this the more as the questioners
conclude to take great spoil. To take oattle
and goods of that kind must recommend
itself poorly to hordes which have come from
antithetical,
:

such a distance.
After those skilled in pillajge have given their
dictum by their question, Jehovah now says,

—

(K3in).

The

interrogatory

And

:

say to Gog,

weapons and honour were, in direct contrast to Thus saith the Lord Jehovah, In that day . .
the powers of this world, to belong to an incom- halt thou not know it ? is parallel to the inter.

parably higher sphere." He nevertheless makes
"the theocracy be an object of allurement for
covetousness and plunder," in that he makes
" the new nation rich in flocks and possessions,"
already the Chaldee Paraphrast does, an idea,
however, which the text does not express, and

—

m

which

is

not contained in

'n^.

In that case one

could not but choose to hear in Ver. 18 the
" similar interest of avarice," the " participation
in joy over such a robbing expedition ; " against

which HiTZiG
"but why are traders named,
and not rather arch-enemies, like £dom and
?
Moab " Sheba sec ch. xxvii. 22, 23. Bedan;
ch. xxvii. 15, 20.
The merohants of Tardiisb;
•

;

ch. xxvii. 21, 86, 12, 25.
First of all, traffic
which croases sea and land presents a contrast
to the settled system and peaceful procedure,
vers. 11, 12.
Then further, those named by

means of the clause

:

nn^D3"i531 (Hitzig

TV*:

T

:

"its,"

rogating speakers
is so,

in

and therefore

18 (i|^ ^IDt^O-

ver.

be so

will also

shall be in a position

to

know

it

**

when Gog
[yijq

has

been most commonly, as already by the Chaldee
Paraphrast, understood of knowing through punishment Havemick regards at least " the whole
"
foregoing leading forth
as that " of the truth
of wnich " Gog shall have living experience."

Ewald and Hitzig read
set thyself in motion
Ver. 11.
Ver. 15.

—

?

ij^jn

(Sept.)

"]— On

:

" wilt thou

that day, ver. 10.

Although thou comeat to

this knowledge, neverthelens thou comest, etc.,

because (ver. 16)

My

I

make

>-Oomp.
comp. ch.

intention.

hones,

etc.,

thee come according to

vers.
xxiii.

8,
6.

6,

9.

—Bidiiig

It is related of

the Scythians that they eat, drink, and sleep in
the saddle.
Duncker remarks on Herodotus'
" Only on the west
expedition of the Scythians
shore of the Caspian Sea, only through the paas
of Denbend was it possible that the numerous
bands of cavaliy (he supposes the Samiatian
tribes, which pressed forward towards the Caucasus, and that neighbouring hordes of the
Scolots, from the Tanais (Don) to the Tyras
(Dniester), joined in this movement) could take
and open up for themselves the way to the south.
It led into the heart of the Median territory. "

the land of Tarshish's, " authorities ; " Keil :
"the rapacious rulers of these commercial
nations;*' Grotius
"sea pirates "),—comp.
ch. xix. 2, 8 (ch. xxxii. 2),—are placed alongside
of the greedy and rapacious Gog.
(" The magnates or Tarshish are designated as fierce lions on
account of the heartless cruelty which g»Bs hand
in hand with the spirit of trade," Hknost.)
The meaning, however, is not: "where there
is spoil the traders gather, " so that "the question,
in the case of affirmation, implies a prospect of Ch. xxvi. 7.
Ver. 16. Comp. ver. •.—n^TTWa
joyful participation " (Henost.), for finally they
figure as connoisseurs, as men akilled in robbery D^*n combining the two designations of ver.
and plunder ; and this not merely " for bringing 8.
'jpOPt ^^ divine purpose at ver. 4, in disout the evident desire of Gog*s hordes " (Keil)
for if it is " evident," what need is there of the tinction to Grog's purposes, ver. 12.
That which
" bringing out " ?—-but rather to place an almost was meant to end
a plundering expedition
ironiMil point of interrogation after the greed and issues in the knowledge of Jehovah
; while by the
rapacity of Gog in respect to the patriarchal expression
when I sanctiiy Myself on thao,
possessions and goods mentioned in ver. 12
Gog is exhibited as a parallel and at the same
;
somewhat thus what wilt thou get then ? as if time an antithesis to Israel, a parallel as Jehovah
even for them who delight to rob and plunder has sanctified Himself in judgment, an antithesiB
for their living, the greatness of the attack bore as He has sanctified Himsdf
in mercy in His
:

:

—

— —

m

:

:

—
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Known as the Holy One, whose through the nose, to puff, corrtl. S|^j, ^fij,
[
honour and estate no one is pennitted to touch.
eren in His weak proiegies" Schmibd£r.J through the mouth). Comp. ch. xxiv. 8. Ver.
19.
(Ch. V. 18, xxxvi. 6.) Comp. ch. xxi. 31,
Comp. ch. XX. 41, xxviii. 22, xxxW. 28.
**

iioofple.

—

The

vocative

HVmnKHi

ver.

i^j,

The

Ver. 17.

16,

prepares

for

interrogative form is

xxiL

21.

Hitzig,

—

''ri"!3'l»

= Wa**) in

prophetic perfect,

not,

as

ver. 17, as repetition before

not so much intended to make a stronger affirma- introducing the ex|)ression left out in ver.
18, so
tion, as to call special attention to the former that ver. 18 continues itself with
ver. 196.
prophetic announcement. The affirmation to the
By fc^DK* ^ma'H bequestion also does not lie in the last clause of Forced and artificial

—

the verse (Keil), for this clause rather expresses
the immediate contents of the earlier prophecy
referred to,
what will come upon the community
of Ood as end and consummation. That the
prophets of Israel had already named Gog is
directly excluded by the interrogation.
If Uiey
mentioned names, these were rather other national
forms, but behind all these there remained a
point of interrogadon and for this reason, that
especially accompanying all the prospects of grace
for Israel, there remamed in prospect a final
judgment over his and God's enemies, over the
world that withstands the kingdom of God (over
the heathen world). This interrogative realizes
itself here in Ezeluel by this Gog.
Hence it is
not only difficult to point out distinct sayings of
the older prophets (Ewald Isa. x. 6, xvii. 14
Henost. Joel iii. 3 [ii. 30] sq. ; Isa. xxiv.xxvii., xxxiv. ; Deut. xxxii. ; Keil Joel ill 2,
11 sq.; Isa. xxv. 5, 10 sq., xxvi. 21 ; Jer. xxx.
23, 25), but also superfluous to do so, and above
all to imagine '*lo6t" passages (Ewald).
The
judgment of the world shall, according to the
woi3 of the prophets of Israel, be the transforming of the Church militant into the Church
tnamphant. [**The predictions of the earlier
prophets are in so far alluded to as the victory of
the kingdom of God over the heathen world, and
the iu<^;ment of the Lord on it, are announced
in them. It is onlv thus that the reference to
the prophecies accords with the other contents of
the section. The special announcements regarding the invasion and overthrow of Assyria and
Babylon may also be included," Henost.]—
^3b*lpt D^3bip» "^^^^ in relation to the speaker,

—

;

:

;

:

:

or some one else referred
times.

—

^'Ta,
-

Dan.

ix.

belongs to ancient

to,

comes an oath surely. The "shaking" is not
merely a shaking of the earth, because the land
of Israel is immediately mentioned.
For this
reference is made obvious by the locality of the
judgment, and besides,
takes place over
:

^^

the ground and soil of

(^)

Israel, just as

Hupf.

on
the shaking of
the earth by thunder, and the violence of Eastern
What is meant by jjiyn is explained
tempests.
Ps. xviii. directs attention to

"
in Ver. 20 ; and at the same time the ** greatness
of the shaking : ^3Bjp ^^fjnv
That the moun-

are thrown down (ch. xxx. 4), is only
one element in the whole, which, as a whole, is
described -as a cosmic catastrophe, sympathized
in by every nrtfn (comp. Zeph. i. 8 ; Jer.
iv. 25 ; Gen. vii. 21), like a world's overthrow.
tains, etc.,

rtri^lDHi according

to Gesenius,

particularly

"stair-like rocks'* (like »Xi^m»5), from

which Meier deduces the signification
Proceeding from the Arabic,

:

;iiij,
- T

from

rift, fissure.

might denote
Hi'mD
T

••

:

something to be ascended, a height.

—Every wall

that is to fall includes natural walls, as well as
those made by man.
Ver. 21. v^y, because the judgment of the fury

and jealousy of Jehovah is aimed at Gog and his
bands.
The sword, thus his own weapon (ver.

—

4).

—

-

Keil

^3^, etc, HiTzio distributive
:

towards

all, so.,

:

on

all, sq.

;

indicating the direction.

This, which is certainly not ** forced into the conrepro- nection " (HiTZio), is explained from ver. 9
Q^o^a
(16)
T
T from the cloud covering the land. Gog's bands are
order to designate by
in all directions, therefore also the sword is in all

10.

^'^t\
..

:

dnces D^3iD*lp D^^3* in

•

the accusative of duration, D^3C^, ''during years,"
•

T

the prophecy as one " going through the whole
course of the times" (Henost.). [Others, e.g,
Havemick, take it as an asyndeton. Ewald
*• who prophesied in those days of years."]
Ver. 18 is, according to Hitzig, a quotation
from the former prophecy, of which we do not see
the necessity. Our verse brings to actual fulfilment what was prophesied by tnat I would bring
On that day,
thee upon thsiu (ver. 17).
more definitely on the day of the c<»ning of
Oog, etc., upon the land of linael, explains
:

:

:

—

—

^My mountahis, the
directions (ch. xxxix. 4).
Lord says, casting a glance at His peo|)]e there
[Hitzig grounds it on Zech. xiv. 4 so.
For what purpose the sword is called for is
indeed self-evident ; but here one assails the other
(ver. 8).

(7).]

therewith in discord (contrast to the assembling
at first, ver. 7), probably as usual at the dividing
Comp. Zech. xiv. 13. Preof the booty made.
vious ty^, Judg. vii. 22 ; 2 Chron. xx. 23.
In
the first instance Jehovah merely ** calls. " Ver.
22. He grasps it still morepersonally as a judge
Tne colouring for tne
^riDBB'it c^ ^ii* 20.

—

—

17).
Comp. moreover, Ps. xviii. farther description reminds us of the plagues of
whence Hengstenberg makes them be
^BK3, not **in my wrath," but Egypt,
*'
portly taken, and from the destruction of Sodom
the short breathing of the nose, anthropopathically and Gomorrah," Gen. xix. 24. Comp. also ch.
as the gesture indicative of an angry man, or xxviii. 23, and on ch. xiiL 11, 13 (Josh. x. 11).
poetically, as in general also of the horse, lion, Ver. 28 proves that it is an intervention of Jehovah
flfooodile, etc.
(||k, from ^Mf ie. to breathe Himself, His fighting for His people, who are

upon them (ver.
9,

16

(8, 15).

:
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Gog

small compared with the greatness of
15).

— ^ni^narin

Ib

to be

(yer.

understood from the

Comp. on ch.
contrast to the greatness of Gog.
xxxvi. 28.
On ^ncnpHH, cpmp. on ver. 16.

>p|jrrt3»

comp. ch. XXXV. 11

(ch.

xxxix.

7,

xx.

—The many heathen natioDB,

corresponding antithetically to the repeatedly -mentioned
**many nations** (according to ver. 22). Comp.
5, 9).

—

ver. 16.

CHAPTER XXXIX.
1

2

3

4

And thou, Son of man, prophesy against Gog, and say, Thus saith the
Lord Jehovah, Behold, I am against thee, Grog, prince of Rosh, Meshech, and
Tubal And I lead thee back, and drive thee on, and make thee come up from
the farthest north, and make thee come to the mountains of Israel. And I dash
thy bow out of thy left hand, and will make thy arrows fall out of thy right hand.
On the mountains of Israel shalt thou fall, thou and all thy squadrons, and the
nations that are with thee to birds ol prey of every kind, and to the beasts
Upon the face [flat] of the field shalt thou
of the field I give thee for food.
And I send fire
sentence of the Lord JehovaL
fall, for I have spoken it
into Magog and into [among] those that dwell securely in the isles, and they
;

;

5
6
7

know

that I

am

10

11

12
13

14

Jehovah.
people

My

And

the

name

of

My

holiness will I

make known

and I will not let the name of My holiness
be profaned any more ; and the heathen nations know that I am Jehovah,
holy in Israel. Behold it came and was done, sentence of the Lord Jehovah,
And the inhabitants of the cities of
this is the day of which I spoke.
Israel go out and set on fire and burn the armour, short shield and long
shield, the bow and the arrows, and the hand-cane and the spear, and they
keep a fire burning with them seven years. And they shall not carry [fecb]
wood from the field, nor cut it out of the forests, for they shall keep a fire
burning with the armour ; and they spoil their spoilers and plunder their
plunderers sentence of the Lord Jehovah. And it comes to pass on that
day, that I will give to Gog a place of burial in Israel, the valley of the
passers-through east of the sea, and it stops the passers-through ; and there
they bury Gog and all his tumult, and they call it the valley of the tumult of
Gog. And the house of Israel are seven months burying them, in order to
And the whole people of the land bury them, and it is to
cleanse the land.
them for a name, on the day of My glorifying Myself sentence of the Lord
Jehovah. And they shall sever out [appoint] set men, who pass through in the
land, who bury with the passers-through those that remain on the face of the
land, to cleanse it after the end of seven months they shall hold a search.
And the passers-through in the land pass through, and he [one of them] sees a
human skeleton, and sets up by it a mark, until the buners bury it [the
«keieton] in the valley of the tumult of Gog.
And also the name of a city
[u, »haiibc] "Hamonid[i" [tumuit].
And they cleanse the land. And thou. Son
of man, thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Say to birds of every kind, and to
every beast of the field, Assemble and come, gather around over My sacrifice which I kill for yoii, a great sacrifice on the mountains of Israel, and ye
Flesh of mighty men [heroes] shall ye eat, and
eat fiesh and drink blood
blood of princes of the earth shall ye drink ; rams, lambs, and he-goats, bulAnd ye eat fat to the full, and drink
locks, fatUngs of Bashan all of them.
blood to drunkenness from My safirifice which I have killed for you. And
ye become full at My table, with horse and chariot, mighty man said every
sentence of the Lord Jehovah.
And I give My glory
kind of soldier
honour] amoug the heathen, and all the heathen see My judgment [justice] which
S have executed, and My hand which I have laid upon them.
And the house
of Israel know that I am Jehovah, their God, from this day and henceforth.
And the heathen know that the house of Israel wandered out [were cwried »w»jcaptiTc] for their iniauity, because they were unfaithful to Me ; and I hid
face from them, and gave them into the hand of their oppressors, and they
all fell by the sword.
According to their uncleanness and according to theii
in the midst of

8
9

—

:

Israel,

—

—

:

:

—

;

'15

16
17

18
19

20
21

23

!

:

My

24
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25 transgressions have I done unto them, and I hid My face from them. Therefore thus saith the Lord Jehovah, Now will I turn the calamity of Jacob,
and I have mercy on the whole house of Israel, and I am jealous for the name
26 of My holiness. And they bear their reproach, and all their unfaithfulness
which they have unfaithfully done towards Me, when they dwell securely
27 upon their land, and there is none that makes them afraid ; When I bring
them back from the nations, and gather them out of the lands of their
enemies, and sanctify Myself on them before the eyes of many heathen.
28 And they know that I, Jehovah, am their God, in that I led them captive to
the heathen, and have gathered [Rather] them to their own land, and I will
29 leave no more of them there ; And I will no more hide My face from them,
because I poured out My Spirit upon the house of Israel sentence of the
:

Lord JehovaL
Ver.

.

.

.

me It^t »

.

.

wturti T.

.

.

«. ytmsiti irt

11.

.

.

.

mr0» ifftm^rf^

^^^yy0e

Tftf

«.

.

».

rm

ifn

.

.

K. mwfi

"

(Another reading

te 4t

.

,

,

tit

wXnBn ipytm

D^IH D^Dyii H^n

:

Iljerrj

?2)')

%mu —
/juntfAUtf

»«r»^{«v<iv

ttcu

—

.

.

.

.

.

.

m
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Ver. 13. Sept. .
liV IfftMm*.
V«r. 14. . . . ««««» r. 9^r, 9m^«u r. ntwaXMX^iftiUtmft \wi . . Mm$ttftetu
septUamt tt rtquirant—
Ver. 15. ... K. i«^nM, w»e i %ntwf%vfM9t irmrtif r. yq> «. i)»r—
Ver. 16. . . . mr tr«XMv n»kua*ift0r. Vnlg. Amona.
Mpi9iff s. fMTxm^ s. rpmymtf m ^mc^m irrutrw/Mf m r»*rif
\fT. 18. . .
.

iwi— VuIk.: St circwnagam

't9fn

qum obstupuetrt faeiet prmttreuHtei^
:

n

^wmf^

W

—

.

.

.

.

.

tutrmfimXm ri (4) trt

r.

8.

7.

9t^trT0fM0f
,

.

». Atmfisfiitrm ri

TH-)

9%fiu$f— Vulg.: FtH* aoihtu onmi^w 9o/atiH.
6. Sept. :...». M«rM«ir6qrwrT«u
mrn i«' fJfn>nt-

M. 9m0^f
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VvT.
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Vfr.

.

.

tmMfiyn^m
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^H

(Another reftdlng :
V«r. 8 K. ir»3m .
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n

Sept.: K. rv9*(^

9.
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.

.
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.

fM<

:

Vnlg. ;

.

.

,

,

.
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Ver. 21.

.

Ver.
Ver.

.

.

.

i>

S3. Sept.:
S5.

.

.

Ver. 26. Vulg.:
Ver. tJ. Sept. :
Ver.
Ver.
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29.

.

.

.
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(Another re»ding:

Sr r. iftrfrtv.

(Another reading: *IK /P,

EXEGETICAL RKMARKS.
further execution of the divine judgment,
already announced at the close of ch. xxxviii.,

b^ns in

ver. 1 with a repetition from ch. xxxviii.
the most formal address to Gog.— Ver. 2,

comp. on
not

ch. xxxviii. 4.

immediately follow,

If ^*n^5)j;ni, etc., did

—and

it

could not follow

after the execution of the iudgment on
if

^^riKB^

Gog,— and

did not stand between ^^naicn ai^d

^^n^SynV whereby a

signification

thee forth." It is said that the signification " to
walk along," " to march," is admissible from the
Ethiopic, hence here coiyugated only transitively.
Following the Chaldee (" 1 lead thee astray '\
Ewald renders it ; ** and entice thee away and
keep thee in leading-strings," which Hitzig finds
gooa (!). Rashi **de<-eive thee." Ch. xxxviiL
9, 16.— Ch. xxxviii. 6, 15.— Ch. xxxviii. 16, 8..rVer. 8. The left hand holds the bow, the right
bends it and fits on the arrow. It does not even
come to an attack, because, ch. xxxviii. 21 sq.,

C^

:

1

not so very far aiword,etc. consumes Gog.

Others, too, appealing
interpreted from

1^**"^**

leave a sixth part of thee.

But the position

of the wonl (which is Kzekiel's own) here assigns
to it most fittingly an intensifying sense, such as
Meier
ilrive, or the like (see Havem. in loc.).
holds the Piel ^^(^ to be an abbreviated form ==
:

Kl^(^. Gesenius

(kS^

—

:

nonoved from this connection is suggested, then 3 leads
we might listen to Hengstenberg's translation
(J. KiMcHi): "anil I six thee,"— by which he xxxviii.
understands the infliction on Gog of the six
plagues of ch. xxxviii. 22.
to ch. xlv. 13 (Dri'B^)-

etc.)

:

The

2, 3, of

^K^V)

translates

:

" and lead

to

therefore

6,

^Bn
9,

—Ver.

4.

here.— On 'nn

22.— O^J

is :**

^bK

bj/y

of ver.

comp. ch.

animal of prey,"

more exactly described here by nlgVi

bird generally. "—Comp. ch. xvii. 23. Henqst. :
**
Ch. xxix. 5.— Ver. 5,
as many as have wings.
On account of the previous ** beast of the field,"
"
mountains of Israel " are changed for the
the
face of the field.— Ch. xxiii. 34, xxvi. 6.
Ver. 6. If we are not to extend the judgment
" also over the land of Gog and all (?) the heathen
who dwell securely " (Keil), which, however, it
plainly expressed both by ;iiaDa and by ^^{{nai
**

—
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ntD3^ D^*Xn, then we most, with Hensgt, take

Isa. ix. 4,

and recognises

in the destruction of the

most diverse kinds of weapons, and the cleansing
*'

for

D^^KH

states

and countries

in

general,*'

islands in the sea of the world," and understand
the ** security " to be such as ** induces them to
the expedition against the people of God" (!!);
or we must, with Rosenm. at ^3(^3), etc., think
**

of ch. xxxviii. 13.

But the

fire

does not neces-

(?) respect, the character of the
Messianic times ; while Hitzig brings out simplv
the thought that Israel under his protecting Gocl,
who has just now fought for His people, needs no
weapons, but the innabitants of the cities of
Israel (ny ^2\^j etc., antithetic to D^fc^H ^36^*.

of the land in this

ver.

6)

make

fires

of

bum

and

the

wood

in

compel us to agree with either of these, for question seven yean long. Hitzig makes
yy^
it does not stand here as in ch. xxxviii. 22, but
a]mrt by itself, so that we have to compare here, inchoative (** to set on fire "), and
^p^fe^ " to
e.tj. ch. V. 4, and the many similar passages in
undoubtedly
symbolic
chararter
"
The
make
fire.
a
which it occurs as a s^nobol of the divine venOur chapter, while it carries into further of the number seven (symbol of the divine cox'cnant)
Keance.
time the very dramatic
detail, also supplements the picture given in ch. illustrates at the same
Thus the judgment extends from the character of the whole of the rest of the account.
xxxviiL
'*
the word on which faith has to live
Hbnost.
mountains of Israel, as also >nn^ expresses, '* to puts on, as it were, flesh and blood, to gain an
influence over the fancy, in which frightfiu fonuA
Magog, " the people concerned, in among them at
It would be against
so readily take their seat
home while their collective character (comp. ch. the evidence to attribute a real import to thf
xxxviii. 2^ is then again depicted by the expresobviously
only means of
specialties, which are so
the isles.
those that dwell securely
sion
"He who has seen the battle
representation."
Gog's expedition is made by land, but has its
of nations at Leipzig, " observes Schmieder, * has a
sympathisers in islands and coast lauds as well as
weak copy of Ezekiel's sublime description of the
at home
in fact, over sea and land (ntD3/ appears days after the battle. "—Ver. 10 strengthens what
has been said positively by a corresponding negato be retaliation, with a reference to ch. xxxviii.
The retui-n to the point of departure tive description, and subjoins ^>7gf and ^Tta— ^ot,
8, 11, 14).
of this extension of judgment, as indicated in
however, in order to make the riches now, as the
in the midst of my
vor. 7, by the expression
heaps of wood formerly, to fall into the hands of
people Israel, forms no argument a«unst the so
Israel, but simply to make manifest the retaliation
plain contents of ver. 6 for not only nas the pur(comp. ch. xxxviii. 12), and perhaps also to bring
posed knowletlge of Jehovah (ver. 6) to be more
to remembrance the question (ch. xxxviii. 13),
closely deiined, but preparation has also to be
but how differently now over the dead bodies.
made for the execution, ver. 9 sq. Comp. on ch.
For what the weapons as firewood for Israel, as
xxxvi. 20 sq. (ch. xxxviii. 23).
Hengst. transwell as the spoiling and robbing, declare is this,
lates thus "and 1 will not any more profane,"
which consequently is meant as preparation for
c^- ^nx is Hiphil. The revelation of holiness ver. 11, namely, that Gog and his bands are all
dead corpses (Isa. xxxviL 86) comp. besides,
in Israel precludes further profanation of Jehovah Jer. XXX. Itf.
among
the heathen comp.
in refei-ence to Israel
Ver. 11. What Jehovah gives to Gog in Israel,
in addition, ch. xxxvlL 28.
how difierent from that which he intended to take
Ver. 8. The fulfilment is assured to the prophet
to himself in Israel "i^p DB^rtpD, not so much:
with as much certainty as if it were already an
accomplished fact. That which came and was '*a spot where he may be buried in Israel"
done is made abundantly plain by the day, etc., (HiTZio), as **a place where there is a grave in
for which comp. ch. xxxviii. 18, 19 (not ver. 17). Israel," to wit, nothing else is for him in Israel
**
Ver. 9. Israel, for whom the Lord has put an end Havebnick
namely, a quite special one, like
to the fearful assault in a manner still more fear- no other in Israel " Thus will God settle accounts
ful, now take^ a walk, as it were, out to the place with the predatory and rapacious G>g.
[The
Everything by which the enemy Sept. doubtless read
of judgment.
DB^-J—DnnJ^n ^| Hitzig
armour, properly
could terrify, in general
"the valley of the opposite heights,"
what is joined together (pc^)^
distinguished translates
V V
formed by mountains standing over against one
from specialties which follow wooden helmet and another (1 Sam. xvii. 8) he reads D^siiT^Jt and
breastplate, probably covei-ed with leather ; then
(comp. ch. xxxviii. 4) short shield, etc., and makes a verv far-fetched reference to Zech. xiv.
According to Haveruick, the passage reminds
4,6
^0» of uncertain derivation, "twig," **cane," of Joel iii. (the valley of Jehoshaphat), but the
sarily

:

;

m

:

*

—

:

;

—

:

;

;

!

:

—

:

—

:

:

^

:

—

;

!

" staff"—with

1^ certainly not

:

"

handstaff;" or

T

purely to the idea, to which it
entirely corresponds, for a " valley of the passers-

name belongs

** cudgel " (Num.
xxii. 27), or ** baton of the through" is not found elsewhere in tne Old
commander," but the riding-switch so suitable Testament ; but the prophet himself gives a threefor bands of riders as here,
^in ver. 11, as an
Sll these have so lost fold explanation of the name
their terrors, that they now come into considera- annoyance, an object of horror for the passers-by

—

—

—

tion only as firewood
for useful appliance, in
direct contrast to the terror and iiyury they were
meant to produce. For the weapons of the enemy
are not here, as often elsewhere, burnt at once
after the battle ; and with this Hi&vemick connects

in ver. 14 reminding of the men that pass throug!.
the land to cleanse it ; and thirdly, of the hostile
bands that formerly passed through here. Only
the latter reference can come into consideration
if

the traditional punctuation
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valley
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through,'* 18, like the ** valley of the
Gog," to be considered as giyei> as a

the passersmultitude of
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11.

terranean Sea is by no means excluded by the
fact that "the whole land of Israel lay east of

memorial of the Mediterranean,"

D»n fiD^P can

for

had taken

place.
The text, however, seems
rather to suppose a valley which can be designated
"
as that
of the passers-through/' and, because it

what

weU be made

parallel

v«irj

with ^Klfc^3» ju^^

to

qualify the description, especially if we would
can be a valley for the passers-through, is fitted
reflect on the apocalyptic signification of the sea
to be a burial-place for Gog and his followers
as the fluctuating life of nations
Keil's exposimoreover, ^|, ** low ground," may remind us of
tion of the D^I^Vn* *« referring to the " traveletc. in ch. xxxviii. 10, rhvR in ver. 11,
lers (?) who pass thi-ough the land, or more
»v:
*r
etc , as a contrast thereto.
Gog and his bands can particularlv those who pass over from Perea to
be beheld in their Scythian prototypes (as described Canaan," haa no significance for the explanation
by Herodotus), as well as with reference to ** pass- from the type of the Scythians, or from Elzekiel's
ing through '* (passing by), because their whole description of Gog's expedition (see above), and
appearance was to be merely that of a passing also very little significance in itself, as it is supthunder-cloud (ch. xxxviii. 9, 16) ; nothing was ported by no other passage of the Old Testament.
abiding except their grave.
That which Jehovah What is affirmed by the expression i-cgarding the
will give to Gog as lap DB'"D1pO» ^ iQore exactly vaUey : flDDrn, etc., is made quite clear by the
!

^,

•••

V V

described

by

D^"»3j^n

^J

;

»nd

**

the valley of the

passers-through," again, is the one fitted to be
';the valley of the tumult of Gog."
The situation of this is

conceived of

more exactly fixed, and consequently
as an actual locality, by Q^n flDlp,

which (rUD*1p, staL constr. prefixed as a preposican yield no other meaning than : east of
the sea.
But the context tells nothing about
what sea is spoken of, although in other instances
it always fixes the particular sea, and indicates
tion)

when

it

Hence,

does not expressly mention the nearest.
and so also with D^'l^V*"* ^J» ^® *^

:

foUowing phrase:

Qj^f

assume a reference to
ver. 12 sq.

(^K"lpl)» or
call

it.

who

ri3p1* etc., whether

we

from

ver. 14 sq., or infer

are the buriers as also the callera

simply render

The D^3j^

those alluded to in

it

:

they bury and they

*re of course the

D^3j;n

^J.

By

same as

the valley

(Gog and

his bands) ai-e
up, enclosed, bridled in, which is
the meaning of Qon (Deut. xxv. 4) ; it is, as it
in

question

they

hemmed, shut

were, their muzzle (DloriDt Ps- 3cxxix.

2

[1]),

their "words" which rose up, ch.
xxxviii. 10.
It cannot be a " blocking up of the
way" that is spoken of, when it is plainly said :
"uie passers- through." Theii* grave in the
valley is the stopping and finishing of them and
their going up.
blocking up of the way for
and
travellers can hardly be thought of, since
perhaps not without significance, as we shall see
the following representation in ver. 14 sq.
supposes an mmindered x>&ssiug through in the
lana.
[The Sept dreamt of a walling round of
the unclean place.
Uitzig, indeed, does the
same.] Hengstenberg, too, removes the valley,
after all

the idea which upholds and animates

referred to

the whole

with

its

excludes only the

thus:

symbolic character.

Red

"as a place where a

possible

(!),

Ewald

Sea.

^"lK*^a
translates

ffrave in Isitiel

is

the valley of the devourers opposite

the sea, and which confines the breath of travellers;" and he understands thereby **the

A

—

—

unhealthy valley opposite the Dead
Sea (ch. xlvii. 8), which covers the proud of old,
the Sodomites, and still has its name from them,
and the smell of which, even far off, stops up the
none of traveUers (Rev. xx. 10
comp. with ch. on account of its name, to " the great commercial
xiv. 10)."
There can be no doubt that when and military road," the one, namely, "between
and seeks to show
expNOsitors understand here the Dead Sea, its Egypt and the Euphrates,"
designation as ^3b*1^*1 D^ ^ floating in their from Hehgt {PalcBstina, p. 77) that it is the
the
valley of Megiddo, famed as a battlefield
mind.
Hitzig's objection, that the valley did expression: "east of the sea," implies that "a
not as yet, and never did, generally bear the well-known and celebrated valley pretty near the
name, is of no weight, when tne only thing that sea " must be meant, such as Megiddo, a nanow
comes into consideration is, whether Jehovah in pass or region abounding in ravines, which
the prophet can say of it D^^J;. The introduc- ninder the passers- througn.
Such passes, he
observes, are found there.
In this "dangerous
tion of "proud" is far-fetched, unfounded.
locality the prophet makes Gog be overtaken
Keil, who makes the valley to be ** without a
by the divine judgment."
But where is that
doubt the valley of the Jordan above the Dead
said in the text which simply makes G(^ be
Sea" [so also Sohmiedek: "the valley of salt,
buried there?
In all probability, says Hengon the extreme border of the land of Israel, near
stenberg, Lejun (Legio), the later name of
Mount Seir (comp. ch. xxxv. 2), reminds us of a
Megiddo, is derived from our passage, corresponddefeat of tlie Euomites (comp. Ps. Ix., David's
ing to the multitude here (ttunult) ; and this is
paahn of victory), and of Cheaorlaomer, Lot, and
frightful,

—

;

—

;

Abraham (Gen.

xiv.) ; and the adjacent Dead
the abiding type of all divine judgroenta "],
denies, under app^ to Gen. it 14, that noip

Sea

is

Qlin can (t)

mean "east

ktw

"fadiig the aea."

thus:

of the sea,"

and

trans-

Bat the Medi-

the more probable, as in ver. 16 the adjacent city
*
also will receive the name "great multitude.
Since the prophecy reganling Gog (he goes on to
say) was during the Roman rule cei-tainly applied
pre-eminently to it, men eagerly anticipated the
time when the great heathen grave at Megiddo
should receive the Roman legions. UengsteuboTg
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further observes:

"From pon

X^J (ver. 11) is

who, notwithstanding the seven months'
bmying, still remain on the face of the land, for*
tliose

to which the gotten, neglected oorpees or skeletons.
Therefore,
and so also after the expiration of the seven months, the apthe Onom. of Eusebius, pointe<l men that have been spoken of enter on

formed the KvajKMv of Judith vii.
camp of Holofemcs extends

8,

;

KafA/Mtf» is, according to
Rashi, following
six Roman miles from Leffio."
the (yhaldee paraphrase, places the valley to the
the
of
of
Sea
Tiberias
east
(Lake of Oennesaret),
and B«/#«r«ir ([XC^ n^a, "house of rest"), as

named by

the Greeks Zxi^^WfX/f, has been said to
favour tnis. This latter name is certainly inconceivable from " Succothpolis *' (as Grimm on 1
Mace. V. 52 still maintains), yet it requires no
settlement of Scythians in the seventh century
B.C. ; but from the population, in great part
heathen, which settleol there during the Babylonian exile, the name may have become current
in the post-Maccabeean age, while the exposition
or application of our prophecy, particularly ver.
16, may also have had some influence in the

—

their office.
Ver. 16. It can hardly be without
intention that the i^y is thus repeated, and so

strongly

emphasized

0^13^'"'

:

Thest

^"^^Vl*

"passers -through" for the purpose of burying
are set in characteristic contrast to the "passersthrough " who pas^d through the land.
HKUt

—

by way of example, the task of tlie
" passers-through." After seven months it mu&t

etc. explains,

iuaeed be dvVhere as a

comea

mark

—p*V

is

a guide-post of

for the buriers proper.

atone-

But

all

one great grave of Gog.
Ver. 16. The great burying still perpetuates itself
in the name of a city
n^^DH, an echo of j^oH.
finally into the

:

matter (see Hav. p. 699 sq.). Comp. besides, ch.
xxxi. 18, xxxii. 31 ; on |^on, ch. xxiii. 42.
A

Thus what has taken place lives on with posterity.
Comp. besides on ver. 11. [Scumiboek
"There could not be an inhabited city in this
the valley of the dead it must be a city which consists not of houses but of graves."]
The cleans:

kind of pendant to

this, ch. xxvi.

Ver. 12. Since i)Xlb^3 "^Sp

main element in the

13
(^er.

11) is

description, this '\2\) is re-

peated immediately, and again in Ver. 13. First,
the house of Israel is mentioned, and then the
whole people of the land ; neither of these have
needed to tight. Their enemies fell by Jehovah,
who has left nothing for them to do but to bury.
According to this parallelism of the two verses,
in order to deanae the land (the
the clause

—

:

number

seven, as in ver. 9), will have to be illustrated by the statement and it i« to tiiem for a
name ; hence, that the cleansing of the land from
the dead bodies, and the zeal displayed therein
(ver. 14 sq.), will cause the people of the land to
be named, to wit, a holy people, or will thereby
make them a name. [Hi v.: "As the people
thoroughly separated from heathenism. " Hengst. :
"That the house of Israel should bury the foe,
not the revei-se, serves them for fame ; which,
however, has its root not in themselves, but in
their God, who can deliver from death, and send
destruction on their enemies. "] Comp. moreover,
ch. xxxiv. 29.
As theie blessing instead of reproach, so here
holiness insteaid of the former
uncleannesses of Israel. Those now cleanse the
land with all diligence who formerly defiled it
with all manner of abominations, etc. Perhaps
there is also an allusion to the name Israel
:

;

ing of the land, however, remains the chief thing
hence it is again added by way of conclusion.
Ver. 17, linking on to ver. 4, does not bring
forward a parallel to the burying of Gog and his
bands.
We have rather to 'think of something
that came in immediately after Gog's fall on the
mountains of Israel. A further carrying out of
the statement " to birds of prey," etc. in ver. 4.
But Gog's grave in Israel is the divine monument,
the actual token, that Jehovah is the Holy One
:

in Israel (ver. 7) ; and this result, this old truth,
Israel at the same time proves on his part with
through the repeated and finally emphasized burying in order to cleanse the land.
Now,
as the skeletons are buried in that valley, so, on
all zeal,

the other hand, the flesh of them is immediately
devoured on the mountains of Israel by the birds
and bea,st8 of i>rey. Not only is Israel to prove
itself a holy nation, a nation of priests, but
Jehovah will forthwith, on the fall of Grog, make
known His holiness in the land, in the midst of
fsi-ael (ch. xxxvii. 26 sq.); and ^n3T« etc., the

:

likewise repeatedly -mentioned "sacrifice," will
have to be taken in connection with this. It has
been commonly observed that Ezekiel had in view
only Jer. xlvi. 10 Isa. xxxiv. 6 but comp. also
Zeph. i. 7. Jehovah as Sacrificer. That "the
Lord takes for Himself the sacrifice refused to
(^Xlfe'^ n^3» ver. 12), intimating that this people Him," whereby the idea of the cherem, the conof the sacrifice, is introduced, has been
trast
wrestles with God, and therefore prevails
D^\
The
dragged into the text by Hengstenbere.
on the day, accusative of the time of Jehovah's
aaoriflce (nZlT) ^^ however, expressly declared to
glorification of Himself by the overthrow of Gog,
and, finally, by his grave in Israel.
be the "sacrifice which I have killed for you"
Ver. 14. To be understood in the sacred inte- (ver. 19).
In this way the idea of sacrifice is
:

;

;

!

rest of the cleansing of the
stant continuance "

(l^ion)

land,— " Men of con-

essentially resolved

«^

feast connected

appointed to the

i)emtanently, or at least for a lengthened
There are two kinds of them: "tlie
passers-through in the land " (antithetical to Gog's
"passing through"), and those who bury with
the "passers- through," i.e. as ver. 16 explains,
with their help, and following the marks they set
up.— onnfan (Niphal particip. from inO *"*
office

period.

into that of the sacrificial
{^^- ^^i^- 6, xxxi.

with the n^T

13, xxxii. 4 sq.; Rev. xix. 17).

Jehovah as Host,

who sends
There

makes

forth the invitation by the prophets.
no want of food or of drink. Ver. 18
prominent, in this respect, D^*li3| (ch.

is

xxxii. 12, 27), captains,

of

tiia

earth)

;

and

pKH

^^P*? (prino«B

oomp. Rev. xix. 18
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ill

the

following

(bnllockE),
(itiingB

expression

figurative

by

strengthened

of Bashon

all of

Q^B

:

0^3 jw^ >j<no»

them

beginning. There is, oesides, a comparithe sniSl cattle fit for sacrifice, on which
Schmieder observes
"for food to the beasts, as
the flesh of the sacrificial animals for the priests.
Ver. 19 (ch. xvi 28, xxiii. 38) describes a lavish

at the

son with

:

—

banquet

definitely

ny3fey{>, continued still

by DW3fc^,

etc.,

Jehovah's table is the battlefield.

in

—

more

20.—

Ver.

If 33-4 along-

871

made with p^, therefore

(because Jehovah has

dealt with them as in ver. 24), to the present
(nnp) of Israel. Comp. on ch. xvi. 53.— Jacob

—

(since Bashan,

renowned for its fat meadows, is often applied
in the prophets to
proud, despotic, wanton
enemies of God and His people; comp. also
Ps. xjcii. 13 [12]), enlarges upon those set forth

sicrificial

19-29.

"pity;" a

much to " misery " as Israel to
significant alternation.
Comp. ch.

xxxvi. 5,

6,

21 sq.

26.

etc.

correai>onding as

^fcfai,

—

comp. first on ver. 7. Ver.
[Henost. " they take upon them,
;

:

t:

sq."] ia to be read: ^KfcO.
:

ch.

xvL

name

(ver.

Comp.

64.

T

Jehovah's jealousy for His holy

25)
shows itself among Israel subjectively wi, as well
Because their guilt
as objectively an them.
against Jehovah (ver. 23 sq. ) shall be known, as
by the heathen so by themselves, and fully only
by themselves, they bear their misery as their

reproach (ontsbs))

;

hence to reproach

is

added

unfaithfnlnen, etc. (ver. 23).
Only they ap>
side of D^D is "chariot," then, of course, the
only Jehovah appears
pear miserable (ver. 21)
"Where
punishment
deserved
glorious.
comes
fighters in chariots are meant.
Hitzig will not
admit the supposition of chariots of war in re- over themf righteousness appears before Jehovah
spect to the bcythians.
Hence others think of thev exhibit themselves as worthy of reproach,
obliged to reproach themselves because of their
'•cavalry" (Gesen.) or "cart-horses."
-^i^a,
faithlessness Jehovah manifests Himself as holy,
from ver. 18, whoever has proved himself brave, but, at the same time, as their God (ver. 22),
like the captains, as distinguished from whom
faithful in pity as in judgment, who will turn
norpp K^K» the equipped and practised men of aside their misery (ver. 25). Their reproach and
;

:

—

;

all

war individually.
Ver. 21.

On

^TlDS (My glory), comp. pp. 40,

Even until the

51

their unfaithfulness

must

bui-den

them

so

much

final

judgment over the

—

—

world yea, how significantly here!
does the
Iwwling thought of jSekiel's prophecy sound forth
perceptibly ; in respect to the heathen, explained
by the clause : and all the heathen see, etc.,
before their eyes (ch. xxxviii. 23) ; comp.
Kev. xvi. 7.
n^ is inferred from ^n^f'P-— Ver.

the more from the very fact that they dwell
Comp. on ch. xxviii 25, 26,
securely, etc.
This humbling grace is the objective
xxxiv. 28.
practical proof of Jehovah's jealousy over them,
which Ver. 27, stretching back beyond ver. 266,
and casting a glance at their desire duVing the
present state of exile, follows out farther. [Hitzig,
who reads ^;>^3^, translates: "and they shall for-

it lies

get their reproach," which they have hitherto
borne.
It has also been proposed to translate
they shall " take away," i.e. expiate, etc. Ewald
this relation the text notes the knowledge of
would admit the rendering: "they bear," if we
Jehovah as Israel's God, the God of them who
were to read pVj^ for 73 riXU ^^^ so he too
belong to Israel (^JTpV DHM^K), and that by
" that they may forget their shame,"
translates
His having manifested Himself as such in the etc., and assumes a play of words, because "in
final judgment and thenceforth ; hence an abiding
fact the whole i^ a piny of words upon the ChalreUtiou that can no more be disturbed.
The deans. " DnSCa "as been understood by others,
^jn^ (ver. 22) now leads over in Ver. 28 to a
:t
"when they dwelt"] For the
e.ff.
Grotius
corresponding knowledge, in addition to the ^X'^^, rest, comp. as to ver. 27, ch. xxxviii. 8, xxxvii.
t:
21, XXXVI. 28 sq., xx. 41.— Ver. 28 (ver. 22).—
vpr. 21, on the part of the heathen also.
From
the end Jehovah directs their i-egard back to their Ewald wrests ^nli>3n3, etc. into its direct oppooppression of Israel, by carrying them away capsite, for, reading
instead of pj<, he now finds
tive.
The heathen now know that their power
over Israel was Israel's guilt, defined more par- the sense to be
"in that I caused them to re22.

The converse

:

relation, to wit, to Israel.

In

:

—

:

p

:

ticukrly as ^fjyD, etc.

(comp. on ch. xiv. 18),

their unfaithfulness to Jehovah, in
of whiiih Jehovah hid His face from

xxxL

17),

consequence

The context
turn from among the heathen."
certainly does not compel him to this.
On the
contrary, it suggests the significant parallel

them (Deut
and abandoned them (comp. ch. xvi.

hvt,

—Ver.

xii.

16.

the

fall

i>«.— Ch.

xxii.

21.— i'»nix, comp.

ch. vi. 8,

Hengstenbcrg observes on this "after
of the Chaldean monarchy, access to their
land
was free to all Israel, and those who
ilative
voluntarily remained yet had in Canaan their
Hcngstenberg sees in vers. 25-29 a "close of home, and in the temple at Jerusalem their
the whole system of prophecies of a predomirmntly
spiritual dwelling-place.' —Ver. 29. Comp. vers.
comforting character, from ch. xxxiii. 21 (?) onA promise of never-failing grace on ac23, 24.
ward, as the prophet had already closed complete
count of (u^, " because ") God's having poured
sections with a like finale." After the heathen
are pointed back to the past, the application is out His Spirit, where formerly His "fury," e,g.
27).

qV)^, in general, exceptis excipiendie.

24 (ch. xxxvi.

17 sq., xiv. 11).

Comp.

:

ch. vii.
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ch. xiv.

10, xxii.

bat here moi-e

22

;

comp. on ch. xxxvi. 27
perhaps ^Q^ indi-

significant, as

their endeavours. So that the arm of heathenism
shall be completely broken.
Its mightiest efforts

only end in the more signal display of its own
Ewald remarks on the "ebollient lan- weakness, as compared with the truth and cause
guage," although he expounds the outpouring of of God and the name of God as the Holy One
the Spirit to this •.•ffect that Israel, "just because of Israel is magnified and feared to the utmost
including in it f»^n of old the Divine Spirit, is bounds of the earth.
" Such is the general course and issue of things
the indefeasible foundation of the true Cnurch.
Comp. Isa. xxxii. 15, 16, xliv. 3 Joel ii. 28 as marked out in this prophecy, under the fomt
Schmieder "Spoken in anti- and aspect of what belonged to the Old Covenant,
(ch. lii. 1 sq.).
cipation of the time which the Lord promises. and its relation to the world as then existing.
And the Lord, through Jesus after His glorifica- But stripping the vision of this merely temiwraiy
tion, actually poured out the Spirit in Jerusalem, ond imperfect exterior, since now the nigher
But the house of objects and relations of the New Covenant have
according to His promise.
Israel would not; and is the spintual Israel of come, we find in the prophecy the following
series of important and salutary truths.
Christendom more thankful to God 7
1. In
cates.

;

:

;

:

while the appearance of the new
and presidency over God's
heritage would have the effect of setting His
people free from the old troubles and dangers
which had hitherto assailed them, and laying
sure and broad the foundations of their peace, it
should be very far from securing them against all
future conflicts with evil.
It would rather tend
to call up other adversaries, and enlarge the field
of conflict, so as to make it embrace the most
distant and barbai-ous regions of the earth.
Fur
the whole earth is Christ's heritage, and sooner
or later it must come to an issue between the
adhei-ents of His cause and the children of error
and corruption. Though the latter might have
no thought of interfering with the affairs of
Christ's kingdom, and would rather wish to pursue their own courses undisturbed (see on xxxviiL
4), yet the Lord will not permit them to do so.
He must bring the light of heaven into conUct
witli their darkness ; so as to necessitate a tiial
of strength between the powers of evil working in
them, and the truth and grace of God as displayed in the kingdom of Christ
2. From the
veiy nature of the case, this trial would fall to
be made on a very lai^ scale, and with most
gigantic resources ; for tne battlefield now is the
world to its farthest extremities, and the question to be practically determined is, whether
Gk)d*8 truth or man's sin is to have possession of
the field.
So that all preceding contests should
appear small, and vanish out of ai^ht» in comparison of this last great struggle, in which the
world's destiny was to be decided for good or
eviL
Hence it seemed, in the distance, as if not
thousands, as formerly, but myriads
upon
myriads, numbers without number, were to stand
here in battle array.
Though
8.
the odds in
this conflict could not but appear beforehand
very great against the people ana cause of Christ,
yet the resiut should oe entirely on their side ;
and simply because with them is the truth and
the might of Jehovah.
Had it been only carnal
resources that were to bo brought into play on
either side, victory must inevitably have been
with those whose numbers were so overwhelmingly great.
But these being only flesh, and not
spirit, they must fall before the omnipotent
ener^ of the living God, who can make His
people more than conquerors over all that is
against them.
And so in this mighty conflict,
in which all that the powers of darkness could
muster from the world was to stand, as it were,
front to front with the people of God, there were
to be found remaining only, on the part of the
adversaries, the signs of defeat and min.
4.
the

[Ezekiers object in the chapters before us was,

" through the Spirit, to present a picture of what
might he expected in the last scenes of the world's
history; and according to the native bent and
constitution of his mind, the picture must be
lifelike.
Not only must it be formed of the
materials of existing relations, but it must be
f(>rmed into a perspective with manifold and intricate details; yet so constructed and arranged,
that while nothing but the most superficial eye
rould look

for a

literal

realization,

first place,

DaWd

Additional Note on Ch. xxxviii., xxxix.

the great

and prospects embodied in it should be
patent to the view of all.
What, then, are
these ? Let it be remembered at what point it is
tiiiths

in Ezekiel's prospective exhibitions that this pro)iliecy i& brought in.
He has already represented
the covenant- people as recovered from all their
existing troubles, and made victorious over all
their suiTounding enemies.
The best in the past
has a^in revived in their experience, freed even
from Its fonner imperfections, and secured agaiust
its ever-recurring evils.
For the new David, the
all-perfect and continually-abiding Shepherd,
presides over them, and at once prevents the outbreaking of internal disorders, and shields them
from the attacks of hostile neighbours.
All
around, therefore, is peace and quietness; the

old enemies vanish from the field Israel dwells
secui'ely in his habitation.
But let it not be
supposed that the conflict is over, and that the
victory is finally won.
It is a world-wide dominion which this David is destined to wield,
auil the kingdom of righteousness and peace
established at the centre must expand and grow
till it embrace the entire circumference of the
globe.
But will Satan yield his empire without
a struggle ? Will he not rather, when h© sees
the kingdom of God taking firmer root and rising
to a higlier elevation, seek to etfect its dismembei-ment or its down fill, by stirring up in hostile
array aii^ainst it the multitudinous and gigantic
forces that lie scattered in the extremities of the
earth f Assuredly he will do so ; and God also
will direct events into this channel, in order to
break efiectually the power of the adversary, and
secure the difi'usion of Jehovah's truth and the
glory of His name to the remotest regions.
conflict, therefore, must ensue between the embattled forces of heathenism, gathered out of
their far-distant territories, and the nation that
holds the truth of God.
But the issue is certain.
For God's people being now holiness to Him, He
cannot but fi^t with them and give succeas to
;

A

to take the rule
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LastlVt as all originated in the claim of Messiah
to the entire possession of the
world, so the whole is represented as endinffin
the complete establishment of the claim. Tlie
kingdom through eveiT re^on of the earth
l»ecomes the Lord's.
He is now universally
known and sanctified as the God of tmth and
holiness.
It is understood at last, that it was
His zeal for the interests of righteousness which
led Him to chastise in former times His own
professing people ; and that the same now has

and His tmth

induced Him to render them triumphant over
every form and agency of evil. And now, all
counter rule and authority beine put down, all
disturbing elements finally hushed to rest, the
prospect stretches out before the Church of
eternal peace and blessedness, in what have at
length become the new heavens and the new
earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness.
** It may still, perhaps, seem strange to some,
if this be the real meaning and import of the
vision, that the prophet should have presented it
under the as]iect of a single individual gathering
immense forces from particular regions, and at
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rei>resented as taking effect upon Tyre, precisely
as if it were one individual that was concerned,
and one brief period of his history ; while still
we know blow after blow was required, and even
age after age, to carry foru'ard and consummate
the process.
Perfectly similar, too, was the case
of Babylon, as described in the thirteenth and
fourteenth chapters of Isaiah ; it seems as if
almost one act were to do the whole, yet how
many instruments had a hand in it, and over
how many centuries was the work of destruction
spread I
see no necessity in the form of the
representation, or in the nature of things, why it
should be otherwise here ; none, at least, why a
different mode of reaching the result should be
expected as certain.
believe that as the

We

We

judgment of Tyre began when the first breach
was made in the walk by Nebuchadnezzar, and
as the judgment of Babylon began when the
Medes and Persians entered her two-leaved gates,
so the controversy with Gog and his heothenish
forces has been proceeding since Christ, the new
David, came to lay the everlasting foundations of

His kingdom, and asserted His claim to the
the head of these fighting in single conflict, and dominion of the earth as His purchased poss(>sfalling on the land of Israel.
Every stroke that has been dealt since
They may feel it sion.
diflicult to believe that a form so conci*ete and against the idolatiy and corruption of the world
fully developni should have been adopted, if is a part of that great conflict which the prophet
nothing more local and sjiccific had been in- in vision saw collected as into a single locality,
tended.
But lot such persons look back to other and accomplished in a moment of time. He
portions of this book, especially to what is would thus more clearly assure us of the certainty
written of the king of T^re
And though, fi-om the vast extent
eh. xxviii. (which of the result
ill form, perhaps, most nearly resembles the proof the field, and the many imperfections that
phecy before us), and judge from the shape and still cleave to the Church, there may be much
aspei*t there given to the past, whether it is not delay and many partial reverses experienced in
in perfect accordance ^ith the ascertained charac- the process though there may, too, at particular
teristics of £zekiers style to find him giving times, be more desperate struggles than usual
here such a detailed and fleshly appearance to between the powers of evil in the world and the
the future.
There Tyre is not only viewed as confessors of the truth, when the controversy
personified in her political head, but that head is assumes a gigantic aspect, yet the prophecy is at
represented as passing through all the experiences all times proceeding onwards in its accomplishof the best and highest of numanity.
It is, as ment.
Let the Church therefore do her pai-t,
we showed, a historical parable, in which every and be faithful to her calling. Let her grasp
feature is admirably chosen, and pr^nant with with a firm hand the banner of truth, and in all
meaning, but all of on ideal and not a literal or lands display it in the name of her risen Lord.
prosaic kind.
And what is the present vision, And whichever way He may choose to finish and
as now explained, but a propkfticcU parable, in consummate the process,
whether by giving
which, again, every trait in the delineation is full fresh impulses to the hearts of His people, and
of imiK>rtant meaning, only couched in the more signally blessing the work of their hands,
language of a symbolical representation ? Surely or by shining forth in visible manifestations of
we must concede to the prophet, what we would His power and glory, such as may at once and
never think of withholding from a mere litenuy for ever shame into confusion the adversaries of
author, that he has a right to employ his own His cause and kingdom,
leaving this to Himself,
method ; and that the surest way ot ascertaining to whom it properly belongs, let the blessed hope
this is to compare one part of his writings with of a triumphant issue animate every Christian
another, so as to make the better known reflect bosom, and nerve every Christian arm to mainlight upon the less known the delineations of tain the conflict, and 60 all that zeal and love
the past upon the visions of the future.
can accomplish to hasten forward the final
'* At the same time,
let us not be understood as result."— Fairbairn's Ezekiel^ pp. 425-480.—
Jeclsring for certain that the delineation in this W. F.]
]irophecy must have nothing to do with any parDOCTRINAL REFLECTIONS.
ticular crisis or decisive moment in the Churches
1. With our two chapters the prophecy of
history.
It is perfectly possible that in this case,
OS in most others, there may be a culminating Ezekiel passes over to the apocalyptic (comp.
Comp. in general what is
|K)int, at which the spiritual controversy is to rise Introd. pp. 19, 20.
to a gi^ntic magnitude, and virtually range on said by Lange in the introduction to the RevelaCharacteristic apocaeither side all that is good and all that is evil in tion of St. John, p. 2 sq.).
the world.
It may be so ; I see nothing against lyptic features as to form and contents are per«uch a supposition in the nature of the propnecy; ceptible, just as the very circumstance that the
bat I must add, I see nothing conclusively for New t'estament Apocalypse begins with the
it.
For when we look back to the other prophecy transition of ch. xxxvii. to ch. xx^viii, tt» borrow
just referred to, we find the work of judgment important (etchatological) elements for its closing

m
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must suggest something apocalyptic. realism *' entirely disappear, to which, as he says,
The prophetic element, the element of doctrine it BO often happens to take the gnrb for the man,
and of application, still pervades ch. xxxviiL, but, as the exposition has alrt^y incidentally
xxxix., but this element will subside, ch. xl. sq.; indicateil, the nations named in ch. xxxviii.,
^nd our chapters, too, present to us and delineate although in themselves historical, appear in the
a tableau of unity, the impressive picture of a connection here as elements of an idea which is
national expedition, a migration of nations, a summed up in the symbolic Gog of the land of
Although Ma^og, namely, as the last outbreak of enmity
battle of nations, and still more of God.
This symbolized
contained in the word of prophecy ('*Thus saith against the kiugdom of God.
nay, even
the Lord "), yet the description of the march of idea is at all events also historical
the army (ch. xxxviii.), and of its fearful over- world-historical in the highest sense, or pertainthrow in Israel (ch. xxxix.), assumes, as else- ing to the universal judgment. The world's hisvisions*,

—

—

whtTC, the appearance of a vision.

Scene succeeds

The

style is typical to such a degree, that
what of historical from the past or present may
here form the basis, assumes at once the form of

scene.

pure symbols, whose idea stretches far beyond the
Old Testament theocracy, and on to the end of
time.
The consummation of Israel shows itself
as the consummation of the world.
The contrast
of the world to Israel is in our chapters not so
much the traditional one of the heathen as opposed
to the people of God, as coarse caUousness, resembling insensibility, in relation to the peace in
which the royal priesthood, the people of the
possession of an eternal covenant of Jehovah
(ch. XXX vii. 26), delight themselves.
Compare
the impressions and utterances of Balaam in
Num. xxiii. 9, 10, so very different from ch.
xxxviii. 11 sq.!
On the other hand, the impelling force to the savage irruption into the (juietness of such a people
the land is appropriately
conceived, viz. on the one part, as divine compulsion of the Judge overruling to the end in
view, it is high as heaven (but comp. ch. xxxviii.
4 with xxxviii. 10 sq.); on the other part, as

m

tory is theocratically determined by it, determined
by the kingdom of God finally developing itself
into the consummation of humanity and the
world.
But Magog, Gomer, Meshech, Tubal,
Sheba, Dedan, and Phut are as such no longer
historically to be found.
Of Cush Hengstenberg
asserts
that it is **a Christian people, and sucli
a one as, according to recent experience, will
scarcely again attain to world-wide influence.
4. As Grotius and others, e.g. Jahn (In trod. iL),
interpret of the days of the Maccabees and Antiochus Epiphanes, so Luther found in our chapteni
the Turk, who, even in the hymns and prayers of
the Church, was for a long time firmly held to
be, together with the Pope, the chief enemy of
(jrerman Christianity.
While individual Jewish
expositors apply what is said sometimes to Rome,
and sometimes interpret it of the Crusades, yet
we find also in Shabo. cxviii. 1 ; Berach. vii. 2 ;
:

tlie

Jerusalem Targum on

Num.

xi.

25

;

DfUt.

xxxiv. 2, Gog shifted into the times previous to
the Messiah, and the battle, in which Uie Mes^iali
Likewise, in
annihilates Gog, discoursed of.
reference to the Messianic kingdom, the Sibylline
demoniac selfishness and worldly-mindedness, it books speak of Gog and Magog, placing him in
is deep as hell.
Considering the apocalj^ptic the farthest south of Egypt (see Havemick, p.
character of our two chapters, with which the re- 602).
In the notices which the Koran makes of
mainder of the book of Ezekiel announces itself, Dzu-Ikamayn, i.e. Alexander the Great and his
the suddenness of Goff's appearance on the scene adventurous warlike expeditions {Sur. 1 8 and 21 ),
and also of his overuirow is worthy of observa- Yagug and Magug are designated as mischiettion, reminding us of the •» tux,h (Luke xviii. 8), makers on earth, and enclosed by an iron wall
and of the oft-repeated ra^v of the Revelation of which, however, will be at last turned to dust,
St. John, and also of the tinal completeness of the whereupon (Jog and Magog break forth, and the
judgment and its execution.
universal judgment ensues.
(Sprexgkb : /><w
2. Hengstenberg
has very justly observed
Leben una die Lehre de» Mohammad^ iL p. 474
** We
"
have here a good preparation for the exposi- so.)
The fear of these northern nations, says
tion of the vision of the new temple."
But what W. Menzel, '* is very ancient, and has been justifit^l
he pronounces a specialty of Ezekiel,— how " wide by the Scythian, and afterwards by the Uunnisha space" is given by him to ** painting," how Mongolian warlike expeditions, which have alrvady
"attentive " he is ** to fill the imagination with often overrun both Europe and Asia ; and this
holy figures," depends rather on the apocalyptic Oriental popular tradition coincides (?) with the
character of the prophecy regarding Gog.
More- widespread German tradition of the armies of
over, to confront the imagination of timidity with Charlemagne or Barbarossa sleeping in the mounthe imagination of faith, to pour forth light and tain, which will burst forth at me end of the
comfort in opposition to thoughts despau'ing of world, and conquer a new golden age.'*
the future, is precisely a mark of all apocalvpse
5. Havemick adduces the following reasons for
pi-oper.
Lange says beautifully and strikingly of the interpretation of the time as the time of the
**
ai^o-alypst^s in this respect
As they have pro- completion of the kingdom of God.
(1.) The
ceeded from the divine quieting and comforting names, which do not so much indicate single
of a longing of the hearts of elect prophets, which nations then existing, as that we have to do with
flamed aloft in times of great oppression of the a ** view of future new relations only starting from
kingdom of God, so they are also designed to the present." "Whatever far remote, more or
direct and guide, to comfort and calm, in the less Known, national names can be named, the
first place, the servants of God, and through
prophet collects here ; and specially important in
them the Church, in times of similar and fresh the free formation of the name Gog. " (2. ) The
oppression in the future
nay, even to change connection with ch. xxxvi., xxxvii. represents the
for them all tokens of terror into tokens of hope way prepared for the glorification and completion
and promise."
of the theocracy ; the judgment over Edom (ch.
3. In
Hengstenberg's interpretation, at all XXXV.) is regiuded as having taken place, in
events, not only does the " so-called biblical which old hereditary enemy, the enemies hitherto
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of the covenant-people appear judged in their
immediate neighbbnrnood. It still remains, however, *'to marshal the entire (?) world-power in
its sinful insurrection against God (f), and thus
to perfect the salTation," just as this idea lies at
the foundation of the fourth, the Roman empire,
prophesied by Daniel, the contemporary of £zekiel (EusEB. Demonstr. Ev. ix. 3).
(3.) The prophetic denunciation of heathen nations always
regards them as representatives and supporters of
definite ideas,
in Edom the hitherto antitheocratic tendency, in our prophecy the idea of future
enmity as experienced by Israel in the completion
of its salvation.
(4.) The fulfilment is, in ch.
xxxviii 8, 16, expressly placed in the latter days.
(5.) The announcements of former prophets, referred to in ch. xxxviii 17, point to the judgment of the last day, just as also the prophet s
picture is made to conform with those models.
(6.) Lastly, the resumption of the subject in Rev.
XX.
It tells particularly for the apocalyptic
character of the representation pven by Gc«, that
it is pervaded not only by reminiscences of Assyrians and Chaldeans of Edom only locally, indeed ('*on the mountains of Israei," comp. on
this point ch. xxxv. with ch. xxxvi)
but also
by presentiments of much later heathen powers.
For it is quite in the apocalyptic way and manner always to present to us types stamped anew
from history as it gravitates towards the end of
the world.
6. In the Introduction, p. 19, the importance
of Ezekiel's position in the midst of the Babylonian world, and with that his acquaintance with
foreign nations and their relations, have been
adverted to.
In Babylon, if anywhere, there was
a standing-place for surveying the rolling waves
of the sea of nations.
The prediction regarding
Gog, peculiar to our prophet, will have to be conceived of as to its human side from his peculiar
abode on such a watch-tower in the midst of the
heathen. Philippson justly observes : **
must
remember that Ezekiel was placed in the midst of
the inner- Asiatic world, and hence had opportunity of observing the
movements tnerein.
Here, in the bosom of tne national movements of
Asia, it must have been clear to the prophet that
these movements were far from having reached
their end, that the dynasties would still change
often, and that these concussions could not fail
to affect also the countries on the Mediterranean.
At all events, although our prophecy is not the
result of the incidental observations, the farsighted political reflections, etc, of a gifted man,
yet, as tne mf^ificent architecture of Nebuchadnezzar might furnish Ezekiel with views for ch.
xL sq., so the fluctuating sea of nations, which he
saw and heard of in Babylonia, may perhaps
have furnished him with the colours in which he
paints the figure of G<^ and his bands.

—

—

—

—
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7.

Our prophecy has been explained from the

—

question after ch. xxxvii.
will
of Israel continue always undisturbed ?
will the relations of the rest of the world take
such a shape that Israel can remain in pe-ace?
**
So Philippson.
The dogmatic idee of the prophecy,** says Hengstenberg, "is very simple the
very natural

this peace

:

community of God, renewed by His

grace, will

victoriously resist all the assaults of the world.

idea the prophet has here clothed with flesh
tod blood, " etc. The prophecy, then, is more or
We come back to this. "The
less a parable.
TTiis

1

876

starting-point," continues Hengstenberg, "is the
fear which penetrates the sick heart
What
avails it, is the question that met the prophet,
even if we recover, according to thy announcement, from the present catastrophe? The predominance of the heathen still remains. Soon
shall we sink under another attack into permanent ruin.
Against such desponding thoughts
the prophet here offers comfort.
He unites all
the battles which the restored community has in
future still to endure into one great battle, and
makes this be decided by one glorious victory of
the Lord and His people." The latter is as arbitrary as what has been said regarding; the idea of
the prophecy is general and superficial.
Haver" How
nick, connecting with ch. xxxvii., says
powerful that protection is which the Lord accords
to the new glorified theocracy, is shown by its
new relation to the heathen world and its power.
The holy people are truly an unassailable, inviolable possession of their God.
As such, Israel in
its glory is the grandest, the most thorough vicHence the future
tory over the heathen world.
of Israel stands in the most striking; contrast
to its present.
While heathendom is now an
instrument in the hand of Jehovah for the chastisement and purification of Israel, then comes
:

the time when Israel's destiny is fulfilled, namely,
to execute the final judgment on heathendom.
In it is ^en revealed the completion of the victoiy
of the kingdom of God over the heathen worldpower. " However much of what has been said is
2'^ht and proper, yet the reason assigned by
avemick for " this fundamental idea is not
quite satisfactory as he puts it, namely, that " God
Himself occasions the battle (the last rallying of
the power of heathendom to annihilate the kingof God), that His judgment may in it be revealed.
God, however, will judge only that which, whether
in self-righteousness (rharisaism)^ or in worldliness (Sadducism), has, by the rejection of His counsel of salvation in Christ, shown itself ripe for
judgment
In connection with this subjective
ripeness for judgment, we are reminded of the
deceiving by oatan, Rev. xx. World, or heathendom Mrithont further qualification, is not the idea
of this so individual prophecy regarding Gog.
Lange is entirely in the right when he doubts (Pos.
Dogm. p. 1280) whether Gog and Magog represent
generally all the future enemies of tne kingdom
of God ; and he gives the hint to the understandinff of the chapters before us when he declares :
must, however, think chiefly of the obscui«
residue of nations which has not come under th«
full operation of the kingdom of Christ, of barbarous and haughty tribes."
[On the whole of this 7th section, compare the
above Additional Note at the close of the £xegetical Remarks.—W. F.]
8. For the explanation of the prophecy before
us we have not to search after questions of this
or that kind put by Israel, which the prophet
was bound to answer, as, indeed, nothing nke this
is intimated in the text (comp. in opposition on
ch. xxxvii.); but Jehovah, inch, xxxviii and
xxxix., simply sets the end clearly and truly
before His people, at that time in Israel, and in
If
this sense we have here itwumXtt^tt before us
we want an inscription on the double picture in
more
no
is
there
xxxix.,
Ezekiel, ch. xxxviii. and
appropriate one than the saying of Christ in Matt.
XVI. 18 : »m wvXmt i^»¥ §v »mrtex*f^»»^** •itrng
'
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saying not understooil in its apocalyptic si^ifiIf we have to understand en. xxxvii in
cance.
Christy how much more free from doubt will the
proper undei-standing be when the subject is again
referred to in such a manner at the end of ch.
xxxlx. And so Grog, etc. cannot mean heathen^
ism, or heathenism in the last effects which it
may produce, but must mean the obdurate world
as opposed to Christianity, the world which has
remained farthest away from the spirit and frame
of Christianity as we nnd it described ijn Ezekiel
the most remote north as opposed to the central
in this world (ch. xxxviii. 6, 15 ; comp. on ver.
That which has been maintained regarding
12).
the final stiffening down of our planet into ice,
has its apocalyptic truth rather in respect of
the definitive position of the human heart to
Christianity, as possibly our Lord also intimates
when He says, Matt. xxiv. 12 h» t§ wXti^wintau
mt iv9fu»9 ypi/yti«'tT*i n etymirn rw TtXXatt, To a
finally developed egoism and worldliness, to a
materialism ripe for judgment which can no longer
think of anytning except plunder and robbery,
the futfMtas rni «3<»iaef , as opposed to the ideal
powers which go to make upChnstianity (righteousness, peace, and joy in the Holy Ghost, Rom.
xiv. 17), the community of God, the Lord's
people, appear and this Ezekiel plainly pictures
out (comp. ch. xxxviii. 12 with ver. 11)-—in its
meaning and essence a high-flown ideal, which
men, after having at least ceased to persecute it,
partly because they purely ignore it, and partly
because they expect with scientific certitude its
collapse, its death, after the manner of the old
heathen religions (the wXat «)•»), will have to
take down from its height and simply crush with
This, according to ch. xxxviii., is the
force.
position of the world in the time of Gog.
If the
**
millennial kingdom " is to approximate to the
picture with w^ich ch. xxxviL closes, the conception of it will necessarily be very different from
what the imagination of many apocalypticists, still
adhering to the old Jewish sensuous tradition,
dreams it to be. But even in the locus classicus
of the millennium, Rev. xx., the putting of Satan
in chains is mentioned as the main point for the
symbolical thousand years. The binding of him
is the necessary preliminary of the imllennial
kin^om. If he is not to deceive the nations
during this time, but after this does so again, then
it is clear, even from that to which he afterwards
deceives them, that his confinement is above all
the cessation of war with violence, of violent combating of the community of God, just as also the
iinmtSiately following vision of the witnesses unto
blood (Rev. xx. 4) seems particularly to point in
Reganling the "fair reality
the same direction.
of the kingdom in its glorious manifestation," the
i^ntf-ficv, certainly distinct from the «>i^»r«r (ver. 5),
only tells us forcibly thus much in relation to a
certain number, that they, given over, indeed, to
death by the world, are in reality alive (comp.
also John xi. 25 sq. with Rev. xx. 6); the
"thrones, "however, and the "judgment," already
express virtually the " reigning as kings," which
is only more exactly defined by the ei^ression :
" with Christ," and that as a reigning
heaven
without any express referehce to earui, to which
M..; only reference mentioned is the binding of
batau.
But this heavenly vision (ver. 4 sq.) is
assuredly meant for comfort, as is the certainty of
final victory (comp. moreover, /u»^9 xf****9 ver.
•

:

—

m

when Gog and Magog

(Rev. xx. 8) march to
upon the centre of the earth (ver. 9).
9. Th% misconceptions of the traditional exegesis
in respect of the chapters before us, and the corre3),

battle

sponding passages in the Revelation of John, thus
on the one hand to the appearance of Gog,

relate

and on the other to the position and state of the
true Israel, the Church oi Christ, in the last dnys.
With respect to the latter, we have remarked on
the idyllic picture in ch. xxxviii. ; comp. also the
exposition.
Rev. xx. 9, by means of r« n-Xaras
rnt ym (ch. xxxviii. 12) belonging here, points
with wafifAp^Xn T«» kytmv and ^•Xtf n nyttwnfiixn
rather to ch. xl.-xlviii. (at least more to them
than to Zech. xii. 7, B), if these two Old Testament
theocratic designations of Israel are not meant
simply to denote the Church, the people of God,
without any special reference. Yet, considering
the reciprocal action between the unseen world
and the seen, especially in the last days, when the
transformation of the world is at hanii and everything is prepared for it, any reflex whatever of the
Church triumphant in heaven will unquestionably
affect its earthly compeer, the Church on earth,
during the thousand years. If it holds true for
this time also that ifAw yttf r« ir«Xirf v/Me i» oofafotf yrapx*** ^l •« sq., according to PhiL iiL 20
sq., then something corresponding in the Church
on earth of the last days must run parallel to the
life, the enthronement, the reigning with Christ
of them who have overcome,
a "time of great
peace and festivity," as Lange expresses it, an
ideality of Ufe, shining so much the more brightly
as the rest of mankmd are under the sway oif
mateiialism, have become the slaves of eigoyment,
and serve Mammon ; and if the judgment on the
world will be realized in presence of the latter-day
community, yet on the other hand a time of final,
and perhaps " most successful activity " previous
to that may be reckoned upon ; comp. iu our
prophet ch. xxxvii 28, xxxvi. 86. As the Chalaean world-power of Ezekiel's time, with its * ' many
nations " (D^Jf), out of which, in the first place,

—

Israel is gathered, ch. xxxviii.
is

88

(ver. 12,

reproduced as B«0vX«f (Rev. xiv.

8,

D^),

xviL

5,

xviii 2), so also, as in Ezekiel from the passages
cited, not only will " many nations '
(Ezek.
xxxviii. ] 6, 28) besides Gog and Magog have to
be supposed in the Revelation of John, but the
binding also of Satan, " that he should deceive
the nations no more " (Rev. xx. 8), suggests the
operation of. the community of God upon them to
bring them to the knowledce of Him.
Nay,
since Gog, brought up by Jcnovah, like Balaam
formerly, is in a position to view the people of
peace assembled and encamped upon their hills
this view, which can scarcely entice a nation supposed to be rude and barbarous but still simple,
may symbolize to us a virtual mission, the latest
missionary activity which the commnnity of God
on earth, as such, puts forth ; so tliat, alon^de of
the temptation which leads to being deceived by
Satan through the besetting sin of Gog(ch. xxxviiL
10 sq.), who is perfectly conscious of what his
heart purposes and expresses in vers. 11, 12, we
not only hear the ironical incitements of ver. 13,
but above all the aspect of the community of God,
Wrtually giving testimjony everywhere of salvation
and peace upon this eai*th, as it lives securely
solely by faith in its King, without worldly protection or power, is to be looked upon as a last
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dispensation and expression of God's long-suffer^
ing and grace in reMion to Grog, which he in his
ripeness lor judgment despises (comp. the exposition).
That Gog's purpose and expisdition are to
be aimed directly against God is a feature at least
foreign to Go^ as drawn by Eiekiel, and has to be
inferred eren
Rer. xx. 9 ; for the final attack is
rather directly against the people of the Lord,
and only indirecUy against Himself, who, however, manifests Himself from heaven in behalf of

m

His people.

Althou^ the Reformation

regained the
knowledge of me truth, both as respects the supreme authority, the word of God, and the foundation laid, namely, Christ, yet church life as church
life was not reformed, but only the Csesar Pope
succeeded to the Pope Pone. The episcopal power
was ffiven over to the bands of the State, and
thereby the Church only sank into a new servitude, which was a purely secular one.
This may
well be called the " Babylonish cfq)tivity " of
the communily of Grod.
Pietism, however much
it emphasized life in opposition to creed, furnish^l the theory for this, since its method is
solely to influence and form the individual.
Thus
the Keformation made no breach with Byzantinisb it may be said that that was not the antithesis of the Keformers ; but they left it possible
for the State also to become evangelical
As since
the Reformation Le. the attempt of ecclesiastical
reconstruction upon the foundation of the apostles
and prophets, in which Christ is the comer-stone
the modem sovereign -powers have come forward
politically, as Ranke says, so since then, under
the title of the gospel, a State-churchism has been
more and more developed, which, when compared
with the fundamental declaration of Christ re10.

—

garding His kingdom (John xviii. 86), is no less
a caricature of the holy than is the Church -state.
If the whore* become wife (Rev. xvii. ), who formerly rode upon the beast, is finally to be destroyed by the beast, perhaps we are near to this
point of tune. The complete apocalyptic history of
Antichristianism, however (Rev. xiii.), sets also in
prospect the case that the spirit of a fallen Christianity, the false prophet, can be active, in the
service of the political world-power, to bring
about something of the form of a universal worldchurch, with legally social exclusiveness. The
jud^ent of Antichnstianism, as of pseudo-Christianity (Rev. xix. 17 s^.), appears in relation to
their adherents as a spiritual, moral destruction,
namely, by the sword of Him who sits upon the
white norse, and which goes out from His mouth;
so that the Antichristian world, slain as with a
sword by the word of Christ, which should have
rescued them to life, now affords room for the
of. peace and dominion to the quiet
community of the latter days. If the description
of the closing battle against Christ In the Apocalypse of John, borrowed from Ezek. xxxix. sq.,
coDsdoasly conforms itself to the description given
there, that will intimate that it has an affinity
with Gog's final war acainst the Christian Church,
that what bet^ns with the Head has to be completed with the members, but that the victory of
the King with His army contains in it the assurance of victory for His people to the end.
But
docs not the very fact that rude force like that of
Gog and his bonds will bring about the conclusion of the development of Christian salvation
for this world, also imply the corripsponding recom-
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pense for the being sunk in materialism, in thn
common mock-reantv of earthly things? And
how, then, accordingly do the first heavens and
the first earth pass away? It may farther be
worth observing, for the social form of the world
during the time previous to Gog's making his
appearance, that after the judccment in Rev. xix.
17 sq. no ** kings of the earth ' figure any more,
that the Revelation of John significantly renews

" Gof and Magog"

The
solely as national titles.
"social democracy" threatened for the future discuss only materialistic themes, just as the science
destitute of philosophy labours
a similar sphere.
But the victory of Christianity, the absolutely
religious truth, will always be on this earth only
a spiritual victory. The victory that overcame
the world is our faith, 1 John v. 4.
Comp. besides, John xviiL 86, which is called, in 1 Tim.
vi. 18, the »»Xn ifn9X*yta rnt wimmt (ver. 12).
The idea of a preliminary transformation of the
world, even when put into a more real shape, as a
mediating transition -period, conformable to the
laws of life and to the development of life, remains, however, affected Vrith a certain show, a
mere display, the necessity of which is so much
the more difficult to see, as Gog, notwithstanding,
again comes up over it; and it would be much
more in accordance with the moralo-theocratic
law of the ripning of mankind for final Judgment, that this ripening for judgment should fill
up its measure on the quiet community of Goti,
wnich presents in opposition to the materialistic
world and its spirit of the times nothin^^ but its
unique ideality in Christ and with Chnst ^this
indeed in a purity and sanctity unsullied by any
secularity and worldliness.
Comp. ch. xxxvi. 38,
xxxvii. 28, and the burying of Gog's dead recorded afterwards, ch. xxxix., in a way that tells
for such a character.
The church-idyl of Ezekiel
in the chapters before us may be compared with
the apostolic church of primitive Christianity.
The first period and the last, when thus laid together, form a circle.
11. " Neither as to letter or spirit was this prophecy-fulfilled under the Old Covenant, and, moreover, many single passages of it are incapable of
beinff understood in the literal sense.
Por example, when at the end of ch. xxxix. the Israelites
are to be brought back from the lands of their
enemies without a single one of them remaining
behind, and that God poured out His Spirit on
the house of Israel. As the kingdom promised in
ch. xxxvi is in this world, indeed, but not of this
world, so the resurrection of the dead in ch.
xxxvii. places itself under the saying of Christ,
John V. 25," etc. (CoccKius).
12. **The enemies of the Old Covenant were
curbed ; and those of the New, who will once more
rise up against the kinfniom of the Messiah, are,
to the terror of the wond, overthrown on the day
of judgment, and the New Covenant solemnizes
its final victory" (Umbreit).
18. The appearance of Gog shall be liable to no
contingency, and its necessity for the consummation of things is apparent, ch. xxxviii. 4, 8, ] A,
That even evil intent only serves the cause
etc.
of God's kingdom is a fundamental view of Holy

m

—

Scripture.
14. From the symbolical style and character
which pervades the chapters before us, a geogra-

phical inquiry respecting the burial-place of Gog
Ail the more
(ch. xxxix.) wiU be of httle use.
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however, may such thoughts suggest themselves
as the contrast geuerally of the low ground, where
for himself, with
Gog's lofty purpose makes a
his going up on the mountains of Israel, and then
also the contrast of these heights with their security and his grave, which secures against him,
Gog's grave in Israel, lying east of
confines him.
the sea, makes significant allusion to the sea, the
apocalyptic term for the birthplace and cradle of
the heathen nations who, moreover, ought not to
have found downfall and destruction in Israel,
but, on the contrary, sunrise, to which they are
described as coming virtually out of darkness and
the shadow of death, from the farthest north.
That Qo^ finds his grave in Ismel is so much the
more striking as Israel himself comes out of his
grave in ch. xxxvii.
15. But still more siffnificant is the closing

^ve

;

—

Ver. 4. "He means to march against Jehovah,
but in reality Jehovah has him in tow he must
march whither He wills to his own destruction,
as Pharaoh of old did not set aside the purposes
of the God of Israel when he refused to let His
people go, but acted so because Jehovah Himsrlf
had hamened his heart in order to hurl him to
destruction" (Hengst.). Ver. 5 so. "It is,
however, of little moment to know whether the
resent nations and which of them are to be unS erstood under those designations; for those
:

—

ancient nations no lonser exist separately, and
the Holy Spirit intendea to designate under this
name generally only such peoples and nations as
in the latter days lie outside of the sphere of the
civilisation of the Church of Christ" (HeimHoFFMANN). Ver. 7. The equipment even of
"The
His enemies is subject to God's word.

—

—

verse of ch. xxxix., which refers back to ch. ungodly are bound with and to. one another by
glance
What Israel is to be or to the cora of malice" (Staeck). Ver. 8.
xxxvii. and xxxvi.
signify according to his idea, he becomes only into the latter days of the Church of God and of
through divine sanctification in the Spirit, whose the world.
"Gog meant to visit the people of
It is
final and full* impartation, in contradistinction to God, but in reality he is himself visitcSi.
very consolatory to the Church, that God not
all occasional and partial ^vings, is made plain,
their
even
merely
conquers her enemies, but that
as pouring out upon the house of Israel.
''As
the outpouring of the Spirit, according to the hostile undertaking is under His guidance,, that
earlier announcements of the prophet himself and they move neither hand nor foot except at His
his predecessors, bears an essentially Messianic command" (Hengst.).
"Thus God visits in
*'The
character, and is connected with the coming of grace and also in wrath" (Starck).
the Good Shepherd of David's line, on whom (Tsa. Church is thus described : from her persecu**
xi. 1) the whole fulness of the Spiiit rests
tions, according to her calling, as the fulfilment
(Heugst.), so the predi«;tions of the chapters be- of Israel, from her devastation by Antichrist, before us point to the course in the world of the cause of her .separation from the world, according
Christian Chui-ch, which was founded by the out- to her rest in GJod" (Cocc.).
Ver 9. In the
pouring of the Divine Spirit, and may live in the world we have anguish to the end ; before we
certainty that not one soul destined to be gathered expect it, a tempest arises, and heaven and earth
into it shall remain behind in the world, as its appear to be hid from our eyes.
Our security is
faith, its confession, is to rely with confidence on peace with God: Christians wish, indeed, peace

—

A

—

—

—

—

with all men, but the world keeps no peace with
them. Such is its turbulence that it has no rest,
such its darkness that it would like to shut out
HOMILETIC HINTS
all light ; even God is not to be our lamp.
" If
'On Ch. xxxviii.
great armies resemble clouds, how soon can a
"
Ver. 1 sq. "The prophet evidently speaks of wind disperse them 2 Kings xix. 85 (Starke).
Ver. 10. "Thus God is a heart-searcher, He
the last times.
A good part of his sayings are
riddles, which the fulfilment alone must solve and knows the evil purpose in the man himself"
"The enemies of the (Staeck).—Ver. 11. What a confession from the
explain" (Berl. Bib.).
Church are great, strong, and many but how- mouth of an enemy for the Church and against
Ver. 12. How good it is to possess the
ever great their strength may be, it can effect himself.
nothing a^nst the community of the Lord, for goods which cannot be stolen, the joy, for
" example, which no one shall take fix>m lis!
To
the Lord is its protection, 2 Chron. xxxii. 7, 8
** The
(TCb. Bib.).
Christian Church never the end the world seeks only the temporal, the
remains unmolested, but is always persecuted by earthly. Ver. 14. It is bad when we observe only
Ver. 16 so. That is already
internal and external enemies, or otherwise when it is too late.
plagued with crosses, tribulations, and adversi- the victory when (rod says. It is My people that yo
seek to injure.
" Yea, all things revolve around
ties of all kinds, 2 Tim. iii. 12; 1 Cor. xi.
19" (W.).— "The adversity which befaUs the the community of God on earth ; hell must assail
Church of God does not befall her accidentallv, it, and yet suffer shipwreck on the faith of tJie
but according to the divine counsel and will, true confessors. Therefore we ought simply to
Eev. ii. 9, 10" (Starke).
"Gog is so briefly keep God's word pure, and not to care about the
mentioned in Rev. xx. according to the economy great multitude " (Diedrich). Ver. 17. Ever\*thing has be^n told before ; they who hold to the
of Holy Scripture, because here so fully
(RiCHTER).— Goe is not the Antichrist (the word have to fear no surprises. Ver. 18 sq.
"Fury is the glow which bursts forth in the
beast), nor yet the pseudo-Christ (the false proThe wrath of God is the
phet), but the anti- Israel of the latter days. breathing of wrath.
The last attack on the community of Qod, in holy jealousy with which He, for the protection
contempt of its mission of peace and salvation, of His kingdom, the kingdom of peace, dashes
from self-confidence and world liness.— Ver. 3. down the wicked ; and this wrath of c»temal pro"He will, however, be of kindred disposition tecting love is fearful " (Schmieder).
with Antichrist, a circumstance which is to be
Qiumtn* tremor e$t/khtru»^
observed, and which at the same time explains
Qnando JuSex nt vtmtunm,
why the Lord is so angry at him " (Berl. Bib.).
Vumeta $trkU di$aiumm$*
a

gi-ace

which

is eternal.

—

!

—

;

—

!

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Even the saints will tremble, but with adora* point out what sin and uncleanness is to be found
Comp. Pa. zlvL " (Soumiedee). in a church and in every individual member of
tion and hope.
Oh that so many would not so much forget
Ver. 21. Even the t^ord is the Lord's servant, it
which He needs only to call for and it comes at their oflBce! Isa. Iviii. 1 " (Starke). Ver. 16 sq.
His word. How one may become the sword of The world, the city of the- dead, Hamonah.
another ! ** When God determines to inflict His What a stillness of death after the bustle of so
judgments, the best friends must become the many departing things and departed men !
worst enemies, that one may receive from the other "The enemies of the Church leave after their
the merited reward, Judg. vii. 22" (Starke). death a shameful name behind them. Acts xii"
Ver. 23. The conclusion is, that the result of (O.)
communion; the commuVer. 17 sq.
everything is to magnify and sanctify God.
ought, therefore, to begin all our afiairs with God. nicants are here the wild beasts and birds"
(HsNOST.). ^The fearful irony of the service of
*'

—

—

—

—

"A

We

—

On

Oh. xxxix.

God
As

does not mislay the address of
Jerusalem, so also Go^ and his
company stand always before Him. Him whom
God makes to go up. He is also able in due time
Ver. 4 sq. ** B^ the mounto make come down.
tains of Israel, where Gog is to be slain, we must
not understand the mountains near Jerusalem,
but the Christian churches in various lands ; he
ahall fall under the Christians" (Heim-Hoff.).
—Ver. 6. The fire of God upon sympathies with
evil.
The far-reaching effect of divine judgment.
—Ver. 9 aa. " We st-e from this that outward
force, whetner rude or refined, does not ftimish
the measure for great and little with regard to
religion" (Lutheb).—God prepares a way of
escape for His own people from even the most
All thin^ must serve the God
ternole terrors.
of love.
The fire of Christianity at last comes
over all the weapons of this world. They then
"These weapons are
warn instead of uguring.
tn appropriate fi^re of earthly things, of which
the enemies of the kingdom of God boast as of
their weapons" (Starok).— If God is our shield,
then it is seen what becomes of all the shields of
men, long and idiort. Let not yourself be covered
and screened by the world
Haf^py is he who
enjoys and confides in the protection of God.
human armour,
of
value
See there what is the
what trust is to be put in it, what fear we are to
have or rather not to have for it— The world
with its pomp and power after all exists only to
furnish fuel for the children of God.— Thus the
godly man finally gains the upper hand, however
long and strongly the ungodly have behaved
Ver. 1 sq.
His enemies.

—

—

—

—

—

—

!

11. Like Gog, many a one finds
grave where he least expected it Gog
thought of obtaining prey, but by no means a
Cve. ^The grave, a quiet answer to so many
d questions, the echo to so many and various
forms of I will !— Here the proudest and most
foaming waves will subside. Masters cease at
the brink of the grave ; the continuation follows

proudly.— Ver.

—

Lis

—

:

—that

—

judgment of
survivors on the dead, to say nothing of the
judgment of God, who has from the beginning
had the same decision regarding them.
Ver. 12 sq. The buri^ of the world, daily to
carry out denial of self and the world.
" Men
often take great pains to put away bodily uncleanness : would that they were ecjually careful
to purge themselves from aU. pollution of spirit
is to say, rottenness, horror,

—

2 Cor.

V.

17,

18" (Starke).— " Teacher and

preacher are for this purpose^ that they
.

may

the sanctuary on every worldly interest, even the
highest.
^What an end, after such a beginning
The beginning was, Israel should fall a prey to
Gog ; now the end is, that Gog lies there a prey
to the very beasts of the field.— Ver. 21. "Let
us not be blind and stupid spectators of the acts
of God, but let us lift up our nearts, and celebrate
the goodness and power of God" (Starok).
The punishing hana of God on others is, in a certain sense, laid on us also ; He takes hold of us
when He crushes others. Ver. 22. God for us
and with us, God our God the blessed knowledge in Israel henceforth and for ever, Ps. cxliv.
15.— The doxology of the Lord's Prayer. Ver.
23 sq. Our transgressions, the key to our frequently so dark experience on earth. Our acts of
unfaithfulness bring us into manifold miseries,
but God is faithful. By the punishment of God's
people Uie world shall know the misery of sin as
so much the more
well as the righteousness
of the Holy One of Israel.
threatening for it
" The beginning is made with the house of CJod,
the end with the world " (HXv.).— The apostasy
in Christendom makes the world apparently so
powerful.
Ver. 26 sq. "After chastisement, benot, however, because of
lievers again find grace
their go^ness, but for the sake of Christ, Ps. cvi.
47" ( W. ). —The jealousy of God in His compassion.
"When sin is rightly acknowledged, it brings
men to shame and repentance, Luke xviii. 13"
(Starke).- The knowledge of sin makes heavyladen sinners ; but grace experienced humbles
^The security
still more than punishment can do.
of the humbled ; the security of those who think
that they stand ; the security of the children of
this world.
We men are weU able to bring ourselves into distress and sorrow of heart, but only
" There
God's love is able to bring us out again.
is, however, no sorrow wnich God could not prevent" (Starck).—The salvation of Israel, a sermon to the heathen of God's compassion and holiHallowed be Thy name, and Thy
ness alike.
kingdom come, stand side by side in the Lord's
Prayer.
Ver. 28. Not one of the elect shall
remain behind in the world. Ver. 29. Grace aa
eternal giuce and grace for me is the seal of the
Holy Spirit— Thus believers are kept by the
power of God to a salvation which is ready to be
Israel, the
revealed in the last time, 1 Pet. i. 5.
true, the people of the Spirit.—The outpouring
of the Spirit of Jehovah is the end of all the ways
which He has gone with Israel in anffer and compassion, and the consummation of Israel in the
Christian Chnich.
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6.

The Closinq Vision
(1.)

:

or the Globt of Jehovah*s Kingdom (Ch.

xl.-xlviii.).

The Temple and iu Service (Ch. xL-xlvi.).

Chap. xl. 1. In the five and twentieth year of our captivity, in, the beginning of the
year, on the tenth of the month, in the fourteenth year after the city was
smitten, in the selfsame day, the hand of Jehovah was upon me [c»me orcr me],
In visions of God brought He me to the land
2 and He brought me thither
of Israel, and made me rest [set mt down] beside [on] a very high mountain, and
3 on [oTer] it [wa^^ ^»ee up] a city-like building to the south. And He brought me
thither, and, behold, a man whose appearance was as the appearance of brass,
and a line of flax in his hand, and a measuring rod ; and he stood in the gate.
4 And the man said to me, Son of man, behold with thine eyes, and hear with
thine ears, and apply thine heart to all that I show thee, for in order to let
thee see it wert [an] thou brought hither declare all that thou seest to the
5 house of Israel And behold a wall outside the house round about, and in the
man's hand the measuring rod of six cubits by [meMvred by] the cubit and an
handbreadth ; and he measured the breadth of the building one rod, and the
6 height one rod. And he came to the gate which looketh towards the east,
and went up on its steps, and measured the threshold of the gate one rod
And the chamber [the fumrdroom]
7 broad, even one threshold one rod broad
one rod long and one rod broad and between the chambers five cubits ; and
:

;

—

:

;

8 the threshold of the gate beside the porch of the gate within, one rod. And
9 he measured the porch of the gate within, one rod. And he measured the
porch of the gate, eight cubits ; and its pillars [litmny, iti pinar, u. one by one], two
10 cubits ; and the porch of the gate [w»a, or, thn» was the porch of the g«e] within. And
tkeyh ambers of the gate towards the east [iit€nai7.thew«yoftheea>t] were three
onthis side, and three on that ; the three of them of one measure ; and the
And he measured the
11 pillars on this side and on that were of one measure.
breadth of the opening of the gate, ten cubits ; the length [height] of the gate,
12 thirteen cubits. And a barrier was before the chambers [Ruardrooms], one cubit
[on this »ide], and one cubit the barrier on that side ; and the chamber six cubits
13 on this side, and six cubits on that. And he measured the gate from the roof
of the chamber to ite roof, the breadth five and twenty cubits, opening against
14 opening [door aginst door]. And he made the pillars (ver. 9) sixty cubits, and at
15 the pillars [iit«r-uy. at the pniar] was the court round and round the gate. And
from the front of the entrance-gate to the front of the porch of the inner gate,
16 fifty cubits. And closed windows were in the chambers [guardrooms] and in their
pillars within the gate round and round, and likewise in the wall-projections, and
there were windows round and round inward ; and on the pillars [nteraiiy. the puiar],
And he brought me to the outer court, and behold apartments [ceUs]
17 palms.
and a stone pavement [momUc], made for the court round about ; thirty apart18 ments by the pavement. And the pavement was by the side of the gates,
19 exactly the length of the gates, [namely] the lower pavement. And he measured the breadth from the front of the cate of the lower [pavement] to the front
of the inner court from without, a hundred cubits ; the east and the nortL
20 And the gate which was towards the north on the outer court he measured
21 in its length and its breadth. And its chambers [gaardrooms], three on this
side and three on that, and its pillars and its wall-projections ; it was after the
measure of the first [fonner] gate, fifty cubits its length, and the breadth five
22 and twenty cubits. And its windows and its wall-projections and its palms
were after the measure of the gate that is towards the east, and they shall
ascend [one goes np on them] by scveu steps, and ^ts wall-projections are before' them.
23 And [there was] a gate to the inner court opposite that to the north and to the
24 east ; and he measured from gate to gate a hundred cubits. And he brought
me towards the south, and behold a gate towards the south, and he measured
25 its pillars and its widl-projections by those measures. And there were win-
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round about, like those windows fifty
and the breadth five and twenty cubits. And its ascent
had seven steps, and its wall-projections before them and there were palms
And there was a gate to
to it, one on this side and one on that at its pillars.
the inner court towards the south, and he measured from that gate to the gate
towards the south, a hundred cubits. And he brought me to the inner court
into the south gate [uiroogh tbe south gate], and he measured the south gate after
those measures ; And its chambers and its pillars and its wall-projections
And its windows [were] to it and to its wall-projections
after those measures.
round about ; fifty cubits the length, and the breadth five anfl twenty cubits.
And wall-projections round about, the length five and twenty cubite, and the
breadth five cubits. And its wall-projections were towards the outer court
and palms on its pillars, and eight steps [were] its steps. And he brought me
to the inner court towards the east, and measured the gate after those measures ; And its chambers and its pillars and its wall-proiections after those
measures. And [there were] windows to it and to its wall-projections round
about fifty cubits the length, and the breadth five and twenty cubits. And
its wall-projections [were] towards the outer court, and palms on its pillars on
this side and on that, and its steps eight steps.
And he brought me to the
north gate, and measured after those measures; Its chambers, its pillars,
and its wall-projections and windows [wtre] round about, fifty cubits the length,
and the breadth five and twenty cubits. And its pillars were towards the
outer court, and palms on its pillars on this side and on that, and its steps
And a cell and its opening was by the pillars at the gates ; there
eight steps.
shall they wash the bumt-ofiBring.
And in the porch of the gate were two
tables on this side and two tables on that sid^e, to slay in relation to them
[or^ont^em] the bumt-offiering and the sin-offering and the trespass-ofiering.
to it

and

to its waU^rojections

;

26 cubits the length,

;

27

28
29

30
31

32

33

34
35
36

37

38
39

40
41

42

43
44
45
46

47

48

49

;

And at the side without for him that goeth up, at the extreme of the gate
towards the north, were two tables ; and at the other side, which [teiongeui] to
the porch of the gate, two tables.
Four tables on this side and four tables
on that, by the side of the gate ; eight tables, on them will they slaughter.
And four tables at the ascent [for the bamt-offering] of hewn stone, the length a
cubit and a half, and the breadth a cubit and a half, and the height one cubit
on them will they lay the instruments with which they will slay the burntoffering and the slain-oflfering.
And the double staples of a handbreadth were
fastened on the house round and round [on the waiia around the temple] ; and on the
tables is the flesh of the offering.
And outside at the inner gate were cells for
the singers in the inner court which was at the side of the north gate, and their
front towards the south ; a part at the side of the east gate, jfronting towards
the nortL
And he said to me. This cell, whose front is towards th^ south, is
for the priests that wait upon Uie charge [Mrrice] of the house ;
And the cell
whose front is towards the north, for the priests that wait upon the charge of
the altars ; these are the sons of Zadok, who of the sons of Levi draw near to
Jehovah to minister to Him. And he measured the court ; the length a hundred cubits and the breadth a hundred cubits, forming a square ; and the altar
was before the house. And he brought me to the porch of the house, and
measured the pillar of the porch, five cubits on this side and five cubits on
that ; and the breadth of the gate, three cubits on this side and three cubits
on that. The length of the porch was twenty cubits, and the breadth eleven
cubits, and [that] at the steps by which they will eo up to it ; and there were
posts by the pillars, one on this side and one on that
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EXEGETIOAL REMARKS.

LiTERATUBB,— In
tise,

Vnlg.:
»

~*"^«' »««-'« '*-'*«'-/«^C-r«^ft,^«„.

addition to Bottcher's treaalready mentioned in the Introduction,
p.

80, we have to mention : Thenius, Probm alu.
SchH/terhl. nach wisaenscfL Sprachforschunq,
Leipzig 1838; Balmer-Rinck, Dts Prophetek

^-

'^^^ •^ '/^

••«•. ^^««.^rw i«

r/w ^/n».

Vul^:

.

.

"grounds" has been already refuted by J. D.
MiCHAELis, EiOHHORN, Bertholdt, and Jahs-.
Vers. 1-4.

Exordium

—Introductory.

Aa in ch. i., with which the divine mission of
Ansicht vom Tempel, Ludwigsburg 1858 our prophet
opens, so also in ch. il. here, an
older authors
Vitrinoa, Aanleydmg'e ** jo^ium, stating the point of time,
the condition
tot JiH rechU Verstant, etc., and his
defence of Ezekiel, the locality, as well as the first and
against Cocceius, the son {Naeder Ondersoeck van
immediate view which he got, introduces us to
net rechte Verstant van den Tempel Ezechiels)
what follows.
JSzechiel

Of the

:

;

Sturm, Sciagrapfua TempU, etc., Leipzig 1694
Ver. 1. By the first date given in the five and
and a little earlier Villalpandus (p. 29) and,' twentieth
yew of our (Introd. § 3) captivity, the
in a ponderous monograph, Matth.
Haeen' reference back to ch. i. (comp. ver. 2) is still more
BEFFER, Tempi. Ez., Tubing. 1618.—Great dili- express.
According to Bunsen and Duncker, 573
gence and acute combination distinguish Klie- B.O.
According to Schmieder, 574. Acooniing
FOTH, whose second part treats entirely of the to
Hitzig, 576.
As to sense and meaning, this
following chapters in 390 pages.— Oedeb, in his
reference back to ch. L implies on the one hand,
Freije Unterauch. UbereinigeBB. des Allen
Testa- that the glory of Jehovah solemnizes its cottsHKments, Halle 1771, and L. Vooel, the editor of
motion in the glory of His kingdom (Intnxl. § 5\
this treatise, and Corrodi also in the anonymous
and on the other, that the divine mimon of
treatise, Beleuchtung d, jQd. und chr.
Bibel- Ezekiel has now come to the close which bi/ii* its
kanona, have criticised away the following nine
commencemenL Ezekiers prophecy, cL ijcix. 17
chapters from our prophet, and capriciously attri- sq.,
is chronologically liis last (comp, on it).
buted them to a Samaritan or a very late re**The prophet has introduced it as an appcndii
Kimed Jew for what they have adduced upon to an earlier
prophecy, in order to conduoe with
•

:

:

;

;
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CHAP. XL.
this great vision of restoration, in contrast to the
great opening vision of destruction" (Henost.).
According to J. H. Michaelis, we have to remember in regard to the twenty-fifth year in Ezekiel
here, that the Babylonish captivity of the Jews

began in the fourth year oi Jehoiakim, when
Daniel and his companions were carried away, so
that there were in all thirty-two years of exue to
HiUig interprets B^j(-|3
take into account

—

n:tjfrl
T T ~

in the sense of

**

new

year,"

and

i-egards

the phrase on the tenth of the month, as explana:

tory, since he (as also Jewish tradition) takes it to

883

2.

entrance of Christ into Jerusalem, the inau^raThe day was thus as signition of His kingdom.
ficant here as the day of His resurrection in Rev.
How even in later times the popular hope
i. 10.
of deliverance wss connected with the passover
appears from the release at the feast of a prisoner,
who, in the eyes of the Jews,* represented the
people enslaved by the Romans * (Hengst.).
Next to the captivity, the circumstance that
the dty was smitten, which points back to cli.
xxxiii. 21, forms the second element in fixing the
It is a verbal reference to prepare us for
date.
understanding how the renewed divine mission of
the prophet, in view of that accomplished act of
judgment, would now, for the first time, fully open
his mouth for the prophecy of God's compassions
on His people. At all events, (he capture qf Jeru-

be a year of jubilee (Lev. xxv. 9). The nrevious
year must have been a sabbatic year ; such a year
ended in the autumn of 575, and may have been
a 49th year. The significant element in this co- salem teas the consummation of the misei-y of the
incidence (on a day of atonement commencing a Old Testament covenaoit-peopk, but with it was
year of jubilee) would, moreover, still continue even presented also the exactly corresponding backu we should not be able, like Kliefoth, to speak ground for Hie consumTnation of Jehovah's glory
of an '* absolutely eschatological vision." Kdak
observes : " God let the prophet see the temple
and the future freedom of Israel on the day of
jubilee, be<»iU8e then servants become free, and
on the day of atonement, because then the sins of
If what is intended is the
Israel are forgiven."
beginning of the civil year aud the month Tisri,
then, in order to that, this much later alteration
of the beginning of the Hebrew year— the old
Mosaic re^&oning constantly prevails still in the
must be
post -exile Old Testament writings
proved to have been already in practice in £zeKiel's time ; to say nothing of the fact that such a
departure from the law in our prophet, with his
specially priestly and other peculiarities of mind
and spirit, is scarcely suitable, at least without
more definite indication, even to the character of
our chapter. For this reason Havemick, with
the majority of expositors, holds to the commencement of the ecclesiastical year, and thus to the
month Kisan, making the phrase : nDt$^ ^^ih,

—

T T -

not found elsewhere in the Old Testament, look
back to Ex. xiL 2 as a brief mode of expression
for the fuU form there, and connecting the mention of the tenth day directly with Ex. xii. 8
(on which day the lambs lor the passover were set
*' It is the period when the
apart, Schmieder).
preparation begins for the solemnization of the
To the prophet, inspired
feast of the passover.
by the Spirit of Qod, the future shapes itself as
the consummated glorification of the past, of the
"
first history of development of the people of Ood
'* llie month did not need to be stated
(Hlv.).
more exactly ; from the words In the beginning
of tiie year, it was self-evident that ti^e first
month only could be intended. That the day is
significant for the thing is confirmed by the emOn the day
phatic form : On the sellbame day.
when of old the passover was instituted in Egypt,
and the people were brought as it were into the
sacred precincts of the approaching redemption,
the day on which the coming sealing afresh of
God*s redeeming grace had thus for centuries been
solemnly announced, along with the increased
pain just on account of the cessation of these
:

And so, in this
in His kingdom in the world.
respect also, Ezekiel cannot, in conformity with
his continuous mission as prophet of Jehovalfs
glory in the exile, withdraw more fully from the
What the prophet bad
theatre of his activity.
been obliged to announce regarding the wrath
and judgment of God on Israiel throughout ch.
ii.-xxiv., has been all fulfilled,— God has made a
tcUmla rasa; but Uie strictly fulfilled threatening presents itself also as guarantee for the realiza-

tion of the promise alrea^ wrapt up in it, which,
in the transition portion of our book (eh. xxv.xxxii., see Introd. § 5), prepared for itself a background in the kingdoms of this world, in order
with ch. xxxiii. to set forth in prospect with increasing clearness and energy the purification,
sanctification, restoration, and final victory of
the new Israel, the Israel after the Spirit, over
the world. What had been there prophesied in
isolated instances of the future salvation becomes now collected into a united whole, so that
to all appearance, as if a separate book by itself
began with ch. xl., our opening verses only confirm more expressly that which already results
from a reconsideration of the previous chaptei-s.
**
Even in the first prophecy, in the rainbow which
surrounds the appearance of the offended Deity,"
says Hengstenberg, "lies the germ of this last

prophecy ;" and Hitzig says

'*
:

Not only

xxxiii. -xxxix., the previous section " (to

ch.

which

specially our prophecy forms the conclusion),
" but Ezekiel's prophecy in general, advances here
In the selfsame
also to internal completion."
day; comp. ch. xxiv. 2. Comp. ch. i. 3, xxxiii.
"Not merely a divine word,
22, xxxvii. 1.
but he shall experience something" iKmef.).—
Not directly, but certainly indirectly, there is also

—

—

a reference to ch. viii. sq. ; for although thither
is explained from what precedes as the site of the
smitten city, yet Jerusalem comes immediately —-

—

into consideration ])rincijust as in ch. viii. sq.
[Havemick finds in
pally as regards the temple.
the thither the direction of the longing expresse*!.]
Ver. 2. In visions of God; comp on ch. i. 1.

—

The

state

of Ezekiel.

— Ch.

xxxvii.

1.

— Now

comes the locality of the vision,— in general the
must have arisen more land of Israel, and then, in what follows, the
festivals, hope also
strongly than at any other time, since God had first and immediate view in particular.
Against
given m the redemption of the olden time a
itself, that
in
correct
observation,
Kliefoth's
^^
pledge to His people.
The day occurs elsewhere

also as significant, e.g. the leading across Jordan,
Joih. iv. 19, etc
On the same day was the

:

and'^y itand

for each other in Ezekiel^
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mark that here, however, occurring as they do
close together, they can hardly be otherwise than
Ezekiel is, in the Spirit, set down at
distinct.
all events at the foot or the side of a mountain,
which to him, looking up in vision, appears Teiy
high, ilad Ezekiel been "upon" it, he could
have spoken more fitly of its size or breadth than
First of all, the mountain, since
of its height.
it has to be taken in contrast with the smitten
city, refers neither to Moriah nor Zion in parbut svmbolizes generally the loftily
ticular,
situated Jerusalem (comp. ch. xvii. 22, 28) ; but
that it appears very high points, above all, to a
glorious restoration, and indicates spiritual elevation, for which comp. Isa. ii 2 (where the exaltation is immediately explained from the consciousness, the religious movement of the nations, and
as no merely outward one); Zech. xiv. 9, 10, 16;
Mic. iv. 1 (Rev. xxi. 10^. This establishes in
the outset the ideality of the further views vouchWhere the first vision (ch. i)
safed to EzekicL
"exhibits in prospect anger and judcfment," the
last exhibits in prospect "the healing of the
wounds." There the prophet went against the
dream of a God gracious to (self-righteous) sinners,
and an immediately approaching future of salvation ; here at the end, after that announcement
has been made, he deals a last powerhil blow
against the second dangerous enemy of God's
people, that has now come into the foreground,
the despair, which as effectually as the former
fidse security leads away fi-om treading the Godordained path of repentance" (Hes'ost.). That,

however, which

is

made prominent for Jerusalem

in general, and described as a city-like building,
[H&vis, accoiHliug to what follows, the temple.
emick makes the prophet see from the mount of
the temple, as the building in the south, the New
Jerusalem (Heb. ^di 22), situated south of the
mountain where the prophet stood, and consequently makes sanctuary and city to be at once
announced as the two (?) main parts of the vision.
According to Abarbanel, Ezekiel saw even the
Hengbuilders in the south buUding the city.
stenberg finds in "t^y the substitute for the

smitten city (ver. 1), and the temple here, as
also in Heb. xii., included in the city in the
wider sense. The reverse is the correct view, as
even Hengstenberg himself goes on to call the
temple " the proper essence of the city," ** the
spintual dwelling-place of the whole people."
His reference to ch. viiL concerning the central
position of the temple is ^ood.J Apart from the
fact, observed also by Keil against Kliefoth, that
the city is not thus described in ch. xlv. 6, xlvliL
15 sq., 30 sq., everything is made clear by the
distinction between

^^ and

^;

to the prophet

down at the mountain, from Babylon, and
hence coming from the north, the building on
looking from
the mountain appears 2}S0i ^^^^
set

TV

•

^

the south (as in ch. xxi. 2 sq., Judea in general),
which the A^'tva^rt of the Sept (Hiao) renders
vv

•

quite correctly.
Ver. 3. And

He

a man, the

excludes the angel of the Lord,

faxxmght, etc.
Resumption
from ver. 1, after that the parenthesis ver. 2
has treated of the locality in general, and the
Now comes
first immediate view in particular.
the vision proper And behold. The description
:

less

:

the known mediator of divine revehttions, whom
even Hitzi^ accepts here, "since He is called
'Jehovah' in ch. xliv. 2, 5," as the comparison
of his appeamnoe
as the ajipearance of bns
(see on ch. L 6), seems to point to ch. i (ver. 7),
and the line of flax to ch. ix. 2. Comp. generally what has been said on ch. ix. 2 also Zech.
ii. 1 sq. (Matt xvi. 18 ; Heb. xL 16).
The brass
suggests to Hengsteubera
"solidity, durability,
power of resistance," which is so comforting to
the Church of God, because its earthly representatives rather resemble soft wax.
Hitzig, like the
Sept., makes it denote a " brilliant appearance ;"
Rhefoth "an ordinary emgekis irUerpres " (Rev.
xxi 9). The braas not only removes the appearance from the human sphere, but also gives in
the outset an idea oi firmness, hence certainty,
for everything which it will determine.
For that
the man has to measure is shown by his equipment, as that in its completeness denotes, accord" building activity in
ing to Hengstenbcig
general, in contrast to the instruments of de;
struction (ch. ix. 1) " according to Havemick
(B(ViTCHER), that it is " for the greater and the
lesser measurements,
the line of fix more for the
;"
site ; the meemiring rod more for the masonry
according to KLiEr. : "that he has much to
measure of various descriptions." Hemgst., referring to Rev. xxi. 15, calls attention to the
meaaniring lod as distinguished from a line of
flaz.—He stood in the (at the) gate. Hitzio,
" waiting for the new-comer." Which
correctly
sate, namely, of that which looked as a dtj-Uke
Bnilding (ver. 2), therefore which temple-gate it
was, is not particularized here.
But as Ezekiel
comes &om the north, the first that met him was
probably the north gate, from which the man
escorts nim to the east gate (ver. 6).
Ver. 4.
The supposition is (ver. 2), that the building is
already erected ; hence behold with thine eyeai
That he should "hear with his ears" gives promise of oral explanation also, as, for example,
ver. 45 sq.
But because the expression of the
building as to its pl^oportions will be made known
to the prophet specially by measuring, Ezekiel
has "to apply lus heart to all " that be will in
:

;

:

:

:

:

~

:

—

:

this way obtain a sight of (all that I show thee),
for throud^ him Israel is to obtain knowledge of
it

(comp. Ex. XXV.
Yer.
Afi

5.

9).

The Enckmnif

WaH

nrtn ("checking," "keeping

off")»

t^

a barrier against what miaht come fh)m
without (pno)*
It runs ri^t round the

wall

is

house, and will thus in relation to it, that is, to
the temple generally, symbolize the warding off
of the profane, the unclean, the false ; and not
Comp. ch. xliL 20, and
so mucn protection.
Ps. XV.
The height, at least, to be mentioned
immediately, is nothing particular in the way of
protection.
[Hiiv.
"In the former sanctuary
such an enclosing wall appeared more arbitrary,
a construction cdled forth by external circumstances.
Here the wall is an essential conThe Babylonian temples, too, hod
stituent part.
their surrounding walls, but here is certainly a
contrast to the colossal structures of the Babylonians.
The wall on the east side in the later
temple, begun by Solomon, was 800 cubits hi^rh
at the lowest parts."] [The wall "bears the
:
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qiiare form, as broad as it is high; hot this
bein^ only twelve feet at the utmost, it was
manifestly not designed to present, bj its altitude, an imposing aspect, or by its strength to
In these respects
constitnte a Dulwark of safety.
it conld not for a moment be compared with
many of the moral erections which exirted in
Bat as the boundary-line between
antiquity.
the sacred and the profane, which, being drawn
by the hand of Qod, must therefore remain free
firom all interference on the part of man, it is

meoisely such as might have been expected/'—
Fairbairm's EeekieL W. F.] But the measuring begins with it, and so the measnriug rod is
here fixed at 6 cubits— the cubit, however, with
tiie addition of ahandbreadth (ch. xliii 13), heuce
6 cubits and 6 handbreadths
1 rod.
The measure is accordingly greater than that of the
usual rod of 6 cubits. Comp. 2 Chron. iii. 8,
and Deut. iii 11. A cubit measure found in the
ruins of Memphii shows both measures, one of
6 and one of 7 handbreadths. See a lengthened
disquisition on Jewish measurement bv J. D.
Micnaelis on our passage, p. 112 sq. [Ubmgst. :
In the case of Solomon^ temple the former oul»t,
because then current, was the measure, henoe
it was the more needful to give the relation of
the one to the other here. -The greater cubit,
which meets us first in Ezekiel, was probably
borrowed in the exile from the Chaldeans. Keil
assumes a shortening of the common cubit from
the old Mosaic sacred cubit, which, he says, still
formed the measure for Solomon's temple, and
will do so fur the new temple likewise.] From
this statement of a greater measure, we may presume that what is to be measured is uncommon,
magnificent, surpassing that which, actually
exists.
Inasmuch as by measuring the dimension is made known as distinguished fh>m the
mere mass, we may say with B&hr that law and
proportion, hence order, consequently the spiritual, the divine ideality, are di^layed.
This is
what is expressed generally in the numbers
occurring here. But the very preponderance of
the number six, in itself non-sifnificant, forbids
us to attach to them special significance.
In

—

=

—

this respect, slso,

Hengstenbergs observation,

that in order to get the significant number seven,
it is necessary to revert to tiie cubit, which after
the prophet's explanation no longer comes into
consideration, tells against Kliefoth.
Moreover,
TID oomes Ihym' "extending," and serves here
rather to ducidate in detail to the prophet that
which he beholds as already completed work.
r32n iB the mason-woric of tne wall, the equidity

of which in breadth and hei^t corresponds strikingly to the purpose assigns to it to separate.

—

Yers. 6-16.

The

Bad Gate,

After the widl now follows in Yer. 6 the most
noteworthy part of it, the gates, of which, as

being "the chief^" as Henflstenberg supposes
("because of the rising sun ), the east gate is
described.
It lav opposite the entrance into the
sanctuary, and hence was the one among the
gates which conld first come into consideration
with reference to the boviM in the narrower sense^
in respect to which it is also several times exOn the signifipressly defined in what follows.

—

1
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6, 7.

cance of the gates of Esekiel's temple, comp. the
Doctrinal Reflections on ch. xL-xlvL
The
steps, seven in number, according to vers. 22, 26
(Sept.), are the first thing observed about the
gate.
Since the man arrives at it by them, they
can hardly be conoeived of otherwise than as
before, and not running into the ^te ; they
show, moreover, that the court to which the east
gate leads lies higher by these seven steps.
Thus the ascent, an exaltation (CoL iii.), is .conjoined with the separating character of the walL
*|D is a border or pand on the ground at the
entrance, thus threshold; nothing can be made
of "projecting lower cornice " (Hitzig).
As the
thresQold enters into the sate a rod-breadth,
which is the breadth of tne wall, it fills up
exactly the opening made by the gate in the
waU. iflK HD JlfeO explains the threshold mea-

—

sured as "one" (HXv. : only one, because so
broad), that is, for Uie present, for a second follows in addition, ver. 7; hence *Tnt<f in the sense
of "first"
Yer. 7. KDHI placed here, at the entrance into
T -

the sate, so simply as to explain itself, is the
Qhaim>er which is wont to be in this place, the
ffuardroom for the gate- watch (ch. xliv. 11).
" An arrangement dating from David and Solomon; a sacred temple-guard was appointed to
surround it " (HXv.). [Fairbairn: "Furnished,
as the gates were, so amply with guard-chambers
for those who should be charged with maintaining the sanctity of the house (ch. xliv. 11, 14),
they were formed more especially with a view to
the holiness, which must be the aU-pervading
.characteristic of the plaoe.
It was imprinting
on the architecture of this portion of the buildings the solemn truth, *that there shall in no
wise enter into it anyl^bing that defileth, neither
worketh abomination, or maketh a lie' (Rev.
xxi. 27),
a truth which, in past times, partly
from defective arrangements, partly from the
wilful disregard of such as existed, had been
most grievously suffered to fall into abeyance.
But henceforth it must be made known to all
that holiness becometh God's house, and that
they only who possess this shall be allowed to
comeandminister before Him." W. F.] Since
the AAte extends frtun the wall into the court,
and Ezekiel has first to pass through to the end,
the first thing determined is as to the guardroom, of which, moreover, there were several
(D^KJnn),--the "length" (from east to west),

—

—

also the breadth, and in this way
It is to be underthe form, that of a square.
stood that the intervening spaces also (the distances from chamber to chamber) were measured
as they went onward, and thus made dear to
the prophet ^Tbe conclusion is formed by the
thxeshold of the gate, which, in distinction from
the entrance one (ver. 6) of the same dimension, is

and with that

—

—

named from the porch (D

W

or

T

q^\

is

vestibule

T

or portico, often with pillars), into which the
whole gate-building runs out, as the p"*«h and
thereby this threshold is fixed with ret^K*. to

the temple, that

is,

westward.

^VM

indieaiss

that this threshold lay close to the poruh, ad-
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Ver. 8. The porch, because it opens
Joined it.
the way to the court, is a principal j^rt of the
The
gate, hence its lengthened description.
Sept. and Hitzig erase this verse on account of
from
that
given
in
different
dimension
beine
the
Kliefoth finds given in ver. 8 the size of
Ver. 9.
the porch in the light, the width of its inner
space from east to west, namely, 6 cubits of
Ezekiel's

measure

(ver.

The width was

5).

Consenaturally the same as that of the gate.
quently the measurement given in ver. 9 would
be that of the porch in the wider sense, including
the projecting side-walls upon it (2 cubits) and
the

D^^K

fronting each

other (ver.

10),

and

conceived of otherwise than in height (comp. on
ver. 15), and the guardrooms supply ail tlfot is
requisite to iix the leneth here.
Length, there-

does not in general stand for height ; neither
does the special application need to oe explained
from the circumstance that the door was Ipng
when measured. ["To the last number of perfection, ten ()i»«, implvinff that it takes into it the
other numbers), is added the first number of perfection, three," Henost.]
Ver. 12. In unison
with the shutting character of the gate, the idea
of the guardrooms is completed by the barrier
fore,

—

(Sl^) o{ one cubit in breadth before each of

As

them.
plural, signi-

HBD ^^ ^

that which is "firm," "strong," which can
be a prop, can afford support. The signification

nntrniDW.
- T -

^^, mostly

each 2 cubits thick.
fies

of the verb ^j^,
Kliefoth, is the

"to be

(D^^X) undoubtedly

by
The "Elim"

in front," accepted

derived

one.

project, as observe*!,

but in

reality they are pillar-like props attached to the
walls, to form sides and supports for doors and

And the poroh, etc., forming a conclusion; in connection with which KliefoUi
directs attention to the n^ano, repeated for the
windows.

third time, as marking the difference from the
gates of the inner court (vers. 81, 84, 87).
Ver. 10.
return to the "guardrooms of the
east gate" (ver. 7).
They are six in number,
three on one side fronting three on the other,
and all of the same size. [Kliefoth:
watches at each of the three outer gates, and the
same at the three inner gates, in all 8 x 12;
"for God Himself will be the proper Guardian
and Protector of this sanctuary of His people."]

A

2x3

—The one measure

spoken of the Dv*fc< o^ t^^

occasion seems to refer to those mentioned in
Kliep.
ver.
9.
"the gate-pillars of the
porch." [Hengstenbei^g supposes " piUars " one
cubit thick, as in ver. 9 (?), standing in front of
the walls at both sides of the guardrooms ; others
otherwise.]— Ver. 11. The open^g of the gate
is its entire width, and along with the statement
of its breadth there is given at the same time the
still undetermined length of the two thresholds
and tlie steps. In distinction from the width,
npe^n (from nye^, to make fast, to close, and
:

—

so meaning literally
—cognate to inb)

:

m

" closed place "
such

[Schlosa]

signifies the

ward,

evident from what follows, a
supplied between nilK TIB^ ^^^

is

^

TV

[Klibf.:

"And

the

T -

barrier

on

X

this side was a cubit, bat the guardroom was 6
cubits on this side and 6 cubits on tliat, " that
is to say: the guardroom formed a square of 6
cubits each side; but the barrier-space formed
an oblong of 6 cubits in length before the guardroom, and 1 cubit in breadth ; and the barrierspaoe was not taken from the space of the guardroom, which on the contrary remained a square
of 6 cubits, but joined on before the guardroom.]
The statement that that which was guardroom
(Knn* collective, generic) occupied 6 cubits on

either side, is here understood of the length, and
hence is neither formally nor virtually (us Keil)
a repetition of ver. 7, but is made expressly for
giving a clear notion of the barrierv, namely,
ow they ran along the entire length of each
From this it follows that these
guardroom.
guardrooms are niche-like cells, opening into
the gate, and hence closed in by tne barriers,
and that when one cubit on each side is taken
from the 10 cubits (ver. 11), the passage leading
The barrier
through is limited to 8 cubits.
1b hardly constructed in order that the watchman

"stepping out may look around right and left,
so be protected a^inst the too
near approach of the people, and nindrance by
them (Hitzig) ; it lessens the available space
in the thorous^hfare, and thereby facilitates the
control on bolua sides, and it protects the guardroom, which without it would stand entirely
open, from those who wished to press into the
court in this way through the doors to be mentioned immediately. riiENOST. : " The arrangement supposes that there are impudent people
among the entrants who wished to f(»t;e an entrance not allowed to them ; oomp. Luke xiii.

and while doing

24."]
wherefore the gate too is very suitably treated of
Ver. 18. The entire breadth of the gate-boildhere in the midst of the more exact description
ings: 26 cubits, measured from the guardroom
of the guardrooms (vers. 10, 12).
(Comp. ch.
(Knn, es 'ver. 12), as this is what has just been

Viewed with respect to its opening,
opens the way to the court; as a gate it is a
silent but stedfast guardian (comp. on ver. 48).
As every other interpretation hitherto attempted leads only to quite uncertain suppositions not contained in the text; (roofed ana open
spaces, courtyards, and the like), the length of
18 cubits here must mean the height. In itself,
*pi( signifies: what is extended in time and
xliv. 1 sq.)

it

—

space, hence

:

what

is long.

has been given already,
gate-banioade proper (we

When

the breadth
the extension of the
door) can scarc^y be

T -

and the guardrooms represent the
Thus guardroom opposite
guardroom, from roof to roof, frx>m north to
south, or vice versd^ so that the whole breadth
comes out.
The explanation nHB *T^ rUlBv
spoken

of,

greatest

breadth.

:

-

indicates

T

vv

- r

an opening of the guardrooms out

towards the court, for the barriers close them vp
towards the interior of the gate. This at the same
tpne explains to us the measuring; for since
there is only a barrier closing; up on either side^
there is a free view on both sides into tiie respeo-
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guardrooms to their openings (under the
end of each roof) into the court, so the man
needs not go out (as Klibf.) to determine the
measure ; moreover, And he measured will immediately (Ver. 14) paas over into: And he made
Accordingly, ver. 7 gave only th6 dimensions of
the interior of the guardrooms in the light,
whereas now the space of the outside walls (1^
cubits each, according to ver. 42) is included.
[HiTZiG : 321 is not the cover of a chamber, but

tive

14-16.

887

trance-gate to which one comes when one wishes
As the opposite standpoint,
to go to the temple.

towards the court,

^^

•^J^rmnat

been men-

tioned in ver. 11, the special designieition of the
Although
gate was so much the more in place.

—

for fixing the

termnua ad

be taken as versus,

qtiem,

-py

"towards,"

here, it stands in coigunction

will

have to

yet when,

with ^^^^,

it

as

has

T
its

ridge

=33-]

The

may be imagined

barriers

not

its full force.

like:

There

lies in it

something

"upon," "above," which seeks

to assert

but also as in the itself; for in ver. 11 the height of the gate, and
guardrooms, of course without lessening their in ver. 13 the roofing of the gate-chambers, and

as situated in the gateway,
space.

the

first

The

object of the barriers recommends
view.
In order to give the entire exten-

—

have in ver. 14

^^

D^i^J^,

m

this direction, we
the statement of the height of

sion of the gate- buildings

the two wall-pillars

(ver. 9)

adjoining

in ver. 14 the summit of the entire gate-structure,
into consideration.
["From" and "to"
are omitted, says Hen^tenberg, because the
relation is clear in itselfj The porch is known
from ver. 7 sq., and therebv, as from the contrast to {iriK^n, the "inner* gate, the gate lead-

came

the porch.
From their height as stated, Kliefoth
[Henost.
explains the change of expression.

ing into the court, and hence to the interior of
the temple especially when the east gate is vis
d vis the sanctuary proper. For this the man
needs only step forward on the seventh step,
look up, and, passing through the gate-buildings,
calculate his starting-point: first threshold, 6
cubits
three guardrooms with two intervening
spaces, 28 cubits ; second threshold, 6 cubits
which the steeples are in our churches, towering
projection of the side and gateup towards and pointing to heaven " (Henost.). porch, 6 cubits ;
This length is the
4 cubits = 50 cubits.
Kliefoth excellently observes: "They are 60 Sillars,
["When the Psalmist
ouble of the breadth.
cubits high.
If one had reflected that our church
calls upon the gates of the temple or of the
towers alio have grown out of gate-pillars, that
holy city to lift themselves up, to widen themooe can see not only by Egyptian obelisks and
selves, at the entering in of the ark of the coveTurkish minareti, but also oy our factory chimnant (Ps. xxiv.), the idea which underlies this
neys, which, moreover, are hollow, how pillars
song is here symbolically embodied and ex60 cubits high can be erected on a base of 4
pressed."]
cubits square, and that finally the thing spoken
Ver. 16 appropriately closes the description
of is a colossal building seen in vision, one would
with an explanation of the way in which the gatehave felt no critical anxieties at this statement of
structure was lighted ; for it needs licht for the
height " On
he made, Hengstenberg says
Hence
inspection of the watchmen especially.
'*'nie prophet goes back to the time when he
windows; first of all, in the guardwho here explains the building to him prepared there were
wall-pillars,
in
their
which
by
rooms, naipely,
it
In reality the meaning is he had made."
they are distinguished from the D^^K ^^ ^^^* 1^
i^JT^KI collectively, and this the rather bePillars projecting
(D^^Ki written defectively).
cause the pillars are the highest parts of the
the
windows
wall
enclosed
of the guardfrom
the
g|ate-structure. It is quite clear from the descripThat these windows were closed (1 Kings
tion in ver. 9 that the court (ivnn) was im- rooms.
vi. 4) certainly does not mean that they were not
mediately a^joinine; an inner court is out of the to let the light pass through, but that they wero
question.
Accordingly, •^J^n must be accusa- only for light, and not to be ooened for any other
purpose ; that they were windows meant "for a
tive; in relation to the gate, as to the gate,
sacred purpose" (Hiv.), and "not so much for
The being cloeed
with ^t(, in which the gate terminates in looking through" (HiTZio).
explains itself fully when we once consider that
the court, precedes,—hence the outer court of they, as also the doors of these chambers, led into
the temple surrounded the gate-structure round the court, into which, therefore, no one was to press
about, this structure was built in the court. When forward, either through the doors or by means of
the relation to the court into which the gate these windows, and then consider that their relaextended has been thus considered, the entire tion to the gateway given as within must put
length of the gate-structure can now Ver. 15— them on the same line with the other windows to
For this purpose the gate on the side be mentioned immediately, which came directly
be noted.
from which the measuring begins, that is, from into the gateway, and had to be made " so " (p).
the ascendinff steps of ver. 6, is designated as
jl/l^KH, which word is only here in the Qeri Although the windows of the guardrooms are for
the use of the gate, yet the word within shows
(Eethibh : rtn8*n)» Either adjective or substan- that the gate ^ts the light first of all from the
guardrooms, which indeed are also open inward
tive, it 18 derived from nriK, "to come," and
T T
up to the barrier. But since the guardrooms on
dengnates, as the point of departure, the en- both sides of the gate come forward to the court.
:

The usual height of the g^te-building might be
gathered from the height of the gato-door, ver.
11."]
That it IB the length (height) of the
^te-stmcture which is meant to be determined
IS shown by. the description of these pillars.
" They are as it were the bead of the whole, that

;

'*

:

—

;

:

:

^

:

—
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can be said of their windows

tliat

they were

round and round the

gate, as. was said of the
court (ver. 14) in relation to the gate. [Klief.:
**
In the inside of the gate - structure round
(T).]
For the purpose, however, of giving
light to the gate-structure, there were such

about "

more

windows Dte^K^.

Since nothing

nearer to the

is

guardrooms than their partition -walls (ver. 7),
we will have to think, in the first place, of them.

D^i<

is

etymologically connected with

with Q7)t(, but
torily

is,

D^^K "id

however, as Klief. has satisfac-

The

shown, distinct from both.

significa-

"projecting jiart," which Keil gives to the
word, that is, what is on a solid wall for architect
tural ornament or necessity,
as for the windows
in question, moulding, frieze, frame, and such
like,
suits perfectly to the partition-walls with
their windows, for these walls are, according to
ver. 30, to be taken here too as 5 cubits broad,
and thus were a projection on the gate-structure.
tion

:

—

—

[Klief.

"porch

translates:

walls.**]

If,

then,

they projected likewise into the court on both
'*
is as apposite and
sides, the " round and round

them as in respect to the
The carrying out of the
the windowB round and round, and

illustrative in respect to

guardrooms formerly.
parallel thus,

the glory of the Creator.
By it the habitation oi
is indicated as a perpetually flourishiiu;
habitation, abiding in vigorous strength, conceal
ing in itself the mlness of life ; it becomes the
place of salvation, life, peace, and joy, a paradise
of God.
But since the sanctification of Israel is
the end and aim of Jehovah's dwelling among
them, these ideas are of an ethical character (I^
L 8, lii 10 [8] ; Jer. xvii 8 ; Prov. xL 28, 80 ;
Ezek. xlvii 12 ; Rev. xiai 2 ; particularly Ps.
xcii. 18 [121 sq.).
The fact that the temple was
adorned witn these figures, while the tabernacle
was destitute of them, has its ground in the Promised Land. Palestine is the native land of the
palm, hence these armorial bearings and 1>adges
of the land and people of Israel on the coins of
the age of the Maccabees, and on Phoenician
coins, while on those of Titus we have a pabn
tree with Judcea capta.
In Solomon's temple, on
the other hand, Judasa vidrix had been represented, for the temple was at once the monument of
Israel's victonr over its enemies and of Jehovah's
covenant faithfulness, and a pledge of the firm
possession of the land (comp. ch. xxxvii. ).
The
palm, already pointing in this way to salvation,
peace, joy, and rest, was very specially a symbol
of that which had dawned for Israel witii the
period of the ' house * and its builder, the Ptinee
of Peace.
Thus there is a relation of Jehovah's
habitation to the land, and of the land to the
sanctuary ; both relations are bonnd up with each
other in the palm. The place of Jehovah's resi>
dence and revelation is a place of palms, thus the
land of palms is a land of Jehovah s residence and
revelation, a heavenly land." [Klief.: "The palm
branches stand in close relation to the feast of
tabernacles, and it is the eschatological signification of that feast which is designed to be stamped
by this adorning with palms upon the edifice of
the sanctuary" (?).]
Comp. however, here, for
the entrance into the temple of the New Jerusalem,
the entry of the Messiah through the midst of
palms, Matt. xxi. 8 ; Mark xi 8.

Jehovah

the concluding expressly (inwards) with the lighting of the gateway, shows that that has been sufficiently cared for.
[What Henijst. quotes from
Balmer - RiNCK about the pillars, by which
" the windows are as it were latticed," would have
been more suitable had it been said that the Elim
were on the windows, and not the reverse, as here.]
Kliefoth, however, understands by the " Elammoth" or "Elammim** not only "the parapets
and walls filling up the spaces between the guardrooms, but also tne sides of the porch and the
sides adjoining the second threshold ** as pierced
through with windows. The observation also is
perhaps correct, as the measuring (ver. 13) from
roof to roof of the guardrooms possibly shows
[Fairbairx " Here also nothing was left to
already, that when the gate-structure thus has men's caprice or corrupt fancies, as had been the
windows all over, it was roofed and covered. case of old " in the outer court of Solomon's temple,
Since ^^ in a coUeotive sense may possibly in- "A more perfect state of things was to be brought
in; and even all in the outer court was to be
clude the just now mentioned "Elim" of the regulated by God's hand, and bear the impress
guardrooms, while in vers. 9 and 14, on the other of His holiness. This, too, must be hallowed
hand, mention is specially made of the two high ground, fashioned and ruled in all its parts after
pillars at the porch, it will be a question whether the perfect measure of the divine mind and the
we have, witn Kliefoth, to imagine the whole just requirements of His service therefore snch
of the " Elim" decorated with palm-leaf work. was evidently the practical result aimed at,
let
Hengst (who insists on. its " inseparable connec- not the ungodly and profane any longer premime
tion with the chenibim, '* of which we may remark to tread such courts (Isa. i. 12), or desecrate them
there is here no mention) makes the palms " indi- by the introduction of their own unwarranted
cate that the gate leads to a building consecrated to inventions.
Let all feel that in coming here tiiey
the Lord of creation ; it corresponds to the merely have to do with a God of purer eyes than to beintroductory character of the gate that the crea- hold iniquity."—W. F.]
tion is here represented not by the animal kingdom, but bv the lower region of the vegetable
Vers. 17-19. The OtUer Cowrt.
kingdom, of which the palm is king." Hay.:
" By this symbol nothing else is meant to be
It is necessary to pass over it to come to the
impressed upon the temple than the stamp of the

—

:

;

noblest and grandest prosperity. "

Bahr (see der Sahm,
all fulness, ridies,

Timpil,

p.

120

More fully other
"Since

it

above

for the habitation of Jehovah,

Comp.

ch. x. 5.

all is

which

is

—712^6

is

properly:

"appendage," and so: annexed building or sideadapted room ; specially used for small chambers at the
called a sides, which served for keeping utensils and provi-

and glory of vegetable

comprehended in the palm,

gates.

sq. ) :

—

life is

habitation of glorv ; it stands, therefore, parallel
to the cherub, nouiing vegetable can so announce

sions, for

the residence of the priests, and also for

sacrificial feasts (1

Sam.

ix. 82).
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HengBt describes well tiie nse of the Lttihch'
Vera. 20-2S. The North QaXe.
stoim and rain, as the pavechotk: " a refofle
The length and breadth, only mentioned aa
memt presenrea the feet from mud, bnt principally
Ver. 20, are in Ver. 21 determined
for rejoicing before the Lord, for the eating; and measured
drinking Mfore Him (Deut ziL ; Luke xiii. 26), after the measnie of the gate, n^n refers, accordT T
participated,
the
in whiui tiie necessitous also
ing to Keil, to the north gate (ver. 20), but may
agapa of the Old Covenant
7\W^, a stonebe referred more exactly to the collectives ^|^ri,
*'

^m

m

—

eorered

floor,

literally:

what

is

"made

firm,**

pavement, stone-cover, like pammetUwn, from
jMvtre («'«<j»), to ram tight.
^ism is particip.

—

^^K

1^K» and

maae. sing., referring, acoording to Hengst, to
the chamoOTS and tiie stone pavement as a whole
in a neater sense ; acoording to Eliefoth, only to
the stone pavement, which is feminine ; but, as
Keil justly observes, his grounds for this are not
cogent.
That both the chambers and the pavement were made for ttie oourl roiind about, brings
them near to the wall, and makes them run along
it round about the court, except its west side,
fhirty such chambers are easily divided into ten
in each of the three possible du^ctions, although
in ver. 18 only the stone pavement is expresdy
placed in relation to the three gates; for tlie
'^Leshachoth" are described as ^'beside" (not
^upon") the stone pavement; according to
Hengst. opening on it, meaning probably that
they bounded the pavement. Since these chambers may be supposed spacious, each like an
annexe by itself ^whence also it may be seen how
they presented themselves singly to the eye for
numbering^ they might, reaching, as they did,
nearly fh)m gate to gate, have been like ft oonnection between these. ^Yer. 18. As the cham:

—

—

all that was,

:

pon^ and

puiioulars, the

In citing

etc.

tiiresholds are omitted.

The number of the guardrooms
with more exactitude.
ntdKS,

—

is

again given

strictly

:

mea-

T - T

"by

the cubit"—While brevity thus characterizes the repetition, with which the use of
ooUectives harmonizes, Ver. 22 subjoins the num«
ber of the steps, applicable to the east gate also.
In addition to the wmdows, the ** y^lftmnnim " and
the palms are again expressly mentioned, and

sured

D^^

what the
being

indicated

Drr^^

refers,

^^
as

is

made

plainer

before those

by their

who go

not to rrt^gO» T^t to

^^.

up.

The

mention of the "Elanmum" here, for the third
time^ is in order to supplement the description of
the east gate, in whicn only those between the
of.
Thus the
entrance threshold, too, had '* EUunmim" ; these,
of course, beinjz without windows, because filling
the breadth of the wall (ver. 6), but fftmished

guardrooms had been thought

with proieding cornices. It lay oi« d vu level
with tne last step. Ver. 28. Now that the parts
opposite have been spoken of, the not hitherto
licn were
so the stcme pavement was
obeerved relation of the gate (of the inner court)
t: -T
V
nnS'TK, ^7 the "shoulder,** that is, side of the to the gate (of the outer court) is given with
? r
T
reference to the two gates described northward
gftte^ for the gates of the outer court are already and eastward.

—

—

HMnfT^

looked on collectively ; and this

tinS"^

^ i^oic
Vers. 24-27.

by D^ycfrt T\k
•T
'v

The South Oate.

ITDJ^t meanVer. 24.
-\t
fri^3) hy those measures
V- T
ing that the length of tiie gates fixed the breadth
of the stone pavement
As the lower, it is to be which were observed on the east and north gates
and also of which the dimension had not been
distingnishea from that situated higher, that is,
stated in definite numbers, bnt yet had its meathe upper, inner court
Ver. 19 measures the
The guardrooms are
breadth of the outer court, starting from the east sured definite magnitude.
not mentioned here. Ver. 25. That the windows
the
gate
hitherto
of, and that, doubtspoken
Ste,
here are described as : like those windows^ shows
is, from the front of its porch.-— nj^jnnPin reiera
how the rriDS regarding them in ver. 22 is to be
T
: neither to ij^ nor to an omitted nicnn, hut
understood.—fS> referring to the gate-stmcture,
shnply to the stone pavement of tiie outer court, IB prefixed in order to be able to give as briefly as
called in ver. 18 roinnnnTo the front, etc., is done the length and breadth of the gate.— Ver.

exactly explained

n^n

:

—

—

T

this

J

termimu ad quern

- -

is

—

indicated

by f^rtO in

^tes of the inner court, as they
advance 60 cubits into the outer court ; and here,
in respect to the east gate of tiie inner court, to
the front qfthe porch qfthis gate, where, accordingly, one stepped from without on to the inner
respect to the

aleOf

D«T3Dij, to

26.

l^K"i>K
T

••

^

understood from ver. 22.

refers to the

two

pillars at the porch.

r

Henost. supposes that by
ver. 16.
every plUar stood two artificial palms, which put
it between tiiem (?).— Ver. 27 to be understood
from ver. 28. Kli^oth calculates the entire extent of the temple building as a square of 500

Comp. <m

The man neither measured
nor yet up to its waU. The
doubtless, belongs to the starting-point cubits.

court (vers. 28, 27).
into the inner courl

yvXQ

—

—

measuring,— too cubits + 2 gate lengths of
Vers. 28-87. The. Oateaqfthe Inner Court,
50=200 cubits. The breviloquent expression
"tiie ea^t and the north," which latter points to
We already know that the inner court has,
what follows, woidd, when resolved, run as fol- opposite the three gates of the outer court, likelows Thus with respect to the east side^ and the wise three gates.
The measuring reached in rei;
ame with respect to the north side.
27 to the south gate, which is therefore spoken ol
of the

:

:
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first

in Yer. 28.

*iy^:

so that I found myself in

the sonth gate; others translate: through, etc
The genenJ statement retains the same dimensions as in the outer gates.— Yer. 29, befitting the
Yer. 80 tells
brevity, almost entirely collectives.
how many cubits the "Elammoth" claimed from
the gates in length and, becaase round about, in
Twentvbreadth, thus advancing into the court
five cubits' length makes the half of the whole
length of the gate. Keil accordingly includes in
this latter : 10 cubits of the two partition-walls of
the guardrooms, 12 for two thr^old walls, and
2 cubits for the porch walls ; the missing cubit
forms mouldings.
Hengst does not allow the
side walls of the porch to extend to the space before the terminatmg pillars, and deducts from the
10 + 12 + 6=28 cubits, the special side walls of
the guardrooms, 8 culnts thick on the whole,
which, however, are to be reckoned into the 5
cubits of the space between the guardrooms, and
into the 6 cubits of the threshold.
So Kliefoth
The 6 cubits' breadth, which is
Previously.
kewise included in the entire breadth of 25

—

—

cnbits, gives Hengst occasion to remark that,
since a bulwark of 6 cubits would have been

we may suppose two walls with a dark
space within, the breadUi of the guardrooms
projecting IJi or 2} cubits before the side
parapets.
The statement in Yer. 81 that
the side walls in the length and breadth men-

useless,

tioned, collectively ^D7>K1i
T

^^^

directed towards

..

the outer court, makes this inner gate, like the
outer gates, seem built in the outer court, and, as
(ver. 9) is

ite b^V^

spoken of immediately, with

when God has established a new beginning. The
number eight does not occur in John's vision of
the New Jerusalem, because the new beginuing is
already given."]
Yer. 82. The inner east gate.—Yer. 83 as ver.
29.
Comp. wr. 81.
Yer. 84.
Yer. 35. The
inner north gate.
Yer. 86. More abbreviated

—

than

ver. 83.

—Yer.

87.

lh'*H^

instead

\q^

of

"To

this" (the north gate), says
Hengst, " the prophet is brought last, because to
it alone (?) belonged the noteworthy things of the
inner court, to he described in the following section,
the arrangements for the slaughter of the
victims, and the preparation of their flesh."
in ver. 84.

—

The Itmer Couri m respect of certam
Arrangementefor the Temple Service.

Yers. 88-47.

The temple and its service is the theme of
these closing chapters of our prophet
Hence
it is easy to understand that what follows of
the description of the inner court, which has
hitherto been occupied with the consideration of
the three gates, merely can be given in orderly
connection. [Fairbaibn: "Everything connected
even with the killing and preparing of victims
must now be regulated by the word of God.
Even there^ all is to have an impress of sacredness, such as has not hitherto oeen found, in
consec^uence of the higher elevation to which
the divine kingdom was to attain."
W. F.]
The opening of the annexe, the side-chamber

—

—

(ver.

17),

is

D^K2,

pillars of the court.

plural

the two gate pillars (ver. 87), hence towards the
side of tne porch, and thus in reverse relation to
the outer gates, and consequently so that the one
porch facSi the other. So Kliefoth, who then
But how
places the steps here before the porch.
can he (and Keil after him) say of the inner gates,
**
that the
second threshold lay between the surrounding walls of the inner court, and the gatestructure extended thence into the outer court,"
and yet maintain that the gate of the inner court

—

—

that

is,

beside

the two

Hengstenbeig limits the

D^yC^n (= "at the

gates"), ss

a generic

designation in distinction from the pillars in the
Bottcher likewise
interior, to the north gate.
supposes two of such cells at the entrance to
and two at the exit from this gate-structure, all
of them on the side waUs close by the thresholds^
Keil finds with reason that D^'^PC^ indicates a

with a door to each of the three interior
view supported by the intended use:
there shall they wadi ihe burnt-offering (a thing
lay '*with its whole leuffth** within the outer
belonging to ^e priests' court). ^JXT, Hiphu
court? Keckoned from tiie "second threshold"
that cannot be said ; the porch only with the gate from
n^n, to "thrust out," to "cast away," the
Hengst, on the other hand,
pillars was there.
makes the terminating noint towards the inner filth, hence : to wash. " The Old Testament and
court be the pillars witn their palms, between the Talmud recognise only the washing of the
which one went forth into the inner court ; and entrails and the legs of the victims for the burntthe commencement of the gateway which reached offering (Lev. i 9; 2 Chron. iv. 6)" (Kkil),
farthest into the outer court he makes to be the This, however, does not hinder us from taking
stair.

— ^^gp

n^yOf

**

(HiTZio: singular; Kkil

:

plural of

ascent") instead of T)fk^ in ver. 26, the

''ascending steps which form the stair" (Hitzig).
the steps being eight, a number elsewhere
without import, Hengst. says: "It is here to be
regarded merely as an advance on the number at
the outer court, a hint at the superior dignity of
the inner court, which, with its altar of bumtofferin^ rises still higher above the outer court
than this does above the profane exterior." (^Elief. :
" Eight is the number of the new beginning, and
so the sijgnature of the Kew Covenant, and of the
rei navisnnuB in general ; those who ascend to
this priests' court will be a new priestly race.

On

cell

gates, a

n%nT

here in

its

character of frilness,

which

r

in the list of offerings in ver.
89, not so much per synecdoche for the bloody
offerings in general, as (like ver. 43, p^pKl more

makes

it

the

first

externally) bringing to view the idea of offering

inmost and most frmdamental concepcell at each gate is sufficient for the
purpose (it is the last stage for the victim's flesh
before it lb hiid on the utar) ; but that there is
such a cell at each gate is evident from the idea
itself, which Elikf. (who places the waahiugcells in pairs, one on each side of each gate porch)
thus expresses: "The slaving took place at the
from
tion.

its

One

gate beside Uie porch,

and no longer at the ndt
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CHAP. XL.
of the altar of burnt-offeriug» as laid down in the
(Lev. L 11); in the n«*w temple the service

Uw

be 80 much more regular, zealous, and ireqaent; thither shall prinSe and people flow to
Dring their ofTerings
they will slay and (as
there ^all then be clean offerings) still more
wash before all the gatec>." Hengstenberg, on the
other hand, insists upon the direction in Lev. i.
11
"north ward. "—Passing over to the slaying,
Ver. 39 speaks, according to Heuost., of the
north gate (vers. 35, 40, 44) alone ; but ly^n

will

;

39-43.

J^91

Urrzio: north wanl, that

to the right hand.

is,

Bottcher takes 7]^}f^ to meim

" at the

:

stair. "]

The two other

tables (in confirmation of the
"
given) were at the " following
("other") side, n"in&<n, which designation forms

exposition

a brief contrast to the n^iDjfn, as in like manner

:

may comprehend

collectively

D^yC^H

of the

'D^W

ItTfct

comprises in brief the rest that has

—

A

said.
Ver. 41.
summing up to the number eight of the tables designated as within ami
without in vers. 39 and 40: because the latter

been

former yerae, or (comp. on ver. 40) may mean a four are tables set apai-t for slaying,
Dn^i>K may
definite gate at which what holds good of all the
gates is to be exemplified.
^The four tables, two be rendered
"on," or: "at them." Ver. 42
and two opposite on opposite sides, are in the shows that the summing up with such indication
poich, as the cells for washing beside the gate of what is distinctive in the two latter pairs is
*'
pillars are there also.
to sky," is either made because there is still a third set of four
t^rK^j
tables to be mentioned.
In accordance with the
to be taken in a wider sense, comprehending the foregoing, one would expect here too a fixing of
whole preparation of the flesh for the sacrifice,
particularly the laying (comp. ver. 43) of the where they stood ; hence n^Jf can hardly mean

—

:

|tteces

would

of flesh on the tables, which, however,

m^*

be strangely expressed by

or

"burnt-offering," which is spoken of at the close,
and much more completely. They are stone
tables (nn:i, the " eutting " of the stones),

—

•T

DH^^M only simply

indicates that the slaying of
formed of square blocks, as are also the stair
the victim took place without, in the direction steps.
Hence those previously mentioned were
In doubtless of wood, particularly the second let,
towards these tables, in relation to them.
the enumeration of the oflerings the expiatory named as specially appointed for slaying, while
sacrifices are fully represented, namely, by the this third set had to support heavy instruments.
sin-offering and the trespass-offering,
a hint for Finally, in addition and parallel to the bamtthe understanding of Ezekiel's temple, for the offering, comes the slain-offeffing, which inidea of the expiatory sacrifice has
view the cludes the sin-offering, trespass - offering, and
restoration of the state of grace, or reception into thank-offering.
[HEuasT.
"There are twelve
that state.
Although the burnt-offering stands tables in all, according to the number of the
first, as hitherto it has been treated of as mstar
tribes of Israel, Ezra vi. 17, viii. 35."]— Ver. 43.
omnium, and hence the relation in the state of D^DDC^n must be something definite, something
grace must come principally into consideration,
yet we are not to imagine an absolute purity of well known, and at the same time (from the dual)
double or biform. Gesen. has given up the meanthe people from sin in the time of this temple.
Ver. 40 adds two pairs of tables to these inner ing stctbula, "cattle-stalls," held by Hupf. on Ps.
"
tables.
The first pair, as they are said to be Ixviii. 14 [18], for that of "stakes " or "staples
wall
on
and
bifurcated,
standing
out
the
to
which
placed at the aide, in contrast to the porch, so in
Meier,
contrast to the interior of the eate-stnicture thev they bound the beasts about to be slain.
are described as without; and this is so much again, who rejects the idea of a fundamental
the more expressive, as reference is to be made signification : "to place," accepts the meaning
"to draw together, to separate, to make fast as
immediately to him that goeth up (rhfi\hy such, and imagines " enclosures of wicker-work
partidp.).
The figurative expression p|n3n"^K, for the cattle, of two rows, between which the

—

—

m

:

:

:

:

:

herdsman used to rest"

which Kliefoth here and

in ver. 18 presses far
too much and unnecessarily, demands even as
such a closer and proper definition, as here

rrono (Keil: "outside").
**

him that goeth up,"

clearly

But the phrase:
shows that the steps

{Tfhyo)', and, since they lie before,' with

—

IJ^trn
-

nnD^
~ v-z

Stood as

them

(comp. ver. 11), are to be under-

belonging to the porch; and n^i&yn

(thus correctly Reil) clearly explains the

nn3

to

be the north side of the gate ; whence Kliefoth
that npCTH in question is, just as in the

infers

case of

the outer

gates, the east gate.

[Kliefoth,

"for him that goeth
np t'> the gate-opening towards the north."
HENGar. : "to the door of the north gate."
as others also, translates:

But what purpose do

Keil therefore: "double
serve here?
staples," on which the slaughtered animals were
hung for skinning. The article may denote the
kind (of staple). (Others: "drinking troughs,"
or: conduits for conveying away tie fluids.)
these

But how does fl^HB harmonize f
to

make

it

It only remains

a slip of the pen for p32> as the wall

5, or an abbreviation, or, like
building).
think of n^^a ("house"

is called in ver.

Keil, to

=

t:

D^33!|jO is particip.

•

Hoph. from

^.

The descrip-

tion round and round, would, moreover, answer
well for the wall of the inner court, which surrounded the temple edifice on three sides; and
the sacrificial victims may well be conceived of
the three
[Kkil:
as bound to this walL
outsidesof the porch building."] Kliefoth (and
so Hengstenberg) understands raised ledges
:

"On
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(border enclosures), with which the tables for
laying the sacrificial flesh on were surrounded at
the edge round about, so that the flesh lay
securely between the ledges as between hurdles,
and did not fall ofl*; the ledges were opposite one
another in pairs, hence the dual, a handbreadth

But even with such an interpretation,

high.

n^aa
this,

still

causes a difficulty, for according to
as

= in the

ver. 39),

and that

"in the house '* must be taken

interior of the porch

(0^3,

in distinction from the tables in vers. 40 and 42,
or, as already 2'*2D 3^30 o^ tlie tables ("round
•

T

•

T

about the table-tops,*' Klief.), be taken as a
expression for "within" the tables
(how does round and round harmonize with
this ?), and thus either the porch or a table must
Only the transition to the
be taken as a house
last clause would be easy, and this doubtless has
given occasion to this interpretation but, on the
other hand, the new element would be wanting
which the double staples give in this so exact
representation.
The ellipsis And on the tables,
etc, states the purpose for which the tables in
ver. 39 was intended, in distinction from that of
the tables in vers. 40 and 42. Keil makes the statement refer to all the tables in vers. 39-42. plpn
figurative

!

;

:

tion of the singers and musicians under David
stood in connection with the advance which,
under him, the people of God had made. According to Ps. Ixxxvii., when the future of salvation
has come, the singers with the dancers say : All
my sj)ring8 are in Thee. The second part of Isaiah,
and its lyric echo, Ps. xci.-c., are full of the
thought, that in the time of salvation all things
shall sing and play. Even in the times soon after
the return from the exile, sindng revived in a
degree that had not been since David.
In a long
series of psalms, from Ps. cvii onward, the people
thank Goid for the blessing of restoration. Hallelujah was the watchword." The difficulties connected with the locality of these cells for the
singer-priests, which have induced even Keil to
enter on the slippery path of text-reviaion, guided
by the Septuagint, of which, however, we must
first have 8om«i authentic text, if, on its authority,
anything is to be altered in the Masoretic text,—
are sufficiently solved by EJiefoth.
He observes
on 'rwno, that, consequently, they "were not

—

•

T

constmcted in or on the gate building
the cells in ver. 38."

He

rightly

itself, like

makes 'nc^
-:
T

refer to that part

^nd space of the inner court

which is contiguous to the side of the north gate,
and hence not contiguous to the east gate. The
description of the locality of the cells becomes
("approaching," " presenting "), like " oflfering,"
perfect bv this, that their front is stated to be
from offtrre^ is the most general and comprehenMark vii. 11: Ko/S«t • towards the south, that is, nearer to the temple
sive name for offerings.
edifice than to the altar of burnt-offering, while
Uti #«^v.
Hengstenberg observes in addition
"Ihe very going into details apparently so the definition: "toward the north," approaches
nearer to the altar of burnt-offering.
Kliefotii :
minute showed how clearly and sharply the pro-

—

:

phet in faith beheld the non-existent as existent,

and was well fitted to draw away the minds of
the people from the fixed look at the smitten
We must indeed always keep in view the
city.
object of the prophet, to set up an intt^rim
temple for the imagination (!), in which it
mignt expatiate as long as the real temple, and
with it the kingdom of God, actually lay in
ruins."

Hitherto we have had arran^ments for slaying
and preparing the sacrificial victims (vers. 88-43)
in reference to the inner court. With Ver. 44 we
to the peraanelle of the service.
Since we
have been in the foregoing at the side of the porch
of the inner gate, hence properly in the outer
court, and only in relation to the inner court, the
more exact description of outside at the inner
gate, by: in the inner court, is only correct. On
the other hand, the cells for the singers at once
present an insuperable difficulty for those who. like
KeU, still draw sharply, and apply here, the Old Testament distinction "between the Levitical singei-s

—

come

:

and the Aaronites who administer the priesthood"
(against this sharp distinction comp. ver. 46).
That Ezekiel selected certain descendants of Aaron
who, by the way, is not named in ver. 46, although Levi is for the service of this sanctuary,
is no reason why these should not come into con-

—

—

sideration here primarily as singers,

especially

when we consider the idea thereby expressed, and
80 made impressive.
Hengstenberg says excel" That the singers are here so prominent
lently
is explained by this, that in the state of exaltation of the community of God, more ample material will be given to them for new songs, so that
in the worship of the new temple the sinring
must piny a chief part, as, indeed, the multiplica:

"The entrance of the t4*mple lay to the southwest from the north gate from it the priests had
the temple in their view."
Hengst.
"The
chambers of the singers ^nerallv faced the south,
where they (1 Chron. xvi. 37) chiefly had to perform," As the number is indefinite at the beginning, and it is simply said in the plural, just as
the priests, afterwards distinguished, are here
comprehended in the singers, so the limitation
in the second part of the verse, before the pendant
in question fronting the north, is appliciible also
to tnat fronting the south, so that we really have
to suppose likewise, in the first part of the verse,
if not only one cell, yet only one range of eel s
(with several chambers).
The masculine inK
;

:

—

can be understood of a part of the cells, and so
the better corresponds to the previous plural, and
^hat it cannot mean
especially to the DH^^DV

"another" range of

cells is self-evident, against
Situated at the side of the east gate
signifies
if one steps out of the east gate into the
inner court, as the following shows, with ihefront
towards the nortfi, Hknost. : "There, in the
court, stood the altar of bumt-ofl*ering, where the
singers had to perform at the offering of the great
national sacrifices, 1 Chron. xvi. 41." [Klief: On
account of the "superintendence over the altar"
(ver. 46), and the " overseeing of the east gat*-."]
Keil translates ver. 44: "And outside of the
inner gate were two cells in the inner court, one
at the shoulder of the north gate, with its front to
the south, and one at the slioulder of the MUth
gate, with the front to the north.
Vers. 45, 46. Explanation of the pupose fat
which the two ranges of cells were intended with
Ver.
respect to the persons performing service.

Rliefoth.

:

—
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measures twenty cubits for the length of the poreh
of the temple, that is, from east to west (com}>.
1 Kings VL 3), gives its breadth, hence from
To make prominent the north to south, or vice versd^ at eleven cubits,
office, to attend to it.
lignifieance of temple and altar, the priestly ser- both measurements being taken in the light, and
Tice in respect to tne home is kept scpai-ate from
hence excluding the thioknesB of the walls. This
thut with respect to the altar in ver. 46, yet so interior breadth of the poreh is shown to belong
that the significant general character of those also to the outside by the statement: and that
ministering according to ver. 44 is not thereby (also) at the steps, sq. ; namely, the bi'eadth was
abolished.
The bods of Zadok are selected not as eleven cubits. The stair extended in equal breadth
AaroDites in particular, but from among the sons before the porch.
In this way, as Kliefoth obof Levi (see tne fuller treatment of this point on serves, the porch was wider by half a cubit
ch. xliv. 15).
'D^aijjn is the general ejcpression on either siae than the door leading fVom the
porch into the holy place (ch. xli. 2), which door
for the priestly function in general, as is also
was thereby rendered as visible as its character
me? (Heb. vii. 19; James iv. 8).
of fixing the length of the poreh demanded.
"T
Ver. 47. A finishing off with the inner court [Hengst, referring to the ten cubits' breadth of
by stating its length and breadth as 100 cubits the porch in Solomon's temple, supposes the
each, forming a square, at the same time already eleventh cubit here to be occupied by the posts of
making mention of its proper furniture, namely, the door on both sides.] From the height (six
the altar before the house, the altar of burnt- cubits), ch. xli. 8, Hengst. estimates the number
of the steps, which is not given, to be " probably
offering.
On this comp. on ch. xliiL 18 sq.
fourteen,
Kliefoth and Hengstenberg compute
the entire breadth of the port^, inclusive of the
Vers. 48, 49. The Porch of ike Temple.
two comer pillars (6 + 5), to be twenty-one cubits.
The description is surprisingly short in com- For enclosmg the porch from the pillars to the
parison with that of the parts previously deli- east wall of the temple, we have to suppose, as
neated, an<l likewise when we compare it with with the gates of the court, side- walls ("Elamthe description of Solomon's temple, in which
moth "), which Keil puts down at two and a half
reversely the courts are briefly treate<i of. Hengst cubits each, so that the five cubits broad pillars
explains this latter circumstance from the fami- would have only half their breadth on the inside of
liarity of the people with the courts, while thU
the porch. [Hengst., in opposition to must expohad to be compensated for by a copious descrip- sitions of Solomon's temple, holds that the length
tion of the part of the sanctiiaiT inaccessible to of
the porch of the temple given here ** correthem and makes Ezekiel refer back to this de- sponds to that of the porch in Solomon's temple
scription, and only in the case of the courts to in 1 Kings vi. 8."]
The height of tile two corner
enter more into detail in consideration of the pillars of the porch, which also is wanting in
jieople, and especially those of them to whom the
Ezekiel's vision, is supplied by Hengst., from 2
courts might be wholly unknown.
Ver. 48 de- Chron. iii. 4 (Josephus, Arch. viii. 3. 2), as 5
scribes the poreli before the holy place (1 Kings
The D^T©p,
cubits thick and 120 cubits high.
vi.
3), by giving the measurement of its two
pillars, and the breadth of the cate.
The expres- two in number, are set down as ** at " or •* beside"
sions: on this side, and: on uat, easily explain
the comer pillars (the " Klim "), which remind
themselves as regards the comer pillar on each us
of ** Jachin" and **Boaz " in Solomon's temple
ride, bnt not sufficiently in respect to the breadth
(1 Kings vii. 15 s<^.), and, doubtless, for that very
of the gate.
What is meant there by Sh'O iSD? reason their portion is not given more exactly.
45.

Therefore ^^n "lan^V

th& waiting

npon a

"ID^ means:

business, to take care of an

—

—

;

—

This statement cannot be occasioned merely by
the pillar on this side and on that, but must have
its cause in the construction of the gate, which
then (comp. on ch. xl. 11) would be represented
as a barricade with two halves, which had their
hinges on the respectively contiguous comer
pillars, 80 that from this constmction the measure
of each half of the gate is given by itself ; so here
and so there. The measurement of the eate given
in tlie text comes out still more plainly if each
half of the gate (probably lattice-work)*8hut up
only a part, its own part, of the breadth of the
porch ; and since this made up only three cubits
on either side, a breadth of five cubits remained
tjpen in the middle for looking in and walking in.
Tnis view of Kliefoth's (also Hengstenberg's) liarmoniz^ exactly with the measurements which
immediately foUow; whereas Keil, with an entire
breadth of sixteen cubits, has only six cubits left
for the breadth of the gate.
For Ver. 49, which

Kliefoth and Hitzig place them one at each side
of the steps ; and the same is done by Hengst.,
who says, regarding their import taken away by
the Chaldeans, Jer. Iii. 20 sq., they were **as it
were the programme of the temple and of the
kingdom of (Sod representetl by it ; they represented what the people of God have in their God
Jachin (*He establishes me') and Boaz (*in
Him strong'); made of brass, veir thick, uniform
to the top, thiy are a figure of the unchangeable
stability and strength which was only in apparance practically disproved by the Chaldeans,' etc.
The Septuagint is all confused in these verses ;
for example, its statement that the steps were ten
rests on this, that it has transformed it^'^ into
:

—

the similar

ntj^y.

Bottcher, Hitzig, and Maurer

Sound thereon their treatment of the text, and
dvemick is simply at a loss what to make
of

it.
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1
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3

4

XLI.

And he brought me to the temple, and measured the wall-pillars, six cubits
broad on this side, and six cubits broad on that, the breadth of the tent [wm
thftt].
And the breadth of the entrance [the door] was ten cubits, and the sides
of the entrance five cubits on this side and five cubits on that ; and he measured its [the temple's] length, forty cubits, and the breadth, twenty cubits.
And
he went inward, and measured the wall-pillar of the entrance, two cubits
and the entrance, six cubits ; and the breadth of the entrance, seven cubits.
And he measured its [the interior*] length, twenty cubits ; and the breadth, twenty
ana he said unto me, This is the most holy place.
cubits, before the temple
And he measured the wall of the house, six cubits ; and the breadth of the
And
side building, four cubits round and round about the house [au anmnd],
of the side chambers [there Mere], chamber on chamber, three, and that thirty
times ; and they came into [on] the wall, which was to the house at the side
chambers round and round, so that they are held fast, and yet] they are not
held fast in the wall of the house. And it became broader, and changed
[•nd m 80 ftr it changed] Still upwards in the case of the side chambers ; for all the
changing in the house [went on] still upwards round and round on the house ;
therefore was the breadth to the house upwards, and so the lower fttor)] will
ascend to the upper by the middle. And I saw on the house a height round
and round ; the foundations of the side chambers were the full rod, six cubits
according to that to the wrist. The breadth of the wall, which was for the
side building without, was ^ve cubits, and [atc cubits] the place that was left
free [with respect to] the house of the side chambers, which was annexed to the
And between the chambers was a breadth of twenty cubits round
house.
about the house. And the opening of the side building was towards the free
place, one opening towards the north, and one opening towards the south
and the breadth of the place [the space] left free was five cubits round and round.
And the building which was before the gizrah [off place] on the side towards
the west [iiteraiiy: towards the sea] had a breadth of seventy cubits ; and the wall of
the building was five cubits oroad round and round, and its length was ninety
And he measured the house, a hundred cubits long ; and the gizrah,
cubits.
and the building, and its walls, a hundred cubits long. And the breadth of
the front of the house, and of the gizrah towards the east, a hundred cubits.
And he measured [«> measured he] the length of the building which was in front
of the gizrah [namely] on its back part, and [that wa«] its galleries on this side
and on that, a hundred cubits, and the inner temple and the porches of the
court; The thresholds, and the closed windows, and the galleries round
about on all three,—over against the threshold [was] a boarding of wood
round and round, and the ground up to the windows [measured he, or: hadmea^nreii],
and the windows [were] covered; Up above the opening and [that] to the
inner house and outside, and on the whole wall round and round within and
without [were] mcasurcs. And [there were] made cherubim and palms, [so that] a
palm was between a cherub and a cheruo, and on the cherub two faces. And
the face of a man was towards the palm on this side, and the face of a lion
towards the palm on that side ; it was made on the whole house round and
round. From the ground to above the opening were the cherubim and the
palms made, and [this on the; or: so much of the, etc.; or: thbLi] the wall of the temple.
The post of the temple was square, and the front of the sanctuary ; the view
[was] as the view [had the same view].
The altar of wood was three cubits high,
and its length two cubits ; and it had its comers ; and its length and its walls
were of wood and he said unto me. This is the table that is before Jehovah.
And two doors were to the temple and to the sanctuary. And there were
two loaves to the doors, two turning leaves, two to the one door, and two
And on them, on the doors of the temple, were made
leaves to the other.
:
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cherabim and palms, as they were made on the walls ; and a wooden pedi26 ment was on the front of the porch 'without And closed windows and palms
were on this side and on that, on the sides of the porch ; thus [m respects] the
side chambers of the house, thus [as regards] the pediments.
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EXEOETICAL UEMARK6.
Vera. 1-4.

x.

—

T/ie

I

Temple.

x.

m wXMpm

r. eSxev .Ci'y^A****-

still between them a door ten cubits broad, and
on each side, literally: "shoulders," five cubits
broad, making thus the inside breadth twenty

—

The edifice of the temple proper is now described cubits, the half of the length. In Ver. 8 it is said
For, as
proceed that he went ; not he brought me, etc.
in contiiiaatioD of eh. xl. 48, 49.
from the temple porch to the '* house," as it is ver. 4 shows, the place in question was the most
holy place, which the mere priest was not percalled there ; to ^S^nHt as it is named in Yei*. 1.
mitted to enter. Of the collective door-pillars,
*'
to be one is on the tight and one on the left, on the
The idea of greatness, height, like
waU between the two divisions of the sanctuary.
able," ** to have the powerof " (Hupf. ** to seize," On account of the following breadth of seven
be capable), lying at the root of this word, suggests cubits, the six cubits have teen taken to be the
a lai^ and spacious edifice, in short, a palace, height of the door, or an additional cubit has
such as, doubtless, Duvid had in his mind (2 Sam. beeu understood as the breadth of the door-posts.
Tii. 2), and in agreement also with the character
Ver. 4. The measuring of the length leads into
of Solomon's temple, as a palace of Jehovah (e.p. the interior, to its extreme point; hence the
1 Kings viL 12).
^yr)n do^'s not need to be breadth is again in front, where the temple appears as a whole, as the palace of holiness.
nndeiatood in the narrower sense of the holy

We

:

^%

*

:

—

place,

any more than does

^ni^rit

which designa-

Vers. 5-11.

The Side BuUdbig.

embracing both the holy and the most holy
In Ver. 5 the measurinff turns to the outside.
place (without the porch), simply subjoins the As the wall and the side building are spoken of,
"
**
Mosaic element to the Solomonic. The
Elim
it is now said the houie.
The wall is the wall
(see ch. xL 9) are two wall-pillars, one on each side, that becinswith the
pillars (ver. 1).
The thricction,

—

—

by this statement of the irepeatea 3^30 undoubtedly refers to the three
breadth of the pillars, the breadth of the whole
sanctuary is given as to its bounding points, ex- sides, which come into consideration, the two
tending from the extremity of the one to the leni^wise and the one#at the back. According
extrenuty of the other.
For—Ver. 2 ^there was to Yer. 6, the aide building waa^ a complex
fdx cubits broad, so that

—

—
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chambers or rooms in three stories, widening above not from the temple wall, bat
the priests, and for the custody of from the corridors of the second and third
the manifold sacred objects, clothes, utensils, stories ; comp. the convincing refutation in KeiL]
If the most generally accepted translation:
etc. (y^jrn, in ver. 5 collective, like pv^ "^ 1
" and so one ascemls from the lower story to the
upper
by the middle," is held to say something
Kings vi. From y>Vi **to turn,** **to bend," it
not quite clear in itself, one must with Hengstensignifies
turning, bending, and thence side, rib, berg supply from 1 Kings vi. 8 the winding stair,
etc.
The nlyivi in ver. 6 are single chambera for which room was got by the breadth increasing
upwards we do not need with Keil to suppose
which compose the y^^ as a whole.) Ghamber the stair on the outside, and to contend against
its leading from the lower into the upi)er, and
**on'* chamber; ^j^ here = ^y, as is evident thence
it was self(!) into the middle story
ninety

siicristies for

—

:

:

;

;

from what follows, and still more so from Solomon's temple, through which that becomes clear
which otherwise might remain dark. The eye
first looks upward, and in this direction there
was chamber rising on chamber. (Keil: on the
north and south walls, twelve each on the shorter
west waU, six.) As to the fastening of their
tioor-beama, these side chambers came '*into the
wall (the proper temple wall which ran around
them insiae);" the immediately following explanation shows that the ^ implies such a con;

—

nection with the wall in question that "into"
rather implies: **ou," or: "upon"; they were
indeed caught and held fast (tnfe) there, but not
in the temple wall itself, for ledges ran round
about the temple, upon but not into which the

evidently in the interior of the side building ;—
or by this translation of the close of the verse
one can find the thought expressed tiiat th«
priests did not step from the temple into the
side chambers, but within the widening upwards
which the house had through the side buildings.
Keil : " proportionately to the middle story ;
the difierence of gender decides nothing against
njiJ'injiri

as subject to

n^,

and p^ indicates

that the ascent took place in the way stated of
the widening.
What Ezekiel sees— Ver. 8— was on the house,
and hence still relates to the side building, without its being taken as =. "house." [Ueng^tt.
"the height round about," namely, of the side
building, may be given.] What, we may take as
meant by the height (Keil : = elevation) is probably told by n1lD>D (Qeri : nllWD). Accord:

ends of the beams were put (Comp. 1 Kings
6, 10.)
Ver. 7 speaks impersonally (it),
although, according to what precedes ana what ing to Keil, paiticip. dual of ^D^; according to
- T
immediately follows, it is the nonae that will be
thought of under reference to the side building. Qesenius, a substantive, signifying the foundations of the side chambers, the basement of
The widening as it went upwards (pfpyoh which, accordingly, a full rod high, reached to
the house ; and this harmonizes with the steps
n^yO^) related to the side chambers (nij^^S). leading to
the porch of the temple (ch. id.
Its explanation is already given in ver. 6, namely,
49); and so njjJH Sbo (only here, elsewhere
where the ledges let us suppose a gradual narrowing of the temple wall adapted to the three tibOs Hiho) will hardly be added, "because the
vi.

—

:

As now said in ver. 7, it was still
elevation above the ground might easily be supupwards and round about the house, thus not
posed less " (HEN06T. ). On the contrary, the six
on the outer wall of the side building, so that
this wall rose perpendicular without any ledges. cubits rp^X has quite the appearance of a closer
Accordingly, the width of the side building and
definition of that which Ezekiel calls the full
relatively
stories.

of the side chambers necessarily increased as the temple wall grew narrower from
story to story.
This is the 'n^3n"3D^D (from

rod, although whether from the

elbow to the
where hand and arm meet, or how, cannot
be determined. J. D. Michaelis supposes sliort
330, Niph.
n3D30 ; this widening was the cubits. Such a more exact definition of the measure would be the more in place were it different
changing, which could be said of the temple from that of ch. xl. 5.
[Hengstenbeig ami
house (Hkngst.
"and altered itself," "the KUefoth understand
o^ *^^^ o^ the three
^^y^
alteration of
wrist,

:

:

the

T\2D}) with so

house"), >3

much

expressing the

stories:

the better reason as the
its

20VD was round and round on the house, and
therefore

(}3-by)

n^3^3nn,

that

is,

"the foundations one

story."

mean

that,

Irrespective of
)

is

full rod, six cubits

whether ^*jfn cwi

wanting.}— In Ver.

9,

besides

this

the five cubits' breadth of the outer wall of the

"width"

increasing "with the ascent," this side building, the same extent (nc^) is set
"changing" pertained in fact only to the house,
with which the side building of three stories apart for njD (particip. Hoph. of nO, left
was connected on every possible side.
[Keil
"over," "free," "empty"), that is, for the
translates: "and was surrounded," "the surpar
Klisf.
rounding of the house," and understands by that space not built upon (ver. 11).
verv simply the side building; while KUefoth terre round about the first story of the aide build:

ing, still to be distinguished from ihe wider
understands a gallery-like "corridor" running
round the house, by which one could get to the unbuilt-on space which surrounded the tenqale
in a width of twenty cubits.
'n^3 re^uds ua
ohambera of the upper story, and (drives the

—
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side building connected with the temple in this
relation separately as a ** house," while the clause

n^b

nC'K,

the fact that the hooBe

still retains

the tern pie. —Ver. 10. "The cells'*
The breadth of twenty
are described in ch. xlii.
cubits bounds the three sides of the temple,
TJie breviloquent exnorth, south, and west.

after all is

l)re98ion

:

between,

Hengstenberg takes to

etc.,

mean between the outer wall of the side buildKbil between the free iqiafe
ing and the cells.
and the cells. —Ver. 11 shows that the side build:

:

ing opened with two doors towards the free space
(Hkngst. : "between the wall of the side buildThe five cubits
ing and the surrounding wall "),
round and round (in distinction from the two
door-sides) are those already indicated in yer. 9.

Vers. 12-14.
Ver. 12.

Now

The

Of-place.

the side building which stands

with the house has been treated of,
relation to the outside too shown, a

in connection

and

its

building (as the wall was called in ch. xL 5)
comes to be spoken of which is said to be before
theginah, from which appellation accordingly
we have to find its situation and explanation.
Since it is not spoken of so incidentally and
ei»enthetically, as Kliefoth supposes, but next to
the side building which belongs to the house its
measurements a!ko being given, it roust be supposed to stand in some relation or another to the
temple.
And so it is called rntarii ^7 which is

known, self- intelligible,
means: "to separate," "to cut," and is here

indicated
nil

something

a space and thus the gixrah is an off- place.
The goat bears (Lev. xvl 22) "upon him all

said of

;

their iniquities," rnia pK"^fc5.

Hengst.: "The

place and the building thereon serve negatively
the same purpose which the temple serves positively.
If this is to retain its dignity and

a place must be asfigned to which all
nnclt^nness is removed.
Already in Deut. xxiii.
18 eq. we find the order for setting apart such a
place outside the camp, which corresponded to
the temple (?) with its courts ; and also the injunction that this place is to be kept clean, which
is laid down as a religious duty."
With this has
been compared in Solomon's t«mple 2 Kings
xxin. 11; 1 Chron. xxvi. 16, 18 (the "refusegate "). See Lange on Kings, p. 262 sq. Nothing
whatever is told us expressly regarding the purpose for which this place, situated l^hind the
temple at the
was intended, perhaps just
because the name itself was quite enough. Wnere
bloody sacrifices were brought, sacrificial feasts
held, places for preparing them stood, and a
numerous body of persons kept moving about, an
off-I)ldLce for the great quantity of all kinds of

sanctity,

w^

refuse

was a self-evident

necessity.

—
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10-16.

—

.
west seventy cubits broad." By the wall
round and round, the breadth of which is particularly noticed, is to be understood with KlieThus "it exfoth the wall of the building.
tended westward to the outer enclosing wall of
the court, and had (H^:^'08T.) by a gate built in
In Ver. 13 the
this its egress into the city."
length of the gizrah (inclusive of all) is placed
parallel to the length of the temple, as in Ver. 14
the breadth by which the relation, although antithetical, of the gizrah to the temple becomes
Deducting accordingly the 70 -h 2 X 6
very clear.
80 cubits (ver. 12), there remains of the 100
cubits a free space 20 cubits broad, doubtless 10
on the north and 10 on the south, for approaches
to the gizrah building, whose length ran along
the whole extent.
.

.

=

Vers. 15-26. Supplementary.

Ver. 15, summing up in accordance' with ver.
12: 90 + 2 X 6 = 100, just like ver. 13, thus being
a recapitulation, intimates by this the chai-acter
of the notices that still follow, as supplementary
ad(Utions to the preceding.—-The measuring of
this length proceeds in such a way that the measurer measured the building situated before the
gizrah (according to ver. 12) in the direction towards the back part of the place. This is tlie

meaning of the

1B^«, the

nnn«-^y

definition:

feminine suflSx referring to mtjn, the back part

being the natural antithesis to

IC^ may

"

either signify

^

that

may

also

^3B~^;

which,*' or

it

be referred to the length, which extended in front
over the back part of the gizrah, if it is not with
Keil to be referred to t^^^T]. This definition is
intended, namely, to form the transition to supplementary statements as to the not yet menMeier
tioned Kn^j5V»« (Qeri
«nV^J^«)-

:

:

T

'v

/

-

T

'v

•

-

priKt froni r\H^ allied to

nnn, "to go through"

=-7nv^ whence p^nx»

**

walk, "as gallery

perly derived from the

German %DaUen= qudlen

(to issue forth).

Gesen.

:

properly:

place," then a short piazza, from

The

pro-

"landing
'*

p]-)D,

is

to break

walks, galleries, for the
is
only here and in ch. xlii.
The
certainly demanded oy the latter passage.
speaks
analogy to the temple retained throughout
in favour of this, as does also the fact that the
free space of ten cubits on each side (ver. 14, see
exposition) is in this way satisfactorily disposed
Keil makes th^ suffix look back to n^^Hil u^
of.

off."

word

si^ification

—occurring

:

—

The repeated statement of the hundred
ver. 1 3.
cubits' length is intended to show that the galleries
were as long as the building. Since now the
'flNB means inner temple, i.e. that which stood in the inner

—

the same thing, whether it be taken as defining court (Keil), or because it is so called in distincmore closely '"IK^ or mtBH, for since the build- tion from the gizrah building and the courts
(Hengst.), and finally the porches of the oourt,
ing stood with its east front towards the temple, that is, the projections of the gates into the court
the side townrds the west can only denote its generally or into the court in question, are
position in some other respect; that is, the mentioned, all that was hitherto measured is
in which manner Ver. 16
Keil's transla- summarily repeated
position of the place generally.
tion is not dear: "And the building in front of continues, to which Hengst supplies: "and he
the fl^arate place was on the side towards the measured" (ver. 16), whue Keu takes them 90
;
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nominatives absolute, and finds the predicate in

17.— D^BDH, mentioned inch.

ver.

nllD,

xl. 6, 7,

cated to the Lord of the whole terrestrial creation.

— The arrangement was that a cherub and a palm,

—

and again a cherub, alwa^ followed in order. It
window sills (?). —The is further observed, in distinction from cha^. L,
that the cherub had two faces, as expositors
xl. 16.—The galleries,
The definition: round about on all generally say, because only two could be visible,

aocordine to Kliefoth
closed windows, see ch.
:

see ver. 15.
tbiee (the gizruh, the temple, and the porches of
the court, ver. 15), is either to be understood with
respect to the «iescription given in the foregoing
of the. parts designated by the article as known,
and hence to be understood under limitation, or
we must, for example, suppose galleries to the
also, and likewise to the porches of the
court for which Hengst. cites John x. 23, and
The recapitulatory
Joscphus, Arch. xx. 9. 7.
character of these verses meant, as they are, for
a supplement —speaks in favour of the first view,
But that which is to be supplied is
that of Keil.
in respect of the thresholds or sills (CjDn collec-

temple
;

—

them

and, taken strictly, it
;
denotes the upper moulding of the door, or the
door-case generally, on both sides (^20 3*30)tively) over against

the ground floor when one looked over
the wooden case of the
the threshold ; Keil
window openings.] ()nc^ is: "to make thin,'*

[Hengst.

:

:

whence

**thin, fine" wood.

P|*n5r,

Hengst. dis-

covers such wooden boarding also in the words:
" and also from the ground to the windows," and
places the windows up in the roof, as in the ark
(Gen. vi. 16), for one reason, because of the adjoining house, which was probably as hi£;h as the
temple.
Kliefoth, on the other hand, places the
windows immediately on the
floor, and
makes the earth of the foundation rise up to the
windows (!). As what has been just said had
respect to the thresholds, so what follows with
'VlKrn is supplementary to the second thing

^und

mentioned, the windows ; beginning with this,
that even the ground up to themi this distance,
was a measured distance (ver. 17), which had not
yet been said, after which the more intelligible
expression: nlDDO (particip. Pual of nD3)f 3lustrates the above-mentioned nlDtDt<n«

Finally,

with respect to the walks which ran along the
doors, and the wall rounding off the whole, Ver.
17 accordingly adds, that eawi and all was according to measure
the space above the door (collective), even into tlie inner house,
the temple in
its entirety is spoken of as to its principal parts,
and outside, and the whole wall round about
within and without were so.
[Hengst.: "a
house worthy of the God who has wisely arranged
all things in His creation (Ps. civ. 24), and left
nothing to caprice and chance."]
The expression: made, in Ver. 18, which is re;

—

—

sumed in

19, refers to sculpture or carved

ver.

work; but comp. I«auge on Kings, p. 67. On the
cherubim, see the same work, p. 66, and in
this Commentary on ch. L 4-14, and Doct. Reflec
10 on ch. ix. on the palms, see on ch. xl. 16.
Henost. "There are the carved works in the
temple, the destruction of which by the Chaldeans
is lamented in Ps. Ixxiv. 6
and now they are
;

:

;

there again.*' Comp. as to the significance of the
grouping, Lange on Kings, p. 74 sq.
Hengst.
brings out the reference that the house is deili-

figures were treated of which could
present only one side.
On this Bahr observes :
'*
But certainly the wings of the eagle and the
Two,
feet of the bullock were not wanting."
however, is specially the number of creation
creaturely
(heaven and earth), of the
contrast,
which therefore everything made will have in
itself, harmonized here by the palm as the third
between cherub and cherub into the number of
the divine life.
Ver. 19. The two faces were that
of man and of the lion, which most ai)tly represents the wild animal named by way of eminence
n^n (C*"»)' The cherub turned the one face to

inasmuch as

—

T -

the palm on this side, and the other to the palm
on that, whereby the union of the two with the
palm to form three was made very manifest.
Ver. 20 illustrates what ver. 19 intends by: (m
the whole house round and round ; that it was
from the ground or floor to the wall-work above
the door, that is, to the roof, and this on the
temple vrithin to which the door led, of which,
therefore, mention is made.
S^pl, local accusa-

—

tive or concluding formula.

Rut with Ver. 21 comes an additional supplement in relation to the door-jiost woric on the
temple, namely, that each pair of door-poets had
the significant square form already met with in
Solomon's temple, and first fully carried out in
Ezekiel (see Lange on Kings, p. 73).
In this way
the revelation of Jehovah, the God of the world,
in thf world, in its cosmic relations, comes into
pi-ominence ; Klief. the number four is *' the
signature of the coming universality;" it will
extend itself into all the world, and to it they shall
enter in from all the world.
(According to Klief.
r\t^TO is not atat. conslr., but an unusual form for
:

nr^TO

ny3"l, *n adjective, literally:

"post

of

the square. " Keil remarks on the breviloquence. )
The tanctaary (^'pn) is the most holy place (ver.

The front, which it presented to the priestprophet treading the holy place, had the view as the
view just described, that is, the quadriform view
[Hengst.: "at the front was,"
of the dooi -posts.
etc., since the new view is compared with a former
one which the prophet himself had had (ch. xliiL
Klief.: " And the superficies of the whole
3).
sanctuary was likewise square." The Targum
and Kasfii suppose a reference to the vision by the
Chebar.]
Ver. 22 describes with similar brevity of diction
the wooden altar of incense, in distinction from
The abrupt
the brazen altar of burnt-offerings.
ytf forms also a contrast to the coating of gold
23).

m

Solomon's temple ("just as there is a deep silence
throughout in Ezekiel concerning gold, which
i)lays so great a part in Solomon s temple,"
H enost. ). While observing that, " in the case of
the floor also and the walls mention is made only
of the wooden boarding" Hengst refers to the
" troublous times in which temple and city should
be built again," and compares Dan. ix. 25 ; Zeoh.
iv. 10 (comp. Doct Reflec 8).—The heiglit and
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length (which, conaideriiig its square form, gives
At the same time its bre&iith) uot gi?en in the
case of Solomon's altar— may, however, be here
borrowed from it (Hengst. ). Keil includes in its
oomeiB the four horns found on Solomon's altar.
Bat in what follows and its length, etc. he sees in
\S'\^ a mistake for Sy^^^ "its pedestal " while

two doors

—

,

:

;

899

|

i

(1 Kings vi. 32, 38), to be explained,
without doubt, by the altar of incense standing
at the separating point of the two divisions of the
temple, that is, one door belonging to the holy
place, and one to the most holy place, both whicn
Ver. 24 had two leaves each. These two-leaved
doors are, however, still more closely descri^ied
by the foUowing phrase two turning leaves, so
that each leaf had two parts which could be
opened and shut, a very suitable arrangement,
considering the breadth of these doors.
According to Ver. 25, the ornaments on these templedoors
are the same as those mentioned in ver. 18 sq.
On the front of the porch (of the temple) without

—

—

:

Hengst. can find in

only the top of the altar.
But why sbould we not supjwse it to say plainly,
becaniie it came in the way here, that the altar In
ell its length

it

and round and round was wood?

£zekie] says nothing of the candlestick, and the
table for the shew-bread, and indeed nothing of
a furnishing of the most holy place. Eeil therefore interprets the explanation this is the table,
etc, from the Pentateuch designation of the ofierings ** as the bread of God. " Hengst. ** because
that which is set upon this altar the incense
denoting the prayers of the saints (Ps. cxli. 2
Rev. V. 8, viil 3) is regarded as a spiritual food
which the people present to their Heavenly Kin^.
The altar appears as the table of the Lord also
ch. xliv. 16
the offering as food of God in Mai.
The loaves laid on the table of shew-broad
L 7.
denoted good works;" to which Hengst. compares
Matt. xxi. 18 sq., the fruit of the fig-tree, that is,
of the Jewish people, after which Jesus hungered.
Compare also Banr*s {der ScUom, Tempel, p. 185
sq.) objections to the view of Hengstenl)en[ and
KeiL After all, the express declaration This Is the
tahie thar, etc., has
it something surprising,
which is rather strengthened than explained by ch.
xliv. 16.
Bottcher thinks that '* the altar- table
was meant to combine in one the old table of
shew- bread and the altar of incense " (see Doct.
Reflec. 8).
For the rest, the expression \ efore
Jehovah, is explained from the place whore the
Itar of incense stood, immediately before the ark
of the covenant, which was separated from it by
the veil of the most holy place.
in Ver. 23 supplementary mention is made of

—

there

was a wooden ay.

Geskn.

:

probably a

:

—

:

—

m

:

:

m

:

threshold which formed a kind of pediment as
stepping-place to a colonnade or temple.
How is
that to be conceived of?
It was evidently made
of wood.
A threshold-like approach, a perron ?
As the beholder's look returns again and again to
the ample materials present^'d to it, soniethint;
additional is always to be observed. Thus Ver. 26
closed windows and simple palms on the two
shoulders, that is, side- walls, right and left.
£ither not mentioned hitherto, or at least now

more exactly. —The brief concluding clause rrtj;^
:

D^ayni n^an, probably simply intimates, that as
there were closed windows and palms on the two
sides of the porch, so there were windows of the
kind on the side chambers, and palms on the
wooden pediments. Kliep. : On tne side buihlings (?) of the porch and of the side stories
were Avindows and palms, and so also the D^3y.

that the words: "and the steps"
[pediments] (= "and besides, the steps also are
to be noticed in the porch," ver. 25), "place the
extreme end to the east over against the extreme
end to the west of the ffizrah, with which the

Hen^t. thinks

section began in ver. 15.'

CHAPTER
1

And he led me forth to
me to the chamber [that

3
4

5
6

the outer court, the

way northwards, and brought

which is over against the
over against the building, toward the north.
Before the length [in front of the length] of a hundred cubits, the opening toward
the north, and the breadth fifty cubits.
Over against the twenty of the inner
court, and over against the pavement of the outer court ; gallery [was] before
gallery in the third (that is, galleries).
And before the chambers was a walk
ten cubits broad, to the inner [court] way of one cubit, and their openings to
the north. And the upper chambers were shortened, for the galleries consume [ukt away] from them, from the [the upoce of the] lower and also from the
[the spacn of tiie] middle as respects the building.
For they were "three-storied
and had no pillars as the pillars of the courts therefore [t.pace ^an] taken
away from the lowest and the middle, from the ground. And a dividingwall which is outeide, close by the chambers, toward the outer court, in front
of the chambers, its length was fifty cubits. Fqr the length of the chambers
which are to the outer court was fifty cubits ; and [yet] lo, before the temple
a hundred cubits. And from under it [the divwimc-wai] were these chambers:
the entrance was on the east in coming to them from the outer court In the
breadth of the dividing- wall of the court, toward the east, fronting the gizrah,
and fronting the building, were chambers. And a way before them ; as the look
gizrah,

2

XLII.

and

[in fact]

is.

which

whar there was of ciiamberal

is

:

7

8
9
10
11
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of the chambers which were towards the north, as their length so their In^adtk
12 aud all their outgoings, and as their arrangements, and as their openings, So
also the openings of the chambers which were toward the south, an opewng
was at the head of the way, the way in face of the dividing- wall turned to it,
toward the east in coming [thencf] to them [or: eft<awmrds wbeu one CUM to tea (U*
13 chunben)]. And he said to me. The chambers of the north, the chambetsof
the south, which are in front of the gizrah, these are chambers of holiness, where the priests who approach Jehovah shall eat the most holy thiogi
there shall they set down the most holy things, and [that] the meatoffer14 ing, and the sin-offering, and the guilt-offering, for the place is holy. IV
priests when entering shall not go out of the holy place to the outer wwt
and r»'"0 there they shall lay down their garments wherein they shall minister;
for they are holiness ; they shall put on oth^ garments, and [-o] approach U
15 that which fbeionft] to the people. And he finked the measures of the vanvr
house, and led me out the way of the gate whose face is toward the east, and
16 measured it [the hoa»e] round and round. He measured the east side on ['e^J
the measuring-rod five hundred [cabtu?] rods [meamred bj rods] on the ineasunii«;
17 rod around
He measured the north side, " five hundred" in rods with the

He measured the south side, ** five hundred'' in rods with Unmeasuring-rod.
He turned to the west side ; he measured ** five hundred " ia
20 rods with the measuring-rod. Toward the four winds measured he it ; a wall
was to it round and round, the length " five hundred," and the breadUi **five
hundred," to separate between the noly and the profane.
18 measuring-rod.
1
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KXEOETICAL KEMA&KS.

forth of Ver. 1

easy to be iinderttood, both from ch. xli. and from i^e outer
court, where the stracture of cells for the priests
about to be described

is

in

situated, for

T\3^7\ sag-

us such a structure. Comp. moreover,
ch. xl. 17 sq. and xl. 44 sq.
The outer court here
harmonises with the fir»t passage, while its purpose does not ; the one there was designed for the
people.
It would harmonize with the second
passage that there too the purpose was for the
{iriests ; on the other hand, the mner court does
That it is added and bfong^
not harmonize.
me, etc., is quite in the copious style of £zekiel,
as ike irnmediately following wiU HkewiM show.
The general statement : the imj nortfawardi, is
made more preoise by the closer -fixing of the
ioeahty, in wnich tfaeexpiession OFer a^kinit the
ginmh, repeats itself in over against the building (situated there, oh xli. 12 sq.), just as the
ncrthem direction mentioned in the outset does
by towmids the north. Hengst. expresses the
gests to

—

:

:

:

:

opinion that, considering the object of the gizrahbuilding, an adjacent building on either side
withdrawing it from view was very apprt)]>riate,
and that tSd description is designed to point to

that— In Ver.

2,

'OB*^

can hardly (as Hskqst. )

"before the length" (determined for the
gizrah

from

east to west), for the repeated

^^

is

merely a continuation. It was the front-length
of the cell building to which Ezekiel sees himself
brought, as also the opening toward the north
shows that the doors of the building opened northwards.
The hundred cubits of length agree
with ch. xlL 18, so that both buildings simpler
cover each other as to length ; whereas the sacnficial kitchens (ch. xlvi 19) embarrass Keil, who
needs for them still forty cubits of length westwards behind the cell building ; while nongstenbei^ claims for them no separate building, but,
as is usually the case with lutchens, places them
below in the cell building. According to Keil,
the cell building would stretch along still before
the temple.
By the description in Ver. 8 over
against the twenty, etc., the breadth of fifty
cubits is put in relation to the twenty cubits'
breadth of free space belonging to the inner court
(ch xli. 10), and at the same time more closely
stated to be in a aouthem direction towards the
eastward), as the following
temple (Henort.
over against the pavement (ch. xl. 17), on its
part points out clearly the northern direction
or a reference to what is farthest out, the outer
court, is added to the reference made by the first
By the statement that
*UJ to what is inmost

—

—

:

:

—

gallery ran before gallery in the third, Hengst.
understands : that one looked down from the walk
before the chambers of the third story to another
walk that was before the chambers of the second
Keil : one gallery in front of the other
story (?).

or towards

it (?).

Kliefoth takes

i^ = ^y (" on,"

"over"), but what would ^ifi-^y mean?

D t6tf!3
^
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Bottcher: ••into the threefold.". As ch. xli 10
can refer only to our verse, we shall in the case of

The Chambers of Hotiness,

Vers. i-14.

The leading

1-6.

Also,

does not mean, as he supposes with

P*J?K^3B"^ ^*ve to think of the first-mentioned
galleries of the gizrah house, ch. xli. 15 sq. ; and
this so much the more as the description of the

was determined immeaiately (ver.
Thus the galleries of the
1 ) after this building.
two buildings ran front to front and this is said
only of the third, namely, the two third galleries,
for the first mention oi the middle ones is in
ver. 5
the highest also caught the eye first, and
with them at the same time the height of the
cell structure

;

;

building could be given as of three stones.
The walk—Ver. 4— before the chambers, which
was ten onhits broad, can only be supposed as
extending from west to east before the northern
long side of the building. To the inner court
(ch. viii. 8, 16, z. 8) was a way of one cubit in
breadth; this denotes the narrow approach to
the inner court, on which the wider passage ruutid
the east wall of the building abutted ; ana according to this account, returning to the walk, it is
said of the doors of the chambers or of the gal«
ieries, tliat they opened on the passage to the
north.
Hengstenb«Tg makes the walk to be the
••approach to ^e chambers," from which one
had access to the interior of the chambers, and
this interior to be '•one cubit from the street,
which was the thickness of the walls " (!). Keil,
who can extract no suitable sense from the text,
reads with the Sept. : nbK HKDt thus making a

way

of a hundred cubits long lead through the
north gate. into the inner court (!).
Ver. 6
harmonizes the galleries wilh the chambers, speaking first of the upper as ver. 8 had spoken of the
third galleries.
These chambers are said to be
shortened, and indeed they were the narrowest

and

—

therefore it is remarked of them alone in the
(the details will become clear in
6) the galleries took away from their

first place, for

ver.

breadth

(^av

only here, instead

of

^^3K*).

They were

shorter, it is said, than the lower
all, but also than the middle.
So Keil

above
understands the second and third

p

in a

com-

parative sense.
If it is to be taken as the first,
that in n^TlOj then that one must be understood
of the chambers in funeral, and the more exact
definition must be given with the two following
23, as Hengstenberg says: ••in the case of the

middle ones, the half of the spaoe which in
relation to the lower

from the upper."

was cut

He makes

off

Mj

by the

galleries

to be ••build-

—

ing space space which otherwise might have
been built upon." The mode of expression indicates that the prophet means to say the strucmiddle, and upper
ture, which heul lower,
:

chambers (for they were thnw storied, ver. 6),
was shortened in the upper chambers, since the
galleries there in particular occupied part of the
breadth which the under chambers had entire,

and which even the middle chambers had; the
reason is, they had no pillaiB to support the upper
galleries to the three stories of chambers, and so
the upper chambers were necessarily contracted,
and consequently had to lose in breadth, since
the galleries which ran along the outer walls had
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to seek support in rests

which were taken from is still further described by in coming to them
The explanatory expression ftom from the outer court, may indeed be understood
the ground, throws light upon the
p^a of the in distinction from the narrow way which led
:

the chambers.

:

previous verse ; hence the building there comes
into consideration as to the erou^-space which
it could afford on its lower floor for the under
and the middle chambers, which thus, especially
the first, were broader than the upper, although
self-evidently the middle chambers too must have
been shortened by their gallery in comparison
with the under. As the buildiiur became nigher,
the chambers became shorter.— We have to notice
the reference to the pillan of the courts, of which
nothing has been said hitlierto, and we shall have
to suppose them where they are wanting here,
namely, in ch. xl. 17 sq. and 44 so. The chambers
there, too, mav have had stones.—-The whole
descrmtion of the galleries, and the way in which
this description is kept in connection with the
building on the gizrah, is hardly intended merely
to make plain the possibility of access to the
chambers of the second and third stories, but is
designed to give us the impression, that from the
galleries, so easily accessible from the chambers,
an e(inally prompt supervision over this hinder
and interior part of the environs of the sanctuary
was made possible, as by the guardrooms in the
case of the gates ; if the chambers here correspond to these guardrooms, then the galleries here
correspond to the bah-iers there.
Ver. 7. nnj, that which "fences off," is a

along there to the inner court (vers. 7, 4), but is
rather to be taken as a corroboration, that whereas
people for the most part got at these chambers
from the east, a fence was requisite on this side
also of the outer court. Hengstenbeig converts the

KUtSni

sufficiently intelligible

by the clause

:

in

coming, etc., into a door which the "fence- wall"
must have had.
Ver. 10 makes the transition to a parallel
building on the other side, by

repeating the

first

such a manner, however, that
no misunderstanding is possible hence breadtii
is said, and not "length," as in ver. 7.
The
chambers were in the oreadth of tlie dlTidingwall, for they were situated in this breadth.
The
oourt to this wall is the just now mentioned (ver.
last described, in

;

9) outer court, and the expression: toward the
eaat, likewise borrowed from ver. 9, is a closer

description of the position of the dividing-wall

and consequently of the chambers, so that Q^nan
is

not to be changed into Dll^H, which definiT

tion comes afterward in ver. 12. The description:
fronting the gizrah, and (as ver. 1) fhmting the
:

building (upon

which occupied the whole
length, sigmfies exactly the same as " in front of
the length of a hundred cubits," in ver. 2 hence
the chambers were concealed on this side also by
mea- the gizrah building. That which in ver. 4 is

dividing-wall, a boundary-fence, which is
sured fifty cubits long, and consequently is to be
sought for opposite the breadth of the building
and on the east side, where the narrow way (ver.
4) led to the inner court, in distinction fh)m
which the further description will have respect
to the outer court.
In the first place, however,
it is said to be outdde, for if this wall ran along

it),

:

;

called ijSlD, is in
called

rp%

ver.

11

by way of variety

but any misunderstanding

is

guarded

against by the observation: as the look, etc.
(that the chambers had the same look as thoee
toward the north). The comprehensive : as the
the chambers, its position is made plainer by the look, etc., said on the occasion of mentioning
would
phrase : towards the outer oourt (where
may the way, is specialized by what follows.
express it thus : As in relation to their length, eo
**
,
remmd us of ^nn, ver. 4); as also: in front of the in relation to their breadth and in relation to all
vv
their, etc.
The arrangements are what concerns
ehambers, illustrates still better the phrase dose the
way and manner of the whole, and the partiby (running eaually with) the chambenL
If culan.
Finally, the openings, althou^ already
this wall concealed tnc narrow access to the inner
comprehended
the outgoings, are, on account
court, still more so did it the under chambers on
of an appendage to be immediatelv given to the
the east towards the outer court, and what had
uortli chambers, once more specially mentioned.
to be performed in these chambers, for— Ver.
—Ver. 12, in the first place, shows that the
the length of the wall corresponded to the length
chambera spoken of are to be conceived of as
of the chambers which are to the outer court,
toward the south, in the same way as their
that is, which here come into consideration for
patterns were ** toward the north" (ver. 11); it
this court, as the eye fell on them in looking from
then proceeds to mention "a door-opening,"
the east
The proper length of a hundred cubits which, while only supposed
in vers. 4, 7, is now
on the north side—before the temple, because
described in detail. Leading into the inner court,
the temple rose behind in its length as point of
it was situated where the way began, or had its
view and boundary—is very perceptibly distinhead at the wall of the court ; hence it was conguished by nan^ from the above-mentioned sostructed in this wall, wherefore

We

rm

.

•

:

m

8—

it is

called length (the breadth of fifty cubits).
The
reason why there is no mention of a dividing- wall
in the case of the chambers of this northern long
side perhaps is, that their windows and gilleries

(comp. on ver. 8) lay towards the gizrah, and
only the doors opened towards the north (ver. 4).
Ver. 9. So the east side chambers rose up from

under the

dividing-wall,

which conceded them

only below, but did not cover them so as to cut
off the light from them.—The observation regarding the entrance, that it was on the eaet^ which

the

way proceeded

^:£)3,

added that

in £soe of the diriding-

waJl, that is, so that this wall had it as it i
rj-y^ is perhaps so often repeated
before its eyes,

because the narrower walk in question (ver. 4) is
distinguished as
from the longer and broader

rm

"walks."

rrnan
V r

is collective,

because said at

:

the same time for Ihe north side,

only here

;

it is

ru^^n occurs

derived from |]n, which
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CHAP. XLIl.
interprets

by: "to bend

off,"

for this the door, ver. 12, is excellently

**to bend,** **to

translating the adjectiye hero: "bending," "turning,** or "stretching " towards, which
would be quite suitable to '^^D^l* ^^^ would still

the

incliae,'*

more vividly express the thought the dividingthe way passing before its
eyes.
Gresenios, taking for guiae the rabbinical
*
*
noble, ** * * graceful, " but also
fin, which means
:

"suitable,**

renders

pn

by: "convenient,**

which Keil transforms into

garments in which they

adapted—

(n"ltt?,

"^

the chambera mentioned, and exchanged for common garments. run, namely: the priestly gar-

:

insignificant,**

official

order well,** "to administer," in the Piel of respectful services before kings and princes, especudly of service before Jehovah) performed the
sacred service are to be put aside, laid down in

wall inclined itself to

**

403

13-46.

ments.

—
—In ^aipi we are

denotes the wall corresponding to the
cells, and running the same distance with them
before the east narrow side of the building.
In
the remainder, similar to ver. 9.
^The interpretation ^ven of ver. 10 sq., almost the same as tiiat
of Ked, supposes only two cell buildings, whereas
Kliefoth and Hengstenbeig reckon three, adding
an eastern " priests* court"
Eeil places the
building here " at or on the broad-side (I) of the
court-wall over against the separate place."
In Ver. IS (as ch. zl. 45 sq.^ his guide tells the
prophet the purpose for which' the north and
south chambers were intended (only these two
kinds of chambers are mentioned, completely refuting the idea of more than two buildings of the
kind^—Which are in front, etc, since they ran
along in front of the long side (hence also simply
ginah) of the off-place. {jnpTl, not cibair. pro

instinctively reminded

13.— D^

of D^alip i» ver-

this,

explains

"'?'^"^?

that it

—

—

closely the

more

n^ynn
T

1Vnn"i)«,

"TV

•

that the

Not until
people come into consideration there.
the service of God is completed are the priests
allowed to come into converse with them.
Vers.

15-20,— The Circumference of the whole.

Ver. 16.

now

What was begun

finiahed.

in ch. xl. 8 sq. was
antithesis of the meaanies of

The

the inner house is and be measured it ronnd
and Toond. The prophet therefore is led out,
1^8^ ^pf* which may mean the way to the
:

The return to
gate, but also the way through it.
the east gate (comp. ch. xl. 6) depicts to us Ezekiel's re-entrance into the outer court; andrthus
the expression : xoimd ftnd xovind, will the more

but as throughout, holinen, corresponding readily point to the wall (ch. xl. 5) from which
to the holiness of Jehovah, which is no single he then (hence now from the opposite direction)
The inner house compredivine attribute (comp. ch. zx. 89 sq., and on came to the east gate.
ch. xxxri. p. 843, etc.), but the expression of the hends the whole interior np to the wall, of which
entire relation of God to Israel (Bahr, der ScUom.
it is said, ch. xl. 5, that it was y20 n]2h pTO
TtmpeLf p. 56 sq.). This relation is once more
^®^ disputes, without due grounds, the
strongly pronounced in
l>y which y*Xconcr.,

DHJngn ^Chp,

designated the priests* portions of the offerings, that is, of the offerings named (meat-oflSdrare

reference ofthe suffix in

^TID^ to 'n^an, although

we muBt concede to him that some indefiniteness
and gnilt-offering), which had
may adhere to the suffix at all events, ronnd
eaten bv the priests alone, to the exclusion
and round is not the wall as wall, which woxdd
of their families (I^v. iL 8, 10, vi. 9 sq., 19 sq.,
have also its inner side, but as that which survii 6, x. 12); hence the detailed account of their
rounded the house from without, and denoted the
status (Hbnost. " who are near the Lord") and
outside in reference to the house, so that we are
official character.
In the case of the heave-offertinted to the outside of the wall-girt sanctuary,
ing or wave-offering, the priests' portion was pareanwhile, however, if nothing more definite foltaken of even by the remale members of the
this only says that, after finishing all the
priests* families (Lev. x. 14).
Oomp. BXhr, lows,
measurings in the interior, a total measurement
Symb. dejf Mos, Kultus; Kurtz, Der AUUstawas taken outside on the circummefUUche Op/erkuUus.
On the distinction be- of the whole sanctuary.
ference of the
tween "eating" and "setting down" Keil says
Ver. 16. The measuring begins with the east
" Becaose neither the meal mmgled with oil of the
gate and hence on the east, pRl, in the signifimeat-oflfering, nor the flesh of the sin and guiltofferings, could be eaten by the priests immecation it has in the common expression to the
diately after the presentation of the offering, but four winds, meaning the four directions whence
first the one had to be baked and the other the wind principally comes, is here said of the
fooked, they were, until this preparation, allowed east side, as in the following of the north, south,
to be set aside, but not in any place one pleased.*' and west sides. —Hengst. takes nitDfcjt
* blend—The different designation: gnp uSpQT\ ^3,
ing of niEK and niKD, a^d translates: "five
shows the distinction from the previous BnJ5n«
hundred cubits, measured in rods with the meaVer. 14 still adds, with similar emphasizing of suring-rod." That niDK^Cion cannot mean "five
Uie nriests, that a^r performing their functions
clear, but what is the meaning of
(OKaa, as the context shows, is not: when they hundred" is
"five cubits**? Hence the Qeri
niKD- Then,
come to the service) in the holy jdace, that is, the
" five hundred
follows
inner room, they are not to repair without cere- however, we get by what
mony to ibe enter conrt (as Keil supposes, had rods,'* or we must say with Hengst. that b^
they ''been obliged to pass out through the inner rode on the measuring - rod around, is ingate ID order to get to the sacred oells ), but and tended to be observed that the measure would be
ing, ain-offeiing,

;

to be

:

S

:

;

:

^

:

:

.

—
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obtained by measuring not in cubits, but in rods,
with the measuring- rod des-ribed at the commencement. At all events, ch. il. 6 favours this
view, as also the square of five hundred cubits for
the whole of the satactuary, already, on ch. xl. 27,
observed to be correct, has to be harmonized with
the detailed statements. The blending, too, of
**a hundred" and "cubits" would agree well
with the brevity of similar statements ; only, such
brevity and obscurity in the case of a summing
up, a general survey of the spatial relations of tbe
sanctuary, as Hengst. supposes, is difficult to
conceive and hard to accept. On the other hand,
the abbreviation: five hundred (thus read with
the Qeri), measured by rods, is easy of acceptation,
when it is so very clear, not only from the definition of the **rod'* given in ch. xl. 5, but from a
presupposed after-reckoning of all the statements
of measuring hitherto coming into consideration,
that only cubits can be meant; even in ver. 20,
where otnerwise it might be expected, all mention
£wald, too, and Bottcher
of rods is omitted.
and Hitzig have decided in fitvour of cubits. That
Szekiel " gives elsewhere all the greater measures
in cubits and not in rods," as Hengst. insists on,
has, however, no significance when the prophet
had to refer to a wider space, a space separating
the sanctuary from the rest of the land, a space
independent of all that had gone before, and

of the Hungarian who, looking at a bare expanse,
said: "Nothing but space," and finds a men
vacuum on each of the four sides "intolerable."
But when he finds nothing corresponding in Solomon's temple, the form of which, however, is
perpetually before the prophet's eyes, and in reply
to what he otherwise expresses regarding the
"enormous extent" of "useless spacfi," Kliefoth,
in giving the purpose intended: to separttte, etc,
says
"In tlte case of the tabernacle and Solomon's temple the outer court served for this purpose, whereas, in the case of Ezekiel's temple, the
outer court also still belongs to the sanctuary, and
is itself holy ; and the purpose of separating the
sanctuary from the common ground mufttbeeifected
by this surrounding space, which, in this respect,
takes the place in regard to Ezekiel's temple which
the outer court took in the case of that of Solomon." Keil disputes the latter statement, an<l
says that " the tabernacle had no outer coort, and
in Solomon's temple the outer court already formed
a part of the sanctuary." He continues : " Only
in the case of the latter temple, the onter coort
bordered immediately on the common soil of the
city and of the land, so that the pollution of the
land produced by the sin of the people could press
without obstacle even into the sacred space of the
oourts.
To this a limit shall be set in the sanctuary of the future, 1^ this environing space set
whicn therefore might have b^n measured by apart for separating the holy from the profane."
Comp. however, That the extent of the temple, with its courts, is
rodsi as Klief. and Keil hold.
ch. xlv. 2.— Ver. 17. Tire hundred, and the not rendered insignificant by the twenty-five times'
same in Ver. 18 and Ver. 19, merely the number; greater size of the space in question, Keil proves
and this Hencst. explains by saying that, in' the from the circumstance that it "is not covered
case of the other siaes, the mere number suffices, witii buildings," and hence comes into considera80 that the number given is self-evldently of tion merely as so significant a separation from the
cubits, according to ver. 16.— Is the question profane, by which "strongly marked aenaration
decided in Ver. 20 ? But towtfrd the fbiir wind% peculiar to Ezekiel's temple," the " inviolaole holithat Ls, in the direction of the four cardinal points ness of this sanctuary" is, on the contrary, illustrated in an enhanced measure.
That the surface
(it is said 32D in ver. 19, by which, however, at
- T
of Mount Moriah affords no room for this is certhe same time, may be indicated the going round tainly no proof against the above-mentioned view
and round), is a mere r^mirrU of what has been of Keil and Klie&h, for ch. xl. 2 speaks only of
described singly in vers. 16-19. Accordingly, the a very high mountain.
suffix also in iTID is to be understood exactly as
[Throughout vers, lft-20 Dr. Fairbaim abides
"
by the rendering of the English version : " reeds
in ver. 15, that is, as referrinff to the house.
or "rods," not "cubits,' and adds: **We reWhat now is to be understood oy the wall which gard the immense extent of the sacred area as a
symbol of the vast enlaigement that was to be
was to the house (i^) I It is called nDlHt
given to the kingdom of God in the times of Mesch. xl. 5, and, exactly as there, it is said that it siah.
It was immeasurably to surpass the old in
was 3^20 3^30^t is not, indeed, said, as the extent of its territory, and in the nnmber of
its adherents, as well as in the purity of its worHengst. expresses himself: "he measured it, ship. The wall that surrounded the sacred build;"
namely, the wall, round about
but the observa- ings is expressly said, in ver. 20, to have been for
tion here, that the house had a wall, gives no fur- separating between the holy and profane ; not,
ther information than that the measuring will therefore, as in Rev. xxi. 12, and very common
have had respect to this compass of the house
elsewhere, for defence and safety ; as, indeed, its
comparative want of elevation might seem to
Keil, indeed, refuses to understand the 3^3D
T
render it unfit for such a purpose. iSat its square
vers. 16 and 17 of a square five hundred rods in form, and the square appearance of the entire
length and breadth on these two sides, yet he buildings (as in John's city. Rev. xxi. 16), begets in ver. 20 a space which measured five hun- tokened the strength and solidity of the whole,
dred rods towards each of the cardinal points, along with a vast increase in extent and nnmber.
that is, a surrounding wall five hundred rods in A perfect cube, it was the emblem of a king<Jom
length on each side; in whole, an area of two hun- that could not be shaken or removed.
And thus
dred and fifty thousand square rods, while the every way it exhibited, to the eye of faith, the
temple, with its courts, claims only two hundred true ideal of that pure and glorious temple, which«
and fifty thousand square cubits. Hengstenberg, resting on the foundation of the Eternal 8on, and
at the mention of this in fact so much more con- girt round by all the perfections of Godhead, shall
siderable space than tliat of the sanctuary, bat shine foith the best and noblest workmanship of
neither further defined nor filled up, is reminded Heaven."— Fairbaibn's EzekUl, p. 470.— W. F.]
:
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CHAPTER XLin.
ly

2
3

4

5
6
7

And he led me to the gate, the gate that looks toward the east And,
behold, the glory of the God of Israel came from the east, and its [hh] voice
was as the voice of manv waters, and the earth shone with His glory. And
as the appearance [wm] ttie appearance which I saw, as the appearance which
I saw when I came to destroy the city, and fuiera were] sights like the appearance which I saw by the river Chebar ; ana I fell upon my face. And the
glory of Jehovah came to the house by the way of the eate whose face [front]
is toward the east
And the Spirit lifted me un, and brought me to the
inner court, and, behold, the dory of Jehovah filled the house. And I heard
one sjpeaking to me from the house, and a man was standing beside me.
And He said to me : Son of man, [behold] the place of My throne and the place
of the soles of My feet, where I will dwell in the midst of the sons [chudren]
of Israel for ever, and the house of Israel shall no more defile the name oi
holiness, they and their kings, by their whoredom and by the corpses of
their kings, their high places ; When they gave their threshold beside My
threshold and their post beside My post, and [only] the wall [wm] between Me
and them, and they defiled Uo defiled they] the name of My nolmess by their
abominations which they did, and I consumed them in My anger [breath of
uiger].
Now shall they put away their whoredom, and the corpses of their
kines from Me, and I dwell in their midst for ever. Thou, son of man, show
to the house of Israel the [thu] house, that they may be ashamed because of
their iniquities, and they measure [to they measure j the harmony of proportion.
And if they be ashamed because of all that they did, meke them know the
conformation of the house, and its arrangement, and its out-goings, and its incomings, and all its forms, and what relates to all its ordinances, and all its
forms, and all its precepts [uws] ; and write before their eyes, that they may
keep its whole conformation and all its ordinances, and they do them. This is
the law [the Thorah] of the hou6e ; on the head [top] of the mountain all its
border round and round is most holy ! Behold, this is the law of the house.
And these are the measures of the altar [altar of bnmt-offerbig] in cubits ; the cubit
a cubit and a hand-breadth, and [indeodj the [a] bosom (the girth) had the
cubit, and [»>.] one cubit broad [thick], and its border at its lip fita edge] round
about was a span, and this is the elevation of the altar ; And [namely] from
the bosom j^«t] the ground to the lower rest were two cubits, and a breadth
of one cubit ; and from the lesser rest to the greater rest, four cubits and a
breadth of one cubit. And the mountain of God four cubits ; and from the
hearth of Grod and upwards were the four horns. And the hearth of God
twelve in length by twelve in breadth, square in all its four sides. And the
rest fourteen in length by fourteen in breadth in its four sides, and the border
round about it was naif a cubit, and its bosom [girUi waa] a cubit round about,
and its [theaitnra] steps toward the east And He said unto me, Son of man,
thus saith the Lord Jehovah : These are the ordinances of the altar on the
day when it is made, to cause bumt-offerings to ascend upon it, and to sprinkle
blood upon it And thou givest to the piiests, the Levites, those who are of
the seed of Zadok, who draw near to Me,— sentence of the Lord Jehovah,
to minister to Me, a bullock, a young steer, for a sin-offering.
And thou
takest of its blood, and givest it upon its [the aitar'n] four horns, and on the four
comers of the rest, and on the border round about, and thou dost cleanse and
expiate it
And thou takest the bullock of the sin-offering, and one bums it
And on
in the assigned [appointed] place of the house, without the sanctuary.
the second day thou shalt offer a kid of the goats without blemish for a sinWhen
offering, and they cleanse the altar as they cleansed with the bullock.
thou l^t completed the cleansing, thou shalt offer a bullock, a young steer
without blemisn, and a ram of the flock without blemish. And thou offerest
:
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them before Jehovah, and the priests cast salt upon them, and nuLke
25 them ascend as a burnt-offering [oiah] to Jehovah. Seven days sbalt thoa
prepare a kid for a sin-offering daily, and they shall prepare a bullock, a
26 young steer, and a ram of the flock without blemish. Seven days do tkr
27 expiate the altar, and purify it, and fill its hand.
And they shall hm
completed the [thoM] days ; thus it comes to pass on the eighth day aod
onwards, that the priests shall make upon the altar your bumt-offenngs,
and your peace-offerings ; and I receive you graciously, sentence of Uie
Lord Jehovah.
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BXEOETICAL BEMARK8.
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,

,

dt grogo

codtctt.

ei pfacatm

ero

Keflections), to the east

gate,— we

will hire to

imagine £zektel standinff before this gnte,—tiitt
after aL the measuring ne
Ver. 2—msjseetlie
Jehovah.
glory, iq. (see pp. 88 sq., 62), coming to its rest
a piu^lel to Ex. xl. Zi sq., tnd
The measuring is over, the house is in this Henqst.
respect finished as an actual house (ch. xlU. 16), 1 Kings Tiii. 10 sq., and the counterpart to ch.
xi.
of
our
prophet (comp. ch. x. 19, xl 1, 28).
that is, its measurements are completed.
But
hearen and earth are said to be finished (Gen. ii.) The gate of exit then is the gate of re-entitnce
only when the Eternal rested. And so the pro- now.—
The toto
'i^p^. comp. on ch. L 24.
phet's guide leads him back— Ver. 1— to Uie
g*to (^I?B^n)» to the one that principally comes might refer more to the manifestation of tke
glorv; comp. however. Hex. i. 15 His glory i»
into consideration (comp. what has been re- at all events the glory of the
God of Israd (Ub
marked in the foregoing chapters regarding the ii 9; Rev. xriiL 1). The significant tdditKHi
significance of this gate, and also the Doctrinal and the earth, etc., is not
sufficiently expluned
Vers. 1-12.

—

The Entrance of the Glory qf

*

:

:
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CHAP. XLIII.
upon the ground ; but as
of Cai^Lan is hamly meant here, by this
bont of light extending far beyond Israel it)
meant to be symbolized an enlightenment also of
the face of the whole earth, that is, of the entire
region of humanity, thus shown to have been in
,

a brilliant light cast

the land
the

itself

and hitherto dark,

is like

It

Isa. vi. 8, Ix. 1 sq.

sunrise (-if^ in the Hiphil, to

" make*'

or

"giye" "Ught," Gen. I 16, 17) for the world
through Israers temple-^te, and in so far is
certainly something additional which was not
in the tabernacle or Solomon's temple ; just as
in general the temple of Ezekiel is a symbol of
the future.
Vet. 8 in no way contiadicts
thi*.
'irK nvnisn ntno^^ may be translated

—

V

-:

V

:

- -

••

:

-
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need of the ** wind" here ; to an-ive at the inner
court, the prophet needed only to go, as hitherto,
in vision.
But Ezekiel needs taking up by the
Spirit, not only because the impression of ver. 2
has cast him to the ground (Hsngst.), but also
in order to be able to follow, so far as was permitted to him as priest, the fresh revelation of

For the
the glory of Jehovah filling the temple.
form of manifestation, 1 luncs viii. 10 sq. might
be compared, and so much tne more as that oecomes quite plain there, which indeed is already
indicated in Ex. xL 85 sq., that the cloud is as
significant in the manner of manifestation as the
glory is in the actual fact, according as the cloud
Ver. 6.
IS one of fire or of light (Matt xviL 5).

—

:

"and as the appearance of the appearance
which, etc., as the appearance (closer definition)
which I saw when," etc., that is, quite as conspicuous as that was, was the appearance of glory
tnis time also.
Eeil: "And the appearance
which I saw was to look upon just like the ap-

saw when I," etc

pearance

which

eridently

a resumption of

pearance

(riKIMO comes

I

3-7

3

The former

3^.
first

is

ap-

before the pro-

Evidently, however, the ^^^e

stands the Hithpael of a conversation in the interior of the sanctuary (f), of a command to the
angel to conunimicate to the seer the revelation
of Godl that is, the one speaking to him from
the house whom Ezekiel hears first, is meant to
be represented as visible by 'nM B^K% «> ^^^

the man is the medium between Jehovah and the
prophet, and so must certainly be conceived of in
analogy with ch. xl. 8 (which comp.), as Keil
i x«7«f, John i.
Hengst supposes : "the man
has entered the door to speak to him." IDt^^

mind when he wishes to describe what he
and seeks therefore for an appeanince with
which he can compare it and tnen he characterizes more closely this appearance
(njOtSS), in Ver. 7
phet's

saw,

^aiD

[Hav. under-

;

is

certainly the \ff^^ of ver.

6.—-flK

wi^ which he compares

that now seen.
Keil's DlpO denotes an accusative, and requires a "beobservation against Hitzi^ does not meet the
point, but neither is Hitzig's alteration of the hold" to be supplied.
What the man says identext necessary.
In the first place, by means of tifies him entirely with Jehovah, wherefore the
this comparison the re-entrance of the divine reference by the article back to the man in ch.
gloiy is attested in the strongest way, and there- xl. 8 is intentionally omitted.
no longer
fore so circumstantially.
It waa the same glory walk with the prophet through the courts of the
then as now.
For all this, the prophet does not sanctuary to the measurings of his guide, but the
intend to deny the anger in tne execution of vision is interpreted to Ezekiel, and through him
judgment then, for he expressly defines more to us, from the most holy place. The man's
cl<»elj nne^ ^t^aa, which alone is the correct speech, legitimating itself as word of Jehovah,
snows him to be essentially the glory of the God
text, since the Lord did not come, but rather of Israel, so that we now know why nothing farwent, givii.^ over the city to destruction, and in ther was said regarding the way and manner in

We

—

Ezekiel was l^e person coming of course
God, the subject to be spoken of
immediately. The prophet did not come in order
to see the destruction of the city, but his coming
was a seeing which had for its aim and issue his
announcement of the overthrow ; and then this
ideal destruction on the part of the prophet was
also realized by the judgment of God fulfilling it
Ezekiel first, Nebuchadnezzar afterwards (ch.
XXX. 11), but by both certainly Jehovah.
In the
second place, the prophet, as he had already done
in ch. X. 15, 20, compares the last visions (comp.
ch. xl. 2^, hence the coming of the clory with
its individual manifestations, with the appearioice which the manifestation had had on the
Chchftr(ch. i).
On his fallinedown Hengstenber^ observes: **Iu ch. L 28 it was before the
majesty of the angry God ; here before the
majesty of God appearing in His grace (Rev. L
17)." Ck)mp. also on ch. lii. 28.— Ver. 4. A continuation of ver. 2 ; there whence the glory of
the God of Israel came ; here whither the glory
of JehoTah came; there ft!om the east; here
to
the honae through the oast gate, to its dwelling,
reality

in the vision of

—

:

:

:

:

;

christologicul interpretation is the only
explanation corresponding to the connection, so

sianic

-

the more significantly, as there is no mention in Ezekiel of the ark of the covenant^ with
which elsewhere the dwelling of Jehovah in the
midst of Israel is wont to be connected ; and

much

hence also the

D^J^

^^J^i

«md in

ver. 9, is to

be

taken as unconditionally literal (ch. xxxvii. 26,
Neither in the tabernacle nor in the temple
of Solomon had Jehovah dwelt for ever, although
these might be called the "place of His throne,"
that is, of the ark of the covenant (1 Sam. iv. 4
Ex. XXV. 22) see Bahr, Symb. der Mos, KvU. i.
p. 887 sq., and parallel therewith tS^ U\pO
28).

;

;

to its rest.

Ter. 6.

which the glory of Jehovah filled the house (ver.
** Between
5), and the form of its manifestation.
the statement," rightly remarks Hengst, "that
one spake, and the speech that was spoken, stands
the account of the person of the speaker, to which
the prophet has his attention first directed by the
speech ; the seeing was first occasioned by the
hearing." We have before us in the man the
essentml revelation of Jehovah's glory. Comp.
on ch. i. 26, pp. 55, 56 Rev. L 10 sq. The Mes-

Comp. on

ch.

iii.

12, There is still less
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ping on high places forms, with special reference
to the kin^ a contrast to the enthronement of
more exactly the ground whereon it stands, is the King Jehovah, and to His dwelling in the
Comp. for the latter mode of ex- literal sense in the midst of Israel. [In the inparticularized.
According to ch. Ixvi. 1
pression, Jsa. Ix. 13.
explanation of nUO
terest of the diflerent
place of the soles of My feet, hence the same
footstool (the earth) as here, perhaps alludes
proposed
been
to read cntea* " ^^
it
has
On^D^t
T
V ••; to the most holy place of the temple, where the
was
as
the
Chaldee
paraphrase already
which
set
upon
ark
up
their
death,"
ark st^od, while the
Zunz makes Dn^DH dependent on
the floor of the most holy place is to be compared interprets.
'hy\'>

by which the lower part of the throne,

:

:

to heaven, Isa. Ixvi. 1 ; Ps. xcix. 5, cxxxii. 7.
Reference is also made hereby to the ark of the
covenant (1 Chron. xxviii. 2). Both moties of
expression symbolize the temple in the traditional
legal manner as the dwelling-place of Jehovah
(DK^'iSC^K 1K^fi<)» ^b® fi"* referring chiefly to

—

the ark, and the second chiefly to the most holy

Bahr says: ** What
place (for which see ver. 12).
the dwelling is in a lai^r sense and generally,
the ark of tne covenant is in a narrower sense and
in particular ; in it the dwelling of Jehovah is
In conforconcentrated in a single point," etc.
mity with his theory of the conditionality of
certain promises, Hengst. finds in the statement
shall no more, etc., reference to a condition,
whereas it simply repeats negatively what the
dwelling of Jehovah for ever has already said
positively (ch. xxxvii. 28 sq., xxxix. 24, 29

T

»

^KDD''t t)ut the

3 wanting

easily supplied

from the preceding

—Ver.

'njUa.]

8.

The

^

before QntoSl c^^

subject in

Dm^

Dnns

^^^

i*

»>t

the kings (Hsnott.), but what was eabject in
The
ver. 7, the house of Israel and their kings.
suffix in QBD means, if any particular persons^
T

•

the kinps, but better, Israel in geneml. What is
then said refers neither to the temples of i^e high
places, which had been placed so cloee beside l£e
temple of Qod (Keil), for their threshold cannot
refer to their high places, nor to idcd-chamben
there (comp. for this ch. viii.), and idol-altars in
the courts of the temple, which the kings of
Judah built (such things would re^oire to be expressed more plainly) ; nor is this disparaging excomp. John x. 28). On : the name of My holi- pression meant to condemn the building of royal
Ch. xvi., palaces like that of Solomon (1 Kings vii.) ; but if
ness, comp. on ch. xxxvi. 20 sq.
xx.—n^B IS something " fallen down," "flaccid," kings are specially aimed at, th^n the figurative
V V
mode of eiroression, as given by the temple of
a corpse. It cannot be proved that the burialJehovah, will pronounce sentence on the conduct
places of kings were in the neighbourhood of the
of the kings who assumed an ec^nality with
temple.
It will not do to take the corpses for
Jehovah (1 Kings xii. 28, 82), by their idolatrous
dead idols, even although it should be a quotation
appointments and arrangements with respect to
from Lev. xxvi. 30, for that passage speaks of
It is better, however, to
religion and worship.
demolished idols, whereas flourishing idols are
hold that the defilement of the name of the
Moreover, a closer definition
treated of here.
holiness of Jehovah by the people and the kings
could hardly be omitted (Jer. xvi. 18), which
consisted in this, that the consciousness of the
Hav.
Keil, indeed, finds here in the context.
distance between Jehovah and Israel had entirely
insists on finding the idols in the kings (Amos v.
disappeared from the life of the latter, the dwell26 ; Zeph. i. 6), holding it to be a contemptuous
was as if it were not present in
On the other ing of Jehovahperformed
expression for: the lifeless idols.
his domestic and secret
Israel, Israel
hand, Keil and Hengstenberg remind us of kings
worship of idols as his worship of JehoTah, so
like Manasseh and Amon, who took to do with
that only the temple wall (l^gn) still protested,
dead bodies, which according to the law were
to be avoided as unclean and polluting, had built
and preserved, or at least marked to Israel the
for them altars or high places in the courts of the
boundary between the Holy One and His pe<^e.
temple (2 Kings xxi. 4, 6, 7), and patronized
[Keil understands TpH of the temple wmll, which
the worship of idols. As whoredom designates
idolatry in general, so what is meant to be said was "the only thing between Jehovah and the
by the corpses of their kings applies to the worcorpse-gods.**]— 5)DfcO, from rfc) imperf. apoc
ship of kings, the forgotten subjection to Jehovah
uimer them, who, if kings, yet are nerpetuated Piel (Ex. xxxii. 10, xxx. 3 !), signifies : to make
only as corpses one might be allowea to call to the measure full, to finish sin by death (Jaa
mind Schubert's poem: **The Princes' Vault.** i. 15). ^Bxa, comp. on ch. xxxviii. 18. Ver.
To this the appositional, loosely strung DniD3
T
T
9 resumes, in conclusion, ^c subject of ver.
the more fittingly attaches itself, as in nlD3 the 7, as also to the same pui^se ; ''the eternal
T
duration of the new and perfect revelation of
thought of the kings as also high points, points
Ood as distinguished from the Old Testament
of worship in social life, ea.sily connects itself
merely temporary one, which is at this time
with the worship on the high places, which was
passing over into complete fulfilment and glorispecially popular in the time of the kings, and
fication" (HXv.), is repeatedly set forth.
^prn*
tolerated even by the better kings ; the worship
of the king, and the worship favoured by the (Piel: "to put far away")
corroboratee
>^}SO
kings, would border on one another. As idolatry
in general constitutes the defilement of the name with respect to the corpses of kings the intei^
of Jehovah, the doings on the part alike of the pretation proposed (ver. 7) of idolatrous adulation
house of Israel in general, and of their kings in and adoration of them and their edicts regarding
jtartieular, so the figurative and literal worship- worship.

—

—

;

—

—

—
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XLIII. 10-12.

Ver. 10. njn, ch. xL i,—The Aim of the An- aim their sanctification in repentance and faith as
to every part of them, is clear from the accomwmncement of the TempU-vUhn, and coruequmtly
panying Vn*pn"fej, which is, moreover, repeated
the Vision, itttelf as regards Israel.
<>f

It is not said that Israel is again to bnild a
temple of Uie kind ; bat neither is it said that he
is to bnild np his phantasy on this architectonie
Bat with the perception that
interim phantasy.
Jehovah still, and now first in the proper sense,
a percepdesires to dwell in the midst of Israel,
tion which will bQ brought about by the announceof
Israel,
house
shame
ment of this house to the
^all come over them throu^ the knowledge of
their iniqiiitiefl^ from a comparison of these iniquities with the mercy and grace of God (ch.
xxxvL 31, 32), so that the goodness of God leads
them to repentance (Bom. iL 4). This moralprophetic tendency is thoroughly in accordance
with the Messianic acceptation of the templet
n^33n (comp. ch. xxviii. 12), not so

—

—

—

much

" plan,** model

^Henost.), but ("proporsays Fiirst) : the harmony of the proportions, the r^lar character of the edifice.
:

tionality,

akil: "the welEapportioned

Hengst

edifice."

by a

parallel

(and all

iti

expression,

and

so strengthened

fonns and inhln'^Il)) that

is,

all

instructions and directions, what has thereby
been given in doctrine according to which a man
should live. And thus the symbolical view of
the section (see Doct Beflec.) has no need to seek
By the comelsewhere for farther justification.
mand : write, etc., the : make them know, p^asses
abiding
into
a
more
annunciation
over from oral
form, into the written outline we have before us
of the new temple, into the description given of
the vision. The: do, corresponding to the preceding all that they did, certainly does not mean
that they are to build such a temple, and just as
little that they were to console themselves thereThey are to renent, for the kingdom of
with.

—

:

heaven

is

The "doing" intended

at hand.

is

a

spiritual, ethical doing.

Ver. 12.

The mention of the

iTl'lta

l«ds to

T

observes on ihia measuring " not as architects,
but as Abraham went through the length and
brcEMltii of the Remised Laud (Gen. ziii. 17) with
the interest of the family belonnng to the house,
in a meditating and loving and thankful spirit,
following the measures shown," etc.
Ver. 11. And the announcement for this purpose is not, if they are ashamed of themselves, to
be confined to the harmony of the whole, but will
ent^ into particulars, which, being enumerated
at the beginning, and in a profusion of words, are
well fitted to produce from the outset the impression of something important
iTI^Vt ^t^t^

the summary of all doctrine and precepts in respect
to this temple, which is signiHcantly ^in contrast
with the law of Moses which Israel has not kept
one might indeed say.: as the law of Christ
laid down repeatedly (ver. 13) as tJie Thorah oj
the ?iouse.
For all is summed up in this, that what
has been represented on the (goiuff back to ch.
mountain (" head of the mounof^the
xl. 2) top
tain and head article of the doctrine !), the whole
boundary marked out for the house roimd and
round, is most holy (ch. xlv. 3). The summary
thought which underlies the wnole, the holiness
of Jenovah, the sanctification of Israel, is in a
way bet forth by this, that even the courts appear
•W, " to form " (Ps xlix. 15 [14]), is the shape, in the light of the most peculiar abode of Jehovah,
the form, hence primarily the outside, with which
so that uie perfection of a new temple as the comis joined nj'On, which Gesenius would derive
pletion of the old is here proclaimed as a close to
T
:
The word the temple- vision proper. Hengst ^uite uselessly
^^^Ok ppt, and compares with n^^^T).
takes pains to tone down the D^^p Kh^ i^to
is derived from p3, and signifies the inside plenishing of a dwelling-place, as also the dwelling- " eminently holy." For if it is conceded to him
place itself (Job xxiii 3}, for which its oat-goings that "ideally" (as he says) such (a holy place)
and ita in-oomings, takmg into account both the was already extant in the tabernacle and the
exterior and the interior, come above all into consi- temple of Solomon, and all behoved in view of it
to strive to be holy in their whole conversation
deration. VIT^!r^3 is everything that m^v
(for which he appeals to 1 Pet L 15), then he
the particular, the individual forms; vnblw3 will have to concede that this "ideal" is set
T
T
\
down here as a real, as the fulfilled law, since
the r^ulations in recard to the particulars of the its ideality was nothing else than the idea ox
" regarding the future, the promised fulfilment in Ghrist.
arransement ; accoraing to Keil
what Israel has to observe, the ordinances of wor- Num. xviii. 10 rather proves this advance than
ship. "
Hengst.* All here has a practical import famishes ground for contending against it, with
f
(2 Tim. iiL 16). The high mountain, for example, Hengstenoerg ; for what is said in that pason which the house is situated proclaims " Hearts sage of the court of the tabernacle is expressly
upward. '* The wall which surrounded the whole limited to the priestly families representing the
(ch. xliL 20) proclaims : " Ye shall be holy, for people, and, moreover, to the male portion of
'
The guardrooms of the gates embody them. The Old Testament form, indeed, still obI am holy. '
the word : " Without are dogs, whoremongers, tains on the top of the mountain here, but yet the
The chambers for the novum quod in vetere kUet is distinctly apparent
murderers, idolaters."
"Rejoice The question is not concerning the "world surpeople in the outer court preached
" Be ye thankfiiL" rounding" the sanctuary, but when the vision
always,"
Lord
and:
before the
The arrangements for the priests reminded of sin, here finishes with the temple, the mutual relaand demanded that one should const^rate himself tion of its parts must be viewed a view rendered
to God in the bumt-offeriDg, present to Him possible just by this, that the most holy place
always the thank-offering and the meat-offering still remains, as the prophet has shown. Cerof good works- The altar of incense proclaimed to tainly the point of view is a " practical" one ; but.
" Pray without ceasing.
That the dwell- when Hengst. aays " the passage serves as the
:
"J
ing of the Holy One among His people has as its foundation for the confident expectation expressed

—

:

^^

:

:

:

:

—

^

:
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was to embrace the entire ^jptiumin vers. 7 and 9, that the people will in future the temple ; it
by the symbolical institutions of
lay aside all unholy dispositions," then this looks ference occupied
allotted to the priest,
forward to a future which points fai-. beyond the the kingdom,— the chambers
the people, as
immediatly post-exile period, namely, that God and evdn the courts trodden by
" holds in prospect well as the immediate dwelling-place of Jenovah.
(to speak with Hengstenberg)
to have one character of sacredness, beto the children of Israel a help against themselves, All were
were to occupy a
whereby they may succeed in conquering the cause all connected with them
and equ^y
enemy that makes the dwelling of God among them like position of felt nearness to God,
So that
privilege of access to Hira.
impossible,*' this help being, of course, the Spirit to enjoy the
delineated is that of a true theocracy,
of the Anointed One, of the fulfilling of the law, the pattern
community
somewhat as in the passage cited by Hengst., having God himself for king, with the
of the kingCoinp. 1 Cor. i. 80 is iytnifn in all its members for true denizens
1 Pet i. 8 sq.
ministers of righteousness
Aa<f »«i &yiarfi»t (2 Thess. ii. 13 sq.; Eph. iv. dom, and acceptable
CoccEius: "And before the Lord."—Faibbaibn's Eeelael, pp. 473,
passages).
:

20

sq.,

and imilar

the least on this mountain, within this wall of
God, is great"- than the high priest in the temple
of Solomon, matt. xi. 11 ; Rev. L 6, v. 10 ; 1 Pet.
21."
ii. 9; comp. also Zech. xiv. 20,

474.-_W. F.]
Vers. 18-27. The Altar qf Bumt-offering (vers.
13-17), and Us Consecration (vers, ia-27).

[" The remaining verses of this chapter (vers.
13-27^ which contain a description of the altar
["In this striking passage we are first of all of bunit-offering, and of the necessary rites of
to note the character in which the Lord now ap- consecration connected with it, seem at first view
pears to dwell and manifest Himself among His somewhat out of place.
But there is an historiiJ)DITIONAL NOTE ON VERS. 1-12.

people. It is as their divine King, occupying that
house as the throne of His kingdom. Goa had
always claimed this position, and hud at first resisted their desires to have an earthly soverdgn,
because this virtuallv implied a rejection of Him
Even when He
as the proper head of the State.
consented to their request, it was with a solemn
person chosen
against
the
protest
and earnest
ruling in his own name, and for selfish purposes,
or in any other way than as the Lord's vicegerent.
The protest, however, was soon forgotten. The
king looked upon himself, and the people also
lotiked upon him, as posses.sing an absolute title
to the throne, and the earthly head came very
much to occupy, in men's eyes, the place of the
But in the new and more
tnie and proper King.
perfect order of things now unfolded in vision
to the prophet, this flagrant perversion of the

past must be rectified ; God must be known and
honoured as alone properly * King in Jeshurun.*
And hence, not only here does He declare that
He had come to occupy His throne in the house,
but, as mentioned in the note on ver. 7, the
earthly head, when spoken of in a subsequent
chapter, is simply called *the prince.* The supremacy and glory of Jehovah were henceforth to
appear in their full splendour. We have farther
to notice in the preceding passage the essentially
moral character of all that wtvs nere displayed in
vision respecting the future things of God's kingdom. It was not a pattern whicn God was going
to carry out anyhow, and accomplish as by a
simple fiat of OmDipotence. It depended upon
the condition of the people, and only if tney

a^eed

to pat

away

sin

from among them, and

Sve God

the supreme place in their hearts, could
e manifest Himself toward them in the manner
And finally, while the whole scheme
described.
was fraught with lessons of instniction, and inlaid with principles of holiness, the grand and
distinguishing peculiarity of this pattern of the
future, as compared with the past, we are expressly informed, was to be a general and allpervading sancti^. The law of the house what
was pre-eminently entitled to be chilled the law
consisted in the whole region of the temple-mount
being most holy.
Not, as hitherto, was this characteristic to be confined to a single apartment of

—

cal reason for such a description being gjiven here.

Now that the Lord has taken possession of the
house, the prophet goes on to show how the work
of fellowship and communion with Him is to proIt must, as it
ceed on the part of the people.
were, commence anew, and of course be conducted
after the old manner ; for no other could here
come into contemplation. But in ancient times
the grand medium of divine intercourse was the
which all mfts and sacrifices were to be
presented for the divine favour and blessing.
And therefore, the prophet here, to show that
the way was open, and that the people might
have free access to the fellowrfiip of God, after
having briefly sketched the dimensions of the
altar, gives instructions for its conaecratioii, and
the consecration of the priesthood, which was all
that was needed to complete the arrangements.
The seven days' purification services for
.
.
the altar have respect to the original directions
of Moses for the same purpose, in Ex. xxix. 37,
and are simply a preparation for the great end
aimed at—that God might accept the sacrifices of
the people, and be gracious to them (ver. 27).
This indispensably required that there should
first be a consecrated way of access— a holy altar,
and a holy priesthood to minister at it.** Faibbaibn's EzeHel, pp. 474, 476.— W. F.]
Ver. 13, with which the vision already turns
more expressly to the second particular, the service in the temple of Jehovah, has been prepared
for by occasional references, such as ch. xL 88
sq., xlii 13 so., but is introduced in particular
by the "ordinances'* and "precepts** commanded to be made known in ver. 11 of our
remark, as regards the predominate
chapter.
ing evangelical tone of the vision, that the stat^
ment that Jehovah's sanctuary, as well as
Jehovah Himself, will dwell arnon^ His people,
precedes any commandment or ordinance in reSo the time of the wandering
gard to it
patriarchs was likewise before the time of the law,
altar, at

.

We

which simply came in between promise and fulfilment. And these are the meajmrea, the idea is
symbolized in the "measure."— nansn iB the

—

altar of burnt-offering (ch. xl.

XXX. 28

sq.).

47, ix.

2

;

Ex.

Both on account of its aignificaacs
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CHAPfXLin.
regard to th« people in their relation to
Jehovah,
since it is for the court what the ark
which is wanting in Ezekiel is for the most
holy place, and the altar of incense for the holy
place (coinp.
Ezra iii.),-—and also because a
iresb section of the vision announces itself here,
the more exact statement of the measui'es is
repeated in accordance with ch. xl. 5.
p^n, from
in

—

—

"to surround,"

p^n.

is

boiom,—

the so-called

14-17.
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as the courts formed such ascending landinglaces or terraces.
It can hardly be a thim
S
esignation for the wall of the altar (Hengst. :

"especially the external wall of the two cubits
thick enclosure ").
When, as here, the height of
the altar is treated of, two rests are to be understood, one above the other,
first a lower one, because only two cubits high, and therefore called
the leaser, in relation to the greater of four cubits
high, the next and higher one.
The repeatedly
stated breadth of one cubit makes the detailed
description of the more general description in
ver. 18 more intelligible.
We make by addition
the height six cubits ; Keil, seven cubits, but

—

Gesenius the halloweii part of the altar, where
the fire burnt; Keil: its base; Hengst.
the
same as its hack (?), namely, the enclosure, which
was of brass,
as being on the outside
'*back,*'
twcause it formed the periphery of the altar
where is his half cubit ^2^ f
"bosom," because it embraces and grasps the
Ver. 15. ^jnnn, " the mountain of (Jod," four
heart, since p^ri properly means something that
:

:

—

;

Eyidently the whole circumference of
be fii-st given.
Keil translates "a
bottom-frame one cubit high and one cubit
broad" (?). In the case of that which encloses
grasps.

the altar will

the earth

:

and

stone, the kernel of the altar, the

breadth is the thickness.
suffix

here and in

— a^j

(the fenunine

.n

iirifibi referring to

p^n* ^^^

been explained from the transferred relation),

cubits high, denotes after the two court-like rests,
in tlie priestly mode of expression, the altar
proper, as it were the sanctuary upon the very
high mountain (ch. xL 2). The height of the
altar which is being described sug^ted the
expression ; and accordingly the entire temple
edifice, as it has been designated after the temple
proper, "house" or "pal^," concentrates itself
in the altar with its rests, designated as it is
after its upper part
mountain of God. From
:

this,

more closely defined by 3^30
T

•

iVIDb^,
T T

^ since
is

:

an3rthing else can scarcely "Be understood from
the foregoing, the one span, that is, half cubit
broad edging projecting over the circumference,
nn^n, as noun : a span of unity, of the one

=

however, the genuine priestly term
to be distinguished.

still

/X^K» adopting which

:

yK1{<n,

The Qeii reads

Keil interprets, in con-

formity with Isa. xxix. 1, not: "lion of God,"
"hearth
but, from mx, **to bum" {ara Dei)
:

T T

Keil, who interprets from below upwards, places here a moulding a half cubit hign.

one span.

~n3I13n 33 nn

commonly

is

"bock," which 23 must as

little

translated

:

the

signify as it can

denote the "socle" of the altar, the bottomframe with its moulding.
According to the
fundamental idea of the root-word, to be ** drawn
together," *' heaped up," 2| may at least quite

of God.''

Hengst holds

text: ^J5, "lion,"

for the reading in the

and takes ^k,

thinks

it

^JDK,

instead of

possible

the'

^

being

"ram," while he
that the original form was

by the Masoretes,

elided

^JOK,

as

so that a double sensa

had been intended. Lion of Gk>d and ram -lion,
At
Hie lion that consumes the rams for God
as well denote something elevated or high, which all events, what is meant is the upper surface,
u so easily expressed by this object {altare), as that is, in reality the fire-hearth of the altar from
what is bowed or bent, especially when circum- the four comers of which the four horns extended,
ference and edging have preceded, and when in and these, according to Jewish tradition, belonged
this way the configuration in height was not yet to the essential requisites of the altar, and inditouched on. Ver. 14 would describe this from cate the insignia of kingly dominion, hence the
revelation of divine power and glory, etc. (BXhr,
the bottom upwards hence }nt<n p^riD
froni
Symb. L p. 478) ; with these our description is
The altar
the circumference (starting from that with which completed as regards extent upwards.
!

—

=

;

the description heg&n in ver. 13), where it rose has, like that of Solomon, a height of ten cubits.
above the earth, apparently as belonging to it —Ver. 16. The account of the height is followed
And raiung itself out of it. [And for this reason by that of the length and breadth, measured at
Hiivemick already in ver. 13 makes the bosom the highest point of the altar, and given for the
mean : the lowest part of tlie altar, the part im- whole four sides from the ground up. Ver. 17.
mediately on the earth, the support of the whole. Setting out now from that which is not a part of
ver.
KeU understands
of the filling up of the the altar proper (niTyni, collective, comp.

—

pxH

pn

with earth (?).]— mtpn, Hengst.: "closTt

;

;

T

iug " Keil
walling round. " The Aramaicized
woid, which is derived as a softened foi-m from
IVJ?, denotes in 2 Chron. iv. 9, vi 13, the court
:

*^® " enclosure ").
("Wit
—
r

14), the lower ledge, in contrast

ment

to

*«

If derived from i|y,
.

Y

y^^Kni

(ver. 16),

and as comple-

the top surface, ver.

17, measures fourteen instead of twelve cubits
square, since it adds from vers. 18, 14 the thickness of the " bosom," a cubit on each side, to the
length and the breadth ; this is referred to in what
follows and the border round about it. etc.
"and its border at its lip round about " (ver. 13),
although for the sake of variety we have half a

=

:

"to hold
the

word

off" (hence, "to protect," "to help"),
would indicate a rest or landing-pbce,
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—

instead of a span there.
And its
; this explains the difference
in the measorement here from that of ver. 16.
The mention of the bosom and the border reverts
to the beginning of the description of the altar
(ver. 13), so that only
there still needs to be

cnUt

here,

bosom,

etc. (ver. 13)

^

mentioned, and this

is

now done by naming

the

distinction from Ex. xx. 26, incucating the elevation of the altar of bumt-otfering.
[B^hr carries an inclined plane ronnd the altar
for a similar purpose as tne two rests here.jhsteps, in

T\S}Q^ infinitive

= when one turns, equivalent to

general form.
But since, in the time before the
law, the burnt-offerings were at the same time
the sin-offerings, just as their atoning nature
reminds of the sin which continually adheres to
us, although the awakened conscience is again
hushed, so likewise the history of sacrifice is
represented to us by this oldest of all sacrifices ;
thus the self-surrendering reliance on grace continues to be taken into account, as in the past, so
for the fiiiture, and so the bumt-offering may be
called the perpetual offering of the Cnorcb of

—

—

God.

Ver. 19 passes over from the altar as to its
purpose to the priests and the appropriate victims.
toward; according to others, a noun, read by
The former are simply presupposed as a body of
Hitzig as participle n^^b*
priests descended from Levi, belonging throngh
Ver. 18 leads to the consecration of the altar of the tribe to the whole people as their natnral
bumt-ofi'ering, forming an introduction to its and ofiicial representatives, and that without
ritual for the purpose stated, and to its service. oonsecration, which took place at the tabernacle ;
In other words, as the entire temple-edifice was nevertheless, instead of oonsecration the elective
referred to the underlying idea by means of the appointment is repeated (comp. ch. xl. 46), so
measuring, that is, was set forth as to its sym- that only the race of Zadok who draw near to
bolical signification, so, in accordance with its Jehovah (ch. xlii. 13) are qualified for the service
As to the second
intention as respects the people, in whom the (comp. on ch. xliv. 15 sq.).
idea is to be realized, the altar of burnt-offering element, the victim, ^p2i"pi *)B, a yonng bolhas been purposel v described at such len^h ; but
The male was the fittim;
this intention will be effected only by this means, lock was fixed on.
that, strictly parallel with the entrance of the victim for the burnt-offering, and the bollock
glory into the sanctuary, a formal act of sacrificial was the most distingoished among the animaU
consecration in respect of the altar of burnt- coining into consideration for a ihi-oOsdBg ; and
The clothing so the nigh priest, S3 priestly head and represenoffering is provided for beforehand.
of the idea is a kind of dramatic transaction tative of the community, ofijered for his cleansing
priests
of
the new temple, a bullock still in the full flower of his strength
between Ezekiel and the
an act of the future with which we can compare (Lev. iv. 3 sq., comp. 13 sq.). Yer. 20. Comp.
from the past Lev. %'iii. (Ex. xxix. 10 sq.) ; 1 ver. 15 vers. 14, 17 ; ver. 18. The sprinkling of
Kincs viii. 62 sq. ; 2 Chron. viii. 4 sq.— By the the blood is the sprinkling in detail of the parwords on the day when it is made, the ordi- ticular parts characteristic of the sin-offenng.
nances bf the altar are more closely defined as The cleansing and expiation of the altar have a
ordinances which are fulfilled (as to their idea) as reflex influejice on the people that made it» and
soon as the whole temple, including this altar, will that, at the word of Qod (in Lev. xviL 11 the
be in actual existence. A ** being made " is also altar is a place of GodX raise themselves np there
That which the two words employed
spoken of in the sense of the reference throughout to Qod.
to the people, just as the whole consecration express (cleanss, and explata), that which the
points to men, wno as such can do nothing pure prooedore above and below and around the exComp. Ex. xx. 22 ; Lev. xvi. 16. tremities symbolises, will be a complete sanetifior holy.
But the consecration of the altar, the ritual of cation of tne people. With such a strong reprewhich is told to the prophet in the Old Testa- sentation of the cleansing, an anointing of the
ment mode of expression, particularly by the altar, etc. (Lev. viii. 11) was not necessary in
solemn: "thus saith the Lord," etc., holds out order to give expression to the idea. Ver. 21.

—

;

:

—

the prospect of a consecration of the people by
JeJiovah.
By the avowed purpose of the altar,
''to cause ascendings" (as tne burnt- offerings
meant to be wholly burnt, specially fulfilling the
view, are called) **to ascend upon it" ^with
reference to the altar, the raising up of the gift),
and to sprinkle blood npon it (which precisely in
these offerings was done merely on the altar
round about), is therefore signified in the first
instance, and corresponding at the same time to
the act of consecration here, the consecration
of tfie people to JeJiovah, their entire surrender
The
and presentation of themselves to Him.
burnt-offerings usher in the class of offerings
which obtains in the state of grace. The justified
man lives henceforth not to himself ; the service
of the Lord which is ministered in the Church is
symbolized by this purpose of the altar of burnto'rteriug ; hence there is no act of worship without burnt-offering.
Its expiatory significance
comes out only in a secondary way in referring to
the altar, just as the sprinkling with blood in the
case of the bumt-offermg takes place in the most

—

n8tdnn
T - -

">Bn* the article before the tkU, coiulr.
T -

quite as onwarrented simply to svppoae
everything omitted, as from what is not said
to make the prophet be in contradiction with the
Mosaic ceremonial. The statements in this risioik
are mainly determined by the idea to be set forth
and which shows itself everywhere. Thus there
was no need of saying anything about the blood
It is

which was not consumed, and which elsewhere
was poured out at the foot of the altar of bumtofl'enng to prevent its being profaned, sinee the
sanctincation is so stron^y expressed in that no
mention is once made of tne fat upon the inwards
which came upon the altar, but it is so moken as
if the fire consumed the whole animal \conip.
besides in Lev. iv. 12, viii. 17, the manner of
expression) without the sanctnary ; comp. Ijov.
Thus not within the hooae, and
iv. 21, vi. 23.
if in a place that may be supposed related to it,
certainly (comp. what was remsrkiKl in speaking
of the ^izrah, ch. xli.) in the " off-place* hardly

ch. xlvi. 19 sq.
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CHAP. XLIII.
The goat is the atonement for a prince
but also the characteristic offering
the people on the great day of atonement
(Ler. zn.).
Thus the people might be looked
upon as perfectly repreaented at the altar of the
caatty Ter.
19 aq. ecclesiastically, and here
ciTilly, by their two heads the high priest and
the prince (comp. ch. xliv. S aq.), with reference
at the same time to the great yearly atonement.
At any rate, only the iMond day is marked at
the beginning which is made with the bnllock as
sin-otfmng ; the following days up to the seventh
Ver. 22.

(Lev. iv. 23),
for

are,

as respects sin-offering, introdnced

cated

by the second.

and

indi-

22-26.
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nant, consecration, sanctification, etc., it is the
basis of all solemnities in Israel, as Keil observes:
prescribed in the law without exception for every
act of consecration continuing over one day.
Comp. particularly £x. xxix. 37 ; 2 Chron. viL 9.
The one kid for a sin-offering daily cannot possibly be held to run counter to this, for it expresses what relates to the migority of these days,
six days ; and in respect of the first day, the bullock (ver. Ig sq.) stood clearly defined from the
outset. The two victims appointed for burntoffering (ver. 23 sq. ) are also distinguished from
the kid by the change from n^VD to \\s^V\ And

— DIDA) uUegtr, which had

not without significance could the cleansing sinbat clearly offering in distinction from the burnt-offering,
more noteworthy here when the civil side is be ascnbed although only formally to the prophet ; in this keeping separate he represents the
^t^ftited. oL
^Mtdn^, the priests, or: one, etc,
sanctifying grace of God, and the priests the
while at the same time ver. 21 aq. is illustrated eommuni^ sanctifying themselves to God.
As
in this respect by 'nc^.
The prophet does it ver. 23 sq. is supplemented by the q^q^ nV^tt^
to be the quality of evenr victim,

—

—

—

—

—

by instructing the priests to do^ it After what placed at the beginning of ver. 25, and qualifying
has been stated regarding these* two days, thSat the whole verse, the burnt-offering in question is
to be offered dail^ during the seven days after
tiie 1 hillock cleanses the altar, etc (ver. 20), to
which reference is expressly made in speaking of the daily completion of the cleansing.— Ver. 26,
the goat of the second day (ver. 22), then concluding the act of consecration,
hence
couched
general tenns,
confirms both the
VI3^fJO yyfpS^ in ver. 23 can be understood only merely seven days' duration of the consecration
of the altar (for nothing else is meant by rwlD)i
of the completion of the two sin-ofierings, to
which the subordinate purpose of the altar, the and also, in virtue of the entire consecration
ueudon of the sprinkliiMr of bk>od (vec 13), had above mentioned, its perfect purification, on the
led the jtrophet, so that he now comes to what is ground and in conseauence of the expiation
spoken of as the principal purpose, to the burnt(^1B3}) of the altar, wnich according to ver. 20
offering, which, in the inaefiniteness as regards
is
its cleansing.
might translate a pronounctime with which the bullock and ram of which
ing clean for the present use, treated of in ver.
it consists are spoken of^ can be quite as ea^y
It is certainly also in harmony with this
assigned to the first day as it is expressly 27.
aasignod in ver. 25 to seven days.— Ver. 24. What when, in making over to the altar tliereby repreremained still indefinite in ver. 22 now becomes sented as entenng personally on its functions,
the peculiar phrase: ml its hand, i^ used. After
^uite clear by the mention of the priaste.
Very
sagnifieaut, however, and exioeedingly telling for the use previously in the description of the altar
** bosom"
and " lip" in reference to
the setting forth of the idea of sanctification of the words
already remarked in Ezekiel, is the casting of it, itehand (VT, plur., is a needless gloss) can
salt by the priests, which in the law is expressly
cause no surprise, especially in Ezekiel, who dedemaijded for the meat-oiiering, and appears here lights
in bola symbols,
ifhe altar reprt«enting

—

—

m

We

:

—

oonneetod in a similar manner (?|h^ with the
btuntoflfering, aHhougfa salt (Lev. iL 18) was to
be put on every oblation.
Salt (especially in
contrast with leaven and honey), by its seasoning
and antiseptic power, with its hidden cleansing
fire which consumes evervtbing unclean, is meant
to bring oat the signification of the powerful
tntth which kee^ off impurity and hypocritical
legal sanctity, viz. the suirender to the service
of the Lord symbolized in the bamt-offering.
Perhaps its character as salt of the covenant of
God, with ffefereoae to the eternity theraof (Num.
xviii 19 ; 2 Chron. xiiL 5), conies additionallv
into consideration for the act of consecration. The
quality of human nature, observes Hengst, is unsalted, and may not enter into rektion with God.
Ver. 25. The Sevan days can be neither nine
nor tiisht days, ie. excluding the first two days,
or at leajjt the first day, for they are expressly
seven ; as also it is said again in ver. 26, Y^Q^^

the people in the priests, even of

itself, easily
readily if the
idea of it is to be made jsrotninent
But to ** fill
the hand" is the expression used in Lev. viii. on
occasion^ of the onering for consecrating the

becomes a person, and

still

more

inasmuch as those parts of the oaring,
which otherwise were heainMi and waved in the
priests,

thank-offering, were laid, alonff with the loaves
cakes, into the hands of tne priests.
With
exception of the hrekst and shoulder, all this was
laid on the altar as a sacrifice of consecration

and

(D^^). The expression

:

y* k^jo, occurs simi-

larly in Ex. xxxii. 29 ; 1 Chron. xxix. 6 ; 2 Chron.
xxix. 81 (D3*1^)f in reference to Jehova^ so that

the application to the priests in general denotes
the giving of a present to them, wnich, although
by the people, is yet as from Jehovah. It indi*
cates in particular, however, their official right
to their ministry, and the obligation of this mmistry to offer to Jehovah in the fire of the altar.
<CJeri: ney)*
evident allusion to VWiaai Since the expression, different from the consecration proper of priests, impUes tiie conferring of
Moreover, apart from the significance the priestly office, the formal installation into it,
in vvr. 20.
ef the number seven as the number of the cove- —the making of it over to the altar here, corre*

^^
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spoiiding to its puri^cation, is designetl to repre- to the past and for the future, and the indivisent the making over of the altar of burnt-offering dual's enjoyment of peace resting on and flowing
for the serWce assigne<l to it, as ver. 27 farther from it (in which perhaps thfe more privata
The use for which this altar will have character of this species of offering compared
describes.
to be employed henceforth, after the completion with the more official character of the bumtThe burnt-offerings
of what has to be completed in regard to it in the offering should be noticed).
seven days, as, moreover, it is expressly said <m mentioned first give the key-note, just as they
the eighth day and onwards, is intimated by the are also strengthened through the bullock in the
As supplicatory offerburnt-offering and the SheJantiin, which, however, seven days' consecration.
appear not exactly as the principal and most fre- iugs, the Shelamim, therefore, are also rather
qnent offerings, tjwtor OTwnmm (Keil, Hengst.), thank-offerings, because the praving Church
but to make prominent the idea of a people of knows on whom she believes (as John xi. 41).
God in the state of grace, as the kinds of offering Finally, the Shelamim were in the Old Covenant
Wfittin^ such a relation to Jehovah.
Hence also the oldest flesh-offerings after the burnt-offerings.
the Shelamim are not called here DTQN "slain iComp. also Ex. x. 25, xviiL 12 (in reference to
'
ydelivering of Israel out of Egypt), and Gen.
offenngs,
order to give a general designation Uivi.
thus only here, elsewhere
^n,
t t
t t
for onenngs, or to mark the distinction from the
burnt-offering, which falls entirely to Jehovah, (ch. xx. 40, 41), refers to: "restraining," so that
.

|

'

:

j

!

.

|

m

,

.the

h—

nn

|

:

but D^ci>ty, that
*

is,

salvation-offeiings (peace-

1

T

offerhigB), a designation well fitted to place tiiem
on a level with the " whole offering
e ' (rfej), as

the guilt presupposed in having recourse to the
sacrifice is confessed ; hence Niphal in Isa. xL 2

(i^y. ^xvi. 41, 43 : fW 'l) of guilt being recom'•
I'f
'
,
,
4_-i*.
pensed, here : to receive as unrestrained by guilt
the burnt- offering is also called full surrender (the idea of justification is perceptible in tht
is met by full grace, salvation perfect in respect word), equivalent to : to receive graciously.

w f-f/i

V

Vv

,

;

{

CHAPTER XUV.
And he

me

back the way of the outer gate of the sanctuary ttiac
and it was shut And Jehovah said to me This gate
shall be shut, it shall not be opened, and no man shall go in through it
As
3 because Jehovah, the (rod of Israel, went in through it ; thus it is shut
to the prince, he [is] prince, he shall sit in it, to eat bread [food] before
Jehovah ; from the way of the [to the] porch of the gate shall he go in, and
4 from its way shall he go out. And he brought me the way of the north
gate before the house, and I looked, and behold, the glory of Jehovah filled
5 the house of Jehovah ; and I fell upon my face. And Jehovah said to me
Son of man, set thy heart, and behold with thine eyes, and hear with thine
ears all that I say unto thee concerning all the ordinanceis of the house of
Jehovah, and all its laws [or: it« whole uw] ; and thou settest [shAUMc] thy heart
1

led

2 looks to the east

;

:

to the approach of the house in [coDjuncUon with] all the out-goings of the
And thou sayest to the contumacy, to the house of Israel, Thus
6 sanctuary.
saith the Lord Jehovah
Cease at last from all your abominations,
house
7 of Israel, When ye brought sons of the outland, uncircumcised in heart and
uncircumcised in flesh, to be in
sanctuary, to desecrate it, even
house
when ye #ffered
bread [My food] (through them), fat and blood, and they
8 broke
covenant in addition to all your abominations. And [yet] ye have
not kept the charge of
holy things, and [but] ye set [iuch. tho^jj to keep
9 charge for you in My sanctuary. Ilius saith the Lord Jehovan
son of
the outland, uncircumcised in heart and uncircumcised in flesh, shall not come
to My sanctuary ; in respect of every son of the outland [»haii it be nOd] that is
10 in the midst of the children of Israel. Nay, but the Levites who went far
from Me when Israel went astray, who went astray from Me after their
1
detestable idols, they bear their guilt ; And they are servants in
sanctuary, sentinels at the gates of the house and servants of the house ; they
shall slay the bumt-ofiering and the slain-oflering for the people, and they
12 shall stand before them to serve them. Because they used to serve them
before their detestable idols, and were to the house of Israel a stumblingblock of guilt, therefore have I lifted
hand over them, sentence of the
13 Lord Jehovah, ^and they bear their guilt.
And they shall not draw near to
Me, to minister as priests to Me, and to draw near over all
holy things

O

:

My

My

My

My

My

My

:

A

My

—

My

—

My
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most holy place, and [bat] they bear their reproach and their abominawhich they did. And I have given them to be keepers of the charge
15 of the house, for all its service and for all that is to be done in it. And [bat]
to the

tiona

1

My

the priests the [thew] Levites, the sons of Zadok, who kept the charge of
sanctuary when the children of Israel went astray from Me, they shall come
near to Me to minister unto Me, and stand before Me to offer unto Me fat
and blood, sentence of the Lord Jehovah. They shall come to
sanctuary, and they shall draw near to
table to' minister unto Me, and to
keep My charge. And it comes to pass, when they go to the gates of the
inner court, they shall put on linen garments, and wool shall not come upon
them when they minister in the gates of the inner court and at the house.
Linen turbans shall be upon their heads, and linen breeches upon their loins;
they shall not gird themselves in sweat And on their going out to the outer
court, to the outer court to the people, they shall put off their garments in
which they minister [ministerfd], and lay them away [down] in the cells of holiness, and put on other garments ; and they shaU not sanctify the people in
[wmi] their garments,
their head they shall not shave, nor suffer their
locks to grow long ; polling they shall poll their heads.
And no priest shall
drink wine when they go to the inner court And a widow and a divorced
woman shall they not take to themselves for wives ; but maidens of the seed
of the house of Israel, and the widow who was widow of a priest they may take.
And they shall teach My people ; what [the oiffereAee is] between the holy and
the common, and between the unclean and the clean, they shall make them
judgments,
know. And over [matters of] strife shall they stand to judge in
festivals
and judge them [so] ; and
laws and
ordinances on all
shall they keep ; and
Sabbaths shall they hfdlow. And to a dead body
of a man shall he not go to be defiled ; but for father, and for mother, and
for son, and for daughter, for brother, and for sister who had no husband,
they may defile themselves. And after his cleansing they shall count to him
seven days. And on the day of his coming to the sanctuary to the inner
sentence of
court, to minister in the sanctuary, he shall offer his sin-offering,
the Lord Jehovah. And it is to them for an inheritance [wwneiy], I am their
inheritance ; and a possession shall ye not give them in Israel, I am their
possession.
The meat-offering, and the sin-offering, and the guilt-offering,
they shall eat it ; and every devoted thing in Israel shall be theirs. And the
first of all the firstlings of everything, and every oblation of all, out of all
your oblations, shall be to the priests, and the first of your [gronn^ com shall
ye give to the priest, to brine down a blessing upon thy house. Whatever is
carrion, or torn, whether of fowl or of beast, the priests shall not eat

—
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B*nfiftMtt» ». B^^ftmkmrt^-'

EXEGETICAL REMABKS.

fulfilment in Christ of all that had been written
aforetime, reads like a Messianic prophecy, without its being necessary for us to suppose with the
Church Fathers a direct reference to the viig;inity
[As the preceding chapter had disclosed the
of Mary (Ji porta ChrisH pervia, n^erta, plena
purpose of God to re-oocupy, and that for eyer,
gratia, trcmsitque rex et permanet elau»a tU/uit
this new temple, and had described the necesper scecula), [Thfe Rabbms have interpreted the
sary means and rites of consecration in order to
closing of the gate to this effect: that the
its being a source of blessing to His people, so
Shechinah shall no longer be able to come out,
the present chapter lays down regulations for
an idea which Liffhtfoot has transformed into the
preventing any new desecration of the honse,
ever-durlng dwelling of the glory of God in the
such as might again compel God to withdraw
Christian Church ; while Hengst expresses it
His gracious presence. These regulations refer
thus : that the glory of the impending revelation
successively to tiie prince and the priesthood
of the Lord ** embodies " itself in tl^ door's rethe two classes through whom directly the former
maining shut.]— When, after this quite universal
pollutions had been mtroduoed into the house of
explanation in respect to future and present of
God.— Faibbairn.—W. F.]
observed in the priests' court (ch. the shut east gate, Ver. 8, by its very commenc-

Vers. 1>8.

The Prince

in the Ecut

OnU,

The prophet

6) all that relates to the altar of burntHe is thence brought back, as we shall
offering.

xliii.

have to suppose, through the inner north or south
It is not
gate the way to the outer east gate.
without signiticance that the east gate of the
outer court (comp. ch. xliii. 12) is designated as
"gate of the sanctuary, the outer one which,"
Looking into it from the court (not as
etc.
Hitzig and Hengstenberg : from before the outer
east gate, as ch. xliii. 1), Ezekiel perceived that
it was ahut (comp. ch. xl. 11) ; and this must
the more astonish him, as this entrance to the
sanctuary had been described to him in ch. xl.
«8 forming the rule for all the other gates
The fact, then, of its being
of the temple.
closed demands an explanation, which also
Jehovah (comp. on ch, xliii. 6, 7) gives him in
Since the whole vision points to tlie
Ver. 2.
future, it is said first of all in reference thereto:
Hence the
This gate shall be shut (n\n^).
V

:

•

ing with the absolute construction ITfe^riTW,
directs attention to the prince, and, besid^
gives as reason for what is to be said of him in

reference to the east gate,

KVl K^^^ that
T

is a«

•

much

as to say : qua prince it beknn to him ;
then an exception from the rule just laid down,
that is, an exceptional entering of the prince
through this gate at certain times and for certain
contingencies, is not to be supposed, especially as

what

is

announced regarding hnn

but simply

is

not

:

S2 ik2\
T

ta"3B^t t^«* ^^ shall sit in this
Vnamely
(eomp. for the expression : to eat
fnte,
read before God, Ex. xviiL 12 ; Luke xiii. 26),
to eigoy the sacrificial banquets.
Of this place
of the prince in the east gate, Hengat. exckums
*' How
glorious must the entering Lord be, when
the prince cannot be more hii^ly honoured than
by a place in the gate by which He entered **
Now, since according to vers. 1, 2 the entrance
through the east gate was closed to him, the way
b]^ which the prince arrived at his place of htmonr
will necessarily have to be given, as is accordingly done and this account is ]y>t to be interpreted, with Ken, of the outside stair over the
threshold at the ^ardroom, and onward to the
gate-porch at the inner end of the gate-structure.
:

!

closing shall continue for all futurity, as is acain
expressly confirmed by the statement : It Bhall
not be opened, and strengthened by this other
declaration : And no man (whoever he may be)
shall go in through it,
^in other words, by the
"When it is thereafter
exclusion of every one.
said: Because Jehovah, etc., the ^3 explains

—

;

(n''m)» the
*
For such a way surely
i) ^ ?|D would be a
which, as we see
On the contrary,
ver. 1, is tne first thing treated of; but we strange mode of expression
shall have to draw upon it for the explana- this mode of expression is quite conceivable when
tion for the future likewise, for this future we consider the way of the prophet (ver. 1), who
has been announced as the continuance of the liad been lnt>iight from the nortn or south to the
closing in the present.
The way which the glory east gate, and finds himself there on the side of
of Jehovah went (ch. xliii. 4) is thus a unique the court west of the gate, and hence has the
way, and will remain such, no man shall tread it porch right before him, so tliat he will the more
hencefoith ; and this, when we look upon the readily define from it the way of the prince inie
certainly

the

immediate present

pre-sont closing of the gate,

m

'o^
!
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4, 5.

the gate {trcm its way he shall also go out), as nick, that the word is used collectively for the
the entering ficom the way of the porch of the rulei-s and presidents genei-ally of the people, is
g»te forms self-evidentlv the contrast to an enter- quite untenable. And not less so is the opuiion,
iug from the way of the gate withont Conse- tnat by the expression is simply to be understood
for this 4s utterly inecx>ncilable
quently, the prince has (as Hitzig rightly under- the Messiah
stmnds) to come through the outer north or south with all the prescriptions given, and in particular
^te into the outer court, and to cross the same, with those requiring the presentation of sacrifices
in order to arrive at the place where he will sit, and sin-otferinffs for the prince. It is to be exetc Whether the gate-porch which thus lay on plained precisely as the whole delineation here,
this side (toward the court) of the gate-barrier is and in the preceding visions (ch. xxxiv. -xxxix.),
meant to be given as the place for the banquets by viewinff it as part of an ideal description of comof the prince may be questioned Hengstenberg ing realities under the form and asptMst of the old
And no more than we expect other
recommends, as "soecudly" adapted for them, relations.
*'
the inner threshold immediately adjacent to parts of the vision to find their accomplishment
the porch.*' According to all this, the exception under the gospel by a restoration of the carnal
of the prince ^rmbolizes merely, in its own way, sacrifices and mstitutions of Judaism, should we
the holiness of the sanctuary, the solemnity of look here for an actual prince to follow the reguhidrawing near to Jehovah and ap|>earing before tions prescribed. Standing on the position he
Him. It will no longer be as
the former did, the prophet must speak of the future under
temple, that any one ((^t<) ^^ march straight the image of the past and as it was by means of
the earthly head of the Jewish state that many
to the sanctuary through the east gate but the
of the former corruptions had been introduced,
saints of God, His people sanctified for ever, will
he now shows how a repetition of such evils is to
know how to honour the holiness of Him who be gncufded against in the future. Whether the
(" In the ca^^e of the tabernacle
sanctified them.
kingly power should ever again be concentrated
and its court there was only one entrance, from in one person, or should be snared by many, is of
the east, through which all had to go," I^LIEF.)
no moment as regards the substance of the tnith
But it is significant that the civil bead of the here unfolded." As for the connection between
people (comn. on ch. xliii. 22), the prince, sits
the prince and the east gate (vers. 1-8), "what
and eats in the east gate closed for every one, on eoula this import, but that the prince should feel
the way which the glory of Jehovah went to fill
he now occupied a place of peculiar neaniess to
the house (ver. 4), and there enjoys the fruit of
God! As God's vicegerent and deputy among
that which has been provided. For the signithe people, it became him to be the most distiuficance of the banquets has regard to the comguisnea representative in public life of God's
munion and friendly relation iil which the parti- holiness, to tread the higher walks of spuitual
cipants stand to one another, and with the
communion and fellowship vrith Heaven, and
;

;

m

;

;

Iirovider of the feast, who in the last resort is
ehovah at least He participates therein in the
sense of Rev. iii. 20 ; just as also the gladness
and joy before the Lord, and even the joys of the

—

kingdom of heaven, appear under the

figure of a
feast (Ps, xxiii. 6, xxxvi. 9 [8] ; Matt. viii. 11
Luke xiv. 15 ; Rev. xix. 9).
have in this
the genuine gospel feature, which excels in glory
the face of the law. So much the more, however, as regards the prince
who, as has been
said, is rather a reflex of the people (comp. ch.
xlvi. 10), just as to them also the entrance to

We

—

the temple has been opened by the setting in
operation of the altar of bumt-oflering (ch. xliii.
must we avoid the interpretation which
26)
accentuates in him the David of Messianic times
(ch. xxxiv. 23 sq., xxxvii. 24).
On this comp.
also ch. xlv. 22, xlvi 2, 16.
It would be better
to insist with Hengst. on his "cheering" form,
as opposed to the ceasing of the magisterial office
in the exile, especially when his presence is so

—

stand pre-eminent in his zeal for the interests of
Far now from usurping
trutli and righteousness.
the authority that belonged to God, and abusing
to selfish ends and purposes the power which was
given by Him for nigher ends, iQl authority and
if this
power
Israel should be exercised
in a
divine ideal were reduced to practice
solemn feeling of subordination to God's majesty,
and with an unfeigned desire for His glory."—

—

m

—

PAiBBAiRN'a

Ezekiel, pp. 477,

Vers. 4-16.

478.— W.

F.]

Tfie Prists.

outer north gate cannot be the one
spoken of, for the prophet stands in the outer
court before the porch of the east gate. He is

Ver.

4.

The

brought n^an

^3B-i>K,

and so i^fi^"iyBn^ni[

must be the way to the inner north gate, as this
was also the way by which to get near to the
incidentallv "presupposed."
But this prince- temple-house. Comp. for the rest on ch. xliii.
ship, which makes orderly civil relations again 6 and 8.
As there the filling of the house with
obtain in Israel, had its post-exile appearance in the glory of Jehovah introduced the Thorah of the
Zembbabel, for instance (Zech. iv.), and has at all temple, especially the conseci'ation of the altar of
events been perfected in the Messianic kingdom, bunit- offering, which certainly forms also the
even as to the side applicable here, which Isa. liii. transition to the temple - service, so here by a
10 expresses thus: "The pleasure of Jehovah similar introduction, m which Ver. 5 refers sc
;
shall prosper through his hand " while in ver. far back as to ch. xl. 4, the service before Jehovah
" to see," " to be refreshed ;" and is now introduced, and that with attentive re11 he IS said
similarly ver. 12.
gard to the pers'MfUe. Thus the two parts of
["In regard to the prince, it is impossible for the section, ch. xl,-xlvi., are even formally
OS to think of any one but the royal head, as he separated.—Jehovah, as in ver. 2.
The threefold
is throughout spoken of as an individual, and in
demand upon the prophet, of which the first,
*
the next chapter is directed to prepare for him- which as the most inward strikes the key for the
mdt, and for all the people of the land,' a sin- seeing and hearing, has its ground not exactly in
offering (ch. xlv. 22).
So that the idea of HSver- the glory just now seen (Hengst.), but rather in

—

:

—
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what Jehovah wQl say to him, and in the abominations coumiitted by Israel, to which it has
What concerns the ordinanoee and
reference.
laws of the house (coinp. ch. xliii. 11, 12) is certainly limited here by -^pon to the temple

—

building proper, as is also indicated by the designation : house of Jehovah, repeated from ver.
4, so that the approach of the house with all
the ont-goingB is to be understood in reference to
Ver. 6. That the house of Israel is
the priests.
to be addressed (ch- ii. 7) shows the more plainly
how it had been represented by the priesthood

—

of the past--'^2t3 DD^^"!,
T

much

•

literally

:

there is

VT

whose holiness the people so freqnently think
may venture to dispense with their own.
Ver. 8 accordingly goes on to reprimand such

they

sliameful priestly representation of the people in
respect to the holy tnings (ch. xxii. 8) of Jenovah
(comp. ch. xL 45, 46). Of this Keil gives a su|terficial view, when he says that ** the people, by
unlawfully admitting ungodly heathen into tlie
temple, had not only forgotten the reverence due
to the holy things of Gc^ ( !), but hud also made
for themselves these heathen, so to say (?), ministers of God in His sanctuary."
How can "permission to tread the temple'* be "put ou the
same level," even only ** spiritually," with
"placing in the temple for superintending the

you from all your abominations, suffi- worship ? What is meant flown, moreover, from
cient, enough for you, so that you may at last the general statement, impossible to be underabstain (1 Pet. iv. 3).
Like priest, like people
And ye set
stood except in its constant sense
but also, like people, like pnest <Uos. iv. 9).
(namely, such parties) ... for yon in My sanoVer. 7, in this connection, in which the
to

:

temple-house accessible to the priests alone is
of, and priestly ministration is had regard
vo, can hardly refer to heathens or foreigners
living amongst Israel (comp. for this Lev. xviL
10, 12; Num. zv. 13 sq.; Ex. xii. 43, 44;
I Kings ^dii. 41 sq.), foreign merchants as sellers
ff sacrificial victims, etc., nor heathenized Israelites in general, but must be understood as referring to the introduction of priests, who, as the
•ihildren of Israel were called ** heathens " (D^a)
created

m

ch.

ii.

8,

were 133*^33, instead of being sons

In what sense the term emto be taken is shown by the next
undrcurndBed in heart, which, if said of

of Jehovah's house.

ployed
clause

is

:

bom heathens, would be nonsense
whereas, said of Israelites, of the priests here, and
conjoined with the following clause : and nncircumcised in flesh, it expresses exactly the same
as Rom. ii. 25, when the w%ftT9fAn intat^v^rta
ytyettv,
when the direct opposite of tne idea
of the symbol realizes itself (comp. besides,
Deut. XXX. 6), the distinction also which the
symbol denotes will disanpear, the Jew has become heathen. Comp. also ch. xvi. 8 ; Zech.
xiv. 21 (Phil. iii. 8).
The exnression : to be in
My sanotuary, which more closely defines the
as
the
bringing
in to the priestly miniDDK^Zina
genuine

—

stration, is still farther illustrated

to desecrate
said

:

it,

when ye

My

house.

offered

^n^

by the clause

When
(in

it is

:

farther

a manner, the

daily bread of Jehovah, which is immediately
explained to mean the sacrificial food as to its
elements &t and blood, for which comp. Num.
xxviii. 2; Lev. iii. 11, xxi. 6, 8, etc.), this
parallel phrase to: when ye brought to be in
My sanctuary, etc., confirms the view that
priests are meant who formed the pure contrast
to the Israelitish priesthood according to its idea,
and this the more plainly as ^ne*^ (ch. xvi. 69,
:

can scarcely be said of heathens as
such, who were outside of the covenant but when
understood of such priests, it looks straight into
the inmost relation, from which are derived the
sanctuary, the service in it, and the sanctification of Israel.
The interchange of ye and they
is farther shown to be intentional by the next
clause in addition to all your abominations, inasmuch as not even the priests were correct, with
xvii. 18, 19)

;

:

Q^^

^'lULrj,

implies also the representation of

VT

the people by such keepers of the charge, which
the sanctuary and the covenant of Jehovah with
them boimd Israel to keep. (Comp. 1 Rings xiL
Hav.: "Not to serve God, but to serve
31.)

your own sinful inclination."
[Fairs AiRN * * The children of Israel are spoken
of as doing all this, because the corrupt priesthood was insemrably connected with the sins of
the people ^the one continually acting and reacting on the other.
And the corniption in the
priesthood, it will bo observed, is expressed as if
persons had been put into the office who were
not of the tribe of Levi, or even of the seed of
Israel, but un circumcised heathen.
Not thct
literally persons of this description had been admitted into the priestly office ; that did not take
place, not even in the kingdom of Israel, where
still the Israelites were employed, though not of
the family of Aaron.
But the prophet is viewing
all in a spiritual light ; he is reading forth the
import of the outward transactions, as they appeared to the eye of God and as in that respect
the officiating priesthood had been no better uian
uncircumcised strangers, so he speaks of them as
having actually been such." W. F.]
Ver. 9. We have now, in condemnation of such
profanation, Jehovah's solemn declaration regarding the personeUe of His service in future.
In
:

—

;

—

the

first place,

a simple negativing of what

has

been, that shall no longer be ; hence "J3J"fa"73,
to be understood in the
the phrase shall not
:

same sense as in ver. 7 also
;

oome

to, etc.,

correspond-

ing to what has been previously said, is to be
understood of priests, as My sanctuary, proves
beyond a doubt. But the summary winding up
:

('^3^1

EwALD, Oram.

midst

of, etc., precludes,

gives,

every thought of genuine forei^ers^ or

even of

tlie

D^d»

§ 810a):

that

is

in the

by the ex]ilanation

strangers, ch.

xlvii.

it

22 sq.

"Jewish heathen," as Hengstenberg designates
them, are most expressly excluded by this canon
of church discipline, which begins at the house

To be a "son of Israel" is the first
of God.
qualification which Jehovah demands for His
priesthood, and this taken strictly explains likewise as antithesis thereto the son of the oatlancL
Ver. 10.

'dK

p. 856), after

(a strong "but,"EwALD, Gram,
the ample negativing 'ver. 9)» in^

""D
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trodaces the position which makes everything
perfectly clear thai the discourse is to be conThis designation is
cerning the tribe of Levi.
given
the outset, because there will still take
place a ckoix
chcix, a narrower election in
respNPct of the Aaronites, the peculiarly prifstly
family, and a de^^radation of priests to be servants
and assistants, like the Levites given as such to
Aaron and hia lineage (Num. iiL).
(ch. xi.

m

mr

— pm

6, viii.

6, 8.

—

16),
npjtj

"to be away," to depart from, Jer.
is
"to stagger" (Isa. zxviii. 7),

in

to go astray (Isa. liii. 6).
c*^ explain " Israd's going astray " (ch.

and then

:

it is still

together as formerly

;

and

people and priest taken
this is especially clear
to the ^55^j<

'i»n ^fi^i convsponding
-:
?

T

Iprrit

419

namely, doing homage to the Eternal ; Num.
xvi. 10 of the priesthood, as distinguished from

mere Levite

DmCvi
what

-^ Is therefore antithesis to

service.

ver*

D^Cnpn, the

FartJer details are given in

!!•

follows.

By

the

appositional

expression: to

makes

astray."

holy things, is—as itself suggests, and the
plural '^55np (comp. Num. iv. 19) confirms in-

—

V

-:

terpreted as referring to the eating of

holy things (comp. on ch.

xlii.

13),

thAmost

appertaining

to the priests alone.
For the rest, comp. ch. xvi.
52.
ver. 14 recapitulates and sums up the reproach and guilt to be borne, with respectful
reference to tneir former priestly calling ; hence
'k*0 ^Dy» which mode of expression, however,

—

conformable to "Israel's going

it

— '^Kb^V ^
•

^tjnp"^

draw near overall

T T

— '^Ct<
when

11-16.

My

ii.

:

the wider signification

vi. 4),

—

T

receives
*iv.

10,

xvL

62,

levitical

its

limitation

through

^J)^

68

SrnhV (comp. Num. xvi

;

9, ch. iii).

" they shall take their iniquity upon
(Hexost.
Ver. 15. Those likewise are called Levltee
them "), the snilt to be borne will be made clear
bv the immediately following punishment. This who in contrast to the punishment of the former
iilolatrous staggering had at different times seUed priests are all the more exalted as priests.
hold of priest and people, sometimes more, some- p^nV, t^e 8on o( Ahitub (1 Chron. v. 84 [vi. 8j),
:

Instead of allowing themselves to be
times less.
dragged alon^ by the people to active or even
passive participation in the service of idols, they
ought, rrom their office, to have restrained the
Comp. moreover, Ps. xvi. 4.
people, Jer. ii. 8.
[Havemick thinks here of "even the old misdeeds of Levi, which will make themselves
observable."] Ver. 11. They shall not be excluded from all service in the sanctuary, but
degraded from the functions of priests to those of
dimple Levites; as Rashi expresses it: "to do
what strangers and servants and women can perform. "
Tyws; is used also of priestly service ; it

—

of the line of Eleazar (1 Chron. xxiv. 1 so.), was
co-high priest with Abiathar of the line of
Ithamar, in consequence of the twofold service
of worship in David s time, that at Jenisalem and
that at Gibeon (1 Chron. xvi. [xvii. ] 89).
After
Abiathar had like Joab repeatedly attached himself to Adonmh, the pretender to the crown,
and had brought about his own fall and banishment to .4.nathoth (1 Kings ii.), Zadok was ap-

pointed by Solomon sole nigh priest, and with
him the line of £leazar again became the alone
high-priestly one.
We are not to go along with
Hengstenberg when he, in order to interpret the
sons of Zadok, goes back even to the relation of
is only rnpB (the function for those discharging
fatherhood in the Decalogue, and drags in the
it) that with the words expressly added points to
pope too as a holy father, simply to get a fatherthe gates of the house, although the word in priest, after whom all priests (since 1 Kings ii.)
itself is equivalent to IDBte, ^nprp.
It is still are to be designated as his sons, " even the unfaithful, " says

in respectful

are

spoken of

terms that these degraded priests
(it is

not said

:

mhyHK ihvh,

as

said of the Levites specifically. Num. xvi. 9).
are porters and house-servants, yet in this
at least they still represent the people, that they
relieve them of the slaying of tne victims ; it is
only with their " standing before them to serve
them " that their being degraded to Levites be-

is

They

comes more marked (comp. Num. xvi. 9), because
now the punishment corresponding to the guilt is
Ver. 12 to be mentioned the guilt which they
shall bear is characterized by the punishment for
what they were accustomed to
it in this way
do in the apostasy at the will of the people
and thus as * stumbling-block which caused to
fall into guilt—is now officially imposed upon
them.— Comp. on ch. xx. 5, 6, 15, 28, xxxvi. 7.
—Ver. 18 hereupon expressly cuts them off from
being priests as hitherto. |n2, the fuller stem

—

—

;

:

of JQ,

signifiei

:

those

who

establish anything as

should be according to the divine ordinance,
the people continuing always in their functions ;
according to others : those bending themselves,

it

Hengstenberg,

"who were excluded

in the foregoing passage" (!!).
He hazards this
contradiction to the connection in order to get
the faithful priests first in ch. xlviii. 11, and
because he finds in ch. xliii, 19, instead of "sons
of Zadok" (as in ch. xl. 46), "that are of the
seed of Zadok, " " the heads ( !) of the high -priesthood, those who are of the high priest's kmdred
(Acts iv. 6), officiating at the consecration of the
altar of burnt-offering " (that is, it is incorrect to
say that in the whole vision the high priest
neVer meets us !). In Zadok we miffht indeed be
reminded of Melchizedek, had not the very name

Zadok ("righteous"), and

more what is
him as a
type of the true priestly character. The faithful
position which he had taken towards David he
historically

known

still

of him, symbolized

did not forsake towards Solomon, as Abiathar
did (1 Kings i. 7, 8, 25, 26, ii. 22) ; he even
anointed Solomon king over Israel.
Consequently, in the theocratic (Messianic) signification
of the kingdom of David and Solomon, Zadok
kept himself precisely in the relation which is
so significant tor our vision (see Doct. Reflec).

Comp.

also 1

Sum.

;*i.

35.

[Fairbairn

:

"The

promise of a priest lood of the house of Zadok
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eotirely corresponded to the promise of a shepherd (^0330, plural or dual), reachyig from high above
with the name of David. It simply indicated a race
of faithful and devoted servants, in whom the the loins down to about the thigh (comp. Ex.
outwai-d and the inward, the name and the idea, xxviii. 42), forms the third of the four artidea,
should pro])erly coincide, a priesthood sei-ving as Biihr says, designed for the official dress of the
God in newness of spirit, not in the oldness of priests (in accordance with "the symbolical place
the letter, as the people whom they represented of Jehovah's testimony and revelation"); while
should also have oecome true Israelites, them- the injunction about "girding," which, moreselves a royal nriesthood offering up spiritual over, explains the sense and spirit of the whole
sacrifices to the Lord.
In truth, it is the raising linen dress, subjoins the DjaKi t^* i^ girdle of
up of a people who should be such a priesthood the priests, as the fourth article.
was won.
that is meant by the description, and tne sons of
higher up toward the breast, as would then be
Zadoll came into notice only because in conneccoufirmea by the added defining clause : not in
tion with them there was an historical ground
sweat ; which certainly will not bear the meaning:
for taking them as representatives of a rightwhile they sweat, but aocording to ^Bahr is meant
hearted sjnritual community." W. F.} But as
But j;t*3 (|p^,
to imply: where they sweat
not all the children of Abraham are of nis faith,
so here the boom of Zadok are only those who found only here, elsewhere
y^| : what
npti
T"
kept, etc., who have kept and will keep themselves faithful to Me.
Not until after this essen- is forced out by pressure or anguish) certainly
tiul personal qualification for priest, is the formal means nothing but what has been said already :
and official service described: in general, the that no wool shall come upon them ; for as tiie
** drawing near," etc.
(ch. xl. 46, xliii. 19), in white linen makes the cleanness api»arent, so
particular, the '* standing before Me (in contrast sweat, so readily produced by woollen stuff, espe*
before them,' ver. 11) to offer onto
to
cially when forming a girdle and thus confining the
{comp. ver. 7) fat," etc., part of the service at body, is meant to be guarded apdnst as uncleanthe altar of burnt-offering. Then in Ver. 16 ness, and on the whole accordingly the holiness
comes the treading of the dwelling in the holy of the priests for the sanctification of the people
place, especially tne drawing near to the altar to be signified.
[Did the Septuagint mean too
of incense (ch. xli. 22), for which the name tight giving, or girding in violent haste ?]
table is significantly retained.
Finally, nDlTI
Ver. 19. The repetition: to the outer oonrC,
is meant to strengtiien the prohibition, which is
reverts
to
the
starting-point
in
ver.
^mOBIDTIK
particularly strong in our verse ; to call attention

—

Thu

—

—

f^m

Me

—

15, 'nOB^'

^5W.

Vers. 17-81. Priestly Duties

and

Privileges.

Ver. 17 begins with the most external, the
clothing ; the duty in this respect will make the
symbolized inward obligation tne more apparent.
The coming to the inner gates implies the intention of service at or in the sanctuary, and thereby
involves the duty of putting on (nC'Bt "flax )
linen garments,

and

this

makes

trc*i

as already

ordained by Moses, perfectly clear (comp. Ex.
xxxix. 28, xxviii 39 sq. ; Lev. vi. 3 [lOj xvi. 4,
The express prohibition of wool ("nov,
23).

what

"drawn

together," hanging together like
emphasis to the
linen, and makes the ministering in the gates of
the inner ooQrt, that is, within them, and at the
honfe, said of functions dischai^ged within the
house, the former in relation to the altar of burntoffering, and the latter in relation to the altar of
incense, still more distinctly prominent.— Ver.
18, like ver. 17, refers to the priest's garments;
njjtB is properly: "adornment," diadem, which
is

velius, i^«f, tiftf) gives additional

might suggest the

special high-priestly

nWVO;

the word, however, occurs rather in connection
with ni;33p, Ex. xxxix. 28 (" goodly bonneto "),

and we have no warrant

for supposing it is a
special head-covering for priests in general.
It
is rather meant to be remarked that they are

adorned (ij^B

is

suggestive of floral ornaments),

although with linen.

—The

covering for the loins

to the distinction between the outer court and
the inner, while both, however, are still only
courts ; and to the altar in the inner court,
where the sanctification of the people willed by
Jehovah has to take place. Alter this (comp.
ch.

xlii.

14) comes

the

laying

aside

of the

and the laying of it down at
the place suitable to the " holiness of Jehovah"
(ch. xlii. 18), and the putting on of other gar-

priest's official dress,

ments, for the purpose of guarding against the
thought of another sanctification than the GodNot in
ordained one by the way of sacrifice.
their garments, that is, it is not they, although
they are priests, who are to sanctify the people
(comp. John xvii. 19 !). Consequently, the going
out to the peoide is to be understood in reference
to sanctification, and shows moreover that this
outer court was for the people. Expositors generally refer here to Lev. vi. 11,

20 (BnjT)

;

Ex.

xxix. 37, XXX. 29 ; comp. besides, Ex. xxviii. 48 ;
Lev. vi. 4 [11], xvi. 23. [That contact with the
people defiles the priests when in their official
dress, as Keil referring to Lev. xxi. supposes, is
not said here.!
Ver. 20 forbids, as already Lev. xix. 27, xxL
5, .the shaving of the head smooth, as heathenish
censuring the Creator ( T), says Hengst. ; according to Bahr, as mourning, a sign of fellowship with the dead, inasmuch as Uie hair is a
proof of life and vigour of body. The Egyptian
priests kept the head always close shaved.
On
the contrary, the priests of Israel are to bear
their head high, as the mediators of an eternal
!

life

in holiness through grace.

— y^^

implies

*

"breaking forth," "beingon the top ;" hence,
The covering for the
the hair on the head.
head is treated of next to the garments for
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the body.

Keil cites for

rh^
- T

(**

to let loose

'*),

"to let grow freely," l^v. x. 6 and Nam. vi. 5.
Bat the fir^t passuge must noc be so nnderstood,
not suppose here, in accordance with
the second, a prohibition of Nazaritism, bat, as

88

and we need

markedly positive clause shows, the hair is
kept short, to be polled. Comp.
1 Cor. XL 14 sq. (Kev. ix. 8).
(0*03 ^ found only

the

simply to be

On this Hengstenberjj observes : " That
which is the sign of a wild, disorderly man, who

here.)

nature take its free courae, might indeed be
Nazarite, in consequence of a
TOW undertaken for a time, in order thereby to
typify his separation from the world ; but not to

lets

permitted to the

wnose duty it was to hold converse with
the world, and adapt himself to societ)', to enter
which with shorn hair was the custom even in
Joseph's time.
The priest should be no separated
person.'* If flowing locks and the growth of hair

:

421

21-28.

who occupy the position of ordinary priests may take.**]
Ver. 28 defines the official duties of the priests,
m^ (Hiph.), **to spread out," the hand, for ex-

a widow, those

TT

ample, to point to something, to teach, here the
people, of wh6m Jehovah says My people (Deut
xvii. jO sq., xxxiii. 10 ; Lev. x. 10) ana above aU
to teach them the difference between, etc., foi
which comp. ch. xxii. 26. The priestly service
then, is to comprehend worship and doctrine, representation of the people before God, and repre(Comp. Mai.
sentation of Ood before the people.
But above all^ everything with an eye to
ii. 7.)
Ver. 24 gives in addition to this
sanctiflcation.
the court of judicature which they form in dis:

;

—

the priest,

puted cases (Deut

xvii.

8

sq., xix. 17)

:

3^"^y,

they are to stand over the confused and complicated points raised by the parties, and because
they have the power to stand over them as judges,
sruerally is the sign of vigorous natural life, as the
since they have to judge in My judgmente, they
forbidden shaving also on its part symboliz^ then
will always find in the law of Jehovah what is
by forbidding the priest as representative of a holy
Qeri tDBCfei^t ^^^ Q^ri
right in every case:
to
let
his
locks
grow
loug^,
false
poeithe
l^ple
:

the false negative, is forbidden
What
are both equally unnecessary.
the maxim that : every one is his own law (as every ^ntDBC^t
one his own devil), unbounded naturalism is for- this aiidministration of justice is in civil life— it
bidden. Neither annihilation nor yet glorification too being a sanctification of the people through
of nature, neither askesis unto death nor honouring the judj^ent of God
has its counterjwirt
of the flesh, but simply law, divine order, is the church ufe, in the observance of all the laws and
witehword for the servant of Jehovah.
The ordinances, on all the fertlYale of Jehovah, the
ssnctification treated of is neither heathenishly key-note for which is given with the hallowing
self-chosen, one's own fabrication, self-sanctifica- of the Sabbaths (comp. for the reverse, ch. xxii.
tion, nor is it a natural holiness of one's own,
26), while at the same time we are told what is
which needs not a sanctiflcation in Jehovah's way. always the main matter in priestly ministration.
Ver. 21. Although abstinence from wine is deVer. 25 therefore shows how the priests have
msnded, yet our passage has nothing to do with
defilement
\fSy \lh
the Nazarite proper.
His was a vow regulated to keep themselves from
tive,

in addition to

—

m

—

but always a free-will dedication pro
where the man thus devoted himself to
Ood with all his naturalism, just as he had grown
ap.
That the priests are not to drink wine (Lev.
X. 9) is grounded on no temporary, formal sepantion from the world, is no arastic consecration,
es in the case of the Nazarite, but is simply an
emblem of what is seefcily, of sobriety of soul, of
the true spirit of a servant of God, who goes into
by law

;

tempore,

—

The exception
individualizes, to speak exactly.
affects the same blood-relations as Lev.
(DK

^)

The exception of the high priest (Lev. xxi.
10 sq.) is not noticed, just as there is no notice
Ver. 26 is,
of the high priest in the whole book.
according to Keil, the command to purify from
uncleanness by the dead sharpened, inasmuch as
he believes the seven days are appointed over and
the inner oonrt,
the reason assigned for the above the space of seven days prescribed by the law
prohibition.
(Num. xix. 11 so.), and finds this indicated in
Ver. 22. From their manner of life in respect ImrtD, ia which he thinks he sees a compensation
to drinking, and no doubt generally (Kom. xiii.
for the previously permitted coming of the priests
14), the obligation of the priests turns to their
hiw had been forbidden
married life.
The ii^'unction not to marry a to the (fcud, which in the
case of father or
widow (Lev. xxi. 14, 13) is extended here from to the high priest even in the
Rather perhaps the number seven simply
the high priest to the whole body of priests, who mother.
the more strongly to holiness and sanctifiin this respect then appear high-priestly, just as in points
Hengstenberg, on the other hand, insists
cation.
ch. xlilL 12 everything upon the mountain round
between: having been cleansed,
ibout was most holy.
The ordinary priest also on the **distinction
cleansing,*' which, he says, began with the
and :
is not allowed to marry (Lev. xxi. 7) nc^^l
mS^, beginning of the seven days (Num. xix.), seven
being the longest period which any uncleant woman put away by her husband, of course with days
At all events it cannot be denied that
ness lasts.
reason, because of guilt ; one of this kind is classiVer. 27 still demands the offering of a sin-offering
fied as a factitious widow with those who are
his ministry.
really widows.
The permission to take a priest's when the priest enters again on privileges of the
After the duties come now the
idow forms a pendant to the jud^cnt profor their serthem
what is to accrue to
nounced on the daughter of a priest in Lev. xxi. priests,
In Ver. 28 we have, first of all, the fun9.
For the rest, the verse relates to the priests* vice.—
condition known from the law (comp.
being holy with reference to the holiness of Jeho- damental
Num. xviii. 20 ; Deut x. 9, xviii. 1), expressed
vah.
[The Jewish TaLmudic view limits the first
first positively, then negatively, and finally once
ptrt to the high priest, understanding \n'aiai ^^
more positively ; which the Israelite priestly conthe other priests : " Yet the widow who is (really) sciousuesB received and rettoned in living and lA
xxi.

—
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dying.

Comp. Ex.

foreigners,

13

For, since the priests of Israel are no
no dominant race, but of Israel, like
all uieir brethren, it would be natural, when

Dcut.

;

19, xxxiv.

xxiii.

xviii.

4.— no^'V^

is

26

;

Num.

xviii

aaid of parts of

offerings with reference to the ceremonial of
heaving and waving, which likewise signified
to Jehovah. The Rabbins explain the
belonged,
that
consecration
to
them
they
also
people to whom
there should be a definite tribal territory for in- word of the gift "separated" for the Lord ; for
heritance and poeaeMion (n^HKt something which thus it took place witn all the first-fruits, sheaves
as well as loaves. At aU events^ the beaYe-oflbrBat they represent ing is in general whatever is according to precept
one grasps and retains).
as
spirit,
to the
as or of free will lifted up for Jehovah as a conseIsrael not as to the flesh but
to the idea which from the outset makes of this crated gift to the sanctuary, indirectly to its
thereby
peculiar
possession,
and
God
God's
people
ministers (Ex. xxv. 2 sq., xxx. 13 sq. ; Nnm.
**My" people, and I XV. 19 sq., xviii. 27 sq.). Comp. ch. xx. 40.
their peculiar possession
am Jenovah, "thy God." Now, as the Lord nD^")yi tised only in the plural, is supposed to be
already (Gkn. xy. 1) says to Abraham, the father
of all believers I am thy very great reward, so *' groats," or "peeled grain" (Geseniub), with
this is to the priests for an inheritance, that I am which
n^E*6<l does not well harmonize ; hence
their inheritance (r6n3)} ^^ Jehovah says. They
Meier supposes grain-corn. Comp. Num. xv. 20
are thereby in such a position that nothing more sq.
Everything menrioned in ver. 29 tends to
the heaving and waving in partiis to be given to them (on^ ynn"fc6)» at least sanctification
cular involved the thought, that in consequence
by their fellow-countrymen, to whom on the con- of such gifts to the priest the blessing of God is
trary they give an earnest of the ideality of Uieir brought down on the individual house.
Hengnationality, of the eternal inheritance, of the pos- stenwrg translates "and that thou mayest make
session of Canaan in truth, in that they as matter blessing rest in thy house," and cites Matt, xv.
of fact teach Israel its better self, its true aspira- 4, 5.
Comp. Mai. iiL 10. Ver. 31 brings to a
[Yer. 28 does not, as close what refers to the sustenance of the priests,
tion, its eternal future.
Reil supposes, treat of cities to dwell in, with mentioning the things to be excluded therefrom,
the houses and pasture-grounds belonging thereto,
which in the Mosaic economy Jehov^ assigns to r633. a dead body, what lies stretched out of

Canaan was promised b^ God as n^n3 to t^« the

:

:

—

;

:

—

the Levites and priests from His own peculiar
possession in land ; comp. ch. xlv. ]
Ver. 29. On the contrary, they have their livelihood from the offerings, and in so far live from
Jehovah's hand. On the meat, sin, and guiltofferings here mentioned, comp. in the law Lev.
1-10; 1 Cor. ix. 18. —Din ("separating")
ii.
f"
is what is devoted to Jehovah without possibility
of redemption ; for this comp. Lev. xxvii. 21,
28.— Ver. 80. D^^33 are the first-fruits of tree'

fniit

and of com (from 133,

**to break forth

'*).

men and

beasts, cadaver,

torn

torn by wild beasts.

oflf,"

nfilD,

"something

Comp. ch.

iv.

Lev.
14; Ex. xxii. 80 [81]; Lev. xxiL 8.
xvii. 15 marks this as defiling for any man, howmuch more so for the priests of Jehovah ; so that

by

holiness is exemplified.
gives to them and His
sanctuary in offerings and dues, which, however,
must never be unclean, shall accrue to them ; and
this at the same time forms the best transition to
the awards which follow " (Ewald).
this the

idea

of

"Only what Jehovah

CHAPTER XLV.
And when ye

land as inheritance, ye shall make an obla*
from the land ; the length five and twenty thousand and the breadth ten thousand holiness [u] it in all its border round
2 about Of this shall be [come, belong] to the sanctuary five hundred by five
hundred, a square round about ; and fifty cubits of environs for it round
3 about And from [aceonUnR to] this measure shalt thou measure a length of
five and twenty thousand and. a breadth of ten thousand, and in it shall be
4 the sanctuary, the most holy place. Holiness from the land is this ; for the
1

allot [divide] the

tion to Jehovah, a holiness

;

the sanctuary shall it be, who draw near to minister
to them a place for houses, and a holy place for the
And five and twenty thousand in length and ten thousand in
breadth shall be [belong] to the Levites, the ministers of the house, to them
6 for a possession, twenty chambers. And as a possession of the city ye shall
five thousand in breadth, and in length five and twenty thousand, beside
f;ive
ranntng along] the oblation of holiuess ; it shall be for the whole house of Israel
7 And for the prince adjoining the oblation of holiness on both sides and the
possession of the city, before the oblation of holiness and before the possesion
of the city, on the west side westward, and on the east side eastward, and
priests, the ministers of

to Jehovah
5 sanctuary.

;

and

it is

:
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the length, beside [nmnioc aionfl on& of the [tribal] portions from the west border
8 to the east border. It shall be land to him for Sk possession in Israel and
My princes shall no more oppress My people ; and [bnt] the land shall they
9 give to the house of Israel according to their tribes. Thus saith the Lord
Jehovah Enough for you,
princes of Israel ; remove [put awmyj violence and
rapine, and do judgment and justice, take away your expulsions from My
10 people, sentence of the Lord Jehovah. Ye shall have just balances, and a
1 just ephah, and a iust bath.
The ephah and the bath shall be of one measure ; that the bath may contain [amoant to] the tenth of the homer, and the
12 eph^ a tenth of the homer ; its measure shall be after the homer. And the
shekel [lOiaUbe] twenty gerahs ; twenty shekels, five and twenty shekels, fifteen
13 shekels, shall be your maneh. This is the oblation which ye shall make
the sixth of the ephah from the homer of wheat, and ye shall six the ephah
14 from the homer of barley. And the ordinance of the oil the bath of oil
what U to be offered at bath from the oil than be] the tenth of the bath OUt of the COr,
15 Wchu] ten baths, a homer; for ten baths are a homer. And one sheep
'or goat] out of the flock, from two hundred from the watered [land] of Israel,
for the meat-offering, and for the burnt-offering, and for peace-offerings, to
16 atone for [tocorer] them, sentence of the Lord Jehovah. AH the people of
17 the land, they shall be [held] to this oblation for the prince in Israel. And
upon the prince shall be the burnt-offerings, and the meat-offering, and the
drink-offering, on the feasts, and on the new moons, and on the Sabbaths, in
all the festal seasons of the house of Israel ; he shall prepare the sin-offering,
and the meat-offering, and the burnt-offering, and the peace-offerings, to atone
18 for [to cover] the house of Israel Thus saith the Lord Jehovah In the first
[month], on the first of the month, thou shalt take a bullock, a young steer,
19 without blemish, and cleanse the saiictuary
And the priest takes of the
blood of the sin-offering, and puts it upon the posts of the house, and
upon the four comers of the ledge of the altar, and upon the posts of
20 the gate of the inner court.
And so shalt thou do on the seventh of
the month for the erring man and for the fool, and ye atone for the house.
21 In the first [monih], on the fourteenth day of the month, shall the passover
be to you, a feast of seven days ; unleavened bread shall be eaten [one shuu eat
22 mau^tk]. And the prince brings on this day for himself and for the whole
;

:

—

:

—

:

:

And the seven da3rs of the
as a sin-offering.
he shall bring as a burnt-offering to Jehovah seven bullocks and seven
rams without blemish, daily the seven days ; and as a sin-offering a kid of the
24 goats for the day [danjr]. And as a meat-offering he shall offer an ephah for a
25 bullock, and an ephah for a ram, and of oil an hin for the ephah. In the
seventh [month], on the fifteenth day of the month, in the feast ne shall bring
just such [offerings] seven days, as the sin-offe|ing, as the burnt-offering, and as
23 people of the land a bullock
feast

the meat-offering, and as the
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Comp. Ps. xvi. 6. (The
to divide in general.
reference to the time immediately after the Babylonian servitude, hitherto maintained by Hengstenberg, must now, as we may well conceive, be
abandoned
travel
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That Jehovah is the inheritance and possession
of His priests (ch. xliv. 28) is a reality even for
this world, as godliness in like manner has the
promise *'of the life that now is." In order to
give form to this truth, Ver. 1 connects what fol-

this,

£"<

/u«rx«~

ephiper vitulum

9tv.eu( xetrm, t» etvvu

X«mv

EXEGETIOAL REMARKS.
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Vnlg.:
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Vers. 1-9. The Oblaticn of Holinessy the Land of
the LevUes, the Possession of the City, and the
Portion of the Prince,

fies

—

est—

i^ifi

Ver. 23. ... X.
Ver. 24. Valp. :
Ver. 25.

Vol^.:

s/rtv I'^ifM/*

r. *Ir^.

\v^^f9l—

Ver. 19. Another reading: niTITO'
Ver. 20. .
. i» T. u«i>i Ttt i^it/jur [u* rto

onU

;:

too, of cubits in ver. 2 is
pressed into the service of both parties.
Those
who hold for rods say : Thus rods are always
meant in what goes before, because here cubits are
excepted ; those who contend for cubits reply
Thus in what goes before, too, as everywhere in
the case of all tiie large measurements, cubits are
to be understood, otherwise rods would need to
be expressly named. That cubits are mentioned
first in ver. 2, Hengstenberg explains from "the
unexpectedly small measure there, so that one
might easily think of a lai^ger scale." Bottcher,
moreover, adduces against tlie measurement by
rod which he calculates would give 40 German
[about 900 English] square miles (?), i,e. almost
the tenth of the whole land, the colossal disproportion to the statements elsewhere, especiajly as
to the temple, which measures only 500 cubits
SQuare. Eeil, on the otlier hand, maintains that ch.
xlviiL with its proportions corresponds throughout to the Ttftivtf of 25,000 rods in length and
10,000 rods in breadth.
CJomp. therefore ch.
xlviii. —The breadth trends from north to south

miw

for 10,000
so then he makes the prophet (ch. xlviii. 10).—-Keil finds rj^
; and
T T -:
'v V
Utopia, etc.)
ncV\n %D'np\ (Hiphil surprising, for which, he observes,
D^D^N n">fel^

of Q!n, referring to

what was done in the case of

the peace or thank-offering with the shoulder of
the victim the waving with the breast) has here
the more general signification, although not that
of: **to present a present," nor that of: **to
offer an offering," but that of: to consecrate,

—

to hallow to the Lord (n1nv)i which, moreover,

was the meaning of the ceremony of heaving on
high as well as of the heaving up upon the altar.
Comp. also ou ch. xliv. 30. For details see on

—

HolineflB (corresponding to Jehovah)
ch. xlviii.
trooi the land, and thus separated, ** partly for
sacred und partly at least for higher, more ^neral
purposes" (Bunsek) ; but see the intended use
The word length is repeated,
in what follows.
perhaps on account of the significant number
mentioned for the first time, or because the
natural length of the land is not to be regarded,
but by length reference is meant to be made to
that which is forthwith so called in the vision,
the extension from east to west, and so the repetition is not exactly pleonastic.
Whether rods
(Ji::;uME, Rashi, Hav.) or cubits (Ewald,
HiTZiG, Hkngst.) are meant, is not said.
The
supporters of both interpretations appeal to en.
xhi. 16 sq. ; hence compare what is said there.

—

-

T -:

r

-:

constantly used in vers. 8, 5, and in ch. xlviii
He therefore prefers the 20,000 of the Sept., giving
as additional reasons for this, that the part mentioned in ver. S is to be measured off from what
was measured in ver. 1 ; also that the Levites of
ver. 5 are to be considered, whose poasession is likewise "Terumah of holiness" (ch. xlviii. 14 sq.),
as is plain from other passages of our chapter
ver. 1 comprehends the land of the priests and of
the Levites [25,000 and 20,000], which vers, 2 and
Finally, the charac3 divide into two districts.
ter of the oblation, because to Jehovah, is again
insisted on, and that in respect of all its border
round about.
Ver. 2, after this general statement, marks off
sanotnary
from the above-mentioned (TWD)

is

—

^e

described and measured in ch. xl., that is, the
500 cubits square forming the temple edifice, or,
as Keil, in accordance with Ms view of ch. xlii.
15 sq.: the 500 square rods pertaining to the
But as he adds
sacred enclosures of the temple.
*
there is still to be around this enclosurp, which
separates between the sacred and the common, a
free space of fifty cubits on each side to keep the
'

priests* dwellings from being bnUt too near to
the sacred square of the temple buildings," how.
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making thus a marked difference
and this distinction of the Levites
is also marked by the phrase
to them for a posfree space of 50 cubits to a sanctuary of 500 rods
session; for the next verse goes on to speak
would be much too small. It was evidently in- likewise of a possession of the city,
although this
tended to be an interspace between the house of
latter is " given " (comp. on the other hand ch.
God and the houses of the priests " (Uknost. ).
Ver. S. n>(^ n^ tsn'ip i« not the same as n^p in xliv. 28, Orin"fc6)» «"id ^oea not simply belong
and n^PiK^ DH^ stands evidently opposed
ver. 2 ; for if so, this distinct and different mode (nNT*),
of expression would not have been chosen, which,
to the ^p©^ K^ptD^ of ver. 4.
But this area
as it refers to the measuring of the sanotuftry, so
it designates as the sanctuary the temple building, will be different from the one demanded in gene-

T—

account

A

the sanctuary,

between them

;

:

and not

the "sacred enclosure of the .temple."
£eil needs 10,000 rods more in ver. 1, because

h« makes

ni^VI

piece of land."

mtDn

here

— "this

-|p, as modified

measured

by rpl©n, which

had always hitherto to be translated ** measure," denotes that from which the prophet has
to take the measure, and is therefore entrusted
with the " measuring " (TiDH, as it is expressly
lias

T

had, indeed, been measured before him
in ch. xL The temple building, just referred to
in rer. 2 as the principal part, is normal for the
whole oblaticm, which as such is again referred to
i'l Ver. 8, where also the centrality of the temple,
sJready indicated by the phrase and in it gball
be the flanctuary, is distinctly denoted by the
epithet : most holy, pointing to ch. xliii. 12.
After that the hoUnaii, the separation from the
land for the holy purpose (for Jehovah, for His
sanctuary) of the land of which the oblation consists (K^n), with (vor. 3) the sanctuary in it (inclusive of the courts), has been again insisted on.
Ver. 4 treats now of the area in question in its
relation to the priests, who, as hitherto (ch. xL
46, xlii. 18, xliv. 15) here, however, with a view
to the sanctuary and its central position— are
described, both as respects their official functions
and their dwelling-places. Since they are such,
since this is their official calling, it is befitting
to aaslan to them the hoHiiMB from the land as a
place lor houses, explained in the clause following to be a holy place for the sanctuary, so that
this latter defines the priests' houses to be a dependency of the sanctuary, jost as similarly in
ch, xliii. 12 the whole was*even called most holy
(ver. 8 here).
The last clause of the verse is
commonly taken as indicating a second use for
the area of the oblation, namely, for the temple,
a wiperfluous repetition. The mention of houses is
in harmony with the law, in which the thirteen
cities for the priests (Josh, xxi.) likewise come
into consideration simply as regards the houses
•aid)

;

it

:

—

:

in them. From tliat which is His own through
the oblation Jehovah gives to the priests as His
ministers, and as ministers of the sanctuary in the
neighbourhood, the space necessary for dwellings
(just as in ch. xliv. the necessaries of life).
This
is an arrangement which doubtless is to be taken
in connection with the entire division of the land,
but differs from that laid doMm in Num. xxxv.,
so that it will have to be understood from the
idea meant to be illustrated (Doct Reflec 19).
Still more surprising is the new arrangement
in Ver. 5, where an area equal to that occupied
by the sanctuary and prief>ts' houses is assigned
to the Levites as ministers of the house (ch. xliv.
11 sq.), without an> farther description, while
tlie priests were described (ver. 4) as ministers of

ral in ver. 1, although the Levites too belong to the
ministers of the Ix>rd, and the twenty chambers
correspond very little to a special landed possesKeil incluaes the
sion of the extent roentionecL
land of the Levites in ver. 1 ; but indeed with his
20,000 rods in breadth there, of which 10,000
fall to the priests and the sanctuary, he has still a
breadth of 10, 000 rods left for the Levites. Hengst.
on the other iumd says : "Along with the priests
the Levites receive a portion of land of like extent
then follows the district of the holy city with the
same length, and a breadth of 5000 cubits; so
that the whole portion marked off in advance for
priests, Levites, and city is in breadth as in
length 25,000 cubits. "—Instead of n^n^, the Qeri

reads

:

n^rt^*
TT

—The words

difficulty to the

text to be

rb556
T

!

.

D^'lfc'y
•
V

fonned a

:

LXX., who perhaps imagined the
The chambers, instead

n^B^
W^VV V T
T
•

of the thirty -five Levitical cities of Moses with pasturage, form, as regards the expression, no difficulty ; they are very suitable diminutives of the
* * houses " of the
priests. The priests have houses,
the Levites as inferiors only chambeis, which possibly may mean ranges of cells ( Rosen m. ) or courts,
with one-twentieth of the pasturage for each. Keil,

who cannot understand

the Masoretic text, and

holds D^fc'V to be a corruption of D^IJ^, reads
T\2\!^i
V V

by which,

however,

hb obtains only

T

"gates (! !) as dwellings" for the Levites, understanding indeed the "gates" as equivalent in

meaning to cities. Hengst calls them the barracks of the Invites ; the departure from the
ordinance of Moses, according to which the
Levites dwelt scattered through the whole land,
is so much the more surprising.
Ver. 6. The land of the Levites could be properly oblation only if it were the same portion
of land as that of the priests and the sanctuary,
or if the reading in ver. 1 be 20,000 rods in
breadth.
Hence Hengst. limits the oblation to
Only
the sanctuary and the priests' portion.
**
in the wider sense " does he make it include
also the portion of the Levites and the circuit of
the city ; it may include even the portion of the
prince (he says), "since the prince acts as the
minister of God." The structure of the clause in
ver. 5 speaks in favour of a special area of 10,000
in brcaath as Levites' land ; and so does the consideration that by such a possession in land
the so much greater number of cities than of
priests' cities, which according to the ordinance
of Moses belonged to them, is perhaps ^iven
expression to.
Comp. besides on ch. xlviii. 20.
But however much the definition in ver. 5
to them for a possession, indicates a special per-
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tion of Levites' land outside of the TerumaJi
(** oblation") demanded in ver. 1, yet the possession of the dty lies still farther outside, as
likewise yjnn seems to separate it even from the

land of the Levites. The city is the capital of
Its area has the same len^h as that
the land.
breadth,
hitherto given (25,000), but differs
which therefore is mentioned first ; we have in
25,000.
6000
this respect 10,000+10,000
The possession of the city ** is to be distinguished
from the city itself, which (ch. xlviii. 16) is square,
the length beine equal to the breadth" (Hknost. ).
The length of this possession runs along the oblation of nolinen, bv which designation is meant
specially the land of the priests and the sanctuary.
Its destined purpose, for the whole house of
Israel, shows that it is to belong to no single
Comp. ch. xlviii.
tribe merely.

m

=

+

The

transition to ^'*\^2h in Ver. 7 is mediated

lioupe of Israel in ver. 6, of which
the prince is the civil head and representative.
Either a kind of protasis to which Ver. 8 forms
the apodosis, or we may supply: "ye shall give,"
on both sides, so that
from ver. 6.
rWM

by the whole

harmony and agreement which should subbetween these different classes, as well as the
settled order and stability which should (.lUtinSaish the sacred commonwealth, in which they
fect
sist

eld the highest place.
That the priesthood were
to occupy what was emphatically holy ground,
was a symbol of the singular degree of Holiness
which should characterize those who stood in
their official position the nearest to the Lord.
And that the prince was to have a separate possession assigned him was to cut off all occasion
for his lawlessly interfeiing with the possessions
of the people, and to exhibit the frienoly bearing
and upright administration which was to be ex-

pected of him (ver. 8). And not only must he
personally abstain from all oppressive behaviour,
out as the divinely constituted head of a righteous
commonwealth, he must take effective measures
for establishing justice

and judgment throughout

Particular examples are given of this
in regard, to the using of just weights and measures in the transactions of business (vers. 9-12)."
W. F.] Ver. 9 concludes what specially rethe princes, by whose conduct in good and

the whole.

—

^ds

—

m bad a mirror

and example was held up to the
same time it solemnly introauces the more general regulations which follow
the oblation of holiness, which certainly may here in regard to judgment and justice in trade and
include the land of the Levites, and the possession commerce. The subject in ch. xliv. 6 was the
of the city lie between, running before these from people with reference to the priesthood, here it is

n^ =

—

people, while at the

—

north to south, so that seen from the west side the prince in reference to tne people ; as there
what is westward as Ikr as the Mediterranean Sea, holiness and sanctification, so here judgment and
seen from the east side what lies east as far as the justice.
(Jerome interprets '21'- let this tribeJordan is to belong to the prince ; just as rpi^^
like possession suffice you I)
What has already
explains that as to the length, that is from west taken place for too often is now so much the more
to east, the territory shall run the same length enough, as all natural temptation has been taken
with one, i.e, any one of the portions of the away by the assigning of domains (ver. 7 sq.).
tribes, shall neither go beyond nor fall short of
ly (TTK*) is virtually the same as DOn, a violent
any single tribal portion. Jerome remarks that
the prince received for himself a whole tribal mode of acting, misuse of power, only stronger,
"devastation,"
portion, with the exclusion, however, of the land because the consequence thereof
of the sanctuary, the priests, the Levites, and the is implied in the word, as in the corresponding
city ; but in return he has not only the duty of justice the exercise of judgment is manifested.
protecting the S(^uare in question, but also the Hengstenberg thinks the direct address shows
the
nonour of possessing on his territory whatever is that representatives or descendants of
princes who had formerly committed injnstice
holy pertaining to the nation.— Ver. 8. tnK^, were also in exile.
n^ni is expulsion of the
:

:

—

nioi-e

exactly defined by n^riK?

'

the land described

T\-:-

in ver. 7 shall be the land assigned to

The reason

possession in Israel.

him

for

a

for

this ar-

The former

state of

lawful possessor from his property, as in 1 Kings
xxi.
The burden which this was to the community, the pressure which thereby was inflieted

—

on

rangement follows

:

'(^.

Israel, is depicted in

the words

:

"^yo
- ..

"The

!

things, in which no landed possession, no crown
estate, was allotted to them qua princes, had
tempted them to misuse of their power, to acquire

TO^n.
Y
.

Heng-

political parties e^)ecially," observes
stenberg, "gave occasion for the confiscations.**
Comp. besides, 1 Sam. viiL 14.

for themselves possessions— My princes correVers. 10-12. Justke in Common Life.
sponds to My people ; hence those who will in
future have princely power over the people. This
The transition which is msde by Ver. 10 sbowa
My applied to both parties contains at the same what an example for the community the conduct
time the divine sentence on the former princes, of the prince may be in evil and ought lo 6e in good.
who may be considered persons as little conscious
(" Princes have in all times attempted to take
of their high and responsible position as of the advantage of their subjects by alteration of
coinsignificance of Israel.
Instead of taking to age andweigbts>" Philippsok.)
D^JTito, dual,
themselves, they are rather to give to the house

—

—

of Israel, that
if

need be, to

is,

to leave in posi^ssion,

The phrase

and

also,

according
shows what land is meant.
"That tlie whole ground for the
restore.

:

to their tribes,

[Fairbairn:

priesthood, the prince, and the people of the city
was to form together a square, betokened the per-

denotes the two scales of the balance, from

n^,

"to make ready," "to fix;*' in reference to th«
way this can be done, "to weigh,** to determine
the weight— nD*« (nBfc?)» according to Josephtw'
statement in Greek, a measore aboat the
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8 Berlin bushel [about
bushels English] ; see
Gesek. Lexicon.
In th<? same way as the ephah
for dry goods, the n3 was used for liquids, as

11-16.
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+

Ezekiel reckons, would not be 20 -|- 25
15, the
numbers given here, added together
60 shekels
and besides, the three divisions and the putting ot
the 20 first remain unexplained
Hence Keil in-

=

;

I

Delitzsch observes

on

Isa.

v. 10.

This mAsure

in the days of the kin|^ and from
Josephos' calculation it might contain somewhat
more than 33 Berlin quarts [about 7 gallons English].— Ver. 11 now begins to discuss what is
right as to measure
(phi pentuin, Ex. y. 18),
occurs first

that
in

which the ephah and bath are to represent,

order clearly to set forth exactness in trade

and commerce as the divine characteristic of the
people, as their holiness in ordinary life.
Ver.
10 is expounded and illustrated by examples.

—

DNB^

fiaahi

to hold,

explains by nnp6,

to contain.

The -^oH

"to bear"

=

(& l^eap collected

a very ancient corruption of the text Hitzig,
accepting like Hengstenberg three manehs, the only
fers

reasonable interpretation of the present text, supposes computation in gold, silver, and copper
that is, a gold, a silver, and a copper maneh. The
Chaldee paraplirast, on the other hand, took the
60 shekels as the extraordinary value of the happy

Messianic age (p^) \ni

^^n)p

feOl ^3Dl)-

The

interpretation of the LXX., accepted by Boeckh
{Metrol. Untera.) and Bertheau {Uesch, der Isr.\
gives the following very insignificant proposition:
The 5-shekel weight shall be to you 5 shekels,
and the 10-shekel weight 10, and 50 shekels shall

be a maneh.

V

be the measure, the norm, for
ephah and bath, as the greatest dry ffoods measure, commonly called " oor " from l£e time of
the kings, and (from Josephus) estimated at a
little more than 15 Berlin pecks [about 600 English pints].— Ver. 12 proceeds to speak of the
standard for money, the shekel.
An exactly
weighed and hence definite (small) pound of silver,
called by the Babbins ** rock " in distinction from
the gerah, which they called "little stone," is
the oldest Wblical standard of value, originally,
in barter a weight, afterwards a coin, IDce the
dfoekma among the Greeks and the <m among
the Bomans.
The value doubtless affixed by
common agreement of the dealers to the ordinary
flhekel before the time of Moses cannot now be
Jetennined but originating probably in Babylon,
*nd cominff through the Phoenicians, the word
«eet8 us also in Greek (r«»x«/, riyx«^).— m^ is
t<uether)

shall

;

The ObleUim of the People,

Vers. 18-17.

As formerly

was from the prince to the
people, so now it is what the people have to
render to the prince.
The foregoing fixing of
measures forms the transition, and the designation nortnn in Ver. 13, taken from ver. 1 sq., is
it

also an intermediate link. The oblatioii is offered
to Jehovah as being set apart for purposes of
worship.
It is to be the sixtieth part of wheat
and barley, n^^, to divide into six parts, hence
T

here:

to take

JOJ^ ph

is

•

off

the

sixth

part.— Ver. 14.
oil, what the

the ordinance of the

law of the oblation is to be in respect to the oil
namely, as explained by the apposition
niin
:

P^n, which Hengstenberg makes a parenthesis,
**made small," hence grain as a small
"grain" (a weight), from granum; and paraphrases thus " the bath is the measure
Gesenius supposes it to be the carob bean for the oii," the quantity taken from the bath of
(«M«r4#»),
which the Greeks, Romans, and oil shall be the tenth part of it The oor (1 Kings
Arabians used as the smallest weight, in the V. 2 [iv. 22] ; 2 Chron. iL 9 FlO], xxvii. 5), for
same way as barley and pep]>er-coms have been dry goods and liquids, a post-Mosaic name of a
so used,—-the smallest biblical silver coin.
measure ; and hence it is not only added that the
After the value of the shekel has been thus cor is ten baths, but also that it is the same as
defined from the parts it contains (comp. Ex. the homer, for ten baths (ver. 11) make a homer.
homer without doubt the native
»cx. 13 ; Lev. xxvii. 25
Num. iiL 47), there [Hknost.
may perhajia, as Cocceius and J. D. Michaelia name ; cor introduced from the Aramaic during
think, be tnree different kinds of shekel given, a or after the exile.] Thus the tenth of the bath is
wrger, an intermediate, and a smaller.
Heng- as regards the oil the hundredth part of the harstenberg better
"the maneh, probably of foreign vest Wine (specifically for the drink-offering)
small cattle however are
origin, which explains its rare and late occurrence, is not mentioned
Ver. 15
(the " oblation " in their case is to be one
18 stated at a threefold value," according to its
different worth in the several countries from out of two hundred, and that one to come from
which it came. The normal maneh
20 shekels, fat pastures, to be well fed), but not oxen. The
corresponding to the 20 gerahs, stands first.— enumeration, says Keil, is not complete, but connjO U Kings X. 17 ; Ezra il 69 ; Neh. vii. 71, tains only the norm for levying the contributions;
as Hengstenberg expresses himself: to serve as
72\ frcm a comparison of the first passage in proof that the regulations here " do not bear the
which Hengstenberg, indeed, prefers to read character of an actual tax," but are only by way
Philippson remarks
ntatp instead of CTiO— with 2 Ohron. ix. 16, it of example and outline.
"This impost api>ears intended to serve as subappears that a maneh is equal to 100 shekels, a stitute for the tithes prescribed by
Moses, which
result asoally reconciled witn our passage by sayare not mentioned here. "
npKID is "a watered
ing that civil shekels, that is. Mosaic haUf-shekels,
are intended to be meant in 2 Chron. ix., since district,*' like Gen. xiii. 10 ; a significant allusion:
the pp3 in the course of time became as shekel Israel alter their return to their own land will be
as richly blessed as ever the valley of Jordan was
T"

what

is

piece, like

:

—

:

;

—

:

—

;

=

—

:

—

the widest spread lai^ge silver piece.
100 such shekels, or 50 Mosaic ones,

But still
by which

before its devastation.
Ver. 16 consigns this oblation to the princes.
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^^iT*,

they are to see to

it

that they render

it.

prince is hereby on the one hand enabled to
provide for the service of worship, as on the other
nis representation of the people is made manifest
Hengstenberg holds the amount of this oblation
to be too great, and barley moreover was not used
in worship, unless we understand that ** the other
expenses for the general good" were to be in-

The

cluded.— Ver.

17. Instead of ^t<
V

plies to all the people,

n**?!,

which ap-

TT

we have now ^y n^H,

that

on him it shall
be incumbent. First, the things incumbent upon
enumerated,
and then is added what he
him are
has to do (nfe^'Wn), namely, as is obvious

which concerns the prince only

;

from his very position, that he shall defray the
material expenses of worship, and in so far perform it. He is indeed ** governor of the feast,"
but not "officiator in presenting the atoning
sacrifice on the feast days," with a priestly
dignity, such as Umbreit attributes to him.
nby^ infty simply be cause to be done (ch. xlvi
:

»

"

Havemick again well observes: "Thus
8).
there arises a beautiful contrast to the former
Instead of violent exactions,
state of matters.
harsh oppression, infamous tyranny, and mutual
injustice and disloyalty, corner a settled order of
things, conscientious gifts of the people which are
holy gifts. The prince appears as the theocratic
head, who truly cares for the weal and safety of
Israel, who supports in the liveliest and demands
in the strongest manner the close communion of
the people with their God ; not only administering justice, but also caring for the most sacred
interests of the people," etc.

and seventh days of the month (Nisan, ver. 21) ii
a yearly returning one, as is shown also by the
rensrence in ver. 20 to continual recurrence. Kom.
xxvui. 11 sq. shows that the beginning of erery
month is to oe solemnized, and ^um. xxix. that
to be additionally a special solemnity on
day of the seventh month. On this
comp. Ezek. xlvi.— The cleansing of the sanctuary IS effected here throngh a young bullock, mstead of the goat prescribe by Moses for the new
moon, an augmentation of the sin-offering as to
the victim, just as in Ver. 19 through the proThe posti
cess which accomplishes the cleansing.
of the house (ch. xli. 21) refer to the sanctuary
(ver. 18), without distinction in respect to its two
divisions, the altar of burnt-offerings and the gate
(doubtless collective for all the three ^tes, for if
only the east gate were meant, specihc mention
of it would ha^ly be omitted) of the inner court

there

the

is

first

—

— Ver.

20, however, explains in direct temw
that this cleansing of the SAnctuaiy on the first
and seventh days of the first month takes place
from the ground (p), the cause which, in view

of the holiness of the house, may be found in
ni\^ fi^f that is : the erring, frail man, and
V

^na? either

The Sin-offering
Month.

from his sin fot
this neither agrees with the immediately following n^arrilK Dn'^E31, nor can it be found in the

shall the year,

A

;

—

temple beheld by Ezekiel, when
X)nsecration in this sense had already taken
place by the coming in of the divine glory (ch. xliii.
2 sq.). Tiie solemnity here ordained on the first

itE

which

free

;

refers back to ver. 1».]

"Thus

in the f\r8t

solemn introduction : Tkas Mdth, etc.
(''Taking occasion from the thought in ver. 17,
the prophet now portrays, as a new, solemn cycle
of feasts begins in Israel, what also the prophets
elsewhere announce regarding the sacred festivals
in the Messianic period, e.g. Isa. Ixvi. 23
The whole mode of exZech. xiv. 16," Hav.)
pression in Ver. 18, as well as the comparison of
ch. xliiL 18 sq. (of the difference between that
and this), and the connection with what follows,
all this compels us to reject the view given by
Hengstenberg, that corresponding to the consecration of the altar of bnmt-offeringSy we have to
regard the consecration of the sanctuary as a
solemnity occurring only once.
Hengstenberg
compares the seven days' solemnity in the case
of Solomon's temple (2 Chron. yii. 8), and the
fresh consecration of the temple under Hezekiah
(2 Chron. xxix. 18 sq.), but especially the consecration of the tabeinacle on the first day of the
first month in Ex. xl.
Besides what we have
•aid already, the following consideration tells
against this view.
Surely we may suppose a
difference between these sanctuaries built by men,
like the altar of burnt-offerings (inlfe'yn Di^3)i
an^. the divine

pro cancreto: the fool

p

away from," setting him

nbj?ri pi.

Vers. 18-20.

folly, or, abstr.

:

(properly, the man open to every impression, easily
led astray).
The two designations are distinguished as actus and pottntH^ the occasional act
and the natural disposition ; but it has beeD
rightly remarked that both denote sins of weak" from,
ness.
[Keil wrongly interprets
:

newly consecrated by such a

be-

ginning, most truly present the appearance of a
holy year. At the same time this is the preparation for the feast of the passover in ver. 21
(H£y.). Since the great day of atonement (Lev.
xvi. 16 sq.) had the same end in yiew as the very
expressive and augmented solemnity ordained
of the month, the single
here on the first
yearly day of atonement is otherwise quite passed
over, and thus there is ^proond for the opinion
that the solemnity here is meant to express the
idea of the day oi atonement for the worship of
the future.

&y

Vers. 21-25.

The PoMOver and the FeaM qf
Tabemaeies.

Ver. 21. The chief fundamental feast of Israel,
the beginning of the feast-cycle, as afterwards its
close, so that with the passover and the feast of
tabernacles the whole circle of feasts in the narrower
sense is either embraced (Hlv.), or decreed as the
annual feasts of the future (KxiL). Comp. the
original institution of the feast of the passover in

Ex.

xii.

U^\

is

— rtySC in»
:

to

which

is

here added

feast of seven daya, because it always

Num. xxyiii. l7), so
that the "continuous" least is denoted, but not,
as Hengst. '* in contrast to the feast of consecration," but rather implying that in thia ooa^
lasted seven days (comp.
:
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The old of

of.

render the designation simply: '*a
seven days" the addition D^D^i
&^

tnnslatioiis
feast

22-25.

^'

:

•

T

offering, the same as in the passover.
Hengstenberg excepts from this Nimilarity the number
Comp. Num. xxix. 13 sq. But the
of victims.
definition as meat-offering, leaves us to suppose
for the rest also nothing but a matter relative to
number and measure, and Hengstcnberg's solicitude about the passover as ** the root of all
feasts," seems in the case of such a comparison
as is made here to overlook the fact that the
number of victims, which indeed daily decreased,
was far more signal and greater in the Mosaic
feast of tabernacles
moreover, the eighth day, as
concluding feast with its special offerings, is, as
Keil observes, wanting here.
Havemick farther
observes: "The sacred number seven dominates
here both in the passover and in the offerings of
the feast of tabernacles.
The gradual decrease
of the number of victims in the latter, explained
by Bahr as a gradual decrease of the festal character of the seven feast-days, receives a fresh confirmation.
Hei-e, namely, an equal number of victims is appointed for every day. The distinction
between the feasts themselves thereby almost disappears.
Each day comes forth in its proper and
symmetrical holiness. The sacred number seven
pervades the whole cycle of feasts. The defective
and imperfect character of the ancient mode gives
place to a higher and more perfect form."
:

distinguish

least

as

it

seven-dayed

from the

" feast of weeks '*(nij;3B^' in)» celebrated later at
the close of harvest.
Kliefoth, on the other hand,
sapposes that in future the passover will be held
88 a feast of seven weeks, which lasts seven weeks
and 80 not merely the seven days of unleavened

but the whole seven weeks will be passover— the feast of weeks shall be one with the
paasover.
The ordinance regarding the riijRD
bread,

weeks np to
See the refutation of
this in Keil on the passage.
The seven days of
the feast in ver. 23 also tell veiy plainly what is
meant.
Comp. on Deut xvi Ver. 22 exhibits
the prince in the charge imposed upon him
(nc^-wn, iiere nrjn).
v:\nn d1»3 is the
(he holds) to the whole seven

relates

the feast of first-fruits.

—

—

tbofe • mentioned fourteenth day of the first
mouth, the feast-day proper (nDBTt), on the

;

which the paschal lamb was slain and
etten.--The sin-oifering precedes, whereas in
Nam, ixviiL it follows after. In this way the
idea of the day of atonement pervades also the
passover of the future (for himBelf and for the
ADDITIONAL NOTE ON VERS. 18-25.
whole people of the land). The victim, too, of
the sin-ofiering on the first feast-day proper is not
[** As it was more especially in connection with
a goat, but a bullock
For the seven following the stated and yearly festivals that the
prince
days of the mazzoth there are ordained
Ver. 23
had to represent the people in the public service
—as a burnt- offering, instead of the two bullocks
of God, so the prophet takes a rapid glance of
of Moses, seven bullocks, and instead of the one
these, and refers particularly to the first and the
ram in the law, hero seven rams, all without
last.
But he first mentions a cousecmtion serblemi.sh, ^J^^ "for the day," each of the seven
vice with which the year was always to begin,
and of which no mention whatever was made in
days and only the one goat as daily siii-cffBiiiig
the law (vers. 18>20). On the first and again on
is reiuined from the law of Moses,
'this enhancethe seventh day of the first mouth, the sanctuary
ment of the feast-offerings, 49 bullocks and 49
was always to be cleansed, that the year might
niuis as burnt>offering, is additional proof of an
be commenced in sacredhess, and that all might
element which has already repeatedly shown
be in preparation for the feast of the passover on
iUeli, to wit, Israel's state of grace for the future.
the fourteenth day of the month.
As the proIll reference
to the passover Hengstenberg ob- phet has introduced a new
solemnity before the
**
serves
That precisely the grace of redemption passover, so for the passover itself he appoints
sealed by .this festival was to receive so rich an
quite different sacrifices from those named by
accewiou by the events of the future. " The seven
Moses ; instead of one ram and seven Iambs for
lambs of the first year ordained in the law are
the daily burnt-offering, he has seven bullocks
omitted by Ezekiel ; we might say, because the
and seven 'rams ; and the meat-offerings also
Lamb of God, who is the fulfilment of this feast, vary. And while there were
quite peculiar offerwill be sufficient in the Messianic times.
But,
ings prescribed in the law for the feast of taberas only befits the symbolized idea meant to be
nacles, constantly diminishing as the days of the
made prominent, the meat-oifexliig—Ver. 24
feast proceeded ; here, on the other hand, the
aicompanying the bumt-offerinff surpasses even
prophet appoints the same as in the case of the
the measure of the latter.
In the law there are passover. Tliis shows how free
a use was made
to each bullock only three-tenths of an ephah of
oy the prouhet of the Old Testament ritual, and
flour mingled with oil, two-tenths to the ram,
how he only employed it as a cover for the great
and only one-tenth to each of the seven lambs
spiritual truths he sought to unfold.
They were
ht^re a whole ephah, namely of flour, is appointed
not permanently fixed and immutable things, he
for each buUocK and each ram, finally of oil one
virtually said, those external services of Judaism,
fn(ch. iv. 11).
as if they had an absolute and independent value
Ver. 25 describes the feast of tabernacles, the of fheir own, so that precisely those and no other
should be thought of ; they were all symbolical of
feast (ina) falling on the 15th day of the 7th
the spiritual and eternal truths of God's kingdom,
month, so designated because not expressed by and may be variously adjusted, as is now done, in
name. Keil and Eliefoth assign as the reason order to make them more distinctlv ex|»ressive
**
for its not being named
without doubt because of the greater degree of holine&s ancf punty that
the dwelling in tabernacles will for the future be is in fii^re times to distinguish the people and serdiseontinued.*'
What the prince has to perform vice of God over all that has been in the past."—
in this feast is, as to time (seven davt^ and kinds Fairbai&n's Jkekiel, pp. 485, 480.—W. F.l
evening of

!

—

;

:

:
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XLVI.

Thus saith the Lord Jehovah The gate of the inner conrt that looketh
toward the east shall be shut the six working days ; and on the Sabbath day
And
it shall be opened, and on the day of the new moon it shall be opened.
the prince coroeth the way of [to] the porch of the gate from without, and
will stand at the post of the gate ; and the priests offer up his burnt-offering
and his peace-offerings ; and he worships at the threshold of the gate, and
And the
will go out; and the gate shall not be shut until the evening.
people of the land worship at the door of this gate in the Sabbaths and in
the new moons before Jehovah. And the bumt-offerin^^hich the prince
shall offer to Jehovah on the Sabbath day is six lambs without blemish, and
a ram without blemish. And the meat-offering [shaiibel an ephah for the
ram, and for the lambs the meat-offering [iIiau be] what his hand gives, and
oil a hin to the ephah.
And on the day of the new moon without blemish
a bullock a young steer, and six lambs and a ram ; without blemish shall
they be. And an ephah for the bullock and an ephah for the ram shall he
make the meat-offering, and for the lambs so much as his hand will attam
to, and oil a hin to the ephah.
And when the prince cometh he shall come
the way of the porch of the gate, and by the same way shall he go out
And when the people of the land come before Jehovah in the set tiroes, be
that cometh the way of the north gate to worship shall go out the way of
the south gate, and he that cometh the way of the south eate shall go out
the way of the north gate ; he shall not return the way of the gate by which
he came, but they shall go out each straight before him. And the prince
shall come in their midst ; when they come and when they go out, they shall
go out [together]. And in the feasts and in the set times the meat-offering
shall be an epnah for the bullock and an ephah for the ram, and for the
lambs what his hand gives, and oil a hin to the ephah. And when the
:

—

prince shall offer a free-will offering, burnt-offering, or peace-offering, as a
Jehovah, then one opens to him the gate that looketh
toward the east, and he offers his burnt-offering and his peace-offering, as he
will do on the Sabbath day ; and he goeth out, and one shuts the door after
his going out.
And a lamb a year old without blemish shalt thou daily
And
offer as a burnt-offering to Jehovah ; every morning shalt thou offer it
a meat-offering shalt thou offer with it every morning, the sixth of an ephah,
and oil the unrd of a hin, to moisten the fine flour,— a meat-offering to
Jehovah, ordinances perpetual, continual. And they offer the lamb and the
meat-offering and the oil every morning, as a continual burnt-offering.
Thus saith the Lord Jehovah When the prince shall give a gift to one of
his sons, it [u] his inheritance, to his sons shall it be [become], their possession
as an inheritance.
And when he shall give a gift from his inheritance to one
of his servants, then it is his until the year of freedom, when it returns to
the prince ; only his inheritance of his sons shall belong to them. And the
prince shall not take of the people's inheritance to thrust them out of their
possession ; from his own possession he may endow his sons, that My people
be not scattered every man from his possession. And he brought me, in the
entry which was at the side of the gate, to the chambers of holiness, to the
priests, that look toward the north ; and, behold, there was a plac« on the
ninder side westward.
And he said to me, This is the place where the
priests shall boil the guilt-offering and the sin-offering, where they shall bake
the meat-offering, so as not to bring it forth to the outer court, to sanctify
the people. And he brought me forth to the outer court, and made me pass
on to the four comers of the court, and, behold, in each comer of the court
was a court In the four comers of the court were smoking courts, forty
[oobitt] long and thirty [cabit«] broad ; one measure was to them to the four
free-will offering to
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2.

1,

And a range was round about in them, round about the four
23 eomer-roomB.
24 of them, and cooking-places were made under the ranges round about. And
he said to me These are the house of the cooks, where the ministers of the
house shall boil the slain-offering of the people
:
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Vnlg.:

The Prmee and People at

Volg.: Et paries pereUrcnUmm

.

.

.

domm adinantm-'
beyond the gate-opening, but close by it, on the
threshold between the gate-opening ana the porch.

Sacrifice,

Eeil, again, understands

m

We

—

only in respect to the inner east gate,
which,
however, as we have seen on ch. xl. 81, hsa its
porch likewise turned to the outer court,
the
prince comes here also, so that
means just

—

pRD

p in 'f^}^

outer court, into
or south gate.

.

—

Ch. xliv. 1 sq. treated of the outer cast gate,
while here the inner east gate comes into consideration.
There the prince appears as sitting
feasting upon the offerings ; here he is viewed as
standing,
accordance with his duty of offering.
Both passages accord to him precedence of the
people.
In Keil's view the two passages supplement each other in this way, that we have here the
exceptions to the rule there.
But ch. xliv. permits no exception in regard to the shutting of the
cate (comp. on ch. xliii. 5, also xlvii. 2) ; and
besides, it is the outer mte that is spoken of
there, whereas here it is Uie inner.
If one is to
eall it a case of supplementing, he can say : whereas
eh. xliv. shuts the outer east gate always, the
inner east gate also, according to our passage,
should as a rule be shut ; the Saobath day and uie
day of the new moon are to form the exceptions.
—Ver. 2.
arc told in ch. xliv. how the prince
arrives at the outer gate, namely, by the way of
the porch of the gate ('?piD) ; that same way,

the same as

Volg.:

twbter portiau

EZKOBTIOAL REMARKS.
Vers. 1-12.

.

(Qerl:

^«^ /u«iMvf—
.

14.)

ki*»t*' s.

Trntlnr. mktift^fumi mtr§v^ r

kvtimfu

Ver. 23. K. Utipmt
wmlitm qmatmor tUrioia
Ver. 24.

Hmim

vtut irtunypfWiw-'—

if

vim uirm

«^iK,
Vulg

T.

to

the old tranalatlont read •tngolar as the latter.
Vulg.: . . . Md f rt^Um^ UtUu egrtdiehtr. (Another

Ver. 14. Sept.: . . . uftrmyfjut mimtt* ItatrmtrH (15.) •Mtjnn tm
9merifkmm domimo kgUimum^juge atgu€ perpetuum.

»ium

iUMt

.

.

all

Ver. 18. Vnlg. : . . . per vMentiam tt dt pMHsHom eorum,
Ver. 19. . . . i*u rmrt mx-f**I^^H.
Ver. 30. . . . iri r« T«rr«^ ^«v*f
«i*>«ir . . . «iXi| »«r« t» «Xini
fiiir.

.

10.)

Ver. 11.

Ver.

:

(ch. xliv. 8)

:

from the

which he entered bv the north
pnD ^^1 makes the gate in-

tended, but not expressly named in ver. 2, more
plain as the inner b^Xjh^ the gate that leads into
the inner court.
[Hengst. takes it as: *' without," "beyond*'; he makes the prince proceed
through the opened door of the inner east gate as

pno u

meaning from

outside of the temple through the outer east gate.
Ewedd makes as correction in ver. 1 the gate of
the "outer" court] The mention again of the
east gate repeats, in reference to^ the prince, the
It
distinction conferred upon him in ch. xliv.
is, however, rather a distinction from the people,
or a distinction of the people in his person, than
a distinguishing approximation of the prince to
Compare with what is here said
the priests.
Solomon's probably pulpit-like brazen scaffold,
on which he knelt, and which thus was situated
before the altar of burnt-offering in the inner court
(2 Cliron. vi. 18) ; likewise 2 Kings xL 14, xxiii
3; 2 Chron. xxiii. 18, xxxiv. 81. According
to the passage before us, the position even of the
prince inside of the environs of the temple suffers
definite, iixed, ele*
a noteworthy modiiioation.
vated standing place, a euggetttus for the bearer of
princely power at the entrance into the inner
court, as occupied since Solomon by the pre-exile
The king of the
kings, is no longer spoken of.
future is the Messiah; the princedom shines in
His Ik^ht (Doct Reflec. 14), in the brightness of
the riory that entered through the east eate,
which in view thereof is shut for ever toward the
outside, and it (namely, the east gate) is temporarily opened only toward the interior, to be
shut again at even. The Messianic idea dominates
the modification of the prerogative of the possession derived from the pre-exile kingdom within
the architectonic symw)lism of the theocracy.
Hengst. says: "What is treated of here is not
merely a subordination of the prince to God;

A

there is also as regards worship a sharp line drawn
threshold and post ; not nass through between prince and priest " Hivemick observes
the porch, but remain standing on this side of it. " As on the one hand the urince is unreservedly

&r as

its
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acknowled^d

in Lis special exaltation, so on the
other his nghts appear in due limitation, in reference to encroachment of any kind on the priestly
prerogatives.
With regard to this, a position is
assigned to him at the post of the gate leading to
the inner court, on the threshold of the gate,
hence at the head of the people, yet not in the
priests' court proper."
Whue he stands, the
priests **do" what the prince cannot do. hut

must cause

to be done

by them.

with

bow**), Hithp.

r\!)

:

•

T T

as reduplication of

the third radical, reflexive.- -And will go out by
the way that he came (ch. xliv. 8). As what has
been said invests the prince with privileges only
above the people, Ver. 3 fixes the people's place
at worship.
'nTIB [Hengst.: "opposite the
- V

opened door, through which thev catch a glimpse
ot the altar of bumt-ofFering, which the prince
this is the ohly ditference (? he enters the inner
east gate, however) sees from a nearer point**] is,
according to KHef., equivalent to: through the
opening of the gate, inasmuch as the people before
the outer east gate have to look at the temple
through it, and also through the inner gate (comp.
ver. 9).
The arrangement intimates that the
people shall worship outsitle of the threshold of
the inner east gate, the gate spoken of (K^nn)*

—

Ps. xcv.

6.

Ver. 4. The Sabbath -offerings to be brought
and offered by the prince are instead of: two
lambs of the first year without blemish for a
burnt-offering, and two-tenth deals of flour and
oil for a meat-offering and drink-offering (Num.
xxviii. 9)
in future three times as many lambs
and a ram besides. Ver. 5. This increase of offerings extends also to the meat-offering an ephah
for the ram (ch. xlv. 24).
This may, and doubt;

—

^*T^
T

which
y*^,
-

:

:

imply a proportionate inci-ease with respect to the iambs likewise ; \^^ flTtDi however,
less does,

T

-

-

which does not necessarily mean the same as the

takes as measure, not the free

•

will, like ver. 6,

but ability (Lev.

xiv. 30).

In order to pass over from Sabbaths and new
moons to other seasons of worship, Ver. 8 firat re13^73= by
peats what has been said in ver. 2.

runinK^n (nnc^,
T-: -

"to

Ver. 7. The increase appears to be retained only
through the meat-offeting (comp. ch. xlv. 24^
and to be expressed by the formula: n^Kp

the same way.

—Ver.

9.

Keil notices as a distine-

from ver. 3, that there the people were
spoken of " only incidentally ** ("provided some
of them came "), since they were " not bound to
come on Sabbaths and new moons." Such a distinction, however, would i*equire to be more
definitely noted. In reality*, Ezekiel as much supposes the people coming in ver. 3 as here, where
the coming and going of individuals (kSH) ^ extion

pressly mentioned. Something similar to Deut xvL
16 is not exactly expressed here. The most that
can be said is, that Dnj;^3 (this is what makes

the distinction from ver.

3)— *?j^d

(^JP)

t^ »*

—

the
time and assembling of the community
coming and going of the people, might make more
of a throng, so that here the relative rank of
people and prince, expressed in ver. 8, is not so
much regarded, but care is taken for due order
in the temple ; and while in vers. 2, 3 the prince
was distinguished from the people, here he and
they are tiS:en together. [Fairbairn " At the
great festivals the prince was to depart from the
state of isolation wnich it was proper for him to
observe at other times, and at the head of the
people join in the great throng of worshippers
that were to pass through the temple courts from
one side to another. It reminds us of David, who
in this was doubtless the exemplar in the eye of the
prophet * I had gone with the multitude, 1 went
witn them to the nouse of Gk>d, with the voice of
joy and praise, with a multitude that kept holyday.
A beautiful picture of a religions people :
the highest in rank ti-eely mingling with the mass
of worshippers, and inspiriting tneir devotions
:

:

formula in ver. 7, expresses fVee- willingness as the
other element in the ordinance. A range of freedom along with the obligation, as Hengst., is not,
however, so much the thought here, as, on the by the elevating influence of his presence and exone hand, greater richness and splendour, which ample. " W. F.
( " The reason of the regulation
1
on the other presupposes a liberal and munificent in ver. 9 can only be a theological one» thai each
"
disposition in the individual.
The disposition should go out of the sanctuary another man than
has become changed ; with the greater blessings, he came in (Phil. iii.
13) ; to avoid a throng, all
demands higher than hitherto present themselves. must have been obli^^ed to go in by the same gate,
But the more the amount to be spent is left to the and out by the opposite one.
kn cst. )
engst.
**
free will of the individual, the more of zeal and
renders DHyilSa ^ere ; "in tlie feast seasons ;
faithfulness is presupposed" (HXv.).
Ver. 6. The
new-moon offerings, on the contrary, show a de- in ver. 11 "on the feast days;** in order to
crease namelv, instead of : two bullocks, one ram, assure himself of the continuance of the great day of
seven lambs (Num. xxviii. 11 so.), we have here atonement ; and hence he renders D^inzi '* on the
only one bullock, one ram, six Iambs. Hengst.,
indeed, disputes this ; the number of bullocks, he joyous feasts.** Keil makes DHjrtO comprehend
says, "is left to the free judgment, only it may
Sabbaths, new moons, and the day of atonenot fall short of the two reouired by the law.
ment, all the seasons and days sanctified to the
In support of this view he tales ig as collective
Lord." This in itself cannot be disputed, but in
(an "ideal unity"), and appeals to the plural the connection here in Ezekiel may be very quesD^^Orii which certainly cannot be interpreted tionable. Keil at all events overthrows by this
his own distinction of vers. 9 and 10 from ver. 8,
as referring to the frequent recurrence of the feast. which rests on the groimd that vers. 9 and 10
(According to Keil, it is a "blunder of the tran- speak of the h gh feasts, at which every one has to
scriber" for D^pm.) Not only one bullock and appear.
ver. 9 points rather to the
D^ylD3
'

—

—H

H

—

:

;

'•

:

^

one ram, however, but
in-oflrering

(Num.

also the goat for the
xxviiL 15) is wanting here.

two days app') nte 1 for the fh^ month, ch. xIt 1 3,
20.
Since tuention is made of two ways of coating,

—
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the

imgular Qeri (k^) m^^st be rejected.

—Ver.

10, very suitably for the two days of the first
month, views the prince and people together.
Here, too, the Qeri is to be rejected ; ^t<y are

prince

and people.

Heogstenber^ rightly com-

—

xlii. 5 [4].
Ver. 11 introduces the
feasts " strictly so called (see ch. xlv. 21 and 25)
'*
in addition to the
set seasons " (ch. xlv. 18, 20);
but, as the statement of the meat-otfering shows,

pares Ps.
**

the

onjno

are chiefly meant, for as to the feasta

comp. the meat-offering ordained in ch. xlv. 24
sq., while the lambs are explained from ver. 6 of
our chapter, which tells of those for the new
moon.
Hence what is there mentioned for burntoffering must hold good also in ch. xlv. 18-20,
and likewise the meat-offering here, for which
comp. ver. 7 of our chapter,
while the formula
there measures according to ability, the one here
expresses also that which corresponds to free-will,
and this the more appropriately as free-will offerings are treated of
what follows. Ver. 12.

—

m

nai3 <Ps. ex.
T »:

8),

from 21i, **to impel,"

la

:

The Daily

one in the morning and the other in the evening.
The more exact statemeut here: ")pHl3 ")pbB» that
it shall be done every morning, either abolishes
the evening burnt-offering (Keil), or silently
supposes it (Hekost.). The aim is, corresponding to ch. xlv. 18 sq., a similar sanctification of
the commencement of the day as of that of the
month and year ; hence the sanctification of the
whole of time in all its divisions, in distinction,
perhaps, from the significance of the evening for
Israel (Ex. xii. 6).
If the evening sacrifice is to
be discontinued, the increase of the meat-offering
eyeiy morning in Ver. 14 (compared with Num.
xxviii. 5, one-tenth of an ephah and one-fourth
of a hin) perhaps comes into consideration for the
deficit. —dSp» fro™ DDl, ** to rend," to scatter,
- T

T

to sprinkle.

Henost. and Keil: to moisten.

^D

ni>b, probably from
fication

to

Meier

;

:

(^^^ of doubtful signi-

to split, to widen

;

Gesem.

:

up, to oscillate), is the finest wheat meal.
plural f^pn refers both to the burnt-offering

lift

The

the

-T

peculiar inward impulse, the joyful readiness for
good and for all sacrifices which comes fh>m the
Spirit of God (Ps. li. 14 [12]).
The expression is
osed, as of the impulse originally, so of that to
which one feels himself impelled, of the gift, and
especially of the sacrifice to which a man was
bonnd by no vow (Lev. xxii. 23). The repetition
in our verse of this element makes it specially
** To show
prominent.
[Fairbairn
that his
worship was not merely of a public and official
nature, that it should spring from a heart trulv
alive to divine things, and it^f delighHng in fellowship with God, the prophet passes from those
holiday services to the voluntary offerings and
the dally rooming sacrifice, which the prince was
also to present to the Lord.
In a word, the proper head of a religious people, he was to surpass
them aU, and be an example to them all, in the
multitude and variety of his acts of homage and
adoration."— W. F.] Keil observes on the modified regulation in regard to opening and shutting
the gate, as compared with ver. 2, that the freewill offering could be brought on any day of the
week ; Henest points to the distinction that " in
the free-will offering the prince appears as an
individual, in the Sabbath-ofi'cring as the representative of the people.

Vers. lS-15.

483

lU-io.

Sacrifice.

Ver. 13. The address to the people (nfc^),

in ver. 13, and the meat-offering here.
The
significance of such a solemnity every morning
is

emphasized by the l^jq strengthening the

D^y,
31

is

\k^

for which,

to

with Hitzig, Lev.

be compared.

as imperative

;

—Ver.

it is

xxiii. 14, 21,

Keil

16.

takes

preterite with yav.

—

The

Qeri reads the imperfect.
Again the em(** That which is to be done daily
phatic TDJn-

forms a contrast to the festivities it is to be
acknowledged and honoured in due dignity and
significance as a perpetual burnt-offering," Hay.)
Hbngst. " We move here entirely on the realm
of Old Testament worship, and there is not the
slightest (?) indication that, by the sacrifice of
buUs, lambs, and goats, other forms of worship
are here denoted.
£ven if the details were only
colouring and means of representation, yet an
intimation in regard to the whole should not be
wanting" (neither is it wanting, it is manifest
throughout the whole and in every pmrt !) "if
the announcement were to extend to a time when,
;

:

by the offered sacrifice of Christ, a total revoluThis is certion in the worship was produced.
tainly correct; although the prophecy refers
primarily to the restoration of the Old Testament
worship, and in this respect has long ago found
its fulfilment, and indeed a fulfilment that has
long disappeared again, the disappearance was
Eroclaimed by the word of Clirist Behold, your
ouse is left unto you desolate ; yet at the same
the details the kernel of a
time it conceals
l^en^ral truth, —the imperishability of the worship
in the community of God on earth, which is
demonstrated among other things also by this,
that as the worship nere predicted had to perish
by the Roman destruction, the worship in the
Any
Christian Church rose again gloriously."
misunderstanding, as if Ezekiel should have predicted the Roman or Greek-Catholic worshij), or
a new evangelical worship of kindred form, might
have been obviated by the consideration, that in
everything here relative to the service of the
temple of the future, the object aimed at is to
give to the idea an expression as distinct as poe-

—

:

where hitherto we have had to do with the prince,
and the comparison of what was imposed on him

make
bo "an

in ch. xlv. 17,

probable that the daily
sacrifice is to
affair of the community,
which "the priests have to provide" (Keil).
**
Yet, " observes Hengstenberg, "the conclusion is
not certain ; the transition from the prince to the
people is an easy one, since in the foregoing passage also the prince represents the people.
Ch.
xlv. 18-20 likewise began with the address to the
people, and undoubt<3ly the close here corresponds to the beginning there ; the prince is encompsissed on both sides by the people." Accord-

ing to

Num.

xxviii.

8

it

sq.,

two such lambs were

to be offered daily for a burnt-offering, namely,

m

—
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although in terms of the Old Testament,
so in a symbolizing prophetic form, here
specially to the idea, that whereas the Church
sible,

and

Militant

is

a teaching church, the Church Trium-

phant of eternity (*?^jn D^y) ^"^

oi^

^^^ con-

trary he a liturgic one; as also the so much
debated question of constitution will be over-

come, because solved.

80 that it can be bequeathed (r6n3a) to their

—

Ver. 17. The idea of "inheritance"
sons also.
remains the key-note as formerly, so that the
farther concession in respect of a meritorions or
favonrite servant of the prince does not indeed
forbid a present to the servant in land from that
which the prince jiossesses as hereditary property,
but yet alienation and so lessening of the crowu
estates is guarded against by the limitation nntfl
the year of freedom.
(from -iTT), which
.

:

16-24. Appendicetf .'—Yen. 16-18. 7V*e
Bight of the Prince as regards the Disposal
of his Property.^Vers, 19-24. The Sacri-

i^

Vers.

Jicial Kitchens,

Just as supplementary matter to the temple
building is appended in ch. xli. 15 sq. in the
transition to tne service of the temple, so we
have here a supplementary statement in reference
the former as the
to the prince and the priests,
procurer and defrayer of the material of worship,
the latter as the persons formally celebrating it,
after the order or worship was finished in the

—

foregoing.

denotes free outflowing (Ex. xxx. 23), is free
motion in general, freedom, as the year of jubilee
The
is consequently named in Lev. zxv. 10, 13.
reversion is the same as in the case of an Israelitish
heritable landed possession, when it passes by 5tale
^The meaning of the phrase only hie
to another.
inhexitaDce of hia eons, is clear from the foregoing only what the prince has presented to his
sons from nis inheritance shall remain to them.
FKeil : '* only his inheritance is it (?) ; as regards
his sons, to them it shall belong. "J— Ver. 18.
That which is to be preserved in Uie case of the
prince, is also to be preserved for the people

—

:

:

mberitanoe in their case as in
Vers. 16-18.

Ver. 16.

7%e Prince and

follows as a divine ordinance, and not the fancv
of the prophet; and this connects itself with
that which was asfd^ed to the prince in ch. xlv. 8
As we know from
Israel."
as his " possession
that passage, reference is made here too to the
When Hen^tenberg
former despotic regime.

m

says that "the prophet does not set himself up
as a lawgiver, but only seeks to give a representation of the thought that the princes of the future
are to be no despots, are to beware of the unjust
alwolutism of the princes of the past," it is clear,
and Hengstenbei^g cannot deny it, that an ideal
But the ideality of the
foture is kept in view.
wholto '^Id Testament is the future of the Messiah.
Hengstenberg, indeed, observes quite correctly
" The prince cannot be Christ. He is one who
may have several sons of his own body ; who in
the prospect of his death disposes of his property
who does not stand beyond the region of sin, else
he should not need to be warned against it"
The concession in respect of one of his sons preserves the character of the princely possession
it becomes an inheiitanoe, but it remains in the

Hengstenberg connects \rhr\2

K^n with the principal clause, and makes the
the prince: "this shall become
his inheritance (surely : his possession, which in
It is more
this case he bequeaths) to his sons."

suffix refer to

natural to connect

it

with

V330

\thvh,

and

^

make

the suffix refer to the prince's son in question the inheritance shall be his, bequeathed to
him bv his father (comp. on ver. 18) ; and this
is confirmed by the immediately following clause,
which does not generalize, so that, with Keil,
:

the suffix in y^Jp should

but

Mi

now revert to the prince;

sons are the sons of the just-mentioned

prince's son,

and the idea of the
:

it shall

fn^rj}

is

"to

only

oppress," in general, hence: to exercise violence^
to treat one with violence (ch. xviii. 7 sq., xlv. 8),
here with jp. On pu, comp. ch. xxxiv. (1 Sam.

—

viiL 14, xxii. 7).

Vers. 19-24.

The SacnficicU Kitchens for PrietU
and People,

Ewald inserts this section after ch. xlii. IS, 14»
he does the preceding ch. xlv. between vers. 8
and 9. The prophet, who has not changed hia
as

standing-place since ch. xliv. 4 sq., is brought to

the

niS^n

comp.).

— On

described in

be their possession.

cii.

xlii.

comp. on
Ni3©3,
-

1 sq.

(which

ch. xlit 9.

—As

T

the chambers in question are the priests', Hengst.
explains the appositional phrase : to the piiesta, as
in Roman Catholic countries one may say, for example * * to the Carmelites, "etc. ^The description
that look toward the north, refers of coarse to
chambers. The gate, accordingly, is the north
inner gate ; according to Hengst., the entry leads
** from the inner court gate on the west to the east
**
entrance cfate of the fence- wall of the priests* oeUs.
Dt5^» Keil : "At the cells on the extreme hin-

—

:

—

;

der side toward the west '* Hengst.: "Thus the
kitchens are in the cell building, not by and outside of it,"— The Qeri has D^JPDl^a (Hengst.:

DfOi^, **on their west side;" "singular, as in
Gen. xlix. 18 ; the suffix refers in fact to the
chambers, in form to the priests, including under
them the chambers "). Gesenius derives tne dtul
from the origiual signification: limb. Ver. 20.
Here the ^ilt-offering comes first, whereas in ch.
xl. 39, xlh. 13, xliv. 29, it always comes after the
sin-offering, as it did in the law also, and hence
appeared as a subordinate kind of sin offering,
oroained merely for oertain cases ; in accordance
with the leading thought that the sinner should
not only desire atonement of his sin before God
by a sin-offering, bat likewise endeavour as faf

—

as possible to

farther carried <mt

ny«
TT

'lD6^"nb expressly introduces what

princely family.

his.

his Possession.

the damage,

pay what was

make

owiiig,

restitatioii for
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22-24.

mitted.— ^K^, "toswell;" hence, naturally: **to

running below the court- walls (rn^is) and along

cook" (Piel).— pifix?

them, is meant to be described. [Keil a tier
of wall-work had several single tiers, under which
Hiv.
the cooking-hearths were constracted.
"the surrounding boundary-wall rises so high
above the kitchens, that these are constmcted

-

**to

T T

properly

to

:

T

T

ripen;" artificially:

draw together,

moreover, ch. xliL

13.

ia

:

**

to bake. " CJorap.

— '^n^37,

stood as in ch. xliv. 19,

to be under-

which comp.; t<^n,

namely out of the kitchens, which were situated
in the comers of the outer court, like those which
follow, where the priests had to pass through the
crowd in order to get to their cells. To the outer
court, mentioned to prepare for what follows,

•

:

—Ver.

below the wall."]

24.

D^^l$^3Dn n"'3

is

in

:

forms the transition to ver. 21.

—^The repetition

:

'pVpD3 lyn, repeats in words what was repeatedly

fact: the "kitchen -house," but formally: the
house where the cooks cook. The ministexs of
the house, as formerly, are the mere Levites, in
contradistinction from the priests.
"Not without reason is only the slain-offering mentioned
(the name bearing refei-ence to the form ; earlier
the name denoted the essence Shclamim), in distinction from the sin and guilt-offerings to be

—

—

:

'*
seen
a court in the comer of the court, and
acain a court in the comer of the court" (as
Hengst.), so that ver. 22 first gives the exact
number of four. The bein^ brou^t forth to the
outer court is explained by its distinction from the
inner, the priests' court, against whose wall the
cells and kitchens rested, as belonging to the sanctuary.
Comp. ver. 19. Ver. 22. These kitchens
for the people are distinguished by the detailed
description given from those formerly mentioned
for the priests.
Hengst. considers them: "as
off- rooms of the chajnbers of the people in
the sides of the court," and translates nilVn
:

—

—

"smoking

rtlDp-

ascending smoke

courts,"

saying

that

the

the characteristic mark of
these ** buildings," and asserting that the verb
IDp, ^th all its derivatives, signifies in Hebrew
is

only: to exhale, to smoke, etc.
Gesenius assumes
another root, nop, "to bind," "to close," and

prepared in the kitchens of the priests.
Only
witn the slain -offerings, such offerings as are
akin to common slaughtering, was a communion
The greater part fell to the offerers,
connected.
and was consumed in the sacrificial meals. But
the slain-offering was not allowed to be prepared
by the people themselves" (Hengst.).

DOCTRINAL BEFLE0TI0N8 ON OH. XL. -XLVI.

Havemick rightly finds "the nervous and
lofty unity " in the prophecies of Ezekiel "manifested in this section also."
"The visions of tht
prophet find here their fairest completion and
perfect rounding off.'* Already in the exposition
(on ver. 1 sq.) tne harmony with the former part
of Ezekiel's prophecy has been remarked.
Ch.
xliii. 3 expressly refers back to ch. L and viiL
The free conformity in expression bet\veen our
chapters and the whole closing portion generally,
1.

and the
closed {partic pass.) with walls
and doors. This latter description would express
as little as the other meanings, which Eeil rightly
rejects, and which the expression cannot nave,
such as* "uncovered" (Klief.), "firm" (Ha v.),
"pressed over' (Hitzig.), and the like.
The
description from the smoke has, on the other
hand, something pictorial and emblematic, in so
far as it might point to this, that in these kitchens
meat to cook will never be wanting. jhVpD*

understands

:

—

plur. D^
•*

cut

— and n1 —

off.

"

,

w

•

comer, from yvp, to

—The Sept and Vulgate omit rfyVpno,

verse, and the Masoretes, by
placed over it, mark it as suspicious.
Hengst holds it to be "a kind of priestly proper name for those rooms (Ha v. : a peculiar
technical term for : placed in the comer), which
Ezekiel here brings forward as a fond reminiscence." It is part. Hophal, and signifies : "cornered,** "a comer room,'* as Hengsteuberg says
according to Keil : "comered off" "cut off in

the

last

word of the

points

comers " (apposition to the

suffix in Dnp31{<i)).

HiiT«mlck observes that the word still depends
Ver. 23. i^o is something on
upon rrtlVn.

—

earlier chapters,

has b«en often proved

The proof is the
more striking when we consider the complete
difference of the subject
That we have a vision
here too harmonizes not j>nly with ch. i. and
(comp. Philippson,

p. 1294).

viii., but in general with tne prophetic character
of Ezekiel, ch. viiL, xv., xvii. The prophet has
repeatedly hinted at this close of his book.
Thus ch. xi. 16, xx. 40, xxxvi. 88, xxxvii. 26 sq.
The last passage in particular might be regarded
as the text for ch. xl. sq.
The eighth and following chapters required by the necessity of the
idea our conclusion of the book.
2. In regard to analogies in the other prophets,
Ezekiel's contemporaries, as we may well conwill chiefly come into consideration.
ceive,
Hence, above all, Ezekiel's fellow-labourer Jeremiah. Jeremiah represents the restoration and
renewal of Israel as a rebuilding of Jenisalem, ch.
xxxi. 88 sq. (with this comp. in our prophet, ch.
xlvii. 13 sq., ch. xlviii.).
Jer. xxxiii. 18 is
Hag. ii. 7 sq.
similar to Ezek. xliv. 9 sq.
follows entirely the thought here of a new temple,
insisting on its glory in view of a meagre present
But still more analogous are the night- visions of
Zechariah (ch. ii. 6 [1] sq., ch. iv., ch. vi IS

sq., ch. xiv.).

8. The parallel between Isaiah and Ezekiel, at
stands in relation to the vision in ch. i. (p. 41
"a is not completed by citing Isa. Ix. as correspondTovr of standing places was in it round about" ing to the close of our book ; but we shall have
[Klief. : "a framework was in it round about."] to seek the culminating point of Isaiah*s prophecy for the culmination of Ezekiel's, in accordEvidently the range of cooking-pkces (n^^ao,
ajice with the office of this prophet to be the
Htendly: "which came to cook," partic. Piel), prophet of Jehovah's holiness to obdurate Israel*

it

which one walks round.

Keil translates:
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—just as
by Ezek.

:

for the

commencement

—not

Isa. vi. is

covered

much

in the close as in eh.
The corresponding pendant to our closing
liiL
chapters is the life-like desciiption given there of
It is
the Messiah and His sacrifice of Himself.
this self-sanctification of Jehovah through His
servant Israel which in Isaiah corresponds to the
self-glorification of Jehovah in Ezekiel (ch. xl.
sq. ) oy means of the new sanctuary and the new
nationality ; and this, again, accords with Ezekiel's office, to behold the glory of Jehovah in
In this respect Ezekiel
the misery of the exile.
stands to Isaiah somewhat as Easter and Pentecost do to Good Friday.
4. The different vieVs, especially reading the
vision of the temple, may be distinguished generally as subjective and objective.
I. The views
which derive the explanation of ch. xl. sq. solely
or chiefly from Ezekiel's subjectivity: (1) Already
Villalpandus saw everywhere here only reminiscences of Solomon's temple and of Solomon's
era, and consequently a similar line of thought
Similarly Grotius, only
to that in Ezra iiL 12.
that he reconciled the differences between Ezekiel's temple and that of Solomon by ascribing
them to the temple at the time of its destruction,
just as Bunsen refera in this connection to 2
tongs xvi. According to both these expositors,
Ezekiel traced out from reminiscences a pattern
for the future restoration.
Thus, according to
Ewald, Ezekiel becomes **a prophetic lawgiver."
" Such an undeitaking, quite unusual in the case
of earlier prophets," is explained from the "predominating thoughts and aspirations of the better
class of those days for the restoration of the
i.

so

scribed them."
" One does not or did not reflect
that the prophet's calling was to express the
demands of the idea, indifferent in the first
instance about their realization."
All is pore
fancy, a mere castle-in- the-air, a kind of "rlatonic sketch," as Herder expresses himself.
The
self-criticism of this view of our chapters can
hardly be more suitably given than when Hitzig
continues: "Inasmuch as this or that could be
set in order otherwise than he imagines, he would
not in re^d to plans and proposals ^have resisted obstinately, but would have known how to
distinguish the unessential of the execution from
the essential of the thing itself.
He sketches the
future in the form he must wish it to take, ia

which

would have the

fairest appearance.
short of the image, then th*
idea is defectively realized ; but the fault lie« in
the reality, not
the idea, and Ezekiel is not
responsible for it." This, moreover, is merely
what already Doederlein and others have held
with respect to the closing portion of our l>ook.
" Ezekiel s manner is to paint
Similarly Herder
an image entire and at length ; his mode of conception appears to demand great visions, figures
written over on all sides, even tiresome, diflScult, symbolical acts, of which his whole book
is full.
Israel in his wandering upon the mountains of his dispersal, among other tongues and
peoples, had need of a prophet such as this one
was, etc. So also as regards this temple. Another
would have sketched it with soaring figures in lofty
utterances ; he does so in definite measurements.
And not only the temple, but also appuitenancesy
tribes, administration, land, etc.
How far haa
subverted kingdom." "Ezekiel probablv medi- Israel always, so far as depended on his own
tated long, with passionate longing ancl lively eflbrts, remained below the commands, counsels,
remembrance, on the institutions of the demo- and promises of God !" (3) Bottcher has attempted
lished temple, etc. ; what appeared to him great to combine both views, and after him Philippson,
and glorious became impressed upon his mind as who expresses him.self to the following effect
a pattern, with which he compared the Messianic " Ezekiel the prophet, sunk in himself, Droodinar
expectations and demands, etc., until at length over matters in tne distance and in solitude, had
the outline of the whole arrangement which he not, like Jeremiah, upon whom the immediate
here writes down pressed itself upon him
reality pressed, viewed the occurrences simply as
**
Above aU, he sketches the holy objects, temple punishment of defection and degeneracy, but "was
and altar, with the utmost exactness and vivid- conscious also of their inward signification, which
ness, as if a spirit (!) impelled him, now when came to him in the appearance of a vision.
Hence
they were destroyed, at least to catch up their he represented the destruction of the temple as a
image in a faithful and worthy form lor the suspension of the relation of revelation between
redemption that will one day certainly come ; so Gott and Israel ; and so much the more necessary
that he must have diligently instructed himself was it to represent the restoration of that same
in these matters from tne best written and oral relation as the return of God into the restored
sources" (!).
"Thus it is quite in keeping with sanctuary. Now, from the peculiar character of
Ezekiel's way of prophesying, that he introduces Ezekiel, this necessarily had to assume a form at
everything as if he nad been borne in spirit into once ideal and real, ideal in its entirety as somethe restored and completed temple, accompanied thing future, real as individual and special, matthroughout by a heavenly guide, and had learned ter of fact in its appearance." As the " indubitexactly from him all the single parts of this able motive of tne prophet," the following is
unique building as to their nature and use." given : " to keep alive in the exiles in the midst
The paragraph ch. xlvii. 1-12 is, in Ewald*8 of Babylonian idolatry the idea of the one temple,
opinion, "from its great, all-embracing sense, and the priestly institute consecrated to it, as the
quite adapted to bring to a close briefly and centre of the religion of the one God ; and at the
pithily all these presentiments! "
"Yet when return into Palestine to confirm the life of the
precepts more moral are to be given, or the per- people in their calling, by the removal of all elefected kingdom has to be described in its extent, ments of strife, and by approximation to the Mosaic
reaching even beyond the temple, this assumed state of things. " Hengstenberg's view is surprisform (!) easily passes over into the simple pro- ingly near the above one ; he says " With the
I)heticdiscoui'8e." (2) While the foregoing view exception of the Messianic section in ch. xlviL
ooks to realization, Hitzig, for example, entirely 1-12, the fulfilment of all (!) the rest of the prorejects the idea that Ezekiel "considered such phecy belongs to the times immediately afto^ the
things (as our chapters contain) possible, feasible, return from the Chaldean exile.
So must every
or probable, and relatively commanded and pre- one of ita first hearers and readers have mideiw
If

it

really

the reality

falls

m

:

!

—

:
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it Jeremiah, whom Ezekiel follows throughhad prophesied the restoration of the city
and temple 70 years after the beginning of the

itood
out,

Chaldean servitude, falling in the fourth year of
Jehoiakim. Thirty-two years had already elapsed.
Forty years after the devastation of Egypt (ch.
xiix. 13), the nations visited by the Chaldeans
shall get back to their former state.
According
to ch. xi. 16, the restoration is to follow in a brief
space after the destruction of the temple.
nave before us a prophecy for which it is essential (!) to give truth and poetry (! !), which contains a kernel of real thoughts, yet does not present them nakeit, but clothed with flesh and blood,
that they may be a counterpoise to the sad reality,
because they fill the fancy, that fruitful workshop
of despair, with bright (!) images, and thus make
it an easier task to live in the word at a time
when all that is visible cries aloud. Where is now
thy God ?
The incongruity between the prophecy
of Ezekiel and the state of things after the exile,
vanishes at once by distinguishing between the
thoughts and their clothing, and if we can rightly
figure to ourselves the wounds for which the healing plaster is here presented, and at the same
time the mental world of the priest (Ezekiel), and
the materials given in the circumstances surroanding him, for clothing the higher verities
which he had to announce to the people." II.
The views which above all look to and keep hold
of the objectivity of the divine inspiration of
Ezekiel.
The very regard which must, in one
way or other, h6 paid to the circumstances under
which the people for whom, and the Babylonian
exile in which, Ezekiel prophesied, objectivizes in
some measure his subjectivity, so that not all the
views hitherto cited of our chapters and the ones
that follow are to be designated as purely subjective ; the properly objective, however, will be,
that " the nand of Jehovah was upon him," that
he was brought ** in visions of God ** to the land
of Israel.
Here the distinction is drawn by his
own hand between the prophet of Israel and the
fanciful Jewish priest ; and not only this, but the
unavoidable ana irreconcilable alternative presents
itself: either Ezekiel was a man of God, or a
deceiver, for whom the fact that he had deceived
himself also with assumed divine objectivity were
no excuse, "but would only be his self-condemnation.
The ease of Ezekiel, for the sake of truth,
is too solemn for thinkingof "poetic clothing"
The subjective for the
in the case before us.
fonn before us, is to keep in mind when considerIt has pleased God to
ing it what that form is.
speak to us through men. If we take full account
of
Israel in general durpeculiarity
of the national
ing the whole old covenant, and of the peculiar
personality in the case of our vision here, that is,
that Ezekiel is the priest-iiropbet, that he above
all other prophets is, as Umoreit says, a "bom
("in the temple which he erects he
symbolist
makes known his greatness as a symbolist, as
well by what he says as by what he passes over
if we concede to Umbreit the " surin silence "),
prisiDg skill in popularizing instruction" which
ne observes in Ezekiel, we shall have to accept as
the ultimate ground why Israel was the mediator
of the world's salvation, and Ezekiel was chosen
to behold the temple of the future, divine wisdom
and its purpose f«)r the world, that is, the objec-

We
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of (1) the view oHectivized in this sense of a
model for the rebuilding of the temple after the
return from the exile, the supporters of which
assume a building -plan "issued under divine
authority," given by Jehovah through the proAlthough there is a resemblance between
phet.
Ex. XXV. 9, 40 and Ezek. xl. 4, yet it is not said
to Ezekiel regarding Israel : " according to all
that I show thee, the pattern of the dwelling,
etc., even so shall ye make it;" the prophet is

only to "convey," announce (*U3)

all

that he sees

From this circumstance,
to the house of Israel.
and not because the reality fell short of the idea
(HiTZio, Herder), or, as Philippson adduces
here, " the similar fate of so many Mosaic precepts," the fact is explained that the post-exile
temple was built without any regard to our vision.
Only the fundamental reference to Solomon's
temple, which in general obtains in Ezekiel also,
meets us in Ezra iii. 12. This fact, the more
remarkable considering the nearness of time,
shows that ch. xl. 4, soon after it was written,
and when fully known, was not regarded as a
do not need,
divine building-specification.
therefore, to express, as Hen^t., "the obvious
impossibility of erecting a building according to

We

the specifications here given." The circumstance
that the building materials are not given has at
least not prevented the temple of Ezekiel from
being, witn more or less success, constnicted and
Bunseu says that
fashioned after his statements.
"the temple here forms a very easily realized,
congruous whole, of which an exact outline may
be made, as the prophet abo has evidently done."
tjmbreit, too, holds this latter view. And although

to do not with an architect but with a
prophet, yet nothing stands in the way of our
believing that the sulyectivity of Ezekiel was preeminently qualified for this vision, from the lact
that he possessed architectural capacity " (In trod.
It corresponds
(2) The symbolical view.
§ 7).
(Comp.
generally to the character of Holy Writ.
In particular it
Lange, Rev. Introd. p. 11.)
pays due regard to the law of Moses, to the part
Espeof it relating to worship, the subject here.
cially when the whole worship of Israel is concentrated in the temple, a symbolical view respecting a vision thereof will be quite in place.
Thereby only its due right is given to this objective, to tne divine i&a, in the shape which
it has above all assumed in Israelitish worship.
The symbolical character, moreover, is specially
As
appropriate for the prophetic writings.
has already been often said and pointed out,
the symbolical pi-edominates in Ezekiel; and as
to these concluding chapters, Hiivemick adduces, as indicating their general character, the
description of the circuit of the new temple (ch.
xlii. 15 sq.), the representation of the entrance,
etc. of the divine glory (ch. xliii. 1 sq.), the
river (ch. xlvii. 1 sq. etc.), and observes that
"it is just such passages that form the conclusion to the previous description, and hence cast a
Comp. on ch. adiii. 10 sq. But
light on it.
everything architectonic is not a symbol, although
of
that
nature will indeed primarily
eveiything
relate to the building to be erected, and wit
thereby at the same time in some way serve the
This character comes out
idea of the whole.
In clearly even in individual statements of number,
tive *«T l$«;^«» above everything subjective.
accordance with this principle, we have to judge yet au such measurements are not therefore to be

we have

—
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interpreted symbolicallj. Nay, as the exposition
shows, there axe here bare numbers, resisting
eyery attempt to trace them back to the idea.
It is safficient in respect to the numbers, that
(comp. Umbreit, p. 259 sq.) 4, as " signature not
only of regularity but also of the revelation of
Qod in space," e.g, ia the quadrangle of the
temple ; 8, ''the signature of tne diyine," eg, in
the sets of three ^tes ; 10, "perfection complete
in itself," occumng often ; likewise the ** sacred
number " 7 ; and the number 12 in the tables for
preparing the oflTerings (ch. xL), represent symDohsm. (On the symbolism of numbers, comp.
Lange on Bev. Introd. p. 14.) Umbreit rightly
" It is a symbolical temple, notnithmaintains
staading the arid and dry description, in which
only exact specifications of the number of cubits
and the apparently most insignificant calculations
and measurings occur;" as he says, "quite in
keeping with the poverty of the immediately
succeeding age and the dignity of the most
:

typical signification of the vision of Ezekiel, in
the sjrmbolical view of it is completed, and
the pedagogic and providential necessity of that
form boiTOwed from the legal worship in which it
Here is more than what (as Hengis enshrined.
stenbei^ can say) " suffices to employ the fancy."
For the anointed one is rtXt r«» »«/»9ir. But as
the Messianic view of our chapters is thus justified by the symbolic view, when we have taken
into account the law, particularly the law of
worship in Israel, so likewise the already (Doct.
KeBec. 1) noted connection of ch. xl. sq. wiUi Uie
previous chapters, especially with ch. xxxviL 26
sq. (p. 351), yields the same result, as also the
position after ch. xxxviiL and xxxix. and the
relation to this prophecv will have to be taken
Wnat holds good of ch.
into consideration.
xxxviL 26 sq. will also be a hint for our chapters.

wmch

But even the Talmudists saw themselves com-

pelled (principally because of the treatment of
the law of Moses, to be spoken of presently) to
The Messianic acknowledge "that the exposition of this portion
significant inwardness."
(3)
view (for which comp. Lange on Kings, p. 60 would be first given in Messianic times, as the
sq.) is only the taking full advantage of and "best" (according to Philippson) Jewish exapplying the symbolic view in generaL Symbol positors recogmsea here "the type of a third
and type, emblem and pattern, must mutually temple." The saying of Jesus in John ii posinterpenetrate one another in a law like that of sibly alluded to the exegetical tradition of the
Havemick accommodates as follows
What separates Israel from the heathen Jews.
Israel.
"The shattered old theocratic forms rather
is its law; what qualifies Israel for the whole
world is its promise. But now, because of sin, than new ones were above all cognate to the
the law has come in between the promise and the priestly mind of Ezekiel ;" so "he sees nothing
fulfilment ; that sin becoming the more powerful perish of that which Jehovah has founded for
as transgression may make manifest for faith the eternity ; those forms beam before him revivified,
gra^e which alone is still more powerful, and that animated with fresh breath, and lit up in the
consequently the necessity of tne promise should splendour of true glory ; he recognises their full
be the more apparent ; that is, the pedagogy of realization as coming in first in Messianic times."
the law (and especially of its ethical part) to As errors are still committed, e.g. by Schraieder,
Christ Thus the law of Israel is the theocratic in the symbolizing of particulars, so the Messianic
expression of Israel, the servant of God, as be typology of a C<Kiceius has deserved, idthough
ouffht to be, and hence prefigures the servant of only in part, the anathema on "mystical alleJehovah who is the fulfilling of the law, as He is gones," which above all modem criticism utters;
the personal fulfilling of Israel, inasmuch as in for our defect in understanding in respect of
Him who was delivered for our transgressions, many particulars will always have to be conceded.
and raised again for our 2i»at$tfn, Israelafter the Tlie Cnristian idea, however, the Old Testament
Spirit is represented ; so that here out of the law typical symbolizing of which we have here to
relating to worship rise up, as on the one hand expound, is not only the idea of Christ, but also
sacrifice and the priesthood, so on the other the the idea of the Christian Church, the kingdom
concentration of the whole of worship in the of God in Christ.
If the resurrection of the
temple, this jjarable of the future, with reference Anointed One comes into consideration in the
De- first respect, so in the latter does the consummato which Christ, John ii., gives the vtifiutv
stroy {>vf»Tt) this temple, and in three days I tion of the kingdom of grace, after its last afflicthis
it
of
the
temple tion, into the kingdom of glory ; comp. Rev. xxL
up (ir>^), sajring
will raise
of His body ; as also the disciplea remembered 22. The one is as eschatological in the wider, that
when He had risen from the dead, and as the is, christological in the narrower sense, as the
accusation against Him ran (Matt. xxvi. 61). other is eschatolo^cal in the narrower, or chrisAccordingly the law, and especially the temple tological in the wider sense.
By the translating
and its service, is «-«#«» i;^«» r^tf ^ixx«vr«i' ; the of our passage into the higher key of John's
t«v Xfirrov {^t^/*m Apocalypse, the relation of ch. xl. sq. to ch.
future ^t0fia is given in the
**This reference to xxxviii. xxxix. must be so much the more eviMmrnfrtrv ftov, Heb. X.).
the future," says Ziegler (in his thoughtful little dent. Comp. Doct Reflec. on xxxviii. and xxxix.
work on the "historical development of divine
refer, finally, to what has been said in the
revelation"), "is the most dynamical among all Introduction, § 7, that Jehovah's building in
the references of the law ; its significance for its Ezekiel here (still more in its airily actual
own time is so weak and unimportant, that it reality for the seer, so that what already existed
teems to exist solely for the sake of the future, had only to be measured to him) forms tne archialthough its office is the opposite of the office of tectonic antithesis to the buildings of Nebuchadthe New Testament, which is formed and abiding nezzar.
As the figure of Gog with his people
in the hearts of men (2m»«um rm 2i»mt§0v*nt, rep may have presentea itself to our prophet through
rftvftartt) ; still it was a sensible type, a strondly means of Babylon (comp. Doct. Kcflec. on <3i.
marked and distinctly stamped shadow of the xxxviii. xxxix., p. 375), so from that same quarcoming substances, and yet, moreover, a veil which ter may have been derived the representation
concealed it."
What has been said shows the given of the kingdom of God in its victoriovi
:
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Hitzig, too (as we now
opposition to the world.
first see when treating of the closing chapters),
gappoeesthat there probably "flitted before the
eyes of the author living in Chaldea, when
(iescribing his quadrangle, the capital of the
country and the tem^^e of Belu«,--*the former,
like the latter, forming a sqnare, with streets inUmbreit
tersecting one another at right angles. "
says of the vision of Ezekiel as a whole : '* It in
a great thon^t, which presents itself unadorned

4S9

outward appearance and form.
In the Old
Covenant tne whole national life of Israel in it«
various manifestations
household and state,
labour and art, literature and culture-^was determined by religion, but only in an external
legal manner; the Church, again, has to insist
above all on a renewal of the heart, and must
leave those outward forms of life free, enjoining
it on the conscience of each individual to glorify
Christ in these relations also ; but in the millen-

—

nial kingdom all these spheres of life will be truly
our view in the prophetico-symbolic temple
God henceforth dwells in perfect peace, revealing Christianized from within outwardly.
Thus
Himself in the unbounded fulness of His glory, looked at, it will no longer be oflensive (?) to
which is returning to Jerusalem, in the purest say that the Mosaic ceremonial law corresponds
and most blissful unison with His sanctified to the priesthood of Israel, and the civil law to
people, making Himself known in the living its kingship.
The Gentile Church could adopt
woiti of progressive,
saving, and sanctifying onl^ the moral law ; so certainlv the sole means
redemption.
Everything is placed upon the of influence assigned to her is that which works
ample circuit of the temnle, whose extended inwardly, the preaching of the word, the exercise
courts receive all people, and through whose hi^h of the prophetic office."
(The Romish Church, however, has known how
and open gates the king of GI017 is to enter in
to serve itself heir sati$ superque to the Jewish
(Ps. xxiv. 7, 9), and then upon the order and
harmony of the divine habitation, the well-pro- ceremonial law ) *' But when once the priesthood
portioned building (ch. xlii. 10); and the revela- and the kingship arise again, then alson-without
to

—

i

the holiest are stored up in the pure,
deep water of His word, which in life-giving
streams issues from the temple. The stone tables
of the law are consumed (?), and the fresh and
free fountain of eternal tnith streams forth from
the temple of the Spirit, quickening and vivifying in land and sea, awakening by its creative
and fructifying power a new and mighty race on
earth.
And thus hast thou, much misjudged yet
lofty seer, in the unconscious depth of thy mystions of

flowing language, Sf t up upon the gi'eat,
undistiDguishing (comp. Jer. xxxi. 34), wellproportioned, and beautifully compacted building,
a type of the simple yet lofty temple of Christ,
"
from which flows the spiritual fountain of life
From this Messianic view of the section we have
to reject (4) the chiliastic-literal view, according to
which Ezekiel describes what may be called eitiier
the Jevrish temple of the future, or the Jewish
future of the Christian Church.
It is interesting
to observe what kind of spirits meet together
here in the flesh ; e.g. Buumgarten and Auberlen,
Hofmann and Volck (who acts as champion for
him, and that partly with striking power of
demonstration against Kliefoth), are combined
here only in general because they make the commonity of Go«.i at our Lord's Parouna to be .an
teriously

!

Israelite one.

Comp. moreover,

of the Introduction.

Sevelation of
presses

the

John^

p. 357 and § 10
Auberlen {Daniel and the
348
Clark's tr.) exsq.,
p.

apocalyptic phantasm as follows

brought back to his own land becomes
the people of God in a far higher and more inward sense than before, etc. ; a new period of
rerehition begins, the Spirit of God is richly
''Israel

and a fulness of gracious gifts is
such as the apostolic Church possessed
"
typically (!).
(One can hardly go farther in the
delusion of "deeper" knowledge of Scripture
than to make primitive and original Chrispoured forth,

conferred,

a type of Judaism!)
*' But this rich
spirit-imparted life finds its completed representation in a priestly as well as in a kingly manner.
That which in the ages of the Old Covenant
obtained only outwardly in the letter, and that
which conversely in the a^ of the Church withdrew itself into inward, hidden spirituality, will

prejudice to the principles laid down in the Epistle
to the Hebrews (?)— the ceremonial and civU law
of Moses will unfold its spiritual depths in the
coitus and tlie constitution of the millennial
kingdom (Matt. v. 17-19). The present is still
the time of preaching, but then the time of the
liturgy shall have come, which presupposes a congregation consisting solely of converted people,"
etc.

etc.

When

Hengstenbeig

calls

sucn inter-

pretation " altogether unhappy," that is the least
that one can say about it ; but even that could not
have been said if Ezekiel's descriptions really
had the "Utopian character" which Hengstenberg attributes to them. He, however, j ustly animadverts upon the incongruity of expecting the
restoration of the temple, the Old Testament
festivals, the bloody sacrifices ( !), and the priesthood of the sons of Zadok, within the bounds of
the New Covenant.
Comp. Keil, p. 600 sq. , who,
both from the prophetic parts of the Old Testament and from the New, refutes at length the
notion of a transformation of Canaan before the
last judgment, and a kingdom of glorv at Jerusalem before the end of the world. (Auberlen, who
looks on the "first resurrection" as a "bodily
coming forth of the whole community of believers
from their hitherto invisibility with Christ in
heaven," makes the now "transformed Church
again return thither with Christ, and the saints
rule from heaven over the earth;" and from this
he concludes that "the intercourse between the
world above and the world below will then be more
active and free," etc.
Hofmann's transference of
the glorified Church to earth, and his further connecting therewith the national re^neration of
Isiuel, Auberlen declares to be " incompatible
with the whole of Old Testament prophecy, to say
nothing of its internal improbability.")
!

ADDITIONAL NOTE ON OH. XL.-XLVI.
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[Dr. Fairbairn's classification of the views which
have been held of Ezekiel's closing vision generally, and in particular of the description contained in it respecting the temple, is as follows :
1. The UstoncQ'UteraL view, " which takes all as
a prosaic description of what had existed in the
times immediately before the captivity, in oon*
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aection with the temple which is usually called
Solomou's."
2. The hwtorico-ideal view, that
**
the pattern exhibited to Ezekiel differed materially from anything that previously existed, and
presented for the hrat time what should have been
after the I'etum from the captivity, though, from
the remissness and corruption of the people, it
never was properly realized." 3. The Jewish-earned view, held by certain Jewish writers, who
maintain that Ezekiel's description was actually
followed, although in a necessarily imperfect manner, by the children of the captivity, and afterwards by Herod ; but that * * it waits to be properly
accomplished by the Messiah, who, when He appears, shall cause the temple to be reared precisely as here described, and carry out all the
other subordinate arrangements," a view which,
strangely enough, is in substance held also by
certain parties in the Christian Church, who "expect the vision to receive a complete and literal
lulfilment at the period of Christ's second coming.

—

The Christian-spiritual or typical view, ** according to which the whole representation was
not intended to find either in Jewish or Christian
'imes an express and formal realization, but was
a grand, complicated symbol of the Rood God had
in reserve for His Church, especinfly under the
coming dispensation of the gospel. From the
Fathei-8 downwards this has been the prevailing
new in the Christian Church. The greater part
have held it, to the exclusion of every other ; in
particular, among the Reformers and their successors,
Luther, Calvin, Capellus, Cocceius,
Pfeiffer, followed by the majority of evangelical
divines of our own country.
To this fourth and last view Dr. Fairbaim himself strenuously adheres, expounding, illustrating,
and defending it at considerable length, and witii
marked ability and success. We give his remarks
in a somewhat condensed form.
"1. First of all, it is to be borne in mind that
the description purports to be a vision, a scheme
of tiling exhibited to the mental eye of the prophet •
the visions of God.
Tliis alone marks
4.

—

m

'

do so was formally based on the ground of
his office being different from the ordinarily prophetical, and of his instructions being communiSo
cated otherwise than by vision (Num. xii 6).
that to speak by way of vision, and at the same
time in the form of precept, as if enjoining laws
and ordinances materially differing from those of

rity to

Moses, was itself a palpable and incontrovertible
It
proof of the ideal character of the revelatdou.
was a distinct testimony that Ezekiel was uo new
what
had
supplant
modify
or
to
lawgiver coming
been written by him with whom God spake face
to face upon the mount
" 2. What has been said respecting the form
of the prophet's communication, is confirmed by
the subsUmce of it as there is much in this that
seems obviously designed to foi-ce on us the conThere are things in
viction of its ideal character.
the description which, taken literally, are in the
highest degree improbable, and even involve natuThus, for example, **»c»
ral impossibilities."
cording to the most exact modes of computationy
the prophet's measurements give for the outer
wall of the temple a square of an En^ish mile
and about a seventh on each side, and for the
whole city H.e. including the oblation of holy
ground for the prince, the priests, and the Lerites]
a space of between three and four thousand square
Now there is no reason to suppose that
miles.
tJtie boundaries of the ancient dty exceeded two
miles and a half in circumference (see Robinson's
Researches^ vol. i.), while here the circumference of the wall of the temple is nearlj- twice as
much." And then, taking the land of Canaan at
the largest, as including all that Israel ever possessed on both sides of the Jordan, it amounted only
to somewhere between ten and eleven thousand
square miles. Surely " the allotment of a portion
nearly equal to one-half of the whole for the prince,
the priests, and Levites is a manifest proof of
the iaeal character of the representation ; the more
especially, when we consider that that sacred portion is laid off in a regular square, with the temple
on Mount Zion in the centre. . . . The measurements of the prophet were made to involve a
literal incongruity, as did also the literal extravagances of the vision in chap. xxxviiL xxxix.,
that men might be forced to look for something

—

be of an ideal character, as contradistinguished from anything that ever had been, or
ever was to be found in actual existence after the
precise form given to it in the description.
Such
we have uniformly seen to be the character of the else than a literal accomplishment. . . .
" 8. Some, perhaps, may be disposed to imaearlier visions imparted to the prophet.
The
thiuffs described in chap. i.-iii. and viiL-xi., gine that, as they expect certain physical changes
which were seen by him in the visions of God,' to be effected upon the land before the prophecv
were all of this nature. They presented a vivid can be carried into fulfilment, these may be adpicture of what either then actually existed or justed in such a manner as to admit of the prowas soon to take place, but in a form quite diffe- phet's measurements being literally applied.
It
rent from the external reality.
Not the very 18 impossible, however, to admit snch a supposiimage or the formal appearance of things was tion. For the boundaries of the land its^f are
given, but rather a compressed delineation of given, not new boundaries of the prophet's own,
their inward being and substance.
And such, but those originally laid down by Moses. And as
too, was found to be the case with other portions, the measurements of the temple and city are oat
which are of an entirely similar nature, though of all proportion to these, no alterations can be
not expressly designated visions
such, for ex- made on the physical condition of the country
ample, as ch. iv., xil, xxi., all containing that could bring the one into proper agreement
delineations and precepts, as if speaking of what with the other.
Then there are other Sinss in
was to be done and transacted in real life, and the description, which, if they could not of themyet it is necessary to understand them as ideal selves so conclusively prove the impossibility of a
representations, exhibiting the character, but not literal sense as the consideration arising from the
the precise form and lineaments, of the coming measurements, lend great force to tliis consideratransactions.
.
Never at any period of His tion, and, on any other supposition than their
Church has God given laws and ordinances to it being parts of an ideal representation, must Wfar
siniplv by vision ; and when Moses was commis- an improbable and fanciful aspect.
Of this kind
ioned to tdve such in the wildemen, his autho- is the distribution of the remainder of the land in
It to

*

;

.

.
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equal portions among the twelve tribes, in parallel mind regarding them. No intelligent and sincere
•ei^tioils, ranning straight across from east to west,
Christian can adopt the latter alternative
he
without any reSpeot to the particular circnm- ought, therefore, to rest in the former. And lie
stances of each, or their relatiVte numbers. More will do so, in the rational persuasion, that as in
especially, the assignment of five of these parallel the wise administration of God there must ever
actrtions to the sotith of the city, which, after be a conformity in the condition of men to the
making allowance for the sacred portion, would laws and ordinances under which they are placed,
leave at the farthest a breadth of only three or so the carnal institutions, which were adapted to
four miles a-piece
Of tlie s;ime kind also is the the Church's pupilage, can never, in the naaptposed separate existence of the twelve tribes, ture of things, De in proper correspondence with
wiiich now, at least, can scarcely be regarded her state of manhood, perfection, and millennial
otherwise than a natural impossibility, since it is glory. To regard the prophet here as exhibiting
an ascertained fact that such separate tribeships no a jirospect founded on such on unnatural conjunclonger exist ; the course of Providence has oeen tion, IS to ascribe to him the foolish part of seekordered so as to destroy them ; and once destroyed, ing to have the new wine of tlie kinfi;dom put
they cannot possibly be reproduced. ... Of the back into the old bottles again, and while occupysame kind, larther, is ' the very high mountain ing himself with the highest hopes of the Church,
on which the vision of the temple was presented treating her only to a showy spectacle of carnal
to the eye of the prophet ; for as this unquestion- superficialities. We have far too high ideas of
abljr refers to the old site of the temple, the little the spiritual insight and calling of an Old Testaeniinence on which it stood could only be desig- ment prophet, to believe that it was possible for
nated thus in a moral or ideal, and not in a literal him to act so unseemly a part, or contemplate a
Finally, of the same kind is the account state of things so utterly anomalous.
sense.
And we
given of the stream issuing from the eastern are perfectly justified by the explicit statement of
*
threshold of the temple, and flowing into the Scripture in saying, that a temple with sacrifices
Dead Sea, which, both for the rapidity of its in- now would be the most daring denial of the allcrease and for the quality of its waters, is unlike sufficiency of the sacrifice of Christ, and of the
anything that ever was known in Judea, or in any efficacy of the blood of His atonement. He who
other region of the world. Putting all together, sacrificed before, confessed the Messiah ; he who
it aeems as if the prophet had taken every pos* should sacrifice now, would most solemnly and
sible precaution, by the general character of the sacrilegiously deny Him.'*
**
delineation, to delMir the expectation of a literal
5. Holding the description, then, in this last
fulfilment ; and I should despair of being able in vision to be conclusively of an ideal character, we
any case to draw the line of demarcation between advance a step farther, and affirm that the idealthe ideal and the literal, if the circumstances now ism here is precisely of the same kind as that
mentioned did not warrant us in looking for which appeared in some of the earlier visions,
something else than a fulfilment according to the visions tnat must necessarily have already passed
into fulfilment,, and which therefore may justly
letter of the vision.
•* 4. Yet there is the farther consideration to be regarded as furnishing a key to the right underprophet,
mentioned,
viz.
that
vision
of
the
standing
of the one beiore us.
The leading chathe
be
as it must, if understood literally, imply the ulti- racteristic of those earlier visions, which coincide
mate restoration of the ceremonials of Judaism, in nature with this, we have found to be the
it inevitably places the prophet in direct con- historical cast of their idealism.
Tlie representatradiction to the writers of the New Testament. tion of things to come is thrown into the mould
The entire and total cessation of the peculiarities of something similar in the past, and presented
of Jewish worship is as plainly taught by our as simply a reproduction of the old, or a returnLord and His apostles as language could do it, ing back again of what is past, only with such
and on grounds which are not of temporary, but diversities as might be necessary to adi^t it to
The word of the altered circumstances contemplated ; while
of permanent validity and force.
Christ to the woman of Samaria : ' Woman, be- still the thing meant was, not that the outward
lieTe me, the hour coroeth when ye shall neither form, but that the essential nature of the past
in this mountain, nor yet at Jerusalem, worship should revive." In this connection. Dr. Fairbaim
;

!

o

the

Father,' is alone conclusive of the matter
means anything worthy of so solemn an
asseveration, it indicates that Jerusalem was presently to lose its distinctive character, and a mode
of worship to be introduced capable of being celebrated in anv other place as well as there. But
when we find the apostles afterwards contending
for the cessation of the Jewish ritual, because
suited only to a church * in bondage to the elements of the world,' and consisting of what were

refere to the vision of the iniquity-bearing in ch.

;
to the sojourn in the wilderness s^ken of in
ch. zx. ; to the ideal representation given of the
kine of Tyre in, ch. xxviii. 11-19 ; and to the
prediction of Egypt's humiliation in ch. xxix.
" Now in ail these cases," he goes on to
1-16.
remark, **of an apparent, we should entirely err
if we looked for an actual repetition of the past.
It is the nature of the transactions and events,
not their precise form or external conditions,
*
;'
that is unfolded to our view. The representation
comparatively but weak and beggarly elements
and when, in the Epistle to the Hebrews, we also is of an ideal kind, and the history of the past
with
its
Covenant,
merely supplies the mould into which it is cast.
the
disannulling
of
the
Old
find
Aaronic priesthood and carnal ordinances, argued The spiritual eye of the prophet discerned the old,
at length, and especially ' because of the weak- as to its real character, becoming alive again in
He saw substantially the same prounprofitableness thereof,' that is, its the new.
ness
own mberent imperfections, we must certainly cedure followed again, and the unchangeable
bold, either that the shadowy services of Judaism Jehovah must display the uniformity of His chaare finally and for ever gone, or that these sacred racter and dealings by visiting it with substantially
> Douglas* Struetm% ^Pr^phtqf, p. 71.
writers very much misrepresented their Master's

for

if it

iv.

j^
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If, now, we bring the light conceive how there can be a proper fulfilment
the same treatment
furnished by those earlier revelations of the pro- without corresponding objective realities. It is prephet, in respect to which we can compare the cisely here, however, that we are met by another
prediction with the fulfilment, so as to read by very marked characteristic of our prophet. Above
Its help, and according to its instruction, the all the prophetical writers, he is oistm^uished, as
vision before us, we shall only be giving the pro- we have seen, for his numberiess particularisms.
phet the benefit of the common rule, of inter- What Isaiah depicts in a few bold and graphic
preting a writer by a special respect to his own strokes, as in the case of Tyre, for exampU', Kze*
peculiar method, and expkining the more obscure kiel spreads over a series of chapters, filling np
DV the more intelligible parts of his writings. In the picture with all manner of details,— not only
all the other cases referred to, where his repre- telling us of her singular greatness, but also of
sentation takes the form of a revival of the past, every element, far ami near, that contributed to
we see it is the spirit and not the letter of the Eroduce it, and not only predicting her downfall,
representation that is mainly to be regarded ; and
ut coupling it with every conceivable circumwhor should we expect it to be oUierwise here? stance that might add to its mortification and
In this remarkable vision we have the old pro- completeness. We have seen the same featuixsa
duced again, in respect to what was most excel- strikinglv exhibited in the prophecy on Egypt,
lent and glorious in Israel's past condition,
its in the description of Jerusalem's condition and
temple, with every necessary accompaniment of punishment under the images of the boiling
sacredness and attraction
the symbol of the caldron (ch. xxiv.) and the exi>08ed infant (ch.
divine presence within
the ministrations and xvi.), in the vision of the inic^uity- bearing (ch.
ordinances proceeding in due order without the iv.), in the typical representation of going into
prince and the prieswiood— everything, in short, exile (ch. xiii.), and indeed in all ti:e more imrequired to constitute the beau-ideal of a sacred portant delineations of the prophet, which, even
commonwealth according to the ancient patterns when descriptive of ideal scenes, arc characterized
of things.
But, at the same time, there are such by such minute and varied details as to give them
changes and alterations superinduced ui>on the the appeai-ance of a most definitely shaped and
old as sufficiently indicate that something far lifelike reality.
'*
greater and better than the past was concealed
Considering his peculiar manner, it was
.
.
under this antiquated foim. Not the coming no more than might have been expected, that
realities, in their exact nature and glorious ful- when going to present a grand outline of the
ness—not even the very image of these tlnn^, good in store for God's Church and people, the
could the prophet as yet distinctly unfold. While picture should be drawn with the fullest detaiL
the old dispensation lasted, thev must be thrown If he has done so on similat but less iniportaut
into the narrow and imperfect shell of its earthly occasions, he could not fail to do it here, when
relations.
But those who lived under that dis- rising to the very top and climax of all his revelapensation might get the liveliest idea they were tions.
For it is pre-eminently bv means of the
able to obtain of the brighter future, by. simply minuteness and completeness of nis descriptions
letting their minds rest on the pest, as here m<xli- that he seeks to impress our minds with a feeling
fied and shaped anew by the prophet ; just as now, of the divine certamty of the truth disclosed in
the highest notions we can form to ourselves of them, and to give, as it were, weight and body
the state of glory is by conceiving the best of the to our apprehensions.
**
Church's present condition refined and elevated
7. In farther support of the view we hare
to heavenly perfection.
Exhibited at the time given, it may also be asked, whether the feeling
the vision was, and constructed as it is, one should against a spiritual understanding of the vision,
no more expect to see a visible temple realizing and a demand for outward scenes and objects
the conditions, and a reoccupied Canaan, after literally corresponding to it, does not spring, to
the regular sr^uares and parallelograms of the a large extent, from false notions regarding the
prophet, than in the case of Tyre to find her ancient temple and its ministrations and ordin
monarch literally dwelling in Eden, and, as a ances of worship, as if these possessed an inde
cherub, occupying the immediate presence of God, pendent value apart from the spiritual truthv
or to behold Israel sent back again to make trial they symbolically expressed? On the oontrary
of Egyptian bondage and the troubles of the the temple, with all that belonged to it, was ar
desert.
Whatever might be granted in provi- embodied representation of divine realities.
Iv
dence of an outward conformity to the plan of presented to the eye of the worshippers a mani
the vision, it should only be regarded as a pledge fold and varied instruction respecting the thin^
of the far greater good r^ly contemplated, and a of God's kingdom.
And it was by what thei
help to faith in waiting for its proper accomplish- saw embodied in those visible forms and externa?
ment.
transactions that the people were to learn hoi»
**6. But still, looking to the manifold and they should think of God, and act toward
is.
minute particulars given in the description, some the different relations and scenes of life when
may be disposed to think it highly improlwtble they were absent from the temple, as well as
that anything short of an exact and literal fulfil- when thev were near and around it.
It was an
ment should have been intended. Had it been image and emblem of the kingdom of God itstdf,
only a general sketch of a city and temple, as in whether viewed in respect to the temporary disthe 60th chapter of Isaiah, and other portions of pensation then present, or to the grander derelopprophecy, they could more easily enter into the ment everything was to receive at ^e advent of
idei character of the description, and understand Christ And it was one of the capital errors of
how it might chiefly point to the better things of the Jews, in all periods of their history, to pay
the gospel dispensation.
But with so many exact too exclusive a r^ard to the mere externals of the
measurements before them, and such an infinite temple and its w(M>ship, without discerning the
variety of particulars of all sorts, they cannot spintual truths and prmeiples that lay conccalsd
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But such beiug the case, the iieces- to the brook Kedron, unto the comer of the horsean outward an literal realization of Kze- fite towai-d the east, shall be holy to the Ijonl.'
kiel*t pUn obviously falls to the ^ountl.
For if
hat is, there shall be a rebuilt Jerasolem in
all eonnected with it was onlered and arranged token of the revival of God's cause, in conseehiefly for its sx-mbolical value at any rate, why quence of which even the places formerly unclean
might not the de^*ription itself be given forth for suall become holiness to the Lord not only shall
the edification anil comfort of the Church, on the loss be recovered, but also the evil inherent
•ecount of what it rjontained of symbolical in- in the past purged out, and the cause of righteousstruction ? Even if the plan had been fitted and ness made completely triumphant. The sublime
designed for being actually reduced to practice, passage in Isa. Ix. is entirely parallel as to its
it woald still have been principally with a view general import
And in the two last chapters of
to its being a mirror in wmch to see reflected the Kevehition we have a ouite similar vision to the
luind and purposes of God. But if so, why might one before us, employed to set forth the ultimate
not the delineation itself be made to serve for condition of the redeemed Church. There are
such a mirror f In other words, why might not diflferences in the one as compared with the
God have snoken to His Church of good things to other, precisely as in the vision of Ezekiel there
eorne by tne wise sdjustment of a symbolical are difl'erencea as com^red with anything that
plan ?
Let the same rules be ap])lied to the existed under the Old Covenant. In pnrticular,
interpretation of Eaekiel's visionary temple which, while the temple fomis the very heart and centre
on the express warrant of Scripture, we apply to of Ezekiel's plan, in John's no temple whatever
Solomon's literal one, and it wul he impossible to was to be seen. But in the two descriptions the
show why, so far as the ends of instruction are same truth is symbolized, though in the last it
concerned, the same great puri)ose8 might not be appears in a state of more perfect development
erved by the simple delineation of the one, as by than in the other. The temple in Ezekiel, ^lith
actual construction of the other. *
God's glor^ returned to it, bewpoke God's pirescnce
** It is also not to
be overlooked, in support of among His people to sanctify and bless them
'^ii line of reflection, that in other and earlier the no-temple in John indicated that such a select
•^»nimiinications Ezekiel makes much account of spot was no longer needed, that the gracious pre*he symbolical character of the temple and the sence of God was everywhere seen and felt, it is
chings belonging to it. It is as a pnest he gives the same truth in both, only in the latter repreOS to anderataud at the outset, and for the pur- sented, in accordance with tne genius of the new
pose of doing priest-like service for the cove- dispensation, as less connected with the circumnant-peonle, that he received his prophetical call- stantials of place and form.
*'
ing, and had visions of God displayed to him (see
8. It only remains to be stated, that in the
on ch. i. 1-8). In the series of visions contained interpretation of the vision we must keep carefully
in ch. viii-xL, the guilt of the Dcople was repre- in mmd the circumstances in which it was given,
sented as concentrating itself there, and deter- and look at it, not as fh>m a New, but as from an
mining God's p^rocedure in regard to it. By the Old Testament point of view. We must throw
iivine ^lory being seen to leave the temple was ourselves back as far as possible into the position
«yinbolixed the withdrawing of God's gracious of the prophet himself.
We must think of him
presence from Jerusalem and by His promising as having iust seen the divine fabric which had
become
for a little a s.iuctuary to the pious been reared in the sacred and civil constitution oi
to
remnant in Chaldea, it was virtually said that the Israel dashed in pieces, and apparently become
temple, as to its spiritual reality, was going to be a hopeless wreck. But in strong faith in Jehote-ansfened thither.
This closing vision comes vah's word, and writh divine insight into His future
now as the happ^ counterpart of those earlier purposes, he sees that that never can perish which
snes, giving promise of a complete rectifleation of carries in its bosom the element of God's unnikder them.

utj
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that the hand of the Spirit will
disorders.
It assored the changeableness
assuredly be applied to raise up the old anew
should yet be set right again
nay, that greater and better things should be and not only that, but also that it shall be infound in the future than had ever been known in spired with fresh life and vigour, enabling it to
the past,— things too great and good to be pre- burst the former limits, and rise into a greatness
#entcd merely under the old symbolical forms; and perfection and majesty never known or conthese nrast be modelled and adjusted anew to ceive of in the past.
He speaks, therefore,
adapt them to the higher objects in prospect. chiefl}' of gospel times, but as one still dwelling
Nor is Esekiel at all singular in this. The other under the veil, and uttering the language of legal
And of the substance of his communicafMTophets represent the coming Aiturewith a refer- times.
ence to the symbolical places and onlinances of tion, both as to its general correspondence with
the past, adjusting and modifying these to suit the past and its diflierence in particular parts, we
their immediate d^gn. Thus Jeremiah says, in submit the following summary, as given by Haverch. xxxl SS-40: ' Behold, the days come, saith nick
In the gospel times there is to be on
' 1.
the Lord, that the city shall be built to the Lord the part of Jehovah a solemn occupation anew of
from the gate
Hananeel to the comer gate. His sanctuary, in which the entire fulness of the
And the measuring line shall go forth opposite to divine glory shall dwell and manifest itself. At
ft still &rther over the hill Gareb (the hill of the the last there is to rise a new temple, diverse
leproas), and shall compass about to Goeth (the from the old, to be made eveiy way suitable to
place of execution). And the whole valley of the that grand and lofty intention, and worthy of it
dead bodies, and of the ashes, and all the fields in particular, of vast compass for the new community, and with a holiness stretching over the
> Sre the Tfp^fogf of SrripturA, vol. L ck. L and li
for entire extent of the temple, so that in this retbe ftuuliahroent of the priiciple« referred to regardimr
rhp Uberoade and vol. U. pan lii., for the appUcaUon of spect there should no longer be any distinction
tkem te partlenlar parta
between the different parts. Throughout, every-
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thing is subjected to the most exact and particuindividual parts, and especially
lar appointments
such as had foimerly remained indeterminate, obtain now an immediate divine sanction ; so that
every idea of any kind of arbitrariness must be
Accordaltogether excluded from this temple.
ingly, this sanctuary is the thoroughly sufficient,
;

perfect manifestation of

His people

God

for tne salvation of

From

this
sanctuary, as from the new centre of all religious
life, there gushes forth an unbounded fulness of
blessings upon the people, who in consequence
attain to a new condition.
There come also into
being a new glorious worship, a truly acceptable
priesthood and theocratical ruler, and equity and
righteousness reign among the entire community,
who, being purified from all stains, rise indeed to
possess the life that is in God (ch. xliii. IS-xlvii.
(ch.

xl.-xliii.

12).

2.

1 2). 3. To the people who have become renewed by
such blessings, the Lord gives the land of promise
Canaan is a second time divided among them,

where, in perfect harmony and blessed fellowship,
they serve the living God, who abides and manifests
Himself among them ' (ch. xlvii. 13-xlviii)."
'

Fairbai^n'8

iJzekiel,

pp.

436-450.—W.

F.]

In connection with the wall with which the
description begins, mention is forthwith made
(ch. xl. 5) of the ** house."
This makes clear in
the outset what is the principal building, to which
all else is subordinate, although the wall is called
a *' building." However large, then, that which
the wall comprehends may appear to be^ -and it is
said in ver. 2 to be "a city -like building," the
**
house" is still the kernel. Comp. the measuring
fiom it in ver. 7 sq. Hence the symbolized idea
is the dwelling of Jehovah as a permanent one,
especially when we compai-e ch. xxxvii. 26 sq.
As type, the realization of the idea is to be found
in the Word become flesh (John i. 14), as also the
Mtti ftn irri* (John Iv. 23) farther shows that the
worship in spirit and in truth, and thereby the
fulfilling of the worship at Jerusalem, has come
with Christ. Salvation {ii ftirnfta) is of the Jews,
84 our vision also sete forth in an architectonic
form ; they worship what they know. But as
the law was given oy Moses, so grace and truth
The original influcame by Jesus Christ.
ence of the sanctuary on the first constituting
of Israel as a people through the making of a
divine covenant is still held by in ch. xxxvii. 26
(Yes, Israel is Jehovah's family. His house,
sq.
Ttt Ihm, Ml, John 1. 11 ; Jehovah's covenant
t'if
with Israel is a marriage-covenant, Ezek. xvi.)
The visibility of Jehovah's dwelling, even in the
vision here, although spiritual, mint be looked
on as a pledge of the entire relation of Jehovah
to Israel, and especially of the promise of the
Messiah.
This is the sacramental character of
Ezekiel's vision of the temple opecially insisted
on by Hengstenberg.
But the temple as the
abode of Jehovah is a place of farther revelation,
for Jehovah is the Self-revealing One.
The very
name Jehovah contains a pledge for the whole
future of the kingdom of God, the Church of
the future. Now this name, as is well known,
coincides most essentially and intimately ¥rith
5.

—

tl * destination of this
"house;" Ezekiel repeatedly emphasizes the fact that it is the name
of His holiness, just as in connection therewith
the sanctificatiou of Israel is again and again
expressed.
Now, as this expresses also the ulti> HEvemick, Comm, p. 6S8.

mate aim of all Jehovah's revelation in Israel, we
must have got before us in the sanctuary the persijective to the end of God's way with Israel nnd

mankind
its

in general, the vision of Israel fulfilling
destiny of being God's tabernacle with njen,

and the consummation of the world in glory, Rev.
xxi. xxii.
But the holiness of Jehovah, the
sanctificatiou of Israel, is signified forthwith by

the wall

**

round about the house."

The

significance of the wall, however, comes
first into consideration in respect to the court of
the people, so that in special the sanctification of
Israel as the end and object of Jehovah's dwellmg
in their midst is before all thiis symbolically expressed.
If the ''house" is the central point of
the whole, still the court completes the idea of the
house ; as we have the temple in its entirety, as
6.

was meant to be, only when it has the two
The reference to the
courts conjoined with it.
and farther to the whole land, which undoubtedly was always contained in the idea of the
coui% is moreover expressly given shape to in
Ezekiel (comp. ch. xlviii. ).
The court here represents the Israel in the widest extent that appears
before Jehovah, as it lives in the light of^ His
countenance and of intercourse with Him ; that
is to say, it refers to the idea proper of a holy
people.
When, accordingly, the yisionary-prophetic description in Ezekid exhibits a striking
diflerence from the brevity, incompleteness, and
iudefiniteness of the historical account in the
books of Kings and Chronicles, this indicates, as
respects the idea, another Israel than the people
had hitherto been. Havemick remarks on *'the
wide compass, in order to contain the new community," and *' the sanctuary extending itself on
all sides of the temple indiscriminately," **that
which was formerly undefined is now," as he savs,
*^ to receive
a higher, a divine sanction." Bahr,
speaking of SoK>mon*s temple, says that the
"almost total iudefiniteness" of its ^oxat is
owing to its "human character" in contrast to
the idea and purpose of the house, and that even
the court of the tabernacle, although measured
and defined more exactly than that of the temple,
it

city,

shows numbers and measurements which indicate "imperfection and incompleteness."
This
latter statement might possibly give a hint as to
Ezekiel's description of tne eonrts of the temple,
which is, on the contrary, so exact and detailed,
and would~^at least be plainer than what B«^ savs
of the human as " not divine," etc, while yet he
must concede to the court a mediate divineneas.
Israel in the wilderness might, as Jehovah's host,
as the people under His most special guidance,
still in some measure stamp this relation on the
court of the tabernacle.
In Solomon's temple,
on the contrary, the self-development, left more
to the freedom of the people, especially as they

now had kings like other nations, and when tideir
position under Solomon was so influential, would
be expressed in the characteristic iudefiniteness
of the people's part in the sanctuary.
But the
Israel of the future, Ezekiel in fine woald say,
will be exactly and distinctly Jehovah's possession.
Havernick (and Bahr too) cites wt the
conformation of the court, " shaping itself according to the need of the people and the times," its
well-known division by Solomon into two courts.
After refeiTing to 2 Chron. xx. 5, and the various
annexeSf the cells, and the frequent d^lement of
this locality (2 Kings xxiii. 11, IS), he condudM
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thus " The treading of
has DOW come to an end

the courts (Isa. i. 12)
the repentant people
are aahumed of their sius, and draw near to their
God in a new spirit, £zek. xliii. 10. The new
condition of the courts is a figure, an expression
of tlie new condition of the community.
(Comp.
Zech. iiL 7 ; Kev. xi. 2.) Thns in Exekiel's symboliam the new ffarnisliing of the courts comes to
view as the quickening anew, the elorious restoration of the community of IsraeL'
[Comp. additional note on p. 888.— W. F.]
7. Hut the description in our vision begins
with the gattrs, dwelling specially on the east gate.
For the copiousness with which the gates are
described, comp. ch. xliiL 11, xlviiL 31 sq.
Uavemick, against Hottcher, dwells on their significance (p. 641 sq.) ; makes them since Solomon
have acquired under his successors the ** disturbing character of the incidental ;" remarks that the
law says nothing definitely regsirding them ; points
out the profane use to which they were put (Jer.
XX. 2) ; and maintains that, on the contrary, " the
prophet assigns to them a definite relation to the
whole of the building, so that they are thoroughly
in conformity with the idea of the building.
But the contrast to ch. viii. and those that follow is to be very specially observed. '* Brought
to the gates of the temule, the prophet had been
witness of the idol-wonihip prevalent there. And
he had seen the Shechinah departing out of the
:

;

'

To this we have now a beautiful and
complete contrast. Henceforth Jehovah will no
longer see the holy passages in and out so contemptuously desecrated and defiled (ch. xliii. 7
sq. ) ; on the contrary, the holy bonds that keep
the feast and offer sacrifice sliall go in and out
with the prince of the people in their midst (ch.
xlvi. 8 so. comp. Rev. xxi. 25 sq. ).
But above
all, the glory of Jehovah shall enter in by the east
gate (ch. xliii 1 sq.). Hence this gate is the
piittem for all the others," etc.
8. From the relation on the whole to the temple
of Solomon, Bunsen thinks that *' in general the
;
old teuiple was the model " only, on the one
hand, the disposition of the parts was " simpler
and less showy," and on the other, " an effort was
exhibited to attain to symmetry in the proportions and regularity in generaL " While Tboluck
and others remark on '* the colossal size " in different respects, as indicating the pre-eminence
of the future community, Hengstenbeig finds
throughout "always very moderate dimensions."
Unniistukeably there is a reference throughout to
the temple which £zekiol had seen with his own
eyn ; this explains the brevity and incompleteness {tartiadly attaching to the description, although
ill respect to the sanctuary propCT this peculiarity
east gate.

;

who is otherwise so pictorial demands
farther explanation.
That the knowledge
of the temple, whenever it could be supposed, is
supposed in our vision (comp. on ch. xli. ), especially when what was seen presented itself, as it
were, in short-hand to the prophet, is only what
we should naturally expect. But it corresponded
also to the typology of Solomon and the glorious
age of Solomon, which had entered so deeply into
the consciousness of Israel, and was so popular,
when Solomon's temple forms the foil for the still
fntare revelation of glory and the form it assumes.
£zekiel'8 vision presupposes, indeed, that which
it pass«^ over in silence, but certainly not always
that which it suppresses, as having to be supplied

of £zekiel,

some
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from the days of Solomon. A supposition o/ this
kind is least of all permissible for tne metallic ornaments, of which nothing whatever is said in passages in which, on the contrary, e.^. ch. xlL 22,
what is made*'* of wood" is particularly mentioned, or when explanations are made, such, for
example, as ** This is the table which is before
Jehovah."
The old is presupposed, and aUo
something new and different is inserted in the old
when not put in its place. What Havernick
:

observes generally reganiing the use made of the
sacred symbols of the Old Testament and the
allusions to the law by our prophet, may be applied to the way in which reference is made to
bolomon's temple and the knowledge of it supposed ** He hves therein with his whole som,
but by the Spirit of Glod he lb led beyond the
merely legal consciousness, he rises superior to
In the prophetic
the legal symbolism," etc.
description in the chapters before us, we can perceive a struggle as of a dawning day with the
clouds of morning ; and if something testifies to
the derivation of our vision from a lugher source
:

than a fancy, however pious, would be, we may
take that something to be the sudden advent of
peculiar and quite unexpected lights, which have

m them at least somethmg strange and surprising

in the case of Ezekiel, who was not only lamiliar
with ancestral tenets and priestly tradition, but
One might sometimes
strongly attached to both.

say a less than Solomon is here (Matt. xii. 42),
and yet not he satistied with Hengstenbei^g's reference tu the troublous times in which temple and
city were to be rebuilt, but (as Umbreit beautifully
says) will feel coiibtrained to take still more into
consideration the "woith of the most significant
inwardness" for "the poverty of the immediately
succeeding times," in view of ** the now temple for
the new covenant ," so that whatever of "apparently meagre simplicity " attaches to our templevision may have to be read according to the rule
given in Matt. vi. 29. Umbreit aptly says " In
the interior of the abode of the Holy One of
Israel, quite a different appearance indeed is presented from that in Solomon's temple, and the
splendour of gold and brilliant hues is in vain
sought for therein ; no special mention is made
of the sacred vessels, and only the altar of incense
is changed into a table of the Liord, which, instead
of all other symbols, simply suggests the purely
spiritual importation of tne divine life.
The ark
of the covenant was destroyed by the fire of Ood,
and our prophet no more than Jeremiah cared to
know about a new one being made, as also, iiidetd,
it was actually wanting in the so-called second
temple.
It is enough that the cherubim resume
their place in the sanctuary, and, entering through
open
doors, now fill the whole empty house,
the
in which the distinctions of the old temple are
very significantly left out ; for we no longer see
the veUs, and the whole temple has become a
holy of holies." In the same strain Havernick
"If Jehovah wills to dwell among a new
says
people. He must do so in a new manner, although
one analogous to the former. It is the same
temple, but its precincts have become diffei-eut, in
order to contain a much more numerous people ;
and all the arrangements and ailjustments here
testify to the faitlil'ulness and zeal with which the
Lord is sought and served. The whole sacred
temple area nas become a holy of holies in this
temple thera is no place for the ark of the cove:

:

m

:
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16), instead of which comes the
of the Shechinah." On the one
hand, the legal form of worship is retained in
every iota, or tacitly supposed ; on the other, a
new element, as with ch. adi. 22,' almost exactly
what Cliristendom calls " the Lord's table," sheds
its light over everything previously existing.
On
the one hand, the numl)ers and proportions express a magnitude and beauty, a m^estic harmony, surpassing both the ** tent " and the
"temple" (ch. xli. 1) ; on the other, there are
unmistakeable indications, as respects the f^fffi
h$Vt in the simplicity and plainness of the whole
and the parts, of an i» ifMitf$Mrt avi^vttt yt90f£.t¥tf,
a MtfttrtSy and Tawvwtt^tff and here and there even
a hint is perceptible of the outward poverty of
the Church in the last times.
Moreover, as the
temple of Ezekiel consolingly presented to those
who returned from the exile, approaching the
'iiore closely to them as respects its human character, its divinity and spirituality in their temple
uuilding, so timdn it contained a sacred criticism
.•n the splendid edifice erected by Heroil 500 years
.ater (of the immensa optUenlia of which the Ronan Tacitus speaks), a criticism which He who
'valked in this last temple of Israel, and who was
dimself the fulfilling of the temple, completed
(Jer.

iii.

full revelation

with nothing tasteless or repulsive, like the
dog or bird-headed human forms, the green and
ever,

blue faces of the Egyptian gods, or tne manyarmed idols of the Indian cultos. But what a
ditfcrence is there between the temple of Ezekieri
vision and the fancy edifice, for example, the
description of which is to be found in the
younger Titurel (strophe 311-415, edited by Halin
comp. Sulp. Boisseree on the description of the
temple of the Holy Grail, Munich 1834),— the
wondrous sanctuary on Mont Salvage, in which
the ideal German architecture consecrates its
poetic expression under the influence of reminiscences of Rev. xxi. 11 so.! (The chapel of the
Holy Cross at Castle Karlstein, near Prague, presents to this dav a partial imitation, and on a
reduced scale, of the temple of the Orail.) A
large fortress with walls and innumerable towers
surrounds the temple of the Grail, like an extensive and dense forest of ebony trees, cypresses,
and cedars. Instead of the guard-rooms' (ch. xL) .
and the express chai^ of the house (ch. xliv.) of
Ezekiel, are the gmurdians and protectors of the
Grail,
the templars, a band of spiritual knights
of the noblest kind, humble, pure, faithful, chaste
men. And whatever of precious stones, iroaferj,
gold, and pearls the poetic Cancy was able to
^mra wuvftM, and aS Mfi0'iff »ftfiM,
imt^^ine, is collected around the shrine of the
9. The treatment of the side-building (ch. xli.
Holy Grail. In the heathen temple, with its
5 sq.), especially in its connection with the attempts to represent the divine, and especially
temple-house, and the detailed description, kept in the Greek temple, conformably to the innate
now first in due coprespocdence with the sanctu- artistic taste of the Greeks, with such beautifal
ary, of the building on the gizrah (ch. xli. 12 sq.), natural tfbenery cherishing and demanding this
are worthy of observation, although not so im- taste, where sky, earth, and sea on every side
portant as Havemick makes them. With a touch suggest the divine as also the beautiful, the exeof human nature, Hengstenberg connects the side- cution, form, and shape, distribution and arrangechambers with Ezekiel s dearest youthful remini- ment of the parts, as well as all its decorations,
scences, reminding us at the same time of Samuel, correspond to the demands of aesthetics ; but
who, as well as Eli, had even his bedroom in such already in Solomon's temple the ethical religious
a side-chamber of the tabernacle. According to principle of the covenant, and consequently of the
Hilvemick, Ezekiel's description is meant to keep theocratic presence of Jehovah among His people,
the awMxt in fairest proportion to the sanctuary penetrates and pervades everything else.
Thus
itself, etc. ; it is the perfect building, instead of the
the tabernacle, and also the whole temple buildstill defective and imperfect one described in 1
ing, culminates in the holy of holies, which conKings vi. The side-building and the gizrah are tains the ark of the covenant with the tables of
evidently distinguished in relation to the temple as the law, and in which the atonement par excellence
A relation like this, then, is aerr^
addition and contrast. The description, too, given is completed.
of both, suggests a still farther realization of the by any form which rather fulfils its office than
hemple-idea, as regards priestly service and other strives after artistic configuration, and the form
nodes of showing reverence to God, and also of has answered its purpose, provided it only is a
(;he ''in spirit and in truth " for this future wor- religiously significant form. * * Solomon's tomple,
says Bahr, "cannot stand as a great work of art
ship.
10. As to the temple of Ezekiel's vision con- before the forum of the esthetic
art in
ladered »sthetically, Bahr's thoughtful analysis general goes along with nature, hence its mainly
Per sal. Tempel, pp. 7 s<^., 269 sq.) is so much heathenish, its cosmic (»##^Mf, ** decoration )
'ihe more applicable, as this visionary temple is character.
Jehovah, on the contrary, is holilitill more animated and dominated by the reliness, and no necessity of nature of any kind, no
Jlious idea of Israel, which in its futurity is the nationality as such, no deification of nature, no
Messianic idea. The temple before us is in the magic consecration binds Him to Israel, but the
highest sense of the word music of the future, freest covenant grace, which has as its aim the
although only a variation of an old theme. The sanctification of Israel as His people, with a view
import of this old theme, Solomon's temple and to all mankind. That Phoenician artists executed
the original tabernacle, will first find full expres- the building of Solomon's temple (comp. for this
sion in Ezekiel's temple, whether its measures the exhaustive critique of Bahr
the work quoted
and numbers are the old ones or diiferent. We above, p. 250 sq.)~-«lihough (Krausk, die drti
must not employ here the classical criterion of dlteaten Kunsturkunden der Freimaurer-brufier^
the beautiful ; sensuous beauty of form is not to scJuj^ft, Dresden 1819) freemasonry makes grand
be found here. The adornment of the edifice is masten after Solomon, who is held to repre&ent
limited to cherubim and palms, either together the Father (omnipotence). King Hiram as 'Son
or separate ; and of the cherubim it must be (wisdom), and Hiram Abif as spirit (harmony,
^nted that, spsthetically considered, they are beauty)---concem8 chiefly the technical working
hgures the reverse of beautiful. We meet, how- wood and metaL If the artistic execution, thiM

—
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CHAP. XL.—XLV1.
limited, of the temple decoration bore on it a
Phoenician character, and the emplo3rment of
table work coated with silver showed signs of
Hither Asia in general, yet the Phoenician element, this mundane configuration, would not
amount to much more than what the Greek language was, in which the gospel of the New Covenanty as well as that of the Old, came before the
world. But a specifically Christian element, the
really fundamental element in the first and oldest
Christian church architecture, namely, that what
is also called (it is true) ** Ood's house " is simply
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myths

e.^. in 2 Mace, il, that Jeremiah, among
;
other things, by divine command hid the ark in
a cave in Mount Nebo, but when they who had
gone with him could not again find the place, he
rebuked them, and pointed to the future, when
the Lord would again be gracious to His people
and reveal i to them, and the glory of the Lord
and the cloud would appear as formerly. [The
Mishna makes it be hid in a cave under the
temple, a statement which the Rabbins endeavour
to confirm from 2 Chron. xxxv. 3.
Carpzov
supposes the ark included in 2 Chron. xxxvi. 10,
an enclosure of the congregation (•«»•; UvXirriAf, and holds that it was restored by Cyrus, Ezra i. 7;
rjM l%MXnrM*9 •!»«(, domut eccUsUB), is an approxi- a statement which Winer rightly cannot find in
mation to the eztensiou of the outer court in that passage, but rather the reverse ; while at the
Ezekiel, which extension is quite in unison with same time he is unable to agree with Hitzig, who
the Christological method of our prophet, with concludes from Jer. iii. 16 that the ark of the
the peculiar i^egard he pays to the people of the covenant was no longer in existence even in the
Messiah (Introd. § 9).
Comp. 2 Cor. vi. 16 ; days of this prophet. According to the Mishna
Kph. ii 20 sq. ; 1 Pet u. 4. The Christian com- (Joma V. 2), there had Ix^en put in its place an
munity forms in future the house of God, the altar-stone rising three fingers above the ground,
temple ; as also its development, externally and on which the high priest on the great day of
internally, is in the New Testament called edifi- atonement set the censer.]
That the sjrmbocation, building.
Voltaire has declared that he lical desi^ation of the temple expre-ssed in
could remember in all antiquity no public build- Ezekiel with reference to the ark of the coveing, no national teniple, so smiall as Solomon's ; nant is simply a legal technical teim may be the
and J. D. Michaelis held that his house in Got- more readily believed, as in certain respects in
tingen was larger ; whereas Hengstenberg ascribes contrast thereto, at least in distinction therefrom
to Solomon's temple, ** inclusive of the courts, an (although this is strangely denied by Hengst ),
imposing sise. " The prominence given in Ezekiel the whole precincts of the temple, in consequence
to the east ^te of the new temple, although the of the re-entrance of the glory of Jehovah, became
holy of holies still lies towards the west, may a holy of holies in accordance with the law of
remind us of the projecting eastward of Christian this house ; comp. on ch. xliii. 12. W. Neumann
church buildings from the earliest age, and espe- expounds Jer. ih. 16 of the new birth of Israel,
cially of the Ck»ncha closing them on the east when Jehovah will be glorified in the midst of
As the glory of the God of Israel comes from the His saints, that these shall no longer celebrate
east (ch. xUii.), so in the east is the Dayspring the ark of the covenant
He rejects the opinion
from on high (Luke L 78 ; the Sun of Righteous- of Abendana, who, from ver. 17 of the same chapness, MaL iii 20 [iv. 2]), the Light of the world ter, inferred that the whole of Jerusalem is to be a
(John viiL 12 ; Isa. iz.), which has brought a holy dwelling-place, and holds to Rashi's view,
new dAy, the precursor and pledge of the tuture that the entire community will be holy, and that
new rooming and day of eternal glory (Rom. xiii. Jehovah will dwell in its midst as if it were the
12 ; 2 Tim. iv. 8). If the light-concealing stained ark of the covenant ** For the ark of the covewindows of the Middle Ages are not to be traced nant as such is a symbolical vessel. As it conback to the parts shut up and covered in Ezekiel's tains within it the law, which testifies to the
temple, stiU the powerful tendency to elevation covenant (Dent iv. 18, xxvi. 17 sq.), so the
upwards, so appropriate to the Gothic style, has covenant-peorle are represented in it, the bearers
at least some support in the pillars (ch. xl. 14), of the law through worldly life, until the days
and even suggests an iw r«v vwv (PhiL iiL 20 ; when it shall be written on the hearts of the
CoL iii. 1 sq.).
The Capporeth represaints (Jer. xxxi 81 s^.).
11. The designation of the temple in ch. xliii. sents tne transformation of the creature transMM the place of Jehovah*s throne, etc, might formed by Israel's perfection in the Lord (?), the
make us suppose the existence of the ark of the new heavens and the new earth wherein dwelleth
corenaut, unless its significance as (to borrow righteousness, Isa. IxvL 22, 28. If this is the
Bi&hr's words) ** centre, heart, root, and soul of thought which lies at the root of the symbolism,
the whole edifice" necessarily demanded an ex- then when the ark of the covenant is no longer
wess mention, when, for example, we have in kept in commemoration, the shadows of the Old
Bseldel moat exact accounts of tne altars ; comp Covenant have passed away, all has become new,
o|i ch. xlL 22.
Solomon's temple (I Kings viii.) and the redeemed are the holy seed (Isa. vi. 18), to
first became what it was meant to be from the whom Jehovah's law has become the Jaw of their
ikct that the ark of the covenant came into it. But life." The eloquent silence in our prophet rethe post-exile temple had an empty holy of holies, garding the ark of the covenant will, moreover,
as Tacitus {ffUL v. 9) relates of Pompey, that be understood in respect to the man who speaks
" he by his right as conqueror entered the temple, as Jehovah (comp. on ch. xliii. 7), that is, in a
from which time it became known that no divine Messianic - christological sense, notwithstanding
image was in it, but onl^ an empty abode, and that Ezekiel's Christology (Introd. § 9) has the
that there was nothing in the mystery of the Messianic people i>rincipuly in view.
Jews."
12. Ezeldels vision rests throughout on the
(Comp. Josephus, Bell, Jud, v. 6. 6.)
The most probable supposition is, that the ark of law of Moses. Were it otherwise in our chapters,
the covenant disapp^ired at the destruction of Ezekiel could have been no prophet of Israel, noi
Solomon's tempde, that it was consumed by fire. the Mosaic law the law of God. This legal chaFor the traditions of what became of it are mere racter was, moreover, well adi^ted to put an anest
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on a mere fancy portraiture, if not to make it
altogether impossible.
As to the depai-turc from
the law of Moses, which, however, he must concede, Philippsou maintains that it is ** not great,"
and **is limited to the number of victims (? !).
Hengstenberg denies any difference, calling it
merely "alleged." On the other hand, Havernick, with whom many agree, speaks of Ezekiel's

"many differences and definitions going beyond
the law of the Old Covenant, " while at the same
time he rejects the idea that the prophet forms
the transition to the farther improved system of
the Pentateuch (Vatke), and affirms against J. D.
Michaelis the unchangeable character of the law
Havemick says ** These discrepancies
of Moses.
rather show with so much the more stringent
necessity, that a new condition of things is spoken
of In the prophet, in which the old law will continue in glorious transformation, not abrogated,
but fulfilled and to be fulfilled, coming into full
truth and reality. " Bunsen speaks to tnis effect
"EzekieVs design was to make the ritual more
spiritual, and to break the tyranny of the highpriesthood.
For mention is nowhere made of a
nigh priest, whereas a high -priestly obligation,
although slightly relaxed, is laid upon the priests
The daily evening sacrifice falls
(ch. xliv. 22).
away, and among the yearly feasts we miss Pentecost and the Gn;at Day of Atonement, all which
accords with the absence of the high priest and
the ark of the covenant ; instead of these comes
an additional feast of atonement at the beginning
of the year (ch. xlv. 18 sq.), ^nd the amount of
the morning sacrifice and the festal sacrifices is
enhanced. There is, indeed, much reference to
the original law throughout, and it is anew set
forth with respect to transgressions and abases
that had crept in, special weight being laid on
the precepts concerning clean and unclean (ch.
xliv. 17 F<j. ; comp. ch. xxii. 26)
but still more
does £zekiel go beyond the law, and gives additional force to its precepts." "We must call to
mind the position generally of prophecy to the
law of Moses. As prophecy is provided for in
the law in the proper piace (comp. our Comment
on Deut. p. 134), namely, when Moses' departure
demanded it, so its foundation is traced back in
Deut. xviii. 16 sq. to Sinai, and thus it is thence-

and civil law in their bearing on the
The idea
future followed as a matter of course.
which for this end dominates Ezekiel's closing
vision is the holiness of Jehovah, and the corresponding sanctification of Israel, their separation
to Jehovah as a possession.
It is the root idea
wliich the law expresses and symbolizes in all its
forms, whether of morality, worship, or polity.
shall
And as it is said already in Ex. xix.
be unto me a kingdom of priests," so it is alao ndd
in 1 Pet. ii. of the Christian community, that
they who are lively stones are built up a spiritual house, a holy nriesthood, to offer up spiritual
sacrifices, acceptable to God thi'ough Je^ns Christ
Testa(comp. ver. 9). Peter thus makes a
ment use of the same mode of expression regarding woi*8hip, which, carried out in Old Testament
form, is Ezekiel's repi-esentatiou of Jehovah's service of the future, when Jehovah shall dwell for
ever in His people.
Comp. ch. xx. 40. EzekieFs
position, therefore, to the law of Moses is not
that of freedom from legal restraints,
a position which might be subjective and arbitrary,
but what he applies from the law for the illustration of the future, and the way in which he does
so, passing by some things, more strongly emphasizing others, or putting them into new shapes,
derives its legal justification from the idea of the
law as it shaU be realized in a ti-ue Israel, that is,
the Messianic Israel
That the Messiah, who
says in John xviL: "And for them I smictify
myself, that they also may be sanctified in truth,
remains as a person in the background, is quite
in correspondence with Ezekiel's Christology (Introd. § 9), which, as already said, characterizes
the times and the salvation of the Messiah through
the Messianic people.
18. " The proper si^ificance of the new temple
lies in the full revelation of Jehovah in His sanctuary, in the new and living fellowship into which
God enters with His people by this His diK^elling
amon^ them " (Hav.). As being a return, which
it is
relation to ch. xi., the entrance of the
glory of the Eternal has, although with a New
Testament application, corresponding to the : iym
(Aif vfAttf irawmt r«f hf^tfMf Ittt rut fv*viX$ta( rtp
al»0fo$ (Matt xxviii. 20), also its Apocalyptic
significance, as John says before the close of his

forth comprehended historically in the legisla-

Revelation (ch. xxii.)

'

:

;

astical

:

"Ye

New

—

m

:

»«< ifx^»t Kv^sg 'lnr»tf.

1 4. If the idea of the court is unquestionably that
But although it thus stands and falls with
the law, having by its own account, like all the of the people, whose Messianic perfection as Israel
institutions of Israel, its norm in the law, yet it Ezekiel is to behold, then, since everything on
**
rejoices in its extraordinary fellowship wit^ God, the moimtain of the vision here is " most holv
And this (ch. xliii. 12), the immediately following detailed
its divine endowment and inspiration.
not in order, like the priesthood, to teach after description of the altar of burnt-offering and its
the letter, and to serve in the ceremonial but the consecration can only point to the future maniProvision made and charge given already on festation of Jehovah's holiness and the sanctification.

;

[ount Sinai, as they make the official duty of
prophecy to be the representation of God's holj
will against everj* other will, so they give to it
the character of a legitimate as well as legitimatized officiality, which, like Moses, has to serve
as the chosen means of intermediation in relation to the will of the Most High Lawgiver
revealing itself ; the calling is ordained in Israel
This
for the continuity of the divine legislation.
latter qualification of the prophets of Jehovah in
Israel afforded a foundation for their deepening
of the legal worship, as opposed to hypocrisy ana
torpid formality, for their spiritual interpretation
of the ceremonial ; as, in view of their position
towards the future, a consideration of the ecclesi-

" What
tion of His peculiar people (1 Pet. iL 9).
holds good of the altar refers also to the whole
court ; the blessing of the altar includes in it that
of the community.
By means of the expiation of
the altar, tlie purpose of the divine love, to see a
holy people assembled, is effected. The first act»
consequently, in which the significance of the
new sanctuary is expressed, is the complete expiation of the people, and its efficacy in this
respect far surpasses in extent and glory that of
the old sanctuaiy *' (Hay.). Accordingly, if they
who are sanctified are perfected tlf r« hnu*»t by
the vrfv^tpm fum (Heb. X. 14), the full and complete offering on Golgotha, then the idea also of
this altar of bomt-onering upon the very high
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fulfilled.
But as the offering of the time as such should have demanded a perthe most personal priestly offer- manent institution of the kind, is strikingly refuted
ing, so the sanctification of the people in Ezekiel's by the days of the judges, for the present aid of
typical temple takes place on the liltar of bumt- Jehovah answered to the momentary distress, and
otfering in the priests' court, which therefore still raised up the competent helper from out of the
remaid^ separated from the court of the people, as tribes of Israel, " then when they entreated and
in Solomon 8 temple, whereas in the ttibemacle wept, the faithfulness of God helped them, and
there was only one court. The symbolical repre- sooner than they supposed all distress was over,"
sentation of the dominant idea of the sanetihca- —just as the former examples of Moses and Joshua
tion of the people was, from their being represented showed that in the Israehtish theocracy the right
by the priests, rightly localized in a priests' court, men were not wanting at the right time. JehoWnich gives it due prominence here, where every- vah alone, as on another side the fundamental
thing liinges on locality and arrangement. Thus canon of the priesthood still held iip before the
also, as Bdhr observes, in the camp of Israel the people, claimed as His due to be Israel's king
Orij^aJly there could
priestly family in its four main branches encamped in political respects also.
close around the sanctuary on its four slues. be beside Him no other political sovereign, but
[Comn. with this section the Additional Note on merely the institution, in subordination to Him,
of the princes of the tribes, and a sort of hegech. xliii. 13-27. p. 410.— W. F.]
The unity of the reli15. As the shutting of the east gate (ch. zliv.) mony of a single tribe.
for the future puts the key of Ezekiel's temple gious sentiment, which made the twelve exterinto the hand of Him who, according to the typo- nall}r separate tribes internally one community,
lo^ of the law and the prediction of the prophets, had in earlier times made up for the want of an
is the Coming One of Israel, so the prince s sitting external centrum unitcUiSy and the free authority
and eating
the east gate must be taken as of certain individual representatives of this sentithrowing light on the Messianic future of the ment was quite in harmony therewith. Hence
** They have not
of the promise.
It is very evident that Jehovah says in 1 Sam. viii.
the ** prince " is not to be understood the high rejected thee, but they have rejected Me, that I
priest of Israel. This interpretation, which was should not reign over them." Thus the demand
a Maccabean prolei)8is, has now been abandoned. of the people requesting a kin^ must, having reKliefoth, Keil, ana Hitzig justly dispute the in- gard to Samuel, who occupied in Israel a position
definite sense which Hiivemick gives to the K^b^v similar to that of Moses, be looked on as a sympT
tom of disease, although the disease was one of
yet they do not su£Sciently attend to what may
development. We may concede to the eldera of
be said in defence of Havernick's indefiniteness,
Israel who come before Samuel, Samuel's
and which certainly tells against those who make
which they urge ; and still more, as the occasion
the future theocratic ruler to be one with the
We
of their demand, the evil walk of his sons.
King David of ch. xxxiv. and xxxvii., because
can point to the picture exhibited in the latex
he too is called (Oi^j, as indeed he is also called
period of the judges, when everything, even the
n^fx They must own, however, that there is a temporary alliance of individual tribes, appears
to be in a state of dissolution ; we can along
difference between : ** My servant David shall be
therewith take into account the pride of Ephraim,
king over them," between the **one shepherd"
whose midst the sanctuary stood, and to whose
who is "prince for ever," and the K^bSH here, who in
claims of superiority, even over Judah, all the tribes
were more or less compelled to bow. Nay, even
comes into consideration qud ((^b^ ^o^ ^
in the law (Deut. xvii. 14 sq.), where it refere to
most be granted, then it is only with justice that the future taking possession of Cauaan, the future
Havemick observes that the designation ^'t\^^ sets development of an Israelitish kingdom is taken
the very form
before us the original, or, as he calls it, "the into view by Jehovah Himself, and
Samuel
purely natural constitution of the Israelites" foreseen in which the demand came to
'*
I will set a king over me, like all the nations
{Ex. xxii. 27 [28]), although not so much bepossible
cause *' the time of the exile had again limited that are about me." But although this
the people to this original constitution, or left desire of the people, because tolerated, is not exthem only a poor remainder of if," as because, pressly blamed, yet neither the self-derived resoluwill," etc.,
looking, as in our vision we always should do, at tion there: "when thou sayest : I
the Messiah and His times, the discrepancy be- nor the pattern : "like all the nations that are
can
tween theocracy and kingly power, which showed about me," is spoken of approvingly : nor
behind the emphatic command : " thou
itself at the rise of the latter under Samuel, is to be there be
king over thee
adjusted on the original ground of the peculiarity shalt in any wise set him to be
anything
of Israel. The ^v^;^ is the prince of the tribe, whom Jehovah thy God shall choose, '
T
but a presupposed conflict with the kingly authoas the tribal constitution of Israel put the juridi- rity of Jehovah, against which provision must be
Accordiui^ly, when
cal power and the executive into the hands of the made in the very outset.
Datural superiors, the heads of families and tribes. Jehovah Himself takes into view the earthly
And even when in time of need, as in the days of kingship for Israel, He does so in a way not very
the judges, a dictatorship, the power of one over different from what Christ says in Matt. xix.
all others, is had recourse to, it is potestas delegcUa, regarding the Mosaic permission of divorce beand is on both sides considered as nothing else. cause of Israel's hard-heartedness : AV ifx^t ^< •i
With a tribal constitution such as the natural •).i^«»i» •vTAT. But Jehovah is the Physician of
constitution of Israel was, the want of an optward Israel, who (Num. xxi.) made Moses set the brazen
centrum unitatis might in itself
painfully felt» serpent on a pole, as a remedy against the bite of
and the instituting of one be looked on as a poli- the fiery serpents. That which expresses to the
tical necessity ; but that for Israel the necessity full the sentiment of the people under Samuel if

moontain must be

which

fulfils is

—

m
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:

•
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undisguised: "like all the nations;*'
with this their rtouest before Samuel closes empha-

also tht

culrainating point
Although to
Samuel the thing that pei^nally concerned nim
** that he
may judge us," which they gave as their
oljject in the case of the king to oe appointed,
was displeasing, was in his eyes the bad element
in the request, Jehovah first set the matter before him in the light that in His eyes the request
tically as its

:

for the

"king"

(TjfjD)

was rather a rejection of

His reigning over them, and explained to him
the
"like all the nations," in the mouth of the
eldere of the people, by their hereditaiy disposi
tion
"they forsook Me, and served other gods.'
:

:

Kingly power, such as the heathen nations have
from early times, is a necessary self-defence of
polytheism against its own divisive and centrifugal elements in the realm of politics ; it is a
attempt to arrange a life in community, and that is to unite, both to make the internal unity and order strong and powerful externally,
socialistic

and

them

to keep

so.

For rf^, from ^^tDt

i«

derived from "judging," as still attested by the
Syrian signification " to advise," and also by the
tact that the kingly power in Israel arose from
ihat of the judges tne ruler is he who stands
over the opposing parties, over the strife, he who
:

:

:

unites

;

tyrant,

very different firom

J^y,

whom

is ijBlD,

the

the coming to power by the right

of the strongest Thus kingly power is from the
first peculiar to heathenism ; and because the
boundary between the human and the divine is to
the heathen consciousness a fluctuating one, kingship, especially in connection with the idolatrous
worship thereof which grew up among the heathen
nations, comes to be regarded as the contrast
to the theocratic relations of the monotheistic
people of Israel. Accordingly, when the people
of Jehovah ask a kinjj such as all the nations
have (comp. 1 Sam. viii. 20), this indicates that
the theocratic consciousness is darkened and weakened in them ; and thus a visible king appears
necessary to them, because the invisible Ruler
has, as it were, disappeared from their view.
In
times of religious and moral insensibility, inquiries
are always directed to the political constitution ;
not to the state of society, but to the civil arrangements. And when Israel, foi^tting the divine
national prerogative they had eiyoyed since leav^S Egypt» placed themselves on a level with the
heathen, then they must have looked on themselves with eyes like those of the heathen ; it
could not but occur to them, that in comparison
^ith heathen monarchy they were, as Ziegler
says, " a people poorly and weakly organized,
visibly only republican, and therefore easy to be
overcome by the heathen, whose power was concentrated in monarchy." Thus Israel's disease
in desiring a monarchy " like the nations " was,
that they had become infected by the political
miasma of the polytheistic spirit of the age. For
while the first kmg of Israel, Saul, very soon
entered on the path of the heathen, the monarchy
which is in accordance i^ith the law of Israel first
assumes shape with David, and then chiefly internally, and with
entirely extefnally.

nificance of these

Solomon, and then aSnost

This, too, explains the sigtwo types of kings for the Mes-

Ziegler calls David " the kine among
" He comprehended thoroughly the
kings."
office of a king in a theocracy ; he was the best
mediator between the people and Jehovah. Because he was the servant of Jehovah, he was also
the lawful king.
Through him the kingdom
became the very best means for attaining to the
divine purpose's." Comp. Doct Reflcc. 14, etc. on
ch. xxxiv., and Doct. Keflec. 21 on ch. xxxvii.
But already with David so that Solomon's sink,
ing down from the greatest external kingly glory
into the surrounding polytheism, and the afterdivision of the royal power through its being
broken into two kingdoms, only furnish the foil to
it
the wider and higher ftiture of Israel was
founded in spirit, namely, as this future should
be realized in the Messiah.
According to the
flesh, the Coming One of Israel is the son of David
according to the spirit of Messianic prophecy,
David is the historico-personal basis, its personal
foundation, a thoroughly prophetic personality;
as Ziegler says " Partly inasmuch as he is manifestly a riMTtfr r4v finXX0tT9f in many phases of his
character and life, even in the minute particulars,
sianic idea.

:

—

—

:

—that,

like Christ, he began his official career in
his thirtieth year, and that he went weeping over

the Kedron, and ascended the Mount of Ohvet
with covered head but also partly because in his
psalms he manifests himself a prophet in the narrower sense of the word, a prophet who by his
psalms really adds new elements of revelation to
the old, his prophecies entering into the most
minute details, his Son is the Spirit of his poetry.
If the people were comprehended in Moses as the
KtpaXfi as to the law, we may say of David that
they are gathered together in him as to the theocratic k ingdom. '* Hence these are far-seeing d i vi ne
thoughts, and bearing special reference to the
Messianic salvation which in 1 Sam. viii. Jehovah
repeatedly ura^ed upon Samuel, viz. to listen to
the voice of the people, although the people will
not at all listen to Samuel's voice.
Not that
;

Israel had, as Ziegler supposes, to be set by the
level witn he world in order to

monarchy on a

—

be preserved in the world, for it was just the
monarchy that destroyed its national existence^
by drawing it into the politics of the great world,
^but (and this is the sole object in view in the
law regarding the king in Dent xvii.) the possible conflict with Jehovah's royal dominion over
Israel was guarded against by this, that in the
Israelitish monarchy, especially as represented by
David personally and by Solomon regally, Jehovah made His "Anointed" for eternity assume
a preparatory shape, that is, filled the heavenpolitical form of government, which might be

—

and

still more might become such a contrast to
the true, the theocratic Israel, with that which is
the final purpose of God's dominion over Israel
(just as already to the patriarchs kings were promised as their descendants).
Accordingly in
Deuteronomy also, as the Israelitish kingship
rises up as on the foundation of the judgeship, so,
parallel therewith, and in connection with the
priestly office, the prophetic o$ce riBes up as a
continuation of the revelation by Moses (^fe^ or

^M»

Deut

was the

xviii.), in

whom, according to

irfiv/«A^3C^rT«».

And

not less

Peter,

sagnifl-

cantly does " tffi prince" in Ezekiel sit and eat
in the gate, througn which the glory of Jehoi^
had entered, and which it has Messianicslly i
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With him

Israel appears again as what it
the elders of Israel ask^ from Samuel
a king like the nations, to be chief representative
of Isf^l acconUng to its tribal constitution ; he
who can be styled directly fcTE^n, * will be so in
tified.

was, just as

and sanctification, so that
kingship might be S}'mboUzed. Umbreit
"
observes
Whereas at first every particular tribe
had its Nasi, they now are all reunited under a
single one.
Thus an old name, and yet again new
Messianic consecration

Chriatian

:

" From this Umbreit infers a
"clothed with great splendour (?), like
uiother Melchizedek, who may combine well the
rights of the state and of the Church in one spirit,"
in its signification.

prince

Yet surely Havemick is right in hnding
the " true and complete harmony
of civil and ecclesiastical order iu the days of
**
the Messiah,"
Christ haa no vicar ; to no one
but Himself shall the kingdoms of the world belong; but to pious princes (to princes as they
etc. etc.

indicated here

ou^nttobe), to lawful magistrates and lords, pera prerosative over the faithful, which again
a duty and a service " (Cocc.).
Comp. what is
laid on this point in the exposition of cL xlvL 2.
[See also Additional Note on p. 417.1
16. In regard to the priests of Ezekiel's temple,
Hengstenberg thinks the prophet ** wishes to
draw away the view from the dreary present,— the
tains

is
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the high-priestly sanctity of the priests is to serre
for a nign-priestly sanctification of the people
the high-priestly idea is to become a national
reality, just as the affgregate of these Old Testament letters (for whiOli comp. Zech. vi.) is the
fulfilling word of the ** body of C'hrist " as the
Church. For the figure of Zadok, the typical
high priest, taken from the very specially MessiiCtaically-typical age of David and Solomon,
corresponds to only such a Messianic prospect.
Zadok's sons are called the true priests of -^e
people, just as the true Shepherd of the people
(ch. xxxiv. and xxxvii.) is a descendant of David.
And here we have a parallel exactly similar to
that of Jer. xxxiii, where the continuance of the
Levitical priesthood is guaranteed in like manner
as the continuance of the race of David, and
similarly as to the increase of both,
in which
respect there shall, according to Isa. Ixvi, be
taken of the Glentiles for priests and for Levites ;
and so in this way the position of priests among
the Gentiles, promised to Israel in Isa. Ixi., fulfils
itself as a universal priestly position.
Havernick makes a *' special" blessing for the priesthood be connected with the "general blessing
of the theocracy," inasmuch as ** not its hitherto
meagre (I) fonn," but the priestly office, "as a
faithftd expression of the idea inherent in it, will
be established in perpetuity ; " and he compares
Mai. iii. 8 :
new priesthood, made anew by
the power of the Lord, arises on the soil of the
Old Testament priesthood in the new theocracy ;
just as £zekiels main concern is "the priestly
office in general," so also the idea "of a really
spiritual priesthood " comes to light in his writ-

—

without prospect of office, the ruins of the
"A
and, on the contrary, presents to
the eye priests iu office and honour, in whom the
Mosaic ordinances are again in full exercise jtnd
aothority ; and next he wishv to labour for the
re^neration of the priesthood. "
It is only surprising, when in accordance with Heugstenbei^'s
ing, etc. When Hengsteubei^ compares Ps.
general view of our chapters the fancy is worked
XXIV. for the reformation of the priesthood, we
on here too by ideas oi Mosaic priests, that the
observe that the "demands on His people,"
idea of the high priest is wanting, that this most
spoken of there " from the coming of tne Lord
powerful impression is disregarded.
But as re- of glory,'* are no specially priestly demands, but
gards the removal of the de^nadation of the preare addressed to the whole house of Israel ; and
exile priesthood, the mention of Zadok sets forth
the same is really the case with Isa. xl., which ho
too prominently for this end just the age of David
also cites. The Messianic refei-ences of the priestand Solomon.
Ezekiel's priests certainly are Mo- hood of the sons of Zadok, whereby (neither by
saic priests, but the Mosaic priests had a people to
Zadok personally, nor by Samuel) the prophetic
wpresent of whom it is saia in Ex. xix. 6
"Ye word spoken to Eli (1 Sam. ii. 27 sq.) is fulfilled,
shall be unto Me a kingdom of priests, and an
is not only maintained by the Fatners, but also
holy nation" (at the passover the whole people
by Eeil ; ' comp. on 1 Sam. ii. 86 sq. The Berleacted as priests) ; so that it is certainly Mosaic,
hwrg Bible observes " As in the person of Soloalthough according to the inmost idea of the
mon the Spirit of prophecy pointed to the true
Mosaic law, when tne people of the future are in
and anointed Solomon, so eiao in this priest it
Exekiel speciaUy represented by the priests.
But
Sdnts to ^e great High Priest, Jesus Chrfet"
it is quite peculiar to Ezekiel, that, in order duly
engst. remains " quite on the ordinanr priestly
to set fortn the sanctification of the people by
ground ; the prospect into the New Testament
tlie lofty holiness of th&r priests, the high priest
relations remains completely closed." According
appears in certain respects absorbed into the
to him, the prophet has to do only with what
pnests, and these are represented in a highis "to be accomplished after brief delay," etc.
priestly aspect
As the peK)ple are dealt with in On the other hand, Umbreit says : "The priest«h. xliv. 6 so. for the bad priests set to keep the
hood is quite in accordance with the transformacharge of Jehovah's holy things (ver. 8), so the
tion of the house of God.
The old class of
exemplification of priestly instruction of the
mediators between Jehovah and His people, conpeople given in ver. 28 is tnat of the true priests'
secrated by descent, has disappeared, and we no
teachiuff to discern the difference between the
more find the high priest than we find the ark of
boly and the profane, the unclean and the olean :
the covenant.
Instead of the Levites, who, to* It wm each thna l>e a more doilnlte person,
but that gether with the people, have to bear the guilt of
does not determine who H will be : only thU perhapi la imthe profanation of the covenant, there have come
pHed, that each natioB mar ntthin wbat is natural to U,
now only the inwardly worthy, the sons of Zadok,
vhataecorda,w|th Us apodal character and historic derdop.
Bent. The Bible •lictatea neitho* a charch conMitation who should fulfil their significant name by mainnor a state coniiltntion ; but in Ezelciel there ia symboUxed
1 "The final fnlfllment comes with Christ and Hiskbig.
»hat In ercryconatitotlon. in Rself hnman, onght to be the dom accordingly, tlie Lord*e Anointed, hefon whom ttie
•Mdbig, the higher: the humanly highest one (K*>^n) approved prleM ihall alway walk, is not Solomon* bat David
and David's Son, wboae Uogdom ahall endore for eTar"
priests

priesthood,

—

:

:

;

iili

and eats In the east gate of the Highest, of JehovalL

(KSXL).
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tuning fidelity in this ideal sense ; and the of this people), Israel's state of grace. The dissupreme enhanced law of the new priesthood is quisition on the oblation of holiness, etc., prelithe maintaining of inwai d purity from every out- minary to oh. xlvii. and xlviii., and for whicn ch.
ward stain, etc. Their outward support is the xliv. 28 sq. furnishes the occasion, is significant
holy gift of Jehovah, so that they can say with from the very fact of being thus occasioned. For
the godly man in Ps. xvi. * Jehovah is my por- where priests and Levited are taken account of
tion and my cup
my lot has fallen to me in expressly according to their ministry in relation
pleasant places (ver. 5 sq.)." [CJomp. Additional to Jehovah (ch. 3uv.), there the whole house of
Note at pp. 419, 420.1
Israel (ver. 6), and the prince in particular, with
17. The temple building, with its sacred archi- their portions of land, appear ih the light of
tecture on the basis of tne first tabernacle, as sacred property belonging to Jehovah, and also a:i
Solomon's temple most richly displays it, sym- His servants, who, while His more peculiar stjbolizes essentially the same as that which in the vants, the priests, are to see to holiness and sanepriesthood of the temple of Ezekiel's vision is tification, have to endeavour after judgment and
illustrated liturgically by the ministrations in righteousness.
In this way the new nationality
this temple.
For the accomplished dwelling of dedicated to the Lord (chiefly by the burntthe Holy One in Israel proclaims His people to offering, and symbolized by the " oolation *') has
be a sanctified, and therefore a holy people. to exhibit it&elf in civil, social, and secular life.
:

;

'

These are the worshippers that the Father desires It is actually a new nationality in relation to
(John iv.), a kingdom of priests, or a royal land and people ; but, considered by itself, and
priesthood (1 Pet li.) ; just as the "prince," re- apart from ch. xliv. 28 so., it appears to mean
resenting the people civilly and politically, fulfils the division of the land, and especially the
E is idea in Ring- Messiah ; while the priests, the "oblation." Spring has come, yea, the fields
"sons of Zadok," represent them ecclesiastically are now already white for the harvest (John iv. ).
and spiritually. This is the purpose and consti- The "oblation of holiness" announces itself as
tution of Israel, the people of CCod.
What the
temple is "in spirit, the representation by the
priesthood of the new temple gives "in truth,"
that is, in faithfulness and trueness of life.
In
the former, everything is most holy ; in the latter,
all are high-priestly.
But in Christ the idea to
be represented is realized in so much the more
priestly a manner, because we have here the communitv of the Lord, the »»^i«»«», where, in the
case of Israel, was the congregation of the people,

the rny, the

some

^np.

We

might, moreover, find

difficulty in reconciling the omissions,

and

also the occasional so precnant additions and
stricter definitions taken ^om the idea of the
law, in the ordinances regarding the priesthood,

with what Hengst. maintains, namely, that
the aim is, "by a few well-chosen strokes, to
bring out the thought of the restoration of the
Mosaic priesthood in its customs and its rights,"
while it has been so easy for the exposition (which
comp.) to show the prominence given throughout
to the priestliness and sanctity of the priests'
office and the priestly order with reference to the
people to be represented.
As, moreover, the
prince is, in ch..xliv., advanced to a privileged
relation to the sanctuary (comp. ch. xlv. 18 so.),
80 along with teaching, instruction, especially

in holiness

(^r6

\ffl\>

^3) and

sanctiffcation

("rtriD^ fc<DD"T»3^, ch. xliv. 23), the settlement

of disputes by the judgment of God, the establishing of righteousness (as is perhaps indicated
in the name "Zadok"), is specified in ver. 24
among the official duties of the priests. The
prince eats in the east gate in tiie enjoyment
of peace ; the priests have always to restore
peace.
18. As, on the one hand, the bumt-ofiering is
the predominant note in this temple-system of
the future, so, on the other, in ch. xlv. " oblation " is said in reference to the whole land.
It
is the same idea of devotion to Jehovah which is
expressed by both,
the national life consecrated
to the Lord in fellowship with Him (comp. the
sacrificial feasts, in the east gate, of the prince

—

the commencement of the future harvest. Ewald
"The holy portion, which is previously taken
from the rest of the land (like the tithes from the
fruits of the field), and set apart for its own special purpose, is here very expressively mentioned
in the outset, and with manifest reference to the
now completed description of the temple (ver. 2
comp. ch. xlii. 20) ; while the prophet evidently
hastens more quickly over the portions connected
therewith of tne common Levites and the city of
Jerusalem, in order to come to the portion and
duties of the prince," etc.
19. Havemick says on ch. xlv.: "After the
description of a so newly reviving order of things
in church matters, it appears as a matter of course
that the land itself must be treated as a new land,
and stand in need of a new special division. This
division stands in a converse relation to that
under Joshua. While at that time the people
before all, each particular tribe, receive their portion, and not until afterwards was a fixed seat in
the land assigned to Jehovah, here Jehovah first
of all receives a holy gfift, wMch is presented to
Him.
portion of land is separated for the sanctuary and the priests, and one of equal size for the
Levites.
The new temple is moreover kept separate by a kind of suburb, in order to point out its
special holiness."
20. The design of the Mosaic regnlstion, secording to which priests and Levit^ especially
the latter, were to dwell dispersed among all the
tribes, whereby the curse formerly uttered with
respect to Levi by Jacob in his blessing of the
patriarchs (Gen. xlix.) became fulfilled as a blessing for Levi and for all Israel, was to settle the
tnoe among Israel in accordance with its (idling.
Biihr says : * * If the Levites were to preserye the law
and word of God, and therel^ spread religions knowled^, promote religious life, pronounce judicial
decisions in accordance therewith, etc., then it was
not only suitable, but necessary, that they should
not all dwell in one place, in one district. Their
dwelling dispersed reminded them to sprcftd the
light of the fear of God and piety amone the whole
people, to give preference to no tribe, and to
neglect none."
On this we observe, that it is
certainly not to be looked on is an abolition of
:

A
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the Mofiaio ordinance thut in Ezekiel priests and xxi. 3), and of their being united to and undei
Levi tea are all concentrated in one place, the Him. Comp.the Doct. Renec. on ch. xlvii., xlviii
negation of the former would necessarily have to be
22. Chiliasm and this is conceivable of the
formally announced, but the fulfilment simply Jewish Chiliasm, whereas such a final Judaism
comes in place of the former arrangement, inasmuch cannot but prove injurious to modem Christian
•a the end proposed by that arrangement and regu- Chiliasm (Gfal. iiL 3)
forgets, while studying
lation is present with and in the future Church. these closing chaptera of our prophet, the beginHengst thinks the relation of the priests and ning of his prophecy, the cosmic character of ch.
Levites to the sanctuary is meant to be made i, which relates to creation generally, and on which
clear by their concentration in its neighbourhood. the whole book is based.
But indeed if *ett
But already before this the cities of the priests 'Up0tn\ in Rom. xi. is the people, le. Israel after
at least were to be found in those tribal districts the flesh, then it is only lo^cally consistent to
which lay nearest to the place of worship. The interpret the requickening in ch. xxxviL as a
idea from which the grouping of the priests and bodily resurrection of all dead Jews. Those who
Levites around the sanctuary has to be under- are raised become by this fact, or as at one stroke,
stood is rather what Jeremiah predicts that they converted to Christ ; those who are alive are
shall no more teach every man his brother, etc., Christians already, or will become so in consethat from the least to the greatest they all shall guence of this and this whole Israel returns to
know Jehovah (ch. zxzi. 34). The aim of divid- Palestine, and forms in a transformed state, as
ing Levi among all the tribes, viz. to care for, it is already marked out for bein^ by this awakenpreserve, and spread abroad everywhere the law ing, the focus of the ** millennial kin^om " for
and the testimony, is thus attained. The people fresh salvation to all nations. It is illogical to
of the future will be such that their liturgical wish to pick out one piece here, and to underrepresentation and the dwelling of their pnests stand another merely spiritually
but he who
and Levites in the neighbourhood of the temple here says A must also say B. Whether the consuffice { and besides, this significantly brings out verted Jews are to live in their own land, ** under
the thought that Levi, this election from the elect kings of the house of David, as a people who are
people, is a ** people of God in the people of God" to be preserved and finally also converted," as
For, what was designed by the appointed Kliefotn allows to be the doctrine of Scripture, or
( BXhr^.
cities, m which we already see them collectcil while whether King David will then return and rule
they were dispersed among all the tribes, is fully over Israel in glory, is rather an antiquarian than
accomplished in the land of the priests and the a theological question. Scripture teaches none of
Levites (ch. xlv. ) and if B&hr's interpretation these fancies nor does it speak of a kin^om of
of the number of the 48 cities of the pnests and glory in the earthly Jenmlem, in which the
Levites as referring to the sanctuary {Symb. d. Gentile Churoh is to be joined to Israel under the
fHOs. KuU, it p. 51) needed confirmation, it dominion of the then reappeared Christ- Messiah
might have it here, where what this interpreta- (as Baumgarten). According to the Scriptures
tion makes of Levi's dwelling in the midst of Israel of the Ola and New Testaments, it has be^ the
is expressly stated of the dwelling-place of the destination of Israel, as the people separated from

—

—

—

—

:

;

;

;

priestly Levites: "a holy place for the sanctuary " (ver. 4). Accordingly it is with this diversity

as respects the Mosaic law, which Philippson calls
**the real" diversity, exactly as Christ says in
Matt V. " I am come not to destroy (»«ir«Xvr«i),
but to fulfil, " and that : " not one jot or one tittle
shall pass from the law till all be mlfilled.
SI. The sanctuary, the land of the priests and
Levites, and the prince's portion, form almost the
centre of the land. The city does not include
the sanctuary, but is situated beside it, also in
the midst of the land. " No jealousy about the
possession of them can any longer separate the
tribes " (Hiv. ). " This whole district, " says Bunsen, " is not to lie in the territory of a single trilie,
which mi^ht thereby appear privileged, but, as
accords with its sancti^, is separated from the
:

tribal territories.
In other words, the unionmnthority of the confederacy is to have a special
seat for manifesting its activity.
No wiser
political idea could be devised.
Hence Jerusalem still remains Jerusalem, but it no longer
belongs to Bei\jamin." The central sanctuary
is that which unifies also the tribes of Israel,
jnst as the priesthood, royalty, and public property
grouped around it give local expression to the
unity and oneness of the whole. Instead of the
'^riolence- inflicting and heaven -assailing tower
of Babel " (Netbleb), " the tabernacle of Shem "
has become "a divine sanctuary,'* which then no
longer symbolizes solely Jehovah's dwelling in
Israel, but is at the same time a type for mankind In ganenl of His tabernacle witn men (Hev.

;

nations from the time of their firet fathera, to
be a blessing to mankind.
And the more its
national theocracy expanded itself to universal
Christocracy, which comprehended also the Gentiles under the blessing of the Messiah, the more
evidently there becomes exhibited in Israel, with
its ecclesiastical and political forms, the preformation of an Israel which wholly is what Israel
exhibits only in type,
^a people of God that comprehends the redeemed, the samts of all mankind

all

—

in which accordingly, as to its wonhip, and as to
its nationaUty in general, traced back to its
original idea, and abo viewed with respect to its
future realization, the whole and (what is speciallj^
emphasized) every part always exhibits holiness
ana sanctification, the serrice of the holy God
in spirit and in truth (Ps. xxii. 28 [27] sq., xlvii
10 [91 ciL 16 [15] sq. ; Isa. xxvi. 2, 11, Ix.;
Luke i. 17 ; Rom. ix. 24 sq. ; 2 Cor. vi. 16 ; Tit
Nation and
ii. 14 ; 1 Pet ii 5 sq., 9, 10, etc.).
nationality are historical and hence perishable
colourings of the idea of mankind, which have
entirely faded since the eternal idea of Israel has
been fulfilled in Christ, in whom there is neither
Jew nor Greek (GaL iii. ), but man, the new man
(Eph. ii.) U h»at00V9ti »«i UtTfirt Tut itXfifut*
what could be fulfilled according to the letter
which, however, is the expression borne by the
spirit of ftdfilment—has been fulfilled in the
people of Israel by their rising and revival from
the graves of the exile, by their return thenceforth to Canaan under Judah as '* Jews," by the
period of the Maccabees, certainly in historical
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prelude only to the ideal, the entire, true fulfilment of the spirit-letter in the kingdom of Grod
tnrongh Christ ; according to which fulfilment the
elect people are the people of the elect from all
mankind, and the .Jewish people now neither
exist as a people, nor have a future such as Elicfoth would assign to them, namely, to be ** holy
in the same way that every Christianized nation (!)
now is," for i^^«ri iw* avfut ii ityn ut r*>.9t
For the Church of God in
(1 Thess. iL 16).
Christ, so far as it belongs to this world, the
(Representation of its spiritual life in a service of
atoning sacrifices and oleansings, as here in £zekiel, can be no antithesis ; for still, according to
Heb. xiL , the ivw%ftwrar»t kf^afrta has to be laid
aside, and (James iiL 2) wXXm WTmtt/nv mwmvrtt
(comp. £zek. xlv. 20).
But to Ezekiel no other
representation of the future could be given than
in types of the sacred past of Israel as of its law,
so of the Davidic royalty and of Canaan as the
**
land of promise.
But however prominent,"
observes Keil, *' is the Old Testament clothing of
the Messianic prophecy in Ezekiel, yet even in
this guise lineaments are found by which we
recognise that the Israelitish-theocraUc guise is
only the drapery in which is conc^ed the New
Testament form of the kingdom of God ; " and he
very justly refers to 1 Pet i. 10 sq., while he
farther says: "Even although the prophets, in
their uuinspiied meditations on what they had
prophesieil as moved by the Holy Ghost, may
not have known the typical signification of their
own utterances, yet we who live in the times of
fulfilment, and know not only the beginning in
the appearing of our Lord, etc., but a considerable
course of the fulfilment too in the eighteen hundred years' spread of the kingdom of heaven on
earth, have not so much to inquire after what the
Old Testament prophets thought in their searching into the prophecies with which they were inspired by the Holy Ghost,—if these thoughts of
theirs could be^ in any way ascertained, —but we
have to inquire,' in the light of the present measure of fulfilment (comp. 2 Pet. L 19), what the
Spirit of Christ, which enabled the prophets to
behold and prophesy the future of His kingdom
in figures of the Old Testament kingdom of
God, has announced and revealed to us by these
figures." Apart from the occasional references of
f^kiel's representation to paradise, to tiie first
creation (comp. on ch. xxxvL 85, xvL 63), to
which there is a return in Christ through God's
new creation, the whole handling of the Mosaic
law in Ezekiel, of its forms of worship as hierofflyphs of the future to be prophesied of the true
Israel, can be understood only from the point of
view of a transinutation of the law into its fulfil-

—

from judgment to mercy, from prison
to freedom, from the world to Christ and into the
community of God. ** Under the material promises of God are concealed spiritual ones ; take
that to heart in these chapters too, therefore,
thoughts

:

—

—

9ur8um corda** (Staeck). "God raises up His
own in their misery by His comfort, and keeps
them through the hope of things to come in faith
and patience. When there is no prospect of deliverance, when no help, no refuge appears, then
the Lord is present with His comfort" (HAFior-

reffer).— *' When

it seems that all will be ovei
with the Church of God, then God thinks of its
maintenance and amelioration " (Starkk).
"To

—

eyes Canaan was lost for Israel, to human
eyes Jerusalem lay in the dust ; but the prophet
sees it a^ain far more glorious.
Such seeing
again is, nowevcr, truly given by God in the

human

Spirit.
Land and city and temple had been lost
through the sins of the people ; yet Israel must
remain and fulfil its eternal purpose for the glory
of God.
God makes it even already in this prophet and in all like-minded bloom forth only the
mora gloriously, so that neither the sins of the
people nor the power of its enemies can put an
ena to Israel. A fairer and loftier Jerusalem and
temple must be still in store for Israel, which
the prophet represents entirely by figures taken
from the old land, the old royid seat, and the
old temple.
Yet he does not merely make the
old be renewed ; everything becomes quite different, in order to indicate that the kingdom of
God will, in its completion, present a unite
different figure" (Diedrich).
"The word of
God, too, counts the years and months and
days of our distress, to make us understand that
it is not unknown to God how long we have
borne the yoke of the cross and the oppression of

—

tjrrants" (Starck).—" Ezekiel was abeady five
and twenty years in a foreign land. We must be
prepared and purified in many ways by God*8
Spirit before we can righUy understand the consolations of God and one grows in God when
one learns, under present sutferings, to see more
and more of the eternal comfort " (Diedrich).
" It is manifest that this vision on^t to have
;

—

—

comforted the Israelites, that they who neither
had nor saw a temple were meanwhile to busy
themselves with considering this temple, and to
study what such a vision might denote " (Cooc.).
"In the selfsame day the hand of Jehovah
was upon me in this is verified anew the name
of the prophet
God is strong ; for in Him as in
all others flesh and blood cry out : Gone is gone,
lost is lost " ( Henost. ).
Yer. 2. "Give me eyes to see the glorious
grace of Thy kingdom ; give me strength to
go even into the sanctuary t" (Lampe.) "The
ment.
prophet's visions are not deceptive dreams, but
HOlf ILSTIO HINTS
true, divine inspirations, Jer. xxvi 12 '* (Cr.).—
On Ch. xl.
" The land of Israel is the hierodlTph of the inYer. 1 sq. Jerome, despairing of the possibi- heritance which God will ^ve to His people from
^
lity, and especially of his own ability, to expound the whole worid, which in contrast thereto is
these chapters of Ezekiel, wished to break ofi* and called the sea or the wilderness " (Coco. ).
"The
finish his commentary here.
Only the urgency Cliuroh of God is the city set upon a Mil, Matt
and importunity of mends nrged him to con- V. 14"(Tt)B. Bib.).— How diffenmt was it in
tinue ; but every instant he acknowledges his in- Matt iv., when the tempter took Jesus to an exability, etc
**The commencement and close, ceeding high mountain, and showed Him all the
the cherubim and the new temple, are what kingdoms of the world and the glory of them !—
every one first thinks of when Ezekiel's name is "Through Christ we come even here in the
mentioned" (Hrnost.).
The vision of the kingdom of grace to the mount of God, to tiie
temple, as regards the date girtn, a trUbgj of heavenly Jerusalem, but the tnt • trsnee fttill

—

:

—

—

—

—
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awaits us in the kingdom of fflory, Heb. xii 22
(Stark b). In the world, ana yet high above the
world ; yea, the kingdom of the Anointed One is
not of this world, and our citizenship is in
heaven (PhiL iii 20) and they who live by faith
of the Son of God soek the things that are above
(CoL iiL). The very hieh mountain points to
the highest height On Mount Zion stands (Rev.
xiT.) the Lamb, with His hundred and forty and
four thousand.
"The high mountain is Christ,
on whom the CJhurch is founded" (Grkoory).—
'* The ver^ high mountain
is Mount Zion ; not,
however,
its present form, the state of humiliation, but in glorious exaltation.
The high
place already existed in the days before the de-

—

;

—

—

m
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material building, but, like the chariot at the
beginning, and also the building at the end, ii
nothing else than the kingdom of Christ, the
holy Church of Christendom here on earth even
to the last day.
But how all the parts are to be
properly interpreted and placed, that we will
defer until that life in which we shall see the
whole building prepared and ready. Now, while
it is still in process of building, and much stone
and wood belonging thereto are not yet bom, not
to speak of their being squared, we cannot see it
all ; it is enough for us to know that it is God's
'*
house and His own building wherein we all are
(Luther). ^The thing is to see and hear exactly
and lay to heart what serves for our peace and

—

;

stroction of the temple, Ps. xlviu. 3 [2 J Ixviil 17 this Israel has not done (Luke zix. 42).—" But
[161 It now returns. The new exaltation took all Israel must know its eternal calling ; and if
Its beginning in the return from the exile, and God gives special revelation to particular profoand its completion in the coming of CHirist phets, that revelation must accrue to the good of
(ch. xvii. 22, 23)" (Henost.).—This is indeed a all '* (Dietrich).
Although it is a mystery, it
place to sit down in and meditate. Jerusalem in ought not to remain a mystery. But what Israel
the Old Covenant, the Jerusalem which is the was contemplated in this ?
Certainly not that
CHiiistian Church, and the Jerusalem above,— which is called Israel after the flesh, but the
what a theme for contemplation throughout time spiritual, true Israel. The former built not after
and eternity
The repose in the contemplation the pattern ; the latter still continues to build
of human and divine things. Jerusalem a Sab- itsolf in this temple.
batic place in the working days of the world's
Ver. 5. "To learn to understand the arrangehistory.—Ver. 3. **Christ is indeed the foundation ment, the holy buildings begin with the most
and comer-stone of His Church ; but He is also distant things.
must not despise even those
the Builder, who has laid the foundation and who stand employed at the threshold. The will,
brings the building erected thereon always more not the ability, is pleasing to God.
Beware,
and more to perfection, Matt xvi. 18 " (Stark b). therefore, of despising those who are still en" The brass signifies holiness and purity, also gaged in laying the foundations, and give only
life and permanent strength" (Cooc.).— **He distant hope of life," etc
((Ecou)— "The
eiree the holy and eternal temple, in which will boundaiy of the wall had a twofold signification.
be unchangeable repose** ((Ecolampadius).- To the community it was a warning not to ap•• He is the strong and invincible
Hero '* (Starck). proach the sanctuary with unrenewed hearts (Ps.
"The serpent in the wilderness, too, was XV.). With respect to (Jod, it was a pledge that
brazen ; and Christ is the same yesterday, to-day, He would eventually separate His Church from
and for ever" (Luther).— "In the Church the world. Because the people of God had
everything must be ordered and judged by the neglected the aiimonition contained in the boundrule of the divine word. Acts xvii. 11 '^(Starke). ary, the boundary was as a righteous punishThe harmony of the kingdom of God. "In ment destroyed also in the latter respect Desethe Church everything should be done decently cration as punishment followed desecration as
and in order (1 Cor. xiv. 40) ; in it there is to guilt. In the broken-down wall of the smitten
be no confused teaching or dissolute life" city was typified the abandoning of the people of
(Starck). -"Let every man examine himself by God to the world. That this relation will in thn
this measuring-rod, how far he has advanced
future take another shape, that Ck>d will again
(Gregory).—" Here applies what Plato wrote on raise up His reformed people to be an indehis school Let no one enter who is ignorant of pendent power, is typified by the erection of the
geometry** (Hafenreffer).—" Every believer new wall, which is in this respect an embodiment
ought to measure the temple of God and its of God's protection and grace, that are to be im«
magnitude, towers and palaces, and distinmiish parted to the covenant-people renewed in spirit
It firom that which is not (rod's house, Ps. xlviii. (Hengst.).— "The Church has a triple wall:
18,14 [12, 13]" (Cooo.).— "Ehiewhere also Crod as protection, the angels as guaroians, and
Christ stands at the door and calls, invites in, believers, in other words their prayers'* (I
•hows the way, and opens the entrance to the Lapide). "God has indeed broken down by
temple and into the mner sanctuary" (Berl. the death of Christ the wall of separation which
Bib.).
was in the Old Testament between Jew and
Ver. 4. "Christ by His Spirit speaks with us Gentile, yet He makes in the New Testament
ms man with man *' (Cooo.).— " There has been a an invariable distinction between believers and
difference of opinion among teachers regarding unbelievers, Eph. ii. 14" (Starke).— " If even
the signification of this temple, altar, ci^, and among men the king's measure is lar^r than the
territory.
But the opiirion to be rejected above ordinary one, not so much because lungs require
all ia that of the Jews and men like them, who a more abundant measure, as because kmcn
think that it is to be the third temple, which should replenish their subjects with all munifimust be built by their coming Messiah, and in cence, why should not God's measure overflow
their vain and foolish hope boast mudi of its with grace, truth, and power?" (Cocc.)— The
great glory, and do not see, blinded and dnll laiger measure of the sanctuary : (1) from the love
people that they are, that the text will not bear wherewith God loves us ; (2) according to the
SQcn dreams as theirs. Therefore this building love wherewith we ought in return to love God
of Ezekiel's is not to be understood of a new in the brethren.
**(me should be more liberal

—

!

—

—

—
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for the advanceraent of God's service than for
otherand worldly things, Gal. vi 9" (0.).~**The
breadth of the Church points to love, for nothing

The porch reminds us of the peace and

repose

connected with the consciousness of the grace of
" Truly, they who are preparing
GJod '* ((Ecol.).
is broader ; the height embraces the contempla- for the holy office of the ministry are measured
"
in many ways, and they should still farther test
tion and knowledge, which alway ascend higher
themselves by the measure of the sanctoaiy"
(Gregory).
Ver. 6. ** How beautifully is everything mea- (Starck).
"0 soul, when so many depths,
sured and arranged in the community of the breadths, and heights of knowledge come before
Lord by the eternal counsel of God
This is thee in the commencement of thy Christian
Christ
done by the wisdom of the great Founder and course, let not that discourage thee!
Master-builder (Eph. iii. 10, 11, iv. 12) ; which gives thee the Holy Spirit, who will by degrees
"
prepares by the measuring-rod of the gospel (Gral. teach thee all things, John xiv. 26 (Starke).—
vi. 16 ; PhiL iii. 16) living stones for the buildVer. 12. Ministers of the Church should be proing of the Church, that it may become a habita- tected against being too much pressed upon,
6)
There is, however,
tion of God in the Spirit (1 Pet. ii.
" (TtJB. for they are still but men.
Bib.).
**"When believers enter, they have (1) a a professedly pious impertinence, which adGuide with them into all truth ; (2) without dresses them as if their bones were iron and
Him they can do nothing ; (8) pro«;re8fl is made brass; e,g., "The Lord is able to strengthen
toward full knowledge of God and Christ," etc. you," and the like. The Lord has in Ezekiel set
(Coco.)— ** We ought to increase and grow, as a fence around the chambers of the keepers of
in age, so in wisdom and grace, Luke ii. 52" the gate,—
ought to avoid a brother who
** Christ is the dayspring from on
(Stauck).
walks disorderly" (Starck). —Ver. 18 sq. "Thus
hi^h, who for ns has opened the way for the those who are in this way are walled around,
rising of the light** (Gregory).
The east gate covered, and protected on all sides ; so that
as model and pattern gate in its homiletic signi- nothing can befall them in Him who is the Door
ficance ; every sermon ousht to lead to the and the Way, but everything leads forward to
Father through (^rist.
"In order to educate the sanctuary when we walk in Christ Jesus"
us by His Spirit, Christ undertook freely in our (Coco.).—Ver. 16. " In the Church of God darkname this labour here, in that He became man ness has no place, but the light of troth and
for us, and ascended to the Father through suffer- faith shines everywhere; yea, believers theming.
Those also ascend these steps who will not, selves are a light
the Lord, whose works shine
staying outside, give themselves up to lusts, but, before men. Matt v." (Stabck.)
"Teachers
wiser than the foolish multitude, attach them- and preachers ought to have a fuller knowledge
**
selves to God's people" ((Ecol.).— "One must of the divine mysteries than others, 1 Tim. iiL •
not so thoughtlessly imagine that only% single (0.).
"They who walk in the ways of the Lord
leap is required to come into heaven,' but con- have the troe, cheerful, and clear light ; while
stant ascent is requisite and necessary in order to the natural soul is a gateway without windows
seek after the things that are above, Col. iii." (Starck).
" What is signified by the palms is
(Bkrl. Bib.)— Ver. 7. "In the Lord's house already fulfilled in the essential nature of beare many mansions, according to the distinction lievers, and will be so in particular in Chrut's
of offices and gifts ; each mansion, however, glorious kingdom (Ps. xciL 18 pi 2] sq.), when
serves to ornament the house, John xiv. 2'' they shall smg of victory in the tabernacles of
(TtJB. Bib.).
"Since there are many mansions the righteous ^s. cxviii.), with palms in their
in the liord's temple, there is certainly still room hands. Rev. viL 9" (Berl. Bib.).
there.
Let no one wantonly exclude himself
Ver. 17 sq. "In uie Church of Qod provision
therefrom. Acts xiii. 46 " (Starke).
The mani- is also made for satisfying the need of spiritual
fold positions and miniBtrations, and hence the fellowship on the part of those who are likemanifold occupations in the kingdom of God.
minded, and no one requires for this reason to
"The thresholds show that entrance and exit are w;ander about outside the wall in this or that
alike ; as the beginning, so the end : he who sect, hole-and-corner conventicle, or society for
begins well shall and wul end well " (Starck). any object whatever.
Notice the 'apartments'
V"er. 8 sq. Behold, a wall round about ; thou here, and how Christ hallows
them (Matt
shalt not dream of overleaping it, or esteem it as xviii 20), and oomp. Zech. iii. 10" (Coca).
non-existent ; those whom G(S chose for Himself " Those who are employed in Qod'a house ought
went out from the world, and are not of the to keep even their feet dean, for holiness is
world.
There are also cates through which we the ornament of His house" (Stabck).
Ver.
have to enter in ; but ttie way for mankind to 20 sq. " By the diversity of the gates you
God is through the one door, which is and con- may recognise the diversity of those who enter**
tinues to be Christ
Finally, the charge of the ((Ecol.).
"leeway to the sanctnanr has been
bouse for goings in and out is committed to the opened to the nations of the north also ** (Starke).
Spirit of Truth.
No one shall enter in through
" As in our cathedrals every part tells som^hing
the gate by lyin^ and hypocrisy, and without to the deeper-seeing connoisseur, so this is stifi
the seal of the Spirit no one shall go out of the more the case in Ezekiel's temple" (Richtkr).—
sanctuary into the world or pass over to eternity. " Everything here is in harmony and mutual cor^
We first ascend the mountain on which the respondence, like the Old and the New Testasanctuary is situated ; next we must go up through ments, Moses and Christ, the prophets and the
the gate ; and then we have before us the most apostles" (arARCK).—Ver. 28 sq. ••The courts
holy place, namely, the manifestly revealed heart are separated, for the covenant of Abraham is one
of the Father, witi its blessed thoughts of peace. things the cocvenant of Moees another, and the
"As he who no longer remains without is covenant of Christ still another. Yet they only
sheltered from the storms which rage Uiere, so mntually confirm one another.
For are not th«
the Christian is not driven about by any wind. contents of the covenant the promiaeB of God,
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who gradondy forgiyes sin? One court, how- mountain is called most holy, from which it ia
erer, k nearer than another to the sanctuary.
evident that no one is truly inside of this temple,
Walkest thou unhindered in the court of the or even in its courts, who is devoid of the New Tespriests, busied with spiritual sacrifices; then tament perfection," etc. (Cocc.)
Heavienly glory
thank the Lord and extend meanwhile the hand or eternal bliss is no doubt the only complete
to others, that by thy support they may over- holy of holies
yet he who has entered the kinffcome difficulties" (OBooL.). "The inward and dom of grace has come to a glory which eye hatn
the outward measure must correspond perfectly not seen, nor ear heard, neither hath entered into
in Christians " (Starke).—Ver. 81. ** So 2 Pet. the heart of any man, to praise and glorify God
i. 5-7 enumerates eight yirtnes" (Bbrl. Bib.).
" When we meet toother, God is prefor ever.
Ver. 38 sq. ** This signifies that our heart may sent in the temple (Matt, zviil)
for our heart
remain unclean, even when we five our bodies to is the dwelling-place of the Father and the Son
be burned for the glory of God. The constant in the Holy Ghost" (Starck)
Ver. 6 sq. That
mortification of the flesh must ground itself on the chambers are connected denotes the brotherly
Christ, otherwise we will lose courage," etc. relation in the sanctuary, Ps. cxzxilL
1 John
(CEooL.)
"The believing soul presents its iii. 1 sq. God provides for His servants covert
heart, as one sets a table, on which Christ as and shelter in this world.
The chambers are not
sacrifice is beheld, for faith lays hold of this all of the same size, but they are all connected
al(Mie " (Starck).—Ver. 44 sq. •* A place in the with the sanctuary ; the same is the case with the
house of God is justly due to them who sing the progress and growth of the members of the body
praise of God in spiritual and heavenly songs, of which Chnst is the Head.- The saints of God
which contribute so powerfully to spiritual edi- are also measured round and round no heavier
fication" (TCb. Bib.).— "The spiritiud sonffs of task is laid upon them, no ^^reater temptation
them who rmoice in the Lord, because they have befalls them, tnan what is their Father's will.
been enabled to come to the altar and stand be- Indefiniteness in spiritual endeavours is a token
fore God, form part of the sniritual sacrifice" of disease, a want of sobriety and obedience of
<(EcoL.).
" In these corrupt oays music is used faith. Ver. 6. Leaning upon God, upheld by
more for sin and vanity than for the praise of God. Him, but not mixed up with Him in our affairs.
When will it be free from this service to vanity ? Of ourselves we cannot stand a single moment.
Ps. cxvii. 1
Isa. zii 1" (Staeke).— "He who Ver. 7. " In God's house we must go upward by
draws near to God sines to Him also in his heart growth in mce, that the mind may be always
they, however, sing best who in the midst of the more firmly directed heavenward" (Berl.
troubles are full of joy. They incite others to Bib.).—The breadth in the top part.
"Chris«in&" etc (Cocc.>— Ver. 46. "Since 'sons of tians ought not to contract, but to expand as they
Zadok ' is in our langua^ equivalent to sons of grow older" (Starck).—Hijrher grace gives exrighteousneea, this implies toat only ^ose duly pansion in width and breadth.
The narrower
keep the charse who are justified by faith and points of view with which we ascend gradually
born of God, whom Jesus Christ has begotten and disappear. The broader heart on the height of
upholds by the word of His power" ((EooL.).
the Christian life in theory and practice.— Prayer
Ver. 47 ao. "The true temple is the body of an ascending stair.— But let us not forget that
Christ as He took it out of the grave on the which lies in the middle! In the middle is the
tiiird day, for it surpasaea all fig^ures and is pure means, the way of mediation.
Ver. 8. The
hfe.
The prophet here prophesies of it ; but he secret of the height depends on the foundation.
does 80 in hspinff words, ana for the sake of his Ver. 12 sq. The history of donnas is in many
contemporaries his understanding of Christ in respects the off-place in Ezekiel's temple.— Ver.
these ehiq)ters, where he speaks of Christ's king- 15 sq. God knows and determines the magnitude
dom and sanctuary, is still, as it were, in swad- of the Church on earth.—Ver. 17. " Enlightendling clothes '^ (Dixd&ich).
ment is from above ; only thus do we obtain a
conception of heavenly things " (Starkb).—Faith
is a window, and, as compared with vision, a narOnCh. xlL
row one. " Through His wounds we see into the
Ver. 1 aq. "We ou^^t to go forward under heart of Christ as ti&ough a window " (k Lapide).
God's gmdjmoe in the ways of the Lord from
Ver. 18 sq. "The ever-flourishing palm is the
l^ory to glory, bat not to so backward or stand righteous one who has overcome sin and is in the
ttill except in meditation^' (Stabck).
"The eternal habitations. And so also we are genuine"
temple a figure of the Church of Christ ; as the men, in God's strength, with the heart of a lion
fcmner was fl^oriously built, so also the spiritual (Hbim-Hoff.).—The palm a sign of victory, of
form of the Churoh of Christ is glorious, Ps. xlv. life, of eternal glory.—The view of the palm which
14 [13]" (TtJB. Bib.).— "The (Sod Sphit leads is promised to the victor.— "Teachers ought to
men to the Church, there to Usten devoutly to be men, especially to humbled consciences, but
the word of God ; the evil spirit keeps them back also to be lions against enemies " (0.). Ver. 21.
from it, 1 John iv. 6 " (Starke).— That that can The New Testament presents no other view than
be entitled a palace which is at the same time the Old.—Ver. 22. *^This altar is at the same
called a tabernacle, shows how the King had time a table, as Christ is to our souls in the Holy
resolved to become a (olgrim, just as He who is Supper " (Starck).'—Wood the humanity, too,
enthroned in the sanctvuiry on high walks with of Jesus was like us in all things except sin.—
pilgrims, and is at home in the tabemades of those Ver. .28 so. Doors let in and shut out so also
who are homble and contrite in heart. Ver. 4 so. does the Church. Ornament is here combined
"The moat holy place is set before us as the goal, with solemnness. We have not here the joyona
and we understand thereby a heavenly state on worldly beauty <rf Greece, but neither have we
The
earth, namely* the Church of the New Testament the solemnness dark as death, as in Egypt.
Aoeordinglyv in ch. zliii the entire drooit of the world opens its doors half to frivolity and half to
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despoDdency. — " The sanctuary of the heart

—

Glory and holiness in their connecalso teegen).
and not with one door only. Onr tiou how this connection is stamped on tkui
treasure is incomparable, and ought to be pre- temple and its arrangements and purpofies, even
His office secures
served with much watchfulness and strong ex- to the most minute particulars.
"There is no men- enjoyment, too, to the minister of the gospel,
hortation" (Heim-Hoff.).
tion of a veil before the holy of holies, because but einoyment from the holy ; the Lord wills to
it was rent at the death of Christ, and roust not be enjoyment to His own.— Profane ministers
This the Lord knew, who showed profane the sanctuary. These two verses fonn a
reappear.
Ezekiel everything, and Himself rent the veil. fitting text for introduction and ordination se^
Tliat which is seemly for every Christian
Christ is the fulfilment and substitute for every- mons.

must be

shut,

;

—

—

—

—

thing in the former temple that is wanting in the
Here on earth, however, are
latter" (Richter).
only windows ; fat^e to face will be first in heaven.

—

OnCh.

"As

—

xlii

was provided
with many chambers, but each had its own purpose, so believing Christians must be sanctified
chambers for the glory of God, one for this use
and another for that, 2 Tim. ii. 21 " (Starke).—
Ver.

1

sq.

:

this temple

—

Ver. 5 sq. "While in the previous chapter the
breadth increased with the elevation, it here becomes narrower. The progressive growth in grace
is a wider consciousness of Christ, but a constantly narrowing self-consciousness (1 Cor. xv.
9). --So is the service in the gospel, when with
increaning years our view into eternity expands,
and simihirly contracts in temporal matters ; the
nearer the day of reckoning is, our responsibility
becomes the clearer to us, and the more clearly
do we see our many mistakes and disloyalties.
** There are three stamps of life
youth, manhood,
and old age, and the last is the narrowest of all
Ver. 7 sq. God is able to set walls
(Starck).
ai*ound those who desire to keep themselves pure
from the stains of the flesh, and to protect tnem
"True
in the hour of trial and temptation.
believers are protected, no one can iiyure them,
John X. 27 sq.^' (Starke.) The protection which
:

—

—

—

is in an evangelically-understood official and
**
1 f God's servants have no place
priestly dignity.

—

however, special duty for the priests. One
should be able to discover in a preacher of the
gospel, above all else, above all science, knowledge, culture, etc., that he is in the enjoyment
of the sacrifice of Jesus Christ for the sins of the
world.
"So also we ought not to approach the
holy table of the Lord with* worldly, impenitent
hearts" (Calo v.).
From ver. 14 much pastoral
wisdom may be learned. "But the lesson is
not that a pastor may for a time lay aside his
clerical robes or hang them on a nail to make
merry with the world" (Berl. Bib.).
A tree
minister of the gospel does not want to be called
a clergyman in distinction from the laity,—
Pharisaic title, which the church regulations of
our fathers do not know, and which modem
State bureaucracy ought to abolish,—but as he is
so in the spirit of the gospel in contrast to the
world, even to the so-called world of culture.
The wrong and dangerous sociability of a minister
of the word.
The clerical coat does not make
the clei^gyman, yet it is a defence and an admonition.
The best clerical garment, and one
which we may always put on and wear everywhere, is our sanctincation in Christ.
It is as
great a mistake to carry about the clerical coat
everywhere, like a monk, as to leave it at home
from unclerical frivolity or worldly-mindedness.
Paul became all things to all men (1 Cor. ix.
19, 22), but not at the expense of his ministerial
office.
" When we sinners come in contact with
is,

—

—

—

—

—

—

Christ by faith, we are made clean, and become
under heaven, yet they have one in heaven" a holy, reasonable sacrifice, acceptable to God.
** By these buildings connected with
But when once we are consecrated to God, we
(Starck).
the temple, and pertaining to its outward eco- have to be on our guard that we on do occasion
nomy, we should be reminded that the Lord defile ourselves" (CEcoL.).—Ver. 15 sq. "God
bestows upon the pious the other necessaries gathers His Church from all the four quarters t^
In Him they find their entire, the world, Isa. xlix. 12" (Starke).
"So widr
of life also.
satisfaction ; but they use food, drink, inter- and spacious will the New Testament Church be,
course with men, and this whole world, as if in distinction from the Old Testament Church.
greater than Solomon in all his pomp and
they did not use all this. Thus, to the pure
all things are pure that they do with pure and glory is here ; for Jesus is the Light of lul nationa
" AI*
upright heart. The word of God makes us strong Isa. xlii. 6, xHx. 6 ; Lnkeii 82 "(Starck).
when it is with us, and blesses also outward believers in the whole world belong to this temple
things.
David never saw a righteous man for- The true Church is the collection of the 8cattere«l
saken (Ps. xxxvii. ). So also has the Lord ordained believers that are in the world" (Starck).—
that they who preach the gospel should live of " Observe, only after he had learned exactly thi
the gospel, 1 Cor. ix. 18, 14'* ((EcoL.).— "Oh. internal magnitude did the prophet learn thi
how sweet it is to cling to the temple like Anna I extemaL It is labour in vain to labour in inves^
Luke ii. 87" (Starck).—Ver. 13 sq. "If we tigating nature untU we have first laid a good
have to understand by the priests the early foundation in godliness. Without this we conChristians, or those brought up from childhood tinue too much devoted to the contemplation of
in the faith of Christ and walking in this way, visible things, and make them our idols, so that
then in these verses is figured tneir fellowship they become a stumbling-block and a snare to
with one another in particular, their united in- ourselves and other inexperienced persons. Bat
quiry into the word and meditation thereon and when thou hast come to Know the inner meaning
on the mystery of Christ for growth of knowledge of spiritual things, and hast tasted the length,
and increase of joy, so that they are prepar^ heignt, and depth of the love of God, then moa
and adorned in one and the same faith, alway to mayest busy thyself with all visible things.
return to and worship at the altar, which is Thou wilt everywhere pause, and, contemplating
Christ" (Coco.).
" In word, in work, in every- things with the spiritual eye, say :
Lord oar
thing, be Jesus read, and He alone" (Tsbb- God, how excellent is Thy name in aU the earUi

—

—
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CHAP.
Thou who hast made the heavens, declare Thy
glory, etc
For by the contemplation of outward
Uiings thou wilt be borne along to the praise of
the divine glory and the ovei-flowing lovte of the
ht^venly Father toward His people, u>r whose sake

He has made also this whole artistically-compacted
framework of visible things" (Heim-Hoff.).
"The prophet has now depicted everything so
fully and clearly, in order to preach to his contemporaries, as babes in understanding, in a way
intellifi^ble to them, the consoling truth that
God's Church is eternal through His grace, and
that He will always rebuild His house among us,
provided we only desire to be His.
Whatever is
lost must truly be restored more slorious than ever
to them who love God
and where God's word
findslovers. His kingdom, too, increasingly assumes
shape.
But in Christ all has assumed such a
shape, that through Him the sanctuary now

—

;

always continues present in humanity; and the
true altar of bumt-ofTering, Golgotha, is always
before the eyes of the Most Holy Father, in
order, for the sake of the sacrifice thereon offered,
to iove, sanctify, and protect us all.
We thank
thee, O most gracious eternal God and Father,
who hast set up an eternal sanctuary for us sinnevs, never to depart from us, and hast sanctified
us by the blood of Thy Son, and now givest unto
Us the four ends of the earth to embrace by Thy
gospel ; grant unto us to remain faithful in contemplation of Thee, and, ever fuller and fuller of
Thy Spirit, to praise Thee through Jesus Christ

Amen

(Diedkioh).

OnCh.

zliiL

Ver. 1. "Jerusalem, how gladly would our
** Open to
Ifoot stand in thy gates ! " (Ps. cxxii.)
me the pearl gaites, Thou who art the Ornament
of heaven's ei^. Light from Light, chosen as the
Light before the world began," ete. (Dessler).
To come to Christ is really to find out the bearings of this world.
" The entrance took place
•iftor the measuring of the temple and consideration
Df ite adornment.
So did Christ show His diseiples, represented in the person of the prophet,
the whole heavenly edifice by word and work
(John xvii. 6) ; and everything pertaining to the
building of this spiritual temple was finished on
the cross.
The entrance of the glory from the
east for lighting the temple took place when the
ajtostles, on the day of Pentecost, were endued
with power from on hi^h," ete. ((Ecol.) " When
'Jesos comes there is light ; darkness must disappear, and all is pure joy and comfort, Ps. xcviL
11 " (Cr.).— Ver. 2 sq. ** The gracious advent of
Jehovah indicates the visitetion of grace in the
forgiveness of all sins, in li^t, salvation, and
blessedness" (Starck).—-"The voice is that of
Ps. six., the voice of the gospel, which resounds

—

—

—

—

through the whole world" (Starck).— Where
the gospel is preached, the waters of life make a
noise not only of themselves, but also from the
stones which men cast in, and from the rocky
banks of worldly hcarte which make resisteuce
but the glory of eternity shines upon earth.
*•
The load noise of the glory is the voice of ^em
who praise the Lord with one heart and one voice,
here on earth as there in heaven. Rev. xiv. 1"
<Heim -HoFF.).— **We have here the hymn of
praise and the triumphant joy of the sainte as
Aey cheer and encourage one another ; the con-
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tradiction, confutation, and blasphemy of th«
wicked at the confessions of believers ; the cries
of the spectators expressing their various opinions,
and the songs of tne witnesses unto blood at the
stake ; just as in a triumphal procession the
victors shout with joy, the vanquished howl.
There is no more glorious victory than that of
** The creature has ite voice only
faith " (Cooc.).
from the Creator ; and therefore His voice must

—

sound louder than

its,

however loud

it

is,

"Ps.

4 (Dan. x. 6 ; Rev. i. 15).
He who said
Let there be light,' Himself shines forth at His
appearing in the clearest light, as He who
dwelleth in light that is inaccessible, 1 Tim. vi.
16 ; James i. 17 [Ps. I. 2 ; Deut. xxxiii. 2 ; Rev.
**
xviii. 1] " (Hengst.).
The justice and wisdom
of God, kept secret since the world began, are set
before the eyes of aU.
There was no comer in
which the truth was not heard, whether it met
with approval or contradiction. Thus no one
perishes unless he is an enemy to the light.
Christ is altar, priest, and sacrifice ; hence they
who are near the altar cannot but have a sight of
His glory" (Cocc). "Let us pray God to enlighten the dark earth of our heart with that
holy light of His glory I " ((Ecol.)— Ver. 8. The
terror of the prophet on account of the past and
in the present ; what will be the future terrors of
** The thought of the perdition of
the wicked !
the lost always causes pain and alarm to the true
prophete" (Starck).— "The knowledge of God
never causes pride, but humility, because it at
the same time discovers the corruption of the
heart.
The more modest a man is, and the less
he truste to himself, the more is he endowed with
the knowled^ of God. The bowed down are,
however, revived by the Lord and led by the
Spirit to the place where the majesty of the God
ot glory shines" (Heim-Hoff.).—Ver.
4 sq.
the Spirit has cast down, the Spirit raises
up again. This is life in dying, rising up in
*• Yea, thus shall God's temple be, full of
falling.
divine spirit and life ; but then it must consist of
other materials than brick or stone" (Diedrtch).
** What hinders this gloiy from filling also thy
heart, nrovided it is not full of other things, and
needs nrst to become empty, that thy hunger and
desire may by the breath of the Spirit seek and
find satisfaction in ite fulness ? " (Berl. Bib. )
Ver. 6 sq. "(Jod does not relinquish mankind ; He continually creates anew His Israel for
xciii. 8,

:

'

—

—

—

Whom

——

—

—

Himself" (Diedrich). "That Jesus aimed at
the preservation of the temple is shown by His
cleansinfi^ of the temple at tne commencement of
His ministry, whereby He intimated His intention to efiiect a wholesome reformation.
Not
until after this reformation was decisively rejected did He, at the close of His ministry, effect
the second cleansing of the temple, which is the
symbolical announcement of ite destruction : Ye
would not have reformation, therefore ye must
have revolution. The sentence * Behold, your
house is left unto you desolate' (Matt, xxiii.),
*
immediately follows the saying
How often
would I have gathered thy children,' ete. Had
they let themselves be gathered, their house
would not have been destroyed ; it would have
become * a house of prayer for all people ' (Isa,
Ivi. 7).
Jesus speaks first in view of His passion in Matt xxiv. 2, when the stiff-neclced
obduracy of the people had been completely revealed.
Had the Jews listened to Him, had they
:

:
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not imposed silence on His disciples, the stones
of the temple would not have cried oat (Luke
zix. 40 ; oomp. Hab. ii. 11).
Not until thej

had stopped up the mouths of the true witnesses
did the preachinff of the stones sound forth.
But while the aboUtion of the form was brought
on by the mass of the people, who once more,
and in the most culpable manner, thrust away
from them their Ci-eator, and lightly esteemed
the Rock of their salvation (Deut xzxii. 16),
the election, far from being deprived of the blessing pertaining to them, found a glorious compensation for the loss of the temple
the Churcn of
Christ, the legitimate continuation of the temple,
John ii. 19 " (HENoar.). ** It is man in whom,
as in a temple chosen for Himself, He sets the
throne of His glory. This is a New Testament
word of promise ; for what else does it imply
than that sins are foigiven, our heart renewed,
confirmed, and made obedient to Uie truth?"
(Hbim-Hofp.)--"(1) This temple shall be the
true temple (2) this temple is cufiforent from the
former temple. Into it nations snd kings bring
indeed their glory, but the kin^ and people n
Israel no longer their abominations" (uocc).
False doctrine brings the threshold of God and
the threshold of men close to each other.
*• Where
the government of the Church is conducted by and according to the spirit of the
State" (Bbrl. Bib.).
In this way the divine
becomes human, and the human looks as if
divine ; and this is the devil's union-work.
Therefore the sanctuary of the king is still not
Jehovah's sanctuary.
''A table at once the
Lord's and the devil's, Paul has expelled from
the Church" (Staeck).— Ver. 9. ** God now first
returns to the apostates ; but His grace is designed to work repentance, and then He will
never more depart from them " (Diedrioh).
Ver. 10 sq. "SoloDM>n's temple left the people
in their disobedience and worship of idols ; but
this house belongs to a higher order.
He who
lays it to heart wul cease sinning and duly examine the temple and its measurements. For the
measuring of the temple, which is not visiblv
present, must be done in the Spirit, 'which
temple, however, are ye* (1 Cor. iit).
And
therefore each one should examine with abasement his heart and conscience, and be displeased
with himself because he has Hved so long in
ingratitude toward God," etc. ((EcoL.)— The
shame of the poor sinner finds in the temple,
which is Christ, exactly the right measure.
The understanding of £zekiel*s temple-Tision
from the self-knowkdge of the heart ~ The turning to repentance through the promises of the
gosjpel.
*'The oontempktion of the goodness
and the works of God ought to bring shame into
our hearts" (Starck).
**The form oi the divine
economy of gnce is, in outline, here described"
(Berl. Bib.).—Ver. 11 sq. "They who repent
of their sins are capable of knowing the temple
and its arrangements, while those who wantonly
pursue fleshly desires receive not the Spirit of
wisdom, and are incapable of knowing the law of
the Lord (2 Tim. ii. 19 ; 1 John iii. 8). For the
law of the house is God's law, that everything be
most holy" (Hbim-Hopf.).— "That the temple
stood on the top of the mountain lets the whde
land have it continually before its eyes in its
midst, and not now and then only on occasional
visits' (DlBDRlOH).

m

—

;

—
'

—

—

—

—

Ver. 18 sq. "Christ is the true altar (Heb.
10) ; for He is the propitiation for our sins
(1 John iL 2 ; Rom. iii. 25), and He has sancti-

xiii.

Himself for us, John xvii 19" (Cr.).— " No
one could go into the temple without passing by
the altar, and so no one can go into heaven without the sacrifice of the death of Christ, Acts ir.
12" (Starck). Golgotha the true altar of bumtofiering: "here hangs the antitype of all the
sacrifices" (Lampb).—Ver. 18 s<j. "Thus God
fied

—

comes first and gives grace ; His grace makes
ashamed, chastises, sanctifies, reconciles, and
produces intimate eternal feUowship. This is
always God's way with us men, provided only we
recognise it aiight in these days of ours, when
now it is set in the most glorious light ; Christ
and the apostles have given additional clearness
to Ezekier' (Dibdrich).— " In the New Testament we no longer ofifer material, but spiritual
"
sacrifices through Jesus Christ, etc., 1 Pet. ii. 5
(TttB. Bib.).
"He who would bring an offering
pleasing to God must be of the race of 2adok»
Isa.
L 16 sq." (Starke). The prayer of a
righteous man availeth much, because it is effectual, Jas. Y. 16.
"All true believers are priests
who can draw near to God, for access to the throne
of grace has been opened to us through Christ"
(Starck). ^The ministers of a king are glorious ;
how much more so are they who minister before

—

—

—

—

all kinjgs !— Ver. 21.
Comp. Heh.
xiiL 1 1 s^. -- " All this only illustrates more clearly

the King of

the sacrifice of Christ" (RiCHTBR).--Ver. 22.
Golgotha the place of purification of all altars.
man can offer himself as a bum.Yer. 28 sq.
sacrifice to the Lord, when he fully, entirely, and
unreservedly devotes himself to Him in faith and
love.
The end of our creation, redemption, and
sanctificatlon, involves this "(Berl. Bib.).
^YvT.
25 so. Christ finishes His work in His people too.
not
enough
begin
It
is
to
well
"
what is
good ; we must also stand fast in the Lcyrd, and
continue stedfast unto the end, 2 Thesa. iiL 18 ;
** Bnt
Heb. iii 14 ; Rev. iL 10, iii 11 " (CJr.).
those who are sanctified to the Lord by the sacrifice of Christ ought to praise Gkxl's benefits, and
especially to remember them at the Holy Supper,
according to the sa3ring : This do in rememhrance
of Me, and : Show the Lord's death till
come **
(Hbim-Hoff.).— Ver. 27. "They who were in
Christ before others ought in this to serre as
priests to the younger believers" (Bbrl. Bib.).

—
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—

—
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—

He

On Ch. xliv.
" Blessed are they who walk imder
^da&ce, whom He brings back as here to

Yer. 1 sq.

God's
the principal gate toward the east" (Stabok).
"God's connection with mankind remains a
secret " (Dibdbich)w— " The shut gate is the book
sealed with seven seals, which only the victorious
lion of the tribe of Jndah opens, and no one
shuts (Rev. T. 5). When we draw near to Him
who is the Door of the sheepfold, He^ becaose He
is the only-begotten of the rather, will ojpen unto
'* C3mst
us and show us the Father" (OBool.).
needs no successor to figure as His vicar in the
Church" (Berl. Bib.).— "But certainly in what
follows a prerogative is indicated which pioaa

—

—

princes, magistrates, and lords may have" (Coco. >.
" Oiur heart, too, should be shnt to the world
and the devil, when once the Holy God has

—

entered into

it,

and His glory has swallowed np
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•ta ftad misery in as" (Starke).— "Alas, if the the Lord, but of thy faithfulness I know nothing.
door of heaven should be shutl" (Starck.)
Quite enough to remove the candlestick, although
Yer. 3. The position of the prince in the sanctuary b^tizin^, marrying, and dispensing ^e Lord's
of the Lord. Even the highest civil power has Supper still go on.-^The so-called lioeral clergy.
nothing to complete here, but onlv eigoys the
Tne voice of the people, the choice of the people,
fruits of the completed, perfect sacrifice of Christ. is not' God's voice, God's choice, but frequently
Princedom ana power in the light of the glory God's judgment to the fUlL
Strange doctrine
of Christ The Christian ruler and the rule of indicates an uncircurocised heart and where that
Christ. Privileges and the corresponding respon- is, in spite of ordination and consistorial confirmasibility.
*'The nearer we are to the sanctuary, tion, and whatever else pertains to circumcision,
the more holy and codly ought we to be" there is nothing but the foreskin of a hireling, a
(Stakck).—The Christum ruler ouffht to be the thief, and a murderer of the sheep. " Self-chosen
Christian pattern to his people. -He is not to divine service is an abomination to the Lord"

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

——

—

—

—
—

(Starke). The responsibility in the election of
a pastor. The outward dischaj^ of the ministerial office, how.ever exact, does not make a
minister such as he should be according to God's
word.— A person baptized in due form may yet
be no Christian after the Spirit— Ver. 8. The
false teachers, who please the spirit of the age
and have the aj^lause of the world. What general can employ a soldier who is everything else,
but no soldier % And the general superintendents
[bishops, presbyteries] ordain year oy year men
who have got through their examinations and are
of canonical age, but who are fitter for anything
else than for being pastors.
Ver. 9. "It is accordingly a token of the greatest decline of the
Church when the wicked and manifest hypocrites
sacrifices of their worship" (Cocc.).
(Interpret- are not only not expelled, but go freely in and
ing the prince as the Messiah " No one knoweth out, and even have the ruling power" (Bbrl.
the Father but the Son, who is from God, because Bib.).— The Church of the future of Jesus Christ,
He says : My meat is to do the will of Him that a pure church.—Ver. 10 sq. The judgment on
sent me " (John iv. 84), OicoL.)—Ver. 4. "If the the priests of the sanctuary, already begun inprophet here again falls to the ground before the wardly, is their evil conscience, that cripples all
a^oty of the Lord, have we not humbly to acknow- energy in presence of the world, and dej^wies
ledge and confess our frailty and weakness in them to the position of paid domestics and outpresence of the divine mysteries 1 No plummet wardly too, for even men of the world have no
of the understanding soimds the abyss of tbe respect for them, although they do not revile
mysteries of God. ^t us be content with what them as fanatics. The faue righteousness, which
revelation presents to us" (after Jerome).
"God is not God's righteousness, is also a detestable
reveals His glory to His servants, especially when idol, behind which so many preachers commit
He calls on them to make known His will to the adultery.- "Where there a»e ungodly teachers
people. Acts xviii. 9, xxiii. ll" (TtJa. Bib.).— there is no want of ungodly hearers, Jer. v. 81
** Consider,
^The lower service in the sanctuary
Christian, whether thou art what (Starke).
thou art cslled ; whether thou hast God or some a question of conscience reaching into many a
one else dwelling in thy heart ; whether thou art pastor's life. Degraded priests a mirror for pasfull of glory or of worldlinees, sensuality, and tors.
Ver. 11. But even in the performance of
carnality " (Starke.) Ver. 6 sq. Divine thinos subordinate service, where one originally stood
are not to be drowsily listened to, or drowsily hk^her, the grace of God may be with us, proen|;aged in.
In everything there must be heart vided we let God's humbling of us issue in conversion of heart, and look upon the punish^in seeing in hearing, in doing.— P«c<tM theonot
pathos.
The ffoin^ in and out ment ss a righteous recompense. It is not at all
loffvm faeU,
of the sanctuar}', a solemn consideration for every necessary that we should, as the world calls it,
one, but especially for those who keep the charge make a saccessfnl career in the clerical profession.
It Ib not natural gifts, but heartfelt piety,
of the sanctuary, whatever their rank in the service.
"The sm which still adheres to believers which decides as to the testimonials which the
makes them often inattentive in the most neces- Lord grants* and as to capacity for office in His
sary things ; hence they need many a stirrine eyes. Ver. 12. Least of sil should a preacher ba
up and putting in remembrance, 2 Pet L 13 a stumbling-block and cause of destruction to
(Starke).— Ver. 6. Sinners make liicht of their others. Yet the grace of God will still raise up
doings ; but God suddenly says Enougo.— " He from their fall even thooe who caused others to
who seeks to be saved out of this lost world must fall. Grace and always grace. Let us not despise
once for all have enough of it'* (Starck). ^The the offer, let us not ne^ect the day of grace.
feeling of final surfeit of the world must, how- But there is no grace without self-judgment and
ever, include aversion ; for repentance is conver- self-condemnation.
The sins of the preacher in
sion, not so weariness of the world, disgust with their consequences as regards the life of the comthe world, or such like.— There is a difference munity.
" Andnister of the Church ouglit to be
between the Israel after the flesh and the Israel a pattern to the flock in doctrine und life, 1 Tim,
after the Spirit— Ver. 7. " The false Isniel gives iv. 12; 2 Tim. i. 13; Tit ii. 7" (Stap.ck)..
the sacraments to the heathen, and elects heretics The servant who knows his loi-iVs will and does
to office " (DiXDRiCH).— I know thy works, saith it not shall receive a double amount of stripes. —

preach, just as it is not his office to offer sacrifice
but he is to nourish and protect the Church and
STOW its faith.— ** Christ is the gate, the only
S.te ; through Him the glory of (knl has entered
to the Church.
It also lielongB to Him alone
to speak the word of God. Hence even the prince
is not allowed to enter the Church for the purpose of making his own discourses be heard there.
For in the Church is the throne of Christ alone,
snd of no one else. What is said of the prince
is rather this, that he oufht to have a good conscience and joy before the Lord because of his
princely office, which does not merely consist in
this, that we live in peace and quiet under his
aceptre, but also that the people may hear the
word of God, and without tear offer to Him the

—
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Vers. 13, 14, The ignominy of failure in minipersonal access to God is hindered,
:

—

sterial life

and the

office

can they

who have

becomes a torment. " Wherein
cause to be ashamed before
others of their former doines, and have given
much offence to others, complain of God that the
first have become last, when God still finally
riK^eives and takes hold of them, although they
do not attain to such a high position as otherwise they might have attaint to, and which
others have attained to ? Should they not rather
extol God's exceediuj^ great and undeserved mercy

tothem?"(BEKL. Bib.)
Vers. 16, 16. The sons

of

Zadok

are those

who

have neither received the mark of the beast in
their hand nor in their forehead (Rev. xiii.).
** Faithful
servants of God are highly esteemed
in His sight, Ps. cv, 15" (Cb.).— Ver. 16 sq.
Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see
Ood (Matt. v.). "Sheep th^y ought to be, but
neither to keep the sheej) for the sake of the
fleece, nor to enter in in sheep*8 clothing"
''.Berl. Bib.).
"Let him who desires to be found
\t last among them that are clothed in white
robes, be diligent to have a conscience void of
offence. Acts xxiv. 15 sq." (Starke).
The precepts according to the law should remind us that
preachers particularly run within lists, as Paul
writes of the Christians.
What is fitting for any
one else may yet be far from seemly in a preacher.

—

—

—

— But

it is just those who take things easy that
speak most of their severe toil and the heavy
labour they have to undergo.
Ver. 19 sq. ** Let
them manifest their intimate fellowship with God
and the glorious privileges over which their soul
rejoices in a becoming walk and conversation.
They are not to conform to the world, but to
shine as lights among men (Phil. ii. 15) while
at the same time they are not to make a show
of their inward life, le^t the people from hypocrisy should imitate that to which their mind
is a stranger" (Hbim-Hofp.J.
"They certainly
should go among the people, but not seek to
exalt themselves over the people because of their
prerogatives, but to hold converse with them as
Di-ethreu with brethren " (Coco. ).
(Comp. on ch.
xlii. 14.)
He who ministers at the sanctuary
must never seem profane, nor a fop in his attire,
nor comic in his speech, nor a man of the world

a subject for reflection.— Ver. 25 »\. They who aw
the messengers, heralds, and representativea of an
eternal Ufe shall neither have their serenity disturbed by the death of believers, which is no
death, nor their pure walk defiled by tho life of
the spiritually dead, which is no life.— ** Have
no fellowship with those who love dead works
but hate the life of God " (Bbbl Bib.).— We too
are allowed to wipe our eyes, as God wipes away
At Jehoevery tear from the eyes of His saints.
vah's altar is peace and joy in the Holy Ghoet
dost thou,
(Ps. cxxxii. 9, 16).— Ver. 28.
teacher, strive for a lai^ger stipend and greater
income ? Knowest thou not that the Lord Himself will be thine inheritance and thy exceeding
great reward, or wishest thou not that He should
be so?" (TOb. Bib.)— "All who have first the
kingdom of God for their possession, are also truly

—

"Why

God feeds them wholly on what is hallowed, and he who will have a blessing in his
house must evince love to them" (Diedrich).
What greater inheritance can there be than God,
the Lord of all ; and what greater possession than
He who made, who sustains, and rales heaven
and earth ?— " So Christians ought not to endeavour after filthy lucre ; they are not to have their
portion in this woiid, but to have their home in
heaven" (CEcoL.).— Ver. 31. "In God's service
The Lord purifies everythere is no filthy lucre.
thing for them who eat with Him " (Dikdrich).

priests.

—

On

—

Ch. xlv.

Ver. 1 sq. "Here in particular I acknowledge the weakness of my knowledge.
I silently
Neither
revere the mysteries of this passage.
will any mortal explain them completely, because that which God has prepared for them that
;
love Him does not come into the heart of man.
This indeed I see, that he speaks of the possession of the land of the living, as also the Revelation of John has borrowed much from this passage." Thus (E^lampadius expresses himself.
"Gk>d promises believers an inheritance, and
will also give it them in due time, but that is in
heaven" (Starck). "Grod the Ix>rd needs indeed no land for Himself, yet it is for His honour
wheu real estates are bequeathed to churches and
schools, that those who labour in them may rein his transactions.
He may seem ridiculous to ceive their support from them. Gen. xlvii 22
the world, only never conformed to the world.
(Stabkb).
" They who live from God's hand are
But the pretended sanctification through holy content with His measure, even when it turns
priests is also of the devil, for of God Christ is made out small and modest " (Starok).
" It ought to
to us sanctification, etc., and there is no other be our joy to be near God, to be associated with
mediator than He, the only Mediator between God Him" (Starck).—Ver. 2. "There is nothing
and men. —Ver. 20 sq. Seemly, but not remark- twisted and crooked with God ; with Him everyable either in defect or excess.
Men of extremes thing is straight " (Starok). " The pathsare often
are unfit for the holy ministry.
"The spirit of crooked and yet straight on which Thou makest
believers is a spirit of power, and of love, and Thy children come to Thee," etc. (Arnold.)
of a sound mind, 2 Tim. i. 7 " (Berl. Bib.).— Ver. 3. The sanctuary was situated in the
Ver. 22. Ministers' widows an exception among centre of all ; so ought reli^on to be the oentnd
widows.— But this neither bids ministers marrv, point of all life, and Chnst the centre of true
nor forbids their remaining unmarried, only the religion.
Religion, faith, Christianity wi^i
marriage ought to be a priefitly one. The spiritual not, either in the life of nations or of indivi^de of the married state. Ver. 23. As their life, duals, to be placed iu a corner merely as a tole80 above all their teaching oujjht to preserve tiie rated piece of^antiquity.
Ver. 4. "If those who
people from defilement, and tram them to purity. labour in the church and the school have no
Ver. 24. God's word is God's judgment, the official houses, still the^ must have houses to
righteous Judge, right law and upright judgment. dwell in.
Therefore it is fitting that the comThe servant of God as umpire
disputes.
He munity should build such, and keep them in a
must not be a party man, but stands over the habitable condition " (Starke). "When miniparties.
The Sabbath in the pastor's house also sters' houses are near the churchy they
th«
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attend to their office, 1 Chron. ix. 27 " (O.). spiritual sacrifices. The fulfilling of the sacrifices
-"The Lord's faithful priests shall dwell beside in the Spirit of Christ— Ver. 17. " When Christ
Him, and be ¥dth Christ, for refreshment and on the cross consecrated the new temple. He canrevival from the strife and disquiet of men among celled our sins" (Hbim-Hoff. ).
Ver. 18 sq. The
whom they are scattered" (Coco.).
" At the beginning of the new
Ver. 6 sq. new year of grace.
" Although a lesser service in the Church appears year of grace, and with the newly rising light, the
to be incumbent on church officers and schooltemple was again raised up or opened, and the true
masters, yet care must be taken to provide them justification and sanctification through the sacriwith food and lodging," etc. (Starck.)
" Hence fice of Christ recognised and proclaimed " (Berl.
offices and ranks which are not mutually destrucBib.).— Without cleansing there is no sanctuary
" Let him
tive ought to continue
only let each in his place for man, nor sanctification of him
** The sanctuary
belong to the Lord" (Tossani).
who desires to be clean cleanse himself in the
is not included in the ci^ or state as formerly,
blood of Christ, 1 John L 7 " (Starck).—Ter. 20.
for God will not permit His kingdom to be conSin as error and seduction, and error and seducfounded with the temporal power; this, how- tion as sin.
" We ou|^ht to attend divine service
ever, does not mean that God cannot rule in the
from beginning to end" (Cr.). Ver. 21 s<i. The
state, hu
only that God's kingdom and human ever -renewed remembrance of redemption in
kingdoms are different.
For human auUiority is every participation of the Lord's Supper, and
not to interfere in the kingdom of God, but the also in the experience of believers.
Every sodivine authority does interfere in the kingdoms lemnization of the Lord's Supper a fulfilled
of men, and God makes subjects obey their paschal solenmity.— But our passover is Christ,
princes, servants their masters, and children their
How weaHsome are church festivals to
1 Cor. V.
parents and all obedience, if of the right kind, the men- of our time
"This prophetic repreIS paid to Him as the Lord, and to men as
sentation- contains a beautiful pattern for many a
brethren and fellow-servants whom the common land
yet the main matter is this, that'the Holy
Loid has placed in authority for the Lord's sake. Ghost teaches us here how firmly and fixedly
But we do not obey God for the sake of a man, God with His grace has settled down among us
nor can any man by his power make us obedient men, and how priesthood and royalty are upheld
to God," etc. (Coco.)— "Hence when this pro- in Christendom from His fulness.
But they
phecy places the sanctuary outside of the city, must keep close to the sanctuary, and the magisand yet annexes the sanctuary to the city, that tracy must protect the confessors of the truth on
indicates that in the kin^om of Christ states the right and on the left
The deepest ground,

better

\

—

—

—

—

—
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—

—

—

—

;

I

—

;

and governments will belong to the people of
Cod in which, however, the kingdom of God
'nil not be absorbed nor confined" (Cooc.).
'*The magisterial office is holy, and has also
part in the holy. Num. viL 1 sq." (Cr.)— " For
princes to have their domains is not unjust, but
they should not seek to draw everything into
these domains," etc (Starkk. >—Ver. 8 sq. "To
protect, but not to fleece.
"Governments ought
to give good heed to weights, measures, and
coinage, and allow no inequalities to creep in
(TCb. Bib.).— "Christians ought to be upright
in their dealings, 1 Thess. iv. 6 " (0.).—" Knowingly to pass spurious coin is intentional deceit,
and so is the clipping of coins in order to lessen
their weight** (Starkb).—-** Unjust gain does
not Drofit the third generation. laghtly come,
Ivhtly
"ghtly gon
^ne" (HAPENREFFER).--"Ver. 18 sq.
"Even
Even the small gifts of the poor, when given
in true love, are an acoep^ble offering, Heb. ziii
16" (Cooc.). "It is reasonable that a man set
apart a coD<dderable portion of his income for the
glory of God and the support of the true worship,
;

—

—

Bom.

XV.

16"

Uiem

—

—

Bib.).— "The revenue for
most defrauded" (Starks).—
and liberals ; the liberals of

(TttB.

spiritoal obiects is

There are liberals
former days built churches, the liberals of to-day
would like to tear them down ; to the former,
church endowment was an aim, to the latter an
eyesore.
"Almsgiving in private is a fruit of
faith ; but not less so is liberality in endowments
for churches and schools'* (Cooc.).
The Christian
nonificence of our fathers was a very different
tiling from the duty of subscribing to associations
iffiDMed on their children, and uom the whole
orafnary srf stem of collecting as it is carried on to
raise supplies for the kingdom of God.
Ver. 16.
"The antityi)e of the lambs, the Lamb that bore
the sin of the world** (Starck).—The sacrifices

—

—

—

coosiierdl

is l^is : Christ's disciples are all of
priests, and they themselves are also the
royalty ; they themselves offer sacrifice and also
protect themselves, for God Himself is their
He who has the Spirit
strength through Christ.
of Christ will easily understand the whole of this
*
'
It behoves us to celefigure, " etc. (Diedrich).
brate the feast of tabernacles in spirit and in
truth so much more than the Jews the nearer
we approach eternity. For the nearer we come
thereto, the less ought we to hold by this world,
but on the contrary ought to withdraw our
thoughts from the earth, from houses, cities,
and Unds, and allow scarcely a thought to arise
in us that we still have a portion on earth and in
die world; but, since we only dwell in tabernacles, let us have our loins girded, as those who
are ready to depart, that they may be with the
"Our home is above, to
Jjord" (Bbrl. Bib.).
which we draw nearer every moment " (HbimHoff.).—Tabernacles ought to be as passover
that is, we ought to pursue our pilgrimage on the
ground of eternal redemption.

however,

in Christ

—Christian

aacrifices

On

Ch. xlvi

a time for prayer and a
time for work. On work-days we are not to rest,
He
who does not work ought
as on the Sabbath.
not to eat, whatever his pretences are. The door
to the Father, the Source of all grace, opens itself
to us when the gracious light of the love of God
again shines forth, as it often does after great
The way to the Father, on which
darkness.
Christ preceded us when He prayed for us, now
stands always open to us, for the Sabbath is
eternal, and we see the door to the inner sanctuary of the temple only in a figure through a
*'
(HeiM'
fidass do we see the glory of the Lord
are Hoff.).—At the door, but not at the altar.
Ver.

1.

"There

is

:
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ought, in rever- to be renewed every morning.
The whole life of
is and ought to man ought to be a life consecrated to God.
^not to overstep ** Our whole life should be a sacrifice, from mornremain sacred to its
the privileged position assigned to it, not to com- ing to night, and next morning ag(un" (Berl.
mand or forbid when it has no authority for the Bib.). The consecration of time.—Since Christ's
one or the other.— ** Princes and lords should appearance the night has disappeared, and the
abide in their calling" (Cr,).—'* But the tem- day has come ; there are now only morning sacri^Watchman, what of the night T was a quesporal power and teachere and preachers ought fices.
Is there not yet
also to live in harmony with one another, and to tion of pre-Christian longing.
assist one another in furthering the glory of God, light towards Hebron? was the daily question
11
"The whole
" (W.).— Ver. 8 Sij. Prayer and of the priest in the old temple.
2 Chron. xix.
diligent attendance on divine service are becom- section is of the deepest importance for as, inasing alike for people and prince.— In the Old Cove- much as it instructs us to live in the word, when
nant it is said : before the Lord ; in the New Cove- God's grace does not make itself known to ns in
nant : in the Lord. Ver. 8 sq. Every one has the visible " (Henost. ). Ver. 16 sq. If the prince
his assigned path under God's giddance, and on is undei'stood to be the Messiah, tliien according
it he should abide.— '* God's guidance demands to that view Christ's gifts here to the children are
quiet ; where the foot itself makes a noise, the different from those to servants, which are only
** The
will of the eternal Father is exchanged for our temporary, and taken from them again
own choice" (Zinzendobf). ** But many shall year of freedom shall be * the day of revelation of
come from the north and from the south to wor- righteous judgment,' which is already exercised
ship in the Lord's house, MattC viii. 11 "(Starke). in secret The hypocrites, who are condemned
*• The influence of love shall extend into the
by the silent judgment of their heart, shall one
whole world from the south to the north, so that day be manifest also to the world " (Heim-Hoff. >.
•* Bulers ought«not to invade the rights of their
thev from the north and they from the south
xxi 2 sq." (TtJB. Bib.)—" He
shall go to meet one another, in order to receive subjects, 1
giving is (easily) compelled to
and embrace one another as brethren" (Berl. who is profuse
**
that
will
serve
take
from
others
what
be&ngs to them " (Hengst. ).
Bib.).
He
God must never go
** The kingdom of Christ is veiy different from
backward, but always forward, growing in ffrace,
2 Pet. iii. 18 " (Starck).— " So one should eo an earthly one, for He supports His subjects, not
out of the church as he came into it ; he fl^ould His subjects Him, John x. 11 " (Starck).
In
always take home with him something for his Christ*s kingdom injustice has no formula, either
edification, Eccles. iv. 17 [v. 1]; Acts xvL 14" socially or judicially.— "Spiritual things on^t
(Starke).— The prince has to go in the midst of to be left in the spiritual oraer, and temporal in
his people, that his prerogative be not perverted the temporal ; confusion in this particular coninto injustice ; for the people do not exist for the fuses the position of the people in other particusake of the prince, but the prince for the sake of lars also' (Heim-Hoff.).- ver. 19 sq. In the
** When magistrates and authorities kingdom of God, as in the kingdom of nature,
the people.
give a good example to suDJects and subordinates, and in the frill sense of the expression, everything
that is a stronger motive than much teaching and has its own place.
Only the things of men are
exhortation, 2 Sam. vi. 15" (Starke).
Ver. llsq. in disorder, because they are sinners, and sin is
heart
Grace makes the
free, and so also willing. disorder in every respect
Servants of the Church
Voluntariness is a measure of grace, as mereifiu- should have the gift of distinguishing times and
ness is a sign that we ourselves shall obtain merey. places, and above all, of discerning the spirits.
*' He who confines his prayers and devotions to
Consideration for the people, an important part
Sundays and festivals does not yet know what it of pastoral prudence. To cook is to bring to a
is to serve God, what it is always to pray (Luke proper condition, so that the food tastes well and
xviiL. 1) and to worship God in spirit and in truth. 18 agreeable ; so ought also the truth to be preDaily ought we to exhort and arouse ourselves, pare. Is not homiletics a kind of sacred cookery f
*• When teachers have rightly experienced wholeUiat we fall not again into sin ; daily ought the
j>raise of God to be heard from our mouth, Heb. some truths in their heart, then they understand
"
(Starke). In every gift God looks on also how to set them rightly before others. Matt
liL 13
the giver's heart My son, give me thine heart.
xiii. 62 " (Starke).—" The same kind of food
people that shall be pore willingness, the pro- does not do for the simple and children and for
spect held out in Ps. ex.
^As God s grace is new grown men " (Berl. Bib.).
every morning, so also ought our devotion to Him

The temporal power, moreover,
ence for what

—which
subjects, —

is sacred,
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(2.)

The Holy Land and the Holy City (cL zlviL,

zlviiL).

1. And he brought me back to the opening of the house, and, behold,
waters issued from below the threshold of the house eastward
for the
front [the fltce] of the house is toward the east, and the waters came down
2 from under, from the right side of the house, south of the altar.
And he
brought me forth the way of the north gate, and made me go round the way
without to the outer gate, the way of the eastward-looking [gat©] ; and, behold,
3 waters came purling out from the right side. When the man went forth to
the east, there was a measuring-line in his hand. And he measured a thousand cubits, and made me pass thromdi in the water ^waters to the ankles.
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4 And

he measured a thousand, and made me pass through in the water waters
to the knees [they r«ached].
And he measured a thousand, and made me pass
through— waters to the loins. And he measured a thousand a river [wwit
thm] which I could not pass through, because the waters rose up, waters of

—

5

And he said unto me, Hast
me, and brought me back to the bank
7 of the river. When I returned, behold, on the bank of the river very many
6 trees, on this side and on that And he said unto me, These waters, goin^
out as they do to the east boundary, then flow down over the steppe, ana
come to the sea, brought forth [they come] to the sea, and the waters are healed.
9 And it cometh to pass that every living thing which shall creep, whithersoever the double stream shall come, shim live ; and very many fish are there,
for these waters come thither, and they shall be healed; and everything
10 liveth to which the river cometh. And it cometh to pass that fishers shaU
stand on it [ahanpUoethemMiTMorertt], from £n-gedi even udto £n-eglaim there
6 swimming, a

river that could not be waded.

thou seen, son of

man t

And he

led

shall be a spreading-place for nets ; as to their kind, their fishes shall be as
1 the fishes of the great sea, very many. Its mire [unwamps] and its pools [hoi6«],
1 2 these shall not be healed ; they are given to salt And [jet] on the river there
shall rise up, on its bank, on this side and on that, every kind of tree for
food ; its leaf [foliage] shall not fade, nor its fruit cease ; according to its months
it bears first-fruits, tor its waters flow forth from the sanctuary ; and its fruit
13 is for food and its leaf [foUage] for healing. Thus saith the Lord Jehovah
The territory itself, the land which ye shall take to you for an inheritance,
14 [than be] for the twelve tribes of Israel ; for Joseph [two] portions. And ye
inherit it, every one as his brother, which I lifted up My hand to give to
15 your fathers ; and [m] this land falleth to you for inheritance. And this is
the border of the land on the north side, from the great sea on the way to
16 Hethlon, to come to Zedad ; Hamath, Berothah, Sibndm, which is between
the border of Damascus and the border of Hamath ; Hazar the middle, which
1 7 is on the border of Hauran. And the border from the sea is from HazarEnon, the border of Damascus, and [in the] north northward there is the bor18 der of Hamath ; and [this] as the north side. And as to the east side, from
between Hauran, and Damascus, and Gilead, and the land of Israel, ia
the Jordan ; from the border ye shall measure to the east sea ; and [this] as
19 the east side. And as to the south side, to the right; from Tamar to the
waters of Meriboth-Kadesh is the inheritance [to um river] to the great sea ; and
20 [thi«] as the side to the right southward. And with respect to the west side,
the great sea from the border to over against the way to Hamath ; this is the
21 west side. And ye divide this land for you according to the tribes of Israel
22 And it cometh to pass that ye shall allot [diride] it as an inheritance to you
and to the strangers sojourning in your midst, who have begotten children in
your midst ; and they are to you as the native among the children of Israel
23 with you shall they share in the inheritance among the tribes of Israel. And
it cometh to pass, that in the tribe with which the stranger sojourns, there
shall ye give him his inheritance.
Sentence of the Lord Jehovah.
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BXEOETICAL KBMARK8.

As the entrance of
and

the glory of the

Ood of

Israel

forms the centre for the first
section of this dosing vision of the glory of Jehovah's kingdom, namely, for the temple and its
service, so the waters of life from the temple give
the key-note for the second section, the holy
land and the holy cit^,—and at the same time
fmnish the interpretation of the second and thereby of the first section.
(ch. xliii.

xliv.)

—

Vers. 1-12.

The Waters qf Li/e,^

ADDITIONAL NOTE.

*Emi ietnrt

.

.

.

mlme~-

upon a lofty mountain in Israel, the prophet had
represented this not onl^ as growing and taking
root there, but as winning the regard of all the
trees of the field, and gathering under its ample
foliage beasts of every kind and birds of every
wing. The kingdom of Ood« as thus exhibited,
seemed to carry a benign and diffusive aspect
toward the entire world. And should it be otherwise now, when presented^undcr the different but
more detailed and vari^ted form of a spiritual
house, with the living God Himself for the glorious Inhabitant, and a royal priesthood for its
ministering servants I No ; it is for humanity,
mankind as a whole, that God was thus seen
dwelling with men ; and though everything presents itself, according to the rektions then exist-

['^ It is necessary to take the first part of this
chapter apart from the second, which relates to a ing, as connected with a local habitation and
different subject, the new division of the land, circumscribed bounds, yet the good in store was
and which ought to have formed part of ch. to be confined within no such narrow limits ; it
The vision contained in the first twelve was to flow forth with healthful and restorative
xlviiL
verses of this chapter is a thing bv itself, although energy, even upon the waste and dead places of
it stands in close connection with what precedes, the earth, and mvest them with the freahne«« of
and spring naturally out of it. The prophet has life and beauty.
*'
been exhibiting, by means of a vanety of deThis fine idea is presented by the prof^et
tailed representations, the blessed results to the under a pleasing natural image.
He is brou^t
Lord's people of
re-occupying His temple. back by the angel from the outer court, where he
The way now stands open to them for a free and was standing, to the door of the temple on the
elevating communion with the Lord ; and the east ; and there heisees a stream of water goshiiig
work proceeds, on their part, by the regular em- from beneath the threshold, and running in the
ployment of all spiritual privileges and the faith- direction of south-east, so as to pass the altar on
ful dischai^e of holy ministrations.
He is then brought outside by the
€k>d is duly the south.
glorified in His people, and His people are blessed north gate, and carried round to where the
waters
in the enjoyment of His gracious presence and
appeared beyond the temple-grounds, that
the benefit of His fatherly administration. But he might witness the measurements that were to
what is to be the nature of the kingdom in this be made of them, and the genial effects they pronew form, in respect to the world without I Is it duced." Faibbaiiin's Buhtd^ pp. 489-491.
to be of a restrictive or expansive chajiicter ?
Is W. F.]
the good it discloses and provides for a regeneThe brinffing back of the prophet in Ver. 1 is
rated people to be confined, as of old, to a select explained from the circumstance that he had
^pot, or IS it to spread forth and communicate tarried (ch. xlvi. 21) in the outer court ; latteriy,
Itself abroad for the salvation of the world at at the sacrificial kitchens for the people.
The
large! In an earlier prophecy (ch. xvii.), when opening of the house is the temple gate, where
speaking of the future Head of the divine king- the entrance into the holy place of the temple
dom under the ima^e of a little twig, pluck^ opens. ^nnriD stands first by itself^ boUi times
from the top of a ceoar in Lebuion, and planted
parallel to each .other, to describe the very first
» W. Neuhahh : ThA Waters
of Ufe. An Exegetical Dto- impression, namely, that thp waters (HXv. : "in
qoiaition on ExcUel xlvlL 1-13. Berlin, 1848. Somewhat
particular, living spring water is often in Scriphyperbolical, but written with intelligent and hearty appredaiion, In the iplrH of the language and fktth of the pro- ture a symbol of the divine blessings, Tsa. xU.
pheu of Israel
17 sq., xliv. 8 *') came forth fkom below, and as
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did not

down from

pour

the heavens, bnt issued

from the depth of the sacred foundation upon
the mountain ; and this is without doubt to be

thought of in connection with the filling of the

with the glory of Johovah (ch. xliii.,
What Tacitus observes {Hist. v. 12)
about "a never-drying fountain, whole mountains
hollowed out below the surface, and ponds and
or when
cisterns for keeping the rain water ;
Robinson does not doubt that there is in the rock
"an artificial well at a depth of some 80 feet
below the Haram,"
all this serves for understanding the prophet only by way of contrast ;
he means and intends to describe nothing of the
kind^
[W. Kraft {Topographie von Jerusalem)
thinks that the prophetic contrast refers to the
spring known only to the priests as hidden, and
whose water served only for the outward cleansing
of the people.]—The n^Sn \P\BO that follows
house

xli7.).

—

467

1, 2.

Etham cannot be supposed, from which Lightfoot
brings the water b^ means of subterranean channels
for washing the victims and cleansing the house.
(Comp. also the combination of Judah Leo in
Lundius, die cbUenjiid, HeiUgth.) Dereser infers
from Dn^S that the fountain "fell into the
earth on the south side of the altar of bumtoflering in the court of the priests, and flowed on
under it until it reap]^earea outside of the courts
of the temple." yx* is employed to accord both
-T

and

with the view
current in Israel, according to which that which
tends towards the abode of the Highest ascends,
and hence that which comes out from it will
**
because the temple lay higher
descend. Keil
After the rettian the inner court."—n^^osi.

with

ver.

8*,

also in general

:

peatedly marked eastern direction, there can be
no doubt which right side is meant ; a person
subjoins the more exact definition of the first
looking to the east has the south on his right, as
of
nnriO, as : below the threshold of the door
also 2}^o plainly indicates. This 3^30 has ita
the temple,

nruiD withont a

we have

^, so that

the fountain-head not at this threshold,
but farther in in the bouse.
The reason for saying eastward is the "eastern" position of the
temple front ; the waters which issued from below
the house flowed toward the place where the glory
of the Eternal had entered the house.
Even
Hitzig's dictum, which makes Hjonp to mean
to seek

—

"in the east," does not destroy the very expressive causal nexus of the two sections of these
concluding chapters of Ezekiel ; but W. Neumann acutely observes : ** The circumstance that
the water flows east appears significant to the
seer, and yet again, on the other hand, natural
for, says he, the front of the house is toward the
cast.
According to ver. 12, the spring is the
bearer of the mysteries of the sanctuary, and consequently the means of bearing along its ideal
•ubstance ; and to this the d^jq [properly : * the
r

•

changing multiform aspects or manifestations of the sonl through the exterior, the
complex unity of which we call the countenance,*
constantly

Stiek] corresponds ; because the soul of the
temple looks to the east, the
stream
flows in the same direction. "—This already indicates the farther course of the water as to its

^hing

direction immediately after its giishing forth
under the threshold of the door of the temple.
But before treating of this direction, mention is
Msiii made of this so characteristic gushing forth.
While, however, after the first nnWDi to avoid

rcpeatmg the
'^l??

V

P??

o before

|nBO,

nnriD, there

it is

now

merely said

follows after the

iMond rinnp the more exact statement

signification in reference to the altar of burntoffering, which stood before the porch of the

temple

xL

the

47): nat©^,

right

(south)

side of the house, the south part of the east side.
The fact that the water issued " from the south

end of the threshold," Hengst. explains from the
circumstance that '*the altar of burnt-offering
lay immediately before the east door of the sanctuary; the water must therefore issue not from
the middle of the threshold, if it was not to meet

with an immediate hindrance ; it must first come
forth where the altar no longer stood in the
way. " This is quite natural. Neumann speaks
of *'the prominence given to the right side as
the side of good fortune and power." He says:
**
If even in the feasts of the Bedouins the cupbearer must hand the cup to the drinker from
the right, to prevent complaint of want of respect, now could that which was here commanded
by a heavenly hand for healing (ver. 8) come from
another quarter?" [Klief.
"But the temple
had two thresholds, one before the flight of steps
at the door of the fore-porch, and one at the west
end of the porch, beu)re the temple gate. If,
then, ver. 1 speaks in the outset of the door of
the temple, that shows us that we have to understand the latter threshold. If the temple is tha
body, and its fore-porch the head, then its righk
shoulder is in the angle which the south wall of
the temple porch forms with the east wall of th«*
temple. The threshold of the door of the templa
abutted with its south end on this comer, and
thence under the threshold the fountain gushed
out and ran down into the inner court."] ** The
water," says Hdv., " comes from the sanctuary ;"
:

that

P|n3D

(ch.

is

to say,

**

it is

the fulness of blessing which

poured out over the community from 9ie new
manifestation of God. Without this going before,
'n^an, from the "shoulder" of the house, •.«.
the people cannot serve the Lord in the new
the right one.
nnnO means here neither in manner ; and the service of God, again, is itself a
grace and a gift from Him.
If the fountain prothe souths beneath (Judg. vii. 8), which is ceeding fi<om God is simply a
testimony to His
•uiRciently expressed by
nor downwards revelation of Himself, then it cannot be a mere
(HiTZiQ), which is sufficiently expressed by material fountain."
Ver. 2. In the court, surrounded with buildings
What is meant to be described is a
and walls, Ezekiel cannot descry the farther course
fream of water flowing from the temple, not one of the waters. For this he is brought torOk
Qondncted into the temple; hence the Inook through the north gate^ for the outer east gate ia
:

is

:

MD,

:

D^V
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tlways shut, and to ^o out through the south
eate the prophet would be obliged to cross over
the waters. [Neumann infers, from comparing
ch. xl. 35, xliv. 4, that the guide had a preference for the north gate (but see ch. xlvi. 9), and
eeks the reason in the significance of the north
in the prophecies.] He proceeds on the outside
along the wall of tne outer court, the way to the
east ffato, as the outer gate is more exactly designated. [Neumann erroneously, because against
the prophet's uniform mode of expression, refers
the epithet eastward-looking to the way.] The
thrice repeated vpi| thus emphasizes and depicts

Ver. 8. Hengstenberg translates : " When the
forth to the east with the measuring*
line in his hand, he measured a thousaM.
Ezeldel's guide is, in distinctioQ
cubits," etc.
from ver. 2 03K*Sl*l)»
considered by himself

man went

^^

He h^d

(r^rrriKva).

ip (ch. xL 8

from pnp, according to Gesenius

:

ir»nB)—

"to twist;"

:

according tc Meier : " to bring together" ic his
hand, which is remarked b^use of what follows, where not merely the farther course of the

more their

waters, but still

peculiarities

during

Following the waters
in an eastern direction, the man measured a
thousand cubits. D^DM 12 &^^ the experithe course, are set forth.

the circuit which Ezekiel had to take, because
the aim of the prophet's going the regaining a
view of the waters is the main matter. Wheuier
the waters flowed forth aver or under the courts
is not expressly stated ; at all events they ran
under the surrounding walls, and dpubtless
under the stone pavement of the outer court.
D^"n3n) resumes verbally, when the waters

—

—

—

—

ence of the prophet, whom the man makes to
wade in the water from one bank to the other ;
hence it is not appositional to D^tDBi ^^^t an in*

dependent clause, the meaning of which many
attempts have been made to distort, when yet it
were seen again, the D^^nim of ver. 1, so that must contain a statement corresponding to the
following increments.
Kimchi, making use of
the D>{3 without the article occasions no diffi- Gen. xlvii. 16, interprets it " water of vanish"
ing = little water. The dual form D^DDW, cerculty whatever ; no other waters can be imagined
tainly
does not refer to an abstraction, but, aa
than those which the prophet had seen before.
...

J

:

:

D^3BD

(Piel particip.

of nafi)

only in

this

:

T t

" weeping"

waters, which would portrajr such an
"insignificant commencement of the issue" as

naturally or

in the connection here, without doubt,
a cornoreal duality, but not, as Genesius : " foot("shallow water which only wets the
soles
artificially

passage, thus a unique and not less pictorial expression.
Ges.
"to trickle;" and Umbreit
adduces its affinity with n33, so that he gets

denotes thin^ paired

uniformly,
;

soles"); against which Hitzig justly observes that
the water reached to the ^t-soles in the very
t^cguwing*
DDK ^ iiot exactly the same as DBi

does not harmonize with ver. 1. How can that that is, " extension," flat of the hand, and hence
he thouffht of as trickling here which has already also flat of the foot, foot-sole, but D^DBK rather
flowed tnroufjh the courts I The affinity of the
expression with ppa, **to pour out," likewise

observed by Qesenius, would lead to a significaHitzig goes back to
:
to gush out
*|3Bf * word whicn does not exist ; and Meier to
tion such as

153, "to burst forth"

^

"a

bottle,"

(t).

Hengst. thinks of

and supposes a

**

gurgling," like

•

suggests

D^OQ

ruJnS),

T

;

-

a garment extended so as

to reach to the ankles.
fNeumann thinks that
"waters of the foot-soles^ probably were waters
of only the depth of the sandals, which the prophet had put off (I) in the court of the prieeta,
and sgain put on ; and that, in conformity with
the phrase:
^D&K> we have to think of the

p^

two ends, the two lower extremities of the body,
the
sound which the emptying bottle makes," that is, the feet : waters of the extremities
were
which, however, does not coirespond to the waters which scarcely covered the
feet.]— ni3K3,
livingness" which,
*' character of ftdness and
T - r
according to him, the waters in themselves must measured by the measure, which was a cubithave; he translates, indeed: "ffushed out." measure.
Neumann assumes a radical signmcation "to
Ver. 4. After the second measuring of a thousand
break up, ""to set free; "hence: nSft, ** to break cubits, ie. of distance alongthe course ofthe waters,
the result of the waters becominff always deeper
forth." To translate it with Keil: "to purl,"
^ D^3*12l D^D ; <^ nngrammaticu form, so much
very probably comes nearest
''

:

the figure.—f|n3rr|b

nW\'1

;

Hrrzio

:

" not

the more striking, as
the south side of the

whole temple-circuit, but

the southern half of
:
the east front ;" Neum. : " on the beholder's right
hand, when he has come out here
the
north ;" Henost. : "the right side is here idso
the south-east, the south side of the east gate,
where the water comes forth only because it has
taken its rise <hi the south-east side of the temple ;
Klief.
"the angle which the eastern outer gate
formed with the wall of the outer court is meant."
At all events this is meant to be expressed, that
the waters which Ezekiel here saw again were the
waters which came from the sanctuary.

^m

:

^

before

and

after.

we have the Hat eonatr,
See Hitzig*s explanation,

which, however, is a mere coigecture, whfle the
supposition of a se]jarate clause (wateza, to the
knee they reach) is easier, and at the same
time more emphatic Alter a third measurinn^
we have watm to the Idna. But after the
fourth measuring of uiother ^ousand cubits, i.«,
in all, at a distance of four thousand cubits, it in

—Yer.

5—a

river

1

^

looks

Hke an ezdama-

tion of Ezekiers surprise on seeing what reminds
him of the impetuous rush of a mountain tor>
rent The going through, hitherto possible, is
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6, 7.

was turned to the river, its bank became
"from the end,
Hav.
adorned with trees.
•*grew in height" (Job viii. 11, x. 16 ; comp. fh)m the point where the river flows into the
ilw Ex. XT. 1) to VIK'^Di in which swimming Dead Sea(!), the prophet returned once more to
•* when
its bank."]-- Ver. 7. ^33^5^3, literally:
was possible, yea, necessary, if one were to cross
from bank to bank ^to a river which cannot be I turned mvself back. " Hitzig disputes the transiwaded.
The prophet describes the increasing tive signification of the verb, but indisputably
Tolume of water by the two parallel clauses
the objective suffix ">} is attached to the infini"waters of swimminfi^" "a river that could not
tive ; whereas Hitrig takes the suffix as genitive
be waded."
The question in Ver. 6 indicates the halting- of possession : ** when he came back with me.
place iu the vision, whereby what had been already On the return of the prophet ("•32^C^3 seems tc
seen, that is, the oti^-flow and on-flow of the
for the waters

so longer so,

^|0, "swelled," 'back

:

—

waters in gradually increasing strength, is, in
passing over to what follows, marked off as a
thin^ apart by itself.
Yet it is specially the

contmuous increase of the waters to which the
prophet's attention is called.

Keil

"A

:

natural

orook cannot in so short distances have increased
so mightilv, unless brooks fell into it on all
sides, which was not the case here.*'
Hengst. :
"The Messianic salvation erescU eundo, while
the streams of worldly enterprise dry up after a
brief cx>ur8e
are streams whose waters lie (Isa.
I viii 11 ; Job vi.
15 sq.). Comp. the supplement throujzh the person of the Mediator of salvation in £sek. xvii. 22, 28 ; and in the New
Testament, the parables of the mustard seed and
the leaven.
The same progress which is exhibited in its efficacy among the nations shows
itself also in the life of individuals, making them
become great out of small, fathers in Qod out of
children."
Neum. calls attention to the Mes•iaiiic element in the designation : Bon of nun,
and observes that ** the seer was thereby reminded
that his vision was for mankind, that this swelling stream flowed on to the days of the completion

—

of the

human

race."

The ^^3^«1 taken by

comprehend the '»33Bh ^33^*1 of

ver.

obliged to return to the edge of the bank, just
because he has to notice the bank of the river,
and that (as ver. 8 shows) as far back as the
sanctuary that is realized which was intended
in vers. 1 and 2 ; it is the third
with a nim,
is

—

M

How much the matter
stage in the vision.
treated of refers to the brink of the river, the
But the fact that
repeated mention of it shows.
" so long as the beholder followed the measurer,
he saw nothing of the trees on the bank," arises
from the nature of the process in the vision.
The looking forward gave Ezekiel the knowledge
of the progressive ftdness and depth of the waters
not until he looks back does he come to know—
with a view to what follows—the fertilizing, enlivening effect of these waters, yy, as the words
Tety many, show,

is collective

(Gen.

ill

—

the knowledge indicated in ver. 5 ; or, according
to others, it is to be taken in conjunction with

'^^3Ch,as defining it

me

back to come

more exactly

up again out

the bank

:

ii.

ver.

:

itself

mere recording here of what had taken
place before,
"a wadmg in to the neck" (Isa.
iii. 8), as Hengst expresses it,—in order to ^t
be a

sq.,

12 is to be under{The phrase on
stood of fhdt-bearing trees.
the brink of the river, indicates the cause. It

and in accordance with

9),

has been said that Ezekiel interchanges

may

6)—whc

would probably have followed the course of the
water still farther had it depended on him, but

^t(

;

^y and

but when the bringing of the prophet out of

the water and on to the bank was referred

to,

7^

was employed in ver. 6 ; here, where the reference
he brought is to the trees growing on and overshadowing

of the water.

the bank,

we have simply ^.) But

it

confuses

V

the meaning of the waters when Hengst. finds
here "the need of salvation denoted by hungerKenmann, Kliefoth, and Keil understand it thus
ing as well as by thirsting." Nothing has been
And he made me go, namely, away from the last- said of this in connection with the waters. It is
mentioned place, and brought me back to the
not the case that " life or salvation is here reprebank of the river (Ewald, too, in his last edition
" and made me go and return on the bank of the sented in the shape of the fruit-tree, as before by
the water " (for which Hengst compares Isa. Iv.
stream").
According to this, the prophet was 1 sq.). It cannot with strictness be said that
led on tne bank, in order to learn the depth of '*
tlie trees have here no independent import, but
the waters,
but he was rather led through three come into account only for their fruit," for there
times, and hence the fourth time probablv just in
is not the slightest mention here of their fruit
sad out again ! and brought back to the bank,
It would be better, with Hitzig, to call to mind
to see that it^ was covered with trees.
It seems,
ch. xxxvi 85, and to think of the restoration,
however, to agree better with the end intended,
cultivation, and fertilization of the land in gene'nfifer^y, to

{xxp

to the bank), etc.

—

—

—

to

understand

'^

as stating the purpose

;

for,

ral,

as a blessed dwelling-place for Israel.

Hencst says, the attention is now to be turned
the bank, to observe it, and not as hitherto
the waters in their bed.
[Hitzig makes the guide
measure at a distance from the water, ana the
after his last vain attempt, come po the
Ehet,
e ; whereupon the latter put his question to
nrophet, and returned with him to the bank
is
to

of

the river,

and during

the time

l^t

Eaekiel't

"creav ^^t

The

many,"
not one troe, as in en. xvii 22 sq. ; Ban. iv. 7
** That this stream here depends on the
[10] sq.
four streams watering the garden of Eden (Gkn.
ii), and this forest on the tree of life, is a graNothing is said of the immortuitous assertion.
tality-giving power of the trees, and the waters
no more bear fish of paradise on their waves than
do the rivers in Ps. l 8 " (Nbum.).
trees are not very

very

**
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Ver. 8. Corresponding to the twofold direction
of the prophet's observation, the intei-pretation,
which now begins, tells us regarding the course
of the waters and the effects tney shall produce.
Had the pixmhet desired to follow the water
farther, this desire would have been met by the
saying : ** these waters go out ;** in other words,
as they come out from the sanctuary, vers. 1, 2
(D^KV^» ver. 1), f.e. take their departure thence,
80 their progress is directed out "toward,"

"to"

T^in,

etc.— The statement: niiD"!J5n

(f)H),

is

Arabah, the fnyet

«'i)/«v

names

an unhealthy

Iffifuaf,

is

then this

of Josephus, which he
])lain

"

full of

only the fitting introdnction to the Dead Sea, with its well-known peculi-

salt clay,"

is

(particip. Hoph.) n©>n-ii<ha8.
T
TTV
following the Sept., been translated " into the sea
of the mouths, inasmuch as the Jordan falls into
it, and, according to Gkuiow (in the Journal of
the Oerman Or^ntal Sodeiy, 1848, i. p. 61),
forms " a slimy delta." [Ewald : " into the
;
sea, into the sea of the muddy waters "

arity.— D"'K^«3n
•

-

:

KV^
T

no such " general" determination of the region in "muddy," "foul'Ml The comparison of Zech.
which the waters are to prove themselves effectual xiv. 8 and the dual form in ver. 9 have led others
At any rate, what is to suppose a dividing of the waters, so that no^
as Hengstenberg supposes.
»T
t

—

thereby designated is not as the exegesis of the
Fathers, following the Sept. , delighted to maintain,
in view of Jesus' residence there
XX. 7

;

the

of Isa.

DiSH ^^3

—

viii.

7^7311 of Josh.

28

[ix.

1]

;

the

northern district in the tribe of Naphtali, called

n^^3n
T
T
•

in 2

Kings xv.

29— the later Galilee.

On

-

the contrar}', nite*l9n expressly distinguishes

from that

The veiy word

Galilee.

it

the femi-

PiT^Tl,

nine formation from 7^73, evidently denotes with
the article a definite district
'ni^^a, Josh.

xiii.

2 (Joel

from

;

there were several

iv.

4 [iii

^,

9]),

"to break

xiii.

10 sq.

Derived as

" to

a " section," something " bounded
to be understood ; and because it is here

it is

off,

roll off,"

off," is

in the east, the border-land there, lying opposite
the centre of the land, would be meant, as distinguished from every other border district.

After the statement of the direction (^^ fcW^),
TT

V

one time to the east, but afterwards also to
the west
"The prophet," says Umbreit, "sets
out first and specially from the Dead Sea ; he
does not, however, confine himself to it, bat
makes the waters flow also into the great west
and world sea. For the sea of the wilderness
appears, indeed, as the most fitting symbol of Uie
death of sin (' the Lord hffth no pleasure in the
death of the sinner, but that he should turn and
live') ; but until now there is no water altogether
healthy, and for this very reason there is a flowing forth of the fountain of life still farther into
the world of sin and of death. " [According to the
Midrashim, the river divides itself into twelve
waters, which flow to the twelve tribes ; it is
even said to flow on so far as to Calabria and into
Barbary.] It only remains that, in acoonlance
with the stress laid upon the issuing forth of the
waters in question in vers. 1 and 2, and again in
ver. 12, we understand the exj^ression: bitmc^t
forth, used of the waters on their way to the aea,
as an emphasizing again of the fact that they proceeded from the temple, and that this is done just
here in order to pass on to the purpose effected
by them when tney have reached their goaL
(Hengst. reference "to the higher hand, which
executes, according to deliberate counsel, the plan
of salvation." Neum.: "waters that well forth
from the threshold of the temple, that come to
the Dead Sea.
Not only that, but, moreover,
having arrived at the Dead Sea, they are brought
forth; thus the sanctuary of the blessing expressly connects itself with the doomed domain
of the curse.") ^The waters of which it is said
that they are healed are self-evidently (2 Kings
ii. 22) the waters of the Dead Sea, as is ahowri
refers

•

:

there follows the account of the course of the
waters, as also it is said in the outset in ver. 1
(D^T)^) that the waters, namely, came down
(^Tl^l),

"

flowed down,"

nSiyn, defined by the

^y,

that

article, is to

is,

over.-

be interpreted

T t-;t

by the context

From

the intransitive aiy, to

be "contracted," hence to be "arid," "dry,"
Geographiheath, wilderness, steppe is meant
cally, the Arabah is the whole valley of the Jordan, extending even beyond the Dead Sea ; comp.
our Comment, on Deut i. ; but in accordance with
the previous definition, we find ourselves in that
part of the Ghor which lies above the Dead Sea.
^After j<v^ and •n^, we have now fc^a, the

—

—

TT

-T

coming to the goal How much stress is laid
upon tnis goal, as that which is to be defined in
respect to the course of the waters, is shown by
the repetition of TO«n"^K after n©in.
•
TT

Dead Sea

is

called in

As

the

T T

Deut

iii.

17, iv. 49, D^

T

niljn, 80 in

ver.

18 of our chapter

it is desig-

—

also

by what

The

follows.

spiritual signification

of the waters is now told to the prophet : healing
of the dead, which accordingly means only sicK
unto death, is the aim of their being brought
forth from the sanctuary to the Dead Sea, to the
east boundary ; that is,Ve might say, firom Israel
into the world, which is thereby auspiciously
symbolized as in the east, consequently with a
reference to the rising of the Sun of Righteousness
[Grotius explains ^KB"l31
(Mai. iii. 20 [iv. 2]).
in this way, that the waters flowing in continue wholesome, notwithstanding their flowing
through.]
The character of the water of the
Dead Sea has already been correspondingly de*
scribed by Diodorus Ix^i ^mxt*^ s«« ««/ »^t^
Comp. Tacitus, HiH, v. 6. Jerome
fioXnv lvfa!itf.
:

nated the "east sea ;" and thus we cannot with
other expositors understand here the western, the
Mediterranean Sea, which, moreover, is distinguished in ver. 10 as "the great sea." If the

calls it

mare amari9sniium, quod Orace

^r^«Xr«v,

id

est,

ttagnum SUuminiB

Comp. Ton Schubert

(Bei$e
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p. 85), who Temarks on the deceptiye appearance river, remarking that the doubled often
standi
for thir^ persons of the " clear and pure^' water. for the distinguished
(Job xi. 6 Isa. Ixi.
He
Comp. moreover, von Raumer's PalOstina, p. 61 might have known that already Umbreit7).trans•q.; Kobinson's Physical Geography qfthe Holy lates it
" two rivers," and in doing so refers to
;

:

Land, p. 209 aq, [Henost.: " The i^ildemess is
in Scripture a figure of ungodliness (?), and so
a fitting emblem of the world estranged from God

and exclnded from His kingdom, Ps. cvii. 6. In
Joel, the valley of the acacias, the tree of the wildemess, corre^nds to the Arabah here. Comp.
also Isa. XXXV. 6.
As a symbol of the corrupt
world lying in wickedness (1 John v. 19), the Dead
Sea is the more appropriate, as it owes its origin
to a judgment on the corrupt world, and the
spiritual eye discerns under its waves the figure
of Sodom and Gomorrah (ch. xvi.)."]

The transition is now made to the effects of the
waters flowing to the Dead Sea. Very impressively Ver. 9 begins first of all with the prophetic
rrrn (Neum.: **it has then come to pass, then
the fact lies open to observation ") : what manifests itself in consequence of the healing of the
water, in reference to the water itself, as an effect
of the heaUng waters of the sanctuary.—But
of

nm

B^D3"63 ?

Is there, then,

what

any living thing

"the fulness
ticu8, too,

of the water." The audlia emphaof Stier {Lehrgeb. p. 218) comes to the

same thing, as he
original

7n3

;

*•

may

waters"

also cites for it Jer. L
The
liave grown in ver. 5 to a

(D^)

they not now, when they have mixed

with the waters of the Dead Sea, when onSH

nPKn and
named

side

the healed

D^H

have been expressly

by side

in ver. 8, be veiy appropriately
(not indeed as Maurer : because of the similarity
with
expressed succinctly by the dual form

D^)

D^nO, and by O^^n^

indefinitely, because of their

rushing streams sweeping away death and open,
ing up the way to life t Thus, as Neum. *^We
see it at once, the result of the flowing in is manifest in the sea itself; the river is not lost in it,
but neither does the river swallow up the sea it
impenetrates it with its livinc power, and wherever
the eye follows these united streams, it behold*
the swarming newly produced life, " etc.
Klief. ;
**
When the waters of the river shall come into
the waters of the sea, they will divide themselves,
etc.
rpn*, to retain life and to eiyoy life, in
:

;

Dead Seat There is not, although Prince
Puckler asserts that he ate there fishes taken
living from the Dead Sea.
The Jordan carries in
some, or ** they voluntarily accompany its waves"
(VON Schttbert), but "they must soon pay with
pregnant contrast to the dying of which this sea is
their life for their love of travel, because they die
sn^^ve. Keil : ** to revive, to come to life."
in the salt brine, or because this brine thrusts out
[Hitzig, too, remarks on the masculine construcin the

—

their light bodies to the shore." A fish seen by
Robinson, and said to have been caught in the
Dead Sea, was found near the mouth of the
Jordan, and dying in a state of exhaustion.
**
Neither fishes nor snails live in this very salt
" Some herons," Gadow
lake " (VON Schubert).
relate*, " sought the little fishes washed into the
sea, that died instantly in the sharp lye
I myself
observed some wrestling with death. Sea fishes
which Marshal Marmont at Alexandria cast into
water taken from the Dead Sea, died in two or
three minutes." Thus ** living things " can only
be spoken of in respect to the Dead Sea as things
that were alive and then died there, or that live
but must die when they come thither. But the
mode of expression employed is rather a prophetic
anticipation, picturing as it does in the nealed
water, in contrast to Uie death dominating it, life
already preserved,—life, too, which, through ng^j^
;

fhe^, significantly alludes to Gen.

vii. 21,

place to

which

rivers

(D^n3, pointed

as plural)

Kbil :" which swarms

wherever the brook comes."— Q^^n^.
the

meaning of the

dual, where hitherto

and yhB^), so that

7]%n ap-

pears as a substantive in the genitive dependent
on B?B3.
Neum. : " Thus eveiything, that in

the power of life bears in itself the germ of life,
shall unfold this germ ; the view which underlies
is not that of the feminine, of what is upheld by
the Spirit, but of what breathes independently.
]
—The description of this life accords with the
nature of the water, the healthy vital power of
which finds expr-ission in its fulness and the multitude of its fishes. But we have first * everything
that creeps and moves quickly, pg^, said (3
'

every kind of animal mobility" (Neum.), in order
primarily to give pictorial expression to life in
general in the all-sided manifold swarm.
Tho
following clause adds the more special and thei^
are very many nynn (a collective, expressing a^
:

viii.

17 (death and preservation), and Gen. L 21 (creation).
Quite as readily could a contrast to the
Jordan carrying the living to death in the Dead
Sea be found in the following words : everything whitherBoever the donue atream shall
oomeahalllive. Hitzig: " which creeps in every

come." (EwALDiD^ru.)

tion of K»B3 (n^n^

What

is

we have

the same time the most different kinds), a femi
nine form of jsj, which, from nai, ** to beconK<
T

T

T

thick," denotes first of all, as here too in accordance with the context, the strong large sea-fish,
and then fish in general. (Umbr. *' to live and
multiply most abundantly.")—The cause of this,
which was formerly incorporated in the general
description, ia now taken by itself, in order to
explain the special case of the fishes for these
watera oome thither and they shall be healed,
i.e., as this repetition from ver. 8 clearly shows,
the waters of the Dead Sea, to which ntDlT al»o
:

:

T T

points.— But the description reaches itS full height
of expression of life with the clause and everyis that of Hengstenberg, who, referring
to Jer. 1. thing liveth, etc. First, everything, etc- ; then, the
21, explains ** two rivers " as equivalent to strong many fishes of various kinds in particuhu
— inothei
always had ^nj?

KeQ

thinks the best solution

:
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words, the Dead Sea in its piscine life ; finally,
the whole Dead Sea as such.
Hence forraerly
DB^7 whereas the two following times HDB^; as
T

T

lUso the preceding ^jcfil^

(imperf.

Niphal)

is

months of the fountains the whole intervcninjj
water, now waste and dead, shall then become
alive, and swarm with the fishes of the great 8ea."
niDE'D [Ewald "a casting- place for nets"]
;

—
is

illustrated

t^run,

by

from

'^Vj

^n^,
TT

and therefore

also

we have

ver. 5 sq., in antithesis to the waters

of the Dead Sea.

*<The Dead Sea has become a

sea of life" (Nbum.).
[Ewald: every one that
draws water out of it. Calmet every land, however unfruitful, provided only the river waters it,
:

shall be at once

made most

Dereser

fruitful.

:

"all the regions of the Dead Sea, to which the
water penetrates, shall swarm with fish."]
Ver. 10. n^ni again. [ * * Out of death there arises,

:

distinguished

by Neumann from rtts^

in ch.

xxvi. 5, 14.
(^esenius holds both forms to have
the same signification : place of spreading out.
In order, however, to suppose the act of spreading out, we must with Neumann take the nshers
as a spreading out of the nets ; thev will be auite
absorbed in that occupation, will be nothing
else ; and this is not so inadmissible as Eliefotn
supposes ; while RosenmtLller's interpretation of
the vn\ as referring to the places, that they shall

be places for spreading out the nets, can

quite

T
well be extracted out of the phrase from £n*gedi
by the omnipotence and grace of Qod, a rich even unto, etc., although it is not so obvious.—
life.
The new community is numerous, innumerable as the fishes of the sea," Hav.] Because D^Din^i whether for the take, or, after the take,
:

not only the

of the sea, but the (Dead) Sea
exemplified in the abundance of
fish, this abundance is described partly as to
the employment it occasions, and partly as to the
numerous kinds of fish. In the former respect,
life

itself as alive is

V^y noy^

(Qeri

:

XloVt

"they have placed

themselves," one sees them standing), "fishers
place themselves over it" (the river, not the
Dead Sea, but also not the whole length of the
river on its banks, but where the Dead Sea touches
it, because the fillingof it with fish-life is the
subject in hand).
With this agrees also the
statement as to locality given ^JTiyi HI pj?0
:

D^^^Vt which has given occasion to so
quisitions.

These must be two points

each other, as the same expression

and not

:

many

D^^ay

is

'py and

which

a dual, such as that in ver. 9

:

catch fish of different kinds."] By the nets
characterized not only the fulness, but also the
manifoldness, the various kinds of fishes that
"
may be or are caught. n3*D^, " as to the kind

who
is

—

Raphe shows) witii*
out Mappiq, means at bottom tne same as with
(collective), intentionally (as

n

:

"in

respect to their

"the calf had distinguished itself by
the discovery" (!).
Seriously, however, £n-ge<u
("kid's fountain," which reminds Sepp of the
ibex,
seldom pursued here by a hunter) is
" Ain-Didi," on the west bank of the Dead Sea,
the southmost point inhabited by the Israelites,
with an E^ptian climate and Egyptian products ;
and regarding En-eglaim ( * * two- calves' fountain"),
Jerome says that it is situated at the beginning
of the Dead Sea, where the Jordan flows in, that
is, northward.
Since the death of living things
occurs at the entrance into the Dead Sea, we feel
certain that this is the right place.
Hengst.
finds " En-gedi obliquely over against the Ik^laim
mentioned in Isa. xv. 8 ;" for, " as obviously the
whole compass of the sea is intended^ En-eglaim
is to be looked for on the east side.
Ewald
" the whole present stretch along the Dead Sea."
Neum. disr^ards any geographical basis " Two
fountains (py) flow now into the Dead Sea, both
of them living and full of fish, into the dark
depths of death ; but in those days of salvation, a
river of life shall flow from the one to the other.
No longer shall there be only small and quicklydying fishes moving here and there betore the
findere,"

:

kind;"

care

is

always

taken to express the variety of kinds correspond" Life is deing to the nin h^i^ and in ver. 9.
T T

picted with far more significance not by multitudes alone, but by the variegated mixture of the
most different kinds, which are commingled together" (Neum.). "Allusion to the account of
creation (comp. also ver. 9) : the new community,
a similar creation of God's" (Hiv.). DTDl, ^o**

—

—

"the of the healed D^D o^

double calf in parallelism with the kid." He
supposes "the fountains are named after the

:

:

dis-

]

is simply that
between a "kid" and "two calves," seems designed to show.
Hengst. thinks that perhaps

less the difference,

for drying, which, however, is done as fresh preparation for new labour, for a new take. [Hengst.
" The question is not of fishers who will aminge
after their kind the fish caught, but only of those

^^

sea,

nor of the

D^^

of ver. 9, nor of the banks between En-gedi and
En-eglaim, but of the fishers, or the nets.—The
comparison with the fishes of the great sea, said
to be very many, is connected, as Hitzig observes,

with the n^'th
T

•

'

^^^^

«^^

li^

^

i*

*^*

many

:

kinds of fish of the great sea, and many ofeach kind,
—as the fishes, so., is proverbial for this—and not
merely the few Kinds of small fresh-water fish.
The fish of the Mediterranean thus compared are,
moreover, conceived of as living, so that this too
shows that the Mediterranean cannot have been
" The sea is a
spoken of previously. [Hkngst.
symbol of the world ; accordingly men appear as
the living creatures in the sea, as the fishes (Bev.
Hitherto there were only dead fiishes,
viii. 9).
only unspiritual, unsaved men. Thus the meaning of the fishers cannot be doubtful the fishes
are the men who have attained to life throng
the Messianic salvation ; the fishers are the messengers of this salvation, who gather those who
are quickened into the kingdom of God, introduce them into the fellowship of the Church,'
Luke V. 11 ; Matt xiii. 47, etc.]
Ver. 11. nt^jra (Qeri :l>nKXa) IB singular ;*^
:

:

plural of the Qeri appears to be put because of
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no doubt, an antithetical pendant to the
fonner deepening and deepening and descending
bcorwcUy writteo for rnta.
mqi k a^moist
of the waters. —i)3|(o, "what is edible "(Hbngst.
place. Rashi
marais (tnaisii). One might pcrlupg make the diatinction to be
what is turned " all fruit-bearing trees " Hitzio " every tree ol
Mto swamp by the natural recession of
Kmef. " they shall bear edible
the sea edible fruit ").
:

vn^to,

also,

•.

:

;

:

:

,.^' ^^
(Zeph.

*^« artificiaUy ooDstructed fruits of all sorts." Their described quality,
li 9).
These form the exception however, is not this alone, that they are trees of
from the rule of healing and
quickeninir ; they food, and hence yield food— not wild, acid, hard
*re the places in which the
healing waters pro- fruit ; but an abiding freshness of life and \-igour
duce no effect
have just observed the distinguishes this growth of trees (which is elsetslMsrs placing themselves
from one fountain to where expressed by ever-flowing, never-failing
the other, that the life of
the sea may become watera), both as to the leaf
(^a^, Ps. i. 8, "to
compiCTious through them ; but here in
the pools
« death (Neum.). "The watera even w^ch fade," "to fall ofl^" cognate with
^3) and the
tte nver brought to them."
thinks Hitng.
fr"** (Don).
would become corrupt, if left stonding
In
respect
to
the
latter
it is said :
along
with the whole mass of water
without any fr^ •ooording to its
months,
that
is,
as
these change
inflow.
J. D, MiCHAELis : " Palestine would
(HiTZio ; distributively),
aaid of the " first
lose much were it to lose
this salt, got without
^ui; and were the Dead Sea to become quite commencement," of the
"firet of a thing;"
fresh; hence this gift of
nature is to remain." hence 0^133, the firat-fruits, signify, according
Hitags

u

•.

ttlt-pite

"We

^2\

view and reasons, even

^oy

for the

W3

rfep

;

if satisfactory

j^,

are certainly not so for tfie

which

clause, moreover, is not to be

explained «n the gro«nd of utility (as is done
by
Mi^aelis), it is th« expression of a judgment

Tlwae districts, "says Havemick, "in which the
•jlt-deposits proper were formerly found,
shall
henceforth be such waste places.
The

WW

thonght is this : only those who bar themselves
•gamst th^ gracious stream of divine love, and
Me unwilling to regain health, are henceforth to
be given over to the curse, continuing
to exist as

monuments thereof (Zech.

xiv. 17)." Around
the sea of death there lingers on
a death which
•bides : this 18 the second ifeath, the. death
unto
death.
What is givvn to nit is entirely
for-

feited to

into

death.

" They shall be made
" The saltoomes into oonsi-

Klief.

«lt " Besobt.

:

:

deration bene not as seasoning, as frequently,
but
as Ihe foe of fertiHty, life, and
prosperity (Job
xxxix. 6),
o©ntnist to deliverance from the
corrosive power of the salt, ^hich
would

A

be

by the watera from the sanctuary were
tocess afforded to them ; th^y remain
given over
to salt he that believeth not the
Son of God
mail not see life, etc., John iii 86."— In Ver.
12,
that of which the se^ obtained merely
a general
in v«r. 7 is now more exactly partidSariaed
effected

:

WW

to him, as the conclusion of the
entire section.
After the contrast (ver. 11) to the heaUng
effect

to Hitzig,

that the trees produce fi^sh fruit
every month ; and this, according to Hengst.,
" indicates the unintemiptcd enjoyment of salvation ;" or the fruit is as eagerly desired and
hailed with as much joy as early firat-fhiits, or
generaUy as superior fruit which can claim, as it
were, the right of the firet-bom (Deut xxi. 16).
Comp. Rev. xxii 2. Neum. " The thought in
fact 18 what used to delight the heart every year,
will henceforth be furnished every month.
According to Horapollo, the palm puts forth a new
branch with every new moon. The month is
looked on as the property of the trees, because
the change of the moon always enables them to
put forth in similar change the life welling up
them." We are not to compare here the enchanted gardens of Alcinous iOdyas. vii. 114
sq.).
The reason assigned, too, which makes the
leading thought the active principle of the effects,
accords with the closing cnaracter of the verse
Hi (not : the stream's, as Neumann, but the
trees', this forest's) waten, namely, the watera
"proceeding from the sanctuary."
Hitzio:
"from the dwelling-phice of Him who is the
Author of all life and fertility. " Nbum. : " a deep
disclosure regarding what the temple of his God
was to the prophet With Him is the fountain
of life, and in His li^ht we see light, Ps. xxxvi
10 [9]. But this is just the sanctuary; because
its source is holy, therefore the flood of the river
produces fruitful germs. And j^^p is not moral
:

:

m

:

«i the

waters of the sanctuary (ver. 8), there purity, but sublime, transcendent purity,
which
eomesin what fdlows something antithetical, and sheds its enlightening beams
over all the dark
tWefore parallel to rer. 9 so. the quickening places of the earth. Hence the
praise of
^e^a« regards the banks of the river, and so the seraphim in Isa. vi. 8."—Aslofty
formerly the
back to the source of the waters, form a
parallel fishes were for the nets of the fishers, so now the
to the quickening effects as regaids
the goaL in fruit of the trees is for food, etc
(Qeri:
wlataon to the Dead Sea. In fine, viewed forward or backward, they are the watera of life
%\'7l\ which is unnecessary), for ^i^g is not nec«»8on the one hand they snstain life, so on the;
sarily the fruit of each and every tree, but can
«ther they produce fniit—
be taken collectively with the plural.
we
i^nin, as the watera
have here a reference to paradise and the first
««w» w. 6, on their way to the Dead Sea, and creation (Gen.
ii 9), so we have also to redempconsidered in contrast thereto (ver.
9), have been tion, the future salvation, in the phrase
and its
d^ignated, so that the reference is to their course
(the forest's) leai; nfi^nn^Hirzio "for medifrom their coming out of the temple walls.
:

^m

M

M

:

descnption
Its b%i'c

:

on ttie rirer,

on both sides."

:

—The

is

amplified thus " on
*^
rising up " fonns

The

:

cine ;" on which he remarks : "doubtless for external application^ since the leaf
laid upon woun(k

u
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AS soft and cooling, apart from its special healing
virtue; nD^"»]5| is derived from ft<D"i." In this,
T

T T

:

the thought of mending and of healing is
united and conjoined in this closing clause, so
that in this sense ** medicine " Is by no means
**
a very unsuitable disharmony in these figures
of perfection," as Neumann says, whose thoughts
run on " the blessed salvation enlivened by a
sweet life of rapture," and on "adorning life
with fragrant cnaplets."
This last would as
mere ornament be altogether out of place here.
Hengst. ** Salvation must pi-esent itself for the
terribly sick heathen world, above all, in the
form of saving grace. Besides the nourishing
are named also the healing
fruits, therefore,
leaves." Hav. : "The trees are trees of life, with
allusion at the same time to Ps. i. ; the figure of
the fishes refers to the extent, the greatness of
the community ; and this fi^re of tne trees to
its nature, in so far as the divine grace transforms
it into truly living members, who themselves
bear rich fruit, ana thereby become a means of
[Philippson
life and recovery to others also."
says of the entire section: "This description
actually
answers to no fountain
existing in Jerusalem, and contains suppositions which no acHence it
tually existing fountain could fulfil.
belongs to the realm of those prophetic intuitions
of the future land, in which this land appeared,
altered in its nature, endowed with the most
fiflorious fertility and wonderful virtues.
have to consider this section as a poetical restingpoint of the prophet, in which, between dry narration and representation, the prophet's enraptured soul expatiated on the prospects of has
people. " According to this, the hope of the Jews
of the present should finally be ssthetics.]
too,

:

We

Vers. 13-28.

The Fixing of the Boundaries
the Holy Land,

m

Hengstenberg, in accordance with his view of
the concluding portion of Ezekiel, makes the prophet return irom the distant Messianic future,
the prospect into which, according to him, suddenly opened in vers. 1-12, to the lower salvation,
the temple and city of the future, which formed
the presupposition of the higher salvation. According to Hitzig^ "the previous section forms
the transition to t]iis, inasmuch as in that section Ezekiel first of all, following the course of
the river, turns himself away from the temple and
the idea of the Terumah in other words, it still
remains to treat of the land itself from which
that Terumah was selected."
It would be an
entire break in these closing chapters, which
hang so closely together, were vers. 1-12 an insertion of essentiallv different character, meaning,
and signification from that which precedes them,
and that which follows them. But if vers. 1-12
are decidedly symbolical, and their contents specially Messianic, then we have in them the key
for everything in these chapters, both what precedes and what follows, not merely " the transition" to what follows.
Then the temple is a
symbol of the new revelation of 'God amonf Israel
then the partly inaicated,
in their own land
partly instituted worship as to acts, persons, and
times, sjrmbolizes the future worshipping in spirit
and in truth then the blessing, which abolishes
«ven the Dead Sea in its character of curse, can-

not leave the Holy Land untouched, bat only
with the fixing of its boundaries and the division
of the enclosed territory among the tribes (ch.
xlviii.) will the theocracy of the future be complete.
We cannot say, with Ewald, that " tht
whole book might have been perfectly well con«
eluded with the last great figure in ch. xlvii
1-12."
Ewald himself is compelled to admit
that " the position of the sanctuary and its immediate environs in ch. xlvii. 1-8 is not yet
explained with sufficient clearness " but what
;

follows finds its explanation less by refprence
to this, than by the fact that in ch. xly. 1 the
division of the land by inheritance is presupposed,
without our having up to this point heara anything regarding i^ except the prophecy of the
return or Israel into their again reviving land
(ch. xxxiv. 25 so., xxxvi. 8 sq., xxxvii. 21 sq.).
Only by what follows from ver. 13 to the end of
the book do the people of God attain to rest, as
the glory of God came to its rest by its re-entrance
into the sanctuary (ch. xliii.).
In the sense of
such a connection, comp. Rev. xxi. 3: ««i funvttrti fn%T aum9, meet aor0t Xa§i mvT§v Wtwrmi ; the
still

sanctuary with its environs still continues in ch.
xlviii. the main point of view.
Not merely, as
H'dv. says, " does the whole representation take
its departure from the sanctuary, and so naturally
also returns thither," but the close of Ezekiel's
book is intended to depict the glory of (vod by
the glory of His kingdom (Introd. § 5). Thus
neither the incidental presupposition of the division of the land by inheritance, nor the oblation
to be set apart as defined in ch. xlv., nor, in particular, the ci^— which, it is true, is to belong
to Israel as a whole (ch. xlv. 6)
can suffice ; but
all Israel must in their tribes colonize the land,
in order, after everything has been bounded off
externally and internally, to see the gloiv of
Jehovah the sanctuary, as the foundation of the
glory of Israel in their own land, brou^t to full

—

m

expression.
"Hence," as Havemick observes,
" this impresses also upon the whole land a new
aspect, a more glorified conformation."
Ver. 18.
solemn introduction marks off the
following section (comp. ch. zlvL 1, 16).
ns^

A

Grsenius

:

" unq

n? (as ver. 15).

a

So read

i

false reading for
the Sept., Vulg.,

Ghald., and fourteen manuscripts." This is easy
to say, also easy to imagine, but the analogy of ^3
for 13, after ch. xxv. 7

(which

see),

cannot be ap-

;

;

;

plied here.

Although we can hardly say, witL

Hen^ptenberg, that it "would almost seem ae if
Ezekiel wished to tease scribes and critica^ and to
put them to tiie test " (! !), still, the propagation of such a clerical error as n^ for
in ver.

m

18 is 80
matter

much the more difilcult
is really different

to imagine, as the

in ver. 15,

have n?, from what it is here.

where we

Hengst makes na

...

to be of similar import with

;x^

in Prov.

xviL

22, which word, occurring only there, signifies,
according to him, "the inwards"!
trans" (this is) the inside of the border,"
lates thus
and observes on it : "Thestemis rina or rna; cog-

He

:

nate

is ^a,

middle

(in

Chald ^), K^, vaUej,
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All thJs
the interior enclosed by mountains."
might be allowed ; but that ^3, "people/* is ** the
interior, the centre, in antithesis to individuals
18 the ptfriphery," is so far from correct, that the
lirect op{>osite would be nearer the mark.
The
rtem signifies to draw together ; and hence ^3
(people) and
(body) refer to ** connection.** A
tfi

:

^

signification

such as body,
:

snita the

xril 22 in its parallelism there

nHd

of Proy.

with QiB, and a

would be the suitable one
For the question in ver. 13 is

similar signification

here in Ezekiel.

not concerning
in ver.

15,

y^

in the sense of "border,** as

but eoneeming the territory

itself,

whose borders are first defined in ver. 15 sq.
Vers. 13 and 14, introductory to the fixing of the
boandaries, and vers. 22 and 23, which conclude
it, give us to understand that the division of the
laud among the twelve tribes of Israel is the
dominating design ; only with reference to this,
that is to say, preparatively, are the boundaries
of the land to b« treated of.
jn^.THK explains

^

—

ro sufficiently;

n^^

is

accusative.— Nj^

according to Hitrig, distributive, and denotes
tiie point of view which is to obtain in the division of the land, since all Israel, the re -united
people of God, shall return to their land (ch.
xxxvii. ) ; from which point of view, also, the curt
Joseph shall receive of it (plural)
073n *)D1^
is,

=

''inheritances" (measured ofiT portionfl of land),
Is directly explained, without our needing^ with

€wald, to punctuate dual

D^IH* although two

portions are meant, in accordance with the ancient
prophetic iiyunclion of Jacob, the patriarch of the

<Gen. xlviii. 5). The more exact deternination i» so much the more presupposed as
tnderstood ; " as Levi is to have no other portion
Df land excent that in the sacred Terumah, the
tribes can only be made twelve in number when
(ts always) the tribe of Joseph is counted and
treated as two, Kphraim and Manasseh" (Rlief.).
Comp. Josh. xviL 14 sq. [The Sept transkte the
nam. pr, t\C^'*'] Already Eusebius has observed
tribes

14-16.

yond

all question, un'ess the principle of equality
in division here laid down should go on the strange
supposition that each tribe would comprehend
the same number of individual members, or, in
contrast to the first division of the land, the new
division, with all its appearance of justice, should
yet in fact and reality be practically unjust,
namely, because treating the more populous tribe
exactly as the weaker.
This Philippson also admits, when he remarks ''that this would be more
Mosaic
law than all the other
contradictory to the
deviations of the prophet taken together ;'* but he
gets over the difficulty by saying that only the
same direction from east to west is given for the
tribal portions, and that the equal division among
the individual Israelites is spoken of. Bunsen,
on the contrary, maintains "the ideal nature of
the plan.'*
The number twelve of the tribes qf
Israel expresses the wliole qf the people, bui it does
so accordimj to their idea, and thus in a spiritual
manner ; but still more does Uu equal share of
each tribe in the common inheritance make the land

of promise become

a symbol of something

else

than

the earthly Canaan,
(C!omp. 2 Pet. L 1 ; Ps.
xxxvii. 11, 29. ) The seed now has come to whom
the land was promised by Jehovah (Gen. xii. 7,
xvii. 8 ; Gal. iu. 7, 16).
Ver. 15.
have here the fixing of the boundaries, which (as in Num. xxxiv.. Josh, xv.) is
done with reference to the four cardinal points
but here, instead of south, west, north, and east,
the order is north, east, south, west, just as also
in ch. xlviii. the several tribes follow from north
Hengst. explains the difierence "from
to south.
this circumstance, that in ancient times Israel
oame from the south into the land ; here, on the
'*
contrary, the return is from the land of the north.
must so understand this deviation
Klief. "
that the Holv LAud will in that future be indeed
the same as the old Holy Laud, but yet in a certain sense opposed to the old, the counterpart of
the old Canaan." After that pij has preceded

We

:

We

—

with vers. 18 and 14,

it

can

now be

the boundaries proper: '^33 n^.
:

said with

— The

^

of

north

v:

boundary begins from the Mediterranean Sea (as
in Num. xxxiv. 7 sq.), hence in the west, and

m the Preep.

proceeds

state into

Ze^ad

ev., that Plato, too, divides his ideal
twelve parts, and the capital likewise.
After the determination concerning the point
of view of the number twelve for the division of
the knd, as it has been in ver. 13 first stated
generally, and then specialized in Joseph, Ver. 14
lays down the seconu principle for the division of
the laud into equal p^ls. What was said regarding Joseph is not in contradiction with this principle, as mtzig maintains, for, as Reil justly
rq>lie8, the words : ye inherit it, vntO
^fi(«
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or

on the way to Hethlon, to come to

(Kl3f>, of the direction whither). Since

with n
TTV
TT

Tiy

locale helps also to determine the

boundary in Num. xxxiv.

8, doubtless on the
north-east, as the antithesis to the point of departure on the west naturallv suggests, so certainly no other Zedad is to be thought of.
Robinson holds it to be Sudud, four hours from Hasia,
on the west entrance of the wilderness, east of the
road which leads from Damascus to Emesa ; Eeil deonly affirm that of the twelve tribes which Israel clares himself a^inst this. Hethlon is unknown.
numbers in relation to fpn^? the one shall receive Gesenius places it in Syria of Damascus.— Ver. 16.
more detailed account, by means of several
as much an the other.
Comp. the opposite prinplaces, of the north boundary as compared
ciple in Num. xxvi. 54, xxxiii 54 ; and comp. other
with the other boundaries. Hamath, of which
Eiek. xlviii 1 sq.
There is no reason for supKeil says : not the city on the Orontes, but the
posing that
signifies: "inasmuch as," or:
kinsdom whose south border forms the north
V -J
"hecaose.*'
Comp. ch. xx. 28, 42.— The sym- border of Canaan ; while Gesenius takes it for this
important Syrian city (£piphania), and compares
bolical character of these introductory regulations,
Uitzig denies that
which the very norm of the symbolical number Num. xiiL 21, xxxiv. 8.
here at the beginning the land of the city could
twelve leaves scarcely questionable, must be be
:

A

—

n^
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be meant, and therefore, appealing to the Sept., Jordan, which does not reach so far as Damssca&;
he takes it as a gloss (from ch. xlviii. 1) to Ze(Uid, if it had, the sequence must have been Damaacos,
the word before it.
nrtna is, according to Ge- Haurap, Gilead. While Klief insisU on this,
•enius

= >rt-ja

—

Sam.

(2

kingdom of Arem-Zobah

viii.
;

8),

is it

port of Berytns in Phoenicia?

a city in the

perhaps the sea-

— D^IID

(identical

that

Num.

east of the

xxxiv. gives in addition the

tribes, whereas,
tiie

district

Jordan conceded to the tranqordanic
according to the statement

Holy I^and of the future

shall

uq

here,

loueer ha?e

any portion not fully incorporated ; Hengst,
on the contrary, maintains tne continuAnce ol
by the clause: wliioh is between, etc., without the frontier land, referring for this to P& Ix.;
thereby becoming clearer.
The closer defini- Mic. vu. 14; Jer. L 19; Ze<Xh. x. 10: also in
tion
which is on, or ^'toward " the border of Num. xxxii. 80, xxxiii. 51 ; Josh. xxiL 9, the
Hanran (pin), brings the middle Hazer (n^ land of Canaan lying west of Jordan is in the
same way set over against, e.g., Gilead.^The
|l3Tnn, "middle court") into relation with the border from which they are to measure is the
north border. The east tea is the
transiordanic Auranitis, without, however, defin- above-defined
Dead SeE^ in distinction from the west^ the Medi**
ing the latter more exactly.—Ver.
states the
with i^t in

Nom.

xxxir. d?) is further defined

—

:

:

17
north border for the third time," says Klief. (without, however, being able to solve the difficulty of
the double Hamath in ver. 16), " but so that it,
after ver. 16 has named the series of Israeliti^
border places, defines the boundary by border places
outside of Israel '* His view is, that " Damascus
and Hamath are the boundaries on the north, in
this way, that the north-east Damascene border
place opposite the north-east Israelitish border
place, Zedad, b Hazar-Enon, while on the north
side the land of Hamath extends itself."—The
point of departure from the Mediterranean Sea
IS once more repeated ; hence this must be the
most western point of the north border. nvTI

—

PH Oj^)»

" fountain court" (Num. xxxiv.

»),*

terranean Sea.
Ver. 19. The south border. The nearer definition of the direction by rutd^fl marks only the

transition to the place where the determination
of the southern bixindary begina. l^amar, says
Hengst , " does not occur elsewnere in the Old Testament ;" it is, according to him, to be sought for
'*
in the extreme south-eist, at the end of the Dead •
Sea. " Robinson's conjecture in fiivoor of Thamara,
that is, Kumub, lies open to many objections. On
the other hand, the waters ot ]iNEibolb•Kaded^
that is, the waters of strife, are those known of
Hengpat. observes : " Only instead of the
old.
singular in Num. xxvii. 14, the plural Meriboth
is put, to p(Mnt to this, that the strife th«e involves ill It a whole fulness of rebellioasness,—
solemn nota bene for those who, like their fiitliers,
were still to the prefent day a house of rebelUoasThese waters of Kadesh (Ntim. xx. ) in the
ncss. "
wilderness of Zin were near Kadesh Bamea (Norn.

Keil sets down as "the fountain of Lebweh in
the Beca, on the watershed between the Orontes
and Leontes. The calling of Hazar-Enon the
border fhnn the tea, indicates that it forms the
most eastern boundary-point for the north bor- xxxiv. 4).
nbru, accented as " inheritance," It
der drawn from the sea, as it is added : the
border ot Damaaoua, that is the border place retained by Hengstenbenr : "the inheritance
from Damascus, or: "on the border," etc. (reaches) to the great sea, who cites fitr this the
oldest translators. Sept, Jonathan, and the
(Henost.), or : toward the border, etc.
n^lDV |lDy(i according to Hengst., " denotes Syriac. The posseesion here (accorduig to him)
corresponds to the border of the land in the case
first the north border, to which all the places of the first two sides.
On the other hand, already
named belong," and then " northward " cives the Havemick (Vuljf.) thinksof the " river of Egypt,"*
;
"special in the general " for "the north border the Wady el Ansh, which appears throughout in
was no straight line, but had its more northern the Old Testament as the extreme south-western
and less northern points ; the most northern was boundary of Palestine ; also Num. xxxiv. 5 is (in
Hamath," Hiv. "The repetition strengthens his view) decisive for this acceptatiOD, and consethe conception : northward and ncnihwa^ "
quently for a change of the punctuation into rpTlX
'riKd T)^, doubtless as accusative, with : looks
Comp. Josh. XV. 4. HiTZio : "in the direction of
to, or: measures off, understood.
Havemick the nver to the great sea ;" and for this he urges in
finds "the boundary-line dravm here with still
addition that *Pi»« »§p§itfm is also called simply NtiA,
greater exactness than in Num. xxxiv., partly
to indicate the still sharper and more definite that is, pHDi with the omissioii of the genitive.
fixing of the limits of the new Canaan than of The Mediterranean Sea ia given as boondaiy-poat
the old, and partly to express here ton the tiioueht on the south-west.
that the new communi^ shall obtain the fid^t
Ver. 20. The west border, with whidi the fixing
possible possession of the promised land^" How- of the boundaries concludes.
As it is formed by
ever unknown the various places named may be, the Mediterranean Sea, only the terminating
thus much seems certain, tnat the only design of points south and north have to be noticed. In
the many names is to draw the boundary with
i% ^'^"'^
the former respect stands ^OID»
full sufficiency.

—

:

—

:

^^

Ver. 18 defines as the east border Ixiefly the
Jordan, agreeing in this with Num. xxxiv. 10
sq., only with different local colouring.
Hanran, Damascus, and Gilead are put on the east,
and the land of Israel on the west side. Keil
makes the remarkable sequence Hauran, Damascus, Gilead, to have arisen through regud to the
:

the south border defined in ver. 19 ; in the latter,

non

^fcb nainy, that

is,

to over against the

one comes into the tmtery oi
Hamath, which was set down in ver. 17 as the
north boundary ; comp. Num. xxxiv. 6. Klief.

nlace where

further observes

:

" The

Philistine coast distriet
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with Moses, included in the Holy
was not conquered by
the Israelites happened against the will of God
the Holy Land of the future shall be the real,
entire, full Holy Land."—.Ver. 21. A concluding
ckuse referring back to vei. 13, as well as preparing for ver. 22 sq.
Ver. 22. Like a codicil to a will ; Ewald
"and with the senuuie prophetic innovation,
that the protected should have quite as many
here, as

limd

;

the fact that it

:

:

rights as

the ancient sons of the soil."

n'*nif
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vitation to his Midianitish brother-in-law to share

Hobab, savs
with his tribe the lot of Israel.
Knobel, shall accordingly have a share in tiie
land.
Hobab consented, and we find his race
afterward in the Hebrew laud.
Comp. Judg. i.
Only apparently at vari16, iv. 11 ; Jer. xxxv.
ance with Ezekiel is the conduct of Ezra toward
the heathen wives (Ezra ix. 10), and that of Nehemiah (ch. xiii.) toward the heathen men who
had settled among the Israelites. Ezekiel speaks
of those who had attached themselves to Israel by

inward inclination at a time when it had no form
prophet's per- nor comeliness, and when there was nothing in it
spective extends itself beyond the borders of to desire but the true God
Ezra and Nehemiah
;
Urael to those of the Gentile nations.
Israel are zealous against the attempt to ffive heathenarrived at the goal of its development forms at dom equal rights in the midst of Israel, and to
the same time a fresh point of connection for the break oown the partition-wall so necessary in the
Gentiles.
He who connects himself with the pre-Christian times. Both the attraction which
true, nerfect Church, eiy'oys the same privileges
Ezekiel commends, and the repulsion for which
and blessings as Israel itself.
That which uie Ezra and Nehemiah are zealous, arise rather from
Old Testament contains in the weak type in rela- the same principle it is the true God who here
;
tion to strangers passes here into complete iiiliilbinds and there severs." Hitzig remarks on the
xnent'*
Hitzig: The prophet draws here the clause who hATe begotten chSdren, etc., that
inference from Lev. xix. 34 ; the limitation and for their sake the fathers received a landed posexception in Deut xxiiL 3, 4 is here omitted. session, but the childless proselyte did not.
Keil
For this he gives as reasons inasmuch as " resi- understands it of permanent settlement in Israel,
dence in a Strang land could even weaken an
in conti'ast to temporary or transitory residence
exclusive disposition," and "the lessening of the there.
" Here too there is, analogous to Isa. IvL
population of Israel made them wish for and 8 sq,, attached to the promise a condition, the
favour the accession of strangers."
Hen^t., on idea of which is already involved in Deut. xxiii.
the contrary, holds that what is here said does
7, 8 (that Edomites and Egyptians shall only in
not primarily refer to ** strangers in general," the third generation enter into the congregation
but to those who hAve begotten children in your of the Loi3).
This involves the close, firm, and
midit, hence to those ** who have been naturalised faithful attaching of oneself to the congregation,
in Israel in the times of affliction," as similarly
whereby one has to the utmost removed and
AbarbaneL Hengst urges a^nst *'the hosts of excluded himself from the national communion
the heathen," **^e boundaries of the land conComp. also Lev. xxv. 45." Cer" of heathens.
fined between the Jordan and the Mediterranean.
tainly not testifying to an already very prevalent
(Might we not imagine we nerceived here the custom, but in a prophetic mode of exprespion,
ratioruUiamus vulgaris?)
The question, too, Ver. 23 adds again a n^nV The more general
"concerns only the strangers already naturalized
in Israel."
He says: the exception which the sense of this specializing Hiivemick expresses to
Ammonites and Moabites make (Deut. xxiii.) in the following effect : " Heathendom forms no new
regard to the reception of bom heathen into the church alongside of Israel, no proper tribe alongcomn)unity of God serves only to confirm tlie side of the twelve families of Israel. It is absorbed
rule.
"Already, in the state in which Moses into Israel as God's holy ordinance, which confound the people, there was a considerable, foreign tinues unalterable, as an ensign for the Gentiles,
element, the whole posterity of the servants who into the one true Church, which has existed fi-om
went down to Egypt with Jacob.
fresh acces- the beginning and shall exist for ever." Very
sion took place in £gypt at the time of the exodus rightly does KUefoth point out the connection of
(Ex. xii. 88 ; Num. xi. 4).
In 1 Chron. ii our prophetic passage with the prediction in ch.
84, 35 we have an example that these Egyptian xxxvi. 86, xxxvii. 9, 28 ; only he wrongly adduces
** There shall hencestrangers were considered in the partition of the ch. xliv. 9, which compare.
land, and, indeed, in the territory of the tribe to forth be no distinction between the members of
which they had attached themselves.
Further, Qod^s people bom of the seed of Abraham and
Mioses gives in Num. z. 29 sq. the Mendly in- those bom of the Gentiles."
comp. vers. 9, 10.
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CHAP. XLVm.
1

these are the names of the tribes : from the north end by the way of
HoUilon, as one cometh to Hamath, Hazar-Enon, the border of
bamascus northward to the border of Hamath, and they are to him the east
And on the border of Dan, from the east side to
side, the sea Dan one.
the westward side Asher one. And on the border of Asher, from the eastAnd on the border of
ward side to the westward side: Naphtali ona
Manasseh one.
Naphtali, from the eastward side to the westward side
And on the border of Manasseh, from the eastward side to the westward
And on the border of Ephraim, from the east sido and
side : Ephraim ona

And

[toward]

2
3
4

:

:

:

5

6
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7 to the westward side Reuben one. And on the border of Reuben, from the
8 east side to the westward side Judah one. And on the border of Judah,
from the east side to the westward side, shall be the oblation which ye shall
offer, five and twenty thousand in breadth, and the length as one of the tribeportions from the eastward side to the westward side ; and the sanctuary is
9 in the midst of it. The oblation which ye shall offer to Jehovah is in length
10 five and twenty thousand, and in breadth ten thousand. And to these, to
the priests, shall the oblation of holiness be ; northward five and twenty
thousand, and seaward in breadth ten thousand, and southward in length five
and twenty thousand ; and the sanctuary of Jehovah is in the midst of it.
11 To the priests is the hallowed portion, [to those ddcending] from the sons of
Zadok, who kept My charge, who went not astray when the sons of Israel
12 went astray, as the Levites went astray. And there is to them a heave-portion from the oblation of the land most holy, by the border [border di»trtct] of
13 the Levites. And the Levites [receire], over against the border of the priests,
five and twenty thousand in length, and in breadth ten thousand ; the whole
14 length five and twenty thousand, and the breadth ten thousand. And they
shall not sell of it, nor exchange, nor shall the first-fruits of the land pass
15 over [into another hand] for [it u] holiness to JehovaL And five thousand that
are left in breadth before the five and twenty thousand that is profane, for
16 the city, for dwelling, and for open space ; and the city is in its midst And
these are its measures: the north side four thousand and five hundred,
and the south side four thousand and five hundred, and on the *east side four
thousand and five hundred, and the westward side four thousand and five
17 hundred. And there is an open space for the city, northward two hundred
and fifty, and southward two hundred and fifty, and eastward two hundred
18 and fifty, and westward two hundred and fifty. And the residue in length,
over against the oblation of holiness, ten thousand eastward and ten thousand
westward ; and it is over against the oblation of holiness, and the produce
19 thereof is for food for the labourers of the city. And as to the labourers of
20 the city, they shall labour it out of all the tribes of Israel. The whole oblation is five and twenty thousand by five and twenty thousand a fourth-part
21 shall ye offer the oblation of holiness, for a possession of the city. And the
residue [belongs] to the prince, on this side and on that of the oblation of
holiness, and of the possession of the city, before the five and twenty thousand
of the oblation unto the border eastward, and westward before the five and
twenty thousand toward the westward border, over against the tribe-portions,
[it belongs] to the prince ; and the oblation of holiness and the sanctuary of the
22 house are in its midst And [namely] from the possession of the Levites, from
the possession of the city [from that] in the midst, shall be the prince's, between
the border of Judah and between the border of Benjamin the prince's it
23 shall be. And the rest of the tribes from the eastward side to the westward
24 side Benjamin one. And on the border of Benjamin, from the eastward
25 side to the westward side Simeon one. And on the border of Simeon, from
26 the eastward side to the westward side Issachar one. And on the border
27 of Issachar, from the eastward side to the westward side : Zebulon one. And
on the border of Zebulon, from the eastward side to the westward side : Grad
28 one. And on the border of Gad, toward the south side, to the right is the
border from Tamar to the strife-waters of Eadesh is the inheritance [akmg
29 theiyrook] to the great sea. This is the land which ye shall divide of the
inheritance to the tribes of Israel, and these are their portions sentence of
30 the Lord Jehovah. And these are the out-goings of the city on the north
31 side, four thousand and five hundred by measure. And the gates of the city
after the names of the tribes of Israel three gates northwaid ; the gate of
82 Reuben one, the gate of Judah one, the gate of Levi one. And on the eastward side four thousand and five hundSred and three gates ; the gate of
33 Joseph one, the gate of Benjamin one, the gate of Dan one. And as to the
southward side, four thousand and five hundred by measure and three gates ;
:

:

;

:

—

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:
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the gate of Simeon one, the gate of Issachar one, the gate of Zebulon one.
84 As to the westward side, four thousand and five hundred its gates three ;
35 the gate of Qad one, the gate of Asher one, the gate of Naphtali one.
Round
about eighteen thousand and the name of the city from that day '^ Jehovah
:

:

:

thither

(Jehovah Shammah).

'

Ver. 1. Sept: . .
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inatead of

The Seven Upper

Tribe-portions,

The division of the

land, like the fixing of the
honndaries (ch. xlviL 15 sq.), begins in the north,
inclining thence to the south.
Hitzig denies the
significance of the number seven hepe : '* As the
section itself regarding the Terumah is put in the
middle, so his object is to move the central sanc-

which must lie between Judah and Benjamin, but historicallj lay far nearer the south
border than the north, as near indeed as possible
to the centre, yet also toward the south. *' Hengst
on the contrary, argues from the division of the
number twelve into seven and five, a division
which often occurs also in the grouping of the
Psalms, where '*the sacred number seven is
always the chief number, and five appears only
'* Even
its supplement "
upon the land, " savs
Hav., '* IS the character of pleasing to God to oe
tuary,

—

m

tamped throughout"

["The territory to be divided being thus
obviously viewed in an ideal light, the ^vision
conducted in the same manner, not as it
ever could have taken place in the reality, but
after rule and measure, in exact and regular portions, running alongside of each other the whole
breadth from west to east, and standing in a
common relation to the temple in the centre.
Seven of the tribes have their portions on the
Bortb, on account of the greater stretch of the

—

1^.)

^ A» ^/upmt ytwnrmr

XZBOETIOAL HKMABKS.

itself is

.

.

y«w. 1-29. The Division of the Zand among
the Tribes, toith the Separation of the Fart
to be separated.
Vera. 1-7.

,

fMtpihn r. A^iiy«v/atM/'

fum rm k^vrymimtm
rm Jifny9vm*m irrmi.
rm wpt Xjfim, «. Wrmiftu mitrw kxt^m/Juut ». £)«r*r B«^^tUf4 K«3«r, wX^M/UMt. Uk 9mXmr9m^

Ver. 93.

Ver. iS.

(Another reading:

rmnw

ittKurrmf^ «.

HLvptt Imt

imw r.

Itji/imi

«vTiir.

land in that direction with respect to the actual
Jerusalem, and in the following order :— Dan,
Asher, Naphtali, Manasseh, Epnraim, Keuben,
Judah ; the latter having its place close by the
central portion on the north, as Benjamin had
on its south. This honour appears to have been
given to these two tribes in consideration of their
relative historical superiority, having so long adhered to the temple and ordinances ot God, when
the others deserted them. Dan, on the contrary,
was placed at the extreme north, on account of
the low religious character of the tribe, preciselv
as John, in representing the whole elect Church
by twelve thousand from the several tribes ot
As
Israel, leaves Dan out altogether (Rev. vii.).
there were actually thirteen tribes, he finds his
twelve times twelve by omitting Dan, whose
idolatrous and semi-heathen character made it
border morally, as it did locally, on the Gentiles.
Here the two tribes of Josepn are thrown into
one, to admit of Dan's having a place, but it is
still the lowest ^ace in the ideal territory of a
With these exceptions, we can
blessed world.
discern no specific grounds for the particular
The
places assigned to the tribes respectively.
order on the south side was, Benjamin, Simeon,
the
city,
But
the
Issachar, Zebulon, Gad.
temple, the prince, and priesthood, with their
respective portions, being situated

precisely in

the middle, and not within the boundaries of
any of the tribes, was intended to intimate that
all were now to be regarded as having a common
interest in them ; and that the miserable and
mischievous jealousies which had of old exercised
so disastrous an influence, especially between
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finally and for ever
All now should stand related as a united
and compa<:t brotherhood to the sanctuary of the
Lord, from which, as a central fountainhead of
life and blessing, there should continually stream
forth manifestations of grace to all thepeople."
Fairbairn's Ezekiel, pp. 498, 499.— W. F.]
the north end,
Ver. 1. The starting-point
^The coarse ffoes from west to
ch. xlviL 16.

Jndah and £phraim, should
cease.

—

east

,;

**

hence

;

:

Hethlon " and

•*

Hamath,*' and

" Hazar-Enon " as the eastmost point. Hengst.
"from Hazar, etc., to the border," etc., so that
the northmost point is Hamath, ch. xlvii. 17.
—The words and they are (pertain) to him, refer
:

:

to the tribe immediately named,
Qtrit

D»n.— QnpTlftilD

Keil asyndeton = the east side and the west,
:

the tract toward both sides. Hitzig: "the east
side of the sea," that is, what lies east from the
sea, namely, from the north end of this east side,
from Hazar-Enon. Hengst. : " the east side, the
west sea. " But he takes ** him " as the ideal unity
of the tribes as a whole, although Dan (he says)
was specially in the prophet's mind. At the
division of the land under Joshua, Dan had, west
of Benjamin, takeji possession of only a part of
the land's breadth ; but in the days of the Judges,
Danites had pressed northward, and had named the
conauered Laish Dan, so that Dan denoted the
norUi border. Hengst. makes one of the prophet's
to show the equality of all
points of view to
the tribes as " members of equal rank in the body
of the people of God. " Thus in the case of the
tribe allotments, and afterwards in the case of
the gates, "* the sons of the handmaids and of the
wives, and those of the latter again among one
another, were intentionally and skilfully intermixed (Rev. vii. 6-8), and Dan the son of the
handmaid stands at the head, because there is
with God no respect of persons : Israel is a
brotherly people, in which no member may raise

&

munity rests entirely upon the Lord Himself and
His self-revelation in the midst of the people.
In this way the fact also is explained that Judah
dwells nearest the sanctuary, while Benjamin
occupies a corresponding position on the sonth
side of the temple.
The reason of this is not so
much the warlike character of these two tribes,
as their attachment to the temple when the ten
tribes revolted from it.
Both tribes represent
such a disposition, and the prophet's higher
spiritual point of view manifests itself in this
division of the tribes, as differing essentially from
the old division, inasmuch as this latter was de
termined principally by outward need and exter
nal relations" (Hi v.).
According to Bimsen,
Judah lay sufficiently near the centre in order,
with Ephraim, " to form the fulcrum of defence.'"
The Terumah, which refers us back to ch. xlv. 1
sq., is employed, according to Hengst., sensu
uUioriy including also the portion of the prince
it rather appears, however, to be denominated a
parte potiorty as it is expressly said and the auiotnaiy ia in the midst of it, although the five and
twenty thousand in breadth wiU comprehend all,
if the clause
and tJie length as one (any one)
of the tribe portions from the eastward side to
the westward (seaward) side, is to be understood
in accordance with ch. xlv. 7.
Then, however,
Yer. 9, the oblation, as it is distinctively called,
which ye shall offer to Jehovah, will not, like
that which ye shall offer, in ver. 8, be the Terumah in the special sense. The "sanctaary" in
ver. 8 forms the transition to this specializing.—
Thus also it cannot be misunderstood when in
Yer. 10 the oblation ot holiness (comp. on ch.
xlv.) is adjudged to the priests, for the sanotoay
lies in their portion.
The clause: northward,
etc., makes the upper boundary of this main division of the whole the same (25,000) in length,
that is, fr^m east to west, as the last-measured
:

:

:

—

boundajy southward. Westward and eastward,
means: that Dan whereby the breadth is given, that is, in the
T V
direction from north to south, the measurement
shall receive an inheritance, as Keil supplies p^n,
yields the same result in each case, 10,000.—
V V
from ch. xlvii. 13. Elibf.: "the single equal iSiHB 'n^m i^os in some measure more exactly
itself

—^nnW

above another."

MT

-

'

heritage for each tribe being considered as a
tt« toinsi o^ ver. 8, whose suffix Keil makes refer
monad. " Similarly in what follows ; and always,
At aU
in distinction from the former order of things, ad aensum to p^n, instead of to nDW).
taking in the whole breadth of Canaan, "from the
events, S^T\2 t^ere is not= "therein" (Hrraio).
east side to the seaward side."
Yer. 2. Aoher.
Ver. 3. Naphtali—Yer. 4. ManMseh.—Yer. 5. The expression : " in the midst," refers, however,
Ephraim.— Yer. 6. Benben.— Yer. 7. Jndah, neither to one of the tribe-portions nor to the
who is thus preceded by three pair of tribes, the "oblation," but to the priests* portion, which
list of the seven upper tribes closing with him,
the oblation bounds off on all sides. In our vens
just as from him the whole people received even the suffix refore more definitely to the oblatioii ol
'
their name. Keil observes
' Asner and Naphtali,
hoUnesi in its length and breadth, which art
who formerly occupied the most northern district, given as to tiie four sides. ^Yer. 11. Kliefoth
are ranged beside Dan ; then follows Manasseh, renders fi^ptDH) "the hallowed portion," to the
t\: since hidf-Manasseh formerly dwelt to the east of
priests it shall belong. So also RaahL Pual pass.
Naphtali ; and Ephraim is ranged beside Manasseh,
as it is, can hero denote nothing more suitabljr,
as formerly beside the western half- Manasseh.
is
The reason for bringing in Reuben between Ephraim especially as the suffix in the previous

—

—

:

Mud

and Judah seems

bom

to

m

that Reuben was the

first-

of Jacob's sons."

Vers. 8-22.

The Special Portion
Land,

cut off from the

thereby most easily explained. Most expositors,
followmg the old translations, and influenced by
Isa. xiii. 3, render it in a plural sense ; and similarly Kimchi takes it distributively : " he who is
hallowed of the sons of Zadok." The participle

Yer. 8 places, moreover, the Terumah on the
" The normal condition of certainly lies inconveniently between D^^nbi^ and
border of Judah.
Israel is reached, according to which all the life
'^320, ^ut the plural in 2 Chron. xxvi. 18 canof the whole land streams forth from its truly
spiritual centre, and the unity of the whole com- not decide in favour of the singular here, for the
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lingular here would, a« Hengst ffrants, denote
**
the hallowed part as distinct from the anconsea restriction which can no longer be
crited part,

"—

introduced in the case <^ the sons of

Zadok (eomp.

zliv. 15 sq.), after they hare been repeatedly
represented as the hallowed priestly peraonelle.
what does this sayine of Hengstenbeiv's mean :
that they arc sanctified "by their fidelity, by
which they made their election sure" ? It ought
rather to be said that the part of the Tenimah
which is specially the Terumah—the " oblation of
as is said
holiness" (as in rer. 10), or

\^mn^

here—belongs to those who are the priests of the
fature, namely, to the priests who are taken
from the ions of Zadok, who kept, etc. (referring to the ** sons of Zadok") ; comp. ch. xliv. 16.
The 23 denotes no selection or restriction among
the sons of Zadok, but simply their descent,
whence these priests are, with a reference back to
what is contained on that subject in the previous
chapters.
[Keil's objection in respect to

^ppn

moreoyer, against such a view as this ** to
the priests it is consecrated, " a view which indeed
womd correspond neither to the form of the text
nor the facts of the case.] The mention of the
eoing astray of the Levites, like whom the children of Israel went astray, shows, what hitherto
is manifest throughout, namely, that the tribe^ of
Levi, not the pnestly family of Aaron, was intended ; whereajs Hengst., in order to have the
necessary distinction and contrast, thinks of those
who were " as a punishment desecrated (f), deThe
graded, and reduced to mere Levites."
meaning, on the contrary, is simply this : the
sons of Zadok stood firm when the rest of Levi
stumbled, and along with Levi, IsraeL That some
of the sons of Zadok also had gone astray, and in
contrast to them the description here is given, is
tells,

:

—

not the case.—Ver. 12.

Dn^

nn^m» although no

481
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they are to have their appointed portion close to

the border of the priests (dB}^)*

"In

Hengst.:

the description of the oblation, the prophet,
for theological reasons,
with the middle
portion, the priests* part ; it was then necessary
to guard against the thou^t that the Levites'
part was separated by the city, or the city by the
Levites' part, from the sanctuary.
The servants
of the house, and likewise he inhabitants of the
city, as constituting the holy assembly at the
divine services, behoved to have the sanctuary as
near as possible." Comp. for the determination
of the circumference, ch. xlv. 6.
As to the repeated closing clause the whole length, it will
lose its appearance of tautology if we assume
with Kliefoth that it is meant to express briefly
the two lengths (north and south) and the two
breadths (east and west), instead of going through
the cardinal points one by one, as in ver. 10.
Ver. 14. Comp. Lev. xxv. 84.
"It is regarded
as the gift of first-fruits to Jehovah, to which the
richt,
and
which
sole
thus may
Lord has the
never come into the hands of another" (Hay.).
"The ordinance applies naturally also to the
priests' land, although it is expressly given only
for the Levites' part, oecause its holiness is less, so
that the thought of its being saleable might more

be^

:

readily arise'

(Hengst.).— n^3^ (Qeri:

n^ajT');

the Eal is quite snflScient, there is no need of a
Hiphil form. That which isacknowleUged as firstfraitB of the land is holy to Jehovah.
"Traffio
is excluded where God is the landowner and the
'
Levites only usufructuaries " ( kngst. ).
' This
land is an offering ; the heaving is one form for
it, and the gift of first-fruits the other " (Klief.).
As in ch. xlv. 6, so now in Ver. 15, the possession of the city comes after the land of the priests

—

and Levites. Kliefoth observes, referring to ch.
xL 2 (t), that the prophet beheld the city to the

lay south of the priests' portion
Levites' portion
Ezekiel, he goes
lay north of that of the priests.
on to say, setting out as he does from the middle
likewise shows, is less a part (Klisf.) of the Terumah, does not, as in the division of the
following
land among the tribes, follow the direction from
oblation,
than an abstraction therefrom; north to south, but takes first the more central
of the
hence in a spiritual respect somehow in relation priests' portion (vers. 9-12) ; but the fact that he
to the oblation, what is most holy in relation to the then (vers. 18, 14) describes the Levites* portion,
sanctuary ; Keil correctly : " the offering from the lying north of it, and thereafter takes up tne cityoblation." But this "Teruraiah" from the **Teru- possession, lyin^ south of the priests' portion, has
mah" is designated most holy because it is this in its ground in this, that the portion of the Levites is
holy, whereas the portion of the city is profane.
relation to the part which belongs to the Levites.
Observe how the old ordinances as regards places It is still simpler to take as motive for tne order
are converted into ordinances in reference to per- observed, besides the reference to ch. xlv., the
sons, and thereby Jehovah's relation comes out as connection of priests and Levites with the central
a relation appearinff in men. [Hengst.: "the sanctuary. In this way the Levites necessarily
heave-portion which fell to the priests is de- preceded the city. The five thousand are left
signated most holy, because it has God's sanc- when we sabtract twice ten thousand in breadth
tiury in the midst of it, and belongs to His most (vers. 9 and 13) from five -md twenty thousand in
eminent ministers, in distinction from the part of breailth, that is, from noith to south (ver. 8).
the Levites, which has only the second degree of "irtun is neuter, according to Hitzig; it is the
holiness, and from that of the city, which has only
particip. Niph. of in^.
i^a ^j;, before the side
the third" (?).] The closing definition 'Sai"i»K,
in question, namely, from east to west ; this ffives
not merely forms the transition to what follows,
a third oblong, which, however, is only half the
but also indicates that we have to imagine the
is profane, in
pnests' portion as adjoining the south or the north breadth of the two former.
In Ver. 13, accord- contrast to the former ** most holy" and " holy"
side of the Levites* portion.
mgly, this latter is expressed, as it had to be of the portion of the priests and Levites. Phi«
expr^sed in respect of tne Levites, namely : that LiPPSON : " they are common laud for the city.

formal apodosis to ver. 11, most expressly confirms the view taken of ver. 11.— n»lM"Wn» as the

south

;

hence

it

and the sanctuary, and so the

p

i^

—

:

—

—^n
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and for environs.**
These five
thousand are set apart generally for the city
for dwellings,

and

("l^yS),

sp«cially for dwellings

and as

pre-

cincts for free use, pasture, arable land, etc.
As
the city is the title for this portion of land, so the
verse concludes by stating tnat the city is nbiriB*

which the

^e

The

thought of ver. 18 to be

viously only indicated

by ^^q

affords it a front of five

and twenty thousand

:

"the

residue of the

city-district shall serve for support to the workmen, and they shall cultivate it, for which they

shall be

:

the only possible service' on a large scale to a
and, as is so emphatically stated, are encamped as a guard beside the holy oblation with
the temple."
"On the north side of the holy
oblation are the Levites as the miUtia sacra ( Num.
iv. 23, viii. 24) ; on the south side the ministers
of the secular arm, which has to protect the
Church." " Adjoining the provision made for
these servants on both sides is the domain of the
prince (I I), who is to be considered the commander of these guards." For I3y, in the sense

is

city,

city in the narrower sense lies.
Eliefoth translates : "in the middle in it"
Since the city lies
in the midst of the city-district, this makes it, as
Klief. observes, lie right opposite
sanctuary
in the south.
Ver. 16 first subjoins the more exact statement
in regard to the length from east to. west, pre^]f.

last

refer to "Vrtin, and the

bound to the service of the city." (2)
Hengst. translates thus " who serve the city ;*'
and " can only understand by this a militia (!)
the that take the city in the midst,— military service

Hengst. makes the feminine snfllx refer to
city in the wider sense (n^j;^)', within

Havemick makes ^rm^y^

oblation
;

—

its

" military service," Hen^. refers to ch. xxix.
But if ever an exposition has missed the
mark, it is here. We hear the mounting of guard
on the Berlin University Platz, and Hengst must
and fifty on each of the four sides. The BTDH also mention Egypt as an example "of such
found in the text, and left by the Masorites un- military colonies endowed with land " he comis such as to make a square of
four thousand five hundred on each side, to which
is added in Ver. 17 an open space of two hundred

of

punctuated,

with the thought that this militia
" is not to be gathered out of the lands of other
lords, as formerly the Cherethites and Pelethites,
but is to consist of such as are willing also to
serve their Lord in this lower (!) sphere." (3)
Klief.: "The workmen of the city are the
labouring class dwelling in it; in this city
they are not to be destitute of possession, as is
usual in the cities of men, therefore considerable
portions of land are assigned to them for support
and to explain this ver. 19 subjoins, that from
all the tribes of Israel (lay, transitively with the

measure, however,

20.

;

almost universally considered an
«rror of transcription ; Hengst, on the contrary,
Bays: "It points to this, that the south side
equally with the north side has 4500 cubits five
stands for on the five, or to the five," etc The
length of the city-district (namely, city and free
space), from east to west, amonnts to 4500 + 250
+ 250 5000, and to the same in breadth from
north to south, so that the square in this respect
occupies the entire breadth of the city-district,
while it only comes to a fifth of the 25,000 in
length from east to west ["The small compass
of the city district " (cubits !), observes Hengst.,
"wholly excludes the inhabitants from agriculture."}-- Ver. 18 disposes of what remains of the
length (Klief. "in the length ") along the holy
oblation, the section eastward and the section
seaward, 10,000 each.
"This is to remain over
affainst the holy Terumah, that is, as a part of it,
although it is assigned neither to the priests, nor
the Levites, nor the city" (Klief.).
Hengst.
explains the phrase: "over against the holy
oblation," as indicating "that we are not to
imagine that the Levitical part is shoved in
between, whereby the holy oblation would be
separated from its guardians." The pravefUtu^
the nt«an of the '^^n, what of fruit the soil
is

;

:

:

=

:

forts himself

they are to employ these in labour;
namely, when they come from all parts of the
land to the holy city to the feasts, and because the
land in the capital gives employment to labourers,
etc. (4) Hitzig takes n^p as colere locunif of eulaccns.)

-

T

-

tivating through residence = to inhabit: hence,
" for the inhabitants of the city ;" ver. 19 "And
as to the inhabitants of the city, people from all
the tribes of Israel shall inhabit it."— injyn,
:

singular, stands as collective, "but the suffix in
^rnn3y^ does not refer to it, and to make it refer

to ^Tfi^i]
-

would yield no suitable sense

;

henoe

T

of these

port

two

districts yields, is destined for sup-

(onb^)

for

the laboureiB

of the

dty.

V v:

They are further described in Ver. 19, where it is
said of them ^n^13y^. (1) Ha v. :
these are

"By

:

not meant slaves, nor (as Eimcbi) such as cultivate gardens and fields (against which there is the
Tyn), bat, as Gesenius puts it those who per-

we are to read

:

nn^P^, »nd the reference to

yjf,

certainly not of the common gender, is
As in ver. 18 the masculine
to be accepted."
refers to inljn, so also does the
suffix in

which

is

nh^On

suffix in

^rni^.

Ewald

every labourer of the

translates

thus

:

" And

city will cultivate it**

Neteler: "and as to the workman of the city,
one will take him for workman out of, "etc Ver,
form service in building the city, which the pro- 20 sums up the whole, namely, of the previously
phet represents as an honourable office. The holy described oblation, as a square of 25,000, t.^. incity as well as the temple belongs now to no single clusive of the possession of the city ; and then
tribe, but to all Israel, so all the tribes take part describes the possession of the city as a fourthin building and maintaining it, by workmen part of the " oolation of holiness," as the portions
chosen for the purpose, who receive their support of the priests and Levites in the narrower sense
from land assigned to them situated in the im- are called, which have a breadth of 20,000, of
mediate vicinity of the holy temple -district" which the 5000 of the possession of the dty are a

—

:
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Philippson, on the other hand, translates
**
In square form shall ye offer the ho]y oblatogether with the property of the citv ;" as
similarly £wald.
And already Havemick took

fourth.

thus :
tion,

-^as: "in

addition to the possession of the

city/*

Ver. 21 ; comp. ch. xlv. 7.
The portion of the
prince on both sides, east and west, of the ** oblation" described in ver. 8 (25,000 from east to
west).

^JB"^,

translated

by Ewald

**
:

close to

;

:

with some variations (instead of ^{<,
**

;

now

^j;,

["The desire of giving due prominence to the
sacred portions in the centre, leads the prophet
again to enter into some statements regarding
the Terumah, or oblation, and its subdivisions.
Nothing of importance is added to what was said
before, except that the 5000 rods apportioned out
of the 25,000 sqnare to the city is here laid off
in a square of 4500, with the 250 all round for
suburbs. This space for the city was not strictly
holy ground, in the sense that the sacerdotal
portions were, and hence it is called profane or
common.

'*

;

by Hengst. ** over against " by others "along,
with reference to the east and west skirt of the
Tenimah, which was only 26,000 long.
The
position is described first eastward, and then,
:

488

21-30.

with

But bein^ thus immediately connected
with the sacred portions, and standing apart from
the individual tribes, the city built on it formed
a fit and proper centre to the whole land in its
position and its structure the beau-ideal of a
theocratic capital, encompassed by the most
hallowed influences, and fitted to exert a uniting

—

and hetdthful effect upon the entire community.
Hence the prophet closes the description by the
'y^]i)<,
mention of some things regarding the city which
sion there is added doee to the tribe-portionfl. mi^ht serve more deeply to impress the feeling
It is scarcely necessary to remark in explanation, of its being the suitable representative and comItself occupying
that the prince's portion abuts on the north (like mon centre of the community.
the Levites' portion) on the portion of Judah, on a central position, and immediately in front of
the south (like the possession of the city) on the the house of God, it was also to have twelve
portion of Benjamin.
That which lies eastward gates, bearing the names of the twelve tribes of
and westward between Juduh and Benjamin the children of Israel; in token that all the
belongs to the prince, to whose domain the suffix family of faith had their representation in it,
omission of the

now

oblation

" instead of ^33"^^,

westward likewise

;

while in conclu-

:

u»

nblna

refers,

same
and westward, it

describes the

namely, to inljri-

— Ver.

22

object, only Instead of eastward

is now from north to south ;
hence, setting out from the poaMSBion of the
Leyites, namely, in the north, and from the poeesBion of the dty. The designation vpria does

—

not belong to

Tyn

(Keil),

but stands as an

asyndeton, like: posio—ion of the Levites, and:
poMeiBioo of the city ; and counts as the third
the central part, namt^-ly, the portion of the
priests, with the lately-mentioned temple-sanctuary, after mention has been made of the two
outer parts.
Thus, what is to be the prince's
domain extends from north to south, namely,
on both sides (ver. 21) ; and when it is described
as in the direction of north to south, it is represented as lying between the border of Jadah and
between the border of Benjamin. The question,
moi^jover, of ch. xlv. is renewed here: rods? or
cubits T
Keil and Kliefoth reckon by rods, because, reckoned by cubits, "the prince's land
would be more than six times as large as the
whole Terumah ; " whereas, measuring by rods,
the actual size of the land is in correspondence.
Henffst adduces the fifty stadia of Hecatseus in
proof of the 18,000 cubits of Jerusalem.
Vers.

28-2^.— ^e Five Lower

23.— The

Tribe-portions.

rest of the tribes follow southward: first, Benjamin, which tribe opens the
series on this side, as Judah closed it on tne other.
Three pairs precede Judah, and two pairs follow
Benjamin: nrst, Yer. 24, Simeon; thereafter,
Yer. 25, Issschnr ; then, Yer. 26, Zebolon ; and,
finally, Yer. 27, Osd.— For Yer. 28 comp. on ch.
^Ver. 29, a closing formula. Henost. :
xlvii 19.
"It is said of the inheritance, because a part of
the whole was not to be distributed, but to be
prKviowdy set apart as holy ground."

Yer.

—

and, as if they were actually resident in it, stood
before the Lord for the eiyoyment of His favour
and blessing. He specifies, again, the entire circumference of the city, 18,000 rods (between
twenty and thirty miles), as a symbol of the
immense numbers of the covenant-people under
the new and better dispensation of the future,
immeasurably transcenoing what had existed
imder the old.
And to exhibit the character
of the city itself as representative of the community at large, and indicative of its own relative
position, it was to bear from that day, namely,
from the period of the beginning of tlus new and
better order of thinss, the honourable name of
*Jehovah-Shammah—-not, as has been already
stated, Jehovah-there, but Jehovahthither, or
thereupon.
For it was in the temple, rather
than in the city, that the Lord was represented
But His
as having His peculiar dwelling-place.
eyes were to be ever from the temple toward the
city, and again from the city toward the whole
land.
The manifestations of His love and goodness were to radiate from the chosen seat of the
kingdom through all its borders ; He in all, and
So that the
all united and blesseti in Him.
consummation of this vision substantially corresponds with the object prayed for by our Lord,
when He sought respecting His people that they
might be where He was, and that they might be
all one, as He and the Father are one ; He in
them, and they in Him, that they mi^ht be made
perfect in one."
Fairbairm's 3xhel, pp. 499,
500.— W. F.]
Yers.

80-85.— T»€ City as

to Extent, Gates,

and Name,
In continuation of Yer. 15 sq., we have now in
oat-goings of the dty, that is, the out*
Yer. 80
lets, with evident reference to the gates ; for " thi
boundary-lines marked out by walls" (Henost.),
"the extremities into whicn a city runs out'
(Keil), are only sach in virtue of the gates. Thi

^e
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measure here on each of the four sides is 4500 ; temple and city Jehovah does not properly dwell
comp. ver. 16. The detailed account begins, as in JeQisalem, but, in the proper and highest
'Thence He Took*
in the dividing of the land, and so with evident sense, only in His sanctuary.
Ver. 81. The toward Jerusalem, is turned thither with the fulreference therrto, from the north.
What now makes
gates are designated after the names of the tribes ness of His love and grace.
There are three g&tes to each side, Jerusalem a trae city of God is the love entirely
of Israel.
hence twelve in all ; comp. Kev. xxi. 12. The turned toward it, the good pleasure of God resting
means from
naming does not follow the position of the tribe- upon it," etc Hengst.
district, and thus the omitted tribe of Levi appears
is described will be so ; it
day
when
what
the
here in the north, honoured by a gate named after
it.
The three sons of Leah (as I^ut. xxxiii.) are does not and cannot mean "always," and just
"from to-day." n©K' i«
as little can it mean
first mentioned ; as Keil observes: *'the first-bom
T T
by a^e, the first-bom in virtue of the patriarchal not: "there, "but, as always: "thither." Bat
blessing, and the one chosen of Jehovah for His
query ch. xxiiL 8 in Ezekiel himself, if not ch.
In xxxii. 29 sq. He explains the name from Deut.
service instead of the first-bom of Israel."
Yer. 82 the three east gates, where Joseph is xi. 12.
*^This 'Jehovah thither* manifested
named next after Levi, and comprehends in his itself in the most glorious manner in the appearname his two sons, Ephraim and Manasseh ing of Christ, in the many attempts He made to
(*' Rachel's sons and the son of her handmaid,"
gather the children of Jerusalem, in His tears
In Yer. 88 the three south gates b«u: over Jerusalem. When, however, His own would
Keil).
the names of the other three sons of Leah ; and, not receive Him, then the 'Jehovah thither,'
lastly, in Yer. 84 the west gates are given, after
which had availed for the restored city five hunthe names of the other three sons of the hand- dred years, passed over to the new people of God,
:

—

—

Q^

:

:

:

:

maids, as Keil observes.
Yer. 86. Then follows the close of the book ; it
closes with a name, with the symbolical name of
the city, whose whole compass doubtless calculated likewise in a symbolical point of view ^is
Kliefoth remarks
given as: 4x4500=18,000.
on this number, that it i8:=12 x 1500 ; hence, a
*^ The city of
product of 12 by a multiple of 10.
the people of God," says he, "has now become the
*'
Neteler connects with
capital of the new world.
it the millennial kingdom, saying : "A thousand
years are with God as one day, and one day as a
thousand years ; hence the city is called the millennial kinpiom" (!).—The. name of the city is
annexed to its whole circumference, just as before
the gates named follow the statement of the extent.
Thus it appears that the name of the city itself
now expresses the same relation to Jehovah which
tiie names of ^e gates did to the people of the
covenant Hitzig translates "The name of tlie
city is from that day : Jehovah there," and tmderstands this to mean : from the day of its being
bmlt. Havemick makes the following excellent
remarks on the whole connection : "Already in
the foregoing the thought was made prominent,
that Jerasalem should be the common property of
Over against the temple, the place
idl the tribes.
of tiie divine revelation is Jerusalem, the Church
As such, it
of God, living before and in Him.
forms a closely knit together, indissoluble whole,
a stately uni^ rooting itself in God. In order
duly to set forth this thought, there is annexed
to the division of the land among the individual
tribes a consideration of the city itself. For that
division is nothing less than an isolating or dissevering of the individual tribes ; but forthwith
the higher unity of the prophetic intuition, again
embracing and knitting all firmly together, preThe community is one accepted of
sents itself.
God and hallowed to Him ; standing itself in the
presence of God, it forms the one trae stem of the
new Church, and has thereby reached its
In the first place, the greatness of
destination.
the community expresses itself to the prophet in
the compass of the city ; and then in its name,
'From that day,' that
its quahty, its holiness.
nenceforth for ever, Isa. xliii. 18. The name
is
itself is: 'Jehovah thither,' not: Jehovah shall
dwell there. For Ezekiel dbtinguishes between

—

—

:

^U

:

the legitimate continuation of Israel ana Jerusalem
xxi. 48), to which Jesus had promised to
be with them unto the end of the world." Kliefoth with right expresses himself against an altera
ation of the punctuation {JXGSV uito X'XSVt "and

(Matt

—

T

T T

the

name

:

henceforth : Jehovah is its
and also against the idea that ntDC^

of the city

name"),

is

T

T

can mean anything else than "thither. " " But
then the name purports that Jehovah will raise
Himself up thither, toward the city, and will do
so from the day, that is, from to-day, that this city
*
and what depends upon it may come into being.
In view ot the total ruin of the people of G^d,
the whole comfort of the prophet s predictions,
:

the full significance of his labours, is yet once
more completely snmmed up in the last wonls of
his ministry. Schmieder says ' ' Notwithstanding
the irregularity of the natural boundaries, Ezeki^
views the Holy Land as a rectangular, oblong
quadrilateral, etc.
The centre faUs exactly at
Sychar, where Jesus speaks to the woman of
:

Samaria (John iv.). Mount Gerizim is the site of
the new temple, but the Holy City is at a distance
of about five miles off ; the place in which it ia
situated is ' the place of Bethel.' The revelation
of John contains in its closing chapters cognate
views, which presuppose and surpass, but do not
exactly interpret EzieldeL"

ADDITIONAL NOTl.
[" Thus ends the marvellous vision of the pro>
alike marvellous whether we look to tiie
{)het
ofty pattern (true in the spirit, though unavoidably wearing the garb of imperfect forms and
shaidowy relations) which it embodied of better
things to come in God's kingdom, or to tiie time
chosen for presenting this to the Church of God.
The cause of Heaven was then at its lowest ebb.
The temple that had been, together with the
kingdom it symbolized and represented, were laid
they were to be seen only in broken
in ruins
fragments and mournful' dilapidations, as if smitten with the powerful curse of an irrecoverable
Yet from the midst of these howlinfl
Serdition.

—

;

esolations, as from the very 'suburbs of heU/
the prophet ascends, with assured step, the mount
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and has

there exhibited to his view,
the yery image of better things to
come, but the ideal pattern after which the
blessed and gknions fdture was to be fashioned.
He even sees it as already present ; and, with
such imperfect materials of thoaght and utterance as then stood at his command, he gives it
forth to the Church and the world as a thing
which his own eyes had beheld, showing how
God would certainly dwell with His people in a
manner He had never done before how He would
at once immeasurably extend the sphere of His
fa'ngdom, and greatly elevate the condition of
those who belonged to it
and how, through the
copious effusions of His life-giving Spirit, the
former imperfections should be done away, the
most remote regions of the divine territory hallowed and blessed, and even the peculiar liaunts
of vision,

Bot, indeed,

—

—

and desolation
blossom like the rose.
of cursing

made

to rejoice

*0 scenes sarpassing fable, and yet tmet
Scenes of accompUHhed bliis which, who can
Thoagh bat In distant prospect, and not feel
His soul refreshed with foretaste of the Jojt
!

and

see,

'*
That such scenes should have been described
with such assured confidence, and at a time so
deeply overspread with gloom, was indeed an
ennobling triumph of faith over sight It gave a
most illustrious proof of the height in spiritual
discernment, and far-reaching insight into the
purposes of Heaven, which is sometimes imparted
in the hour of greatest need, especially to the
more select instruments of the Spirit's working.
And surely the children of the kingdom now
must be chargeable with neglecting an important
privilege, if they fail to profit by so inspiriting
an example. Elere the heart of faith is taught
never to despair not even in the darkest seasons.
And when it is seen how much of the scheme
delineated in the prophetic vision has already
been accomplished, should not believers feel encouraged to look and strive for its complete
realization, assured that God is readj to near
their cry, and to second with the aid of His
Spirit the efforts that are made to dispossess and
drive out the hostile powers that continue to
linger in His kingdom ?
It is theirs, if they feel
thus, not only to contend in the best of causes,
but also with the surest prospect of success ; for
the Lord Himself is upon their side, and His
word of promise must be established.

—

'ThttsheaTenward all things tend. For all were (mee
Perfect, and all mnst be at length restored.
So Ood lias greatly purposed who would else
In His dishonoured woiks Himself endure
iHshononr, and be wronged without redress!
~~C€me, then, and added to Thy many crowns,
RecelTe yet one an radiant as the re^t,
Dae to Thy la>t and most efTectual work.
Thy word fulfilled, the conquest of a world.***
Faibbairn'b Ezekiel, pp. 601, 602.—W. F.]
;

—

DOOTBINAL BEFLSCTI0N8.
Ch. zl.-xlvi show the temple and its serTioe; ch. xlvii. and xlviii., the land and the
city.
It may be said that in these two parallels
temple and service stand related to each other, as
do land and city. The temple comes to expression in its service, as the land finds its most ex1.

pressive name in the city, ch. xlviii. 85. But the
land gets sanctification, healing, and (quickening
from Sie temple ; so that the waters which stream

485

forth from the temple in connection with the
entrance of the glory of Jehovah into the sanctuary, and transmit the blessing of the temple to
the land, are the kernel, as they are the connecting
link between the two closing sections of our prophetic book.
2. Havemick sums up what has preceded in
the expression (Rev. xxxi. 8) : ** And the thix)ne
of God, etc., shall be in it, and His servants shall
serve Him. " Ch. xl.-xHii. treat of ** the new and
glorious indwelling of the Lord in Israel ;" ch.
xliv.-xlvi **of the new service of the Lord which
shall follow on the jjround of that completion of
all the divine manifestations of grace ;" now,
however, according to him, "the rich blessing of
Grod which comes upon the new community from
the new indwelling of God " is described. This
latter assertion cannot be upheld in the fhce of
ch. xlvii ; at least, vers. 1-12 of that chapter,
keeping, as they do, within Canaan, appear to
exhibit in a very characteristic manner tne perfection of Israel, rather than to contain an account
of what accrues to the new community of the
Lord in the way of a rich blessing of God. The
community of the future, with the service which
obtains in this temple, is described as being what
For as Jehovah (ch. xxxvi. 27)
it shonld be.
puts His Spirit within Israel, so He makes them
walk in His statutes, and keep and do His judgments. But this sanctification of Israel comes
(ch. xxxvii. 28) with the sanctuary in the midst
Hence not only the 8|)ecially priestly
of them.
temple-service (ch. xliv.), but likewise the representation therein of the people by the prince, yea,
the people themselves (ch. xlvi. 3, 9), and that,
as en. xlv. shows, as to jud^ent and justice
(comp. ch. xliv. 24) in all their affairs (ch. xlv.
9 sq.), appear in connection with the sanctuary.
When Ezekiel portrays the new community as
conformed to the law in their worship, this
specially manifests the connection of the sanctification of Israel with the sanctuary of Jehov^
(in accordance with ch. xxxvii. 28) ; in general,
however, the prophet comes in this way only to
that which he has alwa3rB throughout his book
prophesied as the form of the sanctification and
nolmess of Israel. Only the deviations here and
there from the Mosaic law in the service of the
future defined by the temple, and in general, the
freedom which "prevails
this respect in the
ordinances (while Ezra's scrupulously exact adherence to the law shows the direct opposite),
presuppose so very significantly for this future of
which Ezekiel prophesies the fulfilling of the law
in the popular life.
The letter of the law is, as
to its spirit, learned in the Spirit which Jehovah
put within Israel (comp. alao ch. xxxix. 29), in
that it is lived, in that the idea of the law has
become the life of the people. Thus there is an
end to the pcedagogy of the law. The fulfilled
idea of the law, as exemplified by our prophet,
realizes itself in a newness of life.
But that this
newness has still its expression in a legal form, in
the forms of the Mosaic worship, as little disparages the new reality of the future, as when in
the New Testament the sacrificial service fhrnishes clothing for the thoughis of the Christian
It is, however, a proof not only of the
life.
priestly, but of the historical standpoint generally
of Ezekiel's prophecy ; it is the necessary shell
which adheres thereto. Comp. besides the Doct
Reflec. on ch. xl.-xlvi
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vff \(M,t (ver. 37), just as in John vi 35
wff fig and « vimiw* ut i^i mutually
correspond.)
The «vt«c, out of whose MrnXsm
no doubt raise up fruit-bearing trees on their w»TM/A4t ^%vwvm ithmr^t T^m^rff can also according
banks but the significance of this is not the to John only be He i^' •» the Baptist (John i. S3)
to which
8. The waters from the sanctuary
they are finally traced back again in ver. ] 2, and
consequently are represented as belonging thereto

\px^ff4m

• i^;^«^i»«r

—

;

ampUHcation, eg. of cb. xxxiy. 26 sq., that is, saw r« wvii^c mmTttfimtvaf xau fitvtf iv' rnvm, and
the fruitfulness of the land (ch. xxxvi. 8 sq., 29 with allusion to whom he says in general (John
•i yap \x fAttfu ^iit»9n i 4tof «« wttpftM.,
sq. ) ; for as the aim of this water is the healing of iiL 34)
the Dead Sea (ch. xlviL 8 sq.), so likewise the This One who is the Anointed xmr Vl^*x^v explains
foliage of these fruit-trees serves for healing (ch. to the Jews (John il) the temple of His body.
xlvii. 12).
We may say: As the aim of the Consequently He not only could, but must have
temple-sanctuary is sanctification, so that of the understood of Himself what the Scripture says of
waters from the sanctuary is healing, so that the ** rivers of living water flowing out," as He
sanctification and healing are the two leading also began by saying: If any man thirst, let him
theological thoughts dominating the whole closing come unto Me and this quite apart from the cirpart of EzekieL
But with the thought of healing cumstance that, as the feast su^g^ted ever since
the march through the wilderness, '* the spirituxd
the completion of Israel is already alluded to.
rock that followed " was, as Paul expressly says
4. Ch. xvL 53 prophesied the ethical restoraZech. xit 10
tion of Sodom, and the same thought returns here in 1 Cor. x. 4, the Anointed One.
with the healing of the waters of the Dead Sea. also was very clearly uttered with this reference,
Since the Dead Sea, like Sodom and Gomorrah, as Jesus, too, in John vii. 89 spoke of the S]>irit,
stands throughout the whole of Scripture us a type not that should flow out from him that believes
of judgment, the judgment is, in the character of on Him, but "that they should receive (X«^$«»t4»)
threatening, by its healing symbolically removed who believe on Him ; for v^tvfia. ayuv (in the sense
from the sight of Israel. Israel by its sanctification of the outpouring of Zech. xii. 10) was not yet,
because Jesus was not yet glorified. " Comn. John
is exempted from judgment, has no further judgThus Christ has interpreted Ezekiel
ment to fear (ch. xxxix. 29). The healing of the XX. 22.
1-12 as referring to the Spirit of Pentecost.
xlvii.
land,
which
immediately
Dead Sea in its
precedes
the settling of the boundaries and the division of When Stier, in accordance with his apocalyptic
the land*(ch. xlvii. 13 sq.), is the characteristic mysticism, makes the thought; be included here of
symbol of the completion of Israel, the commu- ** the community of the Lord, particularly^ its
Only the salt pools and pits of ch. glorious final perfection, but only the community
nity of God.
xlvii. 11 still remain, but in the same way as as a whole, in so far as the Lord Himself flows
when in the closing verse of Isaiah (ch. Ixvi 2-i) through and fills it, sends forth from it His
they go out and look upon the carcases of the streams of blessing," that goe^ beyond the letter,
a{>08tates, whose worm dieth not, etc., and who upon which Stier insists so much, and beyond the
sense and spirit of the letter in John and, more*
are an abhorring unto all flesh.
5. From Genesis onward, which also relates the over, the woixl of prophecy in Ezekiel does not
We may at all events
genesis of Israel as the people of God, there runs point to such a perfection.
through Holy Scripture a twofold reference, say with Rotfhack {Ev, Jokannis, i. p. 302 sq.):
namely, to the people of the promise, and to the "In the derived sense the saying mav hold good
Tromised Land. This twofold reference meets us of believers ; for twelve Galilean fishermen and
But as we publicans produced that spiritual movement in
hei-e also in these closing chapters.
have repeatedly seen, the people cf Israel are to the world, the swell of whose waves still at the
their
prophetical
character
of the present time presses onward to the remotest ends
be taken in
**
Interpreted as referring to befuture as referring to mankind, and the land of of the earth.
Israel is to be taken as referring to the earth. lievers genemlly," observes Roflliack, **it could
Now in Ezekiel, people and land become united not but wholly mislead thousands regarding their
in the symbol of the sanctuary, of the temple in own faith and that of their brethren.
7. Hengstenberg says in his commentary on
the midst of the twelve tribes and their portions
of land, as indeed the prophet accentuates this our prophet: **We shall have to regard as the
centre, which thus unites all the parts into a Mediator of this salvation for the whole world the
whole.
By this the idea is symbolized which exalted Descendant of David, who, acconling to
has realized itself in the Son of man, who unites ch. xvii. 23, grows up from a feeble sapling to u
mankind in Himself ; who as the second Adam is glorious cedar, under which all fowls dwell ; to the
the centre for the whole earth ; who can say To fowls of every wing there, correspond here the fish
Me is given all power in heaven and on earth, go of every kind in ver. 10. In harmony with our
ye therefore ami make disciples of all nations, and prophecy, the salvation here announced took its
preach the gospel to the whole creation I We beginning in the time of the second temple, and
nave there the sanctuary for sanctification, and poured itself forth from the place where Jesus
here the Saviour for hecdinff; preparation and nad the chief seat of His activity over the nations
fulfilment, beginning and end.
of the earth " (comp. on John vii 3, 4).
In the
6. Stier on John vii. 38 rightly interprets the Chruttologi/f 2d ed., he observes in piirticnlar:
word of Scripture to which our Lord appeals there '*In Ezekiel the water issues forth under the
as referring to Christ Himself ( Words qf the Lord threshold of the house toward the east ; according
Jemu, vol. v. p. 282 sq.; Clark's Tr.). When to the Apocalypse, the stream of water proceeds
here in Ezekiel th<r healing, life-giving waters flow from the throne of God and of the Lamb. John
from the temple, then, at least according to what has completed Ezek. xlvii. 1 from ch. xliii. 7. The
Scripture here says (but comp. also Joel iy. [iii.] reason why the streams of salvation now procet18, and afterwards Zech. xiv. 8), the fulfilment from the sanctuary, is that the Lord has entered
cannot possibly be sought for in him who believes into it with His glory. From the temple, now
in Christ.
(• wtmimf %U l^i corresponds to the lying in ruins, they could not issue, becau!>e the
:

;

—

;
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temple was not yet truly the place of God's
throne.
This the sanctuary, that is, the Church,
first became through Him in whom dwells the
fulness of the Qodhead bodily.
Henceforth it is
called 'Jehoyah there,' oh. xlviii. 35.
As the
announcement of the indwelling of the glory of
the Lord in ch. xliii found its fulfilment in
Christ, so John points to this when he speaks of
the throne of Ood and of the Lamb," In his
commentary he says: " The relations of the New
Testament to our section (ch. xlvii 1-12) are
Tery rich and manifold In reference to it the
Lord, in Matt iv. 18, 19, speaks to Peter and
Andrew. On it rests the miraculous draught of
fishes by Peter at the beginning of the ministry
of Jesus (Luke y.), and likewiBe the draught after
the resurrection (John xzL). Jesus with eyident
design embodies, at the commencement and the
close, the contents of our prophecy in a symbolic
act Not less allusiye to our prophecy is the
parable of the net which gathered of every kind
(Matt xiiL 47). Finally, in Rev. xzii. 1, 2, the
last and most glorious fuliilment is announced.
8. " Other prophets, too, haye the symbol of a
temple fountain (comp. Joel iy. [iii] 18, and Zech.
xiv. 8), but nowhere is it seen so beautifully
carried 6ut as here" (Umbbeit).
The fundamental passage, or at least the older passage, is
Joel's,
it is not necessary, howeyer, to consider
Ezekiel as borrowing from Joel ; the thought is
applied as originally in him as in Joel or Zechana!h ; the only thing common to the three is the
water.
Bnt unmistakeably there is a connection
between the three pronhetic passages. That which
the healing of the Dead Sea, this removal of a
spectacle of judgment as old as the days of
Abraham, signifies in Ezekiel as to the fulfilment

close (ch. xxxix. 21 sq.) then points back to ch.
xxxvii., by way of preparation for the following
chapters, and to form connection with them.
Thus Go^ and Magog stretch beyond ch. xl.xlviii.
Smce, then, the schema of the fulfilment
of Israel, as sanctification to be Qod'a people in
the spirit that is to be poured forth this fUfdment set down just as it took place through the
Messiah, by means of the Christian Church is
summarily expressed in ch. xxxvii 26 so. and
xxxix. 29, the last conflict of this fulfilled Israel,
that is, of the Christian Church, is foreseen in
the apocalyptic chapters xxxviii. and xxxix., so
that the world-progress of the gospel, and the
development of the nationalities for and against
Christ and His community, will lie between ch.
xxxviL 26 sq., or, we may say, between ch.
xxxix. 21 sq., and ch. xxxviii. -xxxix. 1-20.
After the legal yjaftfut, with which, although
according to the freedom of the spirit of fulfilment, tne completion of the Old Testament
Church is descrioed in ch. xl. sq., there comes,
as early as ch. xlv., but much more in ch. xlWi.
13 sq., the historical y^f^ftm of the taking possession of and dividing the Promised Land.
As,
in order to understand the temple, we must go
back to its idea, especially after the entrance of
the ^lory of the Lord (ch. xliii.), and as in connection therewith (ch. xllv.) the service of the
community of this sancthary is understood of the
worship oC the Father through the Son in the
Holy Ghost, so in like manner the only signi- .
ficance which the undeniably symbolical templewater assigns to the land and the twelve tribes,
and to the city with its gates, is that which the
people of Israel has, through the Christian Church,
obtained for the earth, "the territorium of the
of Israel, is in Joel, likewise as to Israel, expressed kin^om of God " (Keil) ; for, in the Church of
in the watering of the valley of Shittim, which Chnst, Israel has become complete as to the
symbolizes as fulfilled the wildemess-joumey of members, just as in Christ, the Messiah of Israel,
Israel, their period of probation generally.
With as to the head. The Chiliastic interpretation of
the east sea Zechariah takes up Ezekiel's thought of our chapters, even if correct in assuming that the
jud^ent of the Dead Sea, but with the west sea he letter of Ezekiel's prophecy which, however, is
subjoins thereto reference to the salvation coming symbolical ^relates to Israel and Canaan, that is,
from the Jews imto the Gentiles.
The Israel that what is meant is an earthly, historical fulfilcompleted in the Messiah, in Christ, the temple, ment, mtist still be regarded as advocating a redraws water with joy from the wells of salvation storation to the pristine condition, irrespective of
(Isa. xii 8).
When Jehovah counts and writes the fulfilment of the Old Covenant in the New.
up His people amon^ the nations (Ps. Ixxxvii.),
10. It harmonizes with the chronological order
all His springs are
Zion.
"Ho, every one given in Ezekiel that John's Apocalypse takes
thit thirsteth, come ye to the waters," it is said up in ch. XX. 8 sq. the prophecy of Ezekiel
in Isa. Iv., for there is a river whose streams through Gog and Magog (en. xxxviii.), that is,
make glad the city of Ctod, the dwelling-plbce of in its specifically apociuyptic passa^ (p. 878), and
Rev. xix. 17
the Most High (Ps. xlvi. ), whereas judgment passes this after previously introducing
over the world in the morning of the day of the sq. the fmal conflict against Christ of antiLord.
Peace to him that is far off, and to him christianism and pseudo- Christianity, and the
that is near, saith the Lord; I healed it, Isa. judgment and overthrow of the latter as the
Ivii 19.
beginning of the end ; we have seen (p. 877) why
9. Before we take up for comparison the repre- the colouring of the description in the Apocalypse
That tnis
sentation ^ven in the Revelation of John, let us is borrowed from Ezek. xxxix. 17 sq.
first consider the order in our prophet.
That and the other final conflict (Gog's) both belong
which was prophesied to Israel specially in ch. to the history of the Christian Cnurch of Israel,
zzxvii 26 is carried into effect in ch. xL -xlviii., is perhaps indicated by the mention of the x^f^yf^
in which the Messianie salvation as to land and T6U infiwy both as to those who have it (Rev. xix.
«ity is symbolically set forth in the temple, its 20) and those who have it not (Rev. xx. 4), which
•ervice, and the waters.
These chapters are reads as parallel to ch. xllv. 15, although the
eschatological in the sense that Christ and the Old Testament framework of the description of
Christian Church are the end, the fulfilment of the sons of Zadok has something essentially difIsneL Ch. zxxviiL and xxxix., acain, contain f^rent of its own <not yet overthrow, but degraeschatology in another sense, that is, the Chris- dation is inflicted upon those who stumbled, in
tian sense; see p. 874 sq.
These chapters are a contrast to the sons of Zadok). But if Ezekiel in
specifically f^Kxadyptic ene&xve in Ezekiel, whose ch. si -xlviii. beholds Israel perfected on earth
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in the temple and its service, and placed in its
twelve tribes within the bounds of Canaan, and
if this symbolical representation is a prophecy of
Christ and the Christian Church, the kingdom of
God in this guise on earth, then the Apocalypse
of John interprets the certainly apocalyptic hint
that these closing chapters of oar prophet come
after the attack, etc. of Gog, and, beginning by
making Bev. xx. 11 sq. the end of the worid, the
last resurrection and the final judgment precede
Gog's attack ; hence it interprets our ch. zL-xlviii.
as referring to the perfection of tiie Christian
Church, the kingdom of glory (Rev. xxL 1-xxii
4) ; and here, corresponding to Ezekiel's earthly
description (Canaan), the Apocalyx)se describes a
new earth, and also retains throughout the Old
Testament colouring of our prophet. The justification of interpreting John's Apocalypse with
this application is to be found in the principle
that the perfection of the Christian kingdom of
God at the end of the world is just the full final
perfection of Israel in Christ, just as Israel after
the Spirit and the Church of Christ aro only one
continuous thing. That which the general judj^ment in John carries out in its reference is indi>
cated by the giving over to salt in Ezek. zlvii.
11, with respect to the completion of Israel ; and
as the (Dead) Sea, in ver. 8 there, is h^led to
life, so in Bev. xx. 18 the sea gives up its dead,
and there is no more sea (ch. xxL 1), and there
shall be no more death (ch. xxi. 4).
That Keil
says too much when he says : '* The prophetic
picture in Ezek. xL-xlviii gives a clear idea of
the kingdom of God erected oy Christ in its full
configuration," is already evident from his own
limitation of this assertion, for he supposes merely
a ''partial Old Testament outline to tMa New
Testament image of the heavenly Jerusalem, Rev.

'

xxL and

xxii.
But still more markedly does
the comparison of the Apocalypse present essentisd
While Ezekiel's temple is situated in
difierences.
Canaan, as repeatedly stated in ch. xlv. and xlviii.
the New Jwusalem (Rev. xxL 2, 10) comes down
out of heaven from God. The distinction is not
this, that In Ezekiel city and temple are separated,
but that the New Jerusalem of the Apocalypse
has no temple whatever, God and the Lamb are
its temple (ch. xxi. 22) ; and this furnishes the
most express confirmation of ^e explanation
Siven of Ezekiel's temple, as referring to the
welling of God in Christ. While in E^kiel the
entire circuit of the temple is most holy (ch.
xliii 12, xlv. 8), in John this now holds of the
The ^lory of God entering into and filling
city.
the temple in Ezekiel (ch. xliii., xliv.) lightens
the city, etc., in Rev. xxi. 28 ; its gates, too, are
not shut ; compare, on the contrary, E^k. xliv.
So also it can be said that the
2, xlvi. 1 sq.
holy cit^ of the Apocalypse is called the ** bride "
(ch- XXI. 2, 9) of the Lamb, just is He is alike
her Temple and her Bridegroom. The closing
representation of John's Revelation is occupkd
with this city of twelve gates, and is accordin^y
borrowed from the close of Ezekiel, from the city

"Jehovah Shammah" (ch. xlviii 85). Apart
horn particulars, the ample magnificence of precious stones and gold, etc. in Kev. xxL 18 sq.
forms a noteworthy contrast to the meagre simplicity of Ezekiel's temple (p. 446).
Moreover,
the cube form (Rev. xxi. 16), like the most holy
place, comes very specially into consideration for
the New Jerusalem.
But in respect of the riveor

^^

of the water of life (Rev. sxiL 1 8^.)> i^ ^^^
noticed tiiat in the i^xxxlypse it flows in tho
midst of the street of the city, and that the leaves
of the tree of life on either ade are designated
tit itprnwum* TMv Mv*v, a. still clearer leference to
Ezekiel (ch. xlvii), and, in aecMdaaee with
original promise that in Abraham's seed all the
nations of the earth should be blessed, nmoring
for the Gentile world (as already im Rev. xxL 24)
the apparent limitation to Israel of Eaeldel's piol^tic description; as Neumann expresses it:
*
' The transformation of Israel to a blessed eternity
*
is the consecration of t^e nations, Isa. Ix. 3 sq.
CkriBtr
of
his
edition
the
who
2d
Hengst,
in
(dogy makes the symbolical view of our closing
chapters be confirmed beyond question by the
Apocalypse, just as he attributes " to the entire
d^iiption of the new temple« in its main points,
a Messianic character " (" and of such a kiiid that
under the New Testament the fulfilment is alwnns
going on, while the completion beloiij^ to ihib
future"), in his eommentaiy on Ezekiel canBot
keep the Apocalypse and the prophet far enou^
apart, simply, indeed, on the ground that
Ezekiel everything is mundane, there everything^
is supramandane ;" neither of which is the case^
not even in the fbrm of expression, and also not
At all events, Hengso in the sense expressed.
stenbeig finally concedes in his commentary tiiat
*'
that in a certain (T)
mistaken,
the fact cannot be
sense the entire description of the new temple
bears a Messianic character," etc
11. The Mosaic law may, in respect to worship,
be said to culminate in the temple, just as its
goal and that of the temple is the Anointed One,
as the fulfilling of the law in general ; and so the
spirit of the law, as well as tne Spirit of Christ,
may be considered as the water flowing from the
temple.
Both met together at the first Pentecost
of tne Christian Church, and moreover, those ol
Israel on whom the Spirit was poured forth were
assembled in the temple ; and the preaching ol
Peter was like a first bursting forth of these waters
from the temple.
12. " The Dead Sea has its place in worship
also.
The Talmud Menachoth prescribes that the
salt used in sacrifice should be salt of Sodom.
Every sacrifice receives in the salt the death-consecration, and consequently it is just this use
which explains why the waters of life flow into
As all the health and blessedthe sea of death.
ness of a glorified future well forth in the fosmer,
so in the ktter surges the torment of the curse,
all the woe of the divine judgments which colminate in death " (Nkum.).

m

Aa
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18. The fishers in the vision (di. zlvn. 1-12)
are not mere figures in the landscape, however
true it is not for the East alone that fishing is

part of the picturesque in a well-watered regum.
For what Eizekiel treats of is not so nmch
abundance c^ water as the abundance of life, oC
living fi^es.
And so» too, Neumann has no li^t
to bring in the fiiriies as palatable food (Nnm. zL
xiii.
16), as the third kind of Sabbatk
5 ; Neh.
food among the Jews, in order to set "an inyiting atl3nacti<m,'* which is altogether fordgn to
our vision. TVne it is, however, and needing no
reference to the fishponds beside the temples of
Paphos and Hierapolis, and the iish idols Deroeto,
Oannes, and Dagon, that "in the ronhitade of
fish is mirrored tne most exttberant (!) and richest
fulness of life." Neumann observes, mareover^

^e
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the lively movement in the element of all purity,
order to conteoiplate in this figure the most
blessed existence of the sinless."
In the Talmud
t^ Meesiali, too, is called ''fish," and according
Abarbanel
the
to
constellation Pisces announces
His birth.
The swarming life of the fishes in
ver. d sq. is dramatized by means of the fishes.
Neumann says on this occasion " To man was
given the dominion also over the fish of the sea,
Qen. L 28 ; Ps. viii. 9 [8],
He has now grasped

I*

ia

:

the sceptre.
Gomp. Isa. adx. 6, 8. The greatness of the affliction there testifies to the greatness
of the blessing here.
In Jer. xvi 16 the fishers
are the executors of the judgment ; in Ezek. xxvi
S they are sureties for the fulfilled judgment.
Yet where a Dead Sea became alive, there the
fishers in their ceaseless movement, in the ardour
of thdr activity, testify that here the curse is
changed into a blessing."
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18. Hofmann thinks
the hope which was
ever and anon whispered to the national community of God under all circumstances is not lost
either to the community of God which then existed
in the form of a nation, or to the nation which
was called as such to be the community of Qod ;
and the fulfilment wiU correspond in both respects
to the prophecy."
**

HOMILETIO HINTB

On

Ch.

xlvii.

Ver. 1 8(|. ** Before his view stands a paradise
of the nation returned to God, from whom the
fountain of life flows forth in richest eifusion,
filling the land and all waters with healing virtues,
behold in this tttiB word of God in its vigour of
heavenly life, destroying disease and death
(UmBBEIT.)--" From the restored temple issues finally
**
For
14. The palms of Engedi continued to be known salvation for the whole world" (Hjcnost.).
to a late period, and although the vineyards of this is the most intrinsic characteristic of these
waters,
world
the
that
they
spread
through
the
i.
14
have
disappeared,
Cant.
still there was here
a place of life not far
the seat of death. consecration of the most holy place " (Neum.).
May not (asks Neumann) the other fountain (Eneg- The waters of life in tiieir significance, whence
"Water,
laim) have been in equally beautiful natural thej^ come, and whither they flow.
scenery f like two oases on the border of the Dead which makes the unfruitful land fruitful, and
Sea? "And the names fountain for oxen and affords refreshing drink to the thirstv, is in Scripfountain for goats surely indicate pasture groimds. ture a fi^^ure of the blessing and salvatiom which
Thus the fountains would encompass like a silver already in paradise are represented as a watering
frame the stemie that was to be transformed, and of the ground (Gen. xiii. 10). Comp. in Isa. xii.
from their briilianoy the figure itself would be- 3 the wells of salvation, and in Isa. xliv. 3 the
Spirit as the blessing for the root of disease is
come light"
15. It is only in accordance with the speci- sin" (Hbnost.).
"In the Church of the New
fically Israelitish tenor of Ezekiel's prophecy, par- Covenant there is a river of living water, the rich
ticularly in this closing section, that in ch. xlvii. rifts of the Holy Ghost, which flow out into it.
22 the reference to the Gentiles keeps itself within Only we must come and taste this water, that we
Israel ; enough has been said in the earlier chap- may be made whole, John vii 37 s^." (TOb. Bib.)
Hofmann
" The watering of Canaan imphes a great spiters for supplementing and explaining.
"The gospel is
compares Isa. xiv. 1 sq. ; on which Delitzsch ob- ritual firuitfulness " (Lamps).
serves that "the letter of the promise at all no invention of man, but an outflow from God
events is not in a New Testament form, because in Christ" (Stajick).
The Eastern and the
"The water is the fatherly
the community (eeclesia) has no other mode oi Western Church.
manifestation for Old Testament days and Old kindness and compassion of God, out of whose
Testament perception than the national form. This treasury innumerable benefits flow to us. The
national form of the community is broken up in water turns at onco to the altar of Christ, because
we behold in Christ the love of God, and from
the New Testament, and will never be restored.
16. *^When the new earth is designated as Him flow upon mankind the spiritual streams of
CanasA, and the new humanity as the nation blessing which are to quicken and ^ve health to
of Israel with its twelve tribes^ this is because the world, Jchn xiiL 10, iv. 10" (Heim-Hoff.).
that has appeared in the new humanity and the
"By this water is signified the preaching of
new earth which was aimed at, begun, and pre- the gospel, which offers to us grace and the forIn proportion, giveness of sins in Christ. Water cleanses, so do
figured in Israel and Canaan.
however, as the kingdom of God extends itself on God's word and grace (John xiii.), of which bapAlso the course of the gospel,
earth, and the salvation of Christ finds faith in tism is the symbol.
men, the people of God become cecumenical, gain as the course of these waters, no one can stop
over t^e eartn, and obtain the mastery of the (Lavater).
" It is the water of life, which
world^ «ntil God gifts it to them as a new world. Oriental mysticism in vain seeks for in other
The Revelation of John omits all features which places" (Umdreit).— Ver. 2. "The kingdom of
refer back to the previous development, because God cometh not with outward show (Luxe xvii.
it has to do with the absolute consummation.
20) ; at first it has even an insignificant f^God will one day make the new altar ; life will pearance, but soon it grows and increases
32) " (W.),— "That the
S've health to the sea of nations ; at last we have mightily (Matt xiiL 81,
e centnmmation before our eyes. Our temple^ waters at first flow out so gently is meant to
vimon may be compared to paintings" (Eaul- intimate how entirely different is the process
bach*s frescoes)^ ** which attempt to represent his- in the kingdom of grace from that in the course
For whatever glorious or
torical developments upon one sheet, and must be of worldly things.
great thing takes place in the kingdoms of
feterpreted and understood like these" (Rlibf.).
17. The citv Jehovah Shammah forms the anti- the world creates great wonder and surprise
thesis not to Babylon alone, but also to the city of in its very beginning ; but the kingdom of God
Gog (ch. xxxix. 16). Perhaps, too, the permanent cometh not so (Luke xvii. 20). In the kingdom
of Gog (ch. xxidix. 11 s(j.) and the healed of God, things proceed from little to great ; in
Dead Sea stand to each other in significant contrast. the kingdoms of the world, often from great to

—
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Satan, as Luther says, bep^ns his thines
;
with lofty impetuosity, but finally they end in
nothing, and everything comes to disgrace"
(Hafknreffee). "At first it appeared an insignificant work, with a few disciples in Judea
then it was preached in Samaria, and soon after
in the whole world " (La vater).
Ver. 8 sq.
"Faith has always to do with ihe water here,
namely, because it ii constantly occupied with
consideration of the word of God " (Starck).
•*
No one has learned so much, that there is not
little

—

—

—

For who can comprehend their height and depth?
Who is so void of understanding as not to be
astonished, when he considers that the God of
immortalifjr interests Himself in poor mortal
man,, yea, in the sinner, who so often rises up
Him and breaks His word, imparts to

a^inst

him heavenly

treasures, makes him immortal and
a partaker of the divine nature I Of this spiritual
blessing more and more is always imparted to
believers.

Here we have sprinkling, cleansing^

the taking away of the heart of stone, and the
more to learn stiD. Christianity is prefigured in impartation of the new heart, and the anointing
the water through which Ezekiel was brought. with the Holy Ghost
In such measure does the
Experience teaches that the longer Christians water of life increase " (Heim-Hoff.).— " Friends
exercise themselves in godliness, the less value of missions behold here a glorious emblem of
they set on themselves ; they confess finally missions, particularly of the most blessed misthat they cannot reach the bottom ; they can sionary activity proceeding from Israel " ( Richter).
depei^d upon nothing that is theirs, but must
Ver. 6. "In tnis life we see darkly and through
submit themselves simply and solely to the grace means of the word, hereafter face to face, 1 Cor.
and mercy of God" (Soriver).— To him that xiii. 12 " (Starck).— Ver. 7. The gospel makes
hath shall be given, that he may have abundance. fruitful trees on all sides. "How wholesome^
"The mysteries of the gospel are like a deep how fruitful is the living water of the gospel,
river, which finally becomes so deep that one and of the gifts of the Spirit which it gives ns !
cannot sound it, Eph. iii. 18" (TtJB. Bib.).— They restore health, they bring forth fruits of
" When reason cannot fathom the divine mys- blessedness which endure unto eternity, John
teries because of their de^ith, the faith which iv. 14" (TCb. BiB.).--Bles8ed is the man that
trusts to the truth and wisdom of God, as it trusteth in the Loi^ (Jer. xvii. 7 sq.).
" Bewere, s^ms across, Luke i. 84 sq." (Starck).
lievers are trees planted by the rivers of water
find here a twofold figure ; the one is the (Ps. i.) ; they flourish to the glory of God (Isa.
four measurements of a thousand cubits each, Ixi.), and produce rich and ripe fruit (Ps. xciL
the other is the four depths of the waters. The 18 sq.) " (Starke).— Ver. 8. First tirW, and then
one refers to the exceeding great extension of orbif holds good of the Messiah. Salvation is of
the kingdom of Christ toward Sil the four quarters the Jews, but it is a salvation for the world.
of the globe ; the other to the different degrees "Covered with loose pebbles and wild rifted
in the measure of the Spirit to which the nations n)cks, furrowed by dry torrent-beds, enclosed and
called to the kingdom of Christ shall gradually obscured at the sides by lofty chains of moun*
attain," etc. (Meyer.)— "The four world-king- tains, the Arabah exhibits only here and there
doms in Daniel are like a shadow of the four traces of fertility in the growth of herbs and
great epochs in space and time, through which the plants, where fountains and streams flow down
waters of life dinuse their fulness over the world, from the mountains ; it is the evening floom of
gradually transforming it until its peace shall be- the wildemess-ni^ht, the land in which is the
come as a river, and its righteousness as the waves darkness of evening (Isa. xxiv. 11 ; Jer. ii 6).
of the sea (Jsa. xlviii. 18) ; until the earth shall The steppe a world
the bonds of death, where
be full of the knowledge of Jehovah as the waters the mystery moulders below in silence, and shoots
cover the sea," Isa. xi. 9 (Nbum.).
"So the up in roses of the grave" (Neum.). God's sane*
books, too, of the Holy Scriptures are, as to tuary a well-spring of life for the Dead Sea of
their contents, like these waters, of dissimilar the world (Ps. Ixxxvii. 7).— The Dead Sea in the
depth.
Some come only to the ankles, others to darkness of nature, in the light of the promise.
the knees, or even to the loins, and some are God's thoughts of peace over the abysses of the
altogether unfathomable, like these last nine world's wretchedness.
Judgment and grace,
chapters of our prophet " (Pfeiffer).
" At first The world is a desert and a Dead Sea. " Oh the
the word of God seems to us like water which greatness of the grace of God, which desires not
**
reaches only to the ankles ; one thinks it is not the death of the sinner, but his healing !
so deep, one will easily wade through. But when (Starck.) By conversion we lose our former
a man reflects diligently with heartfelt prayer, salt.
"In other cases a clear and wholesome
then his understanding is more and more opened stream, which flows into a muddy and putrid
in the divine illumination ; then it already reaches lake like this, becomes ccmipt ; it is otherwise
his knees he acquires a far hieher esteem for it with tlie gospel, which brings recovery and
(Ps. cxix. 129).
When he advances farther, he health to the earthly-minded heart " (Starke).
fts always deeper into the hidden wisdom, and "The gospel is a word of life to them who believe
oly Wnt is to him h, water which comes to his in it (John vi. 68) ; and its spiritual rivers are
loins ; he is so captivated therewith, that he living waters to them who dnnk thereof (John
finds in it his highest satisfaction, and forgets iv. 10)" (TttB. Bib.).—" It is a power of God, bat
over it everything else in the world. Finally, it man will not let the power work, Heb. iv. 2"
becomes a water over which he must swim; he (Starke). Ver. 9. "The sea, the restlessly swellcannot fathom the mysteries " (Glassius).
"The ing depth, an emblem of dis<iuiet (Isa. Ivii 20),
river of life, which is at first small, always grows unfruitful (Isa. xxiii. 3), boiling up with violent
in volume, because the grace and knowledge of impetuosity (Job vii. 12 ; Ps. xlvi. 4 [8]), even
Christ should always increase in us ; and the in its most glorious aspect only darkling night,
divine love and mercy should appear to us always like phosphorescent gleams around a corrupt
greater, more glorious, and more worthy of ad- tree, awakening a painful desire and lougiitg
miration, the more attentively we consider them. for launching forth on distant voyages (Dent
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CHAP. XLVII.
and down even

to the shady abyss
unfathomable and dark, tne most
natural expression of the dark and destructive
power of aeath (Jer. li 42 ; Mic. vii. 19), its
narshness increased by the flood supersatnrated
with salt," etc (Neum.).— "In the Dead Sea of
the world there arises just such a gladsome
swarm of those who have become partakers of
life fi-om God, as formerly of ordinary fishes in
the natural sea at the creation. The mlvation is
for all, without distinction of nation, rank, or
age" (Hengst.).— "From death into life, frym

zxx. 18),

(Lam.

ii.

13),

the service of sin into the glorious liberty of the
children of Gk>d, come rich and poor, young and
old, bond and firee, Jews and Greeks, who receive
into them the law of the spirit of life.
For who*
soever calls upon the name of the Lord shall be
saved" (Hbim-Hoff.).— **The fishes in the water
and the drops in a river are innumerable ; so also
the multitude of believers shall be amazing, Isa.
**The two rivers arc the two
Ix. 7 " (Stabkb).
Testaments, the two sacraments" (Stabck).
Yer. 10. '* The ministers of the Church are compared to fishers, because of the contempt with
which they are regarded by the rich and powerful
of this world ; because of their labour by day and
by night, in heat and in cold ; because of the
fifuitlessuess of their labour at times, when they

—

—

say with Peter, We hare caught nothing ; because, too, of Uie dangers they incur in stormy
weather; because of their confidence, which, as
in the case of the husbandman, must rest on
God; because of the various kinds of implements which they use, nets, hooks, etc., preach*
ing» inviting, admonishing, etc
And they
rescue souls from the abyss" (Starck).
Nets
and fishers ever^here, this is the appearance
which the world in Christ presents. '*The world
is the sea, the fishes are the men ; so long as the

491

Israel" (Nbum.).— He who will not have Christ
to have eternal death.
No salvation out of
Christ.
" The eyes of God regard him who opposes
Christ as a morass, because he prefers the wilderness of sin to eternal salvation, John iii 19"
(Starck).
" He who, in case of conversion, still
seeks to retain bypatiis and bosom sins, is not
upright before God. Divided allegiance is of no
avail here. Matt vi. 24" (Starke).— " The ungodly, who despise God's word, or do not persevere
in tne path of life, remain dry and unfmitfuL
Blessed, on the contrary, is the godly man who
meditates on the law of the Lord day and night
urills

—

—

—

(Ps. L).
He is always flourishing, always alike
he walks in the ways of the Lord, and edifies and
elevates others" (Hkim-Hoff.).— Ver. 12. The
blessed growth dose by the river of life.
Evergreen leaves, yet not leaves merely, but also fruit 1
Thus it is with life from God's sanctuary.
Hypocrisy and true piety. " The never-fading of
the leaves implies the perseverance of believers in
temptations,
persecutions, in death" (Starck).
"The works of believers, which in other respects
are done even by unbelievers, are fragrant of faith
and love, and are therefore fitted for converting
the heathen" (Berl. Bib.).— "Would that aU
men knew how well it is with him who is included in the number of Christians, of true members of Jesus I Then one always goes onward
(and never backward^ in his happiness ; he is in
the path of life, ana always receives grace for

—

—

m

—

grace" (Rothe).

"A

—Healing and

sanctification.

pleasant figure of the blessing imparted to

mankind from the dwelling among us of^the (Rodman. His word flows form from Him, swelling
through all lands with ever-increasing power, ana
always more and more disclosiuji; its fulness. He
who holds to it and is rooted in it brings forth
fruit continually, and it has power to quicken
fishes swim fireely hither and thither at their own even what has long been lifeless, and to turn the
will, they profit no one, but when caught they curse into a blessing.
In Christ we have this as
are profitable
In the same way, so long as men a matter of daily experience Ezekiel in vision
walx according to their own lusts and pleasures, saw it in the future his prophecies have respect
they are of no real use either to God or theii- to us" (DiEDBiCH). Ver. 18 8<^. "In the com«
neighbour but when they are caught or con- munity of God every one has his place and his
verted by the gospel net, then they are profitable share according to his gifts, 1 Cor. xii. 28 " (TOb.
"Who can ddine the boundaries of the
to God and their neii^bour, Philem. 11" (Staekk). Bib.).
Ver. 11. "In the Dead Sea of the world the Church, especially in the last days ? But as here
marshes and swamps are originally of the same the boundaries of Canaan are defined, so the
nature as the main sea; the only difference is, boundaries of the CJhurch are faith and life in the
that they shut themselves off from the healing Scriptures of the apostles and prophets, which
waters, which flow from the sanctuary.
Comp. accordingly no one is to overpass, Gal. vL 16 "
the saying Ye would not, and the drawing of (Starke). The Church of God has her boundaries
theFfl^er (John vi 44), which comes to meet within and without. The inheritance of the saints
the longing of the souL It is, however, sufficient in light (1 John iii 1 sq.).— "God gives to His
punishment for the world that lieth in wickedness children very difierentiy from him to whom a

—

—

;

;

—

;

—

—

—

:

—

continues as it is" (Uenost.).
"The
mud-puddles probablv indicate separatist, selfeontamed parties, which do not receive those
streams of salvation, and consequentiv cannot be
healed.
To these belong Gog's adherents, ch.
xxxviii" (Biohtbr.) "Such, too, are those who
entrench tiiemselves against the truth and craftily
wrest the Scriptures throughout ; people of this
kind are not easily brought to the knowledge of
the truth" (Bkrl. Bib.).— "Over the figures of
li^t tiiere comes once more a dark shadow. Yea,
nothing can rescue from death that which is his
own (Isa. xxvL 14). All transformation is only
the fruit of a ripening, during which there is
eoustant need of being put in mind of the day
of wrath, which comes on the earth, as here on
that

it

—

;

double portion has been given, a corresponding
return is required" (Starck).— "In the New
Covenant the same grace is offered to all men.
God is not a respecter of persons. It is one and
"
the same Christ, one Spirit for all, Gal. iii 26
(Starck).—Ver. 22 sq. " Oh what comfort it
is that the Gentiles are no longer to be strangers
and foreigners fh>m the promise, but citizens,
and of the household of God! Eph. ii 19"
(Starke).—" It is not birtli, but the new birth,
that makes men children of God" (Starck).—
" Here, nnder earthly figures, the Jerusalem that
is above, with her children, is typified, and the
calling of the Gentiles from east and west and the
utmost bounds of the earth is described ; for many
shall come from the east and from the west, anu
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sit down to eat with Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob
in the kingdom of God, Ps. xlviL 10 [9] " (HrimHoFF.). "God here opens to all the noly gates of
His Chnreh, and prescribes to the Church herself the commandment of meekness, loTe, and

—

kindness" (Hafbnrbffer).— "Those
who were formerly strangers shall then be heirs
of the whole worfd. In Christ, in faith, in the
New Covenant, the alien disappears. Those who
were aliens from the commonwealth of Israel, and
far off, and they who are nigh, are made one
the two are made one new man, Enh. ii 12. For
he who is in Christ is throngh faith Alnvham's

lMx>therly

seed,

GaL

and an heir and possessor of his promise,

The incorporation t>f believers
makes a complete unity, and a new
body, consisting of all true members

ilL 28, 29.

into Christ
spiritual

wi^ont distinction, for in the new crealaon all
members prosper alike before God, ete." (Bsbl.
Bib.)—Right and title in the fidth.

On

Ch. xlviii

Yer. 1 sq. *' At the tribe of Dan stands at the
beginning, so in the kingdom of God the last are
Believers are all
fint, Matt. ziK. 80 " (Starck).
Israel, and are so in truth, because accwding to
the Spmt of sanctification.— Ver. 8 sq. "Thy
heart is in thy midst ; take heed to whom it
belongs is it a temple of God in which His Spirit
dwell^ 1 Cor. iii. ? or is it a habitation of unclean spirits, Luke 2i. 26 f" (Starke.) God has
an eternal right to the centre of man ; hence He
says to man : Give Me thine heart ; God is the
centre of the spirit worid, and in Him everything
lives Mid moves.
" We ourselves ought to be God^
oblation" (Starck). —Ver. 11 sq. "Teachers,
above all men, ought to keep God's commands and
do that which they, teach others. They ought to
attach themselves chiefly to the sanctuary of the
Lord, around which they dwell " (Starke).
God is near to them who show themselves to be
His priests and ministen in this world. "To
err with the erring excuses no <»e ; the way is
broad, not for us to walk on it, but to call attention to the narrow path of life " (Stabok). —Ver.
" Simon Ma^s wanted to buy the power of
14.
imparting the Spirit ; but that is not permitted,
beoiuse it comes solely from the Lora s portion,
which msy not be l)ought or sold " {Heiii-Hoff.).
•— " In the administratioQ of churoh^estates nothing ought to be applied to one's own use"
(Starke).
Ver. 16 sq. Wherever believers
dwell, their city is always one and the same.
"The city pertains to the holy, as req>ect8 the
eternal destmation of its inhabitants, for the members of the Church are called with a holv (filing;
it is in very truth the fellowship of the saints,
of the truly anointed, for Christ, the glorious
Head, is its Temple and Sanctuary. But in the
actual state in which the Church appears in this
worid, the righteous and tiie h3rpocrite8 are intermixed, and there are many nominal Christians
who count as dead, that is, in the death-list of
the Church, in which list, indeed, those who have
died in the Lord are not inserted ; but from the
appearance whi'ii she presents here, the Church
universal on eirth must also be regarded as a
nrofan-j Church" (after Starck).
all the
TOUT sides which bound the world, and always
ly thousands. Thus the Church has spread from
the fulness of the Godhead. This her false friends

—

:

—

—

—

—

—

—On

when they believe they must enrich her
but not lees so her enemies and persecutors, whes
they imagine they needed only to rush upon her
at full speed, blinking her smaU and contemptible^
and conscience, etc, ar«
and ^at she and
nothing but vain imaginations inherited froHi
our ancestors. Ver. 18 sq. " Behold here th«
great goodness of God, who liiinks of even the
laboui^rs in the city and cares for them, Jan.
V. 4" (Starck).— But every Christian ought to
be an upright labourer, as every stone, wherever
it is placed, belongs to the buildingand coo*
tributes to its erection.— Ver. 21 sq. The prince
protects the holy portion, the centre of the whdle
land, "on the east and on the west ;" by which
may be signified, that a state which has comprehended the nature and signifioation of tiie Church,
both in her eastern and western course, shall stand
Ver. 23 sq. " Let every man
alongside of her.
be content with the portion of temporal goodH
which he possesses, for the Lord has apportioned it.
Matt XX. 14" (T©B. Bib.).—Ver. 29. "Thou
rejoioest when thou obtainest an earthly inheritance, which tiiou often canst possess only a very
short time : strive rather for the heavenly in-

forget

G^

—

—

heritance, for the inheritance that fadeth not
away, which is reserved in heaven for the children of God, 1 Pet i. 4" (Starkk).— Ver. SO sq.
The goings-out of the citv of God are toward tlfs
four quarters of the world ; its power, like its
mission, extends to all places ; yea, our faith ia

—

the victory which overcometh the world. ^The
the tribes ;
names of the gates are the names
l^e names of the tribes are the names of the sods
of Israel thus the gates taken together are the

d

;

^ole

——

that is, however, Israel in spirit
"In this holy citjr, which reprein truth.
of Christ, the Lord is always
the
Church
sents
graciously present, who says: VThere two or three,
of Israel

and

etc.

(Matt

xviii.

80),

and

:

alway, etc. (Matt xxvtii 20).
xiv. 28.

Happy

are

I

am

with yo«

also John
receive such a

Comp.

we when we

can be said of us. The Lord is there!
Allien the Lord dwells in us, then our hope
ascends to tiie New Jerusalem, which cometh
down from heaven, etc.. Rev. xxi." (HbihHoFF.) *'The dream of the patriarch Jacob hss
been frilfilled
God has a city upon earth, in
which all nations are to share. The Word was
made flesh, and dwelt amonff us, and we beheld
His glory, etc. Bethel has by this obtained its
Thus, then, God
fulfilment even to the name.
Himself has set the prophet free frt>m Jerusalem,
old
ana
ordinances, and
and the old temple,
tiie
shown him a higher form of the kingdom ef
God. Ezekiel proves that he was a tme preset
of God by the fact that he withdrew his nation
from the service of the flesh, and with plain
words, and also in figures, prepaxed them for
Christ," etc. (DiBDRiCH.)—-"The name of the
prophet denotes one in relation to whom Qod ia
strong, who speaks not from his own heart, but
is impelled and guided by a supra -mundane
We have the verification of this name
power.
the proph<H}ies before us. That holds good ol
them tnroughout which the Lord said to Peter :
Flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto thee,
but My Falser which is in heaven. Not one of
His words has fallen to the ground. The whole
course of history has verifiea His Mying in eh.
xxxiii. Sd : lliey shall know that a prophet hath
been am<mg them ** (Hekgst.).
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

br the following exposition of the
getical
fal

and

Book of

Daniel, the undersigned has occapied an exo-

of which will probably not be overlooked, on a care-

critical position, the peculiarity

comparison with the views and methods of other recent ezpositora While he has held fast to
book as a whole,' although it was difficult for him to change his former

the authenticity of the

opinion respecting the composition of the book, that

and to conform
del,

it

he

v.

demonstrated

its

composition during the

is still

|

-^

Niebuhr, Pusey, Zun-

obliged to retain his former doubts with respect to the greater portion of

Uoap.'xi. (particularly vs. 6-89).
fcertainly

originated during the Maccabiean age,

M.

Eranichfeld, Yolck, Fuller, and others, which

captivity ,

it

to the results of the thorough investigations of

The reasons which determine him to this
They result in the conviction that a

of ml interm^^ character onl v.

prophecy, embracing the history
contrast to everything in the line

oT centuries, as

it is

found in that

section,

conclusion, are
|

particularizing %

forms so marked a )

of specializing prediction that occurs elsewhere in the pro-

-p

f^

Old Testament, that only the theory of an interpolating revision of its f
imposed on it during the period of the Seleucid persecutions, or soon ^

pbetic literature of the

prophetic contents,

afterward, seems to afford a really satisfactory explanation of its particulars.
ift.i^

Granted, that

faoe 0^ the unanimous testimony of all the external witnesses to the integrity of the pro;-

plicg^_^xt the subjective nature of a criticism, such as

may be termed

is

involved in this conclusion,

may be

weUand_wdl-arnmged work is thus broken through at but a single point
yet the analogia visumis propJieHcm, wMch^furnishes the motive for our decision, appears to ua
to be no less a certain, objectively admissible, and most weighty criterion in critical questions
like the present, than is the analoffia Jldai in the domain of Scriptural dogmatics.
Nor was
the solution of the many difficulties that were encountered, as it resulted from the assumption
of an « «>ggtifcjnterpolati on at a single pointj permitted to restrain us from submitting the procensured

;

granted, that

it

inconsequent, that the intimate unity of the

planned, i^gU-adapted,

gressive results of

our investigation to ihe

'(^[reful

I

^ ?

}

inspection of Biblical scholars belonging in

and design of the theological and homiletical Bible-work
[The American reviser has taken the liberty of combating the au-

wider circles, so far as the plan
permitted such a course.
thor's

view

as to the interpolation of the passage in question.]

In the treatment of a prophetic

book

like the one before us,

Nor could

it is

evident that the homiletic

be a principal aim for an exegete
to obtain dogmatic results and modes of presenting them, from such a prophet as Daniel
For this reason we have preferred to follow the example of one of our esteemed co-laborers
(Dr. BShr, in his exposition of the Books of Kings), and accordingly we have g^ven the title
of *'JS7^ie^ fundamental principles related to the hUtory of eahati&n^^ to the section ordinarily
devoted to that object, and in the same connection we have noticed the apologetic questions
that presented themselves, and also have indicated what was suitable for practical and homiletical treatment, in addition to the features designated by that heading.
We have devoted an especially careful attention, as in the case of our former exposition of
the Song of Solomon, to the hUtory and literature of the eaopoHtion of this prophet, both as a
whole and with reference to its principal parts severally. Especially has the history of the
exposition of the difficult and important vision of the 70 weeks of years, (chap, ix., 24-27,)
been sketched by us as thoroughly as was possible, more thoroughly, we bdieve, than in any
of the recent and latest commentaries on DanieL
element must occupy a very subordinate place.

it
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE.
Of the most

recent exegetical

and

critical literature

on

this prophet, it

was onfortunatdj

impossible to notice two works that appeared while this book was in press : the commentaij
of Eeil (in Eeil and DelitzscJi's Bible-toorh on the O. T.)i and the monograph by P. Caspari,

Einfuhrung in das Buck Daniel (Leipsic, Dorffling und Franke).
our attempt to add a further new and independent eoatribntion to the exegetical lite<r- rature on the mogt migterious and di fficult of aU the prophets, which has recently been enriched
by somewhat numerous, and in some respects not unimportant treatises, find that tolerant reception, at least on the part of Bible students who share our views in substance, which it may
appropriately claim, in view of the unusual difficulty attending the execution of itR object
Ziir
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THE PROPHET DANIEL.

INTRODUCTION
S 1.

Thb Book of DANim«, Considebsd

Tbb

pecaliaritiee of the

Jewish canon

among

as a Protottfb of thb Canohioal Apooaltpsb.

book of Daniel, which

explain,

on the one hand,

the historical Hagiographa, and, on the other,

its

its

position in the

being classed in the

Septuagint, Ynlgate, and Lnther, with the writings of the greater prophets, Isaiah, Jeremiah,
and Ezekiel, are both internal and external They arise cliiefly from the circumstance that

but as

i

and wrought in Babylonia, not as a member of the community of exiled Jews,
a naturalized Babylonian at the court of Nebuchadnezzar and his successors ^not, like

the writer lived

—

Ezekiel, discharging priestly functions
the state

and chief of the Magi

among his

He was

people, but performing duty as an officer of

thus possessed of honors and emoluments akin to

Egyptian Pharaoh ; but his
prominent position, and his death, not long after the overthrow of the Chaldsdan dynasty by the Persians, prevented his exerting a decisive influence on
those of Joseph, his patriarchal prototype, at the court of the

removal, at a later date,

from

his

the welfare of his people.

The book of DanieVs prophecies owes its origin to a period of Jhe deepest national misery of
G od a time of the profoundest degradation and confusion, which finds its only
pSillel in the condition of Israel, when, wholly separated from its native soil, it languished
in Egypt, the ignominious " house of bondage " and oppressive ** iron furnace" (Dent v. ft
ir. 20 ; 1 Kings vilL 61 ; Jer. xi 4) ; but this earlier period has its counterpart here, not only
retrospectively as regards the severity of the judgment and humiliation, but also prospectively
as respects the ab undance of gracious visitation, and the wonderful displays, of the Divine
power, love, and faithfulness
Both tEehumiliation and the glory present in the humiliation
are revealed in t&ese prophecies. The first or historical division of the book records chiefly the
miracles by which the grace of God was magnified in those who remained faithful during
years of apostasy, suffering, and banishment
The comfortless condition and utter d^feneracy
of the nation are seen principally in the second part, the visions and prophetical pictures of
which describe the present and immediate future as a period of severe oppression, universal
apostasy, and unquestioned supremacy of the world-powers arrayed against God, at the close
of which period the Messianic eera of salvation is finally introduced.
According to this
division t^fi^jwh ole consists of two books
one of narratives (chap. L-vi.), and the other of
tmons (chap, vii.-xii.) which are about equal in length. This circumstance forms a marised
peculiarity oTUaniel, as compared with the other prophetical books of the Old Testament,
which sometimes interweave the historical element with the prophetical (e.g., Amos, Isa., Jer.,
etc.), and at others, either reduce the former to narrow limits (e.g., Joel, Micah, Zechariah,
the peoplfi^of

—

.

—

etc), Ar bring it into

ance

—

such prominence as to exclude the

bctw^aP^rativgj^d prophecy, which

office

of the seer (Jonah).

exists only in Daniel,

has

its

This bal-

explanation in the
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book in a strange land and in a time of exile circumstances which forbade an
arrangement in direct and perfect harmony with the form of prophetical literature in general
These circumstances also serve to account for peculiarities in^the lg,nquctgeot the boo k for its
composition, to the extent of abo ut^ one-half inHebrew, and the reminder (chap, ii. 4 h.-chap.
vii.) in the Aramaean or Chal dee idio m, which gradually, and as a consequence of the Babyloorigin of the

;

nian captivity and of the Persian supremacy, became the language of the Palestinian Jews,

due

solely to its origin, not only in a time of exile, but

among

the scenes of the exile, and

is

at

book of Ezra, which api)eared immediwhich shares
this peculiarity of language, while the prophetical books (a^., Jeremiah, which originated at
the time of the exile and when its author was in constant intercourse with the Babylonians),
merely contain isolated Aramaean words or paragraphs (see especially Jer. x. 11).
The peculiar literary traits and theological contents of this book, especially in its second or
the court of the barbarous conquerors.

The

historical

ately at the close of the exile, is the only one of the Old-Testament Scriptures

'

i

prophetical part, likewise find their explanation in

its

origin

among

the scenes of the cap-

The prophecies of Daniel, conveyed generally in the form of dreams and visions, and
nowhere enforced by inspired addresses or exhortations, and concerning themselves chieflj,^
not exclusively, with the fate of the all-contro lling world-power, on the^one hand and, on the
other, with the final triumph of the Messianickingdom of Ck)d, are thus distmguishd from the
earlier prophetical writings by peculiarities which mark the book as the pattern for the soQalled apocalyptie prophecies. In ordinary prophecies the people of God had usually occu^Sl
thefor%round of vision, while the world-powers by which they were threatened, were only
noticed incidentally, and made the objects of ** burdens ^* or threatening prophecies, as isoilated representatives of the spirit that opposes Ood.
Daniel, on the contrary, takes his posiI tion in the heart of that world-power, which had overthrown and subjugated all the nations
/ of the East, and among them the chosen race.
From this point of vision he foretells the rise
I
of a new world-kingdom, which shall destroy the present empire, to be followed, in turn, by
another and still greater power, and so on to the end, when an eternal kingdom of truth and
I
righteousness shall be established on their ruins, by the direct interference of the God of heaven.
I
The result of all earthly development, and the succession of judgments visited on the enemies of
Gk)d^s people, closing with the Messianic or general judgment, form the subject of this prophecy and the grandeur of its field of vision, compassing all history and embracing the
world, together with the visional clothing of its teaching and the profound symbolism of its
eschatological descriptions, constitute the features which stamp it as an ai^ocalypse, in distinction from all earlier prophecy.
Witliin the Old Testament, this form of [^ophetical writing
is approached by the closing chapters of Ezekiel (xL-xlviiL), but it is directly represented
only in the former half of Zechariah (chap. i,-viii.), where the model found in Daniel was
tivity.

,

;

.

'

'

^ / probably

copi ed. In the New Testament it is found, if we except certain brief sections in the
Gk)spelsand Pauline epistles (the eschatological discourse in Matt, xxiv., xxv., and parallel pas-

sages,

and 2 Thess.

ii.),

only in tfeg^^velation^of St Johgijghich is^ direct cogy_an doon-

^
tinuation of the p rophecies of DanieL
"^^These^eculiarities, as numerous as they are apparent

and

significant, explain

why the book
among

of Daniel was separated [in the Hebrew Bible] from the other prophets and placed

the Hagiographa,

when

ing in an embrace of

the Old-Testament canon was formed.

all history

Its internal features, consist-

with an eschatological aim, joined to a visional and symboli-

which stamp it as the model of all Biblical (and extra-Biblical or apocryphal) apocwould not of themselves have compelled such a separation since many of the later
prophetical writings display clear transitions in matter and form to the field of apocalypse,
and permit the distinction between this ripest fruit of Scriptural prophetical development
and prophecy in the narrower sense, to appear as the result of the gradual growth. The decisive
reason for the disposition made of this book, must be found in its peculiar division into
This
historical and prophetical parts, and in its composition in Hebrew and Aramaic.
appears with irrefragable certainty from its assignment to a place immediately hefore Exra^ the
only other book in the canon which frames in Chaldee a section of considerable extent between
the Hebrew portions of its text
cal dress,
alypse,

y

/

;
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DANIEL AS A PBOTOTTPB OP THE APOCALYPSE.
An additional circamstance, which may have contributed to placing the present book amonji^ \
Hagiographa, was the [presumed] revision of its prophetical portion, apparently by a pioup
seer of Maccabsean times, who sought to establish as exact a relation as was possible between

)1-'^

the

the

prophecy

and

its historical fulfillment, as

observed by him.

This later revision, whicb

I

affected

especially the contents of chapters x.-xii, will be considered below, in connection )
f

with the

question of genuineness and integrity.

Note

1.

and yet so

aat Io/Mv
.
,

uVw

—^With reference to the circumstances of the times—so deplorable in their condition
full of displays of Divine grace and wonderful providences—to which the book of

owes its orig^in, USvemick, in the introduction to his commentary (page 16 et seq.), is
thorough and instructive. He justly disputes the opinion of Winer, de Wette, Leo
(Jadisehe QeschidUe, p. 183), and others, according to which the situation of the captive Jews
** The shame there inflicted on Israel was not exactly insigwas not one of especial hardship.
nificant, when it could inspire pious and faithful men with a holy revenge, and lead them to
invoke the Divine indignation on then- tormentors
Remember the 137th Psalm and the
aadacious desecration of the Temple vessels by Belshazzar, as Dan. v. records, which lead to the
conclusion that such conduct was of frequent occurrence.
Even martyrs to the truth, cheerand undismayed while testifying that Jehovah alone is God and none beside Him, are
KTcaled in the history of Daniel and his friends (Dan. iii and vi.) to which event the observation and experience of the wise preacher perhaps refer, when he remarks that * there is a
Daniel

e^)ecially

I

M

;

his righteousness^ (Ecc. vii. 15).*
When we consider the internal
of the nation in this period, we find further abundant reason for complaint, because of
braePs sin and misery.
Ezekiel addressed the people with earnest censure, because they
listened to his words, but refused to obey them, when he condemned their ways (Eze, xxxiii.
80, sq.), in which they dishonored God among the heathen, and continued to murder, work
abomination, and violate chastity, until men asked, 'Are these the people of the Lord, that
are gone forth out of His land ? ' (xxxiii. 26 ; xxxvi. 20, 21 ; cf. chap, xxxiv.).
Where,
indeed, could greater opportunity be found for indulgence in heathen customs by the Israelites, who were at all times excessively addicted to idolatry, than in Babylon, which was
notorious as the home of luxury and idolatry ?
Hence, we must deplore the profound sense
of sin, and of being forsaken by God, which is so clearly revealed, not only in the destruction of the temple, and the expulsion of Israel from the holy land, but also in the lack of
prophecy (cf. aam. ii. 9 ; Psa. Ixxiv. 9) ; and which finds its most striking expression in the
prayer of Daniel, uttered before the Lord in the name of the people, toward the end of tha
captivity, t
different class, who preferred the condition of the exile to the hairy garment
of the prophet and the rigorous service of Jehovah, would doubtless enjoy their situation.
If
there were no other proof of this, it would appear from the fact that many preferred to remain
in Babylon at the close of the exile.
But the fate of these apostate souls, who, by the Divine
decree, were at this exact juncture separated and cast out as dregs from the healthy and
piods portion of the nation, was none the less deplorable on that account.''
Further,
.
.
.
page 20 : " But the wretched and outcast nation was, and stiU continued to be, the people of
JB» eotmaTitj and, therefore, despite their low estate, the elect and favorite nation of the Lord.
They were not merely to continue until the days of their great destiny were fulfilled, but, for
jost

man that perisheth in

state

A

Jehovah's sake, they were to be glorified among the heathen. As, therefore, He had always
afforded them miraculous aid in seasons of great tribulation, so extraordinary signs and events,
that transcended the ordinary course of nature, now occurred and secured the good of Israel
whOe they alarmed the Gentiles ; but at the same time these pointed forward, without exception,
to the future realization of the great plan of salvation, whose end is the redemption of sinful
man . . . Prophecies and wonders were the gracious means with which Jehovah overwhelmed
Israel and compeUed it to abide by Him, but through which, also, the determined apostates
who would not turn to God, were finally cut out, so that a purified people, which agreed in
confessing Israel's God at least in outward form, could return to the land of its fathers," etc. This
view of the time of Daniel and its significance, which is held by orthodox exegetes, with few
exertions (see particularly Auberlen, Der Prophet Daniel, etc., 2d ed., p. 26 et seq.) is rejected

—

m

* [Tbeae MTKaments of Hflvemick, however, are not in point to show the general oppresnon of the Jews
the latter
the BabjlonJan exile. The treatment of the three Hebrew children, and at times of Daniel himself, are only
oecadonal and exceptional instances of Oriental despotism, when aroused by opposition to an lurbitrary and nniversal edict,
•s th« Immnnity and eren honors following evince. The book of Esther contains an apt commentary on these caprictoas
lidMftacies. The reference to the passage i|i Boclee. is particnlarliJnapposite, M_thatboqk belongs to the Solom onic age, l
t [On Uie oontrary it appears that the chastisement of Israel by the captivity, became, as it was intended to bo. an
•ffectnal core of outward Idolatry. The very sight of the abominations practised by their heathen captors, seems, aH in the
caae of rimilar close contact with polytheism in Egypt, to have thoroughly disgnsted and warned t^cm from all snch tenpovtlon of

Th«

prayer of Daniel, allnded to by the author, is only a general confession of the past sins of the nation, for
which tbo oxOfl, now drawing near its dose, is recognized as the just penalty. The passages in Ezekiel have a much earlier

deiMdaB.
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INTRODUOTION TO THE PROPHET DANIEL.
rationalists, inasmuch, as has already been remarked, they do not admit that IsraePs condition during the captivity was especially deplorable and fallen, nor acknowledge the historical character of the narratives respecting the wonderful displays of Divine power and grace^
which are recorded in this book. And yet another collection of prophecies, whose origin in
the time of the exile and at Babylon is considered by rationalistic critics to be an incontrovertible fact, substantiates the view in question concerning the conditions of the time which
The
( underlie our book, in all its bearings, and in many respects, even in its smallest details.
second part of the prophet Isaiah whether with the modem critics, we consider it as the
''Pseudo-Isaiah^* or ''the exilian Isaiah,^ or admit its genuineness and therewith its
thoroughly prophetic character describes the condition of the exiled nation in Babylon, aa
well as the striking contrast between their religious and national ruin and wickedness, and the
miracles by which the grace of God was magnified in them, in precisely the same colors as does
the book of Daniel, and therefore serves to establish the authenticity of the contents of this
book in an impressive manner. Isaiah's lamentations because of the turning of many to idolatry (chap. xlvi. 6, etc ; Ivii 5, etc. ; Ix. 3, etc.) ; because of unrighteousness, wanton reyelry,
and violence (chap. Ivi 11 ; Iviii. 2, etc. ; lix. 8, etc) ; because of the discouragement aiid
lack of faith among even the best of the exiles (chap. Ix. 27 xlix. 24 ; IL 12, etc ; xlv. d»
etc.) and on account of the rebellious disposition and insolent stubbornness of the masses (xlviiL
all these merely recapitulate in detail what is briefly com4, 8, 10; Ixiii. 17; Ixiv. 7, etc)
Erehended in DaniePs priestly confession and penitential prayer in the affecting language of
itter lamentation.*
Furthermore, the manner in which the deutero-Isaiah refers to the marvellous power and majesty of Jehovah, as revealed in wonderful signs of every sort (chap. xUf.
6 ; xlv. 11), in multitudes of prophecies and promises that haye been realized (chap. xli. 21 et
seq. ; xliii. 9 et seq. ; xliv. 7 et seq. ; xlv. 19, 21 ; xlvL 10; xlix. 3 etseq.), and in thehumilir
ation and destruction of heathen idols and their worshippers, touches closely upon the corresponding descriptions in both parts of Daniel, the historical as well as the prophetical and
symbolical (see especially chap. ii. 47 ; iii. 28 ; iv. 31 et seq. ; vi. 27 et seq. ; vii. 18 et seq.
ix. 24 et seq.).
The relations of God's people to their heathen oppressors and their gods, oa
the one hand, and to their covenant God, Jehovah, and His displays of grace and promises
of deliverance, on the other, are descril>cd by both prophets with substantially the same result ; and there remains only this difference, that the mode of statement employed by Isaiah,
accords with the older usage of spoken and written prophetical language, while Daniel iUnstrates the fate of kingdoms in the present and future from a decid^y apocalyptic point of
view. Tlie following note treats specifically of this important difference between our prophet
and his earlier predecessors.
Note 2. The relation of Daniel, as the original representative of Scriptural apocalypse, to
the earlier prophets, is considered in an especially instructive manner by Auberlen (Der
Prophet Daniel, etc, p. 2 sq.) " The prophets generally occupy an intro-Israelitish standpoint, from whence they view the future of God's kingdom.
The congregation of His: people
constantly occupies the foreground with them, and the world-powers enter their range of
vision only as they interfere in the present or immediate future of God's people.
.
.
.
The
contrary holds with DanieL Himself separated from the holy land and nation, and living
and discharging duty as a high oflScial at the Babylonian and Persian courts, he presents the
development of the world-power at the outset as the chief object of his prophecies, and the
kingdom of God is relegated significantly to the background.
the other prophets glance
occasionally from their post in Zion to the south, the north, or the east, as one or another
world- kingdom is presented to their vision, Daniel, from the heart of the world-power, overlooks its entire development, and not tmtil his glance has penetrated through all its changing
forms does he rest in Zion, recognizing her afiUction and punishment, but also her triumph
and exaltation. The prophecies of Daniel no longer relate merely to single and contemporaneous world-kingdoms of greater or less importance ; but rather the period of universal monarchies has begun, which rise in succession to universal conquest^ and in whose deportment
the worldly principle that opposes the reign of God is revealed in steadily-increasing power
and hostility. Intimately connected with this is the further peculiarity of Daniel, that his
prophecies contain a much greater wealth of historical and political detail than those of all
other prophets.
While prophecy generally, viewing the near and the distant in ijerspective, is
accustomed to regard the entire future from an c8(£atological point of view as the coming of
the kingdom of God, Daniel, on the contrary, sees spread before him substantially the future
history of the world which must transpire before the advent of the kingdom.
Hence rcsidts
the special form of prophecy which is peculiar to him alone If this were in any case a history of the future, it would bowith s^him." The idea, that the notice in detail of the several

by

x/

—

—

;

—

—

:

K

* [The pMMiges of

Iniah here cited depict in part the idolatry of the heathen, with which the chosen D-^tion are conand in part the degeneracy of the prophet's coontrymen in his own day, for which the captivity waa lo be a poniah
nuiut. Few, if any of them, neceaearily imply anything more than that diaoonragement, which along delay oi the p
deliverance would naturally engender.]
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of progroBs ia the fature deyelopment of the world-power and its relations to Gk>d^8
a final chief peculiarity of Daniel's prophecies, is based principally on the contents
of chap, zi., which Auberlen regards aa written throughout by Daniel and soon after the
captiTity.
We beli«ve ourselyes warranted in holding a different view respectmg this
chapter, which is the chief support for the assumption of a continued series of the most
^
special predictions, and therefore prefer to accept a revision in* the time of Antiochus
Spiphaaes, by a pious apocalyptic inrestigator. Hence we charge the thorough description
of the kingdoms of the Seleucida down to that tyrant, to the account of t£e modifying
agency of this interpolator. We are not led to this view, either by a preconceived opinion 1
^
that the Spirit of prophecy is incapable of producing such special predictions, or by a one- ]^ i^
sided reference to the analog of the remaming prophetical books of the Old Testament, (
which contain no such detailed descriptions of the future but the decisive circumstance /
which arouses our suspicion concerning the assumption that Dan. xi. is throughout audV
in all its details a proper p^rediction, and which even directly forbids it, is the fact that the
j
Revelation of St. John, b^des our book the only independent and more comprehensive produotion of the canonical apocalypse, eceryv^iere fres&nU only ideal pictures of the future.
We
admit that the prophet, borne by the Spirit of prophecy, would, at the point in question,
receive many surprisingly exact disclosures respecting the future history of the G^od-opposed
world-power and its hostility towards the people of God, because we regard Daniel, the " vir
desideriorum -* (chap. x. 11), as pre-eminent in zeal and successful effort, among the Old-Testament proi^ets who, according to 1 Pet. L 11, searched '* what, or what manner of time the
Spirit of Christ which was in them did signify.'^
But predsely because he was only a
teareher of the future and could be no more &an this, we are compelled to reject everything
that transforms his prophecy from a Divinely inspired picture of uie future into a detailed
and painfully exact hiAory of the future, and we therefore charge this portion to the account
of the reviser.
Daniel is and remains for us a *' prophetic light for the times devoid of
revelation, during which Israel was given into the hands of the heathen,^' a "' li ght that was
d^gned to iUamine the night ^fflYfeAmdred years from the Captivity tq (SnsTanHlEe
d^imction oTjerusaiemp yTTTe Romans, for Ibe understanding ones in Israel^ (Auberlen,
pnUI} ; Dut we cannot assume tEat the clear prophetic light whicIiemanated~7r(Hn him wasi
mtended to penetrate to the smallest comers and most gloomy recesses of the history of God's
people which was, for him, yet future.* But if we can assent to Auberlen's description of
the canonical apocalypses as prophetical disclosures, intended to ** serve the congregation of
God's people as lights during the times of the Gentiles (Luke xxi. 24) in which there is no
revelation,*' only on the condition that we conceive their light in an ideal sense, and as corresponding to the fundamental law in the Divine revelation of gradual and mediate disclosure,
we are none the less compelled on the other hand to reject decidedly a special feature,
admitted by Ltlcke, Hilgenfeld, and others, into their conception of the idea of apocalypse,
a conception which otherwise conforms approximately to that of Auberlen. We refer to the
idea of p$eudonymityi concerning which Ldcke {Eirdeitung in die Offenharung Johannie und
die $ogencmnte €tpohalypti9che Literatur^ 2d ed., p. 47 sq.) asserts that it is necessarily connected
with the other two distinguishing features of apocalyptic prophecy, its eschatological, and its
comprehensive character that covers all history, since only later writers who cunningly related
the prophecies to the past and invented additions to the older prophets, were capable of such
all-embracing vision. Hie one-sidedness and rashness of this assertion likewise appear from
the mode of origin and the literary peculiarities of the Revelation by St John, this most
important and significant of apocalypses, against which no more unjust criticism can be
offered than that of a pseudonymic ongin ; and not less from the notorious authenticity of
the former half of the book of Zechari^ (chap. L-viiL), the remaining apocalyptic composition that has been admitted to the Old-Testament canon, and which may be regarded as the
earliest imitation of DanieL
We can yield our assent to the charge of forgery as regards this
form of writing, in so far only as it applies to the apocryphal apocalypses, and are therefore
in accord with Hilgenfeld (JHe jadis^ Apohdyptik
ihrer gesehichtliehen Entwicklung, 1857,
whose view diverges somewhat from that of Ltlcke ^no further than as he excepts
p. 5 sq.)
the Johannean apocalypse from the canon of Ltlcke, which stamps pseudonymity as the
invariable mark of apocalyptic literature ; but to this exception we add the two apocalypses
of the canonical Old Testament f For the more special consideration of the relations of
fefttnreB

people, is

i

'
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;
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* [Xo those far xemored from

all inflaenoe
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Qermaa

oritfoism, the iniidioaa tinctare of

%

erident In hla oondnsion on this point, the aacriptlon of any portion

i

of the prevatont rationalinn of

vhioh, notwithiitaikbng the author's diadaimer,

—

book of Daoiei to a later namelon writer on nioh purely nibjective groonda, must appear altogether gratoltons. /
The bnstnww of the interpreter la, not to presoribe what God was likely to canse a prophet to predict, but to accept and \
expound aooordingly what historical and substantial testimony has delivered to us as the actual words oC prophecy. ^
There la no pnre evidence of a peendo-Panlel than of a peendo-Isaial^ l
\ [The kconsistency of Hm an^oi*8 pesitkm here is palpable, if we oorreotly apprehend his somewhat inrolTed state*
BBcnt of it. The Berdatlon of St. John, if not the apostles, Is of course under a flct^ooB name, and tbe 11th ohaptec
The dlstlnottai
rf DaaM, If not that prophet's, is equaUy psendonymical, whoerer may be ooncetred as the interpolator.
thto lespeot between a whole work and a part only la too nioe to escape tlM odhnn o< • ^'ptons frand.**]
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Daniel to the apociyphal and pseudepitici^phical apocalypses, vbich were mainly framed on
its model, see below, § 11.*
Note 8. With respect to the Chaldaic idiom in Dan. ii.-vii, which we represented aboie
as a piincipal reason for leading the framers of the canon to assign to Daniel a place among
(the Hagiographa, and in the immediate neighborhood of Ezra, we remark in general, (1.) that
this dialect, which gradually became the current language of the Palestinian Jews, was the
eastern- Arameean or Babylonian, a purely Shemitic idiom, which, as the popular tongue of
the Babylonians, must be carefully distinguished from the tt*^'?©^ ^ilJlb, mentioned in Dan. I

—

being the court language of Nebuchadnezzar and the Chaldasan dynasty, and
comprehending numerous Aiyan or Turanian elements. This follows from Dan. ii. 4 ; Isa.
zxxvi. 11 and Ezra iy. 7, where documents and speeches in this dialect are designated aa
such by the term ri*'?a'JWt (Luther [and English version]: " Syriac," rather -4rawiaic), while the

4, the latter

;

tongue of the Chaldeans '* (&*^'<7ip!9'b) mentioned in Dan. i 4 is not again referred to, and
distin^ished from the ordinary Aramaean language as a peculiar dialect, current
among the wamor and priestly caste then dominant in Babylon (possibly identical with those
perpetuated in the Assyrio-Babylonish cuneiform inscriptions) by the manner in which it is
there introduced ; for Daniel and his companions would hardly have been obliged to undergo
a regular course of instruction in the common Aramaean or Babylonian language, as it should
be called, instead of Chaldee, which is less exact Compare below, on chapter L 4. (2.)
The Aramsean of chapters ii.-vii. includes numerous Hebraisms, as the Hebrew of the remaining chapters Chaldaizes many expressions a circumstance that can hardly be explained,
except on the supposition of an intermingling of both dialects in the popular language, which
may have begun at the time of the frequent Assyrian invasions, at first among the ten tribes,
and later gradually extended also to Judah, and to which the strongly Aramaizing Hebrew
of the prophet Ezekiel, most intimately related to the Hebrew of Daniel, bears testimony.
(3.) The co-existence of the Hebrew and Aramaean, as dialects spoken and understood by the
people, is substantiated further by the circumstance that our author could venture to express
most of his narratives and predictions in the latter tongue a feature that is repeated only in
the book of Ezra, which was written a centuiy later, while Isaiah (nearly two hundred yean
before Daniel) admits no Aramaic expressions into his text in a passage which would hate
afforded a suitable opportunity (chap, xxxvi. 11
cf. 2 Kings xviii. 26), and even Jeremiah
contents himself with employing a brief Aramaic sentence (Jer. x. 11 ; compare the use of
single words in Aram, in earlier books, e,g,, Gen. xxxi. 47; 2 Kings v. 12).
(4.) The
Aramaic idiom of Daniel corresponds closely to that of the book of Ezra and of Jer. x. Ui
both in its grammatical and its lexical features. Its wealth of older words (e,ff,, n7B";5S

!'*^

is clearly

'

;

^

^

;

,

*

;

f

Instead of the later

nDiD*

*inft5 for the later •^E»'b5, '^niPinpi for the

for the later l^'pB, •^'l-iaij'is, for the later

^a b?

"^n*, -^bi:

later »ii?3

tJtt Vi^

and

its gwienil

for nriie*)^, etc)

grammatical peculiarities (where the forms, ini, "pb, instead of the apparently more ancient

which are found in Ezra, form the only exceptions) create the impression of a
higher antiquity than is represented by the otherwise closely related Chaldee of the
Targums, which were composed about the beginning of the Christian sera. (5.) Of the
J seven notorious Parseeisms, Qrjordgjierived jrom_the Persia^ , which are found in th4
fc^^tiT occurs in
AiSmaic portion of our book, only »^T»
wnl it has two others (taTB
in"S5e^
lEeTargums,
Targums, while
ttb^,

tth!),

much

and

0'i?pSi";B)

in

common

with the Chaldaizing Hebrew of the book of Esther and the Chaldee

of Ezra, and a fourth p?Ta) occurs at least in the Chald. Ezra.

There

is

thus in this respeci

more remarkable lingual relationship between Daniel and Ezra, than between them and
the Chaldee Targums, and the position assimied to our book between Esther and Ezra on the
forming of the canon, is fully justified by this consideration. We shall endeavor to show, in

'also a

}

connection with the question of genuineness, that the weight of these lingual peculiarities,

which point so decisively to the composition of this book during the period immediately preceding and following the captivity, is in no wise diminished by the occurrence in its Chaldee
*text of several phrases evidently derived from the Greek. We were only concerned in this
connection, to rfiow that the lingual peculiarities of the book formed a principal motive for
I

its collocation

books.

with the Hagiographa, instead of

its being placed in the series of prophetical
des Daniel, etc., p. 297 sq. ; HSvemick, EinZandel, Kritisehe Uhtersuehungen uber dU Ahfautmgtteit

Compare Hengstenberg, Die Authentu

leitung ins A. T.,

H.

2,

482

et seq.

;

* [Anberlen {Daniel and BeveJatton^ Clarke^B ed., p. 77 iq.) nodoea seTerai other ** mAteriallstio diflerenoes between the
Apocalypse of the Old and of the New Testament,'' growing more or less directly oat of the different position oocapted b;
the people of God at thdr respectire times. Those who hare inristed that the Antichrist of the one it neoesnrily the
Antichrist of the other, have therefore interpreted the symbols as having precisely the same slgntficanos, have nadnly

STwlooked these difEecenoes In

tlis

standpoint and design of the two propheta.]
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PERSONAL RELATIONS OF THE PROPHET.
Buehes Daniel, p. 239 et seq. Concerning its place after Esther and before Ezra, compare
addition, Delitzsch, Art. " Daniel," in Her?50g'8 Beal-Encyel,, UL 272 ** The book of Daniel
stands between Esther and Ezra, because Esther, for a sufficient reason, is the last of the five
Megilloth (festival volumes), and because the principal contents of Daniel heUmg to the time
Wore Ezra and Nehemiah.'^'' Accordingly, this book was regarded as belonging among the
historical Hagiographa (in view of its really historical character throughout the first half),
and it was placed at the head of these books, because of its lingual relationship with Ezra,
and also because of its pre-eminently holy and inspired character. This arrangement is not
chronological, indeed, for in this respect the Chronicles should precede, and Daniel, Ezra,
Nehemiah, and Esther follow in their order. But considerations of a different nature prevailed, on the whole, in the collocation of these final constituents of the Old-Testament canon.
The following section -^1 illustrate one of the leading considerations which enable us
definitely to understand the position of this book, in connection with its remarks on the call
of Daniel to the prophetic office.
de8
in

:

\

§ 2.

Thb Personal Relations of the Prophet.

The name Daniel (ift^*^? J, chap, i, 6 also defective,i»3^ in Ezek. xiv. 14, 20 xxviii. 3),
which signifies " judge of God, judge who pronounces judgment in the name of Gk)d," *
belongs to two persons besides our prophet in Old -Testament history, of whom one was a son
;

of

David

(1 Chron.

iii.

1),

;

and the other a Levite of the house of Ithamar.

The latter

fiour

2 Neh. x. 7, and has, on that
account, been identified with him by the Septuagint in the apocryphal additions to the book

ished but little later than our prophet, according to Ezra

viii.

;

by several recent critics. The difference in time is, however, too conadmit of this opinion and the fact that among the contemporaries of the priest
Daniel were found a Mishael (Neh. viii. 4), Hananiah, and Azarinh (Neh. x. 3, 24), must be
regarded as a mere accident, from which, in view of the notorious frequency of these names,
of Daniel, as well as
siderable to

\

;

^

the conclusion cannot be drawn, that the Daniel of our book, together with his three pious
associates, are the creatures of a fictitious collocation and pre-dating of those persons, who
Uved almost a century later (compare tlie arguments against Bleek in note 1).
According to chapter i 3, D aniel seems to have been of royal descent, and therefo re bggi
at Jerusalem.
The passage in chapter ix. 24, however, will hardly serve in proof of this
(Harenberg and other expositors), since Jerusalem might have been termed the " holy city"
by Daniel, even if he belonged to any other city or tribe of the holy land, f He was, at any
rate, of high birth, and, together with three other noble Jewish youths, was in early life
transported to Babylon in the first deportation under Jehoiakim, i n order to become a pa^
at the Chaldsean court. | Here their Hebrew names were changed for others of Chaldaean origin,
and Hananiah received the name of Shadrach, Mishael that of Meshach, and Azariah that of
Abednego, while Daniel was known as Belteshazmr C^SSCttia). This name, if explained
solely according to the Shemitic analogy, seems to be synonymous with " Beli princeps," or
"princeps, cui Belus favet "("^satDisi), and therefore likewise indicates the princely rank of
DanieL Tliat he bore in addition the probably Persian ii2krnti~of^hesh¥azzar, by whict
Zerubbabel was known at the court of Cyrus (Ezra i. 8), rests on an unsupported Rabbinical
tradition, which is found in Rashi and several later writers, and which seems to have grown
out of a false etymological interpretation of "nsadd as = "who was in six-fold tribu-

<

(

S
i

^

>

"I

(

lation."

The

instruction in the

which Daniel received

in

wisdom of

the Chaldee mag^ans and in the manners of the court,
Babylon under the supervision of the chief eunuch, Ashpcnaz, did

* 8o Oewnias and Dietrldi, in the ffandwdrterbucfi^ explain, in connection with many older expotiton, while Ftlnt
** judge through
Ood," and a majority render it ** Gk>d i& my judge *^ («-0^ HAvemiclc, with referalao, ** God is jndge ^ (e.g.^ Beinke, Die meiskmlach&n W0i8»affitnaenj etc., W. 1, 167).
t The Jewish traditioH found in Peendo-Epiphanlus, J>e vU, prophet., c. lU, which locates the birth-place of Daniel
4r B€Bip6ptf rg itrnHptf irkiialov IcpoiwoX^, or, by another reading (preferred by Beland, Paiaeat., p. 094), iv
9*B4ptir rg hmrip^, is of no historical value, and perhaps originated In the deoire to place the birth of the prophet, who,
on fho antbority of Ezra, viiL 2, was held to be a Levite, in a Levitical city (see Josh, lad, SS).
% [**The history of that period, in Kingx and Chronicleit, seems to warrant the rappo8iti<« that the Jewish lads in qnea-\ ^
:^i
cioc -were ko$taffeMy who were drawn from the upper classes of society at Jerusalem, in order to secure the quiet and sub-y
of the Jewish king and his nobles in their tributary condition.*^— ^SftKirt.]

teteryreU the name by
onoe to Qen. xxx. 6), or

^
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nqt^^vent

him

pom

and
who had him in charge by the

observing the ipjnnctiops of the Mosaic law, in regard to food

drink, with consci entious care , and from astonishing the officials

almost miraculous effects produced in his appearance through this ascetic course, in which his
i. 8-10).
But marked as were these effects of his piety, his
fame was increased still further by the extraordinary proofs of his pmdence, wisdom, and
learning, which he manifested at an early period; especially in the interpretation of dreams,
visions, eta
This extende d his regutatipn beyond the bounds of Babylon bgf ore he had
attained m aturity, and musFeven have made his name proverbial among his countrymen at
lei^tpas designating a marvel of wisdom. *
Only thus can we explain the ia^ that Bzekiel,
^

three friends participated (chap.

his contemporary, although considerably older in years, refers to Daniel in several passages

of his prophecies (which were brought to a close in B. C. 572, that
captivity), as a

model of pious wisdom, and in two instances

is,

classes

about the middle of the

him with Noah and Job,

men of antiquity (Ezek. xiv. 14, 28 xxviii. 8 compare note 2).
That Daniel was not merely trained under the oversight of the chief eunuch, or chief palace
official (** pffnce of the eunuchs ") of Nebuchadnezzar, but also himself became a eunuch in
theproper sense, and was trained in that capacity, is an ancient Jewish tradition, which
appears to rest on a combination of Dan. i. 3 et seq. with the prophecy of Isaiah to Hezekiah
It is^ however, without
(Isa. xxxix. 7, where 5-^0 ""no was held to designate actual eunuchs).
^y historical support, qtherin_the bQok of D ani^ itself, o r in other Old-Testamen t ^^rds;
and Ezek. xiv. 20 seems even to directly contradict this tradition, since it ascribes sons and
[ daughters to him, as it does also to Noah and Job. But it could not be otherwise than welcome to the ascetically disposed Jews of later times, as well as to many church fathers and
Roman Catholic expositors, to discover in Daniel a eunuch, even though an involuntary one,
and an example of perpetual virginity. Hence the Targums report this tradition (on Esther
iv. 5, in connection with the mention of Hatach, the Persian eunuch who was appointed to
serve Esther), as do others of the more ancient rabbins (Pseudo-Epiphanius, ViUb Prophet., c.
Of later rabbins, €.g.j Hashi ad
10, j^v dvTip auxppav iuoTf doKfiv Tovf 'lovdaiovff tlt/ai (rTradovra).
Dan. i. 21 (but not Ibn-Ezra, ad Dan. i. 8) of church fathers, Origen (I£om. iv. in Ezech.),
Jerome {Adv, Jovin, i. 1 Comm. in Jes, xxxix. 7 in Dan. L 8), Jolin Damascenus (Be fids
orthod, iv. 25) of later Roman Catholics, Cornelius d Lapide, Huetius, and others, hold to
this tradition.
[It is also strongly confirmed by the well-known usages of Oriental courts, io
which eunuchs are admitted to privileges allowed to none others, especially in personal offices
near the king. Haman, indeed, was not of this class in the book of Ezra, but Nehemiah was
doubtless such in the Persian court. In the light of this circumstance, the dietetic refpmen
i mpose d u pon Dani el ^nd his three companions hsd>.ft sanltary reason, and their voluntary
during^their period~of convalescence aft^
tempZrallce may actually have hadli good
the great wise

;

;

.

;

;

;

;

^^

the operation.

The reference

to Daniel in Ezekiel does not so explicitly allude to children as

!to

invalidate this conclusion, being merely an implication of kindred.]
After three years of training and instruction, in which early period the apocryphal narrative
in the interpolated Daniel of the Septuaginl places the celebrated decision in favor of

Susannah,

who was unjustly condemned

to death, as

an instance of the extraordinary wisdom

of the youthful prophet, Daniel and his three companions entered on their duties at the court
of Nebuchadnezzar, f Through the miraculous aid of the enlightening grace of Gk)d, he was

/ • ["The reader will recall eome polnta of dose analogy between Daniel and Jonepfa. Both were capttrea ; eadi rose In
ja foreign kingdom to the name rank of prime minister, by the same qoalitieB of personal charaotei^-sterling Integrity,
/ nnselfish devotion to their work, great baninera capacity, and nnfaltering faith in Ood. Each became;, under God, a patron
and protector to hii suffering people. To each was given of Ood extraordinary prophetic powers, which aerred to raiss
I
him to general notice and confldenoe, and manifestly in the case of Daniel, aerred to exalt the God of the Hebrew nee
I
I highly in the oonvictions of the monarchs under whom he served.
Each was able to distance and oomfoaid all the pr^
^tenilers to supernatural knowledge, of whom there were many both in Egypt and BabyloxL**— Cowles.]
t ['' This custom of taking young men of the finest parts from a captive or subject race to fill responrible posftioflas abon

the king has prevailed in

many

and is essentially the usage of the Turkish empire to this day. It
monarohs need men about them of the very first abilitiee ; (S.) In the diiBonlty
they would experience in getting young men of such ability among their own people, who might not, by vtitiM of tteir
social position or connections, become dangeroos to the thrane.'^~C9tol«t.]
despotic governments,

finds ito motives (1.) In the fact that such
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dream of the king, in consequence of which he was promoted to the rojal favor, as was Joseph at the court of Pharaoh, until he became the most
mfluential ofSdal in the province of Babylonia, and chief of the caste of ma^ans (chap, ii
enabled to interpret a remarkable

48 et seq.).

He

nezzar's reign,

appears to have occupied this important position until the close of Nebuchadalthough the narrative of the persecution of Daniers friends and fellow-

worsbippers, contained in chap, iii,

second

dream and of

and

that of

his interpretation of Nebuchadnezzar's

the madness of that king, which

is

found in chap,

iv.,

warrant the

opinion that his glory was not without an occasional but transitory eclipse in the course of

|
I

that protracted period.

Under Belshazzar the son and (possibly not immediate^jmt rather thi rd or fourtii) succesaqr
Nfibnch^ngMar, Danielre^dned the royal favor and infliienlial position of which he had
,

of

been temporarily depriyed.

After having been entirely forgotten, he succeeded in interpret-

ing an extraordinary appearance which

had alarmed the king, but the prophetic meaning of

which, relating to his approaching overthrow by the Persian world-power, none of the

magians were able to reveaL

The great honors with which Belshazzar rewarded him immegold about his neck, and
proclaiming him the third ruler in the kingdom) remained to him under the first MedoPersian ruler, Darius the Hede (Cyaxeres). This monarch appointed him one of the three
princes who were placed over all the one hundred and twenty governors of his kingdom
and he even thought to place him over his whole realm (as minister of state or grand- vizier)
chap. vL 1-4. For this reason, the other princes and governors, moved with envy, sought to
destroy Daniel by bringing his steadfast adherence to the faith of his fathers into conflict
diately before his fall (enrobing in purple, placing a chain of

with the established religion of Persia, or rather with an extraordinary decree of the king,
which provided, that during the space of one gontl^ tl^^ honor of Divine worship should be
rendered only to him^ the ruler of the Jdngdomr As Daniel persTsted in the regular discharge
of his religious duties, and, according to the custom of pious Jews, offered prayer at an open

window, and with

toward Jerusalem, three times in each day, he became
by the king, of being devoured by lions. The
wondrous care of God, however, preserved him unharmed through the night which he spent
in their den, and, in consequence, he rose still higher in the favor of the king, while his
accusers were thrown into the den, and perished by the death they had designed for him.
When Cyrus assumed the sole government over the Medo-Persian world-kingdom, after the |
two years' reign of Darius the Mede, the dignities and honors of Daniel were continued to I
hinL He therefore survived the expiration of the Babylonian Captivity and the beginning
of Israel's return to the holy land (see chap. L 21), which ensued on the accession of that
king, ^Hhe anointed of the Lord" (Isa. xlv. 1); and although the book of his prophecies 1
records nothing of his agency in restoring his people to their land, his indirect influenqe was I
probably not unimportant Xhe closing series^ f his prop hecies (chap. x.-xiL), which d isclose
t^e future history of^brael dow n to tbe^ erection of Messiah's kingdom^on the ruins of
the world-powers testify that in spirit he cherisfieS a warm sympathy for the physical and
moral welfareof his people.
He died probably soon after receiving and recording these final reyelations, which he
himself places in the third year of the reign of Cyrus; but when, an d under what circumstances, his death occurred is iinjcnown.
The attempts to state his circumstances at the dose
of life, together with the time and manner of his death, which are foupd in Jewish and
Arabic authors, and also in church fathers, are based on empty traditions which are wholly
without support We class among these the statement of Josephus (Antiq, Jud. x. 11, 7) that
Daniel immortalized himself as early as the reign of Darius the Mede by building a splendid
royal castle of marble at Ecbatana, which was still standing and in the charge of a Jewish priest
in the time of Josephus * also the Jewish- oriental legend, perhaps derived from Dan. i. 21,
and Ezra viiL 2, concerning his return to Palestine among the first exiles under Zerubbabel
(D'Herfodot, Bihl, Orient, p. 288) further, the statement of Pseudo-Epiphanius, that he died
his face turned

subject to the fearful penalty imposed

,

;

;

* Of. Jerome, Oommimt, in Dam, tUL

% whera Um erection of this peleoe is erroneooilj tnmefecred to f
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Babylon and was buiied in the royal tomb the statement, perhaps, of later origin, bot
more widely circulated than the one last mentioned, which is held by Abdul-faraj and Benj.
of Tudela, that he died in Shushan a tradition upon which rests the still practised adoratioo
of the reputed tomb of the prophet in that city, in which Jews and Christians are said to par
ticipate, as well as Moslems (see Ausland^ 1853, p. 960)
and finally the Romish tradition,
which is to the effect that Daniel died as a martyr, and which commemorates him on the 2l8t
of July (cf. Stadler and Heim, VoUat. HeUigen-Lexikon^ vol. i., p. 722 ss.).
The above historical notices concerning Daniel show, that by reason of his relations to the
Babylonian, and later to the Medo-Persian dynasties, as well as on account of his growth to
maturity and continued dwelling and labors in a foreign land, he occupies an entirely exceptional position among the Old-Testament prophets a position that makes it seem really
doubtful whether the prophetic ofiice was his proper and chief vocation. In any case, he
/appears as much a Chaldiean wise man as an Israelitish prophet, and thus intervenes between
\ the Old-Testament prophctism and the position of the Divinely enlightened seers among the
1 nations that bordered on Israel, who were supematurally chosen to l)e the bearers of Messianic
r prophecies, as in the case of Balaam in the time of Moses, and the Eastern magi on the
^ threshold of New-Testament times.
For this reason chiefly, it would seem, he was regarded
by the framers of the canon as not belonging to the class of prophets in the narrower sense,
but as more directly included among the writers of the Hagiographa (compare note 8).
at

;

—

;

—

^

—

.

Note 1. Bleek, in EirUeitung ins A. Test.^ 2d ed., p. 610, remarks with reference to the
persons mentioned in Ezra viii 2, and Neh. viii. 4 ; x. 3» 7, 24, imder the names of Daniel,
Mishael, Hananiah, and Azariah: **This coincidence of names with those of the heroic
believers represented in our book may be accidental, but nevertheless is remarkable, since it
exists with reference to the entire four, and the names Daniel and Mishael occur but rarely
elsew^here.
The time, indeed, in which the four contemporaries of Ezra and Nehemiah flourislied is later than that of Daniel and his friends, as about 160 yeai-s elapsed between the
third year of Jehoiakim and the reading of the book of the law by Ezra ; but still, it is not
unreasonable to suppose that the composer of this book (who, according to Bleek, lived and
wrote in the time of the Maccabees, about B. C. 167) borrowed the names of his faithful
heroes from those four men. We cannot tell whether a more intimate acquaintance with their
tiistory and experience in Babylon led him ta select their names."
(Similarly De Wette,
Kinleitung ins A, T,, p. 860 et seq.) To us the supposition of Bleek seems about as vague a
combination as the familiar attempts of Strauss to find in the names of Oospel history, Jacob,
Joseph, Mary, and Elizabeth, mythical reproductions of the corresponding names in the
Primitive Scripture history, or to find the origin of the historical Lazarus in the Gospel of St.
ohn, in the purely imaginary person of this name in the parabolical narrative found in Luke
xvi. 19 et seq. {Leben Jesu, etc., 1864, p. 477 et seq.).
The impossibility of identifying the
four cpntemporaries of Ezra with our prophet and his friends appears from (1) the fact that,
according to Dan. i. 21, which passage could not possibly have been known to the mythical
writer, Daniel lived only to the beginning of the reign of Cyrus ; (2) that the names Azariah.
Daniel, and Hananiah, which are enumerated in Neh. x. 2-28, among the great number of
names of leaders, priests, and Levites, who engaged to observe the law, became so unimportant and are so widely separated that only the most reckless arbitrariness or chance could
associate them precisely as intimate companions, who filled a distinguished position at the
royal court of Babylon as wise men and confessors ; (8) that the name Mishael (Neh. viii. 4),
in the list of those whg stood on the left hand of Ezra while he read the law, occupies a nc
less isolated position ; (4) that the identity of Daniel, of the sons of Ithamar, who is men*
tioned in Ezra viii 2, with the priest or Levite of the same name, who is noticed in Neh. x.
7, is, at any rate, extremely doubtful, since their surroundings are wholly dissimilar ; (5j that
what is recorded in chaps, i. and iii., particularly the report concerning the Babylonian
names conferred on them (chap. i. 7) bears too thoroughly the stamp of historical reminiscence to admit of the hypothesis of a later invention, for the purpose of exalting those
obscure names, which were almost forgotten among the number of names in the book of
Nehemiah.

Note

2.

—^The three-fold reference of Ezekiel to Daniel has been regarded by many modem

with the historical existence of a magion ana prophet of this name,
since in two instances (chap. xiv. 14, 20) Ezekiel places Daniel lietween Noah and Job, and
since he clearly seems to treat him as a persona^ belonging to the earliest antiquity in
those passages as well as in chap, xxviii. 8. On this account, they have either questioned the
genuineness of these passages in Ezekiel (e.g., Bernstein, in Tzschimer^s Ancdehten^ i 8, p.
10), or given up the historical character of the exilian Daniel, and considered him a
critics as irreconcilable
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parely poetic invention like Job, or a wise man belonging to the patriarchal or primitive period
of Israelitish history.
The latter hypothesis especially has been received
with favor, and has been variously developed by Bleek, Hitzig, Ewald, and Bunsen.
According to Bleek (in Schleierm. ii. Lucke's TheologMier Zeititchrift, III. 1822, p. 283 et

and in EM, ins A, 71, p. 608 et seq.), we are not led by the mannc:r in which
mentioned to think of a person who shared in the Babylonian captivity with
Ezekiel, but much rather, to conceive of a long-familiar personage of primitive times,

seq.,

be

is

From the manner m which Ezekiel refers to nim, it is barely conmat ne should have been, as the Daniel of our book is represented, a Jewish
exile and contemporary >vith EzekieL"
De Wette {EinL in$ A, 2'., p. 861) and Von
Leogerke (Das Buck Danid ausgely p. xdiL et seq.) likewise limit the choice to either a
[h e

poetic lancy.

aTraoie

" man belonging to the gray antiquity" or to a purely imaginary personage.
Hitzig, on the
other hand, regards the Daniel of Ezek. xiv. as not, indeed, created by the writer, like Job,
but still as the ''child of tradition" like Noah and Melchizedek, and finds an intimate cor-

respondence, amounting almost to identity, of our Daniel with the mysterious royal and
priestly personage of the latter, who is ast^umed to be a Junio r contem porary of Noah
a "^
relation which exists especially in respect of his name (Jfc^^in,** divine juclge," nearly synonymous with pi2*»3i?3, ** idng of righteousness." Kurzgff. exegeU Handhuch zu Danidy p. viii.).
Ewald, again {IHe Propheten des Alten Bundea, voL II., Appendix, p. 562 et seq), considers
the Daniel mentioned by fzekiel as having been descended from one of the ten tribes, and
as having lived and prophesied at the heathen court of Nineveh, a hundred years before the
Babylonian Captivity. To this paiticipator in the Assyrian captivity were attributed prophetic oracles respecting the world-kingdoms, by an unknown Jewish author of the times of
Alexander the Great or the eariiest Seleucidae, which were modified by a later writer, in the
time of Antiochus^piphanes, from whom they received their present form.
Bunsen {Gott in
Jw Oesehichte, L 514 et seq.) agrees in the main with the first part of this hypothesis. The
historical Daniel lived at the royal court in Nineveh soon after the deportation of the Israelites by Shalmaneser ; the fanttistic representations of animals on the palaces of Nimrud and
Khorsabad, which have become known to us through the researches of Botta and Layard,
erved as models for his visional descriptions of the world-kingdoms under the form of
various imaginary animals, in chapters vii. and viii. ; and the originator of the present book
transformed the prophet of Nineveh by mistake into a Babylonian. Compare below, § 4,
note 1.
Two earlier opponents of tbe genuineness of this book, Bertholdt and Kirmss,
endorse the opinion of Ewald and Bunsen, that Daniel was a real person of historical times
but instead of assigning this wise man, whom Ezekiel celebrates, to an earlier age, they make
him the contemporary of that prophet, living at the court of Babylon. The author of this
book, who belonged to a much later period, and derived his entire knowledge of Daniel
from Ezekiel, merely clothed him in a mythical dress, etc. (Bertholdt, Danid, etc., I. p. 7;
BinUiL ins A. 71, p. 1506 ; Kirmss, Cominentatio hUUn^ico-critica exhihens descriptionem et
eensuram recerUiarum de Danid lUrro opinionum^ Jen. 1828, p. 59 et seq.) ; in like manner
also Wmer in the Bealwihrterb., Art. "Daniel " (L, p. 247 j.
The more recent defenders of the genuineness of DanieVs prophecies are in immediate correspondence with the arguments raised by these latter critics in support of the possibility of
Daniel's contemporary existence with Ezekiel, despite the peculiar manner in which he is mentioned in Ezek. xiv. and xxviii. Hengstenberg especially (Die Auihentie des Daniel, p. 70 et
ieq.) shows in a most discerning way that the chronological diflSculty is of no importance,
9inee Danid must have been thirty years old when Ezekiel xiv. was composed, and since the
rewards and honors conferred on him by Nebuchadnezzar must have been received at least ten
years before that period; and further, that the book of Daniel itself (in such passages as chap.
L 17, 20; ii. 47; iv. 5; v. 11) testifies to the extraordinary and early-developed wisdom, by
which this pious youth was distinguished, and with reference to which Ezekiel was already
enabled to point the contemporary King of Tyre to him as a model of exalted wisdom and
Divine illumination (chap, xxviii. 8). The position assigned to Daniel between Noah and
Job in chapter xiv. 14 and 20, proves nothing whatever concerning his patriarchal age;
rather, Job is placed at the end of the series because he was a less suitable example for the
immediate pun[>ose of Ezekiel, than Noah and Daniel, the preachers of righteousness in the
midst of a godless world. In general agreement with this view of Hensstenberg are,
HSvemick (Komm, zu Ezechid, p. 206 et seq. ; Neue Untersuchungcn iib&r Danid, p. 28 et seq.
JKn/. ins A. T,, ii. 2, 455), Kliefoth {Das Bach Ezechids Hbersetzt und erkldrt, p. 177 et seq.
and Das Buch Daniels, p. 81 et seq.), Delitzsch (in Herzog's Beal-Eneyhl., s. v. Danid), and
ZUndel {KriU Unterstichungen, etc, p. 258 et seq.). These later apologists, however, justly
declare Hengstenberg's explanation of the circumstance that Daniel is placed between Noah
and Job to be inadequate, and therefore endeavor to find a more appropriate explanation of
this fact, which at the first blush seems so strange.
Hiivernick and Kliefoth assume a climax :
" Noah saved himself and his family ; Daniel was still able to provide for his friends, chap.

—
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Delitzsch expLdna
17, 18 ; Job, despite his uprightness, could liot even save his children.*'
tLe arrangement of names by assuming that Ezekiel '' mentions first a righteous man belonging
to the ancient world, next, a righteous man belonging to the present world, and lastfy, a
righteous man who belongs to the ideal world ; " for Job is ** presented to the eyes of Israel
as a righteous man only in the book of Job, which, although not without a historical basis, is
hot historical, but rather poetical and didactic." Finally, ZUndel seeks to explain this
arrangement of names by the observation, that Daniel occupied a " thoroughly analogous
ii.

universal position among his contemporaries,'^ so to speak, as a mediator between
His people, by virtue of which, as formerly did Noah and Job, he presented his
uj.rightness and piety before God, in a reconciling and atoning way, when His anger was
aroused because of the sins of His people. None or these attempts at explanation are entirely
satisfactory to us ; but that of Delitzsch seems to be the most adequate and plausible, because
the most simple and unconstrained. But may not euphonic considerations have contributed
to the arrangement of the three names n:, i^t^^i ^^d nvv^f
^^^ maimer as such considerations appear to have prevailed in other enumerations of proper names ? e, ^., of the three sons
of Noah (Gen. vi. 9 ; ix. 18, etc.), among which Ham, although the youngest of the three, is
always placed before Japheth ; of the three daughters of Job (Job xlit 14), etc. As examples
of the neglect of chronological order in the enumeration of names, compare, in addition,
Eccles., chap, xlix., where Josiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Zerubbabel, Joshua, and Nehemiah
(vs. 16U20) are placed before Enoch, Joseph, Seth, Shem, and Adam; also Heb. xi. 32
^ideon, Barak, Samson, Jephthah, David, Samuel) ; Jude v. 9 et seq. (Moses, Cain, Balaam,
Eorah, Enoch); Matt. xvi. 14 (John the Baptist, Elijah, Jeremiah).
The last of these
examples is especially instructive, since it shows that living persons might be classed with
persons of similar character belonging to the earliest antiquity without any regard to chronological sequence.
[The fact that Daniel is thus associated by Ezekiel, a nearly contemporary
with an undoubtedly historical personage, Noah, has always been held to be a strong
fwiiter,
pi oof of his actual eidstence*
The same holds true of Job, as mentioned in the same connection.
Compare James v. 11. Indeed, the introduction of a purely mythical name in such a
matter-of-fact connection would be irrelevant and nugatory.]
Note 8. On the peculiarity of the prophetic character of Daniel, as constituting a principal
reason for referring this book among the Hag^ographa, see Delitzsch, p. 272: "The book of
]!)aniel was placed among the Hagiographa, l^cause he was not a prophet hy virtue ofhi$ offit^
and calling^ although, like David and Solomon, he possessed the gift of prophecy. ** Origen
remarks correctly ** Non si quis prophetat, Ideo propheta est Ac profecto si quis propheta
est, is quidem prophetat, sed vero qui prophetat, non continuo etiam est propheta.^'
The
genuineness of the Tbook is therefore not compromised by its position among the Hagiographa.*
Compare also Aul>erlen, Daniel^ p. 80 et seq. " We may also refer to his instruction in the
f wisdom of the Chaldsean Magi ; for theHqly^Scrijjtun^ jho w that the mysterious knowledj^e
) |jld.wts^of the_heatiLen were not an einpty boasCg. (i.\ In the^case of "the Jfigyptian sofoerera
\ who opposed Moses. The wise men who were led by the star to seek after the new- bom king
j^ C of the Jews, were such Chaldee Magians, which clearly shows that they were not deprived of
all truth, and in connection loith which we may eten inquire whether a tradition may not hate
been transmitted among them which had emanated from Daniel^ their chief, who had received
such remarkable disclosures concerning this king of the Jews, reaching even to the time of
his appearing ?
The circumstance, that in his youth he was instructed during three years in
this wisdom of the Chaldseans, doubtless had the effect on the prophet himself, to develop
the prophetic tendency which was natural to him, and to make him at home in these mysterious regions (chap. i. 4, 5, 17). It must have afforded him an education similar to tliat which
Moses derived from his training at the Egyptian court, or that drawn by the modem theologian from the study of philosophy. Hp^Jgaiacdt howeve r, nothuif? of I mportance, from the
Chaldaeans^but rather soon excelled them all ten-fold^m^_^^£" further, compare the
sameTTm^e 34 e"t seq., wliere, conforming to the Rabbins^TKeisolSted position of Daniel, the
apocalyptist, among the other Old-Testament prophets, is explained and interpreted to mean
that while he did not possess the riK^ns n^l or proper prophetic Spirit, he nevertheless
a'ntral

and

God and

^

—

:

:

^

<

1^

partook of the Wiprr nin or *' Holy Spirit," which was shared also by the remaining writers
of the Hagiographa, for which reason his proper place was among this class, and not among
{he prophets. Compare also the definitions which are quoted in that connection from Witdos
(Daniel was endowed with the gift of prophecy indeed, but not with the prophetic oflSce) ;
from Bengel (Daniel was " the politician, chronologer, and historian among the prophets ")
and from
Baumgarten (Daniel was " the official seer of Jehovah in the world-kingdom '')•

— See

M

infra, § 6, note 1.

* Kliefoth (Da$ Buck DcmieU, p. 48) asaenU to thla, and oboervet, that in addition to the Caot that, '^aooordiaf to hia
Daniel was not a prophet, but an officer of the state,*^ ** his book contained prophecies oooccming the world-power,^

office

and

fatther, that,

**

in view of its historical matter, his book is a historical

document

for the period daring

which lanal

languished under the world-power of Babylon and Modia.*^
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§

8 Ck>NTBzrrB

and Fobm of Daniel's Pbophecibs.

i.-yi.) of the two which compose our book according
has ahready, so far as its principal features are concerned, been analyzed in the
preceding paragraph, which narrates the leading events of the prophet's life in exact chronological order.
The Mcond or prophetical division (chap, vii-xii) contains the prophetic
elements of the book, but not so exclusively as not to interweave occasional historical and
biographical notices with its predictions (see especially the mention of Daniel's illness, chap.
Tiii. 27 ; of his fasting, mourning, and prayer, chap. ix. 1 et seq.
of his visions
x. 2 et seq.
on the banks of the Tigris, chap. x. 4 et seq. ; xii. 5). Nor are prophecies entirely wanting

The Jirtt or hutorieal diyision (chap.

to § 1, p. 1,

;

in the historical

thropy of
special

division

;

for besides the interpretation of the dream relating to the lycan-

;

Nebuchadnezzar

(in chap. iv. 16-24), wliich is equivalent to

an actual prophecy or

prophetical prediction, and also besides the interpretation of the mysterious writing

on the wall of Belshazzar's banquet- hall, which likewise

testifies to

Daniel's prophetic

ments (chap. V. 17-28), th e leadinsr. features of the narrative in chapter
interpretation of

Nebuchadnezzar's

first

dreain

ii.,

endow-

relating to the

by Daniel, form a prophecy^of the

specifically

iM

Tlie great

apo^yptic^kind in their reference to the history of kinjgtL^uis and of thejwo

and clay, the so-calle3 image of i/te monarchiee^
together with the stone that destroys it, which were seen by Nebuchadnezzar in his dream,
and afterward by the prophet, in a night vision, were interpreted by Daniel by virtue of
Di\rine inspiration, to signify a succession of world-kingdoms that should precede the kingdom of Messiah or of God, commencing with the reign of Nebuchadnezzar himself. The
golden head of the image represented the existing kingdom of Nebuchadnezzar with its
Upon it should follow a second and inferior kingdom, and a
exalted power and greatness.
afterthird, that should bear rule over all the earth with the power and hardness of brass
wards a fourth, strong as iron, which should crush and destroy all things and finally a
divided kingdom, partly of iron and partly of clay, t. a, partly strong and partly brittle,
which, though seeking to combine its several parts, should yet fail to develop into a united
whole. In the time of this divided kingdom, Gkni Himself would establish a kingdom on
the earth, which, like the destroying stone, should overturn and crush all the world-kingdoms
in order to flourish on their ruins forever (ohap. ii 87-46).*
Image composed of gold,

silver, brass, iron,

;

;

* pLsU (^Commentary

on

Uttorioai portion as follows.
book,

wmtafning

**

Daniel, Clarke's

tr., p.

He regards chape.

84) ingenioosly traces the logioal position of the ohapters in this

iU-iil.

as comprising, after the Introdnctoiy chap,

the derekypment of the world-power,^ and remarks that

fiports regarding the saooeesive forms

**

i.,

the Jtrft part of the

this part contains in six chapters as

and the natoral character of the world-powers.

many

It begins (chap. UL) and ends (chap.

from God regarding its historical mifolding in fonr great world-kingdoms following each other, and
overthrow by the kingdom of God, which shall continne for ever. Between these chapters (ii, and viL) there
•re inserted four events belonging to the times of the first and second world-kingdoms, which partly reveal the attempts
«f the mlerB of the world to compel the worshippers of the tme God to pray to their idols and their gods, together with
the faQnre of this attempt (chaps. liL and vl.X and partly the humiliations of the rulers of the world, who were boastful of
Cbeir power, under the judgments of God (chaps, iv. and v.), and bring under our consideration the relation of the rulers of
fhisworld to the Almighty God of heaven and earth and to the true fearers of His name. The narratives of these four
•vents foUow each other tn ohronolcglcal order, becaun they are in actual relation bound together, and therefore also the
oocurrences (chape, v. and vi) which belong to the time mbsequent to the vision in ohap. vii. are placed before this
visioo, so that the two revelations regarding the development of the world-power form the frame within which is contained Uie historical section which describes the character of thsii world-power.^ The tecond part of the entire book, as
distributed by Ken (chaps. vtfi.-xiLX is designated by him as *' the development of the kingdom of God,**>-thus contrasted with the wctU- power of the former section. This latter part Keil analyses as follows : ** This part contains thrs«
revdations which Daniel reoeived during the reigns of Belshazxar, Darius the Mode, and Cyrus the Persian, r^;arding
the development of the kingdom of God. After describing in ^e first part the development of the world-power and its
fdatlaB to the people and kingdom of God from the days of N^nidiadnenar, its founder, down to the time of its final
destroctUm by the perfected kingdom of God, In this second port It is revealed to the prophet how the kingdom of God
eotored against the power and enmity of the rulers of the world, and amid severe oppressions, is carried forward to final
victory, and is perfected. The first vision, chap, viii., represents what will happen to the people of God during the
developments of the second and third world-kingdoms ; the second revelation, ohap. ix , gives to the prophet, in answer to
bis penitential prayer for the rostoratloa of the mined hcdy city and the desolated sanotnary, dlsdosures regarding the
whole development of the kingdom of God, from the dose of the Babylonian exile to the final accomplishment of God^s
plan of salvation. In the last vision, in the tiiird year of Gyrus, chap. x.-xii., he reoeived yet further and more spedal
revelations regarding the severe persecutions which await the people of God for their purification, in the nearer future
r Anttochns Bpiphanes, and in the time of the end under the last foe^ the Antichrist *" (p. 9B8).l
viL) with a revelation
Uieir final
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This prophecy, which

fin t

is

interwoYcn with the

first

predictio n of the prophetical gart (chap, vii),

or historical part,

andha^^d

is

is closely

iden tical with

related to the
it in

purport.

a dream- vision with a succeeding Divinely- disclosed interpretation, but revealed originally and solely to DanieL
The succession of the four world-kingdoms
which began with that of Nebuchadnezzar, is in this instance represented by four beasts
This latter prophecy

which

is also

rise in succession

bear with three ribs in

:
a lion with eaglets wings and the heart of a man, a
ravenous jaws, a leopard with foiur wings and four heads, and a

from the sea

its

fourth terrible monstej* with iron teeth and ten horns, three of which were plucked up by the
and replaced by ** another little horn " with human eyes and a mouth that spoke pre-

i*oots,

sumptuous blasphemies (chap. vii. 2-8). The fourth of these kingdoms is now described
somewhat differently, and more particularly, as a fearful reign of tyranny, which devoured
the earth and destroyed and ruined all things, and from which should proceed in succession ^
ten kings, who are symbolized by the ten horns. Tliree of these kings are to besuperseSed
by the final monarch, who is represented by the *' little horn," and whose madness and blasphemous presumption exceed that of all who have preceded him, so that he speaks blasphemy
against the Highest, makes war upon the saints of God, and aims to set aside the law and the
holy seasons. The sufferings of the people of God at the hands of this tyrant are limited to
? ^ three and a half years, at the end of which Divine judgments shall be visited on him through
one like the Son^iTman, who comes with the clouds of heaven, and to whom is committed
an everlasting dominion over all nations.
The 8€c<md prophecy of the second_j)art (chap, viii.) alsostands connected in its suVject
amfpurport with the i|pii%ge of the monarchies, whose middl e and lower parts it develops and
ifl ustfales more fully.
Under the figure of a contest between a ram and a he-goat, iFdesctibes
the overthrow of the third by the fourth world-kingdom, together with succeeding events
down to the Messianic judgment. A ram with two horns, of which the taller appeared last^
pushes fiercely towards the four quarters of the earth, until a he-goat with a notable horn,
coming from the west, smites him to the ground, and breaks his two horns. Next, the great
horn of the victorious goat is broken, and replaced by four other notable ones, toward the
four winds of heaven. Out of one of these comes forth a little horn, which increases mightily
toward the south, the east, and Judsea, grows even to the host of heaven and its prince,
desecrates the sanctuary, and interrupts the offering of the daily sacrifice during a period oi
The
2,300 evenings and mornings (i.eri,150 days, or three and j» _half years^ vers. 8-14.
angel Gabriel interprets this vision to the prophet, and applies it to the Medo-Peraian empire,
which should be overthrown by the fourth world-power, founded by the king of Grseda
(Alexander the Great), and also to the four more important kingdoms of the Diadochi, whidi
should arise out of the Greek world-monarchy, on the early death of its founder. One of
these latter kingdoms (that of the SeleucidaB) should become especially hurtful to the people
of God and His sanctuary, through the craft and audacity of one of its rulers, until finally
the breaking of this offender ** without hand," i, «., by the interference of a superior power
should come to pass. [For a comparative table of all these prophecies see § 10, Note 3 ; and
for a refutation of the " year-day " hypothesis on whic h the application of the fourth kingI
" '"^
"^ I d om cxcl uiiyely toTapal Rome rests, see
§ 10, Note 4.]
A third vision (chap, ix.) is vouchsafed to the prophet in connection with his meditating on
the meaning of the seventy years, which Jeremiah had predicted should elapse before the
rebuilding of Jerusalem. While addressing Jehovah in fervent penitential prayer, in connection with his meditations, and beseeching Him to forgive the sins of His people, and to
turn away His fury from Jerusalem (vers. 3-19), the angel Gabriel discloses to him the meaning of Jeremiah's prophecy. The seventy years are to be understood as seventy weeks of
i^ I vears.
Four hundred and ninety years were determined, in order to atone fully for the sins
of the people, and to reanoint the Most Holy of His temple. The first seven of the seventy
weeks of years were to include the period between the utterance of Jeremiah's prophecy and
the "anointed prince" (Cyrus) in the course of the sixty-two weeks of years that should
follow, the city (Jerusalem) was to be rebuilt, but in troublous times.
The last, or scventiethf
week of years should begin with the " cutting off of an anointed one," after which the people
,

»

;
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tnd their sanctuary were to be devastated by the armies of a tyrant, and the customary offer-

daring ihe latter

r-^

^

and oblations to be interrupted during the half of a week (eyidently
half of this final week of j^ears), until, in the end, ruin should overtake the

ing of the sacred sacrifices

#

dtt&oyer * (vers. 21-27).
l^jAJjjwl visio

n

(chaps. x.-xii.)

fioiitainfy

^^

m<gt th orough and detaUed description of the

After three weeks of fasting and" mourning, an angelj whose
dothiDg and appearance were wonderful (chap. x. 5-11), appeai*ed to the prophet on the
deveTopments of the fut ure.

banks of the Tigris, and gave him an account of the contests which he was compelled to
enter into with the " princes," or angelical protecto rs oj[ Persia and Graecia, and in which he

was aided only by Michael, the angel of God's people^chap. xT

added a representation, full of
to the

life

and minute

detail,

l^xL

1)^

To

this account

he >

of the immediate future, and extending I

time of the tyrannical oppressor of God's people,

who

In this connection he dwells especially upon the

conflicts of the kings of a
which were to constitute the
principal states that should arise from the ruins of the fourth (Greek or Macedonian) worldpower (chap. xi. ^20), and more than all, on the insolent, audacious, and blasphemous
deportment of the last king of the northern realm, who should ultimately come to a terrible
end, after inflicting the most horrible abominations on the holy nation, their sacred city, and
its sanctuary (chap. xi. 21-45).
After unparallelled tribulation and aflliction, deliverance
and salvation should come to DaniePs nation, in connection with the resurrection of the dead,
which should lead to the exaltation of the righteous, but consign the ungodly to everlasting
punishment (chap. xiL 1-8). f After the angel has directed the prophet to seal the prophecy
to the time of the end (ver. 4), he supplements it by a final revelation i n regard to the duror
t ion of the peri od of severe affliction before the introduction of Messiah's kingdom, which is
fixetfat 1,290^ or, conditionally, at 1,835 days (vs. 7-12).
llie whole closes with the
counsel of the angel to the prophet, to wait patiently until the end of all things, and until
described.

kingdom (Egypt) and a northern kingdom

sonthem

his

resurrection to eternal

(Syria),

of their succession

recorded in the

first

part

^

life.

The arrangement of the four prophecies of the second part
the order

^

'

has already been frequently

is

The

is strictly

chronological, so that ^

^

parallel with that of the actual events in Daniel's life, as \

first

vision appeared to

him " in the

first

year of Bclshazzar "

form of a dream, which he at once recorded in writing (chap. viL 1) the
second, in the third year of the same reign, ** in the palace of Shushan, in the province of
Elam, by the river of Ulai," where the prophet in his exaltation at least believed himself to
be (chap. viii. 1, 2) the third, in the first year of the reign of Darius the Mede, hence soon
after the overtlirow of Belshazzar (chap. ix. 1, 2; cf. v. 80; vi. 1); and the fourth, **in the
third year of Cyrus, king of Persia,'' on the 24th day of the first month, while the prophet was
on the banks of the Tigris, after completing his fast of three weeks (chap. x. 1-4 cf. xii 5,
The first vision is included in the Aramaic portion of the book the three others, like
6).
chap. L and the opening verses of chap. iL (vers. l-4a), are recorded in Hebrew.
In a formal point of view, the marked difference between the prophecies of the second part
and those of the first is to be noticed, namely, that in the latter instance the interpretation of
the wonderful and prophetic appearance of the vision in Nebuchadnezzar's dream (chap. iL),
and of the mysterious writing, Mene, Mene, Tekel, etc., at the banquet of Belshazzar (chap, v.),
was imparted to the prophet immediately through the Divine Spirit, and without the agency
the king, in the

;

—

;

;

;

v

^

/

^

the first

^
\

;

two, chap.

vii.

and

viii.),

or to convey direct disclosures relating to the future,

without any previous symbolical vision (as with the final prophecies, chap. ix. and x.-xii.).

The prophet, however,
hi

is

the only narrator, even

when he

recapitulates (as is the case especially

chap. X. 20-xi]. 4) the extended remarks of the angel, his celestial teachers

preters.

The

epistolary

form of narration which occurs once

in the

first

and

ren«rks on that passage. [For ooanter atKnmonts, sea the additions
however, the ezegetlcal remarks on this last portionlar.]

t [Bee,

inter-

part, chap. iiL 81-iv.

^ lo rapport of this statement of the oontents of ofaap. Ix. 23-97, and especially of the yerae last mentioned,
the esegedcal

oompwt

thereto.]
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84 (but which

is

not rigidly adhered to in that connection, since Nfebuchadnezzar, the writer

of the letter under our notice,

is

referred to in the third person, in chap. iy. 25-30), is nol

found in the second part

—

NoTB. ^In opposition to the division of the contents of this book into historical and
prophetico-visional parts, which we have adopted, Auberlen (p. 88), and in connection ynih,
him Keil {Eiid. ins A, T., 2d ed., p. 389 et seq.), ana also Kranichfeld (Das Buck Daniely p. 2
et seq.), coj^gads th at chap, vii^ho uld be included ii^ the firt^^ part
The reasons adduced
lasT mentioned exegetci as^'^atenaT"
in contrast with ours 'as merely " formal," are,
by the last
as"*^
first, the prophetico-visional elements which Miter also into the first part, and particularly into
chap, ii., and secondly, the identity of language in chap. vii. with chapters iL-v., which
forbids a wider separation between chapters vi. and vii. as contrary to the intention of the
author. But the visional constituents of the first part are extremely meagre when compared
with the far gi-eater proportion of the narrative elements in this division ; and the chrono^(logical difference between chapters vi. and vii. is decidedly more important than the afSnities
The dream-vision
\of language between chap. vii. and the five chapters that precede it.
^recorded in chapter vii. dates back to the reign of Belshazzar, the last (or one of the last) of
fthe Babylonian Kings, while the historical contents of the preceding chapter belong to the
/ Medo-Persian period; hence the time of chapter vii. and aJso of chap. viii. corresponds to
Since the general
I that of chapter v., while chapter vi. is contemporary with chapter ix.
\ arrangement, both of the pre-eminently historical chapters of the first part, and of the chiefly
visional contents of the second, is strictly chronological, the distribution of the entire book
into the categories of history and prophecy seems to have been the leading idea by which its
editor (whom we regard as identical with its author) was governed, whue the identity of
language in chapter vii and the preceding chapters sinks into a merely accidental feature.
following section may serve to
For
the most probable explanation of this feature.
iThe
the present, we are only concerned to show that the arrangement adopted by us, evoi if ^t
were based more on a formal than a material principle, conforms fully to the idea and design
of the writer, and is therefore with justice retained by a majority of modem expositors even
I

A

I

t

^ow

—

by ZUndel

(p.

89 et

Reusch (JSint ins A.

seq.),

§ 4.

The

inte^ritj^of Jfchis

7.,

8d

ed., p. 109),

and

others.

Unitt of thb Book of Daniel.

book majr be con^)]:^iyely

essayed by recent critics toTeprcsent

hown,

s

despite the occasional attempts

as a compilation of several historical

it

and prophetic

has been shown in § 8, the contents of the two principal
divisions form a harmonious and closely-connected whole, which must have emanated from a

fragments of various origin ;

for, as

—

and the same person as Daniel
and he is mentioned either in the
third person (chap. vii. 1
x. 2 et seq.).
The same
x. 1) or in the first (chap. vii. 2 et seq.
interchange of the first and third persons is found elsewhere in writings of the Old Testament
that have emanated from a single author, e.g.j Isa. vii. xxxvi.-xxxix., etc The fact that
single author.

This author

particularly in chap.

vii. 1

;

is

frequently designated as one

xiii.

1

;

ix.

2

;

x. 1

;

xii 4

;

;

;

;

mentioned exclusively in the third person throughout the first six chapters is sufficiently explained by the historical and descriptive character of this first main division, wfaidi
merely reports occasional expressions by Daniel, of greater or less extent (e^g.f chap. iL 15, 20,
28, 80; iv. 16 et seq. ; v. 17 et seq.
vi. 22 et seq.), but generally represents ether persons as
speaking and acting. The absence from this part of the formula, **I, Daniel, saw," or "I,
paniel, said," could only hold as an argument against the unity of the book, in case other
discrepancies and contradictions of importance existed between the contents of the two parts.
Such contradictions, however, do ncrt; occur. It is not impossible to reconcile chapter L 21
with chapter x. 1, or chapter vi. 1 with chapters ix. 1 and xi. 1, etc., as the exposition of those
passages will show in detail. The historical part is rather connected with the prophetical in
manifold relations, and their chronological parallelisms especially bear the marks of design
on the part of the composer. The series of remarkable events in his life, which are fii«t
recorded, is designed as a historical introduction, or scaffolding, for the prophetic vidons
which follow. But within the historical part itself, chapter i. is intimately connected, as an
introduction, with the five chapters that follow.
DanieFs prophetic power and skill in inter-

Daniel

is

;

preting dreams, are remarked in chap.
they were to be exposed, chap. iL 4, 5.

i.

17, 20, evidently

with reference to the tests to which
three fnends in chap. L 6 et seq.

The mention of the
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paves the

way

for the narratiye respecting their

49 ; iiL 1 et seq.).

temple

The statement

from Jerusalem

(diap. iL

5 et

is

17

and confessorship (chap. iL
removed the sacred vessels of the

official stations

that Nebuchadnezzar

a preparation for the history of their desecration by Belshazzar

seq.).

Nor does the diversity of language, as between the Chaldee of chapters ii.-vii. and the
Hebrew of the remaining chapters, involve a multiplicity of authors for, aside from the fact
that a transition from the Hebrew to the Chaldee, exactly similar to that in Dan. iL 4, occurs
in Ezra iv. 7, the idea of a variety of authors becomes impossible in view of the intimato
relation of the flebrew chapter i. to the succeeding Aramaic sections, which has just been
noticed.
The last (chap, vii.) of the Aramaic portions, again, is so clo^ly connected in its
leading features with the Hebrew sections that follow and especially with chapter viiL which
is introduced by the indication of time, in a manner entirely analogous to chap. viL 1
that
the discrepancy of language in this case also appears evidently as a feature of secondary
importance. The contrast between the use of the Hebrew in the introductory and the five
closing chapters, and of the Chaldee in chapters n.-vii. can appear as other than accidental,
only as the latter sections seem to have been reduced to writing at an earlier period than the
former.
They were probably recorded during the Chaldffian supremacy or immediately afterward, whereas the Hebrew sections that enclose them were probably added at a considerably
This hypothesis (first assumed by Kranichlater date, and in the time of the Persian rula
feld) of a gradual completion of the book, or of the framing of the Chaldsean sections, which
originated during the exile proper, between the Hebrew portions, chaps, i. 1-iL 4 and viiL-xiL,
that date in the Persian period, is favored by the note in chap. i. 21, which implies the later
composition of the introduction, but more especially by the circumstance that the Chaldee
fragments, without exception, convey the impression that they were recorded in the style of
They abo seem to
chronicles, immediately after the events transpired to which they relate.
indicate that the author employed this language for such journalistic minutes, as being more
;

—

—

famiUar, in view of his culture (compare § 2), while he adopted the Hebrew at a later
perhaps because he had in the meantime acquired a sufficient readiness in its use, or

period,

because the different circumstances of the times subsequent to the captivity might lead

him

regard the sacred language of the law and the earlier prophets as more appropriate for his
purpose of instructing and edifying his theocratic compatriots. We therefore ^assert the
to

of t^flj>ppk with reference t o all jta.ieading divisions, and as being the work of a
gin^e anffior ; but in the closing section of the second pafC, in the especially detailed prophedks 6i cbapters x.-xii., we detect the hand of a later interpolating reviser of the time of
Antiocbus Epiphanes, for reasons which have been generally indicated (§ 1, note 2), but the
more detailed elaboration of which must be reserved for the exposition (see especially on
chap. xL vs. 5 and 40, etc.). Such interpolations are apparent more particularly in chapter
integrity

xL 5-89

Note

(e.g., vs. 5, 6, 8, 14, 17, 18, 26, 27,

\
i

J.

^

80-89).

D. Michaelis, Bertholdt, and

among

those

who

IH

Artaxerxes Longimanus; the second (chap, ii.) to that of Ptolemy Philadelphus the third
(chap. iii. 1-80) to a somewhat later date ; the fourth (iii. 31-iv. 84) to the age of the first
Asmonseans ; the fifth, sixth, and seventh (chaps. v.-viiL) to the same period, under Antiocbus
Epiphanes ; the eighth (chap, ix.) by a priest at Jerusalem, to a date but little later ; and the
ninth (chap, x.-xii.) to a still later time. The composers of the later sections are said generally to have known the earlier writers, and to have continued their work, in which effort they
even imitated their predecessors in the use of single words and phrases. But despite their
;

numerous contradictions

crept into the separate parts, so that, for instance, chap. i. 21 is
chap. L 1, 5 to ii. 1 ; chap. ii. 48, 49 to v. 11-14, etc. (Bertholdt, Daniel i.
83 et seq.). The impropriety of such a mutilation of Scripture was soon understood, and was
pointed out, with convincing arguments, especially by Bleek (in Schleiermacher's TJveol. Zeitr
$cKHft, 1822, No. 8, p. 241 et seq. ; compare his Einleitung im
7., p. 585 et seq.),

care

opposed to

X. 1

;

A

2
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Eichhom (at least in the earlier editions- of his
reject the integrity of this book, find a considerable number of
independent compositions contained in it, which are said to have been written at different
times and by various authors. Of such compositions Michaelis enumerates eight, Eichhpm
of his Hebrdische Prophetm, p. 428 et seq., at least five), and Bertholdt nine.
ten (in voL
The latter refers the first (chap, i.) of these " Daniclana," as he calls them, to the time of
1.

Einleitung),

C
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Hence
II. 2, p. 448 et seq.), and De Wette (Einleitung in das A, T., § 256).
Eichhorn, in the third and fourth editions of his Einleitung, contented himself with the
assumption of merely two authors, of whom the one composed chap. ii. 4-yi. 29, and the
other, chap. vii-xiL, together with the Hebrew introduction, chap. i. 1-ii. 8, in each case
The two-fold authorship is also asserted by Sack (ChristL
long after the captivity.
Apologetic, 1829), Herbst (Histor.-hrit Einl, published by Welte, 1840 and later, ii. 2, § 34),
F. Speil (Zur Echtheit des B. Daniel, in the TUib, Theol. QuartaU Sehrrft, 1868, p. 194), Reusch
{Einl., p. 110), and several others, inasmuch as they regard the yisional part of the book,
beginning with chap, vii., as genuine, but claim that the narrative of DaniePs life and of the
circumstances of his time, contained in chap, i.-vi, was added by a later hand, and based
upon a revision of certain genuine memoranda, which were left by the prophet at his death.
Hence, we are to distinguish between genuine originals, written by the prophet himself, and a
later compilation which belongs to the Maccabeean period or to the age immediat€ly preceding,
and in which the author possessed the skill to imitate the prophet^s mode of thought and
expression, thus producing the impression of a united apocalyptic whole.
Such an origin of
the book cannot be branded as wholly impossible but the impression of closely connected,
systematic, and designed unity which it makes, in respect to both its form and matter, appears
to favor the view stated above, by which the first and second editor constitute a single personage, identical with the prophet Daniel, and by which the whole appears as the work of one
mind, despite its gradual production in the period immediately before and after the close of
the exile (compare the following note).
Three additional hypotheses concerning the origin of the book deserve attention, which
likewise proceed on the assumption of a two-fold authorship, or of a distinction between a
genuine original and a later interpolating revision, but which differ greatly among themselvea.
According to the editor [Lange] of this BihU-work (Einl. in das A, 2\, in the remarks preUminary to the exposition of G^esis, vol. L, p. 88 [of the Am. ed.]), the book, which otherwise
originated entirely with the captive prophet Daniel, received two extensive additions in its
final sections, at the hands of an apocalyptist of the Maccabsean period, who was led to make
these interpolations in view of the severe trials of the time.
Tliese additions comprise chap,
x. 1-xi. 44, and xii. 5-18
hence the predictions which relate specially to Antiochus Epiphanes
and his time, and which bear pre-eminently the stamp of vaticinia ex et>entu. The professed
interpolation of 2 Pet. i. 20-iii. 8 from the epistle of Jude, which the editor has endeavored
to establish, in voL I. of his Geschichte des apostoUschen Zeitalters (p. 152 et seq.), more thoroughly than this asserted addition to Daniel, is adduced as an analogous instance ; but it
does not seem to be suflSciently demonstrated, despite the manifold advantages it would afford
to the apologist
We are obliged to prefer the view of a mere interpolating revision of chapprobable inserinstead~6f
Tthat in chap.
xii. 5-18.
A later inventor of the entire prophetic imagery of chapters x, and xi would display an incredible talent in his imitations of the prophet's literary style. Moreover, the writer
of Ecclesiasticus (about B. 0. 180) seems to have recognized passages like chap. x. 13, 20, as
original with Daniel, and to have imitated them as such ; also the Scptuagint.
See below
The view of Ewald (J>ie
§ 6, note 2, and compare the exegesis of the chapters in question.*
Propheten des A, Bds., 1st ed., IL 562 et seq.) is peculiar. According to him, the prophet
Daniel lived at the heathen court of Nineveh as early as the Assyrian captivity, about B. C.
700.
A Jewish contemporary of Alexander the Great invented prophecies relating to the
world -kingdoms, and attributed them to this wise man of the Assyrian period, while another
Jew, living in the time of the Maccabees, added further embellishments to the book as he
found it Somewhat more definite and thoughtful is Bunsen {Oott in der Oeschithte, L 514 et
seq.).
The Daniel of Assyrian times, who lived at Nineveh under Pul and Sargon, about the
middle of the 8th century B. C, left behind him figurative prophecies concerning the destruction of Asshur (the winged lion) by the Babylonian empire (a devouring bear ; cf. chap. vii.
2 et seq.) these ancient oracles, together with legendary records concerning the personal fortunes of Daniel, and particularly his deliverance from the den of lions, were transmitted, either
verbally or in writing, until a writer of the Maccabsean period gave them their present form,
in connection with which work, however, he committed the grave historical error of transferring the prophet to the period of the Babylonian captivity, and of substituting the Babylonian
monarchy for the Assyrian, and the Medo-Persian for the original Babylonian (cf. above, § 2,
note 2). Ne ither Ew ald nor Bunsen are able to furnish any positive proofjp-aupport of these
strainedj artlffcial, an^Tfantasttc vijBWS:
The assertfon fhatihe later JewisE^writers constantly
substTtuteSTBabylon for Asshufls entirely arbitrary and incapable of proof; and the remov^
of Daniel to *' the great river which is Hiddekel '' can no more be considered a mere echo of
the history of Daniel in Nineveh, than the imaginary winged creatures with human visages
Hfivemick {Einl,

;

;

)

'^

;

A

* [We shall there endeavor to ihow that

all

these euppoaitioiu of any interpolation wfaaterer are gratoHoiia

and aiwai>>

ported.]
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can be regarded as dark allusions to the colossal statues on the palaces of Kimrud. In our
exposition of the related passages we will aim to show that both these features may be
adequately explained on the assumption of a Babylonian career in the case of the prophet
Bunsen, however, appears to have subsequently given up his arbitrary view, in favor of the
general pseudo-Daniel tendency-hypothesis (see the prefaces in voL L of hia BibdiMri^ p. liv.)
while the view of Ewald appears unchanged in the recent 2d edition of his Propheten de$
Alien Bundes (vol.
p. 812 et seq.).
Note 2. In support of the opinion laid down in this section, that the book was composed
at different times by Daniel himself, compare Kranichfeld, Da$ Buch Danid {Einl., p. 4) :
" For the nest, the Chaldee fragments in their present state, without an incorporated introduction and conclusion, cannot in themselves have formed a separate work.
Their formal and
abrupt character produces rather the impression of an occasional composition in the manner
of a diary, which was undertaken at different times, and perhaps in connection with corresponding events of the exile in the Ohaidaean period, while the conception of the Hebrew
introduction may have fallen, agreeably to the remark in chap. i. 21, in the time of the Persian
supremacy. Presuming the genuineness of the book, the overthrow of both the ChaldsBan and
the Persian dynasties in Babylon would therefore have occurred between the composition of
the several Chaldee fragments and that of the Hebrew section, chap, i 1-ii. 4 ; and a very
different condition of affairs, having an especial significance for Israel, would meanwhile have
been introduced. This would also be sufficient to account for the choice of the Hebrew dress
of chapters viiL-xii, and, in j^eral, to establish their subsequent composition, which is now
more than ever a question of interest" Compare the same writer, p. 58 et seq. : ** The composition of the Chaldee fragments accordingly belonged to a time in which the heathen
oppressors as such, and the measures of the heathen tyranny, were everywhere prominent ; and
it IS natural that a theocratical writer of this period should fix his gaze on these features, and
clothe his narrative in a form likely to be effective among the Chaldflean population, and serviceable to oppose their hostile and insolent measures, as well as that he should attempt this
in the Cbaldsean language, which was current among the oppressors. *
With the close of the
exile a new range of vision opened before the theocrat
Tlie oppressive tyranny which was
before his leading thought, is no longer prominent in that character the hitherto passive
people of the theocracy is now roused to a more active concern for its national interests.
Appropriate as was the Chaldee tongue before the dawning of the new period, the language
of his people and of the fathers, which the writer employs, in common with the prophets after
the exile, to convey his supplemental and additional matter, is no less appropriate after that
period has begun. With his attention fixed upon his people, the prophet now gave its final
and united form to his book, during the first year of the sole reign of Cyrus, as has been
noticed above. The Chaldee portions, which were composed during the captivity, and whoso
form was due to that circumstance, received their place in the book in connection with this
final revision ; and there was no reason why the existing Chaldee material should be rendered
into Hebrew for the benefit of his compatriots, who were familiar with the language of Babylon, especially as the Chaldee dress itself contributed not a little to the vivid representation of
the circumstances described."
accept, in all its essential features, this hypothesis respecting the composition of our
book as being highly probable and attractive ; f but instead of finding in a designed reference
to the Chaldflsan oppressors the motive which induced the prophet to compose in Aramaic the
portions (chap, ii-vii.) belonging to the exile, we would adopt the more simple and natural
view, that during that period he was accustomed to employ the Chaldee tongue, with which
he was chiefly familiar ; and that, in his written productions especially, he availed himself of
its use, to the exclusion of all others.
This does not involve the admission that he may not
already at that time have acquired, by means of redding and study, that marked familiarity
with the sacred language and literature of his people, which chap. i. 17, 20 (cf. with i. 4)
seem to imply. In this connection we would also venture the supposition with respect to the
•*
occasional journalizing notes " of events belonging to the Chaldsean (and Median) period,
as found in chap, ii.-vii., that Daniel employed with design the chronicling style of the oldet

—

IH

;

We

* [On the contrary, sncb a

itate of oppreMdon, if it existed at the

time (of whicb there

is

no evidence), would have renBuch was certainly th«
it.

dered the foreign tongue odioua, and therefore been the strongest possible reason for avoiding

cAeot at a later date, when Antioobus sought to introduoe the Gredc language and customs. In the Roman period, too,
w% lounr that the oomparatiTely mild rule of the conquerors made the Jews only ding the more tenadonsly to ^ the sacred
toDgne.** at least for all their religious works.]

t [We beg leave, however, to dissent almost entirely from Kranichfeld^s views on this head. A far more natural and
Ohaldee portions of the book is found in the fact, stated or implied in their respective contents, that th^ were extracts, taken verbatim and as such from the Babylonian ttaU recordt. The supposition
that the whole book was originally written in Chaldee, and these parts alone left untzonslated, is destitute of a particle of
oonllrmation, either in the narrative, the style of the composition, or the usage of the contemporary Jewish writers.
Bspecially the insinuation that Daniel was so ignorant of his mother tongue, that he was obliged to Itam it in mature life
faj a dow and imperfect process, as the author a few sentences further on pzvwumes, is oontxary to aU the probabilities in

snfflcSent reason for the inrartion of the

tlMcase.]
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prophets, which regarded all the facts to be related from a strictly theocratical point of view,
and by which their supernatural features were rather intensified and idealized, than simplified
and reduced to sober events of common occurrence. Compare § 9, Note 1.

§ 5.
a.

The most
certain

AUTHENTIdTT OF THB BoOK.

Jtemew of the Attacks on, and Dtfence

of, its

Oenuinmess.

ancient aasdlant of the genuinene^ of Dani ers prophecies of

knowled^ wasThe

Neo-piaton icPoiphy^ (died A. D. 804).

whom wehave a

In his fifteen books

" against the Christians," which are known to U8l)nly througli Jerome so far as they contain
attacks on this book, he contends for its composition in Maccabsean times, and for the forged
character of its prophecies as mere vaticinia ex ewntu,* It is uncertain whether Jewish rabbins
who opposed Cliristianity were his predecessors and instructors in this assertion, or not. A.
passage in the Talmud, which attributes the "recording" of several books of the Old Testament, and among them Danid^ to the members of the Great Synagogue beginning with £zra,t
affords no support to the opinion that the authenticity of the book was denied in pre-Christian
times in Jewish circles, since that " recording " is doubtless not to be understood in the sense
of an original composition, but rather as a renewed recording on the authority of an exact
tradition, or rather, of a new inspiration.
The entire statement is, therefore, merely an empty
legend of the sort which is represented by the Jewish tales concerning the marvellous reproduction of the Pentateuch by Ezra, the origin of the Scptuagint, etc. Tlie statement of Isidore
of Seville (died A. D. 636) that " Ezekiel and Daniel are said to have been written by certain
wise men " % points back to the same mud dj Jewish-rabbinical source. The ** wise men " in
this case can scarcely be other than the men of the Great Synagogue, and their " writing" of
the books of Ezekiel and Daniel cannot designate a forgery in any sense, but must be explained
as in the

Talmudic tradition referred

to.

In short, the older period exhibits no definite

instance of the rejection of the authenticity of this prophetic

book beyond the

solitary

one of

Porphyry; and only the immediate opponents of this writer, as Methodius, Eusebius of
Csesarea, ApoUinaria of Laodicea, or church fathers of the age next following, were engaged in
the defense of the genuineness of the book, while refuting his objections.
In^the ITth^eQtury the opponents

.of its

genuineness became someghatjfl[ore

numCTous, but

were at first without any scientific vaTiie. Spinoza {TractdL theoh-pottt:^^ IJ"
et seq.) held, that only chap, viii.-xii. were genuine; chap, i.-vii. might originally have
formed component parts of the annals of the Chaldeean reigns, which, together with the final
five chapters, were probably collected and published by a later hand.
Hobbes {Leviathan, c
Sir
88) doubted whether Daniel himself or a subsequent writer had recorded his prophecies.

their objections

Newton {OhservaM<ms upon the prophecies of Daniel and the Apocalypse of 8t JoJm, L p,
whose view was followed, in the main, by Beausobre (Bemarques sur le If. Test, 1. p. 70),
thought that " the last six chapters contained prophecies composed at various times by Daniel
himself, while the six former ones were a collection of historical essays by other authors**'
By this, however, he did not intend to attack the credibility or the inspired character of the
book on the contrary, he declared solenmly that *' whoever rejects the prophecies of Daniel,
f does as much as if he undermined the Christian religion, which, so to speak, is founded on
Isaac
10),

;

^

I

Daniel's prophecies of Christ." If he regarded the
it

first

six chapters as not the

work of

Daniel,

was not because he object^ to the wonders recorded in them, as ZQndel thinks (Kritische

Untersuchungen, etc., p. 2), but because he believed that their mode of presentation indicated
one or several authors other than DanieL It was different, however, with Collins, the deisti* Jerome, Comm, in Dan. Prophet, : ** Contra prophetam DanteJem $crtp9U Porph^rttu, nolen» €um oft ipmK, cuiuM
Hucrtpttu 49t nonUne^ «m« compotttum, $&i a quodam^ qui temporibus AntlocM Epiphaniafuerit in Jvdaa ; et non farm
Jkmielem ventura Mxinee, qtiam iUum naratse praterita, Denique qutcquid usque ad Antiochum dtxarit, veram ktetorurm

H quid autem ultra optnatus eH,

quiafutura netderU^ etee mentUum.^
" ViH Synagoga moffnce ecripeerunt K, if. i>. &., qudbne Uterte eiffniflctmtmr Ubri S^«cftleif«,
duodecimpropketarum mlnorum^ Danielie et Eatheraiy
% Isidore, Oriao.^ tL 8 : »• Beechiel et Daniel a viria qrtibuedam aapientOma ecripH eeee perMbentur.'** Cf. Hemcttmbers,
Die Authentie dee Daniel, etc., p. 8, where the opinion of Bertholdt (Eint, int. A, T^ hr. IftOSX that a doubt of the |
neM of Daniel i« hero implied, if rejected, and certainly with jostke.

conUnere,

t Baba Batkra,

1

16

:
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contemporary of Newton, and with the somewhat older Jewish atheist Uriel Acosta (about
who denied the credibility of the book together with its genuineness, but with a
bungling criticism that is wholly involved in the prejudices of naturalistic dogmatism.*
Among the representatives of Qerman rationalism, Semler contented, himself with a very
cal

A. D. 1630),

general denial of the inspiration of the

no such benefit in

it

book of

Daniel, for the reason that he

as €k>d always designs to secure to

**

could discover

man when he employs

very peculiar

t

<1

*

means for that end " (Freie UnUrsuehung des KanoUy IIL 605). MichaeUs and Eichhom, while
book (see above § 4, note 1), endeavored to establish the genuEichhom did not venture to assert the Maccabeaan origin
ineness of at least the last chapters.
of the whole book (}n the 8d and 4th ed. of his JEirdeitung), and consequently its forged
character, until Corrodi had declared it to be wholly the work of an impostor of the times of
contesting the integrity of the

Antiochns Epiphanes, f in his FreimHihigen Vermchm uber var^eJUedene in Theologie und bibL
Kritik einaMagende Geffenstdnde, Bertholdt now followed with his super-ingenious mutilating

hypo^^, which was wholly based on the assumption of forgery (cE supra), and later,
De Wette, Kimifls, Redepenning, Yon Lengerke, Enobel, Hitzig, StShelin,

GriesingerT^Sesenius,

The

and judgment in contesting the \^
same time, in breaking the force of the assaults on its >
integrity, made by Bertholdt and Eichhom, was displayed by Bleek. §
The more recent
deniers of the genuineness of the book, with but few exceptions, agree with him in giving up
its historical character to a greater or less extent, and in assigning it to the Maccabsean p^iod,
and regarding its prophecies as f)atieinia ex eventu Whence, in hplding essentially the same
The grounds on which their assertions
critical position which was occupied by Po rphyry.
are based are partly internal and partly externaTin their nature. They are drawn in part from
the place of the book in the canon and its relation to the later Jewish apocryphal literature,
and in part from its peculiarities of language, the asserted mythical character of its historical
part, the chronological difiiculties which it is said to present, and the apocalyptical character
of its prophecies. In the following section we shall engage in a more detailed examination
of these arguments, and in that connection find opportunity to become acquainted with the
substantial and enduring services of the more recent defenders of the genuineness of the book.
Among them belong, of Protestants, LQderwald, StSudlin, Beckhaus, Hengstenberg, H&vernick, Keil, Auberlen, Delitzsch, ZQndel, Volck, Eranichfeld, Pusey, Fuller, and others of
Roman Catholics, Jahn, Hug, Herbst, Scholz, Speil, Reusch, and others. |
nilgenfeld,

and

others. |

greatest scientific ability

authenticity of this book, but, at the

|

—

|

;

*

Cf. Woli, Bibl. JSra&ratoi,

n., p. 161

question of Daniel, the instructive article

;

Bertboldt,
'*

Is.

asToL
t Cf alao B€leuckhina der Gmehtekie de* Ecmon^
by the same aothcv.
.

u cited above

Newton" by B

L 75

et seq.

;

aod
t,

;

especially as afleoting

in Michaud*B

BiographU

Newton^s position on th«
unioertelle^ torn.

and SrOiMche (htcMehU d«« CkOkumtu,

XXX.,

p.

L 947 et seq^

t Oriesinger, Jf«tM Gefchichte 4er Aufsdite im Buch VcaUel, 1819: Gesenlus, AUgem, LUeratureeUung, 1816, Noo. S7
and 80; De Wette, EinleUuiig ina, A. 2*., f 256 et seq. ; Klrmss, Commentatio h/Morico-crtOceu, exhibetu detcrfptionem et
eensuram rtoentitum de DanieU* Ubro opinionum^ Jena, 1860 ; Bedepenning, Theol. Studien und Krittken^ 1883, p. 831 et
seq. 1835, p. 168 et seq. ; Von Lengerke, Dot Buch Daniel^ 1886; Knobel, ProphM»mu9 der Setn-der, II. 389 et seq.
Httsig, Rurtg^. eauffeL SandbuchMU Daniel, 1860 ; StOhelin, SpezleUe EhOeUung in die kaiutn. BB. dee A. Teet., 1869
Hilgenfeld, DieJUdttche ApokcOypHk^ 1857. Compare also Dillmann, Ua>er die BUdung der Sammlung heittger Schrlften
A. TeeU^ in the JaJ»rhfltAer fOr deutecAe Theologie^ 1868, p. 468 et seq. ; Kahnis, Luther. DogmatOt^ I. p. 869 et seq, ; Th.
Ndldeke, DU oUteetamentL LIteratur in einer Reike von AufeiUaen dargeaUlU (Leipdo, 1868), p. 916 et seq. ; B. Baxmann,
Ueber doe B. Daniek Studien und Xrittken^ 1868, p. 469 et seq. (against Zftndel) ; and Davidson, Tntrod. to the Old T^et.^
;

oL in., p. 900

ss.

S Ueber Verfaeeer und Zweck dee B. Daniel, In the Theol Zetteohrift of Schldermaoher, De Wette. and Lflcke, 1892, III.
171 et seq. Further, Die Meteiantechen Weieeagungen im Buche Daniel (Beview of Anberlen's work) in the JahrbOcher
far deiueche Theologie, 1800, L and EinL <iu 4. 7., $ 954 et seq.
I LVuierwald. Die eeche ereten Kapitel Daniel* nach hietorieehen OrUnden geprUft^ Hetmstfldt, 1787 (against Eichhom,
Ist ed.) Staudlin, PrUfung einiger Meinungen fiber den Ureprung dee B. Daniel, in den Neuen Bettrdgen aur Erlduter
;

;

unn der Propheten,

OiittinRen, 1791 (spedally agalast Cknrodi) ; Beckhaus, Die Tntegrltdt der prophetiechen Schrtften, p,
S79 et seq. ; Hengstenberg, Beitr, eur EinL L ; DU AttthenUe dee Daniel und die IntegrUdt dee Sacharia, Berlin, 1831
Havemick, Kommentar fiber d. Buch Daniel, 1889; Neue krU, Untereuchitng ilberd. Buch Daniel, 1838; EinleUung ine
A. 7., n. 2, p. 444 et seq. Eeil, Einl. f 185 et seq. ; Anberlen, Der Prophet Daniel und die Qffenbarung Johannie, BbsIa,
1864 9d ed., 1857 ; F. Delitzsch, in Herzog's Beal-Encycklop., Art. Daniel (in. 971 et seq.) ; W. Volck, Vindida Danielioce,
Dorpat^ 1866 David Zilndel, KriUnche Vntereuchung Hber die AJt^aeeungeeett dee Buchee Daniel, Basle, 1861 ; Kraniohfald, Der Prophet Daniel, Berlin, 1868, p. 6 et seq. ; B. B. Pusey, Daniel the prophet, Oxford, 1864; J. M. Fuller, ^i»«May
;

;

;
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§ 6.
b.

Sxamina^i

Among the

AuTHENnciTT OF THE BooK

(Continued).

of the external reasana against the genuineness of Danid.

on which opponents are accustomed- to contest the origin of
position amon^ the Hagiographa. i it^the third and last part^f the
Hebrew ca non^ genei4illjr^f orms their chief rely^ce. That thjs fac^ so suspicious at first sightj
is by no means inexplicable, but rather has Tte aSequate explanation in the peculiar prophetic
in th e_ compog ition of the book, partly JB
character of Daniel and his writings asjwell^
Hebrew and partly in_Cb aldee, has already been shown (§ 1, particularly notes 2 and 8, and
also § 2, note 3).
We c^fihe ourselves in this place to the suggestion that possibly the times
of severe trial and of conflict with anti-Christian powers, which the prophet of the exile foretold to his people, might seem to the scribes of the centuries succeeding the captivity to present too great a contrast to the subjects of the other prophets, who dwelt chiefly on the
prospects of* deliverance that should come to the people of God and that, consequentiy, they
hesitated to acknowledge the full canonical value of this book,
in like manner as they qu«tioned the canonical authority of Ecclesiastes during an extended period, through the influence
of their optimistic hopes for the future (compare note 1). The book however, is classed with
thejother_three_greater prophets in th e Septuagint but the conclusion that^it originally
occupied this position in the Hebrew Bible as well (so Herbst, Speil, and others contend) does
not necessarily follow. Rather, the framers of the Hebrew canon seem to have attached
greater importance to the literary and lingual peculiarities of the book than to anything else,
and, for this reason, to have regarded its separation from the prophetical literature in the
narrower sense, as necessary, however much they might recognize in it the genuine work of a
prophet living under the exile.*
That the book was in fact so recognized appears highly probable, in view of the manifold
references to its declarations in the later prophetic writings and in several of the Old-Testament apocrypha. Among the prophets after the captivity, whose reference to Daniel is utterly
denied by Bleek, Zechariah at least seems to betray an acquaintance with the prophecies of
external grounds

the book with Daniel,

its

,

^

;

—

,

;

model and predecessor, particularly in the vision of the four boms
and in that of the four chariots (chap, vl 1), which are referred by sevCTal
expositors to the four world-kingdoms of Daniel further, in chap. xi. 8, where the three
shepherds, who should be cut off in one month by the Lord, are possibly a symbolizing of the
first three world-kingdoms of Daniel, and of their overthrow in rapid succession (compare

Daniel, his apocalyptic
(chap.

ii.

1),

;

^

J

I

on the arOhenticitv oflAe book o/Dattiel, Cambridge, 18&1. J. Jahn, EtnL ins A. Teat., n. 624 et aeq. ; L. Hag. ZeUndhifi
ftr dOM EribiHhum PreOmrg^ VI. 160 ; Herbst, Etnl. mU Zwtatt by Weltc, IL 2, p. 80 et seq. ; Scholz, Binl. IIL 489 et
Mq. ; Speil, 2>« Ubrl DantelU aiUhenHa^ OppolU, 1860, and Zur EchtheU det B. Daitiel^ in the TOb. TkeoL Quarial»duift,
Beusch, EML^ 8d ed., p. Ill et seq.
1868, p. 191 ct seq.
[We may remark here, once for all, that a simpler rMwon for ^e .gositlon of JDanid among the Hagiogiapha latbcr
than among^he Propheta, Beemw to be the fact Jh at the au thor was not ajrophet in the rtri ctlylecHnical aroae c^^
termTTJgM llkeTohn the Baptist (John x. 41), he wroaght no miracle*^ and his prwUcUoiu wcrenot directly inured, bot
;

given mediately through angels or dreams, like thooe of Joseph (Gen. xU. 16, 16). KeQ thus cxi»«ane« it: "The
Hebrew canon perfectly corresponds with the place of Dani^ in the theocracy. Dankl
did not labor, as the rest of the prophets did whose writings form the class of the ITebi^n^ as a prophet unong his people
in the congregation of Israel, bat he was a minister of state under the Ohaldaean and Hedo-Penlao world-rokra. AHhoogli,

/ ooty
]
(

,

'

f

j

/

V!

H>\

place occupied by this book in the

^

Hke David and Solomon, he possessed the gift of prophecy, and therefore was called irpo^i^nfc (Sept. Joeephns, K. T.X 7*^
was not a fi^*^^", i.e., a prophet in his efflciol poeitloa and standing. Therefore his book, in its contents and form, is diiler>
His prophecies are not prophetical discourses addressed to larad or the nations, hot
which the development of the world-kingdoms and their relation to the kingdom of God are unveOed, and tlw
historical part of his book describes events of the time when Israel went into captivity among the heathen. For
reasons his book is not placed in the class of the Nebit/in, which reaches from Joshua to ]£a]aohi,~far these, aooardhiff to
the view of him who arranged the canon, are wholly the writings of such as held the prophetic office, <.«« the office reQtiiring them openly, by word of month and by writing, to announce the word of God,—but in the class of the jr«<4i«W«, whicb
comprehends sacred writings of different kinds, whose common character consists hi this, that their authors did not fill the
prophetic office, as, e.g.^ Jonah in the theocracy ; which Is confirmed by the fvA that the Lamentations of Jeremiah sa%
comprehended in this dass, since Jeremiah uttered these Lamentations over the destruction of Jerusalem and Jndah not
as a prophet but as a member of that nation which was chastened by the Lord" {CommenUgrp on Dan,^ Introd., p. S^ 38^
ent ftom the writings of the Nebtyln.
visions, in

.6d.).l
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Among the JLpocrypha aside from micertain analogies, snch as exist between
17 and Dan. vii 18, 27; Wisd. xiy. 16 and Dan. iii—at least 1 "Mace L 67 ("Abomination of desolation," cf. Dan. ix. 27) and iL 59 et seq. (the dcliyerance of Hananiah,
Mishael, and Azariah from the fiery furnace, and of Daniel from the lion^s den ; cf Dan. liL
16 et seq. ; yi. 21 et seq.)* and still more ^e book of Banich, may be regarded as unquestionable witnesses for the canonical dignity of our book in pre-Maccabsean times. The analogies

note

2).

Wisd.

V.

.

to the prayer of Daniel (Dan. ix.), which the latter book presents in chap. ii. (especially vs. 6,
11, 15, 19), and its references to Nebuchadnezzar and to "Belshazzar his son,'* in chap. i. 11,
12, are the more important and unquestionable as proof, because the Hebrew original, which f )r
-we are compelled to receive, indicates with tolerable certainty the origin of this book in pre- /
Maccaboan times, and probably as early as the fourth century B. C. Under these circumstances,
the fact that Ecclesiasticus, whose Hebrew original likewise indicates its composition before
the period of the Maccal)ee8, contains no definite allusions to Daniel, and especially that his
|

name

is

not mentioned in

its

enumeratitm (chap,

xlix.) of Israel's great religious heroes,

which

(

includes Jeremiah, Ezekiel, and the twelve minor prophets,

is of no considerable importance.
and the rather, as the immediate context
mentions Zerubbabel, Joshua, and Nehemiah among the great men of

This feature may be regarded
(chap. xlix. 18 et seq.)

\

as purely accidental,

|

|

the time immediately after the exile, but omits the name of Ezra; as many of the prominent
champions of Israel are not included in the remarkable list beginning with chap, xlv., e,g.^
Joseph, Gideon, Samson, Jehoshaphat, etc. and finally, as the silence of Ecclus. in regard to
Daniel ** is more than balanced by his mention in Ezek. xiv. and xxviii.'* (Reusch, p. 112 cf.
snpra, § 2, note 2). Moreover, the words iKaar^ tivti KaTfartjatv ^ycvfitvop in Ecclus. xvii 17
probably contain an allusion to the angelology of Daniel, and are to be explained in accordance with Dan. x. 18, 20 ; xii 1 (Hfivemick, Einl H. 2, p. 451). Concerning the SyUUim
Orades as an especially important source of proofs for the authenticity of Daniel, see
note 8.
The passage in the Jewish Antiquities of Josephus, Book XL chap. 8, which relates that,
among others, the prophecies of Daniel were shown by the Jewish priests to Alexander the J
Great, on the occasion of his visit to Jerusalem, and that he was greatly pleased by the oracle
respecting the overthrow of the Persian dynasty, which so clearly referred to him, might constitute an important testimony for the genuineness of this book, or for its origin during the /
exile but many embellishments and internal improbabilities seem to lower the value of this>
;

|

;

*

j

;

tradition to a degree that forbids the definite conclusion that the statement concerning the

book of Daniel

is

'

to be included in the genuine historical kernel of this incident, the essential

truth of which, however,

is

indicated by various considerations

{e.g.

the noteworthy

and

cer-

'

tainly historical statement that, at the request of the high-priest, Alexander granted immunity i

So much the more decisive
book and
of the prophetic dignity of its author, which occurs in the familiar reference of Our Lord to
Daniel ix. 27, in his great eschatological discourse (Matt xxiv. 15 ora» oZw tbtft^ t6 ffdiXvyfia
tUs fprjfi»<rt»s t6 pi;3fy dia ^apitfX tov irpo-^^rov *<rr6f tp r<$9r^ 6yi<j^ 6 avayip^vK^v
votiTi^^ etc), and which is paralleled by other unmistakable allusions to Daniel's expressions

from taxation

to the

Jews during every seventh or fallow

is the testimony of the

New Testament

year).

in support of the inspired character of the

:

—

in the discourses of Our Lord. Among these we reckon the constantly repeated designation
of himself as *' the Son of Man," the adoption of which phrase from Dan. vii 18 is open to no
serious objection, while its identity with Daniel's ^:^~^3l is unmistakably revealed, especially
in prophetic descriptions, such as Matt xix. 28 ; xxiv. 80 ; xxvL 64. The prophecy concerning the resurrection of the good and the evil, in John v. 28, 29, likewise, is clearly based on
chap. xii. 2, 8, of this book. Among the numerous allusions to our prophet which are found
in the writings of the Apostles, we instance merely 2 Thess. ii. 8 et seq. ; 1 Pet i. 10-12 (cf.

Dan.

iii.

and

vi.),

and the Apocalypse

,

whi^ latter book

cies^f Daniel, and therefo re vouches, with

canonical character o f this

NoTB

1.

—^Eranichf

its

is

based jh roughout o n the prophe-

entire contents, for the Divinely inspired

and

booL

eld, p.

8 et seq., explains in a striking manner to what extent the peculiar
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theological, or rather eschatological, character of Daniers prophecies may have been inflnentiid
in retarding their admission into the canon during the pre-Haccabsean period : '* The prophecies of Daniel, in conti*ast with the oracles of earlier prophets, foretell a period of severe
tribulation in the future, which the sufferings of the exile have not warded off; and they predict this far more constantly, positively, and directly than does the book of Zechariah, or any
prophecy of the period sncceeaing the captivity, tho aim of the latter being chiefly to comfort
and encourage the returned exiles in their discouraging circumstances. There was thus a
suflicicnt reason, in the character of the book itself, to warrant its being received with caution
by the age succeeding the exile, and even to justify the temporary ignoring of its claims ; for,
on the one hand, it contradicted the sentiment of that age, which indulged in exalted hopes
of deliverance based on the older prophecies, and, on the other, it had emanated from one who
was not even a prophet by a spocinc call.
similar treatment appears to have been accorded
to the book of Ecclesiastes during an extended period, which likewise resulted from its contents, although differing extremely from those of Daniel.
In the Asmonaean period, however,
the impression produced by the religious and political events which illustrated its prophecies,
secured the book a ready reception into the canon, although it was excluded from the second
part of the sacred writings, which had probably been closed for centuries, and was limited by
traditional usage.
This simple explanation, which removes every difliculty in relation to the
place of the book in the canon, is not contradicted by the remark of Josephus (Contra Apum^
I. 8) concerning the closing of the canon in the time of Artaxerxes, which is, in the main,
correct.
That statement, as Keil correctly observes (Einl. § 154), refers to the time of* the
composition of the sacred T\nitings, in harmony with the fact that neither Ecclesiasticus nor
1 Maccabees (which were composed only two centuries before Christ) found a place in the
canon ; but it does not preclude the subsequent conclusion of the collecting and receiving into
the third section of the canon of older sacred writings.*' Similar \iews are advanced, so far
as the last question is concerned, by Hengstenberg, Beitr. L 23 et seq., and Zundcl, KriL

A

Untersuchungcn^ p. 196 et seq., 214 et seq. Also compare below, § 10.
Note 2. Among older expositors, Jerome, A.barbanel, Kimchi, and Drusius, refer Zechariah's visions of the four horns (ii. 1), etc., and of the four chariots (vi. 1 et seq.), to the worldkingdoms of Daniel, as do Baumgaiteu {Kachtgesichte des Sacharja)^ Zundel {Kritischs Untersuchungen, 249), Pusey (Danid, p. 357), Fuller, Klief oth, and W. Volck ( Vindicics Danielica^
p. 3 et seq.), among modems ; while Kohler {Nacheadlische Pi'opheten, ii. 1) and a majority of
later expositors deny the fact of such a relation.
K6hler, however, {ibid,, IT. p. 138) agrees
with Von Hofniann, Ebrard, Klief oth, Zundel, and Volck {I c, p. 26) in referring the "three
shepherds," Zech. xi. 8, to the first three world-kingdoms, and assumes, in addition, a relation
of the prophecy against Javan, Zech. ix. 13, to Dan. viii. 8 et seq. But the correspondence of
these latter passages, if it is to be accepted at all, is of minor importance, because the chapters
/ Zech. ix.-xi. possibly originated with a prophet Zechariah, who flourished before the exile,
and therefore may be older than the Daniel of the captivity. Compare, however, the aiguments adduced to the contrary by Hengstenberg, Beitr. I. 366 et seq. ; also by the editor of
this Bible- work, in vol. I. of the Old Test., p. 44 [Am. cd.].
Note 8. In relation to the references in Ecclesiasticus to Daniel, see Zflndel, p. 188; and
the same, p. 191 et seq., concerning the much clearer and more important references in the
book of Baruch, where the opinion of Dillmann, as stated in his essay on the formation of the
Old-Test, canon (Jahrhh. /. deutsche Theol, 1858, p. 480), is quoted: "The book of Baruch,
by no means a contemptible after-piece of proj)hetical literature, may have been in circulation
in its Hebrew form as early as the fourth century B. C. ; " and where, at the same time, it is
shown most clearly that the pseudo-Baruch was undeniably acquainted with the book of
Daniel, and imitated many of its features, particularly the prophet's prayer, Dan. ix.
Hengstenberg, p. 288 et seq., HSvemick, Einl. H. 2, 459 et seq., and Pusey, in his Commentary, p.
370, 8ht)w that the echoes of this book found in 1 Maccal>ees (which are so clear and unmistakable, that scholars like Bleek, De Wette, and Grimm fon 1 Mace. i. 57] have acknowledged
this occurrence) are entitled, despite the composition of the book toward the close of the
second century B. C, to rank as indirect testimonies for the origin of Daniel prior to the
Asmonsean period. Concerning Ecclus. and its omission of Daniel from the ifipds irorc^w,
chapters xliv.-l., see HSvemick, p. 451 et seq. ; Herbst, Einl, IL 2, 88; Keil, Einl., p. 452;
Hengstenberg, p. 21 sq. ; Kranichfeld, p. 10, etc. Some of these writers, however (e.g.,
Hftvemick, Keil, Hengstenberg, together with Bretschneider and others), go too far when they
reject the passage, chap. xlix. 12, as not genuine, and thus exclude all mention of the twelve
minor prophets as well ; for there is no sufficient reason to susi)ect that verse on critical
grounds (cf. Bleek, Einl., p. 589). It has been pointed out, especially by HSvemick (EinL
1. c, p. 457 et seq.) and Zandel
(p. 173 et seq. ; cf. p. 140 et seq.), that the Alexandrian version of the Old Testament in general, and of Daniel in particular (cf. infra,
J 11), which
probably originated in the second century B. C, reveals many traces of the existence of onr
prophetical book prior to the Maccabamn age ; that, for instance, its rendering of Dent, xxxii
8, brc 6tE/iip((ev 6 v^iaro^ i^vrj^ itrnfuev bpta idvtjv Kara apf&fwv ayykTjjv i^fotJ, seems to rest on Dan.
X. 18, 20, like the passage, Ecdua xviL 17, which is cited above ; and that citations from its

—

9^^

—
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of Daniel occur in the first book of Maccabees (i. 67), as well as in the Sibylline
896, 613, etc) facts that argue with great force the origin of this Greek version
in the Asmoncean period, and therefore, at the very time to which the negative criticism
assigns the original Daniel itself.
The testimonies drawn from the Apocrypha are, with rare
exceptions, surpassed in importance and evidential force by the agreement of the Sibyllines
with Daniel, since the unanimous consent of competent scholars, such as Bleek, Lftcke, Friedheb, and others, ascribes the composition of the portion of the Oractda SibyUina in question 1
(lib. IIL, v. 85-746) to an Alexandrian Jew, and dates it in the first half of the second cen- \
tury, or, more probably, about 160 B. C.
The correspondence of many of these verses to r
passages in our prophetical book, or rather in its Alexandrian version, cannot be questioned
and the supposition ventured by Bleek, that both (pseudo-Daniel and the pseudo-SibyUines)
sprang from a common source of a more ancient time, is merely an arbitrary evasion to hide
Mb embarrassment Compare 8ihyU., lib. ICL, v. 896 as. T/C«v lav yz diM^y nv Kal Kdtfm fipoTohnyor,
*Ek Siica 6^ Kep6rcjv' izapa dj) ^bv aXKo (^ehaei
«ai T&re 6^ napa^/ievcv Kipor
ip^ei^ with the Sept at Dan. vii. 7, 8, 11, 20
also SibylL, lEL 613 izavra 6h GvyK&^ei ml irdvra
KMuv avaTrX-ffoei^ with Sept, Dan. vii. 23, 24.
Note 4. Hengstenberg (p. 258 et seq., 277 et scq.) is especially thorough and profound in his
examination of the testimony of Christ and the apostles, and of Josephus in AtU.j XL 8, 5. He
may attempt too much in seeking to establish the historical character of all the details connected
witl^ the perhaps somewhat legendary narrative respecting the incident by which Alexander
became acquainted with Daniers prophecies but his statements convey the decided impression that the narrative in question is not a pure invention without any foundation in fact
He quotes, on page 288, the significant judgment of H. Leo respecting the credibility of this
account (as expressed in his Vorlesungen uber die Gesehichte des judUcJien Volks, p. 200, which,
" The entire narrative
as is well known, breathe anything rather than a believing spirit)
contains nothing that is really improbable. An armed resistance on the part of the high-priest
would have been madness hQ may therefore have gone out to meet Alexander in peace. It is
also well known that Alexander sought to impress the Asiatic world with the belief that he was
in league with the gods of the nations whom he had conquered.
It has been considered
improbable that Alexander should not have hastened from Gaza directly to Egypt but to go
from Gaza to Egypt by way of Jerusalem involved at most an additional journey of a few
days, and Judaea was not a point to be disregarded in an expedition to Egypt
It would be
unwise to leave this mountain region in the rear, in the possession of an enemy." See also
Zundel, p. 238 et seq., where the hypercritical objection of Hitzig, "The book was not produced, and if it had existed at the time, it would certainly have been shown ** {Heidelberger
Jahrb^, 1832, U., p. 235), is justly regarded as an indirect testimony for the trustworthiness of
rersion

oracles

(iii.

;

i

i

^

:

;

—

:

—

;

:

;

;

the account

by Josephus.
§ 7.

c

Authenticity of thk Book (Continued).

J^BamincUion of ike internal reasons against
those €Urived

from

peculiarities

its genuineness^

and more partioularly of

qf language arid

style.

—

It has already been repeatedly shown that the lingual structure of this book

into Chaldee, chap.

ii.

4,

^the

transition

the essential identity of this idiom with the Chaldee of Ezra, the

Hebraisms and Parseeisms contained in it, and finally, the marked Chaldaizing tendency of
the Hebrenf portions, similar to the style of Ezekiel that all this corresponds fully with the
assumption of an author who flourished at the Chaldsean court of Babylon, and who was of
Jewish birth, but educated in the customs and wisdom of the Chaldseans (see § 1, note 8, and
§ 4, note 2). It is only necessary, in this connection, to refer to the Greek expressions, which
have been regarded as proving the later origin of the work in an especially decisive way.
Bertholdt was still able to enumerate ten ^uch expressions, but the more recent opponents of
the f^r^Qjneness of the book find th^jiumber reduce3~to three or four, as the result of a car^'
f ol word-criticism
AH of these are na mes of musical instruments, such as might easily have
been jntroauc
at Babylon by commercial intercourse, even prior to the exile.^ They com-:i

—

.

^

pnse the terms T^IWOBss^JoXr^p^w, n^:b?3^0=(jv/^wv/a, 0'\iri'^p=Kidapig, and^2SlO= <ya///^«7,
which occur in the history of Daniel's friends and the fiery furnace (chap. iii. 5, 7, 10,
But even amonj^ these the third is possibly of Oriental o rigin^ and the la8t_ almost cer15),
tainly so. The ohfi iicrj or ^afi/^iicrj (also 'tafi'^iiaj) of the Greek was, according to Athenseus
(DeipnoMoph. iv. 182; xiv, 634), a Syrian invention, and the Shemitic »?a? (related to "^30,
" to interweave*') seems, therefore to be the primitive form, from which the Grcecized aa'fivKJi
oi'nn'^i;) may possibly be the Persian Si-tareh, ** six-stringed," and may stand
ki derived,

all of
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related to Ki^apt^^

which

is

to be derived from the

same

source, as a sister rather than as

Pareau, Hengstenberg, HSyemick, Haneberg, and others, have even attempted

mother.

•

tc

two remaining terms to a Shemitic source, and haye accordingly derived n^'OtciO
**
a reed, and V'^f^^DD from DB, " a hand," and nriD, "to leap " (therefore, "strings
that are played by hand "). But excessive difficulties stand in the way of such an etymology,
particularly the Greek sound in the endings of the two words (•^'^iriCD seems to be singular
rather than plural), and the circumstance that avfufxjvia^ if not ^AT'tipiov^ occurs in the classics
as the name of an instrument, as may be seen in the passage Polyb. F^agm,, 31, t 4, and as
may be concluded from the Italian designation of the bagpipe, zamlofpta or sampoffna, which
is probably derived from that source.
On the other hand, the assumption that the instnunents
the Greeks were in use among the Chaldseans early in the sixth century B. C, or even in the
fof
seventh and eighth, involves no difficulty whatever. It would seem strange, rather, if no traces
of commercial intercourse with the Greeks at about the middle of the sixth century B. Q. were
found in Babylon, the primitive " city of merchants " (Ezek. xvii. 4, 12 cf. Josh, vii 21),
since the Assyrian kings Esar-haddon, Sargon, and Sennacherib were involved in either
trace the

from

e|10,

;

,

,

^

friendly or hostile relations with the Greeks of Asia Minor, as early as the eighth century B C.
Further, " Javan " is mentioned in the cuneiform inscriptions of Sargon among the nationi

I

who were

tributary to Assyria

;

according to Strabo,

xiii. 8, 2,

a Greek, the brother of

the

more probably, as the
leader of a band of Greek mercenaries the Ionian philosopher, Anaximander, displays considerable knowledge of the Orient in his map of the world, which was prepared in the same
period
and finaUy, commercial relations of considerable importance were maintained between the lands of the Euphrates and the Greek colonies of Asia Minor, certainly in the eighth
century B. C, and possibly, through Phoenician channels, as early as the days of Homer (see
.notes 1 and 2).
It appears, therefore, that no unanswerable objection against the origin of this book daring
the period of the captivity can be established on the groimd of its peculiarities of language;
nor do the remaining literary peculiarities, such as the method in which the prophet refers to
himself and his personal relations, afford the slightest reason to doubt its composition bj
DanieL "The honorable references to Daniel (chap. i. 17, 19 v. 11 et seq. ; vL 4 ; ix. 28;
X. 11) are analogous to many expressions employed by the Apostle Paul concerning himsf^lf*
e,g,, 1 Cor. xv. 10
2 Cor. xi. 5 et seq. xii. 2 et seq. and they are necessary, either to compoet Alcseus, served in the armies of Nebuchadnezzar as a mercenary,

or,

;

;

;

;

;

;

plete the historical representation, as in the case of the predicate

'

greatly beloved,' applied

him by the angel in chap. ix. 28 x. 11, or in the honorable mention of his name to Belshazzar by the queen, chap. v. 11, 12 or they belong to passages which aim to honor God,
who had endowed his servant with miraculous wisdom (L 17 et seq. vL 4). Consequently,
they contain no trace of Pelagian self-laudation which could militate against the opinion that
the book which bears his name was composed by himself '' (Eeil, Einl., p. 452 sq.).—Nor
does the religiously moral deportment of the prophet, as it is described by himself in this
to

;

;

;

book, afford a proof in any other direction against its composition in the period of the exile.
His custom of observing three seasons of daily prayer, as mentioned in chap. !. 11, his frequent fasts (chap. ix. 8 ; x. 8, 12), and the strict abstinence from profane food of himself and
his youthful friends (chap. i. 8 et seq.), do not necessarily indicate a period subsequent to the
exile, and even as late as that of the Asmonseans, as is abundantly shown by passages like
Psa. Iv. 18; Ezra viii. 21 et seq.*; ix. 8 et seq. Neh. 14; ix. 1 ; Zech. viL 8; viil 19; Hoa
Ezek. xxii. 26 xllv. 28 xxxiii. 25, etc. His dogmatic potition no more requires an
ix. 8, 4
explanation based on the condition or experiences of €k>d's people after the exile, than such
;

;

;

;

x. 8 et seq., he
narrow-minded
His description of the Mesaah

ascetic habits, or the exalted value, which, according to chap, it 18; ix. 8

attaches to prayer

and

intercession, oblige us to regard

him

;

as involved in the

and work-righteous conceptions of the later Judaism.
kingdom ^in contrast with the apocryphal literature of the period after the captivity,
from which Messianic ideas and hopes are almost entirely wanting—is intimately related to
the predictions of the older prophets, and especially of Isaiah (cf. Isa. ix. 4 et seq. with Dan.
ii. 18 sq.). The relation between the expected founding of Measiah^s kingdom and the gen-

legal

(and

his

—
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resurrection of the dead,

eral

older

prophetic descriptions in

the later
i&

apocryphal

Isa. xxiy.

literature, unless

probably based on Dan.

any specific feature

which he IndicateB in chap.

we

;

Ixvi 22-24

except 2 Mace.

which points to a period

xii.

2

27

et seq.,

corresponds to th«^

Ezek. xxxvii., but finds no analogy in
vii.

Nor does

as its model.

xii.

;

9 et seq , which passage, however,

the angelology of the

later than the exile

;

)'

much

less

book

does

it

J
•

present

indicate

that its

teachings result from the influence of the religious thought of Persia on Judaism.

Rather,

they are closely related, on the one hand, to the angelology of Ezekicl and Zechariah
Ezek. ix. 10 ; also L 26, and Zech. i-vi.), and, on the other, they are rooted in the

(et, e.g.^

much older views and experiences of the time before the exile €.g., the idea of protecting
of single states is founded in Isa. xxiv. 21 ; that concerning princes of the angels
(chap. X. 13, 20 ; xiL 1), doubtless in the familiar account in the book of Joshua respecting
;

spirits

the

*'

captain of the Lord's host'* (Josh. 14).

Therefore, in this direction also, the literary

of the book reyeals nothing that indicates an anti-Daniel or a pseudo-Daniel

character

(cf.

note 8).

Note

—Delitzsch

observes, p. 274, on the relationship of the Hebrew of Daniel to that of
"the Hebrew of this book is closely related especially to that of Ezekiel, whose
book may be, and doubtless is, included among the t3"'"',5D in chap. ix. 2 and it is a surprising accident that it conforms somewhat to Habakkuk also, whom tradition associates with
Daniel."
The following expressions are adduced in support of the former correspondence, by
HAvemick (K, hriL Uht&rss., p. 97 et seq.) and Keil {Bird,, p. 446) the vocative DIK "^a, chap,
1.

Ezekiel, that

;

;

iil 17

;

-nf, brightness, xiL 8, ci. Ezek.

2in, debt,
2,

8

;

Ezek. xviiL 7

;

sriai

aar.B, royal food, L 5,

viii.

2; S^H, to render liable to penalty,

for ^BO, x. 21, cf. Ezek.

and

xiii.

9

;

ti'^^a

C^ab,

x. 5,

i.

10,

and

cl Ezek.

aa, food, Ezek. xxv. 27; bip, polished, x. 6, cf. Ezek.

i.

ix.
7,

With

reference to the relation of the Aramaic of Daniel to that of Ezra, and to the
Cbaldee of the Targums of a later age, consult Hfivemick and Keil, as above, and cf. supra,
It is the peculiar merit of Pusey to have established, in his profoundly learned Z
§ 1, note 3.
commentary, the high antiquity of the Chaldaism of Daniel, in comparison with that of the 5 "^
Targums and the rabbins, by his examination of numerous individual forms, and especially/
of the many asserted Hebraisms of this book.
NoTB 2. On the question whether the musical instruments of the Greeks may have been
known to the Babylonians, and even to the Assyrians, consult Delitzsch, p. 274 ; Auberlen,
p. 12 et seq. ; Exanichfeld, p. 48 et seq., and the passage cited by the two former from Joh.
Brandis, U^er den histor, C^ewinn
der Entzifferung der assj/rischen Insehriften^ 1856, p. 1
et seq., where the observation is made, in relation to the commercial intercourse of the ancient
'* the
Greeks,* that
extended commerce of the Greek colonies would frequently lead their merchants to Assyrian countries, since they penetrated even to the inhospitable steppes on the
Dnieper and the Don. Their most important enterprises were probably connected with the
Assyrian provinces of Asia Minor, and above all with the countries on the coasts of Pontus
and along the Mediterranean Sea, doubtless including Lydia also, where the Assyrian supremacy seems to have been maintained during more than five hundred years, and almost to the
close of the eighth century B. 0. These nations must also have met in Cyprus, where the
Greeks traded at an early period, and where the Assyrians had firmly estabUshed themselves.
are obliged to be content with a supposition that Greeks came as far as Assyria proper, in
the capacity of merchants ; but Greek soldie rs certainl^ccompanied Esar-haddo^the first
aagnj^ the Assyrian rulers to formlTcer ps of mcrccbarlesTA.bYdenus ih'EuBeYK^^TJhron. Armen,]
^L Ancner 1., p. 6^, on ms arches througlTSsiaT^ elct Compare also the interesting work
by Brandis, Dcu MUm-^ Mass- uhd^ GewichUwesen iri Vorderaden his omf Alexander d. Or,, 1867.
Respecting the Greeks as the musicians Kar «f o;^^i> in the world, see Auberlen, as above
••
Attention may also be directed to the fact that the Greeks, as the patrons of art, occupied a position in the ancient world similar to that conceded to the Italians in the modem
and how many are the musical terms which we Germans have adopted from the Italians I
Poetry and music fiourished at first precisely among the Greeks of Asia Minor, and prior to
the ninth century B. C, about the middle of which Homer lived there, according to the not
improbable statement of Herodotus (H. 53). Greek artists were employed by the Lydians,
among whom music was likewise cultivated, so that the Greeks adopted the Lydian key from
them. But Lydia was not merely dependent on Assyria to a greater or less extent, down to
the close of the eighth century, but afterward maintained intimate relations with Babylon," etc.
Concerning the jraXrfipiov or Bpsanterin, compare, in addition, the remark of Kranichfeld : ** It
be observed, in relation to the objection that the ^aXr^ptov is mentioned only by later \
writers among the Greeks, that the argwnentum ex Hlentio raised, on that ground, against the
j
earlier existence of that instrument, is sufficiently met by the probable representation of a
etc.

—

am

We

m

may

^
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flute, and the fifth is furnished with an instrument which Layard compares to the Santer of
Egypt = I'linrOD (Gesenius, Thes., p. 1116). It consists of a number of strings which are
stretched on a resonant frame, and corresponds to the description of the psalterium furnished
by Augustine (on Psa. xxxii.)."
Note 3. With reference to the feasibility of reconciling the religious-ethical representations
of this book with the hypothesis of its origin during the captivity, see Hengstenberg, p. 137
Hfivemick, Neue hrit Unterss,, p. 82 et seq. and Oehler in Tholuck's Literarucher
et seq.
Anzeiger^ 1843, Nos. 49 and 50, and particularly p. 388 et seq. The dependence of Daniel's
angelology on that of Zoroaster has been frequently asserted, since it was first stated by
Gksenius, Bertholdt, Winer, and others but Martin Haug, of Bombay, decidedly advocates
the opinion, in his Essays on the Sacred LangtMge^ Writings, and Religion of the Barsees (Bombay, 1862), that the religious development of Judaism was independent of that of Parseeism,
without, on that account, attempting to deny to them a common source, as an explanation of
their manifold analogies (compare Ausland, 1862, p. 937
1865, p. 1079 et seq.). The ample
circumstance that a scholar so thoroughly acquainted with the Zend religion and literature,

—

;

;

;

;

should hold to this opinion, may serve as a warning to receive with caution such views of
their relations as are above referred to.
The opinion of Max Mttller, as expressed in his
philosophical meditations on religion {Chips from a German Worlcshop^ London, 1867),
agrees fully with that of Haug ; while E. R^nan (JDe V Origine du Language, p. 230 ; Vie ds
Jesus, p. 15 s.) and Pr. Spiegel (Genesis und Avesta, in Ausland,' ISQS, No. 12 et seq.) assert a
direct adoption from the religious writings of the ancient Persians of many theological and
angelological conceptions by the later Judaism after the time of the Achsemenidse. Hilgenfeld also (Das Judenthum im persischen Zeitalter in the Zeitschrift fur unssemehaftL Theologie^
1866, No. 4, p. 398 et seq.) and Alex. Eohut, Ueber die jUdisehe Angelologie una Ddmanologie

.

^^f

^
\

A

/

**^

in ihrer AhhdngigJceit vom Birsismtis (taken from the Zeitschrift der deutschrmorgenZ. OeseUseh.,
Vol. rV., No. 8) Leipsic, 1866, advocate the same view. But the sober investigations of men
of the most diverse tendencies agree in reaching substantially the same result, namely, proving
that at most a few names of angels remain to a profounder and more unprejudiced criticism,
f as elements of the Jewish angelology which are really derived from Parseeism, and that even
^^^^ nanies are not chiefly of Aryan, but of Shemitic and even genuinely Hebrew origin—as
t
I is especially true of those found in Daniel (Michael and Gabriel). Compare Reuss (Mistoire
de la theologie Chretienne au SikHe apostolique, I., 92 et seq.), Dillmann (Jdhrlib. fur deuttche
Theologie, 1858, p. 419 et seq.), HSvemick (VorU. fiber die Theologie des A. T*., 2d ed., published by H. Schultz, p. 92 et seq. ; 118 et seq.) ; Hofmann (Schrifibeweis, L 281, 291 et seq.);
A. Kahler (Nachexilisehe Propheten, H. 23 et seq.) Haneberg (in Reusch, TheoL LiteraturbL,
See the exegetical notes on chap. viiL 10, 15, and compare the iiytr^rtiYe
1867, No. 3, p. 72).
treatise of Erich Hau pt, Ueber die BerHhrungen des A, Ts. mit der Heligion itkirathxutras
CPreptow on the Khine, 1867), which argu es positively against th e ad option from Parsecjg
any jeli gious conceptions whatever in the can onical pbrti pnTbt th e 0. A
;

m^

'.

§ 8.
d.

ExaminaMon of

AuTHBNTiciTT OF THE BooK (Continued),

internal

the

evidences

against

genuinenesSy

ite

based on

bistobical

DIFFIOXJLTIBS.

The charges
'

raised against the

book of

Daniel, onthe

yound

of asserted contradictions oj

Babyloniwa and Medo-Persian kinjgdon
e Babylonian
the accounts of extra-biblical history respecting the
are either histdncoHsociarin tneir 'nafure, or poTiHco^EIstori caL

^

They

relate ei ther to the

antiqu ities ofjhose kingdoms, or t o their chronological re^tions and chaiiges of

^S

dyna

nameTy thQseliffecting the socialjMagress and customs of
thetimes, lie withinthe^domain of the history of civilization and morals. _ They arise from tfie
deportment of Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar~Tbward the oneirocritical magicians on the one
band, and toward Daniel on the other (chaps, ii and y.) further, from the colossal size and
ugliness of the image which was to be worshipped, and from the cruelty of the punishment
imposed on the friends of Daniel, because of their refusal to obey the decree which required
such worship (chap, iii.) from the lycanthropy of Nebuchadnezzar, as not substantiated by
extra-biblical historians (chap, iv.)
from the alleged incredibility of the statement that king
Darius issued a decree ordaining that divine honors should be paid exclusively to him ; and
from the assumed funnel-like shape of the lion's den into which Daniel was thrown (chap. vi.).
All of these difficultira a re mere ly such in app earance. An observer who understands the
1.

TheTorme r

class of difficulties,

.

;

;

;
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modem (Mental

despotism (of which the case of Theodore
may serve as a late example), and espe<
dally who at the same time remembers the tendency of the Babylonian and Medo- Persian
nileiB to syncretistic arbitrarinesB and mingling of religions, will not deem it strange that
Nebuchadnezzar should address to his magicians the unreasonable demand, not merely to
interpret his dream, but even to recall its contents, which were forgotten by him, and that he
should condemn them to death when they failed to satisfy his demands, while he rewarded
of Abyssinia, with his

whims and

fluctuating views,

Daniel, who accomplished the task, with the highest honors and emoluments.
Such an observer will not be surprised to find the king, in chap. iiL, directing a monstrous idolatrous

demonstration against the Gk>d of Daniel and his friends, and consigning the latter to so
glorious a martyrdom ; nor to behold, in chap, v., the striking contrast between the blas-

phemous insults and excesses of Belshazzar at the first, and the favor afterward bestowed by
him on Daniel nor yet, in chap, vi., the similar change in the disposition of Darius as
;

conduct Thaty by Divine retributi on, the arbitrary and passionate temper of
Nebuchadnezzar shoul d develop into mad ness, and^ result iu the infliction, during several
y ears, of a mental j^sorcler bfthe most terrible nature, is no more surprising than are any of
t nevarious cases of lycanthropy recorded in the annals of psychiatry, among which that of
the^Armeni^Jtingjjn ridates III., fstTTclnost familiar and historically important Traces of
this awful episode in tte reign of Nebuchadnezzar, although not found in other historians of I
ancient times, may yet be shown with suflicient clearness in the Babylonian Berosus andlinf
Abydenus (see note 1). With regard to the less important details which have excited critirevealed in his

J

cism, as being legendary or at least suspicious, it
idol in the plain of

Dura

(chap.

iii.

1

et seq.),

may

be observed that the description of the

which reached a height of

sixty cubits, cor-

responds substantially with the descriptions transmitted through other channels of uncouth

such as the coarse and excessively fanciful art of ancient Oriental heathendom
was accustomed to erect to the honor of its gods. The non-appearance of Daniel and the
other magians before Belshazzar (chap. y. 7) is sufliciently explained by the Oriental custom
colossal images,

The decree of Darius, limitmonth to himself (chap, vi 8 et seq.)
agrees fully with the statements of Herodotus, Xenophon, and Plutarch, respecting the deifying of kings among the ancient Medcs and Persians. And finally, the designation of the lion's
den by 313 or »a3 (chap. vi. 8, 18) does not necessitate the view that it was "a funnel-shaped
of removing the priests from oflice with every change of rulers.

of divine honors during an

ing the ascription

cavern or

cistern,*' since

the term in question

is

entire

applied in the Syriac, not merely to dungeons,

but also^especially to the dens or cages of wild beasts

(cf.

the exegetical remarks

on the

several passages cited in this connection).
2, The following difliculties and alleged contradictions or anachronisms belong to the
domain of politieal history and chronology :
'*
In the third year of Jehoiakim came
(1.) According to the statement in chap. i. 1, that
(tl^) Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, unto Jerusalem and besieged it,'' our book seems to
place the first siege and capture of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar as early as the third yeoir of
Jshoiakim. This contradicts Jer. xxv. 1, 9 (cf. xlvi 2; xxxvi. 9), where the arrival of
Nebuchadnezzar before Jerusalem appears to be placed in the fourth or even the fifth year of
Jehoiakim's reign and it also conflicts with Ban. ii. 1, where the second year of Nebuchadnezzar is given as the time in which Daniel interpreted the monarch's dream, and thus
attained to great distinction, whereas the conquest of Judaea and the transportation of Daniel
and his friends, together with other prisoners, to Babylon, and the instruction of the Hebrew
youth (according to chap. L 6, 18) during three years in the wisdom of the Chaldseans, all
;

The only adequate solution of this two-fold difliculty is
found in the hypothesis, that Dan. i. 1 does not relate the arrival of Nebuchadnezzar before
Jerusalem, but merely his departure for that place, or the beginning of his march (n^r. a« in
Jon. i. 8; cf. Gen. xiv. 6; xlv. 7; Dan. xi. 18, 17, 28); and also that the designation of
Nebuchadnezzar as king, in chap. i. 1, 8, 6, is to be regarded as proleptical, his position at
transpired several years before.

/
j^

\

and representative of his father Nabopolassar, while
was delayed about two years later. Froin this hypothesis results

that time being that of a military leader
his accession to the throne
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more than three years between the removal of Daniel to Babylon, and hii
magian caate (see note 2).
(2.) According to chap, v., Belshazzar seems to be the successor, or, at least, one of the
successors, of his father Nebuchadnezzar on the throne of Babylon, while ver. 80 represents
him as the last ruler before the introduction of the Medo-Persian dynasty. The extra-biblical
authorities, however, mention four kings of his family who succeeded Nebuchadnezzar (Evilmerodach, Neriglissar, Laborasoarchad, and Nabonidus), none of whom bears the name of
I Belshazzar. Of the two methods possible for the solution of this difficulty, the one identifies
Belshazzar with Evil-merodach, and the other with Nabonidus. The former is the more
probable one, because the relation of chap, vi 1, to v. 80 by no means requires that the subjection of Babylon to the Medo-Persians should have immediately followed on the death of
Belshazzar and further, because Nebuchadnezzar Ib mentioned as the father of Belshazzar in
an

inteiral of

elevation to the headship of the

;

chap,

vii.,

while the profane sources call Evil-merodach a son of Nebuchadnezzar, but not

Nabonidus, the

Chaldeean king (see note

last

Evil-merodach, mentioned in Jer.

Hi. 81,

Moreover, the two years of the reign oi

8).

may be

easily reconciled

with the statement in Dan.

was seen by Daniel "in the third year of Belshazzar; " for it might be
said that Belshazzar-Evil-merodach reigned two years even if he lived until about the middle
that a vision

viii. 1,

of his

*'

third year."

(8.) It is

said that chap. vi. 1 implies that the monarch

who

overthrew the Chaldsan

dynasty, and established the Medo-Persian rule in Babylon, was not Cyru$y but

Darius the
i 21 ), the author had knowledge of Cyrus
as the successor of this Darius, there can be no doubt that by the latter name he designates
the Cyaxeres IL of Xenophon, who was the son of Astyages and uncle of Cyrus, and consequently the sovereign whose reign, according to .J^chylus, Xenophon, Abydenus, and Joeephus, intervened between the last Median king Astyages and the founding of the Persian
Achaemenidean dynasty by Cyrus. It follows, that the narrative of Herodotus, which relates
Mede."

But

since,

according to chap.

vi.

29

**

(cf.

became bis immewhence the father of

that Cyrus defeated his Median grandfather Astyages near Pasargardse, and
diate successor, has its source in an inexact or incomplete tradition, from

history derived his facts in relation to the Persian as well as the Babylonian

note

kingdom

(see

4).

—

Note 1. With reference to the mention of diseases and the actual occurrence of lycanthropy, compare generally Bartholinus, De morbie hiblidet c. 18 ; Rich. Mead, Mediea eacra,
c. 7 ; J. D. MAller, Diss, de Nebuchadnezaris ii(Tatiop<f>anTti. ad Dan., c. iv., Lips., 1747;«Freind,
Historia medic, p. 880 (where the important testimony of Oribasius, physician to the emperor
Julian, is given, showing the occurrence of this disease in his time) ; Forestus, Ohserratumes
is proposed by Rawlinson (Jfferodoiut, i. 494, Am. tA.\ as being Boggotcd by the
on the Babylonian moonments. '* According to Beromi, Naboiiadins waa not In Babytoo,
bat at BorBin;)a, at the time when Babylon was taken, having fled to that comparatively nnimportant city wImh hit army
was defeated In the field (apnd Joseph.. Contra Apton, i. 21). He seems, however, to have left in Babylon a repreeoitaThis prince,
tive in the person of his son, whom a few years previously he had associated with him in the government.
whose name is read as Ba-*har-mur, and who may be identified as the Belsbassar of Daniel, appears to haTe taknn tte
command in the city when Nabonadins threw himself for some unexplained reason into Borsippa, which was andoabted^
a strong fortress, and was also one of the chief seats of Chaldaean learning, but which assuredly could not oompaiei, cither
for magnificence or for strength, with Babylon, and Belshazzar, who was probably a mere youth, left to enjoy the aaprejos
power without check or control, neglected the duty of watching the enemy, and gave hima^ up to enjojrmetitL** ^Two
diflScnlties stand in the way of this identification, which (if accepted) solve one of the most intricate problema of •tw^***^^
The first is the relationship in which the Belshazzar of Scripture stands to Nebuchadnezzar, which Is throi^cboat
history.

* [A better tolntion of the difRcolty

recently disooTered inaarlpttons

represented as that of son (verses 2, 11, 18, 18, etc. )

;

the seoond

is

the accession immediately of

*

Darins the ICade.*

With

may be remarked that although Nabonadins was not a descendant, or Indeed any relsitive ot
Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar may have been, and very probably was. Nabu-nahlt, on seising the sapreme pow«r, wooM
naturally seek to strengthen his position by marriage with a daughter of the great king, whose son, son-in-law, and grandson had successively held the throne. He may have taken to wife Neriglimar's widow, or he may have married some other
daughter of Nebuchadnezzar. Belshazzar may thus have been grandson of Nebuchadnezzar on the mcther'M «<da. It is
some cunflrmation of these probabilities or possibilities to find that the name of Nebuchadneizar was used •• a family
name by Nabn-nahit. He must certainly have*had a son to whom he gave that appellation, or it would not hare beea
assumed by two pretenders in succession, who sought to personate the legitimate heir to the Babylonian thrtme.** Tha

respect to the

first

of these, it

second objection, respecting the immediate suocession of

''

Darius the Mede,"*

is

elsewhere considered, and appUea not

tScalarly to this identification.]
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X. 15 Welcker, AUgem. ZeiUehrift fur P^chioOHe, voL IX., No. 1 Tnisen, Sittm^
G^duche^ UTid Kranhheitm der alien Heirder, 1858; Reil, Shapsodim fiber die Antoendung
Tlie laat work con-/
der petfchischen Kurmethode auf GeUteezerruttungeny pp. 296, 886 et seq.
tMdie.,

;

;

many interesting examples of insanity, in which the patients belieyed themselves transformed into dogs, wolves, bears, cats, etc, and were able to imitate the calls of those animals |
^th surprising exactness. Important historical examples of this character are: Lycaon
(Pausan.^ VIIL 2; Ovid, Metam.^ L 216) ; king Tiridates IH. of Armenia, the persecutor of
Gregory the illuminator about A. D. 800 (Moses of Chorene, But Armeniaca, 1. IH, ed.
Whiston, p. 256 et seq. ; M. Samueljan, Belcehrung Armenieni dwreh Qregor. lUuminator^ na>eh
mtUmal-hUtoruehen QueUen hearh,, Vienna, 1844 ; S. C. Malan, The Life and Times of 8, OregFounder and Bitron Saint of the Armenian Church, IVansUUed from the
ory the Illuminator,
Armenian, London, 1868; cf. the Basle Missions- Magaein, 1882, p. 680); Latronianus, a persecutor of Christians in the time of Diocletian, who was temporarily bestialized because of his
cruelty (see the acts of the martyrs, s. w., Epictetus and Astion, in the Acta SancL, JuL, T. H.
p. 588) ; Simon of Toumay, an Aristotelian philosopher in Paris about A. D. 1200 (who is
said to have received a roaring voice like a beast, in punishment of a blasphemy publicly
uttered against Christ, Moses, and Mohammed see Schrdckh, Kirchengeseh., vol. XXYI., p.
880) ; Simon Brown, an English dissenting minister, 1788 (who, while in a melancholy state
of mind, believed himself, during a considerable period, to be changed into a beast, although
in other respects he was rationid and in the possession of hi^ faculties ; see SUtudlin and
Tzschimer, Archiv, etc, vol. III., p. 562 et seq.); a prince of Cond^, who at times believed
himself transformed into a dog (Schubert, Bymbolik des Traums, 8d ed., p. 166) ; an English
boy at Norwich, about A. D. 1608, whose disease assumed the form of lycanthropy (Reitz,
Eistorie dor Wiederg^Hfrenen, IL 66 et seq.). Compare also the fabulous accounts of werewolves, i.e,, persons who rage with wolfish cruelty and rapacity against their fellow men, in
also Waitz, Anthropologie der NaturGorres, IHe Christl. Mystik, voL IV. 2, p. 472 et seq.
vdlker, vol. 11., p. 180, concerning the belief of the African nations in the disease marc{fllnas,
itf , lycanthropy. •Among the profane testimonies to the lycanthropy of Nebuchadnezzar,
that of the inscriptions on the Babylonian monuments (which, so far as they date back to fhat
king, indicate the interruption of his great building enterprises during a considerable period
see itawlinson, Bampton Lectures, V., p. 166 and p. 440, n. 29), is not sufficiently positive and
clear.
The statement of Berosus (in Josephus, Contra Apion, L 20) f^a^vxadovoeopos fxh oiv
fura TO &p^a^at rov npo€ifnjfi^vov rtixovs, ifkir^triiv th apptaariav, /ifn/XXd^aro t6v fitop,
fif^<rik€vica>f rnj TfvvtpdKovra rpia, is likewise very indefinite, and leaves room for the opinion
that it refers to a disease not at all unusual in its character, which immediately preceded the
death of Nebuchadnezzar (although the mention of the appioarla which preceded his death can
hardly be accidental and without significance with Berosus, whose narrative in other cases is
always as c(mcise as possible. Cf. Kranichfeld on the passage, p. 204 et seq.). The Chaldsean
tradition concerning the wonderful close of Nebuchadnezzar^s life, as reported by Abydenus
(in Euseb., Pragpar, Evang., IX 41
cf. Chron. Armen., L, p. 59), contains, on the other hand,
a positive although frequently clouded and distorted testimony to that fact It states that
Nebuchadnezzar, after concluding his wars of conquest, ** ascended to the summit of his royal
palace, where he was seized by one of the gods " («f, dva^s cVrl ra /Sao-iX^w, Karaa-xTf^tir) 3f«
" With a loud voice he said, ' I, Nebuchadnezzar, foretell your misfortune, which
oT€^ dff),
neither Bel, my ancestor, nor the queen Beltis, can prevail on the fates to avert
The Persian
mule shall come, being in league with your own gods, and shall bring you into bondage the
Would that a whirlpool or a flood
Mede, the pride of the Assyrians, shall be his helper
Or
(xapi^dip Tiva fi 3aXao-o-av) might sweep him previously away and utterly destroy him
that, at any rate, he might be driven by other ways through the desert, where there are neither
cities nor human paths, but where only wild beasts and birds roam about
that he might
tains
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And would that I had met a better end
wander in solitude among rocks and precipices
After this prophecy he immediately became
before this knowledge was imparted to me
We have here, clearly, a specifically Chalinvisible " (*0 /icV ^tfmiaas nanaxpn^ ri<^vi<rro).
dean version of the same tradition, whose original form appears in Dan. iv. The prophecy
respecting the impending overthrow of the Chaldsean kingdom appears to have been taken
from the mouth of the Hebrew prophet, and ascribed to the great lung himself, as being suddenly overwhelmed by the gods (as a 3?|M, cf. Jer. xxix. 26 2 Kings ix. 11). The banishment of the king while controlled by a bestializing mania is represented as a mysterious disappearance ana the popular tradition seeks to escape the typical allusion to the humiliation
and punishment of the proud Chaldaean kingdom, which is conveyed in that insauity ^in that
disgraceful, though temporary, degradation of its ruler, by invoking the fate which actually
came upon Nebuchadnezzar, on the head of the Medo-Persian, the hated national foe. The
popular wit of the ancient Orientals, which delighted to ridicule Cyrus as the Tiipar)i r)plovos
(cf. Herodotus L 55, 91), may have been not altogether without influence in bringing about
this peculiar perversion, or rather reversal, of the original prophecy, as is suggested by a comparison of Abydenus, as quoted above, with Dan. v. 21 ( VTJJJ, '* a wild ass "). Compare
!
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Hengstenb., p. 107 et seq. ; H&Temick, Neue Jcrit, Uniers3., p. 52 et seq. ; Elranichfeld, pp. 203Pusey, p. 294 et seq.
Note 2. Tlie most simple solution of the historical difSculty in chap. i. 1, and that which
has the greatest exegetical support, has been indicated above. It may be found in Perizonius,
Origines JEgyptiaem et BabytoniccB, DL, p. 430, and more recently in Hengstenberg, p. 54 et
seq. ; Delitzsch, p. 275
Keil, MnL, § 133, p. 440; and substantially, in EranichfeldL, p. 16 et
It regards the verb vci^ as not designating the arrival of Nebuchadseq. (but cf. infra. No. 2).
nezzar before Jerusalem, but as merely indicating his departure from Babylon Cfor the feasibility of this interpretation cf. the proof-texts cited above, to which may be added Num.
xxxiL 6 ; Isa. vii. 24 ; xxii. 16, and many others see Gksenius and Dietrich under ki:3> No.
Further incidents in the campaign, whose beginning is thus indicated are : the victory of
8).
Nebuchadnezzar over Pharaoh-Necho near Oarchemish, or Circesium, on the Euphrates (an event
which, according to Jer. xlvi. 2, transpired in the course of the fourth year ofjehoiahim) ; the
pursuit of the defeated Egyptians by the Chaldteans in a southerly direction TJer. xlvi. 5 et seq.)
• the arrival of the victor before Jerusalem, and the taking of the city, which followed soon afterwards (2 Kings xxiv. 1 et seq. ; 2 Chron. xxxvi. 6 et seq.), and probably near the close of the fourth
year of Jehoiakim, with which was connected the first deportation of captive Jews, and of a portion of the vessels of the temple, to Babylon.
In the following year, and some time aft«r the
departure of the Ohald^ans, the fast was proclaimed, of which Jeremiah remarks (xxxvi 9)
that it was observed in the nidth month of the fifth year of Jehoiakim. It may therefore, in
analogy with Zecb. viii. 19, be regarded as an anniversary of mourning, commemorative of
the fall of the city in the preceding year, instead of being considered a prophylactic, penitoitial fast, designed to secure deliverance from the impending danger of Nebuchadnezzar's
arrival, and thus as similar to those described in Joel i. 14 ; 2 Chron. xx. 8, 4, etc, (as Hitzig,
.Schmeidler, and others, hold). This simple and natural combination of events is contradictctl
^/by no statement whatever, in relation to the history of Jehoiakim and his time, whether found
I in this or any other prophetical or historical book.
The passages Dan i. 2 and 2 Chron.
xxxvi. 6 (Heb. text) do not actually state that Jehoiakim was carried to Babylon by Nebuchadnezzai* after his capture of Judeea but if this were the case, their statements would by no
means conflict with the account in 2 Kings xxiv. 1, according to which Jehoiakim became
the tributary of Neljuchadnezznr during three years after his first subjugation, and afterwards
revolted from him anew. Neither the brief sketch in Chronicles, nor the subject of Daniel,
which is not specially concerned with the fortunes of that king, would require the mention of
the return of Jehoiakim to his capital soon after his transportation (see on chap. i. 2) ; and in
view of his undecided character, his revolt, after three years of vassalage, may be readily
accepted, despite the fact that he had felt the proud ChaldsDan's power but a few years before.
Nor will it be surprising that 2 Kings xxiv. 11 et seq. relates another taking of Jerusalem and
deportation of many Jews so soon after the first as the reign of king Jehoiachin or Jeconiah, if we
regard this second deportation (6-7 years later than the first; cf. 2 Kings xxiii. 36, with xxiv. 8)
as the punishment which Nebuchadnezzar was compelled to inflict on the Jews, because of Jehoiakim's revolt, but which was not executed until some time after it was decided on, and thus
affected the son and successor, before he had attained his majority, instead of crushing the father
(cf. 2 Chron. xxxvi. ^10). Finally, the designation of Nebuchadnezzar as hithg while engaged in
(his campaign against Necho and the allied Jehoiakim (DaiL i. 1), while the successful interpretation of the dream by Daniel, which transpired, according to chap. ii. 1, in the second
year of that monarch's reign must date at least three years later, involves no contradiction
whatever, if we regard the title in the first instance as proleptieal. There would be no impropriety in applying it to him as joint ruler with his father and leader of his atmies, even
during the life of Nabopolassar,
especially if we remember that Berosus (in Josephua,
contra Apioruy I. 19) makes Nebuchadnezzar to achieve his great victories over the "satraps"
of Egypt, Ccele-Syria, and Phoenicia, before the death of the aged Nabopolassar, and to hasten to Babylon to assume the sole government, only after receiving the tidings of his father's
death (B. C. 605 or 604, and soon after the first capture of Jerusalem). Jer. xxv. 1, also, in
harmony with Dan. i. 1, when correctly understood, represents the fourth year of Jehoiakim
as the first of Nebuchadnezzar's reign, inasmuch as he regards the leader of the Chaldceana as
the king of Babylon after his victory over Necho, whether he might be for the txene the commander-in-chief and co-regent, and also the projective successor to the throne, or not. But
a comparison of Jer. lii. 31 with 2 Kings xxv. 27 shows clearly that this prophet was by no
means unacquainted with the correct chronology of Nebuchadnezzar's reign (beginning with
the death of Nabopolassar). This method of reconciling Dan. i. 1, with all the remaining
/data affecting the chronology, is so satisfactory in all respects, that we are led to reject every
/ other combination as decidedly as we do the course of the negative criticism which finds Uia
statements of this book in general to conflict with history, and which, therefore, despaixa
I
especially of being able to reconcile the passage chap. L 1 with the statements in Jeremiah,
{
^ Kings, and Chronicles (Bertholdt, Kirmss, Bleek, De Wette, Hitzig, etc.).
Among the methods
of arrant^oment which differ from ours we reckon
(1.) The account of Josephus {Ant,, X. 6, 1), which, in view of 2 Brings xxiv. 1 et seq..
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admits indeed that Nebuchadnezzar possessed all the territory west of the Euphrates after his
"nctory over Necho, but fixes the conquest of Judaea fully three or four years later (in the 8th
year of Jehoiakim) ; a perversion of history that resulted probably from a misunderstanding
of Jer. xxii. 18, 19, and against which Keil and Thenius (on 2 Kings in many places), Hitzig,
Graf, Hosse (De pinma If^uehadnezarU adv, HierosoL esBpeditiom^ Bonnse, 1856), and others
have justly declared themselves.
(2.) The view of Kranichfeld, who does not date the capture of Jerusalem three or four
years after Nebuchadnezzar's victory near Carchemish, but sail one year later, or " not earlier
than the ninth month of the fifth year of Jehoiakim," because that author believes himself
compelled to regard the fast mentioned in Jer. xxxvi 9, as having preceded the fall of the
city ; a hypothesis which is opposed by the fact that it fixes the transportation of Daniel and
other Jewish youths to Babylon, and the beginning of their three years' course of instruction
in the wisdom of the Chaldseans, before the capture of Jerusalem
thus involving an inherent
improbability, and conflicting directly with Dan. i. 2 et seq. (cf. the exegetical remarks on

—

that place).

Hoff(3.) The assumption of Kleinert (in the Dorpater tJieolog, Beitrd,gen, XL 128 et seq.)
mann {Die 70 Jahre desJeremia und die 70 Jahrwocken Daniels, Nuremberg, 1886, p. 16 et seq.
WeiMOf/ung und ErfiMung^ L 297 et seq.), HSvemick (Neuekrit Uhterss., p. 62 et seq.), Oehler
;

Tholuck's Literar. Ameiger, 1849, p. 395 et seq.), and Z&ndel (p. 20 et seq.), that Jerusalem
was taken by Nebuchadnezzar a year before the battle of Carchemish. What Keil has
remarked (Einl, § 138, p. 440) will suffice to refute this view ** This combination is untenable, because it cannot be reconciled with Jer. xxv.
In that passage the fourth year of
Jehoiakim is mentioned, beyond the possibility of being mistaken, as marking an epoch for
the theocracy and for all the nations of Western Asia, in which the Lord would bring
Nebuchadnezzar and all the tribes of the north against Jerusalem, that the land of Judsea
might ))ecome a wilderness and its inhabitants, together vnth all neighboring natic^hs, be subjected to Babylon during seventy years (chap. xxv. 9-11).
So emphatic a prophecy in the
mouth of Jeremiah would be utterly incomprehensible, if Jerusalem had been taken by
Nebuchadnezzar and Jehoiakim been made tributary a year previously, while in the fourth
year of Jehoiakim, which the prophet so strongly emphasizes (xxv. 8 et seq.), nothing of
moment had transpii-ed, and even later in the reign of Jehoiakim nothing had occurred
beyond his revolt from the Chald«ans some years afterward, by which he became involved in
hostilities with bands of Chaldseans, Syrians, Moabites, and Ammonites (2 Kings xxiv. 2).
But this view becomes wholly untenable from the consideration that, at a time when the>
Egyptian king, who had advanced towards Carchemish at the beginning of Jehoiakim's
j
reign, was doubtless in possession of that fortress, Nebuchadnezzar could not possibly pass byi
But
this hostile force and proceed to Judsea, while exposing Babylonia to so powerful a foe.
had this been possible, and, incredible as it is, had it actually occun^, it is certain that
Pharaoh-Necho would not have permitted him quietly to operate in the rear of his army and
overcome Jehoiakim his vassal nor would Nebuchadnezzar, after conquering Jerusalem, have
returned to capture Carchemish and defeat his principal enemy, instead of proceeding to
Egypt, and making an easy conquest of the country, which was deprived of its defenders.
But aside from this, the method under consideration is irreconcilable with the extracts from
Berosus furnished by Josephus (Ant. X. 11, 1 ; contra Ap,, L 19)." Views exactly similar are
e±^ressed by Hitzig, p. 3, and Kranichfeld, p. 17 et seq.
Note 8. Is the Bdshazzar of chap. v. the same as Evil-merodach, the son and immediate
successor of Nebuchadnezzar, or is he identical with Nabonidus, the last Babylonian king
prior to the Persian invasion ? The latter alternative, which is advocated by Jerome (Comm,
in Dan., V. 1) and more recently by Hengstenberg, HSvemick (in his Commentary), Auberlen,
Keil, and in substance also by Pusey (with the distinction, however, that he considers
Bebhazzar as the son and co-regent of Nabonidus), is supported (1) by the fact that according to Herodotus, L 191, and Xenophon, Cyrop.,
5, 15 et seq., Babylon was taken by the
Persians while a luxurious banquec vfas in progress, and (2) by the circumstance that Herodotus, I. 188, calls Labynetus (=Nabonidus) a son of Nebuchadnezzar, with which the introduction of the queen-mother in chap. v. 1
(possibly the Nitocris of Herodotus, or the Amuheer
of Alexander Polyhistor), and the express mention of Nebuchadnezzar as the father of Belshazzar in chap. v. 11, would seem to correspond. But the following considerations militate
against this view, and favor the alternative which identifies Belshazzar with Evil-merodach
(1) Both the Babylonian historians, Berosus (in Josephus, Ant., X. 11, 1, and contra Apion.^
L 20) and Abydenus (in Euseb., Prcspar. Ev., IX. 41, and Ghron. Arm., p. 28, ed Mai) agree,
in contrast with Herodotus, in representing Nabonidus, the last Babylonian king, as a usurper
and throne-robber of non-royal descent, who conspired with a number of others to deprive
Laborasoarchad, the youthful grandson of Nebuchadnezzar, of his throne and Ufe, and who
afterward fell into the hands of the Persians, not at the taking of Babylon by Cyrus during a
royal banquet, but some time after the capture of his capital They relate that, having been
defeated in the open field, he threw himself into the fortress of Borsippa, where he capitulated
to Cyrus after the fall of Babylon, by whom he was exiled to Carmania (or, as Abydenutf
(in
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he was made governor of that province). That these traditions of Berosiis and Abydenus by no means owe their orjffin to a boastful tendency, renresenting the Ohaldaean national
interests in a one-sided manner, but as certainly comprehena a part of the truth, aa do the
accounts of Herodotus and Xenophon, has been shown by Kranichfeld, as cit^ above, in the
clearest and profoundest manner.*
The identity of DaniePs Belshazzar with Evil-merodach
is confirmed (2) by the repeated mention of Nebuchadnezzar as his father
(a», chap. v. 11, 13,
18, 22), which could, in every case, be applied to a more dbtant relationship, e, ^., grandfather
and grandson, only by a forced interpretation f and further (8) by the circumstance that,
according to Berosus (Josephus, as above), Evil-merodach also died a violent death, having
been murdered by his brother-in-law Neriglissar (cf. Dan. v. 80). No arguments against thia
identification can be drawn (a) from the relation of Dan. v. 80 to vi. 1
since these passages
are not necessarily connected (see exeget remarks) nor (h) from Dan. viil 1, where a "thiid
year of Belshazzar is mentioned, while Berosus and the Ptolemaic canon limit the rei^ of
Evil-merodach to two years—shice these latter authorities may have slightly postdated the
years of that reign, i.A, may have included the first year, as being incomplete, in the reign of
Nebuchadnezzar and in fact the canon of Syncellus appears to assign three years to the reign
of Evil-merodaoh nor (c) from the prophetic descriptions in Isa. xxL 5, and Jer. IL 89, which
predict that Babylon should fall in its dissipation, but by no means assert that it should meet
this fate while a banquet or carousal was in progress nor finally (d) from Jer. lii. 81, and 2
Kings XXV. 27, where the immediate successor of Nebuchadnezzar is called Evil-merodach, as in
profane authorities
for the anomalous name in Dan. v. may be readily explained on the ground
of the very general custom of Oriental sovereigns to bear several names (cf M. v. Kiebuhr
Geseh, Assure und Bdbds, p. 20 et seq., where reference is made to 8argon=8halmaneser,
J
As8hurdanipal=:Eineladan, and many others), and nothing is more probable than that Evilmerodach bore, in addition to his proper name, a title containing thp name of the god Bel,
which title Vas similar to the appellative that Daniel himself, according to chap. i. 5, was
compelled to assume. And it is probable that the prophet designedly avoided the real name
of the king, when writing of Evil-merodach, on account of that homonymy (see on chap. v. 1
and 12). Beyond this, the fact that the name Belshazzar occurs as belonging to Chaldfean
kings is substantially established by the notice deciphered on the cylinders of Mugheir by
Oppert and Rawb'nson, which refers to a " Belsarussur, son of Nabomit or Nabumtuk'* (see
Zeitsehrifb der deuts<^morgefd, OeseUsch,, viii 598; Athenaum, 1854, p. 841); although the
identity of this Belsarussur with the Belshazzar of Daniel, which is asserted by Rawlinson and
Pusey {Daniel the Prophet, p. 402), appears to be highly improbable, since this son of Nabonidus cannot be shown to have been either of royal rank nor descended from Nebuchadnezzar.
This method, which identifies Belshazzar with Evil-merodach, is supported by Marsham
{Canon chron,, p. 596 et seq.), Hofmann {DU 70 Jahre des Jeremia, etc., p. 44 et seq.), Hfivernick {Neue hrit, Uhterss,, p. 71 et seq.), Oehler (in Tholuck's Aneeiger, as above, p. 898),
Hupfeld {Exercitat, Herodot, spec. H., Rintel, 1848, p. 46), Schulze {CyruM der Oroue, in the
Stud, u. Krit, 1858, No. 8), M. v. Niebuhr {QeschiehU Assure und Babels, Berlin, 1857),
Rdckerath {Bibl Ghrrniohgie, Munster, 1865, p. 128), ZUndel {Krit, Unterss,, p. 29 et acq.),
Kranichfeld (p. 24 et seq.). Puller {Der Prophet Daniel, p. 12), A. Scheuchzer {AMyriseha
Forschungen, in Heidenheim's Vierteljahrseehrift, etc., VoL IV., No. 1), Kliefoth (p. 146 et
states,
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* See especially p. 86 et seq. : *' The remarkable incident of the mTsterioos writing (<diap.
6 et leq.X whldi nJaed
Daniel to be the third mlcr over the kingdom, and which of itself woold have aroused attenti<m and ezdted remaik, the

which connected two erents as contemporary, and tho fact that some of the events foretold in the n^sterloas
pan the same night—all these taken together might, in the oonrse of time, give rise, even among
the natives, to the legend that the remaining facts contained in the writing and its interi»etatian tznnq>ired in that night as
well ; and this might oocnr edU more easily among foreignera, in view of the dooded form which the tradition would naturally
asrame among thom, as, €,g.^ in the oase of the Persians. Whether the recollection of the writing and interpretation were
preserved or not woold probably not modify the legend. In this way the Persian and Median tradition might esudly conceive of the natural son of Nebuohadnemu*, who was murdered in that night, as being also the last Chaldaean king, and
could theref(xo designate him by the name Avtfi^vifTot, which is found to correspond with the name of the last king In Berosas
No/MvviySof. In addition to the name which Herodotus gives to the king in question in agreement with Beroans, so^ a
confusion of two distinct facts by the tradition is oonftrmed by the circumstance that these authors, in ecmtrast with Xesophon, speak of a battle which preceded the taking of Babylon, and further, that Herodotus does not allude to the presence
of Nabonidus, nor to his death, on the occasion of the fall of the city—thus agreeing with Berosus, who rdates that that king
had retreated towards Borsippa. Thus the facts in relation to the fall of the Ohaldsdan dynasty, as they are preaei i c<t in
Berosus, were thrown together and commingled with the statements of Daniel, concerning tbe wonderful writing (in whkft
the end of the king and of his empire were co-ordinated) ; and this cloudy tradition is before ns in the aocoonts ni Herodo>
tuBond Xenophon, while the correct account, as it Is given in Dan. v.* forms the transition from tha skaftdila Berosn^
to the form which it assumed in Herodotus and Xenophon.**
t [Yot this usage of 3K torfor^aiher is a very common one, as any Hebrew Lexicon will show.]
t TThe cuneiform inscriptions show that Sargon was Shahnanesei's son and suooaseor.]
I [It is beset, however, with many insuperable difBculties, the chief of whioh axe cited and bat imperfsotly met ia tha
interpretation

writing actoally came to

—
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Together with the hypothesis of Pusey, already referred to, we are compelled to reject that
mdicated by Hofmami (DU 70 Jahre, etc, p. 44) and adopted by Delitzsch (p. 278) and by
Ebrard (IHs Offenb, JoTl, p. 55), which identifies Belshazzar with Laborasoarchad, the nephew
of Eyll-merodach and son of Neriglissar (and by descent from him, or rather from his consort,
the grandson of Nebuchadnezzar). This view becomes untenable, because it is opposed by the
expression, ** Nebuchadnezzar, thy father" ("sll^*), in chap. r. 11, by the brief reign of the
child Laborasoarchad, extending, according to Berosus, only over nine months (cf. with this
Dan. viiL 1), and finally, by the impossibility of substituting Nebo-Shadrach for Laborasoarchad, and Bel-Shadrach for that; for, according to Isa. xlvi 1, Bel and Nebo are not the
same, but different divinities.
NoTB 4. ^The identity of DoHua the Mede (chap. vi. 1) with the Cyaxares of Xenophon, the
son of Astyages and father-in-law of Cyrus, as well as his co-regent for a time, may be still
more positively established than that of Belshazzar (chap. v. 1) with Evil-merodach. Even
the critical opponents of this book generally acknowledge the reign of such a Cyaxares, as
intervening between the Median Astyages and the Persian Cyrus, and thereby recognize the
truth of Xenophon's account, despite its being found in the Cyropcedia a work which so
largely bears the character of a romance (Bertholdt, Gesenius, Yon Lengerk-e, and even Hitzig
also Holtzmann, in the Deutsck-morgml, Zeitsehr,, YIU. 8, 547, etc.).
The existence of tMs
second Cyaxares, as the immediate predecessor of Cyrus, is attested, not merely by numerous
statements in the OyropcBdia (L 4, 7 ; 6, 2, 5 ; IIL 8, 20 ; Vm. 5, 19 ; 7, 1), but also by
wfischylufl in his Ufptrai, v. 762-65 : Virihos yap fjv 6 nparog riytpc^v trrparov (Astyages), *AXXor
d*^iectvov trair (Cyaxares) rdd* Ipyoi' fia;a-f
T^'ror d^dir avroi) Kvpoff,fvd<»f((k>vavi7p, etc., and
by Abydenus, in Euseb., Prop. Evang,, IX 14, where the prophecy of Nebuchadnezzar concerning the fall of Babylon as quoted above (Note 1), declares with reference to Cyrus, that ** the
Mede, the pride of the Assyrians, should be his helper " (o5 d^ crvvalrios tarai Mfjlirjf, tA *A(ro-vpt«»
aCxnfiajy and in addition, by Josephus (Anty X. 11, 4), who states that the Greeks save ^* another
name " to the son of Astyages die Darius of Daniel which was doubtless Kva$dprjs, as transmitted by Xenophon. Nor can the circumstance that Herodotus does not mention this Cyaxares,
and makes Cyrus the immediate successor of his grandfather Astyages, reflect doubt on the existence of this intervening king, since the remark of Qesenius (Thesaur,, p. 850) holds good of
Herodotus as a writer of the earlier Assyrio-Babyloniau and Medo-Persian history : " 8olere
Eerodotum pratermissU msdioeribus homirvUms ex langa rerum serie ntmnUi unum alterumve
memarare reliquii eminentiorem, ut aliunde eonatat et ipsa Babylcni<B hUtoria doeet, ex qua
ttnitu 2^fUoerU regina merUionem injieity reliquos reges usque ad Labynetumy ne Nebuchadnezare
quidem exceptOy sUentio transit,^^ The only real difliculty connected with the identification of
the Median king in chap. vi. and the Cyaxares of the Cyropadia consists in the name Darius

—

—

—

—

/TDl^n^) given to the former.

It is to

be observed, however, in relation to this circumstance

Li general, the bearing of two names is no more remarkable among the Ancient Median
Persian kings, than among the Assyrio-Babylonian ; for the two-fold language and literaS.)
ture which all these nations employed promoted the use of various names to designate one
and the same person, as did also the custom of connecting honorable appellatives with the
proper names of kings and other eminent persons ; cf note 8.
old Persic Ddrjawus, and Kvafapi/s
the Pers. or Med. UbahaJia(2.) The names 'Oy^y^
.

=

=

appear to be related in one sense, inasmuch as the former seems to be synonymous with
"holder, or governor" (^p|"7f, seeptrum tenens), and the latter with "direct," or "actual
ruler," and the one to be ox Persian origin, the other of Median (Delitzsch, p. 278).
(8.) Both names, and especially the latter, appear to have been stereotyped royal honorary
titles, and, accordingly, to have been conferred on various persons ; for
(a.) Cyaxares L, the father of Astyages and ally of Nabopolassar and conqueror of Ninereh
(689-604), bore this name.
(h,) Consequently it must have descended to Astyages himself ; for, according to Dan. ix
1, the father of Darius the Mede was named Ahasuerus, the Hebrew form of which, ci^Tcn^^*

tara^

is

analogous in sound with the Persian UvaksJiataray and also with the Greek Kvafdpi/r.

But

further

Cyrus himself appears occasionally to have borne the name of Cyaxares or Uvakshatara
an honorary title ; for, according to Holtzmann (Beuteeh-tnorgenl, ZeiUchrift, as above), an
old Persian cuneiform inscription" contains the names Cyrus {Qutub) and Uvakshatara in
immediate consecution " Ego Oyrue Qyaxnree^'' which may be synonymous with " Ego Oyrua
imperator^'^ (cf. Niebuhr, Geach. Asa. und Bah., p. 214, note 4), but can scarcely be rendered
by '''Ego Oyrua Cyaxereay acfXiua^'' as Holtzmann suggests. Finally,
(d) The name Cyaxares corresponds also to Xerxes, as is indicated by the Pers. form
Kahjdreha or Kahjdraha, an abbreviation or contraction of Uvakshatara also by the Hebrew
(e,)

as

:

;

foregobtg diflciunlou.
r

The

hypotheaia has tit lem to

o( the inaoriptuHU.

Tooommend

it than

the

identlflaitioii of

Belih—wr with Kabonadio^

See foot-note at the end of No. 2 above.]
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by the latter name, who can
and further, since the Ahasuof the book of Esther is the same as Artaxerxes I. Longimanus (instead of Xerxes, as
Jerus
most modems since Scaliger hold), according to the opinion which prevails in the Septnagint,
Josephus, and the ancients generally, and which has not been refuted,* we may regard the
name Cyaxares-Xerxes as being in fact a standing title, which descended from the last Median
kings to all the Acheemenians. Similarly, the early Median kings seem generally to have
borne the name Ajis-Dahaka or Ashdahah (i.&, dragon) since both Deioces, who founded
Ecbatana about 700 (Herod. 1. 103), and Cyaxares L, who, according to Berosus and Abydenusi
was also called Astyages (i«., Ashdahak), and also Astyages, the father of Cyaxares H., were
designated by this tiUe. The descent of names to others also finds its parallel among the
rulers of other ancient Oriental kingdoms, d.^., of Armenia, Cappadocia, Pontus, and even
among the Egyptians after Ptolemy (cf. Niebiihr, as above, pp. 82, 44, etc.). It might possibly be shown that the name Darius (Barjatous) belongs to this class of standing royal titles
among the Persians, from the designation of the golden coins of that kingdom as Dariet,
This designation dates back, indee€^ to Darius Hystaspis, according to Herodotus, IV. 166, but
according to Suidas, Harpocration, and the scholiast on Aristophanes^ Ecdedaz.^ it traces its
origin " to an older king of that name "
who, however, is not neq^ssarily the same as DanieVs
'^'^*'1''?D??

bai-dly be

;

and siiice a Persian king is designated, in Ezra iv.
any other than Cambyses, in view of the chronology

6,

;

—

X

Darius-Cyaxares (as also the reference in the Chnron. Armm. of Eusebius, p. 58: ''Darius rex
de regione depulit aZiquantulum,^'' need not be applied to the Darius of this book). But in anj
/case, it is clear from what has been stated, that the difference between the names Cyaxares and
( Darius does not compel us to assume a difference between the persons who are thus designated
I by Xenophon and Daniel, and that {Ql other views become superfluous in proportion as Uie
^identity of the two becomes probable. Of such we mention that of M. v. Niebuhr (pp. 91,
223), which identifies Darius, Dan vi. 1 et seq., with the last Median king Astyages, who is
said to have subjugated Babylon after the death of Belshazzar or Evil-merodach, and to have
been deprived of Ms Median kingdom in the following year by Cyrus, so that Babylon again
became independent that of Eleinert (in the Dorp. Beit/r&ge), which assumes that Darius the
Mede was a natural son of Cyaxares I., and younger brother to Astyages, while Cyaxares IL
was his nephew and shared in his government and that of Schulze {Cyrus der Orosse, in the
Stud, u, krit, as above, p. 685), which is also favored by ZUndel (p. 86 et seq.), by which
Cyaxares II., who Is held to be identical with Darius the Mede, was not the' son, but a younger
brother of Astyages, and therefore a son of Cyaxares L (Ahasuenis, Dan. ix. 1), whom Xenophon erroneously transformed from a Cyaxarides into an Astya^des^ by which error the greatuncle of Cyrus was converted into his uncle. The correct view is advocated by Josephus
(supra), Jerome on Dan. vi 1, and among modems, Offerhaus {Spicikgia hisUn'.-ehronolog,, lib.
HI., Gron., 1739, p. 265 ss.), Jehring {Bibliotheka Br&mensis, VIH. 680 ss.), Gesenius (Th^safir.^
L 349 et seq.), Winer {Bealw,^ I. 250), Hengstenberg (p. 48 et seq.), Hfivemick (Comm^ p. 203
^eue hriU Unterss.f p. 74 et seq.), Keil (p. 457), DeUtzsch (p. 278), Kranichfeld (p. 39
et seq.
et seq.), Auberlen (pp. 16, 212), Faller (p. 141), and B:iiefoth (p. 160 et seq.).t
In relation to
the passage, chap. vi. 2 (the 120 satraps of Darius), which apparently conflicts with the view
advocated above, see the exegetical remarks on that place, where also the effort of Ebrard
(Die Offenb, Johannes erUdrt, p. 55 et seq.), and several others, to identify Darius with the
Nabonidus of Berosus will be sufficiently considered.
;

;

;

§ 9.
e.

AuTHENTicrrY OF THB BooK (Concluded).

Examination of the nmfiRNAL reasons against its genuineness, which are hosed on
MIRACLES and profhbcibs.

its

The narration of miracles and prophecies by Daniel is no more irreconcilable with the view
book originated with him than are the historico-chronological difficulties which are

that the

asserted to be insuperable
(1.)

men

;

for

The miracles recorded

in the

first

part,

and

particularly the preservation of the three

hand upon
and the deliverance of Daniel from the den of lions (chap, vi.), present
no features whatever which fundamentally distinguish them from other miracles of the OldTestament stage of revelation, or which mark them as the invention of a later period. On
in the flames of the fiery furnace (chap,

the wall (chap. v.

the appearance of the mysterious

5),

* [But thU idoadficatlon of the

many difflcalties that it

iii.),

is

now

Ahaaaenu

of Bnther with Artazorzes

Longimaniu Instead of Xerzes

la

beset with so

almost anlveraally rejected.]

t [On the gronnd of the superior authority, however, of the other Qreek historians orer the single testimony of tfas
romance of Xenophon, this identification of ** Darius the Mede " with Cyaxares II., or even the eTistenoe of the latter, is
still

strongly contested by

many

writers on daaslcal history,

who do not sAm

to allow ths

pMsage tn DankI

snflWilant

weight in the discussion.]
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the contrary, the principal periods of Old-Testament

development in its earlier stages, and
and that of Elijah and Elisha, that is to say, the primitive stages
of the legal and prophetic periods, abound with incidents of a still more extraordinary character ; e.g.y the passages throngh the Red Sea and the Jordan the pillar of cloud and of
ftre; the writing of the law on tables by the hand of God (Ex. xxxi. 18
xxxii. 16) the consuming of Nadab and Abihn by fire from the Lord (Lev. x. 1) the feeding of Elijah at the
brook Cherith by ravens (1 Kings xvii. 4) the destruction of Ahaziah^s captain and his fifty
in the presence of Elijah (3 Kings i. 10 et seq.); Elisha's raising of the dead and providing
of food the floating iron in the Jordan, etc. If the Divine economy of revelation required /
such miracles for the founding of the theocracy, for the attestation of its principal bearers
j
and supporters, and for the inauguration of the prophetic institution, why should it not i o^
require them at this juncture, when the continuation of the theocracy was endangered by an
)
oppressive heathendom, which was to be feared the more, because of its sensual, luxurious,
and syncretistic character, and when a large portion of the people had yielded to these evil
influences to an extent that threatened the utter absorption of the worship of Jehovah by the
conglomerate religions of Babylonia and Medo- Persia ? The critical epoch at the close of the
captivity required with an urgency almost equal to that which existed in the opening period
of the Old Covenant that Jehovah should display his power in the face of the proud worldkingdoms and their scornful rulers, who laid claim to Divine honors and even to deification,
and that He should thus at once confirm the tottering faith of His followers by appearing as
the same faithful and living God of the covenant, and crush the insolent daring and silly
superstition of those tyrants, by demonstrating His right to rank as the King of all kings, and
as the Lord of heaven and earth. Wonders of a similar character, although not so striking
and extraordinary as those in Daniel, had been wrought by the principal representative of the
prophetic office, as early as the age of Isaiah and Hezekiah, while Shalmancser and Sennacherib were bringing like oppression and temptations to bear on the faithful ones among the
people of God (e,g,y the retrogression of the shadow on the dial of Ahaz the healing of

especially the Mosaic period

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

Hezekiah,

etc.).

Toward the

close of the exile such Divine self-attestations were repeated,

but in increased measure ; and the agent was again the leading prophet of the time, who thus
became the analogue and successor of Isaiah. These facts will be the less surprising when we
reflect that it was now important to make a profound impression, not only on the memliers of
the theocracy, but likewise on their oppressors, the heathen rulers ; an impression such as the
miracles of Hoses were designed to produce on Pharaoh,

and such

as actually

was produced

Pharaoh—unless, indeed, the
DamePs Qod by Nebuchadnez-

in the case of the Chaldaean and Hedo-Persian antitypes of
statements relating to repeated acts of
zar

and Darius (Dan.

ii.

46

et seq.

;

homage rendered

iii.

28 et seq.

;

iv.

to

81 et seq.

;

20 et seq.), and also

vi.

God by Cyrus in
which is supported by other historical authorities; are to
be remanded to the realm of myths and fables a conclusion which, in the latter instance,
only the most radical hyper-criticism could reach. This comparison with the Mosaic period
affords the only valid basis on which to form a proper estimate of the age of Daniel, with its
peculiar national conditions and its miracles, since the sufferings and trials of that period,
which assailed the faith of God's children and threatened the further existence of the theocratic commimity, were met, like those of the captivity, on foreign Boily in the house of bondage and the land of misery. The sufferings, together with the inducements to idolatry, of the
time of the Judges, were experienced by Israel on its own domestic soil the afflictions of the
period subsequent to the exile, e,g,^ in the times of Ezra and of the Maccabees, likewise befell
God's people while dwelling in the land of their fathers, and for that very reason were less
dangerous to their religious and national life, than were the sufferings during either of those
seasons of tribulation and persecution, which were undergone in '*a strange land" (Psa.
cxxxvii. 4). It is, therefore, decidedly impertinent and unhistorical to allege, as do the opponents of the genuineness of this book, that it owes its origin solely to a supposed analogy
between the periods of the captivity and of the Asmonseans, and to ascribe to this invented
Daniel the design of exhibiting the humiliations experienced by Kebuchadnezzar and Darius

that concerning the public recognition of the supreme divinity of Israel's

the edict of liberation (Ezra

i.

1-4),

—

;
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Medus, in consequence of the Diyine miracles and of the gracious strength and

unyielding

firmness of the theocratic witnesses to the truth, as a warning to Antiochus Epiphanes, the

A certain t^ical analogy between
Nebuchadnezzar and Antiochus may readily be granted but the fundamental difference, or
rather contrast, between these two periods of persecution, that Israel suffered during the one
while in captirity, and during the other while domiciled on its native soil, is none the Ie»
apparent. The inability of Israel to resist the oppressors with armed force, and also the
necessity for God to interfere with his wonder-working power, resulted immediately from the
conditions of the former instance while in the latter case the nation could s^ggle for its
country, its sanctuary, and its faith, and therefore required no other miracles than those of
warlike enterprise and of devoted courage that even courted martyrdom, such as are described
in the Maccabsean books (see note 1).
(2.) Nor can the prophedei contained in this book be made to serve as witnesses againit iti
geuuineness for, despite their visional form throughout (which, however, they bear in common with the former half of Zechariah, with numerous portions of Ezekiel, and even with
extended sections of older prophetic books, e.g., Amos, Isaiah, etc.), they exhibit the general
# characteristic features of Old-Testament prophecy everywhere, since they relate to the conditions and requirements of the time, are steadily possessed with the idea of the triumph of
God's kingdom in its conflict with the world-powers, and develop this conflict in harmony
with its growing intensity down to the time of the flnal Messianic triumph and judgment, in
descriptions that become more and more minute as they progress. The book describes this
Messianic period during which the Deliverer is to appear, as immediately connected with the
resurrection of the just and the unjust to their flnal judgment (chap. xii. 1-8) and it assigns
that event to a time that follows closely on the death of a raging Antichrist, whose description seems to be largely met in many traits belonging to Antiochus Epiphanes (see chap, zi
21-45). But it does not follow from this that its author was a contemporary of that king,
who described the historical events from the captivity to his time in the style of prophecy;
since this feature is merely another illustration of the general law of prophetic visional pe^
imitator of the religious tyranny of those monarchs.

;

;

;

;

I

spective.

At the

farthest, certain of the

more detailed

predictions of the section (chap.

x.

and

the development of the world-powers after the fall of the Persian kingdom,
might, as has already been observed (§ 1, note 2, and § 9), be regarded as the later additions
of an apocalyptist living in the time of Antiochus, who sought to give a more definite form

xi.) relating to

Aside from these external and unessential singularities, there is
included in the prophetic contents of the book nothing connected with the development of
the world-kingdoms until the advent of the Messiah', that might not have been foreseen and

to the prophecy of Daniel.

predicted by a Divinely-enlightened seer in the closing period of the captivity. Althou^
such a seer had vritnessed the supplanting of but one great world-kingdom by another, and
although the extended range of observation which he enjoyed might reveal in the more distant political horizon but a single additional power in the progress of development; still
nothing is easier to conceive than that, by the enlightening influence of the Holy Spirit, a
long succession of world-monarchies, previous to Messiah^s kingdom, should open to his
vision,

and that he should symbolically represent

this succession of

powers by

certain figores

taken from the products of Babylonian and Medo-Peruan culture and art, as in the visions of
chap, vii.-x. Nor do the attempts to reach a more exact chronological exposition of the

development represented by the succession of these kingdoms, which are found more especially
in the last four chapters of the book, involve any feature that does not suggest a paralH
on the one hand in the earlier prophets (e.g.y Isa. vii. 8 xxiii. 16 ; Jer. xxv. 11 et seq. xxix.
10), and on the other, in the mathematical studies of Babylonian astronomers, and the
attempted application of these to (astrological) calculations of the future. The indefinite
;

;

character which probably attached to these symbolico-chronological descriptions of the future
Tiot correspond to the historical succession of events as such, and
then removed by the hand of the later reviser in order to give place
to features harmonizing more exactly with the facts. But, upon the whole, even these chapters contain far more prophecy of an ideally descriptive character tiian of detailed historical

in their original form, did

may have been now and
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predictioD, calculated to excite the suspicion of a composition subsequent to the event ; and

the book, therefore, bears the character of a work whose origin during the captivity, and whose
its forged and simulated composition in the Maccabsean age. Especially is the mention by Peter of an anxious looking for
the period in which the Messiah should appear (1 Pet i. 10-12), as a characteristic of the
inspired prophets of the Old Coyenant, more directly applicable to this work than to any
inspired prophetic nature are decidedly more probable than

other prophetical book in the canon (see notes 2 and

8).

KoTB 1.—In relation to the miracles of the time of Daniel, as demanded by the oppressed
condition of Israel (see | 1, note 1), and especially the remarks of HSvemick there quoted,
compare further, Hfivemick, Neue hriL Unterss,, p. 85 " Without such a revelation of
Jehovah, the theocracy would have been involved in heathendom, or absorbed by it. Jehovah's signs and wonders showed, despite the presence of the powerful world-kingdoms, that
He still was the King of kings, and through them the question of the continued existence of
the theocracy was really decided." See i5i3., p. 87, for the fact that the Asmomean period, on
the contrary, was characterized by an absence of miracles : '* In the Maccabsean period the forsaking of the nation by God was manifested precisely in a manner that excluded miracles.
The dead form remained to the people in petrified traditions ; but the freshness and life of
the old theocratic and prophetic spirit was wanting. This consciousness (that the ancient
prophetism with its miraculous power must first be revived) finds expression in the monuments
of that time with sufficient clearness. The first book of Maccabees has not a single reference
to miracles ; the disheartened age cannot even expect them," etc See, further, Elranichf eld,
-wrho observes, in correspondence with the paralldism above established between the miracles
of Daniel and those of Moses and Elijah, ** Precisely the periods of an especially hopeless con- K ^
clition of the theocracy are found to present suitable conditions for the intervention of the /
Scriptural miracle, designed, as it is, to strengthen the theocratic consciousness." The assertion of Hitzig, that a iueceptibUUy of the human mind and disposition for the usual influence
of especially wonderful events, id., a faith in them, could not have been developed during
the *' night of the exile," is without either historical or psychological support. If there was
ever a night of discouragement for Israel, it was in the circumstances of the Egyptian period,
ngexauaexalta- \
as described in Exod. vi 9, 12 ; yet that period contained the germ of a far-reaching
lation and!
tion of faith and trust, such as is frequently found ija intimate connection witt resi^atT
r5Clh ouCwaItt and spiritual oppression.
n example \
The"137tt Psalm, as an
afi6qmjjiSS
ottKeactual current oF'thedCTfttic thought, may serve to indicate, that during the " night of
I
the exile " as well, complaints and tears might consist with an internal profound and
d glowing
firlowinsr #
excitation which longs for the Divine Deliverer. It has already been remarked that the
descriptions relating to the circumstances of the captivity, in the second part of Isaiah's prophecies, represent an apparently hopeless demoralization of the religious and national spint as
coexistent with the strengthening and elevation of the theocratic consciousness by means of
The extent to which the prophetic office of Ezekiel the prophet of the opening
miracles.
period of the captivity corresponds, in view of the conditions of the time, and of lus personal traits, with that of Daniel, the prophet of the closing period, and also the significant
contrast between them, are remarked by Hftvemick, as cited above : ** While the duty of infiuencing the captives during the exile through the word is devolved mainly on Ezekiel, everything
in the position of Daniel unfolds a different field of activity, viz. to defend the rjghta nf^f
j^^]fi of (jHni in their relationa to the heathgL This peculiar duty constituted a mono/
aetien (like Moses, Elijah, etc), who opposed the superior Divine wisdom to the confused
wisdom of men, and brought the deeds of victorious kings into contrast with the more powerful energy of God. His relation to Ezekiel is therefore complementary, and thus becomes
s truly glorious testimony to the grace of God," etc. Keil, pp. 459, 461, shows the injustic6
of the charge occasionally raised against the author (e.g,, by Von Lenfferke, Dan., p. LXH),
that he is guilty of a *' useless expenditure " or " needless accumulation " of miracles. As
the really miraculous is confined to the three wonders mentioned in chapters iiL, v., and vi,
there can be no reason for the assertion of such an accumulation of wonders or rage for miracles on the part of the author, especially when compared with the far greater number of the
miracles of Moses or Elisha. But it has already b^n observed in § 4, note
;e 2, as a character- v
y
istic peculiarity of Daniel's method of narration, that he does not avoid the recognition
of the I
re<
^
Divine power and grace, as displayed in miracles, but rather avails himself
jlf of every oppor- f
tunlty afforded by his experience to call attention to the hand of Providence,
to place fhe )
f
», and
events of his time in the light of a childlike believing and theocractical pragmatism. ' It must
be reserved for the detailed exposition of the historical part to illustrate more specifically this
peculiarity, in which the books of Esther and of Chronides likewise participate, and which
we would characterize as the theocratic chronicling style of the captivity and' the succeeding
^

:

t

^^t

(

<

—

—

:

!

(

period

on chap. iiL).
opposition to the assertion of LQcke, that the apocalyptic character of oar

(see the observations

Note 2.—In
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book

as a prophecy, necessarily involves its pseudcmymy, see above, § 1, note 2.
It is imporview of the assertion by Bleek (JEint,^ $ 259), that ^* the especially definite character
of the predictions extends precisely to the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, and no farther,^' to
observe the many obscure, indefinite, and ambignous features which are found in the prophecies in the second part of the book, and which indicate with sufilcient clearness tnat the
position of the writer was that of a seer who looks forward, and whose descriptions are tiierefore only ideal, instead of that of a prophetic historian who recalls the past
Compare Kranichf eld, p. 58 : " The prophecies of the book of Daniel, in their descriptions, are never independent of the course of history as such, and nowhere bear the character of ah$olute^
unconditioned, and therefore miraculous predictions. They do not contain a single paragraph
(?) which, when viewed entirely apart from its fulfilment, might not be considered as merely
the independent development of a theocratical thought, or complexity of thoughts, fomided
on historical facts. For this reason detailed descriptions of the course of future events are
met with which do not fully correspond to the actual history ; and this is as readily conceivable as it is natural
The critics have no difficulty about explaining away such diiferences, which become especially prominent on a comparison of the description of the hut
heathen kingdom and its final conformation in the times of the Scleucidse and the Maccabees
(chap. X. and xi.) ; and the product of such arbitrary interpretation is ranged with the remaining occasional correspondences of the prophecy with the course of history, which are ncOurdL,
because they have their basis in religious and ethical truth. The resultant caricature of Scriptural prophecy, similar to that presented in the later so-called apocalypse of Judaism, the
Jewish Sibyls, the book of Enoch, the 4th book of Bsdrae, thus, in the end, becomes a certain
prize."
The opinion here expressed is correct in all its essential features, and will bear modlifinR only in the single statement relating to the aUeged xmexceptionally ideal character of
the descriptions of the future, contained
regwti it as exceedingly
chapters x. and xi.
probable that in this connection, but only here, occasional t<Uieinia ex eventu were interpolated
tant, in

^
^'^
V,

\ nT

^
^

m

/

^
\^

We

by a

later hand, and doubtless by a theocrat of the time of Antiochus Epiphanes ; for the
congruity between the prophecy and the facts by which it is fulfilled, is frequently more
\ apparent than the fundamental law of Old-Testament prophecy appears to warrant (cf. § 1,
note 2). None of the special predictions which are usually cited as being analogous to I>ui.
X., xi.
^whether Isa. vii. 8 (powibly a n integ^olatedjflggage), Isa. xiii. 1-14; xxi. 1-10; Jer.
XX V. 11 et seq. ; xxix. 10 or ±;zeJc. xxiv. 25-27, etc. do/in fact, compare with Dan. xi in
point of remarkable and often directly particularizing correspondence between prophecy
and fulfillment; cf. Auberlen, p. 71 et seq. ; HengstenTOrg, p. 178 et seq.* The decidedly
^ eschatological character
of chap. xii. 1 et seq., may be in^ted on, as a q[>ecial ammient
against the assertion that the book was written from the point of view which prevailed in the
Maccabasan age, and that, more particularly, its final chapters were composed immediately
after the death of Antiochus Epiphanes became known" (Bleek).
That passage does not
merely assign the beginning of the future Messianic period to the time immediately following
the death of Antichrist (xi. 45), but also its close, and may therefore have ori^ated with a
prophet belonging to an earlier age, who saw the anti-christian tyrant as a vision of the cUstant future (cf. similar perspective descriptions of the future, following upon gloomy prophecies of evil, in Amos ix. 11 et seq.; Mic. vii. 12 et seq.; Isa. xi. 1 et seq., etc.), bat can
hardly have emanated from a designing forger of the troubled times of the Asmonseans. To
employ this passage as a proof of the origin of the book under Epiphanes, or to postpone the
composition of the closing chapters, x.-xii., imtil even after the death of that tyrant, is to
^nd
manifest a gross misapprehension of the nature g f Messianic prophecy \pi colylp ^
agotelesmatic character, its jicccssary co-6?S iaatmg of the near and distant future in perspeo^
nve vision (cf.T)elitzscii,'pT ^66). Compareinfra, on chap. vii. 8 ; ix. 5J4"et seq. ; and see
tlie exegetical remarks in general, which may serve to explain in detail how difilciilt it is to
adapt this book to the Maccabiean period, in the character of a pseudo-prophetical work.
Note 8. With reference to the difficult, but, for the exegesis of this book, exceedingly
important question, ** Which world-kingdoms of the last pre-Christian time correspond to the
four characteristic figures of DaniePs monarchies Tchap. ii. 81 et seq. ; vii. 2 et seq.) ? " we
offer the preliminary remark, that the interpretation oy which the fourth kingdom represents
the Roman supremacy an interpretation which was accepted by Josephus and a majoritv of
the church fathers, and which has become traditional ana is in almost universal favor doee

X

I
J

-^

i7

I

—

;

—

**"

^

—

—

—

* [We n«ed hardly point out to the stodent how purely oonjeotml and rabjecthre is this rappodtloD of the faterpolAUaa of certain parts of these wonderful prophecies, nor how fatal to the gennfaienees of the book as a whole Is aoch aa
ailmimion. FaUut in uno^fal$ua in omntbut. Who is to draw the line of distinction between the anthcntSc aoKl At
i^ spurious parts ? None is apparent in the text, and if interpreters are allowed to pick and choose for thcmselTes what thcf
conceive it likely that Ood would have revealed, and what they may be free to attribute to later hands, the whole groood
is virtually conceded to Rationalism.
The true explanation of the minuteness of the prophedee hi chap. xL of Daairi Uea
^
.

in their intimate connection with the nearer future of the chosen people,
*^

and the

fact that Antiochus Bptphaaes, being tkt

txtt foreign persecutor of the Jewish religion as sooh, is set forth as Uie type of all

coming Anttohriste.]
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not to U8 seem to meet the sense of the prophet.* Nor can we, with Ephraem Syrus, Hitzig,
Ewald, Delitzsch, and others, find in this fourth kingdom the Macedonian or Grecian em]>irt
of Alexander the Great, togeiher with the kingdoms of the IHadochi, which ^rang from it ; but
instead, the divided nature of the fourth kingdom (chap. ii. 41) appears to us to symbolize
only the empire of the Greek Diadochi after Alexander, while the kingdom of Alexander himself must be considered as the third.
See above, $ 8 [also § 10, Notes 3 and 4] ; and compare
the exegesis of chap. ii. 40 et seq.
See ibid, in relation to the number four and its symbolical
meaning as applied to the world-kingdoms. Meanwhile compare Kranichfeld, p. 67 ; " It is
an unquestionable peculiarity of Darnel that he attempts to cover this period by four of such
kingdoms ; but the general application by the Hebrews of the number four to extensions of
time or space is equ&y unquestioned (cf the four winds, Dan. vii 2 ; viii. 8 ; the four quarters of the heavens, four ages of the world, four principal metals, etc).
If we therefore consider the composer of the Book to have been a person who estimated the political condition
of his time and its consequences understandingly and naturally, and at the same time clung
decidedly and immovably to his faith in the realization of the Messianic hopes which rested
on previous prophecies, it will be evident that the Messianic period would present itself to his
mind as connected with the fourth, «.&, extreme development of heathen supremacy, which
was so significant to the reflections of a scholar as such ; and this concejption would be as
natural as that, for instance, of Isaiah and Jeremiah, in whom the predominance of religious
and theocratic thought, together with the corresponding subordination of political interests as
such, produced an association of the Messianic period with the fall of Babylon," etc.
See the
same author, p. 58, in relation to the peculiarly definite character of the chronohgvMl predic*'
tions of Daniel :
There is not a single prediction relating to a definite point of time, in the
prophecies of Daniel, which is not the expression of an idea that would be perfectly intelligible
to a theocratic contemporary of the writer.
The manner in which he determines a poiht of
time might, indeed, seem to be somewhat peculiar ; but this consists merely in the astronomically arithmetical measurement of a current conception of time, which reminds us of Babylon,
the cradle of astronomical as well as astrological definitions, and which, by its union with the
thoroughly Babylonian feature presented in the use of animal symbols, and with the grotesquely descriptive style of the narrative in general, harmonizes with the Babylonian origin
of the book."
.

§ 10.

Dbsiok of thb Book of

DaitibIi.

According to the opponents of the genuineness of this book, who assign it to the Maccab«an period, its author aimed merely to exhort and comfort, and even invented the contents
of the first or historical part for this purpose.

and steadfastness of Daniel and
* [Bt. Pasey, the

latest scholarly

Both the narratives relating

when exposed

his friends,

to the heroic faith

to the threatenings

adrooate of this referenoe of the fourth Ungdom to

and persecu-

Rome (pagan rather than papalX

Bven an opp<nient (De Wette, in the JIatk
EncykX. a. . Daniel) has said, 'It is in favor of this interpretation [of the 4th empire as Roman] that the two feet
of iron can be referred to the eastern and western emperors.* " Bnt so is the 8d empire described by the pftirol ** breasts
(*Tnm) and arms,'* where the Medo-Persian coalition affords bnt a faint paraDeL 2. **The tm horns are explsined
offers ttie following special considerations in its furot (p. 60 et seq.)

:

1.

**

And the ten horns oat of (Ce., going forth frcnn) this kingdom
Thronghont these prophecies the king represents the kingdom, and the kingdom is conoentrated in its king. The kings, then, or kingdoms, which should arise ont of this kingdom must, from the force of
the term aa wdl as from the context, be kings or kingd(Hns which should arise at some later stage of its existence, not
thoee first kings without which it conld not be a kingdom at aD." The force of this reasoning is somewhat difficult
to pereeiva, and its whole validity is destroyed by the Masoretlo aooents of the text quoted, which should be translated
thus: '* The ten horns [are] the kingdom thenoe, [namely] ten kings [that] shall arise.** 8. ** These ten horns or kingdoma are also to be oontempcnraneoas. They are all prior in time to the little horn which is to arise out of them.
*
Another shall arise after them, and is diverse from the rest* Yet the ten horns or kingdoms are to oontinue on
together imtil theeleventh diall have risen up ; for it is to rise up among them and destroy tiiree of them.** The incondnstveneas of this oxgument is palpable. Antiochns certainly was later than his predecessors, but of the same line,
and he displaced thrse of them. The correspondence is as perfect as could be desired ; far more so than on any other
eheme. 4. ** The period after the destruction of that power [the deventh horn], and of the whole fourth kingdom which
k to perish with him, is indioated by these words : * And the rest of the beasts (the other kingdoms), their dominion was
taken away, yet their lives were prolonged <»i * to the time appointed by Gkxl. The sentence seems most naturally to
relate to a time after the destractlon of the 4th empire ; for it continues the description.** This was exactly true of the
BUocabseaa d^veranoe, which tar the first time effected the independence of the Jews from Antiochns, who wan but the
Mqnri ami climax of tiie long subjugation ever since tiie captivity. If the theory in question has no better support than
theee argnmentSy it is weak indeed. Its main prop, an to pagan Rome, is the superficial resemblance in the extent and
power of the latter ^which is at onee dissipated when the prophecy is viewed from the stnnd-point of the Jewish martyrs
and aa to pap<il Rome, its great bulwark is the year-for a-day interpretation, with the overthrow of whioh it utterly
Tbe aal^ieot is argued at length by Dr. Cowles, Commentary on DanUly p. 864 et seq,.]*
fUlflw
to be idngs or kingdoms which shoold issue out ofU.

*•

are ten kings that shall arise/

—
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and the apocalyptic visions of the second part^ were designed
admonish the compatriots and contemporaries of the writer to " emulate these men in theii
unconquerable faith, as shown in their public and disinterested confession of the €k>d of their
fathers, and to remind them that this only true God would, at the proper time, know how tc
humble and destroy those who, like Antiochus Epiphanes, should exalt themselves against
Him in their reckless pride, and should seek to cause His people to renounce His service, as
well as how to secure the final victory to his faithful and steadfast adherents " (Bleek, EinUiU^
The book, if really composed in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes, would certainly
p. 602).
correspond to this design but imperfectly. Tlie hortative and typical bearing of many of its
marvelous narratives upon the sufferings, temptations, and religious duties of Israel in a later
age, would not have been at all understood.
Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar, and Darius would
hardly have been recognized as types of that Seleucidian tyrant, since their relations to the
theocracy were wholly different from his. The latter aimed at the complete extirpation and
annihilation of the worship of Jehovah, and would never have consented to even a temporary
recognition of the supreme power and majesty of the Covenant God of the Old Dispensation,
such as was secured from each of those rulers and the cordial relations which Daniel maintained throughout the exile towards the Chaldsean and Medo- Persian heathendom, as chief of
the Magian caste, and as an influential political oflficer and confidential adviser of their
heathen rulers, would certainly have exerted a forbidding influence on the narrow-minded,
illiberal, and fanatically-inclined Jews of Maccabsean times, instead of encouraging them,
quickening their faith, and inspiring them with the zeal of martyrs. With the exception o±
three men in the fiery furnace, not a single really suitable example would have been presented
to tke martyrs of this period for their encouragement and comfort, while, at the same time,
the prophetic portions of the book would have been burdened with much that was superflnoua^
obscure, and incomprehensible, and thei*efore with much that contradicted its design (cf. the
tions o^ the Babylonian tyrants,

to

;

note

1

On

below).

and is adapted, tQ^jBiactkal end,
which is easily apprehended when iFwexamined FronTTne position of the nation during the
exile and immediately afterward.
The Chaldee fragments, chap. iL-vii., which were recorded
first, are seen in this Hght to be a collection of partly narrative and partly prophetic testimonies to Jehovah, as the only true God, in contrast with the vain gods of the Babylonians.
These fragments were designed to strengthen the faith of the captives, and this design ia
indicated by the unvarying manner in which each section closes, viz. : by an ascription of
praise to Jehovah, which generally falls from the lips of one of the heathen sovereigns himself
(see chap. ii. 47
vi 26 et seq. vii. 27). The Hebrew text was
iii. 28 et seq.
iv. 34
v. 29
composed somewhat later, and was designed directly and solely for Israel, which appears, nof
only from the absence of doxologies expressive of the triumph of the faith in Jehovah ovet
the worship of idols, at the end of the several paragraphs, but also from the fact that, aside
from the historical introduction to the book as a whole (chap. i. 1-ii. 4), it contains onl^
prophecies, which are, moreover, exclusively of a comforting nature. They are designed '* to.
icomfort the Hebrew people in the trying political circumstances under which they are either
"newly engaged in arranging their affairs in Palestine, or are still languishing in the land of
the exile. In view of the fact that to the human understanding the duration of this trying
condition is imkuown, they present the assurance that the continued and increasing tribulai tions, which must keep pace with the moral corruption of heathendom, are designed hy God
I JOT the purifying of the faithful (cf. chap. xi. 85
xii. 10), and cannot he impoaed a tingle day
1 beyond what He has determined " (Kranichfeld, p. 60) ; and with a view to afford a still more
^ effectual comfort and encouragement, they contain repeated references to the Messianic period
the other hand, everything reveals a definite plan,

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

*

^

t

of salvation (chap. ix. -25 et seq. ; xii. 1 et seq. ; cf. vii 18 et seq.), that long predicted glorioua
conclusion at which the history of God's people must arrive after passing through many previous clouds and shadows, and tohu^ contains in and of itself the assurance that Israel shaU ht
sated out of every

From

affliction^

however great.

their connection with these comforting prophecies, the older records relating to the

marvelous displays of Divine power and grace as witnessed by Daniel and his companiona.
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CM^Te an

additional significance, as examples tending to encourage, comfort, and quicken
of Israel in succeeding ages, and serving, especially in the more sad and troublous
Beasons, as shining way-marks and guiding stars through the dark nights of a condition in

the faith

"which €k>d

had apparently forsaken -them, although they were

ferent situation.
antil,

as has been

originally recorded for a dif-

This comforting tendency of the book, however, did not reveal

shown elsewhere

($ 6,

note

1),

almost three hundred and

captivity, the religious tyranny of the Seleucidss

predicted by Daniel to bear

upon

itself fully,

fifty years after

J

thel

brought the full measure of the sufferings

In consequence, this prophetical book, which up to
that time had perhaps been partially misconceived, or at least misunderstood and undervalued,
IsraeL

mind for the sufferings of the time revealed not
by the Divinely-enlightened seer, but also the
his wonderful narratives and visions. The Macca-

attained its rightful position in the public

only the

marked keenness of

;

vision displayed

of consoling power contained in
bsan period served, therefore, to fully demonstrate the practical design of the book, and
thereby to solve its prophetical riddles, to bring to view the depths of wisdom which underlie
its meditations on the relations of the world-powers to the kingdom of God, and to secure
permanently to its author the honorable rank of the fourth among the greater prophets.
fullness

—

Note 1. HSvemick, Einl., n. 488, shows in a striking manner, the untenable character of
the assumption that the book is a fiction of the Maccabsean age, invented to serve a purpose,
especially in view of the marked difference between the religious and political circumstances
of that time and those prevailing in the captivity: "How marked is the distinction between
Collisions with Judaism occur,
^he heathen kings of this book and Antiochus Epiphanes t
indeed, but how different is the conduct of Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar, and Darius the
Where is the evidence in this
tfede, in relation to the recognition of Judaism and its God t
tase of a desire to extirpate Judaism, or to inaugurate a formal persecution of the Jews, such
as entered into the designs of Antiochus.
There can hardly be two things more dissimilar
than are the deportment of a Belshazzar or Darius and that of the Seleucidian king.'* Comthe lanpare page 487: " That Daniel, together with his companions, receives instruction
.^age and wisdom of Cbaldaea, that he even appears as the head of the Magian caste, and
)ears a heathen name, fills political positions at heathen courts, maintains relations of intimate
friendship with heathen princes, ana even manifests the warmest interest in them (cf. iv. 16)
nil these are traits in thorough harmony with the history, and corresponding to the circumKtances resulting from the captivity, but not according with the rigid exclusiveness of the
Maccabsean period,** etc CI Herbst, Einleit, IL 2, 98; Ziindel, p. 60 et seq. ; Pusey, p. 374

I

i

x^;
)

m

Mt seq.

—

[NoTK 2, ^We introduce here, as an appropriate connection, some valuable remarks from
Commentary on David (Clark's ed., Introd,, § ii., p. 5 et seq.), on DanieC$filaee in the
\utory of ike kingdom of Ood^ so far as these relate to the chosen people of Israel. "The
iestruction of the kingaom of Judah and the deportation of the Jews into Babylonian captivity, not only put an end to the independence of the covenant people, but also to the connnuance of that constitution of the kingdom of God which was founded at Sinai and that
Qot only temporarily but forever, for in its integrity it was never restored
The
abolition of the Israelitish theocracy, through uie destruction of the kingdom of Judah and
the carrying away of the people into exile by the Chaldseans, in consequence of their continued unfaithfulness and the transgression of the laws of the covenant on the part of Israel,
was foreseen in the gracious counsel of God and the perpetual duration •! the covenant of
grace, as such, was not dissolved, but only the then existing condition of the kingdom of
Qod was changed, in order to wimiow that perverse people, who, notwithstanding all the
chastisements that had hitherto fallen upon them, had not in earnest turned away from their
idolatry, by that the severest of all the judgments that had been threatened them to exterminate by the sword, by famine, by the plague, and by other calamities, the incorrigible mass
of the people and to prepare the better portion of them, the remnant who might repent, as a
holy sc^ to whom God misht fulfill His covenant promises. Accordingly the exile forms a
great turning-point in the aevelopment of the kingdom of God which He had founded in
&raeL With that event the form of the theocracy established at Sinai comes to an end, and
then begins the period of the transition to a new form, which was to be established by Christ,
and has actually been established by Him
The restoration of the Jewish state
When
after the exile was not a re-establishment of the Old-Testament kingdom of God
Cyrus granted liberty to the Jews to return to their own land, and commanded them to rebuild
the temple of Jehovah in Jerusalem, only a very small band of captives returned the greater part
remained scattered amouff the heathen. Even those who went home from Babylon to Canaan
were not set free from subjection to the heathen world-power, but remained, in the land which
Ceil's

;

;

;

;

!

/

J
j
j

;
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DANIEL»S PROPHECIES OP

Chap. IL

Gbat. IL
HieroBT.

L

tl

Thoa,

O

THE
Chap. VIL

I

II

87 Tbou,0 kinf,aHakliiff 9 Duiel tfmkt and alii
of kings: for
timm by ikkt,
>r UM Ood of taw in
Tbto
I
Rivsn Um« • and, boboUl, th« fiwr wMl

kins.

ay

Mw«M,aaa iMhoU
Babylonian Bmpire,

This Is depleted «t iU

AgrMtlmag*.

mom under Nebnohadnessar, who at- bricbtiMH

tained the unlveraal tovereignty oi Western Asia and Egypt.
Grifflns ox winged Uons are a oommoQ emblem on the Assjrr-

ccUinit,

««• •>- ttroigth, ud Rlory.

iMTfbto.

'

hm

be-

wm

prm

I

Ibskald«lllthowlM«M»-

baadoffold.

of war* plnckad, aad U wm
Uftad a»
UAad
aa^vm
ftam tha auth.
autk. Md
mada ataad opoe the fwl m
a maB, and a omb'i tart

Ian scnlptnrat. The empire subseqaently degenerated, and,
at the eame time, bf eame more drlUzed.

waaglrea totC

n. Pereiian Empire.

The or^nal element was Medla^ where bean abound.

Perria
he three ribs

i^rm* of •Uvwy
'i
hl)(her horn and more elevated side,
are probably Ljdla. Awyriaf and Biibylonia, which were sueHe wait victorious in every dioesfllvely ab>iori>ed by Cyrus.
rection except eastward. The klDgd following him were: 1.
Cambyse/* ; 8. dmerdls ; S. Darius Mystaspis ; 4 Xerxes, who
first exerted all his resources against Greece,
in. M»69donim Empire.
Copper denotes the meroenarv Green. The leopnrd repre> bis bsUy sad
sentH their slyness and pertinacity. The four winfrs are indic- tU^coftossH
ative of double veloeity. Alexander roanehed with nnexam*
pled rapidity. He was the sole ruler of his dyna^. Hisdo>

was the

gtmt »m.

38 And whwwMYtr Um t AikI fov grmt
cklldiwi of UMB dwol). tk«lcaiiMapftocBtb*Ma,diT«N
bMtU of th« flsld aad thojoae from anothar.
fowU of tho bsBTSii bath htl
into Uiiao hand, and 4 The frst
Ifkt t Uoi,
utk mad* thaa ralsr orar aad had !§!'> wtop:
oTflns Uioo) all. Thoa mri thto

Mood

ariaa aaothar

^^

ftothss,

^

S AadbaboIdaaolWbfML

""f*"^

la-

I

aMoad, Uka to a bMr.aad

ftiyaadapilaaU-oaoa«M«,
aaditiad thraa ribi ii tU
nMNith of it botwoM tke tNik
of It : and thar aaid thw UM
It, Arias, davaw aack lak.

1

aad aaeUMr lUrd htawteoi t Aflarthlalbahria,aais
of braaa, which shall bsar aaothor, IIk« a l«o|aid,«bi(k
badapenthabw^ofHtMr
rala otst all tha ssrth.
winirs of a fovl; tbt bMrt
*

-

-

>faarb«adi;u4^
waiKiTantoU.

minions were divided, shortly alter his prematnre death, between, 1. Ptolemy, in Kgypt and the Mediterraneau coast ; 8.
Stfleucus, in Asia ; S. Lysimachus, in Thrace ; 4 Caseander, in

Greece
IV. Syrian Monarehy.
This was of a mongrel character, the native Oriental ele- SS HIslagsoftroD, 40 And tha fcarthUafdam T Aflar this I H« b te
^1* fbatpMtoflroB •hallbaitrooiraalRMi: for- Ifcht vlaloat, m4 bsk«M a
to the oUy, and the foreign Greek to the bUlbMiMUt
amacb aa Itm braakatb in fourth beast, dr«dM and
oftclay.
iron. These were combined In all sorts of affinitSea. The ten sad pari of
and aBbdoeth all WrrtMa, and rtrear amitoea mny syrobolixe the numerous satrapies whldi fell to the
Mngt: aad as Irvn that isf^y; aad U had KT«at liM
share of Seleucus. This dynasty Is depicted as fierce, from
braXath aU thaM. thai! it Uatb It daromdaadbnka
braak io pisess and bmlaa. In ptacas^aad tMomi tte
contrast with the lenient governments preceding, and especial41 And arharaaa thoa taw.
ly from its imotorancie towerda the Jewish leUi^
it mm$ dlT«n« froai •>
aal tha fcat aad toM, part of

ment eorrespondlng

:

pottsra* day, and part of
froD. tha ktoffdom ahall ba
dirldad; bat thaas ahall ba
la It of tha atrmrth of tha
Iron, Ibraaraoch aa thoa

WW-

ssttlMiroandxadwHhBilry
day.

4f And as tha

toas of tha
fcat wtrt part of Iron and
'
nrt of elay, aa t*-shall ba partly

"—

partly brohaa.

4S

And wbaiaaa thoa nw-

aat ffon

mtsad with minr

day,

tbay shall mlnfla
thaiasalraa with tha aaad

ofmaa: bat thay diaU not
elaava ona to aaothar, avaa
ai boa is not alsad with

day.
1. Sdtmmn ineator was orlgfoally PtoleBiy*i general al
Babylon, but soon managed to secure not only the entire East,
but abo the province of .^^yrla (including Palestine). 8. AnlUockun Safer was engrossed with snbdning the Gauls. Z. Antio^huA Them made peace with Ptolemy Phlladelplras by marrying Berenice, his daughter; but soon repodlated her in favor
of Lao<l!cp. his former wife, who revenged herself by poisoBioK
him and killing her rival with ber infiuit.

Bereoloe*s brother,

Ptoleny Energetea, avenged her death by Invading Syria, cartying away hnmense spou.

4.

8deut%a CaUtMem attempted

to retaliate by attacking the Egyptian provinces rtranslate, ver.
\\ »^ .And he (the king of the north) xhall come Into the kingd >m of the king of the south'*), but was forced to retire wHh
defeat.
6. Sal* uen* Cnraumtf^ his son, renewed the attempt,
but was slain ; and his bmther, 8. utiochw the 6rmt. poshed the campaign to the border of Kgypt.

A

This roused Ptolemy
^..
Philopntor, who assembled an army, with which he totally routed Autiochus at Gaaa; but he then cooduded a truee with

Fourteen years afterwards, Antiochus returned with the
Eastern camptigna to renew hii designs against

spoils of his
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Chap.

XL

fnir,«r«fowklaiB,
m4mA kail wIm

•MttfchaMrth.

STlMBlUfUd«piDliM«7«,aDdMw,aad, SOTharamwhlch <Aa4DMr«mTd>owaaafiMtnilh. BelmU,
behold, there stood belbre the river a runlthoaiaweithaTiiig there shall stand op yet three kings In Penlai
which bad ive home: aad the lw« home
tee home i»m the aad the AMith ahan 6a flw richer Omb <ftrr aU
hifrh: but one va« higher than the other, klnp of Madk Md
*"
and the hidher came op laeL
4 I eaw the ram poehlng w art w i d, aad
northwerd^aadeoathward; io that ao baaHe
mlichtetand belbie him, neither imm iJktM «••
thaft Goald deUver oat of hie hand ; bat
lecordlBf tohkwtU,aiid
aad by hia atiength tfuoogh his rlehm ha ihaU

mm

'

stir op all against the realm of Ortfda.
ae I wM oooiideriiiK, bahoM, a ha- «1
n abu
Andtharoogh
um rwnn S Aad a mlghtT king shall stand op, thatahaU
came from the weet on the boe of the onat it the king of rale with fM4 domiaien, Md *> aecoMlkv le hi!
whole eaHh, and tooehed not the grooBd: and jGreeia: and the wUL
'he KoatAo^ a notable bora batwaeohlaeyee. great horn thai u
< And he cama to the ram that had Iwp'betweea hie eyee u

S

And

(Coat

horns, which

I

had men standing befota the -'-

'— '^-

rlTer, end ran a»to hla in the Imrj of hie
-tower.
T And I saw him eema cloea onto the nan,

aad ha was moMd with choler against him,
aad smote the ram, aad brake hie two horns
and there was no powwr In the ram to stand
him, bat
east him down to the
groand, and stamped open blra : aad there

M

was Booe that ooud
hU"

deliver Cha

ram oai of

«

Nov that bakig broken, whara-

4ABdailMBto^hdlilMd tm. his UniriBom
as Ibor stood an for jhall be broken, aad shall be divided toward the
8 Tbarafcra the he-goat wazad very grmt : It, foor klngdome foor winds of heaven ; and not to hie postaritv,
and when he was strong, the great bom was sliall stand up oat nor according to his dominion which Be ralad:
and for It there eame up foor not*- of the nation, but Ibr hla kingdom shaU ba plaohad^h«MB teolk.
towaid tha fimr winds of heainn.
aoibi htoposrar. amb«iidet4hoeiw
1

I

I^TlMn

I

wottU 83 That h«

trid,

of Tb«

know

Ibarth \mm\
•hall ba th« fcnrth

th» truth
tb« frartk bM•^
upon
dircni! 'kinodom
which
fhND all tb« otb«n, aarth. which abali
«sc«cdlfHr draadftil be divana from all
«rh«M«t«tth wvo^ kiiiKdoiiw.aad«ball
Irrm. and hii nalla daromr tba whole

WM

^bTMt;

viirAd*- earth,

TMirad, brake In' tread
ptoeaa, aad ttaiDMd break

it

and shall
down, aad

U in plMM.

ttMr«UMwith\k

loTtbata M And the
balMTtia hams oat of
kingdom
kings
arim:

1

I

5 And (haUif «riha«a«Cbsha]lta«tHaR,«aa
«a« of his prtncM ; and ha shall be strour above

iz.

are

Hal

^•^

domlakajhkdomlnkmdCaiAea
B.

el

aad of Tears thef ehaU Jola theB»r; for tha kiog^ daaghlcr of tha
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HARMONY OP DANIEL'S PROPHECIES OP THE
cbap. n.

Chap. U.

vn.

CiiAP.

Cuap.Vn.

of
tho Eeyptlui provliioeB, and, with the Mtistance of a party
of
the Jews* he defeated the Egyptian general at ihe aourcea
the Jordan, besieged and captured the remainder of the t4S7PHe
stine.
PaU
tian force in Zidun, aud pot full p«t;'e.>«»ion of
now concluded a hollow alliance with inoleiiiy lipiphnnes, giving him hi« danjrhter Cleopatra, wltii the Pnlestinlan provinces
as a dowry, Jioping that whe would favor hU» purporCSt an exthen
pectation in which he wa« ultimately dhsappulnted. Ue

turned hU arras against the Greek colonies of Asia Minor and
the ifig» in tUl checked by the Romans under sicipio, who compelled him to sue for peace on the most humiliating terms. He
was killed while attempting to plunder a temple in his own
dominions. T. SeliueuH Pfulopaior was engrossed with efforts
his
to raise the enormous fine imposed by the Romans upon
father at the price of peace, and was at length assassinated by
his minister, 8. tfstiodonis, who held the throne a short time,
although. 9. Demetrius Soter, son of the last king, was rightfully heir, and, 10. ProUmy PhiUnrwinr was entlUed to the
]^lestinlan provinces by virtue of his mothei's dower light.
11. Antioooub lipiPHAwra, brother of Selencus, artfully and
quietly secured the succession, expelling Hellodoros, and ignoring tlie claims of his nephews DemetriuK and Ptolemv.
(Daniel styles him ^^ vile," in oontmst with his surname ^m1lu->trtoufl>** and notes the Hellenizing corruptions of his reign
in Judiea, aa detailed below.) The guardians of the latter

8 I eonaidcred the

and 4< ths sow
ap which eanMBp.iB4

monff them utoth-

^Kl.
i«

wan

hSni.

before

Whom

thne

U. fell eri ^
;

thrt

ih«»honilhrthaa«y-,
thrae of tha nd a moath (hat

whom

flnt horaa piuekadlapttlM T«nr rat
op by the roota rlthiBRt, wb«e look

and,lMhold, In thfa '•«*»«» rtoatttaa
ayaa Uka hla fcUean.
horn
tha ayaa or oian,

wm

andamoathq)e«ktng rraatthingi.

prince resentinff this, a straggle ensned. In which Antiochns
twicri defeated the Egyptians in a pitched battle on their own
borders.
He then pretended to niiike a truce with them, but
only used it as a cover for entering Egypt with a small force,
and seizing quietly upon the capital and other points. On his

zetam firom his second campaign into ^gypt, he endeavored to
carry out the schemw* of introducing Greek customs among the
Jews. In a third campaign he continued his successes, and in
a fourth he was likely to capture Alexandria and reduce the
whole l!:gyptian power, when he was peremptorily ordered to
On is way home he vented hla chade:dst by the Romans.
il

IlMMda«»

bacsaMofthaTW*
grin at this interference upon the nnhappy Jews, in whose
or tha p«t mwdi
qimrrels he meddled, deposing the high-priest, abolishing th
whkh tha han
sacrificial offeringfs interdicting the ritual, and bitterly perrecnting all who refusi'd to apostatize t«> psganism. The Temple
.
And in tha 9 I babald tUl tha
remained closed to all but heathen victims for three years and 84 Tboa sawssi
a half (1390 dav>)), and wa» shortly afterwards rededicitted on tni that a ston* daya of thaaa kinm thronaa wara cast
•hall tha God of down, and tha An- uid hit body if
nee. 2ft, n.C. lC5(niaklng 133-^ days), hIx and a half years (2300 *;|f k°li!*' Jilft: h«»« .^ nn • d^t'^A.^ ^a\'•troTwl, loi »»•
days) f^m the firet act of profamUlon in the removal of the le.|S.*,J^^ J'^ kSZ™*^ JEleh'Srih^^SiDit
fdtimate pontiflt Antiochus's disrei^ard for even the nativeiupoa hu ' fe«t aariBhall novn b« d^ tmuwfaiMMiiiow,!
''^''
*
' "*
*^
" ^'" ^'''
' "
dcitie% is evident from hii» renewal of his fBther*s attempt to
plunder the temple of the Syrbin Venus. Yet he made the
most violent efforts to introdooe the worship of Jupiter Capi"*

X

'

j tolinas.

The remainder of his reign is obscure, owing to the
nearly total loss of the ancient records concerning it
hn vi
therefore but slight intimations of the final expedition against
Egypt, etc, referred to by Daniel as being so suecei>sfal. It
U certain, however, tliat the last act of his reign was a campaign in the north-eastern provinces, and that he perished
miserably (one account snys as a raving maniac) as he wai
hastening in the support of his general^, who had been defeated
by the Jewish patriots and sealots. The Maccabees had raised
the stmdard of civil and religions liberty in Jii''se% and, nftei
a long and severe struggle, the Jews secured their Independence. This they retained for a century, a period of great political and ppiritnal prosperity in gen€ral, which Daniel and
the ot^er prophetA ineak of in such glowing termo ns bt'lnpr introductory to the Messianic times, the Gospel ^* kingdom of
Heaven,'' never to end.

We
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Chap. ZIL
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the Lord had given to their fathers, servants to it Though now again the mined walls of Jermsalem and the cities of Jndah were restored, and the temple also was rebuilt, and the offering
np of sacrifice i-enewed, yet the gloiy of the Lord did not_ again enter into the pew temple^
which was also^ without the arH^^TTBe covenaut afid flbe mercy-seatiso as to hallow ii as the
place of Hiagracious presence among His people? ^"The fem pie wofShip among the Jews aftor
orcTin Ijn e sanctuary : the bi^h.
or
t he captivity was without ite8ouLthej;edjgreg^
the holy of holies to i^rinkle the
priest could no longer go~Befofe God's throne of grace
atoning blood of saciifice toward the ark of the covenant, and to accomplish the reconciliation of the conCTegation with their God, and could no longer find out, by means of the Urim
and Thumim, the will of the Lord. When Nehemiah had finished the restoration of the walla
of Jerusalem, prophecy ceased, the revelations of the Old Covenant came to a final end, and
the period of expectation (during which no prophecy was given) of the promised Deliverer, of
the seed of David, began. . . . . If the prophets before the captivity, therefore, connect
the deliverance of Israel from Babylon, and their return to Canaan, inunediately with the setI
ting up of the kingdom of God in its glory, without giving any indication that between the
Qo^
^
^ end of the Babylonian exile and the appearance of the Messiah a long period would intervene, this uniting together of the two events is not to be explained only from the perspectiTe
and apotelesmatic character of the prophecy, but has its foundation in the very nature of the
The prophetic perspective, by virtue of which the inward eye of the se^ beholds
y thing itself.
only the elevated summits of historical events as they unfold themselves, and not the vallej«
of the common incidents of history which lie between these heights^ is indeed pecu^ar to
prophecy in general, and accounts for the circumstance that the prophecies as a rule give no
fixed dates, and apostelesmatically bind together the points of history which op«i the way to
the end with the end itself. But this formal peculiarity of prophetic contemplation we must
not extend to the prejudice of the actual truth of the prophecies. The fact of the uniting
together of the future glory of the kingdom of God under the Messiah with the deliverance
of Israel from exile, has perfect histori^ veracity. The banishment of the covenant people
only the last of thoee
! from the land of the Lord, and their subjection to the heathen, was not also continues till the
judgments which God threatened against His degenerate people, but it
perverse rebels are exterminated, and the penitents are tumed with sincere hearts to God the
Lord and are saved through Christ Consequently the exile was for Israel the last space for
repentance which God in His faithfulness to His covenant granted to them. Whoever is not
brought by this severe chastisement to repentance and reformation, but remains opposed to
the gracious will of God, on him falls the judgment of death : and only they who turn themselves to the Lord, their God and Savionr,
be saved, gathered from among the heathen,
brought in within the bonds of the covenant of grace tlm)Ugh Christ, and become partakers
of the promised riches of grace in His kingdom."]
[Note 3. As a conspectus of DanieVs entire series of prophecies respecting the world-kingdoms, showing their complete harmony and mutual illustration, as well as their exact accordance with history, we insert (on pages 44-47) a table of all the passages, taken from MXlUiitock and Strong's Cydopoddia^ s. v. Daniel.]
[Note 4.—Dr. Cowlee, in his Commehtary &n Daniel (N. T. 1871), devotes an Excureiu
" view,
(pp. 459 sq.) to the consideration of that theory, generally called the " year-for-a-day
-Ijb
_^ which results in applying the prophecy of the fourth kingdom ^TBome, and especially the
*^® work is easlj
Pa
jC. ^^P?Sfi- His arguments are perfectly conclusive to c»ndid
gjfaccessibie we forbear to quote or abricige his remarks.
Bee furthertne exegetical obeenrations

^cX
m

'

\

wm

—

^

9
Ik

on the passages where the dates

§ 11.

are given.]

Thb Alkzaitdbian Yebsiqh of thb Book of DiJosLt xsd

its

Afocstphal Asst-

TIONS.
time, supposed to be no more
back as the time of Eusebius of Csesarea and Pamphyliui, had adopted the version of the Jewish proselyte Theodotian, which was considerably
more exact and free from errors.* The genuine Septuagint text of Daniel was not puUiahed
until 1772, when Simon de Magistris, a Romish priest of the oratory, published it from m
Codex Chisianus. The editions by J. D. Michaelis (1773-4) and B^aar (1775) served to
farther introduce and multiply this version.
H. A. Hahn finally published a truly critical
edition (1845), for which he had availed himself of a Syriac-Hexaplarian version published
in 1788 by Cajetan Bugati, from a Codex Ambrosianus. This hexapla offers a Septuagint

The Alexandrian

translation of this

book was, during a long

in existence, because the church, as far

* Gf. Jerom«^

Comm,

trorum EccUHob

edttio

** S^uagifUa hoc omnia nstcto qua rations prcmrleruni.
Und»Jwdiel» mo^*iy., 16
eorum <n hoc totumine mntdtata €$t «< Theo<kMoni$ vuigo icfttur, qua tt Mobrmo &t emmlB

in Dan,

;

trontkuoribtu oonffruU/*
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text corrected after Theodotian, as Origea

49

had prepared it for his Bsxaplat while the text edited
and unadulterated language of the Alexanr

after the Cod. Cbinaniis represents the genaine

driaa version, as

(d

it

had stood

in Origen*s Tetrapla beside the unchanged text of Theodotian

Delitzsch, p. 286).

^

The Alexandrian version of thiflJ)o ok probablj^ qi^nated .before^or any rate about, the
middle at
second century before ChrfJBt, and therefore at the time in which the opposing
criticigm fi n ds the Hebrew orijD^inal to have been written (of. § 6, note 3).
The num^us
departures from the original which this version presents, and which consist in the change of
words and phrases (&,ff, L 8, 11, 10; IL 8, 11, 28 VIL 6, 8, etc.), in part of abbreviations
and omissions {e>ff. UL 81 et seq. lY. 2-6 Y. 17-25 26-28), and finally, also in extensions
of the text («.^ IV. 84 ; VL 20, 2^2^), are by many critics traced to a Hebrew or Chaldee
text diverse from the original, upon which this version is based (e^. Micbaelis, Bertholdt,
Eichhom). But they owe their existence, more probably, to the labors of the translator, since

^e

;

;

tiiey

;

;

up the text, to indicate the
HSvemick, Kommsntarf p. xlvii et

are merely interpretations or paraphrases, designed to clear

connection, or to simplify or intensify the wonderful

(d

(

^

/

De Wette, BinL, § 258; Keil, § 187).
Nor do the longer interpolations inserted

seq.

;

into the book of Daniel, in both the Alexandrian
and generally bearing the name of apocryphal odditionM to Daniel,
contain any feature that could compel the assumption of a Hebrew or Chaldee original on
which they are based. Their lingual features testify rather to an original compodticm in the
Greek (particularly the paronomasias or plays on Gk-eek words, which were remarked by Porphyry, such as tfx^Mx, ax^ffufAirpiPOi, npiau, which can scarcely be traced back to Hebrew paronomasias that were copied by the translator *), which is therefore accepted by Michaelis, De
Wette, Bleek, Hftvemick, etc., while other critics contend that these fragments were wholly,
or in part, translated from a Hebrew or Aramaic originaL (The lattar include not merely

and Tlieodotian^s

versions,

—

Roman

Catholics, as Dereser, Welte, Haneberg, Reusch, but also Protestants,

among whom

are

Bertholdt, Eichhom, Delitzsch [De Hdbaeuei prophetm vita atque atate, 1844, p. 52 et seq.],

Fritzsche [EkBeget.

Eandbuch zu den Apohryphen, L 111

of a Shemitic original

may be

justified, at

et seq.], Ziindel, etc.)

This hypothesis

most, with regard to two of these additions (the

prayer of Azariah, and the song of the three children), but not with refa^nce to the two that
remain.

These

latter

fragments (the history of

*'

Susanna and Daniel,^ and that of

'*

Bel and

and
They are therefore regarded, and>
with justice, as being of still later origin than the other component parts of the Oreek DanieL^
In the Alexandrian version they compose the closing sections of the book (chapters xiiL and
xiv., by the modem arrangement of chapters), but are introduced with formulas {e,g, chap,
xiv., or Bel and the dragon, with the puzzling superscription U r$$ 9rpo<^tfiMH *A/&6bicotvi« vtou
l^m U tri^ <^^ AsvOi ^c peculiarity of which is of itself sufficient to indicate their origin
subsequently to the time of Daniel, whethw an otherwise unknown prophet pseudo-Habakkuk
the dragon ^) bear a decidedly legendary character, being designed to glorify Daniel,

involving

many

improbabilities,

and even

impossibilities.

^

:

be regarded as their author, or their origin be ascribed to one or several Jewish or Hellenistic
writers.
In Theodotian^s translation these additions are organically incorporated with the
Book of Daniel, Susanna being placed before Chap. L as belonging to the history of the
prophet's youth ^the ''prayer of Azariah" and the "song of the three children" being
inserted between vs. 28 and 24 of chap. ilL (similar to their position in the Sept), while only
''
Bel and the dragon " is consigned to the end of the book after chap. xiL
The question relating to the time and place in which these apociyphal fragments were com*
posed cannot be solved, and we can only venture the supposition that the four emanated from
This appears in the case of the '' prayer of Azariah " and the " song of
different authors.
the three children " (chap. HL 24-46 and 51-90), from the circumstance, that in the former
(v. 88) the temple is represented as destroyed and its services as having ceased, while the other

—

: **8$det hoc itoeee MbemtUt inter ocatera Porp ky rtu m tfe Zkmieii* Ubro nobtt oUffUMreo illmm apparere oor^fictuin, nse kabert apud JUbrao$, ted ffraa trmoutt S9H eommmuum : quiaiHSvsat^
fUB fabuUx conMMOtwr, dIcmiU DanUU ad pre$bpUro8, inrh to0 vx^vuv ^^tf«u, «al Anh rov vp^^ov wptvex, quam Mymoi^
giam magit OreKO mrmoni oonvenite quam ffebrao, cui et Svsetdut et ApoUtnarie pari eententia rteponderumti
Sueanna Detiaque^ et Draeoniefabuiae non corMneri in JTebraieo, eed partem eetepropketimlfabaatcJIUf JeeuJ** eCow

* Jerome, Comm. <n Dan, Prftp/L

€tre,
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.

fragment presumes the existence of both these institutions (vs. 54, 84 et seq.)* Of the two
remaining additions, that relating to Susanna (possibly containing a grain of historical truth
belonging to the age of the canonical book of Daniel) seems to have been composed at an

and without any reference to the canonical Daniel ; while **Bel and the dragon,"
or the " Prophecy of Habakkuk, the son of Jesus, of the tribe of Levi," appears to haye been

early day,

written, with special reference to Dan. viL,

by a Palestinian author of a much

All

later time.

these apocryphal appendages to the questions relating to Daniel furnish a very important

testimony in attestation of the superior historical rank and genuine prophetical character of

iof
the

and legendary tone present a contrast
more sober and credible contents of that book, analogous to tlie familiar contrast
between the apocryphal and the canonical Gk)spels, which serves so strongly to endorse the
canonical Daniel, inasmuch as their artificial stamp

to the far

credibility of the latter.

These remarks will also apply to the contrast between Daniel

the pseudonymous apocalypses of the last Jewish, or pre-Christian age,

e.g,

the

''

and

Sibylline

and the " Fourth Book of Esdras," whose partial dependence on our book
(§ 6, especially note 8), and which are unquestionably the eaiiier
products of an apocalyptic and simulated authorship, like that of the unknown origi-

Oracles," Enoch,

has already been considered
or later

nators of the additions to our book.

—

Note. ^In relation to the apologetic importance of the apocryphal supplements to chap.
13 and 14 in the Greek DanieC compare Delitzsch, p. 186 " How favorable is the testimony for the historical and prophetical character of the canonical book, which results from
its contrast with these apocryphal legends "
and also Zttndel, p. 187: ** These apocryphal
additions to Daniel therefore, did not all originate at the same time, or in the same place
but one appeared on Grecian. (?) soil, another on Palestinian, and a third perhaps on Babylonian.
They were translated before they were received by the Septuagint (without exception ?
see above)
and prior to their reception, they had been partially gathered, and ascribed to
a spurious Habakkuk. ... If Daniel, therefore, was not composed until B. C. 168, how
) could the translation in question, together with these additions, have existed as early as
C.
180 ? Even though an unusually rapid formation of legends be assumed, from the oldest,
iiL

:

1

—

—

;

R

relating to Susanna, to the latest oui/cat; f wi* t^iZtv staCSav, how is it possible to conceive the contrast between the original work and the oldest forgery, as developed within the limits of a
single generation ?
from the earliest forgery again, down to the latest, would not a considerable contrast have arisen here, e.g. between the /rpo(T«vx^ ^nd the cuycac$ ? . . .
And
beyond this, their being translated and collected I All these considerations compel us to
assume a period^ covering many generational between the origin of the booh of Daniel and its
Alexandrian version,^^ See ibid,, p. 184 et seq., and especially p. 187, on the relation of the
^Jemeh apocalypses of the pre-Christian period to Daniel:
pre-Christian, or, upon the
whole, a progressive development, cannot be asserted in connection witli these apocalypses
for, with the exception of the Sibyllines, none of them was sufficiently important to give rise
to imitations. They did not spring from each other, but are co-ordinate, and the only connection among themselves consists in their imitating the earlier prophets, and in their tendency
to describe the facts of history in an apocalyptic manner. But on the other hand, nectrly all oj
them contain imitations of Daniel, The " Book of Enoch " treats of the interpretatitm of tlw
number seventy in his seventy regents ; Esdras^s eagle with wings and feathers is evidently the
fourth [? first] beast of Daniel ; and the person who incessantly inquires why the covenant
people is afflicted, is merely a copy of Daniel while mourning because of the delay in the fulfilment of prophecy (chap. ix. and x.). The numbers of Daniel in chap. viii. are almost completely restored in the Ascensio Jesajcs, which also paints the coming of the Lord with Daniel's
colors," etc.
The apocryphal additions to Daniel are found also in the ancient Coptic version, which is
not without importance for textual criticism. They have been published by Henry Tattam,
in vol. XL, p. 270 ss. of his I^H)p7^et(B majores in lingrus JSgyptiaea dialecto Memphitiea s,
Coptica (Oxon, 1852).

^d

—

"A

.

§ 12.

L

Ancient Psriod.

Theolooioal and Homilbtical Literatitbe on Daniel.

—

1.

Ohristian expositors,

(1.)

Church fathers: Hippolyti Commentar.

in Danielis et Nebuchadnesa/ris tnsionum solutiones (capp. 7-12), editus e cod. Chisiano in Danielem sec. LXX. interpretes, Romse, 1772 (see also the fragment in Greek of a commentary oo

Daniel in the Opp, Hippolyti, ed. J. A. Pabricius, Hamb., 1716). Ephrsemi Syri Commentar.
in Dan,, in his Opp. Gr. et Syr, ed. Assemani, Rom., 1740 et seq., tom. H., p. 203 et seq. Hiem-
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nymi Explanatio in Danidem prophetam, in

his Opp,

ed

Theodoreti Commentar, in msionet Dani^lis propheta

Vallars.,

(TirofAvrtfia

Venet, 1768,
tli

raj

51

torn, t., p.

IL

tov rtpo^^ow

5pa(j«tj

t H, p. H, p. 1068 et seq.* Polychronii (a
CommentaHus in DanieUm, in A. Mai, Na^a Collect^ I. B,
[Chrysostomi InterpreUUio in DanieUm^ in his Opp, vi 228 et seq.] (2.) During the
p. 155.
middle ages: Joachimi Ewpositio in Danid.y Venet, 1519. Thomas Aquinas, Comm. in Danid,, separ. ed. Paris, 1640.
[Rupertus Tuitiensis, In Danidem, liber i (in his Opp, i., 520 et
Albertus Magnus, Oomment in Danidem (in his Opp,^ p. 8 et seq.)] 2. Jewish expositon
seq.)
(Rabbins): R. Saadia Hag-Gaon (t 924), in the Bdbhin, Bibles by Romberg (Venet., 1526 et
leq.) and Buztorf (Basil, 1618).
Rashi (i,e.
Shelomoh ben-Jizchak, f 1105), ibid., and also
in J. F. Breithaupt's CommenU, H. 8. Jarchi in PriypKh,^ Job, et IMmos in LaL vert, Goth.,
Aari^), in his Opp, ed. Schulze, Hal., 1768 et seq.,
brother of Theodore of Mopsuestia)

R

Ibn-Ezra

1713.

(t 1167), in the

RabUn,

of salvation," Isa. xii 8), Neap., 1497
1500), 0"''?riO
loth),

OHi

Biblee.

Abarbanel

(t 1508), nj^©*; "^lyfT?

also Amsterd., 1617, 4.

;

R

{i,e, *»

wells

Joseph Teitzack (about

—a commentary on Daniel and the 5 Megil-

(pauis absconditus. Pro v. ix. 17

Venet, 1608,

4.

R Mosheh Alshech (about 1560), li"i®n nisan (Cant H., Zaphat,
R Shamuel b.-Jeh. Valeri (16th cent\ 1?^b litn (visio temporis statuti),
1),

Venet, 1592.
Venet, 1586. R. Joseph ben-D. David ben-J. Jachim (usually Jacchiades, 1 1559), Paraphrain Dan, proph,, Heb. et Lat, ed Const L^Empereur, Amstel., 1688, 4to
[new ed., by Philippson, Dessau, 1808, 4to and 8vo.
Jud. L5w Jeitteles, a Heb. Commentary on Dan., Ezra and
1568

;

m

;

Neh., Vienna, 1885, 8vo.]

Modem period.

(a) In the 16th century: Luther, Der Prophet
4 (dedicated to duke John Fred.) Vorrede uber den Proph,
Danid, nd>st Aud^ung des XL und XII. Kap,, Wittenb., 1546, 4; Disputation Uber den Ort
Dan. iv. 24 ; ^the three works collected under the title Auslegung des Proph. Danid, in voL
i. of Walch's ed. Melancthon, Comment, in Danid. proph., Vitemb., 1548, 8 (in his Opp., torn.
[Exposition of Danid, gathered out of P. Melancthon, by G. Joy, Geneva, 1545,
VL, p. 410)
16mo, Lond., 1550, 8vo] in Carman, by Just Jonas, 1546. Joh. Draconitis Comment, in
Danid. ex Ebrcso f>ersum, cum orations in Danidem, Marburg, 1544, 8. Victorin. Strigel,
Danidis propheta eoncio, ad Ebraieam et Chaldaicam veritatem recognita et argumentis atque
Khdiis iUus^ata, laps., 1565, 1571. Joh. Wigand, Explicatio breins in Danielem, Jen., 1571.
Nik. Selnekker, Erld. des Proph. Daniel und der Offeribarung Johannis, Jen., 1567, 1608. Phil.
Heilbrunner, Danidis proph. vatieinia in locos communes theologieos digesta et quastionibus
methodiee iUustrata, Lauing., 1587. J. CEcolampadius, In Danielem II. If., omnigena et dbstrunore cum Ebraomm tum Orcecorum seriptorum doctHna referti, BasiL, 1580, 1548, and often.
J. Calvin, PraAeeUones in Danidem, a Joa. Budteo et Car. Jonvillaeo coUectie, Genev., 1568,
1576, and often (also in his Opp., tom. v., AmsteL, 1667 [Commenta/ry on Daniel, tr. by T.
Myres, M.A., Edinb., 1852, 2 vols. 8vo.]). Fr. Junius, Expositio proph. Danidis, a Jo. Grutcro excepta, Heidelb., 1593
Genev., 1594. Rob. RoUock, Comm. in Itbr. Dan. propheta,
Edinb., 1591 ; Basil, 1594 ; Gen., 1598.
Hugh Broughton, Danidis visiones Chaldaica et
EbrcMB, ex originaU translata et iUustrata, London, 1596 (Engl. ed. [also in Worhs, p. 164
et seq.]), BasiL, 1599 (Lat ed. J. Boreel).
A Polanus a Polansdorf, In Danielem proplietam,

n.

Danid

1.

I^testant expositors,

deutseh, Wittenb., 1580,

;

—

;

;

;

pisionum amplitudine diffidUimum, vaticiniorum majcstate augustissimum, eommentarius, in quo
logiea analysi et theologiea tx^an, tradita in publicis prcsleetiontbis in vetusta Basileensi academia, totius

libri,

ad hoe cnum calamitosum

dUur, Basil., 1599, 1608.
(b). In the 17th century:

8.

Gksner,

saluberrimi, genuinus sensus et multiplex usus osten-

Danid propheta

disputationibus XII., et prefatione

and

Polyc. Leyser, CommentO'
often.
Dan. cap. L-VL, Francof. et Darmst., 1609 et seq.f J. C. Rhumelius, Liber Danidis
paraphra^ reeensitus, Norimb., 1616. Mart. Geier, Pralectiones aeademiea in Danielem proph.^

ehronologiea breviter explicatus, Vitemberg., 1601, 1607,
rius in

* The fraffments of aeventl other pAtrifftic«l expositon of Daniel, a.ff. Ammonius, Polychronlns, Aix>1llnaria, Endoxlns,
in the commentary of H. Broaghton, mentioned below (Danieltt viHotiM Ctutid. et Bdbr., Basil., 1509), in
eoiioection with the expoeitionn of Hippolytns and others.
t This work of Leyeer^s hai been pnblbhed to six partn under varlona titles : (1) SckoUa BtOnfionioa. h. e. wsUtUntlott

may be fonod

commeTuaUorus in cap. L DohUUm^ Francof., 1009 (2) CoIowum SabvUmtcus quatwtr munOi numarcMat rtproutnkxtf,
9. eccL txpotMo cap. 11. DatOeUi^ Darmst., 1009 ; (8) Fornax Saln/lotiloa, 9tncera rellgionU 0(n\fUwr— probanM, «. eeeL
;
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Abrah. Calov, Annotata AnU-Orotianain Jeremiam et Damdempropk.^
A. Varenius, Collegium eananicum gtuUuor n<m$9imorum V, Ti, proj^^etarum^
DanidiSf Haggcn^ Zacharia^ MalachicB, Hoatochii, 1667. Q. Meissner, Der Projphet DamA,
BOWoTd gesehehme IHnge ausredend, aU h&nftige weU$agend, durch hum Anmerhungen erlautert
lips.,

1667 and often.

Vitemb., 1664.

with a preface by

Cant

i,e.

J.

Fr. Mayer,

Hamburg,

1695, 12.

Canticor. Salom,, prophetia Danidis,

UmporU

J.

H. Alsted, TVifoUum prophetieum^

ApoecHypm JoannU, He

explioantur, ut 9erie$

HerLeyden,
1 1648), ParaphroBis Jos, JacMcida in DcmieUm cum versiane et annataUontbru^ Amstel., 1683
(see supra I., 2).
Thonu. Parker, Expotitio fnsumwn H prophedarum Danielii, Lond., 1646i.
H. Wingendorf, Prophetia DameU^
J. Cocceius, Comment in DanieHem, Logd. Bat, 1666.
paraphraH reddita et cum profana historia monumenUs eoUaic^ Lugd. Bat, 1674. J. H. Jim^
mann, Propketa Daniel novo modo et haetenue inaudito reseratuSj etc., etc., Casselis^ 1681.
Balth. Bekker, Vttlegginge van den Prophet Daniel, Amsterd., 1688, 1698.
(c). In the 18tb century: J. Musseus, 8chol(B prophetica coniinuaUBy ex praleetum£buM in
prophetae Danidem^ Micham, et Joelem eoUecUB, ed. J. £. de Schulenberg, Quedlinb., 1719.
Chr. Bened. Michaelis, Adnotationes phUologieo-eseegetica in Danielem^ HaL, 1720 (also in VoL
in. of the Annotatt. uberiores in Eagiogr.). J. W. Petersen, Sinn dee Geistes in dem PropheUn
Danidj Frankfort a. M., 1720. J. Koch, Enteiegdter Danid, d, i, riehtige Auflosung der edmmt*
textu9 et

prophetid^ e regions potita^ lueem menti et eonsolationem eordi ingeranlj

bom,

1640.

Ziehen

Weiseagungen Daniels^ nach ihrem ioahren InhaUy unzertrennl. Verhindung, einheUigeH

Constantin L'Emperenr (Professor controyersianim

Jadaicamm

ftt

und genatien, eogar avf Jahre und Tage mit der Chronologie eutreffenden Zeitreckmung
auf den Messiam, Lemgo, 1740. M. Fr. Roos, Audegung der Weissagungen Danids, die in
die 7^t dee Neuen Testaments hineinreichen, nd>H ihrer Vergleiehung mit der Offehb, Joh, noA
der BengeVechen ErhUlrung derselben, Leips., 1771 [in English, by G. Henderson, Edinb.,
1811, 8to.]. J. Chr. Harenberg, Aufkldrwng des Buehes Danid aus der Orundsprache^ der
Oeeehiehie und vhrigen reehten Hulfemittdn, eum richtigen Verstand der Sdtae, eur Befestigung
der Wahrheit, und zur Erhauung durch die Bdigion, Blankenburg and Quedlinburg, 1778, 2
parts.
Chr. S. Benj. Zeise, Uebersetxung und ErUdrung dee Bitches Danid, Dresden, 1777.
J. D. L&derwald, Die sechs ersten Kapitd Daniels, nach historischen Gfrunden gepruft una
heriehtigt, HelmstSdt, 1787.
J. C. Volborth, Danid aufs neue atis dem Hebrdish^Chdlddiechen
vbersetU, und mit hurzen Anmerhungen fwr unstudirte Leser und Nichttheologen hegleitet, Hanover, 1788.
C. G. Thube, Das Buch des Propheten Danid, neu ubersetzt und erHdrt, Schwerin
and Wismar, 1797. Wm. Lowth, Commentary upon the prophecy of Danid and ffie twdw
Minor prophets, Lond., 1726, 2 vols. Isaac Newton, Observations upon the prophecies of Danid
and the Apocalypse of 8t. John, Lond., 1788, 2 vols, (a posthumous work, published six years
after the death of the author; afterwards published in Latin by W. Sudemann, Amstel., 17S7,
and in German, with notes, by C. F. Grossmann, Leips., 1765.—Of. supra § 5.). H. Venema,
Dissertationes ad vatidnia Danidis eniblematica, cap. IL, VIL et VIII, de quatuor orientts regme^
Aheichty

ordine sibi successuris et quinto Messics; in quibus iUa novd vid demonetrantur et iUustrantur,
dliisque prophetis lux affunditur, Leovard., 1745.
8, ibid.,

1752.

The same. Comment, in Dan.

cap.

XI. 4-XIL

R Amner, An essay towards an interpretation of the prophecies of Danid, Lond.,

German, Versuch uber die sdmmUiehen Weissagungen Danids, ndfst Anmerkungen
T. Wintle, Danid^
improved version attempted, with a prdiminary dissertation and notes, critical, historical^ and

1776

;

also in

uber die beruhmtesten Erlddrer derselben, von Itich. Amner, Halle, 1779.

An

Lond., 1792.
In the 19th century: Leonh. Bertholdt,

eoDplanatory,

Danid aus dem Edfrdish-Aramdisehen neu
dner vollstdndigen Einleitung und dnigen historischen u. exegetisehen
Exkursen, 2 parts, Erlangen, 1806, 1808. G. F. Griesinger, Neue Ansiekt der Aufsdtge im BttA
Danid, Stuttg. and Tubingen, 1815. E. F. 0. "RoaenmiJlLeT Danidem Lat, vertit et annotations
perpetua iUustravit (part X. of the Scholia in V. T.), Lips., 1882. H. A. Ch. Hfiv^nick,
Kommentar Uber das Buch Danid, Hamb., 1832. Ofis. y. Lengerke, Das Buch Danid, KQa(d).

ubersetzt

und

erJddrt,

rr^it

m

Babylonica, potenU9dooen» humOttaUm et deiettant Buperoia , «. Me£
Eptatim Babvlonicum, in quo oaumM inttrttut knpmiorum et ngnorum tpecundm
9b ooulo» proponuntur, t. eod, exp, cap. V. Dan^ Damut, 1619 ; (6) ^lOa Pw¥ioa, 09tena$n$ pMoltin oft tn^ma mOtou
prtmi, $ta nequaquam opprtmt, «. eocl, exp. cap. IT. Don.. Dannit, 1610.
txp. cap.

in, Dan,, Fnnoof. 1610
,

txp. cap. IV. Dan.^ Franoof., 1610

;

;

(4) Cedr^iB

(6)
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igsb.,

P. J. V. D. Manrer, Oommmtar, gramim, criL in V. T,, vol.

1885.

F. Hitzig, EwngefattUi

Handbuch

mm

63

II, fasc. 1

(Ezech.

D<u
Dsr Prophet Daniel und die Offenbcyrwig Johanm$^
m ihrem gegenseitigen VerhdUmss hetrotchtet und in ihren ffauptsteOen erldutert, Basle, 1854,
1857 [in English, by Rev. A. Sophir, Edinb., 1856, 8vo.]. J. M. (Hrtner, Erklarung des
Propheten Daniel und der Offenbarung Johanni^ 9owie d&r Weiuagimg van BesekieTs Gog, in
genauer UebereinetifMnung ndt den Haupterkheiniungen der Wet^ und KirekengeechichU seit der
Orundung des habylomeehen WeUreichM, 606 o. Chr^ hii (mf tuuere Zeit und hit eur Wiederkunjt
CfhrisH um doe Ends uneeret Jahrkundertt ; 6 numbers, Stuttgart, 1868 et seq.
Rod. Eranichfeld, Doi Buck Darnel erUdrty BerL, 1868.
Eliefoth, Da$ Buck Daniels uberseUt und erkldrt,
Schwerin, 1868. Ad. Eamphaxwen, in Bonsen^s BibeliDerh, 6 half vols., Ist half, Leips., 1867.
H. Ewald, Die Propheten dee AUen Dundee, 2d ed., vol 8, Gdtt, 1868 (the first ed. conDan.), 1836.

et

monogn^h

Damd the Prophet,

A. T.

;

10th pamj^et,

C. A. Axiberlen,

Suek Danidy Leips., 1850.

tained merely a

eooegtt,

exposition of chap. ix. 24-37

—see

infra).

£. B. Pusey, Leeturet

Brlldrung dee P. Daniel, Basle, 1868.]
Arias Montanns, Comment, in Dan,^
(2) Bomanr Catholic expoeitore einee ike Beformation.
Antwerp, 1562. Hector Pintus, Commentarii in Danidem, Lamentationee Jeremia et Nahum,
divinoe vatee, Coimbra, 1582; Venet, 1588
Oolon., 1587. Bened. Pcrerins, Commentariorum
in Danielem proph., U. am., Rom., 1586 ; Lngd., 1588
Antv., 1594. Gasp. Sanctius, Comment, in Dan. proph., Lngd., 1612, 1619.
Joh. Maldonatns, Comment. inJerem., Baeeh., Dan.,
Leyd., 1611
Par., 1648.
Jacob Ycldins, Comment, in Dan. proph, cum Chronologia ad intetUgenda Jeremics, Etech., et Dan. wUieinia, Antv., 1602. Fabridus Paulitius, Comm. in Dan.,
Rom., 1625. Ladov. ab Alcazar, Comm. in wtrioe locoe I. Dan., Logd., 1681. Cornelius a
Lapide, August. Calmet, and Dereser-Scholz in their comprehensive Bible- works.
G. E.
Mayer (Prof, at Bamberg), Die meeeianisehen Prophezien dee Danid, Vienna, 1866.
Monographs. For the critical and apologetiedl literature, or the principal monographs
uming to attack or defend the genuineness of the book (Bleek, Eirmss, HSvemick, Hengstenberg, Zundel, FuUer, Volck, etc.), see supra, § 5.
Ezegetical monographe : H. Yenema, DieeertaUonee (see supra, IL 1 c). Thomas Newton,
Abhandlungen Hher die Weieectgungen, welehe merkwOrdig erfuUt eind und nock hie auf den
heutigen Tttg in ErfvlUing gehen; from the English, Leips., 1757 (containing, on p. 804 et
seq., an apologetical discussion of the visions concerning the world-kingdoms, chap. IL and
VOL, which is directed against Collins, Grotius, and others). J. G. Scharfenberg, Specimen
animadvereionum, quibue loci nonnuUi DanieUe et vett. ejue interpretum, prasertim OrcBcorum^
Sluitrantur et emendantur, Lips., 1774 S. Th. Wald, Curarum in TUetoriam textus Danidie
Compare the essay by the same Ueher die arahieehe Udtereeteung dee
tpeeim. I., Lips., 1788.
Danid in den Pollyglotten, in Eichhom's Bepert. fUr hibl. u. morgenl. Literatur, part XIV.,
Laur. Reinke, Die fnessian. Weieeagungen hei den groeeen und Jdeinen Propheten
Leipe., 1784.
dee A. T., voL iv. 1, p. 167 et seq. (chiefly an exposition of chap. ix. 24-27), Giessen, 1862.
H. Ewald, Die Propheten dee AUen Dundee, Ist ed., Stuttgart, 1841, voL H, appendix (likewise
on

Oxford, 1864.

[Fuller,

;

;

;

—

:

confined to the exposition of chap.

hmg im A. und N.

T., I., p.

276 et

ix.

seq.,

Hofmann, Wdeeagung und ErfulThe same, Die 70 Jahre Jeremias und die
E. Wieseler, Die 70 Woehen und die 68 Jahrwochen

24 et seq.)

N5rd., 1841

70 Jahrwochen dee Danid, Nuremberg, 1886.

J. Chr.

.

Danid, Getting., 1889. The most complete record of the older exegetical literaix. 24-27, or on the 70 weeks of years, may be found in Abrah. Calov^s Bihl.
tHuetr., torn. L, p. 119 et seq., and in his monograph, De LXX. eeptimame myeterium, Vitemb.^
1668. Compare iilso Bertholdt, Danid, etc., voL H, p. 568 et seq. Danko, Historia retda-Honie diwnm Noti Teetamenti, p. Ixxiii. et seq. ; Ranke, as above, p. 211 et seq., and also
Reuflch, Die patriitieehen B&rechnungm der 70 Jahrwochen Danide, in the Tvbinger Theol.
Quartalechrift, 1868, No. IV., p. 585 et seq. [See also the monographs cited by Danz, Wdrterand Darling, Cydopadia, ad loc.]
hieh, s. V.
dee Propheten

ture

on Dan.

;

;

[in. Additional exegetical worie on
the entire

hook

:

A. Willett,

A

Danid

Six-Jbld

in the English language,

Commentary on Danid,

etc.,

Huit, The whole prophecies of Danid explained, etc., Lond., 1648, 4to.

1.

Commbntabibs on

Lond., 1610, foL

E.

T. Parker, The Visions

and prophecies of Daniel expounded, etc., Lond., 1646, 4to. H. More, Exposition oftheProph^
Danid, Lend., 1681, 4to; the same, Answers to Bemarhs, ibid.. 1684, 4to ; the same, Supple'
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ment and Defences, ibid., 1685, 4to ; the same, ybtea on Daniel and the Apocalypse, ibid., 1685,
Anon., The msions and prophecies of Daniel eaeplained, etc., Lond., 1700, 12ma B.
Wells, The Booh of Daniel explained, etc., Lond., 1716, 4to. R. Amner, An Essay towards tks
interpretation of Daniel, etc., Lond., 1776, 8yo.
J. H. Frere, A combined f>ieto of the prophecies
of Daniel, Esdras, and 8L John, etc., Lond., 1815, 8vo. W. Girdlestone, Obserwttums on tks
tisions of Daniel, etc., Ozf., 1820, 8yo. J. Wilson, Dissertations on the hook of Danid, Oundle,
T. Wintle,
1824, 8vo. F. A. Coxe, Outiines of lectures on Daniel, 2d ed., Lond., 1884, 12mo.
An improved Version of Daniel, with Notes, Lond., 1886, 8vo. L. Gaossen, Lectures on the
Booh of Daniel, Lond., 1840, 12mo. 0. P. Miles, Lectures on Danid, Lond., 1840-41, 2 vols.,
12mo. B. Harrison, PropJtetic Outlines of the Ohristian Church, etc. (Warburton Lectures), Lond^
1849, 8vo. M. Stuart, A Commentary on the Booh of Danid, An&OYer, 1850, 8vo. A. Barnes, Nate9
on Danid, N. Y., 1850, 12mo. J. Gumming, Lectures on the Book of Danid, Lond., 1850, 8to.
W. Ramsay, Exposition of the hook of Danid, Lond., 1858, 12mo. J. Bellamy, JVeto TransiaHon of the hooh of Danid, etc., Lond., 1868, 4to. W. Shrewsbury, Notes on 1M hooh of Daniel^
Edmb., 1865, 8vo. P. a Desprez, The Apocalypse of the Old Test, Lond., 1865, 8vo. H.
Cowles, Eiehid and Danid, with Notes, N. Y., 1867, 12mo. W. H. Rule, Htstorieal ExposUi4m>
of the Booh of Danid, Lond., 1869, 8yo. (adopts the year-day theory, and applies the little horn
to the papacy).
W. KeUy, Notes on the Booh of Danid, Edinb., 1870, 12mo. C. F. Keil, The
Booh of the prophet Danid (being part of Keil and Delitzsch^s Commentary on the Old Testament), Edinb., 1872, 8yo., from the German.
L. Strong, Lectures on the Booh of Daniel, Lond.,
1872, 8yo. Prof. Gaussen, The Prophesies of Danid Explained, translated by Blackstone,
Lond., 1878, 8yo (makes the fourth kingdom Rome).
2. Monographs.—T. Brightman, Exposition of the last part of Danid, Lond., 1644,4ta Anonymous, An Essay on Scripture Prophecy, s. 1. [probably Lond.], 1724 (makes the fourth beast
Rome). Z. Grey, ExaminoitUm of Sir Isaac Newton's Observations upon Danid, etc (treats only of
the special points named in the title), Lond., 1786, 8yo. G. Burton, An Essay on the Numbers of
Daniel and SU John, Norwich, 1766-68, 2 vols., 8yo. Anon., Seven prophetical periods, etc,
Lond., 1790, 4to. G. 8. Faber, Dissertation on DanieVs 70 Weeks (makes them extend from
4to.

.

the 17th of Artaxerxes to the 15th of Tiberius), Lond., 1811, 8yo. See also his Sacred Calendar of Prophecy, Lond., 1828, 8 yols. 8yo., in which he argues at length for the year-day
theory. E. Irying, Babylon and Inflddity foredoomed, etc. (adopts the year-day theory with
Its

consequences), Glasgow, 1826, 2 yols. 8vo.

;

ibid, 1828, 8vo.

J. Tyso,

An ducidation,

Illustrations of Danid! s last vision

o^

tion of the prophecies of

fourth

kingdom

Danid

and propTieey, Lond., 1838, 8vo.
and of course

(against Millerism,

to Rome), Boston, 1842, 12mo.

L

N.

S.

etc,

Farquharson,
Folsom, Interpreta-

showing that the Seventy Weeks have not yet taken place, Lond., 1888, 8yo.

J.

rejects the reference

T. Hinton, Prophecies of Danid

of the

and John

(applies the third empire to the Turks, and the fourth to Rome), St Louis, 1843, 12mo.
L
Chase, Bemarks on the Book of Danid (applies the " little horn " exclusiyely to Antiochns Epipbanes), Boston, 1844, 12mo.
G. Junkin, The Little Stone of the Oreat Image (interprets the
" little horn " of the Papacy), Phila., 1844, 8yo. T. R. Birks, The two later visions of Daniel

(makes the fourth kingdom Rome), Lond., 1846, 12mo. S. Lee, Events and Times of the VtsioHM
of Danid and St, John (makes the ''little horn ** exclusiyely heathen Rome), London, 1851, 8ya.
A. M. Osbon, Danid verified in History, etc. (makes the fourth kingdom Rome), N. Y^
Oswald, The kingdom whidi shaU not he destroyed, etc (makes the fourth king12mo. S. Sparkes, A Historical Commentary on Danid scL (adopU
the year-day theory, and applies the whole chapter to modem times), Bingfaamton, 1858, 8yo.
A. Boyle, The Inspiration of the Book of Danid (applies the fourth kindom to the
W.
1856, 12mo.

dom

Rome),

J.

Phila., 1856,

R

Roman

S. P. Tregelles, Bemarks on the Visions <f Danid, etc
Philllpe,
with its conclusions), Lond., fifth ed., 1864, 12mo.
On Danid* s Numbers, Lond., 1864, 12mo. L. A. Sawyer, Danid with its apocryphal addiUenM
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BOOK OF THE PROPHET

DANIEL.
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•

FIRST (HISTORICAL) PART.
Chapters I.-Vt
1.

Introduction,

The Early EisioTy of Danid and

I
1

2

8

4

5

his

Three AModatea,

1-21.

In the third year of the reign of Jehoiakim king of Judah came Nebuchadnezzar king of Babylon unto Jerusalem and besieged it.* And the Lord gave
Jehoiakim king of Judah into his hand, with [and] part of <A« vessels of the house of
God, which [and] he. carried [them] into the land of Shinar, to the house of his god ;*
and he brought the vessels into the treasure-house' of his god.'
And the king spake* unto Ashpenaz the master* of his eunuchs, that he should
bring [to bring] certain of the children of Israel, and of the king's seed,* and of the
princes ;^ children' in whom was no blemish, but [and] well-favoured,* and skilful"
in all wisdom, and cunning '* in knowledge, and understanding *' science, and such
as had ability '' in them ^n whom toas ability] to stand in the king's palace, and
whom thei/ might teach'* the learning " and the tongue of the Chaldaeans.
And the kins appointed them a daily provision" of the king's meat," and of
the wine which he drank
so nourishing [, and to make grow] them three years,
that [; and] at the end thereof they might [should] stand before the king.
Now [And] among these [them] were of the children of Judah, Daniel, Hananiah [Chananyah], Mishael, and Azariah ; unto whom [and to them] the prince
of the eunuchs gave [assigned] names for he gave [and he assigned] unto Daniel,
the name of Belteshazzar
and to Hananiah, of Shadrach ; and to Mishael, of
Meshach and to Azariah, of Abed-nego.
But [And] Daniel purposed in" his heart that he would not defile himself with
the portion o/'the king's meat," nor [and] with the wine which he drank: therefore [and] he requested of the prince of the eunuchs that he might not defile
himself. Now [And] God had brought [gave] Daniel into favour and tender
love " with [before] the prince of the eunuchs.
And the prince of the
eunuchs said unto Daniel, I fear my lord the king, who hath appointed your
meat [food] and your drink:" for why should he see- your faces worse liking
[more gloomy] than the children* which are of your sort ?** then shall [, and
should] ye make me endanger my head to the king?
Then [And] said Daniel to [the] Mel zar, whom the prince of the eunuohs
had set over Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah: Frove thy servants, I
beseech thee, ten days ; and let them give us pulse to eat,** and water to drink.
Then [And] let our countenances be looked upon before thee, and the countenance of the children * that eat of the portion of the king's meat ;" and as thou
seest [shalt see], deal [do] with thy servants.
So he consented [And he
hearkened] to them in [as to] this matter, and proved them ten days. And at
the end of ten days their countenances appeared [countenance was seen to be
good] fairer and [they were] fatter in [of] flesh than all the children* which did
;
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:

;

;
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9
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Thus [And the] Melzar took away ths
of their meat," and the wine that they mould drink and gave them pulse.**
17
[And] As for these four children/ God gave them knowledge and skill in all
learning '* and wisdom: and Daniel had understanding in all visions [every
vision] and dreams.
18
Now, [And] at the end of the days that the king had said ^ he should [to]
bring them tn, then the prince of the eunuchs brought them in before Nebuchad1
nezzar.
And the king communed [spake] with them and among them all
was found none like Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael, and Azariah: therefore

16 e&tthe portion of the king's meat."
portion

:

20 [and] stood they before the king. And in all matters [every matter] of wiadom
and understanding, that the king inquired of them, [then] he found them ten
times better than " all the magicians ** and astrologers *^that were in all his
realm.

And

21

Daniel continued

**

even unto the first year of king Cyrus.

ORAHHATIGAL AND LEXICAL NOTES.
\}

n*^b9 ^S'^lt and

pTMMf i^xm

if,

namely, with the xunaX military appUaaoee.—> 1^1'btt,

referring to the Babylonian polytheism, in oontrast with the true

some room connected with the temple of Bdns.—*
»

principal or head

31> cM^,

173K'>i'l,

QcA above, C^riiHrr.

and

man.—* nS^bTSn 91t, sMd qf
^
-T

taid^ in the

tJu

:

—»

1211*

kH

godt^

tl'^Slt

ChaldaUdng tense of

pntmbtj

•tor»-AotM«,

commanded.^

(Ai
kingdom^ namely, of Jodah.— ^ D*i73rilBn»
•
: -I

noble\ a Ferslo word denoting the arUiocracif.^^ Q^lb"^* yottfAt, or Iad% between infancy and adolcaoenceL—' "OitS

n«173» good

handaome,-^^* D'^b3iD>3> inieUtgeni^

<^f appearance^ <.«.,

by aoqnired informatioa.—1«

<.«.,

*^3*in)at

and perhaps including mental energy.—^« DlTSlbb^ «n<l
is

to be connected in construction with the preceding

mysteries.—"

i?ai"»Sl

Dl*^

<o <«i»^

<*«^

32 "7> a word (or maUer) ofadayinUe

duty.->* D*^)pnif merdei,

!.«.,

of quick

knewimg^

natnnJ parts,—* > "^JlS

<•<•«

oaoss them to be instmofeed.

K*^^nb> er. 8.—>• 1CD> book,

deUoacy, a Persian word denoting hsxurUme oioiutt.- >*
tious

<.«.,

ooneUmraie^ Le., of attradTO habits.— *> nJB* 9lgor, te^ phyirical strsnstb,

f.e.,

day, a regular ration from di^to

^9 0D^>

OMi^nstf i^Mm,

TMs

olaasa

the fbnnnlaries or writtca

<.«.,

kind oonddendon of his scruples.—>• 03*^9)973)

day.— " asiTDt

Imposed this as a eonaciaIs

regarded by

tfas

Oram-

n

marians as an instance of an epenthetic *^ in the elng^ or perhaps an <rider form of the oonstmotion In which the final
has given place to a cognate letter.—*> 03^*^3^ aocording to yovr drcU, f.s., in point of age and rank. There Is,

however, postdbly an allusion to their emasculated condition. Eunuchs are constantly represented <m the Assyrian moaomenta as being of fuller habit than other men.—»« n^SfiCI a'^3?'^]frr^73, qf the sMd-frotts, and tee wtU mareiy sac.
i.e.,

exclusively vegetable

diet—» i5 ni"T^ ib^j

generally explained by the lexicographers as derived

Perhaps

it signifies

««« *andt (parte) above, ten-fold superior to.—*« O^lJtS'Vl

from XS^Xly a

etiyU,

hence

eerlbee,

horoeaopUte.—'^* Q"^&129M) from CjCMi to whisper IncantatloB, henoa sre maoietana tn the taoad

sence.—'* *in^1i toae alive and influential in that

official

oiHNMlty.]

Em

it 1
2 Kings xxIt. 1 ; zxy. 1 ;
Jeremiah (zzr. 1 ; xttit 1, 11
xlin. 10) and Baekiel (xxix. 18) have ISHn-ratc;,
which corresponds more exactly to the older
rendering Nabukudurr-nsur, as foond in the
Babylonian cnneiform inscriptions, and also to
ers (ol

EXSGBTIOAL BSMARKS.
Verses 1 2. Tfie transportation to Babf/lon, by
NebuchadneMvr, ^In the third y*ar of th*
reign of Jehoiakim. We hmye already shown,
in the Introd. § 8, note 2, that this does not
Oame Nebuchadconflict with Jer. xxv. 1, 9.
nezzar, king of Babylon, unto Jerusalem, and
besieged it, i e. he departed for Jerusalem, in
order to besiege it; he began his expedition
against Jemsalem, which resulted in the siege
For the Tiew that ^isi is here to
of that dty.
be taken 4n the sense of ** departing,*' see the
Introd., § 8, 2, a. —Instead of b? "J^n, to straiten^
,

—

—

,

,

^?n with
Kings yiii
37.— The form of the name IS^JlSnaS is the
one in general nse among the later Hebrew writbesiege,

we

the datiye,

b

the Ksgian Uffoypatkpmmlt.

generally find elsewhere

e. g.,

Dent, xxviii, 52

;

1

T. 12,

etc.).

.

the nearly identical Persian form Nafmkhad'
ra^ra, which oocors at Behiston (see Omieit,
Journ, Amat., 1851, p. 416; ExpediL en M&opth

The name certainly compretamie, ii. 257 ss.).
hends, as its first element, the name of &e

= Mercnty (133, laa. xlri.
and it seems also to indnde the terms Jbidr,
"might," and ear = "iip, '* prince" (compare

Chaldasan god Ntbo,
1),

Oesenins, Theecmr,, p. 890; Oppert, La).
The
is rendered with either n or r by Greek
anthers; for while Strabo (15, i 6) writes NaftoKodp^pof^ Beroens (in Joeephns eonir. Ap^y i
20, 21) hae lHaPwxoSopSaopoi^ and th«

name

8^.
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Instead of *^?*37?12^, how-

'Sapovxo6ov6aop.

67

1-21.

in Neh. vii 70. In explaining this meaning it
not necessary to assume (with Hitsig) that
riSp may here be equivalent to "a part," for

is

ever,

our book elsewhere has oniformlj ^SJ",

omitting the enphonio ik ; of. '^, ohap. iii. 25 i
Tii 15, instead of ^ili ohap. iii 6, 11, eto. ; iv. 7.
[Aocording to Ptolemy^s ohronolojg;ioal canon
of the reigns of the Babylonian kings, Nebuchadneszar became king near the dose of B.C.
605, whereas his expedition in question, falling
in tJie third year of Jehoiakim, occurred late in
B.C. 607, and the capture of the oi^, in Jehoiakim^s fourth year, fell about the middle of B.C.
606.
It ^peazs, however (Joeephus Antiq.
z. 11, 1), that his father, Nabopolassar, during
his own lifetime, and near the dose of his
reign, had sent him to repel Pharaoh-Necho at
Carohemish, and on his way back, Nebuchadnezzar captured Jerusalem, as related by DanieL
While he was engaged in this campaign, his
father died, and he hastened back to Babylon in
Older to assume the reins of government. By the
Jews, therefore, his reign is naturally reckoned
from the date of this conquering expedition,
although he did not actually become full king

more later.]
. into his
Verse 2. And the Iiord gave .
hand, ».«., into his power. Compare Gen. ix. 2,
20 Ex. iv. 21 ; 2 Sam. xviii 2 also Ps. xcv. 7,
The designation of Jehovah simply as
etc.
'* Lord "
Cr^^) Jfi "^0* confined to later writers,
e,ff,y Ezra x. 8; Keh. L 11, but occurs as early
at Babylon till a year or

.

;

;

; Judges xiil 8 ; Psa. xvL 2
XXXV. 23, etc.— Jehoiakiaii, king of Judah.
Jehoiakim reigned eleven years, according to 2
Kings xxiii. 36 ; 2 Chron. xxxvi 5, while the
conquest by Nebuchadnezzar here referred to
can hardly have taken place later than the
fourth year of this reign (see Introd. § 8, Note

as Cren. xviiL 27

-

2, and particularly what is there remarked in
opposition to Kranichfeld). Hence it is impossible to consider the passage before us as describing a conquest which put an end to the rule of
Jehoiakim, but rather an event which resulted
in his becoming the vassal of Nebuchadnezzar
or, more correctly, of Nabopolassar, who was
yet living. Similazly. what follows does not
assert an actual banishment of Jehoiakim, but
merely his temporary removal to Babylon, and
perhaps not even this. And a part ot the vessels of the house of Qod, ».a, of the sacred
vessels of the temple, which are again men-

—

tioned in chap.

v.

2 et seq.*— riS^Ta, instead <^

which several manusoripts have riSg^^
dotion^s

oird

/i^p^or),

(cf.

Theo-

compounded of riSp

is

and the preposition VP) <^<li therefore,
literal meaning is *' from the end," *^ on ex-

**end,*'

its
piration,** in

and 18 of

which sense

this chapter.

it

oocurs in

vs. 5, 15,

In this place, where

nxp

y^ in ohap.

iL

42,

passage; <}esen.-Dietrich

however {Heb, L&e,

s. v.),

planation that riSpTa

form of ^^p, and

by the form

is

v.

s.

nsp.

[Filrst,

adopts the simple ex-

merely an alternative

this is certainly corroborated

rSi^Tab^, chap.

i.

18,

where two pre-

positions cannot be tolerated.] This view is also
essentially established by 2 ChroiL xxxvi 7:

Which he

carried into th« land of ^linarj
to be brought to
the land of Shinar " to Babylonia, which province is here called by the ancient name that
occurs outside of Cenesis (see Gen. x. 10 ; xl
2 ; xiv. 1), only in the elevated language of* the
prophets, «.^., inlsa. xL 11; Zech. v. 11.
The
rather,

*^

And he caused them

—

—

suffix in Q^^S"^!

'*and he caused them to be

taken away," oan hardly be taken (as do Havem.
and others) as referring exclusively to the
sacred vessels, the mention of which immediately precedes this sentence ; for the following
words refer to them again, and thus distinguish
them as a particular of the collective object of
the verb H'^nn-* We are not obliged, however,
to include the king Jehoiakim among those who
were carried away with the sacred utensils ; for
while the narrative in its progress postulates the
presence in Babylon of Jewiish youths belonging to the royal and to noble families, it never
implies the presence of the king himself (cf. vs.
2
3, 6 ; also v. 13) ; and while it is related
Chron. xxxvi. 6, that Nebuchadnezzar bound
Jehoiakim *' in fetters, to carry him to Babylon,"
it is not expressly stated that he executed that
purpose. The Sept. {kgI lur/aev airrdv ku x^^i^^k

m

Ba0v}Mva) first imposed
on the passage, because they felt compelled to assume an actual deportation of Jehoiakim, followed by his return to Jerusalem at
& later period an oi»nion which was shared by
the writer of tiie 8d Book of Esdras and the
Vulgate, and by several rabbins of the Middle
Ages, A^., Ibn-Eznk While the passage before
iriSoir Koi di'^yaryev airrdv cif

this sense

—

us does not directly contradict this assumption,

which represents the fate of Jehoiakim as verj
similar to that of Manasseh (2 Chron. xxxiii 13),
it does not necessarily compel its adoption.

it

serves to designate a quantity instead of denoting time, it evidently expresses the idea of an
integral part, a considerable part, like the Chal-

dee

the word bears this sense in no other instance.
rather, indicates that the store in
question, yV(7i7» end to end, has contributed a
&are, and throughout its extent some portion
has been taken away. Hence ** from the end of
the vessels of the temple" signifies merely a
portion of all its vessels. CI Kranichfeld on this

The word,

and Hke nspTa

* [•* Daniel In ORtefnl to mj (with historioal aocnrscy)
that at this time the king of Babylon took away only a part
of the veeeels of the temple. Many more were taken daring
the Khort rdim of Jeoonlah (see 9 Kings xxir. 18), and yet
ome were left behind even then, to be taken at the final detrnction of the dtgr in the reign of Zedekiah (Jer. xxrii.

* [Stnart, on the contrary, insiats that the following clanee
oompele us to understand the same object of M'^IH in both

OBMs; but he overstrains the
tha some."
in a similar manner.

dering

**

particle

TK

by the ren-

The Bngliah Auth. Version InterpreU

But the latter clause certainly implies
a distinction between the objects carried away, some of which
were deposited in a particular spot The author is, therefore, correct in understanding the auockUe* of the king to
be included generally under the mention of his name, but
not himself particularly ; he Is inoonslstont, however, a little
farther on, as we shall see, in destroying the whole founds,
tion of this distinction, in tha interpretation of the last
of the verse.]
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53,

may be included among
who are designated by

the transthe plural
suffix in Dit'^n'^n ; but, on the other hand, the
suffix may, in addition to the temple-vessels,
simply designate a band of noble Jews, whom
the conqueror carried away as hostages, and to
which the youth referred to in v. 8 et seq. be-

Jehoiakim

ported Jews

longed—hence those Cl^n^, whose presence
may be gathered from the collective sing^ilar
ni^H"^, to which reference has already been

act fdian the one before us ; [or rather,

pe^ape,

th^n used in its frequenb signification of
templSy as all the older versions render, and the
bS'^ri is

suffix *^ Ais " designates it as that of his favorite
deity].
Verses 8, 4. The seleetion of youthf^ Jeu>9 of
noble rank far serviee at the toyal court.

And

the king spake unto (commanded) Ashpenaz,
^^^K, a name,
the master of his eunuchik
whose formation is very similar to that of
made (Kranichfeld ; cf Ibn-Ezra, Maldonat, Tp^TCVt, Gen. x. 8, but not to be identified with
Geier, and others; also Bertheau in Kunge- it on that account (as Hitzig suggests) withont
fasstes exeg. HandbucHt, zur Chronik, p. 427).—
further inquiry. It appears to be of Indo-GerTo the house of his god—rather ** to the dwel- manic origin, and, according to Bodiger, is comling-place of his gods." T'nb»*n'i2 is probably pounded of the Sanscrit afva, ^* horse," and
nasa, ^'nose." It is, therefore, equivalent to
to be regarded as in opposition with f "VJ
.

'*

isrip

;

for the sacred vessels of the temple at

Jerusalem, as has been shown, formed only a
part of the object in O^'^S'JT; and, besides,

if

were intended to designate the temple of Nebuchadnezzar^s god (or
gods), usage would require the particle 5^
in order to manifest the object towards which
the motion is directed (see Gen. xxxL 4; Isa.
Zech. xi. 18). The correct view is
xxxvii. 83
stated by Hitzig and Kranichfeld. who refer to
I'^ri^K'n^^ in this place

;

Hos. viil 1 ; ix. 15 ; Ex. xxix. 45 ; Num. xxxv.
8, etc., in support of the tropical signification,
which takes rr^a in the sense of *' land or dwel[Keil, however, shows the inacculing-place."
racy of this critidsm, on grammatical grounds.
Moreover, in this way the distinction evidently
intended between the different classes of objects
transported, is wholly taken away ; the persons
#were merely removed to Babylon, but the utenxisils were lodged in a heathen temple, as they
\ before had belonged to Jehovah^s. The parallel
history, 2 Ghron. xxxvi. 6, 7, states all this
explicitly.
Daniel here merely rehearses the
facts in a general way, but is nevertheless careful to mention the disposal, both of the captives,
of whom he was himself one (chap. ii. 25),
and the vessels, which afterwards became so
important in his narrative (chap. v. 2, 23).]
Whether the genitive "^'^H^J^ be translated **of
his gods" (cf. chap. ii. 47; iii 29 ; iv. 6, 15) or
In the lat**of his god," is unimportant.
ter case, the reference is to Bel, the chief
divinity of the Babylonians ; cf Isa. xlvi 1
Jer. 1. 2; Ii 44.—And he brought the vessels into the treasure-house cf his gods (or
.

*'hisgod,"viz.: Bel).

On

"^Sifc^

n"»a, treasure-

house yal^o^^Kiov^ compare Mai.

10; Neh.
xiii. 5, 12, 13, where the treasury of the second
temple is the subject of remark. There is no
contradiction between this passage and chap. v.
2 et seq. where the sacred vessels are profaned
by Belshaszar, and thus appear to have been
stored in his palace. Belshazzar was not Nebuchadnezzar, and it is conceivable that the son
could trample in the mire what his father and
predecessor had valued and reserved (cf. Ephr.
Syr. on this passage). Nor is there a contraidiction of 2 Ghron. xxxvi. 7 ; the statement in that
passage: *^And he put them in his palace"
Cibs-insi; A. V.

"temple"),

is

iii.

merely

less ex-

horse-nose. "—D'^C'^'39

"^"l*

*^® chief of the

eunuchs (Sept apxievvovxoi Vulgate, prcppontue eunuchorum)^ an important and influential
;

the palace at Oriental courts, as may be
position of the Kifiar-Aga at
the Turkish court in our day. However, neither 5
he nor his subordinates are to be regarded aa \
actuiJ eunuchs, but rather as ordinary chamber- '
Comlains (Luther; "^oberster Kdmmerer").
pare Gen. xxxvii 36; xxxix. 1, 7, where
Joseph^s master at the court of Pharaoh
officer of

shown from the

is

called

also 1

D"'"^D,

Sam.

viii.

although

he was married;

15; 1 Kings xxiL 9; xxv. 19,

etc, in all of which the rendering of O'^iOl^
by '^chamberlain" or court-official is adequate.)

However, the subordinates of Ashpenaz, mentioned in the passage under consideration, may
be regarded as actual eunuchs (as also those in
Esth. i. 10, 12, 15; ii. 3, 14; iv. 5), without
necessitating the conclusion that Daniel and his
associates also became eunuchs, on their being
placed under his superxision. Only a grossly
dumal conception of the facts narrated in this
chapter, and of Isaiah*s prophecy, Isa^ xxrix.
7 (where D'^'^D likewise means [or may mean]
an official generally) could lead to this opinion,
which is entertained by a number of Jewuh and
older Christian commentators, e.^., Josephus,
Antiquit.^ x. 11 ; the Targum, on Esther iv. 5 ;
Rashi, on Dan. i 21 ; Origen Homil. iv. on Ezek. ;
Jerome, adv. Jovin. L 1 ; and Joh. Damaaoenus,
De fide ort/iod. iv. 25.* It is not even possible
to arg^ue from the relations of Daniel to the
master of the eunuchs, as indicated in this passage, that the prophet always remained unmarried (as Pseudo-Epiphanius De viL prophM,,
c. 10, Cornelius a Lapide, Huetius, and others,
That he should
suggest). See the Introd. , § 2.
bring cortain of the children of Israel i. e. , to
choose of the children of Israel, viz.: of the
Jews, who had been carried to Babylon as hos-

—

The more comprehensive phrase, |
the children of Israel," is justified by the fact 1
that the theocratic state under Jehoiakim induded all of the tribes of Benjamin and Levi, j^
and at least fragments of several other tribes,^*
especially of Simeon (2 Chron. xv. 9)^ in addi-

tages, cf. V. 2.
*'''

* [Bather, a strictly literal interpretation of Isa. xxxix. 7. as
well afi all the probabilities and analogies of the case, reqoii ea
this yiow, which the majority of oommentatora have accordingly taken. The case of Joneph's maeter aflbrdA no difllouity, for eunuchs of high rank are often married (cf . Ecchu^
XX. 4; xxT. 20); indeed the mipposltion of his impotcnca
affords some explanation of hia wife^seoUdtatlon at Joaeph.]
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CHAP.

I.

the leading tribe of Jadah.^And of the
king's seed, and of the princes— rather, '* of
the royal seed, as well as of the number of
Instead of this correlative view of the
nobles.**
tion to

two 7a

—

the only correct view

—which

is

(elsewhere

compare

*{

questioned) in the sense of **and indeed,*'
Whence as marking the use of an
*' namely,**
emphatic apposition. Our view is supported by
parallel passages, such as chap, vii 20; viii 18,

—

V. 2.

depends on the verb

t31?2bil

;

is

Sanscrit

responding term in Hebrew

is ^"^i*^^.,

are correct in taking

the sense of

which can only be equi-

ywb

.

indefinite '^^lYt

Q'^b'^aipTS In

v. 17,

;

'tloes

—

<

^^

understanding,**
discerning,
rather
than
"versed, or experienced,** as denoting aptitude rather than habitus. ** n73-n»
Js mdicates, is the objective wisdom, which is displayed in the various fields of knowledge, and,
according to v. 17, is contained in books*'
(Hitadg)---hence scientific, as disting^iished from
the purely practical wisdom, which elsewhere is
generally referred to. Cunning in knowledge,

—

m

—

and understanding;

literally

**

knowing know-

W,

literaUy,
compare v. 10.— i'ai'^Sl tti"^
"matter of the day in its day," i.e., a daily
supply, or ration.
Compare Jer. Iii 34, where
the same expression is used with reference to

the daily food of the captive Jehoiachin also
Ex. V. 13, 19 ; Lev. xxiii 7, etc.—Of the king's
meat,— of which, according to Oriental custom.
;

^[OUkera, however, maintain that
ity.

ledge "

Cnjl

""yy)

and

**

understanding

and

verse, as

—

—

Skilful in all wisdom.
The intellectual
qualifications are immediately connected with
the physical Havemick, Hitzig, and others,

v. 3,

all learning^ '^all literary

Further, 0*^11:5

the strong

I

same

knowledge."
can hardly signify the
Aramcean idiom which beg^ with chap, ii 4,
but designates the original Chaldee, which was
of Japhetic origin, or tinctured with Japhetic
elements as AUchaelis, Bertholdt, Winer, Hiivemick, Lengerke, Hengstenberg, and others,
hold.* That the noble Jewish youths should
be compelled to learn the AramaBan dialect,
which, according to 2 Kings xviii 26 et seq.
(Isa. xxxvi. 11), was the official language both at
the Assyrian and the Babylonian courts, admits,
indeed, of an easy explanation since the Jews
of that time were but slightly acquainted with
that dialect (cf 2 Kings, in the above mentioned
place), and since youth especially, of whatever
rank, could not have been instructed in this
language, which was indeed related to the
Hebrew, but was nevertheless a foreign tongue.
The view which identifies the ^* tongue of the
Chaldseans" with the official Aramasan of the
court, is untenable because of the circumstance
that the latter is introduced in chap. ii. 4 by the
term rP»';>» (cf. Isa. xxxvi 11; Ezra iv. 7),
and is thus clearly distinguished from the ordinary langfuage of the D">^ip3. (9ee notes on
that passage, and compare Introd. § 1, note 3.)
Verse 5. The provision for the sdected youths
and their training. And the king appointed
them a daily, etc. ^^ Them," id, those who
should be selected, but whom the king did not
nj^, to ordain, appoint, aseignare,
yet know,
valent to

whom

18.— The

"l'3fi^''1

co-ordinate with K'^^nb in the

compare "^tO-iS

The cor-

not admit of a definite conclusion respecting the age of the youths, and particularly of
The remark in Plato, Aleib, i § 37,
I>anieL
^however, according to which the training of the
Persian youth by the nai6ay<jyoi jiaaiMloi began
irith the 14th year, has a certain importance for
speculations on this question, which is enhanced
^^ the statement of Xenophon, Cyrop. i. 2, that
^uone of the k^jhi might enter the service of
the king before they attained their 17th year.
What is said in v. 5 concerning a period of
three years during which Daniel was in training,
xM>rresponds remarkably with these statements.

also Esth.

—

or powerful ones: Ex. xv. 15; Ezek. xvii. 13;
S Kings xxiv. 15.— Verse 4. Children in
was no blemish, t.€., no physical fault
henoe, of faultless beauty; compare 2 Sam.
(Cf. the form T:?ib^?a in the Kethib in
civ. 25.
Corporeal soundthis place with Job xxxi. 7.)
r fiess and a handsome form were considered inamong the ancient Orientals (cf.
l 'lispensible
\ iCurtius, vL 5, 29), for those who were destined
Ifor court service,^a view which is stUl shared
hy the Turks ; see Bicaut Oegeniodrt. Zustand
^Ua turk. ReiehM, l

;

the preceding ctthn&ch indicates. icD» ** writing," does not in this place denote the art
of writing, but the learning of the Chaldaeans

prathama, Zend frathema, Greek irpCrroc, Its
derivation from the Greek npdufio/^ essayed by
Bertholdt, as well as the opinion which prevailed among older expositors, that the word is
of Hebrew origin, and perhaps related to niCi
invalmt, are to be decisively rejected.

7

iii.

—And whom they might teach the learn-

ing and the tongue of the Ohaldasansj literally, **and to teach them the learning," etc.

term S'^JpPi'lDn, "nobles,** ** magnates,*' which occurs only here and in Esth L
8 vi. 9, seems to be borrowed from the Persian,
and to be equivalent to the Pehlevi pardom,
the

;

0">l»3yn, the servants^ in Zech.

eta— The

cf.

viii 7

the king's palace " is the same as " to stand beford the king" (of. Gen. xviii. 8 ; xlL 46 ; Deut.
i 38, etc.), i.«., to await his commands, to serve
him. See below, v. 17, and compare the absolute

—

**the noble;**

[perhaps] abiUty, talent;

xi 15) to stand in the king's
palace" (^i^an is-'nsi nb?b,— for which ~ii?.b
nn is not to be substituted). *'To stand in

(before ^y^^ which,
first
however, is wanting in several of Kennicott's
and De Bossies manuscripts, but the authenticity of which is not, on that account, to be

first,**

;

had power (Hd, here

—

•*the

*^

—

found

Yon Lengerke, and

Havemick, take the

(n?

V=?l). On J-l?? ** thought"
knowledge"), compare Eccles. x.
20, and on both phrases compare chap. iL 21
Neh. X. 29. And such as had ability in them
to stand in the king's palace, literally ''who
thought**

in Hitzig, and otherSf
Bertholdt, without reason, adopts the designsor), while a majority, including
tive {eithsr
in

59

1-21.

oalt.

The

it

was of Hamitiu

sobject of the origin of the t3''lb3 is rery

Bee the note hi Keil ad

affla
diffl

loc.]
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not only noble guests (of. Jer. as dted above), bnt
also all the servants and officials were accustomed
to partake, compare 1 Kings v. 2, 8 and concerning the custom in question at tne Persian
:

10« p. 69; Plutarch,
**meat," really delieacies,

court, see AthenaeuSf iv.

ProU,

vii.

4.— 3anp

—

of Persian origin, a composite word formed out of bag, " tribute " (cf.
**
allowance," "ration"), and
Sanscrit bMffa,
Sansthe preposition paiti, "towards, to,'* (

luxurious food,

is

=

Greek

irpori, irp6c)-—BJid hence is
equivalent to " apportioned food," which sense
is also expressed by the Sanscrit praUbhaga^

crit prati,

which designates the daily proportion of fruits,
flowers, etc., required by the rajah in his household.
Cf. Gildemeister in the ZeiUc/irift fur
Kunde deti Morgenlajuiei, Iv. 214.
of the

—And

wine which he drank, properly "of the wine
l^'tlC^ is to be

of his drinking," his banquet.

taken in the singular in this place, as well as in
vs. 8 and 10.— So nourishing them three years,

"and (commanded)

rather,

to instruct

—

them

three years " properly * * educate," " bring up "
[but literally, " to make great " perhaps referring primanly to their physical culture]. The
infinitive

—

0^13^^ with a copulative

does not depend on

')'3V('«1

in

.

*|

certainly

8; but rather

by l^^l, from
whose sigmfication the idea of commanding^
ordaining^ is zeugmatically derived. Compare
n:73 in V. 11 ; also Jonah il 1.
That at the
end thereof they might stand before the king,
i.«., after the three years had expired.
"To
is

'

to be regarded as governed

—

by

their preceptors, e.g,^ 2

men

= Jedediah^

Sam.

zii.

25 (S<4o-

Mark iii 16 (Simon = Peter)
tnis custom among the Greeks

and respecting
and Romans, Theodoret, on our passage; Chrysostom, Opp, V. 286, etc
["But while the K
kings referred to only had their paternal names
changed for other Israelitish names, whidi were
given them by their conquerors, Daniel and his
friends received genuine heathen names in ex- \
change for thehr own significant names, which /
were associated with that of the true God.**
Jleil.]
For he gave unto Daniel the name of
Belteshazssr, etc. : rather, *' and he called
Daniel Belteshazzar." The four new names of
the youths doubtless oontain, without exception, a reference to the divinities of Babylon.
i

^

i

This

is

chap.

name

apparent in the

iv.

5),

—with

which

ISttlDlbA is probably identical

majority hold,

we

roykl

—^^ether,

name

find the

"^SlKlpDb^ (c£.

the

of the

name
as

a

god ^$

and explain its composition perhaps hj
princeps (which the expression of Nebachadnessar himself in chap. iv. 5 seems to
endorse), or prefer Hitag*s more ariaficial interpretation =:Pdld tachd^ra, *^ nourisher and
in

it,

BeU

i33 133| likewise (for

devourer.**

scriptio plena, chap, iii 29, is

Kia3

which the
'9)

is

cer-

tainly equivalent to "adorer of Nego,** which
divinity is probably not the same as Nebo (Saadis,
EQtz., Kranichf., and others), but a reptile g^od,
and perhaps the familiar dragon of the apocxyphal
book Bel and the Dragon since the comparison at
the Sanscrit ndga, serpent, with this name,

—

stand before the king" is " to serve him," of.
[" Standing was the position of waiters in
readiness to do their master's will" Siuart]

.

which was first essayed by Rodiger, affords a
more likely conception than the tninsmntatioB
of 3 into 3. But "^"DT?* which may be identical

T?i6 name» of Danid and his
and their changing. Now among
these were of the children of Judah, hence,

with Uriin, Zech. Ix. 1 (cf Kohler, Sacharia, 2d
pt, p. 18) also seems to designate a divinity, and
possibly, in case it is based on the root nin or
'*
^'•a
to move in a circle,'* the tun-god,
"ltn»

8.

Verses

6, 7.

—

<usociat€»y

belonging to the most prominent
which the entire natdon was usually
at that early period.

shown

tribe, after
called,

The four youths

to be Jewish D'^^Pl'iD (v. 8)

;

even

are here

but

it

does

not follow from this passage that all of them,
and Daniel in particular, were, in addition, of
royal family (nr^iiTan

3?nttt,

.

8).* The royal

descent of Daniel can only be conjectured ; that
Zedekiah was his fother, as is stated by Josephus, is a mere supposition. Compare Introd. §
2, where the names Daniel, Hananiah, Mishael,
and Azariah have been sufficiently considered
(cf also note 1 to that §). Verse 7. Unto whom
the prince of the eunuchs gave (other) names,
rather, " and the prince . . . gave them." The
(changing of names as a sign of entrance into
the condition of subjection 'to a ruler, is a frequently attested custom of Oriental and classical
antiquity.
Compare Cten. xli. 45 (Joseph); 2
Kings xxiii. 34 (Eliakim); 2 Kin^ xxiv. 17
(Matthaniah= Zedekiah); the re-nanung of pupils
.

* [Uuoli

does

follow ** that th6 other youths of noble
carried awar along with them, belopReri to other tribes^ (Keil ad loc.), for (as the same commenUtor immediately addsX **the names of Daniel and his
three companions only are mentioned, beoanoe their history
recorded in this Inok brings them specially under oar

dement,

Icfts

.

may be

the same as the Sanscrit misekadk^

and therefore denote a god likewise
belonging to the siderial domain ; whether the
sun-god be again intended, as Hitrig supposes,
must remain doubtful (but see Hitzig on this
^*stag,*'

place).

Verses 8-10. Danube request, and the refuscu
of the master of the eunuchs to entertain it. Bat
Daniel purposed in his heart. So the A. Y
and Luther, literally, but less agreeable to the
sense

of

121^

b?

DiD'^1

than ''he was con-

cerned," as Bertholdt properly rendezs it. T^ist
he would (better '^should "lipot defile himself
with the king's meat. The Sept. rendeis

by 6x«r f^ a^^h^; cf.
-^Cfil
Acts xv. 20. The reason for the
refusal of the 3^rD« ^-^^ the ordinary food of
the king, as weU ss of the irine from his taUe
(cf. V. 6), by Daniel snd his associates, arose
doubtiess from the heathenish custom of consecrating each meal, by offenng a portion to the
gods. * In order to prevent their being inrolred

JWD'^ »i

aXiffy4ifMTa,

It

who had been

*[Tbat the ipecial reaaon for their abstinetioa waa nol
the Levitical distinction of **ck«n** and ^^mtdean**
animals, is evident from their rejection of th» vine like*
wine, which the Mosaic law allowed. In addition to tb«
reason aawlgnad by oar author, ws sosped suom mmtaiy
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CHAP.
In idolatry bj partakiiig of food which had been
thus dedicated to the ^>dB (of. 1 Cor. x. 18-20),
ikey avoided espedallj those kinds of food
whu^ were commonly offered to the eods, hence
those prepared from flesh, wine, or flour. The
Tegetables, such as pulse, cabbage, etc., of
which alone they were willing to partake, were
indeed also prepared by the heathen cooks of
the king, and were even nndean in themselyes,
as having been grown on heathen soil (Am. vii
17 ; Hos. iz. 8, 4) ; but, since offerings or libataons were never taken from them, they were
not specially sacred to the gods, and hence,
might be used by pious Jews, without any
essential defilement of oonscienoe.
Compare
fiavemiok mnd Hiitig on. this passage, and
against Von Lengerke especially, who thought
to find here the x^P'^^ns ^poi^t 3 Mace. v. 27
and, therefore, a proof of the composition of
the book in the time of the Maccabees * see
Hfivemick, Neue krit, Uhters., p. 47. ["DaniePs resolution to refrain from such unclean food
flowed from fidelity to the law, and from steadfastness to the faith that C man liveth not by
tread only, but by every word that prooeedeth
out of the mouth of the Lord* (Dent, viil 8)."
KeU.]
Verse 9.
Ood had brought
X>aniel into favor and tender love with the
prince of the eonachs; literally, '^and Gk>d
gave into favor . . . before the prinoe," etc.
TOnJ pj iB exactly the Greek idoxev et^ i?.eo^
kdl oiicnpfi6v (Theodot). On this subject compare
Oen. XTTJT 21 ; alsoNeh. i 11 ; 1 KingsviiL 50.
^Verse 10. I fear
lord, the king, etc. The
prince of the eunuchs does not, in these words,
positively refuse the favor which Daniel seeks,
but intimates that in order to avoid the royid
* displeasure, he must render at least a formal
and apparent obedience to the command he had

—

Now

—

my

jreceived ; aside from this, he shows his readiness to exercise every possible forbearance
towards his wards. The remark in verse 9 that
€k>d had brought Daniel into the favor of the
prince is, therefore, by no means in conflict
with the tenor of this reply. For why shoukl
lie tee, etc. The same turn as in Cant. L 7,

—

where

the

poetical

HTp^d stands for "^^^

nr:b, and where, similarly, the question expresses the sense of an emphatic negation (of.
2 Chron. xxxiL 4; Ezra vii. 28).—Tour faces

wrone

liking, etc. 0''D?.t, properly "«a4, lowering, of a peevish appearance " (Gen. zl. 6 ; of.
0^7^, xL 7), here implying a meager and decayed
appearance, exactly like the Greek aim&pund^^

Katt. vi

16.

['' ^:

D

is

I.

.

6]

1-Sl.

the phrase '^to endanger the head," compare
lUad, iv. 163, anoTlaai cvu KC^aXgy and the German, ^* den Kopf vertoirkm,^^
Verses 11-16. DanieTe abetemioumess, and its
Then said Daniel to Melzar.

cont/equsnees.

13^^, as the prefixed article shows, is not a
proper name, but an appellative, and probably
designates an officiaL It can, however, scarcely
mean a pedagogue or president of alumni, as
Hitzig suggests, but rather a ^^ butler" or
'*
steward," as appears from the nearly identical
Persian melsar^ '*vini princeps" (according to
Haug a compound word from the Zend, madhu
=/dii^v, "drink," and ^ra=:Kdpa, **head"):
compare apxtr^i^c^vog-^ John ii. 8, 9), [ana

—

xxxvL 2J. Verse 12. Prove thy
The
••nrants, I beseech thee, ten days.
number ten^ which was constantly employed as
a r<nind number (of. verse 20; Zech. viii. 28;
2 Kings XX. 8, et seq. and generally my Theologia IfcUuraks, i. 718 et seq.)* was the more
suitable in this case, as it was "sufficiently
laige to leave traces of the change of food in
the appearance of the young men, yet not too
great for a mere experiment" (Hitzig). Qive
npips'], Isa.

:

—

us (only) pulse to eat. Couoeming^*^?^!, vegetables, pulse, see on verse 8.
Verse 18. And as
thon seest, deal with thy servants | ».«., according to the result of thy observations. Cn
HK-iri with teM, see Ewald, Lehrbueh, % 224, c.
—Verse 15. Fatter in flesh. The youth themselves, and not merely their faoee, are the sub-

—

for neither DrC^M")^

jects of this predicate;

nor

^S*^)!!")?

plural

can be regarded as

^'^V^'^Ta

plurals.

The

can nowhere be pointed out, and

no support in Eoc. xi. 9 (of. the exegetical
notes on that passage, and also Havemick on
Daniel, p. 86).—Verse 16. Thus Melzar took
away the portion of their meat, and the wine
that they drank j better, **and the steward
(henceforth) took away tiieir appointed food

finds

''n'j'l ia * not introductoiy, but in
connection with the participle expresses the
duration" (Hitziff). The continuation of their
treatment on this wise by the steward is remarked in order that the improvement in the
condition of the youth, already mentioned as
apparent in verse 15, may be more strikingly
brought out. On the question whether tiie
narrative aims to represent this fact as rmrami'
knu, as well as concerning its ethical importance,
see the dogmatioo-ethical considerations [below]

and wine.'

—

to be understood before

Verse 17. The great endoumiente of Danid and
Mi eompanian8.^AM for these fonr children,
freqnently found in Hebrew; of. Psa. iv. 8; Ood gave them knowledge and skill, etc.
properly, ''And God gave ... to these four,"
zriii. 84, etc.''—JT^]—Then shaU ye make
Luther's rendering. '*And the God of
ma andanger my head to the king} property, etc.
these four gave them," is mexact. On the pre* and ye shall endanger. ^
Q ^??1?1 [f^^id ye eauM cedence of the remote object in the nominative,
&*^l]byi, according to the eomparaUo deewrtata

*

*"

to forfeit^ a Chaldaizing Piel from 2;in]f ifl coordinated with nK")/^, and like it depends on

rrab
see .

therefore: "for why should he
and ye endanger my head,'* eta On

"^?5};
.

.

fCAiuM, arising from an appnhculon of tho itiinnlatJag
effect of the hlghly-waaoaoil food, espedally if thty wtn
nnder surgical treataMBt.J

€fei4u2mt>

followed by a personal pronoun in the dative
(here 0«7^), compare the examples adduced by

Ewald, g 809,
do™^-

*^^^i

a,

b.—In

all

M in verse 4,

**

learning and

wia

literary knowledge,

acquaintance with literature, erudition " (Theodotion, ypafifiarudf),

standing in

all

^^>.^^»ui^i^;c!:. •.'/.^u*'^<^r<^'^i*v

—And

visions

Daniel had und«i>
and dreams. It was,
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therefore, bis acquaintance with oneirocritioB
that distinguished him above his companions,
who must also be regarded as wise and highly
cultured.
This was dearly a miraculous gift,
which was intimately connected with his x^P^f^
Trpw^tfTiKdv^

but must not be confounded with

it

ftoT the skill to interpret the dreams and yisions
lof others, is certainly different from the gift of
Cseeing prophetical dreams and visions in person.
Still, as the second half of the book shows, the
possession of the latter faculty by our prophet
presumed the existence of the former ; just as
in the New Testament the divinely-bestowed
power to interpret tongues and prove spirits
goes hand in hand with the power to speak in
tongues and prophesy, in the case of the truly
great bearers of the Divine S{Mrit, e.g.^ St. Paul
(l Cor. xiv. 6 et seq.), St. Peter (Acts v. 3 ; viii

20;

etc.).—litrrbDSl l-»2n

X. 10,

construction as in verse 4

:

is

the same

nTSirr^DSl D'^p'^S^^t

compare Ewald, § 217, 2. ^3, however, does
not belong only to litji^ but also to niJdbni
*^ All
following.
visions and dreams ** are all
possible ones, of every imaginable kind.

Verses 18-20. Favorable issue of their examination before the king. Now at the end of
the days. Yon Lengerke's rendering, ^*and
toward the end of the time," is incorrect
^?'^?l1^»

**

to bring them," viz.: into the pres-

Hence not the same as M"^?n

ence of the king.

—

Inverse 8. The prince . . . brought them in
before Nebuchadneszar.
Them not merely
the four (verse 17), but, as may be inferred
from ver. 19, all those Israelitish youths, verse
13. —And among them all was none found like
Daniel, etc., either in physical beauty, or in

—

—

marked mental excellencies. Therefore stood
they before the Mng, ».«., they became his
servanta

1^^

^^

royal service,

inceptive

is

and continued

And

(Hitzig).— Verse 20.

they entered the

;

in it afterwards

in all matters of

wisdom and understanding;

litelrally,

'^the

discernment of wisdom" (np2l ri^S^n^ some-

.

thing like t2BO^ ^pPt

Num.

'"^^^n^

is

Iv. 24).

however,

xxvii 11

;

cf.

Psa.

here, as in verse 4,

employed exclusively in tKe sense of objectvoe
wisdom^ which is essentially the same as science ;
while

npa

is

**

the subjective interior of this

wisdom, the mind which shines through it."
•^^"1 is here equivalent to
a special point, matter^
object; cf. Psa. xxxi. 9; Judg. xix. 24; Jer.
xliv. 4, etc
That the king inquired of them.
Dj^a, not Bpa'^. The perfect refers back to
the examination instituted by the king, verse
19, not forward to later questions, which he
addressed to them. Found them ten times
better. Compare Gen. xxxi. 7, 41
Lev. xxvi
26; Zech. viii. 23; Ecc. vii 19.—Than all the
magicians and astrologers that were in all his
realm; rather, *^than all the learned (in litera-

—

—

;

ture) magicians that were,"

eta

D"'?30'^n,

by

reason of the probable derivation of the word

from tain,
versed

stylus,

represents those

who

are

m writings, scribes (scarcely persons who

are clever, disoeming, as Hitsig prefers, becaoBe
of its assumed de^vation from the Zend

The
khratumat, the Rabbinical 'VpB-jlp).
learned Egyptian priesta were designated by
this term (Gen. xli 8, 24; Ex. vii 11, 22,
eta), while Herodotus (it 36) calls them
Upoypaufiarei^^ and the Sept. sometimes terms
them k^nvvTai (Gen. xlL 8, 24), and again
Unlike chap, ii 2, 27 ; iv.
aixptcToi (Ex. vii. 11).
4, etc., where the Ghartummim are mentioned
as a special class beside the Ashaphim and other
wise men, the word, though not connected with
the following, serves in tlds plaoe merely to enlarge the conoeptioa of the predicate.

D^QOM, the

term .designates (in virtue of the
undeniable samentss in sense of its root C)S
with Cjj^iD and CjCj) "breathers, whisperera,**

more

»L&,

special

co70urerSy

who murmured

their

magic

formulas in an aspirated whisper. Whether
they are to be specially regarded as "snakeduunners" must remain undecided, in view of
the fact that the relation of this word to the
term aairlg- is not established, and is possibly no
more than an accidental similarity in sound.
Compare, on the other hand, the Arabic
naphat/ia, **to breathe mysteriously on coiled
knots" (Freytag, Lexic. Arab. s. v.).
Verse 21. Preliminary condusion of the introduction.

And

Daniel continued (thus) even

year of king Gyrus, n^n, which
is neither to be identified with, nor exchanged
for n^n (the latter is advocated by Kirmss and
unto the

first

who

substitute '^H'^n for

Hitzig

among

"^C*?!)?

expresses, in connection with "T?, the

others,

sense of attaining to, or of existing until the inauguration of an event. But ^* to live until the>^
first year of the reign of Cyrus" is by no means j
In this case
equivalent to dying in that year.
the passage would contradict Uie statement
found in chap. x. 1, and, therefore, would be in
evidence agfJnst the original unity of this book

(compare Introd. § 4). It is dear that the pax-\
tide 19 in this plaoe does not refer to the close \
of the prophet^s life, but simply designates a \
highly important i>eriod of time, up to which he 1
lived and approved himself as the poesessor of I
the exalted gifts of wisdom, prophecy, and in-y

The special
terpreting dreams (verse 17).
mention of the first year of Cyrus as such a
period, '^has, on the one hand, the objective
reason that a really new era, for the Jews
especially, and one to which the most remarkable prophecies (Isa. xliv. 28; xlv. 1) referred,
began with him ; and, on the other, the subjective reason, that this sharp separation into great
historical periods is general in Daniel, and, in
addition, that a longing for the deliverance of
his people must be regarded as a controlling disCompare
position of his nature " (Havemick).
Hengstenberg {Beitr.^ p. 65, 314 et seq.), and

Maurer on

this passage,

who

regards

1?

*n"''»»

simply showing that Daniel
lived through the whole period of the exile as
a highly esteemed wise man at the Chaldaaan
court.* We need not, however, adopt Ewald*
etc., correctly, as

*[*' Compare the analogoos sUtement, Jer. L 2et acq., Uimt
Jeremiah prophesied in the day of Joeiah and JehaiakiB
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fiftw,

who assumes

that the words

"^^^ ^??9

have been lost after bK*^3~ ; ^^ Thus Daniel lived
at the royal court until," etc., with which he
connects the venturesome hypothesis that Daniel and his companions dwelt in a separate
building- of the palace, which was specially
intend^ to serve as ** the royal academy (!)."

The Hebrew form

of the

name

113^13 evidently

corresponds better with the ancient Persian in
the cuneiform inscriptions {QuruSy Quru8)y than
the Greek Kvpo^, Its interpretation by *'sun,"
which is found as early as Ctesias (PluL Artax.
i. p. 1012) and in the EttfmdL M. (cf. the Sanscrit 9fiira^ sHrfa ; Zend hvare; modem Persian
kkuir)^ is not entirely certain. See the Zeitschrift
fur Kwide des Morgeni vi 153 et seq.; 850
et seq.
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which thus becomes an example for the ChrisSeveral of the older expositors
already recognized this, on the whole, although
their extravagant estimate of the value of ascetic
self-denial of any sort, prevented them from
reaching a really unprejudiced and truly evangelical conclusion upon the subject.
On the
request of Daniel to Melzar, verse 12, to prove
him and his companions during ten da3rs with
pulse and water, Jerome remarks, that it was a
striking evidence of his faith:
IncrecUbiUs
tians of all ages.

^''

fldei magrvUudo non tolum sibi corjndenUam
pottic&ri €8U mUoris eUfi, sed et tempus itatuere,

Non

ergo temeritatis^ sed Jidei, 6b quam
eontempserat,^^
Similarly Theodoret on that passage Ovdhf tjtt elg- ^edv iriarei^
IcX^pdrepoVf koX J^ tovto izoTJ^x^ev Kot aTCkax^ev
earl fm^eiv^ ovx ^fwrra 6k koI bk tuv tov -^eantaiov
Aavt^k ^fidruv' rd yap irtarewrcu re Kal ^apj!)^ai^
dg- r^r ^elac {toinj^ anolaiMjercu^ Kal fir) k<r&Unf
ett

regifu dopes

:

CONNECTED WITH THE
evTrpeTriarepo^ naX TrepiKaXkiirrepo^ (faviicrerai
SCHEME OF BEDEMPTION, APOLOOETICAL Ko^ fiel^uv icoifjv evoefiela^ imepfioTJ^ KaToXeirret.'-'
REMARKS, AND HOMILETICAL HINTS.
Among later writers, see especially Melancthon,
who remarks correctly *^ IktrMis temperentiam

ETHICiLL DEDUCTIONS

:

The dogmatic and

ethical significance of
and lus companions
t consists chiefly, and it may even be said exclusively, in the proof of resolute faith and
1.

the early history of Daniel

obedient devotion to Qod, which they displayed
by abstaining from the royal provision at the
Babylonian court. Our admiration is not enlisted in behalf of the abstinent diet, the fasting, the mortification of self, on the part of these
youth, but finds something grand and morally
A important in the active trust in God, and the
faithful obedience to €k>d, that are displayed in
They did not abstain &om
those self-denials.
the use of the delicacies of the royal table, during the whole period of their training, from a
spirit of desperate ascetic bravado, or because of
a super-legal dread of God's creatures, which,
in themselves, are not objectionable (1 Tim. iv.
\4) ; nor yet because, like the Buddhists of India,
they scrupled to destroy animal life in any form
but from the truly religious motive of remaining faithful and devoted to their covenant God
Jehovah (see above, verse 8), and to avoid their
being implicated, to any degree whatever, in the
idolatrous practices of their heathen masters.
Their abstemiousness has, therefore, essentially
[
the same ethical value as that of the Bechabites,
[
) who refused to drink wine, from motives of religious obedience to the vow of their ancestor ( Jer.
Lxv.); or, as the conscientious abiding of the
Kazarite by lus sacred vow, which imposed
similar denials on him, and which might cover
the whole period of life (Samson, John the Baptist), or a definite time of longer or shorter
\ duration (St. Paul, Acts zxi. 24 et seq. ; Aquila,
Acts xviii 18). A further analogy to the course
of these youth in Babylon will be found in the
case of the Jew<i at Rome, whom Flavins Josephus mentions in chap. 8 of his autobiography.
Our wonder and emulation are not excited in
any of these instances by the avoiding of certain
indulgences, but rather, by the disposition of
faith^ submission to the wholesome discipline
ot God. This it is, that marks their course as
the effect of a strong, rather than weak faith,
I

^

I

I

)<

,

I

I

I

to the and of ttto eleventh yetf of 2iedeldah, althongli hii
book contains prophecicg nlm ^1 a dmte raboequent to the
tiiking uf JeruJuklom.^' K«U.]

fuisae opus confessioma, et qvidem Jtane abetinentiam prcseeptam fviese legs DeL non humdnis
tradithnibus. Ergo abstinebat JJaniel, ut testaretur se non dbjieere doetrinam^ in qua sola
exstabat verbum Dei^ et dbluyrrere ab aUch
rum gentium tradiUonibus ; " also Calvin, who
remarks on the words of Daniel, verse 11 et
seq. : ^* lenendum est etiam iUud, nempe non
temere^ neque propria motu hme dixisse, sed
instinctu Spiritm Saneti.
Fuisset enim non
solertia, sed temeritaSy si Danid sibi fabricasset
hoc consilium^ et non fuisset eertior foetus a
Domine defeUei eventu Non est igitur dubium^
quin hoe habuerU ex aroana reoetatione^ feUeiter
et ex voto eeasurum, si permitteret minister
ipsum et sodos vesd leguminibusy And further: **<S(wamtz<, hoo esse verum experimentum
frugalitatis et temperentim^ si possimus esurire,
ubi Deus nos ad inopiam et egestatem cogit^
immo etiom si sponte possumus abjicere deUcios,
qtUB nobis essent ad manum, sed nostro eodiio.
hie sibbsistere in leguminibus et aqua esset
valde frivolum^ quia major interdum in emperentia se prodit in leguminibus, quam in
opUmis quibtlsque et lautissimis eibis.^^
Note
further, what Chr. B. MichaeUs says concerning the contrast, indicated in verse 18,
between the majority of the youfch designed to
be pages to the king, who partook unhesitatingly of the prescribed fare, and the strict
abstinence of Daniel and his three friends " lf»
ergo^ Ucet et ipsi Judcsi essent (verses 3, 4, 6),
tainen in observanda lege dimna minus rdigiosi
Tanto laudibiUor fuit Danielis sociofuerunt.
rumque ^us pietas et in patria reUgione eon-

Nam

:

stantia.^^
2. The course of the self-denying youth will
also appear as an effect of faith, from what is said
in verse 15 respecting their surprisingly robust

and handsome appearance.

Whether this con- ^
sequence of their vegetable diet is to be regarded I
as something miraculous, or as a purely natural
result, may be questioned.
The phenomenon
can hardly pass for absolutely miraculous; for
the traveler Ohardin, in a manuscript remark
on that verse, observes, *^ I have noticed that the
Kechichs (t.«., monks) have by far a fresher and
more healthful color than others, and that the Ar''
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menians and Greeks, though they frequently fast,
appear healthy, lively, and handsome" (compare Bnrder, in EoeenmUller^B Alt- u. Neu-Morgenland^ iv. 840 ; also Harmer, Observations in
the Hkmt^ L 357); and it is conceivable tiiat an
onrestrained indulgence in loxnrions food might
rather detract from the beauty of the remainmg
youths, than enhance it, especially if it were
accompanied by the debaucheries and excesses
which are so common among the pages at
Oriental courts (Lildecke, BeseJvreibung de$

Bmchs^ L 62 et seq. ; Havemick, KommenU^
Still, there is something extraordinary,
/ indicatlTe of Divinely supernatural co-operation,
J in the fact that at the end of three years the iq>( pearance of Daniel and his companions excelled
/that of aU the other youths in fullness and
beauty, and not less in tiie additional fact that
I
\ they excelled these latter in point of intellectual
iqusJities and scientific acquirements.
Of.
H&vemick, *^ At the same time, it would be partial to ignore the Divine assistance ; it was God
j
who enabled his servants to find favor with their
overseer, who gave them progress in Divine
wisdom and understanding, and who did not
forsake them in this instance. Only by this
^ ( reference to God, which is certainly found in
our narrative, can the believer comprehend its
true bearing. Hence it is unwise, and the mark
of a merely carnal exposition, to become involved in far-fetched and physiological explanations and calculations, such as are found in
Aben-Ezra, no less than to ignore the Higher
power, from which come all good and perfect
tfu/rk.

p. 87).

'

gifts."
8. As an apohgetdcal question of some importance, it must be remarked that what is related
in this chapter concerning the abstinence and
strict observance of the law at the heathen court
of the Ohaldasan king, by Daniel and his associates, is but poorly adapted to stamp the narrative
as a fiction of Asmonadan times, in which the
author seeks to beget trust in God on the part
of his readers (Hitdg), or to warn them against
partaking of unclean food (Bertholdt, Von Lengercke, etc.). The pious Jews of the Macoabsean

period not only scrupulously avoided the flesh

which was

sacrificed to idols by their heathen
oppressors, but everything that emanated from
them, even to their arts and sciences. DanjeL
Hananiah, etc., are, on the contrary, represented
as distinguished adepts in all the wisdom of the
Ghaldseans, and at the same time, as filling
oflldal stations at the court of the Babylonian

2.

The

vision of the

king, or even as members of the order of the
magi (cf. chap. ii. 18, 48 et seq.).
But while
this latter feature shows a striking resemblance
between the experience of the leading character
and that of Joseph in Egypt ; while especially
the patronage of the youtii Daniel by the prince
of the eimuchs, as well as his high endowment as
an interpreter of dreams, reminds us strongly of
Joseph; we are yet compelled to reject tiiie
opinion that the whole is merely an artificial
copy of the early history of that patriarch,
because nothing is recorded, either of an ascetio
refusal of food or drink on the part of Jos^h,
nor yet of his being trained with especial reference to service at the court of Pharaoh, or of a
careful instruction in foreign wisdom and leazning.
With respect to the latter pcnnt, indeed^
Moses, rather than Joseph, would serve as an
example (see Acts vii. 22). Compare also Jerome
(on verse 8) : *^ Qui de mensa regis et de vino
potus ^us non vuU comedere^ ne pcUtuitur^
utigue si sdret ipsam sapientiam atque doetrinam
Bahyloniorum esse peccatum^ nunguam aoquieseeret

discere,

non

guod non

Ueebat.

Diseunt ttu-

seguantur^ sed ut judieent atgue
fyumwdo si guispiam adpermis
mathematieos vmt seribere imperitus uai^iifiaroc^
risui pateat, et adversum phUosophos disputans^
tern

ttt

eontdneant.

ignoret

si

dogmata pMLosophorum,

I>i$maU

menu doetrinam (fhaidaorvm^ qua
Zea omnem
sapientiam .JSgyptiorum

et

didi-

jses

eeratJ**
4.

The HomHetieal treatment

will,

of coarse,

seise on the chief and fundamental ethical principle of the section, as indicated above, under

Thus,
1, without regard to subordinate details.
perhaps ** Not dainty food, but the blessing of
God develops beauty and strength.
All wisdom, even in worldly concerns, is a gift of God,
and the fear of the Lord is the beginninc: of this
wisdom also " (Starke, after the BibL lUbing.),
Or ^* Man c^all not live by bread alone, but
by every word that prooeedeUi out of tiie mouth
of God " (Dent, viii 8 Matt. iv. 4).— Or : " It is
a good thing that the heart be established with
grace; not with meats" (Heb. xiii. 9), etc.
Compare Melancthon: ^^JDamd in aula nee
minis nee contemptu, nee iOecebris nohtpiatem ami
potenticB vietus est, ttt defieer^ a zero evthu
Bane eonstantiam pauei imittrntWy sed gui
imitantur habebunt ingeniia prmnia eorporoUa
:

—

:

;

et spiritualia, sicut in^yit tea^as: CRarifioantm
etc.
(2 Sam. ii 20).*'

me glorifieabo,

nUmareMes, or J^ebuehadnezzai^s dream concerning the four wortd-hmgdomt^
and its interpretation by Danid,

n.

1-49.

And in the second year of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar. Nebuchadnezzar
dreamed dreams, wherewith [and] his spirit was troubled,' and his sleep brake
from him.'
Then [And] the king commanded * to call the magicians, and the
astrologers, and the sorcerers, and the Chald»ans, for to shew [tell] the king
his dreams.
So [And] they came and stood before the king. And the king
said unto them, 1 have dreamed a dream, and my spiiit was troubled * to kno^r
the dreaoL
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the Chaldseans to the king in Syriao [Aramaic], O king, live
thy servants the dream, and we will shew the interpretation.
6
The king answered and said to the Chaldeeans, The thing [word J is gone
from me : ii* ye will not make known unto me the dream, with [and] the inter«
pretation thereof, ye shall be cut in pieces,* and your houses shall be made a
6 dunghill [sink].
But [And] if ye shew the dream, and the interpretation
thereof, ye shall receive of [from before] me gills and rewards [largess], and
great honour therefore shew me the dream and tite Interpretation thereof.
They answered again, and said. Let the king tell his servants the dream,
1
The king answered and said, I know
8 and we will shew the interpretation of it.
of certainty that ye would gain the time, because ye see the thing [word] is
9 gone from me.
But [, that] if ye will not make known unto me the dream,
there is btU one decree for you ; for [and] ye have prepared lying and corrupt
words [a lie and a corrupt word] to speak before me till the time be changed ; *
therefore tell me the dream, and I shall know that ye can shew me the inter-

4

Then spake

for ever

!

tell

:

pretation thereof.

The ChaldsBans answered before the king, and said. There is not a man upon
the earth* that can shew the king's matter therefore there is no king, lord, nor
ruler, 6?Mt asked such thines [a matter] at any magician, or astrologer, or Cbal«
1
daean.
And itissk rare thing [And the matter] that the king requireth [asketh
is weighty] ; and there is none other that can shew it before the king except
the gods, whose dwelling is not with flesh.
12
For this cause the king was angry and very furious, and commanded ' to
13 destroy all the wise men of Babylon.
And the decree went forth that [> and]
the wise men should be slain [were about to be killed] ; and they sought Daniel
10

:

and his fellows to be slain.
Then Daniel answered with ^ counsel and wisdom to Anoch the captain of the
15 king's guard,* which was [who had] gone forth to sl ay t he wise men of Babylon
he answered and said to Arioch the king's captain. Why is the decree so hasty
16 from the king ? Then Arioch made the thing known to Daniel.
Then [And]
Daniel went in^ and desired of the king that he would give him time, and
that he would shew [even to show] the king the interpretation.
17
Then Daniel went to his house, and made the thing known to Hananiah,
18 Mishael, and Azariah, his companions ; that they would desire [even to request]
mercies of the God of heaven [the heavens] concerning this secret, that Daniel

14

:

19 and his fellows should not perish with the rest of the wise men of Babylon. Then
was the secret revealed unto Daniel in a night-vision. Then Daniel blessed the
20 God of heaven [the heavens]. Daniel answered and said. Blessed be the name
of God • for ever aud ever [from everlasting and to everlasting] ; for wisdom
21 and might are his." And he " changeth the times and the seasons he removeth
kings, and setteth up kings he giveth wisdom unto tlie wise, and knowledge to
22 them that know undei-standing. He" revealeth the deep and secret things: he
23 knoweth what is in the darkness, and the light dwelleth with him. I thank
thee^ and praise thee, O thou God of my fathers, who hast given me wisdom and
might, and made known unto me now *" what we desired of thee : for thou
hast nou) made known unto us the king's matter.
24
Therefore Daniel went in unto" Arioch, whqm the king had ordained
[appointed] to destroy the wise men of Babylon : he went and said thus unto
him. Destroy not " the wise men of Babylon
bring me in before the king,
26 and I will shew unto the king the interpretation. Then Arioch brought in
Daniel before the king in haste, and said thus unto him," I have found a man of
the captives [children of the captivity] of Judah that [who] will make known
26 unto the king the interpretation.
The king answered and said to Daniel,
whose name was Belteshazzar, Art thou able to make known unto me the
dream which I have seen, and the interpretation thereof?
Daniel answered in the presence of [before] the king, and said. The secret
27
which the king hath demanded [asked], cannot the wise men, the astrologers, the
magicians, the soothsayers, shew [the wise men. . . .cannot show] unto the king
28 but [yet] there is a God in heaven [the heavens] that revealeth secrets, and
:

:

:

5
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maketh known to the king Nebuchadnezzar what

29

80

shall

be

in the latter days

that shall be in ths end of the days]. Thy dream, and the visions
of thy head upon thy bed, are these [is this] ; (as for thee, O kbe, thy thoughts
came into thy mind upon thy bed what should come to pass [what it if that
shall be] hereafter ; and he that revealeth secrets raaketh known to thee what
shall come to pass [what it is that shall be] : but [and] as for me, this secret
is not revealed to me for any wisdom that I have [is
me] more than any
living, but for their sakes that shall make known the interpretation [bat in
order that the interpretation may be made known] to the king, and that thon
miffhtest know the tnoughts of thy heait :)
Thou, O king, sawest, and, behold, a " great " image.
This great image,
whose brightness was excellent, stood [a great image tnis image was large, and
its brightness excessive
rising] before thee," and the form thereof was terrible.
This image's head [This was the ima^e : Its head] was of fine "gold, his breast
breasts] and his [its] arms of silver, his belly [its bowels] and his thighs
Eits
its thighsTof brass [copperj, his [its] legs of iron, his [its] feet part [of them]
of iron and part [of them of clay. Thou sawest till that a stone was cut wX
without hands, which [and it] smote the image upon his [its] feet, thai were
of iron and clay,'" and brake them to pieces [crushed them]. Then was [were]
the iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, and the gold, broken to pieces together,'
and became like ths chaff of [from] the summer threshing-floors ; and the wind
can-ied them aimy, that [and] no place was found for them : and the stone
that smote the image became [was tor] a great mountain, and filled the whole
[all the] earth.
This is the dream ; and we will tell the interpretation thereof [its interpretation we will tell] before the king.
Thou, king, art a king of kings [the kings] : for the God of heaven [the heavens] hath given thee a [the] kingdom, [the] power, and [the] strength, and [the]
glory." And wheresoever the children of men dwell [in every place that tlu
sons of man are dwelling], the beasts [living thing] of the field, and the fowls
[bird] of the heaven [heavens], hath ne given into [in] thy hand, and hath
made thee ruler [rule] over them all. Thou art this [the] head of cold. And
after thee shall arise another kingdom inferior to [earthward from] thee, and
another third kingdom [a kingdom the third another] of brass,'* which shall
bear rule over all the earth.
And the fourth kingdom [a kingdom the fourth!
shall be strong as iron : forasmuch as iron breaketh in pieces and subdueth all
ifdngs [the whole] ; and as iron that breaketh all these, shall it break tn/»«w
and bruise. And whereas thou sawest the feet and [the] toes part [<rfthemj
of potter's clay and part [of them] of iron, ifie kingdom shall be divided [a
divided kingdom it shall be] ; but [ani] there shall be in it of the strength of the
iron, forasmuch as thou sawest the iron ** mixed with miry clay.
And u
toes of the feet were part [of them] of iron and part [of them] of clay ; »the
kingdom shall be partly '* strong, and partly [part of it shall be] broken, t^d"
whereas thou sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they Fhall mingle themjdves
with the seed of men [man] ; but [and] they shall not cleave one to arfemb^i
[this with this], even as iron is not mixed with clay.
And in the [their] \day»
of these kings shall the pod of heaven [the heavens] set up a kingdom, \JcW
shall never be destroyed ; and the kingdom shall not be letl to other [anotki]
people, but it shall break in pieces and consume all these kingdoms, and it *' ml^
stand for ever. Forasmuch as thou sawest that the [a] stone was cut out «(
the mountain without [upon not with] hands, and that it brake in pieces
iron,** the brass," the clay," the silver," and the gold;'* the great G'
hath made known to the king what shall come to pass hereafter [what i< « th;
shall be after this] : and the dream is certain, and the interpretation theredi

[what

is it

m

31

—

—

32

34
\\6

36
87
38

89

40

41

42
43

•^4

46

|
I

O

^

sure.

\

Then the king Nebuchadnezzar fell upon his face, and worshipped Daniel, an
commanded that they should offer [to offer] an oblation and sweet odours unt
47 him. The king answered unto Daniel, and said. Of a truth it is that your God'
46

w ••

a

God of gods, and

I

a Lord of kings, and a revealer of secrete, seeing [that]
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Then the king made Daniel a great man *• and
gave him many great gifts, and made him ruler over the whole [all the]
province of Babylon, and chief of t?ie governors over all the wise men of BaVi49 ylon. Then [And Daniel requested of the king, and he set Shadrach, Meshach,
and Abednego, over the affairs of the province of Babylon ; but [andj Daniel
sat m the gate of the king.

48 thou couldest reveal this secret.

|

OBAMHATICAL AND LEXICAL NOTES.
[>

bMU

&9&J«1^9

ft«opm«

upon

Mm,

ttieChaldee senae.
looian

eoDTts
ft VI,

—

"l^lSl^fl^

«

form of punishment

term

an emphatio

andjyo,

ttteifto

wm

agitated with oonfliotlng thoughts

a Chaldalxlng eenae of the Terb^ Uke oar ooUoquial

fbr the

like

**

^^

V'?^^*

killing

^ *^^^ ^* fnadA,

by inches.**—*

ttSl^ip*^/ b4

Ue^

mj)hUU

**

all

and feelings.—*

nP.^rQ, toot

*|*^^9

over with him**.—* iTa&^'^lj Mid, In

chopped Into minoe meat;** probably a Baby-

tumsd,

Ce., pass

by.—* ttpisf^^

dry ground^

the

world.—^ S^^DHf rstvmetf in answer.—* M'^HSlQ) the exectMonere^ sach being in Oriental

an important part of the royal body-gnard.—* KH^fi^f the God,

/or (I

was

*'

is, !.«.,

each of the preceding qnalitieH.— " tt^rPi

is

emphatic,

God.— >*

the true

like Q*^rJbainf i.e,,

The prononn

and He,

T^i*^1

is

nnder-

X

stood with

the Allowing dansea.—>* "p^^f andnoto; the position makes these terms emphatic;

i&Uiiiiemergen<7.

^
>*

—

*'

^^i

t^pon,

seems here to denote the abraptness of theinterylew,<r.<l.,

depreoatoiy form, nuiyssf thou not deetroif/

"Hi

one.

I.e.,

a

single one, standing alone

tarm than the 3*^ immediately following^!*

0 frequently nmd

in the context.—'* 2t3)

materials jnst described.
ing

The art.

is

—

**

The

*^'^

following

and oonq>ioQons.

llba^Jt inJ)ront
good,

i.e.,

is eq>leCiTe, like 5t(

—

i^ tt*^^TDf

q/"

thee ;

huge or ooloeMU

a stronger term,

pare.—** MSSDHn

emphatic, as in the following Terse.—*>

Kb^tit

Hind)

q. d.,

at once, promptly

upon.— i* Tllin^'iVt)

0(itn«

before direct qootations.—
;

a

like the

<A« tron

different

Heb.

and

and stronger

'^'^^.^

than Dlp»

the clay,

i.e.,

the

Uke one thing, an at once ; denot-

soddenneea as well as simaltaneonsness.—** With theae epithets compare the similar terms in the (sparions or late)
is rather copper, the simple metal ; for line, which is n component

dozology at the oloae of the Lord*B Prayer.—** \kX2TXi
of brass,

was

anciently unknown.—** ft^ip^.

not be expressed in Bnglish, as

it

The

article here,

expression

from the

b SBpplied

in the Masoretlc margin.—*^ The M^n, «,

—"

iai'«3lbi Mt. magnified Daniel,

'^9^

partitivee elsewhere used

i.e.,

in

this
is

S£T

'

J

\

*

*

I

inpart
*1

all

the preceding verses, should

(lit.

oonneotive

emphatic=ats{r.—** The

K^H

ia

ftom

the end)

;

a dlffbrent

wanting in the text, bttt
an emphatic oopola=Ae te.
is

promoted him.]

Verses 1-8. Ntbuehadnetaar demafndB an interpretatum of his dream by the Magi. And
in the second year of the reign of Nebuchadneszar, i.A, in the aeoond year oUiia s ole
reyn, which, as remadced in go, noie2^ or Ihe
In&ddaction, mnst have commenced sometime
irfter the fonrth
perhaps in the sixth—5ear_^f
the reign of^Jehoiakim. The time, therefore,
Is abont ^nr years Tat^r than fcnat menBoned in
rpaS9""B0on after lihat'"de8igniT«d in
^SapTX 18. The three years of the training of
Daniel and his companions had expired, perhaps
by only a few weeks or months, and their reception into the number of the royal ofBoials, as
well as among the magicians, in the broader
\
sense of the term, was of reoent occurrence,
when the remarkable eyent transpired which is
here recorded, and which raised the four Jews
to a fax more exalted position in the royal favor.
f There is, therefore, no conflict, either with
\ those passages of chap. i. nor with Jer. xxv. 1,
f
V J where •' the first year of Nebuchadnezzar," does
j
r not designate the first year of his sole reign, but
Compare Hengstenberg, p. 60
I of his joint rule.
etseq., who is correct, in opposition to those
I
t
who find here essentially a chronological error
(Berth., Bleek, Hits., etc.); and also, as com,

* *p99

connection.—** The

EZEGBTIGAL BBMABKB.

—

though present, as in

merely indicates the material.—^* FlSg

pared with the less suitable modes of reconciliations attempted by several, e, g., Wieseler {Die
70 Woehen^eto., p. 8 et seq.), who places the
event narrated in this chapter before the expiration of the three years of Danier s training, and
therefore before chap, i 18-20, thos re^rding
it as a supplementary attestation and illustration
of the statement in chap, i, 20 (also Failer, p.
88 etseq.); HSvemick {Neue fcrit. Unters., p.
64), who places the facts stated in chap. i. 1 et
seq. altogether at the beginning of the third
year of Jehoiakim, and assumes in addition,
that Nebuchadnezzar became king a whole year
later; from which it follows that 88-89 months
may have elapsed between the taking of Jerusalem and the transportation of Daniel (chap,
i 1 et seq.), and the time of Nebuchadnezzar's
dream.
Ewald^s opinion that TH^^^ has been

from after C^n^, which would give the
twdfth instead of the second year of Nebuchadnezzar, is likewise superfluous. * The copula in

lost

—

* [It wonld be very natural for a Jewish writer, lookIng at events from the Palestinian point of view, as
Jeremiah, to date ocoorrences according to the actual
/
arrival of Nebnohadnezzar as apparent sovereign In v
Srria, althongh in reality only a viceroy in place OK
of f/
bis father.
precisely parallel reckoning occurs in
)
Lake ill. 1, with reference to the aenoelate instead of/
of
the sole reign of IMberims as chronologers are now
low )
'

'

A

(
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ri3:5ai

probably indicates that Terses l-4a

and

were written immediately after ohap. L

doubtless for the purpose of connecting this introductory section more closely with the Ghaldaic fragment, chap. iL 4b-A9, which, together
with the narratives in Chaldee that follow, may
have already existed in manuscript form. Compare thelntr. § 4. Nebuchadnezzar dreamed
.dreams. [*^ It has justly been regarded as a sigr nificant thing, that it was Nebuchadnezzar, the
1 founder of t^e world-power, who first saw in a
J dream the whole future deyelopment of the

—

V

f world-power (and

even its

final

oyerthrow) ....

This circumstance also is worthy of notice,
that Nebuchadnezzar did not himself understand the revelation which he received, but the
prophet Daniel, enlightened by God, must in-

The plural ni>ain
it to him.''—KeU.]
used in this plaoe with reference to the
several contents of the dream, which, according
to verse 81, comprises a number of scenes
(1)
The sight of the great image (2) its destruction
and (8) the growth of the stone which causea
its ruin, until it became a gigantic mountain.
The dreiam thus manifested its confused, mysteterpret
is

:

;

rious character, that dissolved into indefiniteThe plural may, therefore, with a certain
propriety be taken as a plural of unlimited universality, which serves to prepare the way for
the. singular that follows in verse 3, in so far as
it designates the whole of the confused and complex nature of the dream, among whose visions
the image of the monarchies and its fate,
were prominent in importance and in the impression they produced (cf. Havem. and Maur.
on the passage). The nd>binical interpretation,
which refers the plural to the dream and its
explanation, is certainly to be rejected {e. g.,
Jos. Jacchiad.) ; and also the unauthorized idenness.

tification of

nidbn with Dibn

(Sept.,

Vuig.,

Luther, etc. ; and also Havemick, who endeavors
to define this as a pf/ural of intensity^ supporting his view by a comparison with rii^DH, Prov.

i 20;

ix. 1,

Wherewith

which
his

certainly not plural).
spirit was troubled. Verse
is

and also Gen. xli. 8 (where the awaking of
Pharaoh from his dream is described) employ
the Niphal Q.^^trti in the same sense that the

8,

EQthpael in this place bears, viz. as indicating
the alarm of one who has been frightened by a
:

dream; compare Psa. Ixxvii
BO troubled" (properly,
eontundor), and also
/

**

6, "^l????p?

"I am bruised,
tiie

Greek

*^

I

am

beaten,"

Tapdrrecr^ai.

The Hithpael intensifies the conception of inter-

disturbance contained in the Niphal, so that
it implies that its outward expression could not
be mistaken" (Kranichf.).
And his sleep
brake from him," or '* and his sleep was over
for him." So, properly, the Sept., Vulg., Luther, Berth. , etc. , and, in general, a majority of
expositors.
On the Niphal rr^rr;? in the sense of

r nal
I
I

—

being po^ or completed, compare chap, viii 27,
and especially Mio. iL 4. The phrase *' His
sleep went from him" (chap, vi 19; Est. vL
'

'

I

pretty well agreed.
Daniel on tbe other band, writing
at Babvlon, althoa^rh by conrlesy be applies tbe general
title "idcg^ to Nebaobadneczar, wbile yet bnt a deputy,
is
exact in bis stiitemeat of tbe years of tbe reign
ltMlf.1

1)

conveys a somewhat different idea.

*1'^^^«

**over him," or **for him," expreasea, as frequently with conceptions of emotional aciivitj,
&e sense of the dative in a more circumstantial
and emphatic manner: cf. chap. iv. 24 * vi 19;
X. 8, and see Gesenius* J^efauruSy p. 1027, 8. e.
HIbvemick renders it incorrectly: **Hi8 sleep
came on him heavily ;" for the statement that
the king was greatly troubled does not admit of
the other, that a heavy slumber had seized on
him.
Rather verse 3 shows clearly that the
desire to recall his dream, hence such an efiPort\
to recollect as would necessarily banish sleep,}
formed the real cause of his disturbance. On
the phenomenon that Nebuchadnezzar should
have a dream of prophetic significance, and then
foiget it (with reference to many of its details,
if not entirely) consult the dogmatico-ethical

jf

—

And

the king
considerations, No. 1.—Verse 2.
commanded to call the magiciana, eta This
is exactly similar to Gen. xli. 8, to which reoofd
the writer seems designedly to have conformed
Of the four daases of wise men
in expression.
here remarked (V9"*?D»

«»« 27), the Chartum-

mim and Ashaphim have already been mentioned,
The

chap. L 20 (see on that place).

mentioned as a third

ters ;" cf. ciTga (properly

incantation;"
XTxiii. 6,

and

Sept.,
Cji^'DTS

**

to

Q'^Ci^ST^i

enchanmutter words of

class, are clearly

^pfiaKeiea^ai)

''

2 Chron.
; Beat.

{fP^Pt*^^) Bx.vii. 11

The term

designates, in correapogadharsher formation, a stronger and
more passionate mode of incantation than ctm
an apparent and observable enchantment, as
distinguished from the mere breathing of magical formulas. The further mention of t£e D*^TC$9

xlviii 10.

ence with

its

—

Ghaldseans, in connection with the Ohartom*
etc., and therefore, as a special clam of
wise men coordinate with the others, involves
no abuse or carelessness of expression , but rather
corresponds fully with the statement of Herodotus (I. 181), that the Chaldasans were the
priests of Bel, and with that of Diodoms (H. 24),
that the Babylonians termed their priests Xoa-

mim,

daioi.

Those designated in

this

place as

.

^

\

{
«

'

y^gS

are therefore tHe t»cCTdotal wisejnpn (cf.Heqrchius, s. V. XaXSaDsr^ i^en Ch6 "O^aldsans are
distinguished as a yho^ Mdywv), who, it is probable, were specially occupied with astronomy,
the aboriginal science of the nations about the
Euphrates and the Tigris, whose founder waa
supposed to be Belus, die chief divinity of the
ChaldflBans (Pliny, if. ^. , vi. 80 : * * Behu—uitm'
tor HderaJtU scieniia'*). As astronomers, they
were probably classed with the aMrdhgen^ the
"^^^^tat

who

are mentioned in connection with

in chap. iv. 4; v. 7, 11, and instead of
in verse 27 of this chapter (see on thafc
The nationality of these Chaldgana
passage).
waa clearly different from that of the great
mass of the Babylonian populace : for while
these, the original inhabitants of Shinar, were

them
them

pure Shemites, the fonner had adopted man
Aryan elements into their langraage and customa.
The Ghaldsans, after inhabiting Babylonia for
centuries, as a kind of priestly oaste, attained to
political supremacy through Belesys or Nabopolassar,

whom

Diodoms, U. 26, designates
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lepkuv

fixujiffi&raTOV rent
XaXtiaiovc^

oOc

BafivX6vioi

koXovoi

henoe through one of their superior

(about B. G. 687). They retained this
pre-eminence until the taking of Babylon by
Cyrus, henoe, about a oentury ; but this prob^ably did not exclude the primitive Babylonian
priesthood from its place beside the sacerdotal
class of the dominant nationality, either in repriests

,

/

gard to office, or to consideration. Thus we mi^
explain why the Chaldflsans are only co-ordinate
with the oi^er classes of magicians in this place
and in the passages of chap, iv, and t. which
hare been mentioned, and also understand the
fad^ that the official language (according to
yerse 4) was not the Ghaldee, but continu^ to
be the AramsBan (primitiye Babylonian). The

Nabopolassar and Nebuchadnezsar

ChaJdffiana,

did not, therefore, found a one-sided, intolerant,
sacerdotal dynasty ; they had rather, so far as this
was po88ible,become thorough Babylonians, or, in
other words, Aramseans. The Chaldsdans, howev^, must have formed the potior pars of the whole
body of the wise men at the court, for no other
supposition will explain why the entire corps are

designated sometimes as Q'^'lip^n, «nd at others

i^} ^^"^Sn,

as

in the following account (verses

verses It, 12, etci). Compare Hitz.
and Eranichf. on this passage, and see infra, on
verw 4. For to show the king his dreams.
All oi the four classes of wise men just mentioned were therefore to co-operate in interpreting the dream, *^ because in this important matter the facts and opinions were to be settied
by various methods, and possibly, to be placed
on record.
The several classes of wise men
supplemented each other on such occasions, and
assisted each other mutually by their peculiar
methods. Thus, the priests might propitiate
(he goda and invoke their aid, by sacrifices ; the
conjurers might contribute to the increase of
prophetic ability, as might also the enchanters,
d.^., by the use of narcotics, etc.
In this wi^
the Egyptian wise-men were constantly employed in individual cases as a ahtrrvfia^ according to Diodorus, IL 30.'' (Eranichf, )--yerse 8.
spirit was troubled to know the dream.
4, 5, 10, cf.

—

My

A

eoTutr.

pragnans^ which

signifies,

**

My

spirit

has become troubled (cf. on verse 1), and desirous to know the dream.*' T he Iring clearly
<^fiB

^ee

to

m^IjOEo

hav e

his

learn

dream reheysed, and logi
meaning!
THe~ words

its

SSrrr.« rJli may c^iainly imply the
but

it

appears

et seq. 26,

definitely

and

36, that

latter,

from verses 5 et seq., 9
he is more immediately

concerned to recover the dream itself. The
reason waa, without doubt, that he had really
forgotten it, or, as is frequently the case with intricate dreams, many of its particulars had
'escaped his memoi^, and he retained only a
general undefined mipression of having seen
something fearful, monstrous, and alarming, in

I

dream. A total foigetting of the dream
cannot be supposed in this case, since it was not
possible for the king to be so greatiy troubled
as to lose his sleep about a dream which he had
Nor can it be ag I forgotten entirely (verse 1).
snmed^that hg. geally recollected the dr^m. t^nd
S^ merelv preten^d that ^e nolongerreniepibered it^It. Uaon~]n""Tbn^nt, Hengstenbeig,
ffivMrmck) ; for the writer would hardly have
vlus

69

1-49.

xmnoticed a representation of
which aimed to test the magicians

this nature,
and, in ad;
the rage of the king, as described in
verse 12 et seq,, is too furious to be pretended.
[On the other hand, Eeil justly contends (with
the majority of interpreters) that he had not
essentially forgotten his dream.
^*It is psychologically improbable that so impressive a
dream, which, on awaking, he had forgotten,
should have yet sorely disquieted his spirit dur'
ing his waking hours.
The disquiet was
created in him, as in Pharaoh (Gen. xli ), by the
specially striking incidents of the dream, and
the fearful, alarming apprehensions with reference to his future fate connected therewitii'
(Kxbsl), According to verse 0, Nebuchadnezzai
wished to hear the dream from the wise men
that he might thus have a guarantee for the
correctness of the interpretations which they
might give. He could not thus have spoken to
them if he had wholly forgotten the dream, and
had only a dark apprehension remaining in his
mind that he had dreamed. In that case he
would neither have offered a great reward for
the announcement of the dream, nor have
threatened severe punishment, even death, for
left

dition,

failure in announcing

it.
For then he would
only have given the Chaldaaans the opportunity,
at the cost of truth, of declaring any dream
with an interpretation.
*The Magi boasted
that by the help of the gods they could reveal
deep and hidden things ' (Hengst )." It is very
probable, however, t^t while the king retained
a lively recollection of the main features of the
dream, he might have forgotten some of the
particulars, which, if rehearaed again, he would
be able to recognize. This justifies the whole

1

proceeding.]

Verse 4. The reply of the magidane. Then
spake the Ohaldmans to the Idng in S3r'iao,
H^Tp'^M, the Aramaic dialect of
i.e,y Aramaic.
the Babylonians, which was still prevalent at the
court of the Ghaldaaan rulers, Nabopolassar^ Nebuchadnezzar, etc, and which was distinguished
from their Chaldee idiom, including numerous
non-Shemitic elements, by its purely Shemitic
character, and especially by its near relationship
to the Aramasanof the Syrians. Hence, the Sept.
and Theodotion translate Svpferr/, the Vulg.
dyriaee^ and Xenophon {Oyrop, VH. 5, 31) states
directly that the Babylonians spoke Syriao. The
reason for Daniers express statement that the
ChaldsBans addressed the king in Aramaic (note

the verb 1511, corresponding to the adverb

;

cf.

consists simply in the fact that he
desired to call the attention of his Hebrew
readers to the contrast between the nationality
Isa.

xxxvL 11)

of the D*^lip9,

i,e.^

the majority of the wise

men who were summoned

before the king, and
the purely Shemitic language, which they were
on
verse
It is wrong
obliged to employ (cf.
2).
to look for the reason of their use of Aramaic,

wi^ Palmblad,

Havemick, and others, in their
desire to hide the confession of their ignorance
from the turba adetantitim. This might rather
have been accomplished by the use of (Thaldee,
while the Aramaoan was familiar to all present
as the language of the court and nation. Compare supra on chap. i. 4, and also the correct

remark of Ftdler

(p.

87)

:

''

While the language
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fof the Chaldseans was the language of science^
this (the Aram.) was the language of popular
t^intercourae.^^
O king, live for ever. This was
an introductory formnla of the address to the
king (cf chap, iii 9 ; v. 10 ; vi. 7, 22), attested
as a general Oriental formula of greeting by 1
Sam. X. 24 (Saul) ; 1 Kings I 31 (David) ; Neh.
a 3 (Artaxerxes) ; -ffiUan, V. K, I. 31 {fiaaOev
*kpTa^ip^Tf^ 61 cu&vof $aatXevoii) ; Curtius, it, VI.
6 (Alexander the Gr.) ; Judith xii 14 (Holoferf

—

.

nes).

—On

the Keri

and similar omis-

'^I'l^^b,

in the Eeris, verse 26; iv. 16; y.
10, etc, see Hitzig and Kranichl on this place.
Verses 5, 6. &netDed demand by the king^
The king . .
connected wUh a stem menace.
sions of

1

the fem. of an adj. ItK, or (as FtLrst thinks),
The meanan adverbial form of the same.
ing firm, however, which the author rejects,
seems to us more suitable and better corroTe shall be cut
borated than any other.]
in pieces. 'pJa^n "nyp^^ ^
made piecet

—

(Sept. StafiepiXeavat

cf.

;

^

/*iA^ iroieiv^

2 Mace, i

and dixorofteiv, Matt. xxiv. 61); a cmel
punishment in vogue among all the nations of
antiquity, and especially among the CbaldaBans
(Eze. xvi. 40; xxiii 47); compare chap, iii 29.
^And your houses shall be made a dtmghiU.
Similarly chap. iii. 29, and also Ezravii 11, wh^e
the form ^^13 is used instead of Daniel's '^iy,*
16,

—

=

.

aid to the
tracted

from

Ohaldssans,

K;)'^iDD^.

The unoon-

form KJ»'JM, a «tot emphat.

I'^tl'^iD^,

lies at

phtr.^

the foundation of this

Kethib, as well as of the Keri "^M'lb^b ; compare

Winer, Oramm, dee bibl. und targum, ChalThe thing is gone from
daism.^ % 82, No. 3.
.me, rather, ** the decree js made taiown by ine ,^*
^^\i.e.y it is my settIeS~purpoee,"T say'it with all

—

'

*

emphasis.

The words *?J^

'^2'?

*?^?

should

probably be rendered in this way, as Hitz. and
Kranickf. suggest ; for (1) this view only is consistent with the repetition of tihe formula in
verse

,

8,

as well as with the parallel

U^XO

"^l??

ill 29 ; iv. 3 ; (2) «?tK, which is
found only here and in verse 8, is most readily
explained by comparison with the Persian asdd
or azanda^ which is found in inscriptions, and is

0?tP, chap,

equivalent

known;

I

[
i

to pribUcation^

science,

what

is

the rendering which makes kiTk
correspond to ^^^^Jt ^ftJ'lP', "standing fast"
(Peeh. , Ibn-Ezra, the rabbins in Saadia, Winer,
Hengstenb.), which is closely related to the one
under consideration, is untenable from the fact
that an at^suranqe of the fixed and irrevocable
character of the royal decree would here be out
of place, and that an identification of the root -iTM
with the Arabic vaeada, *'to be firm," seems
rather precarious ; (4) the identification of ntK
with iT«i «WiY (verses 17, 24 ; vi. 19, 20), from
which arises the sense, "the word has gone out
from me" (Gesen., Havem., Von Lengerke,
etc.) is opposed by the extreme improbability
that the two forms are identical in meaning,
since an interchange of J and i is exceedingly
rare, and especially because Daniel always em(o)
ploys the form with J in other places
finally, the view, "the word has escaped my
recollection," which was formerly common, and
which is found as early as Theodotion and the
Sept. {cod. Chis.) (6 TJtyor aif ifiov airioTt)^ the
Vulgate {aermo receseit a me\ Luther, Dereser,
and others, but which here, and much more in
verse 8, contradicts the whole context, and does
not consist with the only admissible sense of
(3)

;

nr^^

=

word, command,

is

wholly untenable;

for the term nowhere in this c}iapter, not even
in verse 23, signifies the dream of the king, but
[Moreover,
always his decree, his demand.

" the punctuation
all

of the

is

not at

it can neither be a partinor the 3d pers. prst. fem. " (Keil), but it is

that of a verb, for

ciple,

word ^^!?

i?:, to
This term, derived from the Pael ijO
extremely dlBgracefol
nature of the threatened penalty; the houses

MiZ, defile, hidicates the

are to be changed into dxmghills, by being razed
to the ground and covered with animal and
human ordure— just as Jehu turned the temple
of Baal into a sink, 2 Kings x. 27.
See the
proofs of the frequent use of this method of
disgrace and punishment in the East, adduced
by H&vemick. ^Verse 6. Te shall receive oi

—

me

and rewards, and great hononj
rather, "great treasures."
The second of the
terms here employed, nana, "reward" (compare
gifts

the plural

**

V???^

gifts," chap. v. 17,

and the

Targ. Jonath., Jer. xL 5; Dent, xxxiit 24) is
satisfactorily explained by its derivation from
Tta,

and

from a Palpel form

specially

T2Ta«

facuUates suae contemeit^ prodegit. It«is not
necessary, therefore, to refer with Bertii.,
Eichhom, eta , to the Greek v6fiiafia in its elucidation, nor with Hang (in EwaJd*s Jahrb. d.
Inbl. Wissenechaft, 1853, p. 160), Gesen. -Dietr.,
etc., to institute a comparison with' the old
Persian ni-bag-vd^ "presentation," nor, above
all, with the Sanscrit namas, " present, gift,*
Ewald prefers n2T2:, and
as Hitzig attempts.

the translation of this term by official statume^
or promoting to office (for which he refers to the
old Persic and also to chap. v. 16)— which,
however, is opposed to the entire body of exeTherefore shew me the
geti<»l tradition.

—

dream,

etc.

'jnb,

therefore (composed of the

demonstrative adverb y} and the prepositlofi
b), is foimd
and chap. iv.

in this signification in verse 9,

and in the Hebrew of Ruth 1.
^
other hand it signifies * but rather
in verse 80, and " but " in Ezra v. 12.
Verses 7-9. Repeated refusal of the ChaldtBttne^
and renewed threatening of the king. They
13.

24,

On the

^

again. D ^3*^3^1, an adverb from \l'J^^
"the second one," chap. vii6.—Andwe will
shew the interpretation, rnnn3 n^Bt^i. The

answered

fOTm

H'^IDD is not to

be changed into rn?^i ••

Hitzig suggests, but must rather be regarded
simply as a Hebraized atat emphat. for ii-tr D> j^^^^
as (verse 5) nni^ is used for Kr^?3 (verae 8,
etc.),

or nariS

«ari?

(ibid.,

(chap.

v. 7,

16)

verses 8, 16, eta).

instead

Hebraizing orthography apparent in
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other similar instanoes is to be placed to the
aoconnt of Daniel, and to be considered as a
peculiar feature of the Ghaldee in his time
(Pusej, Danid, p. 46). or whether it originated
with later transcribers of Daniel's text, oannot
be definitely decided; compare Sjranichf. on
this passage.
^Verse 8. I know of certainty.

—

a'^S'2

V?, equivalent to tsicjj

^72^

m

veritate^

47.—That ye would gain the
**
that ye purchase time " (Sept
aod Theodotion: Kaif&v e^ayopACeT€)\ compare
i^ayopd^ecr^at rbv icatpdv Eph. v. 16 ; c3ol. iv. 15
also tempus emere^ Cicero, Verr. I. 8.
The
time, «.«., the favorable juncture, Uie opportonitas, which the ml^B;ician8 sought to buy, ie.^
to improve, consisted in the fact that the king
had forgotten his dream; they aim to improve
this circumstance in such a way as eventuidly to
avoid the interpretation altogether.*
Their
design is therefore properly ^'to gain time,"
to postpone the decision.
Thus Gesen., De
Wette, Von Leng., Havemick, and still earlier.
Lather, are correct: ^^That ye seek delay."
Entirely too artificial is the view of Hitzig and
Kranichf , that the favorable circumstances, of
which the magicians hoped to avail themselves,
consisted in the king's desire to learn the interpretation of the dream ; and that they speculated on this desire, in the hope that the king
might ultimately be persuaded to disclose to
Uiem the dream, etc. ^Because ye see that
the thing has gone from me ; rather, ** that my
decree is published," ».«., because ye observe
that I am in earnest about the command com"^"^
pare verse 5.
i2f5~bs does not, in this nor
any other place, not even in chap. v. 22, signify
*' despite
that,'' as Hitzig suggests, but ''because," properly ** because that," propterea
quod.
The king evidently aims to point out the
(motive for the artful temporizing and delay of
the magicians, namely, the menace with which
he has intimidated aud frightened them. ^Yerse
9. But ii ye will not make known
.
the
.
drMun. r} '^\ Heb. "0^ "»©>., quodsi The "'^i
assuredly, verse
time ; llteraDy,

.

—

71

1-40.

an objecti ve nonut which is binding on the indi^gual. Fof y8 have" |rrepaf§a lying anfl
corrupt words to speak before me. n3l3,

—

•*

falsehood," and nP)"'nB, properly,

tion,"

The

**

—

'

properly "since," *' therefore," takes up the
subject of the preceding conditional clause,
and places it in emphatic correlation to that
clause (Elranichf. ).
There is but one decree
for you; k^., one and the same sentence of
condemnation shall come on all of you (Vulg.
correctly, una est de vobis aententia ; cf. Lgther,

—

**<<?

ergent das Recht uher euch^^),

rj, the

sentence of condemnation in this passage, is
clearly the same in substance as K^73 in verses

5 and

8;

the sufllx plainly

indicates

this

which comes
Yon Leng. and

^Tbr.'^, ''ytmr sentence," i.e,, that

upon you, which concerns you).

Hitzig (following Theodotion) are wrong "But
one thing forms your object," ye entertain but
one design ; for^pa n^ver design ates a subjective personal opmion o rjjm, buTT^cather always
:

* [Bnt it is difllonlt to see how the supposed circnmstanoe
that the king had foiijoUen the dream c«n here be called
**afttTorable

Ume:^

tl2~K here

la

evidently to be

Uken

in the senae of detap.
The Kaflrlani are charged with
trying to poatpone the matter indefinitely, by the plea of
nqnIrinK the statement of tbe dream by the king himself,

wUeii they presume cannot be dona.]

corrup-

is, however, placed before the
"l?^^^ which governs it, on account
of emphasis; compare verse 18; iii. 16; iv. 15.

entire object

infinitive

—The principal verb

11Pl?^|n in the Kethib,

is

the Aphel of T^t. This form, which does not
occur in the Chaldee or Syriac, but is found in
the Samaritan, expresses the sense of ** conspiring" which is here required, as well as the
Ithpa. '\^^P'3'?!n substituted for it in the Keri
the owt&e<rde of Theodotion and the ecmposu^riUs of the Vulg.).—-Till the time be
changed, »'.«., until by the aid of some hopedfor circumstance ye ascertain something more
definite concerning the subject of the dream
or, also, until my anger ceases, and I withdraw
the demand altogether. And I shall know
that ye can show . . . the Interpretatioik
(cf.

—

thereof.

The future

"^33^nnpi

expresses the

idea of ability, competency; compare Winer,

Gramm,, 8

44, 8,

c. (p.

107).

Verses lO, 11. The moffieians attempt

to estahtheir declaratian respecting the vmpombUtty
desire.
Therefore
the
king's
there
of gratifying
is no khigy lord, nor ruler, that asked such
lisli

things; rather,

*'

since

;

.

**

baseness," are in apposition with n^73.

king. (ever) asked," etc.

no great and mighty
^^, i^P'i? is to be

taken here, as in verse 8, in its usual sense of
''since," not as drawing a conclusion, in the
sense of *^ wherefore, for which reason " (Geseii.
Von Leng., etc.). It does not, indeed, adduce
the actual reason for the assertion that no one
could satisfy the royal demand : but it refers to
all human experience, no king, however g^reat, had imposed such
a demand. Compare the similar probatio a postericriy or a gnorismate^ in the familiar passage,

the subjective g^round that in

Luke vil 47.— The predicates t3"'5?'J 3"^ are not
empty titles after the manner of the Orient
(Berth., Von Leng., Hav.), but imply that while
the most extreme demands might be expected
from precisely the most powerful kings, nevertheless,

etc.

—Verse

11.

whose dwelling is not
or

**

with men. "

(to

Except the gods,
be found) with flesh,

"^ca, fleshy indicates the frailty

of created man, encompassed by earthly limitations, as contrasted with the uncreated and
divine, which is not confined within these perishable bounds; compare Isa. xxxi. 3; Jer.
xvil 5 ; Zech. iv. 6 ; Job v. 4 : also John L 14
The Chaldeans include
1 Tim. iii 16, etc.
themselves in the term fleshy in order to refer
excusingly to their imperfection and the limitation of their knowledge, as in no wise deserving
Tbe fact that the dwelling of the
of censure.
gods is not with men, prevents such intercourse with them, as would admit of man's inThis is
struction in their superior knowledge.
certainly a truly heathenish, but not a specificaIly~BabyTom»ui thought (as Havemick supVon Lengerke's supposition that the
poses).
king must already at this juncture have re-

—
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marked the prophetao rank of Daniel

(cf Eac
the other hand,
the appeal of the wise men to the gods, becomes
sigpiificant for the progress of the scene, as it
might suggest to the king the consideration, so
damaging to themselyes, that the gods could
not conceal their superior knowledge of important secrets from them, of all others, who were
professional priests, in case they were not pretended, but real priests of the gods. In other
words, the appeal of the magicians hastens the
denunciation of the sentence with which they
had been threatened.
Verses 12, 13. The ddoree far the ecpecution of
the appointed penalty.
And commanded to
destroy all the wise men of Babylon ; natnrally only those belonging to the capital city,
who alone are to be regarded as summoned
before the king (verse 2) ; not those of the whole
I realm, nor even of the province of Babylon
(verse 49 ; iiL 1).
Those remaining magicians,
or wise men, who were not inhabitants of Babylon itself, formed, according to Strabo xvi. 1;
Pliny,
JV! vi 26, separate colleges, e.g.y in
Borsippa, Urchoe, Hipparenum. Thej dil^ered
in certain principles and customs from the
Babylonian college, as well as from each other,
and therefore, could not be held directly responsible for a mistake or a crime committed by
their colleagues in the capital—Verse 18. And

15) is too far-fetched.

viii.

.

On

^

the decree went forth. ri^T, the decree in
proper form, the firman (cf. 66yfia, Luke ii. 1);
compare verse 9. —That the wise men should be
slain.

'^•«it3|:5r?a

no more than

*^^^"'3n'l

probably expresses

the form of the imperf.
pbtSpnTa seems to be used as a gerundive, **they were (persons) to be slain, devoted
to death ;" or—of which, however, there is no
other example the T coupled with the participle,
seems exceptionally to express the sense of design: ^'sapientes ut interficerentur ^* (cf. Eranichf and Maurer on Uiis passage, the one of whom
prefers the former explanation, and the other the
latter).
The execution of the sentence is not to
be regarded as having actually begun,* as apthis;

partic.

—

.

pears sufficiently from what follows, especially
and 24 (contra Hitzig, etc).—And
they sought Daniel and his fellows to be
slain ; evidently because they were regarded as

in verses 14

belonging to the V?"'?^ or 0"'3'J in the
broader sense, which could only be the case
after they had passed the examination before
the king mentioned in chap. i. 19 ^hence, after
completing the three years of their training. It
follows from this that the event here recorded did
not transpire during that period (cf. on verse 1),
as Wieseler holds. At the same time the statement before us indicates that Daniel was not
entirely unknown to the king at this time, as
might appear from verse 25 et seq. The fact
that Daniel and his three fellows had not appeared in person before the king, but were
sought for, is easily explained by ^e oonsidera-

—

hy any meana,

tion that Nebuohadneszar did not,

summon aU connected with

the daas of magians in the capital before him (cf . verse 8,
**
where Luther's aU star-gazers and wise men**
is decidedly inexact), but assuredly only the
presidents of the several chief classes, the notables and representatives of the whole body.—
On the apologetical significance of the circiimstance that Daniel and his companions seem, in
this place, to be at least connected or aflUiated
with the order of magians, if not formal members of it (as Von Lengerke, evidently going too
far, supposed) see above, Dogm.-eth, eoneiderations

on chap,

i.,

and

idso EIranichf.

on

this

passage.

Verses 14-16. Daniel prevaUi on the king to
delay the execfition of the sentence. Then iSan*
iel

answered with counsel and wisdom to

Arioch,etc. ^^^'^

l^'c:^^

amnedandwiidamyi.e,^

words of counsel (of. nS7 Isa. zi. 2; Jer. xzxii.
19, etc.) and of wisdom, namely, as concerning the difficult position in which he was placed
with the rest of the wise men, and in regard to

way

the proper

to relieve the difficulty

On

ratio, rimilar to chap, iii 12).
reply,**

compare chap

connection 3^t3
Prov. xxvL 16.

-^'^r^H

{p?^

a"^rn **to

iii. 16; Ezra t. 11.
The
reminds us of ^^^ '^?"*?^*

—The name

'5|'i'^":^

occurs as eaxij

as Gen. xiv. 1, as the name of a king of Wllasar.
The leading element in its composition seems
to be n;n«,

-^nb^

= Sanscrit aija,

**

lord,'*

and»

may even be

directly identified with
the Sanscrit (ir;aA:a, ** venerabilis." This person was, therefore, a noble, of decidedly IndoGkrmanic race, filling an important office at
possibly, it

Nebucbadnezsar^s court

His

chief of the daughterere

(>.«.,

t

same

official

man

empire

title

»Mi5lC"n"%

the executioD-

who was known

in the Bothe Prafeetue
wrtftme^
as
and in Turicey bears the title of KapidAi-paehOy
hence a chief of the life or body guards. Besides the execution of capital punishments^
warlike functions, up to those of a commanderin-chief, might occasionally be devolved on this
officer, as appeals from the instance of Nebnzaradan, 2 Kings xxv. 8 et seq. The office existed,
however, even at the court of the Elgyptian

Pharaohs (see O^nateH

"yo*

Gen. xxxviL 86;

xxxix. 1 ; xL 3 et seq.). His extensive influence
at the Chaldaean court is indicated elsewhere
than here (see especially the predicate **the

powerful one of the king,'' »?^'?""'l »9'*ic
verse 15), in 2 Slings viii. 10; Jer. xxxix.
9 et seq.; xL 1 et seq.; xU. 10; xliiL 6;
et seq.—Verae 15.
is
Iii 12
the
decree so hasty from the king ?—rather, ^ Vhr
furious
part
of
the
decree
on
the
this
king?**
or literally, ^*why the decree which furious
from before the king?" n^?n»jJ5t the perti«

Why

dple of ^r?n^> which, according to the Taxg.
* [Keil, however, Innifltg that this miut be the meaning of
the paatdre partioiple here, aud renden "the work of patting to death vran begun.*' Thin is a straining of the sense.
The ezecntiun being ordered, and preparations going on for
it; it was regarded as virtoallj, but not actually in progress.]

Prov.

vii

18

;

xxi. 29, is equivalent

to tpn,

*^

to rage," is here in the etat, abeol. instead of
emphatf just as the Hebrew participle when in
apposition is sometimes without the article, ^g,^
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CHAP. n.
Cant xii 5 Am. ix. 13 Jon. iv. 17. Some,
AS Havemiok, and others, prefer to traniUate
**
harried," "has^," in analogy with chap. iii.
29, where np!^n^ seems to bear that sense (?)
;

;

bat the ancient versions support the rendering
"fnrionB, raging** (Sept nucpCtc, Theodot. avat^M^ Vnlg. crudeU8)y and the entire situation
subetantiatee this meaning. The writer, however, does not meution everything that Daniel
must have said to Aziooh on this occasion ; but
rather contents himself with faintly indicating
that only which served to manifest his counsel
and wisdom. The author employs an abbreviated style, as in chap, i* 9, 10 (see on the place);
he is not, therefore, to be cluuged with incongruity (Hitdg), nor is the point in question to be

—

by an artificially interpolating ez^^esis,
and perhaps (with Kraidchf.) to be regarded as
particularly surprising and remarkable. ^Yerse
16. And I>aniei went in, namely, to the king
in the palace (cf. 2 Sam. zix. 6), naturally not
until announced by Arioch (of. verse 26), for
none were admitted to the kings of the East
without such announcement, see Esther iv. 11
Herodotus, I., 99 III., 110, 118. Hence, another
abbreviating statement by the author, as also in
^what immediately fc^ows.— That he would
give him time, and that he would show the
king the Interpretation—and naturally, first of
all, the contents of the dream itself.
He hopes
that God will imiMirt both to him, during the
respite that is to be granted. In the construction
»a^^^ njinn^ H'JIJD^ the copula is explicative,
"and indeed, to," etc., or "namely, to," etc.
The change of construction here is analogous to
that in chap. i. 5, where the verb y^ll first
governs a simple aoousative of object, and afterward a teiic infinitive clause with ^ (Db'^3^^)strained

—

I

'

I

I

;

73

1-49.

hence the construction is the same as in versa
b.
The design of the ^lin was to impress
the exigfenoy on the prayerful consideration of
his friends, and, in fact, a united prayerful consideration in which Daniel himself participated
(cf. verse
That the execution of the
23).
design to pray is not expressly mentioned,
and that we have merely Danielle offering
of praise after the secret has been Divinely
imparted to him, instead of the suppli16

of the friends, are additional illustrations of the ablnreviating style with which
our chapter abounds icf. verses 14 and 16).
New-Testament parallel is found in the Johannean narrative of the raising of Lazarus, John
xi 40, 41 et seq., where Qie supplication of
Jesus is likewise omitted, and only his thanksgiving after his prayer is heard, is recorded.
The designation of Jehovah as the ''God of
heaven," which occurs as early as (Jen. xxiv. 7,
is very general with Old-Testament
writers
after the captivity, probably in contradistinction
from the custom of the Asiatic Orientals of
deifying the several stars or zodiacal regions;
cl verses 19, 44; Neh. i. 6 ;
4; Ezra i. 2
vi 10 ; vii. 12, 21 ; also the related phrase
*' King of
heaven," chap. iv. 34 (A. V., verse 37),
and (TwAoTTf^ ovpavdv^ 2 Mace. xv. 23. In general
see Havemick, Theologie dee AUen Teetamente^
cation

A

a

2d ed., p. 49.—Verse 19. Then was the secret
revealed unto Daniel in a night vision.
»:^''>""'1

^

"^^^
^V:*"?' •«
^Y^ nisn-tn, job
probably not a tfr»im- vision, but a
vision generally, and properly a ^^on seen
by night. On the influence of night to promote
the higher range and prophetic elevation of
iv. 13, is

spiritual meditation, by which it readily arrives
at visions, consult Tholuck, Die Propheten und
ihre Weissagvngeny p. 62.---Compare also the
dogmat.-eth. deductions, No. 2 [below].

Verses 17-19.
Ood revealt the $eeret to
Daniel, Then Daniel went to his house
Verses 20-23. DarUd^s praise and thanksgifhevidently because the king had granted the ing.
Hitzig observes correctly, ** The leading
desired respite, which must be assumed in verse thought which Daniel wishes to express is
16, without fi^ther question.
This favor will placed first, verse 20 a; next the exclamation
not seem strange, nor inconsequent (Hitz.), is justified in &, by the attributes which belong
when we reflect that Daniel and his three to God, and in verses 21 and 22, by the manner
friends had secured the favor and good-will of in which they are displayed ; finally, verse 22
the king but recently, on the occasion of their shows why Daniel felt a desire to utter the spefirst appearance in Ids presenoe (chap. i. 19 et
cific thought of verse 20 a.
Those attributes
seq. ).
None were better adapted to soothe the themselves, verse 20 by return in verse 23 as
angry king and obtain at least a postponement belonging to Daniel, conferred on him by God
of the impending punishment, than the hand- and tibus the pn^er is rounded into unity."
some and richly endowed Hebvew youth, who
^{Daniel answered and said, '*The word
had already made so favorable an impression on
retains its proper meaning.
The revelation
the monarch, and who probably would have aris «f the character of an address from God^
rested the publication of the decree of punishwhich Daniel answers with praise and thanks to
ment, had he been among those magians that were
(Jod."— Jr«iZ.]—BleMed be the name of Gk>d
^ eummoned before the king, according to verse
2 ; compare on verse 18. Daniel^s house may for ever and ever. The form K^^b, like the
probably be considered as an official
or rehited linb, '^'J'lni, is to be explained, either
flervant*s dwelling, as well as the houses of
by assuming that the particle b used as a conthe other wise men mentioned in verse 5
and moreover, as the context shows, as a junction {that) has excluded the prefix -^ (Geresidence which he shared with his companicms, senius, AbhandUmg tur hebr. Oramm,^ p. 18(^
Hananiah, etc. ^Veise 18. To desire mercies 194), or that the preformative *^ passes over into
of the Qod of heaven j more accurately, *' and ^, as in the later Syriac it passes into : (Beer,
indeed in order to implore mercies." The clause InecTvptUmee et papyri vet. SetniiM, L , 19 et seq.
tt^^^ V?nil depends on the last preceding Maurer, Hitz., Kraniohf., etc.). The latter assumption seems the more trustworthy. On the
verb 'liTh '* he made the thing known to them;" phrase, '^ for ever and ever " (from eternity to
'^

—

n^

—

—
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compare the similar doxologies, Pea.
14; ovi 48.— For wisdom and might are
his.
This is almost yerballj the same as Joh
eternity)

brew bR

;

cf.

chap.

iv.

81

vii 16.

;

The He-

zli.

xii

The

13.

""T

in ^"'H Mb"*^*? is

an emphatic

repetition of the former conditional

"^"n.

—Verse

Ho

changeth the times and seasons.
Theodotion and the Sept. correctly render
Katpuir Kal xp^^*o\r, for which Acte i. 7 ; 1 These.
V. 1, have the inverse order.
I'J? is^im^jn gen21.

g^ ;J\^Ti

the determined time^ the appointed

I>erio^or ^oint of time. Both terms are also
connected
chap. vli. 12.
The thought that
God determines and conditions the change of
times refers, like the following ('^he removeth
kings, and setteth up kings *0, to the prophetic
subject of Nebuchadnezzar^s dream-vision, which
had just been revealed to Daniel. He giveth
wisdom unto the wise, and ksiowledge to
them that know understanding. Although
Daniel includes himself among these wise and
understanding ones, and even has special reference to himself while mentioning them, he
utters no offensive sentiment, but expresses
essentially the same thought as St. Paul when
he writes, ** By the grace of God I am what I
am '* (1 Cor. xv. 10). He traces the wisdom and

m

—

understanding with which he had just been ento its Divine source, and places
himself, as the bearer of such wisdom graciously
bestowed by God, in contrast with the heathen
magians, who are without it.—Verse 22. He
revealeth the deep and secret things, eta
Compare 1 Cor. ii. 10 ; iv. 5 ; Psa. cxxxix. 12.
—And the light dwelleth with him, has made
its abode with him, as a visiting personage of
celestial race ; compare the Johannean ioKiivoHrev
n Tj^iv of the Logos, as well as what is stated in
Proy. viii 30, respecting the Divine wisdom.
^D? ('or which, with Hitzig, we are perhaps to

dowed back

read ^"yD)

is

of ni3 or

fc)©.

iUwminatio,

often used hi the

Targums instead

Instead of the Kethib
hght,

^^"'•7?,

has
(compare perhaps Psa.
civ. 2; 1 Tim. vi 16).
The Kethib, however,
is sustained by the ooxreeponding Syriac word,
and also by the form *l'^''n?, chap. v. 14.
Verse 28. Ood of my feithers. Daniel addresses
Jehovah in this manner, because in contrast
1 with the idols of the heathen, he has just revealed himself again as the same true God, who
was known to Uie patriarchs of his nation.
Who hast given me wisdom and might;
namely, wisdom in regard to the understanding
^^'^''':>

intellectual

the

Eeri

physical light

—

of the king's dream and its interpretation, and
strength with reference to the danger of impending death, which he was enabled boldly to face.

—And

made known unto me now.
Chaldee nplf], *and now," connects

hast

1??1, the

the requisite special proof with the general
statement just made.
On the etymology of
**
at the
•\75, probably a contraction of 1??^?,
time," see Gesenius,

Verses 24-26.
the king.

Ariooh.

8. v.

announcing of Daniel to
Therefore Daniel went in unto
b^ shows the direction, like the He27ie

brew, however, also employs b? occasionally

—

m

Sam. xv. 4. He went and
said thus unto him. The ^y^ ^^ he went in,"
which is cut off by the insertion of a lengthened
clause, is resumed by bTR in an acacoluthic
way.—Verse 2o. Then Azioch brought in Dann^nirns,
iel before the king in haste,
this sense, e.g,, 2

**

hastily," properly,

24 and

*'

Ezra

li''v72l,

in hasting ;"
28,

iv.

same meaning.— The form

cf.

chap,

which has

iil

the

which ocean

b^^C^,

4; vi 19, neutralizes (like
^'^rj^i verse 9) the harshness of the Dagbesh
(required by the omission of a radical) by the
substitution of an epenthetic 3 ; cf Winer, § 19,
In sense b7:n does not differ from b^n
1.
also in chap.

iv.

.

verse 24 Concerning Arioch as the iloayytAeir
of Daniel, see on verse 16. I hav* lound a
man cf the children of the captivity of Judah
(margin), ild., of the Jewish captives. Aiioch
here certainly speaks of Daniel as wholly unknown to the king, but this is sufficiently explained by the conceited pride and sovereign
contempt, with which he, the dignified IndoGermanic (verse 14) minister of police, believed
himself compelled to look down upon the poor
Shemitic prisoner. The etiquette of the Babylonian court, so to speak, and particularly of iti
military or police division, forbade the leader 0!
the body-guard from recognizing Daniel as one
known to the sovereign. The compiler can,
therefore, by no means be charged with mentioning in this place what contradicts his former
statements, and especially with having already
forgotten the fact recorded in reree 16 (Hiti.,
Von Leng. ). The manner in which, for instance,
David is introduced as a shepherd totally onknown to Saul and Abner, 1 Sam. xvii 83, 55,
might much more readily lead to the conclusioB
that the narrative there did not oriinnally consist with that recorded in 1 Sam. xvi., which
had brought David into closer relations with
Saul at an earlier period (cf. even Keil, on 1
JSam.^ p. 129 et seq., who admits the strangenesi
of this contradiction).
The marked difference
between the discrepancy in that case and the fax
lighter one in the passage under consideration,
shows of itself how little reason there is to
assume a multiplicity of compilers, or even a
want of skill on the part of the sole author.—
Verse 26. The king answered and said to

—

Daniel, ix^ose name was Belteshazxar. Tbia
Babylonian name, which the king himself had
caused, to be conferred on Daniel (chap, i 7).
would naturaUy be the only one to diaimtbe
notice of Nebuchadneasar.
['*The question.
Art thou able? t.e., ^ Hast thou ability ?Mdea
not express the king^s ignorance of Darnel's person, but only his amazement at hia ability to
make known the dream, in the senae, ' Art tboa
really able V ''—KeiL]
Verses 27-80. Introdtteiorjf to tks §tmt^meni
and interpretation of the dream. The secret
cannot the wise men, the eatrologers,
.
.
.
the magicians, the soothsaym, ahow unto the

—

king.

(On

ogers" and

r?B?
**

and r»cnn, A.

magicians," see
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CHAP. n.
Conceming the Vl!3,

who

"Btar-gasers,"

are

for the first tirae expressly mentioned in this
The word (from
place, see notes on verse 2.
1T3, "to cut in," '* incise;" cf. nnia, chap. iv.
'*
deciders," viz. : deciders
14) primarily denotes
of fate, dispensers of decisive oracles concerning
the fortunes of men, hence (utivlogeri. Compare chap. iv. 4 ; v. 7, 11 ; also Isa. xlvii 13,
from which passage it appears that the office of
the Babylonian astrolc^ers was not confined
merely to horoscopy, but extended to every
kind of fortuneteQing founded on the study of
The Vulg. haruspkes is incorrect ; for
the stars.
the signification of the Hebrew (and Arabic)

'^T3, **

to cut in pieoee,"

is

foreign to the Aram.

and harospicy as a specifically priestly
function would seem rather to belong to the
"^53;

—

Chaldasans. ^Verse 28. But there is a Ood in
heaven that revealeth secrets. These words
imply the total inability of the heathen gods as
well as of their priests and wise men, to reveal
secret things ; compare Isa. xli. 22 et seq.; xliiL
8; xlviii 3, etc.; Am. iii. 7; Hos. xii. 11.
And maketh known to the king Nebuchadnezzar though that monarch is a heathen;
compare the instances of Pharaoh (Gen. xx. 8 et
neq. ; xli 16 et seq.), Balaam (Num. xxii. et

—

the Eastern Mftgi (Matt ii. 1 et seq.).
'Vhe 1 in 'I'ini is exf^ioative or particularizing,
't serves to introduce the transition from the

•eq.)^

;

rectly identified with the '* visions of thy head "
in the preceding verse ; they are, rather, merely
the psychical substratum of those visions, the

^
'

soil^ as it were, from which the Divine
communication sprang forth during the dream
(correctiy Ephraem, Maurer, Von Lengerke,Kran-

natural

The

ichf.).

"^aab

•^3'l"'51

at the close of the

following verse, again, are probably something
different from both the ^•'3T«51 here mentioned,
and from those ^^ visions of the head." They
are, most likely, as the context indicates, the
disquieting thoughts which occupied the king
after his dream, according to verse 1 (cf chap.
.

The pronoun of the second person HPi:^

V. 6).

which the Eeri substitutes the later form

(for

^}^)y which precedes in the nominative absolute,

repeated by the suf^ in '?I73i"*5'l, in a manner similar to that by which the introductory
absolute •"'J^l, '*and I," is resumed by "^I?, in
the next verse ; cf the same construction, chap,
is

.

i.

17.~Ver8e

Not

30.

for

any wisdom

that I

have more than any

living.
This denies
JQ the imppjting oJ sucE
superior Efo wledge to JJan^ l, and atTke SMiie
time refers to the <lesign which gfovemed it, concerning which the latter half of the verse is
more expUcit. But for the intent that the in-

every

human agency

—

terpretation may be
(margin) ; properly,
known to the king. "

made known
^'

to the king
that they should make

The indefinite, imperson al S
Y'S573)"wasprobabljj

iceneral truth to the special case in question.

pkiral l^yiin-; (Winer,

What

used with design, that the person of Daniel \
might be as little ^napicuous as was possible, I
in accordance with the thought In the former I

shall

be in the

H^^-in __ -Q^^

.

1-49.

0"''?tr!

^^^n^Sl

latter days.

^'"'D??»

i«

neither, di-

rectly and without qualification, '*in the last
time " (Hitzig), nor yet ** in the course of time,
in the future" generally (Maur., Hftv.), but, ag
f everywhere in the prophetic ^ lanfpiage of the Old
( Testament (not excepting <jten. xnx. i; Sum.
am v." 14), '' in the -Meseianic future ." in the
Kranicfffuture^ theocratic jperiocrofj>^yftt?""
feld remarks correctly T ^' The writer at the outaet of his prophetic announcement characterizes,
hj the use of jfc-i?3Ts n''"^n»i» the whole matter
Hs in relation to the Meesianio destiny of his

people."

—Thy dream, and the visions of thy

head.

'?J3"'l

""jtri

(d

chap.

iv.

10

2, 7,

;

vii

leading conception, so that the following

nn

K;;n is exclusively conformed to this ; of. Winer,
king, thy
I 49, 6.—Verse 29. As for thee,
thoughts oame into thy mind (marg. '*came
up ") upon thy bed, {.«., presented themselveb,
uncalled for as it were ;— a strikingly expressive

O

pare chap, iii 8;

Vr"»?^,

'*

On

tke form Ipio

vi 13;

Ezra

iv.

oom-

12.— The

thoughts," are by no means to be di-

Compare

also chap. iv. 28.

Verses 31-35.
The subject of the dream^
and, more imniediatdy, the general description^
in verse SI, of the image observed by th^ king.
Thou, O king, sawest, and behold a great image.

—

**Sawe8t," literally, '* wast seeing," wast intiie
condition of one who beholds a vision ; cf Winer,
.

§47, 1.— ^i«»
^~)K

**

behold," isa modification of

(chap, vii 5, 6), which, according, to some,

=

the imperative ?)»-\, '* behold," but seems rather to be a pronominal form from the demonstr.
16^

here designate the dream- visions of the king,
not because they were begotten by his head or
brain in a purely subjective manner, but because
Ood had originated them in connection with the
meditations of his head. The phrase is synonymous with *Hhy dream," and with the latter
forms a hendiadys, by virtue of their connection
by 1 ; the plural is used because the king had
seen a multiplicity of dreams (cf. verses 1, 2),
but is subordinated to the singular ^'P^^ as the
1 )

perspnifylng phrase.

half of the verse.

= i»

Kunde

;

aee

Hupfeld

generally substitutes

forms.

in the

des Morgenl,, XL, 138,168.

—The

^*

"^"in

Zeitsehr.

fur

The Talmud

for either of

these

image" (o^^)* as the context

shows, designates a statue in the human form,
an av6f}tag ; also, in chap. iii. 1 ; of. Isa. xliv.
13.
This great image, whose brightness
was excellent. In the Chaldee the words
*'this image great and its brightness magnificent *' are inserted as a parenthesis into the sentence,
and behold a great image stood before
thee." The exceeding brightness of the image
results naturally from the metals which compose
it.
^The form (rather '* appearance") thereof
was terrible ; this on account of its brightness
as well of its greatness ; compare Cant vi. 4.
Verse 82. This image's head was of fine gdd.
The
Literally, "this image, its head,'' etc.

—

**'

—

position of the absolute

ning of the sentence,

^^^^

K^«^ at the begin-

is similar

to verses 20, 30,
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Google
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«nd verses 88
Cfi^T!

by

37, 42, etc.

—The

stat.

eonstr.

ought properly to be repeated before

'^'1,

the sign of the genitiTe ; cf vii. 7, 19 ; also Psa.
Ezra x. 13, eta—Verse 83. His legs
.

zlv. 7;

On

of iron.
T. 15.

V^'^y ** shanks," oompare Cant.
His feet part of iron and part of clay i

—

of them of iron, and of them of olay.**
In the Eethib the masculine saffiz is appended
literally,

^'

to the partitive 1^*

V^}^ likewise in verses
The Eeri employs, in each of these

41 and 42.
cases, the

form

'\r29

>

which the fem. bT] might

lead us to expect, but which must probably be
regarded as an easier reading. The masculine

V^y^i like li^an in verse 34, for example, and like the suffix yyr\ in chap, vil 8,
19, must either be regarded as a common gender
(Hitzig). or these masculine forms must be explained by a more general conception of the
subject, or by one modified according to the
sense,
^in this case by transferring the thought
from the figure to the fact to which it relates,
i.e,y the conception ^^foof to the other idea
** kingdom,"
which is symbolised by it (so Krasuffix in

—

nichf., following

?{

—Verse 84.

Ewald, Lehrb.,

p. 784,

§ 318,a).

TUl that a stone was out

out.
the side of a

Naturally a stone that lay on
mountain, from whence it rolled. This stone
enters suddenly and unannounced into the transaction ; as often happens in dreams. ^Without hands, i.e., without human, but solely
through a supernatural and Divine agency ; compare viiL 25, "17 0^^^ J also Job xxxiv. 20

—

Lam.

iv. 6
Heb. ix. 11.—Verse 85. Then was
the iron, the clay, eta, broken to pieces to-

gether.

^p'7 instead of ^p*l

;

the lengthening

'trefersto the invisible supernatural powers,

who

effected the appearance of the stone itself and
the consequent destination. The several component parts of the image, iron, clay, etc., are in t&is
place recited from l^low upward, because the
stone smote and crushed the feet firat. And became like the chaff of the summer threshingfloors; hence ^ere totally demolished, annibHa-

—

ied without leavmg a vestige. C6inp£re Hos. xiii.
8 ; -Ma fv. 15"; Tsa. in:T5,16 ; Ivil 13; Psa. i. 4;
XXXV. 5; Job. xxi 18.— And the stone
beoame a great mountain, -mo, mountain, is the
Heb. -^tis, roek. On the hyperbolical phrase
**
** to fill the whole earth *» (notjierely
the

whole land," as Van Ess, and others) compare
John xxi. 25, and also the apocryphiJ parallels

''J

associated with him in prayer foi
the Divine aid in recovering and expounding
the dream, verses 17, 18, 23.]
Verses 37-45. The interpretation. ^Thon,

—

K^rip

king, art a king of kings.

'qb'2,

O

the gen-

eral title of Oriental sovereigns, e.g.^ according to the cuneiform inscriptions, among the
Persians (d Ezra vii 12); among the Ethiopians of modem Abyssinia {Inter., 5188)
and especially among the Babylonians; compare Ezek. xxvi 7, where, as here, Nebuchadnezzar is termed a king of kings. For the
rest, the form ^'Thou, OEing** is taken up

again below, in verse 88

ft,

by M^n

np)3tt

;

for

which reason M'^Db^ "Ij^^ is really to be regarded as in appoeiticm, and the period extended
to the close of verse 38

"^"SCn)

is

for verse 87 b C^, to
;
merely a relative clause, and verse

88aCiVi??'» to

lintesi) is a parenthetical sup.
plement to it* ^The Ood of heaven hath
given thee a kingdom (or dominion), power,
and strength, and glory. For the connection
of the relative
with the pronoun of the

—

'^'1,

second person 1|b, compare, ^^., Eoc. x. 16. On
the idea, chap. iv. 19 ; v. 18.—Vene 88. And
wheresoever the children of men d^rell, etc
On *»'n"bwn*l, "and wheresoever,** oompare the
essentially equivalent *^pt^?, Judg. v.

27 ; Ruth

I 17; Job xxxix. 80. The inserted adverbial
bS strengthens the idea of the relation, as in

•

of the precedmg vowel compensates for the
The impersonal subject in the
Ddff, forte.
plural ("they broke in pieces,** cf. verse 30)
\

who had been

in Fabria, Cod. Apoer. If. T., I., 321 seq.
The
exaggeratifip, however, holds with regard to the
figure only/ not to the symbolised reality, see
verse 44.

Verse 86.
the dream.

TVanntion

We

to the interpretation

^•n

bap"!?, etc.—instead of

thereof to the king. ^^k:> in the plural, is
used because Daniel classes himself among the
worshippers of Jehovah, all of whom, as such,
have access to the mysteries of Divine revelation. It is therefore an expression of modesty,
similar to that contained in verse 30.
[Daniel
seems specially to refer to his three companions,

»'d.wemng"

82 ; vi. 26, VTJl, which form is usual in the
Targums. Beasts of the field and fowls of the
heaven. This mention of the animals as also
subject to the great monarch, serves to enfOToe
and strengthen the corresponding statement
with reference to men ; similariy Jer. xxvii. 6
xxviiL 14—which passages Daniel probably had
in view
also Bar. iii. 16; Judith xi. 7, etc
[" Nebuohadnezzar*s dominion did not. it is true.
extend over the whole earth, but perhaps over
the whole civilized world of Asia, over all thn
and in this sens^i
historical nations of his time
the pro
it was a world-kingdom, and as such,
totype and pattern, the beginning and primary
representative of all world-powers* (Elicf.)."
JSm. "That this method of describing exten.l
sive dominion was common to the Bhemitiou^
dialects, is evident from Qen. L 26 ; Psa. tuLIj
6-8 ; comp. Heb. ii 7. 8.**— iSlfwart.]—Thou art

—

;

;

'

'

this

head of

gold.

[In

K^n nri3K the

an emphatic copula, as in verse

a khid
of of the

will tell the interpretation

r*?**^,

(part of is;'^ ; c*. ^^ Heh. -^r-j, " race, generation *') the Eeri has here and in chap. iiL 31 ; iv.

(vrt

K^n

is

*^

It carries
of demonstrative force with it, like that
G^reek ovT<Kf and is equivalent to ITiou

the very or that $ame.^

47.

—Stuart.

Strictly

*[Ki>a takes theatuae Tiew of the ooutrnotioB. Cotmrn^m^
The rwiderlng of the whole cUaie woald tlkcn
be »s foUowt: **Thofi, O King, the Ung of Ung* (for the
Ood of heftTcn hath given to thee the kingdom, the power,
and the ntmigth, and the glory ; and whererer the aona of
man dwell, the beaut of the Add, and the fowl of the
heavens hath he given into thy hand, and bath n
rnler over them all)—ttaon art the bead of goid.**]
tnry, p. 104.
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4.

CHAP. n.
'

ihe olauae might be rendered,

and

Lifljflf ggf(L"

^K"^

;

(or nCM^,, as Hitzig prefers)

seems to

been taken from yerse 82. Still, t'ffyCi
rerse 20, might perhaps be addaoed in support
>f this reading; see Hits, on the passage. —The
reason why Daniel designates Nebuchadnezzar
tiave

soTereign C^^^)
Bhap. viL 17, where ** four kings**
actly
ITerse

its

is

shown by

is

almost ex-

monarch who was personally before him, led
him, in this and the preceding verses, to mention
Nebuchadnezzar onjy as the representative of
the first kingdom (see above). And another,
third kingdom of brass, which shaU bear rule

infisrior

over
both

to thee.

is

taken
P-}?

(

=

may

be

M^P,

**

\\T\rf^

'^height,*" chap,

MiP

above, upward,**

vi 8; and as there

signifies ''higher

them,** so here

"JIJ^

The characterizing of the
second kingdom as inferior to the first, which
Nebuchadnezzar represented, does not, however,
relate to its external power; for it is certainly also conceived of as a worid-controUing
kingdom, a universal monarchy, as appears
abimdantly from chap, vi 26. Its inferiority to
the former kingdom can only consist in a lower
standard of morals, as also the third and fourth
kingdoms can only be regarded as below their
immediate predecessors in an ethical sense, but
not physically or politically. This follows with
the utmost clearness from the descending grada-

The

suffix in

"if^riSl

and in

^UTa

does not

fntsrpratation of
bjr

G««enlii«

KT^K, wbioh

and "FVnt

m

agiwabla to the form of the

mbftantkUy adopCad
beina th« moat luUnnl and
ia

woird.]

**

since,**

but comparatively,

compare chap, vi

"T^

r

thing ** is not merely stated to be a constant property of iron, but has its application to the
nature of the fourth kingdom. [Eeil labors at
length to sustain this iUathe rather than iQmtra-

Uve sense of ^"^ isi^'b^, but the arguments on
both sides are very trivial, and the difference is
not imporjbant] ^As iron thai'Tireafteik in
plMM airthese, shall it break in pieces and

—

bruise.

The

a??";??"''!

«i?'^D?1

is

no * offen-

and dragging

repetition of the already
completed comparison,** but rather serves to
powerfully emphasize the iron-like destructive
character of the fourth kingdom. The hardness

I

and

i

sive

fi

rmness oLuon, however^ ^d^^ITmoxeits V/
are not involvedTntte *-4^
*

TOlj di^ an d durabili^

I

I

j

*[Tet UkeRothor'i cxplantion below smoonts to this

things.**

Athnach under the preceding tibpc^, which
shows that ** to break in pieoes and crush every-

tion of gold, silver, brass,

868).

just as;**

which are repeated).
V'^iji*^?*
an individualizing resumption of
the more general Mis^ does not belong to the

and

"all

last of

'

these,**

relative clause 2P?'JJa"'»1

but to ?Sr.i

p'sipl,

^^ /^
*

,

oOiBparison, so minSh as Its desfrueitbe potrer, as T
appears from the multiplication of verbs tiiat!»
express the idea of destroying (pm* to divide.
iwn^ to erueh, yy^^ to break in pieces- -the first

ft^i?";??''

(Kranichl),

which verbs would otherwise

stand too disconnected at the olose of the verse.
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^
..;?

clearly not to be taken in its

=

inferior to thee.**

Persia (Hitzig, Heiddberg, Jahrb., 1882. p. 181
fl., and Bedepenning, Stud, und Krit,, 1883, p.

is

all

'

'

rv\
^''^

^
"

11.
The opinion
6^that it stands here in its usual sense as
oatue (Kranichf., etc.), is opposed by the
**

mean " below,

and iron, as compared
with'^e increasing magnitudes of the corresponding parts, the head, breast, belly, and legs
of the image, a thought which lies at the
foundation of the whole description (cl on verse
40, and especially Dogmat-eth, deductions,
Na 8). Oonsidering all this, it seems decidedly
Kuperflnous and inappropriate to refer the second
kingdom to Belshazzar, as the successor of Nebuchadnezzar, and reserve the third for Medo-

ba|?-iS

**orusheth

rather,

usual signification,

than they, above

'*?')^ nw^J

things)

all
•^•s?

From b?,

•^'f

—

as

g^ous to the adverbial

bVot

VU^

M^nK probably does

It

I to ethical inferiority to

.

a eaiu$ adverbiaUt from
Heb. bed), »'a low object,**—analo-

instead

the earth.

predecessors islGadicated by the orass,

(compared with verse 88 a) seems to imply that
^eextent of its power sh'ouH even exceed
tfeSIrs
It may be remarked. In pasamjgfT^owly
clearly this indicates the Macedonian world-)
monarchy. —Verses 40-48. T lie fourth kingdomy
eorreaponding to the fourVi beotst^ chap, vii 7 et, p
seq., and Wee it ngnifying Vu divided Greek^\
*
twremaevunder theiui&Mors oj Alex.
eat. )
^e'fouxtE'kingdQflh shall be stron^TDTlron.
On the relation of the form tt^lP^S') in the
Eethib, which is analogous to the usage of the
Syriac, to the purer Chaldaic Keri nMP">3') (here
and chap. iiL 25 ; vii 7, 23), see Kranichfeld on
the passage. The following explains the meaning of the predicate ** strong as iron. Forasmuch as iron breaketh in pieoes and subdueth

*'

Keri, consider ^'^^ as an adverb. *

all
its

while the relative clause »5")tft~5ra

earthward, toward the earth,** as
generally assumed; nor can we, with the

not signify

X

—

imionymous with **four kingdoms.**
39. And after thee shall arise another

idngdom

U

he was obliged to observe toward the great

iiimself as the golden head, instead of his kinglorn, lies simply in the fact that the first (even
though he were yet oo-regent with his father
^abopolassar) gave to the Chaldean empire its
floiy and world-wide greatness and importance
M> &at he oonld not only be considered the
founder of this first world-monarohy, but might
Ee^ilso, in a measure, be identified wit^ it.
dally might this ooour in the address of a
ipeaker, who w ould ex-offldo be compelled to
piagnify^his faine; because lie stood before we
king in person, and in the presence of his court.
Bow easily our author could identity a realm

[^zi^) with

77

l-4».

all compel us to assume that only Nebnchadnezsar*8 reign is designated by the golden head,
and that therefore the breast of silver must refer to his suooessor on the throne of Babylon.
Daniel probably conceived of the first and second
kingdoms as monarchies under the rule of a succession of kings, as well as the fourth (see
verses 48, 44) ; and the courtesy simply, which

Read nCM^ the form

Niroe of the expression. ]

a«-^c

«>V

at

would

this

-VCtlU'.'.t

'

—

;
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Dothing suBpicions in the fact that, bj
a breaking to pieces of "all
these/* i.e.^ the materials already mentioned,
gold, silver, etc.
by the fourth kingdom, is
for it does not assert the destruction of
stated
kingdoms as such, but only the inr all former
creasing diminution and shattering of their politico-ethnolt)gical material
The passage thus
merely represents, in general, the separating and
destructive influence which, naturally to its own
injury, emanates from the fourth kingfdom.
The way is thus paved for the description which

There

is

this construction

—

;

I

h

I

follows, of the divisions, internal confusion, and
weakness of that kingdom (verses 41-48). Terse
41. And wheteaB thou sawest the feet and toes,

—

part of potter's clay.

The addition
C)pn,

of

lin|9 as in verse 83.

" of the

*i^9"'»'n,

strengthens the

*«clay,"

conception of

weakness and lack of power which

The same idea

that term.

is

results

C]On,

implied in
from the

miry clay,
potsherds," which occurs at the end of the
verse; it deagnates the finished work of the
]gotter (Vulg. iesun^ whichT as' sEefd^ la, capaCTe
of being eaaUy broken
TJie Engdom shadl he
Idivii^ed, i.e., a kingdom that contains in itself
the principle of an increasing disruption and
genitive combination

i^J^tp

.

?>

potter,'' to

self -division.

**

—

Thg_du^

num]ifit_of the legs,

which might have been ma^e to indicate' such
division (especially if the colossus were conceived as standing with widely-extended legs),
M« evid ently, not regi^ded bx_fchfi.^mpo8er.
Noffimg but the mixture of Iron and clay lorms
the symbol of division in his view; and thi s
muLture, according to him, pertains ^/i/y t^ ike
jpet, and does not extend to the iep, which "t^e
represented in verse 38 a, as composed entirely
of iron.
This indicates that the division, although its principle was inherent in the ironkingdom (see on the preceding verse),* should
only be thoroughly numifested, and its ruinous
consequences become apparent in the course of
the development of this kingdom; facts which
were veiy fully realized in the history of the
Macedonian empire after Alexander, whose rulers
endeavored to maintain the unity of the realm
down to the battle of Ipsus, although engaged
in many conflicts and bloody quarrels with each
other, and which only, from the period of that
event, permanently dissolved into a number of
kingdoms (originally four, from which, however, a constantly increasing number of smaller
independent states was developed).
Compare
infra.—But there shall be in it of the strength
of iron.' Luther renders "of the iron's p&tnf,"
corresponding to t^3^''3 in the Targums, and to
,

?:;
\

the Syr. nezbeto

and Vulg.

:

(cf.

also Theodot. cnrb nyc

de plantaris).

But

/»/CJ7f,

8^^1223 is pro-

bably derived from -?'; in Pa. **to fortify,
strengthen,"—and therefore to be rendered
firmness^ strength

(of.

3"^?^, firm, certain, vs.

8 and 45 ; also chap. iii. 24 ; vi. 13, etc.), rather
than from 2S:, to plant—Yeiae 42. And as the

DAIOEIi.

d

toes of the feet were part of iron, and pert
olay. The nominative which precedes is really
disconnected (cf. verse 32), but, since it is in
comparison with the latter half of the verse,
'*
as," or ** just as," it may properly be supplied.
The composition of even^e toes out of the fatal
mixture of iron and clay, indicates the weakness
of the feet which support the great colossus,
despite the fact that iron enters into its constitution throughout, as a principal element.
That Daniel, while mentioning the toes, already \
refers to the ten kings of the Seleuddoe, who\
are represented later (chap. vii. 7, 24) as the tenl
horns of the fourth beast, cannot be oertoiijdy i
.shown. At any rate, he follows tnis tnought no /
further, as will be seen from the fact that while )^
he mentions the toes, he does not premise their j "
tgnfold number (cf. Hitzig on this passage, I
The latter dearly/
against Tiengstenb., p. 211.
So the j
forces the symbol of the toes too far).
kingdom shall be partly strong, and partly^

»

^7

v

—

brittle (maigin).

Concerning ^S)p V?«

*

'chiefly,

on chap, i 2.—Verse 43. They shall
e. ,
mingle themselves with the seed of men

partly," see

; »'.

the several kingdoms, or rather their rulers, shall \ 9
seek to establish harmony by means of marriage l^ j
and Toluntaiy relationship (hence in this way €i)
sexual propagation).* On the expression, compare Jer. xxxi. 27 ; on the subject, chap, xi 6
et seq. and 17, where the prophet enteis more
fully into the subject here referred to, of the
adoption of the marriage policy, and of ite
failure.
But they shall not cleave one to an>
other, even as iron is not mixed with olay
properly, ''does not mingle itself with day."

—

The

reflexive Ithpaal of

^'^?^

designates the

process of mixing or uniting itself, while the
Pael, employed above in verse 41 b, expresBes a
passive sense.
This involves the idea that the
elements of iron and day might be externally
mixed, but could not be internally united,
because their qualities do not blend, i,e., ihej
contribute nothing themsdves to their coherence
and permanent union. ^Verses 44, 45. The fifths
or Messianic kingdom.
And in the days of (
these kings; hence, while these kings,
Seleucidte, LagidsB, and the other Diadochi, are I
still reigning ;
and therefore not without being j
involved in strife and conflict with them : d*
b, and chap. viL 13, 25 et seq. ; viii. 10 et seq. ; i
ix. 24 et seq.— Shall the Qod of heaven set up
j
a kingdom.
On *'Gk)d of heaven," compare
on verses 18 and 37. The highest and cmly tme
]
God appears there as the originator and supreme |
lord of aU kingdoms (cf. verse 21) ; but this fifth
|
and last kingdom alone, is, in the full sense of |
the word and with unqualified truth, a kingdom
of specifically divine and heavenly character. ^
This implies its miraculous origin as well as its'
never-ending duration. ^The kingdom (rather,
''its dominion"!) shall not be left to oUmt

—

ihel^^
^

,

—

* [KeiU howoTer, contend*, with Klief., that the
not solely nor properly on the part of the kings, but is
only spoken of the vain efforts of the hoterogeneoas elements
of the fonrth kingdom to coalceoe by joztapoaitkm or eroo
by intermarriage among themselves. The general char

is

ftcter

• ['* abC always iu Hebr., and often in Chald., fdgniAes
the unnatural or violent division arising from inner diMfiarmany or UUcord ; cf. Gen. x. S6 ; Psa. iv. 10 ; Job xxxvUi.
and Leng., ChaUi, Wdrierb., . v."—JTe^/.J
;

/

of I'^nnjPr.Tp, and especially the fact that

no nOffct

for it is expressed in the text, favor the opinion that both
roferenoes are intended, namdy, to the mlers as well as tb*-*
people.]

t [The authorized rendering, howrever,

is coiTBCt,

t^ with

**

^

\iAjJL^\A^

\jA^J^ UfjJuu w-o^
CHAP-

This had ooourred at the end of each
foimer kingdome ; compare EccIub. x. 18.
The ceaBatJQiLof such tran8feMLi)f dommion circmnacribS^e Mea oi eternaldaration in a fepeople.
of

^e

The term ^-i^

manner.

uligjpcf

inTrir.^^i^^

is evidently no longer need in the same sense as
before, bnt signifies ** dominion," ** government.'* The suffix does not refer to the God of
heaven as the founder of the kingdom (Theodotion, 7/ ^aaiAeia avTov), but to the kingdom itself.
—It shall break in pieces and consume all

these kingdoms. ^Oni is literally, '^ and bring
to an end " annihilate them. The Divine kingjdom is not merely to destroy the fourth world^ <W kingdom, but also t^e three thai preceded it,
{ inasmuch as all had been incorporated with the
Vformer; which is shown by the figure of the
stone that crushes the legs of the colossus, and
thereby destroys the whole image. All these
kingdoms are thus described as arrayed in hostile
opposition to the divine kingdom, and as objects
of its destructive influence ; but this does not
prevent the existence of certain gradations in
their hostility to Gk>d and in their untheocratic
tendencies; nor that, for instance, the ffo^den
head ( Babylon) and Uie breast of silver ( Me<lo^ggBTa/ snow'greater fatDf aRd et hical approxjnjgflon TO u^od's people^ than the prazen

—

De^y, etc. Compare supra, on verse 39.—Verse
ISTForaBintioh as thou sawest that the stone
was cat out of the mountain, etc. "^l ilp'b^
is employed here as in v. 40, in a comparative
sense,

like ">^^,?9

^'accordingly," or

foras-

with what precedes it. The somewhat
and abrupt position which the
second period, beginning with 2^ n^M, is thus
made to occupy, need not deter us from this
construction (against Hitzig and Eranichf.),
which was employed by all the old translators
(and also by Luther, Dereser, Von Long., Maur.,
*?'?.1'J)

loosely connected

known to the king,

eta

**

A great

God," says

fyi^
because he desires to referto the ipflnjEe
"
not onlv ab le tQ"m8WOT of that C3^od wh
j

flj^

,

SQ

wopdflijnj^jDavelations

JureT

/I
>>«

fijfi

^t

xne mode

also

respecting^ the

tob nng ^b'gfonn^sSs'topass

.

expressibn is not exactly poetical,
But
ss Kranichfeld supposes, but gfeneraliidng.
oi!

compare ^21
i

**^^?,»

^^ *^®

article,

Ezra

v. 8.

[On the contrary, Eeil more justly remarks,
•*
That 31 nifi^ means, not * a (undefined) great
hsa^en, whom Daniel
God,* but t/ie great Ood
had already (verse 28) announced to the king as
of
secrets,
revealer
is
obvious.**
The sign
the

m

UMt editians of the Maaoretio text, we read HTi^Sb^^, m
Um empAaUc 9tate simply bat if with otben, we read
;

tin^Sbp^,

aa the tuffixed

rtatm or dominion.
the

latter,

ttate,

We may

snch a rariatlon in the

Mtme vemc

we mnst

tnuialate ifa

addaoe, as an objectiou to
flonae of

D^S^'S

79

of definiteness (t» the art. in Heb.)

is

omitted

on the general principle that the construction
by a qualifying adjective renders the term sufficiently definite, inasmuch as there could be no
doubt what deity is referred to.] What shall
oome to pass hereafter. n:i •^insi, "after*

—

the time of
Daniel and Nebuchadnezzar (cf. v. 29), and not
merely to the incident in the former half of the
verse, as Hitzig contends, in order to find here
an additional trace of the composition of this
this, hereafter,** refers specially to

—

book in Maccabsean times. And the dream is
certain, and the interpretation thereof sure.
This is an emphatic affirmation at the close of
the truly prophetic character of the dream and
of the interpretation that had been submitted.
The predicate 2'»2*] with ^'jl^^ hardly refers,
as Kranichfeld supposes, to the fact that the

king had forgotten the particulars of his dream,
and now recovered them accurately and potfectly.
It is bettOT to hold, in harmony with
the preceding context, that Daniel aims to set
forth the trustworthiness and prophetic force of
the dream, as he afterward certifies the correctness of the interpretation by V?'^D'?»

**

faithful,

trustworthy.'*
Verses 46-49. TAe influence of DaniePs inter'
pretation. Then the king Nebuchadnezzar fell
upon his £ace, and worshipped Daniel. Evi-

T3p does not here signify a mere
such as was sometimes offOTed to
men (cf Gen. xxxiii. 7 2 Sam. xxv. 28 1 Kings
i. 16; Est
iii. 2), but rathOT a properly divine
adoration (^r/>em), as is shown by the connected
religious acts of sacrifice and burning incense.
dently

KpooKvvTfoiCf

;

;

This he offers to Daniel as a great prophet of
the highest God (see v. 47), and not because he
considered him a god in human form, as the inhabitants of Lystra reg^arded Paul and Barnabas
(Acts xiv. 18 et seq.). For this reason the course
of Daniel is unlike that of the apostles on the
latter occasion.
He no more rejects the homage
of the heathen king, than did the high-priest
Jaddua, when Alexander the great bowed himself to the earth before him, in order to honor
the Gk)d of Israel ( Josephus, Anti. XL 8, 5) ; at
any rate, he has not definitely recorded that he
protested against it and pointed from himself,
the human instrument, to his God which
might, however, be explained on the ground of
his abbreviating style (cf. on v. 15 et seq.).
[We must not forget that Daniel had already ex- \
plicitly disclaimed before the king the posses- /.>^,\**
sion of supernatural powers as of himself (verse } ''86), and had repeatedly ascribed foreknowledge J
to God alone (verses 28, 45).]
The opinion of
Geier, Calov, and others, that Nebuchadnezzar
merely worshipped in the presence of Daniel,
without addressing his homage to the prophet

—

^

—as

b lao were synonymous with ^7?? ^ )»
rejected ; and no less the assertion of
Hitzig, that the objective aim of the MaccabaBan
compiler is again betrayed in this instance, by
the '^highly improbable behavior of the
king** (1 y).*—And commanded that they
(

if

must be

la the

ait well as the unusual and somewhat tantok>ficAl application of the pronominal nufllx to its own noun
an antrcedent, i,q.^ tA« ktnodonC* kingdom,]

M

• ^^)f^i^^

1-49-

.

**

much.'* From this usage results a closer connection of the former half of this verse (as far as

•

IT

Y.'xK. ^^.cc-

• Porphyry early took ofFenoe at thin pamage, but hla
was properly dispatched by Jerome in a pointed
'* Hunc
locum caiuminatur PorphvriiUt qncd

objection

manner:
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should o£fer an oblation and sweet odours
nnto him. "^03, in the Pael '' to pour out, deal
out, UbaT€ " (not " to dedicate, oflfer," as Hitzig,
with an unnecessaiy reference to the corresponding Arabic verb, prefers), is zengmatio in
this place, and relates not only to the bringing
of the f^*?, "meat-offering," which included

an actual lhba/r€, but also the

pt7^*^?> <^ ^i sweetoffermgs of inoense, if^oh
were connected with all meat-offerings. The
offering of incense, therefore, which was really
implied in the nn:>p (Lev. ii 1, 15, etc.), is

smelling

savors,

again explioitlj noticed, in like manner as the
^~t3tp is specially

mentioned beside the hblP ^^^

the ^^^^y in Ex. xxx.

"

(literally

On

9.

without

used elliptically

the tenn

n*^l,

which

l^ro
con-

is

in the Hebrew (cf. Ezra vi.
10, Chaldee text), see Gesenius-IMetr. in the
Hcmdwort&rhuch. The tropical conception of
the offering of sacrifice and incense as a purely
civic testimonial of honor (Bertholdt) is decidedly improper, and leads to a rationalizing of
the passage hostile to both the language and the
context.
Compare the well-known Persian
C custom of offering sacrifices to kings as the repre< sentatives of Ormuzd, which is mentioned in Our( tins, Vin. 5, 6 ; VI. 6, 2 ; Arrian, VI. 27.--Ver8e
stantly joined to

it

—

^

47.

Of a truth

gods.

it is,

On DilDiJ"]^

that

your God

a Ood of
compare

is

Bee above, on v. 8

;

—

ttiopai, Judg. ix.

"^"l
15 ; also Jer. xxiL 18.
stands emphaticaUy before the remark, similar
to brim the Greek, but has greater significance
than the latter. **Gfl^ of gods" doeft_npt, in
the mon th of the heafchen .NebucHadnezz^.
degij^teBie only jtrue Ood (Von Leng.), ^jaTth e
miyhtiesf of all gods. The phrase here expr^ses a oiifereht sense from chap. xi. 36 ; Psa.
cxxxvi 2; Deut. x. 17. ^Verse 48. Then the

—

king made Daniel a great man.
**

of na">,

to

become great"

'^21']

(chap. iv.

the Pael

hence,

8).

[** It is more fully
to make great, exaUare.^
defined by the following clauses." KHl.] And
made him ruler over the whole province of
Babylon ; not as Von Leng. supposes, over the
whole kingdom, but simply over the province,
**

—

fc^5'''l'?t

therefore, as in chap, iil 2.

The

be-

stowal of a formal governorship or satrapy is
not implied in the verb tDbOK here, or in v. 38.
What really was conferred on the prophet, was
probably merely a decisive influence over the
administration of the province of Babylon, as is
illustrated by v. 49.
[Still this civil i^point(ment, in distinction from the literary or professional one immediately added, was tantamount
to an official position as reoognized vice-regent
over the province in which the capital was
And chief of the governors over all
situated.]

—

the wise

men

of BabyloO'

numquam mperbtwimun rex oapHvnm

'\**330''3'^1 still

odortxperU

:

guaH

non et Lycaotus oh tiffnorum tnoffnUiuUnem PatUo ei
Bamabcf noluerint hoatias itnmolaie. Error ergo OenMiivm, qtU omne quod mtpra m 6U Deot putarU^ Scriptwa non debet imputare^ qua HtnpHcUer refert uni»er»a
qimgeata

»utu.'"

130 (related to

Heb. utMtaU

po>
esse,

pericUtari, tentare, in the
offieta

praestare;

minister) is equivalent to
president, overseer ;"

*'

cf.

*\r^)

business-mana^r,

^*^33p~2'1 is therefore a

a

superintendent or chief prefect, and the "RabSignin over all the wise men of Babylon " accordingly seems to have been identical with the
a^'S"} or "chief magian" mentioned in Jer.

On the

xxxix. 8.

probable identity of the terms

'\*>^'^3n

and 0**?^ and the relation of both

D'i'stOS,

see above on t.

rrin*>3

pleasantness"))

satisfaction,

depends on M^^CH, which verb therefore i
matioaUy designates, first his elevation to political power, and then to the dignity of diief priest

2.

—^Verse

to

Then

49.

Daniel requested of the king, and he set, etc
i3tJ*l properly, " and (so) he set ;" for
t most be
joined to the imperfect, in order to express the
sense of "that ''(Winer, §44, 4). ^731 therefore

an efectual asking in this passage, a
Over the affidrs of
prevaih'ng with the king.
signifies

—

the provinoe of Babylon.

Ki?)'l'^3^,

agement of business, administration''

xxvi

Ijban, 1 Ohron.

The

80).

"man-

(cf.

P^

effect of this

placing over the administration of the provinoe of Babylon,** was, evidently, to include the
three friends of Daniel among the "^iobc Vs
'*

Khpite, ohap. iii. 2, whatever may have
been their ofBoial title. But their elevation to
the rank of Shiltonim to the king involved no
receding on the part of Daniel from the poUticil
dignity conferred on him, according to v. 48
(Porphyry, Berth. , Hits. etc. ). It rather serves
to illustrate the powerfaLJnfluenoe of the new
But Daniel wis
royal iavonte and councillor
only thi8,1aot an actual chief satrap of Babylon,
to whom the three friends might have been subSee V. 48, and compare chap, iil 12,
ordinate.
which dearly indicates that Daniel did not
belong to the number of prominent cirfl
functionaries of the provinoe of Babylon.
[On the contrary, the passage here referred (oi
only shows that Daniel* s three friends were, as I
here stated, the persons directly responsible fori
the civil functions in a certain district; evi-I
dently as subordinates under some single higher \
ofiioer, who in thiscase could be no other tbsn
<"
Daniel himself—a personage too high for
impeachment by tibese officious underlings.]—
But Daniel sat in the gate of the king, ie.^
within the bounds of his palace, at his court
,

!

Compare
seq.

;

"^lian

Gyropc^Ua,

—and

n^o Est

1, 9, 21 ; iii. 2 el
Medo-Persian court),
and the Turkish " Porte,"
ii.

also al irvXal (of the

VIIL

1,

generally, BoeenmtOler,

Morgenkmd, III. 809
and Gtesenius {Jesaias^

fiE.

i.

AUes

u.

NwA

Incorrectly Bertholdt
697),

**

He

beoamo

in-

tendant of the rpyal castle,"-—on which Haver*
nick remarks, with justice : '^ It ia hardly conceivable how such nonsense oould be imputed to
our book." [*' The chief ruler of the province
had a number of mapxot^ under-affkert, in the
province for the various branches of the government To such offices the king appointed Daniel's three friends at his request, bo that he
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CHAP. 11
might himBelf be able as ohkf mler to reside
continually at the oonrt of the king."—JT^sO.]

STHICO-FUKDAMENTAJi PRINCIPLES RELATED
TO THE HISTORY OF SALVATION, APOLOGETICAL REMARKS, AND HOMILRTICAL SUGGESTIONS.

We

are compelled, in view of the great importance of the image of the monarchies for a
correct estimate of the Messianic and practical
bearing of all that follows, to separate our dogmatical and ethical observations on this vision
Accordingly, we treat
into several sections.
first of its form ; next of the drcurnstancei of the
time$^ which afforded suitable analogies for its
prophetico-historical composition ; in the third
place, of the »ymboUsm of the image as a whole
fourthly, of the interpretation of the four worldkingdoms, and especially of the second, third,
and fourth ; and finally, of the relation of the
prophetic vision to the history of the founding
and development of the Messianic kingdom the
whole to be followed by practical homiletioal

—

remarka.
1. TJu form of N'ebuchadneKar'e vinon is
distinguished from that of almost all the other
prophetic visions of the Old Testament, by the
peculiarity, that it is a dream-yitdon^ under
which mysterious form its highly important prophetic contents are revealed first to a powerful
heaihen monarch.
The dreams of certain
heathen princes of patriarchal times, e.g,^ of
Abimelech, Laban, and Pharaoh (Gen. xx. 8;
xxxl 24: xli 1 et seq.), present idie only analogy to this fact, so far as they were divinely
occasioned, and had a direct reference to the
fortunes of God^s people. But their contents
lack the rich, lively dramatic and symbolic character of this vision ; and in the double dream of
Pharaoh, the single instance where this approximately exists (Gen. xli ), we miss the far-reaching vision that covers all history, and the wealth
of Messianic references, by which the dreamvision under consideration is so remarkably disThe observation of Havemick
tinguished.
(Komm., p. 42 et seq.) respecting the dreams of
heathen persons in the Scripture history, although instructive and worthy of approval in
other respects, has only a partial application in
*' We often (?) make the observation
this case
in the Scriptures, that whenever it became
necessary to magnify the theocracy and the
kingdom of Gk)d on earth which could only be
aided to accomplish its final destiny by means
of miracles, and whenever the welfare of the
faithful required a special interference, revelations were imparted to heathen and unbelievers,
and generally by means of dreams. Compare
Gen. XX. 8 (where it is expressly stated, with
reference to Abimelech, '^a^ o-nb» fcia'^i)*
At the
xxxi. 24; xli.; Judg. vii 18, 14.
same time, the Scriptures assign as the reason
for such revelations the subjective aim, ^ to withd^w man from his purpose, and bide pride from
man,' Job xxxiii 17. Tbis Divine purpose was
directly favored by the solemn awe with which
the heathen world regarded dreams {hveipoi ^eiot^
i^edirefiirroi)^ as is proven by the characteristic
and probably proverbial expression of Homer:
:

—

—

xoi ydff j' itvap

U ^u6i earnf {li L 68)

;

of. f urther,

81

1-48.

VL

13 et seq. ; xxiv.
26 et seq. j_Orfy#.
11, 12; Herod. VlI. 16; also Enapp, Seripta
varia org,, p. 106 ss. ; BosenmfiUer, A. u, Jf,
Morgenl, III. 88 et seq. ; Jahn, EinL ins A, 71,
II.
et seq." An instructive article in the
II. II.

Wl

—

BvangeL Misnons-JfagaeirL, 1868, No. 1, which
by Ostertag and entitled Der
Traum und eeine Wirkung in der Heidmwdty
treats of the important part which dreams
vras written

continually play in the reli^ous life of heathen-

dom, and m(»e especially, when it is aroused and
influenced by Christian missionarv efforts. Cf.
also Delitzsch, BibL Peychologie, 1 14, p. 288 et
seq., and Splittgerber, Sehlaf una Tod, nebetden
damit zusammenhdngenden* Erecheinungen dea
SeetmUbene (Halle, 1866), p. 144 et seq. The
two latter distinguish more carefully than

Havemick, in the above passage, the dreams
inspired merely by conscience and those of a
divinely caused and presaging character, which
were more frequent within the domain of
heathendom, from the dreams of revelation in
the proper sense, whose occurrence was much
less common among gentile nations, being generally limited in the Old and New Testaments
to the people of God. Among the former class
they reckon, e.g., the dreams of Pharaoh ; among
the latter, the dreams of Nebuchadnezsar, in
chap. ii. and iv. of our prophet.
The important circumstance must be observed,
in this connection, that Nebuchadnezzar's
dream-vision relating to the four worldrkingdoms was evidently imparted to this heathen
monarch while in a state of violent and guilty
terror, but in so confused and indefinite a form
as to exceed his understanding, and as even to
prevent a clear reproduction of its nature by
the unaided efforts of his memory. In both respects he was compelled to seek the aid of an
Israelitlsh prophet, as an instrument of the only
true €k)d to make known the purport of His
This
revelation (cf. supra, on vs. 1 and 8).
feature is oertainly remarkable, but by no
means incomprehensible. The heathen experienced but a single impulse in the direction of
prophecy ; tiie ckarly ooimected description and
analysis of the image of the future which he
had seen were reserved for the spiritual art of
the theocratic seer. The startling impression
which had been made on the mind of the king
while dreaming, by the appearance of the bright
colossus, its sudden fall, and its total destruc
tion and annihilation predominated to an extent
that destroyed his recollection, and left him, ou

awaking, with a mere sense of having seen
somethbag highly important and of g^reat signi*
ficance for his own future and for that of his
kingdom. It was natural that this should at
once give rise to the wish to recall the vision
clearly, in o.*^der to ascertain

more

fully

what

it

might portend; and that this desire should
His
finally excite such alarm as to banish sleep.
condition is not without many parallels in the
The Egyptian
history of man*s spiritual life.
ruler had, indeed, retained the contents of his
prophetic dreams, and required Joseph for the
purpose merely of interpreting their meaning ;
in connection wiih which the much less startling character of the dreams must be regarded.
But in more recent times many instances bave
been recorded, in which significant dreams were
forgotten,—either whoUy, or so far aa details
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W6re concerned,

—

while they left a powerful impression in the mind of the dreamer, (of. Reitz,
Btstorie der Wtedergeborenen, I., p. 183 et seq.
Schubert, SymhoUk des Trauma, p. 211 [8d ed.]
by the same, Oeackiohte der Sede, II., p. 94 et
seq. ; Splittgerber, as above, p. 118 et seq.).
And the ancient Roman poet Attius (Cicero, de
divinitaL, U. 21) has at least described the alarm
produced, on the sodden awaking of the subject,
by an impressive dream, in a manner which
thoroughly recalls the behavior of Nebuchadnezzar as described in this chapter
** Sex ip9e Priamtu %omnio mentia mau
P«rcultu9^ curia tumpttta atuptrantOmt
Ezaacriflcabat hostits balatuibut.
Ttim conjectorem pontulat. pacem petena,
Ut ae edocertty obaecratia ApolUnem,
Qiio aeaa vertant tatita aortea aomnium.**

In view of all this there is nothing in the external form and dress of Nebuchadnezzar's vision
that removes it materially beyond the influence
of conditioning circumstances, such as are elsewhere apparent in the surroundings of prophetic
dream-vifiions.
Consequently the credibility of
the narrative cannot be assailed on psychological grounds, .nor on any other ; and the attempt
of Von Lengerke, Bleek, Hitzig, and others, to
utamp it as an imitation of the history of
Pharaoh and Joseph, designed to encourage and
strengthen the faith of the Israelites in the time
of Antiochus Epiphanes, must especially be rejected, as being decidedly arbitrary, since the
peculiarities in the conduct ahd character of
Nebuchadnezzar by far exceed the traits he
manifests in common with his precursor
Pharaoh, and also with his alleged imitator
Antiochus.
2. In regard to the paints of connection which
existed in t/ie state of the tcorid for the prophetic
image of Nebuchadnezza/r*s dream, see Kranichfeld's observation on v. 10 ^^ It is not recorded,
as being unessential, how much information, in
regard to his spiritual state at the time of the
dream, the king imparted to the wise men, nor
yet how much they were able to apprehend
themselves in view of the political aspect of the
times.
The historical point of departure for the
knowledge of the dream as a reveLeition, is found
in a consideration that must pre-eminently concern a king as such, at the beginning of a newlyfounded realm, and in the presence of a powerful and threatening contiguous state, viz. : the
question respecting the fate of his dynasty and
:

his kingdom." Cf. page 120 ; »* But the politiconstellation, even in the early years of
Nebuchadnezzar's reign, was not of a nature to

«»f

•ial

prevent the writer from recognizing a powerful
empire in the Median
kingdom. Isaiah and Jeremiah had already
pointed to the nations of the norUi, or specifically to Persia (Elam) and Media as the executors
of tiie judgment that should come upon Babylon,
cf Isa. xiii. 17 ; 21. 2 ; Jer. 1. 8, 9, 41 ; U. 11, 28.
Above all. Media stood as a powerful rival to the
Chaldaean kingdom upon the historical arena, at
the time of Nebuchadnezzar's entrance. The
Medes were allied with the Babylonians in the
destruction of Nineveh, and in that joint undertaking of an earlier period were already able to
render powerful assistance ; there are even indications that on that occasion the Babylonians
saw the direction of their military enterprises
principally in the hands of the Medea.
They
rival of the ChaldsBan

.

—

shared with the Babylonians in the posseasioii
of the Assyrian empire the latter taking the
western portion, while the former claimed c^efl/
the regions east and north-east of the Tig^ris.
How greatly Nebuchadnezzar was obliged to
dread the power of his neighbor is shown by his
fortifications in the north, which were begun
soon after his accession to the throne, and proaecuted with vigor during the greater part of his
reign (cf. Niebuhr, Qesch, Assurs und BabeU j>.
218 et seq., p. 228); an Elamitic-Median war
against Babylon appears to have transpired as
early as the 11th or 12th year of his reign."
If
to these observations on the relations of Babylon
to Medo-Persia, we add the remarks of the same
exegete in relation to Javan, i.e., Greece, which
was looming up in the distant political horizon
of Nebuchadnezzar, and remember, that his
western rival and probable successor to t^e
power and g^reatness of Medo-Persia might be
well known to a Chaldaaan king about B. C. 600
since Sennacherib had already been engaged
in a warm contest with an army of Greek mercenaries in Cilicia, about a century before;
since further, such mercenaries were accnatomed to serve in the Ahsyrian armies from the
time of Esar-haddon, and in the Egyptian from
the time of Psammetichus, and since the Lydian
kings were involved in exhaustive and bloody
wars with the lonians, Dorians, and .^Bolians of
Western Asia from about B. C. 610 (see Herod, y
I. 6
II. 152, 168, 169 ; Abydenus, in Euseb.
Armen. ed. Anchor, I. , p. 58 ; Berosus, F^gvn.
hist.
QrcBCCSy^ II., 604 ed. MCiller;
cf. supra,
Introd. § 7, note 2), it will be evident that ail
the conditions were present which could possiUy
be required for the originating of a dreamvision, by which a Chaldsean monarch about B.
C. 600 was forewarned of the future overthrow
of his dynasty through the agency of warlike
neighboring states. More than an external historical occasion or impulse for the dream-vision,
was not probably derived by the king from the

—

—

—

;

—

—

peculiar state of existing political sdfairs.
AU
that bearr) a really prophetic character in his
vision is to be traced bock to the direct agency
of God, which was able to construct a majestao
and united vision'of the deepest prophetical significance, out of the extremely sporadic and imperfect natural materials that were provided in
the rang^ of the king's political observation.
Left to himself, Nebuchadnezzar, whether awake
or dreaming, could merely have originated certain presentiments, or combinations of political
wisdom, which at the best, must remain mere
images of the fancy, or acute speculations. If
his dream became a picture of the future that
embraced the world and displayed the profoundest prophetic truths, a vision that was
*' certain, and the interpretation thereof sure"
(see above, v. 45), this was entirely owing to the
all-enlightening and revealing influence of the
Divine Logos (John i. 9), who sought to glorify
Himself and His prophet at the court of the
powerful heathen king, in order thereby to
kindle a shining light of Messianic oonsolataQn
for His faithful ones of that age, as well as for
those of the still darker periods of the future.
Cf. infra, Ethico-fundamental principles, eto.,

on chap

viii.,

No.

8.

T'he symboUsm of the image of the monarchies in general^ namely, the succession of the
8.
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CHAP. n.
four metals, gold, sUyer, brass, and iron, as
the distribntion of these metals oyer the
several parts of a colossal idol or statae in the
htiman form, the contrast between the brittleness and weakness of this image and the worldfilling gpreatness and solidity of the stone which
takes its place, etc. ; all these, like the fundamental conditions of the vision itself, may find
their point of departore, or so to speak, their
root, in certain relations and estimates of the
time that naturally prevailed in Nebuchadneszar^s kingdom, while the peculiarity of
their arrangement is doubtless, as before, to
be traced back to the revealing influence of
God. An underlying natural basis cannot be
also

nustaken.
€L In the symbolising of a succession of four
world-kingdoms by a connection of four metals
**
of steadily decreasing value.
A comparative
view of the idea of a separation of the course of
temporal development into four world-periods,
which occurs elsewhere also, is instructive in

this connection.
We meet it in the Indian
transformations within the limits of the four
Tugs^ in the Grssco-Boman conception of four
metallic CBons (the ages of gold, silver, etc. \ and
also in the Parsee idea of four trees that have
sprung from a single root, composed respectively of gold, silver, steel, and iron.*
Hesiod
indeed, destroys the number four, by introducing a fifth kingdom between the kingdoms of
brass and of iron, which is not of metal, and thus
corresponds, in a measure, to the Messianic
kingdom of Daniel, namely, the ducatorepov kcU
apeim-^ ^elnv yivoc of the heroes ; but irrespective
of this feature, the constant<.and decided combiaation of the idea of world-periods with the
precise number /(mr, remains a noteworthy fact.
And although the correspondence that has been
indicated, for instance, in the case of Ovid as
coming under the influence of Greek conceptions, must in all probability be regarded as
based on that idea, and moreover, although the
Persian idea of the four metallic trees, which
has been referred to, may not have been uninfluenced by the representations of Daniel, it
will still be apparent, that the natural application of the number four to the ages of the world
rests upon a profounder reason that inheres in
the nature of thingfs, and evidently, upon a
natural and simple association with the four
itages of human Ufe.
This connection of the

—

* Of. WoUbelm da Fonaeca, Mj/thologte des AUen Indlen^
28 et 8eq. ; Hndod, 'E/>ya koX iifiipai, 106 m. : Ovid,
Jfetam. I., b9 sn. ; and in relatdon to the old-Persic doctrine
<rf fonr afs&i of the world, especially Genesis and AvesUi in
AuMtand^ 1868, Noft. 12 and 28, and also Deliumch, Art.
Ikmiel, in Her«oR*8 RecU-Eiusyklop.^ p. 276. According to
th« two latter, the book Bahmott Je^ht^ tor Instance, contains the following remarkable statement of the mjth retpec/dng the fonr af^es of the world : '* . . . Zerdasht demanded immortality from Ormnsd, then Ormnzd showed to
Zerduaht the all-embracing wisdom; whereupon he saw a
tree having such a root that fonr trees had sprung from it,
one of gold, another of silver, another of steel, and the
fourth of iron. . . . Ormnsd said to the holy Zerdusht:
*The root of this single tree, which thou hast seen (is the
woiidX i^nd these fonr treet are the four times which sliall
oome; this golden one, when I and thou entertain each
other, and Cstanp-Shah accepts the law, and the body of
the Deoa is broken and they conceal themiielves ; this silver
one is the reign of the royal Artashir ; the steel one is the
nile of Anaaheveran-Ohosm, the son of Kobat; thAt of
Iron the evil reign of the Deos'" (on which, according to
the Parsee teaching, the time of the Saviour Soflosh Is finally
p.

to follow).
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periods of human life is
especially easy in Daniel, since the four phases
of development are illustrated by the ima^e of
man, as a personification of heathendom***
(Kranichfeld, p. 118 et seq.).
To what extent
the application, in this case, of the idea of

number fonr with the

four ages of the world to tiie succession of
Asiatic monarchies, is to be placed to the account of the natural or political meditations of
Nebuchadnezzar, and how far it is of supernatural suggestion or positively revealed, cannot,
of course, be definitely dedded, especially in
view of our extremely fragmentary imowledge
respecting the scope of r^igious thought and
the philosophy of human life among the Babylonians.
h. The comparison of the successive kingdoms
with the several parts of a colossal human or idol
image is also probably based on some heathen
mode of conceiving and representing things, with
which the dream-originating Divine principle of
revelation may have connected itself. Daniel
himself, indeed, indicates nothing whatever,
either in his recapitulation of the dream or in
the interpretation, that can show that the form,
size, and natural dignity of the several parte
(head, breast, belly, legs), contained any special
symbolical reference to the character of the
four world-kingdoms ; and any attempt to construct such relations between the image and the
objects symbolized is exposed to the danger of
being involved in useless interpretations and
idle pastimes, as may be seen in many older expositors, and even as late as in Starke (on vs. 89
and 41). But at any rate the size and position
of the various parts merit consideration as a
tertium eompar,, so far as the first kingdom,
which is represented by the head, as the lughest
and most important, but also the smallest organ,
may be conceived of as intensively more, but
extensively less considerable, than the succeeding ones ; as also each successive oigan may
signify an aggregation of peoples or states (c£.
supra, on v. 89), which becomes steadily more
worthless and degraded, from an internal (ethical) point of view, but as regularly increases in
size and extent.
In one re6i>ect, therefore,
namely, so far as the decrease of internal moral
worth (or dignity, according to the theocratic
standard) among the four successive kingdoms
is concerned, tiie symbolism of the various
bodily parts yields the same result as that of the
metals ; while in another respect it leads to a
contrary result, inasmuch as it represents these
kingdoms as constantiy extending their boundaries.

—

e.
The final consideration,
whether the
mysterious stone, that descends from the mountain and shatters the metallic image, representing Messiah's kingdom or the fifth world-monarchy, also contains features that may be traced
back to the religio-politioal ideas of the ancient
Babylonians, or whether, on the other hand,
this closing incident of the whole vision must be
regarded as purely supernatural in its character,
can hardly lead to. a definite conclusion.
Some approach to Messianic ideas and expectations, however, may have been contained in the
religious estimate of the world current among
that people, as well as in that of the Persians, the
Greeks (compare what was remarked above concerning Hesiod and the Zoroastrian myth of the

—
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four trees), the ancient QeimanB and Soandinavians, etc. The stone that crushes the image
of the monarchies or world-periods may, therefore, have heen a conception taken m>m the
Chaldfean or Babylonian circle of ideas, similar
in its nature and tendency to those remarkable
mythological approximations to the fundamental

dogma

of Christianity, which have justly been
characterized as ** mythological foreshadowings
of the great truth : ' The word was made flesh ^
(Kahnis, Lutherische DogmaUk, III. 884; cf. v.
Osterzee, Iku BUd OhruU nach der Schrift^ p.
ApostoUsche
69 et seq. ; J. P. Lange,
'

Dm

Zeitalter, I., p. 287 et seq.).
4. The historical interpretation

of ike four
kingdoms J or the application of the image ox the
monarchies to the facts of histoiy in detail, inyolyes no really serious difficulty upon the symbolic principles that have been established, in
view of the definite statement by the prophet in
Terses 87, 88, by which the golden head desig-

nates the Chaldaan empire of NebuchadnezEar.
The three succeeding kingdoms may therefore be
discoyered, without leaving room for doubt. They
necessarily represent the three phases of development in the great Oriental universal monarchy,
which followed next after the GhaldsBan period
for the prophetic horizon, whether of the king
or Danidi, did not embrace the Occident. The
four world-kingdoms are developed without
exception on one and the same geographical
stage, on the soil of the Orhiit orientaliSy thus
harmonizing with the Biblical representation
under the symbol of a iingle colossal human image; and the only world-kingdoms of the
Orient that arose after the overthrow of Babylon,
and that equalled it in importance, were the
Medo-Persian founded by Cyrus, and the Macedonian-Hellenistic, originated by Alexander the
Great, the latter of which passed through two
stages, viz. : the period of its undivided existence,
and that of its constantly increasing division and
disintegration under the poet-Alexandrian Diadochi. These two, or, by a more correct enumeration three, final forms of the Oriental universal
monarchy, are represented with the utmost
deamess by the silver breast, the brazen (copper)
belly, and the nether extremities which are at
.first of iron and then of intermingled iron and
clay.
The breast of silver designates the MedoPeisian kingdom, which first succeeded the
golden head, or Babylon. It does not signify
Media simply, for (1) at the time when the
Median king Cyaxares (= Darius the Mede, see

§ 8, note 4) and his nephew and son-inlaw Cyrus overthrew Babylon, the Persian tribe
had already become so prominent within the
Median realm as to warrant the designation of
the whole kingdom by the names of both tribes,
the Median, which was formerly predominant,
and the Persian which had now become its
equal. (2) Daniel accordingly refers to the whole
world-kingdom which succeeded Babylon as a
kingdom of '^theMedes and Persians*^ (chap,
cf. the exposition of that passage), and
v. 28
even in the section relating to the reign of
Darius the Mede (chap, vi 9, 18, 16) he designates the religious code, which was in force
throughout the kingdom, as "the law of the
Medes and Persians," thus characterizing it as
a sacred ordinance that rested on the common
consent of both the nationalities that had
Introd,

;

united under a single government. * (8) In exad
correspondence with this is his representation
of the Medo-Persian kingdom, in chap. viii.
under the figure of a warlike ram, and his designation of a succession of two dynasties—
Median and a Persian simply by the growth of
two horns from the head of the ram, of which
the smaller comes up first (verse 8 ; ct verse 20).
(4) Consequently, the instances in which he
distinguishes Darius, or Cyrus, or suoceediog
kings, by the titles, respectively, of '' king of
the Modes," or " king of the Persians," most
be regarded as referring, not to a diversity of
realms, but simply to a difference of tribal relations among these rulers.
(5) Further, the
vision of the four successive beasts, which is
described in chap, vii and which is doubtless
parallel to that of the four elements in the image of the monarchiee, does not accord with the
assumption, on which the second beast, a camiverous bear, represents the kingdom of the
Medes, while the third, a leopud with foor
wings, designates the Persian monarchy, which
fact was scarcely distinct from the former (see
infra on that passage).
(6) Nor does Zedi. vi,
which is an alleged parallel to the vision before
us, warrant a conclusion in favor of the opinion
that distinguishes between the Median and Persian kingdoms ; for the red, bla<dL, white, and

—

grizzled, and bay horses, mentioned in that place,
do not designate various lands or kingdoms uiy
more than do the horses with sLmilarly varied
colors, which are introduced by the same prophet in chap. L 7 et seq. (see Eohler, Die iTo^t-

1^

exiUechen Propheten it 1 , 69 et seq. ,
et seq.).
(7) Finally, no conclusion in favor of the
Median hypothesis can be deduced from the
remark by Daniel in verse 89 a, that the seoond kingdom should be inferior to that of
Nebuchadnezzar ; for an ethical inferiority of
the Persian kingdom to that of the Chaldsans might be readily asserted from a theociatic
point of view, inasmuch as it clearly displayed
a greater moral and social depravatioii under its
later kings, than the former.
Only Cyras ezcelled the Chaldaean rulers in friendly and benevolent conduct toward the theocracy, while hia
immediate successors, Cambyses amd PaendoSmerdis, treated the people of God with greater
severity than had any Chaldean king whatever
(d also the sufferings inflicted on the Jews by
Xerxes, according to the book of Esther, and
also by Artaxerxes I., according to Ezra and

Nehemiah).

But

if,

in

view of these considerations,

the

* Theforoe of the exprnslon '^thelawof tbeH«(lc»aBd
Fenians'* (C^^l "^T^ tl*'!)? in chap. !. aa an evWence
of the nnton of the two neighboring Iranian natl«M tat a
Rhiffle state a* early as the period of the Chaldctta »-

premacy, and perhaps earlier ftill, has been reoogntBed,
*• 0'% by Kraniohfeld, deqdte hia preference for the inter
pr^ation which refers the second world-kingdovn to Kedis,
and the third to Persia. In a note on pairelftiet eeq. he
contests the assertion of Von Lengerke,that thia fonnnia really originated after the time of Cyras, and is therefore a
gross anaohronism in the month of Daniel, by axgnteg
that the union of the two peoples In a single nntion. oi
at least nnder a single goYemment, dates oonsider^bfy
beyond the time of Cyrus, and acooidingly, that an exclusiTely Median realm was never in existence.
The ocnformity of this view to the actual historical development
of the ancient Iran is shown by Niebnhr, C7»cA. Amttn

und BabelMf p. 186; cf. Spiegel in
et seq.
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CHAP. n.
second kingdom of the image of the monarchies
represents Medo-Persia, there can be no further
doubt as to the inteipretation of the third,
which is symbolized by the brazen belly. It
mnst necessarily designate the Macedonian
ioorld-kingdcm of Alexander the Great, whose
grand and rapid introduction, as if borne on the
wings of the tempest, is represented in the
parailel yision of chap, vii by the figure of a
leopard with four wings, but which receives
consideration in this case (chap, ii ), only so far
as its ethical and religious inferiority in relation
to its predecessors is concerned, and as the remark that it should **bear rule over all the
earth" (yerse 89 b) characterizes its external
greatness.
The kingdoms of the Hellenistic
Diadochi, which arose from the universal monarchy of Alexander the Great, cannot be included
in the third or brazen kingdom, since they present a picture of internal disruption, such as is
clearly symbolized by the fourth monarchy of
Daniel
The nether extremities of the colossus
only, which were at first (in the legs) of iron,
but afterward (in the feet and toes) a mixture
of iron and clay, can be made to harmonize with
the period of the Diadochi. In their interpretation, the legs, which are yet of iron, will probably refer to the time during which the immediate successors of Alexander endeavored at
least to maintain the unity of the realm, despite
their incessant quarrels and bloody conflicts,
hence down to the battle near Ipsus (B. G. 328801) ; while the feet, which are in part of iron,
and in port of clay, represent the succeeding
state of growing diwnemberment and hostile divisions (in which the kingdom of the Seleucidas
in Syria, and that of the LagidsB in Egypt, were

alone able to maintain, during a considerable
period, a position of commanding power) ; cf.
above, on vs. 41-48. That this torn and corrupted state of the post- Alexandrian Hellenistic
empire, so analogous to a putrefying gigantic
carcass, and also that the vain attempts to heal
the sores by means of intermarriages among the
contending princely families, etc., should be already described and prefigured in the visions of
a Chaldsan king about B. C. 600, can, of course,
find an explanation only in the direct operations
of the Divine Logfos, by which the future is revealed (cf. No. 8). To base these features on a
reference to the historical condition of Hellenism during the Chaldiean period, to its internal
divisions and incurable discords, which were, at
that early day, as apparent as was their warlike
bravery, and further, to the custom of political
marriages among princes, which was already
frequently observed (Kranichfeld), seems inadequate, azid involves the danger of an exaggerated naturalizing of the prophetic process in
Nor can the custom of political marquestion.
riages be shown to have existed in the time of

Nebuchadnezzar among the Greeks (with whom
we have chiefly to do, in this connection), although it prevaUed in Medo- Persia and Egypt.
Finally, the fourth kingdom was, at an early
to signify the Boman universal
dominion, so that its fiist stadium of onimpaired
strength (the 1^;b of iron) rejiresented the period
of the republic and the first emperors, and the
second, divided and powerless stage (the feet of
iron and clay) referred to the later empire, or
even to the middle ages and more reoent times
period,

made

1-49.

which, according to Auberlen*s exposition of
48, the German and Sdavic nationalities
were intermingled with the Boman) but this
interpretation is opposed by many considerations.
(1) It ascribes a range of vision over the
future to the dreaming king and the prophetic
interpreter, which Um^ every support based
on the actual condition of the times, since, as is
well known, the greatness and worid-historical
importance of Bome were unknown until four
hundred years after the captivity. Unlike the
sections of the prophecy which relate to Persia
and Javan, this would have no foundation in
existing relations, but rather, would be of an
abstractly supernatural character.
(2) The
(in
V.

;

a'^PiS) mentioned in chap, xi 80, although already identified with the Bomans by the Septuagint and the YiUgate, must ra^er bo regarded as a race of (freek islanders, in view of
the constant usage of the word elsewhere in the
Old Testament, and more especially, because
there Ib no indication of the identity of these
Chittim with the fourth world-kingdom, either
They are simply
in chap, xi., or elsewhere.
noticed in that connection, like the northern
and southern kingdoms, as a constituent part of
the Javanic or Hellenistic empire. (3) The symbolic details comprehended in the fourth or
lowest world-kingdom according to Nebuchadnezzar's vision Qie legs of iron, the feet and
toes part of iron and part of clay, etc. , appear
natural and suitable when applied to the
development of Hellenism after Alexander, and
particularly in the era of the SeleucidaB and the
Ptolemies, while they lead to results of a more
or less arbitrary character, with every attempt
to demonstrate the Boman hypothesis ; e.g., the
view of Buddeus, Hengstenberg, and others, by
which the two legs of iron designate the eastern
and western empires after Honorius and Aroadius, and that of Cocceius, which regards the
iron and the clay as indicating the separation of
the Boman power into a spiritual and a material
kingdom (papacy and empire), etc. (4) That
the collocation of the world-monarchy of Alexander and the kingdoms of the Diadochi as

forming one and the same ^^^'3, a position that
becomes necessary on this view, although supported by chap. viiL 21 (where a grouping into a
y^"^^ D^SlbTS has actually come to pass), is yet

shown by chap. xi. 4, to be decidedly opposed
to the real meaning of the prophet (cf 1 Maco.
.

(1. 1

and 7 et

seq.).

(5) Finally,

the figure of a

stone, that destroys the image, is positively false
as a representation of the triumph of Christianity over the world-power, if the Boman power
be r^^arded as the fourth and final phase of the
development of the latter; for this was not

overthrown and destroyed suddenly and at a
blow by the kingdom of Christ, like the statue
by the stone, but instead, it incorporated Christianity with itself, and continued, as Christian-

Bome, to bear rule over the earth during
more than a thousand years. It might, therefore, be more properly identified with the stone,
ized

than described as a potency inimical to it; but
it can, in any case, find no place in the series of
pre-Messianic world-kingdoms that were hostile
[To these aiguments we add the
to His reign.

marked ooincidenoeB between the several viaiont
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of Daniel respectiiig these fonr great worldpoweiR, as exhibited in the harmonic table inserted in the intxt>daction ; and we call especial
attention to the almost perfect parallel between
the two * litUe horns " in each case. Now as one
of these is admitted on all hands to refer to Antiochns EpiphaneSf the other, if identical, is, of
course, a constituent likewise of the Syrian
empire of the Seleucid», as the fourth Oriental
monarchy. The discrepancies aUeged by Keil,
p. 258 et seq., as arguing a different interpretation of the little horns respectively, will be duly
noticed in the exposition of the passages them'

selves.]

For these reasons we adopt that exposition of
the four kingdoms which Bertholdt {Daniel, I.
192 et seq.) has recently advocated with penetration and fairness, after Polychronius, Grotins,
Tossanus, Zeltner, and others, had asserted its
principal features. We differ from Bertholdt,
however, in failing to deduce anything that
argues the composition of Daniel's prophecy, in
the period of the SeleucidsB and AsmonsBans, from
the reference of the feet of iron and of clay to
the times of the later Diadochi, since, as will
be shown more in detail hereafter, we regard
the reference of passages like chap. vii. U et
seq. ; ix. 24 et seq. to Antiochus Epiphanes as
not conflicting with the authenticity of the
book. We accordingly reject the following interpretations, which differ from ours in various
particulars
(a.) That of Bunsen (cf. Introd. § 4, note 1),
which applies the golden head to Assyria, in harmony with the alleged original interpretation by
Daniel, the breast of silver to Babylon, the
brazen belly to Media, and the iron legs to
Persia, but which is thus guilty, not only of a
direct contradiction* of v. 88 (^^ thou art this head
of gold "), but also of a misconception that conflicts with histozy, in relation to the intimate
connection, and even essential identity of the
kingdoms of Assyria and Babylon, which could
never have been contrasted as gold and silver,
or the lion and the bear (of. chap, vii 5
et seq.)*
{b.) That of Hitzig and Redepenning (see
above, on v. 89 a), which refers the head and
breast to Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar, as the
only Babylonian kings whom the author is said
to have known, and which is therefore, at least,
a partial reproduction of the scheme formerly
attempted by the Swede, H. Benzel {Diasert de
guatuor orbit monarehiis^ 1745), and by Harenberg, Dathe, and Hesel, to personify the four

*Cf. ZOndeU KrU. UnUm.^ p. 89; Mid generally as x«rpectA the oontinaity of the Asqrrian and Babylonian emand their inseparable connection In point of nationality,
religion, and civilization, iwc the valuable tketch of the
resultn achiered by the latetit efforts of j^iwyriologiffts
ytnive et Babploru^ in the Emue den devx Monde*^ 1868,
Karch 16, by Alfred Maury. The old-Babylonian (Chaldaean), the Assyrian, and the later Babylonian empires,
are in fact but three succeraive phaaes of the development
of one and the same world-kinirdom. despite their changes
of dynasties and capitalis as also the Median, the Persian
(Achiemenidian), the Parthian, and other kiu§:doms are
sacceMive phases in the nianirestation of a single national
empire on Iranian soil. Cf. O. Bawlinson, Tfte Five Oreat
Monarchic qf the Ea*tem Wortd, *tr the Hiatory
of Chaidea, AMjprin^ Bttbpion^ Medui^ and Per»ia. London,
1867, 4 vols.
Also A. Scheuchzer's AetyrUche Forschunoen in
Heldenheim's Deuteche Vterteljnkreehfift /Or
•^l,.th40L FonckmOy VoL iy„ Mo. 4 (1868X I>. 4 et seq.

jrircM

^

kingdoms (regard'ng them as metonymies fdf
four Babylonian kings).
(c.) The yiew of £phraem Syms, Venema,
Eichhom, V. Lengerke, Bleek, de Wette, Kirmss,

Hilgenfeld, Delitzsch, Krauichfeld (and conditionso far as it conforms to the views nnder
a and d, also of Ewald, Bunsen, and Hitzig),
that the head represents Babylon, the breast
Media, the belly Persia, and the legs Greece and
the Diadochian kingdoms (see for the oontraiy,
above, No. 4).
(d.) The ''orthodox" view, which refers the
first three kingdoms to Babylon, Medo-Persia,
and Greece, but the fourth to Rome and the
states which have sprung from it since the
empire ; early represented by Josephus (AnL z.
especial10, 4), by a majority of church-fathers
ly by Jerome, Orosius, and Theodoret; also by
idl the expositors of the Middle-age church after
Walafrid Strabo, and by a majority of modems,
ally, i.e.,

—

whom we

mention Buddeus {Uiat. eeeles. p.
sect. 5, p. 619 ss.), Joach. Lange, Starke,
Zeis, Velthusen {Animadversionfs ad Dan. XL
of

ii.

Prag, 1783), Menken (Dm MmarcfdenBrem, and Aurich, 1809), Hengstenberg,
Havemick, Gaspari {Die vier danid. WeUmonar-

27-45

;

bUd^

in the Zktscfirift fur luth. Theologie and
Kirche^ 1841, No. 4), Hofmann {Wei^sagung
undErfuUung, 1.276 et seq.), Keil {Mnl. ins
A. r. § 134, p. 443, [also in his Commentary on
Danid])^ Gaussen (Danid le ProphUe^ 2d. edit.
18o0, L 250 ss.), Auberlen (Danid, etc., p. 42 et
seq.), Ziindel {Krit Untet'$8, etc., p. 74 et seq.),
Kliefoth, Fuller, Gartner (in their expositions),
Pusey (p. 58 ss.), Volck {Vindicim Dan., p. 7
ss. ), [and the monographs added in the Introduction].— For the history of this orthodozchurchly interpretation of the image of the monarchies in older times, see Antiqtta et pervttigat(B de quatuor Manarchiis fententuB plenior ei
uberior assertis, auct J. G. Jano, 1728 (also in
Breyer's Histor. Magazin, vol. L, p. 114 et seq.);
and in relation to its influence on the conception
and representation of universal history during
the 16th and 17th centuries, see Meusel, BHAiotheca hietoriea^ vol. L, pt. 1, p. 176 ss.*
cJiien,

* [Jnstioe to this popular Yiew of the fourth Idngdatn o(
Danielle propheoieB, which applies it to the Roman empire,
either as a pagan or a papal tyranny, seems to require a
statement here of the principal arguments in its faror.
Other considerations will be examined, as well as some of
those more in detail, in the exposition of the pasaages onder

which they arise.
1. The prominence of the Roman dominion, as belsg the
(mly really world-wide goremment after that of Alexander,
certainly lends great probabiltty to its selection as the culmination of the xnerkras world-monarchies in companaoa
with the territorially insignificuit realm of the SeleoodB.
But this argument seems to us to be neutralised by iadkations in the text itself, especially the fact that DanicTs prophecies in Jbhis matter are bounded bjr the Orient as to the!r
arena of dominion, the choeen people of God and their local
heritage being the stand-point from which their influence is
measured. Hie Jews did not come into any severe oootsct
with Rome till after the dawn <rf the Mcoiianic esm, and (as
the author observes above) Rmne itself did not then enccmnb
nnder the collision. The note of time **
the days of the»«
'
kings^ (ver. 44) cannot be pressed into a corzoborauon ei
this synchroninn, for then it would cover the wh<^ ranse
of the previous dynasties likewise (see the expoeitiun of thxt
verse). But a most dedsiYe prohibition of the allufdcii tc
Rome appears in the continual degeneration of the tmccrasive empiitti from the head downwai-da, till the fourth baf
deteriorated into a base metal and even a mandlin alloy.
It
is true the epithet ** strong as iron '' well applies to Kome,
hut it attained its culmination both of force and cnltorv
nnder the early eroperon, and there was no rab^ciiocnl
chan^ of government in its decay corresponding to ibe di»>
tinotion between the unadulterated metal of the legs and the
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CHAP. IL
5.

ehieSy

the image of the monaroorreotly interpreted, to the history

Tht relatum of

when

onunbling miztnre of the feet and toen. In the cmb of the
gyro-Greek monarchy, on the other hand, all these particn\in have their exact connterpart.
%. The dilllculties attendant upon the effort to identify
with the history of the Selencid micoefwion the particnlare
dflewhone given in connection with the fourth empire, e«peeiaOy the list of ten kings and the fall of three of them before the sncoeesful one (ciiap. yii. S4) have been nrged in faTOT of the ** orthodox " view. But the Roman interpretation,
on the other hand, seema to be beset with eqnal if not greater dilBcnltiee in this point, as will be seen in the exposition
of &at passage.
Chap. xi. of this book is acknowledged on
•U hands to be a detfdlod aooonnt of the dynasty of the SeleacidsB, showing that the prophetic ken had it prominently
in view ; and the little horn of the he-goat (chap. vilL 9) is
generally admitted to be Antiochus Epiphaues. It is therefore hard to vetAA the conclusion that the little horn of the
fomth beast (chap, vii 6) is the same king, and the fourth
iectioo of the colossi image (chap. ii. 40 et seq.) the same
dynasty. The characteristics make the parallel complete.
8. The violent persecution
experienced by the saints
under Roman power, particularly in the days of papal supremacy, has been especially thought to justify this scheme
of Interpretation.
But it must be remembered that the
SeleucidsB were the first kings who really oppressed the people of God on account of their religion, and the efTorts of
Antiochna to exterminate their faith were of the most extraordinary character, not exceeded by the virulence of the
Inquiaition itaelf. Moreover, the attempt to apply the prophecies in question to both pagan and papal Rome, weakens
the force of the whole interpretation. The effort to find in
the pope, aa such, an emphatic and direct fulfillment of the
**
little horn "" is indeed sustained by the striking analogy of
bta»phemaus atrocity, but fails to And an equal agreement
with many other features of the picture, e.ff.^ the ** mingling
themselves with the seed of men ^ (chap, it 48 ; absolutely
forbidden by the celibacy of the pontifls and clergy), the
origin in dynastic and territorial revolution (*'the aea,^*
chap. vii. 8, and "earth," chap. vii. 17), the pointed reference to the Mowic cnltus and temple (chap. viiL 11 X and
the whole tenor of the overthrow by civil and military convulsion (chap. xi« 40 et seq.). We may also adduce the
gross incongruity of representing any branch of the Christian Church, however corrupt, under tiieae heathen symbols,
and as the final foe of God's people.
4. The marked similarity between the visions of Daniel
and thoee of John in the Revelation, extending to details of
phraseology as well as of emblem, has naturally led to the
belief that thej coincide in application.
This, however, is
a Buperflcial view of their import. In the New Testament
we everywhere find the eymbols and even the terms of the
0. T. used conventionally with a difTorent application and
In a wider sense.
Thtis, in our Lord^s eschatological di»ooume (Matt xxiv.)« the inrmptoms of the dissolution of Judaism are made premonitions of the end of all things ; the
whole of Esekiers wail over the queen of ancient commerce
(chap, xxvii.) is transferred almost literally to the apocalyptic overthrow of the later mistress of the world (Rev. xviii.)
the very names, Babylon, Gog, etc., are applied to new
places and persona, just as Sodom, E^ypt, Zion, etc., had
kmg been current with a metaphorical meaning. It is a
groat mistake, however, to infer that these N.-T. adaptations of tyiies and imagery and language, familiarly drawn
from the O. T., necessarily denote the same objects or
eventn. They are rather related as common types of some
recurring Antlchiisa as extensions of one general worldpower ever inimicarto the cauise of spiritual religion. To
identify them is tor destroy the significance and beauty of
the conventional signs by which they are expressed. The
^allownetts of this method of exposition, as applied to St.
John's ApocalypHe, has been demon^itrated by the fuUlo
attempts to make them quadrate with the facts of his-

tory.

&

I^Mtlv, the perioda assi^^ned hi Daniel for the fulfillprophecies, are appealed to in support
of their application to Rome.
This seems to ua, on the
cmtnoy, a fatal argument against the view in question.
It is true the same numbers are often used by the Revelator for the length of **the times and seasons^' prefigured
in his visions, but we have never yet seen any satisfactory
adjustment of them to the history of the Roman empire or
the papal chtirch. We are strongly inclined to that view
which regards them as beinsr conventionally adopted by St.
John aa representations of longer or shorter periods of
But in Daniel they unquestionably deindefinite length.
note determinate spaces of time, and for that very reason
a» they are all periods of comparatively brief extent (some
tiiree and a half years, with the exception of the notable
term of 70 weeks, or rather hebdomads ; see the exposition
of that passage K—they must be limited by the history of

ment of the various

—

87

1-49.

of the founding of Christianity^ must be found,
in yiew of the foregoing oonsiderationB, in the
asBomption that the deBtroying stone represents
the kingdom of Christ at the time of its introdaction on the historical arena, while the
growth of the stone until it fills the earth, indicates its gradnal extension over all the countries of the earth.
The fulfillment of this
dosing incident of the prophetic vision as a
whole, is therefore not confined exclusively to
the initial period of the history of Christianity
as if the stone represented the pre^Messianio
Israel, or any other historical agency preparatory to the advent of Christ ; nor is it to be referred entirely to the future of Christianity as
if the destruction of the colossus of world-powers
had not yet transpired, and the overthrow of the
fourth monarchy were reserved for the final
judgment or some other esohatologfical event.
The descent of the stone and the overthrow of
the image were rather realized in the histoiy of
salvation, when Christ, the stone that was rejected by the builders, ground His enemies to
powder, and became the elect and precious
comer- stone in Zion, upon which fUl the foes of
God^s kingdom are henceforth to fall, and by
which they are to be shattered and put to
shame (Matt, xxi 42-44; 1 Pet. il 6-8;
cf . Isa. viii. 14 ; xxviiL 16). This closiug
scene of the vision is in the course of being
steadily and increasingly fulfilled, inasmuch
as, on the one hand, ti^e destruction and dissolution of the world-powers, and on the other,
the growth of the stone into a mighty mountain
that fills the whole earth, are yet far from their
Divinely appointed goal however surely the
world, together with Satan, its head, may have
been long since judged in principle by the Spirit
of Christ, and however clearly the only true God,
who is declared in Christ, may have demonstrated, in a certain measure, his nature as the
all-supporting rock, from all eternity in the congregation of His faithful ones (as the '^ Bock of
Israel,'*
Gen. xlix. 34 ; Dent xxxii. 4 et seq.,

—

—

—

the Antiochian persecution and the Maocabeean revolution.
The only escape from this conclusion is by a resort to what
termed the ** year-for-a-day hypothesis,^ which oontdsts in
understanding the doj/A in each of the periods in question
as put for so many pear». It is sufficient to say of this somewhat popular and certainly convenient thooiy, that it is a
conjecture devoid of countenance in Scripture. True, the
prophets occasionally make a literal day the type of a literal
year, but they never do so without immediately adding the
explanation, for the express purpose of preventing such a
generalization of the rule. Beddos the passages in Gen. L
5 et seq. ; ii. 4 ; 2 Peter ilL 8 (which would prove too
much), the only instances of this usage adduced are Num.
xiv. 84 ; Eaek. iv. 1-0 ; Dan. ix. 34 (but this is not in point);
Rev. ii. 10 (but here the application is a pure assumption)
Rev. xi. 8-11 (an equally imaginary case) ; Rev. xi. 2, 8, and
xli. 6, 14 (to include which ia a simple pelUio prindpii) ;
Rev. XX. 6 (a rather difficult case think of a millennium of
865,000 years!). See the exhaustive list by Dr. Pond, in
the Meth, Qtuxr. Rev. for Jan., 1874, p. 116 sq. where the
learned writer argues that if one pert of a vision be a symbol so must the rest, «.£r., if the locusts in Rev. ix., be symbolical (which is probably true only so far as they are a
type of ruin in general, not any parUcnlar form or a^^rencyX
so must the accompanying number bo ; «r(/o, the ** 6 months"
just as if the number
of ver. 6 must denote 160 years
might not be symbolical of an indefinite period, as it no
doubt is. We conclude, therefore, by reiterating that no
dear instance can be adduoed of the use of a ** day " in Scriptural prophecy for an exact year,tcA«r» the typical charaoter qf the Ume U not immediately expreaaed as being limited to that piurticular case, much less is there any iutimation that such a rule is to apply to prophecy in generaL To
admit such a principle in Biblical interpretation is to altaop
don all prociaioa in the aae of language.]

is

—

;

—
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zliv. 8; 1 Sam. iL 2, eto. ; of.
the **rock of strength,** Isa. xvii. 10; *'rock
of eternities," Isa. xxvi. 4 ; " rock of refag«,"
Psa. xciv. 22, etc.).
Here again we are compelled to reject several partial conceptions
(a.) The identification of the stone or fifth monarchy with the Homan dcuninion (Grotios), which
clearly leads to an improper naturalizing of the
passage, so far as it confines itself simply to the
earthly relations of the historical Roman empire;
hnt which certainly includes an important measure of truth in so far as it regards the Roman
world-power as a Divinely chosen and sanctioned
hearer and promoter of the royal Messianic cause
at the stage of its introduction (cl supra, No. 4).
{b,) The one-sided and exclusive reference of
the stone to the people of Isimel (older Jewish
expositors ; Porphyry ; see, on the other hand,
Jerome on the passage).
{e.) That interpretation of the stone by which
it symbolizes merely the p^san of the Mesaiah,
as distinct from the kingdom fouiMled by Him
(Cosmos Indicopleustes, and several rabbins, as
Baadia, Ibn-Ezra, etc. ; and, after them, especially
J. Chr. Beermann. De monarchia quarta^ in his
Meditatt. poUtica^ 1679, where he submits an interpretation of the several kingdoms that is
otherwise entirdy correct; of. Bertholdt, as
above, p. 215 et seq., in relation to Beermann,
and partially against him).
(d.) The reference of the stone, not to the
first, but to the second advent of Christ, and also to the erection of the Apocalyptic millennium,
which is said to constitute the '^ fifth monarchy,**
according to the true and actual meaning of the
prophet. This view was held by the ChiHasts
(Enthusiasts, Anabaptists) of the 16th and 17th
centuries, and especially by the fanatical sect
of Quintomonarchists or Fifth-monarchy men in
England at the time of Cromwell (see Weingfarten. Die Betolvtionskirchen Engimds^ Berlin,
1868, p. 180 et seq.); also by several recent expositors of a Bubtile-chiliastio tendency, especiidly
Auberlen (p. 42 et seq. ; 248 etseq. ; in opposition to him see Kranichfeld, p. 118 et seq.)* Several earlier exegetes of i»etistic-chiliasticor theosophio temper, e.ff.^ Joach. Lange, Starke, M. Fr.
Roos, Mencken, etc., contented themselves with
finding a prophetic reference to the millennium in
the final destiny of the stone, hence in its development to a greatness that fills and controls
the earth, which is entirely admissible in view
of the above.
6. The practical and horrdUtieal treatment of
this chapter will dwell predominantly on either
its historical or its prophetic features.
The
leading subjects for consideration will be either
the answer to DaniePs prayer and his promotion above the heathen wise-men, or tiie triumph of the kingdom of Qod over the woridpowers.
a. The former theme is immediately connected
with the subject of the preceding chapter, since
Daniel's promotion and honor were merely additional fruits of the faithful obedience, whidi
had already in that connection been praised as
the source and basis of his greatness. Especially
fiuitable texts may be found in the prayer of
Daniel and his friends, vs. 16-28, and in the
closing verses 46-49.
Compare Calvin*8 observation on V. 16 ; ** Videmue^ quo eontUio^ et qua
etiam fidueia Daniel poitula^erit, tempu* nbi

Isa. zxx. 29:

—

—

—

dari,
CansiUum hoe fuit ut Dei groHam tn^ttoraret .... Ifbn dubium eU^ quin eperaverU
Daniel^ quod adeptue est, nempe eomntum regie
eibi revelatum iri
ExponU ergo eoeOe «mm, ut
eimid poetvient mieericordiam a Deo.**
Alao
Chr. B. Michaelis on the same passage : ^^ Dan^

eademflde^ qua poetmodum ora leonum obeomrm, quod
neodumnoeerat^ Mbuchadneearipromittit, eerhu
jam de exauditione preeum^ quae euper hoe re ad
Deum fueurue erat (Jasi i 6).**—-On v. 19 cL
Jerome: ^'Somnium regit euo diseit eomnio;
iel

stiinxit (Heb. xi. 3), hie solutionem

immo

et

eomnium

et

interpretationem

^us Dei

revdaUone eognosdt^ qu4>d dennanet ignorabetni^
eapientia e<jB&uU eeire

nan

poterat,

Unds

et

ApoetoU myeteriumy quod eunctie retro genere^
tionibue fuerat ignotum^ Domino revelante eog^
noseunt (Eph. iii. 5).***— On v. 22 see Starke:
'*If many things in the Word of Ck>d are too
deep and hidden for thee, the fault is not in the
Word, but in thyself. Beseech God to enlighten
thy dark heart, and thou shalt understand the
depths of Ood*s Word with ever-increasing clearness.**
Notice also the evidence of Daniel's profound humility and modesty in v. 2^ b: Then
hast made known unto me now lohat ue desired
of thee;** on which Jer<»ne (and after him
Theodoret, Calvin, etc.) correctly observes:
** Q;uod ^uatuor
roganty uni oetenditur, ut et
arrogantuim fugiat, ne eolus impetrasee videatur,
et agat gratiaey quod myeteriwn eomm eokte
audierit,
In treating the closing paragraph,

—

'*•

—

vs. 46-49, notice particularly

ruler,

a worshipper of

that

idols,

it is

a heaihm

who is compelled

to exalt and glorify Daniel and his God.
Calvin
**
(on V. 47)
Profani hovdnes interdum rapiut^
tur in admiration em Dei, et tunc large et proUtm
fatentur, quicquid poeeet requiri a reris Dei
cuitoribue,
Bed Ulud est momentaneum : deinds
interea manent impHciti euis eupenticmbut. Bxtorquet igitur HUe Deus verba, quum ita pie
loquuntur, sed intus retinent eua vitia, ut faeUe
poBtea reddant ad prietinoe moree, quemadmodum memorabUe exemplum poetea seguetur,
Q^ioquid sit, tciuit Deus ore profani regie ^^oriam
euam promulgari, et Ulum eeee praeonem evee
potentuB et eui numtnie.^
b. With regard to the prophetic contents of
Nebuchadnezzar's dream as brought out in Daniel's interpretation, vs. 87-44, Melancthon justly
comprehends that the politio&l element must in
this connection be decidedly subordinate to the
religious and Messianic factor, and observes:
*' Bac enarratio non
tantum est poktica de imperiis, sedproibet etiam oeeasionem DanieU eondonandi de toto regno Christy de notieeimo
jvdieio, de oausa peccaU, de redemptione «f mstauratione humani generis ; eursit tanta musuU
brevitns; quale sit futurum perpetuum regnwm^
utrttm in hoc naturu immunda tel aUa ; qwiUe tit
futurus Redemtor, et quomodo ad hoc regnum
perveniatur. Jta hme brevis narratio eomple^itt^
summam EvangeUi.^^^Ct Calvin (on
44):
:

.

• TcrtnlHan'n UMrtion (OeMfun., a 7), with refereooe to
Tf. 1-10, that DanM and hla frtends jiiued dniixi^ three
days, and that for this rawon their prayer wa« heutl, haa
itR fotmdatlon In th« fact that he (or rather the |veJeromian Latin rernion of the Bible need by him) fr41ow«d an
ancient aeoetic interpolation of the paesage, which is atSl
fonnd in the Beptnagint : ical a-op^yyttAt tnfrmmtf icmX Zema^M
Kai nfu^pimv #irr^ai.~Cf. the similar aacetic extenaioa
which the paaeage 1 Cor. rii. 6 experl<*nced at aa euiv dAv
by the ibterpolation of the wocda ty nrru^ bofon iS
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*^8umma igitur est : guamcis visuri aint Judai
jpoterUissima imperial qua maivm et Urrorem
iptM ineutiant, immo reddant fere aMcmtos^
Umun nihH in HUi fore Halnle vel flmvtim, quod
eetUeHc^mtremaiirU regno fim Dei, Atquimaledktionem denuntiat Jeeaias (c. Ix. 12) cmmbvs
Quum
reqnis^ gum non servierint eeeMat Dei,
ergo omnee UU monarchm didbolica audaoia erexerint eristae adversus fUwrn Dei, oportuU deieri,
et in iUia eontpicuam fieri Dei mdUdieUonem^ qua
habetur apud propnetam. Sic ergo eontritU
Chriettu omnia mundi imperia.
Hortatur
prophsta (Psa. ii 13) omnee regee terra^ ut
o$euientur FiUum,
Quum neque BahylonU^
neque Ferea, neque MacedoneSj neque Bomani
Chrieto »eee eubfeoerintj immo omnea suae vires
tontulerint ad tpeum oppugnandum et fuerint
hoeUa pietatiSj opportuit deleri a Christo regno,
Neque etiam hie Danid ea tantum
mitinqit^ qua patent oevlis hominum, sed altius
attoOit mentes nostras, nempe ut seiamus, non
Mfi neraan fuUuram, in oua quieseamtus, posse
reperUris quam in imo Christi (1 Gor. iii. 2).
Eatra OMstum ergo pronuntiat quicquid aplendoris et potentia est in mundo et opulentia et roboriSy hoe esse eadueum etinmUdum et nuUius

....

momentiySierke (after

Geier, on y. 44)

:

'*A11

m.

80

1-80.

Gbrist^B kingdoin shall endure for ever, and
no violence can accomplish its oyerthrow*'
" If
(Matt. xiv. 19).— Id. (on v. 37 et seq.)

but

:

God foreknows

changes in the
world-kingdoms, and if He governs them all by
His wiedom, should He not know i^e changes
which are to trfUaspire in His church ? Should
He not control them for g^ood ? ^' (Matt. z. 29,
so exactly

all

— Menken

(Das Monare/Uenbiid, p. 82):
object for which God created ihe world,
and the end for which He governs it, is the kingdom of God. The kingdom of God is the invisible root which holds and sustains the worldkingdoms, the invisible power which smites and
destroys them.
Their more or less intimate
connection with the kingdom of God decides the
duration, the importance, the significance of
world-kingdoms. The fate and the history of
all the kingdoms of earth, that have no important connection wit^ the kingdom of God, or no
oonneotion at all, would be of no value. Whatever may be their history, it is always unimportant, because they exert no influenoe whatever,
or sit best a very limited influence, upon the
postponing or hastening of the final development
of things, upon the supplanting of the worldkingdoms by the kingdom of G<^"
80)
**

The

the kingdomfi of earth are wbject to obange,

8.

The

test

of the faith of DaniePs three friends in the fiery fwmace.

Chap. IIL 1-80.
1

Nebachadnezzar the king made an image of gold, whose [its] height was
threescore cubits, a/nd the breadth thereof [its breadth] six cubits he set it up in
the plain of Dura, in the province of Babylon*
Then [And] Nebuchadnezzar
the king sent to gather together the princes [satraps], the governors, and the
captains [pashas], the judges, the treasurers, the counsellors, the sherifib
pawyer8],and all the rulers of the provinces,* to come to the dedication of the
miage which Nebuchadnezzar the king had set up. Then the princes, the governors, and captains, the judges, the treasurers, tne counsellors, the sheriffs, and
all the rulers of the provinces, were gathered together unto the dedication of the
image that Nebuchadnezzar the king Jiad set up ; and they stood [were standing]
before the image that Nebuchadnezzar had set up.
Then [And] a herald criea
aloud [with might], To you it is commanded [^t^ they are saying], O Hit. The]
people, nations [nations, peoples], and languages,* That at what time [the time
that] ye hear [shall hear] the sound of the comet [horn], flute, harp, sackbut,
psaltery, dulcimer [symphony], and all kinds of music, ye fall down and
worship the golden image that Nebuchadnezzar the king hath set up: and
whoso \lit,who that] falleth not \liL shall not fall] ciotcmand worshippeth, shall the
same hour \lit, in it the moment] be cast into the midst of a [or, the] burning
fiery furnace \UL oven of fire the blazing].
Therefore at that \lit, in it the] time,
when [UjL as that] all the people heard [nations were hearing] the sound of the
cornet, flute, harp, sackbut, psaltery, and all kinds of music,* all the people, the
nations, and the languages, fell hjoere falling] down and worshipped [worshipping]
the golden ima^e that Nebuchadnezzar the king had set up.
Wheremre at
that time certasM Chaldieans [lit, men Casdim] came near and accused the
Jews.
They spake [were answering], and said [were saying] to the king
Nebuchadnezzar, O [ht. The] king, live for ever. Thou, O king, hast made a
decree, that every man that shall hear the sound of the cornet, flute, harp,
sackbut, psaltery, and dulcimer, and all kinds of music, shall fall down and
worship the golden image; and whoso falleth not down and worshippeth
:
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12 that he should be cast into the midst of a burning fiery furnace.
TViere are
certain Jews, whom thou hast set over Hie affairs [work] of the province of
Babylon, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego: these men,
king, have not
regarded thee [set account upon thee] ; they serve not thy gods, nor worship
13 the golden image which thou hast set up.
Then Nebuchadnezzar, in his rage
and fury, commanded [said] to bring [cause to come] Shadrach, Meshach, and
Abed-nego. Then they brought these men [these men were brought] before
14 the king. Nebuchadnezzar spake, and said unto them, Is it true [of purpose],
Shadi-ach, Meshach, and Abed-nego ? do not ye [, thctt ye do not] serve my
15 gods, nor worship the golden ima^e which I have set up? Now, if ye he ready,
that at what time [the time that] ye hear the sound of the comet, flute, harp,
sackbut, psaltery, and dulcimer, and all kinds of music, ye fall down and worship the image which I have made, well: but [and] if ye worship not, ye shall
be cast the same hour [moment] into the midst of a burning fiery furnace; and
16 who is that [he] God tnat shall deliver you out of
hands? Shadrach, Meshach, and Aoed-nego answered and said to the king, O Nebuchadnezzar, we ar$
17 not careful [needing] to answer thee [retuni thee answer] in this matter. If t<
be «o, our God [If it be that our God] whom we serve, is able to deliver us
from the burning fiery furnace; and he will deliver us out of thy
18 hand,
king.* But [And] if not, be it known unto thee,
king, that
we wiU not serve [are not serving] thy gods, nor worship tihe golden image
19 which thou hast set up. Then was Nebuchadnezzar full of fury, and the form of
his visage was changed against Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego : iherefon
he spake, and commanded that they should heat [to heat] the furnace one seven
times more than it toas wont to be heated [lit^ above that ant/ one was ever seen
20 to heat it]. And he commanded the most mighty men [lit. men, heroes of miehl]
that were
his army to bind Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego, and [so a*J to
21 cast them into the burning fiery furnace.
Then these men were bound in their
coats [shirts, or trowsers, or mantles], their hosen [coats, or tunics], and their
hats [cloaks, or turbans,] and their o^ier garments, and were cast into the midst
22 of the burning fiery furnace. Therefore, because [lit. from that] the king's commandment [word] was urgent, and the furnace exceeding hot, the flame of the

O

my

O

O

m

23

24

25

26

27

slew those men that took up Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego.* And
these three men, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego, fell dotvn bound tnto the
midst of the burning fiery furnace. Then Nebuchadnezzar the king was astonished,
and rose up in haste, and spake and said unto his counsellors, i)id not we cast
three men bound into the midst of the fire?* They answered and said unto the
king, True,^ O king. He answered and said, Lo, I * see four men loose [loosed],
walking in the midst of the fire, and they have no hurt [harm is not with them J;
and the form [appearance] of the fourth is like the Son of God [a son of the
^ods]. Then Nebuchadnezzar came near to
mouth [door] of the burning fiery
furnace, arul spake, and said, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego, ye servants
of the most high God, come [go] forth, and come hither. Then Shadrach,
Meshach, and Abed-nego, came [went] forth of [from] the midst of the fire.
And the princes, [the] governors, and [the] captains, ana the king's connsellors,
being gatnered together, saw [or, were gathered and saw] these men, upon |^over]
whose bodies the fire had no power [did not rule], nor was a [the] hair ot their
head singed, neither were [had] their coats changed, nor the smell of fire had

fire

^

28 passed on them.
Then Nebuchadnezzar spake and said. Blessed he the God of
Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego, who hath sent his angel, and delivered his
servants that trusted in him, and have changed* the king's word, and yielded
their bodies, that they might not serve or worship any god except their ovm
29 God. Therefore I make a decree [And from me tt a decree made], That
every people, nation, and language, which fshallj speak anything amiss '* against
the God of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abea-nego, shall be cut [made] tn pieces,
and their houses " shall be made a dunghill [or^ sink] ; because there is no other
80 god that can deliver after [like] this sorL Then the king promoted Shadrach,
Meshach, and Abed-nego, in the province of Babylon.
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1-80.

CRITIOAL NOTES.
[These ere epperently teohnioal tenni for Tariou
be repreaented as foUowi:

>

cto»w of offloen, who

are oarefnllj ditHngniiihed

and greded, and

may

Satrap*,
Prc^f€cU^

L

IProrlnoee.
DMrioto.
MetropoUa.

POMhaa,

Bxeontiye.
Financial.
the bratdi.
At the bar.

VitUr*,
Trtantr^rn,

11.

On

"** )Latcv«rt.

—/TupeWNftfmteiKt.—Fanotlonal—Qeiieral.]

IV.

!

* [There
in theae three terms likewiM dearly a gradation downwards : natiotu, tribu, dIaUof.]
* [In these naoMs of mofdoal instnunenta, some borrow ed from foreign languages, and all more or lees anccrmis
of import^ there are nevertholess traoes of dawifloation

j^r

^
II.
III.

—

rv

<~.iil

*

f^'-*

JK-

> String,
•( GraduaUj nkNre complex.
<Lvre^
\ Harp.
S
\
Atfimpe.—Whid—Oompoond.

•orl«.— QeneraL]

l'in'^5?p

L"*"!!

li?^; **^

<*•

****'" '***'•• <^* *•*•'

•tandered; oont BngUah

**

baokbite.**]

[The Masoretic interpanction requires us to punctuate thus: to deUver «• ; Jirom ths tmrninff Hmy furnace and
from tky hatidy O kitiff, he toUl deUver.]
* frhe poaition of the term for the executioners Is rery emphatlo In the origlnid : literally, thoee men, who lifted
the JIame qf the Jbre kiUed Ihem,]
* [The Older of the words in the original is emphatic : **Wasit Tiot three men toe caet Into [to] thiem4det<if thejire
homndt^ This last was an additional circumstance of wonder.—' XD'^S^ may be the ten. or the ** definite state ;
*

The
tai ettheroase it is emphatic, i. q,, ^ the tmth.*^—' The pronoun, being expressed, is emphatio, i.q^**I myadf.**
others aK>ear to have been so dtuated as not to obeorre this fsot, or did not notice it.—* I^I^D) being in Pael, so far as
the form is concerned, Is snnply transitiye ; but the context gives it the sense of contravene, common in the cognate
Syriac.—«• nbu'i Kerl ^tXy something astray, an error ot wrong word, <. e., detzmotion.—" nn^fii htekotm,Ue.t

the house of any individual so doing.]

fore a statue of Nebuchadnezzar

EXSOETIOAL REMARKS.
The erection of the image, and the
Nebiiohadits dedication,
made (had made) an image of
Properly " made ^ (^?5P) similar to the

Yeraes

1, 2.

command

to

attend

neszar the king
gold.

repeated phraae in the following : ** he set it up,'*
instead of ** he caused it to be setup ** (verses 1 b,
2, 3, 5, 7, 12, eta), or to verse 24, ** we oast three
men into the fite," instead of ** had them oast in. *'
The Heb. text does not state tohen the image
was made. Aooordingto the Septoagint and
Theodation, who are followed by the Syriao hexaplar version, it was prepared irovc oKTUKoideKdrov
ya iovxoMvoaop, hence at about the time of the
destruction of Jerusalem (of. 2 Kings xxv. 8 ;
Jer. lii. 12), and after the acoomplished subjection to Cbaldaaa of all the nations from India to
Bthiopia (of. the additions in the Sept. to verses
2 <ind 3). The incident appears at all events to
belong to this later period of Nebuchadnezaar's
reign, sinoe verses 4 6, 7 6, 29 a, mention many
*' peoples, nations, and languages,^* as being subject to him, and it was possibly a feature connected with a feast in commemoration of his
victories (cf. Herodot IV. 88).
The impression
of Jehovah*s power and greatness which he had
formerly received in consequence of DaniePs
interpretation of his dream, appears therefore to
He not only causes
liave been long obliterated.
tHe colossal image subsequently described to be
erected in honor of some Babylonian national
^od, but with arrogant presumption he challenges a conflict (see verse 15). An image of gold.

—

—

S^^

certainly designates in this place, as well
ii 81, a statue in the human form,
particularly, the image of a god, as
from verses 12, 18, 28. It was not there-

as in chap,

and more
appears

himself.

A

marked disproportion seems to have existed in
its dimensions, on the supposition that it represented an upright human form, since its height
given at sixty cubits, and its breadth or
thickness at only six cubits, while the normal
height and breadth of a person in an upright
posture are as 6
For this
1.
1, not as 10
reason the sb^ has been held to have been in
is

:

:

part a mere idol oolumn, similar to the Egyptian
obelisks, or,

which

is

certaiuly

more appropriate,

analogous to the Amydssan Apollo, which formed,
accoiding to Pauaanius (Laeon. IIL 19, 2), a slender oolumn provided with head, arms, and feet,
in the human form. So Miinter, JSeUg. der Babylonier, p. 59 ; Hengstonberg, p. 95 ; and more recently Kranichfeld, who refers to the colossus of
Rhodes, the height of which was seventy cubits,
also to the Egyptian nok'^jocaoi fuyd^t and avSpdofpiyyeg mentioned by Herodotus (II. 175), and to
the image of the sun mentioned by Pliny {U, N.
xziv. 18), which reached a height of 110 feet,
in addition to the Apollo of Amyds.
V'' ob^
properiy an image in human Ukeneee, and excludes the idea of a mere pillar or obelisk, for

is

which np^^ would have been the appropriate
word. Tet ...
as to the upper part the
head, countenance, arms, breast ^it may have
been in the form of a man, and the lower part
may have been formed like a pillar.*'— iu^.]
We might be content with this, or refer in addition to the remarkably tall and slender forms
of individual persons on Egyptian wall-paintingji
and also on Assyrian and Babylonian sculptures
(ol the copies in Wilkinson's Mannere and cuetome of the ancient EgypOane, and Layard's work*
on Nineveh and Babylon [German by Th. Zenker]
^in the latter, e.g.^ the colossal sitting figure on
.

—

—

—
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plate XXn. A), if it were not still more suitable to
regard the statement of the height of sixty cubits
as a synecdoche, designating both the image and
its pedestalf and to allow to the latter perhaps
twenty- four, and to the former thirty-six cubits,

which assumption

an

clearly results in

^^^ proper was

.

entirely

limited to a height of

would compare with
the statue of Belus, which, according to Diodor.
II. 9, was erected by Semiramis on the summit
of the great temple of Bel at Babylon (probably
the present ^'Birs Nimroud'^, and attained a
height of forty feet ; but it can hardly be directly
identified (with Bertholdt) with that statue of
Bel, nor yet with the one mentioned by Herodotus
(I. 183), which measured twelve cubits in height
Not only was it erected outside of the temple
area of Babylon, and possibly even at a oonsiderable distance from the cil^ itself (see infra), but
it is also extremely questionable whether an
image of Bel must be assumed in this case, sinoe
the Babylonians were devoted to the zealous
worship of numerous gods. Entirely too artificial is the opinion oi Hofmann {Weiss, und
Erfmung, I. 277), ZQndel, and KUefoth, that
the image was designed by Nebuchadnezzar to
represent the world-power he had founded, in
harmony with the religious (cosmioal) oonoeptions
of heathenism as indicated (according to Kliefoth) particularly by the numbers six and sixty.
about thirty-six

DAlflEL.

*^^^i properly ^* breadth,'^ but here signifying
both breadth and thickness, cf Ez. vi. 8. The
cubits (pTS^) were probably the royal cubits of
the Babylonians (Herod. 1. 178), and not smaUer
than the ordinary cubits (Gesen., Thssaur.^ p.
1128.). Instead of fr^jxtuv i^x^'^f^ as a statement
of the height, the Septnagint has rriixeunt ff , whidi
reading some have endeavored to defend, e, g^y
Michaelis, Eichhom, eto. ; but is it probably noft
even an ancient attempt to provide an easier reading, and must be considered merely as Uie error ot
a copyist, if not as a lypographicad error of the
Ed. princeps of Simon de Magistris: see Bugatiy
M» set it np
in Hiivemick on this passage.
(caused it to be set up) in tho plain of

well-proportioned shape of the statue. If therefore, the

,

feet, it

Dura, in th« province of Babylon,

^^p^t

like the corresponding Hebrew term, does

not designate a narrow valley enclosed by mountaina,
but a low and level tract, a plain; hence m
majority of modems read *'in the plain of Dora. **
The looati(m of this plain is not entirely certain *
but it was probably east of the Tigris and
near Apollonia in Uie province of Sittacene,
where a town by the name of Dura was situated,
according to Polyb. v. 52, and Amroian, zxr.
The £iovpa (otherwise Dor) near Ceeazea
6, 9.
PalsBst on the Mediterranean, menticmed in
Polyb. V. 66, and the town of that name situated,
according to Polyb. v. 48 ; Ammian, xxiii. 5, 8,
near Circesium at the entrance of the Chaboras
The expression ini"^^ does not compel us to into the Euphrates, which was too far northward
&8sume that the image was composed through- to have been included in the province of Baby[^' We
out of solid gold for in Ex. xxxvii. 25 et seq. lon,* cannot possibly be intended here.
must, without doubt, much rather seek for thia
an altar of wood, and merely covered with
plain in the neighborhood of Babylon, where,
plates of gold, is designated simply aa "i^S'l'? according to the statement of Jul. Oppert (iBr>
a"jn and Isa. xl. 19 ; xli. 7 Jer. x. 8-5 in- pedit, ScientiJigiLS en Mesopotamie^ I. 238 ff.),
there are at present to be found in the S.S.E. of
dicate plainly that the images of Babylonian idols
the ruins representing the former capital a row
especially were usually composed of wood with of mounds whicli bear the name of Ihtra; and
an outside covering of gold.
The construction at the end of them, along with two larger
of this image by no means, therefore, involved mounds, there is a smaller one named d-MofmUat
an immoderate expenditure, as J. D. Michaelis (= la eoHne obUguSe\ which forms a square six
supposed
and the gold required to cover its metres high, with a basis of fourteen metres,
surface may have been less, in weight and value,
wholly buUt of unbumed bricks, and which shows
than the amount required (800 talents) for tiie BO surprising a resemblonce to a oolossa] statue
construction of the statue of Bel already referred with its pedestal, that Oppert believes this litto as mentioned by Herodotus, whose height was tle mound to be the remains of the golden image
twelve cubits, and for the tables and chain erected by Nebuchadnezzar. " KeU. ] The Sept
which accompanied it and also less than the which probably regarded the plain here referred
amount expended on the statue of Bel mentioned to as identical with the plain of Bhinar, Gen. xi
by Diodorus, which reached a height of forty 2, and which coold find no town bearing the name
cubits, and cost, as is reported, 1,000 talents.
of Dura within its limits, has conceived the name
The relative unimportatice of this image, which ftfc*V*'I
to be an appellative, and rendered it by
is thus so easy to oonoeive, deprives uie atguTrediif) tov irepi^S^^ov (cf
'^^^^^ drcumirey
mentum ex sUentio of all its force, as against
the credibility of the narrative, which Von Len- €frbem ire) ; in which, however, they were more
gerke and Hitzig have assigned to it, on the nearly correct than is Hitzig, who assumes that
ground of its not being mentioned by profane his pseudo-Daniel adopted the name of the cirim
authors.
Finally, it is thorou^ly inconsequent from the earlier designation (chi^. ii. 45) oi the
and ridiculous to discover, with Bleek (in Schlei- mountain^ m'^^d* ^Verse 2. Then Nebnohadneserm., LUcke, etc. ; Theoi. Zeitschr,, 1822, IIL, zar the king sent to gather together, etc. This
cf. Einl. ins
T.y% 265), an imaginary service was probably performed by couriers
p. 259
prototype of the ^deXvyfia ipi/fioaeug of Antiochus (q*>S^)y ^bo '^^To doubtless employed in similar
Epiphanes, which was assigned by pseudo-Daniel duties at the Babylonian court, as weU as at tiie
Persian (Esth. x. 15 ; viii 14), and even at the
to the 8Bra of the captivity for according to 1
Mace. i. 54, 59, this ,^(Jc;i. wasnot a statue at all, courts of Saul (1 Sion. xi 7) and of Hezekiah
but an altar of small size, erected on the altar (2 Chron. xxx. 6, 10).—The princes, the gov*
of burnt offerings at Jerusalem (cf Hongstenberg, p. 86). ^Whose height was threescore
* Ct generally, RawUiuoD, Journal qf tk^R. G^of/r. A^
cubits, and the breadth thereof giz cubits. cUty^ X., p. 98.
*

—

—

;

;

;

;

;
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OHAP.
Miion, and the oapUins. Among the Beven
cUwiofl of offioialB enumerated, these three are
shown to have been more immediately related
Their
to each other by the ^ before. ^;<t|^.
members were exeontive offioers of superior
rank, who oomblued both ciyil and military
functions in their range of duties, and who may
have been substantially on a par with the executiye officials connected with the ministiy of the
interior in a modem state, while the four succeeding classes were probably connected vrith the
departments of finimce and justioe.
(1) The

VpBlirnst were

naturally $atraps

(cf.

kahatra-

pdtoan on the cuneiform inscriptions at Behitun, which, according to Haug [in Ewald*s
Bibl. Jiihrb.y v. 153 J is equivalent to ** protector of the country," and according to Lassen
[ZeUschr. fur Kunde <Us MorgenL, vL 1, 18J is
sjnonymous with ** guardian of the warriors of
die host;** of. also the Zend shdithrapaiti and

—

the Sansor. hJiathrapa) the superior executive
the several provinces, vice or sub-

officers of

kings to the sovereign (cf the
.

V?^?f

with the »^?!^9

I^^^

^

^

Dan. iL
37 , Ezra vii. 12), and therefore mentioned at
The fact that
the head of the body of officials.
Gen. xiv.

1, 2,

1|!b^,

the title of these chief administrators of provinces is Persian does not demonstrate that
their office was entirely confined to the time of
the Achflomenidian Persian empire, or that it
was even created by Darius Hvstaspis (Herod.
IIL 89 88.); for Xenophon {Uyrop. viii 6, 1)
dateif its existence back to the time of Cyrus,
and Beroeus (in Josephus, e, ApUm^ 1*1^; Ant,
X. 11, 1) designates Necho already as a rerayfikvo^
carpd^n^ of Nabopolassar, which is hardly to be
considered a gross anachronism, but n^er as an
indication of the relation of Keoho as u vassal to
Babylon. Consequently, the author cannot be
duu^ed with a historical error, either in this
connection, or in chap. vi. 2 et seq. , where he
The
refers to the satraps of Darius the Mode.
^3DniI}nK moat be regarded rather, as one of
Uie Persian elements of the writer's Chaldee
idiom, the number of which, according to the
Introd. § 1, note 8, must have been considerable,
even at an early period (cf. on chap, ii 4) ; and
the early intrusion of such into the language and
range ot conception among the Chaldseans, is no
more remarkable than is the mention of the
3X)~3*i, Jer.
xxxix. 3, as a Chaldsan offi-

The

Septuagint, however, renders the
only here and in chap. vi. 2,
4, while in vs. 3 and 27 it has wraroiy in Ezra
viii 86 Stouarraly in Esth. viii 9 oiKovdfiot^ and in
These variations indicate
Esth. ix. 8 rifMvvoi.
that the oonoeption of a definite office was no
longer connected with the title, at the time
when that Tendon was made. (2) According to
cer.

term by

(rarpdirai

—

the observations on chap, ii

were

48,

the

V???

'*

superintendents, administrators*' generally ; in this case naturally not endowed with
spiritual functions, but rather performing secular duties under the satraps, and finally em-

m.

93

1-sa

Septuagint appears to have conceived of these
Sigjiin, in harmony with this view, as being
^^
pnefects of the host, or commanders of the
provinces;" for they render the term in this instance by oTpaTTjYoi (as in v. 3 and often, twelve
times in all), while they translate it elsewhere

by Toxdpxai (chap,
nnfi).

27), t/yoifievoi (chap, ii

iii

48), or &px<nn-ec.—{9)

^'}\]^ (Heb. nine, from

In view of the probably Indo-Germanio

derivation of this term (cf. Sanscr. pakaha,
side," Prakr. pakkJia^ modern Persian ana
Turkish pasha) it properly designates ^^ those
who are stationed on the sides or flanks, adjutants." and then governors, or the representatives of a sovereign in a designated field of adThe goverministration, provincial praefects.
nors whom Solomon placed over his provinces
outside of Palestine, already bore tfais title (1
Kings X. 15 ; 2 Chron. ix. 14), also the governors
of the Syrian king Benhadad (1 Kings xx. 24)
*'*'

the oorrespoodinf offioers among the Syrians
(Isa. xxxvi 9 : 2 Kings xviii. 24), Chaldnans
(Ezek. xxvi 6, 28 ; Jer. U. 23) and Persians (Esth.
viii 9; ix. 3) ; and especially the Persian gover-i
nors of Judna subsequent to the captivity (Hag.
i 1, 14 ; ii 2, 21 ; Neh. v. 14, 18, etc.) Among
the nations last mentioned, who employed
satraps as the c^ef prsofects of provinces, the

nnD was mex]ply

a subordinate to those

officers

(and more purely dvil than military in his official
character, as appears from the position of Zerubbabel and Nehemiah, according to Haggai and

Xeh. 1. a); but in tiie kingdoms of Solomon
and Benhadad the tlinfi seem to have been
equal in rank to the later satraps, and therefore were chief governors. In this place and v.
8 the Septuagint translates Toir6pxai ; in v. 27,
dpxfrraTpiCtTat (t.tf., chief of a nationality).
(4)

—

According to the Sept. the *^'D^3'^'ltfj are **overseers" generally (vTraroi), while most modems
regard them as *^ chief judges or discemers."

Swald

them as

^*

chief star-gacers, or auand Hitzig, as ** directors, upon whom devolves the decision of matters,
or magistrates. * * The term, which occurs only in
this place, appears to be a genuine Aramaic
defines

gurs of the

first-class " (!),

compound, from

"I^t^'

S^^^i dignity, and

")!^»

to decide (cf. chap, il 27), and therefore probably designates a class of offioers with whom
rested the final decision, particularly in regard
to the economical or financial administration of
the provinces [possibly
the modem Oriental
viziers].
The class which follows next in order
obliges this restriction of the offices of the

=

»'*,iyr:"I^-

—

(5)

»?'??13|,

**the

treasurers."

do not probably differ from the
Vl7?3, Ezra vii 21 (cf. i 8), which term signifies yaiio<!>vXcucec, " managers of the public treasury " (cf. Sept. Sioiiorrat), and is possibly related
These

offioers

to the Pers. gaitha,

ure " (cf

.

gaza).

modem

Pers. genj^

**

treas-

Ewald's assertion that "^^"^

synonymous with '^^'JH' ^* ^^ ^^ "^^ ®*^'
a ** bearer of power," or ** exalted prince
of the empire" (analogous to the old -Pers.
ehiidvdr^ from chad, **(>od, authorization"), is

is

ployed chiefly in military rather than in civil
offices (cf. the 0*^330 of Babylon, mentioned

nifles

together with the D-^lia^, Jer. Ii 57).

without adequate support— (0) The ^^^^'^

The
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are clearly the ** learned in the law,*^ or the
**gnaTdiaTiB of the law/* The first element of

the word

is

evidently

fi"!,

law"

**the

(of.

Pers.

data^ from da, "to give"), to which the Pera
ending vdr is annexed. Cf. the Pehlvi word
datouber (Armen. datmor\ ** judges."—(7) The
unmistakable connection of M'![F)Ct^ (like No. 4,
a hapa^ leg,) with the Arab, ftah (cf. the Tur-

kish mufti, chief judge) marks this class of
ofllcers as ** dispensers of justice, lawyers, judges " in the strict sense (not *^ prsefecti" as the
Vulgate has it, or * * oi iw' i^ovaiow^ " as it is rendered by Theodotion« in each case because of a
failure to apprehend the true meaning.
And
all the rulers of the provinoes; i.e,,9XL the remaining officials who administrated the affairs

—

On

of provinces.

"psb?,

**

ruler,

high

offi-

Eccles. viii 4, and also the verb
The prsefect of the bodyt:brit> chap. ii. 48.
guard, mentioned in chap. ii. 14, is not necessarily included among these remaining rulers,
cial,"

cf.

since only the officers of the provinces are more
referred to in this connection
(against Kranichfeld).
Von Lengerke is guilty
of a gross impropriety, when he finds here "another extravagance, since the empire could not
in the meantime be left without an administration." It is not necessary to stretch ijs so unreasonably in this case, as to make it indicate
the presence of aU the government offidals without exception (cf. 1 Sam. xxviii 4, and generally Kranichfeld on the passage).
To come to

immediately

—

the dedication of the image,
feast of dedicaUon,

n!i:n, the

etc.

religious dedicatory ser-

vices, with which were connected sacrifices, the
burning of incense, sacrificial feasts, etc Cf.
Ezra vi 16, where the same expression is employed with reference to the dedication of the
second temple.

Verses B-7. The dedication. And they stood
before the image that Nebuchadneszar had
(caused to be) set up. The Keri has y^t^'^p instead of

V*r»?,

V?*"l in chap,

ofi

it

substitutes

y^/l

tot

ii 38, according to the usage of the

Targums.— b?pb, "before,

opposite," which is
employed here and in Ezra iv. 16, instead of the
usual ChaJdee form b^pb (chap. v. 1, 4, 10 ; Ezra
vi 18), isa Syriasm in tiie pronunciation, similar
to that in *^"13Z1, Gen. xxxvii 25, which is used
instead of '^*1S1.—Verse 4.

Then a herald cried

Ti^^ and the corresponding verb T"^^

aloud.

" to proclaim

publicly"

(v. 29),

are not exactly

Aramaic adaptations of the Greek terms ioypvf
KTfpVTTEtv (Bertholdt and others), but are without
doubt radically related to them, and also to the
Sanscr. kruSy old-Pers. khresio,

"one who

or screams" (mod. Pers. ^M-ten;

man

kreiacJien)

are also

;

while on the other hand, they

related to

ft^'^p

"to

call."

— i^na?

mightily y with a loud voice, as in chap.
V.

7,

calls

the Ger-

cf.

iv.

11

and as in the Heb. nba, Psa. xxix. 4

Isa. xl. 9.

nations,

—To you

it is

commanded,

O people,

and languages. Vl'r^f properly "they

say" {are saying) a very common idiom in the
^

expressing an impersonal sense, on
as a substitute for the impersonal passive oonstniotion (Winer, § 49, 3).

Ghaldee,

more dii^ectly serving
,

The ooUooation pf

fc*^^*??

("peoples, nations"),

a more limited conception than
the preceding ; cf. also in the Heb., e,g, Psa. cxi 6
with Gen. xxv. 16), and fc^^i^^ ("tongues," '* peoples having a common language ;"
the Heb.
"^iclb Isa. Ixvi. 18 ; Zech. viii 23), recurs again in
va 7, 29, and 31, and, indeed, often in the book of
Daniel (v. 19; vi 26; viL 14). This formula,
which combines in a solemn triad " all the nations in the empire, however distantly related
they may be, or however great may be the
diversity between themselves or their constituent elements," and which exhorts them to
give attention, was probably stereotyped in the
M'^TaM (" tribes,*'

d

edicts of the

official

Chaldean realm, whose

motley aggregate of languages and nations would
give rise to such comprehensive phrases more
readily than would the character of any other
empire of antiquity.
The proclamation, of
course, is not addressed to all tiie individuals of
the various nations, tribes, etc., but only to their
representatives who were actually present.
["The proclamation of the herald refers not
only to

all

who were

officers there certainly

the

present, since besides

was present a great crowd

of people from all parts of the kingdom, as M.
C^ier has rightly remarked, so that the assem-

bly consisted of persons of various races

languages.

the Hebr.

K^^M denotes

and

tribes of people,

as

Gen. xxv. 16, denotes
the several tribes of Isbmael, and in Num. xxr.
15,

Hattk,

n-i?a»,

the separate tribes of Midianites; and

thus not so extensive in
peoples.

is

import as X^^^y

its

K^i^l^, corresponding to riilic^n, laa.

designates (see Gen. x. 5, 20, 31) oommunities of men of t/ie same language, and is
not a tautology, since the distinctions of nation
and of language are in the course of histoiy frequently found. The placing together of the three
words denotes all nations, however they may.
have widely branched off into tribes with different languages, and expresses the sense that no
one in the whole kingdom should be exempted
from the command. " Keil. ] Verse 5. At wliat
time ye hear the soimd of the cornet, flute,
eta As in the case of religious dedicatory festivals among the Israelites (Psa. xxx. 1 ; Neh.
xii. 27 ; 1 Maco. iv. 54), so at the dedication of
this heathen statue, there was no lack of music
and song (cf. Ex. xxxii 18 et seq.). This is an
especially natural feature, since the Babylonians,
as well as the ancient Assyrians, appear, as a
people, to have been imusually addicted to music,
in view of the testimony afforded by numerous
historical records of a positive character;
Isa. xiv. 11 ; Psa. cxxxvii. 2 ; Herodotus, I. 191
(the x^f^^'^t^ of the Babylonians during the capture of their city by Cyrus); Curtius, V. 8
(Alexander welcomed on his entrance into Baby>
Ion, by " artifices cum fidibus sui genaris—laudett
regum canere soUW^), Additional evidence ia
found in the representations of musicians with
various instruments, on the monumental edifices
of Nineveh and Babylon. The names of the fdz
Ixvi. 18,

—

d

—
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CHAP.
here enrunezBted are in the smganot as indioating that only one of each kind
was at hand, bat as a generic designation of the
Hence, there
entire class to "which it belonged.
is no impropriety in rendering them in the
Ixistniineiits
laif

plnral
is

" the cometa,

flutes,"

eta

[**

W'Ji?,

hom^

the tuba of the ancients, the 1^5 ^' '^^'^^ ^^

tiie

—

J

Hebr.; see Josh, vi

5.

WJ^^RilBTa, from

P^?t to hiss or tohistle^ is the reed-flate, translated by the Sept. and Theodotion (ri)pir§<t the
shepherdCs or Pan^s pipe^ which consisted of
several reeds of different thickness and length
bonnd together, and according to a Greek tradition (Pollnx, IV. 9, 15), waH invented by two
KeH **It is uncertain whether the
Hedes.**
horn intended was straight, like the Assyrian, or
The
curved, like the Boman comu and Ututts.

m.

:

95

1-80.

that while the strings of the cithara passed over
the sounding-board, those of the psalterion (or
organon) were placed under it. Such harps are
found on Egyptian (see Roselini) and also on Asqrrian monuments (cf Layard, Niiiev. and Bab,^
**
In Egypt they have
plate XIII. 4)."—iCe«.
an instrument, evidently of the same name, santir (Lane, MoiL Eg., p. 77), which is a species
of dulcimer, is stringed, and is beaten with two
smaU sticks."—iStuore.]—(4) V. 10 has the
.

nrb"»p instead of n^rB?3lO; a form
which points back no less certainly than does
the more usual term, to the Greek avfiip(jvla^
and
since the sound v is intermediate between
Its rendering by ** bagpipe" (Germ. Sack'^T.
pfsifSn DudHsack) has a sufficient support in.
Polyb. XXXI. 4, in Saadias on this passage, and
in the Italian sampogna.
In addition, the name
'^
oonsonantia ") is exceedingly
pipe was probably the double instrument, played ovfi^la (Jerome,
at tJie end, which was familiar to the Susianians suitable for an instrument consisting of two
and Assyrians. The harp would seem to have pipes which are passed through a leathern bag,
resembled the later harp of the Assyrians but fiom which their ends protrude equally above
and below the lower of which pipes, when
it had fewer strings, if we may judge from a representation upon a cylinder. Like the Assyr- played with the finc^ers like a flute, emits in
screaming tones the sounds breathed into the
ian, it was carried under the arm, and was
played with both hands, one on either side of the upper and increased in force by passing through
the bag (cf. Winer, Bealvi, II., p. Wi), We
strings" (Bawlinson, Fits Manarehies, IIL 20).
The harp, saokbut, psaltery, dulcimer. For must therefore reject its interpretation by -^^',
the opinion that of the names of the four instru- " Pandean pipes " in the Heb. translation of the
ments here mentioned, which several expositors passage furtiier, its rendering as '' a drum *' by
hold to be derived without exception from the Isidore {Origg. IIL 21); the derivation of the
Greek, probably but two are reaUy taken from word by Havemick from
h^Ot *' * reed ;** that
See ibid,
that language, see the Introd. g 7.
" a ship," " the coverPaulus
from
by
»"'J'^?D,
note 2. concerning the possibility of an importation of musical instruments and their names ing of a ship " (cf a resonant frame) etc.
from Greece, even prior to the time of Daniel. [Stuart adduces the instrument called summarafi^ described and figured by Lane {Mod, Eg.,
It is yet to be noticed in this connection: (1)
that instead of the Kethib o^in'^p^ which is to IL 81, 82), still commonly used in Egypt by the
symphonious sounds,
be pronounced either as oSt^'^P or C^^"*?, the boatmen, and giving two
being double.] And all kinds of music. A
Keri has the shortened form cSr^ip, which ap- comprehensive supplemental phrase, similar to
pears to have been in general use in later times. that which follows the names of the officers in
"this pompous lanThe Syriac affords repeated examples of the con- V. 2. [By the addition
guage of the world-ruler and of the herald of his
version of the Greek ending tc into oi (Gesen.
Thes.^ p. 1215), so that in this direction the power is well expressed." KeU,] ^y^\ does
derivation of the term from the Gr. Kv&apiq seems not designate either instrumental music or
certainly to be secured.
However, see the " song" (Hitz.) as distinct from each other, but
Introd., as above.
music in general cf. the Sept. and Theodotion
(2) The aafx^'uKjj^ which
Strabo notices (X. 3, 7) as being of foreign Kai TzavToq ytvov^ fiovGiKuv. The expression thereorigin^ and whose invention is attributed by fore does not refer to various melodies, nor to
Clemens Alex. (Strom, I. 76) to the Troglodytes, different parts of vocal music but it does not,
might possibly be explained in analogy with the on the other hand, exclude sucn music from the
Sanscrit ^ambttka^ *^ bivalve, muscle."
The ceremony cf the Targ. Gen. iv. 21 Ez. xxxiii.
form fi<?^?i however, appears rather to point to 22.—Te (shall) £all down and worship the
golden image, eta Kranichfeld observes corthe Shemitic root -nsOi ** to weave."— (3) The
**
rectly (on V. 6)
The homage which the king
orthography of *)*^l!lri3D& is not fixed; in v. 7 required to be rendered to his god (cf on v. 14)
occasion
of
this
great national festival in
the name is written with t^ instead of r;» and in on the
B. 10 and 15 it is pointed with — under ^. honor of their victories (cf. on v. 1), was rea
test
of
the
loyalty of the officers to
as
£farded
The numerous changes of the Greek ending tav the king himself, and especially in the case of
into y^ which are found in the later Chaldee, those who belonged to subjugated nations.
The
victory of a heathen king over other tribes and
and of which l^'^l'T?? = awkdptov is the most nations was considered
a triumph of his gods
familiar (Gesen. Thesaur., p. 1116), indicate over their gods (1 Kings xx. 23, 28 2 Ghron.
the identity of this instrument with the xxviii 23 ; Isa. xxxvi 18-20, eta ) and hostile
tpa?.ri/piov,
["It was an instrument like a harp, kingdoms included the gods of their opponents
which, according to Augustine (on Psa. xxxii. among their foes, and in contrast with the usual
[xxxiii.] 2 and Psa. xlii. [xliii.] 4) was distolerance and indifference of heathenism in retinguished from the dtharam this particular, gard to the worship of the gods, they refused
softer
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pit, a Jlrepit^ whioh
also expressed in the correspoodiiig

them

furnace in the form of a

that

sense

reverence, so long as neither party beliered
cause was lost. Thus, for instance, the
different foes of the Assyrian empire are characterized on an inscription of Tiglath-pilesar as
those who 'refuse to reverence* the god of
OppodAsshur, as the lord of Tiglath-pilesar.
tion to the gods of a kingdom was th&rtfors
sgmwiient to hostility agdUmt the realm. The
same inscription represents Tiglath-pilesar, for
this reason, as directly imposing on the oonqnered nations the worship of Asahur's god;
they must prostrate themftelves before this offended god, and thus render their tribute
(Pusey, Danidy p. 444 ss.). This will illustrate
the baselessness of Von Lengerke^s assertion that
its

religious compulsion was unknown among the
ancient Asiatic nations, and that they never enforoed a recognition of the gods from unwilling
What has been remarked, serves to
persons.
show that, on the contrary, an expression of
homage toward the national divinity was always
required, and even insisted on, whenever the
political supremacy of a realm was in question
and this would be observed especially in the
oa«e of officers, upon whose loyalty the security
of the realm of such divinity might depend. £f
Nebuchadnezzar was concerned, on the celebration of the nation^B triumph before us, to secure
a recog^iition of his right, as the supreme ruler,
to the allegiance of his subjects, and especially
to the homage of the officials to whom was entrusted the administration of his empire, it follows that the compulsory requirement to do
homage to the national god of his kingdom, was,
in this instance, a necessary measure, aiming
simply at the preservation of the realm." Verse
shall the
.
6, And whoso falleth not down. .
same hoar be oast into the midst of a burning

—

.

fiery furnace,

with

^T^^^

'^''^n?*

quieunque,

chap, il 28 (cl v. 11

— *P)??"^^» ^^ ^

;

synonymous
chap.

**''** ^k<wr, literally

iv. 14).
**

in

it,

is

Ethiop. liP)^, and by the originally synoDymovu,

but not essentially related Heb.

Th«

^^2P).

smelting furnace here referred to, howeYer,
being designed for the infliction of the death
penalty on criminals by means of fire, was arranged aooording to vs. 22 and 26, bo that a*
least one, if not more of its sides, rose as perpendicular (or inclined) surfiAoee above the eaxtii,
analogous to the oonsfcmotion of our lime-kilna
and fumaoes, and probably also to the brickkiln C\9b73) at

Tahpanhes in

which

E^^ypt,

ia

referred to in Jer. xliii 9 et seq. The principal
opening, by which fuel and other materials designed for burning (or smelting) were introduced
into the furnace, was above (see v. 22) ; a
second, for the removal of slag, dndeia, etc., or
the molten metal, was arranged below, in one

of the sides, and permitted persons standing
before the furnace to observe the material in its
interior (the ^'^t^, v. 20

;

passage Jer. ttit. 22 C'

The

cf . vs. 24, 25).

The Lord make thee

Zedekiah and like Ahab, whom the Idn^ of
Babylon roasted in the fire "> attests that the
Babylonians were accustomed to bum condemned criminals, and perhaps prisoners of
war in such fumaoes, even prior to the time of
Daniel.
The Moabites employed the same
method of inflicting capital punishment, acooid-

like

ing to Am. ii 1, as did also the Israelites,
according to the Eeri of 2 Sam. xii. 31. [' ' That
burning was not an unusual punishment in the
East is sufficiently known.
As to the Persiana,
see Brissonius, l>e Beg. Pers.y IL cap. 216. . .
Chardin (who was in Persia A. D. 1671-7)
.
.
relates that in a time of scarcity, two fumaoes
were kept burning a whole month, in order to
consume such as exacted more than the lawful
price of food ( Voyages, VI. p. 118)."— iSUfor*.]
.

The

genitive

clause

Vtrin"*^^ ViT^Zy ''of

the

the hour ;" the suffix, which anticipates the connected noun, is annexed to the preposition ; cf.
vs. 7, 8, 15 ; iv. 30, 33, and also the instances in
which, additionally, the preposition is itself repeated before the noun, e.g. M^lb'^bSl n^, chap.

exemplifies the terribly orael and
frightful character of the threatened punishment.— Verse 7. Therefore at that time whea

80 ; cf. chap. v. 12. [*' The* frequent pleonastic use, in the later Aramaic, of the union of
a preposition with a suffix anticipating the following noun, has in the Bibl. Ghald. generally a
certain emphasis, for the pronominal suffix is
manifestly used demonstratively, in the sense,

to be distinguished from MPi^ci~n2l, at the

V.

'

even

this.'

''—KeU,]

nrc, after the Arabic,

is

*'the quickly expiring, the quickly
passing," henoe a moment , in which sense the
term is often found in the Taigums ( -= Hebr.
literally,

In Daniel it always has the meaning of
" hour," as appears especiallv from chap. iv. 16

3^3*1).

[The passage here referred to, however,
does not support this later or Rabbinical import
to the word, which is therefore here, as elsewhere in Daniel, to be rendered moment.] The
word does not seem to be related to the verb
[191.

nyc, "to see;" the root from which

it

is

derived signifies in the Arabic **celeriter ire,
y\l^% according to the Arabic, litercurrere.^^

—

a furrow, excavation" (whence probably
a lime pU)^ designates an excavated smelUng
ally,

**

biiming

fire,"

^

the people heard the sound of the comet,
etc ['' M:73t Pf$ (of. also V. 8)is int^xshanged with
all

Mn;p^, ai the time (verses 6 and 15)

;

but

it ia

sosm

and 15, for K^S, or nrd has
Chald. only the meaning tfutoat,
moment (cf. chap. iv. 16, 80; v. 5), and
acquires the signification short time, hour^ first

momeM^

verses 6

in the Bib.

intheTarg. and Rabbins."—Jr«7.]

Only

five,

instead of six, sorts of musical instnunenta an
here mentioned ; but the omission of the

M^:b7a^D can hardly be desigued,

as appears
10 and 15. It is probably to be attributed to the haste of the writer, which alao
caused the orthography of ^•^'^orDCi with c instead of n, in this pasrage, and only here.
The companions of Daniel
Verses S-12.
charged mth transgressing the royal command.
Wherefore at that time certain Chaldaeaos
came near, etc. *' Wherefore," i.e., in view of
the worship rendered by all the people, excepting only the Jews, to the idol image.
Daniel
does not mention that it was refused by the

from

vs.
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CHAP.
to be hifened, ae a matter of
aecoflod (or slandered) the Jewa
(of. diap. tI 25): literally, ** and ate the pieoes
(of flesh) of the Jews ^*--a phrase found also in
the Arabic and the STriac, which expresses both
the murder caused by the slanderous tongue,
and the gloatuig over the fragmentary remains
of the victim.
Gf. the German ^'jemanden
kun und JdMn maehsn, cm ihm kein gutm Hoar
lataen.^^
It appears from the indefinite '*Chaldscan men " that the malicious informers were
not specifically Chaldaaan priests or wise men

Jews, leftvinr
coarse.

(this

—Ana

ife

would have been indicated by

Vl^?

merely, of. chap. ii. 9), bub people generally,
who were of Chaldsdan descent. [*^ That which
was odious in their report was, that they used
the instance of disobedience to the king's command on the part of the Jewish officers as an
occasion of removing them from their offices,
that their denunciation of them arose from their
envying the Jews their position of influence, as
in chap, vi 5 (4), ff."—ir<?*f.]— Verse 9.
kingi live lor ever. Of. chap, ii 4 ^Yerse 13.
Tliere are certain Jews
thou hast set
over the aflhirs of the provinoe of Babylon.
A dear reference to the close of the preceding
section (chap. ii. 49). The mention of their exalted official rank was designed to emphasize the
dangeroua feature oonnectod with the disobedience of such men to the royal command, and also
to direct attention to the blackness of their ingratitude toward their royal benefactor. These

O

—

whom

men,
thy

O

—

king, have not regarded thee;

commands,

"^bHt

*<

».«.,

these,'* is peculiar to

the

Chaldee of Daniel and Ezra, and is not
found in the Taiguma, which have V^&jt or n^S^
instead (Winer, g 9* p. 29).—They serve not
thy gods, nor worship th« golden image, eta
The former of these charges is related to the
Biblical

as the general to the particular; the
general laok of reverence for the gods of Babykm on the part of the three men, which had been
formerly observed^ was now demonstrated by a
flagrant example.
Because of this evident relation to each other between the two clauses
a relation that is again brought out in the pari^el ver^e 18 (and poesibly in verse 14; see on
latter

the passage')—the Kethlb

'J|''?i»55»

**

thy gods,"

must be pref^red to the Ken "^v^^^o **thy
god ** which has been the case according^,
in Theodotion and the Yulgate. Compare, although it is superfluous, verse 28 6, where "i3^
^J.* shows clearly that a number of gods were
[" The ChaldsBans knew the three
in question.
Jews, who were so placed as to be well known,
and at the same time envied, before this. They
;

had long known that they did not worship idols
but on this occasion, when their religion made
It necessary for the Jews to disobey the king's
command, they made use of their Imowledge/*

—UUzig,

It is barely possible that the propoeal* of erecting such an idolatrous image and

requiring the whole realm, and especia&y the
public officials to adore it, originated, as in
chap. vi. with some such malicious and envious
enemies of Judaism.] Why was not Danid included in this ohaige of the GhaldaBans? To this
qnefiiion that so readily presents itself, no an7

—

m.

97

i-<a

wer

can be given that will be sufficiently assured to ezdude all others but we are not on
that account compelled (with v. Lengerke) to
find here a new improbability, and a testimony
Daniel
against the credibility of the book.
might be omitted from the number of the acOQ^, (1) because he was too firmly established
in the favor of the king, to justify the attempt
;

him (Calvin, H&vemick,
); (2) because he was absent on business, or
sick (LUderwald, Jahn); (3) because his position,
as chief of the magian caste, woiild remove him
from the gaze of the multitude, and would also
relieve him from the obligation of prostrating
of a slanderer to destroy

etc.

himself before the idol, which more immediately
affected the secular offidals (see on verse 3,
Kranichfeld). All of these explanations are admissible ; and very possibly any two of the
reasons adduced might combine to cause his
absence, e. g, Nos. 1 and 2, or 2 and 3.
The
opinion of Hengstenberg however (with whom
Hitzig agrees), that according to chap. ii. 49,
Daniel filled no office of superior power and influence in the state, but that he at once transferred to his three friends the dignity of a viceroy
which was offered to him, and contented himself with the spiritual rank of chief of the Magi,
cannot be entertained. See to the contrary
chap, ii 48, 49, where it was shown that,
together with thiii spiritual dignity, Daniel mnsii
have possessed considerable influence in the
poUticml field, although not bearing the title of
a recognized officer of the state. ['^But the
cireumstance l^at Daniel, if he were present, did
not exert himself in behalf of his three friends,
may be explained ftom the quick execution of
Babyloidan justice ; provided some higher reason
did not determine him confidently to commit
the decision of the matter to the Lord his God."

—Kdl.]
Verses 13-15.
nounce Jehomh.

jTAtf

cuieuMd

summoned

to re-

Then Nebuchadnezzar in
rage and fury oommanded to brings etc.
»^f]l T3"59« The use of the synonymous terms
expresses the violence of the king^s rage. The
Aphel JT^^rn?* ** to let them be brought, "is
found also in chap. . 2, 18.—Then they brought
these men beiore the kingj rather, *' Then
these men were brought before the king.*'
^^ri*»n is not to be taken transitively, ** they
brought these men" (Chr. B. Michaelis, etc.)
nor is it to be explained as a Hebraizing Hophal
form (Buxt., H&vemick, v. Lengerke).
It is
rather a passive form of the Aphel after the
manner of the Hebrew [Hophal], of which the
8dpers. masc. sing, is '*t?'^ni the fem. n'?^'^{7
(chap, vi 18), while the regular participle with
a passive signification would be *^0*^^t and the
active partic. Aphel ^n*^;^ (of. Hitzig and Kranichfeld on this passage). ^Verse 14. Of purpose (marg.), O Shadraoh .... do ye not
serve my god?
The plural **r^fc^5' **™y
Inf.

*

—

perhaps admissible here, in analogy
with verses 12 and 18 (Hitzig) but in this in-

gods,** is

;

stance the singular is especially suitable, as referring directly to the image of the idol immediately before them ; and there is no Kerl, in
this

case,

recommending the pluraL
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literallj,

*^

design?'*—« combination of

Was it

with KHSt a noon that occurs in no other place, but which may be explained by '^fraudulent design, evil purpose"
[contumacy] on the analogy of the Hebrew n'«'72
the interrogatiye

(Num. XXXV.

t!

The

20, 21).

question, *'Does an

purpose lead yon to refuse to serve my
god"? evidently has a substantial basis in the
situation as described ; for these men had by no
means presented themselves at once in the
festive assembly, as is shown by the command
to '' bring them/* Despite their official station,
they had rather endeavored to avoid any participation in the ceremonies.
Nothing could
therefore be more natural than the question
of the king, as to whether their absence was
grounded on an actual disobedience or evil design, or not.
The usual interpretation of M^S«n
evil

therefore to be retained, and the departures
from it must be rejected e. g.^ the rendering of
H&vemick (*^ Is it because ye mock^ or despise
my gods, that ye do not worship them?"),
and by Fiirst and Kranichfeld (who conceive
)kTS.7\ as an adverbial Aphel noun, from Kl^, and

and Theodotion and the Vulgate connect

thi

name

of the king with the preceding dative
case, and therefore place the Athnach under

But there

^D^2:.

no ground for either

is

of

these variations: for while on the one hand,
the boldness of the reply is indicated at the be

ginning by the word t^^^'r^i the direct addren
by name, on the other hand, conveys an emphasis and solenmity that fully comport with
The vocative ^^^^ in v. 17
the situation.

shows that the form of this address, which contains merely the name of the king, and omiti
the royal title, was not designed as an expression of contempt. Cf. v. 14, where Nebuchadnezzar likewise addresses the three Hebrews
ar« not careful to answer
simply by name.
thee in this matter, i,e., itisntft neeessarj^. The

—We

primary emphasis

falls

on ^3rn«, as appesn

is

;

thus avoid the interrogative sense of the clause
entirely ** In mockery ye not serve my god ").
[The interpretation of the Engl Bible. *^ Is it
true^'*'' is not only unsustained by the etymological signification of the word, but at variance
with the circumstances of the case; for their
absence was a matter of fact, and their declining
to worship was only a question of inadvertence
or setted determination. ^ Tho king, seemingly
with more than usual moderation, first inquires
into the truth of the accusation.** (Bather he
first opens the way for the most favorable con'^
struction of the omission.)
He probably
suspected the accusers of envious motives, and
*

desirous of sparing these

he had bestowed special

—Verse

15.

Now

if

Hebrews on whom
favors.**

Stuart.]
at

ye be ready that

what time .... ye worship) i.e. **at the
time ... to worship. This conditional clause
of a positive character may be readily completed
from the negative conditional clause which immediately follows, whose apodosis involves the
contrary of the thought here required ; hence,
e.g,^ "nothing shaU be done to you; ye shall
escape the death by fire.'* The same construction
[aposiopeslBl occurs in Ex. xxxii. 82 ; Luke xiii
9.
It is also frequent in the classics, e. g.y
Homer, 11 I. 135; Plato, Protag, 15; and like-

wise in the Arabic.

—

l^^i at the beginning of

the sentence, corresponds to the Heb.

nt^^p"),

the Vulgate renders it correctly by **JVt/n(j ergo^
who is that God that shall deliver
hand ? Not exactly a direct blasyou out of
phemy of the God of the Jew (Hitzig), but
still a challenge addressed to Him in a presumptuous spirit and with a haughty sense of superior
power; cf. Isa. xxxvii. 10; and supra, on
verse 1.
Verses 16-18. The steadfast confesaion cf the
three Jews.
Shadrach .... answered and
faid to the king, O Nebuchadnezzar, etc.
Thus the Masoretic punctuation, which, however, is departed from by all the ancient translations.
The Septuagint introduces a ffajiKev^
*'
king,** before the vocative Nebuchadnezzar,

—And

^}\)\^.

'^^'^^

^^ at the. begin-

ning of the next verse. Hence the sense ii,
*^
It is not we that are compelled to answer thee
(».e., to manage our case before thee), but if
our God can deliver us,** eta On '^"*nrn cf.
chap.

iv.

16

;

v. 25.

The

root

nrn

is foreign

1

:

was

from the words

my

to the language of the Targums, but is found in
the Syriac, where it signifies ''to be useful,
suitable,** while in the BibL Chaldee it exprecses
the idea of being necessary {e.g.^ Ezra vi. 9 ; cf.

Mncn,
need of

**

need,**

Ezra

vii.

20), or of standing in

(as in this place).

—nj"?"^?,

**upon

connected with the following carc* by
the Sept., Theodotion, Vulgate, Havemick, etc.:
*'
to answer thee upon this word (or matter) ;**
but in that case tnr.D must be in the f^tal. eohr
pJmtums^ despite the preceding demonstratiTe
cf. chap. iv. 15 ; ii 82 ; Ezra vl 11.—-oarc » *
word unquestionably borrowed from the Persan
(cf. the Introd. § 1, note 3), but found also in
the later Hebrew of the book of Ecdesiastes
this,**, is

(see

on Ecc.

viii 11)*

It is

compounded

frran

the Zend preposition pmU ( =praU, :rp<if ) and
the verb gam^ ** to go,** and accordingly, signifies '*what is going forward, a message*" <cf.

mod. Pers. paiam, '*a messenger.** and tiie
Armen. patganiy "a message**), from which
results the further meaning of '*a command,
The latter is the sense in th»
edict, word.**
The idea of ** answer ** results from its
place.
connection with the verb ^"^K'^y " to give back"

—Verse

17.

If it

be

so, our*

God whom we

serve is able to deliver us j rather, " If our God
whom we serve, can save us.'* 7! is not the
Heb. T! or nSH, and cannot be rendered hjeeee
enim^ with the Vulgate, nor by a causal ><v.
with the Sept. It corresponds rather, as always
in Daniel, to the Heb. t^ " if,** and is here, aa
in v. 15, in contrast with a

»b V|

(see v. 17),

In this case, however, the conditional clause is
followed by its apodosis, which begins, as tiio
aVinach correctly indicates, with the worda
lltl^-^^. i?;;, ** to be able,** doesnot, of course,
refer to the abiUty of God, as limited by any
bounds whatever, but as etliioally conditioned
The pious Jews w^ere not
(cf. Gen. xiz. 29).
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UL

conoemed to maintain the perfection
Diyine power in opposition to the king,
but at the moet, their own worthiness to find
mercy at the hands of the Almighty (of. chap,
ix. 15-19),— and perhaps not
il 18; TL 22;
even this»—-for the whole may haye been spoken
from the point of view ocoapiod by the heathen
hearers of the three Hebrews, who certainly
donbted Jehovah's ability to save His servants.
In order to refer these opponents, and above all
the king himself, with all possible emphasis to
the test of experience, npon which everything
depended, the Jews employ the words, ** If onr
Qod—ean save " (thus oorrespomling to v. 17),
probably

than a pre-eminently sacred number would be
adequate ; but this may be admitted rather than
the general opinion that in this case seven was
'*
merely the indefinite expression of a round
number" (H&vemick, etc)—Verse 20. And ho
commanded the most mighty men ... in his

*

of the

,

t

•may. *^J'?D?1 must not be limited to the life
or body guards, against which view the comprehensive and indefinite signification of the
term ^-^n is, in itself, a sufficient testimony;

I

'

but in addition, the selection of executioners
from the army is seen to be well grounded and
capable of on easy explanation, in view of the
fact that the task was not without danger, and

I

althoogh it would have been more in harmony
with their Israelitish consciousness to say, * ^ If He
viU save " (cf. Hitag on this passage). [** There
lies in the answer, ^If our God will save us,
and if not, know, O king, that we
then
will not serve thy gods,' neither audacity, nor a
iaperstitious expectation of some miracle, (ver.
17), nor fanaticism (ver. 18), as Berth., v. Leng.,
and Hitz. maintain, but only the confidenoe of
faith and a humble submission to the will of

would require the services of especially trustworthy men and the presence of the troops at
a reli^ous ceremony is not strange, since a g^^eat
festive procession was one of its features.
To
bind Shadrach .... and to (rather ''in order
;

—

....

QGd.^—KeiL

them into the homing fiery furnace.
The second inf. K^'^'pb is subordinated to the

to ") oast

first,

in their coats, their hosen, etc ; rather,
their undergarments, coats, etc.
The haste, as
here implied, with which the sentence was executed, is in strong contrast with the direction
given immediately before, to heat the furnace
more intensely than usual; for the newly added
fuel would require time before it could bum
with sufficient force, in a furnace of considerable size. But the rage of an inflamed Oriental
despot allows itself no time in which to quietly

changed against Shadrach, etc. The A. V. is
The Eethib ''S^c'm is conformed to the
^Ti&;K, while the Eeri ''^^OM agrees

with the

Nom.

sing,

obs*

The former

con-

being more rare and difficult, is to
be considered genuine. Seven times more
than it was wont to be heated} thus Bertholdt, Geaenius, and others, in agreement with
the A. V.

But

—

"^yn,

passive part, of

nm.

**

consider all the circumstances connected with
any given case. Three articles of clothing are
specified as belonging to the costume of the
three Hebrews, wluch may have constituted the
distinguishing features of their official dress;
and upon these follows the generalizing

—

to

constantly used in the Targums in the
sense of ** suitable, appropriate" (literally,
**what has been selected as appropriate," quod
eoHvenJens visum est), and the construction with
see,'' is

Infinit., shows that the same signification
Therefore, ^* seven times
required here.
b^ond its appropriate heating;'* i.tf., seven
times more than was necessary {jrap* b idet^ Sept).
[The sense thus yielded, however. Lb more inept
than the other, and the impersonal construction
of the former verb (nrni together with i^e
active form of the latter (n'^tJa^), rather favors
the same rendering. In either case the ultimate
thought is the vnusudUy intense fire.] The
command to heat the fumaoe exactly fasten times
beyond its proper measure, has a parallel in
judicial procedures and limitations, where seven
lb,

'lin'irsQbl,

c.

as a number indicates a full atonement or satisfaction, cf. Lev. xxvi. 18-24 ; Deut xxxviii. 7
et seq. ; Prov. vi 81 ; Matt, xviil 21 et seq.

and perhaps passages like Isa. xi 15 ; xxx. 26 ;
This judicial bearing of the
Psa. xii 7, etc.
number seven, which was familiar to all the
ancient Oriental nations and current among
them, is the only respect in which the number
Ib here employed, and it affords the only explanation of the phrase as used by the Babylonian
king.
Kranichfeld*s remark lb less appropriate,
when he observes that the number seven serves
in this instance to express the idea of intensity,
because here, ** where a notorious injury had
been inflicted on the national divinity," no other

"and

their (other)

garments"

(of.

ooverings for the feet and the
head" (Keil)]. There would be no need to
mention such a variety of garments in the case
of men of inferior rank.
(1) The 1*^^3*0 were
vs.

il

—

directly pointing out the

—Verse 21. Then these men were

bound

literal.

struction, as

Q9??^> •« more

special design.

In the most extreme event they

prefer death to idolatry.]
Ths execution. Then ....
Verses 19-28.
and the form (the expression) of his visage was

Genit.

99

1-9U.

2 and 5)

[as

^*

—

probably long and closely-fitting under-garments, that covered the whole body (Hidrts,
tunics) ; for the word is most readily explained
by comparison with the Ghald. quadril. verb

I

5?^0, texit^ operuiU It occurs in the Syriac
and the Tahnuds, with the signification of
paUium (hence ** mantles" Luther, Gesenius,
and many others) and in the Arabic, where it
becomes serbcU^ it designates a long under-gar-

—

;

ment for females, indusium mvUtris,
among modems, especially H&vemick,
gerke,

Len-

and Hitdg, identify b^")D with the

Pers.

sfiakod/r,
it

by

Others,
v.

**

Ghold.

i"!*^.?,

and therefore translate

hosen," justifying this opinion by on ap-

Symmachus, the Vulgate, and also to
Hesychius, Suidas, etc. (who explain the later
Greek aap60apa by ra trepl raq Kinifiidaq kvduuara,
PpaKta, (TKehsai).
But the Pera shalicdr appears
to differ fundamentally from our word, and to
be related to sMd, *^the hip" (Sanscr. khura,
Latin erus), while it bears no relation to the
Zend sdratdrOy ** covering for the head" (from
sdra, **head,** and t>ri, "to cover") in either
peal to
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or Bignification.
The Qreek cap&0apa
sanrabaUa)^ in the sense of **ho8en,"
seems, on the other hand, to owe this interpretation to the Arabic MratoU '* a covering lot the
thighs, and also to the Pem. shahdr ; but this
sense was not attribntod to it by the earliest
Greek translators. TheodoUon, indeed, renders
Boiind

(Mid.

Age

'

V^?1? by

aapdjiapa^

but zeserves the interpre-

by ^^hosen'* for the third gannent,
'^ba'13, which he translates nepucvTffude^
while
the Sept. (and Aqnila) evidently failed to comprehend the meaning of n*i53*io» Buwse it renders it in this place by imo6iifiara^ but adopts
tation

'^

aofjdjapa in v. 27.

named garment

Upon the whole, the first
in this passage is probably

identical with the «ai?a>v irodriveidf^ ?Jveog^ which
Herodotus (L 195) describes as the innermost
garment worn by the Babylonians. --(2) The
•j-^ttJ-^OB, or,

X^pB, were

as the Keri prefers,

hammers,^' of course, although the root
BDC» "to spread, extend" (cf. tjCD? ** to spread
out"), is probably the same from which C'^ts&i

not

"^

*'

a hammer,"

**to strike."

derived

the Gr. xard^xac^,
Aooording to the Hebrew trans-

is

;

cf.

lator of the Chaldee sections of Daniel, ID'^C^

in this place corresponds to the Heb. tl^bd,

therefore designates a wider and

and
more flowing

under-garment than the i^^O, which answers
to the second, woolen tunic {eipiveoc «i^<iw),
which the Babylonians wore, cf. Herod. 1. c.
The derivation from the Arabic fuds^ ** a spider,
fine web," according to which the word wou^d
rather designate tibe innermost, closest, and
finest garmant (Hitzig), seems too precarious,
because of the harsh ^-sound. The identification of the word with the Gr. frh-aooc, ** a hat,
covering f<w the head " (Berthddt), is entirely
too far-fetched, since irtraao^ was used by the
Greeks ezdustvely to designate the head-covering of the €(inf^i^ and since the Chaldee language was certainly able to conunand other than
Greek terms With which to designate the Oriental turban (e.^., in Ezelc xxiii 15 we find
O-^Jiap).
The same reference of lD*^pB back
to vlraaoc seems to underlie the Tt&pcur^ by
which the Sept., Theodotion, and Theodoret
render the word in this passage.— (3) The

M^^*^^ appears to have been the third Babylonian garment mentioned by Herodotus, the
Xkavidiov 7lrvk6v^ which was worn over the two
KidiJveg; for this word is based on the quadriL
verb ^3"j3, **to gird, wind about," which is
also found in the later Hebrew, cf 1 Chron. zv.
[According to Eaw27, r^Sl b-^^^a by^iD??.
.

linson {Five Monarchies, iii 2 sq.), tiie ordinary
Babylonian dress of the lower orders of men,
was *' but one garment, a tunic, generally ornamented with a diagonal fringe, and reaching
from the shoulder to a little above the knee. It
was confined round the waist by a belt." The
head and feet were bare. The richer persons
are represented on the cylinders as having ^* a
fillet or head-band, not a turban, round the
head. They wear generally the same sort of a
tunic as the others, but over it they have a long
robe, 8hi^>ed like a modem dressing-gown, ez-

oept that it has no sleeves, axid does not ooyei
the right shouUier. In a few cases only, we see
underneath this open gown a long under-dreas
or robe, such as that described by Herodotos."
** In lieu of the long robe reaching to the
feet,
which seems to have been the ordinary coetume
of the higher classes, we observe sometimes a
shorts but still a similar garment-»a sort of
coat without sleeves, fringed down both sides,
and reaching a little below the knee.'* '' Wit^
rare exceptions the Babylonians are representel
*'
with bare feet on the monuments."
Tbs
girdle was an essential feature of Babyloniso
costumes, oommon to high and low." '*The
dress of the priests was a long robe or gown,
flounced and striped, over which they seem to
have worn an open jacket
a similar character.
A long scarf or ribbon depended from behisd
down their backs. They carried on their
heads an elaborate crown or mitre " (£6.).l-~Tho
garments which are specially mentioned, are
accordingly referred to in the order of their soooessioD from within outward, '* under-garments,
coats, mantles " a climax which serves to indicate that because of the excessive haste nnde^
which this transaction took place, the victims
were not relieved of their under, nor even of
[Or, as Keil suggests,
their outer garments.
*'
in the easily inflammable nature of these materials, namely, of the fine long linen gown (d
Herod.), we have perhaps to seek t^e reason on
aooount of which the aocnaed were bound in their
c)othe8.'']~yerse8 22, 22. Because the king*i
command was urgent, or furious. '* Because'

d

—

(njl,

isp i^)

the clause

'131

refers to

what has preceded, and

^T^'^

= Heb.

(

I^S?'?, "there-

fore ") points out this reference more fully
^* because" is therefore equivalent to *^ namely

because,"

and

the

1

before SQ^r.tt expreaei

the consequence : *' and becaose in ooDseqaenee
the furnace was in the mean time ezoeediagly

heated up."

With regard to HOTlTp, * strict,

raging" (not "hurried") see on chap, ii 15.—
The flame of the fire slew those mas tbdt
took up, etc. It is not stated how and at what
portion of the furnace the death of these exeoatdoners took place, nor could it be demonstrated
with any degree of probability ; but it is not
difficult to assume that, owmg to the excesuTe
violence of the fire, a strong draught of sir,
while sweeping through the compressed flames,
might blow them in the direction of the exeoationers on their issuing from the upper opening
of the furnace, while leaving the three viodms
unharmed at the bottom of the furnace, and
continuing to bum above their heads witboal
attacking them. The deliveranoe of the coodenmed Hebrews is still miramdout, even ontkai
assumption, and the contrast between the extraordinary strictness of the means employed,
and the security of the followers of Jehovah in
the face of the rage of men, whidi ia so strongly

emphasised by our book (and also by the

'* Smig
of the three children," vs. 46-60), is stUI a notable fact Cf. the Dog. -ethical remarks. No.
[*^ If the three were bron^t up to the fur8.
nace, it must have had a mouth above, through
whi<m the victims oould be cast into it. When
heated to an ordinary degree, thia could be done
without danger to the men who performed this
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•enrioe

bafc

;

in the present ease the heat of the

was so great that the servants themselyes
pNerished by it.
This oiroumstanoe also is mentioned to show the greatness of the miracle by
fire

which the three were preserved imhart in the
midst of the famace. The same thing is intended by the repetition of the word VC??'?'
bcund^ ver. 23, which, mofreover, is pnrposely
placed at the close of the passage to prepare
for the

contrast V"!?»

<»*

libertyy free

from the

25."—-SWz.]—The Sept, and also
Theodotion and the Vulg.. influenced probably
by an already existing Heorew or Greek tradi-

bonds, ver.

tion (see Introd.

§ 11), introduce after v. 23 the
apocryphal fragment, " The prayer of Azariah
and Song of the three children" {irpwrevxr^
ACapiw Kol vftvoq r&v rpiuv^ which is broken by
a shorter narrative section (vs. 46^-50, or also
vs. 22-26), devoted to a detailed deeer^»tion of
the subject of vs. 22, 23, and containing especially the statement, tiiat the turning aside of the
flames from the three men was due to an angel
of

UieLord.

Verses 24r-26. The Uberatum of the tJiree men
from t/ie furnace. Then Nebuchadnezzar the
idng was astonished, and rose up in haste,
viz. : from the chair on which he had been
seated opposite the side-door (d the furnace,
and from whence he had witnefsed the executioD.
He did not seat himself in that position
after the victims were oast into the furnace, for
the purpose of gloating over their tortures
(Hltsig); but, as a ki^, he was doubtless
seated before (although all others might be
standing), and his position probably enabled
him to see the inside of the furnace, in whose

immediate vicinity

was

his chair

placed.

It is

not necessary to assume that his seat was so
near the opening of the furnace, that he
could view the interior p^ectly, and thus observe the thiee men together with their heavenly
protector ; for his words in v. 25 may be readily
explained on the hyx>othesi8 of a merely spiritual or visional sight.
Spake, and said to his

—

oouns^onu The P1t?l?

are councillors of state

or ministers, coruUiarii, todi in judieio (Sept
^'^; Theodot. fieyiardve^; Vulg. and Syr. opUThe word is scaroely the Ghaldee
matee).

V1?!7,

**

article n^
article in

leaders," with the

which in

Hebrew

prefixed

this instance, like the Arabic

Alcoran,"
Almanac," has become
inseparably xmited to the word (Gtesenius)
but the n must probably be regarded as
an organic element of the first half of this com^^

*'

pound word

(as it must be considered), whether
that part be traced back to the Sanscr. sahaSy
** power" (Hitlzig), or it be compared with the
PersL hamd, ^* judgment, coimsel" (v. Bohlen,

The second

without
doubt, the Pers. «<ir, "possessor; oVner," as
in n^JI and IT^li, . S.
In regard to
Kranichfeld).

half "^^

is,

Ewald*R attempt to identify the t^ms ^3in and
•^an^ directly, see supra, on

v.

2.

Compare

generally the repeated mention of these promi-

nent royal

officials,

in v. 27

;

chap.

iv.

83

:

vi.

Lo, I see four men loose, waudng
la the midst of the fire. 1*^?^9 is a regular
8. —Verse 25.

m
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part. Aphel, as in
t*^ai>n7a in

iv.

Si; at the Chaldaizing

the Heb. of Zech.

iii.

In opposi-

7.

tion to Hitzig, who regards the form as a metamorphosed part. Pael, basing his opinion on chap,
iv. 26, see Eraniohfeld on this passage.
^And the
form of the fourth is like the son of God:

—

rather ^* like a son of the gods." It is by uo moann
necessary to believe that this vision of the king
which revealed to him this ''son of the gods"

^

v«- 13 and
(lT^^?"*^?, of. the plural y^niik
18) in company with the t^ee Jews, was an ob*
jeciive seeing. It must be observed, that here as
well as in V. !^, where the wm of the gods is designated as the ''angel" of the God of the Jews,

I>aniel does not himself attest his appearance,
nor does he refer to additional witnesses, but in
each case mentions the king only as the authority for the occurrence of the event.
Kranichfdd's hypothesis that the king employed the
term *' angel" ("SftbTa) ui the second reference
to the son of the gods, in consequence of the
instruction (which is to be read between tiie
lines after v. 27) imparted to him meanwhile by
the rescued Jews, is unnecessacy, and without
support in the context From his heathen Babylonian point of view tiie king could re«dily
eharacterize an appearanoe from the oelestial
world which he fancied he had seen, either as m
"son " or a ** messenger " of the gods (or of one
of the gods ^for only thus would he conceive of
the national €k>d of the Jews, despite v. 26).
That theogonio ideas were unknown to the
ancient Babylonians, and that the expression
'*
a son of the gods " must therefore be regarded
as a conception of Hellenistic origin, which was

—

foreign to the Orient until after the march of
Alexander, as Bertholdt asserts, is wholly untrue and it is with entire justice t^at Hengstenberg (p. 159 et seq.) while opposing it, re^
fers to the marriage between Bel and Mylitta
and to their offspring. On the conception of a
messenger of the gods, compare* also the god
Nebo, the " writer of the gods," who corresponds fully to the Greek Hermes. The Sept
;

however, renders even the T^nb»^"*ia of this
verse by i/^fXof ^env, and thus avoids all reference to heathen conceptions. ^Verse 26. Then

—

Nebuchadnezzar came near to the mouth of
the burning fiery furnace. On ^P*] Pi, see on v.
6.
^Te servants of the most high Ood. The
king thus designates the national God of the
Jews from his heathen stand-point, because he
has just received an overpowering impression of
His greatness, and therefore regards Him as
mightier than all his Babylonian divinities. Of.
yV^^i Rb», chap, ii 47 ; also the Gr. inptoToq

—

^edcy as applied to

»'^i5

Jfe^B^

T'^^^J i»,

Zeus by Pindar, Nem.

corresponds exactly to the

Gen. xiv. 18.

i.

90.

Hebrew

Instead of ^"^^^ the

Eeri has H^^p in this place, chap. iv. 14, and
nine times elsewhere in the book substituting
the later form, which is usual in the Targums,
for the more ancient ; cf. the similar Keris in
chap. ii. 5 and 40.
Verses 27-30. The effect cf thU incident. And
the princes .... being gathered together,
saw these men, upon whose bodies the fire

—
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had no power, etc. ; literallj, that the fire had
possessed no power over their bodies, an antipThe Ghaldee of the Tartosi^, like Gen. i. 8.

—

gums

constantly substitutes

M^!p^3, a fuller

form, and analogous to the Syriac, for

the

"body," of Daniel.—Neither were
their coats (under-garments) changed. The men-

BC5,

:;

b^'ada,

tion of this particular article of clothing only, as

vi.

5

;

Ezra

iv.

22 ; vi

9.

nbw,

"afanlt,

singlt

a concrete term, which
related to the abstract li^, "error,*' pre-

error, offence," is rather
is

cisely as the
is

Heb.

•"'^r^i

"a disgraceful thing,''

to ri1)3i^ (Jer. xxiii. 40), " disgrace."

Chaldee

ns^?

(Dan.

v.

12)

to

or the

^2^^ eta-

being uninjured, might lead to the conclusion tiiat
the remaining, or outer garments, had actually
been harmed by the fire ; but that the writer intended no such toning down of the marvelouB nature of the event, is shown by the words, * nor the
smell of fire had passed upon them. " The pointing of the expression ** on them " ('^'in^) refers

Shall be cut in pieces. This threat, which was
evidently a stereotyped formula in royal edicts,
and in view of the customs of Oriental despots
might also be employed with reference to minor
offences, has already been explained in chap, il
5.
Because there is no other God tlut can
Thus also, among
deliver alter this sort.

indeed, to the persons themselves, but it furnishes an indirect testimony to the preservation
of their clothing that is unmistakable ; and the
testimony of the passage as a whole, relating to
their bodies, hair, and imder-doihing, and also
to the absence of any odor of the burning, constitutes a gradation analogous to that of v. 21.
Only one of the four garments there referred to
is here mentioned, and the firtt is selected, in
order to recall that enumeration. Verse 28.
Blessed be the God of Shadrach, eta The dozology corresponds in form with those recorded
in chap. iv. 81 et seq. and vi. 26 et seq. , but
ifl addressed to Jehovah himself, in a precatory
or explanatory form, cf. Gen. ix. 26; Luke
68.—That trusted in Him, and have
1.
changed the king's word ; rather, *' and transgressed the king*s command.*' The t| before

recent expositors, Kranichfefd,

*

—

r^7a

is

Ulative

:

*^

and in consequence,"

or,

** and
by reason of their trust, they transgressed
the king's conmiand;" cf. supra on v. 22.

«3^^

ni?a y^rq

is,

literally,

*»

Isa. xxiv. 5.

—^And yielded
:

avTCiv

rov ovdfjiaTog tov

vTTEp

their bodies;

cf.

*^

and

for this reason to be regardt^d as the model,
from which the alleged pseudo-Daniel copied in
this place (as Hitzig contends).
The writer of
this book displays too thorough an acquaintance
with the Ghaldee, to warrant the assumption of
its composition by the process of a laborious and
clumsy compilation of extracts taken from Ezra
and other ancient documents ; and in addition,
nothing is more probable than that royal edicts
should employ stereotyped phrases to enforce
obedience to law, threaten punishments, etc.
whether the respective kings were Gbaldasans or
Persians (cf also Eranichfeld on this passage).

Ood

.

speak anything amiss against the
of Shadrach, etc.
The Kethib n^sf, a
is

not to be changed,

nW = nj)6^0 = na-j,

" anything whatever"), nor to be replaced by the
Keri ^b^\ which is used in the Kethib of chap.

with Hitzfg, into

(

Babylon. J^isn is not intransitive, as in chap,
vi 29, but has a transitive signification, "to
Uieas,'* and is aooompanled by ^ of the penon
prospered, as in the Heb. of Neh. i 11 ; ii 20;
The recf. Gten. xxxix. 23 ; 2 Chron. xxvi. 5.
ference to ** the province of Babylon " indicates
the nature of this blessing or prospering, vii.
as a repeated endowment with a position of exalted dignity and power ; cf chap. ii. 49. The
expression *' made to prosper" is therefore
equivalent to '* gave prosperity and great
.

power."

ETHICO-FUia)AMENTAL PRINCIPLES BELATED
TO THE HISTORY OP SALVATION, APOLOGETICAL REMARKS, AND HOMILETICAL SUGGESTIONS.

And by

v. 9,

also in Ezra vi 1 1, which latter passage is upon
the whole very similar to this (e.g,, because of
its use of the phrase '73 rii>a ^;?^), but is not

Hebraized form for K^^*,

—

Tag

make a decree; literally,
me is issued a decree." 05^ ^*^® as in

—Which

ita; qL Sept., Theo^otion, Vnlg.,ina
feminine sense. The masculine form, howeyer,
which accords better with the syntax and the
context, is sufficiently supported by chap, ii 43
vi 29. Therefore, ** that can deliver as He
can.^ ^Then the king made Shadrach, ....
prosper (marg.) in the province of
.
.
, to

^x^
xvplov—Verse 29.

av&i)C)7Toig irapaSeduxdcri

Therefore, I

who takes nn3

= o&rwf,

to charge the

word of the king, to alter it (criminally)." The
same idiom occurs in Ezra vi 11 ; cf. pn Cl'bn*
Acts XV. 26

—

1.

General preliminary observatum.—k

cor-

rect estimate of the foregoing section imperatively requires the recognition of the peculianties of the style of writing employed. That 8tjle
will serve in a greater degree than any other of
the first six chapters, to exemplify the repeated
observations in the Introduction respecting the
prophet
** theocratic chronicling style" of our
(cf. Introd.
4, note
§ 9, note 1). The

§
2;
whole of the event described

is considered emphatically in the light of the $iriclesi tJie»mtic
pragmaUsm, It is Jehovah who preserrcfl Hif
devoted confessors in the midst of the flames.
The heathen executors of the baibarous decree,

and not they, are destroyed. The tyrant, at
first blasphemous and presumptuoufily defiant
compelled to humble himself, and reverentif
to acknowledge the superior power of the only
true Ck)d, in the end. At the same time, the
narrative possesses a peculiar breadth and
minuteness of detail, combined with a condensed brevity and force that recall the lapidaiy
style of records relating to the ARsyrian and
Babylonian empires. Observe the frequent repetition of identical formulas, and of changea
and series of names (including both appellatives
and propel names). The phrase, '' The imagf

is
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which king Nebnchadnezzar had oansed to be set
is found no less than ten times in the first
fifteen Yerses; three times we meet the expression **not serve the gods (or **the god") of the
king, nor worship the golden image erected by
him," and the characteristio triad ** peoples,
tribes, and tongues " recurs as often, as does also
the triad of officials, * ^satraps, governors, and prsofoots."
The sounding list of official titles, ** satraps, governors, prefects, chief -judges, treasurers, judges, lawyers,'' is repeated at least once
the names of the six instruments, *^ the comet,
flute, harp, sackbut, psaltery, and dulcimer"
three times (on v. 6, where the *^ dulcimer" is
omitted, see the exegetical remarks); while the
proper names Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego recur no less than thirteen times. The
explanation of this extraordinary wealth in repetitions, is evidently not to be sought in the
careless style of the writer, but in his well-defined intention to impart a solemn and weighty
character to the narrative.
This hypothesis,
however, which is supported by the frequent use
of a similar style by both earlier and later
writers of the Old-Testament Scriptures,
e.g,^
by the Elohist in the Pentateuch, among the
former, and by the writer of the books of
Ghroniclea among the latter is not of itself
sufficient to explain the numerous repetitions.
It will be necessary to assume, in addition, a
designed imitation of the solemn phrases and
stereotyped formulas employed in the official
documents and records of the Babylonian empire, on the part of our prophetic author.
The
propriety of this method was already apparent
in tiie preceding chapter, in view of the ^peated
expression, ** The decree has been published by
me " (vs. 5 and 8) ; and also with regard to the
triad ^^ scribes, conjurers, and OhaldaBans" (vs.
2 and 10), and in the phrases repeated in this
chapter, although not found in the former *^ O
king, live for ever," and " ye shall be cut in
pieces, and your houses be made dunghills"
(cf. ii 4 with iii 9, and ii. 5 with iii. 29).
The fact that such stereotyped formulas and repeated phrases in an unchanged form are considerably more numerous in this chapter, than
in either the chapters that precede or the three
narrative sections that follow, indicates that the
writer preferred the documentary and chronicling style in this connection, because the subjectmatter afforded greater inducements than any
other for this choice, and possibly also because he
had a special inclination to narrate the event in
question in the manner of a theocratic chronicler.
^The peculiar coloring of the style of narration in
this section unquestionably affords an evidence
of especial significance, for the hypothesis postulated in the Introd. § 4, note 2 (in agreement
with Kranichfeld), which assumes that the
writer recorded the events contained in chap,
il-v. at different times (although not without
regard to their relation to each other), and in
the form of a diary.
The foregoing remarks con2. Apdogetical.
tain features that testify to the authenticity and
of the narrative ; but a far
accuracy
historical
more forcible evidence is found in the strong
contrast between the nttuxtion and circvmstances
ot the persecuted Hebrews who steadfastly
dung to their faith, as here related, and the
similar fortunes of pious Jews in the Asup,"

—

:

—

—

—

;

«
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monesan age.

According to Bertholdt, Bleek,
Lengerke, Hitzig, etc., the motive that inspired the alleged historical fictions of the
pseudo-Daniel, was derived from the tribulations
of the latter period ; but at that time Israel endured the barbarous persecutions inflicted on
account of its faith in Jehovah while established
on its own native soil; whereas here, the suffering is imposed while in a foreign land and in
captivity, and merely upon three individual representatives, who are penally prosecuted on the
ground of the slanderous accusations of envious
persons or of politico-religious opponents, who
charge them with hostility to the national gods
of Babylon. In the former case the heathen
despot attempted to carry into effect a general
system of persecution which aimed at the extirpation of the worship of Jehovah (1 Maoc. i. 41
et seq. ) ; while here an oecasionai denunciation
incites a single act of heathen intolerance, which
is immediately followed by the recognition and
adoration of the God of Israel as a pre-eminently powerful divinity, as in a former instance
In that
(cf. chap, ii 46 with iii. 28 et seq. ).
y.

case the furious religious intolerance of the persecuting tyrant is opposed by the fanatical defiance of the desperate Jewish confessors,* while
the confession of the three persecuted Hebrews
in this case, vs. 17 and 18, reveals no trace of
it presents, on the confanatical excitement
trary, ** so moderate a reflection on the interference of GkxL for the purpose of delivering His
servants, that it concedes the pos8ibilit«y of a
refusal, on the part of God, to deliver in the
present exigency, for which reason the Sept.
felt constrained, in the spirit of its time, to
guard against the possible mistake that a doubt
of the Divine ability to save is here implied"
Finally, while the bar(see on the passage).
barous custom of inflicting the death-penalty by
and
in
large
smelting-fumaces,
means of fire,
prevailed at the period of the ChaldsBan supremacy, as is certified by Jer. xxix. 22 (cf. xliii. 9
et seq. ; cf. above, on v. 6), the books of the
Maccabees, which describe so many modes of
capital punishment as inflicted on the Jews of
;

—

his time by Antiochus Epiphanes (see 1 Mace, i
50, 57, 60 etseq. ; U. 38 ; 2 Mace, vii.), make no
mention whatever of this. The burning of isolated
fugitives in caverns, where they had concealed
themselves in order to observe the Sabbath (2
Mace. vL 11), was an unpremeditated device,
and therefore entirely different from the pre-

determined punishment by means of the fiery
Even Hitzig recognizes the weight of

furnace.

—

the numerous differences in the situation, as
here indicated to which must be added the
extreme contrast between the golden image on
the plain of Dura, and the ftM'^vyfia kprjfiCKfn^ of
Antiochus (1 Maca i. 54; see above, on v. 1)
but assumes that the compiler purposely avoided
an exact adaptation of his types to the circumstances and facts of his time, in order to prevent
any suspicion that his work was invented for a

—

In 8 Maoc. vU. 9 addrera the SjrlAii king
accursed man,** and In v. 84 of the same chaphim thus: *'Thou godless man, and uf
all others most wicked, be not lifted up without a cause, nor
puffed up with uncertain hopes, lifting np thy hand against
the servants of God; for thou has not yet escaped th«
judgment of Almighty God, who seeth all thingn." How
different is the language of the three Hebrews, vs. IS 18
Cf. upon the whole, Ziindel, Krit, UfUtru.y p. 73 et mi|.

The martyrs

as:

"Thon

ter they denonnce
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^*
Ought a type to correspond lo
(p. 43f
He thus atexactly as to arouse suspicion f ")
tributes to our author an art in concealing his
aim, a gift of refined simulation, a practised
cunning and adroitness, that might excel even
the efforts of modern pseudological tendency

purpose

But while these, and similar charges
of such a critical tendeocy in the book, are unworthy, and establish nothing, the manifold expoeitionJs of details of the narratiye which have

writers.

been deemed necessary by the modem criticism,
are no less sa "No improbability can be discovered in the statement of the dimensions of
the golden image, giving its height at sixty
cubits and its t&ckness at six (v. 1), or in the
remark that aU the high officials of the realm
were summoned to the dedication of the image
(va 2, 3), which is unquestionably to be taken
in a relative sense ; nor yet in tiie mention of
certain Grecian instruments (vs. 6, 7, 10, 15), or
in the occurrence of the title of ^^ satrap^*
among those pertaining to political dignitaries
We have already furnished the
(vs. 2, 3, 27).
necessary explanation of these features, and also
have accounied for the circumstance that Daniel was abtent from the ceremony (see on v. 12),
that the garments of the three mauctyrs are referred to by names that belong, as is asserted, to
a post-Babylonian (Persian or Greek) age, and
finally, that the decree directed against the
blasphemers of the God of these Jews (v. 29) is
couched in terms that are considered extravagantly severe.
The strongfest objections, of
3. 7*he mirade.
course, are raised by opponents against the deliverance of the three condemned Hebrews out
of the fiery furnace, while at the same time the
executioners are destroyed by the flames. Hitzig holds that *^ the claim of this narrative to a
historical character is unworthy of consideration.
Its correctness would not only involve
that the nature of an element was changed, but
also that the flames had at the same time demonstrated (v. 22) and denied (v. 27) their
power to consume; and a reference to the
angel (vs. 28, 25) does not improve the matter."
Our exegetical remarks have already pointed
out that the case is not really so desperate.
Traces of a certain co-operation of natural laws
in the wonderful event are by no means wanting from the text, despite its evident aim to
emphasize the extraordinary and supernatural
features of the incident, rather than to modify
them. The excessive heating of the furnace
which the king had commanded, the reckless

—

—

haste in executing his commands, which his
rage demanded, and even the circumstances that
the flames issuing from the upper opening
should seize upon and destroy the persons employed in the execution all these taken together make it possible, up to a certain point,
to conceive how the condemned persons might
remain uninjured, and afterward, on their
leaving the furnace, be without even the odor
of fire upon them. Nebuchadnezzar believed
himself able to testify that the efficient or cooperating cause of this deliverance was the
visible appearance of an angel which was observed at the same time by several witnesses,
probably because, in his fewrful excitement and

—

conscientious terror, he really saw in vision a
fourth person of celestial form in company with

the three victims. The writer, however, doe0
not personally assert such an objective entrance
of an angel on the arena, because he neither
aims to positively establish the fact, nor yet to
explain the philosophy of the event taken as a
whole. Widiout seeking out secondary cauaee
of the deliverance of the Hebrews, he contents
himself with simply certifyiiig to the extraordinary event itself, which was probably reported
to him, as absent at the time, by his delivered
friends in person ; and his added remarks, of a

and practical nature, refer merely to
the unmistakable interference of his Ood, whom
he represents, after the manner of the eider
theocratic writers, aa working directly and without the mediation of angels. A narrator of the
Maocabeoan period who possessed a mania for
miracles, would exaggerate the marveloas element of the event far more oonspicnously, would
describe tiie terrible rage of the flames in colors
much more glowing, and would introduce, not
one, but a multitude of angels as instnunentsl
An approximate idea of the descripdeliverers.
tion of the event in question which such a writer
would have furnished may be gained from a
comparison of verses 40-50 of the apocryphal
*'
Pntyer of Azariah and song of the three children ; '* although the embellishment and deeoription of the event attempted in that connection
are still within the bounds of reason, and would
doubtless be surpassed by a religious-tendency
On the othei
writer of the MaooabsBan period.
hand, a writer at the beginning of the exile,
although influenced by an extravagant mania fof
miracles and inclined to angelolatry, was not
necessarily without a real belief in mirades, but
rather, might possess a firm and living confidence
in the power of God to work miracles for the
deliverance and exaltation of His faithful ones.
This is apparent in numerous expressions of the
religious

exilian Isaiah,* and of Jeremii^ and Esekiel,
assert miraculous displays of Jehovah's
power and grace, in the proper sense, and also
express conceptions of the Divine government of
the world, and particularly of his direction of
the theocratical people in the past, present, and

who

future, which are, to say the least, decidedly
Hupranaturalistic : of. Introd., § 1, note 1 ; § 9,
note 1. The shallowness and triteness c^ ^s
reasoning is thus apparent, on which Hitiig, p.
44, formulates his conclusion: '^A belief in
miracles, such as the writer confesses, oould not
arise and flourish in the night of the exile, in

the days of discouragement and despcmdencj,
nor yet in the centuries of servitude (Ezra ix. 9)
subsequent to Cyrus. The deliverance from the
fiery furnace expresses a supranaturahsm entirdy
different from that manifested in the additioiii
of the reviser in Lev. xxv. 21 ; xx. 20 ; Ex.
xxxiv. 2, 4 ( ? ), and seems to be indioatiTe ol
the enthusiasm, the increased power of faitii,
frTM^ the boundless imagination of the Haccabean epoch."
4. T/i^ ethieai and reUffioua importanee of the
miracle is found sabstantially in the consequent
Divine confirmation and rewarding of the steadfast faith, by which the three Hebrews had
glorified the name of God before the heath^i
* [The author tj thin cpithot probably i«fers to tbe
paoQdo-Iaaiah asBomed to have written the latter <diaptei>
of that book—an vanwxmmirj and unwarranted distine
tton.]
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CHAP, in.
monaroh and his court. As they had confessed
Him, so He now acknowledges them ; as they
bad glorified His name by the confession of their
faith, so He now magnifies Himself in them by
a glorious display of His power, and of His infiidte superiority over all the gods of the heathen.
a miracle of deliverance, analogous to those
witnessed by Noah at the flood, by Lot at the
boming of Sodom, and by Israel at the passage of
the Bed Sea and of the Jordan but it is none the
less, on that account, a type of the deliverance
which the recording prophet should himself exIt is

;

pmence When,

a much later period, his unwavering devotion to Jehovah had brought him to the
hon^s den, as well as of the rescue of a Peter
from the dungeon of Herod, of a Paul frpm the
jail at Philippi, and of other miraculous events
at^

The writer of the episHebrews therefore classes this event

of the Apostolic ag^.
tle

to the

among the Old-Testament trials of faith that
were followed by marvelous results, when, near
the dose of his glorious Catahgus testiumfidei
VeterU Testamenti (chap. xi. 33), and immediately after the aUusion to Daniel in the lion^s
den, he refers to his three companions with l^e
words, they "quenched the violence of fire"
{ta^Uaav 6i'i>aficv rrvpdg).
In the same sense, and
in a similar connection, the first book of the

Maccabees had already adduced the wonderful
occurrence, observing with reference to Hananiah, Azariah, and Mishael, that they rriarEvcFavrec
iau^Tioav kx d^oyof, a primitive attestation of
the fact, witli which, as has been indicated in a
former connection, the assumption of its invention in the Asmonsan period, can hardly be made
The dogmatic importo consist (Introd. § 0).
tance of this miraculous event is, however, decidedly overestimated, when it is assumed, with
severid church fathers, e.g.^ Tertullian, IrensBus, Hilary, Augustine, eta, and also with Carpaov. Job. Gerhard (in the Bibl. Vimar.), Joach.
Iiange, etc., that the appearance in company
with the thiee men was an actual objective fact,
and further, that it was not merely an angel,
but the personal Logos that was made flesh in
Jesus Christ. Jerome is far more correct when
he rejects, as being improbable, the idea that
the Son of God ^ould have appeared to the
godless king Nebuchadneszar, and therefore as-

—

,

sumes th^t the appearance of the delh'ering
angel was only a typical prefiguration of the
Redeemer: ** Caterum in typo prcffigurcit iste
angdu8 sive ^JiliiisDei^ Dominum nostrum Jesum
Christum^ qui ad forruicem deseendit inferni^ in
quo eausa peocatomm ^ justorum anima teneoantur^ tU absque exusUone et noxa sui eos, qui
tenebantur indusi^ vineulis mortis Uberaret^^ His
remark (on v. 1) on the relation of this event
to the Messianic mission of Israel in the midst
of the pre-Christian world of nations, is also
worthy of note ^^J)(Uur autem per oecasionem
:

eaptioorum barbaris nationibus salutis occasio
ut qui primum per Danldis retdationem poteaHam eognoterant unius D^, in trium puerorum
quoque fortitudine disoant mortem contemners et
idoia

non

eolere.^

Melanothon has
IlomiUtieal suggestions.
correctly specified the points of practical importance in his observations 1, on v. 1 *'jKr5.

:

emptum humancs
novcs eukus sine

:

audaeus instituentis
verbo Dei^ quos hie astendit se
Jkus reprobare;*^ 2, on y. 12: ** Quod oporUat
cescitatis et
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mandatum Dei anteferre omnibus rebus 7iumani9^
numanis, pad^ tranquiUitati
vs. 16-18: ^' QuaUs debeai
esse fdes de corporaU liberatione^ videHaet cum
conditioner si Deo placet ; " 4, on v. %2 et seq.
*'
Olof^ficatio piorum contra Hasplumiamy et
pcena impiorum^ prcssertim satelUtum^ qui alieni
furoris ministri sunt ; " 5, on v. 25 et seq.
potestati,

legibus

ut<B nostra ;

^^

3,

on

** Gonvereio regis,
sequens condonem et glonficationem piorum.^'* He also finely develops several
of these points.
Thus, he remarks on y. 1 et
'*
seq.
Consider that not only the one Nebuchadnezzar is here intended, but all idolaters ii^
general
As Nebuchadnezzar, with fearful
temerity, but still under the impression that
he was acting religiously, establishes a new
cultus, so have many acted at other periods.
A majority of states protect idolatry ; and even
within the church godless popes found dynasties, and seek to oonfirm them by the successive
introduction of new forms of worship
Consider, therefore, how great is the guilt of
the popes and princes, who defend ceremonies
and traditions that contradict the Word of God,
such as the Mass, monasticism, etc." Cf. M.
Geier *' The great lords often put forth greater
efforto to introduce false religions than to protect
the true. . . . It is a false opinion that all
the subjects of a state must adhere to one and
Thence result so many
the same religion.
bloody plans to effect by force what cannot be
required with a good consdenoe.'* Melanothon
^* All the Divine promobserves, on vs. 17, 18
ises require us to believe both that God can
and that He vnU aid ; but with reference to His
will the following distinction must be observed
bestow on us the forgiveness of sins,
God
justification, and eternal life, for He has positively declared His readiness to do this (John
Faith in this must thereiii. 36 \ 1 John v. 11).
fore shine everywhere upon our pathway before
us, and gfovem our expectations of various exBut the latter
ternal blessings and supports.
must ever be subject to the condition, ^ If it
please God, He will now deliver me,'^ a condition that in no wise conflicts with the essence of
faith, but that exhorts us to obedience, to prayer, to patient waiting for aid, and to humble
submission to the only wise decree of God."
Cf Starke ^* In need fmd danger men are cheerfully to submit to the will cf God, and are not
to prescribe to Him in relation to His aid and
deliverance. Their motto most always be, Thy
will be done ' (Matt xxvi 39 ; cf. Jas. iv. 15 ").
On V. 23 et seq., cf. Melanothon *^ Though the
deliverance be long delayed, in order that we
may be tried, we dare not cease to call upotl the
Lord, because supplication is never in vain.
€k)d always aids, either by imme.
For .
diately imparting comfort and diminishing the
evil, or by granting a fortunate escape from the
tribulation " (1 Cor. x. 13). Cf. Osiander: '* God
has assigned a limit to vil tribulations and perIf it appears to be too distant, consecutions.
sider that the affliction is light and but for a
"
moment, yea, that it secures an eternal glory
On v. 28 et seq., Melanothon
(2 Cor. iv. 17).
**
Learn from this that it is the office of princes
to suppress godless teachiug and customs, and to
provide for truly pious instruction and worship.
For the government is the guardian and proteotov of the wh<de moral law ; it cannot change
:

:

:
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and renew men^s hearts, but

it

must forbid and

prcBcipuum Bedena), to aid and protect the other
members in maintaining the true faith." ['^ The
moral effect of this transaction must hare been
all the greater because it was the final ontcome
of a public conflict between the king's god and
Jehovah of Hosts. Nor let us fail to note that
here, as usual, an unseen hand made the wrath
of man work out the praise of Qod.^'^Cav)Ut\.

prevent idolatry, blasphemy, immoral religions
services, eto., as well as mnrder, theft, and the
like.
For, although a civil government is not
enrolled in the service of the Holy Spirit, it is
nevertheless the servant of the external moral
law, and the responsibility rests upon it, as a
distinguished member of the church {membrum

The

4.

royal report eonceming Ifebucliadtiezzar's

dream rdaling

to his

unfitneu to goum^ and its

fulflUm&nt.

Chap. HI. 81-IV. 84 lEnglish
1

Bible, Chap. IV.J.

Nebuchadnezzar the king, uuto all people, nations [tribes], and languagea,
that dwell in all the earth ; Peace be multiplied unto vou.' 1 thought it good
to shew the signs and wonders that the high God hath wrought toward [with]
me. How great are his signs! * and liow mighty ewe his wonders his kingdom
M an everlasting kingdom, * and his dominion is from generation to generation
[with age and age].
I Nebuchadnezzar was at rest [tranquil] in my house, and flourishing [greenj
in my palace.
I saw a dream which made [, and it would make] me afraid,
and the thoughts upon my bed fcaTwe], and the visions of my head troubled
[would trouble] me. Therefore [Andj made I a decree * to bring m all tin
wise men of Baoylon before me, that they might make known unto me [make
*

2

8

4
6
6
7

*

!

me know] the interpretation of the dream. Then came in the magicians, the
astrologers, the Chaldseans, and the soothsayers ; • and I told the dream before
them ; but [and] they did not make known unto me tlu interpretation thereof.

in before rne, (whose name was Belteshazzar,
god, and in whom is the spirit of the holy gods),
9 and before him I told the dream, saying^
Belteshazzar, master of the magicians, because I * know that the spirit of ilie holy gods As in thee, and no secret
troubleth [is burdensome to] thee, tell me the visions of my dream that I have
8

But [And]

at the last Daniel

according to

the

name of

came

my

and the interpretation thereof.
Thus [And these] were the visions of

seen,

my head in [on] my bed: I saw, and,
behold, a tree in the midst of the earth, and the height thereof was great. The
tree grew, and was strong, and ths height thereof reached [would reach] unto
12 heaven [the heavens], and ttie sight thereof to the end of all the earth. Tk
leaves thereof i(?6re [Its foliage wasl fair, and the fruit " thereof much, and in it
was meat [food] for all [the whole] : the beasts [living creature] of the field had
[might have] shadow under it, and the fowls of the heaven dwelt [might dwell)
13
boughs thereof, and all flesh was [might be] fed of it. I saw in the ri^ons
of my head upon my bed, and, behold, a watcher and a holy one came down
10
1

mme

14 from neaven [the heavens]. He cried aloud [with might], and said thus, Hew
'^cut] down the tree, and cut [lop] off* his [its] branches, shake ofiT his leaves
its foliage], and scatter his [its] fruit
let the beasts get away [living creo^w^
16 lee] from under it, and the fowls from his [its] branches.
Nevertheless, leave
the stump of his [its] roots in the earth, even [and] with a band of iron and
brass in the tender gr2^% of the field ; and let it fhim] be wet with the dew of heareo
[the heavens], and let his portion be with the beasts [living creature] in M^gra^
herbage] of the earth. Let his heart be chan^^ed " from man's [mankind], and
et a beast's heart *' be given unto him : and let seven times pass over him.
17 This matter [The rescript] is by the decree [decision] of the watchers, and the
demand by (he word of the holy ones; to the intent that the living may know
that the ifost High ruleth in Vie kingdom of men [mankind], and giveth [will
give] it to whomsoever he will [may please], and setteth [will set] up over it th€
basest [low] of men.
Belte18
This dream I king Nebuchadnezzar have seen. Now [And] thou,
of my
shazzar, declare the interpretation thereof; forasmuch as all the wise
:
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kingdom are not able to make known unto me [make me know] t?te interpretation
but [and] thou art able [capable] for the spirit of the holy gods is in thee.
Then Daniel (whose name toas Betteshazzar) was astonished for [as] one
hour, and his thoughts troubled [would trouble] him.
The king spake and said,
;

:

19

81-IV.

Belteshazzar, let not the dream, or [and] the interpretation thereof, trouble thee.
Belteshazzar answered and said.
lord, the dream be to them that hate thee,
and the interpretation thereof to thine enemies. The tree that thou sawest,
which grew, and was strong, whose height reached [would reach] unto the
heaven, and the sight thereof to all the earth ; whose leaves were [and its foliage
uxui] fair, and the fruit thereof much, and in it.w?<M meat for all [the whole] ; under
which fit] the beasts [living creatva-e] of the field dwelt [might dwell], and upon
whose [its] branches the fowls of the heaven had their habitation [might abide]
it is thou, O king, that art [hast] grown and become strong : for [and] thy
greatness is [has] grown, and reacheth unto heaven [the heavens], ana thy
dominion to ttie end of the earth. And whereas the king saw a watcher and a
holy one coming down from heaven [the heavens], and saying. Hew [cut] the
tree dottm, and destroy it ; yet leave the stump of the roots thereof in the earth,
even [and] with a band of iron and brass in the tender grass of the field ; and
let it be wet with the dew of heaven [the heavens], and let his portion be with
the beasts [living creature] of the field, till seven times pass over him ; this is
the interpretation,
king, and this is the decree [decision] of the Most High,
which is [has] come upon my lord the king : That they snail drive thee from
men,** and thv dwelling shall be with the beasts [living creatv/re] of the field,
and they shall make thee to eat grass [the herbage] as oxen, and they shall
wet thee with [from] the dew of heaven [the heavens], and seven times shall
fiass over thee, till thou know that the Most High ruleth in the kingdom of men
mankind], and giveth [will give] it to whomsoever he will [may please]. And
whereas they commanded [said] to leave tlie stump of the tree roots [roots of
the tree] ; thy kingdom shall be sure [standing] unto thee, after that thou shalt
have known that the heavens do rule. Wherefore,
king, let my counsel be
acceptable unto thee, and break off thy sins by righteousness, and thine iniquities oy shewing mercy to [pitying] the poor; if it may be a lengthening of [to]

My

20
21

22
23

24

26

27

O

thy

tranquillity.

28
All this [The whole] came upon the king Nebuchadnezzar. At the end of
29 twelve months he walked in [was walking on] the palace of the kingdom of
30 Babylon. The king spake and said. Is not this [the] great Babylon that I* have
built for the house of the kingdom,** by the might of my power, and for the honour
31 of my majesty? While the word was in the king's mouth, there fell a voice from
heaven [the heavens], saying
king Nebuchadnezzar, to thee it is spoken,**
32 The kingdom is [has] departed from thee. And they shall drive thee from
men,** and thy dwelling shall he with the beasts [living creature] of the field
they shall make thee to eat grass [the herbage]^ as oxen, and seven times shall
pass over thee, until [that] thou know that the Most High ruleth in the kingdom
of men [mankind], and giveth [will give] it to whomsoever he "will [may
83 please]. [In] The same hour was the thing [word] fulfilled upon Nebuchadnezzar: and lie was driven from men [man Kind,], and did [would] eat grass
[the herba.^e] as oxen, and his body was [would bej wet with [from] the dew
of heaven [the heavens], till [that] his hairs [hair] were [had] grown like eagles'
feathers^ and his nails like birds' daws,
34
And at the end of the days, I Nebuchadnezzar lifted wp mine eyes unto heaven
[the heavens], and mine understanding [knowledge] returned [would return]
linto [upon] me ; and I blessed the Most High ; an^ 1 praised and honoured him
that liveth for ever, whose dominion is an everlasting dominion, and his kingdom
35 is from generation to generation [with age and age] and all the inhabitants
of the earth are reputed as nothing ; and he doeth according to his will in the
army of heaven [the heavens], and among the inhabitants of the earth ; and
Uhere is] none [who] can sta^ [lay hold of] his hand, or say unto him, What
30 aoest thou? At the same time my reason [knowledge] returned [would
return] unto [upon] me ; and, for [as to] the glory of my kingdom, mine honour
^

:
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and brightness returned unto [would return uponj me ; and my counsellors aud
lords sought [would seek] unto me and I was established in [upon] my
87 kingdom; and excellent majesty was added unto me. Now" I Nebuchadnezzar praise and extol and honour the King of heaven [the heavens!, all whose
works a/re truth, and his ways judgment and those that walk in pride he xb able

my

;

:

to abase.

CRITICAL AKD GRAMMATICAL K0TES«
[The nnmerloal division of the verses in chap. iv. differs in the English Bible from that in the original tezt» iitbt
latter annexes the flnt three verwa of this narrativato ohap. IIL, and oanaeqnently begins its ohapw It. withnr. 4«C Um
English Bible.]
[» The customary phrase : nendt thia grteHng, is to be mentally supplied.—' Literally. Ucq/ yonr peace (L «., ptospwity)
be increaeed,^* Literally, Ft kae eeemed good h^ore me. The order in the original is also emphatic: The 9lgn»md
^ The same emphatic order is observed in this and the foUoviac
I (have) thought U good to 9/ioio
tconder*
Clanse : ffte etgnM hJow^ (literallyf ae what) great (literally, very great^ a reduplicated form) I et^—* Litemlly, a klieg$m
t^etemUv.—* *^3abnT'^1 isthefnt. Pael^ with 3 epenth^o, as nsoal in theae fonns. The <«»«« seems toezyiaitbt

—

Literally, From me was m/Me a decree.—* The terms employed for these Tarioea
same as those in chap. iL 8, except the last, but they are named in a somewhat diflbrant order.
The pronoun, being expressed, is somewhat emphatic— »• n^3H from SH by Anolution of the dagesh.— " Liter-

oontinned

efltect

on the speaker's mind.—'

classes of ooniurers are the

—

•

Let them change hie heart Jirom the man.—^* Literally, a heart qfthe IMng creatuPB.— »» Literally, And tkeethtjm
driving J)rom mankind (the man).—** Both nouns being anarthrous, the meaning is a roj/al reeidenoe.—* Litersllj, ih«y
ally,

are srri^n^.—** Literally,
thie

and /h>in mankind

(the

man)

thee they artf dtivtng.—^''

The

partiele

y^^ k

eaphstie=i<

Hme, in contrast with his former fmpiety.]

EXEOETICAL REMARKS.
Chap,

iii

81-88 [BngL

iv.

1-8].

The

intro-

edict.
Nebuchadnezzar the king
the people, nations, and languages,
the triad ** people, tribes, and tongues,"

duction to the

unto

all

Cn

etc.

see on chap. iii. 4. As it there occurs hi the
public proclamation of a herald, so here in a
royal edict in writing, and at the very beginning.
This probably induced the persons who in a
former age arranged the division [of the Hebrew
text] into chapters, to include the introduction
of this edict in the preceding section ; but such
an arrangement is obviously inadmissible and incorrect, in view of the evident relation of verses
81-83 to the statements commencing with chap,
iv. 1, and in view also of the considerable interval of time that appears to have elapsed between the events of the thilcd and those of the
fourth chapter (of. on chap. iii. 1, and see chap. iv.
26 et seq. ). A certain relation, however, exists
between the subject of the present section and
that of the preceding, Inasmuch as both record
experiences of the ejcalted g^reatness and power
of Ood, such as had oome to the king in the
course of events that partook of the supernatural to a greater or smaller extent.
Like this
edict of the Babylonian king Nebuchadnezzar,
open
so an
letter (manifesto) of the Persian king
Artaxerxes, in Eara vii. 12, begins with a Solemn
wish for the welfare of the people, immediately
after the names of the king and of the person
addressed.
Is Nebuchadnezzar in person to be
regarded as the immediate composer of the proclamation? Such a conclusion is opposed (1.)
by the frequent indications of an intimate acquaintance with theocratic modes of thought
and expression which are found in the document,
and especially in the beginning and the end (cf.
e.g.y the doxology in chap. iii. 33; iv. 81 ; with
Psa. Ixxii 4 et seq. ; Psa. cxlv. 13, and also
with Dan. vii. 14, 27 ; cf. further, the description of the infinite greatness of Cod in chap. iv.
82, with Isa. xxiv. 21 ; xL 17; xU. 12. 24, 29 ;

—

—

13; xlv. 9 Job ix. 12; xxi. 22, etc.);
by the broad and circumstantial character of

xliii.

(2.)

;

the narratiye, resnlting from the manj repetitioni
(of. e.g.^ the repetition of identical or entiiely
similar turns in the sentences of diap. vr. 6, 15
and of V. 6 ; in iv. 17-38 and in vs. 17-23 ; in ir.
80 and in vs. 12 and 23 ; in iv. 81 and in ill 33,
eto.), which it has in common with the remaining narrative Bections, thns indicating bj its stj-k
that Daniel was its author; (8.) bj chap. it.
25-80. where the king is referred to in the third
person, while elsewhere the first person ia constantly employed; (4.) by the designation of
the palace as being located ^^at Babylon,** chap.
iv. 26,

which

is positively

inconsistent with

the

assumption that Nehnclmdnezzar compoaed the
proclamation in person, bnt indicates, as dearly
as oonld possibly be required, that the writer
was not a Babylonian, or, at least, that he wrote
chiefly for other than Babylonians, and that he
even adopted their modes of thought No snbstantial difficulty can be raised against the hypothesis t^t Daniel was the writer, and that he
comiKMsed the proclamation by direction of the
king soon after the conclusion of the erents to
which it refers. The peculiarly heathen foma
of thought and expression which occur beode
the Jew^-theooratio (especially in chay. it. 5,
6, 10, 14, 15, and 20), find a suffici^t eqilanation in the consideration that the wriUjr employed, although a decided theocrat, ^ould be
obliged to adhere as closely as poasiblt to the
king*s habita of thought and the range of his
oonoepticm in the fnuoiing of an ofKonal docnment to be published in the royal name—oiherwise it would fail to receive his approval Thia
view, which has recently been represented by
Eranichfeld especially, is at any rate more ample and natural than the assumption, wluch be
comes necessary on the supposition that Nebochadnezzar in person composed the writing, that
theocratic coloring resulted from the inatmction derived by the king from his interewme
with Daniel (Calvin, Havemiok, Hengstenbeig,
Upon our hypbthesiB, moreover, it beetc).
comes easy to comprehend why the writer should
oocasionaliy pass from the first to the third pei^
son (vs. 25-30). If Nebuchadneuar i»e conceived as the author, the ezplanatiob of this
its
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CHAP. ni. 81-IV.
feature can only be found in the suppoeitioa
that the report of the king is interrupted to
admit of an abbreviated statement by Daniel
(Galyin), or in the aaeamption that ** Nebuchadnezzar considered it improper to report his insanity in person" (Heng&tenberg, Maurer, etc.),
or finally, in the admission that yerse 25 is still \
due to Nebuchadnezzar, while yerses 26-80 are
regarded as a parenthesis inserted by Daniel
(H&vemick ; see to the contrary infra, on ver.
25).* Peac« be multiplied to youj literally,
" increase richly, be richly impcuted to you ;

—

d

Ezra

^3?*^ corresponds exactly to

iv. 22.

an^ogous formulas of greeting, 1 Pet. i 2; 2 Pet i 2; Jude 2: Clem.
Rom. 1 1 Cor. i 1.—Verse 32 [iv. 2], I thought
it good to show (to you) the signs and wonTThjdw^cij) in the
;

ders, etc
*?!''?\'l,

the

id.,

;

'-it

CVlDi^aij Isa.

nnni*

ct

;

combination riinifet
viiL 18 (Greek arifitla nal ripara).

The somewhat

similar

indefinite

and general term

riKf

a sign, token," receives the special signification of ^* miraculous sign " {portentufn) from its
combination with H^Fi, ** a wonder, wonderfut
**'

The same combination
and also in chap, vi 28.

thing."

occurs in

—

[iy. 8],

pularum

'*'?7R^i

y.

83

"^5?*

coram me^ i e. visum est mihi^ plaeuit mUii (Vulg.) ; cf. iy. 24; yi. 2
Verse 33 [iy.
8]. How gr«at ar« His signs, eta n^3, quantcpere^

est

,

—

a strengthening of the simple 3, g^uam.

The exclamation does not by any means deny
that signs and wonders were also performed by
the Babylonian gods, but asserts the incomparable greatness of the miracles of Jehovah—
thought which Daniel might express as well as

Nebuchadnezzar.

—His

kingdom

is

an ever-

lasting kingdom, etc.
The same doxology
occurs also at the close of chap. iv. 81, with but
little change.
Cf. Psa. cxlv. 13.

Chap.

iy.

1-6 [4-9].

kingdom, which, according to v. 19, extended
to tiie end of the earth **in myhoxise," {'.«., in
the abode of peace, not in the field in order to
prosecute warlike enterprises. Both expressions
therefore refer to the later period of Nebuchadnezzar's reign, when his wars (probably including that against Tyre, Bzek. xxix. 17) were
ended, and he was able to devote himself to the
affairs of peace, and especially to the erection
of the great edifices at Babylon, to which v. 27,
and al^ Berosus, in Joseph us, e. Apion^ I. 19,
refer.
The time of this dream is therefore still
;

later than that indicated "bj chap, lit

my

flourishing in
'\3KbTD,

''

palace*

V^.'^,

'*

1.

—And

green,''

not

quiet ^' (as the analogy of Job xxL 23

might perhaps lead us to expect), is the term
employed by Nebuchadnezzar, perhaps because
already recalls at this point the fresh and
strongly nourishing tree (v. 7 et seq.), by which
he was symbolized in the dream-vision. Such a

me."— ^JO? he

pleases

in the Heb. trans., ni»'nT31

well-known

108

84.

The kinfi dream,

Ina-

hiUty of the Magians to mterpret it, I Nebuchadnezzar was at rest in mine house. ** At
rest," tLtf., in the undisturbed possession of my
* [The aatbor'a arganMnts for the orififinal oompoaltlon of
this paaaage by Daniel are plaasible, but not quite conclusive.
It would seem that all the Chaldee portious of this

book are substan tial l y ertaractB from the archives of the Ohalrealm, and this portion has more than ordinary marks
of having been such a document. The record of the facts
wonhl doubtless be made as a part of the annals of the
en4>ire. such as we know were wont to be preserved by the
monarchs of the great BaRt(B«ther vi. 1), written doabtlens by
the official soribe or historiographer in the Temacular or court
language. This aooount we may readily conceive Nebuchadnenar on his recovery from insanity would be anxious to revise, and he would naturally select Duiiel as his seoretaiy in
pnblLshing an authorized statement of the matter. This view
aooonnts for the mixture of theocratic and heathen sentiments contained in this extraordinary eot\feji9ion of royal
humiliation. Well might Daniel recur to this scene in his
bold rebuke of BeL^azzar*s impiety, chap. v. 18 et soq. The
explanation of the Jewish coloring of parts of this chapter
by tile hypothesis of a later interpolation of the Maocabean
age, is amply refuted by Stuart and Keil (fee likewise ott
author's apologetkal remarks [No. 3] appended to tids chapter).
These writers both adduce, as corroboration of the
aooount of Nebuohadneaxar's madness, the sti^ment of
Abjdenus in the fragments preserved by Eusebini} (Prop,

d«an

Bwtng., IX. 43, and Chrtm, Armen.^ ed. Ancher, I. p. 69),
that the Chaldiean monaroh was seised with a preternatural
frensy {maraa^«9ti^ ^sm ortn <if . . . . tfeoswot) while walking (m the top of his royal tower at Babylon.]

prefatory use of a characteristic feature in the
symbolic vision was the more appropriate, since
the comparison of fortunate and healthful conditions in life with the verdure of trees was
exceedingly common throughout the Orient, and
especially bo in the Old-Testament usage of language ; cf. Psa. i 3 ; xxxvii. 85 ; lii. 10 xcii
la et seq.; Prov. xi 28: Hos. xiv. 7; Bzek.
xlvii 12 (see upon this thought, my Theohgia
;

naturalis^ p. 495 et seq,).

For the

rest,

V.?.1

belongs to the somewhat numerous class of
words which fell Into disuse in the later Aranisoism; of. Pusey, Danid^ p. 599-006. —Verse 2
[5]. I saw a dream whioh made me afraid.

The abrupt

connection, without

t

or lll^^ in-

dicates the alarming influence which the suddenly transpiring dream exercised over the king,
who had previously spent his time in peace ; cf.
Job iv. 20, and also the numerous antithetic
asyndeta in the Proverbs (Introd. to Prov. of

§ 14).—^nd thoughts upon my bed, viz.
*'oame to me, arose in me;" an independent
clause, which must not be connected with the
final verb '^3:5rQ'>j hut which Ib rather to be
Sol.,

regarded as a

i)arallel

'iai *^1!D1 is parallel

to

^*'^V}.

^^Dj exactly as

to "^yl^Tl in the former

half of the verse. The assumption of such a
parallelism is not, however, to be strained to
the point of regarding (with Kranichf.) the
^*
thoughts" as &e details of the vision itself;
for they, like the Ijnni "^^r:?"! in chap, ii 29,

were probably the troubled reflections of the
king on awaking from his slumber, and while
meditating on the nature of his dream (Yon
Lengerke;
V)n")l?

(=

—The

of.

supra, on

*he

V)imn of the Targums) seem,

chap, ii

29).

however, to be identical with the Armen. ehorhurd^ ** a thought," and the word, therefore, is
perhaps of Indo-Germanic derivation (thus Hltzig, at any rate ; but Ewald, p. 477, objects
cf. also Gtesenius and Dietrich, s. v. -^nn)— And
Exactly
visions of my head troubled me.
The ** visions of the
similar to chap, vii 15 b.
"
head are the several fancies or images of the
dream, as in chap, ii 28.—Verse 3 [6J. Therefore made I a decree. The same words occur
in chap. iii. 29; of. chap, ii 5.— In regard to
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*^^??0^> see on

ii.

25.

—Obserye that, in this

in-

where the contents of the dream were
not forgotten by the king, nor regarded as being
especially marvellous, the condition of the king
while demanding an interpretation of the dream
is very different from that described in chap, ii
stance,

6

—a

circumstance that strongly endorses the
^Verse 4 [7]. Then
Oi^me in all the magicians, etc Concerning
the various classes of the wise men of Babylon,
four of which are here specially referred to, see
credibility of the narrative.

on chap,

il

2.—Instead

the participle of
this place has

of

—

Vbi5

^b^?, *'to

'**^i5 (of.

(read V^^l),

Ken

in

which

is

(^ in," the

chap.

v.

8),

contracted from l^bb^, a form that shortens the
initial

—

chap,

iii

to

_

;

with the latter

16.—Verse 5

[8].

cf., e,g.j

1"*ncn,

But at the last
The Kethib V"^^^

Daniel came in before me.
is a form with an undeniably adverbial

—

significa-

(= "at last, poatremo^^ not adjective:
the last, postremuBy^^ as Hitzig prefers), that
•loes not occur in the later Ghaldee, and is retion
^^

by the Keri Tnrjf; (or Tin»). It is rather
%o be regarded as an extension of the sing, ad-

)ilaced

than as an irregular
which the 6-sound has taken the place

jective formation *^1^^,

plural in

of

V

—

(see Olshausen, Lekrh. der TUbr, SpraehSy

p. 208). j-The 12?

preceding

is

the familiar con-

junction ** until*' (Ezra iv. 21 : v. 6) ; the whole
expression y^nut *^y\ "until at last,'' is an
adverbial phrase similar to 3*^3 j 'pS, chap. ii. 8.

—Whose name

is Belteshazzar, according to
the name of my god. Cf. on chap, i 7. This
thoroughly heathen reference to the name of
Daniel is immediately followed by a reference

to his person, whic^ indicates the feature tliat
had inspired the heathen king with confidence
in his superior power and understanding, and,
through this, with a faint conception of the
nature of that Deity to whom he owed such
power and wisdom. From this affirmation " that
the spirit of the holy gods is in thee/' which is
repeated in vs. 6 [9] and 16 [18], it follows that

Nebuchadnezzar had by no means forgotten
what he had learned upon two previous occasioDS respecting the eminent prophetic gifts of
Daniel, and his direct intercourse with the only
true God. The expression does not, indeed,
have an orthodox look from a theocratic or OldTestament point of view but it is only to the
half a heathen sentiment, similar to the remarks
by Pharoah in praise of Joseph, Gen. xli. 88.

more independent position which he oooupiei^
according to this passage, is rather in entire harmony with chap. ilL, where he is abeent from a
large assembly of the officials of the royal court,
and also with chap. y. 10 et seq., where it is
represented that his character as the cihief
magian was lost sight of by Nebuchadnezzar's
successors, but not that he had been deprived of
that dignity. Among the various answers to
the question as to why Daniel was not at once
summoned before the king to interpret the
dream, instead of being subsequently introduced,
the one here indicated, which refers to the freedom of his official station, is certainly the most
simple and appropriate, since various features of
our book appear to conflict with the assumption
that he occupied a poUtical or priestly station in
the proper sense (cf. on chap, ii 49; iii. 12;
and on viii. 2). Consequently we prefer this
explanation to the many which have been atcustom retempted, «.^., that of Jahn, that
quired that the chief of the magians shonld not
be summoned at the first ; " that of FtOler^
which considers Daniel as being, in fact, an officer of the state (chief satrap) rather than a
magian; that of Havemick, that ^^the ka$U
se
with which the terrified king caused the
men to be summoned " caused the overlooking
of Daniel at the outset; that of Kranichfeld,
which aigues that Nebuchadnezzar, who already
surmised the relation of the image of the fallen
tree in his dream to his royal person, dreaded
the harsher judgment and sterner prophecy of
evil to be expected from Daniel, the prophet of
Jehovah, exactly as Ahab, in 1 Kings xxii. 8 et
seq. summoned the heathen wise men and seeia
into his presence, before he turned to the proper
source, etc.
J. D. Michaelis, however, observes
with entire correctness, that a certain and trustworthy answer to that question would require a
more exact acquaintance with all the facts of
the history than we are able to command.*
^*'

w

,

And

that no secret tronbleth thee.

nifies in the

force," but here

—

fc^^?3D"]n SI.
This title differs only in form and
not in substance from that of ^^ chief president
of all the wise men of Babylon," which dignity
was conferred on Daniel, chap. ii. 48. It was
by no means necessary that Daniel, as the pos8<*.ssor of this exalted dignity, should at once
and without ceremony present himself before
the king with the remaining '\nQn3n'
The

**

**

to

D^i^ sig-

sweep away, to 9igi^

to cause difficulty or trouble

;"

the Heb. 0:»,
Verses 7-14 [10-17]. Sul^ect of ths king's
head,
dream. Thus were the visions of
etc. ; literally, ** And (concerning) the visions of
"
my head upon my bed ; I saw ; on abrupt and
detached clause similar to chap. vii. 17-23. In
relation to ** vision of my head," see on v. 2.
And behold, a tree (stood) in the midst of the
»*

cf.

to compel," Esth.

i,

8.

my

—

earth.

;

TVIP. ifl probably not an epUheton amans of the
gods in general, but rather a special designation
of the aya-^odalfinveg in distinction from the destructive divinities (&anichf.).
Verse 6 [9].
O BelteshasBzar. master of the magicians,

Tazgums

yibvfi,

'jTb'^M,

unlike the corresponding Hebi

does not signify an

*'

oak " in particular,

The
tree " generally ; cf. rfpf'f and rol^ur.
^
position of this tree, ' in the midst of the earth,^
indicates its g^reat importance for the whole
earth, and its destiny to develop an unlimited
growth in every direction (cf. v. 8). The tree
thus occupies a central position tiiat oorrespondB
but

**

* [Kell reviews at length the varioas rcMons Msigned
fbr not sommoning Daniel at first, and oondndes that it

moat have been becauw the king had in the lapse ot time
and varied socxsesses meanwhile totally foiKotten the foi^
This
mer prophetical powers of the Hebrew captive.
would be natural and entirclv natiafactory, bnt for tkie
royl
pireaaioc
the
into
introduction
veiy
fact that on his
he is here designated as one possessing divine fcntdczLovl
edge, an evident allusion to hia icamex mtrksem In Ua4
relation.]
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CHAP. in. 81-IV. 84
The qrmbolizmg of the
mighty Babylonian king by a tree recalls the
description by Ezekiel, chap. xxi. 8 et seq., which
was probably not known to Nebuchadnezzar, bat
with which Daniel, the narrator of his dream,
must have been acquainted. It also suggests a
reference to Ezek. xvii 22 xix 10 et seq. ; and,
to its exoeeding height.

;

among the earlier prophets, to Isa. il 13 vi. 18
12 ; Jer. xxii. 15 Am. ii. (cf also the passages cited above, on v. 1). The especial fond;

xiv.

;

.

ness of the ancient Orientals for the illustration
of the growth or decline of human greatness and
power by the figure of a growing or fallen tree,
is

shown by Hiiyemick in the paiallels he adduces

from Herodotus (ill. 19 ; the dream of Xerxes
ft 37 ; the threat of Orossus to destroy the town
of Lampsacns like a pine tree ; cf. also i. 108
the dream of Astyages respecting his daughter
Handane), from Arabic writers (^Antara's MocUlaka^ V. 51, 56; Beiske on Tarafa^ prolog., p.
xIyU.), from the later Mohammedan traditions
(Mohammed^s comparison of a Moslem to an
evergreen palm in Sunna, according to v. Hammer, FuT^ruben des OrierUs, L 152), and from
Turkish history and literature (the prophetic
dream of Osman L, according to Murajea
d'Ohsson, AUgem. So^iilderung de$ oUaman,
Beic/is, p. 273 et seq.).
Cf. further, with reference to the general use of this tree-symbolism
among the Greeks, the interesting work of Botticher : Baumkuitus der Hdienm (Leips. 1858).
^Verse 8 [11]. The tree grew and was strong,
^'became great and strong;" thus, correctly,
Chr. B. Michaelis, Hitzig, and Kranichfeld.

—

,

The finite verbs "3") and Cjp.r) do not designate
a fixed, but a becoming state hence Nabuchadnezzar sees the tree growmg and becoming
greater than it was in y. 7 [lOJ. And the
height thereof reached tmto heaven, like the
tower of Babel, Gen. xi 4, or the ^ivdpea
ov.xivbfi^tKEa^ Herod. H. 188. Observe the imperfect ^^'P'?, which here takes the place of the
-

—

perfect, and indicates the heaven-aspiring tendency of the slowly developing tree. ^And the
sight thereof to the end of all the earth;

—

rather,

**

its extent*'

or circumference.

HniTH

does not signify **its visibility" (Vulg., Syr.,
de Wette, aind many modems), but " its outlook,
its circumference, its extent" (the Sept. and
fhcodotion are correct, so far as the sense is
concerned : Td Kvrog avrov, its bulging, extension) ; the contrast with H^^l would itself require this interpretation. ^Verse 9 [12]. The
leaves (branches) thereof were fair, and the
fruit thereof much. H^C^^, properly its branch-

—

ing, its erown, as
fruit.

H^pK

is

the aggregate of

its

Bertholdt, von Lengerke, and others,

render incorrectly "and its fruit was large^^
bore a large, thick kind of fruit); for
there was no reason to mention such a quality
of the tree. The immediate connection shows
that the great quantity of fruit, instead of its
And it was meat
size, was here referred to.
for all, rather, *^ and food for all (was found)

{i.e.y it

—

" for aU," i.e., for all who lived
under its shelter an exemplification and more
circumstantial exposition of M'^^p. It is, how-

on

it,"

fi^ibi,

—

ever immaterial to the sense of the passage as

a whole, whether M? be oonstrued with ^It^
by neglecting the makkepfi between K^bb and
nsii

as a majority of expositors, induding our-

or whether we translate, as
Kranichfeld [and Keil], with regard to the mah
***
and food was found for all on it," i, «.,
keph :
for all the birds that nestled on it. The masora
evidently requires this rendering here, while in
ver. 18 [21], where the makkepfi is wanting from
selves, translate,

between K^^b and
construction.

rTSl,

—The

it

observes the other

beasts of the field

umbram

shadow under

it.

in the shadow.

Theaphel of iio

bbpPi,

{**

egit^

had
spent

obumbrarey

to overshadow, protect"), which, in the language of the Targums, is generally transitive,
like the Heb. iis*"!, 1 Chron. iv. 8, is here in-

—

by virtue of its Niphal signification.
the fowls of the heaven dwelt in the
boughs thereof } cf Matt xiii 82, and the parThe masculine ^^'^'V] has its
allel passages.
transitive

And

.

explanation in the fact that V*l!^?

common gender;

^

of the

the Keri yy^l construes the

word in the feminine, in analogy with
V.

—And all flesh was ied of

18

[21].
flesh," }.d.,

l^^^"?'

it.

"AU

not merely all the birds, but also all
the beasts of the field, and, in short, all the animals living on and under the tree, Uius imaging
all of the human race that were united under the
sceptre of Nebuchadnezzar; cf. v. 19 [22].
Verse 10 [18]. I saw in the visions of my head
upon my bed ; a formula designed to prepare
for the new and remarkably sudden turn of the
hitherto quietly transpiring dream.
watcher

—A

and holy one oame down from heaven.

"^"^^

""^"^Sli obviously a Tiendiadys for **a holy watcher, a watcher who is holy." *^-«5?, the pass. part.
of -)!|y, expergefleri, designates a " watchful one,

*

(d "^?, Cant v. 2 ; MaL it
pUbce more particularly a celestial
watcher, an angel who from heaven watches
over the fortunes of men. Thus Aquila, Symra.
and the Sept eypvyopoc ; also a scholium in the
one who watches "
12), in this

:

Ood. Alex, on the

tip

Theodotion {ryp^yopog
chronlus

:

[a transfer of

koI aypv7rvC>v)

rd hypvirvav koi &y}'eXog^

;

"i*^"]

of

also Poly-

and Jerome

Signifieat angdot, quod temper vigilent et ad
Dei imperium sint parati.^^ By the addition of
**

the modifying O'^lRT the "i"^? mentioned in
this place is expressly classed with the good or
holy watchers of heaveu, and thus is distinguished from the KaKo6aifwv£Cy in which light
the Babylonians regarded a number of their
astral gods (see Gesenius on lea., II. 384 et
seq.), and also from the eypfiyopoi of the book
of Enoch, who are described as bad angels and
as inimical to men.
The expression '* decree
(determination, counsel) of the watchers " points
strongly to the conclusion that the V"!"*? of our
book are identical with the "^eol Pov/jaloi of the
Babylonians in Diodor., ii 80 «.«., with the
thirty-six inferior gods associated as coimsellors
(deos) with the five superior planetary gods ; but
the entire correspondence of this feature to the

—
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Babylonian docirino of the gods does not exclude
t-ho existence, at the same time, of a certain
analog or essential relation of the ^' watchers ^
with the Ames/m'^enta of the Parsees, nor even
that the supposed etymology of Amesha-cpenta
= 7ion connivens sfrncttis (thus Bopp, who is.
however, contradicted, e,g., by Bumouf) might

be asserted in its support. But that 23"^'5{f5n m5
^*
merely a translation of Amshaspand ** is an
arbitrary dictum of-Hitng, which is opposed by
the possibly post-Babylonian age of the name
Amesha-i^penta (this does not occur at all in the
oldest portion of the Zendavesta), and which
is

lacks

all scientific

support, to an extent equal to

the identification of

"i"*?

wiUi

^'*2,

**

a messen-

xviii 2 ; Ivii 9), as was attempted
by several older expositors, d.^., Michaelis (in
Castell. Lex. 8yr.^ p. 649), of., however, Havernick and Kranichfdd on this passage, and also
Hengstenberg, Chriatdogie des AUen TestamenU.
cried
2, 74 et seq.—Verse 11 [14].
aloud and said thus. *' Aloud, ^* exactly like
the royal herald, in chap, ill 4 ; of. x. 16 ; Isa.
Iviii. ], etc.—
down the tree and cut off
its branches. The command is addressed to the
servants of the angel, who were perhaps inferior
angels, and whose presence the rapidly transpir-

ger **

(Isa.

m.

He

H«w

ing dream presumes without further explimation ; cf. Matt viii. 0, and the parallelpaasages.
Isidoms Pelusiota already is correct {Epp. L IL
n. 177)

:

iyiovq 6h

l<l>T/a€V

rov^ rd

dhApov

EKxtfivtiv

irpoarax^hrrac ayy^Xovr.
[Perhaps Keil rather
is correct, who suggests that *^the plur. is to
be regarded as impersonal the tree shaU be cut
downJ*"*]
Shake (strip) off iU leaves, literally,
:

—

*'

cause

them

^*)Pi» after

to fall

off.'*

^^riK (instead of

the analogy of verbs third gutt),

the aphel of

^C^3,

which designates the

falling

of faded leaves or blossoms from the tree, in the
Targums, Psa. L 8; Isa. xl. 8; Joel i 10.—
Scatter its fruit) contemptuously, as if it
were of no value, and as if it were not worth
the trouble of gathering. The consequence, that
the animals, who were hitherto sheltered by the
tree, were now likewise scattered, and driven
far asunder a lively image of subjects alarmed
by the fall of their sovereign is indicated in

—

—

what follows.—Verse 12 [15]. Nevertheless,
leave the stump of its roots in the earth.
*^p5, the still thrifty stump, like f^???, Isa. vi
13, or

3?t3,

Isa*

xi

1

;

Job

xiv. 8.

The ultimate

sprouting of this root-stump (cf. Job xiv. 7-9),
which was allowed to remain in the earth, typified, as appears from verse 23 [26| compa^
with verse 83 [86], the restoration of Nebuchadnezzar from his sickness ; but not the continued
supremacy of his dynasty, as Hiivemick interprets, since 1p^? in this passage obviously designates an individual, Nebuchadnezzar himself,
instead of the whole race of Chaldaoan rulers.
lEIven with a band of iron and brass ; rather,

"but

Supply
and brass."
'*
shall he be left
The figure of a tree is now dropped
in the stead of a vegetable organism that necessarily clings to the ground ^ere is presented,
obviously with regard to the bestializing of Nein fetters of iron

he
('n^par).
*'

shall

lie,

or be

;

" or even

buchadnezzar, an animal oiganism, whidi, while
unimpeded motion and of
an individu^ and independent participation in
life, is for the present forcibly restrained. There
is thus a partial transition from the figure to thefact (as is frequently the case in the oomparisons and allegories of our Lord, a^., Mark iv<
28; Luke xii 46; Matt xxiL 18; John x. 11
et seq.), or at least an approximation of the
figurative representation to the actual oonditionfl
This fact is misunder*
of the event typified.
stood as soon as the attempt is made, with Von
Lengcrke, to conceive of the fetters of iron as
fastened on the root-stump, **in order to prevent it from cracking and splitting,*^ and also
naturally capable of

when

it is

assumed, with Jerome and others,

that an actual binding of Nebuchadnezzar as a
fnrumie, who required to be fettered like ail
maniacs. Is asserted at this early stage. The
literal conception of the idea " to fetter ** is inThe '* fetters of
appropriate on either method.
iron and brass " symbolize the chains of darkness
and coarse bestiality in which the mind of the
king was held during an extended period. Gf.
expressions like "ohains of darkness," Wisd.
xvii 17 ; 2 Pet. IL 4, and figurative descriptions,
such as Psa. cvii. 10: cxvi. 16 ; cxlix. 8 ; Job
Kranichfeld observes correctly:
xxxvi. 8.
more forcible binding of his sovereign aims lor
himself, exceeding the disgrace of tliat wiucdi
might be applied to a prisons of war, oonld
aeuoely haj^n to the king, than was that to
which he was compelled to submit according to
the form of a
verses 22 [25] and 29 [31],
beastly restraint on his imderstanding, and of an
actual expulsion from the sodei^ in which he
moved. And since binding in fetters of iron and
brass is a metaphor as common as it is in this
instance a striking figure of the deplorable condition to which the Babylonian universal mooarch was reduced ; since, moreover, the towering height of the tree in the dream is of itself
sufficient to establish the selection of an expression to indicate the corresponding contrast of a
severe and servile compulsion, the explanation
of the figure does not require the combination
of this expression proposed by Hitsig with an
bind,* taken from tiie
assonant kedan^ ^T^m *
name of Nebuohaanezzar. This is the more obvious because of the consideration tiiat no reference is made to the name in other portions of the
description, although, by a repeated use of the
k in 7iebnk (Kebuch), it might to the Hebrew
sound portentoubly like the Arabic inbaka, ** turbata mentefaiV^ ^or the Talmudio animal with

"A

m

^

an ingrown tree which resembled man in form
and language, adiie sadeh (Buxt. Lex, Chald.^ p.
34), may be explained, as by Hitzig, without any
doubt whatever, from the .-."J»* of the name Nebuchadnezzar muoh more readily than that really
fabulous creature would have allowed its^ to
be fabricated, had not the self-authenticated
description of Daniel (verses 12, 13 [15, 16], in
connection with the otherwise familiar "^I"*^
the hdiotropum which moves its leaves (see Bnxt.
L o.)^ furnished the material." ^In the tender
grass of the field, etc This lying in the graaa
and being exposed to the dews of heaven is aa
applicable to the stump of the tree as to Kebadiadnezzar, the maniac ; <^. verse 20 [23] ct seq.--.

—
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MMn*!?, for

which rerae

20 [23] substitutes nyn"'! (oorrespondiug to the

Hebraizing Keris in chap. v. 89 ; vi 1), cf. Hitand Eranichfeld on this passage. And let
his portion be with the beasts in the grass of
the earth. Cf. verse 30 [33], '' and did eat
grass as oxen."
The figure has been departed
from entirely in this place, and a feature of the

—

cig

interpretation is anticipated,

oocurs also in verse 80 [28]

Taigums have P^^H

p'pn,

and Ezra ir.

instead.

portion/^

The

16.

Concerning the

not local, but telic signification of 3«
the grass," of. e.g,, Joshua xxiL 25
1.— Verse 13 [16]. I<et his heart

from a man's

^^

:

*^
in or of
2 Sam. xz.

be changed

they shall change from
(thatof)aman"(fi^ci:fc^"l? = ©iaj^ S^^, as Ibnliterally,

;

'^

Exra correctly adds). Cf. the similar breviloquenticB in chap. i. 10; yii. 20, etc., and oon-

ceming the active

signification

of 113?*^ (for

113

81-IV. 84.

days, which would do violence to the always
prophetically-ideal pragmatism of the history.
Cf. infra, on chap. vii. 25.*—Verse 14 [17],
This matter (message) is by the decree of the
watchers, and the demand by the word of
the holy ones. The paraVdiamus membrorum
in which the solemn and elevated speech proceeds,

shows that the V?'^'7&

^^

in verse 10 [18], idenUcal with the

here

also, as

The

TT^,,

terms C|^^ and ^^^? are likewise synonymous, but do not« as Hitzig holds, signify <^ matter" (concern) and ** circumstance," but, in
harmony with their etymology and the sense of
Dane iJtt chap. iii. 16, must be rendered ** word "
(message, announcement) and ** demand *^ (command); cf. theHeb. '"^i??, ** a request, desire,"
Judg. viii. 24 :1 King^ ii! 16 Job. vi. 8 ; Esth.
;

V. 6, 8, etc.

Entirely too

artificial

and contra-

dictory of the unquestionable sense of ^*!3,

dedsion^ resolution " (and also of

"^

r^^,

'*

**

a

a de-

which the angels addressed in ^P^T? serve as an
indefinite subject), cf supra, on chap. iii. 4. '^ His

cree, decision"), is the attempt of Kraniohfeld to vindicate the signification '^a request,

i. «. ,

his faculties of conception and desire,
or, if it be preferred, lus consciousness ; cl verses

petition," for Kb^^C,

[32, 83].

of a petition such as the watchers, as inferior
^Eo\ povXaioi (dee on verse 10 [13]), were obliged
to address to their superiors, the five planetaiy

.

heart,"

29,

30

The Hebraizing form

VdD^Z^^

which

is

based on the idea

here and in verse 14 [17] is perhaps to be rejected in favor of the more correct Chaldee

gods.

W}\k

advisory deities, inasmuch as they are only

verses 22, 29, 30 [25, 82, 83] ; ohap.
. 21*; vii 18, etc. [—And let a beast's heairt
be given unto him. '*^ The heart of a man is
dehumanized when his soul becomes like that of
a beast; for the difference between the heart
of a man and that of a beast has its foundation
in the difference between the soul of a man and
the soul of a beast (Delitzsch, BitiL Psych, p.
;

of.

^

252)."—ir«a.]—And let seven times.pass over
him, properly, *^ change over him;" Cjbn, &

word for ** to pass over, expire," praterire,
prateriabi. It may be seriously doubted whether

seleot

the term

"'n'ib^, '*over him," was chosen with
a special reference to ^^ the stats succeeding each
other in the heavenly heights above the tormented one, which were to mdicate the duration
of his affliction" (Kraniohfeld), although the
mystical phrase ' seven times " may contsdn a oer^
^

tain reference to the astrology of

The seven

VH?

&e Chaldseans.

^'^ seven yearSy as appears

viL 25, compared with xii 7 (thus
the Sept., Josephus, Ibn-Ezra, Bashi, eta),-^
not seven months (as Saadia Gaon, Dorotheus,
Pseudo-Epiphanius, etc., held) or seven half-

from chap.

years (Theodoret).

V\^^ in itself equivalent to

'^jtmcture, emergency," receives in this place

and chap, vii

25, the sense of ^?i'3 or "^t,

"a

point of time," from the context. The duration <^ the king^s punishment as extending over
$0een years is explained here, as in chap. iii. 19,
by the fact that a judicial retribution is concerned; and the heavy weight of punishment
whidi Jehovah caused to be announced with
solemn emphasis to the king was accordingly inThe number
flicted, verses 25, 29 [28, 32].
seven is, however, not to be pressed literally, to
the extent of assuming that the duration of the
king's sic. mess covered exactly seven times 866

But the

V'^"'?

appear nevertheless to be

V"?"*?, wid not IT*^*, and inasmuch as the
supreme decision in their college rests, accord-

hig to verse 21 [34], with the

"Most High"

* [Keil, on the other hand, oontends that '* from ver. SO
"^^jl^^p cannot at all be concluded, and in

the duration of the
ehap.

tii. S5»

and

xil. 7,

the

Hmet are not yeare. y^^

de«ig-

natei generally a definite period of time, whom length or duration may be Tery different. ** Bcren is the * meafmre and signature of the hivtory of the development of the kingdom of
Ood, and of all the faotom nnd phenomena signincunt for
it*" (LAmmert'8 HevMon qf ttu BiMUxU or Si/mbolloai
Numbert^ In the Jahrb.f. deutsche 7%eol., IX. p. 11), or ae
Leyter, In Hem>g*8 Bsalencpkt., XVI 1 1, p. «66, expresnei
himself, *the signature for all the actions of Ood, in judgment and in mercv, punishments, expiations, coniM'crations,
blessings, oonserrated with the economy of redemption, perfisoting themitelves in time.* Aeoordingly, * raven times* is
the duration of the divine punishment which was decreed
against NebuchHdnezzor for purpoeex connected w!th the
history of redetnption. Whether these times are to be anderstood as years, months, or Weeks is mit said, and cannot
at all be determined. The supposition that they were seven
yearK * oknnot well be adopted in opposition to the rircnmstance that Nebuchadnescar was again restored to reaM», a
thing that very rarely occurs, after so long a continuance
of piTofaloal disease* (J. B. Priedrich, Eur DibL I»i<Uurkm.y
arUhrop. u, msd. Ffxt(/mente^ I. p. 816).** This lai^t argument, however. Is of little force, in view of the evidently
miraculous, or at least specially providential, character of
the entire event. ** C. B. liicbaelis, Gesenius, RoBenmuller,
Winer, Lengerke, and nearly all the oritics agree that v^r
The supposed difHculty
is the probable meaning.*"—AtMirf.
of the management of the empire during so long a period
of the king's incapacity is fairly disposed of by Sttiart, by a
referetace to Berosus, who states that on Nebuchadnexsar's
return to his cnfAUd, after his protracted absence daring hit
wars
We-'tem Asia, upon his father's death, ** he took
upon himself the affairs which had been manotred by the
Ohnldees [Magi], and the royal authority wfticA had betn
prwerted for
by thtlr chief (Josephu-s Antlq.y X. 11,
Qeo. Rawlinson was Inclined to find a trace of this in1. )
terruption of Nebuchadnezxar's government in ihe period of
pour years* inactivity noted in his annals (ffitttoticni EvU
deruxn, p. 187) on the ** Standard Inscription*' (Herodotus,
n. 486) ; but he has since doubted the prferenoe {Five JTom-

m

Mm

"*"

orcAtfM, III. 00).]
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Cf. the representation of

(6l^b5).

a great sub-

ordinate council of the Deitj as composed of
angels in 1 Kings xzii. 19 et seq. ; Job ii. 1 et
seq. ; and also, with reference to the specifically Babylonian idea of a decision in the counol ^ohv XaAJaZo<
cil of the deity, Diodor. iL 80
ihdaiv rffv tuv o}mv rd^iv koI diaicdafiTjciv ^eig.
Tivt irpovoig yeyovhat^ Kal vvv iKaara tow kv ovpav^
ytvofUvciv ovx c)C trvxev
ov& avTOfidTu^^ aXP/

—

:

LipLOfitvQ TLvl KoX Pe/ioiug

awTeXe'KT&ai

;

Keicvpofilvrf

^eCiv Kpiaei

further, the familiar picture near

Kazwini, which represents Bel as a judge and
surrounded by genii (Ctesen., on /•«., ii 337).
Before "^^fi^?, **a decree/* the instrumental Si

must be supplied from the preceding.
variation ITDK^^''

therefore, oorrectly sup-

is,

may know

ruleth, etc.
either

^"H

Most High

that the

trnn-^-l?

to be rendered,

is

=

to the circumstance, that"
"until that" {donee^ Vulg.), or, with Hitzlg, in
*^

until,

harmony with chap,

ii

yvijGcvot Theodotion,

*»*!

and with the iva
rna^"b?, **tothe end

80,

The latter may perhaps be preferred,
because of the ease of mistaking b^ for T^, and

that."

because of the fact that r'in'«|~l9 does not
occur elsewhere.* Verse 22 [25]* which directly
siAstitutes 5ii:n for the

I'l^^'l?';

of this verse,

shows that Nebuchadnezzar, the ruler of the
earth, is not excluded from the number of the
** living "
who are to recognize the authority of
the Most High, but rather, that he especially is
included.— And setteth up (rather, "can set

up ") over it the basest of men.

D^c)k bDC)

** the humblest
of men,** \r grammatically a
general conception conveying the i4ea of the
superlative, as in 2 Chron. xxi 17, the Heb.
T^:a IDp ; cf. Winer, CJuUd. Gramm., § 68, 2.

The assertion of Hitzig, that by this humblest
of men, an Israelite, or even the Israelitish MesBiah (0:h 15, chap,

vii 13), is designated as
successor to the great world-monarch, is without support from the context. The thought of
a person of the lowest rank, rather, was naturally suggested to the mind of the dreaming king,
because the fall of himself, the most exalted
man, was concerned. For the opinion that the
imperfects t^l:^". and t3*^p*^ in this place express

—

the idea of ability

—

cf.

—

'

*

is able

chap, ii 47, where

nates that Being

who

seen.

The demonstrative

to confer, can exalt

^n

is able

n^3

**

also deidg-

to reveal secrets.

[— ** The

Kothib n-^bi? ia shortened from »n"'br.»
and in the Keri is yet further shortened by the
rejection of the n
cf. chap. v. 21 ; vii. 4 sq.,
;

eto.**—JKjO.]

TX:*n is

plaoed

for emphasi-s thus corresponding to the
disturbing and exciting subject of the dream.
The predicative rendering, ** This is the dreajn,
which,** eto., is opposed by the rale that the
relative cannot be omitted after the designated
nioun (Winer, § 41, 4).—Declare the interpre-

tation thereof.
rr'lDS,

**

^Ir'^i

^

^ softened form for

10

ite interpretation,** in this place, v.

This view is confirmed by
the Peshito, while Theodotion and the Vulgate
have K"\^?, which reading is still represented
[19J

,

and chap.

v. 8.

among modems,

e.g.,

of the verse, cf. 6

by Hitzig.

—On the

Daniel
(about) one hour.

The interpreUitton.

was astonished for
On

the reading C7;ip^irM

instead of 'r)©>, cf. Winer, § 25, 2.

MSS. have

H^piCSl

cloee

[9J.

16-24 [19-27].

Verses

—To th« intent that Then

plied in the interpretation.

the living

The

have
first

instead of

Several

n^r^, but this

reading conflicts with the usage of the context,
and also with the testimony of the ancient translators (Theodot., Vulg., Syr., and probably with

Concerning the et^ mology of "p^*
which is certeinly to be taken here in
the literal sense, cf. on chap, iii 6."^ That the
astonished gazing of Daniel continued ^* about
an hour,** is mentioned by the author from a
motive (viz., in order to indicate the greatneos
of his astonishment) similar to that from which
the book of Job records the sympathetic mourning and silence of the three friends during seven
the Sept).
*^

hour,**

days (Job ii 18). Hitzig observes correctly
He meditates on |ihe interpretetion, and is astonished when he perceives it, because he wishes
well to the king, and probably, also, because
Nebuchadnezzar might receive the prophecy ungraciously, and might take vengeance on him (as
Ahab did on Micaiah, 1 Kings xxii. 26, 27). His
confusion is depicted on his countenance ; which
causes the king to observe that he has found the
interpretation, and to invite him in encouraging
terms to impart it freely.** It cannot really be
comprehended how it is possible, in the face of
so unsought-for, and, in itseff. probable a historical situation, to establish the hypothesis of a
''*'

conventional forgery in the Maces b»an age.
[^'That Nebuchadnezzar (ver. Id [19J) in his
account speaks in the third person does not justify the conclusion either that another spoke of
him, and that thus the document is not genuine
(Hitzig), nor yet the conclusion that tlus verse
includes a historical notice introduced as an interpolation into the document ; for similar forms
of expression are often found in such documents
cf. Ezra vii. 13-15 ; Esth. viii. 7, 8.**— .ff«tf.]—
lord, the dream be to them that hate
thee, and the interpretation thereof to thine
eneinies ue., Would that the dream concerned
thine enemies, and that its interpretetion related

My

I

Verse 15 [18]. Daniel requvred to interpret the
dream. This dream I king Neboohadnezsar

* [Keil, however, inslBtB that the term here
were an instant, a mcment.^ Bat ao Xxtkt a delay would
seem altogether insignificant, and ooold have excited Uttle
Borprise, or called for any urging on the part of the king.
Staart, on the other hand, regards so long a hesitation as
an hour as '* very improbable,^ and tfaerefoie addnces tha
derivation of n^TD (a lo<Mfc, Qenn. augerMick, Ueh. 73*1)
]

It

• [KeO, however, justly daims that "the change of
60

bp i> nnneceasoiy and

arbitrary.

15

The expreeeion ie gen-

eral, becanae it is not yet eatd who ie to be nnderstood by
the tree that is to be cnt down. This general expression is
in reality correct ; for the king oomes by experience to this
knowledge, and so all will atU.n to it who consider this.*^]

T T

-

r

as favoring the signifloation an inMtmt ; and in this SBtev>
pretation Geeenius and FOrst boUi ooindde.]
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CHAP.
to

thy foes ratber than to thee

Instead of the

!

Eethib ""^^^ (a regolar formation from ^^.^'
ohap. ii. 47 ; y. 23), the Eeri has, here and in
T.

21 [24], the shorter

form

*^1>3,

which corre-

The

sponds to the usage of the later Chaldee.
following

**

"i3?,

an enemy,"

is

likewise peculiar

to the pre-targumistio Chaldee.

—^Verse 17

[20].

The tree that thou sawest, which grew, and
was strong rather, ^* of which thou sawest that
it was great and strong."
The second "^"^ is sub;

ordinated to the

first in ri*jTn

'*\

and

is

there-

fore to be rendered as a conjunction, not as a
relative pronoun coordinated with the first. The
ensuing description of the tree, in ys. 17 and 18
[20 and 21], and likewise of the Divine sentence
of judgment pronounced on it in v. 20 [23], are

repeated yerbally from vs. 7 and 13 [10 and 16],
although with abbreviations and unessential variations.— Verse 19 [22]. It is thou,
king, that
art grown and become strong, etc. ; i.e./^ that
art become great and strong.**
The following

O

nai

connected with the

'?jni3'}l, etc., is loosely

dause

relative

'l3l

ri

yi']

^\ The Keri offers the

smoother form ^^'] instead of

f)*]?"),

and in the

following, the third per& fern. H^Ta instead of

r»0^

=

r)«ir5?3; cf. also v.

21 [24].--Oonoem-

81-IV.
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*'

von Lengerke, etc.), nor *' to be preserved
(Bertholdt), but rather, ''to arise, stand, be
firm,** and here, in view of the context, " to

ser,

again be firm** (Hitz., Kranichf.).

''l""!^ 'd

—

** since, because,**
this place is not inferential
as in chap, iii 22, but instead relates to time,
'*
as soon as,** and desigfuates a juncture follow-

—

ing the period included in

15, vs. 21, 29 [24,

"^l

—

hence at the dose of the seven years.—
82]
Iliat the heavens do rule, viz. : over the kingdoms of men, cf. vs. 14 [17] and 22 [25]. *' The
heavens ** is here used to designate God, instead
of ** the Biost High.** The expression must be
regarded as an abbreviation of the phrase *' the
G«i of heaven,** which was employed on former
occasions (chap. ii. 18, 37, 44), or of *' the King
of heaven ** (iv. 34), which is synonymous with
the former, or also of **the Lord of heaven**
(v. 23).
There is nothing untheocratic and
polytheistic in the expression, even though the
Chinese designate their god as heaven, and
though the same usage prevailed among the
ancient Persians (Herod, i 131), the Greeks
(Zci'f
Sanscr. jdits, ** heaven**), and the Bomans (!>««/ Divus, Jovis, etc.). Even in the
New Testament the paci'^ia rijv ovpnvuv is iden-

=

with the

tical

(iaaiX.

rov

and the TalmudBuxJews

i^eot),

X

IX

ists («^., Neda/rim,
12, etc. ;
10 ;
torf, Lex. GJuUd., col. 2440), as well as the

much

ing the remarkable addition by the Sept. to v.
19 [22], of., e,g., Eth.-fund. principles. No. 8
[below].—Verse 21 [24]. This is the interpreking ; the conclusion to the
tation (of it),

earlier period (according to Juvenal,
seq., and Diodonu in Photius,
BibL^ XL.), genen^y designated God directly as
**
heaven,** indicating thereby that they attributed to Him the sole dominion over the heav-

lengthy antecedent clause, v. 20 [23]. ^And
this is the decree of the Most High which is
lord the king. In
come (determined) upon

enly world, and denied that other gods were
Verse
associated with Him (cf. Psa. cxv. 16).
counsel be
24 [27]. Wherefore, O king, let

O

—

—

my

regard to i? ^p^, ot the Heb.
xxxiv. 27

;

Job

ii 11.

The

J3? s^na, Qten,

preterite

T\m

re-

presents the decree as already decided on, and,
therefore, as unavoidable, and certain to be
executed on the king.—Verse 22 [25], They
shall drive thee from men, literally, ** and thee
shall

utive:

they
*'

drive,** etc.

ami

The

T in

"^bi.

is

consec-

£^tM shall they drive thee.**

^

impersonal active V^i^?

The

exactly similar to

The
V'^'O^, chap, iii 4, and mfra, v. 28 [81].
agents of the punishment, who are not designated, are the inferior angels, as with V'^P'],

v.

and as in V. 28 [31].*—Verse 23 [26].
And whereas they commanded to leave the
stump of the tree roots; ^^ they** r= the heav13 [16],

enly watchers, of whom one only spoke, vs. 1014 [13-17] ; but that one was the representative
Thy kingof the entire community of angels.
dom shall (again) be sure unto thee, after that

—

thou shalt have known,
nifies

*

form

'*

etc.

O'^S neither sig-

to oontinue** (Theodotion, Vulg., Dere-

[We prefer
'^'^'^"ID

Iji llJa?.?";

to

ny, with

Keil, that **the indefinite plnr.

stands instead of the passive, as the following

»nd T^^pMtt,

cf.

under ohap.

III.

4.

Thns

the snbjeot remains aItoiK*Bther indefinite, and one has neither to think of men who will drive him from their society,
ttc, nor of angels, of whom perhaps the expulsion of the
king may be predicated, bnc scarcely the feeding on grass
snd being wet with dew.*^

of a

XIV. 96 et

8at.^

—

my

aooeptable tmto thee.
chap.
82.

.

ii.

6.

>li,

**

wherefore,** as in

In regard to IBB,

The term

is

of.

on chap,

that passage and chap.

vi. 2,

with

0*7^:*

the persuasiveness of the remarks
(cf.

39

^^

iii

here construed with b?, as in

•

^?» ^^5"*

I'Oi

is

^7 which
increased

*^^ ^y which the

desire of Daniel to aid the king, if possible, in
averting the impending danger and punishment,
becomes more apparent than would be the case
if

the more courteous phrase

'^'^'SIQ. "^ClD

had

From

been employed.

this truly theocratic
standpoint, the prophet persists in holding it
possible to turn aside the punishment threatened
in the dream, similar to Isaiah (xxxviii. 1 etseq.)
and Jeremiah (xviii. 7 et seq. ) in analogous cases
Joel ii. 12 et seq. ; Am. vii 3, 6 ; Jonah iii.
5 et seq.; 2 Kings xx. 1 et seq.* And break
off thy sins by righteousness; rather, *^ pur-

d

—

chase thy deliverance from thy

sins,**

eta

The

ancient translators justly regard "^^^IH as plural

ct the paraUel

IjnjT^.

stead of "^"^^PHf
'^J'i"^?!,

^

The

sufftx in

'?I';t;n,

chap. V. 10.

The word

is

derived from

the Stat, emphat. ^^.^H of a singular
*

in-

defective, similar to that in

*^tpn

(=

Daniel knew nothing of a heathen FcUum^ bnt he
knew that the judgments of Ood were directed against meq
according to their oondnot, and that panishment threatened
ooold only bo averted by repentance.^'—iTeU.]
[**
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Heb. »l?n,

cf.

Olshansen, Lehrh.^ p. 288).—

break"

p"^?, properly **to

(cf.

Ssnucr. prak^

Lat. frango^ Germ, brechen)^ designates, similar
to tiie Heb. p->,E in passages like Psa^ cxxxvi

24

;

ter

Sam. v. 8, etc. a ** tearing ont " of a matfrom its former position or relations, and
,

"
hence, a " liberating, redeeming, or purchase
(cf. 2 Sam. viL 23 ; Isa. xxxv. 9, 10, where g^B
is used for ^^^ or niD, ea!$ohere, redimere). The
Sept. and Theodot. therefore render it correctly
by XvTpuGai, the Vulg. reditne, and Syr., Saad.,
Ibn-Ezra, Berth., de Wette, Hitzig, etc., in a
On the other hand, Eashi,
similar manner.
Geier, Starke, Dereser, Havemick, von Lengerke, Kranichfeld, etc., prefer the idea of castbig off, casting away, as it is found in Gen.
'^
lay off
xxxvii. 40, and accordingly interpret
thy sins" (Hav.), or '* break off thy sins, give
them up " (Kranichfeld). But in the usage of
the Cbaldee language, and especially in that of
the Targums, p-\D constantly and undeniably
bears the sense of redeeming by purchase (e.g. ,
a birthright, a field, the daughter of Jephthah,
Judg. xi. 35) ; and the rather broad conception,
admitting, as it does, of an application to many
and diverse relations, by no means requires that
the object to be redeemed should be desirable to
the purchaser, and possess value for him. Bather, the remark of von Hofmann {Schriflbetceis,
** The sins are not under reI. 5i9; is correct
The idea of
straint, but, instead, they enslave.
Daniel, therefore, is that the king should deliver
himself from the sins that involve him in guilt
and slavery, by practising righteousness and
mercy for the future, instead of persisting in
the arbitrary and tyrannical course to which he
had hitherto been addicted." * Of. Melanothon
also, in the Apology (Art. IIL, p. 112), where
the '* redime " of tie Vulgate is retained, but
the supposed interpretation is decidedly rejected,
as favoring the doctrines of work-righteousness
insisted on by the Jewish and Eoman Oath olio
exegesis (see Eth.-fund. principles, etc.. No. 2
:

:

[belowj).
This interpretation, however, does
not result from any possible rendering of the

imper. Pl^, but from the incorrect explanation

npTS by ** doing good, alms," which is found
numerous expositors, from Jerome to Hitzig
and the latter rendering is not justified, either
by Psa. xxxvii. 21, nor by a comparison with
extravagant laudations of works of mercy in

of
in

Ecclus.

iii.

28

;

xxix. 12

;

Tob.

iv.

10; xii 9, etc

hiterpretation of "^^l? allowed by the
context and general usage is ** righteous deportment " to be observed by the king toward his

The only

• [This Interpretation of ^*^t, however, 1« hardly fatitfactory, for, as Keil urges, it ^* means to break off, to bttak
in pieces, hence to separate, to disjoin, to put at a distance,
see

;

under Gen.

U niied for

xzt. 40.

^^3} n*)&,

And though

in the

Targnmf

p")E)

to loostn^ to unbend, of redeeming,

ransoming the first-bom, an inheritance, or any other valuable potwession, yot thin nw of the word by no means accords
with »in» an the object, because fdns are not goods which
one redeems or ransoms so as to retain them for his own
nue.^ RoeenmfUler UkewiM notes thlH incongruity, and adduces Exod. xxxii. 2, as an instance \t here Onkclos retains
the word in the sense of breaking qff (the earrings). He
•en declares that '^ Ohaldee writers employ p'^fi simply for

kau^g atide as

in

Num.

i.

61.^]

tjmmj

subjects, in contrast with his former
and arbitrary domination. In the parallel

mercy toward the poor"

mem-

intimately
connected with this, as being the second leading
virtue in rulers, which virtue the king is ex«
horted to cultivate (cf. Hofm., as above). The
historical situation, rather than the usage, indiber,

**

is

cates that, in connection herewith, the

VTL^

are to be sought for principally in the number ci
the poor Israelites, the theocratically wretched
(q*>^^^)^

who were

and cap-

languishing in exile

The usage would admit

tivity.

of

a

diiferent

^

it may be a lengihrendering of the TV.7.- *
ening of thy tranquility } rather, '^ if thy proaperi^ shall be durable." This is the externa]
motive addressed to the king, to induoe him to
heed the warning of the theocratic seer. The

conditional language
is
el

is

very decided

;

>1',

" if,"

no more to be taken in the dubious sense of
&pa (Acts viii 22) in this passage than in chap,

—

17.
8*31* isnot ** forbearance, forgiveness,'*
but " duration, continuance ; " cf. Jer, xr. 15
iii.

Ecc. viii 12,

Th4 fyifiment All
Verses 25-80 [28-«8].
came upon the king Nebuchadnezzar.
words
as btill belongHavemick regards these
ing to the To^ i»roclamatioa, while all that f<SparenthesiB
inserted by
is
a
lows, to V. 80 [38],
the prophet (see supra, on chap. iii. 31). But
this hypothesis renders it impossible tx> obaerve
unity of the report, which must obviously be
preserved, since the theocratic coloring apparent in these verses may elsewhere be fr^ueotly
noticed (supra), and since a detailed statement
of the infliction of the threatened punishment
is required in order to give point to the report.
This does not make it inconceivable that Daniel,
the writer of the report as a whole, should in
this connection relegate the royal subject, who
had hitherto been spoken of in the first person,
to the background, and that he should describe
the Divine judgment executed on the kin^ tmm
his own theocratic point of view.f Verfie 26
this

—

* [Daniel prudently alludes to the Icing^ moral obliquities
only in general terms. Impietv wm» doubtless his most
heinous offence (see verses 27 [SO], d7 [40], end compare
chap. V. 29, S8), and it was indeed bin faUnre to r^mcnber
Jehovah, whom he had once been bronght to recogniee
(chap. ill. S8), that bred and fostered hie heaven-insnliing
arrogance. Yet Daniel donbtleHS hinted <Um> at some t^pecial
Stunrt thinks
sins of Nebuchadnezzar an a wilful despot.
**
he means to designate his capricious and tyrannical befell
into
he
rage
when
perhaps
a
havior on some occaidons
;
also to remind him of the heavy hand that prewwi on aQ
""
into
exile
led
and
still
had
retained.
the captives whom he
This last seems especially probable from the particiilan
qpecifled immediately.]
t [Keil thus aptly refutes the view of Bertholdt, Hitzig;
and others, who '* find here that the author falls out of
the role of the king into the narrative tone, and th» be-

trays the fact that some other than the king framed the
edict.
But this conclusion is opposed by the fact that
Nebachadnenar from ver. 81 [841 qieaks of hia tviocrrerj
again in the first person. Thus it is bcvond doubt that
the change of person has its reason in the matter itarit
O^iainly it could not be that In this Nebnchadnezsar thonght
it nnbecoming to speak in his own penon o< his madncea:
for, if he had had so tender a regard for his own ptrrwo,
he would not have published the whole occnrrrace in a
manifesto addressed to his subjects. But the reason of hii
speaking of his madness in the third person, as if some
other one were narrating it, lies simphr in this, thai in
that condition he was not Tck - Ego (KUefoth). With ikm
rvtum of the /cA, /, on his recovery from his madnenKi
Nebnchadnessar b^ins again to narrate in the fint per
ion,"]
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1 191), its colossal walls, its 25 gates on either
f29]. At the end of twelve montha he walked
apon (mar^.) the palace of the kingdom of side of the immense square, its 676 districts
Babylon} rather, *'the royal palace at Baby- filled with houses of several stories each, its
hanging gardens on the Buphrates, its gigantic
lon.^* In relation to the time indicated, '' at the
temples and palaces, eta Gf. Herod., 1. c.
end of twelve months,*' Eranichfeld observes
When the important incident of the dream was Biodor. ii. 6 et seq. Aristotle's Polit., III. 2;
also
a year old, and on that account its recollection Philostratus, L 18 Curtius, VI. 1 et seq.
naturally exercised the imagination of the king Starke's Synopsis on this passage Wattenbach,
with special force, he gave himself up, despite Nin&M und Babylon (Heidelberg. 1868); and
the Divine warning, to the proudest exaltation Alfred Haury, Ninwe it Babylone^ in the Revue
of self, which indicated that he was neither con- des detue Mondes, 1868, March 15, p. 470 ss.
[also Rawlinson's Five Ancient MonarehieSy L
trolled by religious piety in general, nor by reverence for the Qod of the Jews in particular,*' 510 et seq.]. For this reason many other au;

*''

;

;

;

;

;

etc

It appears to us that this is seeking too
in that designation of time. It is simply
a historical circumstance that exactly twelve

much

months elapsed between the dream and its fuland at the same time an illustration of
the simple accuracy and concrete taruth of the
filment,

— "Upon the royal
d 2 Sam.

narrative.*

upon

its flat roof

king,

who

palaoe,**

t.«.,

The proud

xi. 2.

;

has employed the respite of twelve

months in cursing

bis tyrannical superdlious-

it by repenting and
working righteousness, wishes, by actual observation from this elevated spot, to assure himself of the condition of his royal power, and to
feast himself with looking on the gigantic metropolie of the world which he had created.
His
thoughts are similar to those of another, in

oess, instead of

Improving

SchiUer's Oioeke (the Bell)
**

splendor of the home
Stands firm as earth's fonndatioot
Against the power of evil," etc.

The

The " walking along" (»1^
niaa,

"Slbn^p

;

cf.

34 pT]) likewise indicates his conceited
cf. the Germ. ** einherstd'
diren*^ (strutting along).
The mention of the
location, **at Babylon," does not at all compel
the assumption of a Palestinian origin of the
book, or of any particular part of it, as even
;

—

Hitzig acknowledges. It merely indicates that
the author was not a constant resident in the
dty of Babylon, aud that his narrative was composed for readers who were chiefly, or without
exception, strangers in Babylon (however long
they might have been detained in that city
against their will).
These features are suited
to the view that Daniel was the writer of the
document before us, as thoroughly as they militate against the idea that Nebuchadnezzar was
its immediate author; cf. supra, on chap, iii

31.f—Verse 27

[80].

Is

not this (the) great

Babylon that I have built, etc.
^*V^^) ^^^ evidently a standing
Ion,

with

its circumference of

* [KeQ will haye

it

that

**

Tip

* *

:

or Diospolis (dudano^iq 7

The great

title of Baby480 stadia (Herod.

here means aot elmply

to begin to wptak^ bat, properly, to anawer^ aAd sofgests
to as a foregoing ooUoqny of the long with himself in his
pradently refrains, however, from inferown mind "

He

ring that Nebnohadnexsar was thinking of the very dream
in qoeetion at the time.]
t [Rather, as Koil soggesta, **the addition at Babylon
does not indicate that the king was then living at a distance from Babylon, as Berth., von Leng., Sborer, and
otherR imagine, bnt Is altogether suitable to the matter,
becaoae Nebachadnezxor certainly had palaoes outside of
Babylon ; bat it is mode with reference to the language
of the king which follows regarding the greatness of Babykm.'H

/uey4Xi7,

Inscr. 4717), or

Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamos, Nicomedia, and
otiier cities of a later period in Asia Minor (of.
Bheinwald, Komment. zum Br, an die PhiUpper,
"niat I liaye built for the house
p. 3 ot seq.).
(or seat) of the kingdom.
The A. Y. is literal.
The expression is equivalent, in modem idiom,
to " the royal capitsd and seat of government.

—

The

T^)m

v.

arrogance and pride

thors apply the predicate ^ furydhj to that city
A^., the Apocalyptist John, Bev. xiv. 8; xvi
19 (cf. also Isa. xiU. 19; xiv. 4; xlvii 3, 4);
and Strabo (L xvi.), who applies to it the stanza
ipr/fiia ficydXTf earlv ii fieya?^ irdXiq^ cf. Pausanius,
Arcctd.y p. 509, who describes Babylon as a city
fjvTiva elSe irdXeu rov r&re fieyiimfv ^Tuoq,
Nebuchadnezzar's Babylon might certainly be desig**
nated as *Hhe great city with as much propriety as formerly Nineveh (cf. (Jen. x. 11, 12
Jonah i. 2; iii 2 ; iv. 11), and far more justly
than, e.g. , Hamath (see Amos vi 2 ; nan rTpn),

^Slb^ of the whole empire

was to have

its

seat, its residence, in that metropolis (Eranichf.).

CI

the reference to Bethel as a nDb72^ , in

Am.

;

That I have built " ul^th&t I have
developed and completed. On M^S, otherwise

vii 13.

*'

cf. 2 Kings xiv. 22 ; 2
Chron. xi 5, 6 : and see the Chaldssan historians Berosus, Abydenus, and Megasthenes, in
Josephus. Anty X, 11, 1 ; c Apion, I. 19 ; and
in Eusebius, Chron,, I. 59, with reference to the
numerous edifices erected in Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar ; also Bochart, Phcdegy p. 263 et seq.
where Nebuchadnezzar's services in beautifying
the city and increasing its architectural greatness are compared with those of Augustus in
Bome, which justified his well-known remark,
**M marmoream relinquerey quam laterUiam aC"
cepisset^^ (Suetonius, Aug., c. 29).*—For tbe

n|a, -n this signification,

honor of

my

magesty;
'^"^'J'?

similar constructionB in

Dent

'^PP^; cf. the
17 ; Zech.

v. 33,

and with reference to the preceding ex;
pression, " by the might of my power," cf. passages like Isa. xl. 26; Eph. i 19; Coi i 11,

xi 13

etc.— Verse 28 [81], While the word was in
the king's month. The Divine punishment follows elosely after the vain and presumptuous
exclamation (cf Isa. xxviii 4) ; exactly as in
the poem by Schiller quoted above, where it is
added:
.

* [Abundant confirmation has been fonnd of these enlargementR and reoonBtractioaB of the edifloee of Babylon
hy Kebnchadnexxar in the oxoavationB carried on there by
Botta, Layard. and othprs. Most of the ancient briota ore
stamped with the name of that raonaroli. See BawUnaou'i
fferodotWy I. 412 (Axa. ed.).]
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For no eternal bond oftn be
With the fates t^at rule cor destiny,

And

mlsf(Mrtnne^8 pace is swift.^—

Th«re fell a vdca from heaven. Obserye the
agreement between the prophetic description in
the dream, vs. 10 [13] and 11 [14], and the fulfilment twelve months later.
The words riTO

^T^?

which are employed in the former

T?,

passage, are here echoed by bs^ (cl Isa.

which

still

iz. 7),

more strongly emphasizes the sud-

denness with which the judicial sentence
prpmulgated; and b'^n^ ^"1^ in that place

is
is

here repeated by the characteristic b^^ which
recalls the analogies in Deut. iy. 83, 86 ; Matt,
iii 17; John xii 28; Acts ix. 4; z. 18, etc.
The record, although sufficiently circumstantial,
is but a summary, and affords no trustworthy
indications to

show whether

this

^o^

if

mpavov

was produced by the mediation of psychologiThe leading fact to

cal or of physical causes.

be observed is merely that the powerfully excited
king was compell^ to recollect the warning
formerly conveyed in the dream, by what he
now hecurd, whether by a purely subjective mode
of perception, or whether objective agencies
were at the same time employed.—O king Nebuchadnezzar, to thee it la spoken; The
kingdom is departed from thee. The perf.
tnv is employed, because he who was degraded
to the level of the bmte by the most fearful of
mental maladies, was at once and directly incapacitated for his position and office as ruler as

a matter of course.

In regard to

T^*!???,

**

they

say," see on v. 22 [26] ; concerning v. 29 [32]
see ibid., and on v. 14 [17].—Verse 80 [33] The

same hour (hence immediately
6) was the thing (or word)

iii

cf.

;

on chap,

fulfilled

upon

Nebuchadnezzar. r&D, literally, *'came to
end " for the end of a prophe<gr is its coming
to pass, by which it ceases to be prophecy (Hit;

—

nbD» chap. xiL 7; Ezra i. 1. etc. Concerning the lycanthropy of Nebuchadnezzar, see
Introd., § 8, note 1, and the literature there
adduced. Till hia hairs were grown like
eagles' feathers, and his nails like birds'
olawsj literaUy, '^like eagles— like birds"
zig); cf.

—

—

(f'lTpaS I'TjDsa), a eomparatio eompendiaria^
with which the Stat, const, after the particle
of comparison has been omitted, as with y^ in
[16], and as in Isa. ix. 3; Joshua v. 86,
also in the classics («.^., 11.^ 17, 51 ; Juvenal, Sat. 4, 71, etc.).
Verses 81-34 [34-87]. The rMtoratum of Ifsbuchadnezzar, and his ascription of praise to Ood,
(rather ''but") at the end of the days,
is., of the period of seven years, vs. 13, 22, 29
lifted up mine eyes
[16, 25, 32].—I
V.

:

18

and

And

....

unto heaven, namely, as seeking help from
thence, as supplicating the God of heaven (see
on V. 23 [26] cf. Psa. cxxiii. 1 et seq. ; xxv. 5,
etc. *
Ajid niine understanding returned unto
me; or, taking the t as illative, so that mine

—

;

*

*

* [This raising of his ejrea to heaven was **tbe fir»t
sign of the return of human oonsciooaness ; from which,
however, we are not to conclude, with Hitzig, that before
this, in his madneaeL he went on all-fours Uke an ox.**
KeU.}

The prayer of t^e
imderstanding returned.*'
hitherto maniac king was thus shown to be anything rather than a ^^ flagrant inconsequence,**
as Von Lengerke, Hitzig, and others characU^ize it.
On the contrary, it produced the bene
fioial effect of dehvering the penitent king f roDti
his disease, and of restoring hini to the 80ciet7
and the mode of life of civilized people. CC.
Pusey and Kranichfeld on this passage, in relation to the inclination to prayer, or to other
religious manifestations

and observancee, which

has frequently been observed in the caee of
maniacs afflicted with lycanthropy. In the case
before us, where the period of insanity and punishment imposed by God had, at any rate, expired, the prayerful looking up to heaven by
the humbled king could not possibly result in
less than the elevation of the sufferer from his
brutal condition to manhood ^from the state of
one lying helplessly on the ground, and looking
earthward in his debasement, to the dignity and
bearing of man, who is formed in the image of
God, that is to say, to the normal form of man,
of which Ovid sings {Metam.^ I. 85 as.)

—

**

Pronaque cum apectent ctnimnHa catera terrof^
0§ homirti tubUme dedUy castutngue videre
JvaeU, et erectott ad tldera toUere wttiu."^—

And I praised and honored him that liveth
forever. Cf vi 27 ; xil 7 ; and also, in relation to the latter half of the verse, chap. ill. 33.
['* The first thought he entertained was to thank
God, to praise him as the ever-living One, and
Nebuto recognize the eternity of His sway.
chadnezzar acknowledges and praises God as the
'
ever-living One,* because He had again giv^i
.

to

him

his

life,

which had been

lost in his

mad-

ness.**— £«a]—Verse 32 [35J. And aU the inhabitants of the earth Are (to be) reputed aa
'nothing, that is, ** in comparison to Him." The
partic. V'?*^^^

must be regarded

in this place

as the part fut pass., and is not, therefore, to
be explained (in analogy with Isa. xl. 17) by,
**are reputed ns nothing by Him** (Havem.,
Kranichf., eta). [^^ The eternity of the snprem
acy of God includes His onmipotence as opposed
**
to the weakness of the inhabitants of earth
(Keil).]

ni3

instead of

^i^ may be regarded

as the error of a copyist, who thought to corrooi
a supposed i^\^ (that is, ^^'^^) by substituting
is an archaism,^ oonfoimniS.
Or " nbT for ^\
t'
T \
ing to the pregnant character of the negation,
similar to rib for vo, Deut iii 11 ** (Kranicht).
[The final n seems to be a mere Chaldaic inter-

change for K in the ordinary Kb^, as not] The
rabbinical assertion, found in Bashi and Saadia,
that nb signifies ** an atom of solar dust,** is at
all events to be rejected.— And he doeth aoccntling to his will in the army of heaven, etc
Of. Isa. xxiv. 21, a passage that evidently liet
at the foundation of the one before us, in which
*^
the host on high ** presents the same idea as is
contained in *'the army of heaven** in this
place.
Both refer to the innumerable companies of angels who inhabit heaven (Gen. xxxii.
2 et seq. ; Heb. xii 22 et seq. ; cf Dan. viL
And none can .... aay unto him,
10).
what doest thon? Cf. Isa. xliii. 13 ; and in
.

—

lelation to the phrase,

^*

to stay one*B
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m.

to oppose him,*' seo the Taig. on Eoclee. yiii.
4 ; Tr. tkinhedr., o. 2 ; also the Arahic of Hariri,

my

p. 444.*—Verse 88 [8«]. And the glory of
IdngcUmi, mine honor, and my brightness retomed onto me. The \ before '^p.'] serves to
introduce that word as a new subject, after the

(d

former, "^^l^??
Psa. Ixzziz. 19).
nity, **
ing,

such as

Isa. xxxii. 1
**

^'P?.,

xxrviii 16

muiifested in the look, bear-

is

and manners

;

station, majesty, dig-

of a princely personage.

;

81-IV.

he

is able to abase.
Cf. Isa. x. 83 ; xiii. 11
XXV. 11 ; 1 8am. ii 7 ; Psa. xviii. 28 ; Luke i.
51 et seq. In relation to the enlargement of
this doxology of Nebuchadnezzar which is found
in the Sept. in this place, see the Eth.-fund
principles, eta. No. 8 [below].

—

ETHICO-FUNDAMENTAL PBIKCIPLES RELATED
TO THE HISTORY OF SALVATION, APOLOGBTICAL REMARKS, AND HOMILETICAL

"^"[Hi

splendor," A. V. ** honor "(ot v. 27 [80]';
ohap.
18), is here contrasted with his former
appearance and condition, which denied his
royal state, and even his nature as a man, y. 80

119

84

8UOOESTIONS.

*'

.

[^].

**
brightness," and here
beaming freshness of the

T^t is properly

refers to the beauty or

human countenance (cf. chap. v. 6, 9 yii. 28),
while nnn refers more particularly to the splen;

dor of his robes (cf Psa. ex. 8 xxix. 2 xcvi. 9 ;
2 Chron. xx. 21). And my counsellors and my
lords sought unto me, they, who had formerly
.

;

—

;

—

That M^^ signifies
a search for one who is belieyed to have disappeared without leaying a trace by which to disooyer him, is an assumption made by Hitzig and
also by a number of earlier expositors, such as
Oder, Ifichaelis, Bertholdt, etc., which, howThe
ever, is without any support whatever.
expression rather designates ** a search conducwhich
was
instiking,
honor
ing to the
of the
tuted by his former counseUors and magnates
hi their capacity as the council of the regency
during the interim, for the purpose of ofi&cially
requesting the king on his restoration to health,
to resume the control of the government." The
terms •^'^i^in (see on iii. ^) and '^•sana'n do
not, however, designate different subjects, but
the same ones wil£ reference to their several
powers and dignities cf. binjl '^^, 2 Sam. iii.
ayoided and deserted

me

!

;

28

;

fityag koX 6w&jtik^ Job. ix.

(again) established in

my

22.—And I was
ri3pnn

kingdom.

instead of ^-p^^, because of the following aocent.

duUnct.

—And

added unto me

;

*'

excellent majesty

was

I received still greater

pow-

er" than I had formerly enjoyed cf. Job xiii.
There are no historical authorities to show
in what the additional power consisted which
oame to Nebuchadnezzar toward the end of his
life ; but the truth of this statement cannot on
that account be questioned. ^Verse 84 [87].
Now (or therefore) I, Nebuchadnezzar, pndse,
and extol, and honor, etc. By this doxology
the close of the royal proclamation returns to
the thought of the introduction, chap. iii. 82 et
seq.—All whose (rather, *' for all His ") works
;

10.

—

are truth, and his 'ways Judgment
erally
**

'*

firmness,

inmiutability,''

faithfuhiess, truth "

erally

"judgment,"

(= Heb.

tdisfp, lit-

and hence,

n^fij).

procedure

y\ Ut-

strictly

con-

formed to justice (= Heb. t3Br^) ; of. Jer. ix.
xxiL 18.—And those that walk in pride,
;

23

* Cni*^3

Wlf2

in the Pael, to ntrikt

on

the handy to

hinder^ is derived from the oanom of striking children on
the hand In chastlMment (Keil), or in ovder to check them

from a proceeding.]

According to the remarks on chap, iii 81 [iv.
1], the authorship of this section is divided between Nebuchadnezzar and Daniel, with the distinction that the former is conceived as the
moral originator and ordainer of the edict, while
the latter is its writer. But, at the same time,
both the heathen king and the theocratic prophet are so exclusively the active (or suffering)
characters of the narrative, that every observation of dogmatic or apologetical importance
must be derived from the conduct of one or the
other of these two persons. We therefore direct

our attention
1. To NetmGhadneuar^
with reference to
whose seizure by lycanthropic mania, as being
credible on general g^unds, and also as being
attested by extra-biblical authorities, the ueoessaiy expUmation has been given in the Introd.

—

We now direct attention to the
(g 8, note 1).
act of profound self-abasement which the king
performed by publishing, of his own impulse, a
report respecting his protracted disease of several years' duration, and also respecting its causes
and Ms final cure. This involves no improbability on psychological, political, or religious
grounds.
(1.) From a psyehoiogieal point of
view, the report became necessary, because* a
spirit of repentance and of sincere self-abasement had really come over the proud monarch,
and because he had been led to recognize with
all emphasis that the humiliation, as wearisome
as it was deeply pamful to his consciousness,
was a righteous punishment inflicted on him by
the only true God,^even though a genuine, durable, and fmit-bearing conversion might not have
been accomplished in his case. On the nature
of this sincere and profoundly realized humilia*
tion of the king, which, however, was inadequate
to secure his admission to a gradous state, or to
formal membership in the congregation of God^f
people under the Old Covenant, cf. Oalvin on
**
chap. iv. 84
Hie est modus omnis humiHO'
tionu; sedeareret profietu ilia humiliation niH
Dominus poatsa regeret nos spiritu manauetudiniB,
Et ita Nebucadnaar hie non eom/pUctitur gratiam
Dei, qua tamen digna erat non vulgari elogio et
pradioatione ; $ed non deseripeit etiam in hoe
edieto guiequid posset requiri aShomine pio et qui
edoetus fuerit diu in sehola JDei, sed tamen oatendit se muUum profeeisse sub Dei ferulis^ quum
:

tribtdt iUi

summam

potentiam

(c.

liL 82,

88

;

c.

deinde eonjungit justitifs laudem ei
reetitudinis (a iv. 34) et sese interea fatetur reum
testatur
justam
et
fuisse pcmam^ qms diomitus
irrogata fuit.^^—(2.) In a poUticai aspect, also,
the edict became necessaryv since, as appears
from V. 38, circumstances required that at the
end of the king^s illness a proclamation should
be issued, certifying that the monarch in person
iv.

81

ss.),
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was about

to resume the gOTemm^it, and to
supersede the regency of the interim, composed
of his '' counsellors and lords,*' who had hitherto
administered the affairi; of the state.
The king
had no need to dread the effect of such an explanation on his people^ even though it inyolTed
much that was humiliating to him ; but it is by
no means recorded that he caused it to be promulgated in the public places and on the streets
by the lips of a herald (as was the case with
the edict in chap. iii. 4 et seq. ), nor even that it
was at any time brought into public notice in
writing.
(3.) Finally, the document involves
no considerable difficulty in a reUgious point of
Tiew, inasmuch as the partly heathen and partly
Israelitish faith of the Babylonian king, in other
words, that syncretism which amalgamated all
religions, and which so frequently appears in the
history of the rulers of the period of the captivity, is clearly manifested, as has already been
shown on chap. iii. 31 [iv. 1]. Accordingly,
even Hitzig fibds it to be entirely credible that
Nebuchadnezzar as a newly or only partially
converted person should '^ acknowledge a god
as his god (v. 5)* and even other holy gods (vs.
The
6, 15), in addition to the Highest God."
statement by the same critic that it is strange
**
that
after this stem experience Nebuchadnezzar should not have liberated the Jews, l^e
captive servants of the Highest God, as the
history shows he did not," is without any foundation ; for, according to chap. iv. 1 compared
with vs. 27 and 31, the event did not transpire
pntil near the close of Nebuchadnezzar's reign,
and we cannot tell what he would have done

had he lived any considerable time after his recovery (which was certainly not the case, according to Berosus, in Josephus, c. ApioUy I, 20),
nor yet what political relations, combinations,
or considerations may have prevented the immediate execution of a plan to restore the Jews
to their country, which may already have been
prepared.
2. So far as the conduct of Danid w concerned^
the characteristic feature of the two-fold position which he occupied at the Chaldean court
as a prophet of Jehovah and, chief of the Magrians, is prominently exhibitecl in a manner that
affords a highly favorable testimony for the
credibility ox the narrative as a whole.
The
Jewish wise man, who is dignified by an honorary
office rather than burdened with definite official
functions, e. ^., with sacerdotal duties, is permitted to be absent at first, on the occasion
when the interpreters of dreams or Magians
were summoned before the king, because he was
allowed a greater freedom of action in general
(see on v. 6).
It was not, probably, without
producing a feeling of profound injury that
when he finally appeared the king addressed the
servant of the living God (vs. 5, 6) in a thoroughly heathen manner as " Belteshazzar,"
after the name of his god {%. e., the idol Bel),
according to Calvin's just remark, «*JV<77» dvbivm
€st^ gmn hoc nomen grcmter tnilneraverit ardmum prophetof,^^ He did not, however, renounce his allegiance and devotion to the royal
personage who was his benefactor, and who, in
case he would receive and be gfuided by the
prophet's counsel, might so easily become the
benefactor and liberator of the entire people of
God. When the king had related to him the

dream, so prophetic of misfortune, he gave way
to trouble and sympathetic sorrow ** about ao
hour" (v. 16), aind the words by which he at
length introduced the interpretation, invoked a
blessing on the king coupled with the wish that
the fate which threatened the monarch might
rather overtake his foes. Cf Calvin again
.

Danid expomt

curitafuerit attonitvs^
nempc quia cuperet avert* tain horribilem pctnatn
potuit
a regis persona. Msi enim merito
detestan, tamen receritus est potestatmn ditinitus
Discamus igUur exemplo prophsUe^
ei traditam,
bene precari pro inimicis nostris^ quicupiunt nos
perdere, maxime vero precari pro t^annis^ d
Deoplaoeat su^id nos coram Ubidini ; aUogtdn
non tantvm iUis^ sed etiam Deo ipti sumut re*
belles.
Cceterum altera ez parte ostendit Dansd^
'*

(v. 16),

mm

—

se

non frangi uUo miserieordia

affectu^

negvc

etiam moUirij quo minus pergat in sua tocatione.^
The manner in which Daniel succeeded in
uniting the strictest theocratic fidelity towards
God with this devotion to his sovereign, is seen
partly in the unconcealed directness and the
categorical plainness with which he announced
the most degrading and humiliating punishment
to the king, in v. 22 [25], and piurtly in the
warning or epilogfue, v. 24 [27], with which he
concluded his interpretation. In this epilogue
the fundamental dogmatic and ethical ideas of
the entire section concentrate and crowd together in pregnant significance. The expoeitiofi
of this passage has shown that the course which
Daniel here recommends, with a noble frankness
and an impressive fervor, is none other than that
which should be followed by every pious ruler
who is faithful in his office, and in brief, that it
comprehends the sum of princely virtues. Henoe,
those expositors who find that this passage zeeommends and prescribes work-righteous conduct, and especially the giving of alms, as in itself meritorious, do violence to the words.
Such expositors are the Rabbins, who g^enerally
ascribe an almost magical virtue to alms-giving/
and who press every possible passage of Scripture to suiqiort their view, eq>eciaUy thoae ocm-

—

taining

the

term

•^i^'^^y

which

is

by them

well-doing, alms-giving" (cf. Buxtorf. Lex. p. 1,891 et sq.) ; further, the Roinaii
Catholio exegetes, who are accustomed, ainee
Bellarmine's detailed exposition of this passage
(L IL pcmitentia^
6 j of. L iv. c. 6), to empioj
it as one of the principal proof -texts for their
anti-evangelical theory of justification and saiicti-

rendered

**

c

fication (in connection

with which they dedaie,

of course, that the rendering of Hie Yulgate
" peccata tu4i deemosynis redime,^^ is the only oorreot translation) ; finally, nearly all the raUffnalistic expositors, &om Grieeinger and Bertholdt
down to Gesenius, de Wette, and Hitxig, who,
while defending the translation by Jerome above
referred to, and while referring to apocaryxthal
passages like Ecdus. iii. 28; xxiz. 12 ; Tob. iv.
7 et seq. ; xii 9 et seq. ; xiv. 10 et eeq., endeavor to find here a work-righteouB ** monlity
of the later Judaism," and &erefoze a certain
indication of the composition of the book subsequent to the exile.
Grotins already pointed
out that even on the adoption of the faulty Yul-

gate exegesis, which makes

npIS

equivalent to

deemosgncB, the passage does not necessarily
yield a sense favorable to Pelagianiam : ^''If^qmt
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cabasan period, who was to be punished for pre«
sumptuous fury against (xod, and since, moreover, there is no lack, upon the whole, of
historical examples to illustrate the proverb, *
haughty spirit goeth before a faU ** (Prov. xvi
The fact recorded by Polybius xxvL 10
18).
(to which passage Hitzig explicitly refers), thai
Antiochus Epiphanes was a lover of improper,
i.e., immoral, ooarse, and riotous gatherings,
certainly finds but a clumsy illustration and an

qumnquam poUsty quod openbui pcmiUnUa^ in qu&ms sxcdlunt eieemoayruBy tribuatur
id, quod pcemtentia proprie convenit ; est erum
taUs metonymia aut Rynwdoche frequens, ** Still
better Sdelancthoii, in the Apciiog, Conf, Aug,
ifjmkdere

*•

vokbat Danid regem
totam pomitenUam compUctitur^ quum ait : * Eedlme psccata
tua deemotyniHy^ i. e,: redime peccata tua mutaHone cardie et operum, Hio autem et fides requiritur
Ae vej'ba Danidis in sua lingua clarius de tota pmnitentia loquuntur et clarius
promissionem effferunt: ^Peoeata tua per justitiam redifne^ et iniquitates tuas beneficOs erga
pauperes.^ Bcbc verba prcedpiunt de tota pcmitenlia ; jubent enim^ ut Justus flat, deinde ut
beneoperetur, ut, quod regis offidum erat, miseros
adcersus injuriam defendat, Jusiitia autem est
He expresses himself simfides in eorde^'^ etc.
ilarly in his comment on the passage (Q^. ed.
art. iii.

p.

112

R:

**i!r<m

tantum ddemotynam

largiri, aed

Bretschneider, yoL xiii. p. 848 ss.), where he
pays no attention to the false rendering of np*1S
in the Vulgate ; as does also Calvin in his com!

mentary and the InsU reL Ghr., III. 4, 81, 36,
and among the later Protestant expositors especiCarpzov,

De

eleemos^nis Jv4cBoruin (in his
Apparat, huitoricus in the Oritiea Sacra, p. 726
8s.).
In all the conduct ojt Daniel, therefore, as
described in this section, nothing can be discovered which is at variance with the proper deportment of a witness to the faith and a highly
enlightened seer of the Old Covenant in the
presence of a heathen ruler of the world
To
this deportment in practical life corresponds also
tiie tone observed by him in the composition,
under the king's direction, of the document before us, whose agreement with the theocratic
modes of thought and conception has already
been pointed out.
ally

I

'

I

I

I

3.

In an

apologetio respect the disharmony
which exists between what

I

I

I

I

noticed,

might have been expected from the

art of a
pseudological tendency -writer of Asmonssan
times, and the conditions of place and time as
indicated in our narrative. A careful and unbiased examination of the document with reference to the conditions of the MaocabsBan period,
reveals at once how empty and arbitraiy is
everything that has been said by Bertholdt,
Bleek, Yon Lengezke, Hitzig, and others, respecting the parenetic aam^ calculated for the time
of Antioohus Epiphanes, with which they allegie
" The sinner Nebuchadnezzar,
it was written.
who was punished for his pride and folly, was a
type of the presumptuous 'Etzl^vtjq^ who in like
manner sought improper associates, denied the
kingly character, and had but recently issued a
cdrcular letter, although of an entirely different
This brief extract from Hitzig (p.
character.**
-58) contains a whole brood of tendenoy-critiod
aosumptions and captious perversions of the
4u:tua] historical facts, based on the erection of
It is impossible to understand
false parallels.
why precisely Nebuchacbiezzar, the Chaldaan
king whose presumption was punished with
lyoanthropy, should be selected as a type of the

proud Seleu' idian *Enifiavffq (of. 1 IAaoo. i. 21,
24), when, e.g.^ Sennacherib (2 Kings xviiL 19),
Said (1 Sam. xvi. 14; xviii. 10 et seq.), or
Pharaoh (Ex. 14), would have furnished a far
more suitable parallel to the lyrant of the Mao-

I

A

exceeding^ vague foreshadowing in Nebuchadnezzar's association with the beasts of the field.
The analogy is merely superficial, and that to a
degree in which it dissolves into incongruity and
even absurdity, whenever it is submitted to a
careful examination (cf. Kranichf. p. 174 et
With reference to the third parallel, that
seq.).
both tyrants issued circular letters, Hitzig him-*
self concedes that the circular mentioned in 1
Maoo. i. 41 et seq. was *^ really of a nature
entirely different *' from that of Nebuchadnezzar's edict.
The mere fact, therefore, that
Nebuchadnezzar addressed a circular to his sub"
jects, convinces him that it was typical of the
other fact, that Epiphanes also issued such a
document-—as if any king whatever could reign
but a single year, without publishing some mani*
festo, or edict, or circular, eta !
Hitzig*s treatment of chap. iv. 28 [81], (the sentence of
Divine punishment

denounced on Nebuchadis departed from thee "),
by which he endeavors to demonstrate the
special time in the Mjiocabsean epoch during
which this section originated, results in similar
absurdities.
He holds that the threat of an immediate overthrow, or rather of a ruin already
in progress, clearly indicates that the document
was *^ composed at a time when the Asmonaaans
had already taken up arms and had gained the
upper hand," henoe in the period designated in
1 Mace. ii. 42-48
as if any real analogy existed between the punishment of a presumptuous
spirit by means of a severe mental disease, and
the political and religious revolt of an oppressed
nezzar,

.

must be

12:

31-IV. 84.

''

The kingdom

;

I

nation against their persecutors and further,
as if the syncredstic Chaldsean king, who admitted all religions, could by any means be
placed in comparison with Antiochus, the fanatically intolerant worshipper of Zeus !
How
!

'

I

i

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

'

I

j

I

can Nebuchadneziar, who was exhorted to mercy
toward the ** poor" (IW, v. 24 [27], be brought
into parallelism with the' Syrian king, who was
engaged in an open conflict with the repreeentatives of the Theooracy {ue., with the armed
bands of Israelitish heroes inflamed with rage,
who, moreover, could at that time hardly be
termed the poor) ? the world-monarch of the
captivity, who was punished indeed, but whose
punishment led him to repent and be converted,
with the incorrigibly hardened and diabolized

—

antichrist upon the throne of the Seleucidse, who
for that very reason was regarded as hopelessly
lost, and as the certain prey of eternal damnation, from a theocratic point of view ? And in
relation to the conduct of Daniel where, in the
theocratic state, and especially among the
apocalyptists of the MaccabsBan period who were
enthusiasts for Gk)d, could a parallel to the
prophet of this chapter be found ? What servant of Jehovah in that age can be men^oned,
who, like our prophet, and in analogy with the

—

'

!
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course of the Syrian captain Naaman (2 Kings
would quietly sojourn at the court and
in the immediate presence of a heathen ruler
who would have counselled the king in friendship, warned him in loving earoestneRS, supported
and comforted him, as Daniel actually did in his
intercourse with the Ghaldsean monarch, according to the statements of our section ? Certain
passages of the Talmud, (Jlilchot Bozeach, zii.
15 Saba BatJiray f. 4, p. 1) may serve to indicate the kind of description which the Maccahiean
age^ would probably have given of the ancient
Daniel. It is there asserted that God afterwards
punished that prophet, because he had wasted
good advice and instruction on the heathen
Nebuchadnezzar, such as are found in chap. iv.
24
In addition, cf the doxology appended by
the Sept. to chap, iv 84, for an illustration of
the manner In which that age would have described a Nebuchadnezzar who should actually
repent and turn to God. In that passage the restored king is represented as renouncing forever
the heathen gods as being utterly powerless, as
promising to dedicate himself and his people to
the constant service of Jehovah, and as honoring and exulting the Jewish people with excessive praise
Upon the whole cf. Kranichfeld,
See also Ibid., p.
p. 170 et seq. and p. 208.
175 ' The situation, however, becomes no more
conceivable, if, for tiie purpose of demonstrating the invention of this section as a sketch
copied from the circumstances of the reign of
Antiochus Epiphanes, its composition be placed
prior to the armed revolt mentioned in 1 Mace.
ii. 42 et seq. and consequently in a time when
Antiochus raged in unresisted power against the
helpless Jews.
In this case it must be allowed
indeed, that the writer possessed considerable
prophetic gifts, so that even Hitzig ascribes
prophecy to him in relation to the final fate of
Epiphanes, without characterizing it as prophecy
ex eventtu The definite and uncondition^ prediction concerning the loss of the kingdom by
means of force, v. 28 et seq., would thus be
fully realized ; and likewise that foretelling of a
peculiar disease by which he should be brought
to a humble recog^nition of the God of the Jews,
even though it were not a disease of the mind
The total desertion
Ccf. 2 Maoo. ix. 5 et seq. ).
to which he was actually exposed during the
progress of his disease (cf. 2 Mace. ix. 9) km

V. 18),

;

!

.

!

:

—

*

Toig bpeaiv (ibid. v. 28) would have rehonor on the prophetic threat of the alleged forger (cf. Dan. iv. 22, 29 et seq.). But
besides mistaking the nature of the disease, he
has unfortunately erred with reference to the
recovery, and on that very account he is compelled, according to Hitzig, to renounce the
honor of composing a prophecy after th4 event
had transpired, and that without compensation
for the otherwise really wonderful prediction of
the three circumstances mentioned above, whose
combined fulfillment of itself assuredly deserves
the distinguishing attribute of pseudo-prophecy.
But there still remains the oracle of chap. iv.
28 [26], an expression on the part of a Jew regarded as a model of the patriot who is jealous
because the law of his God is trodden under
foot, and which is ambiguous when compared
with the circumstances of the period of persecution under Antiochus Epiphanes, and therefore
inoonGeivoMe in a historical point of view, since
^kv7}q kv

flected

;

;

that period preceded the armed rising. Moreover, it must seem strange at the least, that the
writer should content himself at the time of
Epiphanes with assigning such very ordinary
limits to the sinfulness and presumptuous pride
of Nebuchadnezzar, while the violence done to
the sanctuary of Israel is not mentioned with a
single word, for instance, in v. 24 [27] ; and yet
it was this very act which ranked chief in importance in the eyes of Antiochus himself (cf. i
1 et seq.),
Maca 21-24, 86 et seq., 44 et seq.;
and which was regarded as the most heinous crime
of that tyrant, and as the principal ground for
the lamentations of pious Jews in the Maccabcsan
period, as well as of the Divine vengeance visited
on him ; cf. 1 Mace. ii. 8-18 ; iii. 65, 51, 58 et
seq.; iv. 86 et seq.; vi. 12etseq. Such a silence
in this connection with regard to so scandalous
a deed is the more remarkable, since the historical books expressly record the robbery of the
sanctuaiy perpetrated by Nebuchadnezzar, which
action was known to our author, according to
chap, i 2 ; cf v. 8, as well as to his compatriots
He was not obliged therefore, as a eautioui
forger, to fear that he should betray his pseudonymity by the mention of the sacred edifice.
How greatly the Sept. animated by the spirit
and views of the Maccab»an time, must have
desired to find in the words of Daniel v. 19, a
condemnatory mention of the violence done to
the temple by Nebuchadnezzar, and how appropriate it would seem to them, may appear
from their addition to
19, which is certwnly
significant for the Asmonaean period, and for
that reason has unjustly been eliminated by
Tischendorf without ceremcmy : t'V*»^ oov j
Kapdia iirepffAavig. Kal tax^i imep ra irpdc rbv aytw
Td ipya aav C^fdij Ka^dn
Kal Tovc ciyyiAovc airrov.
e^ffp-ilfiuaai rbv oIkov tov ^eov rot
C w V r o f f rr* rnic d^apriaic tov ?.anv tov ijytaefihm.^
The exact acqiLairUance of the writer with the
architectural condition of Babylon (cf. the exeg^esis) which is apparent in vs. 26 [29], and
[80], and is as unlocked for as it is evideni, deserves to be mentioned as a circumstance of
especial force as bearing against the hypothesis
of a fiction in the interests of a tendency of the
Maocabsean period. A Maccabssan author would
scarcely have represented that his typical peeudoAntiochus was overtaken by a fearful risitation
of Divine justice in the form of an unusual
disease, while walking on the roof of his own
palace and within the limits of his capital The
temptation to let him encounter this fate in the
place where Epiphanes suoeumbed to his, *^ in
a strange land and in the desert," would have
been almost irresistible (cf 2 Maco. ix. 8, 28).
The features of
4. HomHetical euggeetianB,
practical importance in this section are concentrated in V. 24 [27], the same passage in
which Daniel's words of exhortation and warning to the king furnish the leading elements of

.

.

.

—

^

.

—

dogmatic significance. Not merely is the counsel
of Daniel, recommending the practice of the
Tirtnes belonging to a ruler who pleases (Jod,
such as the doing of works of righteousness and
mercy (cf. supra. No. 2), worthy of notice and
of thorough homiletical treatment ; but equally
BO the impulse which constrains and encourages
him to venture this exhortation Ws faith ra
the willingness of God to avert the threatened
punishment from the king, in case he should

—
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CHAP. V.
and be oonyerted while it was yet time
tmlj prophetic and theocratic conviction
that God might possibly repent of His purpose,

repent

;

his

on the fulfilment of the proper co'jditions by the
threatened person. In this connection see the
prophetic parallels adduced above, and compare
the remarks of Jerome on this subject: ^^ 8i
prcBdixitBentenUam Dei^ quanon potest immutari^
qmmodo hortatar ad eleerao»ynas et mmrlcordias
pauperiim, ut Dei seiUentia cammutetur f Quod
fucUe soicitur EzediicB regis exempio^ quem Isqjas
dixeratessemoriturum^ et Ninivitarum^ quilmsdie'
turn est : Adhuc qiiadraginta dies^ et Ninive subttrtetur. Et ta/ne/i adpreces Ezec/iicB et Ninive Dei
sententiacommutataest ; noti vanitatejitdicii, sed
iUorum convei'sions qui meruere indulgentiam,
Alioquin et in Jeremia loquitur Deus ss maia
nunari super gentem ; et si bana feeerit^ minas
dementia commutare. Rursum bona agenti se
asuerit poUiceri, et si maiafecerit^ didt se mutare
sxutm seiUentiam ; nan in homines sed in opera,

qua mutatasunt.

Jiequeenim Deus homin^ms,

sed vitiis iraseitur; qu/B quvm in hotnine non
fuerint, nequaquam punit quod mutatum est.^^
Cf. also Melancthon, Calvin, Geier and Starke,
on this passage, and further, the expositions of
Biblical theologians on the Old-Testament teaching concerning the repentance of God, e.g.,
Steudel, Theo^gie des A, Ts., p. 181 et seq.
(iavemickf Vokess,, p. 65 et seq.; F. Major,
Was hcut du under das AUe Testament? (Stuttgart, 1664), p. 118 etseq., andEling, in Herzog^s

ReairEncyJd., art. Beue, vol. zli. p. 764.—The
iheme derived from v. 24 [27J might therefore
1^ formulated ^^ Bepent of thy sin, and God
:

repent of the punishment threatened against
chee; *' or, '^ The aim of Divine punishment is
the conversion of men ; if this be attained, how
gladly will He cause the punishment to cease "
(Stai^e) ; or, *^Be ye therefore merciful, as
your Fa^er also is merciful '' (Luke vi. 86).*

12S

1^30.

Additional points of departure for homiletical
discussion and observation are afforded in chap,
iii 31-33 [iv. 1-8], and chap. iv. 81-84 [34-37J,
the introductoiy and closing doxologies of the
report.
These are particularly adapted to serve
as points of connection for sermons upon the
eniare narrative, having the theme, '' All the
works of God are truth, and His ways judgment"
(iv. 34 [37 J ) ; or, *' Humble yourselves in the
sight of €k>d, and He shall lift yon up " (Jas.
iv. 10) ; or, **God puts down the mighty from
their seats, and exalts them of low degree "
(Luke i. 52), etc. CI especially what The^oret
observes, on chap. iv. 81 : Toaaimpf Lxpi^iav 6
J^a{iovxo6ov6(jop

c/c

irpo(prp-iKioc Trepi rot)

row avfupopijv kSi^aro, 6ti
^eov Kal ippovel Koi ^kyyerai^

ug ex avfjL^uvia^ Ttvdc airb r^f icriaeu^ ndinpf -^
vpvo&iav if^vet. Another homiletioal text is contained in chap. iv. 3 [6 J et seq., on which Cramer
(in Starke) observes correctly, ^* If human wisdom cannot interpret and explain a dream, it is
much less able to discover the secrets of God.
Human reason should therefore not be permitted
to be master in Divine things; for none can
know what is in God, except the Spirit of God."
A still further passage of homiletical bearing is
chap. iv. 26-30 [29-33J, a powerful and awfully
impressive illustration of the proverb, *' Pride
goeth before destruction" (Prov. xvi. 18). Cf.
Starke : ^* When a man permits the time for repentance to pass without a change of disposition,
the Divine punishment overtakes him in the
midst of his sins. He then learns that the
threatenings of God were not idle words" (Num.
xvi 12, 31 et seq).
KJoX

ffill

* ['* Thic Qob!e example of manly and Christian fidelity to
Ids sovereign is worthj of all admiration, aiid of oottrae imitatUm. Prompted by sach manifest loTe and in manner no
«et«pectfnl to the king, and yet with so mnoh personal dig•lity, it mnjt have fallen upon the kdnjf s mind with great

5.

BMumeu*$

featt,

foroe.— The sin specially indicated here, unrighteous oppression of the poor, looks very probably toward the terrible
exactions uf labor imposed upon his defenceless subjects
(some of them captives of war) in those immense public
works which were, in the eyes of men, the glory of his reign.
The eye of man, dassled wiUi so much architecOiral splendor,
commonly foils to look down through to the crushed bodies
and broken hearty and to the hopeless, never-lifted pressure
of woe which such a mass of ooeroed labor always signifies.
Human eyes rarely see it, still more rarely make any account
of it, but the Great Fa^er sees it and can never fail to take
it into most solemn account.^— CoicfM.]

and DanieCs foreshadowing of
upon

the dcnonfaU of the Ohaldcsan Empire, based

the mysterious handwriting

on the waXL

Chap. V. l-Sa

Belshazzar the king made a great feast to a thousand of his lords, and drank
1
2 wine * before the thousand. Belshazzar, while he tasted [in tlis taste of] the
wine, commanded to bring the golden and silver vessels which his father"
Nebuchadnezzar had taken out of the temple which was in Jerusalem ; that
[and] the king and his princes [lords], his wives and his concubines, might drink
3 therein. Then they brought the golden vessels that were taken out of the templeof the house of God which was at [in] Jerusalem ; and the king and his princes
4 [lords], his wives and his concubines, drank in them. They drank wine * and
praised the gods of gold, and of silver, o/ brass, of iron, of wood, and o/* stone.
5
In the same hour came forth fingers of a man's hand, and wrote over against
the candlestick upon the plaster of the wall of the king's palace ; and the king
6 saw the part of the hand that wrote. Then the king's countenance was changed,
and his thoughts troubled [would trouble] him, so that [and] the joints of his
loins [loin] were loosed, and his knees smote one against another [this to that].
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The king

cried aloud [with might] to biing in the astrologere, the Chaldsang
soothBayera. And the king spake, and said to tJi£ wise men of Babylon
Whosoever [That any man that] shall read this writing, and shew me the inter
pretation thereof, shall be clothed vdth scarlet [put on the purple], and have a
[the] chain of gold about [upon] his neck, and shall be the third ruler [rule
8 third] in the kingdom. Then came in all the king's wise men : but [and] they
could not read [call] the writing, nor [and] make known to the king [make the
9 king- know] the interpretation thereof. Then uxis J[the] king Belshazzar greatly
troubled, and his countenance toas changed in him,^ and his lords were aston7

and

tlie

ished.

10

iVW the

queen, by reason of the words of the king and his lords, came into
banquet-house [house of the drinking] ; and the queen spake and said,
king, live for ever; let not thy thoughts trouble thee, nor let thy countenance
be changed.* There is a man in thy kingdom, in whom is the spirit of the holy
gods and, in the days of thy father, Hght, and understanding, and wisdom,
like the wisdom of the gods, was found in him ; whom [and] the king Nebuchadnezzar thy father, the king, J sap, thy father, made [appointed him] master
of the magicians, astrologei*s, Chaldsaans, mui soothsayers ; forasmuch as an
excellent spirit, and knowledge, and undei*standing, inteipreting of dreams, and
shewing of hard sentences [riddles], and dissolving of doubts [knots], were
[was] found in the same [in him] Daniel, whom the king named [put his
name] Bel teshazzar: now let Daniel be called, and he will shew [or^ and shew]
the interpretation.
Then was Daniel brought in before the king. And the king spake and said
unto Daniel, Art thou that Daniel, which art of the children of the captivity of
Judah,* whom the king my father brought out of Jewry J[Judah] ?^ I have
even heard of [upon] thee, that the spirit of the gods i$ in thee, and that light,
and understanding, and excellent wisdom, is [was] found in thee. And now
the wise m^en, the astrologers, have been brought in before me, that they should
read [call] this writing, and make known tmto me [make me know] the interpretation thereof: but [and] they could not shew the interpretation oi the thing.
And I ' have heard of [upon] thee that thou canst make [intei-pret] interpreUtions and -dissolve doubts [knots] : now, if thou canst read [call] the writing and make known to me [make me know] the interpretation thereof, thou
shalt be clothed toith scarlet [put on the purple], and have a [the] chain of gold
about [upon] thy neck, and shalt be the third ruler [rule the third] in the
t?ie

11

:

12

13

14
15

16

kingdom.
17

Then Daniel answered and

said before <he king. Let thy gifts be to thyself
and give thy rewards [largesses] to another yet I will read [call] the
writing unto the king, and make known to him [make him know] the interpretation.
O thou king, [Thou O king ] the most high God gave [to] Nebuchadnezzar thy father a [the] kingdom, and majesty [greatness], and glory, and
honour. And, for [from] the majesty [greatness] that he gave him, all people,
nations [the nations, peoples], and languages, trembled and feared [were trembling and fearing from] before him whom he would he slew, and whom he
would he kept alive, and whom he would he set up, and whom he would he
put down.' But [And] when his heart toas lifted up, and his mind [spirit]
hardened in pride [to act proudly], he was imposed f^om his kingly throne [the
throne of his kingdom], and they took [caused to pass away] his glory [the
dignity] from him. And he was driven from the sons of men [mankind] and
his heart was made like [with] the beasts [living ereoitcre^], and his dwelling
was with the wild-asses they fed him vnth [would make him eat] grass [herbage] like oxen, and his body was [would be] wet with [from] the dew of heaven
[thee],

18
19

;

—
:

20

21

;

:

[the heavens] ; till [that] he knew that the inost high God ruled in the kingdom
of men [mankind], and mai he appointeth [will set up] over it whomsoever be
22 [may] will. And thou * his son, O Belshazzar, hast not humbled thy heart,
23 though [because] thou knewest all this; but [and] hast lifted t^ thyself
against the Lord " of heaven [the heavens] : and they have brought the vessels
of his house before thee, and thou and thy lords, thy wives and thy concabines,
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V. 1-30.

have drank [are drinking] wine ' in them and thou hast praised the gods of
and gold, of brass, iron, wood, and stone, which see not, nor hear, nor
know ; and the God in whose hand thy breath m, and whose are all thy ways,
hast thou not glorified. Then was the part of the hand sent from [before]
him ; and this writing uxu written [signed].
And this is the writing that was written [signed], mbi»e, menk, tekel,
mens
This is the interpretation of the thing [ovy word]
UPHABSiN.
numbered] ; God " hath numoered thy kingdom, and hnished it. tekel
weighed] ; Thou art weighed in the balances, and art found wanting, peres
divided] ; thy kingdom is divided, and given to the Medes [Media] and Per:

silver

24
25
26
27
28

:

sians [Pei-sia].

Then commanded [said] Belshazzar, and they clothed Daniel with scarlet [the
purple], and piU a [the] chain of gold about [upon] his neck, and made a proclamation concerning [upon] him, that he should be the third ruler in the king30 dom. In that night vxu Belshazzar the king of the Chaldieans slain.
29

GRAMMATICAL NOTES.
{}

The ^BphAtk)

state In M^Tallf

Uke the

art. In

Heb. and Or.,

is

eqaivalent to the pers. pron. hit toine.—* 2{|

the Shemitio tongues, of a forefather, whether immediate or remote.—* Literally, the kinff—kf
not thy bright
bright looks changed tot htm,—* Literally, Ate bright looks were changing upon him.—* Litorally, and
«-The
form l^H^t apocopated for brevity's sake from ni^n"^ is ezcliuively applied in Biblical
cAonptetf.—
looks he

frequent^ need, in

all

M

Chaldue to Judcea,—'' The pronoun is emphatic, being expressed.—* The participial form of these Torba {lehom h4 voae
VfUUng ha toae kUHng, and whom he UKu teiUing he tocu making Hve, and whom he tooA toilUtig he was raittng^ and
whom he woe wUUng he woe depreeetng) indicates Uw continued as well as absolute power of the autocrat.—* The pfoikoaa here is reaomptivv of that whioh stands abaolntely in varas 18.—^* M")X) is the Ohaldeo equivalent of y^'Vh
••>

Knitt

is

aigniUcant of the true Qod, like Q^^n^MH]*

caused

BXROSTIOAL BEMARKS.

it

to be made.

as in chap.

ill.

1.

Yeraes 1-4. The deseeiraUon of the soared «msds of the temple at the royal feast.

the king

Belihaszar

made a great feast. The name of

Idng *^SllC^2l differs in

its

the

orthography merely

from the Ghaldee name ^StlCD^^, whioh Nehnchadnezzar, according to chap. L 7 (of. infra,
T. 13 of this chapter), had conferred on Daniel,
as it omits the t-sound between the letters I and
It is therefore a softened form, having the
sh.

same etymological significance in its elements,
and both are eqaivalent to Bdiprineeps^ = the
Bd-sarussur of the Babylonian inscriptions (of.
Introd., § 8, note 8). Aocording to Hitzig (on i.
7, and on this passage), Bd-tsh-dsar is synonymons with the Sanscrit Pdia-tshAcarc^ *^ provider and devoorer,** while in BetshoMtar the
middle member of this compound, the Sansor.
and Zend oopnla tsJia^ '* and,** has been dropped
ont and replaced by the Heb. relative e, so that
the shortened form signifies, ^* provider, %Dho (is)
devoorer. ** This hypothesis appears altogether
too artificial, and, like the direct derivation of
the word from the Aryan, is donbtfol, especially
as the Bel-samssar of the inscriptions on the
Babylonian monuments favors it but little.

Ewald*B assumption that the royal name 'o^3|
comprehends the name of the male god Bel,
while that of Daniel,

o'^lba, includes that of

the goddess Belt, i^ likewise without sufldent
proof, and is opposed by chap. iv. 5 [8], and
also by the orthography with t: instead of rv
Ckmoeming the hypothesis that Belshazzar was
tiie same as Evil-merodach, the son and immediate successor of Nebuchadnezzar, see the
bitrod., § 8, note 8.—Made a great feast, i#.,

"T?<!|, *'

DH^,

**

he had prepared,**

bread, food," compre-

hends the beverages

(K^i^^TS, y. 10) also, as the
second half of the verse shows ; cf. in the Heb.,
Gten. xxvL 80 ; 1 Sam. xxv. 86 ; Eca x. 19.—
And drank wine before the thousand. This
does not probably mean that he *^ vied with
them in drinking*' (Havemick), but that he
** drank in their presence, while seated
at a
separate table," as was the cuBtom of the Persian kings on the occasion of their great banquets, according to Athensus, BeipnoSy iv. 10.
On the expression, **to eat and drink before
others,** cf. Jer. lU. 88 ; it differs materially
from ^* to eat and drink toith others,** Ex. xviii
12 ; Acts X. 41, etc. The number of the king's
guests, a thousand lords (grand-officers, mighty
ones, cf. iv. 88 [86], which the Sept doubles,
Susx'i'^t)^ is not remarkable, when it is remembered that, according to Ctesias (in Athen., 1. c.),
the Persian king provided daily for fifteen thousand persons at his table; that, aocording to
Curtius, Alexander the Qreat invited ten thousand to a wedding feast ; and that Ptolemy
Dionysius (according to Pliny, R, N,. XXXIII.
10). supported a thousand soldiers of the army
of Pompey the Great from his kitchen.
[*^ The- number specified is evidently a round
number, ».«., the number of the guests amounted to about a thousand** (Keil).]
However,
according to the genuinely Oriental custom,
whioh is attested, e.g.^ by Herodotus, IL 78, in
the case of the Egyptians, and by .^lian, V. H, ,
XI. 1, among the Persians, the wine -drinking or
carousal /(^2M upon the feast proper. At such
times, and especially at a court like the Babylonian immei&ately prior to the Persian period,
the banqueters may have given way to all the

—
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excesses of their dissolnte friyolitj, in the manner described in the ensuing narrative. In relation to the drunkenness and wantonness of the
Babylonians, of. Isa. xiv. 11 ; xlvii 1 ; Jer. 11
39: Herod., L 193, 196; Atheneeus, XIV. p.
601 : Gurtins, Y. 1 etc.
Verse 2. Belshazzar,
while he tasted the wine, oommanded, etc.

—

R'JXjri

Sjca,

**

while tasting, while enjoying the

wine," therefore, while under its influence ; of.
Prov. XX. 1 : Acts ii 13 ; and in regard to o^p,
cl Job vi. 6. [It ^^ does not mean merely sipping in order to determine the flavor, or as a prelude to drinking more freely, but drinking with
rdUh^ and therefore plentifiilly " (Stuart).]
To bring the golden and silver vessels, namely, out of the ^^ treasure-house of the gods," in
which they had been deposited by Nebuchadnezzar, according to chap, i 2.
The etymology
of the name Belshazzar invented by Saadia and
favored by Hitzig, by which it is derived from
this very act of causing the vessels to be brought

from the treasure-house
an

(^!ba, '^to seek*^

and

vagary that never entered into
the mind of the writer. That the king ....
and his oononbines might diink therein. The
^^SIK), is

idle

—

T in liPp*^! is expressive of the design;

vessel,"

§ 51,

1.

n™

of.

"to drink from a
occurs also in vs. 8 and 23 of. Wlner^
His wives and his oonoubines. ^39

chap. L 5

ft.

with

51,

gods, and thus to present in a striking mannei
the profanity and lasciviousness of the scene.*
On the six-fold number of the materials from
which the idols were constructed, **gold, silver,
brass, iron, wood, and stone, "compare the similar number (** gold, silver, precious stones, wood,
hay stubble") in 1 Ck>r. iii. 11 ; also Psa. cxr.
6-7 ; Bar. vi 7 et seq. ; Wisd. xv. 15. f On «ie
number itself, as the number of the world amenable to judgment because of its hostility to God,
cf. Auberlen, Ban,^ p. 804 et seq. ; and my
Theologia naturaUM, p. 816 et seq.
The aggravated feature of this profanation of the sacred
vessels of the temple does not consist in the
^'placing of Jehovah and the idols of the king
upon the same level " (H&vemick), but in the
fact, which Daniel menticms with censure in v.
28, that Belshazzar proudly exalted himaAlf
above the God of Israel, and in mockery employed the vessels stolen from His sanctuary to
drink wine while singing the praises of the victorious gods of Babylon. It was thus essentially
an exaUation of the idols above JehoeaJi^ who had
succumbed to them in battle, and whom they
had despoiled (cf Kranichf. on this passage).
Verses 5, 6. The finger on thewaUj and the eor»
sequent terror of the king. In the same hour,
therefore while the sacrilegious act was in progress; immediately and suddenly.
Of. chap
Game forth fingers of a man's hand.
iii. 6.

—

—

.

—

;

—

designates the legal consort as contrasted with
the concubine (H^n^), as in the Hebrew (Psa.

Neh, ii 6). The Sept represents only
the concubines as present at the feast (both here
and in vs. 8 and 28), being apparently governed
in this by what is described in Esther L 9 etseq.
(cf. Josephus, Ant.^ XL 6, 1) as the court custom
of the a/k;/^ Persians but even with reference
to them, Herodotus (v. 18) testifies that their
wives {Kovpi6iac ywuiKer) were admitted to banquets (cf. also Plutarch, Sympoi. I. 1 and
Macrob. vii 1, who represent that at least concubines were present at the Persian feasts). It
is clear that the luxurious Babylonians were
even more lax in the observance of a strict etiquette, from Herod, i. 191 ; Xenophon, Cyrop,^
V. 2, 28, and especially from Curtius, V. 1. 88.
From this may appear the propriety with which
Bercholdt (p. 866), on the strength of v. 10 of
this chapt-er, which he misunderstood, chaiges
ignorance of the Babylonian custom in question
on the prophet. Verse 3. Then they brought
the golden vessels that were taken out of the
temple of the house of God which was at
Jerusalem. Merely the gciden vatadB are here
mentioned, while the silver ones are omitted, on
the principle a potioriftt denominatio. The temple " (K!bD")n) in this place, as in 1 Kings vL 8
Ezek. xli. 4, is the temple proper, consisting of
the holy and the most holy place, and is here
distinguished from the ** house of God," ».«., the
whole of the sacred area of the temple. ^Verse
4. They drank wine, and praised, eta *1^t!)^^
xlv. 10;

;

—

—

(with K prosthet, Winer, Oramm,, % 28, note
1) resumes the I'^rilCK'l of the preceding verse

supplemented by ^"J^pn, "wine," in order to
connect immediately with it the praising of the

The Eethib ^p&^
explained by

(8 plur.

masa)

is sufficiently

before the feminine

its position

subject l?^?^, or also by the supposition thai
the mind of the writer reverted in an indefinite
manner to the Divine powers here engaged.

The feminine

plural

Hp^t^*,

substituted for

it

l^

the Eeri, is therefore to be rejected, as an easier
reading (similar to that in chap. ii. 33). The
participle

l^O^l (**and writing,^' instead of

" and wrote '*), which follows the verb ^pD3, has
a realizing effect, as in chap. IL 7 a ; iii. 9 a,
Over against the candlestick on the wall of
the king's palace. The wall of the banquethall was not panelled nor draped, but rather a

—

simple, light-colored
(^riS

=

**
wall of lime or plaster"
the itp^ of the Taigums), such as the

ruins of the palaoes at Nineveh still exhibit in
neat number, according to Layard (i^i'n. and
Babylon^ p. 651). Upon a spot of this wall that
was especially exposed to the light from the
lamp above the king, he suddenly beheld the
mysterious and terrifying phenomenon of the

—

hand engaged

in writing.
^And the king saw
the part (the extremity) of the hand that
wrote, tky] 06 properly designates here and

in

V.

24 the

^*

extremity of the hand," probably

Um

* [^^ As the oity was already besieged, And the real
Nabonned had gone into the field a^raiiiKt the «rmic« of
the Medee and Persians tinder Cyrus, the aense of oeciuity
which tliifl feast implied must be accounted for by their
oonfldenoe in the assamed strength of the dty. Plainly it
was supposed to be absolutely imprcgnaUe. ^It maj be
added that God hud given up the king and the princes to
a blind infatuation, of such sort as usually preoectos de-

—

stmction."— Cowte*.!
t [" The six predicates of the gods are divided \3j the
oopula 1 into two olames : gold and (diver—4)r»8a, troo, wood,
and stone, in order to represent before the eyes in an a^
vancing degree the variety of these gods.**—iuM.)
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CHAP. V.
indading the

fingera,

tenoe deecribes

henoe what the first senThe rendering of

by T????-

and Dietrich in the Handworierbtush,
palm of the hand, palma^^^ is hardly correct
nor is that of Hitadg, who, in connection with
Saadia, takes Ml'^ in the wider sense of *^ the
lower arm, including the hand/' and hence ex
The
lJ*iM KT^^OD hy *'the whole hand."
writer appears rather to have employed the
"
*'
"
"
hand
extremity of the
words fingers and
Geaeniufl
**

—

*'in order to
with design,
excite more effectually the conception of a mysterious person in the background, by the observation that only the extremity of the organ em-

interchangeably,

ployed in writing was visible" (Kranichfeld).
Whether the phenomenon of the mysterious
hand is to be placed solely to the account of
**
the fancy of the king under the influence of
wine," and therefore to be reduced (with Kran-

from an

objective and actually transpiring miracle to a merely subjective apprehension
(similar to the perception of the fourth person in
the fiery furnace see on chap, iii 24), or otherwise, depends entirely on the other question,
whether the mysterious writing on tiie wall,
which certainly was visible to others as well as
to Belshazzar (cf. vs. 7, 8, 16, 25), is to be
regarded as having been previously carved or
painted in a natural way and by human agency,
or whether it is to be accepted that the inscription was made by supernatural intervention at
the time of the banquet and before the eyes of
the terrified king.
In support of the former
theory reference might perhaps be made to the
distinction between an older and a later cuneiichfeld)

—

'

form writing among the Babylonians, the former
of which differed materially from the latter, or
even to the hieroglyphics which the primitive
Babylonians are said to have employed (cf Spiegel, Art. Nineve u. Awyrien^ in Herzog's Real'
Sncykl., vol. xx. p. 234 et seq.), but with which
It
the later ages were entirely unacquainted.
is conceivable that the king may suddenly have
.

noticed an inscription

characters of that

in

former time, that were traced on bricks and inserted in the wall, and that such characters were
not intelligible to the ordinary magians of the
time, but required the all-surpassing knowledge
But, aside from the eviof Daniel to decipher.
dent design of the narrator to report a positively
miraculous incident, this theory is militated
against and positively overthrown by the nature
of the writiag^ which does not bear the character of the primitive oracles of the kind represented by tjie SibylUnes, but is a Divine sentence
of destruction upon the king and his people,
that was called forth by the insolent presumption of the present ruler, and is adapted to the
eircumatances of his time (cf. on v. 25 et seq.).
The theory of an actual miracle is therefore to
be received, and the psychological explanation
cited above, as well as every other naturalistic
theory, must be rejected.* ^Then the (color of

—

countenance was changed; liter^* Then the king, his color was changed to

the) Idng'B
ally,

him."

[**

8*?^^

{the king)

stands absolutely,

127

1-80.

because the impression made by the occurrenoe
on the king is to be depicted " {Keil).] The inixansitive K:si (^<to

•^sanica in the

Heb. of Bzek.

xlvii. 7.

the more circumstantial expression

;

cl

However,
"^l^lp

^71"^!

has substantially the same signification, as is the case also with the somewhat
•^ilii^, V. 9,

different expressions in v. 10

On

V."^!, see

on chap.

troubled him {

iv.

'^'^31 "^3?%

33.

and chap.

vii.

28.

—And his thoughts

the uncomfortable and

terrifying thoughts concerning the meaning of
the writing, which sprang from the guilty conscience of the king. Cf. chap. ii. 30.
The
Joints of his loins were loosed, and his knees

—

smote one against another.
knocking together of the knees

The tremulous
is

a consequence

of the yielding of the joints of the loins, and
this again, like the changpe of color in the countenance, is the natural effect of terror.* Cf.

^th Yy!},y

'*hip, loin," the etymologically equiv-

alent Heb.
»a5|3*;»{,

i^Jn (only in the dual, ^"^^Jn).

**knee," appears not to be etymologi-

cally related to n-^3, o"5*^2» but rather to signi-

fy originally *^ combination, commutfura ; *^ cf.
commissura genu, Ph*n., H. N,, XI. 103.
Verses 7-9. TJie, usdess eonsuWition with Vie

Magiam, The king cried aloud

b'^nsi, ** with
;
power," as in chap, iii 4 ; iv. 11. ^To bring in
the astrologers (soothsayers), the OhaldsBans,
and the soothsayers (astrologers).
Several
classes of wise men are here mentioned to designate the entire number, as in chap. ii. 2 (cf 27)
and in iv. 4 and among them the Chartummin
or learned class (see on chap. ii. 2), whose wisdom
would be especially required in the present instance, are not even mentioned by name.
This
Is evidently an oversight on the part of the
vmter, which is paralleled in the somewhat
more complete enumeration of the principal
classes of Magians in v. 11, and al&o in the ab-

—

.

;

breviated expression, ** the wise men, the soothThe indefinite J23 '^Js'^Dn in
sayers," in V. 15.
this verse,

and the expression ^s!^^ ^?*^?n

^'^

in V. 8, show clearly that the author always
refers to aU the wise men, without excluding
any of the chief classes, and especially so in this
But it cannot be required here, any
instance.
more than in the similar case mentioned in the
preceding chapter, that Daniel should have at
once presented himself among aU these wise men
The position of the
of Babylon (see on iv. 5).
great Jewish wise man under Kebuchadnezzar^s
reign, which was not official in the more limited
sense, was probably continued to him under Belshazzar; and, moreover, the latter, who, according to V. 11 et seq., knew little or nothing about
Daniel, would be far more likely than was his
father to ignore the prophet of Jehovah, and to
* ['*It is on appalling scene when a sinning mortal
knows that the great God has come to meet him in the

—

How changed the suene from the
very midst of his sins
glee of his blasphemons revelry to this paleness of cheek,
convulsion of frame, remorse of oonacience. and dread foreMany a sinner has had a like exparif
boding of doom
enoe, and other thousands must have it "— Cozcto<.]
I

* [The appoantnoe of Uie fingers "Immediately awakened the thought that the writizig was by a rapernatoral
being, and ahumed the king out of his intoxication.*^
KeU.\

change") has the accusa-

tive suffix in "^Oi^O, instead of the dative

I

I
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seek the ooonsel of the heathen wise men at the
The words of the qaeen in y. 11 et aec^,
oatset.
bj no means indicate that the king was whoUj
unacquainted with Daniel, but merely that up
to that time no personal or official intercourse
had taken place between them. This circumstance also finds a sufficient explanation in the
greater freedom of action incident to the partly

and partly private station of Daniel, which
devolved on him the obligation to attend to cerofficial

tain portions of ^^ the lunges business " indeed
(see chap. viii. 27), but released him from the
duty of frequently presenting himself before the
The assumption of Hengstenberg and
king.
Havemiok, that on the aooession of Belshassar
Daniel was formally deprived of his office as the
chief Magian, is a very doubtful supposition, and
stands in direct contradiction to chap, viii 27
(cf. viii 1).—Whosoever shall read this writing, etc.

n^riS (here and r. -15), for *3f)?>

8, 16, 25,

appears to be the orthography of a

H^^, chap.

later copyist, as in the case of

"^•

iv.

12, below.— Shall be
82, and
clothed with purple (marg.) and have (rather

of n*ni;> hi v.

*^with'**) a chain of gold about his neck.
1^3^K here, and in the C?ha1daiinng Heb. of 2

^'

Ghron. ii. 6, equivalent to the Heb. I^llXXV. 26, 27, and often), the " red or genuine
purple," iTopi^ipa^ was probably more costly and
brilliant than the violet or blue purple r)^!3t^»
It formed
it must be distinguished.
the distinguishing feature of clothing among the
Persian kmgs (Pollux, VII. 18), and was by them
occasionally bestowed on high officials, as a mark

from which

of especial favor and exalted dignity; e.g., on
Mordecai, Bsth, viii 16 ; and on the purpuraU\
».«., persons who were adorned with the purple
icdv^if , whom Xenophon (/in^z^., L 6, 8), Curtius
(111, 2, 10 ; VIII. 8, 15 ; XIIL 13, 14), and others
mention (cf. Xenophon, Cyrop., L 8, 2; XL 4,
6 ; Herodotus, IIL 20, eta). Purple was probably the badg^ of distinguished rank at the
Babylonian as well as at the Persian court, especially as Babylon, like Tyre, was celebrated
among the ancients for its manufacture of purple gooda
Cf. Philostratus, Ep.^ 27* Ezek.
xxvii 24 ; Josh. vii. 21 ; and generally, Heeren,
Ideen, eta , L 2, 205 et seq. With respect to
their etymology, both forms, pan» «id \iy\^^
may be most readily derived from the Sanscrit,
in which both rdgaman and rdgavan occur as
adjectives derived from rdga^ *'red" and sigluiy *' red-colored;" cf. Gesen., Adait, ad TheHitzig however refers to the
$aur,^ p. 111.
*'
to possess value, be costly,"
Sanscr. argh
and most of the older expositors prefer a Shem-

=

—

*^
chain, necklaoe"
nan. 8ft3*l-?an,
and Theodot., /mvmx^; also Aquii and
Symm. on Qen. xli 42), seems not to have been
changed to filD^S^H (— Gr. fiavtdioK), the form
which is here and in vs. 16 and 29 preferred by
the Keri As among the early Egyptians (Gen.

itic root, e.g.

(Sept.

xli 42), so also

among the

[The phraM 'njT *il

later Persians the

»2i:73m
T

on tQ§^^, but fonni a dMue bj

.

gold thaUbe aboul hi$ fuck.'^—Jieil.]

••does not depend

:

itself

;

<md a chain

<tf

golden necklaoe served as the ornament of prinoea
and as the mark of special favor from the king,
cf. Herod. , IIL 20 ; Xenophon, Anab., I. 2, 27
5, 8 ; 8, 29.—And shall be the third ruler in

the kingdom \ rather,
shall have power in the
as a triumvir.'* "^P^!^?!, not the same
• *

kingdom

as KF^l^?, V8. 16 and 29,

an ordinal number,

•^

is

generally regarded aa

the third,'' formed after

Heb. analogy, and is compared with the
^^^ it may perhaps, and
;
with greater probability, be regarded, with Kranichfeld, as a feminine adverbial formation after
the analogy of adverbs like n"')p'n», "^"inij, etc,
tiie

more usual ^H'^^^

and be rendered aooordingly, by Ukey or as a tri'
vmovr ; while l^nJj.Pi in vs. 16 and 29 is the
** triumvir**
masculine noun
(formed from MH^^, '• three "). There is therefore no difference in sense between the term
employed in this passage and those found in the
pandlel verses cited above; but it is unneoeesary and arbitrary to declare, with Hitzig. ihaA
the two forms are identical, and on that aoooant
to substitute ^l^!bPi in this place. The dignity
of triumvir which is here promised to the fortunate interpreter of the mystery is probably
not identical with the office of one of the three
governors of the province of Babylon mentiQned
in chap, ii 49, but designates the position of
one of the three chief governors over the whole
kingdom. The latter olBce is noticed in chap.
vi 8, as established by Darius the Mede ; but
that statement may be regarded as merely indicating the restoration of a feature in the administration of government which had already
existed under the Babylonian regime. The Sept.
'presents the correct idea e^ovcta tov rpirov fiipomi
T^i paaiXeia^ ; but the Peshito is lees correct in
its rendering by ^^ the third rank in the kingdom," which results in the idea that the recipient should immediately succeed in rank the
king, who was supreme, and the prime minister
or grand vizier, who filled the second place in
the kingdom. This thought was certainly foreign to the author, and would be expressed aa
indefinitely as is possiUe by "^31 "'I^e^l.
The
evident meaning of these words is rather that
the person concerned should be placed over
the Idngdom avrbc rplrog^ or the third beside two
other grand of&cials or ^*^t3*^lDlC (cf. chap, vi
Verse 8. Then came in all the king*! "wiae
8).

oorresponding

:

—

men.

On

the Keri V^? see on ohap.

iv. 4.

The

^3 are evidently the same as
those mentioned separately (although not exhaustively, and merely by way of -indicating
K3^7a

*^^*^!Bn

Kranichfeld is exceedingly
their office) in v. 7.
arbitrary when he assumes a gradation between
the three classes of wise men who are ^>ecially
mentioned in v. 7, and the summoning of afl
the wise men related in this passa^re, and oon*
sequenUy finds between the lines and preceding
the l"?!^,* '* then," a series of inddents that are
not expressly noticed (after the manner in
which many expositors treat the mu rnrev
6 6ov7jo^^ Luke xiv. 22).
Instead of this compare
the relation of the general expression ^^"^^n ]3a
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CHAP.
^9^ in obap. iv. 8, to the special classes of wise
men which are immediately referred to (ibid. t.
4), and also what has been observed above, on
T. 7,

thor.

in relation to the careless style of the au-

—^But the/ ooold not read the writing,

Kranichfeld supposes that the reason for
this was, that the mysterious inscription was
written in the old Phoenician characters, which
Daniel, being a Hebrew, would have recognized,
while the Chaldsean C?iartummin^ who were
acquainted only with the character in use among
the ancient Babylonians, which corresponded to
the later Syriac or Palmyrene, would naturally
be unable to understand them. But in this instance we are probably to conceive of cuneiform
etc.

writing, or of hieroglyphic characters (see on v.
7), because the brick walls of the palaces in
ancient Babylon generally contained only such.
Prideaax, however, preceded E!ranichfeld in the
opinion expressed in the Universal History^ part
IIL p. 755, that the writing was not composed
of the square characters in use among the Chaldsaans, but of the ancient Arabic (?>, which preceded the modem Samaritan. * ^Verse 9. Then

—

was king Belshazzar greatly troubled ....
and his lords were astonished. The unusual,
and even nnique and incomprehensible oharaoters in which the suddenly apparent writing was
composed, increased the aUmn produced by the
apparition, and filled the king and his gfuests,
now thoroughly^oused from their wild debauch,
with anxious dread in relation to the misfortunes
predicted by the supposed oracle. If, with Hiivemick, and many earlier expositors, we could believe that Belshazzar's feast was held during the
siege of the city by the Medo-Persions, and with
a design to ridicule the danger from that source,
it woidd be still easier to explain so general an
alarm, and it would not even be necessary, in
that case, to allude to the fear of the many officials that their own deposition from office might
be connected with the king's impending fall ; but
that conclusion does not necessarily result from
80 et seq. Hitsdg remarks on the Ithpael

.

—

and probably with justice, that
*' it not only comprehends the idea of alarm, but
also that oi confusion and excited movement."
''None retained their places : a general uproar
ensued; grouxM were formed: and the people
talked, and ran hither and tliither to no pur-

Part

'\'^??P'^'?,

pose."

Yersea 10-12. TJ^s qusen-mother rrfen BMimgar to Danid. Now (or ^^then") the queen
came into the banquet-house. Kt[^^^^
.
.
.

can only be the qiieen-mother (•TJ*'?^!, 1 Kings
XV. 18 ; 2 Chron. xv. 16 ; of. Jer. xiii 18)—not
* [*'Bnt this Interpretfttion of the miracle on natural
prindplra i» quite orroneoiu. Pint, it is very unlikely that
the GhakUean wise men Bhoald not have known these old
Shemitio characters, even although at that time they had
ceased to be in current use among the Babylonians in their
common writing. Then, from the droumstance that Daniel
could at once read the writing, it does not follow that it
was the well-known Old-Hebrew writing of his father*The characters employed in the writing^ as Hengland.
tenberg baa rightly observed (Beitr., I. p. 1S3), ' must
have been altogether unnaual, so as not to be deciphered
bat by Divine illnmlnation.* Tet we must not, with M.
Qeier ai^d others, assume that the writln? was visible
only to the king and Daniel. This contradicts the text.
according to which the Ohaldman wise men, and, without
doubt, all that were present, also saw the traces of the writKeU,]
las, but were not aMo to read It.^

12&

V. 1-80.

one of the king's wives for, according to vs. 2
and 28 these were already in the bauquet-hall
among the carousers. Hence, if Belshazzar was
the same person as Evil-merodach, the son and
;

successor of Nebuchadnezzar, this queen-mother,
who here evidently displays a dignity and authority such as belonged to thA gebiroth at the
Israelitish courts (cf. the passages adduced), was
probably the Nitooris whom Herodotus celebrates
in I. 185. Cf. the Introd., § 8, note 8.*—Instead

of the Kethib ri!b!bp,theKeri, conforming to the

usage of the later Ohaldee, has T\\9

—

;

of.

on

'^?i?-'^» **^y reaAon (on
account) of the words of the king and his lords. ^
So the majority of modems, correctly; for a
confused, excited talking, whose sound possibly
penetrated to the apartments of the queenmother, is implicitly included in '^'n:i;3niD'3»

chap.

iv. 4.

'i3T

^3

''i^

•

9.

The

plural

'\'^!^'?,

as well as the complemen-

taiy genitive, is opposed to the version of the
Vulg., Luther, Bertholdt, Dereser, von Lengerke,
etc. : ** by reason of the matter^ or the affair, "^^^
king, Uve for ever. Cf. on chap. ii. 4, where

O

also the defective
ticed.

— Verse

11.

"^T.*^!!

"^J"^*^?*^

And

fath«r light (^"ivn,

cf.

has been no-

days of thy
ii 22), and

in the

on ohap.

understanding, and wisdom, like the wisdom
of the gods, was Ibimd in him. Cf 1 Kings iii
28; Wisd. viii. 11.—King Nebuchadnezzar,
the king, thy father. The subject is briefly
repeated at the. dose of the sentence, because
its first position was somewhat distant from the
verb, similar to Cant. v. 7. ^Verse 12. Foras.

—

were found
muoli as an exceUant spirit
in the aame Daniel. The wisdom of Daniel,
which had been extolled in v. 11, is again men*
.

.

.

tioned as the reason for the distinction conferred
on him by Nebuchadneszar, for the purpose of
preparing Belshazzar to listen to the counsel
which foUow8.--Jnterpreting of dreams, and
showing of hard sentences and dissolving of
doubts I rather, ** to interpret dreams, show ridThis triplicate circumdles, and loosen knots.'*
the first and third of whose
stantial clause,
members are expressed in the Heb. [Chald.] by
participles, and the second by the infinitive
,

—

—

fi^">in»i
ig a genitive, depending on 'irfibpb'lj
which doses the series of objects governed by
the principal verb ^^^trlpn in the manner of a

parenthesis.

Hitzig holds differently, taking

K'^iriK, and ^7.^?, un«
der the precedence of the Vtdgate, as three
nouns of action, coordinated to the preceding
ones C^an excellent spirit, knowledge, and understanding *'), and consequently assuming mot
subjects to na nn^P) ipn.
But *^^^^ and

the three terms "^OD^,

* ['* The ' queen * in this passage is the queen-mother, as
may be inferred from the fact that the king's (Belshazzar's)
wives and concubines are with liim in his carousals, while
this woman was not : and also from hor intimate acquaintance with Daniel and the incidents of Nebuchadnezzar's
Ufa She was probably the daughter of Nebuohadneszar,
and the mother of Belshazzar.*' Cowlea. If Rawltnson's
conjecture {fferodotw i. 4S4) be correct, that the real king
Kabonadus had ksft his son Belshaxiar temporarily ia
charge of Biibylon, this woman may have really baaa tka
consort of the actual king.]
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K^n?? are clearly Pael participleB, and they
cannot be taken as nomina acUonis^ even under
reference to the Heb. HDD)?, "a covering/' or
to ^^izi'?, chap.

iz. 27.

It is exceedingly doubt-

whether the figurative expression ** to loosen
knots" (cf. the Lat. nodo$ xdvere ; and also

ful

Seneca's ^'nodosa wrtis verba^^^ (Edip.^ 101)
contains an illusion to the *' loosening of the
loins," in v. 6 (as Hitzig, Kranichfeld, etc.,
assert), or not, in view of the merely superficial

—

•
between K*io)a and '^'^•\rnD?a- ^1°
Daniel whom the king named Belteshazzarj
Jfc^^na Pia (cf. V. 30), an emphatic pleonasm.

relation

The giving
chap.
phet.

iv. 5,

•

•

of the name is referred to, as in
as something honorable to the prolet Daniel be called, and he will

—Now

Bhow the

interpretation. Conoeming the form
n^rc^, see above, on v. 7. [*' The tone in
which this last clause is spoken betokens that
the speaker herself is conscious of an elevated
rank and a kind of authority, or, at least, a right
to give advice ; a tone whicdi only such a woman
as stood in the relation of a mother (not a wife)
could assume in the East before a king"

Versos 13-16. DaniePs appearance before the
Then waa Daniel brought in beSfore the

king.

king,

^^n and ^b?n are Hebraizing Hophal-

forms, like pO^H, chap.
V.

33, or like ^?f«7

^

art of the

*'

word ").

—

Thou art indeed DanieV^ KeU,]
This question dearly indicates that no direct intercourse had hitherto taken place between the
king and Daniel (see on v. 7), but also, on the
other hand, that the former had some knowledge
of the prophet. The use of the name Daniel
this

meaning

:

instead of Belteshazzar, in the king's address,
was probably dictated simply by a desire to
avoid the use of a name so nearly identical in
sound to his own although it certainly belonged to the prophet in the official language of
the Babylonian court. Hitzig therefore oom-

—

mits a decided error, when he assumes ahistorical
improbability in this place, suggestive of a later
Jewish authorship.
the king ....
brought from (rather "hitherto, out of")

—Whom

Jewry 7

probably to be referred to
the captives, as Theodotion, the Sept., Luther,
Hitzig, etc., hold, and not specially to the person of Daniel, which is the view of the Vulgate,
Kranichfeld, etc. On the form '^SM for "'^K
'^ri"]n

^^"^

is

Oonceming the form

cannot be rendered by ''matter,

more than

V^^

iny, 10

;

it

rather

the words written on the
wall (against Hitzig and others).
Concerning^

RFibp

16

V.

b.,

—

see supra, on v. 7.

Verses 17-84. JDanieVs censuring addrem to
the king^ as the prologue to the interpretation of
the vrriting.
Let thy gifts be to thyself. * This
refusal of the royal presents was designed merely
to decisively reject, at the outset, and in a manner becoming the prophet of Jehovah, any influence that might be brought to bear on him.
It is not, therefore, a pert expression, which the
king might justiy punish, nor is it inconsistent
wit£ the fact that Daniel ultimately accepted
the reward offered for the interpretation, v. 20,
since he regarded it as a recognition of his God.
The assertion of v. Lengerke, Hitzig, etc., that
we should expect either that the enraged king
would punish the prophet who bears evil tidings

and couples them with threatenings and censure, or that, in v. 80, Daniel would despise the
royal purple and the golden necklace, all this is
simply adapted to afford a conception of the
manner in which a Maccabaean tendency-writer
would have treated this history, and of tiie
probable issue to which he would have conducted
it.— Verse 18. O thou king, the most high
&^^^^

of

16).

ii.

signifies, collectively,

God,

captivity

^rii??

thing," any

Judah, eta

of the

Inf. (cf.

o.

nan3 see supra, on v. 7. — But they could not
shew the intexpretation of the thing (or

The question did not expect an answer, and has

children
[*

iv.

20.—Art thou that Daniel, which

depends that which follows, construed

sign,

with ^

The absolute position of the vocative

etc.

at the beginning of the sentence,

i^^-.^

places the king rhetorically in a living relation
with the facte reported in the following clause,
with regard to his father Nebuchadnezzar. ^Verse
19. And for the nu^esty (or *^ power")
all people, cationi (^* tribes"), and laogoages
trembled and feared ; properly, ^' were trembling and fearing," were in a state of fear and

—

....

trembling.
similar to

instead of

The Keri ^as V?1I instead of

V^Ti

(^^P-

'\'^^.K'^;

ii

38; iU. 31

see on ii 38.

;

•\"'3p»T,

iv.

32)

Concerning

the triad, ** people, tribes, and tongues," see on
chap. iii. 4.(-soever) he would (of.
Winer, Orwmm, § 47, 1, a) ... . he kept

Whom

aUve. Iftn'p is derived by Theodotion (trmrrcv)
and the Vulgate {percutiebat ; cf. Luther, **«•
seJUug ") from »H^ " to smite ; " but the parallelism requires the Aphel partic. of K'^n,
live,"

and MH^ must

«*

(q

either be considered as

Hitzig, Kranichfeld,

such (namely, as a peculiar, old-Chaldaic oontraction of ^7.^^} which is generally contracted

—On

to "^np,

(of.

the voc.

»5^

=

'A/?^a,

Eom.

viiL 16), see

and others, on this passage.
on v. 15 of. v. 8. [»*It
11

V. 14 cf. V.
;
not to be overlooked that here Belshazzar leaves
out the predicate Ju>ly in connection with T'^ifijt;

is

gode " {Ket£).]—The wise men, the astrologerii
('* soothsayers "). On this combination cf. on
v. 7.

—That they should read

this writing, etc.

as the accompanying imperfect indicates,

'^

"^j

is in

this place the tdie conjunction **that. in order
that" Upon this clause which indicates the de-

e,

g,,

Targ.

Dent xxxil

89), or,

with

Rashi, Buxt., Bertholdt, Gesenius,
Fiirst, Hitzig, eta, the usual conti:iu;ted fonn
fc^n^ must be substituted for l*np. [»* The brilSaadia,

liant description of Nebuchadnezzar's power in.
ver. 18 and 10 has undesirably the object of

impressing it on the mind of Belshaxzar that he
did not equal his father (that monarch) in power
and majesty .... The last dause in ver. 19
reminds us of 1 Sam. ii. 6» 7 "(iGsO).] Verse 2a
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CHAP.
Bnt ^^en his heart was

lifted up.

=

t3'n

;:

0*^%

a preterite with intransitiye signifloation, not
a passiTe partic, as t. Lengerke suggests. Gf.

is

Winer, § 22,

his

n'li, the nearest

pride,

mind hardened

in

synonym to 3^i>

is

frequently used interchangeably with

also

the

4.— And

Hebrew,

place, is

e.

g., Psa.

li.

12, 19.

Bx.vii. 13.*

— He was deposed

.

.

.

in

in this

c\p7\,

about equivalent to the Heb.

it

p-^rt

in

and they
glory was

,

took his glory from him ; or, ^* his
taken from him." Instead of fi^'Jl^"'! the best
MSS. have n1p'^^> which is possibly to be read
as n'np''i (Hitzig) ; but on the other hand the
case

may be analogous to ^1^??

chap.

made

15.—Verse

iv.

21.

even ""ro (Ewald).
used,

instead of

.

8 and

was

Bead

'^^?')

like the (heart of) beasto.

not T'1© (Keri) or ''I©

is

supra,

AJid his heart

(v.

Leng., Hitzig), or

The 8d sing, active "!?
the more usual 8d plural

an impersonal sense. There
are thus three several modes of indicating that
sense employed in vs. 20 and 21 : a, the passive
(nn:n v. 20, l"*"}? v. 21) ; b, the 8d plural
active, to express

active O"^!?!?

.

20,

t^P.^^'^Jp'^^

v.

21);

e,

the 3d

sing, actiye C^?? v. 21>— a rapid change, that is
conditioned by the rhetorical, or if it be preferred, the poetical elevation of Daniers re[And his dwelling was with the
marks.
wild asses. This " circumstance is added by
the speaker, and not found in chap. iv. 29 (32)."
It is added for the sake of stronger impression
Ood . ap(iS«T«»re).l—TiU he knew that. .

—

.

.

" them

whomsoever he

")
pointeth over it (or
wilL Cf. chap. iv. 14, at the close of which, as
here, the Keri substitutes ^^^^ for the Kethib
Pini2>^_Ver8e 22. And thou .... hast not

th^no heart, though thou knewest
allthia-t Properly, **j7r6<JWtf/y*tf<ja»i«tf (b^p'i
^'^) thou knewest all this,^ hence, because of a
defiant opposition to the well known design and
The words indicate the
will of &e Highest.
reason not for what Belshazzar should have
done, but for what he did not p&rfai^m (thus
Kranichf. correctly, against v. Lengerke, HitAnd thou has praised
sig, etc.).—Verse 23.
the gods of silver, and gold, etc., of. v. 4 The

humbled

descriptive addition in this case, '^ which see
not, nor hear, nor know,^ is based on Deut. iv.
28 ; cf. Psa. cxv. 5 et seq.; cxxxv. 15 et seq.—
whose hand
And (rather *^ but '0

^®

^^ ^

• [**The perpctnal Inoenae of flattery, oonpled with the
daily experience of being dependent on no one, and uf having every one dependent upon himaelf, tempts an absolute
monarch to feel himself almost a god.—It is fully time for
(he Almighty to hurl sacb a hardened tinner down.*"—
Ctnot6M,\
+ [Keil argaes that those words

beyond a doubt
that Belshasxnr knew the«e Incidents in the life of Nebuchudhis grandAon
since
neiVir, and thus that he wan his son,
(daaghter*s son) coold scarcely have been so old that the f<ircharged
have
been
could
judgment
getfulness of the Divine
against him as a sin.** Most readers, however, will regard
ample
had
Belshaszar
suTHly
for
this fts a strained argument,
means of knowing what his grandfather had set forth by a
not
merely
alhere
are
events
these
royal proclAmation, and
luded to OS aggravating his sin. bnt rather by way of oontnst,

and

"placo
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V. 1-80.

It

thy hreath

On

Cf Job

is.

'*

the following,

are

Wyf

thy ways"

all

Targ. Job viik 18),

not glorified ; a

10

xii.

whose

Num.

;

(or **with

-

v^ays

experiences,

28.—Hast thou

of. Jer. x.

''

litotes for,

xvi. 22.

whom")

hast thou dis-

["This is surely plain
and faithful admonition; and probably the
king's conscience was smitten by it."— Sivart. ]

honored, disgraced."

— Verse

Then

24.

I'^llia,

properly

namely at the time when thou
exalt thyself

was

therefore")

**

(or

sent from him.

The

against God.

'*

then,"

didst thus
post hoc in

—

n'^bd
a proptifr hoc.
does not, as, e.g., in Ezra vi. 12 (cf. the Heb.
Dan. xl 42), designate the stretching forth of
the hand, as if God Himself were the writer
but rather indicates the emanation of the hand
from God in a general way, and therefore, so as
not to exclude the intervention of angels, but
rather to presume it. Hitzig remarks correctly
*'
The hand that writes is that of an angel who
stood before God (chap. vii. 10), and received
the commission to write this."
Verses 25-28. The reading and interpretation
of -the writing, Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin
numbered, numbered, weighed, and-diciders.

this instance is really

=

The forms »J^,

and

ip,^,

also 0*?©,

which in

v.

28 takes the place of VP";?, are unmistakably
passive participles Peal, by which the eurdyimpending future is expressed in the manner
of a PrcRteritum propheticum, but with greater

The forcible laconic
brevity and emphasis.
utterance of a mysterious oracle sounds forth
from these disconnected consecutive passive
participles ; and this tendency and signification
appear also in the unusual and antique form of

the participles, of which only the first, »^^, has
a somewhat regfular formation (analogous to
3'2P, chap, iii 26, orto 3?d, for S"*?!?, in the
later Chaldee), while the ^-sound in ip^l?
07.!^ is

the ordinary usage,

ipj^ appears to have been

selected as an equivocal mediating
b"'i:3tj,

ip.Fi

was

and

decidedly abnormal, and conflicts with

form between
bp.F', and

the regular passive participle of

(from

J)5p,

" to be

light

;

"

cf.

v

27)

;

»:'?

possibly chosen because of its assonance to
vs. 2 and 23 ; and in like manner 0"}^

»";:«7J,

=t 0*^16

an

may

contain,

allusion to the

an amphibole, by way of

name CJD

—hence a reference

to the world-power which was chiefly instrumental in the '* division," i.e., the overthrow of the
Kranichfeld rejects, but
Ghaldasan empire.
without any reason, this assumption of a designed two-fold sense of the terms, and especially of i^in,

which

is

adopted by Hiteig and

although Hitzig is probably in error
when he assigns to ons (npon the ground of Isa.
Iviii. 7, and in connection with Ibn-Ezra and
others;

Rashi) the meaning of the Heb. "i?9 ^^ P'^-?'
**
to break."* As v. 28 shows, the writer repre« [Keil regards ^"'(^'^Q as

"a

noon-form, and plnr. o(

possibly for an incitement to similar repentance.]
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sents the deatractlon of the ChaldaBan empire,

which is foretold in 0*1.!^ (Vp"^B), precUeljasa
dirmon between the allied nations of the Persians and t/ie Medes^ although he might properly
have mentioned the Persians only, as effecting
the destruction of the kingdom. The substitution of the plural active partio. pO'JB for the
abnormal passive partic. D*}& in the written
oracle itself, which results in a change of construction similar to that observed in vs. 20 and
21 (of. also chap, ii 7 ; iii. 9 ; vi. 14, and the
remarks on Vl^^, chap, iii 4), appears to have
been made for the sake of cleames& The unusual 07,^ would have accorded more exactly
with the two preceding terms, but would scarcely
have been intelligible while the plur. V?l^^'
;

"and

dividers," or, **and they divide/' could
not be misunderstood. (Ewald^s interpretation
**and in pieces and in ruins," is without any
linguistic proof.) However, the expressions " to
number " or ** count," and ** to weigh " are found

elsewhere also, as figures to designate a final
judicial determination ; cf. Psa. Ivl. 0; bdi. 10

Job xxxi

4, 6.

The

repetition of

^}^ aa

indi-

cating the character of the entire sentence, is
designed merely to add a solemn emphasis to
the words ; cf. the frequent afii\v^ afi^ Aeyo ifitv
in the New Testament, and O.-T. passages like
Gen. xiv. 10; Deut ii 27: xiv. 22, etc.; and,
generally, Ewald, Lehrb,, § 818 a.—Verse 26.

Ood

hath numbered thy kingdom.

'!|rin3!b)Q is

not **thy kingdom," but **thy Jdngship^^^ the
duration of thy reign, the days of thy sovereignty. * The verb n3?a is written with n probably with design, in order to indicate the change
of the vowel as compared with

Kj37p.

—And

fin-

ished it. tn)p!!^on, Uterally, «' has made it compute," or '*has fully numbered it;" i«., has
brought it to the end of the time assigned to it.
Cf. B'^brHi I«a. xxxviii. 12.— Verse 27. Thou art
weighed in the balances, and art found wanting,
**Thou," ».«., thy moral personality, thy
moral character and worth ; of. Job xxxi. 6
*' Let me
be weighed in an even balance, that
Gk)d may know mine integrity." Thou "art
found wanting " seems to refer to the threatening riiig •?, **for thou art vile" (or **too
light "), which the prophet Nahum (i 14) hurls
at the Assyrian king and in so far may serve
to substantiate what has been observed above on
:

—

;

the two-fold sense of i£P^.

'J'^9D»

properly

lowed by the regular fern. pass, part, ro^'^fc*
see above, on v. 25. God is naturally conceived
of as the divider;

the related tribes of the

Medes and the Persians are named as the recipients, although the latter clearly appears as the
The oracle contains an etyprincipal power.

mological allusion to D'^e only, and none to
^I'Si

t^ assonance to which might have been

readily found in the root
(cf.

n"n?a, n^rrs,

Ezra

iv.

*"

*i"i73i

*"

^

measure ^

20; vi 8; vii 24).

The evident design with which the Persians, as
the preponderating power in tte Medo-PeraiaD
kingdom (for only thus was it known to the
author, as the comprehensive T0"JC1 indicates
cf. on chap, ii 89), are thus brought into prom
inence, is not contradicted by chap. vi. 1, where
Darius the Medeis mentioned as the first foreign
ruler over Babylon after the Chaldssan dynasty
was overthrown. The actual state of afEaira
compelled the author to represent that at (hat
time Media still held the same rank as Persia, at
least formally and officially, and at first evet
gave a dynasty and name to the whole empire
and this was done with sufficient clearness by
the mention of the Medes before the Persians in
this verse. *

Verses 29 and 80.
The WMequm^cet, Th«9
Belshazzar, and they clothed
Daniel; rather, '*and caused Daniel to be
clothed." The literal rendering is, '' Then said
Belshazsar, and they dothed,'* etc. ; a similar
construction as in chap, ii 49; iv. 17, 25. la
the Heb ^C^Sl^^j (fut. with vav oonvers.

commanded

—

Neh. xiii 9; 2 Ghron. xxiv. 8; Jon. ii 11),
rather than ^C'^^^rn would have corresponded

The enrobing

to ^C^b*!!'].

is

therefore to be re-

garded as immediately succeeding the command,
and Havemick^s opinion, that **the sudden
death of the king prevented the execnti<m of
his design,^* is evidentiy wide of the narrator's
meaning. The opinion that the prophet was invested with the royal insignia of the purple and
the necklace on the same evening, involves no
questionable featiire, which could lead us to refer the execution of the king's command to the
following day (Dereser), or even to regaxtl u^
whole incident as improbable (Hitzig, etc ) ; but
rather, the immediate bestowal of ^e promised
marks of favor and honor harmcnizes folly with
the oriental despotic methods of administeiTng
government and jnstipe. which under different
circumstances observed the meet rapid modes
of executing punishment (see chap. ill. 6, 20 et
seq. ).
The * public announcement " of the promotion which had taken place (the verb T*!^ =
*

wanting " (— "^ori), namely in moral worth or
capacity.—Verse 28. Thy kingdom is divided,
and given to the Medes and Persians. In re- Sanscrit knu^ tofpi/rmtv^ sig^iifiee to pirociaim
ptibUdy^ as was i^own on chap, iii 4), in the
gard to the abnormal form D'lD, which is fol- same night and in every street by
means of
**

01& =
wnse

Hebr.

d^^

(of.

'^'^0*^6. Zech. xi 16X in the

of broken pleoe^ fragmeiita.''

He adds that

MpTp

**

is

twice given i)erhaps only for the M3ce of the ponllelinn, to
to maintnin two members of the verse, each of two
words."]
• [The author Is led to this forced Interpretation by hie
attempt to Identify Belshasxar with EvU-merodnch, und ooneqnently to defer the capture of Babylon beyond the
tinder oonsidenUion.1

u

n^t

hondds, is however an unjustified demand which
the closing words of v. 29 by no means involve.
The solemnity in question may have been confined to the range of the royal palace, and even
*

[*' In the naming of the Median before the Pendan tkien
a notable inoof of the genuineneas of thte narmttre
for the hegemony of the Medes was of a rery shot dnrndeo,
and after Its orerthrow by the Persians the form of ex|«c*>
sion used is always Pertkuu and M0d^ as is fbnikd in tbe

lies

*•

book of Bather.^—JMLl
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CHAP. V.
to the baxiqaet hall (which, aooording to t. 1.
most be regtaded as an extended boilding, and
as filled with an extraordinary mnltitude).
Conoezning the probable motive (namely, beeaose his Ood and Lord was thus honored)
which induced Daniel, despite his former refusal,
to accept the expressions of the royal favor, see

on

In connection with

V. 17.

this,

the assump-

tion is still admissible, that any protest which
the prophet may have offered, remained without
effect,

in view of the stormy haste of the king in

his alarm,

and was

lost

amid the acclamations

and the noisy conversation of the excited throng.
Cf Jerome *' AccepU axUetn (Daniel) insigne regium, torguem et purpuram^ ut JDariut, qui erat
»ucces9urtu
regnumy fleret notior et per noHtiam hanaratior.
Nee mirum^ ei Autasar^
d/udiens trietia^ $okerit pranUum^ quod poUieituB
est,
Icngo
poet tempore eredidit VenAut enim
tura^ qua dicBerat, out dum Dei Prophetam
honorat, tperat se veniam eoneeeuturum, " ^Verse
In that night was Balshassar, the king
80.
of the Ohalds&ans, slain evidently through a
conspiracy of a number of his magnates, whioh
may have existed previously, but which did not
attempt the execution <^f its design, uQtil the
interpretation of the mysterious writing by
Daniel gave the conspirators courage. Only
this opinion seems to be justified by the language of this passage and by the context,* to
the exclusion of the more general view, by
which the king was slain at the hands of the
victorious Medo-Persians, who are supposed to
have taken the city on that night, and by which
BeLshaizar is in consequence identified with
Nabonidus, the last GhaldsBan king all of whioh
is based on a combination of Isa. xvi ; xxL 5
Jer. li 89; and of Xenophon, Cyrop. viL 5, 15
etseq.; Herodotus, I. 190, eta, with this narrative.
The latter view hae recently been defended, especially by Hengstenbezg (p. 825 et
seq.), Keil {Einl., p. 457), Havemick, etc., and
also by nearly all the rationalistic expositors and
critics (also by St&helin, JBinl. ins A, T,, p. 850
et seq. ), and is certainly supported by the opening verse of chap, vi, in case it be immediately
connected with the one before us, as is done by
the writers named. It is however more than
questionable whether this arrangement corresponds to the cono^tion and design of the
author; for (1) the words, **And Darius the
Median took the kingdom,'* together with the
subjoined reference to his age, ^* being about
threescore and two years old," seems intended
:

.

m

—

—

—

to introduce the narrative concerning Darius

and

the Bal^loninn dynasty, much
rather than to dose that relating to Belshaszar.
(2) Beroeus and Abydenus re{(Ue nothing of a
taking of Babylon while a luxurious banquet,
held by tte last Chaldoan khig and his magnates, was in progress, as the tradition of Xenolus relatiouB to

phon and Herodotus asserts
note 8,

(«f.

Introd.

§

8,

and especially the extracts from S[ranich-

on this question there adduced).

(U) BeroJosephus, Ant x. 11, 1, does not, indeed,
state that Nabonidus, the last Babylonian king.

feld

sus, hi

*[Th« req iil rementw of tb« lang^Mgo lure obvioody met
well bf the premimptioD that the king fell that

quite

m

ame night togi^er with his empire, »nd no Uie anUior con}idlj

admita a

«»other view
r

farther on, although himself driven to
hia prvoonodvt^ theory of the Identity of

little

by

with BvU-morodach.]

13?

1-80.

became the victim of a conspiracy, but he does
ascribe that fate to Evil-merodach, the immediate
successor of his father Nebuchadnezzar (cf. vs.
The conspiracy in the case of
11, 18, 18, 22).
the latter was headed by Neriglissar, the brotherin-law of the king, and removed the latter imdet
circumstances entirely similar to those under
which Belshazzar is said by our passage to have
been slain, by murderers whose names are not
The identity of the latter with Evilgfiven.
merodaoh thus becomes highly probable

(cf.

c). (4) Finally, the prophecy of the
mysterious writing in v. 25, which transfers the
ChaldsBan empire to the hands of the Medes and
Persians, does not oppose^ but it rather favorSy
the mode of division we advocate, on which an
entirely new seotion begins with chap. vi. 1 For
precisely as in chap, ii 8^, 89, Nebuchadnezzar,
the head of gold, appears first as an individual,
and then as identified with his dynasty and as
the representative of the Babylonian world-kingdom, so Belshazzar appears first under the conoepticm of a single person
in the words,
Introd.

1.

.

—

—

"numbered, numbered, weighed" but afterward as identified with his kingdom, in the
(dosing prediction expressed by ^1^ or VP^.B
The interval of perhaps 22-24 years which thus
falls between his own destruction and that of
his kingdom, will, in view of the recognized perspective character of all prophecy, appear no

more questionable than the

still greater number
of years which, according to that earlier prediction, were to elapse between the death of
Nebuchadnezzar and the ruin of his dynasty.
Similar groupings of immediate with more distant events are frequent in the O.-T. prophecies
a particularly noteworthy and instructive instance
of which fact may be found in the remarkable
prophecy to the wife of Jeroboam by Ahijah of
Shiloh in 1 Kings xiv., that comprehends three
distinct events, between which extended intervals intervene : (1) The death of the sick prince,
Abijah (vs. 12, 18) ; (2) the overthrow of Jeroboam*s dynasty, more than 28 years later (vs.
10, 14 : cf. 1 Kings xv. 29 et seq.) ; (8) the ruin
of the kingdom of Israel, whioh did not transpire
until two centuries afterward (v. 15 et seq. : of.
2 Kings xvii.). The fundamental law of all
Messianic typology, by whioh later events are
grouped organically with earlier ones, and by
whidi one and the some guilty act conditions a
succession of Divine judgments in the course of
developments, underlies this collocation in the
*^
perspective vision of a single prophecy.
The
cause of the sad end of the kingdom of the ten
tribes existed already in the beg^ming made and
cultivated by Jeroboam, two and ahaS centuries
before ; the fate that extinguishes the house
of Jeroboam is at bottom the same whioh destroys the kingdom of the ten tribes. Jeroboam's sin destroys his dynasty and his kingdom ; for this reason the destruction of both is
comprehended in the same prophecy, and not
merely because the destruction of the dynasty
coincides with that of the kingdom " (Kranichfeld ; cf. also Bahr, on 1 Kings chap. xiv. p. 149

* [The woakncM of theee argnmenta is obTiona, and indeed wenM to have been apparent to the writer himself. Tbi
collateral consideratioDs whioh he adduces lielow are tor
ague to sapport a theory no plainly at vorianoe with th«
tenor of the text and

its conBectiunB.1
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of ToL 7 of the Bibdwerk), Sabetantially the
same principles apply to the predictions of evil
denounced by our prophet against Nebuchadnezzar and his kingdom, and against Belshazzar
and his kingdom. The connection of widely
separate events which they embody, is natural
and organically necessary ; and therefore the reference to two events of fulfilment, although
separate in point of time, upon which we insist,
The assertion
involves no arbitrary features.
of Keil {BirU. L c.) that if the two events were
not coincident, the author would have been required to state, in chap, vi 1, how the second
fact in the fulfilment stands related to the first,
or, in other words, *^ when and how the transmission of the kingdom to the Medes and Persians came to pass,*' is entirely uncalled for, and
is opposed by the analogy of Ahijah's oracle,
whose final and complete realization by the
overthrow of Israel, is likewise not expresdy
noticed; apd in addition the mere mention of
the taking of Babylon by Darius is a sufficient
indication of the anti-typical relation of that
event to chap. v. 25-28. The annexed reference
to the age of Darius seems rather to indicate a
reference to a period considerably later, than a
design to designate the particular night in which
Belshazzar was slain as falling in the sixtysecond year of Darius. There was certainly no
apparent motive for the author to make a chronIn relation to
ological statement of this sort.
the peculiar opiaion of Ebrard {Die Offenbarung
Johannie erkUtrty p. 55 et seq.), that chap. v. 30
together with chap. vi. 1, refers to the overthrow
of Laborasoarchad, the g^randson and third successor of Nebuchadnezzar, by Nabonidus (=
Darius the Mede), see on chap. vi. 1 et seq. (cf
supra Introd. § 8, notes 8 and 4).

—

—

Ethico-fundamental principles related
to the history op salvation, apologetical remarks, and homiletical suggestions.
1. The principal object In an apologetic point
of view will have been realized in this section,
whenever the identity of Belshazzar with Evilmerodach is established, and when, in consequence, the repeated designation of Nebuchadnezzar as his father (vs. 11, 13, 18, 22), the correspondence of the mode of his sudden and violent death (v. 80) with that attested by Berosus
with regard to Evil-merodach, and the aocession
of Darius the Mede to the throne of Babylon at
a period considerably later, shall have been
properly substantiated. After what has been
observed upon this question on v. 30, and also
in the Introd. (§ 8, note 8), it only remains to
examine the question, "In how far does the
narrative yield to the tendency-critical attempts
to represent it as a romantic fiction of the Maocabsean age ? "—According to Bleek {Einl §
266), V. Lengerke {Daniel, p. 241 et seq., p.
256) and others, the story was inspired by the
plundering of the temple at Jerusalem by Antioohus Epiphanes in the year B. 0. 168, and
above a year before the Maocabasan revolt. The
brutal manner in which the Syrian king at that
time penetrated into the temple of Jehovah,
and seized, with polluted hands, the golden

and other sacred vessels (1 Maoa L 21 el
2 Mace. y. 16 et seq.), is said to hare led
the pseudo-Daniel to oompose this history, and
*'
by the fate of Belshazzar to warn the Syrian
mooarch, that a similar Dipne judgment would
be visited on him, because of his sacrilege.*^
But the narrative concerning the Seleudds and
the Maccabees inakes no mention of a Inxorioua
banquet, such as a sacrificial feast, at which
anything transpired that would at all compare
lavers
seq.;

with the profanation of the sacred vessels, aa
described in this chapter ; and the only remaining parallel between the passages cited from Ist

and 2d Maccabees, and Dan.

i.

2

(cf.

.

2), is

surely insufficient to justify the adoption of the
charge that the history was invented to further
a tendency ! Any other embellishment of the
sacrilege that took place at that time would
certainly have been more appropriate than the

one here offered, which does not charge the

in-

solent spoiler of the temple with venting his
frivolous pride on the stolen relics, but reserves
The tendencythis for his son and sttecessor I
narrator might well be charged with dumsineaB,
Epiphanes-Belshazzar
if he had represented his
as not merely ea^y to be excited and capable
of contrition and repentance while influenced
by terror, but also as promising and conferring
the highest dignities and honors of his kingdom
upon a zealous theocrat and prophet of Jehovah.

The circumstanoe that such a theocrat is permitted to accept such honors and rewards (v.
29) without further question, is likewise in
strange contrast with the rigid monotheism and
anti-Hellenistic fanaticism of the Judaism of
MacoabsBan times, as whose representative the
author is said to have written, and for which
his work is alleged to have been designed (cf.
In no wiae superior
1 Mace, i 24 ; Dan. xi 28).
to this theory of the date of the history, as ad-

—

vocated by Bleek and v. Lengerke, is the assertion of Hitzig, that although this section was
not composed before the revolt of the Asmonsoans, it yet originated in the first year after
that rising took place, immediately after and in
consequence of the magnificent feasts which
Antioohus Epiphanes held in B. G. 1G6 near

Daphne, when, besides splendid games and luxurious banquets, there was a solemn prcxsessioa
in the presence of many ladies of the highest,
as well as of lower rank, in which *' the images
of all conceivable gods were carried, together
with an incredible number of golden and silver
vessels." If the report by Polybius (L 81, cp.
8, 4) respecting those festivities be carefully examined, it will reveal a most marked discrepancy
between the historical original and the supposed
copy, which was framed after it by the alleged
pseudo-Daniel. Polybius does not mention the
sacrilegious use during those feasts of sacred
vessels belonging to t^e temple with a single
syllable.
He states indeed that the expense
connected with those festivities was chietly met
out of the treasures stolen from various temi^es
^but from JEgyptian temples, which the pseudoDaniel would assuredly have placed in the category of the vain '' gods of gold, silver, brass,

—

iron,

wood, and stone''

(vs.

4,

23),

and whose

desecration he would have been more ready to
applaud than to censure. But beyond all this,
Polybius reveals no trace of a knowledge that
the wild festivities were interrupted by a terrify-
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ing incident, which compelled the prond Syrian
to recognize the judicial interference of
eaper&or Divine power; nor of any inclination
on the part of that prince to honor and promote
the prophet who opposed him with earnest censure, despite his boldness : nor yet of a coarse
on the part of the heroic Jewish defender of his
faith towards the heathen mler, which, although not slavishly subservient, was yet courteous, and mindful of the obedience due from a
subject to his superior. But if such a meeting
between a Jewish zealot and the proud Antiochns, who was fanatically devoted to his Hellenistic faith in the gods, had transpired during
a public feast in the Maocabsean age, a materially different kind of incidents might have been
looked for, from that described in this chapter.
Both the imsprj^avia and ^povoxrovla of the bloodthirs^ tyrant, and the defiance inspired by
faith, prepared for conflict, and careless of
death, which was characteristic of the martyr of
the theocracy who was engaged in an open revolt against the despot, would have been br6ught
into collision in a manner entirely different from
anything found in the report of Polybius
which contains no mention whatever of such an
interruption during the feasts of Daphne and
also from the desoription found in our alleged
tendency- forgery. The latter, if it were really
the work ci a pseudological apocalyptist of the
Maccabtean times, would, without any doubt
whatever, have presented to our notice persons
of the stamp of Matthias (1 Mace. ii. 2, 18 et

kmg

—

Judas and Simon MaocabsBus (ibid. chap,
et seq.), and Eleazar (2 Maoa vi.) as opponents of the raging heathen, instead of a man
like Daniel
A narrative of the kind before us,
aA respects its contents and progress, would be
wholly inconceivable as a product of the orthodox Palestinian Judaism of the year B. 0. 166,
and would rank as an unequfdled historioal
monstrosity.
2. Accordingly, if confidence may be placed
in the pre-Maccabeean, and, what amounts to
the same thing, in the Babylonian ongm of the
history during the captivity, it will be possible
for that very reason to examine the miracle of
the mysteriously introduced hand which traced
the writing, as here recorded, without being restrained by sceptical oonsiderations.
It will not
be necessary to inquire in this connection, how
such a thing could take place, but merely,
whether and why such an event was necessary.
The necessity for a miraculous announcement
to Belshazzar of the impending judgment was
conditioned by the fact that his impious conduct
had reached an intolerable height when he desecrated the sacred vessels of Jehovah^s temple
to a common use, and exposed theqi to the
ridicule of a besotted heathen mob, and also
that it threatened danger to the faith in Jehovah of the oommuzd^ of exilee. If such an
act of presumption was permitted to pass without being Divinely censured and punished, it
might certainly be expected that not only the
last spark of reverence for the mighty God of
the Jews would fade from the consciousness of
the royal officials and the Babylonian population,
but that the faithful adherence of the Jewish
captives to their confession would gradually
lose its firmness, and give way to a tendency to
favor the idolatrous worship of the Babylonians,
seq.

>,
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V. 1-80.

and to adopt their luxurious, dissipated, and
immoral mode of life. Dangers such as these
are described, in a realizing manner, in the
second part of Isaiah (see xlvi. 6 et seq. ; IviL 5
et seq.; Ixv. 8 et seq.; Iviii. 2 et seq.; lix. 3
et seq. Cf. supra, Introd. § 1, note 1) ; and
it
Appears from the penitential prayer of
our prophet in chap, ix., that they existed
for his people, and threatened the continuance of the theocracy and its Messianic faith,
while in the land of exila With regard to them
it became imperatively necessary that a stem
example should be made of the presumptuous
king, while giving utterance to his witticisms
and blasphemies, and while surrounded by the
sycophants of his court and the women of his
harem, that thus the name of the only true God
might be brought powerfully to the recollection
of all, and that an emphatic testimony, coupled
with an immediate execution of the threat,
might be borne against the impious conduct of
the idolaters. .Such a testimony, however,
could only possess sufficient weight if it were
demonstrated to be absolutely miraculous, admitting of no natural explanation {i.e., for the
purpose of destroying its supernatural force),
and transpiring under the observation of aU who
were present. For this reason all the various
attempts to limit the incomprehensible character
of the incident, that have been made by modem
expositors since M. Geier, are to be rejected,
without exception ; e.g.^ the assumption of
Geier, which decidedly oonflicts with v. 8; that
the writing was visible to the king and Daniel,
but to no others (similarly Calvin remarks that
the Chaldseans were all smitten with blindness—
" ita excceeatos fuisse, ut videndo non tiderirU^^) ;
the coarsely naturalistic attempt at explanation
made by Bertholdt, that the hostile party of the
king's courtiers, who were in league with the
Medo-Persian besiegers of the city, produced
the writiDg in a purely natural manner, but gave
a mysterious appearance to the transaction, in
order **to gratify their malice and over-confidence, by announcing his last hour to the victim
of their treason " and finally, the psychologicalvisionary mode of interpretation, advocated in
the last century by Liiderwald, and more recently by Kranichfeld— the latter by means of
an attempt to transfer the miraculous feature to
the imagination of the king (cf. his observation
on V. 8, p. 221 ** How and when during the
hilarious banquet the writing itself was traced
on the wall, was of no importance to the author,
as the wonderful feature was alone significant
for his purpose, that the king should observe, at
the moment of the blasphemous act by which he
ridiculed the God of Israel, the hand which
wrote the sentence that changed the confident
humor of the idolater into anxious fear ^'). In
opposition to these naturalizing interpretations,
and especially to the one last mentioned, see the
remarks on v. 5, and conipare Buddeus, Hist,
eccl. V. Testy II p. 508: ** Verumquis non tidet^
hac omnia ad meras conjecturas redire^ gues
eadem r^iduntur facilitate, qua afferuntur. Satitu itaquefueriU in Us acgviewere, qti€B Daniel
ipse de hoe re tradiderit, scripturam seiL ita comparatamfuisse, ut sapientes et magij etsi earn tiderent (v. 8), non tamen legere, multo minus interpretari potuerint; Danielem autem earn ita et
legere et interpretari pottusse, ut rex ipse statim
;

:
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eofmnceretuT^ lectionem istam atgue interpretatUmem veram ^ma" Also cf. Pfeiflfer, Dubia vexata^ p. 508 sa., and Starke, Synopg. on the passaife.
8. In aooordanoe with this, the homi]etical
treatment of the section is chiefly concerned
with the miracle of the writing and its mysterious origin and contents, as the central point

of the narrative, and also of its theological and
As in the preceding chapethical importanoe.
ter the object of the narrative was to show tiiat
*^ pride goeth before destmction," so the aim
here is to illustrate the *^ judgments that are
prepared for scomers ** (Prov. xiz. 29), the
into which "they bring the whole
** snare"
city" (Prov. xxix. 8), the *' non-immunity from
punishment of the blasphemers of the Divine

Wisdom "

.

(Wisd. L

6).

Cf. Psa.

i.

1

;

Jer.

xv.

17; Prov. xiii.l; xiv. 6; xxiv. 9; also Bc" Mockery and reproach are
clus. xxvii. 28
from the proud ; but vengfeance as a lion shall
lie in wait for them ; " Psa. Ixzil 4
"He shall
break in pieces the oppressor " (or blasphemer)

addit contrarium exemplum regis impU, rettituenUs idoUUriamj turn agenUe pismtenUam^ quern
DeuM punit et regno exuit .
Bds Nagphemias
enim cUo sequuntur poena, juada seeundum prcee^cum : '•JSon habebU Deue inaontemJ' etc (Ex.
.

.

XX. 7)."

Upon separate points the following passages
may be used, as furnishing suitable matter for
homiletical discussion
Verses 2-4. Luxurious banquets and carousals
are dangerous precipices, even for the pious and
unsuspecting (cf Jude v. 12) ; at them Satan
himself is the host and master (Cramer, in
Starke, under reference to 1 Cor. x. 20), and
there religion, the fear of €k)d, brotheriy love,
uprightness, morality and, in idiort, everything
is forgotten (Starke).
Verse 17. DanieFs disinterestedness and modesty.
On these Jerome observes : ^''.^hmulemur
.

—

Danielem, regis dignitatem et mwiera eontemneniem, qui absque pretio proferens veritatem
jam iUo tem^e pnBceptum eoangdieum sequahi
:
tur: Gratis aecepistis, gratis date* (Matt. x.
Alioqum et tristia nuntiantem indecens erat
1 Cor. V. 10: "Nor revilers . . . shall inherit
8).
the kingdom of God,"— and other oracles di- Ubenter dona aedpere,^
Verses 25-28. The oracle against Belahaxzar,
rected against the reviling and blaspheming of
the Holy One, which may afford a theme for a whose spirit is " If thou wilt neglect to nwnhomiletical treatment of the section as a whole.
ber thy days, to weigh thyself in ^e balance of
Starke is therefore correct in designating as the divine righteousness (Job xxxi 6), and to meas** Beldazsar's
ure thyself by the rule of the Bivine law, thou
leading features of the narrative
transgression and his punishment." Cf. Geier^s shalt be weighed by God in the scale of His
"
judgment, and be found venting.'** 01 tiie figarrangement of subjects in this chapter :
(1)
Begium fiagiUum (v. 1-4) ; (2) subsequms por- ure of farming grain, Am. ix. 9 ; Isa. xxx. 24;
tmtum (v. 5, 6) ; (8) portenti int&rpretamentum^ Jer. XV. 7; Matt. iii. 12; Luke xxii 81, etc;
partim ut profanis impossibUe (v. 7-6), pa^Um and also Joachim Lange : "Outside of Christ
ut DanieU expeditum ac fadU (v. 10-28) ; (4) we are always wanting in the scales of God, and
interpretamenti eomplementum (v. 29, 80).**
are lighter than nothing," Psa Ixii. 10, and
With reference to the relation of tiie fundamen- Starke: "The duration of every kingdom is
pre-determined by €U>d ; without the permissian
tal idea in this narrative to that of the preced" Supra propaauit of God, no monarch is able to extend or limil
ing section, cf. Melancthon
:

''

:

:

regem agentempcmitentiam et propagantem «ww
Nuno
etUtvs, quern I>eu$ etiam omamt prcmdU.

6.

it," etc.

The deUveranee of Daniel from

Chap.

VX

1-29. »

the lion's den.

[English Bible, v. 81-vl 28.]

Darius the Median took [received] the kingdom, being about three score and
II
two years old [as a son of sixty and two years]
1
It pleased [seemed good before] Darius to set over the kingdom a hundred
and twenty princes [satraps], which should be over the whole Fm all the] king2 dom; and over' these [them], three presidents, of whom Daniel vxu first
[one]
that the [these] princes might give accounts [the reason] unto them,
and the king should have no damage [not be damaged].
3
Then this Daniel was preferred [made eminent] above the presidents and
Erinces, because an excellent spirit was in him and the king tnought to set
im over the whole realm [all the kingdom]. Then the presidents and princes
;

;

sought [were seeking] to find occasion against [cause as to] Daniel concerning
[from the side of] the kingdom ; but [and] they could find none occasion nor
fault [corrupt thing] ; forasmuch as he toas faithfiil, neither was there any error
[wrong] or fault [corrupt d/a/i^]found in him.
Then said these men, [That] We shall not find any occasion against [cause oa
5
to] this Daniel, except we find it against him concerning [in] the law of his GotL
6 Then these presidents and princes assembled [crowded] together to [upon] the
All the presidents oi
7 king, and said thus unto him, King Darius, live for ever.
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VI. 1-20.

the kingdom, the governors, and the princes, the counsellors, and the captains
[pashas], have consulted together to establish a royal [ovy for the king to establish
aj statute [an established <ict of the king], and to make a firm decree [confirm an interdict], that whosoever [any one that] shall ask a petition of [an asking from]
any god or man for [till] thirty days, save of [except from] thee, O king, he
shall be cast into the den of [the] lions.
Now, king, [mayest thou] establish the decree [interdict], and sign the writing, that it oe not changed J^hange
not], according to [like] the law of the Mede s [ Media] and Persians [Persia],
which altereth not [will not pass away].
Wherefore [Therefore the] king
Darius signed the writing and tne decree [interdict].
when Daniel |^And Daniel, as soon as he] knew that the writing too*
signed, he went into his house ; and, his [its] windows being [toere] open in his
[its. upper] chamber toward [in front of] Jerusalem, [and] he ' kneeled upon his
knees three times a day (|in the day], and prayed [uxm praying], and gave
thanks [thanking] before his God, as he did aforetime [because he was doing
80 from before that time\
Then these men assembled [crowded tn], and found
Daniel praying [asking] and making supplication before his God.
Then they came near, and spake before the king concerning [upon] the king's
decree [interdict] ; Hast thou not signed a decree [an interdict], that every
[any] man that snail ask a petition of [from] any god or man within [till] thirty
king, shall be cast into the den of [the]
days, save of [except from] thee,
The king answered and said, The thing is true [word is firm] accordlions ?
ing to pike] the law of «^ Medes [Media] and Persians [Persia], which altereth
not [will not pass away]. Then answered they, and said before the kinsf,
That * Daniel, which is of [^from] the captivity of the children of Judah, regardeth not [has not put attention upon] thee, O king, nor [and] the decree [interdict] that thou hast signed, but [and] maketh his petition [is asking his asking]
three times a day [in the day]. Then the king, when he heard these words
[this word (thing)], was sore displeased with [it greatly offended upon] himsdf, and [he] set his heart on Daniel to deliver him ; and he laboured [was
exerting himself] till the going down of the sun to deliver [rescue] him.
Then these men assembled fcrowded] unto [upon] the king, and said unto the
king, that the law of the Medes and Persians is [it is & law to
king, Know,
Media and Persia], that no decree nor statute [interdict and established act"]
which the king establisheth [shall establish] may be changed [change]. Then
the king commanded [said], and they brought Daniel, and cast him into i,he den
of [the] lions. Now the king spake and said unto Daniel, Thy God, whom
thou* servest continually [o^t serving in continuity], he* will [may he] deliver
thee.
And a stone was Drought, and laid upon the mouth of the den ; and the
king sealed it with his own signet, and with the signet of his lords, that the

O

Now

*

O

13

14

^5

O

16

17

18

19

20

21
22

23

S4

pur{)Ose [(will) matter] might not be changed [change] conceraing [in respect to]
Daniel.
Then the king went to his palace, and passed podgedj the night fasting
neither were instniments of music brought fand concubines he did not bring]
before him, and his sleep went from [fled upon him. Then the king arose very
J
the ea/rly light], and went in
early in the morning [in the dawn would nse
haste unto the den of [the] lions. And when he came [near] to the den, he
cried with a lamentable [pained] voice unto Daniel : and the King spake and
*
Daniel, servant of the living God, is thy God, whom thou
said to Daniel,
*
from
the
thee
deliver
able
to
servest continually [art serving in continuity],
king, live for ever.
lions? Then said [talked] Daniel unto [with] the king,
God hath sent his angel, and hath shut tKs lions' mouths, that [and] they
[to] me;
have not hurt me : forasmuch as before him innocency was found
and also before thee, O king, have I done no hurt.
Then was the king exceeding glad [it greatly rejoiced] for him [upon himself\ and commanded [said] that they should take Daniel up out of the dea,
So [And] Daniel was taken up out of the den, and no manner of hart was
found upon [in] him, because he believed in his God.
And the king commanded [said], and they brought those men which [who] had

m

O

My

m
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accased

25
26

27

28

• Daniel, and they cast titem into the
den of [the] lions, them, their children, and their wives ; and the lions had the mastery of them, and brake all their
bones in pieces or ever [ere] they came at the bottom of the den.^
Then [the] king Darias wrote unto all people, nations, and languages, * that
dwell in all the earth ; Peace be multiplied unto you. * 1 make " a decree. That
in every dominion of my kingdom men tremble and fear " before the God of
Daniel ; for he is the livmg God, and steadfast for ever, and his kingdom thai
which shall not be destroyed, and his dominion shall be even unto the end. Ife
delivereth [delivering] and rescueth [rescuing], and he worketh [working] signs
and wonders in heaven [the heavens] and in [the] earth, who hath delivered
Daniel from the power of the lions.
So [And] thb Daniel prospered in ths reign of Darius, and in ths reign of Cyrus
the Persiao.

GBAHMATICAL NOTBS.
[>

Am Ohmp.

vi.

of this section.—*

rendered, ^ a» ih4

in the original begins with verse 81 of the A. V., there Is a dlfferenoe

The fonn

K^>

followed by ^73* seems like a

noon

otcmein nnmbering the
and may not Inaptly be
^

in the emphatic state,

cM^ above.^^^ The prononn, being expressed, is emphatic.—« ^1

here

» in

expletlTe.—•

The

order

Thp God . , . , han He been able.—* Literally, that ate hie jHdces <tf, i, #., backbit, as in chap.
:
order and style of the orfginak are vexy emphatic : ana thep <Ud not reach to the earth of the d^n tm that
(before) the Uone ruled over thwi, etc..— The terms in the original are the same as in chap. ill. 4. IA« luutone, the peopiet,
and the tanffuee.—* Literally, Mav your peace be areat.—^^ From me ie made.—^ » ThepMhaUbe trembUna and feanna
of words

ill.

in

emphatic

S.—^ The

<>

from.]

while chap.

EXEQETICAL REMARKS.

the reign of Darins the
covered about two years and a
half and probably not in its opening period
(see vs. 15, 17) ; and chap. v. creates the impresnon that it was composed immediately after
the events which it records transpired, and that,
like all the narratives in the historical part of
the book, it originated while they were still
fresh in the recollection of the writer (cf. Introd., g 4« note 2).
The connection of the twe

Mede,

Verse 1 [v. 81]. IVansitianal iniroduotory chsenaUons, And X>ariii8 th« Median took the
kingdom^ etc. The oopnla before ^]'!"J7 serves,
indeed, to oonnect the present section closely
with the preceding' one, and indicates that its
subject is more intimately related to the foregoing, than is the case in chapters iii., iv., and
T. which begin without any copulative particle

—

,

whatever.

The

1

however, does not compel

the assumption that chapters v. and vL were
properly a unit in their plan and the time of
their composition (Hitdg, Kranichfeld)
for (1)
chap. iL, although forming a decidedly independent whole, likewise begrins with the copula,
as do also numerous sections in the historical
and prophetical portions of the Old Testament,
whose subjects are independent of what precedes them. (8) Eraniohfeld*s opinion (p. 310)
that chap. v. ought to conclude with a *^ theocratic panegyrical closing sentence " similar to
chap. vi. 27, 28, if it were to rank as an independent and complete section In itself, is apparently confirmed, indeed, by the dosing verses
of chaps, ii, iii, and iv., but is decidedly opposed by chap, i , which has no sudh doxolo|;y
at the dose. (8) Chapters v. and vi. are distinguished from each other by several unmistakable difPerenoes in the mode of expression
and representation, which indicate the compodtion of these sections at different times.
Notice
especially the character of the descriptions in
chap, v., which are more drcumstantial and
full of repetitions than those in chap vi. (cf. vs.
2. 3, 4 with V. 23 ; V. 7 with v. 12 ; v. 12 with
V. 16 ; V. 16 with vs. 7 and 29, etc.).
(4) The
transactions recorded in the two sections are
separated by an iaterval of at least twenty-two
years (cf. supra, on chap. v. 80) since the
events of chap. y. transpirel under the fourth
reign before the close of the Ghaldssan dynasty,
*

vi. falls in

—which

seotioDS

by means of a copulative

y

despite the

difference in the time of their compoedtian. is
probably owing to the circumstance that at Uie
close of clu^ V. only the beginning of the fulfilment of the oracle addressed to Belsbazzar
had been noticed, while the principal fact,
which oondudes the fulfilment, is reserved for
the narrative in the present section; cf. on
chap. V. 80.— For the view that "Darius the
Hede ** can only designate Cyaxores, the son of
Astyages and fitther-in-law of Qyrus, see Introd., § 8, note 4.
Perhaps the Sept. also referred to this Oyaxares^ when it trai^lated this
passage KaX *Kpra^kp^TK 6 ruv M^dun' napi'kaf'iev
TT/v paciXeiav koI ^apeloc nXf^pf}^ ruv ^fitpcsv kqX

Mo^oc

h

y^pti

;

by 'Apra^fp^ tkey may bave

intended Astyages, the father of Darius itedua^
and by the predicate '^r^ptK ktX,^ which thej
ai^ed to Darius, they mi^ have attempted to
r^ieat the

^DD

-in^ of the second half of the

verse (ol Midiaelia, Oriental, BibL, tr. 20).
Despite the marked ignoraaoe of hudarj whi^

the Alexandrians oooadonally reveal, they can
hardly be presumed to have been gufltj' ot the
gross anachronism of oonfonnding the Median
Darins with Darius Nothns, the eon oi Artaxerxes I. Loaflimanos (against Havemick).
Ebrard (Die Offenbarung Jo/tannis [in Olahaasen^s BiU. KommeTUar]^ p. 55 et seq., and in a
review of Filller*s Prophet Daniel in the OXtera
lohe AUg. Uterar. Anseiffer^ Ootd>er, 18(18. p.
267), attempts, in hacmonj with hia aaramptioB
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that BeUhazz&r was identical with Lahorasoarchad, to identity Darius the Mede with Nabonidas, whom the conspiiators who slew Laborafoarchad elevated to the throne (fdmilarlj Sjnoellns, Scaliger, Petavius and Buddeos).
In
this way he certainly succeeds in removing
every difference between the time of chap. v.
80 and vi 1 ; but he neglects to notice (1)
that Laborasoarchad was a grandson of Nebnohadnezzar, instead of being his son, as chap v.
11 et seq. requires; (2) that Nabonidus, according to the ejq>ress statement of Berosus, was not
of Median, but of Babylonian descent, although
not of royal blood ; (3) that according to vs. 9,
13, and 16 (the 'Maws of the Medes and Persians ") the administration of the king in question is oharaoterized, in the plainest manner, as
modelled and organised after the MedoPersian
code, rather than the Babylonian | (4) that the
system of espionage and denunciation (vs. 12,
14, IG), the barbarous custom of executing the
families of criminals (v. 25) together with the
culprit, and also the aristocratic constitutional
procedure connected with the promulgation of
the prohibitioQ and with the sealing of the
stone (ts. 8, 18), all likewise refer to specifically
Medo-Persian arrangements, such as could not
yet have been introduced under Nabonidus.
These arguments will also hold good against
A. Scheuchxer, of Zurich, who, without reference to Ebrard, and to some extent basing his
views on different grounds, has recently likewise
attempted to identify Nabonidus with Darius

the Mede {AMyrUche Forse/mngen, in Heidenheim's Viertdfahrstchrift fUr engl-tfuolog. ForMchung, voL IV., No. 1, p. 17 et seq.).
[*'The addition of ^^I'O (Kethib) forms on

hand a contrast to the expression, the
(chap. v. 30), and on
the other hand it points forward to K'^DIB)
ver. 29 (28)
it,
however, furnishes no proof
that Daniel distinguished the Median kingdom
from the Persian for the kingdom is not oUled
a Median kingdom, but it is only said of Darius
that he was of Median descent, and, ver. 29 (28),
the* one

'

king of the Chaldaaans

'

;

;

that Cyrus the Persian sucoeedeid him.
In
iap) he received the kingdom, it is indicated

—

139

VI. 1-29.

empire under DaHue^ and the position assigned
Daniel It pleased Darius to set over the
kingdom a hundred and twenty princes.
The Sept increases this number to 127, probably with a reference to Esth. i 1. Josephus
Ant, X. 18 multiplies it by three {i^r/Kcwra koI
TpiQK6a»(H aaTpairai)^ perhaps because he believed
each of the three chief praefects to have been
placed over 120 satraps, or because he believed
himself obliged to make the number of satrapies
equal to that of the days in the year. The number 120 is to be retained, in opposition to both
these uncritical attempts to enlarge it, although
no other authorities mention so large a numl^r
of satrapies or provinces in the Medo-Persian
empire at the time of its first organization under
Darius-Oyaxares and Gyrus, and although according to both Herodotus and Xenophon their
number seems to have been considerably smaller
at that period. The former of these authors
mentions no definite organisation of satrapies by
Cyrus whatever, and remarks of Darius Hystaspis that he founded in aU oniy twenty of such
provinces for the whole empire (XXL 89); the
latter notices satraps under Cyrus as well, but
mentions only nine, eight of whom were appointed for Asia Minor and one for Arabia
from which it might be concluded that the aggregate number of such officials did not mudi
exceed twenty, and perhaps, did not even reach
that number {Gyrop, VII. 4, 2 : Vin. 6).
The
statements of these Greek historians do not,
however, compel us to doubt the accuracy of
Daniers report, or to reduce the number from
120 to 20; for various indications lead to the
conclusion that the number and boundaries of
the satrapies varied exceedingly in different periods of the Persian empire.
The three lists of
Persian provinces, for instance, which are found
among the inscriptions of Darius (at Persepolis,
at Behistun, and at Nakshi Eustam) enumerate
on the whole thirty-three satrapies or provinces,
without permitting us to regard the number as
exhaustively complete. The opinion that such
changes among the satrapies actually occurred
is further supported by Ezra viii. 86, where
several satraps beyond the Euphrates are mentioned as holding office under Artaxerxes, while
Herodotus, III. 91, knew of but one; and also
by Esth. i. 1, where the whole number of the
Persian satrapies is fixed at 127, eta Hence,
it must probably be assumed that at different
times the arrangement of provinces varied in
the Persian empire, and that a subdivision of
the realm into numerous smaller sections (whose
to

that Darius did not conquer it, but received it
from the conqueror" (iTetZ).] Being about threescore and two years old. This precise and concrete designation of his age was hardly designed
to note that he had overthrown the Chaldaean empire after attaining to old age and when he was
no longer competent to the personal conduct of number, 120, may have been symbolically sigwarlike operations (Kranichfeld) ; for such a nificant, and relating to astronomical condipurpose is not expressed with sufficient clear- tions) existed already under Darius- Medus and
ness, and moreover, the implied reference to Cyrus, but in such a manner that in addition
a
the weakness and defenceless condition of the reckoning by larger, and consequently less nuBabylonian
empire
would
involve
declining
a merous provinces, was customary.
The divihistorical inaccuracy wMch cannot well be sion into 120 smaller satrapies may have desoendohaiged against the author. The real motive ed to the Medo-Persians from the Chaldsdothat led him to mention the age of Darius can Babylonian world-kingdom, in which, according
only conslit in the design to refer to the consid- to chap. iii. 2, 27, the title of satrap had long
erably later time of the taking of Babylon, been known, and on account of its almost sacred
in its relation to the events that had just been astronomical importance, they may have gladly
described (cf supra, on chap. v. 80). *
admitted it into the constitution of their realm.
Verses 2, 3 [1, 2]. The new constitution cf the The enumeration by larger and less numerous
(20-^0) satrapies may h^ve been chiefly in use
* [Bather It m«j have been u a premonition of Uie nhoit
in the official language of the court and the
iafeinral daring D«rias'a rale before the full Mmmptioa of
arts in the kingdom of the Aohemenidn, as being
dondAion by Cynu m person at Babylon.]

—

.
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a national Medo-PenSian institation, and for that with His assistance. In this way the succeedreason may have been prinoipaUy or ezcloBiyely ing remark, '* because an excellent spirit was is
obserred by the Greeks. The Biblical enumera- him " (cf. chap. v. 12), may likewise be explained
without involving any suspicion of self-laudation
tion, having a Babylonian origin, may therefore
be properly designated as the esotsric or hieratiOy on the part of t^e narrator. And the king
and the anoient Aryan division, supported by the thought to set him over the whole realm,
Nor is it a hence, to promote him to the office of grandclassics, as the exoteric or demotic.
questionable feature that on this explanation vizier or prime minister the superior of the
the title kshatrapa (tihoitra/paiU^ achashdavpan) ** triumvirs" or Sarekin. The Targuma always
was applied interchangeably to the administra- employ the Ithpael for the intransitive T'^ips^, *' to
tors of both larger and smaller divisions; since
be inclined, to purpose." [** This intention of
this harmonizes well with the fluctuations of
the king stirred up the envy of the other presilater Hellenistic writers in rendering the word
dents" (JE5«)].—Verse 5 [4]. Then the preriand especially with the indecision of the Sept.
sought to find oocaaion against
dents
On this question, and in relation to the origin Daniel....
conoeming the kingdom, f.«., they
and significance of the title of satrap, cf tiie
sought to assail his official character ; and only
exeg. remarks on chap. iii. 2. ^Yerse 8 [21].
after frequent proofs that their efforts in this
And over these three presidents, of whom direction
were futile, did they direct their attenDaniel was first j rather, **was one.*' [The
tion to his religious standpoint (v. 6 et seq.). •
following verse, however, shows that he was the
But they conld find none occasion nor £anlt.
principal one]. The l*^?!© (in the Targ. equivn^^, as before, is an ** occasion, opportunity,
alent to O'^^OiC, ** arrangers, overseers ") were pretext," upon which the accusation might be

—

—

—

certainly

*^

.

chief -pnefeots, princes, ministers,'*

whether the

"3*^0 is

regarded as related to

**•©,

as derived, by means of the Pers. particle of
derivation "n, from the Zend Bara (Gr. /uipa,

alria, John xviii 88; Mattu xxvii.
an occasion for impeachment" (Keil)]. This
more general term may be co-ordinated with

based [^*as
37,

i.e.,

*^

head,** or as related to the Sanscr.
^rana^ ** protector," or also to t&raka^ ** steers(the former according to Gesenius, the
The dignity of these
latter, to Hitzig).
Sar^hin was doubtless identical with that of

Pers. ««r),

man"

the Talialn or " triumvirs," who are mentioned
in the preceding chapter (vs. 7, 16, 29) as the
superior princes of the realm, or heads of the
government under Belshazzar.
Accordingly,
like the 120 satraps, they were a class of dignitaries in the Medo-Persian kingdom, whose
office was modelled after the Babylonian precedent, but was discontinued at a later period,
or perhaps, was developed into the institution
of the Beten counseUors of the Persian kings
(corresponding to the seven Amshaspands of.
Esth. L 14; Ezra vii 14; Herod,
31).
Daniel owed his elevation to this rank to the
circumstance that he had already been raised to
the dignity of a triumvir by Belshazzar, and had
probably remained in that office until the overthrow of the Ghaldffian kingdom ; as also
Nebuchadnezzar, according to chap. ii. 48, 49,
had already conferred on him a position of distinguished political and priestly power and emi-

m.

—

nence—That the princes

(satraps) might give
accounts to them^ and the king should have
no damage, ».«., not suffer loss in his revenues
(cf. pt: Ezra iv. 18, 15, and PJ: Esth. viL 4).

The

satraps are thus designated

more

*^

nS!2r)^ >

distinguished himself, outshone them."

demonstrative n:^, ^^this," which

is

'^

wickedness,** because it is conceived

concretely or objectively

the following *lio,

hbo\

ti^©

*'

and hence also with

;

fault, inadvertence

probable primitive

'*

(from

form for nac

;

cL

Fidelity is the leading political virtue of the servant or officer of a
government (cf. 1 Cor. iv. 2), in like manner as
justice and mercy should be the ornament of
in the Gr.

fi6Xic

rulers (chap.

and

f^6yig).

iv. 24).

Verses fr-10 [5-9]. The procuring of a goternmental edict pertaining tordigum^ direcUd agaput
against this
shall not ...
Daniel.\
Daniel, except we find it against him oonceming the law of his Ood. HH^?. ^"^i the law of
Daniel*s God, is the theocratic law, considered
as the rule of his religious life, and especially of

We

.

his devotional exercises.

Cf.

ri*^

in Ezra

vii. 6,

26 ; and supra, chap, ii 9.—Verse
7. Then these presidents (princes) and princes
(satraps) assembled together to the king;
rather (as maxg.), *^ran in stormy haste.^
" Th^e princes and satraps ** (ct ** these men,'*
V. 6 [5]) were not, of course, aU of them, without exception, but only those who envied and
sought to calumniate Daniel, since only such are
here concerned ; of. v. 25 [24]. The idea that
aU the satraps participated is tiie more improbable, in view of the fact that the possible preeen%*e
of all in the metropolis is nowhere indicated (nr t
12, 14, 21, 25,

particu-

larly as officers of finance^ which doubtless constituted one of their chief functions ; cf. Herod.
lU. 89 et seq.
Verses 4, 5 [3, 4].
The iU-tnU of the other
grand offidaU of the realm a^aiiist Daniel.
Then this Daniel was preferred above (showed

himself superior to) the presidents, etc.

nn'^nib,

The

connected

with the name of Daniel only here and in v. 20,
is conceived and spoken from the standpoint of
his opponents, who look with envy on him
{i8tum) whom God has hitherto so highly favored

* [^^ Such a model of ezoellenoe, w> for sorpMsizig sad 10
nncomfortubly ecliptdug themBelves, was kecmly cottinfr to
them otarapt offlcen^ and axooied tbcdr blttei^eat boslility.'"
t [*' With Satanic cunning the princes shaped this propoMd
law to take with the king by a bait for hSs low vanity, and
to entrap Darnel throngh his known deoiaioD and flrmnera
in the worship of his Ood. It was the best compiiment they
could pay to Daniel that they assmned so oonfldentiy that he
would pray to Ood none the less for this monstroas law. It
was the ke^est reproach to their king that they aboold an*
ticipate his ready assent to such a law under the impolsea
of his excessive vanity. Darius was a weak and vain king,
elne he would have a^ed. What can be the motive of these
men in proposing sfich a law ? Plainly the appended exccp>
tion, ' Save of thee, O king,' was so grateful to his vanity
that it blinded bis dull eye to the monstrous natore and pc»
aible bearings of this law.*"— Gstote.]
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eren in t. 8 [7]).— On

iD*ia*)», "to ruflh anywhere in stormj haste, to rudi anywhere freqnentlj^' [rather, tumuUuously\ (Lather, ^* came
ofUn "), cf. the German '^jemanden die Thure
tturmen^^ (** to storm somebody's door") see
infra, vs. 12 [11] and 16 [16].— Verse 8. All the
presidents (princes) of the kingdom, the governors, and the prinoes (satraps), the oounsellora, and the oaptains (prsefeots) have oonsulted
•

together; rather, '^have considered

it

adyisa-

V?")9 Beems here to be employed in a
more extended sense than heretofore (vs. 8 [2],
6 [4], and 7 [6]), where it designates the chief
praef ects who were placed over the satraps *
for the four classes of officials which follow tiie
same as in chap, iii 27, but in a different order
ble.'*

—

;

—are evidently intended

to specialize the pre"
fixed general idea of *' princes" or *' prsBfects
(thus Chr. B. Michaelis correctly, against Hitzig
and others, who in this place also regard the
Sareldn as the chief praefects who were Daniel's
oolloagnes).
In like manner the term Ghaldssans was fonnd to be employed above, at one
time to designate a special class of wise men,
and at anotiier to denote the whole order of
magians (see on chap. \L 2).f In relation to

—

l:7^:riK, *^to

selves,*'

determine or agree among them-

oompare the term

D?"^,

^*

a connsellor,"

etmHliarvus^ as designating one of the principal
officers of the Persian kLig, Ezra vii. 14, 15.
To establish a royal statute \ rather, *' that the
king should establish a statute." In view of the

accentuation, ^^!^^
tf^P as

is

not to be construed with

a genitive ('* to establish a royal statute,"

141

1-29.

but must be regarded as the subject of the
n^^pb. so that the object ^'yj is placed
between tl e inHnitive and its noun, as in Isa. v.

eto.),

Inf.

;
X3X. 8 ; xx. 1 (thus correctly Rosenmtiller,
Hitzig, Eranichfeld, [Eeil], etc., against Theodotion, Vulgate, Luther, Bertholdt, and a maAnd make a firm interjority of mc^ems). *

24

—

The Q^P which the king was to
at the same time an 10 K, ** inter-

dict (marg.).
establish, is

**
in the parallelism of the address it is at
designated generally as a *^ statute,^ and
afterwards more especially as an *^ interdict.*'

dict

;

first

On

*10», *«to bind," in the sense of **to pro-

hibit," see
dietv as

Num.

the K3:&n'!rDnK(ialn9M,whitoinoh.iii.Sthe7arenamed
after

to

them) shows that the M'iiSSp are here great

officers

whom the satxmps were sobordinate, and that only the
pSllJ ooold be meant to whom the satraps had to

three

render
divided

an account Koreorer, the Ust of four names is
by the copula into two oleases. To the first class
*t

beloog the

VCK^O and

the satraps; to the second the

V'^S'^n, 9taU councmorif and the
ftcta
if

qf

the provinoet.

Accordingly,

T-:

•

M^IS^H

qf tha (tower)

etcue council^

we

<Ae

cU>a pra-

will scarcely err

memben

by tt'*330 we understand the

eommeU €f ttate^ by

»mnD,
<tf

minMere

the kigkett

or

memben

and by the sstraps and peckae

the nOlttartrand dvil rulen of the provineee. This grouping of the names oooflrms, consequently, the general inters

.

—

that Deioces had introduced

lavrdv acfivvetv for himself and his successors, by removing his person from the observation of his subjecte, in order to persuade them
that he was hepoioc (cf also Xenophon, Oyrop. ,
I. 8, 18).
The existence of this custom among
the Medes is further substantiated by the fact
that the Persians, who were intimately related
to the Medes, observed it, as did several others
of the Oriental nations of antiquity {e.g.y the
E^fyptians and Ethiopians, according to Diodor.,

the

rrepl

.

8ieul.y I. 90; in. 3, 5)—the former from the
peculiar religious reason that they considered
the king as the ** offspring of the gods" {iKyovoc
^eibv) and the image of Ormuzd, and even addressed him directly as ^e6g; cl .^ischylus,
Pers., f57, 856; Plutarch, Thmiist^ 27; Cur-

* [But this construction is extremely harsh, and, as Lengerke remarks, oppoeed to the usage of M3i^ '^DM in t.
18.

Even RosenmQUer renders (apparently by inadvertence,
The passages adduced by the au-

pretation of the KnilD^Ta "^^^D bJDi for the four classes
'^
•
••

however) decreto regio.

named

thor from Isaiah (zlz. 8

T

dom.

:

T

constitute the entire chief praf^oture of the kingThis interpretatioa is not made questionable by the

faat that the

yp^D

had

in the

kingdom of Darius a dif-

ferent position from that they held in the kingdom of
Kebnchadnezzar; for in this respect each kingdom had its
own particular arrangement, which underwent manifold
changes according to the times." KeiL]
t {** The whole oonneotlon of the narrative plainly shown
that the authors of the aocnsatioii deoetred the king. The
ooonofl of state, or chief court, to which all the satraps had
to render an account, consisted of three men, of whom
Daniel was one. But Daniel certainly was not called to this
consultation; tJierefore their pretence that all * presidents
of the kingdom * had consulted on the matter, was fklse.
Besides, thej deceived the king in this, that thejr concealed
from him the intention of the decree, or misled him regardtng it."—ir«/^]

xvi.

2.veiv^

xviii 18.
for thirty days ; >.«., during the thirty
.
.
.
days next ensuing, from that time until the
Literally, **unto
expiration of thir^ days.
thk<>y days."
This number, the triplicate of
the ten days in chap. i. 12-15, is a round number, corresponding to the duration of a month,
and employed otherwise also as a general period,
during which an interdict was imposed on persons; e.g.^ by the vows of Nazarites. Acts xxi
26 ; cf. Tract. JVimV, I. 8 ; Joseph., de B. Jud.,
TL 15, 1. The command (or interdict) to pray f
during one month only to the king was in this
instance specially aimed at Daniel, the pious
worshipper of Jehovah, for the purpose of entrapping him ; but it was suggested by a national
religious custom of older date among the Medes^
by which Divine honors were rendered to the
king. Herodotus, L 199, refers to this custom,

when he remarks
* r' If we oomp«re the list of the four offldal classes here
menooned with that of the great offloera of state ooder Nebuchadnezzar, ch. ilL 3, the naming of the M'^^SD before

zxx. 10, and also the N.-T.

opposite of
Matt
19
—the^That
whosoever shall ask a petition

is

not correct) are not altogether

point, as the inepoeition there is not

^ but

3)

or 2L

i|i

Had

the writer intended such a construction he would naturally

have used
tlon,

with the

'^'H

fut.

The Masotetlo

interpnno>

however, undeniably favors it]

t rrhe torm

**

^^21

!

bere not any kind of request or

sopplioation, but prayer, as the phrase, ver. 14 (18), M3^^*
rrri^^Sl- dSrecUng Alt prayer^ shows.

The word O'ZMI

does not prove the contrary, for the heathen prayed also tc
men (cf. ch. ii. 46X and here the clause, except to the ting
places toitether god and man, so that the king might nol
observe that the prohibition was q^edaUy directed against

DanieL*"—JTeO.
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Vni. 6, 11 ; Isoorates, Panegyr,^ in Briasonius, de Per»a/r, prine., p. 17, and generally,
Hengstenbeig, AuthenUe des Damd, etc., p. 127
et 8eq. ; Delitzsoh, Art Danid in Herzog's BealEnoykL^ p. 278 et seq. See the Ethico-fund. piin-

2 Sam. six. 1 ; 1 Kings xviL 20; Acts i 18; x.
9._*i Opened windows," in-^nfi "^-^nS, are tlM
opposite of such as are covered with lattice- wour
(•^Ja^nt intis, Ezek. xL 16) by which the view ia

ciples. etc. against the assumption of the modem
pseudo-Daniel tendency-oritioism, on which the
edict of Darius in question is a cunningly invented prototyi)e, and at the same time an exagg^ rated caricature of the course of Antiochus
Epipbanes as described in 1 Mace. i. 41 et seq.
2 Mace, vi 1 et seq.— Verse 9 [8j. Now, O
king, establish the decree and sij^n the writing J rather, ** and record the writing," for co^
always signifies to record, and not to sign ; and
moreover, the Persian edicts received l£eir official stamp as laws from the royal mo^, instead
of the royal signature ; * cf. EstL iii. 10 et seq.

obstructed. These open windows were required
to be ** toward Jerusalem," because according
to ancient custom the face of the worshipper
must be turned towards the temple in that city
for as in Jerusalem the supplicant turned toward the sanctuary (Psa. v. 8 ; xxviii. 2 etc.),
so he turned when abroad towards the *^ holy
city" (Matt. iv. 5) as the site of the temple.
This was the case long prior to the captivity ;
see 1 Kings viii. 33, 35, 88, 44, 48; 2 Chron.

tins,

,

—That

be not changed, according to
the law of the Modes and Fenians, ». «. accordviii. 8.

it

,

ing to that law of the united Medo-Persian
realm, as is somewhat more fully described in v.
16 [15], by which every official edict from the
king, issued with certain formalities, should possess enduring force ob law^ hence, ''should not

be changed" (n';:rnb »^, ct Winer, Oramm.,
§ 46, 3) ; cf. Esth.* i 19 ; viii 8. Against the
opinion of Von Lengerke, that the writer here
was guilty of an anachronism, since the phrase
*
the law of the Modes and Persians " must have
originated subsequently to the time of Gyrus, cf
*

Hitzig alBO rejects this position of Von
Lengerke, inasmuch as he denies, for telling
reasons, the presumption on which it rests, that
supra.

in that formula designates the

r)"^

lam

of the kingdom. —[Verse 10

carried out the proposal.

whde body of
''
The king

(9).

^'^9?')

^ explicative

Vie writing, namely, the prohibition (spoken of)

for this

alone

is

was the chief matter, therefore M^9^
here mentioned, and not also ts'^p (edict),

ver. 8 (7)."—JTetZ.]

Verses 11, 12

[10, 11].

DaniePs

protest,

by hie

And, his
conduct, against Vie royal 'iecree.\
windows being open in his chamber toward
Jerusalem; rather, '^but he [it^] had open
.windows," etc.
The upper chamber, or attic,
receives consideration as being more removed
and less liable to be disturbed, hence as being
particularly adapted to purposes of devotion ; cf.
* [Thi8 diatitiotion Ib rather ov^-nioe ; for it was not the
engrrmning of the edict, sarely, that the magnatefi desired,
and this of ooune wonld not have been done by the royal
hand, but his offldal approval and sanction, such as a signature whether by writing or stamping the name—only could

—

confer.]

t ['^The satraps dtd not wait long for DanleTs expected
He contlnned
disregard of the Idng^s prohibition.
this custom (of prayer) even afto* the issoing of the edict
for a discontinuance of it on account of that law wonld have
been a denying of the faith and a sinning against God. On
this his enfmies had reckoned. They secretly watched him,
And immediately reported his disregnrd of the king^s command. In ver. 11 (10), the place where he was wont to
pray is more particularly detwribed in order that it mif^t be
•
shown how they could observe him." KetL]

...

^V

^

;

[*'

%

nb

does not refer to Daniel

dows*), bntto {nri'^^b*

M^

nn^irSl

(*

K^H

The same remark

following.]

ha had opened win-

hou9€ had open wtndo%09.

referred to Daniel, then the

•aperfluouA.*'—JTott.

to

^

If

following would bo
of coarse

wlU apply

The corresponding custom
vL 29, 34, 38.
among the Mahommedans (KLbla) with reference to Mecca, appears thus to be the imitation
of a custom developed on the primitive soil of
Bible lands; and for the earliest followers of
Islam Jerusalem itself was Elibla. On the other
hand, the ancient Jewish and the most ancient
ChristiaD custom prohibited, on the ground of
Ezek. viii 16, 17, the turning of the face in
prayer towards the east, f.&, towards the sun
(cf. Clement, Strom. YU, 724; Origen, ffomQ,
V. in Num. ; Tertull. ApoL c. 16), while the
later church, standing on the ground of UaL
iii 20; Luke i. 78 et seq., zealously recommended that supplicants and houses for prayer
should face towards the cast, and introduced it
into general use.
CI Bingham, Origiiue, V.
275 sa— He kneeled upon his knees three
times a day. Kneeling is mentioned as the
characteristic posture of supplicants in 1 Kings
vilL 54; 2 Chron. vi. 12; Ezra ix. 5; Luke
xxii. 41 : Acts vii 59; ix. 40; xxi 5; Eph.
Cor. 48 ; Hermas. Pasiii. 14 : Clem. Rom. 1
tor, Vts. I. 1, etc.
Cf. O. A. Hubnerus, de gen1741) ; Zockler, Krit. GescftMU
der Askese (Frankf. and Erlangen, 1868), p. 350
[** Daniel offered prayers not to make
et seq.
an outward show, for only secret spies conkl obuflixxione (Halle,

—

serve

him when

so enga^jfed.

'^'^.

br^~^^ does

not mean altogether so as (Bosenmtiller, Von
Leng. , Maurer, Hitzig), but, as always, on tki$
account that, because. Because he always did
thus, so now he continues to do it"~(iiL«i?).]*
The custom of praying three times in a day,
which is attested for the first time in this passage, and which, according to the Talmudic tradition was first brought into general use amon^
the Jews by the ** men of the great synagogue,"
appears to have taken shape during the Babylonian captivity as a usage observed by pioas individuals among the Israelites. The fundamental
general idea of this custom is already expressed
in Psa. Iv. 18; but the desire to find a regular
substitute for the morning and evening sacii-

which were now interrupted, doabtlcM
contributed towards originating the custom,
since the Jews were accustomed, from an eady
period, to regard prayer as in itself a sacrifice
with which God is pleased (Ho& xiv. 8 ; Psa.
11 17; cxvi 17, etc.^ and especially since they
associated it in their minds with the evening
sacrifice (Psa. cxli 2 ; 1 Kings xviii 36 et seq.;

fioes,

*[" Blessed roan ! How quietly, how cahnly, how i
thy heart repose on the enduing love and
fcdnesn of the never-faiUng power of thy fadMsv* Qodl*

tally did

i

—Ctnol4a,]
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Esra ix. 5 ; of. Dae iz. 21). The Paisee custom
of rendering Divine honors to the three parte of
the day themselves, has, of ooorse, nothing in
common with the habit of the Jews and primitive Christians (Acts iii. 1 ; x. 9, 30 ; of. Pusey,
Daniel, p. 654) ; nor has the custom of the
Egyptian priests, who, aooording to Porphyry,
de abstinent. IV. 8, sang daily four hymns of
praise to the sun ; nor yet the three daily sacrifices and hymns of the Pythagoreans, as mentioned by Jamblichus, Vit. Pythag, o. 149 ss.
Cf. generally, Zockler, L c. p. 829 et seq.—
Verse 12 [11]. Then, these men assembled
(rushed togotiier), and found Daniel pra3ring
and making supplioation before his Ood. Here,
as in T. 7 [6J, ^tD">^'}n is not a single rushing to-

gether, but a frequent* hasfy gathering; the
only differenoe is that in that passage the design
was to obtain the decree from the king, while
here it is to watch Daniel in order to denounce
According to v. 11, the open windows in
him.
Danielle upper chamber seem to have enabled
them to execute their plan of espionage with
success, either because they saw him while
engaged in prayer (perhaps from a still more
elevated room in tdie vicinity, cf. 2 Sam. xi 2),
At
or because they heard him from the street.
any rate, a repeated [?J approach and observation in secret must be assumed, instead of a
single surprise ; hence the question, ^* At which
of his daily prayers was he surprised?^* is inConcerning the thoroughly orappropriate.
ganized system of espionage and denunciation
in the Medo-Persian kingdom, of which this
passage affords a characteristic proof, see Max
Dunoker, GenchiolUe des AUtrthiuns, II. 648.
Verses 13-15 [12-14] .
The denunciation.

—

Then they came near and spake
(*'

with

'*)

before

etc., cf. chap. iii. 8, and for
24.
thing is true, ao-

the king,

—

The
what follows, iii.
oording to the law of the Modes and JPer^
^^
aiana ; rather,
the word is firm, aooording,
^^'^^ ^^^^1 does not affirm that the deeto.
cree

was

published, but indicates the certein

punishment of any who might transgress

it.-

—

Verse 14 [13]. Daniel, which is of the children
of the captivity of Judah. Cf. chap. v. 13,
and observe that the accusers do not mention
the high official station of Daniel and his intimate official relations with the king, but merely
refer to his foreign birth, {^^ in order that they
may thereby bring his condoot under the suspicion of being a political act of rebeUion against
the royal authority." (J5r«il)j— Verse 15 [14J.
Then the king .... was sore displeased.
SMia

is

impersonal in

Gen. xxL 12, and like

"^r^i^?

3Kp

^!5^

like

below, in

v.

'1^ in
24

[23].

*^ Then
the king,
when he heard the word sorrow came on him''
(and similarly v. 24 [23], ^* Then
joy came
on him '').f And set his heart on Daniel to

Literally, therefore, it reads,

—

.

—

.

.

* [The idea of J^rtqueticy Insiiited apon by the author as
rwddingin zf'^^'^n wemt to have no good rapport The
•ense

is

rather ruthedfonoardt

and eaKerly.]
t ['* Xiie king

made

their

way

in

a body

is chagrined and ashamed of himself that he
allowed himsoLf to be caught in this snare. Now for the
first dme be ttaect the enmity aiul moon spirit of his offloers
la nbtolnin/ from him that decree, and bites his lips in
Aauie that he ouuld have been so beguiled and entrapped.

deUTer hhn.

''
heart,'* is not found in thi
but occurs in the Syriac and
Compare, however, the phrase *^ DO

3$,

later Chaldee,

Arabic.

Targ. Prov. xxii

i(2l!b,

17—And he labored tiU

the going

down

"^b^^

oonstr. plur. of

(St.

^?9^

Inf.

of-

ayuifl^ea&ai^

(of.

have

b'7.Pi?»,

the form

also of the

^^^9, or

Hitzig and Eraniohfeld on this

Instead

passage.

On

of the sun, eta

of

linpK,

Luke

xiii

labored"

*<he

Targums

24), the

which, however, has a different

meaning from that of ^IPlSM.
Verses 16-18 [15-17] . T/ie eondemnati<m and
On v. 16 cf. supra, on v. 9 b. Verse
17 [16]. Then the king commanded, and they
brought Daniel, and oast him into the den of
UoDS ; rather, *^ that they should bring Daniel
end cast,** eta The construction is the same aa
in chap. v. 29 [but in neither this nor that passage is this rendering justified by the force of

—

eofeotUion,

the text, IT'TO'! .... '^Q'l''].
According to
Oriental custom, the execution in this case, as

under Belshazzar, chap. v. 29, and in
that under Nebuchadnezzar, chap. iii. 19 et seq.,
was te follow immediately on the sentence.
[*^ This does not, however, imply that it was on
the evening in which, at the ninth hour, he had
prayed, as Hitzig affirms, in order that he mav
thereby make the whole matter improbabla*'
{Keil).
The season of prayer at which Daniel
was discovered would seem te have been at
noon.
This will allow ample time for the preparation of the edict the same morning, and the
execution the same evening. The accusers were
evidently in hot haste]. Thy God, whom thou
servest continually, he will deliver thee:
rather, ** may thy God .... deliver thee."
Pilate may have solaced himself with a similar
confession of his own weakness and cowardice,
when he delivered the Saviour into the hands of
his mortal enemies (Matt, xxvii. 24 ; Luke xxiii.
25, eto.); or Herod, when he commanded to
bring the head of Uie Baptist (Matt. xiv. 9).
Verse 19 [18] et seq. shows that the exclamation was by no means intended to be ironical or
Matt, xxvii.
malicious, as those in Psa. xxii. 9
43 ; but on the other hand, Josephus probably
attributes too favorable a disposition to Darius,
wben he observes t.'XTTlaag 6k 6 Aapsio^^ bn
in that

—

;

;

lihceTat to ^eiov avrbv koI ovSkv

/ij)

nd^fj oeivdv

imd T(jv "^Tipiuv^ kidT^evatv ahrov thdv^iDq (^peiv ra
avfi&ahmna (similarly also Jerome et aL). ^Verse
18 [17]. And a stone was brought, and laid

—

upon the mouth
izing passive
iii

r)?2iD,

1.3.

instead of

of the den.

f^lvi'^n,

form of the Aphel

;

cf.

a Hebraon chap,

Hebraizing passive partic. Peal,

ri'p'^ip

(cf. v.

27 [26]).—It

is

natural

to suppose that the stone was of sufficient size
to completely doee the mouth of the den, and
that it was at hand for that purpose, instead of

No doubt he heartily esteemed Daniel, and probably loved
him, and felt therefore the bitterest grief and shnme that he
should be made unwillingly the author of his dostructiou.^*
—Coides. He also felt intensely anxious for his fate, and
doubtleM cast about in his mind some mothud of extrlcatiuA
him, and at the samo time of exposing and punishing his
]
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aasuming, with Hitzig, that it was neoessary to
bring it from a distance. The den itself, cor-

Instead of ** food,** which \a the interpretatioa
assigned by Theodotion, the Peshito, the Vul-

responding to the sense of K^3 (Kp^3), which

gate, Luther, etc., the rendering of

is

thoroughly identical with that of the Heb. -j-jsi,
must not be conceived of as a cistern or funnelshaped pit (Hitzig) ; hnt rather as haying a
capacity sufficient to hold several lions and permit them to move freelj About (which involves

no greater difficulty than that the fil3^3 in the
Targ Jer. xH. 7, 9 should have contained the
corpses of seventy slain persons : cf. also the
Targ. Jer. xxxvii. 16; Isa. xvi 15;
La brief,
it may be supposed t<- have been an actual lions*
den, similar to those connected with the Roman
amphitheatres, from which it probaby differed
simply in having a horisontal opening in the flat
or arched roof, through whidi the ad besUeu
damnati were thrown to the lions, in addition to
the door at the side, by which the beasts were
introduced into the den or removed from it. Its
construction may therefore have been similar to
that of the fiery fumaoe, upon the whole (see
on chap. iiL 6) an opinion which seems to derive additional support from the manner in
which Darius was enabled to converse with
Daniel while in the den, even before the stone
was removed from its opening (v. 21 et seq.).
The two lions* denfl at Fez, belonging to the
emperor of Morocco, which Host describes in

—

Nachriehtm ton Fez und Marokko (pp. 77,
290) as being large rectangular and uncovered
pits in the earth (whose wide opening was surrounded by a wall one and a half ells in height),
were consequently constructed somewhat d^erently from that of the Medo-Babylonians under
con^eration, but are still interesting for comparison with the latter. And the king sealed
it with his own signet, and with the ngnet of
his lords. On the custom of sealing cf Matt,
xzvii. 26.
The twofold sealing, with the ring
of the king and with that of his grand officers,
may have been designed to secure Daniel, for
whose deliverance the king still hoped (see vs.
17 [16], 21 [20J, against any violent assault, and
also against any attempt to liberate him
hence, to insure a strict control of the prisoner.
Cf. Jerome: ** Ohsigncbmt annvlo suo la/pidem^
quo 08 lad daudebatur^ ne quid contra DaiMem
moUantur inimiei .... Obsignat autem et anhis

—

.

nuh optimatum morum^ ne
eantra eos habere tfideretur,^^

quid suspMonis

—That the purpose

might not be changed concerning Daniel;
rather,

tion
is

''

that the matter," etc.; that his situa-

might not be unlawfully

not

*^

altered.

^3S here

Long, etc )* but
cl the corresponding Syriao

intention, purpose

*'

(t.

*^ affair, matter *'
;
word.
19-23
Verses
The king disoovere the
[18-22].
nUraeulous preeervatum of DanieL Th«n the
king went . . and passed the night futing.
n^p is properly a substantive with adverbial sig.

— **with fasting** —
supperless.
Luther renders
forcibly,
and remained not
—Neither were instruments of music
nification

1.«.,

**

it

eating.**

brought

before

him;

rather

^*

concubines.**

* ['*This thought (would have) raqnired thetiai. mnphoL
KD^SS^ and also doer not cOTnapond with the appUoatioD
•C

a double eal.*'—ITet/.]

^^

concubines,

of the harem,** is sufficlosely related terms in Uie

by
and the verb ^??n in oonneotion with

ciently supported

Arabic

;

V^n by

women

the prep, ^"p^, admits of no other interpretation.

The bringing

in of inanimate objects

would have been expressed by '^KTp ; ol chap.
V. 2 with it 24, 25
iv. 8; V. 13, 15,—And his
sleep went from him:forBook him ; cf. on <diap.
ii 1
Verse 20 [19]. Then the king arose veryearly in the morning ; '^ with the dawn, when
it became light."
»';?^?^, "the dawn" ( =
;

iniJ, Targ. Jon. on Isa. Iviii

8).

The hypo-

thetical rendering of the imperf. D^p*^, for

which

[*' The
Kranichfeld contends, is unneceasary.
future or imperfect is used instead of the perfect to place this clause in relation to the following, meaning : the king^ as soon as he arotte at
morning daunt, went hastUy by the early Ught^
(KeU).]
The Septuagint is [substantially] correct : lip^piae irpuU ; lUso Theodotion, the Pesh-

etc.—fiinaja, *«with the twilight, with the
or break of day ** [** serves for a mere determination of the M'l^'^^ipjl, at the morning
ito,

dawn

da/wn^ namely, as soon as the first rays of the
rising

sun appeared'* (KeO)];

xxiv. 14.

—^And went in haste.

cf.

nnfc^i,

Job

n^«^Sinn2i, aa in

—

=

fitrd airovdrj^ ; cf. Lnke i 89.
chap. ii. 85,
Verse 21 [20]. And .... cried with a lamen*i^ ; cf. Isa.
table voice unto DanieL 3'^S^^
O Daniel, servant of
liv. 6 with Prov. xxxi. 6.
the living Ood. Darius was able to designate
the God of Daniel as the living Qod (cf. r. 27)
thus early, before his observation bad convinced
him ot the prophet's safety, for the simple
reason that during the intercourse co^^sequent
on their intimate relation, Daniel had inBtmcted
him concerning the nature and i>ower of his God
as the God of all gods, and also because the
pangs of conscience endured by him during the

=

—

night that had just elapsed, had produced a profound conviction of the truth of the propbet*s
testimony to Jehovah. —Verse 28 [22J.
Ood hath sent his angel, and hath shut the

My

lions'

mouths. Cf

.

v.

28

[27]

;

Acts

zii. 7.

The

summary

conciseness of the statement forbids
any conclusion as to whether Daniel had aeea
the angel who wrought his miraculous delirerance, as an objective fact, or whether he merely
argued from the effect to the underlying invisible cause (of. Psa. xxxiv. 8 ; xci 11 et seq.
Matt. viiL 9, etc.). On the expression, '* to shut
the lions* mouths,** cf. 2 Tim. iv. 17 ; Heb. zL
88.
And also before thee, king, have I done

—

no hurt

O

"Before

thee,*'

T^l^^, iA, **!

—

a
thine eyes, according to thy judgment**
loosely connected supplemental proof of what he
has just asserted, viz., that he is innocent. In
* [** The predicate (A«l'9<ii(r9o(l is occttsfoned by ibo pane*
eenration of life which the kinff regarded an poMible. and probably was made known to the king in prerioo* cooTenatfoM
with Daniel; of. Pia. zlii.8; IxzziT. 8; 1 8am. xriL 81^
•to.''—^««.l
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modem speech

the oonnection might have been,
even as I was likewise found innocent by thee "
(which was apparent to him from the king's
**

anxious inquiries concerning his welfare). *
Verses 24, 25 [23, 24]. The deUveranee of
aiul the punishment of hie enemies. Then
was the king exceeding glad (cf on v. 15) for

DarM

.

and commanded that th«y should take
Daniel up out of the den.} *^R9'*T^) ^^® i^him^f

Aphel of the root p^p, compensates for the
doubling by

:,

b?:n in

similarly to

v.

19 [18]

22.—Verse 25
And the king commanded, and they
[24]
brought those men; rather, *^that those men
should be brought" The same construction as
^* Those men
are the same who
in V. 17 [16]. §
(cf.

iL 25).

Cf. p-^pn, chap.

iii.

.

—

''

are mentioned in vs. 6 [5] and 7 [6] , viz. : the
grand officers who were present in Babylon
itself, and who had taken part in traducing
number of them may have been in
Daniel.
the king^s train, when he commanded that the
seals should be broken and the stone removed (v.
24 [23]), without ventiiring to protest, in the
presence of the angry monarch, against the violation of the seal which belonged in part to them.
The others were brought from their houses by
the king's command.
There is consequently
nothing in the passage that involves a difficulty
or that contradicts v. 18 [17] (against Hitsig).

A

Which had accused DanieL
had devoured DanieFs

—

flesh

;

Literally,

*•*'

who

" cf . on chap.

iii.

8.
And they oast . . into the denofUons,
them, their children, and their wives. Upon
this point even Hitzig is compelled to remark
*'
To execute the familes of criminals together
with themselves was eminently the Persian custom (Herod.^ IIL 119 Ammian. Marcel., xxiii
6, 81) ; Justm, in such an instance, makes especial reference to the wives and children (X. 2)
cf. further, Justin, XXI. 4
Josh. vii. 24, 25.*^
On the authority of the statements quoted from
Herodotus and Justin (and also influenced by
what Gurtius, VL 11, states with reference to
the custom among the Macedonians), Hitzig contends that such fearfully bloody justice— whose
.

;

;

barbarous severity our prophet seemJs to allude
to when he mentions the children before the
wives ^was only inflicted on conspirators against
the king. But Ammian. (1. c.) states no such

—

limitation

magnates
kingdom,

and the malicious

plot of these
against one of the chief officials of the
as well as intimate counsellor of the
;

• [** Daniel oMts no terere reproach apon the king. Indeed the original rather expressee a genial and kindly feeling : Daniel * talked with the king.^ With beautiful modesty
he aacribee his deliTeranoe to God's own hand alone through
his angel, and Texy properly asserts his innocence of any
wrong in this matter.—We may suppose Daniel to have had
a sweet sense of the presence of God by his angel while
spending the night in the den with ttiese hungry lions.^
CateleM.)
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1-89.

king, was almost equivalent to a conspiracy
directed against the royal person. ^And the
lions had the mastery of them (or *^fell up<Hi
them ") • • • oi" erer they came at ttie bottom

—

Literally, **and not came they
untU tAo^," i, e. when the Uons already seized

of the den.
.

.

.

.

,

On

them.

the incident, cf chap,
.

iii

22

;

con-

cerning the form ^^^^\ see chap. ii. 29.
Verses 26-28 [25-2?]. The royal proclamation
conseqtient on the miraculous deliverance of
Daniel. Then king Darius wrote (commanded
to write) unto all people, nations, and language9, etc. ; ».d., to all the subjects of his
realm, which was a world-kingdom like that of
Nebuchadnezzar, chap, iii 31.—Verse 27 [26J. I
make a decree. Of. iii 29 ; iv. 3, where the
shorter
is

occurs instead of ''^lp71?3, which

"^S^

found in this

place.

—^That

.

.

men tremble

.

and fear before the Ood of DanieL Of. chap.
V. 19.
The theocratic phraseology of the royal
edict admits of the same explanation as do the

—

similar proclamations of Nebuchadnezzar, chap,
47 ; iii. 28 et seq. ; iii 31 et seq. ; iv. 31 et seq.
It results in part from the extended intercourse of
the king with Daniel, the representative of the
theocratic faith of revelation ; and in part from
the profound influence of the experience of the immediate past. And his kingdom (is one) which
shall not be destroyed \ a forcible ellipsis, similar, for instance, to that in chap. vii. 14 ; cf
ii

—

also chap, ii
iv. 31.

44

and on the thought,

;

—And his dominion

(shall

iii 33
be even) unto

the end; ie,^ *^to the end of all earthly kingdoms, to the end of the world " (the awri^ia
Toit aiwvoc), which coincides with the erection of
the completed kingdom of Messiah or God cf.
vii 14, 26 et seq.— Verse 28 [27]. He deliver•th and rescueth rather, ^* He is a saviour and
deliverer.*'
Of. chap, iii 29 6., and for what
From the power of
follows cf. iii 32 ; iv. 32.
the lions literally, ** out of the hand of the
lions " cf. Psa. xxii 21, *' out of the hand of
the dogs."
Verse 29 [28]. The mlogue. So this Daniel
*^
prospered in the reign of Darius.
This
Daniel," as in v. 4 i.3J.— ntSfl. " found prosperity, prospered ;" similar to cnap. iii' 30. Ewald's
;

;

—

:

;

reading, "l^^n* ^hich is designed to be equiva-

"he was reinstated in his office " (?), is
unnecessary. On the subject cf. chap, ii 48.
And (also) in the reign of Oyrus the Persian.
This complementary closing sentence, like that
in chap, i 21, appears to have been added a con
siderable time after the preceding facts were
recorded, for the purpose of dosing the historical part of the book as a whole.
But the objection that it is clearly a '^bald and labored
lent to,

—

gloss in its

appearance"

(Eranichf.),

is

not

therefore justified. The reign of Oyrus is merely mentioned, as having been reached by Daniel,
for the same reason that dictated chap. i. 21.

t I'^nib]^ does not refer to Daniel, but to the king himself.

It denotes the refleziTe sense of ZVtXX

which

is

here

used impersonally : gtadneu came over Mm.]
t [*'By this, however, we are not to understand a being
drawn up by ropes through the opening of the den from
aboTe. The bringing out was by the opened passage in the
tide of the den, for which purpose the stone with Uie seals

KeU,\
% [But the renderlDg propoeed
hMdmisHible here.]

was removed.-

Iqr

the author

is

equally

ETHICO-FUNDAMENTATi PRINCIPLES RELATED
TO THE HISTORY OP SALVATION, APOLOQETICAL REMARKS, AND HOMILBTICAL SUOGESTIONS.

The similarity of the facts recorded in thia
section to those of the third chapter is certauUy
1.

10
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evident aadimdeiiiable ; bat theee ftnalogiee do
not warrent the diflregmrding of the important
djlff^renc^ between the incident* of the two seeTheee diiferenoes, on the one hand^
tione.
affect the disposition and the modes of action of
the persons engaged in the Tarioos transaotionB,
in which respect the king Darius especially obserTes from the beginning a more cordial bearing toward the woiBhipper of Jehovah than does
Kebuchadnezzar ; and, on the other, they relate
to the miracle which forms the end and climax
of the entire event
The deliverance of Daniel
from the lions* den was a miracle differing materially in character from that of the deliverance
of tiie three Hebrews from the fiery fnmace
while the latter, as was intimated on chap. iii.
To
22, woald admit of a natural explanation.
some extent at least, this is absolutely impossible with the event reoorded in this ohapter, as
may be seen more particularly from the fact,
noticed in v. 25 [24] b, that the same lions who
spared Daniel during an entire night immediately seized on his accusers with a ravenous voracity in order to rend them.
By this contrast
between the subjection of the beasts to the prophet, and the outburst of their savage nature
towards the guilty princes—a contrast which
evidently constitutes the fundamental chanusteristic of the incident before us
this miracle
takes its position among that series of marvelin
lous events
Old and New Testament hirtocy
in which the life and work of isolated distinguished messengers of revelation appear, by virtue of Divine grace, to have restored the paradisaical dominion of man over navore, so that
the beasts of the desert yield him a ready obedience as their rightful lord. We class here,
prior to the time of Daniel, the ravens of Elijah
(1 Kings xvil 4) and the bears of Elisha (2 Kings
and in N. T. times, the sojourning of
il 24)
the Saviour with the beasts of the desert, immediately subsequent to hii temptation (Mark i 18),
Paul's escape from injury by the viper on the
island of Malta (Acts xxviii. 5 ; of. Mark xvi.
18), and perhaps several incidents of a similar
character in the history of the earliest monkish

—

;

saints

and missionaries of

tiie

Church down to

the times of Columban and Gallus, so far as any
faith may be placed on the statements in the
generally fancifully distorted biographies of
these saints which relate to their friendly intercourse with wild beasts (ol Montalembert, Le$
Moines ifOcMmt depuU St, BenoU jugqu'd JSt,
Bernard, vol. H. ; and for a criticism of the
often excessively credulous judgment of tiiis
author with reference to such miracles, see the
re^riew of his work in the Jahrbueher fur deuUc/is
TheohgU, 1862, No. 2).— It is, however, precisely because the miraculous incident of this
section belongs to the category of such facts,
that it must rank as the g^atest wonder reoorded in the historical part of the book, as the
climax in the series of mighty works by which
God glorified Himself in His servants in the
metropolis of the Chaldsean empire, and which,
forming a gradation of miracles in certain aspects, and presenting a constanUy-increasing
manifestation of the supernatural element in
them, from chap, i 15 to the close of this chapter, excludes, with steadily-increasing emphasis,
the possibility of tracing back the e?enta to
natural causes (of. especially on ohi^i. v. 5).

2. So far as the general aitaation is unSim Is
that described in <£ap. liL, !t aoeords wdl wtA
the conditions of the captivity, '* in wfaii^ tki
aim was noi^ as afterwards under AntiofhM
Epiphanes, to extirpate the Jewish wonhqi, tat
where we find merely certain very natnnl sad
intelligible displays of gmdging selSshness sni
envy on the part of individual native oflWnals. u
against a captive foreigner who was prefeifd
official stations ; whDe tiie g«9
eral oondition of the captives was very toieiabk.
as a natural result of the lax administration cl

above them in

government which was usual among
conquerors ** (Kraniohfdd).

modem

Oriestil

The assertioB

ttf

tsc

tendency-critica ** (Hitdg, p. 8i> ft
seq. ; Bleek, p. 604, etc.), that the edia d
Darius which prohibited the reodering of lUnmt
honors during one month to any but the kiig
(v. 8 [7J) was invented for tJ^e pnrpoee of ea^gerating or caricaturing the proclamatiae of
Antiochus Epiphanes, which prohibited the Je«i
from observing the Divine law and their wecal^p
of Jehovah (1 Maoc. L 41 ; 2 Maoa vi. l-flkis
order to incite them to steadfast enduxanoe sad
to patient trust in God, this aaaertiop is decidedly nugatoiy, since the raging faTiaricias d
the Syrian king, which aimed at the total
struotion of the Jewish wonhip and nstifimH^y,
had nothing in common with the far milder <^
position of Darius, and since the latter vsi
merely concerned to bring about a tesipoaiy
sui^>ension of the religious obaervanoes in TOfse.
rather than to definitely extirpate the camil
systems of religion. Nor would it have bea
possible for the pious Jews of the
aj uhwe
period to recognise an edict, which *«»«at*^
* *

—

^

M

directiy to the deifying of the king, as a pnts
type of the manifesto of the Syrian king, i^kh
todi
<Uffered materially from it, in reapect
language and its character. For this ressoaTa
Lengerke, more cautious than his oompecD. njects tiie assumption that the edict of ?. S
was a oonyentional ficticm framed on ths
of that mentioned in the Maocabean books, m

b^

^

wM

artificial and unsupported a hjpoibe*
and contents himself with observiag tkil

being too
sis,

**the proclamation of Darius on the reitgioei
question corresponds in general to that penecttr
ing spirit which produced the measures of Astiochus." But it will be seen that even this ii set
correct, since the deportment of Darius Umuk
Daniel, mMuifesting in every respect a biU.
friendhr, and benevol^it spirit (v& 14, 15 el
seq. ; 21 et seq.), presents tlie diarpest cooBiil
to the senseless rage and blood-thinty ^^rx d
persecution displayed by the intolerant Srna
tiyrant ; and, moreover, since no reasan vhtfever can be discovered that could induce tkt
alleged Maccabean-tendency writer to inveat •
we&, and in all respects so inapprofKiste. s
counterfeit of Antiochus at the last, after hsTing furnished in Nebuchadnezsar and Belihsotf
far more suitable and tangible types of
Nor does it ajqiear wl^ he sho^
despot
desire to conceal the person of Antiochus behbd
that of a jealous and scheming official under
Median king (va 4, 5 et seq.). How much sen
simple and inteUigible, in comparison with sock
hypercritical assumptions, does the nsnmtm

tM

—

^

appear when its characteristic pecuharitiet are
regarded as hutorieoL facts, such as were nstaraUy to be expected in the soenes of a politMO-
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CHAP. Vn.
religions drama that transpired on the soil of
the newly-foonded Medo-Persian world-kingdom The 120 satrapies instead of the former
I

division of the

kingdom

into differently consti-

tuted proTinoes (of. vL 2 with iii- 2) the exoeedinglj independent coarse of the royal ooonsellors and officers, without whose consent no edict
could be promulgated nor the royal seal affixed
(ts. 8 [7J, 18 [17]); the temporary deifying of
the king as the son and image of the supreme
Ood (T. 8 et seq.), so surprisingly in harmony
with the fundamental principles of the Old-Persian state religion ; the cruel procedure connected
with the punishment of the offenders (y. 25 [24])
which bears, in an equal degree, the stamp of
specificaUy Persian legal usage and ilnalJy, the
repeated reference to the ^* law of theMedes and
Persians,** as the original source and inviolable
authority for the measures proposed and put 4n
force all these point, with all possible force
and internal congruity, to a well-defined historical condition with which the writer was
familiarly acquainted, an actual condition which
;

;

—

was

diitinguished from the state existing in
the Ghald»o-Babylonian kingdom in a manner that corresponds fully with numerous
extra-biblical testimonies, and which Indicates
that the experience and personal observation of
the author formed the only source of his descriptions.
Gf. the observations made above on the
several passages.
8. The homiletical treatment of this section
will vary, according as the conduct and fate of
Daniel, the man of Qody receive attention, or as
of the goodthose of the other agents, vix.
natured but weak king and of the jealous accusIn the former
ers, are prominently considered.
case, the theme for the treatment of the subject
:

as a whole might be :
rather than men " (cf.

^^

v.

We

should obey God,
5 with v. 11 et seq.)

Fidelity to Gx>d is a more precious virtue,
secures a more certain and precious reward,
tlian fidelity to human authority;" or, ** It is
better to be the friend of God, even if the foe
of the whole world. " In the latter case : '' Whoso digs a pit for others, shall fall into it himself ; " or, *^ Gk>d knows how to use the plans by
which men seek to destroy his faithful servants,
for their deliverance and honor;'* or ^* God has
converted many a ruler, from being a persecutor
church into its forwarder and zealous
of
pn>teotorl **
In connection with the former class of medi*^

or,

and

Wm

147

1-28.

tations, cf. the following extracts from older
practical expositors: Jerome (on vs. 11, 12)
'*
Daniel, regUjusaa contemners et in Deo Jiabeiu
fidweiam, non oral in humili loeo^ sed in exeeUo,
€t fenettfrae aperU oontra Jerusalem^ vbi ertit
vittio pads.
Oral autem 9Mundum praceptum
Dei MCtaque ScUomonis, qui contra temphim orandum esse admomdtj' Helancthon (on v. li) et
'•^Pericidum DanieUs pingit robur et viaseq.)
lentiam hosUum Ohristi. Sieut Daniel imbccHUs
:

objieitur leonibus, tie tota Eedesia habet /wstes
vaUdissimos^ dioMum^ reges^ potentes^ superhon^
prcBstantes auctoritate et opQms in mundo.
Liberatio Danidis est testimonium^ gtiod Deus adsit
Sanctis et servet eos suojudiciOy aUas corporCy a'.ias

Starke (on v. 20 [28]) : " Whosoever
does not permit himself to be driven by persecution and danger, either from the upright fear of
God, nor, on the other hand, from his lawful
obedience to earthly authorities, shall find at
last that honor and glory follow upon fidelity " (1
spvrituy

Sam. xxiv. 11, 21).
With the second class of themes, cf. Melanothen (on v. 5 [4]) '^ l^aies habet diabolus minietros^ qui captaHs ooeasionibus regum animos astute
a veritate avertunt, ubi summa officii et mrtutis
:

:

Ita fUc , ,
bonus
specie insidia struuntur.
non tidet quantum admittat scderis^
.
.
.
quod in edicto etiam JDei intocatio pro/ubeiur.
Monet igitur hoe exemplum^ ut cauU sint principes in observandis taUbiLs insidOSy ae prcesertim
Id. (on v. 15 et
legibus et edictis condendis,^^
.

senem

m

** Quamqtiam igitur peooavit Darius^ tamen
:
infirmitate lapsus est et oontra furorem accusatorum sustentat se quadam sdntHia fidei, qum
ostendit non ipsum, sed prineipes esse suppUcii
auetores, etiamsi ipsi non satis fortiter eos r&presserat .... Tales infirmos subktat Deus^ vt /tie
apparei. Sequitur enun statim aeerbissima panitentia regis, ae deiade tantum fidsi robur, tanta

seq. )

animi magnitudOy

ut. puniut etiam acousatores.^^
21 pO]): **.ffiHJ sensu Darium ex
animi sui sententta adeoque ex vera fide ctnnpdlasse Danielis Deum, verosimHe non est; sie
namgue omnia Persarum Msdorumgue improbasset et abnegasset numina .... immo non weat
Deum suum, sed DanieUs, neque ait se ipsum
colere, sed : quern tu colisy Job. Gerhard ( Weim.
BQ). , on V. 24 et seq. ) : ** God is able to promote
and extend the true faith by means of the very
persecutions and other metiM>ds by which its
enemies seek to destroy it.**

Geier (on

v.

SECOND (PROPHETIC) DIVISION.
Chap. Vn.-XII.

1 The vision cf the four world-kingdoms and of the Sfeseianie kingdom.
VIL
In the first year of Belshazzar king of Babylon, Daniel had [saw] a dream,
and visions of his head upon his bed then he wrote the dream, a^hd told the sum
of the matteiu*
four
Daniel spake * and said, I saw ^ in my vision by * night, and, behold,
winds of the heaven [heavens] strove upon [were rtiehing to] the great sea. And
four great beasts came up from the sea, diverse one from another
:

^
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The fii-st was like a lion, and had eagle's wings I beheld till ' the wings thereof were plucked, and it was lifted up from the earth, and made [to] stand upon
the feet as a man, and a man's heart was given to it.
And, behold, another beast^
a second, like to a boar, and it raised • up itself [was made to stand] on one side,*
and it had three ribs in the mouth of it between the teeth of it and they said
thus unto it, Ai-ise, devour much flesh. After this I beheld,* and lo, another,
like a leopard, which [and it] had upon the back of it four wings of a fowl [bird] :
the beast had also four heads ; and dominion was given to it. Aft^r this 1 saw *
in the night visions, and, behold, a fourth beast, dreadful and terrible, and strong
exceedingly ; and it had great iron teeth: " it devoured and brake inpieces^ and
stamped the residue with the feet of it: and it was diverse from all the beasts
that were before it ; and it had ten horns.
I considered " the horns, and, behold,
there came up among them another little horn, before whom [and from before it]
there were three of
the first horns plucked up by the roots [were extirpated] :
and, behold, in this horn were eyes like the eyes of man, and a mouth speaking
great things,
I beheld till ^ the thrones were cast [set] doum^ and the Ancient of days did
**
sit, whose [his] garment uxis white as snow, and the hair of his head like the
pure wool: his throne was like the** fiery flame [flames of fire], anrf his wheeh as
burning fire.
fiery stream [stream of fire] issued [flowed] and came forth from
before him thousand thousands ministered unto him,'* and ten thousand time^
ten thousand stood *^ before him: the judgment was set [did sit], and the books
were opened. 1 beheld * then, because of the voice of the great words which
the horn spake [was speaking] ; I beheld, even till' the beast was slain, and his
[its] body destroyed, and given to the burning flame.
As concerning [And]
" yet their lives were
tlie rest of the beasts, they had their dominion taken away
prolonged for " a season and time.
I saw* in the night visions, and, behold, one like the Son of man came [was
coming] with the clouds of heaven [the heavens], and came to [reached] the
Ancient of days, and they brought him near before him. And there was givea
him [to him was given] dominion, and glory, and a kingdom, that all people,
nations, and languages,*' should serve " him
his dominion is an everlastmg
dominion, which shall not pass away, and his kingdom that which shall not be

4

:
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:
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1
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:

*
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17
1

19

20

21

22

23

24

destroyed.
I Daniel was grieved in my spirit [my spirit was grieved] in the midst of my
body \its sheath], and the visions of my head troubled ••* me. I came near unto "
one of them that stood 6y, and asked him" the truth of" all this. So [And]
he told me, and made** me know the intei*pretation of the things.** Tliese great
beasts, which are ** four, a/re four kings, which shall arise out of the earth.
But
[And] ifie saints of the Most High *^ shall take [receive] the kingdom, and possess the kingdom for ever, even tor ever and ever.
Then I would know [wished] the truth of** the fourth beast, which was diverse
from all the others [of them], exceeding dreadful, whose [its] teeth were o/iron,
and his [its] nails of brass ; which devoured, brake [breaking] in pieces^ and
stamped the residue with his [its] feet; and of** the ten horns that were in his
[its] head, and of the other which came up, and before whom [from before it]
three fell ; even [and] of that horn that [and it] had eyes, and a mouth that
spake [speakinc:] '^^ great tilings, whose [and its] look ukis more stout than his
[its] fellows.
I beheld,* and the same [that] horn made war with the saints, and
prevailed * against them ; until the Ancient of days came, and [the] judgment was
given to tJie saints of the Most High ; ** and the time came [arrived] that [, and]
the saints possessed the kingdom.
Thus he said. The fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom*^ upon [the] earth,
which shall be diverse from all [the] kingdoms, and shall devour the whole
earth, and shall tread it doton, and oreak it in pieces.
And the ten horns out of
this ** kingdom are ten kings that shall arise
and another shall rise [arise] aftei
them ; and he shall be diverse from the first, and he shall subdue [abase] three
kings.
And he shall speak great words against the Most High, and shall wear
out [afflict] the saints of tlie Most High,** and think to change times and lawa
:

25
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and they

shall be given into his hand, antil a time and times and the
of [half a] time. But [And] the judgment shall [did] sit, and they
27 shall take away his dominion, o consume and to destroy it unto the end. And
the kingdom and [the] dominion, and the greatness of the kingdom under the
whole heaven [heavens], shall be given to the people of
saints ot'tlie MostHish**
whose [his] km^dom w an everlasting kingdom, and all [the] dominions snail
Ber>'e and obey him.
28
Hitherto is the end of the matter." Ae far me " Daniel, mj cogitations
**
[thoughts] much troubled *• me, and my countenance " changed
me but
and] I kept the matter ** in my heart.

Slaw]

:

ividinff

^

m

:

8

ORAMMATICAL AND LEXICAL NOTES.
p lb.—» Or, eki^qf tAe w>rd9,-* Antwered,"* Wa9 telng,^-* WUh tJU,—* Changed thit from tkoL—f Wat teeinff
ta that.—* rti^pn Ib evidenUj wed here to oon^oyond with the deeoriptton of the preceding yene, and hence the pointing
'n

margin.—* nrr*1DCb»

OfM Hde^ aidewiae, U., parUaOtf^ prob. on the fore or hind

feet

only; in a croadiing or half-rlaen poetore ; thna ooninated with the erect attitude of the Hon preceding on hoik feet

^^

to iB preferred, as in the

to

*^*^]b3%— ** The podtion of the temu to emphatic, t^etKqf iron ytfon to U^ great tmm.—^'^ Wa» occupying my attenUontoith.^

**Omqf,tK among,-^* The definite article to hereinjnriona to the aenae.— >« Would urtcMm as attendants.—!* Myriad qf
«ftiiuf.— ** Literally, caueed to pan away.-^^ And a lengUkming in their Uoea wxa given them M//.— >> As in
chap. Ti. »: AUJhe naHone^ the peoplee^ and the tonouee.—^* Labor fur.—*^ Would troubte.-^** Upon,—** Would a»k
myriad* uxmld

from him.—** Would make,-

'* Or,

«• It the,-** To the tide qf.-

•

Or,

worda,—** Tkey.—»* In the

EXEOETICAL BEMABKS.
Bktoriedl (ntrodueUon, In the first
i
henoe, in the fint year
after the death of Nebaohadnezzar, the father
and predeoessor of Belshazzar ; see on chap. .
1.* This designation of the time "seems sabBtantialljr to have furnished the occasion for
renewed reflection on the part of the prophet, bearing npon the former series of prophetical meditations that had been called forth
in him by an important eyent (the dream of
yebachadnenar concerning the image of the
monarchies, which Daniel interpreted, chap. ii).
The idea of the four heathen kingdoms which
were to precede the introduction of the Messianic kingdom of Israel, that was announced by
the earlier prophets and believed by them to
is again brought out comprehensively In
,
tms place, with reference to the course observed
by those kingdoms toward the theocracy **
Ck>nceming the chronological
(Kranichfeld).
parallelism of the series of apocalyptic visions,
opened by this new vision of the monarchies,
with the series of historical events recorded in
the former division of the book, and beginning
with chap, ii, see the Introd., § 8. ^Daniel had
a dream and ylaions of his head upon his bed.
Gf. chap, ii 19; and wldl reference to ^e
visions of his head, cf. ii 28. ^Tfaen he wrote
the dream, immediately or soon after it transpired ; a note intended to strengthen the followinf statements concerning its nature (cf. chap,
This note, however, as the change of
xii. 4).
^ /person between vs. 1 and 2 indicates, was probafbly introduced l^ the author at a later time, in

YeTBe

1.

year of Balshassar

^

plor., like

wont—•» /.—»» Zooke loould be.]

^

ny

—

—

—

* [Thto aaminptlon rests npon the anthoi*B theory tliat
B^shaxsar is identlaal with BvU-merodach, which, as we
kave shown in the notes appended ta tbe Introduction, to not
auatained by the latest authorities oc Babylonian liistoty.
If RawUnson's conjeotore to correct, that Belshanar was
the son of Nabooned, left in command of Babylon while hto

father threw himself into Borsippa, the date in qnestion will
relate to tbe viceroy ihip of the former, wlilch may well have
eontinned a year or more (or even into the third year, rae
tfiap. viii. 1), sinoe the siege of Bat^ylon lasted two yean.]

moat namea of Deity.—*VA kingdom the/ourtk,

connection with his final revision of the whole
book. The closing verse of the chapter, which l^'^
likewise is merely important as a transitional | ^ •
passage, seems also to be a later addition. AAd
told the sum of the matters \ gave the leading

—

features,

fife's

the words

;

cf.

C^!^, the

sum

q^S ui passages

or substance of
like Lev. v.

24

and also the Talmudio "t^Kl
D'^'^m {RoBh hash.. IL 6 J, and the Gr. Kc^hituv^
which is employed in this place by the Sept.
The **sum" signifies, of course, the aggregate t^*?

Psa. czix. 160;

of Messianic significance.
CI
it is said that Daniel merely
recorded the leading features, or gave a mere
summary, of the wonderful visions which he
saw, the meaning becomes evident, when it is
observed with what freedom the leading outlines
of the vinous are drawn in the first two turns of
the description (vs. 1-14), and are afterward repeated for the purpose of interpretation. All
the remaining prophetic sections of the book
have the same plan in substanoe ; but whenever
it is attempted to record personal experiences
and observations in writing, it is advisable to
furnish the briefest outline consistent with clearness, on account of the readers, if for no other
of all that

Ewald

:

is

*

*'When

reason.'
* ['* Thto vision accords not only in many reapeots with the
dreas. of Kebnchadnezzar (eh. ilX bat has the same sabjoct.
Thto subject, however, the representation of the world-power
in ita principal forma, to differently given in the two chapters. In ch. tl. it to repreaented according to its whole chnraoter as an image of a man whose different parts oonsiRt of
different metals, and in chap. viL nnder the fU^re of fonr
beasta which arise one after the other out of the raa. In the
former, its deetmction to represented by a stone breaking
the image in pieces, while in the totter it to effected by a
s(demn act of judgment. Thto further difference also is to
be obeerved, that in thto chapter, the first, bnt chiefly the
fourth, world-kingdom, in its development and relation to
the people of God, to much more deariy exhibited in ch, U.
These diif^rences have their principal reamn in the difference of the recipients of the Divine rovdation : Nebuchad*
neszar, the founder of the worid-power, aaw thto power in its
Imposing greatness and glory : whOe Daniel, the prophet of
Ood, aaw it In its opposition to Ood in the form of ravenona
beasts of pray. Nebuchadnesxar had his dream in the second
year of hto reign, when be had Inst fonnded hto worid-monarchy ; white Dsdiiel had hto vision of the worid-Ungdomi
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Verses 2, 8. The entrance of the four beasts,
Daniel spake and said. The incoherence of
these words with the statements of t. 1 seems
to indicate that they no longer belong (as Eranichfeld believes) to the supplementary note, y.
1, but that they originally serred to introduce the
description of the vision.

by night;

t?,

**

—I saw in my vision

during, by," spoken of syn-

—

ohronoas things ; cf. chap. iiL 38. And behold,
the four winds of the heavens strove (^' broke
forth ") upon the great sea. Concerning ^~)Kt
see on chap, ii 81.
The fourfold number of the
** winds
of the heaven " (i.e., the winds blowing

—

from the

different quarters of heaven, or,

more

simply, those blowing under heaven; cf. *^the
birds of heaven **) has reference, of course, to
that of the beasts in v. 8 et seq. It designates
all the winds of the world (cf. chap. viii. 8;
Zech. vi. 6 ; Jer. xlix. 86), and therefore indicates at the outset the universal imi>ortance of
the following vision. Hence actual winds must
be intended, and not ^^ angelica potestates^* as
Jerome suggests, under reference to Deut. xzziL
8 (Sept.). * It is not necessary to ask, in connection with a dream-vision, how all the four
winds could arise together ; nor how the great
sea (ie., probably the Mediterranean, the ocean
of the nations of hither Asia : cf . Josh. xv. 48)
oould enter into the dream or an Israelite who
The
resided from his early youth at Babylon.
sea, as is frequent in prophetic figurative language of the Old Testament, represents the
/'^MtherikiJDorid of nations, which unquestionably
^ affbrdeo. aRtnking illustration in every case
when they arose in hostility against the theocracy, in order to overwhelm and destroy the
constantly-diminishing people of Qod, as the
raging waves of the ooean break upon an insigCf. Isa. viiL 7 et seq. ;
nificant island or ooast.
xvii. 12 ; xxvii. 1 ; Ivii. 20 ; Psa. xlvi 4 ; also
Bev. viii 8 ; xvii. 15 : and with reference to the
overJUADing (by hostile forces) see Dan. ix. 20

xi

26.— »ai^ TP^^. ™«y

10, 22,

translated

'*

^

properly

breaking forth v^pon the sea, break-

;
ing loose against the sea " on

n*^-!,

cf the corre.

sponding Heb. word in Job xL 23 ; Ezek. xxxii.
S^, and also the Syr. and Targum. usage, which
principally employs the word to represent the
hostile irruption of warlike forces. Less natural
is the factitive rendering of thepartic, ^^ caused
the great sea to break forth " (Kranichf. ), and
the reciprocal, by Luther, ** stormed against
each other on the gpreat sea (of. Ewald^s *^ swept

through the great sea ") ; the prep, b seems not
raited to either conception, f

—^Verse

8.

And

four (excessively) great beasts oanM up from
the sea. The strengthening of the idea implied
in the reduplicated I?":?'}

may be

rendered,

with Ewald, by ** monstrous," or by an adverb
of comparison prefixed to *^ great,*' as *Wery,
and

of the

fthassar,

fade,

judgment against them

when the

and the

in the first year of Belglory of the world-monarohy began to

spirit of its opposition to

God became more

manifest*'— ITetf,!
[Keil's remark, howerer, is apposite : ** The winds qf
th9 heavent represent the heavenly powers and foroes by
wliich Ood sets the nations of the world in motion.'*]
f

DAKIEIi.

excessively,^ etc. * Kranichfeld is incorrect and
interpolating: "four ravenous beasts."
The
rising of " the beasts from the sea " describes^
figuratively, their rising out of the great undefined, and, so to speak, mist-enveloped sea of
nations, and their more noticeable entrance into
the range of the dreaming prophet^s vision.
There is therefore no allusion to a coming up
out of the sea to the land (unlike Oen. xli 2, 18
et seq.), especially since, in the parallel deecription in v. 17, four kings, corresponding to the
four beasts, arise ** out of the earth.'* [" These
four fierce beasts arise, not all at onoe, but, as
ver. 6 and 7 teach, one after another *' (jSViT).]
Concerning the representation of nations or
kingdoms under the figure of certain beasts,
especially ravenous beasts, monsters (cf. Isa.
xxvii. 1; li. 9; Ezek. xxix. 8; xxxii 2; Psa.
Ixviii 81; Ixxiv. 18), see Ewald: **It is an*^
ancient habit to regard beasts as symbols of
kings and empires; but it first became really
significant throu^fh the custom of emblazoning
them on standards and arms, especially on
shields, and also on permanent monuments and
works of art, as standing symbols. The most
ancient picture-writing in Egypt and Afoyria
afterward contributed its part to introduce an jl

—

—

intimate connection in thought between a figurative creature and a kingdom corresponding to
It is now known that each of the twelve
it
tribes of Israel bore the figure of an animal on
its standard and its coat of arms ; and likewise
that every representative of a tribe could wear
such a symbol, while a king could elevate the
symbol of his tribe to the dignity of a national /
emblem" (Oeschichte des V. Israd, in. 341,
840). Certain animals, such as the lion, panther,
and ox, would naturally be suggested in any
case; and others would be chosen by way of
But nowhere would such animalcontrast.
^mbols be likely to become so significant as in
uie ancient Assyrian empire. This has become
the more certain, sinoe tiie frequent colossal animals scattered among the ruins of Nineveh and
otiier places, which served as Symbols of the
power and greatness of that empire, ». ^, of its
kings and gods, have been brought to light.
Hence, after Assyria and the other great powers
of the ancient world had, from the 8th and 7th
centuries B. C, been opposed to the Israelites,
whom the latter were continually less and leas
able to resist, their poets and orators adopted
the custom of designating them on proper occasions by such symbols, e. g.^ Assyria as a lion or
as a ^* reed-beast," and Egypt as a crocodile or
dragon. As a consequence, it is comprehensible
why animals were chosen here and in chapters
vii. and viii as symbols of the great monarchies
beginning with Uie Asayrio-Chaldssan, although
these animals are selected independently, because an entirely new conception is here introduced. Since an increased spiritual significancs
was attributed to animals as the emblemi of
kingdoms, it would become possible for the imaginatioD to extend such figures beyond the
realm of actual creation, and to construct ideal
forms ; but our author clearly avoids the use of
wholly imaginary animals for this purpose, at
being inappropriate. His object is here to re-

;

[We suggest that the

4ir0ctioti of the winds
wens c< oonfliot.]

preposition rather indicates the
as oonvsrging to this ons point as a

* [The rodnpllcated form, howerer, sesms to be
nsoal one in Cbaldee.]
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present in a more striking and impressiye manner the four snccesslYe chaogfes of the gpreat
world-kingdom described in chap. iL under the
figure of a monstrous human image, which
afforded but faint analogies ; and for this purpose he selects four wild beasts, which differ
among themselyes respectively, and which overcome each other in succession. Diverse one
from another, for the reason that thej represented distinct kingdoms, which differed hrom
each other respectively, and were peculiarly constituted in respect to their national character
and their political tendencies. These distinctions are now to be brought out as clearly and
prominently as possible, thus indicating a different purpose from that connected with Uie image
of the monarchies, which was chiefly designed
to represent the perpetuation of the same heathen world-power throughout the four suocesaive phases of its development.
Verses 4-8. More detailed deseriptum of the
four beasts, and especially of the fawrth. The
nrst was like a lion and had eagle's wings.
The emblem of a wonderful beast so constituted
might be chosen with propriety to represent the
Chaldsean, or, if it be preferred, the AssyrioChaldsean world-power (cf. supra, Eth.-fund.
principles, etc., on chap, ii.), since the winged
lions with human heads recovered at Nimrud
(Layard, Nineveh and Babylon, p. 848) and also
the similar images of winged aninials at Babylon
(Manter, Religion der Babylonier, pp. 98, 139)
were doubtless designed as symbols of the power
and glory of that empire or of its rulers. In
addition, the description of Nebuchadnezzar as
a lion in strength and an eagle in swiftness was
familiar to his contemporaries, as may be seen on
the one hand, in Jer. iv. 7 ; xlix. 19 ; 1. 17, 44
on the other, in Jer. xlix. 22; Lam. iv. 19;

—

Hab. L 8 ; mek. xvii. 3, 12. Moreover, the
rank of the lion as the king of beasts, and of the
eagle as the king of birds, corresponds to that of
gold, the most precious of metals, which had
been in chap. ii. the symbol of the first worldkingdom. As in that instance (v. 38) the king
was identified with his rexdm, and thei:efore was
regarded as its representative, so here the fate
of the first world -kingdom is illustrated by various traits taken from the history of Nebuchadnezzar in chap. iv. I beheld till the wings
thereof were plucked, i.e., imtil its power and
unrestrained motion were taken from it* cf.
ohap. iv. 28 et seq. And it was lifted up n'om
the earth, to whidi, after being deprived of its
wings, it had been confined ; compare chap. iv.
80 with iv. 33. The words, therefore, as well
as those which follow, relate to the restoration
from a state of beastly degradation to the upOthers,
right posture and free dig^nity of man.
as Jerome, Theodoret, ]^hi, Bertholdt, Hitzig,
^*
and it was taken away from
etc., render it,

—

—

&e

dethe earth,*' as if the sentence implied
struction of the Ohaldssan world-power; but
neither its connection with the following context,

nor the usual meaning of ^D^, **to

—

raise

up, elevate,** cf. iv. 81 and the corresponding
Heb. verb. Gen. xxi. 18 wiU justify this readAnd made (to) stand upon the feet as a
ing.

—

—

man;

cf.

chap.

iv.

13, 31,

33;

v. 21.

Notice

the suffixless V.^^*^ ^?i *^ upon two feet,** instead
of " on «te two feet,** which (corresponding with

2 Kings xiii. 21) would have been employed if
the description had from t^e first referred to
Nebuchadnezzar in person. [The phrase ** does
not mean that the whole beast was lifted up into
the air, but that it stood upon its hinder leg^
taking the upright position of a man. The purpose of this is explained more fully by the clause
that follows. llc^l-is a Hebraizing dual form,
The
only found in Biblical Ghaldee
heart of a man was given to it^ i.e, (in connection with the preceding clause), not only did it
take the outward position of a man, but also
partook of his internal mind and feelings. I
undevstand the design here to be to characterize the greater moderation and humanity which
the Babylonian dominion exhibited after Nebuchadnezzar*s malady and restoration, or, to
use the language of the prophet, after 'its
wings were plucked.* ** Stuart.] See Hitzig
on this passage, with reference to the at times
venturous explanations offered by exegetes who
deny its relation to chap. iv. in any way whatever \e,g,^ Bertholdt: ''The writer desigpied to

—

—

—

indicate in this place that human empires are
symbolized ; ** J. D. Michaelis, Dereser : '' The
civilizing of the formerly barbarous Chaldaeans,
which was reserved until the Babylonian i)eriod,
was to be described : *' Jerome, Rashi, Ibn-Ezra,
eta : *' The standmg upon two feet of the
hitherto four-footed beast was to symbolize the
humiliation of the Chaldaeans on the overthrow
of their supremacy ; *' etc., eta;. Verse 5. And
behold another beast, a second, like to a bear.

—

''"in? "•

^^

more extended,

n2";2Pl

the more

definite idea ; the former only is repeated in v.
The bear, considered
6, and the latter in v. 7.
as being second only to the lion in point of
strength and savage disposition, is frequently
mentioned in close connection with the latter

Sam. xvii 34 ; Prov. xxviii 15 (cf. xvii.
1!^; Wisd. xi 17.—And it raised up iUelf on
one side ; or even, * * it stood leaning to one side *'
(Hitzig), as it is to be rendered on the authority
e.g., 1

of the reading ^cr\

MSS.

**

side** (for

substitute the usual

which several

Aram, form "^^P*

The common reading "^^^ would

require to be

regarded as synonymous with the Heb. ^p^'?*
'* dominion** (Job xxxviii. 38), but would thus
lead to the vapid sense, *^ and it raised up one
dominion,*' which is opposed by the context, and
This meaning,
is questionable in every respect.
however, has recently been unsuccessfully advocated by Kranichfeld, who refers to the erection
of a Median empire on the ruins of the Babylonian.
Most expositors regard it correctly as
indicating a leaning posture of tiie beast, an inclination to one side. Such a posture would
naturally suggest a tendency to fall, an unsteady,
vacdllating character of Uie monarchy in quesand thus it has been
tion, verging upon ruin
interpreted by the Sept., Theodot., the Syr.,
and by many modems, as Hitzig, Ewald, Kamphausen, etc., who find here a reference to the
weakness and brief duration of the Median supremacy, which soon gave way to that of the
Persians. The context, however, requires that
a strong kingdom, animated with a lust for conquest—or, in the figurative language of the text,
a ** voracious ** kingdom— should be understood,

—
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to which the words ** arise, devour maoh flesh/'
are not spoken irouically and uselessly.
For
this reason we must suppose (with Havemick ;
cf. also Bertholdt, Yon Lengerke, and Maurer)
that the beast vaclined foncard, i.e., that it was
prepari'd to spring and to attack ; and this
threatening, rapacious, and warlike posture of
the beast shows clearly that not the weak and
short-lived Median kingdom, but the powerful
empire of the Medo-Persians, with its greed for
lands and conquest, is intended. * And it had

—

three ribs in the
teeth of it.

T?^?

mouth
ribfi

of it

between the

evidently designates a

I prey that has already been seized by the beast,
( and which it is preparing finally to devour (cf.
Num. xi. 88 Zech. iz. 7), and not (as Saadia,
;

Bertholdt, and Havemick suppose) parts of its
own body, such as three molar tettJi an interThe
pretation which yy'^y nowhere bears.

—

three states, or even cities, which became the
prey of the Persian empire as symbolized by the
"three ribs," can hardly be specified; perhaps
three is used merely as a round and indefinite
number. If, however, it is attempted to designate them more particularly, it will certainly be

more appropriate to conceive

of three countries,
e.g.y Babylon, Egypt, and Lydia (or, instead of
the latter, Palestine, including Syria), which

were conquered by the Medes or Medo-Persians
(with De Wette), than (with Hitzig) to thmk of
the three great Assyrian cities on the Tigris,
Nineveh, Calah, and Resen, or Nineveh, Mespila (V), and Larissa, which, according to Xenophon, Anab. III. 4, 10, the Medes are said to
have destroyed (cf. Gen, x. 12 ; Jon. iii. 1 et seq.).
^And they said thus unto it, Arise, devour
much flesh. These words evidently refer to
something in the history of the Median empire,

—

,

—

that

;:

is

subsequent to the devouring of the three

and therefore to the later wars of that state
for conquest and plunder, which followed after
ribs,

the subjugation of the three neighboring kingThis clearly indicates that the beast described in this connection does not represent

doms.

* [Keil adopts n diiferent, but, as it seems to ns, faiv
futched and over-ingenions interpretation: ^*This means
neither that it leaned on one side (Ebrard), nor that it stood
on itH fore feet (Hftvemick), for the sides of a bear are not
Its fore and hinder parts; bat we conceive that the boasL.
resting on its feet, raised np the feet of the one side for the
pnrpose of going forward, and so raised the shoulder or the
whole body on that side. Bat with sach a motion of the
benst the geographical sitnation of the kingdom (Geier,
Mich., Rofl.) cannot naturally be represented, much len can
the near approach of the dcstrnction of the kingdom (Hitsig) be signified. Hofmann, D^tzsch, and Kliefoth have
found the right interpretation by a reference to ch. ii. and
Yiii.
As in ch. U. the arms on each side of the breast signify that the second kingdom will consist of two parts, and
this is more distlnotly indicated in ch. viiL by the two horns,
one of which rose up after the other, and higher, so also in
this ver««e the double-sidedncse of this world-kingdom is represented by the beast lifting itself np on one side. The
Mcdo- Persian bear, as sach, has, as Kliefoth well remarks,
two sides; the one, the Median side, Is at rest after the
efforts made for the erection of the world-kingdom ; but the
other, the Persian side, raises itself np. and then becomes
not only higher than the first, but also is prepared for new
rapine/'— Btuart justly remarks that "the difncnlty seemii to
have arisen from the fkct that, until lately, we hav£ been
Ignorant of a like symbol sculptured on the ancient monn
mints of Persia. MOntcr {Eel. der Bah.^ p. 112) has given
f r.K a description (with an engraving) of an animal of the
\ symbolic kind, in a group near the star of Belus, which,
y r Imeelinfl: or lying on the right foot, has its left one erect
1 sense of security, combined with watchfulness, seems to be
the indication. Probably this symbol, now on the monuf
\ ments of Persia and Babyl m, was a part of what belonged
^ to the iruignia of the royal and national ataodarda.^]

A

Media only, but the united Medo-Pexsiaii empire
(against Ewald, Kranichfeld, etc., end also
against Hitdg,

who

applies this

command

to

** devour much flesh*' to the overthrow of the
ChaldsBan empire by the Medes, which he believes to have preceded the destruction of the
three cities on the Tigris).
The direction to
devour much flesh is, however, an appropriate
feature in the description of the voracity of this
^€iov irdfi^}(w ; cf. Micah iii. 2, 8 ; Isa. ix. 1 1

L 17. The speakers who are implied (T")'?*» \
as in chap, iii 4 ; iv. 28) are the angelic powers fT
of God, who govern the world and especially
j
watch over and guide the fortunes of the great
world-powers. *" ^Verse 6. After this I beheld,
and lo another, UIeo a leopard^ which had
upon the back cf it four wings of (or *' like ^) a
fowl. Ewald observes, with entire correctness
^^This beast is already distinguished from the
other in being less one-sided, and in having * four
wings of a bird * i,e. , such as are large and capable of carrying it swiftly to any place on its back.
[It moves, however, *' not so royally as Nebuchadnezzar for the panther has not eaglets wings
but only the wings of a fowl ^yet extending to
Hence it
all the regions of the earth " (Keil).]
Jer.

—

—

—

—

can move with ease and freedom towards either
of the four regions of the world,

and therefore,

in a sense, it possesses all the four regions of the
world, i.e., it is in the full sense a world-kingdom." Cf. Kranichfeld also: ''The flashing
swiftness of movement, the TraprW/eof o^in/i
(Hab. 1 8), which is here specially indicated by
'
four wings of a fowl on the back of it,' i.e., in
a condition for flying, is regarded as characte istic of this beast (the leopard) while lurking f ot
Compared
its prey (Jer. v. 6; Hos. xiii. 7).
with the clearness and correctness of this interpretation there seems to be a strange lack of
motive for the refusal of the two scholais lo
apply it to that world-kingdom, which more
than any other was remarkable for ite extension
by leaps of panther-like swiftness, and by the
lightning-like rapidi^ of its rise and fall
namely, the Macedonian empire of Alex, the Gr.**
Cf. the remark of Hitzig : ** The special rapidity
of the Persian movements to war and victory
cannot be historically established "—certainly a
correct remark, but one which on^t not to
have decided its author, who was likewise an
opponent of the Macedonian hypothesis, to regard the four wings in this instance, not as eymbols of rapid movement, but as *' an emblem of
the far-reaching protecting royal power from
above " (after Lam. iv. 20 ; Psa. xxxvi. B).—Thm
beast had also four heads, i.e., it extended its
dominion in the four quarters of the earth, and
governed the whole world. The words which
follow, '^ and dominion was given unto it," axe
probably merely epexeg^tical of this symbolical
description, in which tiie four heads have the
same significance as the pushing of the ram
towards the four quarters of the heavens in
chap. viii. 4, or as the four fsces of the cherubs
which looked towards the four quarters of the
earth in Ezek. i 10 et seq. If it is desired to
interpret the four heads more closely, they may
be taken to represent the four principal divisioni

* l**Thcplar.

y^'^M Uimptnonai^

be roidered p«MlTelj'*

(Kail); "ttsBiglit

(Btitart).]
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or aggregates of oountries which the empire of
Alexander eml^aoed (cf. Hayemiok on thia passage), e.g.y Greece, Western Asia, Egypt, and
Persia (including India). This is less arbitraiy,
at leMt, than ihe opinion of Jerome, that the
heads represented the four leading generals of
Alexander, Tix. : Ptolemj, Selenous, Philip, and
Antigonns, or than the favorite assamption of
many modems after Von Lengerke {e,g.^ Hitzig,
Ewald, Kamphansen, etc.), that the anthor
represents the fonr earliest Persian kings, from
Gyms to Xerxes, who alone were known to him
as the fonr heads of the leopard. The advocates
of the latter o^Hnion refer for support to chap,
zi 2, which passage, however, does not even
imply that Daniel knew of but fonr kings of
Persia (see on that passage), to say nothing of
its affording no proof whatever that the present
passage is concerned with any Persian kings.
Our apooaJyptist does not represent kings by
heads, but by horns (see vs. 8 and 24 et seq.) ; a
feature which recurs in the f4>ocalypse of St.
John, where the ten horns of the beast (Rev.
xvii. 13) symbolize ten kings, while the seven
heads indicate seven mountains. This analogy
seems to favor the view of HSvemick, which
assumes that the four heads represent the four
principal sections of the world-kingdom in question, but of course without demonstrating its
correctness.—Verse 7. After thia I saw in the
night visions, and behold a fourth beast,

dreadful and terrible, and strong exceedingly. Observe the solemn minuteness with which
the fourth beast is intrddaced, and also the
description as both ^^ dreadful and terrible,'*
" Jung-^zpjp^i ni^ni ; cf. Chr. B. Michaelis
:

untur duo synonyma^ ad inUndendum rem sigmfieatatHy tU hoc beaUa non vvlgariter^ Bed supra
modum horribiUs apparume videatur/^ * ^And it
had great iron teeth. Iron is mentioned as
signifying firmness and incisive sharpness (cf.
Mic iv. 13), while the teeth symJer. XV. 12
bolize its lust of conquest (cf. v. 5).—It devoured
and brake in pieces and stamped the residue
with the feet of it. Unlike the other beasts, it

—

;

* [**The writer gives to this foanh beast no particalar
name. Plainly it was e peonliar monster. The reason why
he omits a name seems to be, that in the world of nators no
dmilitode ooald be fonnd, for in no case of really-fxisting
beasts are four of them united in one, so as to constitute an
appropriate symbol for the fonr kingdoms of Alexander's
sncceasors. He classes thene under the djrnasty, oomprehenliTely considered, which grew up out of the predominance or
ictories of the Greeks in the Bant. But when enoa«h is
introdooed to dedgnate the general notare of the dynasty,
both here and in ch. yiii. and zl., he sroes orer into a notice
<rf only such kings as were in the neighborhood of Palestine,
mod had more or less to do with annoying it. As Ajitiodias
Epiphanes was incomparably the most annoying and mischierocis of them all, so a pecnUar share of the prophecy
respecting the fourth ^hmasty is allotted to him in eadi of
the chapters named. It is evident from a comparison of
historical facts as well as from the nature of the can<s. that
a dynasty is spoken of by Daniel as more or less dreadful and
destructive according to the measure in which Palestine was
actoAlly affected by it in this way.*'— Atiorf. Keil, on the
ctmtrary, who adopts the common or *' orthodox ^ interpretation of the fourth mmiarehy, gives a different explanation
of this ftotnre : ** The fourth kingdom is represented by a
nameloas beast, because in DaniePs time Rome had not come
into oontact with Israel, and as yet lay b^ond the circle of
fdon of Old-Testament prophecy.** This candid admission
one would think might have led the commentator to doubt
any reference even here to Borne. He does not seem, moreover, to have perceived that for precisely the same reason
the Haoedonian empire should have been represented by
some namrtcM beast, as being httherto unknown to the
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1-28.

was not content with simply securing its prey,
but, rejoicing in destruction, it stamped with its
This description
feet what it could not devour.
evidently does not indicate that the conquests of
the fourth world-kingdom were more extenthan those of its predecessors, but merely
that its course was more devastating and destructive.
This obviously alludes to the description of the legs of iron and clay (the organs
employed in treading and stamping), which
belonged to the colossus in chap, ii, and corresponds fully to the actual character of the empires of the Macedonian Diadochi, and particularly that of the Seleucidsd.
Cf. Eranichfeld
**
It is generally acknowledged that the description of the fourth beast agrees in its leading
features with that of the fourth kingdom in
chap. ii. 40 ; especially in regard to its rage for
destruction, which crushed without pity and
trode everything under foot. Even the iron, the
sive

medium

of destruction in chap. ii. S3, 40, returns here in the large teeth of the monster.
The terrible appearance of the colossus resulted
primarily from its fourth constituent part, and
corresponding to this, the qualities which produce a terrible appearance are here expressly
oonnected with the form of the fourth beast.*'
And it was diverse from all the beasts before
it.
This does not assert that ^*it combined in
itself all that was prominent in the three former
'*
beasts, the lion, bear, and leopard respectively
(Jerome, Havemick, et aL, under comparison
with Rev. xiii 2), but merely that it differed
from them all. and displayed its nature in a way
that could not be realized by a comparison with
the lion, the bear, or the leopard. This difference of the fourth beast from all the others is
chiefly suggestive of the fragmentary and divided
character of the fourth world-kingdom, and
consequently alludes to the composition of the
feet of the colossus out of intermingled iron and
clay.*
The opinion of Havemick and other
advocates of the theory which regards the Roman
empire as the fourth world-kingdom, that this
description indicates the contrast between the
character of that empire and that of the Oriental-Hellenistic monarchies which preceded it, is
entirely too far-fetdied ; but that of Hitzig is no
less so, when, in the support of his theory thai*
the fourth bcnst represents Alexander the Great,
he asserts that the contrast between the Hellenistic and the Orientel rule is here indicated
contrast that was far grater than that between
Rome and the world-kingdoms which preceded
it.
And it had ten horns. According to v. 24
these ten horns represent ** ten kings." Unlike
ordinaiy animals, which have two horns, thia
monster representing the fourth world-kingdom
has ten, being so many symbols of warlike power
and dominion (cf Dent, xxxiii. 17 ; 1 Siun. ii
1 , 10; Psa. xviii. 8; Job xvi. 15; Mia iv. 13,
eta ) . The number ten is hardly to be strained,
in diis connection, to represent ten q[>ecified
kings ; but like the number four in v. 6, it is
rather to be taken in a symbcUe sense, and to be
regarded as indicating a multiplicity of rulers,
or an indefinitely large number of kings—in harmony with the usual significance of the number,

—

—

.

« [May not the diversity rather coosist in the face that»
all the former governments, the Seleuoid dynasty
began a systematic attack npon the reUffUnf Institotioiii
of the sabject Jews?]

nnlike
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both in the SoriptnreB and elsewhere, as the
symbol of earthlj perfection.*
Kranichfeld
obseryes correctly, '*It is clearly not in the
nature of the prophetic idea, that the number
ten, in addition to the value which it thus has
for the writer, should be capable of being demonstrated on the analogy of ordinary numerals, in the realisation of the picture of the
future." The notes on chap. xi. will show thai
in the more detailed description of the deyelopment of the fourth world-power in that place,
there is by no means an exact enumeration of
ten king^ on the throne of the Seleucidaa.
Verse 8. And behold, there came up among
them another little horn. Concerning *^'^nKt

<?-

.<

~^^

;;

and its relation to the succeeding modifying
predicate, see supra, on v. 5,
The prophet observes the rising or springing up of this little
horn, the eleventh one, as taking place between
the ten which already existed (notice the idea
of continued observation, so to speak, of being
lost in observation, which is indicated by the

—

expression H'^nn

!:^riip«2,

**I

was engaged

in

considering, in observing").
The smallness of
the new horn in this case, as in the parallel chap,
viii. 9, refers merely to its original state, not to
its later appearance when fully grown; for,
according to v. 20, it was then greater than any
of the other horns.
Concerning the reading

^p^Py instead of ^p^P, see Hitadg on this passage. ^Before (or ** by ") whom there were
three of the first horns plucked up by the
roots; ».e., it grew so strongly, and through its
growth exercised so disturbing an influence upon
its neighbors, that three of them were uprooted
and wholly destroyed. Here also the definite

—

^'
three " is hardly to be strained to signify precisely three kings, who were overthrown
by the monarch represented by the eleventh

number
hom.t

The prophecy certdnly had

more
immediate Messianic fulfilment in the manner
in which Antiochus Epiphanes rose from his
its

originally obscure condition to the throne of the
BeleucidaB, by removing two or perhaps three of
his rivals (see infra) ^ but from the prophets
point of view, involvmg substantially a merely
ideal, or, more correctly, a dream-like indefinite
view of the future, the idea of precisely this
personage in future history, and of the political
conjunctures preceding his aoceseion to the

I

I

man*

and, moreover, a wise, judicious man
for here as elsewhere {e.g.^ Esek. L 18 ; x. 12)
eyes are the symbol of understanding; cl J^p,
**to look at, understand.** And a mou:li
speaking great (or ** proud**) things; a fax^
ther indication of the human nature and character of the historical personage prefigured by the

—

I

horn.

13";31

i^^^i

or monstrous things
also infra, v. 11;

Properly,
**
;

cf.

**

speaking great

supra,

also the Heb.

on

v. 3, and
^27^,

miiT^

Psa. xiL 4. The interpretation in v. 25 shows
that blasphemies are meant by this
speaking
of great things ; ** cf xi 80 Rev. xiii. 5.f
Verses 9-13. The Dimne judgment upon the
world-powers, I beheld (such things) till the
thrones ere cast down (or ' ' set '*). The A. V.
''*'

.

;

w

is literal (1''??"1).

The

chairs of the Orientala

consist of cushions, which are not set down, bat
laid down, and, in case of haste, are cast down
The place where the
cf. UtivTo^ Rev. iv. 2.
thrones are set is not in heaven, for according
man
descends to it from
to V. 13 Uie Son of
heaven ; nor is it on the earth, but, as in chap,
xii. 7, a locality intervening between hea\-«ii
and earth. [^^ Seats, not merely a throne for
God the judge, but a number of seats for the
assembly sitting in judgment with God. That
assembly consists neither oi the elders of Israel
(Rabbins), nor of glorified men (Hengstenb. on
Rev. iv. 4), but of angels (Psa. Ixxxix. 8), who
are to be distinguished from the thousands and

tens of thousands mentioned in ver. 10, for those
do not sit upon thrones, but stand before God
as servants to fulfil his commands and execute
His judgments" (Keil).]— And the C*an'*)
Andent of days did sitj viz., on his throne,
in order to preside at the judgment ;
Psa. ix.
5; xxix. 10; laa. xxviii «. The ''Ancient of

d

days"

(V'a'i"'

P"??),

i-^-,

the aged in

days

Sus. 52), is doubtless the
God of lerael, the same as the Most High, v. 25,
who was blasphemed by the little horn. He is
described as the '^ Ancient of days,** probably
not by way of comparison with the younger associated judges, nor yet with the ^'blasphemoua
upstart,** the little horn (Kranichfeld), but in
comparison with the more recent gods of the
heathen ; cf . Deut. xxxii. 17 ; Jer. xxiii. 2a
This predicate therefore refers to that attribute
of the Qod of the Old Covenant, which is desig(n-cTroAd/w/^fvof iffcpCn-^

throne, was assuredly excluded.— And behold,
in this horn were eyes like the eyes of a nated in such expressions as ^Tt> *^f,^ Dent
man. Eyes like those of a man, human eyes tttHj. 27, fi-jl; aw*', Psa. hr. 20; /kurOei^ ruv
(therefore two in number, despite the plural
tu6%HM^ 1 Tim. i 17 ; 4 npoToc xai 6 hjxarnc^ Rev.
*'
Vr.^» which is probably substituted for the i. 17 (cf. Isa. xUv. 6 xhriii. 12).
He, who
dual for euphonic reasons merely, and by virtue firom primitive times has proven Himself a powof a usage that is frequent in the Chaldee). are erful judge, assumes the form of venerable age,
borne by the horn in token that it represents a in order to beget the confidence that He pos;

'

i

[

See Leyrer, art. Zahlen in Heraog*s Reol-Bnoylclop.,
vol. 18, p. 878 : also ZtfoMer, Th4ologia natmxOU^ L 713 et
•eq. In both places the easentiaUy poUtkxU or cotrntceU
significance of this nnmber is pointed ont, in opposition to
Delitzsch, who regards it as the symbol of Dtvtru perfection.
Cf. fnrther, Bihr. SvmboHk det mot. KuUua, 1. 175; Hofmann, WeiMtagung vrut BrfnUung^ I. 75; HengstenbetK,
BeUr^ge s. Einl., III. 891, 605. [On the contrary, it seems
to ns that the deflniteness of the nnmbers four and three
In the same connection requires a similar deflniteness in this
nnmber likewise. See our remarks in the Ethloo-fundamental prinoiples, etc., on this chap.. No. 8, a.1
t [See, however, the remarks in the
principles, etc., below, 3, a.]

Bthico-nmdamental

* [" The ejM of a man wers not attribsted to It (moc^)
in opposition to a beast, toot in oppodtioa to a hi^cr criesbdnnr. for irhom the ruler denoted bj the horn might
be misti^en on aooouat of the terrlbieneffi of his role and
tial

government: * ne e«m piUemn$ J^aeta gnorumiknK opinkmem vel diabotum eue vel dmmantm^ eed w««m de komtmtbfM, in quo totu» Satanae kabUvrtft
corponeaHterJ' «s
Jerome well remarks: cf. Hofmann and Kliefoth.**—JTefl.)
t [*'A month which speaketh gn«t things is a vminglorious month,
"p^n*} u« pretwnpiucua tkinffa^ not

M

Ussphemoos (HkTr.). In the ApocalTpm,
l&cyoAa and fi)<mr^rnMU ars distinguished.**— jr«iCj
directly
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CHAP. VIL
sesses tiie wisdom and power to bring the blasphemer to judgment." His garment was white
as snow; thus correctly Theodot., Vulg., Hitdg, under comparison with Mark ix. 3, but oonflicting with the Masoretio accentuation, which
requires
as the white snow." The white color
of the garment is probably not designed *^ to increase the impression of awful majesty " (Kraniohf.), but to symbolize the purity and innocence
of the judge. He appears, ^' so to speak, robed

—

''''

;
in the Hp^HS of the righteous judge "

cf. Isa.

17; Job xxix. 14; 2 Chron. xix. 7, and also
the passages which mention the light, the symbol of hoknesa^ as the garment of God, e.g..
Esek. i 26 ; Psa. civ. 2 ; 1 Tim. vL 16.—And
the hair of his head like the pure wool, hence,
likewise as white as snow, as in the case of a
venerable sage. Cf the parallelism of snow and
wool in passages like Isa. i 16 ; Psa. oxlvii. 16
His throne like the fiery flame;
Rev. i 14
flashing like flaming fire, and apparently composed of it. The mention of the fiery appearance of the throne of God, does not of itself convey the conception of flaming vengeance on the
©art of the strict judge (Deut. iv. 24 ; ix. 3
xxxii. 22 ; Heb. xii 29, etc.) j for He frequentcases where His
ly appears surrounded by fire
judicial character is not involved, e.g. , Gen. xv.
>7; Ex. iiL 8 ; Psa. xviii 9, etc. In the presf»nt instance, however, the judicial significance
of the fire that emanates from God is clearly
established by the connection, as in Ex. xix. 16
zx. 15 ; Psck 1. 3 et seq. (against Hitog and Von
JLengerke>— His wheels as burning fire. The
throne of the universal judge is therefore mount•id on wheels (cf the <^erubic chariot, Ezek. i.
12 et seq. : x. 13 et seq. ; Psa. IxxviL 19), whose
swift revolutioas are encompassed with flashing
This description of the Divine throne of
fire.
ludgment as mounted upon wheels leads EranIchfeld to the incongruous opinion that the
** casting down of the thrones** was accompafiery stream
nied witi^ noise (!). ^Yerse 10.
Issued and came forth from him; t.«., from
the Divine Judge, not from His throne ; for the

lix.

.

—

m

.

—

^'H'^^l^, of the first sentence

A

can hardly be

construed with a different object from that of
the second, which clearly relates to God. Nevertheless both the author of the book of Enoch
ixiv. 19) and the writer of the Apocalypse (iv.
i) represent the fieiy stream as issuing from the
4hrom^ in the descriptions copied by them from
Ewald interprets the stream of
>this passage.
)fire** as a ^'stream of light," and arbitrarily
nakes it the symbol of the speech which issues
from God, that is, of His command to begin the
judgment (in support of which he appeals to
chap. ii. 15 ; vi 27, etc. , whose character is en*•*

Hitzig is no less arbitrary when
he remarks that the stream must be conceived
as flowing evenly over a smooth bottom (hence
like liquid glowing lava !), and as constituting

tirely different).

the floor for the entire scene of the judicial procedure, since without this *Uhe whole apparition would float in the air without support'* an
empty fancy, which the prophet's language in
no wise favors.* Thousand thousands minis-

—

—

* [''Fire and the shining of Are are the constant phen(imcna of the manifemfttlon of God in the world as the
MkTthly eleoenta most fttting for the zepr^tentation of the
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1-

tered unto him, and ten thousand times ten
thousand stood before him. The imperfect
tense of the verbs indicates that a readiness to
serve existed in the thousands as a constant and
enduring quality. Gonceming to stand before
one" as synonymous with **to serve," cf. chap,
i. 4.— In relation to the plural ending 3"?-. in
^ ^

D'^&b^,.
of.

which the

chap. iv. 14

(the plural of

;

Ken

Ezra

"ia":)

rejects as a Hebraism,

iv.

13.— The Kethib V^l

immediately following

is

likewise to be retained, in opposition to the

Hebraizing Eeri 1^"}

;

Hitzig' s suggestion,

how-

ever, to write ^21^ (on the analogy of the cor-

responding Syr. word) instead of iSl*^, is unnecessary.— The *^ thousand thousands and ten
thousand times ten thousand " are of course a
host of ministering angels, which, standing in a
wide circle, surrounds the council of the judges
who are seated beside God (these are angels of a
superior order, or perhaps ** elders," cf. Rev.
iv. 4).
Cf. Deut. xxxiii. 2; 1 Kings xxii 10;
Neh. ix. 6; Psa. Ixviii. 18; ciii. 20 et seq., and
also the mention of the angelic hosts in Gen.
xxxii 3:2 Kings vi. 17, etc. The numbers
1,000 and 10,000 are not to be regarded as definite ; they indicate, in a symbolic manner, the
impression of an innumerable multitude which
was made on the prophet in his dream-vision,
while he was natundly in no condition to overlook the whole of this immense host, to say
nothing of counting its numbers exactly; cf.
Psa. Ixviii 18; xci. 7.* ^The Judgment was

—

set.

fit^'3'l

is

properly an abstract word, signify-

ing ** judgment;" here used concretely to designate the judicial oondave composed of the
superior angels— the angelic princes or archangels (cf. Josh. V. 14 ; Tob. xii 15, etc.) ; cf. the
analogous use of judicium in the concrete by
Since chairs indeed were
Cicero, Verr., IL 18.
mentioned in the foregoing (v. 9 a), but nothing
was said about the judges taking their seats, we
must find it indicated in this place, and it is
therefore not necessary to explain, with Dathe
and Kranichfeld, that '' He seated Himself in
judgment " (the Ancient of days), as if this were

merely a repetition of
Syrus,

who

read

therefore renders

—

nri"]

K^'^'l
it,

in v. 9 (similarly also

-instead

of

^p"^!,

and

^^the judge seated him-

And the books were opened; the
books of record, in which the good and bad
deeds of men were recorded, ^at they may
serve as a basis of the sentence to be pronoimced
upon men by God, the heavenly judge. Cf.
Rev. XX. 12, as well as the frequent mention of
the
book of life *' in which ^e names of the
self").

''*'

homing

zeal with which the holy God not only pnnishea
and destroys Binnars but alw putifles and renders gloriouB
Hid own people : see on Kxod. iii. 8."— A'ett.]

* [** In the N. T. Christians are rcpreiiented ae sharing
in the like solemnities, 1 Cor. vi. 2 ; Matt. xix. S8 ; Lake
xxii. 80 ; Rer. iii. '21. Not improbably snoh expressions as
* Let U4 make man in oar
imoKc* ' Let us go down and wee.^
* Who will go for
us ? ' take their phtral form from such
riews of the heavenly Conce»nt9. The snm of the mattei
is that the prophet (n-esents the Saprane Lord and Jndgv
to our view by imagery borrowed from earthly sovereigns,
i.f.^ as having all the innignia of pre-emlnenoe and sapreiiv
aoy around him.^—JStuart.]
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heirs of oelestial gloiy. who have been reconciled
to God, are inserted, in Ex. zxxiL 82 ; Psa. Ixix.
29 ; Isa. iv. 8; Dan. xii 1 (see on that passage)
Lnke x. 20; Phil. iy. 8; Rev. iii. 5; xx. 15:
also the ** book of remembrance," in which Qoa
records the sufferings of His faithful servants,
which is noticed in Psa. Ivi. 9 ; Mai. iii 16. etc.

—

—Verse

11. I beheld then, because of the
voice of great words which the horn spake
I beheld even till the beast was slain. An

anacoluthon, in the second ^"^2? ^1^ repeats

them in a comThat he refers only to su«ii
remnants, and not to new kingdoms eseentiaUy
distinct from the former world-monarchies (as
the Messianic judgment involves

mon

J.

destruction.

D. Michaelis,

Von Lengerke,

Hitzig, Ewald,

evident (1) from the parallel
description in chap, it, where the destmction
of the four constituent parts of the colossus results at the last and in the same moment through
the agency of the stone which rc^ls from the
etc., suppose), is

mountain (see v. 84 et seq., and espeoiaUy t.
(2) from the later parallel, chap. viii. 4,
;
where all the beasts (ri'^n'b^) with whom the

44)

which was separated from I'll^S by
the accent, but gives a somewhat different turn
to the thought ; cf the similar constructions in
'^'1 1?»
Jer. XX. 5 ; Rev. xii. 9 ; 1 Mace. L 1,
till that,*^ indicates a protracted trial, which
!**
ends with the destruction of the beast, i.d., with
the judicial execution of the God-opposed worldthe

first,

.

power.

The

little horn, representing the last
king of the fourth monarchy, who
brings ruin upon his whole empire by his insolent rebellion against the Most High, is designated as the cause for this destruction. Ami
bis body destroyed, and given to the burning
flame \ rather, ** and given for burning to the

anti-christian

—

flame." The latter of these expressions illustrates the former ; the destroying of the ** body "
of the beast, ».«., of the entire edifice of antichristian national power, is effected by burning,

which burning (*"3P.1

=

Heb. HD'Jjp in

Isa. Ixiv.

of course to be taken figuratively, as in
Isa. ix. 4; Ixvi 24* Rev. xix. 20; xx. 10; and
the fiery nature of the Divine Judge of the
world, as described in v. 9, unquestionably
stands in a causal relation to the kindling of
this devouring fire of judgment ; cf Isa. x. 17
XXX. 27; Zeph. i 18, etc.— Verse 12. The rest
of 'the beasts, they had their dominion taken
away ; rather, ^* and the power of the rest of
the beasts was also taken away.*^ The subjects
10)

is

.

of T^I^'T are the oelestial powers, as in

v.

6.

Since the dominion of the three eaiiier beasts
was destroyed before the rise of the fourth, so
far at least as it was a dominion over the world
in the proper sense, and since it does not seem
admissible to take

l*^'^-^!^

^

^^

sense of the

pluperfect, thus explaining the passage as a
mere supplementary note (against Ephraem,
Polychron., Eamphausen, C. B. Michaelis, etc),
the judgment inflicted on the ^*rest of the
[beasts ** together with that visited on the fourth
musb be understood to signify that utter destruction of the Tieailien u)oM-pow&rs wJtich subjects
the remnants of aU iJu four world-kingdoms to
the

new aU-enwraeing messianic dominion^ and

incorporates them in

its

reakn ; for as the char-

^^y^^ ^fVy ** ^^^ '©»* o'
the beasts " (instead of inn» B^m->n or ^trnrrbD
acteristic expression

m^"!p *"%

•

7 b) indicates, certain fragments
or remnants of the three former world-kingdoms
are conceived of as continuing to exist beside
tLe fourth, and as being involved in its destrucThe fall of the three earlier world-kingtion.
doms is not regarded as complete by the prophet, inasmuch as larger or smaller portions of
them continue to exist beside the last— perhaps
temporarily incorporated into it as provinces,
but not on that account assimilated to it until

—

ram ecmtends, are likewise only the constttoent parts into which the latest world-king-dom had difls(dved, and which are all overthrown
and subjugated by the new dynasty (see on that
passage, and compare Eranichfeld*s remarks on
this place, p. 265 et seq., which are certainly
correct).
Tet their lives were prolonged for 1
a season and time; rather, '^for the dnratioQ \k
of their life was fixed, to the season and time.^ )

Persian

—

This tune

(1«T, identical

with »;?t,

v. 22,

ac-

cording to the correct opinion of Von Lengerke,
Kranichfeld, etc.) has come, so far as the seer
is concerned, with the judgment of the fourth
beast and of the remnants of the other beasta,

which has just been described.

The

duratioin

of their Uves C'^.n? ^?"'**, properly ^^respiteY

prolongation of

life

**)

finds its unalterable ter-

minus ad quern in this period of Messianic judg*ment, beycmd which, indeed, the various nations I 7
(V. 14) continue to exist, but not the heathen I ^ .
world powers formerly oomposed of them. Concoming •\*=T5*j IJQT (r= Heb. l^is'l n?) see on
chap, ii 21.

Verses 13, 14. The erection of liessiaKs Jb'/i^dom, I saw in the night visions, and behold ;
again a solemn and circumstantial introduction,
like that preceding the description of the fourth
beast in v. 7. Cf. the minuteness with which
the prophet dwelt on the description of the
fourUi world-power, and of the Messianic judg-

ment which came upon it, in chap. iL 40 et seq.
the Son of man came with the
olonds of heaven } literally, ^* with the cdouds
of heaven (one) coming like a Son of man ** (Hrsi

— (One) like

The subject is omitted, and most be renone,*' as in chap. Tiii 15
dered indefinitely by
''WUh the douds of heaven," ue.^
X. 16, 18.
together with them (Rev. i 7), and therefore in
them (Mark xiii. 26) or upon them, hrl rCtv
ve^Awt' (Matt. xxiv. 30; xxvi. 64; Rev. xiv. 14).
As the Messiah here comes to God upon the clouds
of heaven and stands before Him, so God Himself rides, in poetical and prophetic description^
elsewhere, upon the clouds as His celestial
chariot, dP. Psa. civ. 8 ; Jer. iv. 13 ; also Psa.
xviii 10-18; xcvii. 2-4; Nah. i.3 et seq. ; Isa.

Mln).

*'*•

xix.

1 (of. Isa. xiv.

14).

—©:»

"JSl,

**son of a

man, son of man,'* is a sim^ drcamloeiMioo
to exprgBs the idea ** mlm,^^ Whi(£ is fbtmd aiso
in the Syr.~and tlie Tugums ; and therefore
the Heb. oi3« or D"T«, for which the Heb. also

=

occasionally substitutes ^'l^'TSl or

Psa. vliL 5
X. 16, 18).

;

DTIJI"^ (see

8 ; and infra, chap. viiL 17
This combination serves to q>eoiaUy
cxliv.
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point oat an organic connection with or memThe personage
bership in the bnman race.
whom Daniel saw coming with the douds of
heaven had the appearance, therefore, of being
one of the human race a man. The mention
of the human appearance of the apparition certainly does not aim at contrasting it with the
forms of the beasts before described (as Hof
mann supposes, Weissagung und ErfaUung. L
290) for these have passed from the prophet's
vision in consequence of their destruction, which
has already transpired (vs. 11, 12). The comparison with the human form of Him who comes
with the clouds, which, altiiough not expressed,
is certainly implied, is to be found in the superhuman hence the Divine^ or at least angelic
form, which the seer would naturally expect to
behold in these exalted scenes (see Ewald on this
That he should observe a form simipassage).
to that of man, shining through the clouds,
ilar
instead of a terrifying apparition that blinds and
confuses his senses, produces on him an impresCf £ransion of wonder, but also of pleasure.
*^
The case here is different from that
ichfeld
of chap. iii. 25, where only ordinary Jnm might
be looked for in the fiery furnace, so that he
who became the associate of the three Jews was
at first regarded merely as partaking of human
nature, and a comparison with merely human
traits was necessary to lead the judgment to

—

;

—

—

.

:

express the stronger utterance V«7??S "1??, with-

1

157

1-28.

removed beyond the region of doubt, (1) by
18 and 21 of this chapter, in which an unbiassed exegesis is compeUed to find the people of
Israel clearly distinguished from the Son of man
(see on v. 18)
(2) by the undeniable reference

is

vs.

;

of vlb^ Tov am^puTTov^ the pre-eminently favorite
Messianic designation of Himself employed by
the Saviour, to this passage (Matt. viii. 20, etc.
John xil 34) ; (3) by important testimonies of
the Jewish -Hellenistic literature, such as Enoch
(xlvi 1-3 xlviii. 2 et seq. ; Ixii. 7, 9, 14 ; IxiiL
11 ; Ixix. 27.— Ct Hilgenfeld. Judische ApokaIpptik, p. 155 et seq.), Orac. SibyU. (III., 280 et
seq., 653 et seq., ed. Friedlieb; cf. Zilndel,
Kritisehe Untersttehungen, p. 163 et seq.) ; * (4)
by most of the rabbins {e.g. B. Joshua in IbnEzra, Saadia, Rashi, Ibn-Jahja, eta), who fre;

,

quently designate the Messiah simply as

'^^r^i

'*

the beclouded one." Cf. the Eth.-fund. principles, etc.. No. 4.
And came to the Ancient
of days ; «.«., he was admitted to the immediate presence of Ood (of. Ezek. xUi. 13), conducted before Him until he was placed as near
as were the elders who sat on the right and left,

—

—

and even still nearer. ^And they brought him
near before him. The subject of ''n^2';pn
is probably not **the clouds," but rather thrc,
ministering augels, v. 10. Thus Hitzig. Ewald;
etc., correctly hold, in opposition to

Kranich-

who

construes the clouds as the subject,
and to several others, as Kamphausen, etc. who
prefer to leave the subject wholly undesignated,

feld,

,

out thereby denying the human appearance of
the form. And as the judgment in iii. 25 rests
in the conclusion that the personage in question
belongs to the race of gods, although present in
~
uman form, so it here concludes that the object
f notice is one belonging to the human race^ but
wearing the form of Ood.*^ The prophet, however; holds fast to the distinction between a
wholly human appearance and the vision he has
seen, and indicates this by the particle of comparison

2),

which points out that he

intends* to

represent a rsaUp supernatural, but still human(The correspondence with the
like personage.
!D

in vs. 4 and 6, does not militate against this

—

conception of the ^ here despite the assertion
to the contrary by Richno, in the Stud, u. Kritt,
1869, II. , p. 255. ) There cannot be the slightest
doubt, in view of the entire description, particularly in V. 14, and also in view of the exactly corresponding signification of the destroying stone,
in the parallel vision of the 2d chapter (see ii 44
et seq. ), that this superhuman form of a man represents the Me$nah, the Divine-human founder
of that fifth world-kingdom, which is at the same
time a heavenly kingdom of eternal duration.

^The effort of Hitadg to refer the 0;» "^?? to the
people of Israel as the ^^personified community
of saints, which rules over the heathen," is
merely the product of a persistent and fundamental aversion to the idea of a personal Mes.siah, which results naturally from the extreme
The in'rationallBtic position of that exegete.
terpretation which asserts a personal Messiah is
advocated by nearly all expositors (with the
exception of Ibn-Ezra, Jahn, Paulus, Baumgarten-Cruflius, and Hofmann, who agree with Hitsig. but, in part, for very different reasons, and
giving a more positive turn to the sabjeot), and

as with 1*^'n^n, V. 12. —That the Messiah was \

required to be brought before Gk)d and be presented to Him at this juncture, indicates that I
the prophet regards him as having previously \
existed while l£e beasts exercised their dominion and therefore that he ascribes personal preexistence to him.
Daniel probably conceived of
him as pre-existing among the thousands and
tens of thousands of the saints of God, and as
subduing and crushing the Ood-opposed worldpowers at their head (vs. 11, 12) ; for only thus
can be explained the investing of the Messiah
with eternal dominion over the kingdom of Ood,
which is evidently a reward for his valiant battling in the service of the Most High, as described in the next verse ; cf also the parallel
description in chap. iL 44 et seq. Verse 14.
And there was given him dominion and glory,

—

.

and a Idngdom.

Instead of sn*]

—

—

Syms and the

Vulgate read SH*^ '*and He (the Ancient of
days) gave him," etc. ; likewise Luther in this
place and the parallel v. 22, where also the Sept.
and Theodot. interpret nn*]. In the latter instance the active sense would certainly seem
preferable, since the *' Ancient of days" immediately precedes a different verb in the 3d sing,
active as its subject ; here, however, this subject
is too distant, and the analogy of vs. 4 and 6

—

recommends the passive form 3"'n'!. The triad
" dominion, glory, and kingdom " recaUs chap.
iiL 83; iv. 81
vi 22, where at least ^^ dominion" (n^^r) and »* kingdom" (^3^5?) are given.
;

* Cf. aim SthpU., t n., P.S77, ed. Galland
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Upon

it is

based the ancient doxology at the

olose of the Lord's prayer : oov yap ^ paat?Ma koi
all
^ &ovafiiq KoX i) 66^a eif rov^ aiLxva^.

people

....

— And

should serve

(^*

served") him.

Concerning^ the triad
peoples, tribes, and
tongues ^' see on chap. iii. 4. Von Lengerke and
^^

Ewald regard liniD^ as future, **8haU serve
him," but thereby assume a rather harsh change
of tense in the midst of the remarks which describe the objects seen in the vision.
Hitzig,
Eranichfeld, etc. , are correct in considering the
verb as logicallj dependent on the prec^ng
principal verb 3"'^'], thus expressing design
**in order that," or, ''so that all people, etc.,
should serve him." nbD in itself is certainly
not to be limited to signify reMgiaus service
(Divine adoration, ouitus)^ for in the extra-Biblical Chaldee, e.g. , in the Targums, it signifies
also a purely secular service, and in v. 27 of
this chapter it is synonymous with JTsncsfe, ** to
obey^ " but in poi^t of fact it serves, both here
loid
that passage, to designate service rendered to a Divine person, which is also its bearing in chap. Ui. 12 et seq. ^His dominion is an

m

—

everlasting dominion, whioh shall not be destroyed. Cf. chap. iii. 33; iv. 31 ; vi. 27; also
Mic. iv. 7; Luke i 83 ; Rev. xL 15 ; xix. 16,
etc.

Verses 15-18. The interpretation of the vision
in general, without epedai reference to t/ie fourth
beaet.
The impression of alarm produced on
Daniel by what he saw, led him to seek a further explanation of its meaning. He therefore
mingles with the host that surrounds the Ancient
of days, after having hitherto remained apart as
a mere observer. A second act in the drama of
the dream-vision, in which the prophet himself
takes part, though merely as an inquirer, begins
therefore at this point. Von Lengerke arbitrarily remarks: " The vision is now over (with v.
but the seer remains on the heavenly scene,
14)
and requests an angel to interpret the dream."
That this is incorrect, appears from v. 16, where
the ministering hosts of angels mentioned in v.
10 still appear, while on that assumption they
must have disappeared with all the other features of the vision ; and the character of what
follows, to the end of the chapter, does not indicate that it is a mere interpretation as distinguished from the preceding dream. I, Daniel,
was grieved in
spirit in the midst of my
body } properly, " within in the sheath " (133

four beasts and the dreadful fate imposed o
them, were so prophetic of evil and misfortune.
The end, indeed, toward whioh everything wai
tending, according to vs. 13 and 14, was glorious, but the way by which to reach it was painful, and opened a prospect of severe confllcte
for the people of God ; and the prophet must
have suspected this, even before it was explained
i

to

him

'^n*'"',

—

'nin ; of. viii. 1, 15 ; Ezra vii. 21 ; also
Winer, § 40, 4, and concerning the corresponding construction in the Hebrew, see Gesenius,
l^rgeb. ,

*.«•,

in the body,

which contains the

as the sword is contained in its scabbard
xxvii. 8; Pliny, M. H., VIL, 53. Ewald
well remarks that '' as the sword remains at rest
as long as it is in its sheath, so the spirit of man
is generally quiet while it feels itself enclosed
by the coarse veil of the body ; but there are
still moments in which the spirit becomes restless while in its coarse tenement, and when it
would break forth impatiently and venture all,"
spirit,
cf.

Job

etc.

Li relation to 6^*3 (properly

**

to abbrevi-

ate, contract, torguere ") as designating an unusually bitter grief, cf. the corresponding Syr.
and Arab, verbs. The feature that plunges the

prophet into so severe and bitter sorrow is not
so much the circumstance that he is unacquainted with the special meaning of the vision, as that
a majority of its features, and particuhirly the

The solemn emphasis which

p. 728.

the prophet^s language gains by this appositional supplement, corresponds to the importance of
^Verse 16.
his vision; cf. chap. x. 1, 7; xii. 5.
I came near xmto one of them that stood by,
i.e.^ one of those engaged in His service, wlto
stood about God.—And asked him the truth

—

(or

**

the true explanation

*')

of all this

j

^9"*?^

properly ** the firm, or certain ; *' here used of
the trustworthy interpretation, conforming to
the designs of God, for which Daniel asks.
Kranichfeld interpolates: '^He desires that
nothing should be concealed because of a desire
to spare tiie inquirer in his excited state.'*
This additional idea of laying aside reserve, of
disregarding considerations of pity, is not contained in the simple MS'*^'^-—And he told me,

me know the interpretation <^ the
things (or ** words"), viz.: in the remarks
which follow (vs. 17, 18). The clause ''and
made me to know " is therefore epexegetical to
and made

" and he told

me

oative, as in v.

;

" the

la.

:|

before '"•CB is expli-

Von Lengerke and Kran-

ichfeld unnecessarily take "'rl^pn^^ in the telio
sense,

*^

know,"

He told me

etc.

that he would

The reason

for such

make me

to

a promise to

reveal the interpretation is not discoverable,
since the interpretation itself immediately follows. —Verse 17. These (exceedingly) great
beasts, which are four four kLngs—shall
arise, etc.
With reference to the clause in the
nom. absol., ^* these exceedingly great beasts,
which are four" (or, ** With reference to these

—

....
23, 24,

(l*>3b^)

^1?),

in the combination

is

fix in

;

my

— KJK,

in detaiL

not the nominat absol., as Bertholdt supposed, but is in apposition to the suf-

*:^

beasts, concerning
also Isa. xlix.

and

whom

them,"

etc.), cf. vs^

49.— The tojn kings

the beasts are here said to de-

note, are unquestionably not regarded aa four
individuals, but as the repreeentatives of fottr
kingdoms, as appears from vs. 23, 24 (where tiie

fourth beast* is represented as a '13b'?

appears already in chap. ii. 37 (as well as supra,
V. 4) in the case of Nebuchadnezzar, and again
in chap. viii. 21 et seq. ; xi. 2.— The ** arisiog
of the kings will be *J*^?^ I??, ie., not ^^oui€f
the earth," but " from the surface of the earth,"
hence, in effect, ** on earth" (Luther).
In ihe
later Heb. parallels, viii. 22, 23 ; xL 2, 8 et se i.,

—

by T?^.

The future l^Q^-*

denotes the Divine decree, which limits the
duration of the dominion of kings, aa well oa
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CHAP. Vn.
i^^ypoints

Instead of ^^They shall

their rise.

arise,'' "^^Ta^p*^

may therefore be

rendered mod-

^^They ijiall be compelled to arise.** If
the purely fatnre sense be retained, it will be
necessary to assume, with Von Lengerke, Eamphausen, etc., that the prophet carelessly, or by
virtue of a cUnominatio a potiori, included the
actually existing, and even partially superseded
Babylonian world-kingdom among the future
ones of his vision. TMs view is, however, more
eligible than the strange assumption of Hitzig
that the author does not in this connection regard the Chaldssan empire as the first of the
coming monarchies, but assigns that position to
the reign of Belshazzar merely, which opened
shortly after the time of this vision ; as if v. 1
did not expressly specify ** the first year of Belshazzar " as the time of recording the vision,
and as if it were at all certain that the author
really regarded Belshazzar as the last Chaldadan
king 1 Moreover, how can it be reconciled, that
while formerly (chap, it 37) Nebuchadnezzar
was selected as the representative of the Chaldsean monarchy, and this waste a certain extent
repeated at the commencement of the present
vision (see v. 4), the unimportant, listless, idle
Belshazzar should here suddenly be installed in
his place?— Verse 18. But the saints of the
Most High shall take (''receive'') the kingally,

dom.

The

plural V^'i''^?)

which oocurs here

and in vs. 22, 25, and 27, serves, like ^i^ in the
Targoms, as a pluraUa exceUentia, to denote the
God of Israel, who in Gl^n. xiv. 18 is called ^K
')i'*b^.

As

similar plurals of excellence, of. not

merely Q^T'iH, but also

D*>a3ilp, Josh.

xxiv.

10; xxx. 3.—The
** saints of the Most High," or the '* saints"

19; Hob.
simply

xii.

1; Prov.

ix.

they are called in

(l'^?''^P)i as

vs.

21

22, are not the angels, mentioned in vs. 10
16, who surround the throne of Ood, but
people
of God on the earth, the '^ real memthe
hers in the communion of the perfectly true
ureligion " (Ewold), the members of the house of

and
and

.

'

I

fisrael in its ideal spiritual signification (Gal. vi.
16), the Israel of the Messianic time of fulfilment ; of. Isa. iv. 3 ; vi 13 ; IxiL 12 ; Bom. ix.
The same expression is also found in
6, etc.

—

vs.

22 and 25

and Tdlp"D^,

;

of.

High

I
[

!

I

I

24,

xii.

;

Psa.

hence the relation between the Messiah and
the Messianic people is represented to be
such that he aids them in heaven and from
heaven (strengthening, comforting, and supporting them in their oonfiicts and sufferings), and
for that reason, as their representative, receives
for them the dominion over the eternal kingdom
from the hand of God, as was already indicated
in the vision, v. 14.
Gf . Auberlen, p. 51 ; also
Von Lengerke, Kranichfeld, and Ewald on this
passage.
The latter correctly observes, p. 406 :
'^
If the language in this place and in vs. 22 and
27 refers at once to the genuine members of
Messiah's kingdom instead of Himself, this is
merely for the purpose of more fully explaining
the great picture which has been given once for
alL
kingdom and its sovereign cannot exist
without subjects, and in fact, they only exist
When such a people
through the latter
has really been found, it receives the power and\
perpetuity, the indestructible and eternal character, as well as the dignity and the pre-eminence which lie in the nature of that empire and
The language of this
its Messiah (of. ii. 44).
interpretation refers therefore to this people, and
the subject of the vision in v. 13 et seq. derives
therefrom a self-evident but not unimportant
completion. This by no means implies, however, that the Messiah, who was already saffi- \
dently characterized in that passage, is identical
|
with the people who are now, at the final stage, I
included, any more than that the description of /
the Messiah in that place, whose majestic character is not easily repeated, has any analogy

A

with the words here employed. The king and
his people are associated only in the final results
and end, in the eternity and glory of the king-

dom

itself,

as

sage and in

strikingly remarked in this pas27 ; and yet even here the dis-

is

V.

tinction is clearly observed that the three things,
* authority, glory,
and dominion,' i.«., majesty
in its full activity and glorious recognition, are
in V. 14 awarded only to the Messiah, and not to
his people." Of. also the same author's Jahr-

b&ch&r der biblisehen Wmenechaft^ vol III., p.
231 et seq. ^And possess the kingdom for
ever, etc. 'pnM« ^* to possess," here denotes

—

the continued possession, while in v. 22 it is inand signifies the assumption of the pos-

ceptive,

session, or the entrance

tive

expression

*';?i?

upon it. The superlaDb^ 15, "unto the

eternity of eternities, unto all eternities," is

exactly like the

;

'* shall receive
the kingdom," the reference
evidently to the transmission of the Messianic
kingdom into the hands of the Son of man from
the Ancient of days, as described in v. 14. The
saints, however, are by no means to be regarded
as identical with t^e Son of man, so as to make
him a mere personification of the people of
This view, which, besides being advoIsrael.
cated by Hitzig and Hofmann (see supra, on v.
13), is adopted by Herzfeld in his Qeachichte
Israels J IL, 381, is opposed by v. 21, where the
saints are represented as a host of battling persons, and are clearly distinguished from the
Messiah, who is exalted far above them, and at
the time of their conflict with the anti-christ
tarries in heaven with the Ancient of days

is
I

it is

viii.

7 (also Ex. xix. 6;
xvL 3 xxxiv. 10).
said that these saints of the Most
chap.

Deut. vii 6 ; xiv. 21
r When

D"»©1l)^"ti?, chap.

159

1-28.

Hebrew 1? ^?3>i5-l?,

Isa.

Tim. L 17 ; Bph. iii 21, etc.
Verses 19-22. Daniel desires a ceJitain explanation of the FOURTH BEAST.
He therefore
briefly recapitulates the former description of
its appearance and fate in vs. 7-14.
In this
recapitulation, which recalls to mind the similar
ones in chap. iL 45 (ct v. 34), and especially in
chap. iv. 17 et seq. (cf. v. 7 et seq.), we have
the new features that olatos of brass are noticed
in addition to its iron teeth (v. 19), and tliat the
people of God are mentioned as warring against
the beast (aided by the Messiah, and under his
protection) and overooming it
^Then I would
know the truth of the fourth beast r/'^S
xiv. 17; of. 1

—

i? ^?? -^,
eC^row

I desired to be oertahi about this,

oKpiiiui irepi (Theodot.).
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earth. The emphasis does not fall ob)^^
'
**the whole earth," but on ** shall devour"/
CiD^Pl), which is not only placed first, but is

whole

»2S^!b, instead of »???1^, which is found in
three MSS. at Erfurth, probably owes its origin
to the defective form, which in this place, unlike
. 16, seemed to indicate an Inf. Pael (which,
however, is found in no other place). The rendering in the Vulgate : *' Po6t hoc volui diUgmter
discere,^^ may also have contributed to originate
that reading.— Whose teeth were of iron and
The brazen claws are assoits nails of brass.
ciated with the iron teeth, by virtue of the
association of ideas, which frequently connects
iron and brass in thought ; see e.g.y Deut. xxxiiL

25

;

Jer. xv. 12; Isa. xlv. 2

;

also repeated

ingthe

\21K sigfuify **to swallow up,"

Psa. cvii. 16, etc.

had eyes,"

etc.

The

"J

before V???

IxxvL

7.

—The

form

in V. 25 and chap.

more

vi.

destructive energy, without including the ide»i^
The fourtli world-kingdom,
of conquering.
therefore, may be held to signify the empire of
the SeleuoidsB, in the light of this passage also
and there is no necessity to refer it to the Macedonian empire of Alexander, nor yet to that of
the Romans.—Verse 24. And the ten horns out
of this kingdom are ten kings that shaHariae
rather, ** And the ten horns ; out of this kingdom shall arise ten kings." nmDb^ rT273, liter-

" epexe;

Psa.

^ occurs also
22.—Whose look wae

^*>'?9

with

stout than his fellows.

**out of this, the kingdom," ue.^ out of
same kingdom cf. on chap. iii. 6. Conoeming the form HmD^^, for nn^iSbJ?, see on

ally,

^^^^'^ VP* &

this

shortened expression for H ^tn "pa ; cf. chap,
i 10 ; iv. 13, 30.—Verse 21. I beheld, and the
same horn made war with the saints, etc.
This war against the saints merely indicates a
special feature connected with the ** devouring^
breaking in pieces, and stamping under foot"
(v. 19), of which the beast was guilty, but precisely that feature which would especially arouse
the attention and fears of the prc^het. So far as
j^i the mode of expression is concerned, the writer
( here passes from figurative to literal language
xiu. 7; xix. 19.—Verse 22. Until
cf. Bev. xi. 7
.... Judgment was given to the saints of the
<7
/Most High; le., ** until jnstice^as _done to
j
I

them."

by

law,

fc^p'H

'

<

—

e.g.y

Beut. X. 18 ; cf Psa. oxL 13. It cannot here he
taken in the sense of judging or performing judiclal functions ; for accordiog to vs. 9, 10, it is
God, with whom are associated the elders of
heaven, who sits in jodgn^ent and administers
justice (cf Psa. ix. 5). There is no design Tiers to
assign a participation in this judicial admimstration of the Almighty to the saints (thus differing from Matt. xix. 28 ; 1 Cor. vi. 2).— Instead
of ** the saints of the Most High," the original
has '* saints of the Most High," without the article, which is also the case in the latter half of
the verse, and in v. 21. Concerning the omission of the article in solemn and poetic speech,
cf. Ewald, LeTirb,, § 277 b, where Mic. vii. 11 et
seq. ; Isa. xiv. 32; Hab. iii. 16; Psa. Ivi. 11,
etc. , are adduced as illustrations of the Hebrew
.

I

\

usage.

Hitzig prefers, needlessly, to sabH-., and refers the resulting
Me kingdom " to the fourth beast,

ending

*^
out of it,
or even to the ** other one" (antichrist) who
which
is afterward mentioned, as its subject
deariy is forced and arbitrary. Hengstenbezg
the eeose
(p. 211 et seq.) attempts, contrary to
** ten horns " repreof the prophet, to nuike the
sent ten kingdoms, i.e., ten Christian German
states which are developed out of the Roman
world-empire. Bleek {Jahrb. fUr deutsche Thed. ,
1860, I. p. 68) also inclines to this transformation of the *' kings ** into kingdoms, since he attempts to apply the fourth beast as a whole to
the Macedonian-Hellenistic world-monarchy, the
ten horns to the several kingdoms of the Kadochi which sprang from the former, and the
eleventh horn directly to the dominion of tiie
Seleucidaa, and at the same time to its oharaoteristic leading representative, Antiochus £^phanes. Since the ten horns correspond to the
partly iron and partly clay toes of tie odossos
in chap. iL 41 et seq.,* the assumption that
'* kingdoms "
**
kings " are here really put for
the
parallelizing
but
in
admissible;
might seem
toes of the image with the horns of the beast,
the prophet would hardly think of individual
rulers, any more than of distinct states or kingdoms (see on ii 42). A horn, as Hitzig justly
observes, would not be especially appropriate as

.

^

7.

stitute the

here signifies justice to be secured

equivalent to the Heb. t^BTp??,

;

chap, ii

;

* "^

which would be

synonyms "to break" and **to stamp" (r'tji
and p?n), hidicates merely a devastating and^^^

is

getical or correlative, as in Isa. zliv. 12

does not, therefore, \

Jj?

equivalent to "appropriating, or incorporating
with itself" (as Hitzig asserts, appeaUng for
proof to Deut. vii 16 ; Isa. ix. 11 ; Jer. x. 25—
which passages are, however, by no means convincing), but only ** to devour," which, like the

dropped at this point, as well as
the connection of the speech from i^\ at the
beginning of the 20th verse, so that the
diMx>nrse again assumes the character of description, especially from the beginning of
the 21st verse. -— And (of) that horn that
had eyes; properly, **and that horn, and
it

8*J^»

as Hitzig supposes, signify " all the countries of
the earth," for this would result in an unnecessary exaggeration of the hyperbole which, without question, really exists. Nor does the related

—Verse 20. And the other which came up,
and before whom three felL Literally, '' and
they fell before him the three." The relative
construction

by two synonymous terms fcJlow-

object.

the symbol of a kingdom
;

ir

;

and the attempts

of

(Thlscorrespondenoe. hofwever, cannot be tegitlmately
favor of the oontempocaneooaiew

M an argnmont to
Verses 23-27. Ths eoBjUanatUm of the angel re- Tniwd
of tho ton kings, for tt ia doubtful if tbe number of tha
meeting thefawrth beaet and its judgment. The toet ha« any Bpecial Bigniflcanoe. and no strefle ia laid upon
fourth beast shall be the fourth kingdom j it in the explanation of the Tldon. Like the two legw, it
accidental aooesMry in completing the flgore.
rather, ^'the fourth beast, a fourth kingdom forma but an
Otherwiee we shoald be obliged to count the toes <m both
shall be," etc.
The same construction as in v. feet Ukewine, and this would be moze than any intearpniaa
17 a, and as in v. 24.—And shall devour the are prepcued to do.]
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OHAP. yn.
Lniher. Mdanothon, Geier, Ph. Kioolai {De regno
Christie L I., c. 5 ss.), etc, to make the ten
horofl denote ten designated states which were
fonned oat of the Roman world-monarohy e.g.^
Syria, Asia, Egypt, Africa, Greece, Italy, Germany, f*rance, Spain, and England, or (as Nioolai, L c, suggests) Syria, Egypt, Greece, Italy,
Germany, Poland, Hungary, France, Spain, and
England can only produce ahsurd and arbitrary
In y. 8 the horn is clearly represented
results.
^ ^as a person; and accordingly the numerous
;^ I horns in this place are probably intended to
Of. also
Vdenote individual royal personages.
chap, viil 21, where the horn is said, in the
plainest terms, to represent a personal king.*
For the rest, see Ethioo-fund. principles, etc.,
Kos. 2 and 8.—He shall be diverse from the
first.
**As the fourth kingdom differs (vs. 7,
19) from the other three, so he differs, and to
his disadvantage, from his predecessors ; this is
true geueraUy, but especially so in his conduct
towards GK>d and his saints, v. 25 *' (Hitzig).

—

And he

shall subdue three kings,

b'^^lin^

the opposite of 0^P!{, as in chap. IL 21.
it does
not denote a merely moral humiliation, but a
complete degradation, and even a hurling down,
a seizing of their dominion (cf Ezek. xzi 32
.

Isa. X. SS).
This is also shown by v. 8, which
speaks very plainly about a ^^ plucking up by the
"
roots of l^ee of the former horns by the ** little
horn,*' and thereby probably refers to a supplanting of three rulers of the Seleucids by the violence of a new sovereign (see on that passage), f
Verse 25. And he shall speak words against

Most High)
O*^":?! "la-r, Hoa
the

—

'H^l?']

—

l^p, like the Heb.

4; Isa. viii 10; Iviii 18.
It appears from vs. 8 and 20, and also from the
later parallel, chap. viii. 25 6, that blasphemous
words are meant. This prophecy was certainly
'^Y fulfilled in a marked degree by the blasphemous
^l words of Antiochns Epiphanes (1 Mace, i 24,
etc), but by no means for the last time of. the
N.-T. prophecies relating to antiohrist, 2 Thess.
ii 4 ; Bev. xiii 5 et seq.
^"^^^ T?^, properly,
**
in the direction of the Host High,*' i.e. , against
X.

'

;

* [KoU's reference to ohap.TliLSO-23 is ana vmilingagaliut
thlt ezprem statement of the text here, for not only is the
great goat horn there undeniably a personal mler, bnt so
are likewiM the ^* four notable horns ^ that suooeed it as the
foonderd of so many dynasties. His entire argument on
this point is a perversion of the sense : *' Since the ten
horns all exist at the ntme time together on the head of
the beast, the ten kings that arise ont of the fourth kingdom are to be regarded as oontemporary."^ On the contrury,
A /they are ezpUoitly said to ^^arise ** in the sight of the prol\ /phet, as if they were not there originally, and this admits,
if it does not reqnircL the idea of their gradual and oonseouI
^tive deTelopment. Bo In the case of the two-homed ram
(chap. riii. 8) we might with eqnal reason hare presumed
both horns to bare arisen simnltaneoosly, but such wan not
MoceoTsr, as thej are stated in so many words to
M the fact.
^
be kings of one and the same kingdom, they must in the
nature of the case be sucoeesiTo ; for ten simuKaneons sovereigns in one dominion wonld be a palpable absurdity. In
the case of the last three only, whoee fall makes room (or
. the eleventh, is there a partial simultaneousness.]
t [Kell contends that **the kine coming after them can
only overthrow three o< the ten IdngdomH when he himself
has established and possesses a kingdom or empire of his
own.^ But sndi is not the procesA represented in the vision.
The litUo horn in th4 ad qfartHng evidently usurps the
room previan<dy occupied by the three others. It is this
expansion in their place that nrnken it become great. They
7 must, therefore, have been themnelves rivals at the time,
I -« and not Trtll-established In their seat, whan this fourth oontestant aro^o in lis iir8clni3gnifiGanoe.1
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the Most High (who is personally near), " against
the person of the Most High '* (Kranichfeld).—
And shall wear out (" disturb*') the saints of
the Most High. Hitzig* s remark is too farfetched

**

:

^\V\

is

parallel ^^^'?,

and

wear out

Di&^

'

Targ., Isa.

(cf.
iii.

15),

assonant with the preceding

is

not equivalent to

*

in 1 Chron. xvii 9,

but

disturb,

and the

to try, oppress,
think to change

signifies

*

make wretohed * " (?).—And
times and laws. l*^37pT does not signify * ttatuta saera'^ (HSvemick), but = Heb. D^il^iya*
'

*^
festival seasons " (Lev. xzlii. iv. ; Isa. xxxiiL
20), i e, , determined, legally appointed times for
religions celebrations in general, for the great

annual feasts as well 'as for the weekly and
monthly (Sabbaths and new moons) ; cf Num.
.

xxviiL

2.

The

following ftli, **and law, tra-

ditional usage,** indicates that the impious king
shall not merely endeavor to change the appointed times of these rites, bnt that he shall
seek to abrogate the ceremonial observances of
religion themselves ; hence, what was formerly
said in a good sense (chap, ii 21) of God, the

and omnipotent

.

<

changer of ir
times and seasons,** is here predicated in a bad
sense of His dsBmoniacal adversary, the impious
'Aini^to^,
Cf. the attempts of Antiochus Epiphanes, recorded in 1 Mace. i. 45 et seq. ; 2
Mace, vi 2-7, to destroy the theocratic system
by abrogating the daily sacrifices, the observance
of Sabbaths and feasts, and by introducing the
sacrifice of unclean beasts, and the worship of
Jupiter and Bacchus-—attempts in which thel^^
'
prophecy before us found its more immediate |
absolutely perfect

*•*"

«

.

''

'

historical fulfilment, while its ultimate realiza
tion must be looked for in the last times, accord
ing to 2 Thess. ii. 4; Rev. xiii 8, 12 et seq.—
they shall be given into his hand until a

And

time and (two) times and the dividing of (or,
^^ahalf **) tiine. The expression sounds, upon
the whole, like Mia t. 26 ; but the duration of
the period of suffering imposed by the permission and peedagfogic w^om of Gk>d is somewhat
more definitely Seed in this instance, without,
however, omitting the mystical feature in this
limitation which requires to be interpreted.
The aggregate duration of this time of affliction
is divided into three distinct periods^ which, however, are sufficiently indefinite in themselves,
and therefore in no wise indicate the real measure of time in the prophet*s mind ; for while
it is entirely

probable that l^? ^^^

^^ same

sig- >

nification here as in chap. iv. 13, namely, '' a^
yeaz ** (see on that passage), yet the duration of >
a year ** in a vision of the future, which con*'*'

•

symboUo conceptions, is upom'
the whole extremely doubtful It must remain^^

stantly presents

an open question whether ordinary calendar
years are intended, or, what is scarcely less i
probable in itself, whether mystical periods are
referred to, which are measured by a standard'
not known to men, but only to God. * It may
.

* pTew readers, however, will be content with this iudethese sharply defined and frequently

finite exposition of

\
J

reiterated »tPtements of time with reference to the events \
predicted. The diffloulties in the way of their literal apptt- /
catton to the period of desecration of the Temple by Anti- j
oohus Bpiphanes do not appear so formidable as to requlra f
such a vafHM interpretation. See under the Bthioo-funda-

^
-

mental oonsideratioos below.}

11
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be shown with more oonfidenoe

how the

particular designations of time, 17?»
1"^?

three

VH?* «^d

^bp. are related to each other, and also

precisely these terms are

phecy, which

In the pro>
are repeated in the Heb. of the

parallel, chap. xii. 7, in the

and ^^^\

why

employed

words HJ'^'^*

^'^7?.'^'3

In harmony with a not infrequent

Ghaldee usage, the plural I^P"^? is put for the
dual (of. Targ., Am. iv. 6; Ex. xi. 5; Num.
xix. 36 ; supra, v. 8 et seq. , and, upon the whole
question, Winer, § 55, 8), and therefore, like
the corresponding Heb. D^l^iTa, represents a

double period, a pair of times, and, in case 1*H^
a year, a period of ttoo pears. The converse holds with 3bp, which, though in itself
siguifies

denoting any fraction whatever,

is

shown

posi-

by the parallel "'Sn in xii 7 to signify ** a
half.''
Hence a double year is at first added to
the year which stands at the beginning, and
afterward another half year. The period of 3^
years which thus results is symbolically significant, inasmuch as it forms the half of seven
years, and therefore stands related to the prophetically significant ** seven times" in chap. iv.
tively

If, therefore,
13, as the half to the whole.
the sevenfold number of the years passed in
lycanthropy by Nebuchadnezzar (which was not
to be taken literally, but ideally and prophetically) denoted, in a general way, an extended
duration of the sufferings imposed on him by
God, it follows that the present figures indicate
a period of affliction that i& shorter by one-half.

*7

f
'^

\

I

I

^
f
%

V

** A time, f^d times,
and a half time" represents a time of suffering that is abbreviated by
one-half, or that, is interrupted at the middle,
similar to that referred to in the prophetic words
of Christ : e< fi^ tKOAuptjdf^aav al ^uifjai eKeivai^ ovk
h» kaui^v T^aaa ffdp^, Matt. xxiv. 22; Mark xiil
The same idea of a shortened or halved
20.
time of affliction is expressed by the ^^halfweek " (!.«., half week of years) in chap. ix. 27,
which, like the 1,290 days in chap. xiL 11 (or the
1,260 days or 42 months of the Apocalypse, xi.
2 et seq. ; xiii 5), is merely a tolerably exact
designation of the 8i years, in different language. It will be shown hereafter that this
prophecy of the affliction of Israel during 3^
years prior to its deliveranoe likewise hMl a
typical fulfilment in the history of Antiochus
Epiphanes, while its final realization is reserved
for the eschatological future.* For the present
It will be necessary to remember merely, as the
result of an unprejudiced exegesis having a suitable regard for the prophetic usage of language
in this book, that a strictly literal conception of
the period of 8i years will hardly conform to
the sense of the prophecy, and that there is

[Some of thoflo modern Interpreters who hold in part to
the *'year-for-ft-day theory** make the little horn in this
passage to be different from that in eh. TiiL, referring the
latter to Antiochus Bpiphanea, but the former to the papacy
or else to Mohammedanism. Such as maintain that the
days stand for years in both instonoes regard the difference
in the periods oetween this passage and that (l,llfiO years
here and 2,800 there) as caused by computing the period in
the one case from the r<M q/" IA« JEKHMT to iu downfall, and
In the other from DanieV* oton time. In either cose the
r same fatal objeotion applies, Uiat there is no good eridanoe
such a qrmbolic use of Uie word '*day " Iqr DanieL]
\

U

therefore no need to seek for a period of safleiy^
Ing in the history of the Jews, while subject to/
that Syrian despot, which shall cover precisely )
that length of time, for the purpose of demon- \
strating that first fulfilment of the prophecy.* ^
But the Judgment shall lit \ cf . v. 10 6, and
also V. 22.—-And they shall take ax^ay his dominion, to consume and to destroy (it) onto the

—

end.

t^l^bc

is

to be repeated, as the accusa-

two infinitiv/es. »ETO"l?t
%.e.^ to the end of the\
last God-opposed world-power, which marks theC^
end of tiie heathen world-power as a whole. /^
M&io therefore designates (unlike chap. tL 27r\
where the never-accomplished end of Ood^si
kingdom is referred to) Uie goal at the end of
the development of earthly dominion, which
coincides with the erection of the kingdom of /
tive of the object to the

**unto the realized end,"

And the kingthe greatness of the
triad
similar to that
a
kingdom
in V. 14, differing only in the substitution of
^Ma*:!, the greatness " (Luther, " the power"),
Gk)d

(v.

13 et seq.).—Verse 27,

dom and dominion and
(^*

kingdoms")

;

* *

**

for np-i,

glory."

n}3>'?

*>1

depends equally

the three nouns as a subjective genitive,
and therefore denotes that the dominion, power,
and greatness possessed by aU the heathen kingdoms is intended. Chi the meaning of the expression ^^ of the kingdoms under the whole
heaven," see supra, on v. 12.
Verse 28. Tlie impremon made on Daniel bf
tohat Jie has seen and heard. Hitherto is the end
of the matter (or ^'remarks"), namely of the
Interpreter, the conclusion of which coincides
with the ead of the dream. De Wette, Hitzig,
eta, render it inappropriately, and coutraiy to

on

all

the sense of ^^^P,

**

Thus far the history "~an

interpretation which finds no support in d^ap.
xii 6.—As for me, Daniel, Uiy cogitations
much troubled me, namely, after awaking from
(the
his dream- vision ; cf. ii. 1 ; iv. 2.
countenance changed iu me. Cf.
color of)

—And

my

chap. V. 9, where the same expression is found,
and chap. x. 8, which is parallel in substance.
heart, vis. : the
But I kept the matter in
remarks of tiie interpreting angel, v. 17 et seq.,
and consequently, the subject and significatioa
of the dream-vision. Cf. Luke ii. 19.

my

ETHICO-FUNDAHENTAL PRINCIPLES RELATED
TO THE HISTORY OP SALVATION, APOLOGETICAL REMARKS, AND HOMILETICA&
SUGGESTIONS.
After what has been remarked, it is apppent that the principal force and the greatest interest of l^e prophetic descriptions of this <duq>ter centre in the fourth world-kingdom and in its
development «s an anU-christian power, which
imme^tely prepares the way for the jadida)
advent of Christ. Li the parallel description in
1

.

* rCeU. in like nmnner, argoet for the purely sTmboUral
indefinite import of this designation of time, bting
driven thereto by his theory that this whole prophecy appttea
to the duration of the Roman power, which be extends into
the unknown fnturc. Ho has all akmg contended againct
a literal interpretatioa of theee chronoliogical data ae tb«f

and

eemtobe.]
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a. The world-power in question is described as
tiie second chapter,
^where the series of worldkingdoms was represented by four metallio sab- divided and subject to dissensions in itself, in all
stances, respectiyely inferior to each other in ithe parallel representations, especially in chap,
value, in the order of their succession, and al- ii. and vil on tjie one hand and chap. xi. on the
though together forming a great colossus, yet other. This agreement extends even to the
indicating its perishable nature by the weakness point, that in both instances, chap, ii 43 as
of the feet on which it rested the observation well as chap, xi 6, 17, the vain attempts to
of both the dreaming king and the interpreting secure peace by means of intermarriages are
prophet was fixed equally on all the four world- noticed (see on ii 43 and cf. infra, on chap. xi.
monarchies.
Their intimate relations to each L c).
b. The number ten is applied to the kings of
other, their separation, and their subjection to
the same ultimate fate through the agency of the fourth monarchy, and receives promineut
the rock of Messiah's kingdom, formed &e prin- mention in at least two of the parallel descriptions (chap, vii and xi ), although merely as a
cipal features of that prophecy, which, however,
likewise dwelt more extensively upon the fourth symbolic number, which finds its counterpart, in
kingdom than upon its predecessors (v. 40 et a general way, in the first ten possessors of the
throne of the Seleucidso. (It must be rememseq. ) ; but the principal reason for the prominence thus given to the last kingfdomin the series, bered, however, that [according to the author's
existed substantially in the fact that the aim view] neither the ten toes of &e image of the
was to point out that its heterogeneous elements monarchies, chap. ii. 42 et seq., nor the four
and its divisions laid the foundation for its own horns of the Grecian goat, chap. viii. 7 et seq.,
ruin, and, as a matter of course, for the fall and
refer to these ten predecessors of Antiochus
ruin of the former empires.
The case is differ- Epiphanes, or to any individual kings whatever. )
ent with the present vision and its interpretation.
Each of the four beasts nvhich in this instance
c. The blasphemous and sacrilegious course of
represent the world-kingdoms is indeed drawn the eleventh king symbolized by the ** little
with nervous and strongly characterizing strokes, horn'* towards the Most High, His law, and
that admit of no doubt respecting their identity His saints, is described in chap. vii. (vs. 8, 11,
with the four constituentB of the image (v. 4 et 20-25), and more fully in chap. viii. 10, 24 et
eq) ; but the attention of the narrator is prin- seq.; ix. 24 et seq. [?] xi. 31, 86, in a manner that
cipally directed to the fourth beast, and to the recalls the statements of the Macoabasan books
horn which denotes the height of the develop- relating to the abominable attempts of Epiphanes
ment of the world-power (v. 7 et seq. ; 11 et to profane the Jewish worship and oppress its
seq. ), even during the dream-vision itself.
The adherents, with the liveliest and strongest eminterpretation of the vision disposes of the first phasis.
d. Chapters vii 25 ; ix. 27 ; xii 7 et seq.,
three beasts and their reference to the three
agrree in limiting the duration of the tribulation
.earliest world-kingdoms very summarily (v. 17),
**
but emphasizes the fourth beast and its little caused by the antichristian tyrant to 3^ years.
horn which speaks blasphemous things," as sym- (In relation to the merely apparent discrepancy
bols of the final phase of development on the in the duration of the suffering, as stated in chap,
part of the world-power, and of the reign of viii 14 and chap, xii 12, see on those passages.)
e. The several descriptions agree in supersedantichrist produced by it for not only are the
diaracteristio peculiarities of this beast noticed ing and destroying the antichristian supremacy
twice over, the second time in a recapitulation by the erection of a Messianic kingdom. This is
denoting the reflections of the prophet concern- not only asserted in the chapter before us and in
ing its nature and appearance (vs. 18-22), but chap. ii. 44 et seq., but also in chap. viii. , where
they receive a somewhat detailed explanation the breaking of the foe without hands (v. 25) is
evidently synonymous with the loosening of the
(vs. 33-26), which does not indeed display the
clearness of the disclosures in chapters viii, xi., destroying stone ^^ without hand" in chap, ii
and xii. relating to the same events in the period 34, 45, and where the *' justifying" (v. 14) of
immediately prior to' the Messianic future, but the desolated sanctuary denotes nothing else
which is nevertheless far superior to all the for- than the introduction of the Messianic period of
mer prophetic sections of the book, and espe- salvation. Further illustrations of this head
ciaUy to that contained in chap. ii. in the pre- appear in chap. ix. 24 and in xii. 1 ct seq. 7 et
seq. where the Messiah likewise is described as
cision and clearness of its expositions.
the direct opponent and victorious successor of
2. In order to a correct apprehension of the
Messianic bearing of this prophecy, it is requisite antichrist and his abominations. Hengstenberg
before »XL else, tiiat the identity of the monsgr- (p. 213 etseq.), Havemick, Ebrard (Offenb. Joh.^
chial relations and situations indicated in this p. 84 et seq.), Zibidel (p. 119), and Auberlen (p.
197 et seq.) attempt in vain to deny the identity
chapter with those described in chapters viii xi.
and xii. should be carefully observed ; or, in of the antichrist noticed in chapters ii. and vii.
other words, that the common reference of the with the enemy of the people of God described
prophecies in all these chapters to Antiochus in chapters viii. and ix., asserting that the forBpiphanes and the MaccabsBan period, as mark- mer is to be looked for in N. -T. times immediately prior to Messiah^s second advent, while the
faig their more immediate fulfilment, should be
The following considerations will latter appeared and was destroyed during the
recognized.
demonstrate that this reference is common to Old Dispensation and before the first advent of
the prophecies mentioned (and also to that con- Christ, and that the prophecies in chapters ii

—

—

—

;

;

,

,

,

,

tained in chap. ix. 24-27), and that, consequently, the second part of the book of Daniel refers,
as a whole, to that time as the ei>ooh of its first

and more immediate fulfilment

and

vii. relate to the eschatologioal antichrist
while those in viii. and xi. denote a typical per
sonage
as if the descriptions in chap, vii 25
did not already indicate an opponent of the O. -T.
!

—
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ohanging of more saw the interval between the two features
ss if the
1
times and laws/* there referred to, could in the history of the future, although it covered
designate anything but the violent offences J thousands of years, than the pilgrun who jouragainst the temple and the sacrifices of the Old neys toward a distant goal is able to observe tlie
Covenant, as described in chapters viii, ix., and broad and depressed valley that intervenes bexi (see supra on v. 25, and also under e) I and tween the mountain immediately before him
as if an Israelitish prophet could possibly sus- and that which seems to rise in close proximity
pect that the worship of Messianic times would beyond it. Cf. Hofmann, Weiisagung and Erf.^
diifer from that of the former dispensation ; and
p. 313 et seq., where it is correctly remarked,
as if he had not, in chap. ix. 24, even expressly with reference to the closing verses of chap. xL,
opened the prospect of a restoration of tiie O.-T. which describe the terrible end of the tjpioal antichrist, Antiochus Epiphanes, that *^ at a subsesacrifices and sanctnaiy services when Messiah
should appear (see on that passage) An ui^re- quent point he (the prophet, or rather the angel
judiced exegesis, governed by scientific princi- who speaks to him) observes ordy the final
ples, can discover but a single antichrist in aU
of national history^ the fear and tribulation
the parallel prophecies, and that one is dearly which overtake the whole world, and the preserdescribed as the immediate predecessor of the vation of Israel in the midst of it, in addition to
Messiah, who supersedes and destroys him. * the final end of human history, the resurrectaoin
The prophet, however, was evidently ignorant of the dead to life or to perdition (chap, xii 1The connection of these last things
of the merely typical importance of thiiB anti- 3)
with the prospect of the end of tiiat oppressor
christ, as being only a forerunner of the antiof Israel is not different, for in8tanGe,^fn>m that
christ of the last times (to whom refer the N.-T.
descriptions of the future, which are based upon by which Isaiah speaks of the impending attack
this book indeed, and which frequently reoaU on Jerusalem by Assyria as the final alarm of
its features
that city, or which causes Jeremiah to regaid
in 2 Thess. ii. ; Rev. xi. 7 ; xiii. 1
et seq. ; xvii. ; xix. 19 et seq.) for instead of the end of the seventy years as OMnciding with
representing the former as merely an imperfect the end of all the afflictions of his people."
analogue of the incomparably more atrocious Similar views are advanced by the same author
impiety, the far more concentrated and diaboli- in his SchHftbetoeis, TL 2, 5i7 et seq. , and also
''
It is a law of Messianic
cal wickedness of the latter, as he must have by Delitzscli, p. 285
done if he were actually conscious that the dis- history that the fulfilment of a prophecy, if not
tinction between type and anti-type existed in completed by one event, must produce succesthis case, he everywhere presents the idea of a sive developments, until the actual state that
flagrant rebellion against the Most High, and of has been realized shall correspond to the sense
The afflictions
the desecration of the sanctuary, and the at- and word of the prophecy.
tempted extirpation of the true religion, in ex- caused by Antiochus were not the last experipressions of equal force. And instead of dwell- enced by God^s people ; but the book of Daniel
ing chiefly on the anti-type as the more impor- predicts them as the last, as Tsaiah in the downtant character, and as being more significant in fall of Assyria, chapter x., and Habakkuk in the
his relations to Messiah*s work, as might have destruction of Babylon, chap, it et seq., foretell
been expected, he pursues a contrary course, the overthrow of tiie world-power. The range
and furnishes a far more thorough and realistic of the prophet's vision is decided by the border
prophetic description of the type
We are of the horizon where arises the glory of the contherefore obliged to conclude that, in harmony gregation of God, but not the measure of the
with the law of prophetic perspective, Daniel meaning which the Spirit of prophe<^ introduces
saw the type and anti-type, the vista of Old and into his words, and which history graduaUj unNew-Testament times, the scenes of the more folds."
3. While, however, the more immndiate fulimmediate future and those of the eschatological
period, as a comprehenHvs tohoUy and that tcom. filment of the predicted misfortunes of the
his point of view, as a captive in Babylon, he no dream-vision is to be chiefly, and even exclusively soujg^t in the period of tribulation Tii%rl»><i
by the reign of the Seleucidie and the revolt of
* [KeQ »eek^ (p. 258 et eeq.) to make the mo«i of the incidental vftriations in the description of the ''Little horn,**
the AsmoniBans, it does not follow in any degree
in ch. vii. and nil. bat his points arc minnte and often
that a contemporary of that generation must be
far-fetched, whoreas the ooinddenoes are striking, numerregarded as the composer of Uiis vision, and that
ous, and CHsential. Consult the harmonic table in the introduction. Lest we might be thought to treat the oppoHite
therefore it must be held to be a prophecy forged
Tlew too lightly, we briefly note the diflereiioes adduced by ex eventu.
In opposition to this assumption of
Keil.
1. The little horn of ch. vii. risen out of one of the
a pseudological conventional composition of the
four homii without adding to lh*dr number or Injuring them
that of ch. riii. arises among the ten as an additional or
chapter by an apocalyptist of the Maocabaean
parallel element, and nprootw three.
This merely proves period, it must be observed that discrepancies
that the four powers are not identical with the ten horns,
which is precisely our view. 2. The enemv in ch. vii. goes exist between several leading characteristic feamuch farther in his violence than that in 'ch. viii. but as tures of the prophecy and tiie facta connected
the conduct i« of the same general character, this is eviwith the history of the sufferings of Israel under
dently but a fuller or more detailed description. Both cerAntiochus, and also the facts oonneoted with the
tainly tallied ^ith the behavior of Antiochus. It is vain to
development of the empire, which are unguesallege that in one chapter the persecutor is not an antichrist
becaooc he is not directly said to arrogate divinity as in
tionably more marked than the origin of the chapthe other chapter, but only to oppose the people of God for
ter in the time of the Maeeahees Kouia justify tn
those are everywhere in the Bible identified with God himany way. Above all we notice the following:
self, and their cause and interoKts are his likewise.
8. The
periods in the two cases are different (2,a(K) days, and a
a. The difference between the ten horns of th«
year and a half, or 1,290, or 1,886 days). This is readily
fourth beast (v. 7 et seq., 20, 24) and the number
explained as including in some passages more accessory cirof the predecessors of Antioohns lE^phanes oa
oamwtanoes than in others. See the exegoticul reiDarks on
eoclLj
the throne of the SeleucidsB.
The most pJaa*

obnroh and oeremonial

'•^

(festal)

!

md

—

;

:

!
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CHAP. vn.
method of reconoilixig the number of the
horns with that of the early SeleaddsB henoe,
of fixing the number of the latter at ten, while
Antiochus follows as the eleyenth ^is that adopted by Prideaox, Bertholdt, Yon Lengerke, DeUtzsch, and Ewald, by which Alexander the Great
is excladed
from the series, and Belenoos
Nioator heads the list. This certainly secures
a succession of seven mlers down to Seleucus
IV. Philopator, the brother and predecessor of
Ant Epiphanes (1. Seleucus Nioator, B. 0. 812280; 2. Antiochus Soter, 279-261 ; 8. Antioohus
Theos, 260-246; 4. Seleucus Oallinicus, 245226 ; 5. Seleucus Oeraunus, 226-223 ; 6. Antiochus the Great, 222-167 ; 7. Seleucus Philopator, 186-176) ; but every attempt to designate
the three miwtfng monarohs, who should fiU the
brief interregnum and state of restless anarchy
which preceded the accession of Antiochus
^iphanes, results in failure. The ordinary resource is to assume that these three kings, whom
Antioohus dethroned and superseded, or, as the
figurative language in v. 8 has it, ^^ the three
horns which were uprooted before the little horn
came up," were (1) Demetrius, the eldest son of
Seleucus Philopator, and therefore the nephew
of Ant. Epiphtmes, who was at Rome as a hostBible

—

—

•

^

1
I

age when his father died, and whose crown was
usurped in his absence by Ms uncle (who had
lust returned to Syria from an extended sojourn
in Borne, where he had likewise been a hostage)
(2) Heliodoros, the murderer of Seleucus Philopfl^r (see chap, xi 20), who occupied the throne
for a short time after poisoning that king, until
Epiphanes dethroned him ; and finally (8) Ptolemy IV. Philometer, king of Egypt, a minor at
the time, who was the son of Cleopatra, the
daughter of Antiochus the Great and sister of
Epiphanes. It is assumed that this queen laid
claim to the throne of ike tieleucidie for her son,
on at least to the provinces of Palestine and
In point of
Phoenicia, which adjoined Egypt.
fact, however, none of these rivals of Epiphanes
could be regarded as the king of Syria, for Heliodorus was a mere usurper, who was dethroned
after a brief reign, and there is no record to
r show that either Demetrius or Ptolemy Philo^ I meter pretended to the throne with any degree
Hence a variety of different
{^ of earnestness.*
explanations have been attempted; as, for instance, Alexander the Great has been included
in the series of the ten kings, as being the actual founder of the empire of the Seleucidie (I),
so that the line begins with him and doses with.
Seleucus Philopator as the eighth, Heliodorus
as the ninth, axul Demetrius as the tenth representative of that dynasty (thus Hitzig, on the
passage, and Hilgenfeld, Die Prop/ieten Eara

und

iJkiniel, 1863, p. 82);

or again, attention

is

* [Eeil tuKoa th«0e objectlonn with all their force to disprove
any refereaoe here to the time of the Selendds ; bat they
apply with equal and even greater force to the Roman list of
emperors. It does not appear however, that the three horns
In qae«ti<m repreitent actually reigning kings, nor do the
farms ** placked up "* and ** fell ^ clearly mean dethroneIt is sofflcient that thev were royal peritonages who
ment.
daimed or were entitled to the throne. One of them, at
lea<«t, Heliodoma, actually occnpied it, for a brief period, indeed, but lonj; euough to come within the description. The
other two, as being legitimate heirs, may fairly be designated
as prVicas^ and ihis is all that the figure requires. The partial
and terupornry royalty of all three is evidently denoted by
It is dlffloult to
tlieir speedily succumbing to the upstart.
I
% { imagine a cane of four rivals to the same throne that woold
*
' mora aoourately answer to the vision.]
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called to the fact that exactly that period in the
history of Syria which immediately precedes the
reign of Epiphanes, is known to be particularly
obscure, unoertain, and defective in its records
(Ewald, and also Hitzig and Kiunphausen) ; or
it is observed that on the analogy of the toes of
the image, which were partly of day and partly
of iron, the requisite number of Idngs is probably to be found both among the Seleucidsd and
the Ptolemies (BosenmCUler, Delitzsch, following
Porphyry, Polyohron, and other ancients); or
the attempt to discover a succession of ten kings
is wholly gfiven up, and the ten horns are reg^arded as denoting ten conUmporaryvalQn^ e.g.^ ten
satraps or generals of Alexander the Great,
among whom the three that Seleucus Nicatoz
conquered, Antigonus, Ptolemy Lagns, and Lysimadins, were especially prominent (Bleek, p.
The uncertain and unsatisfactory nature
68).
of all these attempts at an explanation, which
Delitzsch (p. 283) also aoknowle<^s in substance,
has finally led even several advocates of the
theory of the MaccabsBan composition of this
section {e.g., Hertzfeld, GeschichU farads) to
adopt the only correct view, ou which the number ten as applied to the horns is a round orsyni'
boUc number, whose more specific interpretation
it is useless to attempt.
This view is also held
in substance by a majority of the expositors who
refer the fourth beast to the Riman woridpower and the occidental-Christian kingdoms

which emanated from

it,

although they hold

fast to the really prophetic character of the
vision, and therefore its origin with Daniel and
during the captivity.*
have already shown
that the advocacy of the genuineness of this
prophetic book by no means involves, as a necessary consequence, the interpretation by which
the fourth beast designates Rome.
It has also

We

been shown, on v. 8, that we must be content
with a general and symbolic explanation of the
subordinate three-fold number of the horns, as
well as of the number ten. Of. infra, on chap,

xi 2

et seq.

The statement in

oh I
v. 25, according to which
the period of tribulation, prepared for €k>d*e
d»8\
people by the eleventh king of the fourth monm- (
archy, was to cover ** a time, and two times, and ^
a hfdf time " (hence according to chap. iv. 1-S )
was to extend over three and a half years and \
then to be ended by an act of Divine judgment), f
will likewise admit of no exact and thoroughly *
b.

^

* [So formidable Ih this difllcnl^ on the Roman theory of
intenirutation that KeiL its last most noted advocate. ttUcee
refuge in a remarkable poatponement of the solution.
^ The kingdoms reprenented by the ton horns belong still to
To be able to judge r^ordiug them with any
the future.
certainty, wo must first make clear to ourselves the place of
the Messianic kingdom with referenoe to the fourth worldkingdom, and then compare the prophecy- of the Apocalypse
of John regarding the formation of the world-power—a prophecy which rests on the book of Daniel." This is a virtual
abandonment of the field* If all the other parts of this
prophecy have their clear counterpart in history, why not
this also ? If, as Keil claims, these tan homx are found
simnltanoooaly on the head of the boast as it first arises, it
is obviously inconsistent to refer their idcn^cation to the
future. But the attempts made to distinguish the horns in
question, in their literal application Borne, have signally
^iled, as the most cursory inspection of the schemes proposed
In various commentaries on Daniel and the Apocalypse
The ten kings in Rev. xvii. 13 are
will abundantly show.
there expressly aHsigned to the indefinite future ; but the
seven in ver. 10 are clearly chamoterixed as belonging to
liroximate history, and the first six as having been at tiM
time actually realiied.]
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satisfactory comparison with the perioda of religions persecution under Antiochns and of the
Maccabaean revolt.
If the introduction of a
sacrificial worship and the erection of an altar
to the Olympic Zeus by Antiochns (1 Maoa i
64) be taken as the terminus a guo^ and the rededication of the desecrated sanctuary by Judas
Maccabseus (1 Mace. iv. 52) as the terminus ad
quern of that period of suffering, the result is
merely three years and ten days, instead of
three and a half years (cf. Josephus, Ant. XII.
7, 6) ; for the Maccabaean books fix the date of
the former event on the 15th Chisleu of the
year 145 of the ssra of the Seleucldse (= B. G.
167) and of the latter on the 25th Chisleu 148
Hitzig attempts unsuccess89. Sel. (B. C. 164).
fully to recover the five wid two third months
yet laddng by going back to the arrival in Judaaa
of Appollonius, the commissioner of tribute
(which he asserts must have happened about
three months before the 15th Chisleu 145, according to 1 Mace, i 29 [cf. v. 19]), aa the actual commencement of the 89ra of persecution.
The result is still only three and a fourth
years instead of the requisite three and a half
and a yet more unfortunate feature, which increases the difficulty of settling both the beginning and the end of the epoch of three and a half
years in question, appears in the two- fold consideration, that on t^e one hand the real beg^ning of the Maccabaean persecution may be found
in the barbarous attack on the life and religion
of the Jews, which, according to 1 Mace. i. 22,
took place fully six years prior to the re-dedication of the temple, while on the other hand it is
by no means necessary to regud the dedication

of the sanctuary on the 25th Chisleu 148 as
marking the cessation of the persecution, whidi
mightrather be dated from the great victories of
Judas Maocabs8us over the Syrian generals Gorgias
and Lysias (the one of which was gained during
the year 147, and the other in the earlier months
of 148 in the aera of the Seleucidas), or on the contrary, from some event subsequent to the dedication, as the death of Antiochns Epiphanes (cf.
The theories which are
infra, on chap. xii. 11>.
I admissible, therefore, vacillate between periods
[ covering from three to six years, without being
'
able, in any case, to demonstrate an aera of exactly
three and a half years, such as v. 25 requires, and
further, without presenting any evidence from
the recorded history of the Maccabees of so sudden, complete, and wonderful a conclusion of the
[
» period of suffering (without being secured by repeated conflicts and successes), as the same passage and its parallels in chap, viil 14 and chap,
xii 7 et seq. seem to require. * For this reason
I

I

.

'

\^

* [In this cbronolog^cal exatninfttton the author does injustice to the data in question, aa the following exhibit from
Stuart's Commentary (p. 223) will render clear : *' Ih this
exprewion of time poetical merely and figurative, oonsiiiticg
of round nnmben (as they twy), and comprising just half of
the mjrstical number iteoetu which is so often employed In a
of tropical way ? UihtoricalfactH seem to speak for the
Yet, considerliteral interpretation, in the book before us.

Wnd

^

\

ing the nature of the case and of the number nmaUy concerned with such reckonings (I.e., the number »even\ wo
surely need not be solicitous about a day, a week, or even a
month, more or less. The convenience of the reckoning,
when It is near enough to exactness, fur all the purposes of
prophecy, is very obvious, and will account for adopting it.
** In
exhibiting the historical facts, we ^inll begin with an
SBra which is certain, viz., the time when Judas Mace, expurgated the temple, and b^an the service of God anew. This
, was on the 2&thof Dea 148 ann. Sel. - 166 B.a, see 1 Uaoc.

^f^-cr-r^i.

CUlJL

^^ ^-4^

are sometimes referred to the all^^ inour information respecting the
various events connected with the Maccabaean
history, which lacks certainty and thoroughness
(Hilgeufeld, as above), and at others, the assumption has been adopted that the MaccabsBan
tendency-writer employed a designedly mystical
and indefinite mode of indicating time, which
cannot be accurately elucidated by a comparison
with the facts of history (Von Lengerke). However conceivable and in itself probable the latter
view may be, on the opinion that the prophet
was drawing an apocalyptic picture of the distant future, which was necessarily ideal and indefinite so far as details were concerned, it is to
the same degree improbable and incapable of being demons^ted, when the author is regarded
as a conventional inventor of natidnia ex eteniu^
who everywhere attempts to introduce allusions
to the circumstances of the recent past or of the
present.
From such a writer we might assuredly have expected a more exact agreement
and palpable correspondence between the prophecy and its fulfilling counterpart than results
from the relation of the 1 2 -t- i times to the
period of the Antiochian persecutioiL ^* The alleged pseudo-composer of our chapter must accordingly have written for a time, with whose
historical cooditions he was unacquainted, d&spite thefa&t t/iat lie vxis its contemporary ; and
the entire condition of the theocracy, covered
with shame and the want of success as it was,
during the three and a half years of this chapter
before whose expiration this advocate of the
actually victorious but not by him BO-de$dgnated
MacoabfiBan rebellion is said to have written
becomes historically inconceivable in the light
of the pseudo - Daniel tendency - hypotiiesis "
(Kranichfeld).

we

sufficiency of

X

-i-

—

Oonnting back three and a half veniK, we oome te
in 145 A. S. - 168 B.O. Livy has de»cribed the rrtxMt
Antiochns from Egypt, In the earlff sprituj ('prfino
vereJ* Liv. xlv. 11) of that year.
While on that reticati
Antiochus detached ApoUonins, one of his military chi^ftmisa,
to lay waste Jerusalem (comp. 2 Maoc v. 11, whk:]i makes
the time dear), for he had heard that the Jews exulted aft
his mUfortune, in being obliged by the Rcmians to retrest
from Egypt, and he was determined to wremk his vengeanoe
on them. He did so effectually, aa 1 Maoc. i. 29 acq. fnl^
Iv. 62.

June

of

shows ; and vs. 29, 20, of the same chapter, compared toshow that the year was 145 A. S. as above stated.
From June, when Jerusalem was probably taken, to Bcceokber, is six months ; and from Dooember in 168 to DeeembeK,
166, is three years. In the same war. as to time, does Josephus reckon Prfsm. ad Bell. Jud. { 7. But to av<rid perplexity, it should be noted that a different mode of redunIng, viz., three yearn^ is sometimes employed, e^^., in 1 Maee.
iv. 54, and 2 Maoc. x. 6, such a method >«ems to be Implkd
and BO in Joe., AiU. Jtid, XII. 7, 6. An examination of the
gether,

context In these cases shows, however, that this period designates only the time that intervened between the profanation of the temple by heathen sacrifices, 1 Maoc i. 64, and
the consecration of it by Judas Maccabieua, 1 Maoa iv. 54.
Some six months after oaptore of the city, during which all
manner of cruelties and exoessee were committed, appear to
have elapsed before Antiochus began his mcinUih offerioga
in the temple.
The consecration of the temple by Jndas introduced regular Hebrew warship there : and the dc«th of
Antiochns happening shortly afterward, the period of his oppression was of course at its end. Thus ^d events correspond very exactly with the time designated in onr text
cannot indeed specify the exact <fay, because history has not
done this ; but it is enough, that we come so near to tti«
time designated, as to remove all serlonsdifBcnlty respectlBS

We

To this we may add that the period three nnd a half jveLvn
may reasonably be taken as a somewhat ronnd number, not
only because of its t)eing in itself a general and inexact ex>
pre^on, but more especially as being the half of the ooa
ventional term of seven years. See on dtk. ix. 27.]
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CHAP, vn.
c. Intimately connected with this is the discrepancy between the piqtnre of the Messiah
drawn in oni chapter, and the nature of the
Messianic hopes entertained by the Jews of the
Maocabesan period, as revealed in the books of
the Maccabees, and also in the other prodncts of
Jewish apocalyptic literature of nearly the same
date. These authorities are indeed able to refer
to a final deliTerance and re-onion of the scattered tribes of Israel (see, e,g,^ Eodoa zxx. 11
L 24 ; Tob. idii. 18-18 ; xiv. 6), and also to a
Divine visitation of jadgment upon the heathen
(Ecclus. xxxii. 18; Judith xvi 17, etc.); but
they nowhere base their theocratic expectations
clearly on the appearance of a single Messianic
personage, least of all, on one who is so positively
characterized by traits belonging to both Divine
and human nature as is the *^ Son of man '^ in v.

13 of this chapter. The Trpo<p>^rK irufrdg of 1
(xiv. il) is a purely human prophet, devoid of all celestial, supernatural churacter ; and
the ** poor righteous one " of the book of Wisdom
(chap, it 10-20) can make no claim to reoognition
as an individual Messianic person, but is rather
a mere personification of the class of suffering
[righteous men. The conception of a Messiah is

Maca

Very

dim upon the whole

in all the apocryphal
literature of the two centuries immediately preceding the Christian ssra; and in the cases,

where the expectation of a personal Messiah,
possessed of the Divine-human character to a
greater or less degree, actually appears in several
productions of this period, as in books II. and IIL
of the SibyUine Oracles, or in the book of Enoch
(which at least some critics admit to have been
composed as early as in the second century
C.
and possibly under John Hyrcanus e.g., Ewald,
Dillmann, Jos. Langen), the dependence of such
writings on this bo<& must doubtless be assumed
(cf. the passage from the Orac. SibyU. 1. II.,
cited above, on v. 8, and also Introd. § 6, note
This dependence, however, in no wise com8).
pels to the assumption that the prophecies of
Daniel originated in the Asmonffian period ; it
is far more readily understood on the opinion
that they originated during the captivity, but
that they were recognized at their true value and
introduced into general use in all the circles of
pious Jewish apooalyptists in the Maooabasan age
and as a result of its afflictioiis.
4. In support of tiie opinion that He who
''
came with the clouds of heaven ^* in v. 18 is no
other than the personal Messiah^ it has already
been remarked among other things (see on that
passage) that Christ preferably and frequently
employed the phrase 6 vldg tov ai/dpCtnov, as a
testimony in favor of that view. It is now re! cognized by a majority of expositors and Biblipal
theologians that this designation, which is found
in all eighty-one times in l^e New Testament, was

R

intended to recall Dan. vii 18, and to assert the
identity of Jesus as the Messiah with the ^21
tbl^^

who is there described,
Von Hofmann, Delitzsch,

although several

Eahnis, etc.) still
attempt to advocate the view formerly represented by Huetius, Harduin, Schleiermacher,
Neander, Weisse, Baur, etc., on which the phrase
was derived from Psa. viii. 5, and designates
Jesus, not as being the Messiah, but as ^* the
flower of humanity," as *^the ideal and normal
man,*^ the ** man of history, toward whom all
(d^.,

167

1-

human development tends." The former method
of explaining the phrase does not exclude the
but is rather to be traced back to both
these passages of the CM Testament, inasmuch
as Dan. vii 18 also expresses the sense of the
ideal and normally human, of the perfectly human, and even of the Divine human, as will
appear with special clearness from the manner
in which the Saviour, in Matt. xxvL 64, replies to
the qtiestion of the High priest inquiring whether
He were ** the Christ, the Son of God," when,
with an evident allusion to this passage, He delatter,

clares Himself **the Son of man," who shall
thereafter be seen sitting '' on the right hand of
power and coming in the clouds of heaven ;** of.
also John xii 85, 86, where in answer to the
question of the unbelieving people, ^^ Who is
this Son of man?" the Lord declares, *'Yet
a little while is the Ught with you," and thus
again identifies himself most clearly with the
Messianic
Son of man " of this passage. Cf.
*'*'

Meyer and Lange on both these passages (and
also on Matt. viiL 20) ; likewise Cess, Lehre vou
der Person GkrisU (1856) p. 7 et seq., 257; J.F
Tafel* Leben Jesu, p. 127 et seq., and especially
NebCj U^er
Begriff des Namens v.bg toi#

dm

dvi?/Mj7roi;,

Herbom, 1860

also

;

Holtzmaun^

Ueber den neutestamentUchen Axisdrvck MenscJiensohn, in Hilgenfeld^s Zeitschr. f. wissenschaftUche TlieoHagie, 1865, p. 212 et seq. (although the latter has so distorted a view of the
reference of the name to Dan. vii 13 that he

chooses to entirely exclude that to Psa. viii. 5,
thus approaching the opinion advocated by
Strauss in his L3>en Jesu). In addition to this
reference to our passage in the mouth of our
Lord as directly testifying to a personal Messiah,
and besides the possibly still more ancient references in the same spirit which are found in the
Sibyllines and the book of Enoch (see supra), the

—

substantial agreement of its description of Christ
with that of the prophets prior to the captivity
affords an important testimony in favor of the
Especially if the decoiprectness of our view.
scription of the ** Son of man" in chap. vii. 13
et seq., to whom an eternal and all-embracing

dominion over all nations is given, be compared
with the designation T'?? H^TD^, ** an anointed
prince," in chap.

ix.

26, which, although prim-

arily applicable to a iypical forerunner of Christ
(see on that passage), yet clearly indicates the

churaoter of the Messianic ruler as being at the
same time priest and king, the result will be a
demonstration of the dose analogy and even
identity of Daniers description of the Messiah
with those by which Isaiah (chap. ix. 5 ; xi 1
et seq.) and his contemporary, Micah (chap. v.
I et seq.), characterize the spiritually anointed
ruler of the house of David who should introduce the period of the deliverance of Israel and
all nations, and also with the Messianic prophecies of Jeremiah (xxiii 5 ; xxx. 9) and Ezekiel
(xxxi7. 23 ; xxxvii 25) and even those of the
time of David and Solomon together with the
period immediately subsequent, e.g., David him-

Nathan (2 Sam. vii.), Amos (ix.
Hosea (ia 5), etc. The Messiah of
Daniel does not differ from Him to whom all tho
the super-human
earlier prophets bore witness
glory and perfection of power of Him who neverself (Psa. ex.),

II et seq.),

-

^

;

theless appears in

human

form, as described in
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this yision, correspond exactly to the expectawhich the prophetism of Israel in general,

tions

from the time of Dayid, when the tl^ocracy
bloomed and shone in its splendor, had learned
to connect with a later offspring of the honse of
David, as the restorer, endowed with Divine
power and majesty, who should renew the glory
of that house, and consequently the glory of the
theocracy as a whole.
5. For the purpose of a practical homiletical
treatment of the chapter it will of course be
necessary to pay special regard to the shining
clearness of this description of the Messiah, and
through it to clear up the more obscure features
of the prophetic vision, in so far as this may be
possible and of practical utility.
The Divinehuman Messiah of Israel, the founder and ruler
of the kingdom of Gk>d in the earth, the Saviour
and Judge of the world (cf John iv. 42 ; v. 27),
is to be described in His relations toward the
earthly world-power, which, passing through
various forms and phases of development, fini^y
reaches the diabolical rage of anti-Christianity,
and rebels against Him ; and his ultimate triumph
over all His foes is to be displayed as a necessi^,
founded in the Divine economy of salvation. In
this connection it will not be wise to enter upon
a consideration of those phases in the development of the world-power, symbolized by the
figure of the beasts, in their relation to the preChristian world-monarchies which are to be re.

garded as their historical counterparts, any
farther than is imperatively necessary for the
purpose of clearness. The ideal and fundamental thought of the prophecy, which substantially coincides with that of the image of the
monarchies in chap. II. and may be expressed
by the statement ** that all the khigdoms of the
earth must be put to shame" (d Kev. xi. 15;

'?J

xil 10) before the kingdom of the everlasting
God (the Ancient of days, v. 9), and of His Anointed, must evidently be made prominent ; but
the details of its realization in the history of the
world should receive only a subordinate attention, especially since none of the theories promulgated to the present time, which underteke
to specify the particular kingdoms designated
'y the four beasts, can claim to be absolutdy
COTect, and recourse must therefofiS be'lRRHJ)
cnmce between probabilities, or between interpretations, more or less plausible, of the mysterious hieroglyphic animal figures that ** came
up from the sea.^' For as merely the forms of
the future world-monarchies were revealed to
the prophet som^titP^ .ii^deed in s urprisingly
definiteand exact outlines but^~was noi made
acquainted with their names; as their nature,
but not their historic appearance was prefignred
so can no effort of scientific penetration
to him
on the part of exegetes succeed in establishing

—

—

:

an exact correspondence between the character
of these monarchies, as shadowed forth in prophetic images, and its actualization in the surging confusion of the life of nations during the
course of the last pre-Christian century, and thus
in stating, with mathematical exactness and certainty, which great world-kingdom subsequent
to the captivity was intended by the Spirit of
prophecy by each of the beasts seen by Daniel,
what kings were represented by the ten horns of
the fourth beast, what was the precise conception of the blasphemous oonise and anti-theo-

cratic rage of the last horn, and whether, in
point of fact, Antiochus Epiphanes conformed
to it in all respects, or merely realized it generally and in substance. In view of these unavoid
able obscurities and difficulties, the practical expositor, still more than tiie scientific exegete, k
limited to a chaste, modest, and reserved ooutm
in the treatment of this prophecy as it applies
to the history of nations and of the worid. Instead of pursuing to particulars the interpretar
tion of the series of monarchies in va 4-7, or
even of the succe^ion of kings in v. 8, in tiie details of history, he will be able to present only
eoDampleB of the wonderfully exact correspondence between the type and its historical antitype, or ilkiBtrative proofs of the generally unquestionable congTuity between the visional and
tiie actual succession of monarchies ; and especially, instead of treating the fourth beast and
its eleventh horn (n whioh the idea of the
fourth beast attains its complete development,
and which may, therefore, to a certain extent,
be identified with the beaist itself) as referring
solely to the anti-Christian world-power in preChristian times, or also to the Roman supremacy
with Herod or Nero as the representative of ite
which would be
anti-Christian character*
wholly impractical and a grave offence against all
the rules of sound homiletics; instead of so
one-sided an Old-Teatament or tsfpical interpretation of this beast, he will doubtless be oUiged to
deal prominently with that more nnfettered,
spiritual, and ideal mode of treatment^ by which
the fourth beast represents at the same time
both type and antitype, thus including the woridpower of the last times, which is inimical to
God and Christ Here also every one-sided interpretation, centring in a definite point of the
history of t^e past, must be avoided, and the

—

—

antichrist must not be found specifically in the
Turkish nation (so Luther, Vorr^de aber den
Proph. DarUd; Melancthon in the JtcntifTMn^tfr,
where, however, he also associates the pope;
Calov. ; M. Geier, etc.), nor in the pope (Luther
in his exposition of chap, xl and xii. and else-

where frequently; also Brentius, Calvin, Zanchius, Cocceius, Buddeus, Bengel, Roos, imd recently, F. Bmnn, in the little work, Itt der
Pabst d&r Antichrist? Dresden, 1868), nor in Napoleon L or in. (cf . Leutwein, Ihis Thier «wr
und ist ni<M, etc., Ludwigsbuig, 1825), nor,
most remaricable of

all,

in

Count Bismarck

as representing the Prussian State (thus, e.ff.^
Groen van Iriesterer; many clergymen of
WUrtembeig in the year 1866, etc.), but hia
esohatologi^ character as belonging to the
final stage of mundane history must be retained.
Cf. Lilnemann, on 2 Thess. ii., p. 204 etseq. ;
Auberlen and Riggenbach on the same chapter,
H. O. Kohler, Die Sehrifticid''
p. 117 et seq.
rigkdt des ChiUasmus, in Guericke's ZeiUekr. fir
die luih, ThcoL und jKirchs^ 1861, No. IIL, p.
459 et seq. vwhere the numerous writers in the
Middle Agea are mentioned, who declared the
pope to be the antichrist, «.^., bieliop Amulf erf
Orieans, 991 ; Honorius of Anton ; John of
Salisbury; Joachim v. Fiona; Robert Gr o
head; Joh. Milicz; Matth. v. Janow; Gregoa ^
of Heimburg; tdie Wald^xses; many HnssiteB,
;

o
;

* ThiiR, «.aM Beckmann, MedUatttmss poOttca,
(in Stark«, on v. 8).

o.

S6,

Kooh
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et); S. BariDg Ooukl, Curious Myth» of tha
MukUe Ages, London, 1866 (chap. 9, the Antichrist); H. W. Binck, Die Lehre der HeUigen
Sehrift vom AnUchriatytnit Beruckgiehtigung der
Zeieken unserer Zeit, Blberfeld, 1867 [and many
of the monogiaphs cited at the oloee of the Introdactiou].

Since but few of the practical ezpoidtorB of
former timee oooupj the ground of this more
free and spiritual interpretation, but rather are
generally oonoemed to adapt tiie visions of the
prophet to special eyents and appearances in
modem history, or oonfine themselves to the
work of disproving the interpretation which assumes that the chap, was a vatie, ex ecentu,
written by a pretended Daniel in the Maccabnan
period (so many ohurdi fathers, 6.g,, Jerome,

whose observations on
the

resist

phyry

this seotion

aim

tendency-critical attacks

among modems,

solely to

of

Por-

Havemick), a
thoroughly proper practical and homiletioal
treatment of the chapter, based on a solid ezegetioal foundation, can of oourae derive but
little benefit from them. Nevertheless, we quote
several observations on the more important pas;

e.^.,

sages.

JM

On vs. 4-8, Melancthon: '' MirabiU
eoneiUo et vduntate Eodetia eiUffeeia est eruoi, . .
PradiouiU Frophetm el Apostoli, mundum
pomas daturvm esM, quod post sparsum scan.

.

gcUum tyranm smviant in membra

Christi, deinde

ab

iUis ipsis qui gudemani Ecdesiam, poUuta
Eedssia idoUs, faisis dogmatibus, parieidiis
scuuOorwn Ubidinibvs.^' (To this, however, is added
the one-sided and arbitrary remark, ** JSst see his
seminibus ortam essepestam MahomeUcom histaria

et

sit

2.

The

vision

<tf
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1-27.

ostendit^) On v. 9, Calvin : '^ Soiamus non posse
a nobis Deum consmei qtuUis est^ donee simus plane
similes ei. , ,
Veus certe neque solium aUquod
occupatj neque roUs vehOur^ sed non debemus imaginan Dmum in sua essentia ttdem esse, qucUis
prophetcB suo et aUis Sanctis patHbus apparuit;
sed indvit subinde nariasformas pro eaptu homi'
.

num^ quibxis prcBsenUa sua aUquod signum dare
voUhaC'
On vs. 11, 12, the TUbinger IXbd: ''In Hia
eternal decree God has fixed a limit to every
kingdom b^ond this it cannot go, and thf
I>ivine providence exerts a special agency to this
end (Isa. xxiii. 15)."
On V. 13 et seq. , Luther ( Von den letsten Warten Davids, in his Werke, voL XXXI. p. 80 et
''
This eternity or eternal kingdom cannot
seq. )
be given to any evil creature, whether man or
angel for it is the power of God, and of God
Himself.
Namely, the Father confers the
everiasting power on the Son, and the Son receives it from the Father, and all this from all
At the same time, the Son is also a
eternity.
child, ».d., a real man and the Son of David, to
whom Budi eternal power is given. Thus we see
how the prophets properly regurded and understood the word 'eternal,* when God says to
David by the month of Nathan, ' I will place mr
and thy son in my eternal kingdom (2 Sam. vii.
;

:

;

.

.

.

.

.

'

13, 16)."

Starke: "When crowned heads
assail God with impious hands, and are not content with the honor of earthly gods, their respect and honor, dominion and glory, are taken
foom them by a common stroke ; ciE. Acts xii.

On

V. 25,

22 et seq."

the tteo world-kingdoms

and

their faU,

Chap. Vin. 1-27,

In the third year of the reign of king Belshazzar a vision appeared unto me,
unto me [I] Daniel, afler that which appeared onto me at the first. And I
saw in a vision (and it came to pass, when I saw, that I was at [in] Shushan in
the palace [or^ citadel], which is in the province of Elam) ; and I saw in a vision,
and I was by [upon] ^^ river of UlaL
Then [And] I lifted ^^p mine eyes and saw, and, behold, there stood before the
3
river a [single] ram which [and he] had two horns, and the two horns were high ;
4 bat [the] one toae higher than the other, and the higher came up last. I saw
the ram pushing * westward [sea-ward], and northward, aud southward ; so thai
[and] no beasts might [coula] stand before him, neither toas there any that could
deliver out of his band ; but [and] he did according to his will, and became
^eat.*
And (ss I was considering [then], behold, a he-goat * came from the west/ on
^
the face of the whole earth, and touched not the ground [earth] and the goat
6 had a notable [sightly] horn between his eyes. And he came to the ram that
had [master ot the] two horns, which I had seen standing before the river, and
7 ran unto him in the fury of his power. And I saw him come close unto * the
ram, and he was moved with choler ^ against [towards] him, and smote the ram,
and brake his two horns ; and there was no power in the ram to stand before
him, but he cast him down to tlie ground [earth], and stamped upon [trampled]
him : and there was none that cjuld deliver* the ram out of nis hand.
1

2

'

etfen

:
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Therefore [And] the he-goat* waxed [became] very* great:* and when [as]
he was strong, the great horn was broken ; and for it came up four notable
[sightly] ones^^ toward the four winds of heaven [the heavens].
And out of [the!
one of them came forth a [single] little" horn which waxed [and it became]
exceeding great,* toward the south, and toward the east and toward the pleasant
land,^*
And it waxed [became] great,* even to the host of heaven [the heavens] ;
and it cast down " sorne of the host and of the stars to the ground [earth], and
stamped upon [trampled] them. Yea [And] he magnified himseif^ even io the
prince of the host, and by [from] him the daily [continual] sacrifice was taken
away," and the place of his sanctuary was cast doum» And a host was [would
be] given him against the daily [continual] sacrifice by reason of [inl transgression,

^

and it [would] cast dovm the truth to
ground [earth] ; and it practised [did],
and prospered.
13
Then [And] I [quite] heard one saint [holy one] speaking, and another saint
[one holy one] said unto that certain saint which spake [to so-arwf-so the one

How

speaking],

long

shall be the vision concerning [of] the daily [continual]

and the transgression of desolation [desolating or astounding tran&14 gression], to give both Ae sanctuary and the host to be trodden under foot r
And
he said unto me, Unto two thousand and three hundred days [evening-mornings] ;**
sacrifice^

then [and] shall
15

16

17

And

the

sanctuary be cleansed [sanctified],

came to pass, when I, even I Daniel, had seen the vision, and sought
for the meaning [understanding], then, behold, there stood before me as the
appearance of a man [person]. And I heard a man's voice between thebemka of
Ulai, which [and he] called, and said, Gabriel, make this man to understand the
vision [appearance].
So [And] he came near where I stood " and when he
came, I was afraid, and fell [quite] upon my face but [and] he said unto me,
Underatand,
son of man ; for [that] at [to] the time of the end shall be the
vision.
Now [And], as he was speaking with me, I was in a deep sleep
[stunned] on my face toward the ground [earth] but [and] he touched me, and
set me [made me stand] upright.
And ne said, Behold, 1 wiU make thee know
what shall be in the last end of the indignation for at the time appointed the end
it

;

:

18

:

19

:

time of the end],
The ram which thou sawest having [master of the] two horns are the kings of
Media and Persia. And the rough goat * is the king of Grsecia [Javan] ; and the
Now that being
ffreat horn that is between his eyes [, that] is the first king.
broken, whereas [And the broken one, and] four stood up for it, four kingdoms
And in the latter
shall stand up out of the nation, but [and] not in his power.
time of their kingdom, when [as] the transgressors are come to the full [have
completed], a king of fierce countenance [strong (bold) of face], and understanding dark sentences [stratagems], shall stand up. And his power shall be
mighty, but not by his oum power: and he shall destroy [ory corrupt] wonderfully, and shall prosper, and practise [do], and shall destroy [or^ corrupt] the
mighty \ones] and the holy people [people of the holy ones].^ And through
[upon] his policy also [andj he shall cause craft to prosper in his hand ; and he
shall magnify himsdf^
his heart, and by peace [in security] shall destroy [or,
corrupt] many: he shall also [and he wfll] stand up against the Prince of
princes; but [and] he shall be broken without*® hand. And t^ vision [appearance] of the evening and the morning which was told is true [, it is truth] :
wherefore [and thou] shut thou up the vision ; for it shall be for many days.
And I Daniel fainted,** and was sick certain days : afterward [and] I rose ttp^
and did the king's business [work] ; and I was astonished at the vision [appearance], but [and] none understood it,
shall be \it is to the

20
21
22

23

24

25

m

26
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GRAMMATICAL AND LEXICAL KOTES.
p Tb.^* JW/pi
*

htfMnfff as

mns are food

of doing.—* b'^'^SHt CKted proftdly.—* LttenHy,

2"^!P^) a different tenn from that lued In ver.

cndonOood as being
•ide of.-—'' literally,

4*

D^t IM mo,

i,t^ Keditnranean,

a l&aptr nf

(it

gtrnc^^

which here might hsTe

—

the plaoe of origin^ whereas the idea of dlrtctiUm only is intended.—* litenJly, ttmtJkta^
imbtUered Mmaeif, i.€^ was exasperated. -»-* Literally, no dsltverer/or,'-^ LttenOy, UU 4

literallj
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CHAP. Vin.
"•

Litendly,

a Hffht <i^yj>ttr.—»> n*T^52?3, dtminutUni;

lAods. —

bMuty of

1' CbtcM<f to

the order too

OlDl

flPli literally,

the death of Nebuchadnezzar in 561, and shortly
after the overthrow of his successor BelshazzarEvilmerodach), may have been influential in inciting the prophet to the pditico-religious meditations from which originated the vision of this
chapter, cannot be positively decided, in view
of the silence of the book with regard to such
externally conditioning circumstances.
The
political situation must oettainly not be apprehended as if the fall of the Babylonian empire
were immediately impending, and the approach

Medea under Darius were looked

for

Against this view, which is based on
the familiar bat incorrect interpretation of chap.
V. 29 et seq., and which is still advocated by
Hitzig, Ewald!, eta , see supra, on that passage.*
vision appeared unto me .
Daniel,
.
after that which appeared unto me at the first
**
after having seen, somewhat earlier, an
ie.j
important prophetio vision, another of a similar
character appeared to me." This new vision,
however, is not called a ** dream '' or a dreamvidon, like that in chap. vii. 1, but simi>ly a
Bhortljr.

~A

.

**

and

vision,

what has been seen ; "

also HK*^^ (ys. 16, 27

of. vs. 15,

chap. x. 7 ; also
Ex. iii 8; EBek.'xliil 8), which is often substi-

tuted for litn.

.

;

It is evident that the prophet

was awake and conscious during this vision, from
the language of the verses at tiie beginning and
* [If, how^Ter, Rawliniion^e identification of Belnbazzar
with Nabonned't acm and viceroy he correct, the Medo-Periian army waa at this very time besieging Babylon, though
with apparently little prospect of 8uco«« ; and the fall of
the dty most have followed shortly after this vi/don. Hence
the first monarchy, the Ohaldmin, ia here kept ont of view,
if already a thii^ of the past.]

M

to

"^^SJl* <*<

exceedingly

a gMngcaui the mxnctvarv and the Ao« a «r*iding.— »• Thi

end of the section (vs. 2 and 27), and also from
a comparison with the vision in chap. x. which
is analogous in form (see especially vs. 7-10).
n^n^n, instead of Hfttn: ncK "ivnn. On this
apparently relative use of the article, cf. Ewald,
Lehrb,, § 885 a.—^^n^a, properly, " in the beginning,*' is here and in chap. ix. 21 equivalent
to *' formerly, before," and therefore = njiCK'^.a*
Isa. i 26 ; G^en. xiii. 8, 4 (in both passages the
two terms are employed as synonyms). The expression refers back to chap. vii. and especially
to vii 28.—Verse 2. And I saw in a vision;
and it came to pass, when I saw, that I was
,

VeTses 1, 2. Tims and plaee of the mCan. In
the third year of the reign of king Belahazzar ; hence, shortly before the end of this king,
who reigned but little more than two years (of.
Introd., §8, note 3), and therefore not long
after the incident recorded in chap. y. , which
revealed the Medo-Persian kingdom already
rising with a threatening light above the political horizon of the Chaldssan empire, as the
heiress of Babylonia. Nebuchadnezzar's vision
of the image and that of the four beasts and
the Son of man (seen perhaps two years before
the present date), as well as the vision of the
Medo-Persian ram and the Graecian goat, described in the following verses, hod alr^y prepared Daniel, before he interpreted the mysterious writing on the wall of Belshazzar's banquethall, to see Medo-Persia standing on the arena
of history as the leading world-power instead of
The exBabylonia in the not distant future
tent, however, to which recent political events,
•uch as successes achieved by the Modes, or,
what is more probable, the rise of the youthful
Persian prince Cyrus and his victoiy over Astyages (B. C. 559, and therefore two years after

26,

hom^-a petty on*.—»«

TiU an evenififf-niartUna, 2300.—*' LiteniUy, to the Hds nf my standing.— t* UteraUj, upon m§
JkMirv leapm'.—*^ Literally, wUA a ceuation q/l—*» '^D"*'^.rD, «.<*•» " Wae done np," was OTeroome.]

EXEGETICAL REMAKKS.

^itn,

emphatic, <nu

v«y peculiar,

ataruUng.—i » Literally,

of the

ie

faU,-~^* According to the text S'^IH) oim took otMiy.-— >*The oxiginal

teoooicKnd obecore, 0>a">>a B^3Sl
original is
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1-87.

,

at

Shushan in the palace,

'^^''^y^ T""!] "idi-

cates that he wsjb merely visionally present at
Shushan, or that in spirit he was transported to
that Persian metropolis; but in the following
words he describes its situation and locality in
so realizing and exact a manner that his actual
presence in or near that city becomes exceedingly probable.
During his long official and
semi-official service under Nebuchadnezzar he
may have visited that region more than once
Like JosephuA,
(cf. supra, on iii 12 and iv. 6).
a majority of the older translators, Luther, Grotius, etc., Bertholdt and Gesenius advocate the

view that the words beginning with ^H^l are in
parenthesis; but this is contrary to the Heb.
usage and to the expression of the author, and
consequently the view adopted by nearly all the
modem expositors, which finds only a presence
of Daniel £v irvevfian at Shushan indicated by

^

this language, is preferable.
This destroys all
foundation for the charge of Bertholdt, that the
writer is gaUty of anachronism in this instance,
since Shushan was no longer subject to the Babylonian empire in the reign of Belshazzar, f e. ,
.

Nabonidus. Even prior to the fall of the Ghaldtean world-power Daniel was able to speak of
the palace (or castle) of Shushan (with regard to

nn^a, Pers. bwru^ ** a castle," Sanscr. hura^ Gr.
Pdpiq^ cf. Gesenius and Dietrich, s. v.) as a centre of Persian power, and euen^ in a measure^ as
the heaH of Vie Medo-Persian world-monarchy^
because the city of Susa (Old-Pers. probably
Shvza^

—

now

Shtish see Lassen, Zeitsohr, fur
dee Morgenl.^ VI. 47), together with its
well-fortified castle, was, from the earliest times,
a principal feature in the province of Elymnis
(which is indicated by the terms applied to it bv
Herodotus, e.g.^ yiefivdviov (^(jn% ^oixra rd Me/n^oL
Via, etc ; see Herod , V. 58, 54 ; VH. 151 ; cf
Strabo, XV. 52 et seq. ; Pausan., IV. 81, 5), and
because the prominent and all-controlling part
which that city would take under the direction
of a native Persian prince could readily be foreseen, even before Cyrus bhould have solemnly
declared it the capital of his empire, and before

Kunde

Darius

Hystaspis should have

enlarged

and

splendidly ornamented it as such (cf. Havemick.
on this passage). Which Is in the province oi

—
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Blam.

Eraniohfeld obserres ooirectij that

*^

if

book had been written subsequent to the
exile, Shnshan would not have been located in
Elam, but in Susiana" (of. Ffiller, p. 190)- for
this

Elam

(Gr. 'EXv,ua/f,

Sept MUfi)

is

;

K

inanam db Eiymaide diH&rnUnat cmnis Eulaui.^^
The expression HJ'^l^n ttb**?, "tiie province of
Elam,** does not by any means convey the idea
of A ChatdcBon province of tiiat name, whose
capital was Susa, because the author conforms
entirely to the ancient Heb. usage.
Gf Niebuhr, Oeseh. Assun und BdbeU, p. 198 et seq.
Vaihinger, in Herzog's Beal-BneykL Art. Blam.
—And I was by the rhrer <^ Ulai, %.6.^ on the
banks of the EuIibus. which flowed on one side
.

,

of the city of Susa, while the Ghoaspee (on
which river the classics, as Herod., I. 188; Y.
49, 52; Strab., XV. p. 728, etc., locate that
town) probably bounded it on the other. Corresponding with this, the representation of a
large city, lying between two rivers, on a basrelief of Kuyunjik copied by Layard {Ninet)^
and Babylon^ p. 452), was probably designed for
The explorations of Lof tus in the region
Susa.
of Shush in 1851 make it probable that the
Eulaeus itself was merely a fork or branch of
the ancient Ghoaspes or modem Eerkhah, and
that the latter stream was also occasionaUy
called Eulssus (see Eodiger, Zeitschr, /. Kunde
des MorgenL XIII. 715 et seq. ; Rttetschi, in
Herzog's JtUd- BnoykL , art. Susa). The peculiar
,

^3^K,

*'

stream, water-ooune," which

is

applied to the XTlai in this place and in vs. 8, 0,
16, appears likewise to indicate that it was not
80 much a single river as a stream which divided
into two forl^. The same idea was probably
intended by the expression *^ between the Ulai,**
.16 (see on that passage).*
Verses 3, 4. Ths first leading feature of the
And behold there
fnsion: the Persian ram.
stood before the river a ram. *' Before it,*'
!.«., probably, eastward from it, in case the
branch of the river which flowed to the west of
Susa is intended for if Daniel did not stand in
the castle of Shnshan, he was at any rate dose
beside it, and therefore on the eastern bank of
;

* ["But why 9ueh a loeaUtiff BeoMue the prophet^s
present viaton begins with the Medo-Persian empire, and
Bhushan was to be its capital. And why on the nver't bank f
Not bGcaoifo the Jews were wont to build praver-houHe^ in
such placed, Acts xvl. 18 ; nor beoaoiie Bxekirt bad vuIobr
on the Chaboraa, i. 1, 8 ; iiL 16, 96 a/. (Leng.) ; nor because
of Uie solitode of the plaoe (Manrer) ; bat dinply, as I ondurscand

it,

bank.

[^*

Daniel

the old-Heb.

designation of the countries situated east of
Babylon and the lower Tigris, which were inhabited from the earliest times by Shemites
(see Gen. x. 22 ; xiv. 19; cf. Isa. ii. 11 ; xxi.
2 xxii 6; Jer. xxv. 25, etc.), and it was not
till the period of the Persian supremacy that
the extended proTince of Elam was limited to
the narrow strip between the Tigris and the
Eulssus, or between the Persian satrapies of
Babylonia and Susiana, by which arrangement
the river EuIbbus (see the notes imm^iately
following) became the boundary between Elynuub and Susiana, and the city of Susa was
assigned to the latter province. Cf. Strabo, XY.
N,, VI. 27: '^Su8, 12; XVI. 1, 17; Pliny,

name

that branch of the stream. If frcmi this position
he saw the ram standing before the river, the
latter must likewise have been on the eastern

because the castle (uT^la) stood on the bflnks

of the riyer. The mention of the riTer, however, would still
bC) in a measure saperflnon^ were not thU mention a preparation for what is said in ver. l^.'"^Stuart.\

ing by the river.

first

sees one ram, b'^M, stand-

The

stand for the indefinite

^^»l {one) does not here
article,

but

a numeral

is

in contradistinction to the two horns which the
one ram has ** {KeiC). Bather it indicates a sotitary ram, and not a member of a flock, as is

usual witii these gr^arious animals. For every
ram has of course two horns. ] The vision sym^
bolises the Persian monarchy as a retm (and afterward the Gnecian empire as a he-goat), in harmony with that mode of representation whicfa
prevailed generally in the figurative language of
O.-T. prophecy and accorded with Oriental
modes of conception in general ^by which
princes, national sovereigns, or militaiy leaders

—

—

were
9

typified

(«' all

under simflar figures

;

of. Isa. xiv.

the great goats of the earth

**),

and •»

parallel with it, '' all the kings of the heathen,**
Jer. 1. 8; Beek. xxxiv. 17: Zedi. x. 8.
From
extra- Biblical sources, cf. Zendan.^ part n., p.

Kleuker (Ized Behram appean
ram with clean feet and sharp-pointed
horns**); Hamasa, p. 48d, ed. Shultens ; also
278 et
**

seq., in

like a

L

the lUad, xiiL 491-493 ; Cicero, de dinnat,
22, 14 ; Plutarch, SuUa, c. 27. « It is espedaUy
significant that Persia is represented as a male
sheep, while the Macedoniaii-Chreek empire is
symbolized as a he-goat, in view of the eontrask

between the

solid prosperity

and even abundant

wealth of the Persian monarchy, and the combative, rampant, ai»l warlike nature of Maeedon.
With similar propriety the preceding
vision (chap, vii 5 et seq.) employed the bear
to represent i^e slow, clumsy, but enormenos
power of Medo-Persia, and the four-winged leopard to illustrate ^e fieetaiess and warlike spirit
of the Macedonians. It is also possible that an
indirect allusion to the ethUal contrast between
Medo-Persia, as a power which in a religions
point of view approximated somewhat towards
Shemitism and the Theocracy, and maintained
friendly relations with them, and the Onecian
empire, as being thoroughly heaven and fundamentally opposed to all monotheism, was implied in this representation; for the paxall^
descriptions in chapters ii aiid vii. likewise describe the succeeding world-kingdoms as in every
• iitad,Lc:
0( ot ^* 4|m4Hv T^mmt 9t^t^ f^ra^ fircnw
A«ol liroyv, «»o«l rt luera. grikov crrcro |&^A«
fkninr^ ymyvrmk A* apa re ^cfa voyi^.
IlidfMy

M

dteam relating to the mQrder of a brotbet
Brutus by Tarquin Superbus, and to the vengeance inby Brutus lot that deed, as nanftted bj Tarqom la
Oioero, 4a Oiptn.^ 1. c
Of. the proplMtto

<rf

flicted

" Vl9ut *«

in aomtiia pattor ad me odp^Oere
Peeus kuMgemm eadmia pukshrttrndins^
Duo cOfuangvinwM m'iete9 inOe eUgi

Practarloremnue aUefurh immolare

me ;

J}ttnde 0%u ffermanmm comUme conmaer
In me orMorc, eoque ictu me ad comm dartT

In rintarcVs SvUa the following is relcted, and treatvd m
an omen of the defeat of the younger Marivs and 11i« cotmi
Norbanms which occurred toon afterwards: iv Wieitkwmmf

^

rc/A rh 'H^moy (? read Tiierov instead^ &po« i«Mp«ff iL
fs
£vo rpiyoi ttey^koi ^vAt4«P^fK**M, km wovr* ipu B nt jmk
Of. addiirdaxo^''*^* ^ tfvfi/kurti futX^i^^it mi^pm rt*t.
tional extracts from the (dasstos and from the oiiesital titer
atore which bear on this poiat tn HftveniMdL

—
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Vm,

case more degraded and abommable, in a religious and etMcal liglit, than their predecessors
(see Eth.-fand. principles, etc., on chap. ii. No.
He-goats serve elsewhere also as
8, a and b).

^rmbols of a violent, savage, and obstinately
hostile disposition, while sheep (and conseqnentlj
rams also) are distinguished by being more governable, and by evincing a more peaceful and
mild nature^ and thus are better adapted to typSee
ify what is ethically good and attractive.
Matt. XXV. 81-46, and cf. Lange on that passage,
who observes against Meyer, and certainly with
justice, that in this description of the last judg-

173

1-27.

came neoessary to r^resent an extension of its
power eastward, by the symbol of pushing in
that direction!*— So that no beasts might
stand before him) literally, ''and all beasts-—
they stood not before him." The imperfect

^

1173 ?•] expresses here, aa often, the sense of

" not being able to resist" (cf. Gesen., Lehrgeb,,
p. 772 et seq.). The verb in this place is masculine (unlike v. 22), because the writer has in his

mind the kingdoms
the ni'^n.

or monorchs symbolized by

Of. the similar enaUage gen. in

Job

1.— But he did acoordiug to
ment, Christ does not represent the wicked
great, i'^'^ani, properly,
became
and
his
will
under the symbol of goats because of the in*'
ferior value of that animal (Luke xv. 29), but
and he made great," namely, his power, ».«.,

because of its ** incorrigible obstinapy " and ungovernable temper (Vol. I. of the New-Test, portion of this Bible woik). Cf. also Piper, ChriHus
der Wdti-uMer in the enangd. Kfdender^ 1858,' p.

—

Which had two horns; and the horns
were high. The ram was therefore not impotent and defenceless, since the tall horns which
S^.

he bore are symbols of great power, being the
natural weapons of rams, both for offence and
defence ; cf. on chap. vii. 7, 24. But one was
higher than the other, and the higher came

—

up

last.

The

vision therefore represents the

still growing, and fixes the prophet*s
attention on the fact that the horn which comes
up last excels the other in ite powerful growth
a striking illustration of the well-known process
of development by which the Persian nation became the head of the Medo-Persian world-empire after the time of Cyrus, as being the more
powerful element in the confederacy, and thus
able to compel the Median branch, though older,
to assume the second place in power and dignity.
Theodoret thinks that this passage refers to the
expulsion of the dynasty of Cyrus by the later,
but more powerful family of Darius Hystaspis
the ram, however, does not represent Persia
only, but Uie combined Medo-Persia, as the
angel expressly states in the interpretation v.
20, and as the parallel visions in chap, ii 89 and
vii. 0, when properly conceived and understood,
compel us to suppose (see on that passage).
Verse 4. I saw the ram pushing westward,

horns as

and northward, and soathwaid. The ** pushing ** can only be intended to signify the assertion and extension of its power in a warlike manner; cf. chap. xi. 40; Psa. xliv. 6 ; Deut. TTxiii.
17; 1 Kings xxii 11. In this place the pushing
westward denotes more particularly the victories of Medo-Peraia over Babylonia and the
Lydian kingdom of Asia Minor; that toward
the north, the expeditions for the conquest of
Soythia, led by Cyrus and Darius ; and that towards the south, the conquest of Egypt and
Libya by Cambyses. The ram does not push
eastward, because the east already belonged to
the Medo-Persian empire, and no farther extenHitsion in that direction was to be expected.
** The
sig remarks, with incredible absurdity
fourth quarter of the earth is here unnoticed.
While the ram turns his head to the right or left,
he may, without changing his position, push
northwiurd and southward, but not backwards ;
in that direction, moreover, he would assail
Daniel himself, and afterward Susa " as if there
could have been any difficulty in the matter of
^y^ftnging' the position of the ram, in case it be:

—

XV. 6

Hos. xiv.

;

and he prehe became strong, mighty. Not
"
tended to be great, gave himself boastful airs
(de Wette, van Ess, Ewald, etc.); for, as v. 25
"*'

i^l-''? never expresses the sense of boasting or conceited superciliousness when standing
alone, as it does here and in v. 8, but only when

shows,

joined with the particularizing 133^21. f With
regard to vs. 10 and 11 cf. infra, on those pas-

Verses 5-7. T?ie OrcBcian he-goat and its vicAnd as I waa contory aver the Persian ram.
** Considersidering, behold, a he-goat, eta
ing," T^f?, as in V. 27.

The he-goat with a

single notable horn between the eyes—hence
in its general aiqpearanoe resembling one of the
unieoms which are prominent in the drawings

on the monuments of Nineveh, Babylon, and
Persepolis symbolizes the Macedonian-Hellen-

—

world-monarchy founded by Alexander the
Great (whom the single great horn more directly
represents, see v. 21), and at the same time the
kingdoms of the Diadochi which emanated from
it, as V. 8 indicates with all possible clearness
by the growth of four new horns in the place of
the great horn which was broken. This comprehensive animal ^mbol accordingly includes
all that had been characterized separately in the
two former visiona of the world-monarchies,
chapters ii. and vii , at first by the figure of two
different parts of the body of the colossup, and
afterward by the symbol of two beasts appearThis departure from the
ing in suooession.
former mode of representation involves no questionable features whatever, inasmuch as this
chapter follows a different train of ideas in many
other r6q>eots as well, and the advocates of the
istic

interpretation of the fourth beast in chap. vii.
(and of the legs of day and iron intermingled,
* ['' He did push toward the east—not because .... the
Kedo-Feraians themaelvcB came from the east (Von Leng..
Kran.); nor jet becaoae the cimqaeitsof the Peniana did
not Btretoh toward the eai« (B&v.V, tor Oyroa and Darint
sabdoed natLonit to the ea«t of Persia, even as far as to the
Indus, but becauae, for the unfolding of the Medo-Peraian
monarchy as a worid-powor, its oonqnests in the east were
iubordinate, and therefore are not mentioned. The poshing
toward the three world-regions corresponds to the three ribs
the bear, ch. vii. 6, and intimates that the MedoPeraian world-ktofdom, in spite of the brreelstibiUty of iu
arms, did not extend its power into all the regions of the
of

world."—ir«tf.]
t [Yet

*•

the idea of Insolenoe or arrogance

from i'^'^an used thus
ii. 8.

absolutely, see

Flusiied with snooeea,

Sam.

.

is

^

w. .
not absent

i.

9; Zeph.

we know from all qnartera that

the Perrians assumed a haughty position ; so Croemis (in
Herod, i. 8»), UipvM .... v^purrot, and to iBsohylus
(/^t. 7»6) iiwipitoiiwoi Syw.'^—JStuart.]
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id.)} which differs from onrs, must not
be permitted to urge their view to the ezdnsion
of our own, because they also are compelled to
acknowledge that the present vision combines
in one two features which are there found separately, so that the one Medo-Persian ram in this
place corresponds to the tt^o beasts in the former
vision, which, in their judgment, represent
Media and Persia (cf. supra).— Game from the
west on ^e face of the whole earth, and
touched not the ground ; therefore, with great
swiftness, as if flying, or as if borne on the
wings of the stonn. Cf. the description of the
leopard in chap. vii. 6, and Uie statement respecting Alexander the Great, in 1 Maoo. i 8
dit;X<^ei> kug hKpuv Tijq yfj^
also Isa. xU. 2 et seq. ;
Hos. ziii 7 ; Hab. i. 6, 8, and other descriptions
^And
relating to conquerors of earlier times.
the goat had a notable horn between his
eyes. tllTH Xp^ does not signify a " horn of

in chap,

:

*

—

vision" (Hofmann, Weiss, und ErfQUung, I.
but rather a ** notMe horn,*" as the parallel
nbi"l^ in vs. 8 and 21 shows, and as the andent

292),

versions already declare (Theod.

comu

Vulg.

:

Sam.

zziii.

insigne^ etc.)

;

:

Kepa^'deupnr&v^

ol ^^y?

®*^^, 2

21: also Taig., Esth. ii 2; Oen.
Verse 6. And he came to the ram that
xii 11.
had two horns. The Arabs term Alexander the
Great ** the two-homed one," because he was
represented on coins, etc. as the son of Jupiter
Ammon, wearing two horns on his head. The
fact that, on t£e contrary, the Medo-Persian
empire which he conquered is represented as a
double-homed ram, indicates with sufficient
clearness that the symbolic visions of this chapter did not originate with a pseudo-Daniel, who
prophesied subsequent to the etent. Cf. Kranichfeld on this passage, where he justly rejects
flitzig*s opinion that we have here merely an * ^ aoddental analogy " to the Arabian idea. And ran
unto him in the fury of his power ; properly,
in the heat of his power, »'.«., in the irresistible
rage (nnp) of which he was capable by reason
H&vemick is not exactly
of his mighty power.
correct when he reads '^ full of a fierce desire for
battle " nor are De Wette, Von Lengerke, eta, in
their version, "in his mighty rage." Verse 7.
And I saw him oome close unto the ram. The
manner in which Alexander the Great, at the
head of the Macedonian forces, put an end to
the Medo-Persian empire, corresponds in the
main with this description of the assault by the
goat upon the ram, which resulted in the breaking of the two horns of the latter {i,e. the power
of Media and of Persia), but still not so exactly
as to suggest a sketching ex eventu of that event.

—

,

as in Gen. xxvii. 83

—^And

;

1

when he was

Kings L 4; Isa. bdv. 8.
(or, **had beoome")

horn was broken. ^^3?^^*
the height of his '* beooming great y was
reached, when his power was at its dimax.
Think of Alexander's expeditions to Bactria,
Sogdiana, and India, which were soon followed
by his death. The * breaking of the great horn,"
however, does not refer simply to Alexander's
death, but also to the division of the dominion
and dismption of the unity of the realm immediately consequent on the decease of that monarch.
And for it came np four notable ones.
strong, the great

when

*

—

n*ltn is properly in apposition witii 3?3*}Jt,

**

con-

spicuoiteness, four," or also an adverbial accusa^
tive, ^^ in conspiouousnees, in a notable manner ;

supra, on v. 5. Each of the separate powers
therefore still important, although each receives but a fourth of the power and greatness
^Toward the
of the original collective empire.
four winds of heaven. This addition alludes
to the centrifugal prindple, tending to diviaion
and separation, which after Alexander's death
(not ^ter the battle of Ipsus, as Hitzig prefers)
seized on the Maoedonian-Hellenistio woridmonarchy, in which the centralizing prindple
had hitherto prevailed. The number of the
horns appears to be based on the number of the
winds, and to be a standing symbolic expression
which is found in other writers also (cl Jer.
It is
xlix. 86; Zeoh. ii 10; vi. 5; Job i. 19).
at any rate of symbolic significance, referring to
the separation and parting of the empire toward
all quarters of the world ; and it is therefore not
adinissible to seek four x>artL0ular kingdoms
cf.

is

—

—

which should be denoted by the four horns
growing towards the four quarters of the earth,
as those of Cassander (Macedon), Lysimachus
(Thrace and Asia Minor), Seleucus (Syria, BabyBoth
lonia, and Persia), and Ptolemy (Egypt), f
the opponents and the advocates of the gennineness of this book, since Porphyry and Jerome,

—

are agreed in this specializing interpretation of
the four horns, by which the kingdoms of the
four Diadochi, who have been mentioned, are obtained (cf in addition Havemick, Hitzig, Ewald,
and Kamphausen, on the passage). But they do
not consider (1) that not ^e battle of Ipsus, but
the death of Alexander, the monarch who
founded the empire, is given as the terminus a
quo at whidi the growth of the **four horns"
begins ; (2) that in point of fact the number of
the great empires of the Diadochi Cassander,
Lysimachus, etc., was limited to four during a
period even more brief than that during which
the empire was a unit under Alexander; (3)
that the enumeration of four such empires even
immediately subsequent to the battle of Ipsus

;

,

The figurative description is espedally defective
in not containing any tolerably dear indication
of the fact that several vigorous blows by the
ram, which were inflicted at different points (the
fibrst at Granicns, the next at Issus, and the final
one in the neighborhood of Susa and the EuIsbus
river), were required to break and destroy the
Persian power. A Maocabssan pseudo-Daniel
would hardly have escaped the temptation to
introduce more tangible allusions to these features.

Verses 8-12. The UtUe horn tokieh grew from
and its tnoUnce against the Most High
and His sanctuary. And the goat waxed very

the goaty

great. Here again b'^'^3«l does not signify " to
pretend to greatness," but " to beoome great, tc
"IKTp 1?, ** unto exoeas,"
develop mightily."

.

* [The neoeasity for this llmltatioa of the meening of
Lb not dear ; it leoms better to take it hi ttM

b'^'nsn here

Kune'eenae of arrognnce as the Tesalt of soooees wl&Sdk it
bean in the remainder of the chnpter.]
t [Yet Daniel Mya explicitly that the four home are Umt
kinffdona (ver. S9X Mid the coinddenoe is too atriking and
minnte to be aoddental. There were indeed originaU; flre
of the Diadochi, bnt they to soon resolved themaelTea ina.
foot ttiat tlUs temporary pentarchy ia diareganted.]
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during the captivity with Daniel * It
therefore, to be content with the more
kings had conquered, stood upon the scene of general, and, so to speak, collective or genealoaction (as raler of the sea, and lord of Phosnicia, gical interpretation of the "little horn," bv
Cyprus, Athens, eta), as well as the independent which it signifies, more immeduitdy^ the antitheooratic or anti-Christian governing power in
rulers of the Aohnmenidn who governed Pontus,
Armenia, and Cappadooia ; (4) that the parallel the empire of the Seleucidn merely, the power
yisions in chap. U. and vii. appear to indicate a of the ** transgressors," who are clearly distindivision of the (original empire into ^i^ kingdoms guished in like manner in v. 28 from Ant Epiphanes as the most concentrated expression of
(the **two legs" of the colossus, chap. ii. 88,
40 et seq.), or into ten (cf. Bleek's interpretation the anti-theistic principle (see on that passage).
Of. also EIranichfeld, who, while assenting to
of the ten horns, chap. vii. 7) instead of four.
Among modem expositors Knmichfeld advocates this general idea of the little horn, seeks to exthe correct view by laying the principal stress on plain the circumstance that the growth of tfiis
the symbolic idea of a ** dispersion to the four horn toward the west is not mentioned, by aswinds,'' and contenting himself with observing suming that "the GrsBcian horn as such is conin relation to the bearing of this prophecy npon ceived as being in Vie west and as operating from
the four empires of the Diadochi in question, thence," and ^at therefore the author "would
that '^ the prophetic idea is verified formally naturally describe It as asserting its power only
in the regions which lay southwud and eastward
also, by events suggesting its fulfilment which
were connected with the four kingdoms of the from Javan." ^And toward the pleasant land*
Diadochi in the Macedonian realm/' Verse 9. •^^Sn, properly, "the ornament;" here equiva-

might be assailed as being inexact, inasmncb as
Demetrins, the son of Antigonos whom those

its origin
is better,

|

j

|

—

—

And

out of one of them came forth a

hoim.

nW2^,

little

f *n»

lent to "^a^n

(chap.

xL

16, 41),

i<r.,

the

UteraUy, *'out of Uttleness, in

valued, precious land, the blessed land, the land

a small way," an adverbial conception of similar
formation as OilDp "^53, 2"'?^ I'?, in chap. ii. 8,
47 (see on those passages). On the masculine
forms QH^ and t^'2'^ cL the similar construc-

of Israel ; cf. Jer. iii 19 ; Esek. xx. 6, 15
" Palestine is here
Zech. vii 14 ; Psa. cvi. 24.
noticed as a third land between the south and
the east, as, in a different connection, in Isa.
xix. 28 et seq., it is located between the once
hostile Egypt and Assyria."! Verse 10. And
it waxed great, even to the host of heaven.
The " becoming grreat" is here no longer to be
taken in the strict and proper objective sense,
but is subjective, an impious presumption, a
conceited pride whose greatness reached to the
The " host of
host of heaven ; cf. v. 25.
heaven," however, is doubtless a figfurative expression, referring in strong eulogistic phrase to
Israel, the community of saints, who contsitute " the Lord's host " on earth, even as the
glittering stars form His host in the sky; of.
Gen. XV. 5; xxii 17; Num. xxiv. 17; also Ex.
vii 4 ; xii 41 ; and further, the name Jehovah
Sabaoth, which probably designates God in a
two-fold sense, namely, as the '* Lord of hosts,"
with reference to the starry host, and also to
people of Israel, the host of His earthly servants
and elect ones. The figurative designation of

tions <id

**

sensum in

v.

4 (^n^??) and

v.

11

— The

horn from which the horn
sprouting in a diminutive manner" comes

(i'l'^an).

forth has its historical counterpart in the king-

dom

of the Seleucids; the

little

horn which

—

sprouts or branches forth from it after the
manner of the prongs in the antlers of a deer
finds, like that in chap. vii. 8, its most pregnant
historical illustration in the most godless offspring of that dynasty, Antiochas Epiphanes.
The littJe horn, however, was certainly not intended to represent Epiphanes only and exclusively, as the description shows that immediately follows, which relates to the predecessors
of Epiphanes also, especially to Antiochus the
Great, and perhaps even suggests a reference to
Seleucus Nicator and his expeditions to Persia
and India in search of conquest. Which
waxed exceeding great toward the south and
toward the east It is nsoal to apply this to
the wars of Ant. Epiphanes against Egypt (1
Maoo. L 18 et seq. ; cf. infra. Dan. xi 22 et
seq.), against the countries beyond the Euphrates, Armenia and ElymaXs (1 Maoc. i 81,
87; vi. 1 et seq. ; cf. Appian., Sj/r,, c. 46, 66),

—

and against the Jews under the leadership of
the AsmonsBans. But Syria derived no ** exceeding greatness under that tyrant from these
wars; the "^^V^"^?^!

™*y

^ ^^

b"^**!®

appro-

priately applied to the former extensions of the

power of the Seleudds under SeL Nicator and
Antiochus the Great (whose conquests toward
the west are not noticed, probably because of
Moreover, in case
their transient character).
the reference to the undertakings of Epiphanes
that have been mentioned could be established,
the prophecy would be so direct in its application, that it would be hardly possible to defend

—

" host of heaven" was probably
caused by the designed assonance between M^S
Israel as the

and

''^^^

the latter of which had just been em-

ployed to characterize the tend of Israel. {— And
it cast down (some) cf the host and of the
The copula before "VP
stars to the ground.
* [The fbroe of these ftrgnmentn, eepeciany the Iiut, fbr
extending tlie import of *' the little horn ^ beyond Antiochus
Epiphanef. it la very diffloolt fbr those who are wholly nntlnffsd with rationallBtic sentlmenti to appreciate.]

t

A later Rabbinical interpretatioQ conceives

^"SZ in the

sense of ** gaielle,^ and refers this designation partly to its
beauty, and partly to its pecnliari^ to extend its bordens
when inhabited, like the skin of a gazelle, but to shrink
when uninhabited (TaanUli^ 69 a).
X [** The comparison of the saints to the host cf heaven
has its root in this, that God, the king of Lirael, is called

the

Qod

of hosts,

and by the flifiOS

(Ao«to) are generally

undentood the stars or angels ; but the tribes of Israel
also, who were led by God ont of Enrpt, are called *ths
hosts of Jehovah (Exud. vlL 4 ; xiL 41).*'—J^ML]
to be

*
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explicatiye

tt*^a5'i3ri is

(=

namely), and serves

to introduoe an explanatory clause, intended to
sustain the force of the fl^re presented in the
preceding sentence while applying the term

^yz

—which

is

not metaphorioal in

itself

—to

the host of Israel, and thus to strengthen the
conception of the impious obaraoter of the
attempt. And stampml upon them, namely,
the members of the people of God; of. y. 18

—

and chap.

The manner in which
the prophetic vision was fulfilled
21, 25.

vii.

this part of

under Ant. Epiphanes is recorded in 1 Mace, i
24,' 80, 87
ii. 88.
Of. the reference expressly
^Verse 11.
to this propheqj^ in 2 Maoo. ix. 10.
Tea, he nu^gnined himself even to the prinoe
The masculine i^'^?n is used
of the host
because the foe who is typified by the horn is
intended cf. xi 86. The '* prince of the host^*
is of course not identical with him who is mentioned in Josh. V. 14 (who is probably identical
with Michael, Dan. x. 18), but the Most High
God Himself, to whom y. 25 refers as t^e

—

;

—

;

**

Prince of princes."

Cf. chap, yil 8, 20, 25 ;
the daily sacrifice was
The enemy of God^s people, who
symbolizeid by the horn, must be regarded as

—

zL 86. And
taken away.
is

*^blpn (for

which

Hitzig, following the Eeri

and

Uie versions, unnecessarily desires to substitute
the actives a"<in and ii^n-i). n^^Japin, "the
daily" (Gr. hde'kextaiidq)^ designates, as is shown
by the mention of * the place of his sanctuary "
immediately afterward, Uie daHy service in Uie
temple, and more particularly, probably the
*

morning and evening

T»^n, Num.

ectcr^Uee,

the nbi5

3; 1 Chron. xvi. 40; 2
Chron. xxix. 7. Of. the rabbinical usage which
expresses this idea also by n*i72nn simply ; cf.
also infra, on v. 14.
The events in the history
of the theocracy immediately prior to the Christian sera, which fulfilled this prophecy in a measure, are narrated in 1 Mace. L 89, 45 et seq. ;
iii 45.-—Verse 12. And a host was given him
against the daily sacrifice by reason of transgression; rather, "and war is raised against
Qie daily sacrifice, with outrage." The imperf.
xxviii.

—

verbs

IfroV}

and

are not, indeed, pneter-

'5|5???i

but they are not used in a strictly
future sense (Ewald, Lehrb,^ p. 829 et seq.).
They denote, rather, the idea that the predicted
course of conduct accords with the Divine
decree, or that it is ordained or permUted \xj
God, thus corresponding to chap, vii 14, 17, or
supra, v. 4. This sense is most readily exites (Hitzig),

IMressed in tiie English
in|rt

and the eamptUnon cf a hoet is imposed on the
His mea is that eompukion is employed
for the purpose of introducing idolatrous worship in plaoe of the service of the true God, and
'*

daily. "

partionlariy, eamptUsian to servioe in the host,
so that *^ host stands opposed to hoet, serfdom
to the true service (of €k>d), ooeicicm to free-

dom."

—In

e66^
makes the very
rejecting K^^. from

imitation of Theodotion (nu

erl Tfiv -dvaiav dftapTia)^ Bertholdt

uncalled-for proposition of

5rB^ unthe text, and then reading 3?B&n.
questionably indicates the method of making
war npon the daQy sacrifice ; it stands eeneu odjeeHvo, to designate the outrageous hea&en
idolatry or saoriftcial service, which superseded
the worship belonging to the true faith. The
same feature occurs

in v.

18,

where

C^X is

—

added, to strengthen the idea.* And it cast
('^ casts ") down the truth to the ground. The
subject of "^^prn (for which Hitzig, following
the Septuagin't, Theodot., and Syr., prefers to

read "^iwCjl)

ia

the

l^Jfi,

which is last mentioned

by him

the agent of the two passive verbs cnTi and

daily

:

K^3 does not

by the present

tense.

signify ^*the host is given

* [Kefl thns leyiewB tiie VArknut interpreiation« propoBcJ
of thU difficult clauHe : '*
mimt altogether reject the i»>
terpretftdon of the Yolgate, *^Iiobur otuern datum est cot^
trajuffe naorifldttm propter p«ce<Ua^'' wbich Ib reprodooed
given to him
in Lnther^B trftnalation, * There
strength againut the dally sacrifloe on aooonnt of pin ; * or
Oalvin'a, * Et tempu% datum ett tntper Jvgi wcrificlo in

We

n^

wm

BoOtrej^ wherel^, after Bashrs example,

M!^S

in interpreted

of the ttalio miHtaria^ and thenoe Hie interpretation temput

OK inttnalhtm

is derived.

For

K2S

means

xkeitfaor

r^bur

nor lampiM, nor ataHo mOttariSt but only mtHtary aerwtee^

and perhaps miUtary foron.

Add

to this that

K35

both

in Tera. 10 and 18 means AosC If we maiatnin this» witii
the majority of interpreters, only two explanations are admissible, aooording as

we oaderstaud

K^S

of the host of

heaven, Ue^ of Israel, or of some other hoet. The lattrr interpretation is apparently supported partly by the abeenoe
of the

artide in

VC^Z and

of the word as fsm. ('ynstl).

i^rtly

by the constroctioB

Aooordtngly,

Hitxig mijt

that a Hebrew reader oonld not understand the words otherwise than as meaning, *and a warlike expeditioB wan made
or oondaoted against ttie daily sacrifioe with wickedans*
(i.e.y the impure service of idols) : while others translata.
^ and a host placed against the daily racrince on
acooant of
sin* (Byr., €^t., Harenb., J. D. MiohaeUs); or, *a host i*
given against the dai^ nacriflce in wickednem ^ (Wfet- eler)
or, * given against that wbich was oontinnal with the servias
of idols,* /.«., so that, In the place of the ^ cxmtinua] * wickedness, tile worship of Mols is appointed (Hofmcnn) ; or,
*the power of an army is gives to it (the honij agiUnst the
daily sacrifloe throufrh wickednoae,* !.«., t»y the evil highor
daemons (Bbrard). But the latter interpretation is to ba
rejected on account of the arbitrary insertion of "^ (to
<<); and against all the others it is to be remarked that then
is no proof either from ver. IflL or from Eaek. xxxlL 8S, or
xxvl. 6, that

y^

means

to lead oat, to taring forward, to

give contrary to or against.** Kell oonolndes by trbndatiag
**And (a) host shall be given up t(wether with the d^Iy
sacrifice, because of tranwresaion.**
Stuart reodem, ^* And
a host was placed over ^e daily sacrifice by wickedness,^

P'M orpktM is a very common meaning af
aa also the kindred aignlflmtiffn to ntppolml^ eemswrnisr

up, or devoted to ruin " (De Wette, Von Lengerke, Hiivemick, Kranichfeld, etc), but, **a
war is carried on, a warlike expedition is begun,
a campaign is undertaken^* (cf. Isa. xL 2).
The correct view was already entertained by
Jerome, Luther, etc., and among modems by
Hitzig, Eamphausen, and Ewald, the latter of

and remarks :

whom justly notices

avepttmot r^ Anaffrimg ; and hi v. 8 (ib.^ i SifOfiot I eiyg
sioos having their baafa, as I apprehend, in tlie verso befora
us, and applied by Paul to some personage of a T
similar to that of Antioohua.**]

the contrast between ^K^l

here and the same word in v. 10, where
in

a

different sense,

and therefore

it

stands

translates,

'jTOv

see

**•

Lex.—^2Pt

or«r, In

a hostile sense, Implying that tba

was subjected to oppression and fmpioaa
snper T iBiun .--yg'SSli by tht rAeL Henoe, in the N. TasL.

dalOv meri/lce

S ThesB. iL

8,

icw^rmvU (an exact venlon oi

SlB5ti\

aim 4

f
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CHAP. Tin.
in y. lOf and which forms the piiooipal feature
'"
of the entire description before us. The '' truth

(n^^, Theodot. ,

diKouxrvvT/)

to be oast

down by

this *^hom^' is the true religion, the objective
truth of God, which is revealed in the law and
the prophets (cf. Psa. xix. 10 ; xxx. 10 ; also
Dan. ix. Vi). V. 14 shows that its being cast
down, like that of the daily sacrifice, shall continue but for a brief period.— And it practised
and pxospered; rather, ^'and it accomplishes
this, and prospers," namely, because of the
Divine permission. The words, and indeed the
verse as a whole, serve to recapitulate and
gather together the preceding statements.
Verses 13, 14.
question, eoncendng the
duration of the oppreeman of the tmtk, and the

A

answer

to

thk

saint speaking.

Then

queetion.

I heard one

This speaking angel (for oil^

here signifies an angel,

cf.

and

;

also Dent. xxziiL

25'^'=Tp,

Job

chap.

iv. 10,

xv. 5 ; Psa.
Ixzxix. 6, 8; Zech. xiv. 1) enters into the vision
here described without previous notice, because
the prophet conceives of the whole scene as surrounded by angels, similar to chap, vii 10 ; cf
T. 16, and analogous features (perhaps in imitation of this passage) in the night visions of
Zechariah, e,g.y Zech.. i. 9 et seq., 13 et seq. ;
The proii 2, 5, 7 ; iii 1 et seq. ; iv. 1 et seq.
phet does not state what the angel, who is introduced in this mysterious and dream-like manner, said at first, evidently because he does not
know, i.^, because, although he has heard him
speak, he has not understood his words. He
saw, therefore, two angels, who were engaged
in conversing with each other, and h,eard one
of them say somethiiuf which he failed to under-

2

v. 1

;

stand ; the question, however, which the other
addressed to the first speaker was so clearly
apprehended by the prophet that he was able
to repeat it in ^e latter half of this verse.
Ewald puts it, correctly : ^' Thus, at the first
moment of silence after that speech, he suddenly hears one angel ask another, ioith whom lie
Hitzig, Eamphausen, etc.,
on the other hand, are arbitrary '^ The second
angel addressed the Speaker, by directing an inie eanverging,^^ etc.

:

quiry in the interest of Daniel to him (v. 13 &),
by reptying to which the other angd became for
thejiret time a epeakery According to this the
greater part of v. 13 would be a logical parenthesis, and the words ** and he said unto me " at
the beginning of v. 14 would serve simply to resume the introductory words of v. 18 ; the language of the writer, however, does not accord
with this view. His evident aim is to repeat
what he has overheard of a conversation between two angels ; otherwise the most simple
course for him would have been to address Uie
inquiry oonceminR the duration of the tribula^
tion to the angel in person, as in chap. vU. 16,
which is, in other respects, an analogous case.
long ahall be the vision concerning the
daily saoriloe. " The vision," i.e., the subject
of the vision, which is here more specially indicated by the two genitives that follow, via.

—How
T^nn

and

tion as

to

D^O 3?08n\ The anxious ques"how long?" (cf. Isa. vi 11) is

caused by the fearful and alarming character of
the profanation and destmction, as seen in the
vision of the prophet.
^And the transgression

—

177

1-S7.

of desolation } rather, " and tho horrible trans-

05 is,

gression."

the partic. of 0?^, **to be

astonished,'* and then *^ to be desolate or laid
waste," certainly expresses the idea of tiie
'' horrible
or monstrous'* (Lat, horrendue)
whether the intransitive sense of " being as^
toonded," or, in accord with Esek. xxxvi. 3, the
less general transitive sense of ^' laying waste,"
be regarded as the radical meaning; cf. on
chap. ix. 27. In the latter case it would probably be necessary to translate the participle as a
substantive in apposition ; "and (of) the transgressor, the destroyer ; " * but in the former
case also, where the adjective sense " horrible "

(Ewald) or "astounding" (Kranichfeld) is
chosen, the participle must be regarded as a

kind of appositional supplement to ^?Q, to
which it is therefore added without the article

The expression '?^«3

(as in Ezek. xxxix. 27).

O^V,

which ta^vn 3^C^ might have
been expected (cf. xL 81), produces a solemn emphasis, which warrants the urgent question that is proposed.
To give both the sanctuary (rather, "the most sacred thing") and
the host to be trodden under foot, t.d.,
instead of

—

to give both the holy sacrifice (the central
point of worship) and the community of the
saints of the Most High (cf vii. 18, 22, 27). the
partakers of the theocratic covenant, to be trodden under foot (thus EwaUl, correctly). jThe
grammatical construction of the latter clause of
the verse seems to be that n{[l and ^Ip axid
.

»^S

are

all

in

dependence upon TiTn^

and 3^S& preceding.
(the) giving, and
.

like ^*^9Pi

How long shall

"

(the) sanctuary,

host (to be) trampled."

D?*!^ thus

be

and

.

.

.

(the)

qualifies

the last three nouns, the latter two directly
as an adj., and the former as an equivalent for
" The expression adds nothing that
the infin.]
is new to the former statements, but simply repeats the comprehensive estimate of the condition of the Jewish religiou referred to, and the
outrage committed against it, in the light of the
idea that they are permitted by a superior Providence ; and, in ^>oint of fact, the only object
of the question is to rec^itulate what has
already been said. The asyndetic connection
accords with the abrupt conciseness of the deall

scription,

and the disjunctive

1

before c'lp and

K33, added to the lack of conjunctions, is suited to its poetic character (note also the omission
of articles). Consequently, everything that Hitzig regards as objectionable in this place, and
that he urges against the traditional pointing
for the purpose of removing H^ to the preceding clause, arises naturally from the subject itself.
Moreover, the explanation of 1^3 by Hitsig,

on,*

to permit the horrible transgression to go
has no parallel, neither in . 12, nor in Iml
*"

* [Staart. on the other hand, strongly contends for the
passive sense of QTsiD here, **eqalTalent to tohtch ought
to he laid towtte or dentroyed^^ as behig soHtained not only
by the IntransitiTe force of the root, but br the distinctive

nse of the transltiTe

DlQC^

in oh. Iz. 97.

Keil takes sab

tantially the same view.]
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* to make
c*>t7t
joined to a doable aocosa-

where^ like the sjnonymonB

into something,*

it is

and when Hitzig takes 10^ at first in the
to permit,' aod immediately afterward
makes it signify to make into something,' the
artificial zeugma certainly does not diminish the
tiye

;

sense of

'

*

imaginary difficulty which, in view of the disjunche discovers in the vav that is not prefixed to ntrl,'* (Eranichfeld.)—Verse 14. And he
tive vav,

said unto me.
''r^,

Thus

all

the MSS., which read

while the ancient translators, and

modem

among

expositors, Bertholdt, Dereeer, Hitsig,

Ewald, etc. prefer 1"*^^. The latter form certainly seems to accord better with the contents of v.
13, since it is supposed that the ^Sl^n '^ZTzb^ (cf
Ruth iv. 1) who says what follows, would addreHS
it to the other angel, who inquires of him ; but it
is conceivable, on both logiod and psychological
,

grounds, that the wiiaiess to the conversation of
the angels would represent the information conveyed in the reply to the angeFs question as imparted toTfimselfy because he was still more interested in that information than was the inquirer.
Accordingly, he substitutes himself for the angel, because the interest felt by him in equal
measure justifies him in identifying himself to
some extent with the questioner. Unto twothousand and three-hundred days (*' eveningmornings") ; then shall the sanctuary be
cleansed (rather, ** justified"). The ** justifying of the sanctuary " is the re-consecr<ition of
the desecrated sanctuary and its services (which
were permitted to be trodden under foot), which
is accomplished by the renewal of the daily

—

Pl??*] consequently denotes a being
its position at the
head of the apodosis to the antecedent clause
sacrifices.

iustified

by that work, and, in

beginning with the connective 1^, expresses to
some extent the sense of the fiU. exactum. The
material justification or renewal of the perfection of the host, according to v. 13, the second
of the objects exposed to being ** trodden under
foot," is conceived of as essentially coincident
with that of the sanctuary, or as immediately
involved in it, and for that reason is not expressly
mentioned. The neglect to mention the host
does not warrant the condusion reached by Hitkig, under reference to 1 Mace. v. 2 et seq. , that
the author intended to point out that iti state
•)f being trodden under foot was to be more protracted, while that of the sanctuary was to cease
lit an earlier date.
The duration of the period
Fhich is to precede the re-dedication of the
sanctuary, is again indicated by a mystically in-

—

definite

chap.

and equivocal limitation of time, as in

vii.

25.

The

2,300

evening-mornings

an^) cannot be intended to signify so
(as Bertholdt, Hftvemick, v. Lengerke, etc., assume), for although the several
days are, in Qen, i 5 et seq. divided into tiie two
parts which represent them, 3*17 and ^p^a, they

word (on the analogy of

*^30!d),

but

is,

on the

contrary, an asyndeton, arising from the poetic
brevity of expression in this section (similar to

'XDn in V. 13), which, so far from being
current phrase " or ** stereotyped formula,"
occurs ofUp in t/as place as a designation of
time.
The limitation of the expression in this
sense to this passage indicates, with an almost
absolute certainty, that -ny and ^p2 do not
signify the corresponding periods or the day,
but rather the saoriflces required to be offered
Q72C

a

**

in them.

The whole prophecy

relates princi-

pally to the "1^?^, to which the passage

under

consideration assigns an especially prominent
position ; but as, according to Ex. xxix. 41 (cl
infra, chap. ix. 21), this consists of a 3'n'^-rn:^

and a *i^a~'?ai *^® terms ** evening" and "morning" in this plaoe clearly denote the evening
and morning sacrifices^ or, if it be preferred, the
*^
Morning "
times at which they were offered.
and ** evening " are therefore to be counted
separately ; * and thus the period indicated by
the author covers 1,150 days instead of 2,800.
This period is nearly equivalent to the three
and a half years in chap, vii 25, while, on
the other hand, the later numbers of 1.290
and 1,335 days (chap. xii. 11 et seq.) exceed
the medium of three and a half years but
little.
How this discrepancy in the limits
assigned to the duration of the time of antiChristian persecution and oppression is to be explained, and, in particular, how the number in
this place is to be interpreted, is of course very
uncertain, and must always remain undecided.
In general, those exx>ositors of the truth who
always come nearest to the sense of the prophetic author, will regard the present number
1,150 as a designed narrowing^ and the numbers
1,200 and 1.335 as a designed extenmon or overstepping of the limit of three and a half years, and
seek to establish a conformity to law both in the
narrowing and the extension of that period. If it
is assumed that this book limits the year to 360
days (or to twelve months of thirty days each)
besides five intercalated days,
* [This conolnsioD, however,

in

amounting

l^ no means

the following oonaiderationt will serve to ahow :

**

in

all

certain, mt

"ipi 2*15

have no copula or oonjnnctioa botween thorn; it would
therefore seem to be a popular mode of compound exyreedon,
like that of the Greek yvxeifttpov (S Oor. xi. S5X in order to
designato th4 whoU qfa day. C<Mnpare Qen. 1^ where tbt
evening and morning oonsdtnto respectively day <A« M*^,
day the aecond^ etc ; for it seems plain that the phraseolof^
before us is derived from this source. In other woxda, 3")9
T T

*^pSf AS hero- empU^ed,
allnsion to the

may be

admltlyid to contain sn

morning and evening

saarifloea,

and thus the

phrase virtually becomes a kind of snbititatton for T^iCni

(*^P^2l

many daps

,

are not numbered accordingly ; and the Gr.
vi»;ti^///^pov, which is often adduced in comparison, is the less adapted to serve as an analogy
or ground of probability for the signification of
evening-morning as synonymous with ** day," as
^Iv^ ^"^^ can hardly be regarded as a

compound

which

Is

generic,

and includes both the morning and the
"That in tct. 86 S"0?n

evening sacrifloe,"— «ttart.
ni:Sir:*> {th*

49&nlna and the mormnff) stands for ths

phrase in question, does not prove that the evening and
morning are reckoned separately, bat only that evening*
morning is a period of time consisting of evening and mornWhen the Hebrews wish to express separately day and
ing.
night, the component parts of a day of a week, then die
number of both is expressed. Thus thm si^, a^., forty days
and forty nights (Qen. vii. 4, 13; Bxod. zxiv. 18; 1 Kings
xix. 8\ or three days and three nights (Jonah iL 1 ; IfatC
xii. 40). but not eighty or six days and nights, wheu tlwy
wish to qieak of forty or three fall daja,'-—iTsi/.]
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Tm.

to 365 days, it will be found (1) that the whole
number of 1,277 days, which are necessary to
cover the period of three and a half years, is
decreased by 127 days, or something more than

four months, by the number 1,150 (2) that the
number 1,290 adds twelve days or about half a
month to 1,277 days or three and a half years
and (3) that the number 1,385 adds fifty -eight
;

;

days, or nearly two months, to the period of
three and a half years. A certain conformity to
law is evident from these figures, inasmuch as the
two months by which the three and a half years
are extended in the last number, are added to the
shorter period of three years in the first (>.«., to
1,095 days) ; or, in other words, in the one case

the prophet regards the period of three and a
half years as extended by two months, in the
other (in the present passage) as shortened by
four months. These pi'ophetie UmitaUons of time
correspond generally to the events of the primary
historical fulfilment of this vision in the Maooabean aera of oppression and revolt, without being
chronologically covered by them.
It has already

been shown, on chap, vii 25, that the interval
between the abrogation of the daily sacrifices by
Epiphanes (1 Mace. L 54) and the reconsecration
of the sanctuary by Judas Maccabseus (ibid. iv.
62) amounted to three years and ten days, or
1,105 days, thus covering forty-five days or one

and a half months less than 1,150 days, as here
stated.
But if, on the other hand, the arrival
in Judfisa of AppoUonius, the commissioner
of tribute (1 Maoa 1. 29), is taken as the starting-point of the calculation (as Hitzig does),
a result of three and a quarter years to the rededication of the temple is obtained, with tolerable exactness, which amounts at least to from
one to one and a half months more than 1.150
days. A comparison of the larger periods of
1,290 and 1,335 days with the oirciunstanoes of
the era of the religious persecution by Antioohus, as recorded in the books of Maccabees,
leads to still more unsatisfactory results (cf.
infra, on chap. xii. 11 et seq.).
Hence, nothing
more definite than a general or approximate correspondence between the predicted periods and
their historical counterparts can be looked for
or, what amounts to the same thing, the prophetieaUy-ideai value of the numbers in question
must be recognized. CI the remarks in the
Eth.-fund. principles, eta. No. 1, respecting the
necessity that the predictions of any prophet
which involve numbers should be only approximately fulfilled. AU the expositors of this passage, whether upholding or den3ring the composi^on of DanieFs prophecies during the captivity, are in the end obliged to assume a merely
approximate correspondence of the number
1,150 to the periods of the Maccabasan ssra of
persecution. Among the former class, the view
we have presented comes nearest to that of
DelitMch (p. 2S0), who holds that, ''for reasons
which our knouHedge of history does not permit us
to recognies,^' the prophet^s estimate of the
period of somethix^ more than three years,
from the 15th Ohisleu 145 ». Sel. to the 25th
Ghisleu 148, in ** somewhat inadequate ; " and
also to that of Kranichfeld Tp. 800 et seq.), who
diverges from us on the mode of estimating the
duration of the years in question, but is wholly
agreed on the general principle. His opinion is
that here, as well as elsewhere in the book,
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Daniel estimated the year at twelve months of
thirty days each, intercalating a month of thirty
days every third year. This results in exactly
1,290 days for 3^ years, but leaves a discrepancy
of forty days between 1,150 days and three
years or 1,110 days. With regard to this difference he then observes: " It is equally in harmony with the very general employment of the
number forty in theocratic representations of
times of severe trial and sifting (e.g.y Gen. vii.
4, 12, 17; Num. xiv. 33, 34; Ezek.iv. 6; xxix.
11 et seq. ; 1 Kings xix. 8 ; Matt, vi 1 et seq.),

and with the author's general usage which employs numbers in an ideal sense (cf. on iv. 13
as well as with the context more espethat precisely this number should be
found in combination with the final half-time.
Consequently the amount 1,110 -(-40 results as
substantially identical with the more direct measurement of the three and a half times in chap. xii.
and this discrepancy within the book itself
11
becomes no more strange than that, for instance,
which represents the same kingdom at one time
as divided into two parts, at another as falling
into ten, and again (see supra, on v. 8) as separating into four, in all of which descriptions the
same fundamental idea prevails, although presented under different forms."
We cannot
adopt this estimate of the 1,150 days, by which
they are made to consist of 1,1104-40 days, because it seems too artificial upon the whole, and
because the opinion on which it rests, that
Daniel added an intercalary month of thirty
days to every third year of 360 days, seems to
be untenable, and to oonflict with the 1,260
days or forty-two months of the Apocalypse,
which, beyond all question, are synonymous
with the three and a half years of this book (cf
Auberlen, Daniel, etc., pp. 185, 286 et seq.).—
Amon^ those who deny tiie genuineness of this
book, Ewald approaches our method of reckoning, upon the whole, inasmuch as he supposes
that the author constantly assigns 365 days to
the year and he consequently extends the 1,290
days over three and a half years + one-half
month, and the 1,335 days over three and a half
years
two months : but he departs from our
view in arbitrarily reducing the number 2,300 to
2,230, so as to obtain only 1,115 days, or three
years -i- one month, instead of 1,150 (p. 468). In
opposition to such critical violence, Hilgenfeld,
Eamphausen. etc. , retain the reading 2,300 in the
text, reckon the 1,150 days backwards j!rom the
dedication of tiie temple on the 25th Ghisleu
148, and accept some unknown event as marking the begitming of the 1,150 days, since they
exceed the period to the 15th Ghisleu 145 by
forty days.
Hitzig thinks that only 1,105 days
elapsed between ttke 15th Ghisleu 145 and the
25th Ghisleu 148, instead of 1,110, and therefore
forty -five less than 2,300 evening-mornings, and
that this difference of one and a half montbs ' * bevii. 25),

cially,

;

.

;

+

longs to the interval between the abrogation of the
T^TpFl (1

Maoc.

i.

45) and the iatroduction of the

/3JfAvy//a kpvfi^aecjg {i\ad. v. 54)."

A hasty glance

at the description of these incidents in 1 Maccabees will be sufKcient to show that this interval
of exactly forty -five days between the interdict
of the daily sacrifices and the erection of the
statue of Zeus in the temple is wholly imaginMoreover, the critic contradicts himself,
ary.
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since he employs all bis acuteness to prove, on
chap, vii 25, that the Antiochian persecution
beg^an at least a quarter of a year, or more than
three months, before the 15th Chisleu 145, while
he finds it proper in this place to place the abro-

gation of the T^^l?, or the beginning of the
sahie i>eriod of oppression, only one and a half
months earlier thim this date. While the representatives of the opinion that the 2,800 eveningmornings are but half as many days, fail to
establish an exact correspondence between the
prophecy and its fulfilment, those expositors
who regard the language as designating 2,800

—

days succeed no better. Bertholdt and H&vernick go three years beyond the time of Antioohus, to the defeat of Nioanor (1 Maco. vii 48,
49), and assign to that period 2,271 days : the
20 days which, aooordingly, are still lacking,
are placed by Bertholdt at the close of the
period, as an interval between that victory and
the consequent celebration of the triumph,
while Havemick would prefer to assign them to
the beginning, prior to the 15th Chisleu 145 (in
opposition to both, see Hitzig, p. 186).

On

tiie

other hand, Dereser, Von Lengerke, Wiesel^
{Die 70 Jahrwochm^ etc., p. 110 et seq.), and
Von Hofmann ( WeisBagung und ErfuUung^ L,
295 et seq. ) go back to the year 14^ te. Sel. in
reckoning the entire period of about six years
Dereser and Hofmann calculating from ti[ie 25th
Chisleu 148 (the day of the dedication of the
temple), and Von Lengerke and Wieseler from
the death of Ant. Epiphanee in the month of
Bhebat 148. The former are thus oorried back
to the summer of the year 142 in fixing the date
of the beginning of the apostajay of the Jews
who were seduced by Antiochus, Von Lengerke
to Sivan, or the thii^ month, and Wieseler only
to -the feast of tabemades in the same year,
142.
Wieseler himself afterwards recognised
the untenable character of this method of reckoning, and therefore acknowledged his conversion to the exegetically more correct view entertained by a majority of modems, which estimates
only 1,150 days, in his subsequent essay in tiie
Gott. Oel<ihrtm-Ameigen, 1846.
[The author,
* [These dUBcnltieB in the way of the literal oxaotneea of
the period in question as applicable to the history of the pervccntion by Antiochus Epiphaneti, are drawn ont in detail
by Kell, p. 803 et seq., who does not, howerer, add anything
of importanoe to what the author adduoea. They seem to
us to be fairly met by the following explanation of Stuart in
his Commentary, p. 338 et seq. : ^'And then Bhall tkatwfUcA

U holy

.

be vindicated^

P^???« '^^ ^^^' JneUce done,

!.«.,

the rights of the sanctnary shall be effectually restored, its
claims shall be vindicated. This was done when Judas
Maccabteos, after the three and a half years in which all
temple rites had been sospended, and heathen sacrifices bad
been offered there, made a thorough expurgation of everything pertaining to ihe temple, and restored its entire services. This was on the S6th of Dec, 1«6 B. C, just three
years from the time when swine^s flesh was first offered
there by Antioohns. We have then the terminus ad quern
of the 3,300 days ; and it is not dilBcult, therefore, to find
the terminue a quo. These day^ at thirty in a month
(which is clearly the prophetic mode of reckoning), make
six years, four months, and twoity days. Dec. 36th of 171
makes six years, and the four months and twenty days will
bring the time to the latter half of July in the same year,
Daring this year, Menelaa^ the high-priest
<.«., 171 B. O.
appointed by Antiochus on the ground of a proffered bribe,
rifled the temple of many of the treasures to pay that bribe,
and in this transaction he was assisted by his brother Lysimaohua. The regular and lawful high-priest, Onias IIL,
who had been removed, severely reproved this sacrilege committed by his brethren; and afterward, through fear of
them, fled for refuge to Daphne, an asylum near Antioch,

it will be perceived, ignores that class of inter*
preters, quite common in tiiis country and Great
Britain, butcomparatively rare in Germany, who
understand by the days in question so many
yearSy and generally apply the prophecy to the

continuance of the papal supremacy. There is,
however, a great discrepancy among these interpreters as to the point of time from which to
date the period spoken of. as well as some diversity as to its length, whether 2,800 years or only
1,100 years, although the majority prefer the
latter.
It would be a tedious, and, in our opinion, a bootless task, to follow them into all the
details of their historical investigatiom^, compuOthers, adopting the
tations, and comparisons.

same substitution of years for ** days," apply
the prophecy to the rise and sway of Mohammedanism, and make out the requisite dates as best
they can. It is an adequate answer to all these
interpretations to say that such a meaning of
the word day has no sufficient if any warrant
in Scripture use, and certainly is not hinted at
in this entire passage.
A calm but fundamental refutation of the theory in question is givpji
by Tregelles, Jiemarks on Daniel (Lond., 1864,
6th ed.), p. 110 et seq. It is also abundantly
met by Stuart in his Commentary on the Apocalypee, 11. 459 seq.
Elliott, the strongest advocate of this theory, admits {Hor€B ApoeetiiypHea^
II. 965) that it was unknown till the dose of
the fourteenth century, when it was first
broached by Walter Brute. It came into vogue
with the Reformation, and owes its prevalence,
not to any sound ezegetical support, but to the

—

—

Thence he was allnred by the false promisee of
Menelans, and perfidiously murdered by the king's Uentea*
Bee the whole story in S Hacc iv. 27 seq.
ant. Androgens.
The Jews at Jerusalem, incensed by the vi<dent death of
their lawful high-priest, Mid by the sacrilegious robberies of
Mendans and I^ysimachna, became tomnltnons, and a aevfie
contest took place between them and the adherenis of those
who committed the robbery, in which the patriotic Jews st
last gained the victory, and Lyslmachns was slain at the
treasury. This was the first contest that Uxdc plaoe betwesa
the friends of Antiochus and the adherents to the H^irew
laws and usages. The whole of it waa oocaaioned by the
baseness of Antiochus in accepting bribes for bestowing the
office of high-prieat on thote who had no jiiBt oliUm to it.
The payment of the bribes occasioned the robbing of the
temple and the sacrilege committed the^ ; and this wan the
commencement of that long series of oppression, pereeco*
tion, and bloodshed which took plaoe In the sequel nndsr
Antioohns.
*'
We have, indeed, no data in andent history by whidi
the very day, or even month, connected with the tzansac
tions above related can be exactly anoerfcained. Bat the
year is certain ; and, as the time seems to be d^ntte in oar
text, the fair presumption is, that the outbreak at the populace and the battle that followed constitutes the termtnv$ a
quo of the S,800 days. See Froalich, Asinaiee Reg. Syr., p.
As to the dificieacs
46 ; and also Usher's Ohronol
between the time here, viz., 2,800 days, and the three and a
half yean in vU. 25, if the reader narrowly inf^iects the latr
ter, he will perceive that the time there specified has relation to the period during which Antiodius oitirety prehfbited the Jewish religion in everv i^hape. This pieriod. as is
well known, oorresponds with historical facts. In the passage before us a more extensive series of events is comprised,
as vs. 10-12 indicate. They begin with aflsaoita en the
priesthood (which we have seen to toe matter of fact, as
stated above), and end with the desecration and proetratioo
of all that is sacred and holy. It Is unnecessary to Aom
that each of the things deecrilMd belongs to each and eveiy
purt of the 2,800 days. Enoogfa that the events are ««coe»s/M, and spread over the time specified in our text. The
trampling down or degradation of the priesthood and the
sanctuary commenced the whole aeries of oppression and
persecu tion, and this, with moat aggravated acts oC sacrilege
and blasphemy, was also the ocmsnmmatlon of the tyrant*i
outrages.^ Gowles gives a similar explanation in detail,
Commentaryi p. STB el seq.]

in Syria.
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polemical spirit of the times, which ^las seized
it as a popular weapon agraiust iMipacy.]
Verses 15-19. Preparatory to the interpretation of the pieion of the ram and the he-goat
when I .
sought for the meanAnd
.
ing, namely, of the entire vision that was seen.
The seeking was purely subjective, and not expressed in the form of a question addressed to
the angel (Yon Leng. ), nor in a sUent prayer to
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me

vatat) in the Apocalyptic '* angel of the waters/'
Rev. xvi. 5 (Hitzig ; also Hilgenfeld, DasJudenthum im pers, ZeitaUer^ in the Zeitsehr, f. wissensehafa. Theologie, 1866, No. 4), the proposed
identifying of Gabriel with Craosha and of
Michael with Bohman (by Alex. Kohut, ITeber
diejudise/ie Angeiologie und Ddmonologte in i/irer
Abmngigkeit
Parsismus.^^ in Abhandlimgen
der Deutsch. MorgenL Gesmschaft^ vol. IV. No.
Cf. Haneberg, in Reusch*s Tfiedtog, lAterO'
8).
turbl, 18 J7, No. 8, p. 72; also DoUinger, Hei-

extraordinary character of the apparition, which

denthum und Judenthum^ p. 361 M. Hang,
Essays on the sacred language^ writings, and
religion of the Parsees^ Bombay^ 1862.—Ewald

apon

.

.

.

.

Qod (Havemick).— Behold, there stood before
(one), as the appearance of a man, ».«., appearing bke a man. The expression ** behold
there stood," etc., indicates the startling and
argued something
Job iv. 16); the

terrible

and superhuman

(cf.

"^33 n»-i?a?

then follows to
denote the encouraging effect produced on the
seer by the manlike appearance of the form.
The term ^3| is employed instead of ^Ifk or
ci^K, doubtiess in allusion to the

angel,

which

is

given below, in

name

v.

of the

16; see on

that passage, and cf. chap. ix. 21. where the
man Gabriel,*'
same angel is designated as **
but where his super-human nature is also very

^

—

And

Verse 16.
clearly implied (in his *' flying").
I heard a man's voice between (the) Ulal,

i.e.

,

between the two branches of the Eul»ns cf
supra, on v. 2. V^ d<>^ ^^^ stand for V^^i ^s
if the voice only, and not also the listener, were
stationed between the Ulai ; nor does "^blK PSJ
signify "between the banks of the Ulai**
;

—

(against Von Lengerke, Hitzig, eta). Qabrlel,
make this man to onderstand the vision.
bftinaa,

i,e.,

*'man of God,'*oralso "man-god**

(according to Ewald, " a God who kindly condescends to man**), is the name of one of the
principal angels or angel-princes (cf . Luke L 19),

one of the opx^yytTuoL or

whose number

0*^"?^ (chap. x.

18 et

at seven in Rev.
{pi i'^rrd &yyEh)i^ ol h6)tnav tov ^eov iarijKaai)^
to
equal
that of the amshaspands^ who stand
beside Ormuzd as a divine council, according
to the ancient religious books of Parseeism.
The Scriptural archangels, however, of whom
another, Michael, is mentioned hereafter in this
book, are not to be regarded as identical with
the AmSshaepentaa of Parseeism; for (1) the
number seven in the latter case is obtained only
by adding Ormuzd himself to six others ; (2)
they are not represented as augels or servants of
God, but as being themselves divine, and as
governing determined portions of creation in
that character, «.^., Bohumano (Bohman) goveras the sky, Ardihesht the fire, Sapandomad
the earth, etc. ; (8) the names of the amshaspands are as thoroughly Persian or Aryan in
tiieir character as those of the Scriptural archaqgel, so far as they occur in the Holy Bible
(namely, Gkibriel and Michael, and Raphael in
the Apocrypha, Tob. iii 25 ; xiL 12 et seq.) are
seq. ),
viil 2

is fixed

and bear, by virtue of the
ending bM in each case, a thoroughly monotheistic character; (4) the attempts to establish
the identity of individual amshaspands with
individual archangels of the Bible must be regarded, without exception, as failures; e. g.^
the supposed recognition of Chordad (Haurspecifically Shemitic,

wm

;

appears inclined to regard Gabriel not as one of
the superior angels, but as occupying an intermediate or inferior rank, since he designates
the *^ man*s voice ** which calls to him as that
of a stiU /tigher angel. This assumption, however, is unnecessary; it is conceivable that an
angel of equal rank may have given him this
direction, or, If this should not be preferred,
that God Himself, giving a human sound to
His voice that He might be heard by Daniel, addressed the aug^l. It must remain undecided

—

whether the

**

man's voice ** is to be considered
as belooging to the former of the Q'^^lp who
were speaking together in v. 18, while Gkibriel
is to be identified with the questioner in that
place (as Hitzig supposes), since the author has
not ddlnitely indicated such an identity. Verse
17. So he came near where I stood literally,
" beside my standing ** (cf v. 18). Luther renders it, *'and he came hard by me.** And
when (or **as**) he came, I was afraid, and
fell upon my £aoe.
Cf chap. x. 9 Ezek. i. 28
Yliii
8; Rev. L 17. Understand, O son ot
man ( ^this address is probably modelled after
Ezekiel ) ; for at th» time of the end shall
be the vision ; rather, ** tor the vision is for

—

;

.

—

—
—

—

;

.

the final time,** tLtf., it refers to the final period
[But these
of earthly history ; cf. v. 19 b, 26.
verses do not warrant this interpretation.
See
below.] The words are not desig^ned to comfort, but to direct attention to the impressive
and alarming nature of the prophecy, in which,
according to the following context, they are sucas he was speaking
^Verse 18.
cessful.
face
wit^ me, I was in a doep sleep on
toward the ground } rather, ^^ and while he
was speaking with me, I fell stunned upon my
faoe to the ground.** Not until this repeated
falling down in terror did the *' benumbing** or
Divine iKtjTnai^ take place, as the immediate
presence of God for the purpose of imparting to
the prophet a highly important revelation, was
not realized until then. Cf the case of Moses
(Ex. xxxiii 20), Isaiah (Isa. vi. 5), Peter, John,
and James, on the mount of transfiguration
giuke ix. 82), Paul and his companions near
amasous (Acts ix. 4; xxii 7; xxvi. 12), etc.

—

Now

my

.

But hm touched me, and
X. 10 et seq.

;

Neh.

ix.

ft,

me upright Cf.
etc.—Verse 19. Be-

set

hold .... what shall be in the last end ot
the indignation, namely, of the Divine indignation upon the godleae world (the bpy^ fieydMi^
Isa. x. 5, 25
1 Mace. i. 64 cf Rom. ii 5
xxvi. 20; Jer. 1. 5), which naturally will be
manifested most strongly toward the close of
human history, when tiio tares of wickedness
shall flourlHh most luxuriantiy (see v. 28 and
;

.

;
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Matt.

30, 80; cf. Matt. xxiv. 9 et seq.).
last times shall constitute a
period of great tribulation and woes {ifXifeig^
wfjtvef— Matt. xxiv. 7 et seq.).
For at the time
appointed the end shall be; rather, *^for it
relates to the point of time of the end.*^ The
ziii.

For this reason the

—

Bubject here, as in

.

17

J, is

the vision (li^nn),

term in

absolute position.

its

shall stand

up out

— Four Idngdomi

of the nation

j

nsnb?^, an

archaism (Gen. zxx. 38 ; 1 Sam. vi i2), that
here seems to be renewed under the influ^oe
of the Ghaldee element
But not in his power.
inb|l does not refer back to "^ia^*
The suffix

—

m

The power of

or rather its contents, which, aocording to this

but to "]van in

assurance from the angel, refers to the

great Gnecian conqueror shall not descend to the
kingdoms which spring from his empire ; they
shaU not equal him, neither singly, nor all taken
together.
Verse 23. And in the latter time of
their kingdom, when the transgressors are
oome to the full, namely, of the measure of
their wicked plans and actions ; of. the same

f&

'^7.'^^^

the determined point of time of the end."
Verses 20-26. The interpretation of the vision.
On V. 20, cf. supra, on v. 3; concerning v. 21,
on V. 6. ^The king of OrsBciaj properly, or

—

Javan

By

(V^'^).

this

term the Hebrews desig-

the Hellenic lands and peoples, because
the lonians (Homer, 'Idovec) dwelt in the eastern
portions of Hellas, and through their colonies
in Asia Minor were the first to become acquainted with the Asiatics. The Egyptians, ancient
Persians, and Indians appear likewise to have
constantly denominated the whole body of Grsddan nations as lonians or Jaonians jEschylus
and Aristophanes, at least, introduce Persians
as employing the term 'Idoveg instead of "EX/JTVff,
Of. generally, Knobel, Vdlkertafel, p. 78 et seq.
that being broken, whereas
—Verse 22.
fonr stood up for it; rather, **and i^at which
was broken, and in whose stead four stood up."
It should have read, properly, ^* and concerning
this, that it (the great horn) was broken, and
that in its stead four stood up ; ** but instead of

nated

all

;

Now

this, nnaipsrri
(cf.
**

vu.

17),

stands abruptly at the beginning

and the ecbaotic

and four stood up,"

etc., is

* [Eeil, however, Jottly

4tme of the end^ and

fg

'^a^ nj-^Jaypnj

subordinate to that

''But

l^^l'S*

fpTiy. t^

^^ appotnttd Urns ofOu

end^ is uot the absolate end of all thlngn, the time of the
letting up of the reffiium gloria^ and the time of the tribulation preceding the return of the Lord ; but the time of the
judgment of the world-kingdom and the setting up of the
everlasting kingdom of Qod by the appearance of the Heaiah, the end of <ui»v otrot and the commencement of the

«M>y fi^AAwK, the time of the D'^?3'»>n D'^'^nfit (ohap.

ix.

which an apoetle calls (1 Oor. z. 11) rd rAif rwy uit^tmv.
and speaks of as having then already oome.^ Stuart still
more correctly says: ** End of what? Of Antiochns? or
of a tronblons state of things? or end of the world ? Not
14),

merely of Antioohus; for his importance, as exhibited in
the book of Daniel, arises principally from his power to
annoy the people of God. Not the end of the world ; for In
(diap. viii. no Measianio period is developed at the close of
its predictions, and yet the Messianic roign is itself the end
or last time of the world. Yer. 19 gives us perhaps more
light;

ar^n

rt^^nr^^, in tke

tatter

time qr the i7uUffna'

Uon^ <.«., the Utter time of afflictions permitted to be
brought upon Israel, because of the divine indiimation
againfit their sins. The vlidon itself in fact reaches only to
tAe end of thom special afflicdons that are to oome on the
people of the Jews b^ore the Memianio period, and which
are made the subject of prophecy because of thoir importance. The warning to mark toeU or conHder the viidon,
because it disoloaea these afflictions, connects itself of course
with a supposed importano^ attached to the knowledge of
the final special troubles of the Jews before the coming of
the Messiah.
The JEUbbina call these troubles ^^211

n'^P^/*

In other words, as Kell pieae&Uy says more dis-

is the toratA of Qod against Israel,
Uhment which God hung over them on account

ftlnoUy,

*'

Q^P^n

the pun-

of th^
as in Isa. x. 6 ; Jer. xxv. 11 ; Bcek. xxiL 84, etc, and
here the sufferings of punishment and disdxdlne which the
UtUe horn shall bring over laraeL*"]
sins,

V. 21 b.

tiie first

—

elliptic

usage of

onn

in chap. ix.

in addition Gen. xv. 16

;

2 Maoc.

24 Keri, and
14 ; Matt

vi.

xxiii 82 ; 1 Thess. 11 16. The Q'^^l^B who are
here charged with *^ filling the measure of their
sins '* are not the Israelites who have forsaken
Jehovah and His law (Dereser. Yon Lengerke,
Kranichfeld), but, without doubt, the enemies
of God^s people, the heathen oppressors of the
saints of the

Most High ; tor the term

alludes with sufficient clearness to

0"^f

7^&

CD

in vs.

For the opinion that this does
6, 12, and 13.
not probably refer to the servants and abetton
of Antiochns Epiphanes, but rather to his preking of fierce
decessors, see supra, on v. 9.*
(rather, ^'iasolenf ) oonntenanoa, and ondezw
standing dark sentences, shall stand np.
D'^3B T5, properly, " of hard countenance " (cf.

—A

Dent xxviil 50; Isa. xix. 4). The predicate
probably refers chiefly to the blasphemous sayings of the tyrant, see chap. vii. 3 et seq.
The
\^M^ *' versed in
denotes his art of cunning dissimula*
tion, by which he is able to conceal his purposes
from both friend and foe; cf. v. 25, and xi 21,
27.
Verse 24. And his power shall be mighty,
but not by his own power.
The implied
thought is, "• but by Divine permission ; ''
vs. 12 and 13, and also Isa. x. 5 et seq. ; 1 Sam.
It is incorrect to supply, with Dereii 9, etc.
ser, Von Lengerke, etc., an antithesis to '*not
l^ his own power," so that it will read '^ but by
nsSl Kb is a Utotes^ which,
his eunning.^^
following predicate, P.lT'n

riddles,*'

—

d

—

exactly

similar

to

the

expression

**

without

hand ** (chap, ii 84 and infra, v. 25), alludes to
the superhuman providence of God as compared to human power, which is never more
than unpotenoe. ^And he shall destroy wonderfully, and shall prosper; nilftb!::, an adFor what remains,
verb, as in Job xxxvii 5.
of. supra, V. 12 &.—And shall destroy the
mighty (ones) and the holy people. The 1 in

—

n'^rrom

Ig

explicative

;

it is

designed to denote

particularly the respects in which the kiog
shall prosper. The '* mighty ones'* are the warlike enemies over whom he shall triumph, and
to them are added, by way of contrast, the

more

* [Stuart and KeU, on the contrary, wbnm0j maJntala
that **the transgressors*^ here are not the heathen, bat the
apostate Jews, whose idn will be visited by the indignatioo
of God ; and this seems to be mon appn^riate to the vhote
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C5HAP.

"satdon of Bamts" (cf. vii. 18, 22), as unwarHke opponenta. In the (pinion of Hitzig,
Ewald, eta, the

are the three preten-

0*^73^X3?

ders to the crown whom Epiphanes was compelled to depose ; but not one of these deserved
to be called a mighty one, not even the nsnrper
Heliodoms ; see supra, on chap. vii. 8, 25.*
Verse 25. And throofh (rather, ** according
to ^) his policy he ihall oaase craft to prosper
in his hand, i^^pp-b? is probably not ''by
** according
to his cnnning ; " of.
This expr^sion,
Psa. ox. 4 ; Esth. ix. 26, etc.
in an absolute position at the beginning, is connected with the principal sentence which fol-

reason of," but

lows by an emphatic
p.

396

a,

H'^lb^^n ig

1

;

cf.

G^senius, Thescmr.j

not transitiye (Hitsig, et

aL ), as if the following n^"|.73 were its accusative, but probably intransitive, despite tiie fern.
r\ypy2; cf. Isa. im. lO.— '*In (or with) his

hand ** (cf. Isa. xliv. 20), considered as the outward sphere of action, seems intended to form
an antithesis to the foUowing **in his heart.**
Gonoeming i^?^^ and the signification of b"^"^^^
which results from it, cf. supra, on v. 4. And

—

peace shall destroy many; rather, ^^and
unawares shall destroy many." '"'^W^^ does
not exactly signify ''in the midst of profound
peace" (Job xv. 21), but more indefinitely,
** with suddenness, by a malignant surprise," an
illustration of the malice and dissimulation practised by this tyrant, which were already men-

by

tioned in V. 23. The circumstance that it is
recorded of Antiochus Epiphanes, in 1 Mace. i.
rrjv noihv k^dtriva^ proves
30, Kai iirkTeaev
nothing in favor of a vatic, ex eventu, beyond
the fact that malignant and sudden surprises
are necessarily practised by every warlike foe of

M

cruel disposition. *["In the

S'^Sl'^

{many) are

the mighty (one) and the holy
people * (ver. 24). "—ir<»^.]—He shaU also stand
up against the Prince of princes, eta Gf v.
11. and with regard to the being " broken without hand," cf chap. ii. 34 ; also Job xxxiv. 20
and Lam. iv. 6. It is not necessary to seek a
definite reference to the death of Epiphanes by
siclmess or extraordinary accident in this passage, instead of permitting him to fall on the
battle-field, or by the hand of a murderer
(against Bertholdt, Von Lengerke, Hiivemick,
Verse 26. And the vision of the evenetc.).f

comprehended

'

.

.

—

*

[**

numy

0*^72^57 does not here rignity monif, nomeroaa,
IndiTidiud Israelites (Von Leng., Maarer, Kliefoth

[Btnart]), partly beoauae In ver. S6 D'^21'^ standi for that,

partly

becaoM of the D^lDIp,

DS^t

^ which

we

are to

fmdenrtand the people cf t9rfUl,'^—Kell.\
t [** The langnage is adapted to the symbol, namely, the
little horn.
The meaning is, totallv dentroyed. Facts covre«pond. According to history, Antiochna, after marching
into PtT«da, and robbing the temple at Blymals, was driven

away by popular tnmnlt : and on his retnm back towards
Syria, he was met with the news of the total defeat of Ms
army in Jndsea. and of the restoration of the temple services
Polybins (XXXI. 11) says of him, that ^hefeU mad
there.
(XaVAon^rav) and died ;* 1 Haoc. vi. 8 relates that he fell idclc
of grief for his losses ; Appian (De reb, Syr., LXVl.) says simply : i^ipmr irtktvTfia*. Yarions shades are g^ven to the
picture by the different writers ; 0.9., in 1 Maoo. vi. 8 seq..
which narrates his penitent oonfessioiui. But these have a

;

18^

1-37.

Ing and the morning which

was

told, namely,

in V. 14.
Since the observation in that place
respecting the 2,300 evening-mornings was really

a

and not a ny-J^, the words n)3»j

3??C)3,

seem to

refer back to the genitive

'^a'^

no*

^^^^^^Ji

instead of to the Stat, oomtr. (thus Hitzig).
Wards and things tM^ however, form the subject of visions in other cases also (cf . Isa. ii 1 ;
Am. L 1; Hab. ii 1, etc.); and the remark
concemmg the 2,800 evening-mornings may consequently be termed a ** vision ^' in
instance.
^Is true (rather "truth"), I'.d., it is correct,
deserves to be credited, inasmuch as 2,800 evening-mornings must elapse before the end of the
period of affliction. That period is thus determined as an extended one, which shall not soon

t^

—

reach

its close.

also xii.

7

;

On

Pl^lJ,

Jer. xxvi. 15

—

j

cf chap. x. 1
.

xxviii 9

;

;
xi. 2
Rev. xix.

9 xxi 5; xxii 0. Wherefore shut thou up
the vision; rather, **and thou, conceal the
vision,"' t.«., do not publish it, do not be anxious
to spread a report concerning it
o.-^o is noc
equivalent to 07:n, **to seal up" (Theodotion.
**
H&vemick, Von Lengerke); for
sealing** is
added to the mere ** concealing" in chap. xii. 4,
as a strengthening term. For it shall be for
many days, $.«., it (the vision) shall retain its
prophetic value for a long period, it does not
relate to a near, but to a distant future; cf.
chap. xii. 4, 9.
As the direction to conceal the
vision is here based on the consideration that a
long period must elapse before it shall be fulfilled, so, on the contrary, the prophet is directed, in Rev. xxii. 10, not to seal what has been
revealed to him, because the time of its fulfilment is near. Notice the difference between
the Old-Testament seer, who is far removed
from the final future, and only sees it primarily
in types (e.g. , instead of beholding the antichrist
he only sees his forerunner Epiphanes), and the
New-Testament prophet, who beholds the events
of the last times in the history of the world
much nearer at hand, and is therefore not
obliged to conceal the prophecies relating to
them, especially since he addresses a communnity composed exclusively of ^eodiSaKmi (Isa.
liv. 8 ; John vi. 45; cf. 1 John ii. 20, 27).
Verse 27. The effect of the vision upon the prophet.
And I Daniel fainted, and was sick
Cf. vil 28, and especially chap,
(certain) days.
;

—

ii.

1, in relation to

"'2}"' "in:.

—^Afterward

I rose

up, namely, from the sick-bed. This formal
statement by the prophet cannot be regarded as
extraordinary, since not only the vision as such
(i.e., by reason of its startling character), bat
also the fasting which preceded it (cf. chap. ix.
8 ; X. 2 et seq.), comes under consideration as
the cause of the complete exhaustion which followed.— And did the king's business. Concerning the extent to which Daniel might have
transacted official business for the king in the
reign of Belshazzar, without being personally
known to him, see on chap. v. 7. And wa#
astonished at (rather, ^* dumb concerning")

—

strong tinge of Jetrleh coloring. 80 mnch is nndonbtedlj
true, vis., that he perished suddenly by a violent sickness,
dar'.ng which he probably fell into a state of inania. He
died, therefore, without violence by the hand of man, and
so as to make a deep imprei«ion of perishing by a pecoUat
visitation of Gk>d.*^—^SltMirl.l
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the islon, but (^^and^^) none understood
(rather, ^'became aware of") it; usually rendered, **none understood it," or, **and to me
there was no understanding. / did not understand it" (thus Maurer, Hitzig, Kranichfeld,
Kamphausen, etc., under comparison with chap,
xii. 8).
Since, however, the obvious design is
to state what Daniel did **to tsonceal" the
vision, the signification of *^not noticing, not
learning" seems to be the only logical and
suitable one for

V?? ^^

on this interpretation,
23; Isa. xxviii. 19, etc.

ui this passage; of.

vs. 5,

17

;

Job

xxviii.

entire day.*
The prophets are acoostomed to
employ concrete conceptions of time, and to
clothe them in definite form. This form might
arise from any incident or event, most of which
can no longer be discovered but their relation,
to the duration of the events which fulfil tiie
prophecy must as certainly be a merely approximate agreement, and not mathematically exact,
as the manner in which God secures the fulfilment of the prophecies uttered by holy men
through the Spirit, is in nowise a matter entrust^ to man, but belongs only to the Ood who
brings the predictions to pass (cf. 2 Pet i. 20 et
;

8eq.)t

ETHICO-FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES RELATED
TO THE HISTORY OF SALVATION,. APOLOGETICAL REMARKS, AND HOMILETICAL SUGGESTIONS.

The

predictions of the prophets in the

Church during the Middle Ages and in modem
times (e.g.y St. Hildegard, Joachim, the Parisian
professor Nicholas Oresmius, who, in 1864, foretold the great papal schism, which actually
broke out in 1878 Huss and Savonarola, who
predicted the Reformation
the Lutheran Michael Stiefel of Jena (f 1567) ; the astrologer
Nostradamus (tl566) ; and finally J. A. Benzel
and Jung-Stilling) might be substantially treated
in the same manner, so far as they assume a nu;

;

The

principal difficulty to be met with in
this section relates to the concrete number of
1150 days or 2300 evening-mornings, in v. 14,
and in its failure to agree with the three and a
half years of the preceding vision (chap. vii.
If simply the idea was to be expressed
25).
that the period of tribulation should expire in
Bomething less than three and a half years, why
did the author not permit the ang^el to say,
**even before three and a half years shall have
passed," etc.? Or why did he not select really
a round number, as 1200 days (to denote 1277,
which amount exactly to three and a half years)?
1.

Or why did he not pursue the course adopted
by the New-Test apocalyptist, who substituted forty-two months for forty-two and a
half, and hence 1260 days for 1277 (see
Rev. xi 2
xii. 6
xiii.
5) ?— This strange
;

;

feature admits of a correct explanation, oiUy
when it is remembered that prophecies relating
to time are necessarily and unavoidably of a
symbolic-concrete character, and that for this
reason, no exact correspondence, or mechanically precise agreement of the prophetic numbers
with the extent of the periods in which they are
realized, can be expected.
Neither the seventy
years of being forgotten and of ruin which
Isaiah predicted for the Tyrians (chap. xxv. ISIS), nor the seventy years of captivity in Babylon, which Jeremiah (chap. xxv. 11, et seq. ;
xxix. 10 et seq. ) foretold to the Israelites of his
time, were fulfilled with literal exactness* (cf.
infra, on chap, ix.) ; and as the *^two days"
(a*^^-))

during which IsraeVs state of death or

the period of its affliction was to continue, according to Hosw vl 2, have primarily an idealsymbolic value only, so the '* three days and
three nights," which were to be spent by the
prophet in the belly of the great fish, according
to Jon. ii 1, were, in like manner, not an exact
number, amounting to precisely seventy-two
hours (cf. Kleinert on that passage) and yet
both these prophe|ilc numbers were designed to
foretell the resurrection of the Saviour on the
third day, t.^., after two whole nights and one

—

* [With refrard to the latter point at least the aathor concedes too mnch, for the Babylonian captivity was exactly seventy years in length, namely, from the fourth year of JehoiaKini, B. C. 606, to the edict of Cyrus, B.C. 680, Bee Browne's
Ordo Sadomim, ch. liL see. 1. %% 161 et seq. Had we the
dfita extant we might dnnbtlera prove the truth of the other
periods named in Scripture prophecy with equal precision.]

merically exact, or definitely chronological form.^
The partial non-agreement of their predictions
with the points of time or periods of the future
in which they were to be realised does not destroy their character as genuine prophetK, or
disprove that they were employed in a superior

and heavenly calling; but the approximate
agreement or partial coincidence of tiieir vaticinations with the facts of fulfilment and their
chronological relations, does not warrant a sus^
picion that they were forged subsequently to the
beginning of their fulfilment, any more Uian
the approximate agreement of either the 1150
days or the three and a half years, etc., in the
prophecy before us, with the epochs of the Maccabesan history will justify the pseudo-Daniel
tendency-hypothesis.
2. While the slight difference between the
prophetic number and the events connected wi^
its realization, discussed above,
belongs undoubtedly to the category of those *'' slight discrepancies " which, according to M. v. Kiebuhr,
* [The ** three days and three nights "" in question aze an
exact expression according to Hebrew usage, which includes
both extremes in sU such periods.]
t Cf. Thduok Die Pr'pkeUn und ikr§ WtUaoffun^m:
e(M apoloo«ti9ch-htrmerunti»che StudU (Ootha. 18B0V p^
1 3 et seq., where the remark is made otmceming the aeroity
years of Jeremiah, considered as being a dcsignaUoo of
time that agreed, generally at least, with the duration ci
the osptlvity. **Can any moans of escaping this oonduskn
be discovered ? Only that tme, which, among others, Ewsld
has not despised, vis., to regard the number seventy as a
round number, and therefore = ' a long time.* . . . . b
then, round number reaUy = kmg time in the Oriental use
of language ? The master of Old-Test, language win oertainlv not attempt to deny that it rather denotes an ' approximate limitation of time I ^ . . . . Such nmnbm
are clearly approximate, e.ff.^ in Am. U. 4, where it is said,
* For three transgressions of Jndah and for four,
I win not
tmn away,* etc ; Mic t. 6, ' Then shall we raise against him
seven shepherds and eight principal men ; * cf. Ho*. t1 S. la
like manner a deeolatiMi of forty years is predicted for
Egypt, by Eiekiel, in chap. xxix. 11, 12, whl<^ is, indeed, a
round number of probable reckonixig, but is, at the same
time, an approximate number, namely, 86 or 87,** etc.
[But
these conventional numbers in a general statement are venr
different from those obviously given as chronological data.]
t In relation to the inrophets of the Christian sera, above
referred to, and also with regard to several others, cf. the mterosdng statements in Bpllttgerber, Sckb^ und Tod, etc
(HalleTiSee), p. 886-263. [But sound theoiogiana-lndeed,
accurate observers merdy would certainly place all thfM
psendo-prsdiotions on a Tery diilaxent tevd from those of xJbm
prophets of Scripture.]
1

—
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Vm.

**
mnst excite our awe, instead of begetting a
doabt of the truth of the propheoj, or shalung

our confidence in the chronology of andent history ^^ {Oeachichte Amuts und Babels^ p. 90), the
relation between the character of the history of
nations and kingdoms as described in the vision
under consideration, and the condition of Israel
during the asra of oppression and revolt in the
MaccabsBan age, which corresponds to it as a
primary historical fulfilment, is such, that it unconditionally forbids the idea that the vision is a
prophecy ex eventu, and was composed to favor

a tendency. There is no complete and thorough
correspondence between prophecy and fulfilment, that could favor the suspicion of its composition under such circumstances and for such
a purpose; on the oontraiy, the discrepancies
are so numerous, that to trace historical facts
which shall correspond in every case to the particular features of the prophetic vision, involves

the greatest uncertainty and difficulty. Bertholdt and v. Lengerke assume that the chaptier
was written shortly after the death of Antiochus Epiphanes; Hitzig, that it was composed
shortly before that event; Bleek {Jahrb, fUr
deuUche Theologie, 1860, No. 1, p. 67), that it
wan framed at least about that time. *^ According to this, the section was at any rate composed
at a time when the Jews had already demonstrated their superiority in arms over the troops of
the tyrant. At the same time, these bloody feats
of arms, which formed the basis of all the hopes
that animated the newly-awakened national consciousness of the Jews, are not mentioned with
a single word. As in chap. vii. the heathen oppressor triumphs in battle over the holy people
to the end of tSie three and a half times, so in this
selection the host and sanctuary are represented
as being trodden under foot un^ the close of the
period mentioned in v. 14. Even the restoration
of the sanctuaiy (v. 14), which might at least
indirectly be interpreted as consequent on a
warlike triumph of the Jews, is, in v. 25, referred only to a theocratic judgment imposed
directly by God, and not to a national victoiy.
The latter, indeed, is directly excluded. The
great deeds of the oppressor only are spoken of,
and his overthrow 1^ DSK2I is immediately con-

nected with them. Eveiy real foundation for
the opuiion that this section originated at that
juncture which was marked by the triumphs
over Apollonius and Seron, over Gorgias and
Lysins, dearly bought as they were with the
blood of the people, is thus taken away, since
the situation described in the chapter, testifies
only to defeat down to the time of restoring the
temple, and denotes a disposition which looked
for help only from a supernatural agency**
(Eranichfeld, p. 286 et seq.).
Remarkable as is

—

this total silence respecting the national revolt,
which was so successfully introduced, when the
is regarded as a Maccabsdan pseudoDaniel, it is no less difficult to understand why,
if the vision was recorded soon after the death
of Antiochus, the Messianic hopes which must

author

have been connected with that death, should
not be mentioned with a single word. The only
this fact is that the
death of the oppressor (his '* being broken without lumd," Y. 25) was future to the writer, as
much BO as evezything else. Even the restoratolerable explanation of

18S
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tion of the temple-service, which had been abolished, is clearly placed in the future by the description in V. 14, and does not appear as an incident in the past experience of the prophet.
The only comfort offered by him in the entire
section has no relation to the sufferings of the
present or the past, but to tribulations belonging to the far-distant future.
8. The only circumstance which seenas seriously to favor the theory of a Maccabsoan composition is the express mention of Javan in v.
21, as the world-power from which the impious
oppressor of Israel should come forth (preceded,
however, by a number of anti-theistic kingdoms
[v. 22] and wicked sovereigns [v. 23] ). But this
circumstance also loses its apparent character,
as disproving bhe origin of the chapter during
the captivity, and becomes decidedly more intelligible, as soon as we remember the frequent
contact of the orientals with Hellenic civilization and culture, as well as with Grs3cian military art and bravery, which began even before
the time of Nebuchadnezzar (see Introd. g 7,
Note 2). Let it also be remembered that the

ancient prophecy by Balaam (Num. xxiv.), which
threatened destruction to the Assyrians and
Hebrews tiirou^h ^* ships from Ghittim,** ie.^
through Greek tiiva»ioiu from the sea (cf supra,
on chap, ii.), must have been known to Daniel,
even if it had originated as late as the age of
Shalmaneser and Sennacherib, and afterward
been incorporated with the early histoiy in the
Pentateuch. There is no lack of natural indications arising from the events of current history, which might suggest to k seer of the period
of the exile, that precisely the distant nation of
the Greeks would become a threatening riviJ,
and eventuaUy, a victorious opponent of the
Persian power and greatness, and which might
also awaken in him a presentiment of the inters
nally divided and disunited, and therefore transient character of the future empire of the
Greeks. The definite character of the predictions respecting the development of that Javanio
empire is certiunly marvellous and inexplicable,
unless referred to the Divine Spirit of prophecy ;
but it is scarcely more wonderful than the
equally definite character of Balaam's prophecy,
which likewise related to the Greeks, or than
the surprising clearness and confidence with
which Amos foretold that the Israel of his day
should '*go into captivity beyond Damascus"
(chap. V. 27), or Isaiah was able to predict that
the successors of Hezekiah should be led into
captivity at Babylon (chap, xxxix. 6 et seq. ; 2
Kings XX. 17 et seq.), or Jeremiah could describe to his contemporaries the overthrow of
Babylon by the Medo-Persians 1 Cf. also Kranichfeld, p. 128 et seq.
4. The real and fundamental Messianic feature of this section, and, at the same time, the
thought which is pre-eminently adapted to practical homiletical treatment, is that already noticed in the exegesis of vs. 19 and 23, according
to which the moral degradation and the wickedness of the world-power in its hostility to God
becomes more excessive with each stage through
which that power passes in its development, untQ it reaches its climax, when God interferes to
judge and deliver—thus bringing it, in its character as an oppressive, pseudo-prophetic antichriatianity, into the strongest contrast with the
.
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transparent light and holiness of the Messiah
and the commnnity of His saints, who are bom
of God. This thonght is also presented by the
Saviour in the parable which describes the tares
as growing together with tiie good seed in the
field, and as ripening for the harvest at the judgment (Matt. xiii. 30 et seq. ) ; it is the same
Messianic truth and necessity to which he refers in the former half of his oratio eschatofogica
in thoroughly prophetic language (Matt. xziv. 5
et seq.) ; it is the fundamental thought of aU
apocalyptic prophecy, of all prophecy relating to
the future history of empires, as the analogous
sections in 2 Thess. and the book of Eevelation

Bhow with

"

sufficient clearness.

The goaU

tri-

umph

over the more harmless rams in the last
times ; the place of the weaker horns that arise
against the Lord is supplied by others who succeed each other in constantly increasing strength.
The *' great power " of the enemy is reinforced
by "great cunning," which increases with the
lapse of time; and his insolence is joined to
craft which steadily develops, and to malignant
dissimulation (cf. vs. 23-25), until, through the
instigation of the great Arch-enemy, who is ever
the same, nation rises against nation, and kingdom against kingdom. To increase the need
and oppression of the righteous, many false prophets arise and practice their deceitful arts, and
because iniquity abounds, the love of many
waxes cold (Matt. xxiv. 7 et seq., 11 et seq.).
If all this, considered as the real fundamental
idea of the visional representation, be duly regarded, the jejune character of this section,
which at first sight seems to offer nothing that
possesses practical value, or that is available for
homiletical purposes, will speedily disappear;
and as the dangler of feeling that only unimportant features, such as the animal-symbols (vs. S7) or the doctrine of angels (vs. 18-18), are here
presented, becomes less, the preacher will find
the energetic warning and promise by the 8aTiour, *' But he that endureth to the end shall
be saved,*^ available as an encouraging and hortatory theme that covers the ground of the
whole chapter. This forms the pregnant and

solemn expression of the New Testament, which
marks the consoling and elevating Messianic
back-ground in which the discouraging and
stormy scene of the chapter is laid, but which
here appears but for a brief moment in the concluding words of Y. 10, like the cheering sun at
evening against the border of the stormy doud.
6. ^ecMl hcmUetical iuggeMms rdating to
separate passages

On

.

8 et seq., Melancthon : ^* AUquoOes diead quid prosit tenereprtedictiones deserie
monarcfdofrum it omnium timparum u^ue ad
extremum judicium f Esi Eedesia hae dactrina
et oonsokitione opuM^ ne wUr tot afflieUoTies et
seandaia desperet. Est etiam admonitione opus,
.
.
Hm
ut eausas oogitemus affluAionum.
atroces eomminationes eoBSuscUent nos^ ut simus
diUgentiores in eonservanda puritate doetrinee et
in vita^ ne Deus sinat exoriri rryajores tendyrasJ"
—The Tubing. Bib, : ** How uncertain is the
glory and majesty of the kingdoms of earth !
Even when tiiey hare attained the hiffhest prosperity they must yet be humbled, faU, and pass
away, like every other earthly good and honor.
The kingdom of heaven alone is immutable, and
forms the hope of every beUever," Pisa. cxlv.
turn

est,

.

13.

On V. 10 et seq., the T^. Bib. : "Nothing b
more dangerous than pride, which leads man
even to war against God, His Church, and the
true worship. This must inevitably be followed
by heavy judgments from God." Starke **An

—

:

earthly ruler will not permit rebellion against
his authority to pass unpunished. How shall he
escape, who revolts against the Prince over the

hostof God(l8a.

On V.

14,

of the godless

God

is

13)?"

x.

Cramer

:

'^

The persecution and rage

a storm that sweeps over us;

fixes its limits, results,

and measure."—

"God

has indeed revealed something
in relation to the hope of Christ^s Church for
better times on the earth, in order that no doubt
may be entertained conoeming the fact it^^elf
but to seek to ascertain the particular time,
would be fool-hardiness and useless trouble (Acta
Starke:

i.

7.)."

17 et seq., Jerome : " Et Bseehid et
Zacharias, quia mspe inter angdos «s8e
se cemunty ne tleventur in superbiam et angeUem
vel natures vel dignitatis se esse eredanty admonentur fragiUtatis sua, etJUU hominum appeUantvr,
ut homines se esse noverint." Geier: *'If the
presence of a holy angel was so insupportable to
Daniel, how terrible will be the experienoe ol
the wicked when they ehsJl behold the Lord of
angels and Judge of the whole world, Jesus
Christ Himself (Bev. vi 15 et seq.) I
On Y. 24, Osiander " God sometimes pennita
the plans of the wicked to succeed, in order tJiat
the saints may be tried." Starke : *' God requires no great preparation or mighty instruments to cast down a tyrant ; He can adapt the
most insignifioant means to that end (Acts xii.

On

V.

Dcmid

et

—

:

—

:

8.

The

vision

of the

swen^

weeks of year$.

Chap. IX. 1-S7.

In <^ first year of [to] Darius, the son of Ahasoerus, of the seed of (he Medes
1
2 [Media], which [whojwas made king over the realm of the Chaldfleans; hi the
first year of [to] his reign, I Daniel understood by [the] books the number of
the years, whereo/ [which] the word of the Lord [Jehovah] came [was] to Jeremiah the prophet, that he vxnUd accomplish [for fulfilling] seventy years in [for]
8 tl^ desolations of Jerusalem. And I set [gave] my &ce unto the Lord Goa, to
seek * by prayer and supplic:itions, with fasting, and sackcloth, and ashes.
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* unto the Lord [Jehovah] my God, and made my confession.
Lord, the great and dreadful God, keeping tlie covenant and mercy*
to them that love him, and to them that keep his commandments ; we have
sinned, and have committed iniquity, and have done wickedly, and have rebelled, even by [and there has been a] departing from thy precepts [commandments],
and from thy judgments ; neither have we [and we have not] hearkened unto
thy servants the prophets, which [who] spake in thy name to om* kings, our
O Lord, righteouspnnceg, and our fathers, and to all the people of the land,
ness bdongeth unto thee ; but [and] unto us confusion [shame] of faces,* as at
this day; to the men [man] of Judah, and to the inhabitants of Jei-usalem, and
unto all Israel, that are near, and that are far ojf, through [inl all the countries
[lands] whither [where] thou hast driven them, because of [in] their trespass
treachery] that they have trespassed [done treacherously] against [with] thee.
O Lord, to us beUmgeth confusion [shame] of face [faces], to our kmgs, to our
princes, and to our fathers, because we [or^ we who] have sinned against [to]
thee.
To the Lord our God belong mercies * and forgivenesses,* thougn [for] we
have rebelled against [with] him ; neither have we [and we have not] obeyed
the voice of the Lord [Jehovah] our God, to walk in his laws, which he set
[gave] before us by [the hand of] his servants the prophets.
Yea, [And] all Israel have transgressed thy law, even by [and <^« has been
a] departing, that they might not [«o aa not at aU to] obey thy voice ; therefore
[and] the curse is [has] poured upon us, and the oath that is written in the law
of Moses the servant of God, because we have sinned against [to] him. And he
hath confirmed his words, which he spake against us, and against our judges
that judged us, by bringing [to bring] upon us a* great evil; for [, which]
under the whole heaven [heavens] hath not been done as [it] hath been done
upon [in] Jerusalem. As it is written in the law of Moses, [as to] all this evil
[, it] is [has] come upon us ; yet [and] made we not our prayer before [we besought not the face of] the Lord [Jehovah] our Gk)d, that we might [to] tuni
from our iniquities, and underatand [become wise in] thy truth. Therefore
[And] hath the Lord [Jehovah] watched upon the evil, and brought it upon us
for the Lord [Jehovah| our God is ri<?hteous in [upon] all his works which he
doeth [has done] ; for [and] we obeyed not his voice.
And now, Lord our God, that hast brought thy people forth out of the land
of Egypt with a mighty hand, and hast gotten [made for] thee renown [a name],
Lord, according to
as at thb day ; we have sinned, we have done wickedly.
all thy righteousness [righteousnesses], I beseech thee^ let thine anger and
Si]
V fury be turned awa^ [return] from thy city Jerusalem, thy holy mountain
[the mountain of thy sanctuary] ; because for [m] our sins, and for [in] the iniquities of our fieithers, Jerusalem and thy people xvrebecoine [are for] a reproach to
all that are about us. Now, therefore [And now],
our God, hear [hearken to]
prayer of thy servant, and [to] his supplications, and cause thy face to shine upon
my God, incline thine ear,
thy sanctuary that w desolate, for the Lord's sake.
and hear ; open thine eyes, and behold [see] our desolations, and the city which
for we do not
is called by the name J^upon which thy name has been called]
present * our supplications before thee for [upon] our nghteousness, but [Tor it
m] for [upon] thy great mercies. O Lord, hear; O Lord, ,forgive; O Lord,
hearken, and do ; defer not : for thine ovm sake, O my God ; for thy city and
thy people are called by thy name [thy name has been called upon thy city and

And

I prayed

and said/

5

6
*I

8

9
10

Jl

12

13

§4

15

16

XI
\B

^

:

19

20

upon thy people].
And while 1 was [And I was yet] speaking, and praying, and confessing my
sin and the sin of my people Israel, and presenting ray supplication before the
sanctuary]
Lord [Jehovah] my God for the holy mountain [upon the mountain of
of my God yea, while I loas [and I was yet] speaking in prayer,* even [and, i.e.,
then] the man Gabriel, whom I had seen m the vision at [in] the beginning,

^

21

;

being caused to fly swiftly, touched [reached] me about the time of the evening
22 oblation. And he informed w«, and talked [spoke] with me, and said, U
23 Daniel, I am [have] now come forth to give thee skill and ^ understanding. At
fin] the beginning of thy supplications the commandment [word] came [went]
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and I am [have] come to show thee ; for thou art greatly beloved/ therefore [and] understand^ [in] the matter [word], and consider [have understanding
in] the vision [appearance].
24
Seventy weeks [sevens] are determined * upon thy people and upon thy holy
city [the city of thy sanctuary], to finish the transgression, and to make an end
of [seal up] sins, and to make reconciliation for [cover] iniquity, and to bring
in everlasting righteousness, and to seal up the vision and prophecy, and to an25 oint the Most Holy [holy of holies]. Know, therefore [And thou shalt know],
forth,

and understand [be wise], that from the going forth of the commandment [wora]
to restore [return] and to build Jerusalem, unto the Messiah the Prince, shall be
seven weeks [sevens], and threescore and two weeks [sevens] : the street shall
be built again, and the wall [trench], even [and, i,e,y but] in troublous [trouble
26 of the] times. And after [the] threescore and two weeks [sevens] shall Messiah be cut off, but not for himself [and there shall be nothing to him] : and the
people of the prince that shall come shall destroy the city and the sanctuary
and the end thereof [or, his end] shall be with a [the] flood, and unto [till] th^
27 end of the war desolations are determined [there is a decision of desolation's].
And he shall confirm the covenant with [to] many for one week [seven]: and
in the midst [half] of the week [seven] he shall cause the sacrifice and
the oblation to cease, and for [upon] the overspreading [wing] of abominations
he shall make it desolate [there shall be a desolator], even [and ] until the consume
mation, and that determined [decided], shall be poured [it shall pour] upon the
desolate.

GRAMMATICAL NOTES.
[}
**

O'l^Slt

tued abeotntely h«re, xbmj be takoi in the eenae of toortA^fvMno; wbloh

informcMon^* from the oontezt.—* The form

is

rerj intenslYe.

it

often bean, or

we mmj nppty

denoting eztzeme eameetneM.
rrbbDHMlt
»
VT
.

—

*

No*

onlj

.

tho others, emphatio, bnt the prononn added gives it a reflexive reference, like the Hithp. of the ochcr
Terba, i.q.^for my9e{/'.—^ The art. prefixed -My, cmr, Ate, my^ etc.—* The indef. art here injures &c sense by really making the noun definite.—* Literally, lei/all, <.«., reat or ba»e.—^ Literally, to make thee wise as to.—" Literally, df Hffkt t,^
* The verb being in the singnUr indicates the unity or singleness of this entire period.]
is this verb, like

EZEOETICAL REMARKS.
Venee

1-3.

The time of the

penitential prayer

and the oeeasion which inIn the first year of Dariot, the son
spired it.
of Ahasuems. CoDceming both Darius the
Mede and his father Ahasneros (Tbeodot. Sept.
tohieh led to the tdsion^

,

Asauenis ") or Astyagee, see the Introd.
§ 8, note 4. The point of time referred to in
the text belongs to a period later than that of
the vision in the preceding chapter by more
than twenty years, or aboat B.C. 587;* cfc on
chap. v. 30 and t1 1.— Of the seed of the
Medes. The nationality of the new roler is noticed, because the subject of the prayer which
follows, and also of the prophecy respecting the
seventy weeks of years vouchsafed in consequence, was conditioned by the circumstance
that at the time when this incident transpired
in the experience of Daniel, he w.na a Medo-Persian subject^ andhenoej hadseen the second worldpower of his former msion replace ihefli*8t. The
overthrow of Babylon by the Median king would
naturaUy lead him to meditate on the question
concerning the time of the restoration of Jerusalem and the realization of the further theocratic hopes connected with that event.
In the
nature of the case, such meditations would connect .themselves at once with Jeremiah's prophecy relating to the seventy years which were
Yolg.,

*^

* [This anachronism reenlti merely from the anthor> attempt to identify Bdshaziar with BvU-Merodach. On the
theory which we have adoptod tUs chapter follows in im-

mediate ohronologioal ofder.]

to elapse, before Jerusalem, the desolate, should
be restored ; and such a reference was unavoidable in the case of a vir desideriorum (see v. 23«
Yulg.), like Daniel, who searched the Scriptures.

—Which was made

king.

The

passive ^\^^

denotes that he did not become king over ^e
Chaldfldan realm in the ordinary way and by
right of inheritance, but that he reached the
tlurone in an extraordinaiy and violent nmnner,
through the agency of Uie victorious Persian
army (led by his nephew, Cyrus).—-Verse 2. I
Daidel, understood (or ** observed **) in books
the number of years, ie.^1 gave attention to
that question, meditated upon it. With regard te
'^riiS'^lli

a shortened Hiphil-form like

1"^^,

chap.

X. 1, or like nia*^-), for nia'^-q. Job. xxxiii 18,

—

Ewald, Lehrb. § 127 a, 1* The oonstmctioa
with an accusative is similar to chap. x. 1 ;
Prov. vii 7; xxiii. 1. Yon Lengerke renders is,
incorrectly, '* I sought understanding in the
books, in the number," etc., as if ycX\ '^^^
here construed with ^, as in v. 28, and this ^
were then dropped before the more definite
*iBO^.t-The "books" (or "writings," c'>-ttc)
of.

* [It is simpler to make it at oooe sn irregnlar KsI^qcb,
with GesenlQs.]
+ [** 1:0012 {n-wtOMr) forms the object to *^|ni :*£ (/«»
<l«rffood);of.Pr(yT. TiL7.

Keithartlie placing of

O^^^CSa

(hy books) first, nor the Athnadi under tbiu word, oootroverts this view ; for the object is placed after * by books*
because a farther definition is annexad to it ; and tbeaep*-
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CHAP. IX
which Daniel obseryed the number seyenty,
and thus made it the subject of his meditationB,
were, according to the context, those which
would engage the attention of a captive, be faThey did not promiliar and adapted to him.
bAbly include the whole collection of O.-T. writings, the Torah, Nebiim, and Kethubim (as v.
Lengerke, Hitzig, Ewald, and other defenders of
the Maccabaean origin of the book suppose), nor
were they limited to the letter of Jeremiah

in

'

although the plural C*^"}C^n might,
designate a single letter ; cf.
Jer. xxix. 25 ; 2 Kings xix. 14) which contained
the prophecy concerning the seventy years, but
they were simply a collection of prophetic writIt cannot
ings which Daniel had at command.
be decided how great the extent of this collecPerhaps it was confined merely to
tion was.
prophecies by Jeremiah ^possibly including only
those which are now contained in chapters xxv.
and xxix. (to which Wieseler, Die 70 Wochm^
(Jer. xxix.,

without

difficulty,

—

etc., p. 4, limits the ^"'"^^p, as

ticular rolls of writing in

being the par-

which these oracles of

Jeremiah were recorded), or extending to a
larger number, or even comprehending all that
are now found in the book of Jeremiah. Perhaps it comprehended a larger circle of prophetic
and other writings, similar to the private collection which Jeremiah already must have owned
Hengstenberg, Beitrdge,

etc., p. 33 et seq.).
of itself that t^e Pentateuch wbjb included among the sacred books belonging to
Daniel, although no positive evidence of that
fact can be derived from vs. 11 and 13 of this

(cf .

It

is likely

chapter ; for the mention of the n*jiPl in those
passages does not prove that the prophet classed

them among the ^"^^^P which are here referred
To what passage in Jeremiah^s prophecies,
to.*

—

then, does Daniel allude ? Chiefly and primarily, no doubt, to chap. xxv. , from which the term

nia'jn,

**

ruins," is evidently borrowed (see Jer.

xxv. 9, 11) ; but likewise to chap, xxix., the 1 0th
verse of which clearly refers back to chap. xxv.
11 et seq., and with which our prophet wae
doubtless as well acquainted as with the former.
Whereof the word of the Iiord oame to

—

Jeremiah the prophet *^CK, ** whereof, in regard to which " (namely, yswrs); cl the use of
">0« in the same sense in chap, viii 26. H'j;? Vi
as found also in Ezra L 1, and in chapters xxm.xxix. in the book of Jeremiah itself, is the later

—

form of the name. That he would accomplish
seventy year-' in the desolation of Jerusalem
or, "that seventy years should be full in the
ruins," eta f^'i-'Jl^* *' ruins, desolate condition ;"
ef. Lev. xxvi 81 ;'Bzek. xxxvi. 10, 88
xxxviii
j

;

mtlon of the object from the Torb by tbe Athnach is jtutby this coiuddentioii, that the passage oontaiiu two
tatementfl, vis., that Dlmlel studied tbe Scriptures, and that
Us BtDdy was directed to the number of the years, eta"
ifleA

KeO.]
•[**

D*^*!.^?^ tA ^t^At«,

is

not

synonymous with

t3*^3^n ^n^ai ypoi^ol, but denotes only writings in the phuaL,
yet does not say that these writings already formed a recognixod collection, so that from this expression nothing can be
eondnded regarding the formation of the O.-T. oanon."~

2M.1

"

;
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Our prophet, as appears in v. 26 at, re12, etc.
gards the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, in the year B.O. 587, as the terminus a
quo of the seventy years of desolation, while,
on the other hand, Jeremiah uttered his prophecy relating to the seventy years (Jer. xxvi.
cf. xxix. 1 et seq.) as early as the ** fourth year
of Jehoiakim," ue,^ B.C. 605, or 19 years before
that date, and accordingly seemed to favor the
method which reckoned the seventy years from
the first conquest of JudsBa by Nebuchadnezzar,
and ended them with Cyrus (606-536).* When
and how the end of the seventy years should be
realised, was therefore a question which would
engage his special attention when the ChaldsBan
monarchy was supplanted by the Medo-Per8ian.f
face unto the I<ora
Verse 8. And I set

—

my

probably, heavenward (cf. Gten. xxi.
17 ; 1 Kings viii. 22 ; John xvii 3) ; for the
turning of his face toward Jerusalem or the site
of the temple (cf. vi. 11), would certainly not
be disregarded in this instance, when about to
pray for the restoration of the city and temple.

Ood,

«*.«.,

used here to designate Qod

The name

^^^^. is

(instead of

nin "], which

is found

MSS. ),

in several

as in chap, i 2; Ezra x. 8 ; Neh. i. 11 iv. 8,
and as in sevend places in the prayer itself, v.
4 et seq. ^To seek by prayer and supplications 5 rather, *' to sedc prayer," etc. Prayer
is conceived of as an operation of the Divine
Spirit (cf. Zech. xiL 10; Eom. viii 26), which
must be sought after or elicited from within, by
means of fasting, putting on mourning gar;

—

ments,

etc.

;

cf.

2 Sam.

vii.

27

;

xii.

16

;

Ezra

3; Ecclus. xxxiv. 21 : Lukeii. 37, etc. Upon
this subject see my Oesenichte der Askese, p. 136

ix.

et seq.

n^B^

is

**

prayer " generally considered

(Psa. Lev. 3), while t)'^:i3npl,
is

*'

prayer for

Hke mnicl,

mercy, importunate,

v.

20,

moving

prayer.

Verses 4-19.

Danid's prayer.

In order to

justly appreciate the impressive beauty of this
prayer, and to understand its plan and aim, cl
Ewald, p. 430 et seq. : *'The motives that led
him to pray are scarcely indicated in the introductory statements, vs. 1-3, and must be discovered in the nature of the circumstances. He
had long been deeply afflicted because the sufferings of his people were protracted during so
long a period, and thus found and meditated on

those passages from Jeremiah in the Bible (?)
but the difficulty of understanding the Divine
meaning of the number, redoubled his grief.
He comprehended, however, that if the period
of IsraePs punishment at the hand of God was
so protracted, and the mystery relating to himself and the whole nation was so hard to solve,
it must be charged solely to the consequences of
* [The dl0crepan<7 here snrmised bv the anthor is entirely
imaginary. Daniel reckons the oaptlTity precisely as Jeremiah, namely from the fourth of Jehoiakiin, B.C. 600, when
he was himself taken away by Nebnchadnezzur (Dan. i. 1,
the invasion having taken place the preceding year). The
present -vision ooonrred B. C.638, when the captivity was
near its dose. ** Jemsalem did not lie in minu for seventy
years [the tempU^ however, certainly did] ; the expression u
not thus to be interpreted, bnt is chosen putly with regard
to the exiKting state of Jerusalem, and partly with referenoe
to the words of Jerusalem.**— jrAt/.]
t [Keil combats at length the notion of Bleek and Ewald
that it was Daniers uncertainty regarding the termination
of the seven^ years whioh moved him to prayer.]
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the former groesly wayward oourse of the people as a whole, and in this ooncnrrence of the
most incongruous emotions he sought and found
the proper plea to present before God. He does
not plead for ability merely to solve this numerical riddle— the entire prayer contains no allusion to this ; and what, indeed, is a mere number in the sight of God ? The mystery of the
number is oppressire to the heart of this individual supplicant who prays for light, and likewise to the whole nation, only bemuse of other
entirely different errors, darknesses, and
faults; and not until this supplicant has put
forth all the powers of his soul in wrestUng
with God for the removal of those general sins,

and

can he hope that the next uncertainty which
bows him down and troubles him shall be dispelled by a gracious ray from the original source
of all light. Thus the moving stream of this
deeply agitated prayer gushes forth from a profound sense that only when the most earnest desire for renewed purification, forgiveness, and elevation at the hand of God shall
take possession of the people as a whole,
can Divine help be expected for the desolations
of Jerusalem, for which after all Daniel also
pleads.
His words, resulting from the oppressive darkness of the present and from a further
retrospect of all former history relating to this
state, thus become at first the expression of a
true confession, and then of genuine confidence
and supplication. They become a sincere confession in view of the present, vs. 4-10, but still
more so, vs. 11-14, in consequence of a retzospect of all former history, which is the more
proper in this connection, because the blame for
this exceeding great destruction and disintegration dates bfU3k, in the first instance, to the
older times but in vs. 15-19 the trustfid prayer
and supplication for mercy become gradually
more fervent (at first in the name of ^e whole
people, V. 15 et seq., but ultimately in the name
of the individual supplicant himself, v. 17 et
;

they cease, so to speak, in disconnected sighs, and as if exhausted with the last
glow of the fire (v. 19)."— However appropriate
we may find this analysis to be in general,* we
are nevertheless obliged to enter a decided protest against the presumption of a MaocabaBan
composition of the prayer, which forms its background.
The proof of this presumption is
found by Ewald, Hitzig, v. Lengerke, etc., in
r>he similarity between Uiis prayer and the peniisential prayer found in Ezra ix. 6 et seq. ; Neh.
i. 5-11 and ix. 6 et seq., Bar. i. 14-iL 19, which
unquestionably exists, and which they believe
indicates the imitation of those passages by an
seq.), until

alleged pseudo-Daniel, who lived at a much
later time.
The points of contact referred to,
however, are in paJt merely indirect and aocidental, such as sprang naturally from the general type of thought produced by the period of
the captivity and the age immediately subsequent to it. Other features belonging to them
in common are more specific and direct ; but in
these cases the prayer before us must be regarded as the original, instead of the others (as,
* Of. the similar,

biit more simplo analvsis by Melancthon
adduced below, in oonnection with the homlletlcal
snggestioQB. It divide* the whole prayer into the two parts

which

is

(1) of the coi\fe89io (rs. 4-14)

and

(3) of

the coMoUUio (vs.

e,g.,

0*^390

ada,

vs. 7, 8, cf.

Enraix. 7

;

PWip,

V. 9, cf. Neh. ix. 17; also the combination *-^<mi
kings, princes, fathers, and all the people of the
land,*^ V. 6, which is exactly repeated in Neh.
ix. 32, and again in ix. 34, where [as here in v.
8]

*^

all

the people of the land ^

is omitted, eta).
diffuse style of these

The more verbose and

and especially of those found in Nehemiah and Baruch, is of itself sufiKcient to arouse

prayers,

the suspicion at a glance, that Daniel^s prayer,
with its comprehensive brevity and fr^hness,
must be the original (cf. partioulaTly Zundel,
KritM^ Unterss., etc., p. 191, whose exposicioD
has not been controverted in a sm^e feature by

anything adduced by Ewald, p. 485). The fact,
moreover, that it represents the sufferings of
Israel as deserved, but does not allude with a
syllable to the damnable character of the human
agent who executed the Divine punishment, not
yet to the raging of Israel's oppressors^ which
still continued, and to the Divine judgment
which was cert^unly impending over them—^dl
this is surely not conformable to the idea that
this section is a compilation made in imitation
of older models and dating as late as the Mac**
cabffian age.
It is certainly conceivable that
an author writing in the midst of the sufferings
of the Maccabsean period, niight occasionBlly
avail himself of the opportunity to remind the
people that their affliction was partly deserved,
because of their general sinful conduct toward
the God of their fathers, and thus attempt to
remove their bitterness of heart in view of the
fact that God had permitted such misery to
come upon them. But it does not seem natural
that he should fail to strengthen the ooniage of
his nation by a direct reference, to say nothing
of a passing allusion, to the excessive wickedness of the course of the persecuting despot,
the fjuapd^^ at a juncture when they took their
stand upon the ground of that very law of their
fathers for which they suffered.
Still more unnatural is it that here, where practical enooiiragement was needed in a time of decisive and
terrible conflicts, he should neglect this for the
mere purpose of keeping up a conformity to the
prayers of Ezra and Nehemiah, which originated
in circumstances of a totaUy different emkrcteter
and involved a reference to the earUer fact of
the conquest and destruction of Jerusalem**
(Kranichfeld). Of. in addition the remarks in
Uie Introd. % 6, respecting the relation of the
book of Daniel to the writings of the period
subsequent to the captivity, which refer to it
and bSbo the exposition of the several passages.
Verses 4-10. Ths introducUon.
A pemUenUal confemon of sin in the name of the peojpU,
And I prayed .... made
confessian,

my

and

said, n'^inn,

"to confess, acknowledge,**
as in V. 20; Eaora x. 1. O Iiord, the great and
dreadful Ood, keeping the covenant and
mercy. The same address to the mighty and
terrible God, but who is good and merciful when
His conditions are met^ occurs also in Neh. i. 5
with this difference only, that the article is carelessly omitted before "isn^ the second object of

—

1730, in the latter passage, while in the present

instance and in Neh. ix. 82 and Dent.

We

vii. 9, it

have sinned, asd
have committed iniquity, and have done
is

retained.—Verse

5.
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wickedly, and have rebelled. Properly, *^ and
and rebelled," for the ] in ^^rVli. is

sinned

probably to be retained; its omission from
several MSS. is explained from the desire to assimilate this passage to the parallels ts. 15 and
The Hiphil y'l^sm, ** to sin,
1 Kings viii. 47.
do wickedly," is used instead of the more
nsnal Kal yon ; o*- ^d. 83 ; Neh. ix. 33 ; Psa.
cvL 6.— By departing from thy precepts and

The infinitive nio is
need as a continuation of the v. Jinit.. as in v.
11 ; of. Neh. ix. 8, 13 ; Esth. iii 13 ; ix. 1, 12,
16 ; vL 9, etc.—Verse 6. The prophets, Which
spake in thy name to our kings, our princes,
from thy Judgments.

and our fathers, etc. The '' fathers "
and in y. 8, as well as in Jer. xliv.

place

in this
17, 21,

denote the ancestors of the Israel of that day,
including all but those who were of royal and
princely blood ; cf. the comprehensive *^ and to
all the people of the land," which immediately
The same language occurs in Neh. ix.
follows.
82, where, however, the '* prophets and priests"
are also specially included, between the princes
and the fathers an extension which clearly reveals the thought of a later age, and which appears the more superfluous, inasmuch as both pro-

—

phets and priests might unquestionably be comprehended in the term ** fathers " (d Judg. xvii
10; xviii 19).-—Verse 7. O Ijord, righteousness belongeth unto thee, but unto us conliision of faces, ».«., the confusion which depicts
itself on the face (by blushing) because of our
sin and the consequent disgrace and tribulation
cf. the familiar use of sp'ia, and the passage
Ecra ix. 7, which paraphrases the thought here
presented. As at this day (so frem time immemorial).
In n^n di'!>3t 5 does not indicate the
indefinite temporal sense of ** about, at" (as v.
Lengerke, Havemick, etc., think), but that of
comparison, as always in this form of speech
ct V. 15 Neh. ix. 10 Jer. xxv. 18, etc. Con-

—

;

;

sequently the expression of Gk>d*s righteousness
and the contrasted being put to shame or disgrace of Israel are both described as having always been apparent and aa being still evident.
To the men of Judah, and to the inhabitants
of Jerusalem. Vs. 16-18, which represent Jerusalem as being in ruins, show clearly that this
reference is not to inhabitants of Jerusalem
who were contemporary with the prophet (Bertholdt, V. Lengerke, St&hdin. etc.).—Verse 8.
Lord, to ui belongeth confusion of face, etc.

O

of. Jer.

iii.

25 ; xiv. 20 ; Neh.

ix.

84,

etc.—Verse

191

1-27.

of God*s will in a united whole. The propheti
accordingly appear as the ffuardiatUj teachers,
and enforcers of the law ; cf. Isa. xxi. 11, where

the term Q'^l'sic

is f4>plied

17; Ezek. xxxiii. 2

signate

them by

;

to

them

Jer.

;

vi

Mic. vii 4, eta, which de-

O'^CS-

Verses 11-14.
CorUintcation* Brf&rence to
Therefore the
the poit kUtory of Uie nation.
ourse is poured upon us, and the oath. As in
other places the anger of God (Jer. xliL 18;
xliv. 6 ; 2 Chron. xii 7 ; xxxiv. 21, eta ), so here
the curse which represents it, is characterized
as, so to speak, a fiery hail (Gen. xix. 24 ; Ex.
ix. 83 ; Nah. i 6) wluoh is poured out on the
sinner.
It is, moreover, not a simple ourse, but
stands connected with an oath, which supports
and strengthens it; cf. Num. v. 21 ; Neh. x.30 ;
Psa. xcv. 11; Heb. IH. 11, 18; vi. 17.—That ia
written in the law of Moses the servant of
Ood. Lev. xxvi 14 et seq.; Deut. xxviii. 15 et
seq.; xxix. 19.
Concerning the designation aa
the servant of God, cf. &. iv. 10; xiv. 31
Num. xi 11 ; xii. 7 ; Josh, i 2; Heb. iii 5. See
also V. 5, where the same predicate is applied
to the prophets.—Verse 12. And he hath con-

firmed his words, which he spake.

t3'^p«i,

usu-

ally **to raise up," here signifies ** to preserve
intact, to maintain, to confirm in act ; " cf. Num.

XXX. 14, 15.— Instead of ''^1?'5 the Keri has

'y^\

referring back to the curse, v. 11

;

but

all

the ancient versions and also the parallels Neh.
Against
ix. 8; Bar. ii. 8 support the plural
^'
(tortus,"
us, and against our Judges; literally

—

eta

^r'^CtC, a comprehensive term denoting

"our superiors"

generally; cf. Psa. ii 10;
cxlviii 11, and above, vs. 6 and 8, the separation of this idea into ^* kings and princes."—
bringing upon us a great evil, etc.; rather,

By

"that he would bring upon us," etc.; cf. Lam.
i 12; ii 17 ; Bzek. v. 9. etc.—Verse 18. As it
written in the law of Moses, all this evil is
come upon us ; rather, " as all this evil is written in the law of Moses, that is come," etc.f
^^ before fTJ^rriy serves to introduce the subject, as in 2 Kings x. 6 Jer. xiv. 4 ; Ezek. xliv.
8.^ Concerning I^KS of. Lia. xiv. 24 6.—Tat
nuide we not our prayer before the Lord our
Ood ; rather, " yet conciliated we not the face
of the Lord," etc.,— who prepares for our just
punishment. It appears from the following
is

;

Though (rather '* for ") we have rebelled verse that this neglect of propitiating his anger,
against him. ^119* as in v. 6. The danse hence an obstinate and hardened persistence in
sin, was the immediate cause that brought miswith *^? serves to explain why the mercy and
nVl»
With regard to

9.

fortune to the nation.

forgiveness of

God

(finn'^^O

;

cf.

Neh.

ix. 17,

and

nnlbp, Psa. cxxx. 4) are referred to, namely, be-

"^iB

D

which Uterally signifies **to stroke one**
face, to smooth its stem furrows," cf Ex. xxxii.
1 Khigs xiii 6, etc.— That
1 Sam. xiii. 12
11
we might (or ** should ") turn from our iniquities, and understand (or '' observe ") thy truth.
.

cause the children of Israel need mercy, eta,
before all else, since they are guOtr of rebellion
The thought is stiu farther deagainst God.
Verse 10.
veloped in the following verse.

—

Neither (rather *' and we ") have we obeyed
the voice of the I«ord our Ood, to walk in
his laws J cf. Jer. xUv. 28 ; 1 Kings viii 61
Luke L 6 etc. The niiiFi l^^re mennoned differ
from the niin o' k^® d©** verse merely in the
form of the word, the latter comprehending the
commandments, i.^., the several manifestations

;

;

• [*' The oonfoMion of iIti diridee itself Into two neotioiM.
Yen. 4-10 state the transgressioii and the ffnilt, while vera.
11-14 refer to the punishment from God for this guilt Vot.
8 forms the introduction.'^— feiJt]
t [Against this construction, however,
gender of S^nS «m1 H^^i.]

is

the difference la

t [The subject, however, is here rather "stated oftsoJuMlr
as ooDcems all this evil, thua it has come upon as.*"—iMI.]
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The truth of God which was not observed by
the people is His immutability, by virtue of
which He actually permits the punishment
threatened against the sinner to be inflicted
hence EQs faithful adherence to His pledges
from a negative point of view, which is identical with His punitive justice (cf. 1 John i. 9).
Hitzig^s adoption of a hendiadys, **that observing <£y faithfulness, we should turn from our
sins," is unnecessary.
Verse 14. Therefore

—

hath the Lord watched upon the evil, i.e,,
'*
He cared for it, was concerned about it " of.
Jer. i. 12
xliv. 27.
For the Lord our Ood is
righteous in all his works which he doeth
literally, "<w the ground of all his works"
;

—

;

(T^iDr^-i^i-br);

Neh.

of.

ix.

nbj

88.

^cst,

which he doeth," is aorist, like Jon. L 14 (not
For (rather
pret., "which he has done").
**and'*) we obeyed not hisvoioe, «'.«., despite
that we obeyed not ; cl the similar expression,
*•

—

with

'131 »i"l,

in

Verses 15-19.

v. 18.

God with motives whoso effective character
steadily grows stronger.
For the Lord^s sak0,
i,e.y for thine own sake, for thy name^s sake
(v. 19).
The noun is repeated, to the neglect of

—

the pronoun, for the sake of emphasis, as in
Gen. xix. 24, and as often in the usage of the
New Test., e,g., Rom. xv. 5, 6 ; Eph. ii. 21, etc.
Verse 18. O
God, incline thine ear,
and hear I open thine eyes, etc The Kethib
nnjD^ is to be retained, in opposition to the

—

my

NiphaUzing Keri

TlpJ^

cf . y. 19

;

yii.

The petitum

(DITaK^is,

instead of the former tl'S'^n,

brought thy people forth out of the land of
Bgypt with a mighty hand; a glorious and
striking proof of tiie g^race and mercy which

literally,

people :

—

;

as in

v.

26,

cf. Isa.

IxL

it-

%df in its intensity and importunity^hich inThat hast
crease from sentence to sentence.

God formerly manifested towards his

Psa. xli 5

—

behold our deaolationa

C(mduH(m.

;

—

11: xxxii. 11. The thought of the
phrase ^^ incUine thine ear ^' (of. Psa. Ixxxviii 3 ;
Ixxxvi. 1 ; cii. 3 ; cxvi. 2, etc), is also frequently
expressed in the plural, ** thine ears," «.y., Psa.
cxxx. 2: of. Isa. lix. 1; Ezek. viii 18; Psa.
Luther's
xxxiv. 16 ; 1 Pet. iii. 12 ; Jas. v. 4.
tnmslation generally disregards this distinction,
and in ahnost every instance employs the plural,
even where the original has the singular. And
Isa.

cf.

Ex. XX. 2, etc.; Psa. cv.; cxiv. etc. And nast
gotten thee renown, as at this day, ue.^hj that
wonderful act of deliverance hast acquired renown that continues to this day ; cf Jer. xxxii.
20; Neh. i 10; ix. 10.—Verse 16. O Lord,
according to all thy righteousness .... let
thine anger ... be turned away, i.d., accord.

4)

v.

2;

and the oity which is called by thy name,
**
upon which thy name is called ;*^ cf.

10 ; xxv. 29 ; xxxiv. 15 ; Psa. xlviiL
etc --For we do not present (lit. ^^lay
down *') our supplications bdbre thee for our
righteousness. On the expression 'nD b^'DT'
Jer.

vii.

3, 9,

^^ to lay

down or pour out supplications at one's
['^The exfeet,"cf. V. 20; Jer. xxxviii. 20.
pression is derived from the custom of fallingdown before God in prayer." Keil.] On the
thought cf. Isa. Ivii 12: Iviii. 2 ; Neh. ix. 19,
27, 81,

19. 6 Lord, hearj O Lord,
O Lord, hearken; etc The two-fold

etc—Verse

ing to the displays of thy righteousness. rilplSt

forgive ;

whether

time nothing remained of Jerusalem but its site,
mountain. Jerusalem .... (are become)
a reproach to all that are about us j of. Psa.

Lord," denotes
repetition of the name Adonai,
the highly importunate and almost uncontrollable character which the prayer assumes at the
close ; ct Isa. vi. 3 ; Jer. vil 4 ; xxii. 29.
And do it, defer not. It cannot be proved that
Daniel intended to refer to the long delay attendant on the fulfilment of Jeremiiih^s prophecy of the seventy weeks by the expression
**
defer not " (cf. Psa. xL 18 ; Ixx. 6), as Ewald
The expression is not sufficiently defithinks.
nite for this; and at any rate, nothing in favor
of the Maccabsean orig^ of this passage can be
deduced from it. ^For thine own sake, O
Ood J for thy city and thy people are called
by thy name. The explanatory clause ^' for . . .

Ixxix. 4.

are called by thy name," implies that

to be regarded as the plural of

it is

np^lX, as a majority hold, or as the plural of a
singular Pl,^,

which

is

Hitzig^s

view

(cf.

Isa.

xli 10; xlii. 6, 21), certainly denotes "proofs
of righteotisness,^^ and not of mercy; but it is
decidedly erroneous, and involves a gross weakening of the sense of the Scriptures, to assign
the meaning ** mercy" to the Old-Test term
**
righteousness," in a single instance.* From
thy city Jerusalem, thy holy mountain. The
opposition is the more appropriate, as in Daniel's

—

—

its

—^Verse

*

*•

—

—

my

Now therefore, O our
a oonolusion from v. 16
d, and does not serve to resume v. 15.
The
prayer of thy servant, and his supplications.

equivalent to ?|9^ 1^?^ (Isa. xlviii 9 ; Psa.
xxiiL 8; xxv. 11), and therefore signifies, **for
the sake of thy honor, of thy renown " (of. on

Daniel applies the designation ^'^^^ to himself

V. 18).

Qod, hear,

17.

n^^^i

is

—

in full consciousness of the mediatorial position
occupied by him, as by Moses and the earlier
prophets (ct vs. 11, 5). Cause thy face to
shine upon thy sanctuary that is desolate.
The ruined temple here takes the place of the

—

city

and the mountain which were mentioned

before, indicating that the prayer constantly increases in fervor and importunity, and addresses
*

[**

r<lp~[^ means the great deeds done by the Lord for

his people, araonK which the sifcns and wonders aooompanyIng their exodus from Egypt take the first place, so far as
therein Jehovah gave proof of the righteousness of his ooy-

cnant promise.^

KeiL]

Verses 20-28.

who VMS

sent

^?^^

is

Arrival of the angel Oabiid^
to interpret Jeremiah"

from God

prophecy of the seventy weeks. And while I
was spealdng, and pra3ring, etc This does not
mean, ** before I ceased praying" for the
prayer had evidently reached its conclusion with
V. 19
but rather, **I was concluding my remarks, I was just speaking the last words,*' etc
^My supplication . . . lor
Cf. Isa. xxviii. 4.
Qod \ properly, *' on
the holy mountain of
the bads (or ground) of the holy mountain."

—

—

—

The

my

preposition b?, by virtue of its fundamental

meaning

^^over,"

may

signify ''against"
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'*
for." Aooording to ts. 16 and 17
"
the ** holy mountain'* indndes the '* holy city
Tea
^Matt. iy. 5) and the temple. ^Verse 21.
(Ut., ''and''), while I was (yet) speaking in
prayer; rhetorical epcmaleptis or brief repetiBven
tion, designed to favor the connection.
(or '' and ") the man Qabrial, whom I had seen
in the vision at the be|[lnning (or '* formerly "),
a reference to chap, viii 15 et seq. , where the
designation of the angel as a <* man "was explained as being derived from his human form.

as well as

—

—

the following verse dearly alludes to
the rapidity of the angel's coming. This rapid
approach does not indicato that he ran swiftly
(Havemick, v. Lengerke, eto.), but denotes
hasty flying\ with lightning speed, as may be
seen (1) from the root tfP\ which is unquestion*^ri«S^ of

ably related to ^jij, "to fly," and therefore
may involve that idea ; (2) from the testimony
of the andent versions, which unanimously express the idea of flying rapidly (Sept. ra^c
^pd^evog ; Theodotion, trerdfievo^ ; Vulg., dto
wianSj and also Syrus) ; (8) from the fact that
the Scriptures frequently represent the angels
as flying -a trait which is not confined to the
New Test. (Rev. xiv. 8), but is found in the Old
Test, also, as Isa. vi. 2 et seq. ; Judg. xiii. 20
Psa. dv. 4, eto. , demonstrato, despite the assertion to the contrary of Hitzig, Havemiok, and
others (cf. also Matt, xxviii. 3 eto.).* About
the time of the evening oblation, or about sundown (Num. xxviii 4). This theocratic and
Levitical designation of time finds a simple explanation in the prophet^s yearning recollection
of the sacrifice that was offered at that hour in
the temple-worship, and therefore does not in
any way militate against the bdief that this
chapter originated during the captivity. It is

—

• [Kefl holds that then temu, tl^^^
"^r^^^Ml

tj^^TS,

**

belong

relatiTe daiue, or apeoially to

(I had «Mn), not to

93i

since

no ground can be

peroeiTed for placing the adverbial Idea before the verb."*
This !• alao oonntenanoed by the Mafloretio tnterpunction.
Keil accordingly refers the phnuw to Daniel himiMBlf, aa being
utteriy exhausted ; and compares oh^ viii 17 et seq., S^
** because Gabriel, at his former
coming to him, not only
helped to strengthen him, but also gave him understanding,^
etc.
The epithet, however, as applied to DsnieU »«eem» very
inept and vague here, especially following the definite phrase
** at first,'*
Sraart maintains that Cl^"^ essentially means

and that it bears this signification here; but the
usage of the word does not sustain this sense. Under these
eircumstanoes we can probably do no better than, with our
author, to abide by the Intarpretatloa of the old translators,
and regard both terms stthor as dinotly from D^J? or from
to hQMten^

e|yn a cognate of that root]

no more remarkable, as uttered by the captive
Daniel in the reign of Darius Medus, than it
would be if a Christian youth of the Middle Ages
who had fallen inte the power of the Saracens,
should, after being separated from scenes of
Christian worship for many years, still have
spoken of matins, or vespers, or the eampUtorium.
Verse 23. And he
Cf. supra, on chap. vi. 11.
informed me, or ^^g^ve me to understand."
Thus it is rendered, correctly, by most exposiHitzig's vertors cl V^n in chap. viiL 16.
namely that the
sion, ^* and he became aware "
time of evening sacrifice was not yet past, and
therefore that Daniel had just finished his even-

—

;

—

Concerning n^npia see on chap, viii 1. Being
oansed to fly swiftly; rather, ''come to me
with flying speed." The expression ^|"^S ^^^
The rendering, " wearied with an
is diificult.
extended (or rapid) course," which is adopted by
Ibn Ezra, Qesenius, etc. (substantially also by
Kranichfeld, " very weary") appears to be supported by the circumstance that the same root
t^y^y which always signifies '*to weary, become
exhausted," lies at the bottom of both words.
The sense of " being wearied," however, will
not apply to angels generally, nor is it appropriate in the present instance, where the nFl^

from their poeition to the
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—

—

ing prayer

entirely too forced.

is

—I am now

namely from God, before whom
Oabriel usually stands (Luke i. 10 cf also Job
i. 12)i
That he should now come forth (HP)?*
like John xiv. 11) denotes that DaniePs importunate prayer had caused his being sent cf. the
next verse. Verse 23. At the beginning of
thy supplications the oommandment (rather,
**
a word ") oame forth, »*.«., a decree ("^21, as in
Job iv. 12 Isa. ix. 7, etc)intended to comfort
and encourage thee (and consequently to answer
thy prayer). It was not " a oommandment," for
this could only have been laid on the angel, and
not on Daniel, who is nevertheless exhorted '* to
attend to the word " ("'t'?^)* Hitzig renders it
correctly, '* a decree, an oracle, which is recorded verbally in vs. 24-27."—For tlion art
greatly beloved. Plill^H, synonymous with
niTl?sn-C"»», **man of costlinesses, of joys,"
^*
beloved
%.e.f well-beloved, a favorite (Luther,
man, beloved and precious ; " Ewald, *^ a loved

come

lorth,

;

.

;

—

;

sweet one.").
The **€»> desideriorum" of
is misleading; for nill'an certainly
does not relate to the prophet's anxiety to understand the mysteries of God {"^ quod pro desiderio
ttto Dei seereta audire merearia, et esse consdus

Jerome

futurorum "). With far greater correctness Jerome himself compares, in remarks immediately
preceding, the predicate

n*^"!*^"}*^,

**the favorite

of God," which was applied to Solomon (2 Sam.
xii. 25) ; and several modems have also adduced
the cognomen of Titus,
amor el deUeia generis
humani," wiOi equal justice.*—Therefore understand thou (or observe ") the matter ( ^ 'word " ),
*'*•

^

'

and consider the vision.

^'

The

transition

from

to y^^ri denotes a slight variation of meaning in the fundamental idea. The difference is
'^^n^

^^

not greater than exists between
mj'??3» the latter of which = •^im,
tion,'

itself
'

and

revela-

the substance or soul of the spoken word "

(ffitzig). t
[" The sentence, ' for thou art a man greatly beloved,*
does not contain the rtjason for Gabriel's ooming in haste,
but for the principal thonght of the rerse, the going forth
of the word of God immediately at the beginning of Daniel's

prayer."— ir<rfq.
t

L**

nKHTSn

stands not for revdation, bnt is the riWon,

the appeat-anc* of the angel by

whom the word of God wna

oommnnicated to the prophet.

HKITS

ii

aoourdlngly not

the contents of the word spoken, but the form of its oommnnioation to DanleL To both— (he word and the form of
Its TOTelation- Daniel must give heed.
This revelation was^
moreover, not communicated to him in a \ision, bnt whil«
in his natural consdouBnass.**—JTsO.]
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Venes 24-27. The interpretation of the $m>enty
Seventy weeks are deter-

elapse before the theooracsy should be restored
in all its power and significance, and that, con-

mined. Literally, are out off ; for this is the
proper meaning of '^f^^, in like manner at Yy7
primarily signifies "to cat, to sharpen to a
point," and then ** to condude, determine " cf.
Job xiv. 5 Isa. X. 22 ; 1 Kings xx. 40. The
Vulgate, inflaenced by tKo/D^ii&rfaav^ Matt. xxiv.
22, has ** abbretiaUB itunt,^^ which conflicts with
the context Hitzig, on the contrary, is correct
when he rejects the idea of '* dividing" into
two sections, which might seem to aoooid with
T. 25 et seq., and instetui applies the cutting off
to the ** sum of the time " as a whole, in oonaequence of which he paraphrases, *' a section of

sequently, an extended period of delay should
precede the advent of the MesBianic era, is *' aa
integral feature in the mode of conception
whidi prevails throughout the book " (Kranichfeld).
It should also be observed that the idea
teeekSy as the principal idea, is placed before the
numericiil idea for emphasis : ** weeks (of years,
not simple years), seventy in number, are determined," etc. The masculine form of the noun
occurs also in cbf^[K x. 2, 3 ; cf Oen. xxix. 27
et seq.; Lev. xii 5.* Upon thy people and
upon thy holy city. "Thy" is used in the
sense of '\near thy heart, dear and precious
unto thee;" cf. v. 20; chap, xii 1. As the
people of Jehovah (v. 19) is also Daniel's people (v. 20), so is Jerusalem kis city, his favorite
It may have been, in addition, his native
city.
place ; but this circumstance cannot be determined from this passage ; see the Introd. § 2,
The predicate ^* holy " was
at the beginning.

weeks of years.

'*

*'

;

;

time (consisting) of seventy years is appointed/^
-The construction is the familiar one of the impersonal passive with an accusative (of. Gen.
XXXV. 26; Ex. xiii 7; Isa. xxi. 2; also supra,
on V. 13). Entirely too artificial is the view

which Wieseler adopts, that "^S*! in v. 23 is the
subject, while the seventy we^ca form the predicate—** the word is cut off at seventy weeks."
This view is opposed further, by the fact that
in this place denote the idea of
being abbreviated. "—0"»?ao D"'?^, "seventy

^nn3 cannot
*^

This cannot possibly denote seventy
in the ordinary sense, or 490 days; for
the number has an obvious relation to iJie seventy years of Jeremiah, v. 2, and the brief limit
of 490 days is not suited to serve as a mystical
paraphrase of the period of three and a half
Moreover, according to the descriptions
years.
in chapters vii. and viii, the three and a half
years were throughout a period of suffering
and oppression, while in v. 25 et seq. the latter and more extended subdivision (amoiinting

weeks."

weeks

to sixty-two weeks) of the seventy weeks is
characterized as being comparatively free from
sufferings.
Finally, the three and a half years
evidently reappear in v. 27, in the form of
the " half -week " during which the sacrifices
and oblations were to cease, eta ; and this
undeniable identity of the small fraction at
^e end of the seventy weeks with the three
and a half years of tribulation, heretofore
described, removes it beyond the reach of
doubt that the seventy weeks are to be regarded as seventy weeks of years^ and therefore as an ampUflcaHon of the seventy years
of Jeremiah.
Such a prophetic or mystical
transformation of the seventy years into as
many periods of seven years each is not unparalleled in the usage of the ancients; cf., e.g.^
the remarks of Mark Varro, in Aul. Gellius,
N. A. III., 10: ^^ Se Jam undecimam annorum
hebdomadtm ingressum esseetadeum diemseptuaginta hedomadas Ubrorum oonsoripsisse ; " also
Aristotle, PoUt.^ VII. 10 ; CenBonii.^dedienataU^
It was, however, peculiariy adapted to
C. 14.
the prophet^s purpose, and was especially intelligible to his readers, inasmuch as the Mosajlc
law (Lev. xxv. 2, 4 et seq. ; xxvi. 34, 85, 43
cf. 2 Chron. xxxvL 21) had designated every
seventh year as a sabbath of the land, and had
introduced the custom of dividing the years
into hebdomads, which thus became familiar to
every individual io the Jewish nation during all
subsequent ages. The thought that instead of
seventy years seven times seventy were to

.

—

deserved by Jerusalem, even when in ruins, and
without reg^ard to the length of the period during which it was desolate, since by virtue of all
its history in the pnst. and in view of ita importance for God's kingdom in the future, it was
absolutely " the holy city," cf. vs. 16-20; Isa.
To finish the transgreslit 1 ; Matt. iv. 5.
sion and to make an end of sins. The infini-

—

tives with \ which follow, to the end of the
verse, "direct attention, with a view to comfort, to the blessed experiences connected with
the close of the period in which the people and
the city were then languishing," thus denotinff
from the outset that the vision is concerned
with tJie realization of the Messianic hopes of
Israel, in the time when " Zion*s warfare " shall
be accomplished (Isa. xL 2 et seq.) in short,

—

that the prophetic remarks of the angel acquire
a Messianic character from this point. Theodot., Hengstenb., V. Leng., WieseL, Eranichf.,

—

'r^n

eta, punctuate the Eethib

slbDb,

and

read " to seal up the trUnsgression.** which, according to V. Lengerke, signifies '* toforgiee the
transgression," and according to Kraniohfeld,
means "to hinder or reetraxn the sin." The
former rendering, however, would lead to an
unsuitable tautology with

p^

"^^?^

;

snd the

idea of '^restraining {oohibere) sin" would be
more properly expressed by *^-^s ; of* Joh xiv.
17 ; Hos. xiii 2. The idea of " restrauung,"

moreover, has not been presented by a single
one of the more ancient translators, not even
by Theodotion. It is better, therefore, to read
k]D3^ with a majority of modems, and to re-

gard this as standing for njbp^, expressive of the
This view is
idea of completing or filling up.
also supported by the parallel trnb^, as it
should be read, with the Keri and all the
andent versions, excepting that of Theodotion;
of. chap. viii. 23 ; Isa. xvL 4 ; xxxiii 1, etc:
* [Keil nudntainfl ttutt neither the gender nor podtSoo of
is certain that the mMO.

D*^7!10 ishereBigniflcant; batlt
plnr.

nowhere dee ooenrt, except «t otsp. z. t, 8, where H
by the sddiilon of D^TS'^, dav. Bven Stnsrt,

is deflned

who does not apply this prophecy to the Ifeasbinio age. candidlv admits that h^Muiu d yean oaa oi4y be dewlgnsted
by

this expression.]
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The " makiiig

fall of sin," i.e., of the measure
of sin, is substantially identical with the finishing of the trana^rresaion, from which it differs
oiily in expressing the idea more forcibly.
The

Kethib
Tov
\if

^^^^1

Gtppayiaat

(similarly

afiapria^)

is

Theodotion also:
dadsively rejected

the single fact that cn^^-j,

''

and to

seal

np," is repeated in this passage, and in a sense
that differs materially from what it would bear
fai the former half of the yerse.
It is certainly
possible to refer (witti Knmichfeld) to chap. vl.
18 ; xii 4 ; Deut. xxxii. 34 Job ix. 7 ; xxxvii.
7, in support of this rendering, which would
;

perhaps add to M^Db, *' to seal up, tp hinder,"
the idea of a still more effective sealing up or
of a more complete banishment The sense of
** filling up," howoTor, which is secured
by chap,
iii 23, and by which the language of the whole
verse gains a harmonious variety and multiformity, is far more likely to prove correct; and, in
addition, the substitution of DPnii for ombT in
the preceding line would, in and of itself, be an
exceedingly probable error on the part of a
oopyist, whi<^ might be easfly comprehended.
To mmkm reconciliation (rather '* expiation **)
for iniquity, and to bring in everlasting ligfateousnesB.
These closely united members stand
related to each other as antecedent and conclusion, or as a negative and a positive statement
of the same fact. They form the central point
of the acts of gracious blessing wrought by God.
and both are introduced Mlike by the two infinitive clauses which precede, and appear to be
oonjoined and brought to a common conclusion
by those which follow.
According to this,
three pairs of actions, or three double numbers,
were designed in this verse, as Gesenius, Hauler, and Hitsig correctly observe ; and for this

reason the disjanctive accent
able after li^ than

ni»9n.

it

The intimate

i.

seems

less suit-

would have been after
collocation of T^J "iBS

with '5 pis l|-»an is warranted, further, by
the fact that, without doubt, God is regarded
as the efficient cause of both these results, and
particularly of the ** expiation" (literally '*covering over") of sin; of. Psa. xxxii. 2; Ixv. 4,
etc.
Righteousness, which is a characteristic
of the Messianic period in other prophecies also
(of. Isa. liii. 11 ; Jer. xxxiii. 15 et seq.; Mai.
ilL 20), is here described as ** everlasting," in
harmony with the eternal character of Me^dah's
kingdom (of. chap. u. 44 ; va 18. 27 ; Isa. li
It is of course not to be limited to the
5-8).
sphere of a merely external (Levitical and theocratic) righteousness, as even Hitzig acknowledges, when he observes that external righteousness cannot be regarded as separate ^om inAnd to seal up vision and
ternal in any case.
prophet (marg.). and to anoint the most holy
The relation be(rather, *^a holy of holies").
tween these final members of the whole series
of Messianic results to be secured is that of
the internal to the external, of the ethical to
the ritaal, or of religion to worship. Kraniohfold^s remark is incorrect, when he observes that
the third pair in the gracious series occupies an
inverse relation to the first, in view of its form,
inasmuch as the latter proceeds from the ante-

—

—
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cedent to the consequent, while that method is
here reversed (namely, the sealing of prophecy
precedes the anointing of the most Holy). * But
Hitzig, Bleek, eta, are no leiss at fault, when
they assume that the anointing of the most
Holy is mentioned after the sealing of prophecy,
and at the end of the entire series, because it
/lad not been foretold by Jeremiah, while the
other features had, directly or indirectly, formed
the subject of the Messianic promises with that
prophet. The opinion that the '^ sealing of vision and prophet " denotes specifically t£e confirmation of Jeremiah^s prophecy respecting the
seventy years (as v. Lengerke, Wieseler, Kamphausen, etc., also hold) in chap. xxv. and xxlx.
is

wholly untenable, since the terms V^!7 <^^

K'^p^,

without the

article,

evidently do not refer

to any particular prophet or prophecy, but
rather to the prophetic institution and its visions
relating to the prospective salvation in generaL
The idea is, that everything in the form of prophetic visions and predictions wluch had been
produced in the course of theocratic develop-

ment from the time of Moses

(K"^??

f^^ T^^

are oolleotive and general; of. chap. xi. 1^
should receive ** sealing,*' i.e., Divine confirmation and recognition, in the form of actual fulfilment (of. 1 Kings xxl 8; Esth. viii. 8).f
Jeremiah's prophecy oannot be intended, either
exclusively, or even by way of pre-eminence (as

Ewald

thinks), because it does not

mention the

expiation of s n and the establishing of everlasting Messianic righteousness, which nevertheless
are here particularly emj^iasixed. The sense is
dearly general, similar to that found in NewTest, passages like Acts iii 19 ; x. 43 ; 2 Cor. i.
The prospect of an ^' anointing of the
20, eta
moet Holy," which is presented at the close, or

—

* [**The iiz tAtemaots (raprasented 1)7 the infinitives
with b) ATP divided by Aiaurer. Ultzis, Knnichfeld, and

othera, into three pasmges of two memben each, thus:
After the expiration of seventy weeks there shall (1 ) be completed the measnre of ito ; ^9) the ain shall be covered and

righteoumeNR bronght in ; (3) thepn^hecgr shall be

fulfilled,

and the temple, which was desecrated by Antiochojs shall
again be oomtocrated. The Masoretos, however, seem to have
already oonoeived of this threefold division by placing the
Atbnach imdsr UVA'y pTZ (tbs fourth daose); but it
on a ftdse oonstmotlon of the individual memfoers,
Iftie first two passsges. Rather we hare two
throe-membefed sentences before us. This amiears evident
from the arrangement of the six statements, <.s., that the
rests

espedally of

first three statements treat of the taking away of sin, and
thus of the bringing in of everlasting lighteouixnesfl, with Its
oonscQuences, and thus of the positive deliverance, and In
such a manner that in both dasses tiie three members ataad
in redprooal relation to each other; thefbnrth statement
corresponds to the first, the fifth to the second, the sixth to
the third—the second and the fifth present even the same veib

^T^H.^—KtU, It is not necessary, however, to assnme that
tbew results were all to await the expiration of this entire
period ; they were only to be in the process of taking place
during or after it ; in a word, this was to be the final period
of the Jewish eoonon^y, in or at the end of which all these
consummations were to take place.]
t [*' But for this figurative use of the word * to seal* no
pnxrf-pasaages are adduoted from the 0. T. Add to this
that the word cannot be uwd here in a different sense from
that in which a is used in the aeooud passage. The sealing
of the prophecy correspondH to the sealing of the tninsgree*
sion, and must be simllsrly understood. The prophecy is
sealed when it is laid under a teal, so thnt it can no longer
actively show itsolf " {KeU) ; and correspondingly transgression is sealed, when it-t further demonstration is prevented.
In short, both are to be suppressed after that date ; transgression by the Atoning Sacrifice, and prophecy by the ckaa
of the O.-T. canon.]
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father of

a most Holy (p ©"JP, without the

evidently a solemn act of worship,
which is substantially equivalent to the restoration of the theocratic worship as a whole. It
is the anointing with oil or theocratic consecration of the saa'iflcial altar of the New Covenant,
of the Messianic community of the redeemed,
the pure sanctuary, which shall no more be profaned, that, accoiding to chap. viii. 14 (cf. vii
25 ix. 17), shall take the place of the desecrated
and defiled altar of the Old Dispensation. From
Lev. viil 11, comp. with Ezek. xliil 20, 26,
where a consecration of the altar of bumt-offeringB by means of an act of anointing is described (in Lev., 1. c, with oil, in Ezek., L c,
with the blood of the sacrifice), and also from
Ex. xxix. 37 ; xxx. 29 ; xl. 10, where the sacriarticle)

is

;

ficial altar is

^'^'Pirjt it is

expressly designated as the ^"Jp

evident that the altar of sacriftoe

is

** unto an
anointed one, a prince," etc.
expression l^n MS73 corresponds to K^*^

rather,

The
^31

at the beginning of the angel's remarks,

and therefore probably denotes the promulgation of a Divine decree rather than of a royal
edict (as Dereser, Havemick, Weif^, eta, conceive with reference to the edict of Artaxerxes
Longrimanus, which commanded Hhat the rebuilding of Jerusalem should be commenced).
The latter idea would require l^t "^b^S should
be connected with *n21i -in order to its dear
expression; and the observation of Hitzig is
probably correct: ** Gabriel could not speak so
objectively, and with composure, of the decree
of a heathen king that would imply his right to
dispose of the holy city ; such a decree would
no more be a '^3'iT in the mind of a theocrat
than the confederacy in Isa. viiL 13 would be a
n©j;5."
Moreover, ^"y^ cannot denote a decree
at all, but rather a prophetic statement, an
oracle, which in this instanoe promises the

—

here intended, instead of the holy of holies in
the temple at large, or even the Messiah himself
{sanctus sanctorum)^ as Syrus, the Vulgate, and
others suppose. The prophecy under considera- restoration of Jerusalem. This Divine prediction has been twice fulfilled,
at first externally tion concerning the rebuilding of the holy dty
and in a literal sense, by the actual restoration cannot differ materially from the repeated proof the Old-Test, services in the temple with phecy by Jeremiah (chap. xxv. and xxix.),
their bloody offerings of animals, which came whidb foretold the desolation of Jerusalem durto pass three years after they had been inter- ing seventy years, and the subsequent restorarupted by Antiochus Epiphanes in the Maooabee- tion of the exiles and punishment of their Chalan age (1 Mace. iv. 54-59),* and afterward in the dsean oppressors. Although the restoration of
antitype by the histori<»l introduction of the the theocracy) and espedaUy the rebuilding of
more perfect sanctuary and worship of the New Jerusalem, are not expressly mentioned in the
Covenant, which were likewise foretold by tiie latter prophedes, these features are yet impliprophet Zeohariah (chap. iii. 9) and whose sacri- dtly induded in the prediction, chap. xxv. 12 et
seq.. concerning the judicial visitation of the
ficial altar is Christ, having become such through
the cross which he anointed and consecrated by Chaldsoans and the re-adoption of Isael ; and
in chap. xxix. 10 the gfracious visitation of the
his own exalted priestly sacrifice and blood, f
Verse 25. Enow therefore and xindemtand. Jews is described directly as a restoration to
This exhortation is intended to introduce the their place, £.«., their country. It is not necesmore detailed explanation of the relation of the sary, therefore, to seek for a prophecy by Jereneventy year- weeks to the yet unexpired sevenliy miah that predicts the rebuilding of Jerusalem
If such a
years, and also to the subject of the earlier in more literal and explidt tems.
theocratic promises which follows.
It directs passage be found in Jer. xxx. 18, or xxxi. 36
the notice of both the hearer and the reader to (Hitzig, Ewald, Block, Kamphausen, etc ), it is
the importance of the disclosures now to be never^eless xmnecessary to assume that Daniel
made, and to the duty of subjecting them to here refers only to that prophecy (which was
serious and thoughtful consideration; cf. 6 probably composed after the destanction of
&vayiv6ffiajv voelru^ Matt. zxiv. 15.
From the Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar, B.C. 588, acgoing forth of the commandment (or *^ word ") cording to chap. xxxL 5 et seq.). It is more
to restore and to build Jerusalem, onto the probable that our prophet made no chronologi-

—

—

—

Messiah the Prince

shall

be seven weeks;

* [Keil jasUy objeota to thin Interpretation of the fulfilment thftt "it is oppoied by the actual ftid, that neither in
the oonaecration of Zembbabers temple, nor at the reoonseoration of the altar of bnmtoffering desecrated by Autlochiw, ia mention made of any anointing. Aocxnrding to the
definite, nniform tradition of the Jews, the holy anointing
oil did not exist daring the time of the second temple.** The
term '* anoint,** however, may here be taken in the metaphorical sense of rededicaHntfA
t [Keil likewise, after adduomg aereral ex^etical reasons
against the interpretation of ** most holy "* here as referring
to the temple, altar, or any of the sacred ntenstls, finally
oonclndes that 'Hhe reference is to the anointing of a new
sanctuary, temple, or most holy place.** This, however,
makes the whole expression metaphorical, while all the aa•ociated phrases are taken in a sense more or less literal. It
seems to us that the rejection of the old reference of the
language here to the Messiah, on the ground of the absence
of the article, is rather hasty ; for surely the words may
justly be rendered '• to anoint a most holy ** (otie as well as
thitia), and thus really refer to the inauguration of the Head
of the New Dispensation. The expression Is doubUoss to be
explained
conformity with the similar phrasetdogy <rf
the verses immediately following.]

m

cal distinction

between

Jer. xxix. (a letter

com-

posed about B.C. 598) and the more extended
prophecy in chap. xxx. and xxxi They (and
also chap, xxv.) were probably regarded by him
as belonging, upon the whole, to the same
period and t£e same circle of prophecies, namely, that of the overthrow of the kingdom of
Judah which covered eighteen to twenty years,
beginning with the first conquest of Jerusalem
by Nebuchadnezzar in the fourth year of Jehoiakim, or B.C. 605, and ending with the destruction of the dty in B.C. 588.
His starting-point
for the calculation of the seventy years thus
naturally became uncertain and vacillating,
and for that very reason became the inciting
cause of the prophecy under consideration. See
supra, on v. 2.* It would conflict with the

—

* [Few will bo disposed to adopt an interpretation that
comes to so vague a condnsion, when the Tei7 object
of these added verses is evidently to furalA a deAnltt
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CHAP. DC
general usage to take ^^^IpH?

^

^n adverbial

sense and to connect it with the following verb,
so as to obtain the sense ^^ to build Jerusalem
again," since only ^ti^' in the Kal is used to
designate our ** again" {rurstcs, iterum) in other
places (and also here, in the latter half of the
verse).
Wieseler's rendering, **to lead back,"
&.«., the people, is opposed in part by the harshness of such an objective supplement, and partly
by the impossibility of showing that this passage refers directly and exclusively back to Jer.
xxix. 10,

where

3"'Tp»7b certainly

occurs in the

sense of '^to lead bade." The second half of
the verse, moreover, refers only to a rebuilding

dty (nn:33/l n^S3P)), and not to a reduopopvU eaiiUSy which is decisive in favor of a

of the
tio

restoration, ue., of bringing back out of the
state of desolation; cf. Ezek. xvi 55.
Who is

—

by 1^33 '^*<2D?a, the '* anointed one,
the prince" (or, as it may be rendered with
equal correctness, the ** anointed prince " cf.
Ewald, Lehrb,^ p. 741), in the sense of the prophet ? Certainly not the Messiah of Israel in an
immediate and primary sense, as the Jewish
and orthodox exegesis has generally held, down
to the latest time. He would scarcely have
been referred to as ** an anointed prince " without the article; nor would Daniel have introduced Him after the brief interval contained in
desig^nated

;

the

first

seven of the seventy year- weeks, since

he always places the advent of the Messiah in
the distant future, when the fourth and last
world-kingdom shall fall—which is especially
apparent in chapters it and viL * The reference
is probably to a prince contemporary with Daniel and already well known, who was destined
to exert a powerful influence in favor of the
theocracy, and to fulfil the special Divine purpose relating to the Israel of that day (about
forty-nine or fifty years after the destruction of
chronological determination of tba period spoken of. Keil,
althoogb no advocate of a strict literal fnlfllment of this
passage, justly remarks tiiat ** all such references (to Jeremiah) are excluded by the ftust that the angel names the
oommnndment for the restoration of Jemsalem as the <ermtntu a quo for the seventy weeks, and could thus only
mean a word of God whose going fwch was somewhere determined, or could be deterindned, just as the appearance of
tiie Anointed Prince is named as the termination of the
seventy weeks. Accordingly, * the going forth of the commandment to restore,* etat must be a factum coming into
isibUi^, the time of which could without difficulty be
known—a word from Ood respecting the restoration cf
Jerusalem, which went forth by means cf a man at a definite time, and received an observable historical execution.^
This last remark efTectnaUy disposes of the author's exegesis

regarding "1^1 here.]

—

Jerusalem) Whence, without doubt, to Cyrus^
who is designated as Jehovah's Mashiach in Isa.
xlviii 1 also.
Cf. Kranichfeld, p. 327: ** Rather, the person referred to appears as a different prince, who has a theocratic dominion, and
is endowed with the spirit of Jehovah for his
calling; cf. 1 Sam. xvi 18 et seq. ; x. 1, 6 et
seq.
But since the special mention of the fea-

ture of anointing in the case of the ordinary,
i,e.^ non-Messianio national kings who came in
contact with Israel would be strange, it is proper to search for a heathen prince, who^came
prominent as the promoter of the theocracy,
and especially so, because of his relation to the
Messianic hopes before referred to. As such a
one, and unique in this respect, the theocratic
literature conceives of Koresh^ the victor from
the east who effected the return of Israel from
the exile. He is expressly -designated in Isa.
xlv. 1 as the Mashiach of Jehovah.
He appears
in the first year of the reign of Darius Medus
over Babylon, therefore at the time of the
vision, and was then at least the victorious
leader of the armies of Darius. We are compelled to decide for him, in interpreting the
T'a: rr^cfya of Daniers description. He waa
regarded as the executor of the will of Jehovah
already referred to, agreeably to the description
which immediately follows, and in harmony with
the theoratic hopes which Israel based on him.
Having realized other prophetic expectations,
the author regarded him as the agent who should
bring about the restoration and the rebuilding
of Jerusalem ; and consequently, the writer expressly confirms these expectations, since he
merely separates from them the direct Afessianio
idea^ which he finds himself obliged to refer to
a more distant future, in view of the course of
political events." •—The ** Mashiach Nagid,"
* LKeH^s remarks on this point seem to us so satlsfaotory
we transcribe them in full. "The words l*»a3 rf^lD'ya

that

are not to be translated
tholdt)

;

an anointed

for n'^TD)} cannot be

on«,

a prince

an adjective

(B«r>

to 'I'lS:, be-

caum in Hebr. the adjective Is placed after the substantive,
with few exceptions, which are inapplicable to this case ; oL
in Bwald's Lehrb., % 998 fr. Nor can H'^mTZ be a participle
•

aa a

*T*^33 is

connected with

it

T

it is a noun, and
by apposition ; an anointed one

priitce (<«) anointea (Stendel).

but

(who ie at the tame Hme) a s>rinc«.- According to the O. T.,
kings and priests, and only these, were anointed. Since
then,

n'^CQ

tion,

we may

is

brought forward as the principal designa-

not by 1*^33 think of a priest-prince, but

only of a prinoe of the people; nor by n'^CTS of a Mng^

* [ThislaMtargnmentisoertalnlyoutof place, for Daniel
does not place the personage in question at an interval of
only seven weelcs, but of seven and sixty-two weeks, i.e., all
but at the close of the entire period of the prophecy. So
likewise in the next verse. As to the objection against the
reference to the Messiah, botii here and in the following and
preceding verses, on the ground of the absence of the article, this Is greatly, if not wholly, made up by the construcUon of the noun with an ndjunct. which in Hebrew oftrai
makes a word really definite, so that the article is readily
dispensed with.

Indeed, the simple term n*^iz3^ JTest^aA,

even anarthrous.
Prophet of Dcut,

Is

so emphatic that

xviil.

197

1-27.

none but the Great

18 (where 8^*^33

is

in like

manner

rendered definite only by the adjunct term) can well be
thought of. Accordingly, thoee interpreters who have forsaken this old and widely-accepted reference, have signally
failed to adduce any other historical personage to whom it
can be fitly applied.]

but only of a priest ; and by 1*>aj JT^TD^ we must under*
stand a person who, first and specially, is a priest, and in
addition is a prince of the people, a king. The separation
of the two words in ver. 88, where 1*^33 is acknowledged
as meaning a prinoe of the people, leads to the name conclnBion. This priest-king can neither be Zerubbabel (according
to many old interpreters), nor Ezra (Stendel), nor Onias III.
(Wieseler) ; for Zerubbabel the prince was not anointed, and
the priest Ezra and the high-priest Onias were not princes
of the people. Nor can Cyrus be meant here, as Saadias,
Gaon., BcTtholdt, Von Lengerke, Manrer, Ewald, Hitzig,
Kranichfeld, and others, think, by a reference to Isa. xlv. 1
for, supposing it to be the caw that Daniel had reason from
Isa. xlv. 1 to call

Cyrus iT'irya

from his epithet in'^C'St
Isaiah uses of Cyrus,

it

—^which

is

doubted, since

^^ ( Jehovah^s) anoint€d, vrhkHi

does not follow, of course, that
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is in himBeif merelj a type of the
Messiah, corre^onding to the person introduced

accordingly,

in Isa. xIt. , but is not Christ Himself (oorrectly
rendered by Saad., Gaon., Bertholdt, Von Leng.,
Hltzig, Bleek, Kamph. , etc. , with the exception,
however, that they generally reject the typioal
Messianic sense as well as the direct reference to
Christ).
This typical forerunner of Christ, the
first restorer of the theocracy in the age of

Daniel

itself,

is

placed by the prophet at the

close of the first qyole of seven Sabbatic years,
and hflace after the expiraticm of the first jubilee-p^od which had elapsed since the prophetic
activity of Jeremiah, while he assigns sixty-two
additional weeks of years (or nearly nine jubileeperiods) to the interval of tribulation tibat manounced and prepared for the ooming of 4^e
genuine antitypical Christ. * Several expositoES
attempt to substantiate the direct Messianic

shall be bidlt again, etc. ; rather, *^and (during) three-score and two weeks (it) shall retam
(or * be restored *) and be built." *
This period
of sixty-two weeks, the ** result of subtracting
the significant seren at the beginning, and of
one to be reserved for the end," covers the time
during which the heathen world-kingdoms succeed each other, down to the fourth and most
godless power, which is to attempt to entirely
suppress the Divine kingdom of the Old Covenant that had meanwhile been perfectly restored,

although with much labor, but which by tiiat
very effort secured its own dentanction through
tiie Messianic judgment (of. viii. 11 et seq. ; 83
et seq. , and the preceding parall^).
The subject of rip3^1 3^^^, which must be supplied,
doubtless Jerusalem, in analogy with the
former half of the verse, where the same idea

is

is

interpretation of T'?}

^^''^^'J,

by placing the

seven weeks referred to in this passage after
the sixiy-two weeks which follow (Von Hofmann, Wieseler in the Odttinger OdehrtenAmeigen, 1846, Delitzsch, etc.), and thus "reckon the contents of the seventy backward " but
if Daniel had preferred this order he would
certainly have noticed the sixty-two weeks first
and the seven weeks afterwards, and, moreover,
the one week in v. 27 cannot be suitably provided for. Finally, aU that has been heretofore
observed against tiie direct Messianic interpre;

tation of that expression, militates against their
view.
Upon the whole, df. the '* history of lie
exposition " in appendix to exeget. remarks.
And three-score and two weeks ; the street

boald be xuuned fl'^TDD—the
-

l>een

H^C^

•

title

onght at leMt to have

T

l*^pj, the U'^WIf being an adjective

lowing 1*^3^ beoanse there

ii

no evident reaeon tot

foltira

aatprem prcoedenoe of the adjeotive daflnition.
*"
The O. T. known only one who shall be both priest and
king In one person (Paa. ex. 4; Zech. vi. 18), Christ the

Mewias (John iv. 25), whom, with Uftvernicdc, Hengstenberg, Uofmann, Anbnien, Delitxsch, and Kiiefoth, we here
understand by the -1*^33 n*^ip!^ becaose in Him the two
eanntial requisites of the theooratic Ung, the anointing

and

God

(of.

the appointment to be the l*i3: of

tlie

people of

iBam. X.1; xiiLU; xvil8; xxv. 80: 9 Sam.

4; v. 9
eeq.), are found in the moat perfect manner.
These reqnirites are here attributed to Him as predicates, and in such
a manner tJiat the being anointed gOas l)efore the being a
prince, in order to make prominent the splritnal, priestly
character of His royalty, and to designate Him, on the
ground of the prophecies, Isa. Ixi 1-8 and It. 4, as the peiv
son by whom * the sure mercies of David * (Isa. It. 4) shall
be realised to the covenant people. The absence of the
deOnite artlcie is not to be explained by saying thatrra>pi
11.

Bomewhatas n}39, Zeoh.iU. 8; vLlA, isnaedMrWfiX.as
a nomenpropr, of the

ICesslah, the

case 1*^3] ooght to have the

cannot say

•!|b5Q

Inointed ; for in that

article, since in

"n"^, but only Iji^ari

Hebrew we

Til. Much

ra-

ther the article is wanting, because it shall not be said : Utt
<Ae Me»9tahf who U prince^ but only, UU oiu comet toho
anointed and at the tame Umeprtnce^ becaose He that is to
oome is not definitely designated as the expected Messiah,
but must be made prominent by the predicates asoribcd to
Him as a personage altogether singular.*']
* [How ill the chronological elements of tiie prophecy accord with the reference of this anointed one and prince to
Cyrus, is evident from the fact that the author is obliged to
sever Daniel's conjoined statement (7+68) in order to effect
anything like an agreement. Yet even thus the historioal
fnUUment has to be vaguely preaumed. and cannot be defi-

U

nitely verified.]

presented in an active form.

The

apecificA-

Ol O'^wr tt^'^ipi, which i»«oedes
in the accusative, ^* marks the limits of the
period, within whidi, at different times, the
building was prosecuted** (Hitzig).
The limition of time,

—

tation of this period, beginning a new clause as
does, is prope^y preceded by an Athnach,
which serves to divide the verse. The method
adopted by the ancient transtators, by Luther,
and by a majority of subsequent expositors (init

cluding Hengstenb , Harem., Anborl., ZQndel,
etc but not Kraniehfeld, Kiiefoth, and Fiiller),
divides the verse so as to connect the ^^ sixty-two
weeks with the preceding clause, despite the
Athnach, and thus obtains sixty-nine weeks as
the time that should elapse before the coming
of the anointed prince ; but it is evidently based
on the desire to give a dired* ICesfdanic bearing
to the passage.
It is opposed (1) by the fiaot
that the sixty-two weeks are repeated in v. dS,
where they are preoeded by the article, wfai<di
clearly marics them as an independent period;

—

(2) that the clause "Hi 2^C^ thus occupies a
very abrupt and bare position, being without
any designation of time, while the preceding
clause has two ; (3) that the sense of the writer
clearly is that the rebuilding and rest(»ratioB
had not begun before the sixty-two weeks,
while he evidently regards the seven weeks as a
period of desolation and ruinous neglect of the
city which afterward was to be built (cf. Hitsig,
p. 1*60; also Kiiefoth, p 823 et seq.).f—The

* [The only justification of this tranalatioD, which m^amates the two periods of seven weeks and iiizty>two we«ki^
asRigning the former as the termimfue ad qnem of Kte
Anointed Prince, and the latter as the time of rebuilding
lies
the Masoretic interponction, which places the Athnach

m

between them.

Some adduce

also the fact that tiie

nective is likewise at the pdnt,

and not at

*1

2^C^

con-

Bb$

mn

these arguments, eqsedally the latter, are not
cl usl ve;
and the rendering in question involves a harsh con sUuctloa
of the second member, being without a prepoHi Uon. It is
better, therefore, and 8lnq>ler, to adhere to the Amhoriaed
Yendon, which follows all the older tranafaitionB. Keil, indeed (ttlUiongh admitting that the Maaoretic pnnctuaUon te
neltiier authoritative nor decisive), departs from it, bat cb>
deavoni to extricate himself frooD the chronological dia^aH^
ties reeulting by his interpretation of these ** weeks '" ss not
being heptades of years. Stuart, tooi, insists upon the Maao>
retic separation, but he is ther^ led into a noaae of intar>
pretation from which he confesses he sees no satisfscSjOcy
exit.)

t tThese argmnenta, however, have little weight; fbr (1)
the sixty- two weeks are stiU **an independent period,^
namely, that followisg the seven weeks of rebuilding, <.«.«
covering the whole poiod of the restored city down to tlM
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CH^.
street shall be built again, and the wall, even
in troubloQS times; rather, (with) street and

but in troublous times,

ditch,

combination that suggests .^OJ
1,

is

fl'^ni

3'in"5,

a

ni>a"in, Isa. xxvi.

evidently an adverbial apposition to the

and there properly signifies
P'^i?''"'')
" street-and-ditch-wise," f.«., with streets and
ditches. It was not to be a wretched, confused,

subject

;

and scattered, as well as a defenceless mass of
houses, but was to be arranged in streets, and
to be surrounded with a fortified (wall and)
[** ^in*".

ditch.

means the

street

and the wide

space before the gate ** (KeU, who adds ^* before
the temple,'' but this last is by fio means cer-

y^"^^

tain. )]

is

Chald. ^S'^lHi

modems, and
synonymous with the

regarded by uiost

certainly with justice, as
''

ditch."

This rendering

is in-

by the ancient versions also,
which have " wall " (Sept., Theodot oUoSofUf&ff(xeTai TTAaTtla nal 7repiTeix<K\ Vulgate; " rwrdirectly supported

:

mm adifleabitur platea et muri

").

Hitzig arbi-

asserts that the verb nni33 wiU not
admit of such an interpretation of jy\n. On
trarily

his view,

the word

is

synonymous with

n"jt3»

Ezek. xli. 13, and gives the meaning *' according to street and court." Hofmann adopts a
similar rendering, *' extension and bounded
space," as do also Eliefoth and Ftiller, *^ opening and limitation.'' Grotius, on the other
himd, conceives of an '^ aqueduct," Dathe, of
the Divine '* judgment," and several others take

f lini

as a parenthetic supplement, signifying

determined" (decided), or, ** as it is
determined" (Hitzig, in Stud. u. Krit., 1832,
Heugstenb., Havemick, Von Lengerke, Wiese**and

it is

ler,Kramchfeld).*

—3"^??? P'i^^^ expresses the

why

so long a time is required to build
and restore, and therefore stands in an adversative relation to the preceding (i=**but, however").
The historical commentary on this
^* but in troublous
times " is found in the narratives of Ezra and Nehemiah, respecting the frequent disturbing and interruption of the rebuilding of the walls of Jerusalem in the time of the
Persian kings; cf. especially Neh. ix. 86, 87.

reason

Rppearanoo of the Anointed One and Prince ; (2) the paose
before the statement of the rebnildinK of the ** street and
wall*" \n justified and even required by the f&ct that thte Is
evidently a resamptlon of the former declaration of the
**
boildinK of Jenwalem ; " (8) so far from this period of
rebnildlng beinflr delayed till some sahMMjuent event, it is
et forth as the very initial termlmmn quo of the entire
prophecy. We may add, that the snbdivlidon of the nlxtynine weeks into two portions of fieven and fdxty-two weeks
respectively perfectly corresponds with the assignment, in
the same connection and order, of two distinct events,
namely, the completed reoonstmctlon for the former portion, and the Messianic advent for the latter.
If, on the
contrary view, we appropriate the sixty-two weeks to the
reoonstmctlon -period, we fall into several ezegetical contradictlons : (1 ) we oonfonnd it with the Messiah-period, which
is described in very different terms, ver. 96 ; (S) we leave no
special transaction for the preceding seven years: (8) we
make the Messiah-period vastly too long for its dr«f nUe limitation in ver. 97. Other dlfflcoltles of a historical character will be addnoed presently.]
• [We soege^t, as best suited tq the etymological import
of these two terms, as well as their proverbial antithesis and
adverbial ad jectlon to the sentence, the sense of *^ court and
alley, "^ t.0., broad square, and dose street ; to denote the
oomplete restoration of the dty, with all its places of reeort

and

thoconghfSgire.]

:
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IX. 1-27.

** The city was inhabited in
the second year of
Darius Hystaspis (Hag. L 4), but had neither
walls nor .gates (cf. Zech. ii 8, 9) ; up to that
time the enemies of the Jews had prevented the
building of the temple and of the walls either
by cunning or by force (Ezra iv. 4, 6, 12, 23 et
seq.).
In the twentieth year of Artaxerxes
Longimanus the walls and gates had again been
destroyed (Neh. 18); and the renewed building
succe^ed only under manifold precautions
Neh. iii. 38 ; i7. ] 2 et seq. ; vi. 1 et seq." * (Hitzig).
Any referenoe of the expression to disturbances encountered in the building up of the
church, or the New-Test, kingdom of God, can
only be admitted in a l^pical sense, since the
primary reference of the passage is solely to
Jerusalem in the period following the captivity.
When Eranichfefd, p. 329, declares that piSS^
,

D^tl^n

is

" the modifying factor connected with

oracles like Jer. xxxi 88; Isa. liv. 11; Ix. 10;
Ezek. xlv. 6; xlviiL 8, 15 et seq.," he thereby
substantially contradicts his ordinary interpretation of the passage, which is only typically
Messianic, and he is ^;o\\^ of an inconsequent
vacillation in the direction of the strict Messiani<f theory.
Verse 26. And after (the f ) threescore and
two weeks shall the Messiah be cut off;
rather, *^an anointed one."
Since the period
covered by the sixty-two weeks (or 484 years) is
preceded by the seven weeks (or forty-nine
years) according to the above, the event here
predicted must fall into the last of the seventy
weeks in v. 24, as the next verse expressly

Hence the n'^Cp who

is to be cut off
year-week cannot possibly be
identified with the T*?} n"»3p whom the preceding verse Introduced already on the expiration of the sevent/i of the seventy weeks of
years. t Instead of an ^'anointed prince," we
are here referred simply to an ** anointed one,'*
who is, moreover, placed in such an intimate
relation to "the city and the sanctuary " in the
second half of the verse i.e., to Jem^em and
the temple located there th&t he is brought
into sharp and clearly defined contrast with the
" prince " and people who destroy that city and

states.

during that

final

its sanctuary.
A hig/i priest of Israel is evidently intended, whom the people of the foreign

and

hostile

prince "cuts

off"

(^1^*^),

f.«.,

"destroys, kills" (cf. Gen. ix. 11; Deut. xx.
20; Jer. xi. 19; Psa. xxxvii. 9; Prov. ii. 22;

• [That the reconstruction of the dty wall, however, was
completed at this last date is certain from Neh, vi. 15. This
B. C. 446. Tho temple had been rebnilt a lonj? time,
Ezra vL 16. B. 0. 517. Dnrinff Nehomish's administration
tho whole process of restoration was evidently effected. It
is Impossible, the» efore, to protract this period over the sixtytwo year-weeks, as the author seeks to do. The historical
Interpretation here fails completely. From whatever point
of -time we reckon the first forty-nine years, they certainly
included this work of reoon«tmctlon.l
t [The article here only shows that the period in qnestion
agrees in general with that similarly stated in the preoeding verse. That they do not exactly coincide is clear from
the fact tiiat the terminiu ad qvem of the two is differently
stated: In the one it Is ^^tlll the Messiah," in the othm*,
down to bis '* cnttlng off." The difference in time is accurately detlned by the following verse.]
X [This objection to the Identlflcation of the Mtuhiaeh In
both cases is entirely obviated by the above note of the
variation in the UmltB of the two chronological terms.)

was
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And since the hostile prince is
X. 81 f etc.).*
nnequiyocally characterized in both vs. 2G 6 and
27 as the ruler of the antitheistic and antiChristian world-power, and as the originator of
the blasphemous and sacrilegious horrors which
already appeared in ohap. vii. 25; viil. 11 et
seq. it will evidently be appropriate to regard a
high priest who fell at the hands of heathen
persecutors in the period of religious oppression
under the Seleucida3 as the .** anointed one," in
whose death the prophecy before us was primarily, although but typic^y, fulfilled.
Such a
person is found in the high priest Onias III.
who was murdered by Androuicus. the governor
under Epiphanes, according to 2 Mace. iii. 81 et
seq. ; iv. 1 et seq., and to him the prophecy
may be referred with the highest probability
that the interpretation is correct. According to
2 Mace. iv. 84 et seq., the slaying of thin
anointed one took place before the second campaign undertaken by Epiphanes against Egypt,
and shortly before iiie king arrived at Tyre on
his return from Gilicia (cf ibid. , vs. 22, 80, 44
chap. V. 1).
Hence, it certainly transpired before the abuse of the city and its sanctuary by
the same king, a feature with which the description in this verse harmonizes well upon the
whole [ but with wme fatal exceptions ]. A discrepancy Exists in a cbronologioal aspect only
between that event and the statements in the
prophecy ; for, while the sixty-two weeks of
years extend, when reckoned from the end of
the first seven year- weeks or B.C. 589, to B.C.
105 or into the reign of the Asmonaaan Aristobulus I. or his successor Alexander Jannseus
(after 105), the murder of Onias by Androuicus
took place as early as 141 or 142 of the aara of
the Seieucides, i.e., B.C. 171 or 172, and therefore in the fifty- third week of years after B.C.
539.
Consequently, if it be conceded that all
the remaining assumptions are correct, it must
be acknowledgfed that the prophecy is not consistent with itself in a chronological aspect, or
tha£ the prophet saw events belonging to different periods in a single comprehensive view in
other words, that he conceived of a catastrophe
^n the historical future, which was decidedly
important to the nations concerned, as belonging to a period, later by a number of years (perhaps ten weeks of years, or seventy years) than
,

.

—

actually transpired.
principles, etc.
Nos. 1

it

* [Ken

inalBts

Ct

infra,

and 2.f

— The

eth.-fund.

following

that D^^^* does not neoeBsarlly denote »

violent death. But tiie pattagee adduced by tbe author are
sufficient to ertabliiih this as the general meaning.
The
** orthodox^' interpretation of this clauRe as referring to the
cmciflxion of the Mesidah is certainly well sustained.]
t [This admission of failure to meet the ohronological
terms of the prophecy sufficiently points out the fnlla^ of
the author^s interpretation. The Anointed one of this ver^e
can be no other than tiint of the preceding verse. ** The

drcnmiitance that in ver. 96

n^CTa has neither the article

nor the addition 1*^33 following

it

appears to be in favor

of this opinion. The absence of the one aa well as of the
other denotes that n*^C'73, after what is said of Him in
consideration of tbe oonneotlon of the words, needs no mure
special description.
If we observe that the descrnction of
the city and sanctuary is so connected with the Matthiach
that we must consider this as the immediate or first consequence of the cutting off of the Matthiach, and that the
destruction shall be brought about by a Naoid^ then by
MathieuA we can understand neither a secular prince or
kincr, nor simply a high i riest, but only an anointed one who

diverging interpretations are to be rejected : (1)
That adopted by Eichhom, Corrodi, Wieeelor,
Hitzig, Kamphausen, eta, which comes espeaally near our own ; they regard the anointed one
as being Onias, but reckon the sixty-two yearweeks, which closed at the time of his death,
from B.C. 604 instead of 580, so that the first
seven weeks are not to be counted (?), or rather,
are included in the sixty-two (?)—-since 604^
434 actually results in 170, the number of the
year in which Onias died ; (2) The similar view
of Wieeeler {Gott, GH.-Am, 1846) and of Delitzsch (upon the whole that of Hofmann also,
Wms und Erf., p. 803 et seq.), which holds
that Onias is the anointed one, at whose cutting
off the sixty^o weeks of years from B.C. 604
were to have expired ; but that the seven weeks
are to be placed after the year-week which began with the year of his death hence are to be
reckoned from B.C. 164 (cf. on the impoeslbility
of this assumption, supra, on y. 25) ; (3) The
opinion of Bleek, Maurer, v. Lengerke, Roeeoh,
Ewald, etc., that the anointed one who was cat
off was not the high priest Onias, but the king
Seleucus IV. Philopater. of Syria, who was
killed by the usurper Heliodorus in B.C. 176;
this opinion involves still greater chronological
difficulties than the 'former, inajsmuch as the
sixty-two weeks of years, when reckoned back
from B.C. 176, would extend to B.C. 610; and
it is opposed, moreover, by the inadmissible

—

character of an attempt to explain n'^r73 by
*'king;" (4) That of Bertholdt, who believes
that tiie passage refers to the death of Alexander
the Great ( I), who left no heir ; (5) The assumption of Kranichfeld, that the anointed one is the
Messiah of Israel, as in Psa, u. 2 ; Isa. Ixi 1,
and therefore not identical with the *' anointed
prince " of v. 25, but not less distinct also from
Onias, the murdered high-prieet of Maocab«an
times; (6) The orthodox churchly view which
identifies tHe '' anointed one " with the ** anointed prince ** of the preceding verse, and believes
that both denote Christ, whose sufferings and
death are said to be predicted in a similar man-

ner by

pKI

as in Isa. liii (held among
Havem., Hengstenb., AuberL,
Pusey [Keil], etc); (7) The assertion by Kliefoth (on Zech. xiii. 7 and also on this passage)
fitb

modems,

ri'^S*^,

o.^.,by

that the anointed one is Christ, but only in the
stage of his work and government among
the kingdoms of the earth; and further, that
the passage, ''like. Luke xvii 25; 2 Thees. ii
7, describes the relation to the world and mankind which Christ shall occupy by reason of tbe
great apostasy before the end of the world, as
prophecy leads us to expect.*' But sot for himelt ; rather, ** and he has no one,'* < c. , *' for his
helper, his deliverer from death ; " or ** he has
final

—

standi) in such a relation to the oily and sanctnarr, that with
his being *cut ofl^ the city and the sanctuary )ot« not only
their pcotection and their protector, but the nuictnaiy s)m
loses at the
time, its character as the mnotuary whldi
the Mashiaeh had given to it. This is iOiitable to no Jewinh high-pricKt, but only to the Uemiis
Jti^vah
anoint*^ to lio a Priest-King after the onler of Mel<^c^«rJc,
and placed as Lord over Zion, hl)« holy hilL
nioree therefore with HiivemiclL. HangRtenberg, Auberlen, nnd JG^efoth,
who regard the MoMhiach of thix vcrae at* ideiitJcal with the
MciJthiach NagUl of vcr. S5 aa Chrlrt, who, in tbe fullest
ttanfts of tho word, is tlie Anointed, and we hope to ei4abUsta
this view more fully in tho followinic exposition o< tlw his
toncal reference of this word of the angel.**— JTsi/].

mme

whom

Wc
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CHAP.
nothing^ there remains nothing to him ** (i^ y^\k>
namelj nip^MTp^ of. Fuller and Kranichfeld on

V^l meets

This ib

this passage).

with an ex-

traordinary variety of interpretations, hased respeotiyely on the different explanations of H*^?^*
koX npifia ovk iorcv ev avrifi Jerome
non erit ^U8 popidus qui eum negaturus est "
(in like manner also Grotius, and a majority of
Roman Catholic expositors) ; Bertholdt '^ and
he (Alex, the Gr.) shall have no successor; ** v.
Lengerke, Boesch, Bleek, Ewald, etc ** and
he (Seleucos Philopater) shall have no saooes^'
sor ; *' Wieseler
and he (Onias) shall have no
son;'" Anberlen: **he, Christ, shall have no
adherents *' Hofmann, Hengstenb. Kraniohf.

Theodotion
*'

:

:

:

:

;

,

Kliefoth (and similarly also Calvin, Junios, Eb:

**

he, Christ, shall possess TWthing, shall

be without possessions, and be deprived of
everything;'* Hofmann (in Weiss, und Erf,):
^^ and there shall not be to the people/*
k«., an
anointed one, the people shall have no Messiah ;*
^*
Havemick
and not for himself, i.«., for lus
own sake,** supply, "shall the Messiah die,
but for the benefit of mankind, which is to be
redeemed ; " Michaelis. E. C. Schmidt (in Paulus*
M&marabiL VU. 51), Wieseler (in Gdtt. Osl,-Am,,
**
and he is not, i.e., Onias " (—
1846), Hitsig
:

—

:

=

ib V»t consequently
ISJ-'St, cf. Gen v. 24).
the whole cf. Kliefoth, p. 857 et seq.
Since the forcible cutting off of an anointed
one is concerned, we are obliged to regard that
explanation as being most consistent with the

Upon

context, which

Psa.

vii.

does not

8

;

1.

supplies b'^STp,

22;

.

Isa.

differ materially

perhaps

29) after ib

(cl

y^l

It

from that advocated

by Hofmann, Hengstenberg, Kranichfeld, etc.,
which supplies n^1»73 for whoever has no de;

liverer or helper is also without power, without
possessions, without anything whatever.
differ from tiiose expositors only in regarding
the anointed one who is described as being without possessions and helpless, not directly as the
Messiah, but more immediately as his type, the
Jewish high priest who was killed in the course
of tiie iUitiochian persecution, in short, in
substituting the typical Messianic theory for the
direct (in which we agree substantiaJly with

We

—

—^And

the people of the prince that
shall come shall destroy the city and the
sanctuary, and the end thereof shall be with
a flood; rather, " and the people of a prince,
who shall come and end with overflowing,^ shall
Fttller).

*
**tt

[Kdr* intenR«totioQ 1« labfftantiiUly like thiis namely
Him, vis., that which he most have, to be the

U not to

MaaAiach,'']

t [On the oontrary, 1"i^3

is here rendered definite

by the

epithet or adjectiTe following, and therefore may properly be
traniUatad ''the prince/^ It »imply "omitn the article booaoae it is different from that in ver. 3ft, and the article
woald give a wrong sense, or at least the insertion of it
would make it dnbioos to the reader, inasmnch as it would

naturally refer

him

to the

in ver. 26.

T^aj

The T»a:

merely a heathen prince acting in a civil (rather
mHitaty) capacity, in distinction from a n'^073 who be>
here

destroy the city and the sanctuary.'* The words
evidently refer to a catastrophe which follows
immediately on the cutting off of the anointed
one.
The ** coming prince " (^^H 1"'33) who

approaches to cause destruction to the city and
the sanctuary, or more exactly, who comes as
the ruler of the people that brings ruin and de-

;

«#

rard)

is

longs to the people of Qod,^-^Stuari].

t (This rendering of C)0193

ispl

is

qnite nnjustiflable.

struction, is doubtless, tiierefore, the Old. -Test,
antichrist, or the antitheistic horn of the earlier
visions (chap, vii 21, 25 ; viii. 11 et seq. ; 24 et

and consequently Antiochus Epiphanes,
describes this ruler as coming at the head of his army in a hastUe charcbcUr
(cf. i*iSl in L 1
viii. 6; xi 10, 18, 15, 16, 40,
41), and the definite article indicates that his
coming was a familiar fact to the prophet, aa
having formed the subject of his earlier predictions.* The participle is therefore not employed
without a purpoee (Hofmann, Weiss, und Brf,y
I. 804), nor does it
refer to 05, "people"
seq.),

»an (=»ia'j ^C»)
;

(SchoU, Ebrard). It does not signify Epiphanes*
"succession** to his
predecessor Seleucus
(Roesch, Maurer), nor denote the future "appearing** or mysterious presence of the NewTest antichrist, in the sense of 2 Thesa ii. 9 (Kliefoth).
The ending of this prince " with overflowing'*'' is probably not materially different
from the ^* pouring out of annihilation and
judicial pnnirfiment upon the desolator,** at the

—

dose of the following verse. ^9?f *'*'^ flood,
an overflowing,*' accordingly denotes the judgment inflicted by Ood in his anger on the impious
T»aj (Wieseler, KUefoth), or, more
since in that case a genitive

is

not a correlative clause

appended to MSin as a

Cjst

probably,

Prov. xxvii.

(cf.

would properly be required in order to define
the sense more clearly, it is used sensti bdlieo to
denote an overflowing with warlike hosts, which
should lead to the end of his life, f.e., his anniCf the exhilatJou (chap. xi. 45 cf vii 26).
4)

;

actly sunilar use of
40,

and in

np"2

Isa.

Isa. X. 22.

reject a

number

.

Cj^tt)

viii

8,

—Here

.

in chap, xi 10. 23, 26,

together with <^C^2^

again

we

are obliged to

of diverging explanations,

and

further definition of the l'^33t hut an independent statO'

ment as to the

iSp

result of that princess coming.

The sufllx in

doubtless refers to the 1'^3m but in an ottfecttve not

a

snbiective sense : it ia the end which he cawiee^ not any
which he is to suffer. It is thus precisely parallel with the

yg

of the clause immediately following.

This view

is

con-

firmed hy the article in C)t:i92U which commentators have

overlooked or misapplied, but which is here, as often, equivaloit (like the Greek article) to a personal pronoun, q.d,
**
in his overflowing,^' evidently the military campaign or

riTsn^Tp immediately subjoined.

The whole phrase thus

indicates that the invasion should issue !n the destruction of
Jerusalem. This was certainly not dune by Antiochus

Epiphanes.]
* [The inconsistency of ^ this explanation of the article

=

V(ry^ "ICM- Isobvi» T T
;
to use the arUcle with a participle or adiecUve in order to point out something well
known ; for that purpose the article should (also) be prefixed
to the asModated noun. It is evidently employed here simply in order to render definite the otherwise indefinite
after the above statement that fi^Sin

••

ous.

It is not a

1*^33,

U

201

IX. 1-27.

<•<.)

he

Hebrew idiom

is

not a present or a past^ twt a

J%am^

prince.]
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espeoiallj that of Hitdg, y. Lengerke, etc., who
refer the words to a warlike expedition undertaken bj Autioohus Epiphanes, instead of one
that shonld break in upon him like a flood and
annihilate him; that of £wald« who obtains
the sense *^ who oomes with his host overflowing" (or **in overflow") by a violent emendation,

inasmuch as he substitutes "^^"^ni, ^^ and
" and his line of battle"

his host," or isni,

(after Prov. xxx. 27), for

iSpi; that of Gese-

nius, Bosenmiiller, Boesch, etc.,

who take ^'^W^

in the sense of ^* suddenly, like a flood ; " that
of Auberlen, Havemick, Delitzsoh, etc., who re-

iSp to the dty and sanctuary,

fer the suffix in

rather than to the **prinoe; " *' their destruction shall come by overflowing," eta* And
unto the end of the war desolatLons are determined; »'.«., the devastating of the city and
sanctuary are to continue to the end of the warlike alarms exdted by their impious oppressor,

—

as a matter that

is

determined by God.

•^^n^'3

designates that state of war which begins with
cutting off the anointed one, and eventually results in the destruction of the city and the sanc-

tuary (so, correctly, RosenmiUler, Hofmanu,
Ewald, Fiiller, etc.). Others read, ** and to the
end shall be war, the determined desolations,"
in which method niTa^ib riSnns is either taken
as an apposition (Hiivem., v. Leng., Maur.,
Wieseler, Hitz. , Auberlen), or as an explanatoiy
clause to the foregoing, with the conjunctions
omitted in the connection (Knmidifedd, Kliefoth), and in connection with which still further
differences of opinion exist with regard to the

meaning of Tp, some expositors referring it to
the end of the prince (Wieseler), some to the
end of the sanctuary (Hiiv., Aub.) or of the
period of the seventy weeks—-hence, to the last
year-week of the seventy (v. Lengerke, Hitzi^),
and some even to the end of idl things, tiie
^^

end"

absolute

(Kliefoth).

The reference

of

Tp. to the exterminated prince is evidently the

only one in harmony with the context, which
thus identifies

it

with the iSp of the preceding

clause ; but it is more appropriate to regard it
in the sense of a iUU. eonstr.^ ** to the end of
the war," because of the more regular and connected character of the arrangement of the
^^'^!7i is also the construct state of

sentence, f

•^?'^'^3, which recurs at the dose of the following verse, and here probably denotes the same
idea as in chap. xi. 86, and Isa. x. 23 ; zxviii

determination, destiny, what is orA * * determination of the desolations "

**

22, viz.

;

dained.

''

* [These latter interpretations are refated in detail by
Keil, whoee objections, howerer, do not apply to Uie expliip
nationH which are Hu^^gested above.]
t [Kcil admits the grammatical propriety of this rendering, bat objects that * in the preceding sentence no menbon
is expressly made of war; and if the war which consisted

(ni^^iD as in . 18 ; cf . on that passage) is t
decree that aims at desolations and has them
''
for its object. Ewald
the decision req[>eciing the horrors," ».0., the decision of Qod at the
i'udgment of the world, which relates to the
Lorrible actions and devastations of Antiodms, or
which serves to punish them (?). Hofmann and
Kliefoth are still more arbitrary : ^ * a detenmned
measure of desolations, which is thus limited
and confined."— [This language was not fulfilled
in any appropriate sense by Antioohus, who
aimed merely at the suppression of JehovahV
worship, but left the city and sanctuaiy uninjured. It seems to us that the old interpretation,
which refers it to the last war with the Romans
when Titus seemed compelled by providence to
persist in his attack tUl the temple itself was
demolished, is the only adequate one. This was
the retribution that eventually followed the rejection and murder of their Messiah l^ the
Jews.]
Verse 27. And he shall confirm the covenant with many for one week ; rather, **make
a strong covenant,"* eta This sentence (introduced l^ an explicative vai>) is obviously an
explanation and more particular illustration of
the statements in the preceding verse. Its sabject is neither the indefinite *'it " (Fiiller), nor
the *^one week" (Theodot., Dere-ser, Havem.,
Von Leng., Hengstenb., Hitz., Auberi), bat,
:

beyond

all

question,

"^^^3,

which governs

preceding sentence as a logical subject,
included in isp,, and

is

the prominent subject

of consideration, from v. 26 ^ (thus, correctly,
Berth., Maur., Wiesel., Ewald, Kranic^., Klief.,
etc). f It is observed, therefore, with regard
to the anti-Christian prince of the final worldpower, that ** he shall confirm the covenant as
to many,'* i,e.^ *^that he shall enter into a
strong, firm covenant with many;" for the

Hiphil

*l"'a3«7,

which occurs elsewhere only

in the detraction of the city bo meant,
article.^

n'3nb'3

i> definite

and the war

itself

n)3nb73 ought to

These arguments are of no foroe, as
by reason of its oonstruotian with V^D*

was already distlnotly alluded

to in tlia

in

Psa. xiL 5, and there signifies ^* to be strong, to
exhibit strength," in this place doubtless expresses the transitive idea of strengthening, and
in connection with the idea *' covenant," involves
more particularly the notion of ** confirming or
establishing." The many (o'^ai with the article) with whom the strong covenant is made by
the prince are obviously the numerous apostate
Jews, who were induced by the heathen tyrant
to break their covenant with Qod and disobey
His law, according to 1 Maoa i. 10 et seq. and
thus to enter into an antitheocratio alliance that
was hostile to Qtodi^for om iMek, i.e., during a
,

is nnneoessaiy.
The
properly and fairly signiflea: *»h« shaD

* [The connection

P'^ia I'^aam
•

t

•

t

•

:

confirm a covenant,** which natorally implies one alreadlj
made.]
t (On the contrary it seems to us that the subject ef this
clause is not the l'^33 ivft spoken ot but tlie TT^ZT}

T*a3

preceding, or,

more

definitely,

the

rTOQ

'

have the

the

is finally

ju*

^

»

for (1) this (as Henf^stenberg rightly says) is the
domhumt or principal subject of the entirs passage ; and
(2) each of the other p«ntions of the seventy wecte it
directly referred to that personage, so that this final weA
will not fill up the number i^propriately if otherwise inferred. The objections of Kell to this Interpntatlao ars

fore

;

unimportant. Moreover, the prophecy is not historically
applioaUe to Antioohus, but does oonespond to the tenn oC
the Mossish*8 ministry : as w« shall endeavor to AomA
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week of years

(nnfii

ip,

aocnsative of time).

Of.

the allusions to this fact in ohap. xi. 22 (where
ri"^*121

employed

is

in the

same antitheocratic

BenBe as here), in zi 32 (where the transgressors

of Jehovah's] covenant, the

tl'^'^a

I

the

same

''J'^BI^, are

as the ta^S'j in this place), and also in

viii. 10 et seq., where the stars that were
trodden under foot by the little horn may likewise represent the breakers of the covenant who
are here mentioned (of. also viil 24 et seq.).*
A g^at diversity of opinion respecting the
meaning of the ^*covenanf exists among the
representatives of the theory which makes

chap.

nriMt r«\aip

the subject of

In

"1''?an.

illustra-

tion of this, of. Hitzig, *'the one week of years
shall make the covenant i. e.^ the adherence to
the faith in Jehovah, and to the theocratic law
Aard for many ; " Hofmann {JSchriftbeweis^ II.
**
the one week of years shall confirm many
2),
in the covenant through tribulation and the
trial of their faith" (similarly. Rosenmiiller,

—

before

Hofmann)

;

Yon Lengerke,

*^

Havernick, Auberlen, etc., *'the one week, or
rather the events belonging to it, especially the
death of the Messiah referred to in v. 26, will
lead to the conclusion of a new, strons^, and
the
firm covenant with many," etc. And
midst of the week he shall cause the gaorifice
and the oblation to cease ; t.A, during one half

—

of the week,

m

riasn 'Sn might of itself sigweek but the following

nify the middle of the

in a similar

;

manner as that 'in which

"I"^^?!?!)

the daily," was employed in chap, viii 11 to
express this oonorete individualizing and comprehensive sense.*
The expression here employed cannot be taken to refer to the superseding of the Old-Test, institution of sacrifices by
the New-Test worship in spirit and in truth, ae
being based on the perfect expiatory sacrifice of
Christ (against Havemick, Hengstenb., Anberl.,
eta) ; for the verb n*»a)Dn would not have been
suited to express that idea, and, moreover, the
9in offering (cf. v. 24) would hardly have been
passed by without mention in that case. Khefoth emphasizes correctly, ^* that in this place
^'

of V. 26 must be considered the suband that the observation here relates not
to the abrogation, but merely to the suspension
of the sacrifices ; " but he afterward arbitrarily
applies the passage to a temporary suspension
and suppression of the eucharist as the sacrifice
of the New Covenant, to be 'caused by the antichrist in the last age of the church.
^And for
the overspreading of abominations he shall

the

*X^yj

ject,

—

A week make

shall confirm a covenant to many, through the
seductive arts of Antiochus;*' Hengstenberg,

203

1-27.

of

desolate; rather, *^and abominations
shall be on the wing."
This

it

desolation

nJpiDp D'^JZsip® C)35 br; constitutes the actual

many difficulties presented in this
passage, the real crux int&rpretvm, which has
produced almost as many explanations as interpreters.
Probably all those methods of explanation are to be at once rejected and avoided
which contradict the most ancient quotation
and translation of the words in the originally
Hebrew Maccabsean book (chap. L 54 ; cf Matt,
xxiv. 15 Mark xiii 14) ? &nd the corresponding
testimony of the most ancient translators, the
Sept., Theodotion, and the Vulgate.
All iheae
climax of the

.

;

'^:^^

"l^np)

shmvs that something transpires dur-

ing the '®n *?n, which naturally belongs to
the close of the whole period of oppression here
described, viz.: the punishment and annihilaFor this reason
tion of the impious persecutor.
'ip'n *^sn must rather denote half of the week,
and more particularly the second half, and it
therefore corresponds to the three and a half
years of persecution of chap, vii 25 and ri'iaiB^
^for which no other appropriate subject can be
found than that of the preceding verb "^"^^Dn
can therefore express no other sense than that
;

—

of ^^ causing to cease" during the period in
question, "fiie impious madman causes to cease
during that period the nn:>a!» nat^ the bloody

which are mentioned
representatively for aU ibe sacrifices required by
the theocratic ritual, as being the two principal
classes of offerings under the Mosaic economy,

and unbloody

offerings,

* [The pMsagen addnoed by the Huthor, eepecially xl. 22,
do not stistaiJi the meaning he here assigna to D*^"^!!, which,

nnlem upedally qualified, always refern to Jehovah^f* covenant an contained in the Law. Moreover, as Keil juxtly
observes,

''

!3'^a~>^, with the article, signifies the

mnny^

the great mam of the people in contrast with the few."^
roiww of the Jews did not apostatize in the time of
Antioohns. Still more inept is Keil's application: "That
ungodly prince shall impose on the mass of the people a
strong covenant that they sbonld follow him and give them•elres to him as their God.^ The language of the text can
only have its appropriate fnlfllraent in ti^e mistdon of the
Bedeemer. which was a completion of God^s covenant with
the raoo of man. How this took place daring tile last of the
!.«.,

Bat the

MTenty weeks we

will presently

show.]

render

t3731D^

D'^S^pID

by

*'

abominations of

desolation" (1 Mace., 1. c, rd pdiXvyfia ri^g
£pijfU)aeL>c ; Sept. , Theodot. , ^iiTirrypta tow epvfdwaeuw ; Yulg., abominatto desolatumis)^ which
probably resulted from the influence of primitive traditions that were certainly correct in the

^9^9 was

main.

accordingly regarded as a

genitive from the beginning, and probably by
the author himself —not, however, as a genitive
of possession, but as a genitive of description ;
or, what amounts to the same thing, it was considered an apposition to the preceding plural

D^^pTp,

which the analogy of

in support of

5a"l» n^Tn in chap.

viii.

8

may be adduced on

the one hand (as also the similar connection of
that plural with a singidar in Jer. xlix. 11), and
on tiie other, the appositional combination
DJgic??

T^P®v?

^

chap. viiL 18

(cf.

also

injn

* [Or, on the usual Mes.<iianic interpretation, Christ shall
forever do away with tlie Levitical sacrifices bv the one perfect offering of himself (Heb. vil. 87 ; ix. 1^14, %). On
this view,

it

matters

little

whether we render "^^71

''in the

"dnring half for onr Lord's ministry was a process of snpcrsedure of the legal sacrificea, which culminated
in hln death, and (should we even grant the author's position, that the latttr half of the week is Intended) was flnaUy
carried out by the release of Gentilos fr>m the Levitical
economy (Acta xi 18). The author's objections, as to the
midst,'' or

sense of T^^^lTrn,

etc.,

are inoonclmdve.

Stuart thinks

the question" that Antioohns li
referred to; bat the language then employed is very diildr-

that **chap.

vii. 11 settles

ent.]
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Dsin, 1 Chron. xrvii. 5).*

The

plural D'^S^p©

(for which, however, the writer of 1 Mace.,

1.

c,

Bubstitated the sing. 7''P'?) /JJ^Ary/za, possibly
with design, because the abomination of idolatry with which Epiphanes desecrated the temple
was chief in his mind) at all events denotes
'*
abominations, horrible things,** and more particularly abominable things from a reUffioiu
point of view, abominable idolatries, what is
loathsome in the domain of Divine worship,
* *

res abominanda ad cuUum Deorum spectarUes y

zi 81 ; xii 11. In Uke manner aa this
meaning of C^XIpr is adequately secured by
the pSiXvyfia or abaminaUo of the ancient translators, so that of Q^ioTp, by which it denotes
cf.

^^ravageror desolation," is evidently established
ep^fiuKTig,
This rendering may be sub-

by their

stantiated

by a comparison with

ri7a)^ib in

the

preceding verse, and also with tli^lD in Ezek.

xxxvi 8 (cf. 0^©, "to be desolate, uninhabited,** Lam. i 4
2 Sam. xia 20), and accords
as well with the context as does the idea of an
** object
to be stared at, or of terror*' hence
** what is
terrible, dreadful,**—by which Hitrig,
Bwald, et cU.^ prefer to render the term (by virtue of a one-sided application of the fund, mean;

—

p* 0?aiD, *'to stare, shudder**). If these
considerations are aooordingly sufficient to es-

i^iT

tablish for

^^CTp

l^^t^C the sense of

"abomin-

=

ation of desolation *'
"desolating abomination
of idolatry, hideously devastating nature of the
idolatrous service,*' there remains only the difficult C)33 b?"! to be interpreted.

The ancient

versions are agreed in rendering Cj;5 by lsp6v^
temphim, and also in not connecting it as a stat
CKmstr. with the following term, but taking it

separately as a $taU absol., and reading
It might be difficult to raise
tion against this departure

it w):S'

any material objecfrom the Masoret.

punctuation, since it is only too easy to conceive
of C) 33 as a Stat, eanstr,, and thus reach the ordi-

nary reading, in view of the temptation to
obtain the sense of "wings of abomination,
hideous wings,** which is sugg^ested by passages
like Zech. v. 1, 9.
Moreover, the interpretation
o' C)j3 by " sanctuary ** has an almost irresistible

though indirect support in the

Upov of Matt

iv. 5.

Ttrepiyiov rov

q:^, in itself equivalent to

"screen, covering, roof** (from which fund,
others, e.g,^ wing, tassel, edge, bor-

meaning aU

der, etc., are readily derived), might without
difficulty become the customary term to designate the roof of Vie temple or the " pinnacle of
• [The aathor's conRtmction of the wordfl in qaestlon,
although sanctioned by imch eariy anthority, Is whoL'y ungmmmatical. There is bnt one translation ponlble : On a
wing ijff abominations shall be a desoiator. The t\ZD i^ptly
designates the eagtM of the Iloman army, which were nsed
as idolatrous images: and the *' dedulator/' which was
*' over ** them, of course,
i« the army itself or the commander. This is in pointed agreement with our Lord's warning,
Uatt. zxlT. 16 ; which, of course, must be regarded as h citation of this passage from the Sept, as tubstaniinUy agreeing with its sense. The fact that the destruction of the
city and temple by Titus did not immediately follow the
Omdflxkm is no objection to thii« interpretation of the
dansa, which is altogether parallel, both in import and
phiaatology, with thA dooa of the preceding verse.]

the temple** (Matt, L c.\ and afterward be
applied, with equal adaptation, to the entire
edifice of the temple (in view of its elevated site
and its prominent buildings), by virtue of a
Q3rneodoche analogous to that which prevails in
the Latin with reference to teetum, and in the
Greek (cf . Matt. viiL 8) in the use of (rrtyif. If
this view should not seem objectionable, it will
not be necessary to limit the sense of
so as
zfl^

to apply to the roof -pinnacle, summit, or highest point of the temple (Cfreeenius, Hengstenberg, etc.), nor yet to violently

by supplying b^Vp^, with

amend

C]93 iy'i

J. D. Michaelis.

It

then be possible to render it simply by, " and
on the wing, i. e. the temple,** and to legtad the
" desolating idolatrous abominations found on it
as any qrmbols or utensils of idolatrous worship
whatever, whether idols, altars erected to their
will

,

worship, or other similar fixtures. See especially Bleek, Jakrb.f. d. TJieoL, 1860, p. 98 et

—

seq.*
We adduce, by way of illustration
merely, several of the more recent and noticeable of the many interpretations rejected in
favor of the above (witii reference to which
Hitrig, p. 168, observes somewhat coarsely, but
not without wit. and, were he to assign to htt
own a principal place among them, not incorrectly, that " the expositors themselves are here
lying-in in the weeks, and being delivered of all

manner of D*^S^pC

**).

Hitzig interprets,

annihilation, ev^n to its full

"and

consummation,

is

poured out on the extreme point of the horrible
abomination** (by which expression is designated the idolatrous altar, which, according to
1 Maoc. L 59, was erected on the altar of burntofferings by Antiochus) ; Ewald, " and above
shall be the horrible wing of abominations,** tld.,
" the wing-shaped (! ?) point of the heathen
altar shall appear over** the ruined altar of
Jehovah : Wieseler, " and a desoiator shall arise
against tne wing of abominations ; ** Yon "Lesagerke, " the desoiator comes upon the pinnade
of abomination** (also Hengstenberg, Maurer,
Beinke) ; de Wette, "the abomination of the
desoiator shall stand on the pinnacle of the temple ; ** Havemick, " on the head (or summit) of
the abominations is a desoiator ; ** Auberien,
"and because of the desolating wing of abominations .... the curse (?) shall drop down
upon the desolate ; ** Delitzsch, " and indeed,
because of the desolating wing of abominations
(which spreads over the temple and the altar),
the sacrifice shall be abolished ; ** Hofmann,
" and upon the covering of the desolating idolatrous institutions (itf., on the new plate which
Antiochus caused to be placed on the profmed
altar with a view to the offering of heathen
sacrifices) the sacrifice shall be interrupted for
half a week;** FiiUer, *'and over the covering
«of abominations stands a desoiator;** Ebrard,
* [Bleek, in th« pasMge here dted, shows, aa Keil well
" used only of that which la extended

argues, that C)33 is

horizontally (for end or extremiiyX but never of that which
extended perpendlonlarly (for peak).** Nor, as KeO concan the use of it in the latter sense be proved fr<m
the vTcpvYtoK of Matt. It. 6; Luke ir. 9: fbr the genitive
rov tcpov, not voov. shows that not a pinnade or summit of
is

tlnues,

the temple edlfioe itself is meant, trat a wing or adiofning
building of the sancttuuy. To the latter alone, indeed,
could access tiave been had by our Lord on the occatinn
referred to.l
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CHAP.
Kliefoth, ** and a dentroyer oomes on the wings
of idolatrous abominations '* (so fonnerly Bei<£el, Stvd, tu KritUcm, 1848, and also Kranichfeld [and substantially Keil]) ; Jahn, Hermeneutio. Append.^ p. 161), OeseninsCjT/^tfMit/r.)/' desolation, comes upon the horrible wing of the
rebel's host ; " [Stuart, *^ and a waster shall be
OYor a winged fowl of abominations," i.e., the
winged statue of Jupiter Olympius placed by
Antiochus in the temple], etc. XSven until
the oonsummation, and that determined shall
be poured upon the desolate; rather, ^'but
(only) until extirpation and judicial punishment
shall be poured out upon thedesolator," f.&» the
abomination of desolation shall continue only
until the Divinely determined judgment shall be

—

poured out upon the desolator. The i in 'l^l
may be rendered by ^^ and indeed " (as i epexe-

;
getieum), or by " but yet " in either case this
dosing sentence serves to Umit the idea. It
points out, in a comforting manner, how long
the abomination of desolation should continue
in the sanctuary, certifying that it could be
maintained no longer than the providence of
Gk>d should permit.* **The thought that the
events of the entire period of severe tribulation
in question are controlled by a Divine decree

206

IX. 1-27.

marily designate the person of the antichrist,
but rather both antichrist and his host (cf. v.
hence, the
26, **the people of a prince")
aggregate of the power that opposed God led
Israel into apostasy and desecrated its sanctuary, and upon which the Divine judgment was
for that reason poured out.
Hitzig arbitrarily
remarks (as did Ewald and Hotmann before

—

him) that

D^C

does not designate the tyrant

who

resisted God, but rather the idol-altfu:
erected by him or the heathen religion generally, against which destruction and judgment
are here denounced, as being horrible to any
Israelite in its nature.

APPENDIX

BdaUng

to the

hUtory of the

ea^poeition

of

vs.

24-27.
1. Jewish exposition in pre-Christian times is
united in referring this section to the Maccabasan asra of tribulation under Antiochus Epiphfuies.«
This is established beyond controversy by the
0(Uhjyfm kpofi6)aeu^ of 1 Mace. i. 54, which cor-

responds to 09iD?3 C^SIpd,

V.

27,

and

in that

determined ^' drops down, is ponred out" on
the ^^ID, the impious desolator, as the curse
and the oath were to descend upon the guilty
Israelites, v. 11 ; cf.
R^^, which does not

place denotes the smaller idol-altar {fiufidcy v. 59)
erected by Antiochus Epiphanes on the altar of
burnt-offerings.
It is no less clearly indicated
by the manner in which the Sept. renders this
paragraph, and supplements it with various additions that obviously relate to the Maccabsean
period. In this connection the mode of expressing the time indicated at the beginning of v. 26
^*
is especially instructive.
And after &reescore
and two weeks," reads in that version, * * fierd ewra
Kal iiJdofi^Kovra xal k^fjKJuvra. cJik/," i.e., after 139
This was doubtless intended
(67 + 62) years.
to designate the year 139 of the sera of the
SelencidsB (B.C. 174) as the time at which began
the apostasy of the Jews who had been seduced
by Antiochus ; cf. 1 Mace. i. 11 etseq. • 2 Maca
iv. 9 et seq.
See also Wieseler, Die 70 Wocfien^
etc., p. 201; Havemick, Komment., p. 3d7 et
seq.— Several expressions in the New Test,
appear to indicate that shortly before the advent
of Christ the Jews again began to look for the
fulfilment of the prophecy in question in the
future ; e.g.^ Luke ii. 38 (cf. v. 24), rrpoa6ex6fievoi
"MrrpiJCLv iepovaaA-tifi ; Matt. xi. 3, 6 epx^fievog. a
designation of the Messiah that probably origm-

materially differ from MS'^TOi nbS, as has

ated in a misunderstanding of I^^n in

which predetermines

their

end and results was

already expressed for the comfort of the pious
in the rji^a??© f^?"J,^3 of V. 26, and was also

implied by

"JJ^rn, v.

24"

combination n2"in3T Hi 3

(KranichfeldX
is

The

taken verbatim

Isa. x. 23 ; xxviii 22, and signifies, as in
those passages, ^^ utter extinction (annihilation)
and consummation,'* ^a hendiadys which denotes a '* Divinely determined annihilation,
extirpation imposed as a judicial punishment.''
This two-fold idea forms a unit in the intimate
blending of its shades of meaning, and is the

from

—

subject of the verb

T| Pit) ;

for

1?

is

not in this

instance a prepositicHi governing the two substantives, but a conjunction, signifying ** until
-that," aa elsewhere

11

;

*Ho8. X. 12.

1C»"15 cf Gen. xxxviii.
The annihilation that was
;

.

al-

ready been shown.— Q^.iD, the Eal participle of
DTac'v is probably equivalent in substance to
Q^D^, the Piel partic of the same verb (cf.
chap, viii 13; xiL 11 with chap. xi. 31).f Like
that, it signifies *' desolating, the desolating
(agent), desolation," and probably does not pri* nuther, it shows that the abominable object nhoald
renuun even UU the complete desolation. Keil's objection
to the nse of

80 naed,

171

1^1

aa a conjunction, that **though *77

is not,""

has

passive, dstotate.

little force.]

It is certainly paraUel

with

both Instances ahowB.1

tl'l^aTa'ilD

nS'VlS

v.

26

(cf.

Wieseler, p. 150) ; and also the allusions to the
^*
abomination of desolation," v. 27, contained
in the eschatological prophecies uttered by the
Saviour (Matt. zxiv. 15 ; Mark xiii. 14) and by
St Paul (2 Thess. il 3 et seq.), which could
only be understood by their contemporaries, in
case a Messianic character were assigned to the
paragraph before us. and consequently, in case
its fulfilment were not exclusively looked for in
the events of the MaccaboBrm period.* Jose-

—

1>

t [Soch a confusion of Kal and Piel Is quite nnanthoriaed.
ST^io must here, as everywhere else, be treated as

of the i>reoeding verse, as the oonneotlon with

*

in

* Of. the obeervaticm of Melivnothon on the
which is certainly not incorrect upon the whole (p. 88J)
*' Ac Jtuteei* qutderw pout DamUlem facUU fuU obtenaUo
ctftnonim^ praseriim quum in eo popukt 9af«rdot«9 tempora
diUgenter annotarent et muUi en^ent longaeti. Nekemicu,
qui Datiialem s&nem vkterat adoleecetin, Alextmdrum seneat
Simeon qui Christum tnfatUem geafctvUtU
vU in 8inu^ vtdit adoteecen* settee^ qui Macoabaium vtdercmt.
Tale* viri tempore^ quo Chritue natue e^c itUeUexerant^ ois*
noe kic prc^Nitoe exacte qwMdrare ad Cnriati adventum^

(?)»...
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phus also bears witness that this Messianic-esohatological interpretation was current among
the Jews of his day, in the repeated instances
where he states, or at least implies, that the
terrible incidents connected with the Jewish
war and the destraction of Jerosalem by the
Bomans were predicted by the prophet Danid
€.g. , Ant.^ X. 11, 7 : ** Daniel also wrote concerning the Roman goyemment, and that our country should be made desolate by them {hn vk'
avruv kpr/fjui^f^aerai); " De BeH Jud^ IV. 5. 2,
where he applies the term
anointed one," v.
26, and again the expression ^* anointed one and
prince," v. 25, to the high priest Ananus whom
the Idunueans murdered ; and De BelL Jvd, , YI.
6, 4, where the mysterious oracle ** that then
should their city be taken, when their temple
should become four-square " seems to refer back
**'

to V. 27 (where they perhi^ps read ^^3'n instead

of ?^3^), etc.

It is less certain

whether any

direct reference to this section is contained in
the celebrated passage, De BeU, Jud. , YI. , 5, 4, cj^
Kara tov Mupuv Ikuvov anb r^f X^f^^ '"'C (tvrCtv
&p^ei ryg oiKovfiivr/c.
In that case the parallel
records in Tacitus, Hist.^ Y. 18 and Suet., Vesp.,
4, must, of course, be likewise rooted in tiie prophecy of Daniel that is before us. Gonoeming
this question see Havemick, p. 890, who, howerer, probably finds too much in the passage,
since he refers the ip^ei r^g olKovftkv, directly to

Talmudic and Rabbinical traditions are likewiae
based on that interpretation, e.g., that the Targfumist had neglected to translate the Hagiographa, because it was taught in them that *' the
Messiah should be cut off" (v. 26. See LightSchottgen,
foot, Hor. Hebr. ad Lua xix. 11
Ilor. Hebr.y p. 211) ; and that the Messiah actually came at the time when Jerusalem was destroyed and the temple desolated, but as a sufferer and in disguise (Glseeener, De gemin. Jud.
;

Mess., p. 288S. ; Corrodi, Krit. Oe»ch,des CftOias
mus, I. 284 et seq.). It was reserved for the
later period of the middle ag^ea to introduce
several new and more independent explanationB
beside this variously modified Messianic interpretation of the prophecy ; e.g,yhy referring the

—

"''?3 '?''?9

to Cyrus (Saad. Gaon., Rasbi, Jac-

ohiad. ), or to Nehemiah (Ibn-Ezra) or the hi^prieet Joshua (Levi b.-Gers.). Cf. Mi.Uer, Judaism, pp. 321, 842 et seq. ; Carpzov, in his ed. of
Raymond Martini^s Pugiofidei, p. 283. It was
customary to follow the Seder 01am Rabba in

—

reckoning the seventy weeks from the first destruction of the temple to the second ; see Abendana, in the QpieUeg. ad MUM. Jophi: "' Hebdomades km sept, sunt septimana annorum quadringentoTum nonaginia^ Udemque sine dvbio a
devaetatione primi ad deeaetaUonem seeundi tempU, quia sept annifuere eaptivitatie Babyhnicm^

quadringenU viginti anni, qmbue futura erit
domus secunda in siructvra sua atq^ie sic ma-

et

:

the l-^aj of

V.

25 and 26.*

2. The interpretation of Joeephus, which applies the prophecy to the destruction of Jerusa-

70 and to Titus as the K^n T^yi,
seems to haye been accepted, with scarcely
an exception, by the later JetM of the Talmudic
esra and the time immediately subsequent. The
principal witness to this fact is Jerome (on v.
T. K, 2 ed. Yallars., p. 694).
24 et seq.
The
**
Hebrsei " of his day calculated the 490 years
or seventy weeks of years from the first year of
Darius or B.C. 589 indeed, but none the less assigned their conclusion to the age of Jesus, even

lem

in A. D.

Y. 26,

:

finding his death predicted therein (probably in

the

n^x^

26), since they held that
imperium, quod putabat se redemturum " (as it should be read, instead of
** quod
pjiUtbant se retenturos^^^ which is a later
emendation). They also found a prediction of
the approach of the Roman army under Yes**7i<?;i

n7;3-], T.

erit ilUns

pasian and Titus, in the same place. Several
added even the rising under Barcocheba or the
three years' (three and a half years) war against

Hadrian
Nee ignoramus^ quosdam iUorum diquod una hebdomada^ de qua seriptum ett
eonflrmaMt pactum muUis hebdcinada utm, dmdatur Vespatiano et Hadriano, quod juxt4i Mutoriam
**•

:

r^re,

Titu* tribus annU et »ex
mensibus pacem cum Juderis fecerinU Tree autem
anni et $ex m^enses sub Hadriano supputantur,
quaTido Uierusalem omninosubtersa est, et Judaorum gens catervatim ecfsa, ita ut Judofa quoque

Josep/ti Vespaeianus et

—

The two Gemaras also reflnibus pellerentur,*^
fer this prophecy to the war against Yespasian ;
the Babylonian in Nasir, c. 5
and the Jerusalem in Kelim,
* [It

;

c.

Sanhedr.^ c. 11,
9 and several

method of reckoning, the

"I^t »2fb, v.

tiiis

25, is

accordingly made to apply to the period of Jeremiah's prophecy respecting the seventy years*
Ibn-Ezra alone
exile or to the year B. C. 588.
departs from this method, by referring that expression concerning the going forth of the oracle
(V. 23) to Daniely and consequently assigning the
beginning of the 490 years to the year B. C. 539
and extending the first seven weeks of years belonging to that period, to Nehemiah, the restorer of the temple, or to the twentieth year
of Artaxerxes. Gonoeming these Rabbinical
methods of reckoning, and at the same time,
concerning their fundamental incorrectness and
untenable character in a chronological point of
view, cf. Chr. B. Michaelis. Annot, uberior^ IIL
320 et seq. Individual Rabbins in modem timet
were convinced of the inoorrectnesa of this usual anti-Messianic interpretation, as appears from
the noteworthy expresidon of the Yenetian chiefRabbin Simon Luzzato, concerning this passage,
as recorded by Wolf in the BibliotA. Hebr,, IIL
1228. According to him, **the consequence of
a too extended and profound investigation on
the part of Jewish scholars would be that they

would

all

become Christians

;

for it caniiot be

denied that according to Daniel^s limitation of
the time, the Messiah must have already appeared. But that Jesus was the trae Messiah
he felt himself unable to aooept as certain."
8. The Christian earpositors of tJie t4der Unu
regarded the directly Messianic bearing of the
passage as being generally incontrovertible, and

especially

the

application

of H'^'JD

r.'nS'^

to

;

perbApn to these prophecies of Dwoiel in h general
waj th&tJowphnh liketrim alludes in the rcforencen to ma
auciont prediction that the dty shuulil be deRtroyed in »
olTll war, De BelL Jud,, !¥.«,«; VI., 8, 1.]
is

By

jores nostri eoBposuere in Seder Olam.*^

Christ the crucified, as also the reference of the
''
restoring and building" of the city and temple in V. 25 to the establishing of the church of

the

New

Covenant;

cf.

Barnabas, Bp,^
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CHAP. IX.
yhypojrrat yap koX iarai^ i^AofidSr^ ovvreXoviihrj^^
ouui6oujf^ri<J€Tai vabg ^sov ivSd^oc i^rl t^ ovduart
Kvpiov^ ktX.
The different exegetes varied ex-

ceedingly, however, in the mode of reckoning
the years.* Jerome, on this passage, already
mentions nine different methods of explaining
them : (1) that of Jul. Africanus, who reckoned
the 490 years from Nehemiah, or the 20th year
of Artaxerxes, to the death o^ Christ, but in
connection with this committed the error of
reckoning by Jewish lunar years (resulting in
only 465 solar years) (2) Three different theories of Eusebius, who (a) dates the first sixtynine weeks from the return of the Jews in the
reign of Cyrus to the death of Alexander Jannaeus, the high priest and king, and Pompey's
invasion (B.C. 586-B C. 64; thus in Den. ev..
VIII 2, 55 et seq.) or {b) from the second year
of Darius Hystaspis (B.C. 520 to the birth of
Christ (ibid, and Chronic,. 01. 184); or, (c) regards the last week as a period of seventy years,
and attempts to calculate from the resurrection
of Christ ; (3) that of Hippolytus, who counted
dxty-nine mystical weeks (comprising more than
seven years each) from the first year of Cyrus
to the incarnation of Christ, and declared that
the last mystical week denotes the future period
of the antichrist, which is coxmected with the
end of the world ; (4) that of Apollinaris of
Laodicea, who recKoned the 490 years from the
birth of Christ (*»aA exitu VerU,'' v. 25), luid
therefore expected the coming of the antichrist
and the end of the world about a century after
his day, in the *• last week ; " (5) that of Clemens Alex, who extended the seventy weeks of
years, in the face of all chronology, from the
first year of Cyrus to the second year of Vespasian (B.C. 560- AD. 70); (6) that of Origen,
who denies the possibility of any more exact
chronological estimate, and therefore assumes
4900 years instead of 490, reaching from Adam
to the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus (not
indeed in vol. X. of his Stromata^ which Jerome cites, but in his Tract. XXIV. on Matthew
c 24) ; (7) that of TertuUian {ado. JtukBos, c. 8),
who reckons the 437^ years from the first year
of Diirius Nothus (whom he strangely identifies
with Darius Medus) to the birth of Christ, and
fifty two and a half from that event to the destruction of Jerusalem, thus obtaining 490.
Jerome himself expresses no opinion respecting
t*ie mode of reckoning to be observed, but seems
to favor that of Afrioanus, which he preferred
to all the others, and probably not without reaThat method is likewise adopted by Chryson.
sostom, Theodoret, Isidore of Pelusium, Euthymius Zig.ibenus, and generally by a majority of
expositors in the Oriental church, but few of
whom assume an independent position. Among
the latter are, e.g.^ Cyril of Jerusalem {Vatech.
xii. 19), who attempts to extend the seventy
• On thi-* |>oiut, f. lieii«ch, IHe patriMtUtchen JieretAnungen iter 70 Jfthritttrhen DtinieUt^ iu the TUbingtr
;

:

«

Theol, (iuartaitcnrifl, l.*^68. No. iv., p. filXS et se<i. : alao
lleinke, Dtt MeHJtianij*cKeu Wdtwowigen^ iv. 1, 8Stf et seq.
The Ktt&tementR ui the latter ai-o. however. Midly in need of
O/rrection ttn<l uipplenientiii}? by those of Ueu-ch.
[In itddition to lleusch'x trvfttiiie, Keil rpren* to the following mmmaiies : *'for the period of the Middle Ages and of
more modem times, Abr. C«>lovii E^erourtc theoingicade Hrptuagiiita teptimwiin Danulia. in the Mblla tltwHr. ad Dan.
Ix., and HHvernick*9 *llli»tr>ry of the Interpretation,* i.-i hU
Ctmtmettt., p. S8H w). ; and for the nio^t recent iieriod,
R. Baxmann. ' on the Book of Daniel,^ in the Theolog.
atmdtsn u. KriUken^ 1868, IIL, p. 497 sq."]
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weeks of years from the sixth year of

Dariuii

Medus

to the birth of Christ, but violates historical accuracy by identifying Darius Medus

with Darius Hystaspis; Ephraem Syrus who
places the restoration of Jerusalem in the beginning of the seventieth week and the destruction by Titus at its close, without entering on a
more ctireful calculation in other respects;
Polychronius, a brother of Theodore of Mopsuestia, who reckons the first seven weeks ttom.
Darius Medus to the ninth year of Darius Hystaspis, when Zerubbabel^s temple is said to have
been completed, the sixty-two weeks from the
twentieth year of Artaxerxes to the birth of
Christ, and the final week from that date to
Titus, while the death of Christ faUs in its central point; Basil of Seleucia {Orat.^ 88 in t. 85
of Migne's Patrol), who calculates the first
sixty-nine weeks from the completion of the
walLs of Jerusalem in the twenty -eighth year of
Xerxes (!) to the resurrection of Christ, and
identifies the seventieth week with the first seven
years after the resurrection, while he declares
the abomination of desolation erected in the
middle of that week to have been the familiar
attempt of Caligula to erect his image in the
temple. Among the later expositors of the
Latin church, Augustine, following the example
of Jerome, avoids every independent and detailed calculation of the seventy weeks. He contents himself with finding a fulfilment of the
leading features of the prophecy Dan. ix. 24 et
seq., in the earthly work of Christ and in the
judgment of Jerusalem, and expressly rejects
(especially in Ep. 199 ^^ de fine sa;cuUi*^) the
opinion of those who looked for two periods
of seventy weeks of years, the first of which
should reach to Christ's advent in the flesh, and
the second to the end of the world. This assumption of a double period of seventy weeks

—

of years, or of an Old-Test and typical realization of the prophecy, followed by a New-Test,
antitypical fulfilment, was advocated as late as
the sixth century by the unknown Arian author
of the so-called Opus imperfeetum in Matthmim.
Sulpicius Beverus {C/irofi., XL 21) extends the
slxl^-nine weeks from the thirty-second year of
Artaxerxes I. to Yespafdan, or from the restoration of the temple to its second destruction. His
contemporary, Julius Hilarianus, appears in his

UbeUus de mundi durations (in
the forerunner of t^e
modem critic»Bd exposition, in consequence of
his denial of the direct Messianic character of
the prophecy, whose fulfilment he places in the
age of Antiochus and the Maocabees; but he
commits the gross chronological blunder of assigning 4:^4 years (= 62 weeks) to the interval
between the return of the Jews under Zerubbabel and the reign of Antiochus Epiphanes,
while the period between B.C. 586 and B.C. 175
Prosper Aquireally amounts to but 861 years
tan in his Chronicon adopts the view advocated
by Eusebius in the Demonstr. evnngelica and the
Chrofi. (see supra. No. 2 b), and accordingly
reckons the sixty-nine weeks from the building
of the temple under Darius to Herod the Gr. and
the birth of Christ Finally, the venerable Bede
adopts substantially the view of Julius Africanus {LibeU. de temponim rations^ c. 7), as does
Ghronologia

Migne,

t.

».

13, p. 1098) as

I

also
i.

Thomas Aquinas {Comm.

in Dan.^ in Opp,^

XIII. ed. Antverp).
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4. The ei^mitors of modern times, and more
particularly of pre-rationalistic timeSf are agreed
in reoognizing Uie Messianic bearing of this prophecy, but differ exceedingly in their modes of

reckoning the seventy weeks, or, what amounts
to the same thing, in their interpretations of

^sb,

•13T

25.*

V.

As the terminus

Oi

quo of

the seventy weeks they accept one of the following dates
a. The time of the first prophecy by Jeremiah
(Jer. XXV. 11 et acq.), or the fourth year of Jehoiakim*8 reign; thus Harduin {Chronol. Vet
Test., Amstel., 1709, p. 593 ss.); A. Calmet
(Disseft. sur Ics 70 semaines de Daniel, Dissertt.y p. 1)
A. Collins {The scheme of liberal
;

prophecy,

I.

109).

The time

b.

of Jeremiah*8 second prophecy

(Jer. zxix. 10) or the fourth year of Zedekiah
80 Seb. M.'inster, Vatablus (and also several ex-

positors belonging to the last centuries in the
Middle Ages, e.g. , Lyranus, in the PostiUa, Baym,
Martini, Pugio fid., 2, 269, etc.).
e. The date of Daniers prophecy itself (chap,
ix. 1), and hence the first year of the reign of
Darius Medus pver Babylon, B. 0. 539 ; so J. H.

Jungmann

Koch {Entsiegdter
tmdKurzeAnfangsgrundeder

(Cassel, 1681)

J.

;

Daniel, II., § 206,
Chronohgie, II. 24), J. D. Michaelis {Versuch

a^er die 70 Wochen Daniels, (Jott. and Gotha,
1770; cf. his Epistola de Septuag, Jiebdatn, ad
Jo, Pr ingle, London, 1773) Matth. Hassenkamp
( VersucJi dner n^etien Erkldrung der 70 WocJien
Velthusen {MuthmasDaniels, Lemgo, 1772)
sungen Uber die siebenmal siebenzig Jahre beim
Danid ix. 24-27, Hanover, 1774).
rf.
The first year of the reign of Cyrus. B.C.
Calvin, (Ecolampadiua, I'Empereur, Coc560
ceius, Matth. Bervaldus {Chronican ss, auctoriIII. 7), B. Blayney (A disserts
constitaium.
tate
tion by way of Inquiry into DanieVs seventy
Weeks, Oxford, 1775), H. Uri {Sept., hebdomadum, quas Qabrid ad Danielem detiderat, interpretatio, pa/raphrasis, computatio, Oxford,
1788), also Dathe, Hegel, etc., in their commen;

;

;

taries.
e.

;

:

The second year of the reign of Darius Hys-

taspia (B.C. 520), or the year of the prophe ies
of blessing by Haggai (i. 1 et seq. ; ii. 1 et seq.)
and Zechariah (i. 1 et seq. ; iii. 8 et seq. ; viii
7 et seq.); so J, Driedo {De scHptis et dogmati-

bus ecclmatfticis,
evangeL, c. 122),

a

5), Com.
J. A. Bengel

Jansen {Concord,
{Ordo temporum,

etc., Stuttgart, 1741).

/. The second year of the rei<?n of Darius Nothus (B.C. 423) ; so J. J. Scaliger {De emendat,
temporum, L 4), S. Calvisius {Opus chronologieum),
g. The second year of the reign of Artaxerxes
Longimanus; so Luther {D, Prophet Daniel
deuisch, eta, vol. 41, p. 247, ed. Erl.), Melancthon ( Gomm, p. 891), Sal. Glossius ( PhUol. sacra),
K The seventh year of Artaxerxes Longimanus, or the date of the first decree by this king

to rebuild Jeru5»alem (Ezra vii. 1 ; viii. 11 et
seq.); so Abr. Calov {De Septuag. septimanis
fnysterium, Viteb., 1663 ; Bibl, Ulustr., I., p. 119
Comm.y Isaac Newton
68.), M. (>eier, in the
Rua {Diss, de Sept,
{Obsernations, eta), J.
hebdom. DanieUs, Jenae, 1740), H. Beiiel {Diss,
de 70 liebdd. DanieUs, in the Syntagma dis-

R

*

QL

Bertholdt, JkaUel,

U.

p.,

667 et seq.

IL, 21 as.), H. Prideaux {Gonnections^
Alex. Sostmann {Cotnment. ehrorwl, phScL
et exeget. in orac, Dan, ix. 24-27, Lugd. B.,
1710), S. Deyling {Progr. ad Dan. ix. 24 sa..
Lips., 1724), J. G. Prauck {Nwmm systema

sertatt.,
etc.),

ehronologice fundamentalist Gott, 1778). J. 0.
T>6der\&ji{ fiistUutt, Theol, chr., IL, p. 530 as.).
i.
The twentieth year of Artaxerxes
anus, or the date of the second ed*ct by that
king (Neh. ii. 1, 7 et seq.) ; so Luther {Doss
Jesus Ghristus ein geborner Jade sei, voL 29, p^
71 et seq., ed. ErL),* H. J. Offtrhaus {DissertaL

Lon^m-

70 septimanis DanieUs, Groning., 1756),
G. Reinbeck {Betrachiungen uber die Augsb,
Konfessian, IIL, 39), S. S. Weickhmann {Carmen
DanieUs de 70 Jiebdd. Christo vindicat., Pipg.,
Viteb., 1772), Starke {Synops., p. 2614).
k. The tenth or eiecenth year of Artaxerxes
Longimanus, or the earlier date by about ten
years assigned to his second edict, on the ground
of his co-r^ency with his father Xerxes ; so
Dion. Vet&YivLB {Doctrina temp))., L. 12, a 29;
Rationarium tempp.^ II., 8, a 9), Camp. Yitring*
^{De Septuag. Tiebdom. Dan. advers. Marshamum, Obsertatt sacr., II., p. 290 se.), C.
Michaelis (in AnnotU uberior,, eta).
The second year of the reign of Xerxes
I.
^
BO J. E. Faber {Jesus ex nataUum opportunUaU
Mesteias, Jens. 1772, p. 125 ss.).
A cfreat difference of opinion prevailed also
with reference to the particular terminus ad
quern of the prophecy referred to Christ, inasmuch as (a) some, following Eusebius, Cyril of
Jerusalem, Jacob of Edessa, and othf-r ancient
churchly expositors, extended the seventy weeks
merely to the death of Christ, others {b) continued them to the time of bis presentation in
the temple (Jungmann, Sostmann. etc.), others
{e) to his baptism in the Jordan or to his anointing (Melancthon, Calvin, Yitringa; abio W.
Whiston, Dissertation upon DanieCs weeks,
London, l'i25), still others {d) to the year of oui
Lord^s death (Luther. Colov, Prideaux, Biiddeus,
jSccl. Vet. Ti,, p. 854 ss.), and others finally
{e) included the more general spread of the
Gospel in the years immediately following the
Saviour's death in the series of the seventy
de

J.

R

K

weeks (Petavius,

Bengttl, J.

Brunsmann, eta).—

Yarious methods were adopted in order to obviate, by means of exact calculation, the discrepancy between the termin, a quo and ad
quetn, which was either too large or too smalL
According to Bertholdt, p. 574 et seq., they may
be designated as follows
(1). The method of paraXUMsm by whidi the
seven and the aixty-two weeks were reckoned

from the same point of time, or by which these
periods were not regiunde as suooesfdve in t^eir
order, but as contemporaneous with each other
(Haiduin, Jungmann, Collins, Marsham, eta).
(2). The merhod of intercalation which consisted in interpolating intervals of greater or leas
extent between the several periods of hebdomads, and especially between the sixty-ninth
and seventieth weeks (FEmpereur, Newton,
Koch, Beer, Uri, eta).
(3). The method of tranpositicn by whicn
the first two periods of hebdomads were enum1

• Lnther, however, confounds ArtaxerxeR I., who fj^nrea
in the book of Nehemiah, with Cambyse^ cf. also the worlc,
Von den Juden und thren LUgen, toL 8S, pp. 195 et aeq.,

Sldetuq.
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eiAted in inverted order,

i.e..

the sixty two

first,

and che seven afterward (thns, in imitation of
Tertullian, Theodoret, etc., some of the most
recent expositors, especially Hofmann, Delitzsoh,
Wieseler, etc.).

The analoffieal method which estimates
the hebdomads in the several sections by an on(4).

eqnal standard, e,ff., regarding the seventieth
week as a
Sfptimana magna ^* or Jnbilee
period of forty nine years (Newton, Frank
similarly Galmet, A. Kluit [ Vatidnium de Mes*ia duce primarium s, expUe. Sept. JUbdd, Dan,^
Mediol., 1774], and already many of the church
fathers mentioned above, as Eosebins, Poly''^

chronins,

—

successors).

The method

of count ng by jubilee periods
years each, by wtoich the seventy yean*
appear to be exactly equal to 600 years (Sost(6).

of

fifty

mann and

others).

The method

reckoning by Ghaldee
years of 860 days, by which the seventy hebdomads are reduced to 488 years (Pet. Brinch,
Diss, chronol.'Critica de 70 hebdomadd, DanieUs.
Hafn., 1702).
(8). The mystical method of enumeration,
which seeks either to limit or extend the seventy weeks of years by the use of a year of any
abnormal and mystical length. Hippolytus and
others led the way in the ancient church in this
method; and following them we have J. J.
Hainlinus (6'topw«a<jwr. temporum^ Tttb., 1692,
(7).

Schmidt (in Paulus* AfenwrabiUa, VII. , 41 et seq.),
Velthusen, J. D. Michaelis, Jahn, et al. The
(with whom Baumgarten-Grnsius agrees,

first

Bibl, Theol., p. 870) reads v. 24,

Q"»?a? D"?22:\

seventy, yea, seventy years" (which is intended to indicate the duration of the exile),
and then translates v. 25, ** from the present
time to the Messiah are seventy, seven, sixty,
and two weeks," which is interpreted to mean
that " twice seventy years may elapse before his
**

advent"

Yelthuamx (Muthmassungen Uber
70 Jahre des Daniel, Hanover, 1774) reads v. 25 o-irao n5a» D-»^a».
(!).

siebenmal

die

etc.).

The method

of reckoning by lunar years
of 854 days, without an intercalated mouth
(Hassenkamp and J. D. Michaelis after the
precedent of JuL Africanus and his patristic
(5).
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of

and Sol temporum s, GhrorwL mystiea, Tttb.,
1647); Bengel, Thube, Crusius {Uypomnemata
in theologiam propheticam). Among them Hainassumed s dorter years than the ordinary,
giving them 34^ days each, and thus obtained
460 Julian years for the seventy weeks. Bengel, Thube, etc., on the other hand, sought to
amplify, and therefore fixed the length of a
mysti(^ year at 1-^^- solar years, and thus obtained 555 1 years for the period of seventy
lin

weeks.
5. The critieo^ationaUstic or anti-Messiamie
expositors of recent times may be divided into
two principal classes
A. That of the emendators toho adopt a
lent course, and seek to remove the chronological
difficulty by means of exegetical or critical assumptions of a more or less arbitrary character,
e,g.^ (1) by the assertion that the seventy weeks
are ordinary weeks and therefore 490 days, and
extended from the day of the vision to the time
of Gyrus and of laying the foundations of the
temple (thus the Eng.-work,
free Inquiry into
DanieVs vision or Prophecy of the Seventy Weeks,
London, 1776; cf. Bertholdt, p. 554 et seq.);
(3) by the assertion that Daniel, who wrote
after the time of Gyrus, predicted to the people
an impending second destruction of the recently
restored temple in this prophecy, which was
therefore not fulfilled (Eckermann, l^heol. Beitrdge, I. li p. t32 et seq.) ; (3) by the assumption
that vs. 2o-27 are the gloss of some rabbi (Franz
LowenheiuL, Inquisitio critica eseegetiea in diffleuU. proph. Dan., e. ix., etc. Wiroeb., 1787)
(4) by several less important changes in the reading of Y. 24 or 25, such as were proposed by

wh

A

D. Michaelis (Versu43h Hber die 70 Ja^irwochen Danids, Gott, 1771) emends the same
J.

passage so as to

Jahn

read

D*^3?as}l

{fferm, sacra, Append.,

hand, reads

t.

n^ao

Q*^7ao*

L), on the other

Schmidt, 0*^7?? ^^T^V
and then
D^iyad (70 x 7 or 490 years,
renders V. 25
which reach from Gyrus to B.G 64), and adds
in addition ts'^j:?'! B'^af© D'^WO"] {ie., seventy
v. 24, like

(the seventy years of the captivity),

n^»

7 or 8« and sixty-two years, to
the destruction of Jerusalem by Titus).
B. The more considerate and scientific expositors of the critical school conceive of tiie
passage as belonging to the times of Antiochus
Epiphanes, and as a Vatidnium ex eventn relating to that age. In this view they were preceded by numerous Jewish and a few Ghristian
representatives of the MaocabaBan interi)retation {e,g.^ by Julius Hilorianus, about A.D. 400;
years, to A.D.

by Marsham, an Englishman [Ca?ion

chron,, p.

the Jesuit Harduin [0pp. seleota, p.
ss. ; cf Eohler, De Harduin iwoa sed inepta
interpretatione tatic. a/pud Dan. de 70 Jiebd.,
Altorf, 1721], and the English free-thinker Ant
Gollins [Scheme of Literal Prophecy, Lend.,
1726]). So Gorrodi {Krit. Oesch, des GhiUnsmus,
p. 247 et seq., and FreimUthige Versuche Uber
verschiedene in Tlteologie und biblische Kritik
einschlagende Materien, p. 42 et seq.)t who, however, introduced much ^lat is arbitrary in developing his scheme. He renewed, for instanoe,
the questionable expedient of transposing the
weeks [see No. 4 (3)], reckoning first sixty- two
hebdomads from tiie begfinning of the captivity
to the first invasion of Judsea by Epiphanes, then
seven hebdomads from the date of the composition of the book of pseudo-Daniel to the Maccabsean Messiah, who, it is alleged, was expected
to appear about the year B.G. 115, and finally
inserting a single hebdomad between the two

610
592

SS.J,

.

former periods, to which last week he assigns
the actus! persecutions, which involved, e.g., the
murder of Onias III., the interruption of the
sacrifices, etc.
Another representative of this
tendency is Eichhom {Allgem, BibUuthek der

—

bibUschen lAteratur, III., 761 et seq.) who follows
the method by paraHeUsm [No. 4 (1)] rather
than that of transposition, calculating the first
seven hebdomads backuHirds from the edict of
Gyrus in B.G. 536 to the destruction of Jerusa
lem by Nebuchadnezzar, but reckoning the sixty*
two weeks forward from the fourth year of Jehoiakim (B.G. 605) to Ant. Epiphanes, and the
final week from the death of Onias to the restoration of the temple services by Judas Mao-
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—

Eichhom^B hypothesis found an adcabsBOfl.
herent in V. Ammon, who adopted it in his
BiMiHche Theoiogie (II. 217 et seq.) with but few
changes; but Bertholdt opposed it with keen
criticism, and advanced instead the following
explanation ** seventy weeks of years are determined upon the Jews until the expiation of
their sin {i.e.t to the dedication of the temple by
Judas Maccaboaus), and, more particularly, from
the destruction of Jerusalem by Nebuchadnezzar to the reign of C5yrus, forfy-nine years or
seven weeks of years ; within a period of sixtytwo further weeks of years Jerusalem is to be
rebuilt (hence to the time of Epiphanes).
At
about the end of these sixty-fcwo weeks (? !)
Alexander the Gr. dies, without leaving a natural successor.
Afterward Jerusalem is desolated
by Antiochus Epiphanes, who forms an alliance
with numerous apostate Jews, that continues
during nearly a week of years. At the middle
of that week he interrupts the temple services
and erects the statue of Jupiter Oljrmpus on a
wing of the temple until death overtakes him."
So far as the chronological order of the seven
and sixty-two weeks is concerned, this expositor is therefore not a parallelist, but a representative of the theory that they denote successive
periods.
To obviate the exorbitant interval of
sixty-two weeks of years between B.C. 586 and
B.C. 175, he assumes that, as a whole, the statements by the oracle respecting time ^* are not to
be taken mathematically, but prophetically and
indefinitely " (p. 613) !— Bertholdt*s theory is
accepted by Griesinger {Neue AnMit der AufMtze im BucJi Daniel, 1815, p. 92) and substantiaUy also by Bleek.
The latter {Thtdog.
Zeitsehr. of Schleiermacher, de Wette, and Lit eke,
:

—

1822, and Ja/trbb. /. d. T/teofogk, 1860) differs
from Bertholdl in several particulars, e.g.^ in not

dating the commencement of the first seven
weeks of years from the deetruction of Jerusalem, but from the prophetic oracle of Jeremiah,
chapters xxv. and xxix., and in extending the
sixty-two weeks exactly to the death of Seleu-

cus Philopater (the
V. 26).

n*iz:72

But they are

without a successor,

entirely agreed in placing

the seven, sixty-two, and one weeks in succession to each other, and in most positively rejecting every parallelism or transposition of these
periods, a» being contrary to the sense of the
vision {Jnhrbb., etc., p. a3).--H. L. Reichel {IHe
tfMr Wdtreicfie des Pro^i/uten Danid, in the
TJieoi. Stud. u. Krit,, 1848) and Eamphausen in
Bunsen's Bibdwerk advocate views similar to
those of Bleek, excepting that the latter holds
that the ''anointed one** of v. 26 denotes the
high priest Oniaai instead of Seleucus Philopater
Several others, however, again made use of
parallelisms, e.g., Rosch {Die 70 Jahnjoochen drs Bneh^n Daniel^ genau chronologiseh
nachgeiDtf^en, Stud. u. Krit, 1834), v. Lengerke,
and Hltzig. The first takes the year B.C. 609
as the starting-point of the tijco parallel epochs
art being the year which the alleged pseudoDaniel assumed for the destruction of JerusaThe seven weeks of years, beginning at
lem.
that date, were to continue until the commencement of the reigfn of Cyrus. B. C. 560, and the
sixty-two weeks until the death of Seleucus
Philopater, the ^* anointed one who should be
oat off ; *' but this period is lengthened by the

—

addition of eight farther weeks, which reach to
B.C. 120 or to John Hyroanus, the political
Messiah of Judaism in the MaocabsBan period.
Von Lengerke likewise regards the seven and
the sixty-two years as being parallel, but date«
them from B.C. 588. The sixty- wo were to expire with the murder of Seleucus Philopater,
the ^* anointed one/* v. 26 (although this is said
to involve an error of 21-22 years in the reckoning of pseudo-Daniel, sinoe the 434 years, if
calculated from 588, would, in fact, reach to
B.C. 154), and the seventieth week was to reach
from 170 to the death of Antiochus in B.C. 164.
There is consequently a gap of about six yean
between the close of the sixty -second week and
Hitzig subjects this
the beginning of the last
hypothesis of v. Lengerke to a searching criticism, but on his part, likewise adopts an arbitrary explanation based on parallelisms.
He (a)
inserts the seven weeks of years between B.C.
588 and 539 ; (b) the sixty-t^to weeks or 434
years, on the other hand, are reckoned backward, from B.C. 172 to B.C. 606, the year in
which Jeremiah uttered his prophecy respecting
the seventy years : (c) the seventieth week extends from April, B.C. 170, to the end of March,
164, and the murder of Onias, the ** anointed
one,'* V. 26, falls in the beginning of this last
week. This hypothesis comes nearest to that of
Eichhom, from which it differs merely in reckoning the seven weeks forward from 588, and
!

the sixty- two backward from 172, while Eichhom counts the seven weeks in a retrograde
order, and the sixty-two progressively.
A pe-

—

culiar mode of rei koning

was adopted by Ewald,

which may be characterized as the abbreviating
method. It first reckons the seven weeks of
years from B.C. 588 to 5:^9, and the sixty-two
weeks from thence to B.C. 1()5, but then assumes
a shortening of the latter period of 434 years
by seventy (which reduction, it is alleged, waa
formerly indicated in the text itself by a note
after v. 20 or v. 27 that has now been lost), nixd
by this method returns to the year B.C. 175, in
which the '* anointed one was cut off,** iL^., in
which Seleucus Philopater died and approximately at the same time, the year in whidi the
momentoas last week began, which extends
from B.C. 174 to 167 (p. 424 et seq.).—Wieseler
in substance (in his treatise, Die 70 Wochen^

—

formerly followed the method of parallelism
etc., Gottingen, 1839), but at a later period preferred a peculiar modification of the transposing
method (in his review of the Time4 of DarM^
by the duke of Manchester, Oott. GeL-Anz,^
1846). In the former instance he reckoned the
sixty-two weeks from B.C. <K)6 to B.C. 172, and
the last week from 172-165, and regarded the
seven weeks as not admissible or to be counted beside the other sixty- three (pp. 102 et seq. ; 123 et
seq. ) ; but in the latter, while he continues to rec:kon the sixty- three weeks from B.C. 606-165, be
places the seven weeks after them, as representing the period which was to elapse between the
week of severe tribulation and the advent of
the Messiah (the l-'S: H'^r^, v. 25, who is to be

from the rn373 menwhere Onias is intended). This
period, which must not be calculated with
mathematical exactness, but is to be interpreted
spiritoally, denotes a jubilee cycle, that has

carefully distinguished

tioned in

V. 26,
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grown from a period of fifty years into one of
more than 150 years, since Clurisfc was bom 160
its beginning (p. 131 et
Wieseler's modification of the transposing method may be denominated the lengtJtemng
hyx>othe8iSf in contradistinction from Ewald's
abbreviating method. It obviously forms the
point of transition to the Messianic conception
of the text, and is intimately connected with
the views of several representatives of the
typical-Messianic interpretation in the latest
times.
6. The most recent Jliessianie expoaitars are
divided into two classes, who advocate respectively a direct-Messianic interpretation of
the prophecy, or one that is merely typically

years after the date of
seq. ).

Messianic*
A. To the former class belong Less (Beweis
der Wahrluit der chrwtlichen ^Ugion^ p. 276
et seq.). Sack (ApologeUk. p. 288 et seqA Scholl
{Commentatio de Sept. /lebdomadibus DanieUe^
Franco! , 1831), Dereser, Havemick, Hengstenberg, Allioli, Reinke, Stawars, Sepp, Weigl, Auberlen, Duke George of Manchester, Pusey, Kliefoth, etc. [including the great body of English and
American expositors, with the almost sole exception of Moses Stuart] In general, they are agreed
in referring both the T*?: H'^S'?* • 25, and the
.

n'ld^, V. 26, to Jesus Christ, but they differ
considerably as to the special terminus a quo of
the prophecy, or its terminus ad quern. A majority regard the twentieth year of Artaxerxes
Longimanus, or B.C. 455 (Neh. i. 1 ii 1) as
the starting-point of the seventy weeks or the
;

date of the

"»3'J

5^273.

They count

sixty-nine

weeks of

years, or 483 years, from that date to
the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius,
twenty- eight aer. Dionysius, or 782 a. n. c. (Luke
iii. 1), when the three and a half years of public
activity on the part of our Lord began.
Tbey
consequently place the Saviour's deatii and resurrection in the middle of the last week, and

refer the ib

"i"»»iT

H'^r^ niS'^^v. 26, to his cru-

The remaining three and a half years
are regarded as a more or less variable terminus,
admitting of no precise chronological determinacifixion.

but rather transpiring indefinitely in the
course of the founding of Christianity (so Less,
Sack, Scholl, Dereser, Hiivemick, Hengstenberg,
Allioli, Reinke).
Modifications of this theory
are advocated (1) by Fr. Stawars {Lie Weissaguny Daniels mj. 24-27 in Bezug auf das Taufjahrjesu, in the TUbinger Iheol. Quartaisehrift^
1868, No. IIL, p. 416 et seq.), who translates
nsi atsb 1??, V. 25, *»from the fulfilment of
tion,

God's promise to rebuild Jerusalem,*' and contends that that promise was fulfilled in conneotion with the rebuilding of Jerusalem as a dty^
under Nehemlah, in the year 458 ; from that
time to twenty-six eer. Dionysius 483 years or
sixty-nine weeks elapsed, and immediately afterward, in Jan. 27, Jesus was baptized in the
Jordan by John ; (2) by Anberlen and Pusey,
who begin the seventy weeks in B. C. 458, or the
seventh year of Artaxerxes Longimanus (Ezra
vii. 7), instead of the twentieth year of that
reign, and thus obtain the twenty-sixth year of
our aera as the close of the sixty-nine weeks, or
*

Ot

KUefoth, DanUl, p.

8St9

et

mq.
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the time of our Lord's baptism; (3) by Sepp
{Leben Jesu, L, p. 248 et seq., second ed.), who
regards Ezra as the spvrittuU rebuilder of Jerusalem, and therefore reckons from the year B.C.
400, locating the baptism of Jesus in the year
778 a. u. a, or A.D. 25 : (4) by Weigl ( Ueber das
fjoaJire Geburts- und bterb&jahr Jesu ChrisU,
Part I., p. 103 et seq.), who renders the words
at the commencement of v. 25 ** from the execution of the command to rebuild Jerusalem,"
etc. , and begrins the seventy weeks with the year
B.C. 453, thus obtaining the year 783 a u. c. , or
A.D. 30, as the time of our Lord's baptism ; (5)
by Duke Greorge of Manchester (in the work reviewed by Wiweler, The times of Daniel^ ohronological and prophetical, ensamined with relation to
the point of contact between sacred and profane
chronology, Loud, and Edinb., 1845), who takes
the first year of Darius Medus as the terminus a
quo of the seventy weeks identifying that
monarch with Darius Nothus, like Tertul-

—
etc. —and

Scaliger, Calvisius,
therefore
calculates the 490 years from B.C. 424, which
brings him to A.D. 66, the year in which the
Christians fled from the besieged city of Jerusalem, and in which the Chxistian church was
really founded.
He assumes an entirely different terminus a quo for the sixty -nine weeks,
namely B.C. 444, the alleged first year of Cyrus,
whom he believes to have hved in the fifth instead of the sixth century before Christ (I !).
The sixty-nine weeks, or 488 years, intervened
tween that year and Christ's death on the cross
in March, A,D. 38; (6) by Kliefoth, who goes
back to the mystical theory of reckoning, and
accordingly extends the secen weeks from the
edict of Cyrus in B.C. 537 to the advent of
Christ, regardless of the fact that that period
does not consist of seven weeks of years, nor of
seven centuries, nor of any cycle whatever,
whose aggregate of years is divisible by seven
—-the sixty-two sevens from Christ to the time
of the great apostacy, or of the antichrist at the
end of earthly history (during which period of
indefinite duration the church is to be ** built '*
and ** restored," or brought back to God), and
finally, the last week from the great apostacy to
the appearing of Christ, the last judgment, and
the consummation of the world.
B. Hofmann, Delitzsch, FiiUer, Ebrard, and
Kranichfeld [also substantially Keil] adopt the
typimUy Messianic interpretation. The former
three also favor the transposing theory followed
by Wieseler (1846), inasmuch as they assign to
the seven weeks oiP years a place after the 62 +
1 weeks.
They reckon the latter from B. C. 606
or the fourth year of Jehoiakim to the time of
the Maccabees (and more particulorly, the sixtytwo weeks from 606-172. and the one week
from 172-165), regarding the events of the »ra
of the Antiochian persecution and tbe Maccabesan revolt as types and prefigurations of the history of the founding of Christianity ; and they
describe the seven weeks of years as a period of
nnmeaaured length, whose beginning is coincident with the ** going forth of the word to build
Jerusalem," ».«., with the first preaching of the
Gospel in the time of Christ and the apostles,
while their end is connected with the judgment
There
of the world and the advent of Christ
is therefore, on this theory, a '' breaking of the
thread," or a hiatus, between the sixty-three
lian,

!
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and the seyen weeks amonntrng to about 160190 years, and, in addition, an extension of the
last seven weeks into periods of mysterious
length ; in other words, the aid of intercalation
and of myHticaJl enumeraUofi is superadded to
that of transposition [of. supra, No. 4, (2), <3),
and (8)]. These are employed at least by Hofmaun and Delitzsch, who do not even shrink
from the venturous experiment of amplifying
the seventy weeks into quadratic Sabbatic
periods,* while Fiiller, more sober and considerate, but assuredly not less arbitrary, interprets the six weeks as being wholly future, and
as belonging to the distant end of the world.
He endeavors to render this inordinate hiatus
conceivable by the assumption that Daniel saw
the post-Macedonian antichrist, Antiochus Epiphanes, and the post- Roman antichrist of the
last times perspectively as one.
Ebrard avoids
every method of transposition, but does not
escape violently altering the text (in a review of
Fuller's Daniel, in the G^lterelohe AUgem, Uterar.

—

Amdger, Oct,

1868, p. 367, and earlier, in his
Offerwarung JoJianrm^ p. 67 et seq.), in his endeavor to demonstrate the typically Messianic
sense Cf the passage. Supported by the amplifying version of the Sept. (see supra, No. 1), he

roads Q"'?^0 in

v.

25 o (sdl. 0"?=^^), instead

of C^^PI^, or he asserts that S'^^^C
after C'^^Pa© through
copyist.

He

the

was omitted

inadvertence

farther holds that

v.

24

of

a

states, in

general terms and round numbers, that seventy
weeks of years were to elapse from the beginning of the captivity to Christ, and, by the melSiod
described above, obtains the more exact statement in V. 25, that 7 + 70
77 weeks of years
should intervene between the edict of Gyrus
(538) and Christ, and sixty-two weeks between
the building of the city ** with street and widl
by Nehemiah (B.C. 440) and Christ (six years
earlier than the Christian ssra).
The time from
Christ's birth to his death or the thirty-five
years of his life on earth, in which he particularly includes the three and a half years of his
official activity, are conceived by him as the
former half of the last week, the whole of
which is said to be a *^ larger mystical" week*
and its latter half ** reaches to the mystical
three and a half years of the Apocalypse, which
extend to the return of Christ." Kranichfeld
does less violence to the text than any of those
referred to.
Avoiding transposition, parallelisms, and emendations, he reckons the first seven
weeks of years from the prophecy of Jeremiah,
chap. xxix. , and from the destruction of Jerusalem in B.C. 588 (cf. supra, on v. 25), the sixtytwo weeks from the end of the former seven or
the time of Daniel's vision in B.C. 589, and regards the T'aj n"»r5, y. 25, who stands at the

=

—

beginning of the sixty-two weeks, as represent-

Cf . Delitzaoh, p. 884, ** If the neventy weeks are not regarded as (dmple, but mther om quadrated Sabbatic periods,
follows that 70 X 49 or 3480 yean are to intervene between the fourth year of Jehoiakim and Christ, whose panisla is considered as one snch period.
Consequently, if 8,695
ycun be added to that uf^gregate, ns having passed from the
creation to the fontth year of Jehoiakim, the suKgostive
amount will result in about 7000 years (diminiHhed by only
twenty-live years) ns the duration of the world. For a
criticism of this view cf. Kllefotb, p. 887 et seq.
it

ing Cyrus, while the

n'^Ttf^, v. 26.

who appcan

at their dose, is supposed to denote Christ. Thia
theory consequently postulates a gap of more

than a century between the Maccaba&an period,
which bounds the sixty-two weeks (and to whoee
sufferings the prophetic descriptions of v. 26 6
and 27 refer), and the time of Christ, the ** anointed one who was to be cut off," v. 26 a,
which interval was unnoticed by the prophet, in
harmony with the law of perspective vision.*
The assumption of this interval between the
dose of the sixty -two weeks and the opening of
the New-Test. SBra of salvation does not constitute the feature which forms our only objection to Kranichfeld*s theory ; for, without some
such interval the prophecy would lose its genuinely prophetic character, and instead of being
an ideal description, possessing the future, it
would present a calculation of arithmetical ex-

* [Keil thns dasrilies the varions interpretationB :

Most of the chnrch fathers and the older orthodox

'*1.

interpre-

ters find prophesied hero the appearance of Christ in the
flesh. His death, and the destruction of Jerusalem by tbs
Romans. This view is in our time fully and at length de-

fended by Havemick (Comm.), Hengstenberg (CAristo^., IIL
1, p. 19 nq., 9d ed.), and Auberlen [D«r PropK Dowel, etc,
p. IDS sq., Sd ed.), and is adopted also by the Catholic
theologian Laur. Beinke {Die Memian. Weitmo. beldeugr.
u. kl. Proph. de$ A. T., 1 V. 1, p. 206 aq.X anr" by Dr. Pus^,
of Enghind. 2. The majority of modem (oontinonta!) interpreters, on the other himd, refer the whole passage to the
time of Antiochus Epiphancs. This view presents itself in
the Aiexandrlan translHtion of the prophecy, more distiiKtiy
in J lUlns Hilarianus (about A.D. 400) ( Chrouologta «. meUut
dA mundi durattone, in Migntfs BibliotA, cler. unUf.r 1. 18,
p. 101)6), and in sereral rabbinical interpreters , but was first
brought into npedal notice by the rationalistic interpretoi
Eichhom, Bertholdt, v. Lenuerke, Haurer. Ewald, Hitzig,
[Rosenmttller]. and the mediating theologians Bleek. Wie»cler (Dia 70 Wochen w. di« 68 JaMitoockm det Proph.
DanUl^ G^tt.. 1889, with which compare the retractatit-n
in the GoUinger. GeL Anxeiffer. 1846, p. 113 sq.), who
are followed by Lttoke, Hilgenfeld, Kranichfeld [StnsrtJ,
and others. This verse has been defended by Hofmann ( DU
70 JtJire

dM

1^

70

Jer. u. die

Jahrwochtn det

Daniel,

u. Er/aUinig, as also in
the Schrifibeto.), DcUtisch (art. Daniel in Hanog"« Beatencykl. yoI. U1.\ and Zttndel(h:ithe JTrlMscAm Uniern.\ bat
with this essential modification, that Hofmann and DelitZKh
have nnited an eechatological reference to the primary historical reference of vers. 25-97 to Antiochus Et>lphanes, in
consequence of which the prophecy will be perfectly sooomplished only in the appearance of antichrist and the finsl

KVimb.,

and

WeUsag.

completion of the kingdom, of God at the end of the days.
8. Finally, some of the uhuich fathers and sevenl modem
theolojfians have Interpreted the prophecy eschatotogioiklly,
as an annonnuement of the development of the Idngdom fA
God at the end of the exile on to the perfecting of the kingdom by the second coming of Christ at tha end of the days.
Of this view we have the first germs in HlppoJytns and Apollinaris of Laodioea, who, having rvgard to the prophecy
of Antichrist, ch. vii. 25, refer the statement of ver. 87 -f
this chap, r^arding the laet week to the end of the wtvU,

and the first half of thia week they regard as the time of the
retnra of Elias, the second half as the time of antichiitt.
This view is for the first time definitely stated in the Berl»burg Bible, But KUefoth, in his Comm, on Daniel was
the first who sought to investigate and establish tlilf* ofinioa
exegeticany, and Leyser (in Uenog*8 RealenCy XVIIL, p.
888) has thns briefly stated

it

:

'

The seventy 3*^727.

<•«., tlie

Daniel (ch. \x. 24 sq.), measured by sevens, withto
which the whole of God's plan of salvation in the world wfll
be completed, are a qrmbolical pei fod with reference to the
seventy years of exile prophesit-d by Jeremiah, and with the
aooessorv notion of oeoumenlcitv. The seventy is again
divided into three periods : Into seven (till Chrirt), »ix^-two
KCLtpoi of

(tm the apostasy of
worid,

Jirro,

antichrist),

divided into

and <mm, T^3^«

the iMt

2x8^ times, the rise and faU of an«•

" With the last view KeU's own interpretatiflo
The great objection to it is that it mixm
the literal with the mystical import of the prophecy, and
faUa to yield any exact fulfilment of the definite numben
tichrist.'

sentially agrees.

of the text}.
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Onr
(of. the following section. No. 1).
difficulty consiBta in the oircumstance that the
aotnese

anointed one who should be cut off," v. 26 «,
held to be Jesus Christ, the Messiah, who was
exalted through humiliation and sufferings to
glory, while everything subsequently mentioned
in the immediate context (the *^ prince " who
should *^ destroy the city and the sanctnary/'
the *• covenant with many " confirmed by him,
the interruption of the sacrifice and oblation,
the introduction of the abomination of desolation, and the judicial punishment of the destroyer) had its complete historical fulfilment
in the events of the period of persecution and
oppression under Antiochus, and serves merely

|

j

**

is

as

a

typical illustration of the times of suffering

and of the judgments under the New Covenant.

The

continuity of the prophetic description apbe painfully broken by this application
a to Christ, when the predictions of v.
26 b and v. 27 are simultaneously referred [by
Kranichfeld. etc.] to the Maccabsean epoch. In
addition to this contradiction of the context,
this method of interpretation involves the logical
inconsequence of a vacillation between the
typical and the direct Messianic theory of exposition, or of an obscure intermixture of the
prefigurative and the antitypical.

X)earB to
of V. 26

j

:

.

{

I

I

against their] offences, and for expiating guilt,

and for bringing in [the state of] perpetual
righteousness, and for sealing up [the verification of] vision and prophet, and for anointing
Holy of Holies. And thou shait know and consider [that] from [the time of the] issuing of a
command for restoring and building [i.e., for rebuilding] Jerusalem till [the coming of] Messiah prince [shall intervene] seven heptades, and
[its] street shall return
sixty and two heptades
and be built [t.^., shall be rebuilt], and [its]
And
fosse, and [that] in distress of the times.
after the sixty and two heptades Messiah shall be
cut off, and nothing [shall be left] to him and
people of the coming prince shall destroy the
city and the holy [buildii4r]» and his end [of
fighting shall oome] with [or, like] the flood, and
until [the] end of warring [shall occur the] decreed [result] of desolations. And he shall
establish a covenant for the many [during] one
heptade, and [at the] middle of the heptade he
shall cause to cease sacrifice and offering and
over a wing [»'.e., eagle as an ensign] of abomi;

I

I

;

;

nations

EXCURSUS.
(BY

THE AMERICAN RBYISOR.)

prised within Vie

Daniel

**

Periods com-

Seventy Weeks ^* in

ix.

24-27.

Seventy heptades have been decreed [to transpire] upon thy nation, and upon thy holy city,
for [entirely] closing the [punishment of] sin,

and for

up

sealing

[the retributive sentence
Last B^orm bejun
pAte In Sammer] B. C. 410.

7w. =49y.
SdUet

publMed

at

Jerusalem,
Jnly, B. 0. 460.

[i.e.y

idolatrous images], [shall preside

and [this shall oontinue] till comand a decreed [one that] shall pour out

the] desolator,
pletion,

[Identification of the Historical
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1-87.

upon

[the] desolate.

have been unable to satisfy myself of the entire oonsistenqy of any of the foregoing interpretations of this remarkable prophecy, and would
therefore propose a partly new elucidation, in accordance with the preceding literal translation
In doing this I
and the following diagram.
need not dwell upon the minor peculiarities of
phraseology, which have been fiQly treated alI

ready.
ChHst Bapttasd,
Angnst, A. D.

!i8.

;
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tics agree.

At

this time, also,

more Jews

re-

home than

at any other, and the
rebuilding of Jeruliteral as well as spiritual

turned to their

**

'*
was prosecuted with unsurpassed vigor.
The period here referred to extends ^^tlU the

salem

Messiah " (see the upper line of the diagnim);
that is, as far as his public recognition as such
by the Voice at his baptism, the anointing ^* of
the previous verse ; and not to his deat/i, as is
commonly supposed, but which is afterward referred to in very different language ; nor to his
birth
which would make the entire compass of
the prophecy vary much from four hundred and
'

'

—

—

.

ninety years. The period of this verse is divided
into two portions of "seven heptades" and
"sixty-two heptades," as if the "command"
from which it dates were renewed at the end of
the first portion ; and this we find was the case.
Ezra, under whom this reformation of the State
and religion began, was succeeded in the work
by Nehemiah, who, having occasion to return to
Persia in the twenty-fifth year after the commencement of the work (Neh. xiii. 6), returned
*' after
certain days,*' and found that it had so
far retrograded that he was obliged to institute
it anew.
The length of his stay at court is not
given, but it must have been considerable to allow so great a backsliding among the lately reformed Jews. Prideaux oontends that his return
to JudsBa was after an absence of twenty-four
years;* and I have supposed the new reform
then set on foot by him to have occupied a little
over three years, which is certainly none too
much time for the task (see the lower line of
the dmgram).
The "rebuilding of the streets
and intrenchments in times of distress" seems,
to refer, in its literal sense, to the former part
especially of the forty-nine years (compare Nehemiah iv. ), very little having been previously
done towards rebuilding the dtp, although
former decrees had been isnned for repairing the
temple f and, in its spiritual import, it applies
to the whole time, and peculiarly to the three
years of the last reform.
The "sixty -two weeks " of verse 26, be it observed, are not said to commence at the end of
the " seven weeks " of verse 25, but,
more
general terms, after the "distressing times"
during which the reform was gfoing on ; hence,
they properly date from the end of that reform,
when things became permanently settled. It is
in consequence of a failure to notice this variation in the limits of the two periods of sixty- two
weeks referred to by the prophet (compare the
middle portions of the upper and of the lower
line in the did tgram) that critics have thrown
the whole scheme of this prophecy into disorder
in applying to the same event such irreconcilable
language as is used in describing some of its
different elements.
By the ravaging invasion of
foreigners here foretold, is manifestly intended
the destruction of Jerusalem by the Roman
troops, whose emperor^s son, Titus, is here
styled a " prince " in command of them.
The
;

m

.

same

allusion is also clear from the latter iiart
of the following verse. But this event niuxt not
be included within the seventy weck.s ; because,
in the first place, the acconiplishnicnt would not
sustain such a view,
from the decree, \\. (J.
459, to the destruction of Jerusjilcni. A. D. 70,
being five himdred and tweut^'-cight years;
secondly, the language of verse 24 ilocs not require it, as it is not embraced in the purposes
for which the seventy weeks are there stated to
be appointed to Jerusalem and its inhabitants
and, lastly, the Jews then no longer formed a
link in the chain of eodesfastical history in the
Divine sense, Christian believers having become the true descendants of Abraham. At the
close of the verse we have the judgments with
which God would afflict the Jews for cutting off
the Messiah : these would be so severe, that the
prophet (or, rather, the angel instructing him)
cannot refrain from introducing them here, in
connection with that event, although he afterwards adverts to them in their proper order.
What these sufferings were, Josephus narrates
with a minuteness that chills the blood, fording a wonderful coincidence with the prediction
of Moses in Deut. xxviii. 15-68 ; they are here
called a " flood," the well-known Scripture emblem of terrible political calamities (as in Isa.

—

—

—

Dan. xi. 10, 22 Nah. i. 8).
Verse 27 has g ven the greatest trouble to
critics of any in the whole passage ; and, indeed,
the common theory, by which the seventy weeks
are made to end with the crucifixion, is flatly
contradicted by the cessation of the daily sacrificial offerings at the temple, '' in the middle of
the week." All attempts to crowd aside this
point are in vain for such an abolition could
not be said to occur in any pertinent sense before
the offering of the Great Sacrifice, especially
as Jesus him.self, during his ministry, always
countenanoed their celebration. Besides, the
viu. 7, 8

;

;

;

advocates of this scheme are obliged to make
this last "week" encroach upon the preceding
** sixtytwo weeks,'* so as to include John the
Baptist's ministry, in order to tnake out seven
years for ** confirming the covenant ; " and when
they have done this they run cotmter to the previous explicit direction, which makes the first
sixty-nine weeks come down '* to the Messiah.**
and not end at John. By means of the double
line of dates exhibited in the above dtagntm, all
this is harmoniously adjusted ; and at the same
time the only satisfactory interpretation is retained, that after the true Atonement, these
typical oblations ceased to hare any meaning or
efficacy, although before it they could not consistently be dispensed with, even by Christ and
his Apostles.

The seventy weeks, therefore, were allotted
Jews as their only season of favor or
mercy as a Church, and we know that they were
not immediately cast off upon their murder of
Christ (see Luke xxiv. 27; Aote iiL 12-26).
The gospel was apeoially directed to be first
preached to them
and not only during oar
Saviour's personal ministry, but for several yean
to the

;

* [See the armaments in his ConnecUot^ sab anno 409. I
idaoe the whole prophecy a your earlW.]
t [Namely, by Cyrus, the Medo-Pprsian conqueror of the
BAbyionfaiiK. who thuR put an end to the ** seventy years* captivity,'' B. G. 68ft, as in Ezra i. 1 ; and by Darinit Hystaspis,
who renewed Cyrus's decree (Ezra iv. 24), B.C. 518, rescinding its prohibition by his immediate predeoeasort Cam by see

andBmerdia.]

afterward, the invitations of grace were confined
The first instance of a ** turning to
to them.
the Gentiles" proper was the baptism of the
Roman centurion Cornelius, daring the fourth
year after the resurreotion of Chnst. In this
interval the Jewish people had shown their de-
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CHAP.
termined opposition to the New ^'Ooyenant**
by imprisonis^ the Apostles, stoning Stephen
to death,
ity

and

offioia)^ proscribing Christian:
soon after this

through their Sanhedrim

martyrdom occorred the conyersion of Saul,
who '* was a chosen vessel to bear God^s name
to the Gkntiles '*
and about two years after
this eyent the door was thrown wide open for
:

their admission into the covenant relation of the
ohnrch, instead of the Jews, by the vision of
Peter and the conversion of Cornelius. Here
we find a marked epoch, fixed by the finger of
God in all the miraculous circumstances of the
event, as well as by the formal apostolical
decree, ratifying it, and obviously forming the

great turning-point between the two dispensations.
We find no evidence that "many"
of the Jews embraced Christianity after this
period, although they had been converted in
great numbers on several occasions under the
Apostles^ preaching, not only in Judtea, but also
in Galilee, and even among the semi-Jewish inhabitants of Samaria ; the Jews had now rejected Christ as a nation with a tested and incorrigible hatred, and, having thus disowned their

God, they were forsaken by him, and devoted
to destruction, as the prophet intimates would
be their retribution for that ^^ decision," in
which the four hundred and ninety years of this
their second and last probation in Uie Promised
Land would result It is thus strictly true that
Christ, personally and by his Apostles, " established the covenant," which had formerly been
made, and was now renewed, with many of the
chosen people, for precisely seven years after
his public appearance as a Teacher; in the very
middie of which space He superseded forever the
sacrificial offerings of the Mosaic ritual by the
one perfect and sufficient Offering of His own
body on the cross.
In the latter part of this verse we have a
graphic outline of the terrible catastrophe that
should fail upon the Jews, in consequence of
their rejection of the Messiah ; a desolation that
should not cease to cover them, but by the
extinction of the oppressed nation : it forms an
appendix to the main prophecy. Our Saviour^s
language leaves no doubt as to the application
of this passage, in His memorable warning to
His disciples, that when they should be about
to '* see tiie abomination of desolation spoken of
by Daniel the prophet, stand in the holy place,"
they should Uien **flee into the mountains"
(Matt. xxiv. 15, 16 ; comp. xxiii 86, 38), in order
to save themselves from that awful ** wnsujnmaHon " of ruin, which he also pointed out as the
** determined " fate of that impenitent city,
"
after it should have endured the *' desolating
ravages of a siege unparalleled in rigor and suffering, besides being *'left desolate" by the
abandonment of their God. The destined period of fulfilment arrived, and Joeephus, who witnessed it, tells us that the standards of the
Roman army, who held sacred the shrined silver
eagles that surmounted their banners, were
actually placed, during the capture, in the temple, opposite the eastern gate, and there sacrificed to {De Bea. Jud, VI. 6, 1). Equally exact,
if the view proposed above is correct, are all the
specifications of this wonderful prophecsy.
In the preceding investigation several chronological points have been partially assumed.
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IX. 1-37.

which entire satisfaction with the results obtained would require to be fully proved. A
minute investigation of the grounds on which
all the dates involved rest would occupy too

much

space for the present discussion * I shall,
therefore, content myself with determming the
two boundary dates of the entire period, trusting the intermediate ones to such incidental
evidences of their correctness as may have been
afforded in the foregoing elucidation, or may
arise in connection with the settlement proposed. * If these widely distant points can be
fixed by definite data independently of each
other, t^e correspondence of the inlertal will
afford strong presumption that it is the true
one, which will be heightened as the subdivisions fall naturally into their prescribed limits

and thus the above coincidence

m

the character
of the efoenU will receive all the confirmation
that the nature of the case admits.
1. TTu date of ths Edict.
I have supposed
this to be from the time of its taking effect at
Jerusalem, rather than from that of its nominal
issue at Babylon; the difference, however,
being only four months, will not seriously
affect the argument.
Ezra states (chap. vlL
8), that **he arrived at Jerosalem in the fifth
month (Aby our July-August) of the seventh
year of the king" Artaxerxes. Ctesias, who
had every opportunity to know, makes Artaxerxes to have reigned forty-two years, and
Thucydides states that an Athenian embassy,
sent to Ephesus in the winter that closed the
seventh year of the Peloponnesian war, was
there met with the news of Artaxerxes* death,

—

TTvi^dfievoi

,

.

.

. veuorl TE^dvTjKdra
irePerr^rv), BdL
this war began in the

'ApTa^ip^ffV

Uara ydp tovtov rbv

.

.

;fp<Jvov

rV. 60.
Now
spring of B.C. 431, as all allow (Thuc. ii. 2),
and its seventh year expired with the spring of
B.C. 424 ; consequently, Artaxerxes died in the
winter introducing that year, and his reig^n
began some time in B.C. 466. This latter historian also states that Themistocles, in his flight
to Asia, having been driven by a storm into the
Athenian fleet, at that time blockading Naxos,
managed to get safely carried away to Ephesus,
whence he (Uspatched a letter of solicitation to
Artaxerxes, then lately invested with royalty,'
vecxni (iaoi?xiovTa (BeU. Pelop.y I. 137).
Thd
date of the conquest of that island is B.C. 466^
which is, therefore, also that of the Persian
king's accession.
It is now necessary to fix the
seoBon of the year in which he became king.
If
Ctesias means that his reign lasted forty-two
fuU years, or a little over rather than under
that length, the accession must be dated prior
to the beginning of B.C. 466 ; but it is more in
accordance with the usual computation of reigns
to give the number of current years, if nearly
fuU, and this will brin^ the diM» of accession
down to about the begmning of summer, B.C.
466.
This result is also more in accordance
with the simultaneous capture of Naxos, which
can hardly have occurred earlier in that year.
I may add, that it likewise explains the length
assigned to this reign (forty-one years) by Ptolemy, in his Aetronamieal Canon^ although he
has misled minlem compilers of ancient history
jPdap.y

* [On them chrono1offic«l dementfl, iee Browned Ordo
ScKtorum^ pp. SOS and 90-107.]
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by 1}egmning it in B.C. 465, haying apparently
himself fallen into some confusion^ from silently
umexing the short intermediate periods of anarohy sometimes to the preceding and at others
to the ensuing reign. The ** seventh year" of
Artazerxes, therefore, began about the summer
of B.C. 460, and the *' first [Hebrew] month"
(Nisan) occurring within that twelvemonth,
gives the following March- April of B.C. 459
as the time when Ezra received his commission
to proceed to Jerusalem for the purpose of executing the royal mandate.
2. Tfie date of the convention of Comdiiu.
The solution of this question will be the determination of the distance of this event from the
time of our Saviour's Passion; the absolute
date of this latter occurrence must, therefore,
first be determined.
This is ascertained to have
taken place in A.D. 29, by a comparison of the
duration of Christ's ministry with the historical
data of Luke iii. 1-23 ; but the investigation is
too long to be inserted heie.
(See Dr. Jarvis's
Introduction to the ffitttarp of the Church.) A
ready mode of testing this conclusion is by observing that this is the only one of the adjacent
series of years in which the calculated date of
the equinoctial full moon coincides with that of
the Friday of the crucifixion Passover, as any
one may see— with sufficient accuracy for ordinary purposes— by computing the mean lunations and week-day back from the present time.
This brings the date of Chn8t'84>aptism to A.D.
25 and the whole tenor of the Gospel narratives indicates that this took place in the latter
part of summer. Other more definite criteria
of the season cannot be specified here.
The chief chronological difficiilties of the Acts
occur in the arrangement of the events associated with Cornelius's conversion, and arise from
the vague notes of time (or, rather, absence of
any definite dates) by Luke, between the account
of the Pentecostal effusion (chap. ii. 1) and the
death of Herod Agrippa the elder (chap. xii. 23)
indeed, but for the periods noted by Paul in
Qal. i. and ii. it would be utterly impossible to
adjust minutely the dates of this portion of the
history.
As it is, the subject is almost abandoned by most chronologers and commentators
as hopelessly obscure and uncertain ; but there
is no occasion for such despair.
The death of
Herod is ascertained (by the help of Josephus,
Antiq. XIX 8, 2) to have occun^ in the early
part of the year A.D. 44, between which time
and the Pentecost of A.D. 29 is an interval of fifteen years, covered by the incidents contained in
chapters ii-xi of the Acts. The visit of Paul,
spoken of by him as his second to Jerusalem
(Gal. ii. 1), appears at first sight to be the same
with that nanated in Acts ii 80, since there is
no mention of any intervening visit ; it was
made in company with Barnabas, and the
**
revelation " (Gal. ii. 2) might answer to the
prediction of the famine by Agabus (Acts xi. 28),
which caused the I'oumey. Now in that case it
is certain that the date of this visit (^' fourteen
years after") is not reckoned from that of his
former visit (GaL i 18), for then it would have
occurred at least seventeen years (14+3) after
his conversion, which would be two years more
than the whole interval between this second visit
and the Pentecost referred to ; it is, therefore,
reckoned from his convermon^ which makes his
;

,

journey to Damascus, on which he was converted
occur one year (15—14) after this Pentecost
This is corroborated by two ancient ecclesiastical
traditions, one of which states that Paul was
converted in the year after the Ascensioa, and
the other refers the martyrdom of Stephen
(which was so connected with Paul's persecuting
journey to Damascus, as not to have preceded it
many months) to the dose of tiie same year in
which Christ suffered. If, on the other hand,
OB the best authorities mostly agree» the second
visit spoken of in Gal. oorresponds with that described in Acts XV., as the similarity of the subject debated at the time (the obligation of

M

Mosaism) especially indicates, then we are
liberty to apply the natural interpretation to the
intervals there given, and we shaU thus have
the visit in questicm occurring seventeen yean
aft^ the conversion of Paul. Now, the date of
the visit referred to in Acts xii. is known to be
A. D. 44, and if we allow the reasonable spaea
of three years for the first missionary journey,
as recorded in the intervening chapters (Acts
xiii, xiv.), and the considerable stay at Antiodt
upon its close (xiv. 28), we shall still have, as
before, an interval of one year betwe^i the
Crucifixion and Paul's conversion a space, for
all that we can see, sufficiently amj^e for the
events related.
Paul's first visit (Gal. i. 8) must naturally be
reckoned in Uke manner from his oonversion, as
it is mentioned to show the length of his stay
in Damascus and its vicinity, and is put in contrast with his intentional avoidance of Jerosalem on his conversion (ver. 17) ; we have thus
the date of this same visit in Acts ix. 26 fixed
at A.D. 83, four years after the noted Pentecost.
I need not here discuss the length nor
precise time of the visit into AralNA (GaL L 17),
nor the exact mode of adjusting this pasmge
with Luke's aooount in the Acts ; these points
are capable of easy solution, and do noi require
the supposition of some intervening visit in
either narrative. Neither need I stop to reconoile the m^ition of travels in Syria (Gal. i. 21)
with the sea voyage direct from Caraarea to Tarsus (Acts ix. 80) ; the visit to Jerusalem oocopied only fifteen days (GaL i 18), and there is
nothing here to disturb the above dates.
Most chronological schemes, blindly following
the order of Acts ix. and x.« witiiout taking into
special consideration this interval of three years
spent by Paul at Damascus, have |daced the
oonversion of Cornelius after that apostle's return to Tarsus, the arrangers being apparently
actuated by a desire to fill up the period of fifteen years by sprinkling the events al<mg as
widely apturt as possible for the sake of unif(»m
intervals.
But several oonsiderationB present
themselves to my mind which cause me to tiunk
this arrangement erroneous.
In the outset, the
question arises on thie suppositiGn, What were
the other apostles doing these three years ? Was
nothing going on at Jerusalem or in Judaea worth
recording? But this interval is not thus left a
blank by the sacred historian. Luke sayt (Acts
ix. 31), ^^ Then had the churches rest," etc ;
that is, as I understand it, during these three
years, the persecution stirred up by Saul after
the martyrdom of Stephen being arrested by
the oonversion of that enemy, the Christian
societies generally enjoyed great quiet and proa-

—
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I oazmot diBOOver any pertinent oattae
for this remark, unless we suppose it to refer to
the period suooeeding this event. The same
idea is carried bj the mention of the travels of
Peter • * through all parts " (verse 33), evidently
during this season of outward peace, when his
presence was no longer needed to sustain the
Church at Jerusalexn. It was during this tour
that Peter was called to preach the Gospel to

Cornelius
of Saul

;

the year succeeding the conversion

was probably spent by Peter

in building
sooiely at the metropolis, his tour apparently occupied the summer of the year following ; and in the third year Paul, on his visit to

up the

Jerusalem^ finds Peter returned thither. This
affords convenient time for all these occurrences,
and connects them in their natural order.
Lastly, under this view we can readily explain
:he plan of Luke^s narrative in these chapters:
after tracing the histoiy of the Church (specially
under the conduct of Peter) down to the persecution by Saul, he takes up the subject of this
opponent's oonveraion, and does not quit him
until he has left him in quiet at home hence
his omission of all reference to these three years
as being unsuitable to his design of continuity
he then returns to Peter, and narrates his doings
in the interim.
This parallel method of narration is proved by the resumption of Paul's history in chapter xi 18, where Luke evidently
goea back to the time of Stephen, in order to
show what the dispersed evangelists had been
accomplishing during the four years succeeding
that martyrdom, and thus connect the preaching to the Gentiles with the latter part of that
and this again prepares the
period (ver. 20)
way for the visit to Antioch of Paul, who had
lately returned to Tarsus.
It is true, in this scheme there is made an
interval of ten years between the establishment
of the Church at Antioch and the visit of Paul
to Jerusalem, about the time of Herod's death
but it is much better to place such an interval,
during which no incident of striking moment
occurred, after the Gospel had be^me in a
measure rooted in the community, than to inter-

—

;

;

;

considerable periods of uninteresting
in its early planting, when matters
which, had they transpired afterward, would be
passed by as trivial, were of the greatest importance in the histoTy. Intimations are given
of the general prosperity of the cause, and
there was no occasion to present the detuls of this period, until some remaricable
event broke the even course of occurrences.
Such an event was the visit of Paul, and especially the contemporaneous conduct and fate of
Herod; and the latter account is accordingly
introduced in the twelfth chapter by the phrase,
Kar' kneivav 6h rdv tuup6v^ always indio^ve of
some fresh occurrence after a period of compar-

sperse

^enoe

Nor is this inative monotony and silence.
terval left entirely devoid of incident ; it is in
fact filled up by the account of the preparation
**
It was ** during those days
for the famine.
that the prophet Agabus visited Antioch from
Jerusalem ; some time after his arrival, he
dieted the famine, and it is plainly intimated
that the fulfilment did not take place immedi*•"
in the days
ately, but several years afterward,
of Claudius Cesar.'' That emperor, therefore,
was not reigning at the time of its utterance,

]^
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and as the famine took place in the fourth year*
of his reign (Josephus, Ant., XX. 5, S, compared
with L 2), there is here an interval of at least
four years silently occurring between two closely
The ^^ whole
related incidents of this period.
year " during which Paul preached at Antioch
(Acts xi. 26) is reckoned from his call thither by
Barnabas, but does not extend to his visit to
Jerusalem ; it only covers his first labors confined to the city itself (after which he itinerated
in the neighboring regions of Syria, GaL i. 21),
and extends merely to about the time of the
The above interval of ten
arrival of Agabus.
years was occupied by Paul in such labors as are
referred to in 2 Cor. xi. 23-27.
We thus arrive at the conclusipn, based upon
internal evidence, that the admission of the
Gentiles by the conversion of Cornelius occurred
near the close of Peter's summer tour, in A. D.
32 ; we cannot be far from certainty in fixing it
as happening in Uie month of September of that
year.]

ETHICO-PUin)AMENTAL PRINCIPLES BELATED
TO THE HISTORY OP SALVATION, APOLOGETICAL REMARKS, AND HOMILETICAL
SUGGESTIONS.
1. A truly unbiassed apprehension of the
sense of the prophecy respecting the seventy
weeks of years will succeed in demonstrating
a typical reference to the Messiah only rather
than any direct allusion. * The general character of the language in the introductory passage,
V. 24, opens a prospect, indeed, of events such
as are elsewhere foretold only in prophecies that
are directly Messianic in their nature but these
events are here assigned to a time immediately
subseqitent to the end of the seventy weeks of
with Jeremiah's
years, which are made to
*

b^^

*iaT concerning the

seven^

years, or at abou1^

the commencement of the captivity (B.C. 600
or 588). The prophet consequently saw the
Messianic period of deliverance in a much closer

from his time
would justify, and he connected it intimately
with the ssra of persecution under the Seleucidad,
which he saw in spirit as the closing period of

proximitiy than its actual distance

the series of seventy sevens of years, as prophetically revealed to him. The tiieocratic seer,
who could not calculate by centuries, but only
by Sabbatic periods or cycles of jubilees, expected the advent of the Messianic deliverance
after seventy Sabbatic years should have expired, instead of removing it to tdie distance of
five or six centuries, f The limit assigned by the
prophet certainly testifies to his wonderful range
of vision, and exalts him far above his contemporaries in the captivity, none of whom would
have been IDcedy to remove the beginning of the

Messianic era to any considerable distance be* [On the ooDtrary, there Is good renson to believe that thif
remarkable prophecy raiitaised the faith of the plocw Jews
in their anticipations of the near approach of the Redeemer's coming (of. Mark i. 15 ; Lnke ii. 86, SS-), as it has sinoe
been a powerfnl arRument to prove his aotnal adrent at the
thne prwlioted (oL GaL iv. 4; 1 Pet. L 11).]
t [The learned and pions author does not seem to be aware
how nugatory tnoh a mlaoonoeption on the part of the holy
seer wonld render this prophecy, the marked peooliarity of
which is that it designates the Unu of the events predicted.]
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yond the

close of the Babylonian captivity ; but
below the hUtorical measure of the

it still falls

distance between Jeremiah's prophecy and the
Kew-Teat. fulfilment by 100-110 years, —or, in
other words, instead of extending into the tune
of Christ, it merely reaches to the age of John
Hyrcanns and his immediate successors. The
principal stations in the course of pre-Christian

development were doubtless sufficiently apparent to the prophet, and upon the whole ^
were seen as separated from each other by precisely the interval which actually resulted in the
progress of events. In his younger contemporary Cyrus, the ** anointed prince," v. 25, he
recognized tlie introducer and founder of a
period of relative salvation for the people of
God (a period which should bring a restoration
of Jerusalem, although for the time an imperfect, troubled, and oppressed restoration), and
therefore saw in that prince a first typical forerunner of the Messiah. He saw a farther prefatory condition to the coming of the Messiah
in the religious persecutions and antitheooratic
abominations, with which the descendant of a
royal Javanic house should aflSict Israel in the
distant future, slaying the anointed high priest
(Onias III., B.C. 172), and even interrupting
the theocratic worship for a time and desecrating its sanctuary ; and he fixed the interval between the former positive and this later negative preparation for Messiah's coming, with approximate correctness, at sixty-two weeks (».«.,
the difference between the first seven, which
had already expired at his time, and the momentous last week of the seventy a number of
years which certainly exceeds the actual historical interval between 539 and 175 or between
Cyrus and Epiphanes by seventy years.* But
the additional internal of more than one and a
half centuries or twenty-three to twenty-four
weeks of years, which, according to the Divine
purpose, was to intervene between the typical
udivec Tov xpt(rTov of the Maooabsean age and the
advent of Christ, escaped his vision while ranging in the distance. In the limitation of his
earthly and human oonsciousness f he did not
suspect that the Spirit of prophecy did not reveaj to him any immediate, but only indirect
preparations and types of the Messianic rara. He
does not see the abysmal gap of renewed waiting during nearly two hundred years, which
separated the bright exaltation of the victorious
Maccabssan aara from the still more glorious and
heavenly period in which the New Covenant
should be established ; and the prophets and observers of prophetic predictions immediately
subsequent to him, probably noticed no more of
that interval than did he (cf. the Eth.-fund.
principles on chap. viL No. 2).
The pious theocratic searchers of the Scriptures in the Maooabssan period, and probably in the later stages
of that period, who had themselves beg^n to
experience a painful consciousness of the descent into the gap which Daniel had overlooked,
were probably the first to arrive at an under-

—

* Cr.

Bleek, in the JahrbUcher /. deutacAe

Theoloffie,

1860, p. 84; Beiohel, in Stvd. u. KrUik^tt, 1848, pp. 787,
748 et seq.
t [It Bhoold ratber be borne in mind that this is not a
question of Daniel's sabjectiTe intuition into the future;
the dates in quecitioa were thoee explicitly given him by Gabriel conuniaaioned direct from heaven for that very purpose.]

standing of the merely typical nature of the
contents of vs. 26 and 27, tiius being taught to
look for a more perfect and enduring realization
of that oracle. Cf. Kranichfeld, p. 337 : ** This
natural difference between the prophet^s conception of events and their historical reality would
ultimately lead to the inference that a farther
realization of the prophecy was to be expected,*
inasmuch as the Grecian empire, and more particularly that of Antiochus Epiphanes, did not
appear as the last of the heathen monarchies,
and the final supremacy of the Messianic kingdom of God was not yet introduced. Instead
of charging the prophetic idea as such with being untrue in this respect, or of rejecting it
without farther investigation as not having been
fulfilled, the thoughtful circles among the people would probably treat that idea as Haggai,
Zechfuiah, Malacbd. and Daniel himself treated
the Messianic hopes of Jeremiah or Isaiah, that
were connected with the return from the captivity, since the prophetic description had been
so remarkably fulfilled in other respects. The
internal evidence demonstrated that the idea
was in itself incontrovertibly trut^ and it waa
regarded as such, while its realization in the
light of historical facts was referred to a more
In like manner Christ unites
dSstant future.
the description of the Messianic future with ica
conflict, and its triumphs with his own time, and
connects with the latter the thought of the erection of Messiah^s kingdom; while the NewTest. Apocalypse, from its historical point of
view, connects it with a still later time. Christ
simply regards the destruction of Jerusalem and
the end of all things, joined to the triumph of
God^s kingdom, as a comprehensive whole, on
the authority of DanieFs description ; and he
consequently designates the present ytvta (Matt,
xxiv. 31 and parallels) as the time in which the
picture of the eschatological future should be
realized, f
The apostles imitate him in expecting the end of the world in the age in which
they lived \X but the Eevelator's field of vision
lay beyond that >TVf d, and beyond the destruction of Jerusalem. That such a transfer and reference from one period to another (which, as
compared with its predecessor, is to bring t
more complete, and ultimately, a full realiza-

the prophe
implied in
the very character of the genuine prophetic
oracle, as being essentiaUp comprehensite in itm
nature, even though the writer may primarily
have intended it to refer ordy to some particulat
The reference
event in the progress of history.
of the prophecy respecting the future tribulation was doubtless accepted in the beginning of
tion) is possible, without degrading
tic idea

and destroying

its value, is

—

* [It is diflknlt to Bee bow a diaoorery of Danid^ own
error on the point in question shouM lead hla readers eiiht^r
fnr :%
to entertain greater faith in his predictions or to
more correct interpretation of them than he was ab4e to Mttam
himself.]
t [There is this eswentlal differenoe, however, as to th*
point at imue between thcae eschattdogical sayings of oar
Lord and this of Daniel, that Christ exinremly disclaimed any
revelation or even knowledge of the ** times and ecawns " of

wk

the events predicted ; whereas the prophecy beforo as la a
pure series of sndi chronological potanda. Indeed mir
Lord in these very utterances explicitly refers to this irientioal passage of Daniel as aflbrding Uie only due that bo
gives to Uie date of their oooanenoe.1
X [This assertion is often made by expositon, bat it !•
directly oontradioted by Paul's emphatic language in S
Theea. iL 1 aod.]
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the Maccabaean epoch, and among others, by the
writer of the first book of Maccabees; but the
Jewish Sibyl may serve to show that despite
such reference, the circumstances of the times
might make way for another interpretation in
each Instance, since, as early as about B.C. 140,
and at the time of a newly foanded hereditary
Jewish-national dynasty, it makes the ten horns
of Dan. vii. end beyond the Epiphanes with
Demetrius L, finds the little horn in Alexander
Balas, who seized the throne of the SelencidsB,
instead of referring it to Antiochus Epiphanes,
and no longer regards the world-oontroUing
power of the Jewish theocracy as bound to the
ruin of the dead Hellenic influence, which is
characterized in mild terms, but to the power of
the hated Roman empire. The Romans, whom

the Septuagint substitutes for the D'^n^p in Dan.
zi. 31, are here directly and practically installed
in the place of the fourth world-kingdom of
Daniel, in which position we afterward meet
them in Josephus and the New Testament.**
Concerning the latter point cf Hilgenfeld, I>ie
fudisefie Apokalyptik^ pp. 69 et seq., 84 et seq.,
and also supra, § 6, note 8, of the Introd. to this
.

work.
2. Despite the repeated specific references to
facts and droumstances in the Maccabaean ssra,
<he prophecy before us is no votkiuivm ex eventu^
that was invented in that age ; for the want of
agreement between its statements and the actual coDditions of that time is far more general
Uian their correspondence.* It is (1) a funda-

nental non-agreement between the prophecy
fulfilment, that the sixty-two weeks
>if years, if reckoned from the end of the seven
weeks, or from B.C. 538, in harmony with the
context and the evident sense of the prophecy,
extend down to B.C. 105, while the whole of the
Antiochian-Macoab89an catastrophe, which forms
the contents of the last week of years, was
ended at least seventy years earlier and (against
Ewald) the text contains no indication whatever
that the period of 434 years or sixty-two weeks
Is to be shortened by seventy years or ten weeks
Further (2), the murder of the high
•it years.
jpriest Onias, which we are compelled to regard
fts the Maccabsean or typical fulfilment of the
n''r73 tTTiS"), y. 26, did not transpire exactly in
the b^^inning of the sixty-ninth or last week,
but somewhat earlier, in the year 141 se. Sel.,
which was still included in the sixty-second week
The pre\ct 2 Maco. iv. 7 et seq.; xxiii 34;.
iiction of y. 26, *^and ajfter the threescore and
two weeks shall an anointed one be cut off,*'
does not therefore harmonize exactly with the
corresponding fact in the MaocabsBan history
(of. supra, on that passage ; also Kranichfeld,
p. 809 et seq. ) ; and if not Onias, but Seleucus
Philopater is to be understood as denoted by the
*^
anointed one who was out off,** as Bleek, Mau-

Hud the

;

rer,

the

Roesch,

Lengerke, Hitzig, etc., oontend,
discrepancy becomes still
tiiis must be added (3) that the

v.

chronological

greater.

To

* [This effort of the aathor to tarm to advantage in one
VRiection an acknowledged faUnre in another, is ingeniou*,
bnt nnfortonately, if tme, would prove too much ; for if the
prophecy does not tally with its alleged folfllment. It Ia
thereby shou-n not only to have been not written after the
event, but to have been no tntt prophecp at aU.]
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1-27.

temple and the altar did not remain in the profaned condition to which Antiochus Epiphanes
had reduced them during "half a week or
three and a half years, but only during three
years and a few days (see Eth.-fund. principles,
etc., on chap. vii. No. 8, b), and finally (4), that
the detailed description of this desecrated state

and of the "abomination of desolation,*' v. 27,
which stood on the sanctuary while thus profaned, does not correspond more exactly to the
statements in 1 Mace, i , than the allusions to the
punishment of the antitheistic madman,
which are found in the close of the same and
the preceding verse, accord precisely in any way
with what histoiy records concerning the end of
Antiochus Epiphanes. In order to be understood
by his contemporaries, a Maccabsdan pseudoDaniel would have clothed his allusions in a very
different form, and would have made them
everywhere less equivocal. The surroundings
of the vision concerning the seventy weeks, and
the preparations for it would likewise have received a different form at his hands; and the
fervent penitential and intercessory prayer, by
which the Spirit of prophecy was invoked and
the Divine exposition of Jeremiah^s oracle was
secured, tins especially would have been different in both contents and form, from what it is
in vs. 4-19, had it been invented by a pseudoDaniel.
Instead of revealing a relationship to
the similar prayers in the books of Ezra and
Nehemiah, whioh were vmtten immediately
after the captivity, it would have displayed a
character more nearly like that of the far more
verbose and prolix apocryphal writings whioh
originated during the last pre-Christian centuries,
such as Baruch, Ecclus., Judith, and the additions to Esther and Daniel ; cf , in addition to
Bar. i. 14-ii 19 (regarding which see above, on
V. 4 et seq.), especially Ecclus. 11; Jud. ix.; Tob.
iii. and xiil; Ezek. iii 1 et seq.; and also the
Prayer of Azariah, Dan. iii 26 et seq. Nor
would the alleged pseudo-Daniel of the Maccabaoan age have been likely to omit from a
prayer written to favor a tendency, every allusion to the raging of the enemies of Good's people, which still continued at his time, since that
prayer would unquestionably be designed to
contribute to the quickening of the religious
and national zeal and courage (cf e.g, , the prayer
of Judith, chap. ix. which has already been referred to, and see again the remarks on v. 4 et
judicial

.

.

seq.).
3. T?i6 practical fundamental thought^ and the
central idea of thts section is to be looked for
neither in Daniel's penitential prayer and fervent intercession for his nation only, nor yet
merely in the equally serious and comforting
disclosures of the vision of the weeks.
It is
rather contained in the relation of the two constituent elements to each other, i.e,^ in the
causal connection of the prayer, as the expression of a disposition of the heart, that showed
truly prepared to receive Divine revelait
tions concerning the salvation connected with
the future of Gk)d*s kingdom, with the revelaInasmuch
tion itself that was thus obtained.
as that preparation of the heart reaches its
highest point in tbe disposition which constitutei

the prophet a niTl>sn

ld"^» (y.

23),

a Ood-lov-

ing favorite of God, a needy, contrite, humble.
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and therefore worfchj object of the yearning
love of the Father of mercies, it may be said
that this expression in y. 23, which states in a
brief and striking manner the reason why the
following prophetic disclosures are youchsafed
to the prophet, contains the central and fundamental thought of the whole chapter. Moreover, since by that very expression the prophet
is characterized as an anxious searcher iJter the
goal of the histozy of the Old- Test empires,
and as one of those humble and self-abasing
servants of God, to whom He granted the most
extended view of the future of His kingdom,*^
in reward of their humility and their faithful investigations in the documents containing His revelation of salvation, the nature of genuine
prophecy under the Old DitpmBotion^ as being a
longing and anxious preparation for the future
manifestation of dekcerance in Christ may be
found to have been characterized in this section,
and to have been exemplified in one of the most
prominent instances in the collective development of Old Testament The theme for the
homiletioal treatment of the chapter as a whole
might therefore read : *' Daniel, the favorite of
God ; the leader and founder of that series of
pious * watchers ' {irpoadEx^f'^vot^ Lake ii 26, 38)
which reached to the time of Christ ; the example and teacher of the only Divinely attested
method of ^ searching the Scriptures ' (John v.
89) ; the model possessor of the Spirit in which
the Scriptures are to be read and pondered ; the
ideal prophet in the sense indicated by Peter"
(1 Pet. i. 10, 11 : rrepl
oumjpiag k^t^irriiaav ml
kitjpeinnjaav irpo^^ai ol nepi nyf elg vfjtdg ;^fdpfrof

^

irpodfijTcvaavregy kpevifCrvreg elf rlva

^ noiov Kaipov

kdijAxw rb kv avroig irvevfia xp^orov rrpopaprvpSfuvov
ra eli XP"^^"^ ira^^/mra Kcd rac fiera ravra 66^aq),

If a proper use were made of the key afforded
by 1 Pet. L a , to arrive at a correct understanding of the chapter and a correct estimate of the
Heesianic position of the prophet, thus securing
the weapons with which to energetically refute
the current rationalistic piejudice that Daniel
no longer represented a normal and healthful
stage of prophetic develc^ment, but rather one
in which it had already b^gun to degenerate and
to be *^ apocalyptically diseased," a sermon
framed on some such (dan would be aUe to
achieve truly powerful results, both in a practical and an apologetio point of view.
In view
of the extraordiniuy wealth of matter, it might
be well to divide it into two themes for sermons,
in order to treat it thoroughly ; for instance, let
one sermon treat of the spirit in which the
Scriptures should be read and the mysteries
contained in them be approached (vs. 1-23), and
another bear upon the principal feature disclosed
by the Scriptures when thus perused, viz. the
fundamental, law of all the history of sahation—
** through
sufferings to glory " (vs. 24-27).
,

:

Cf. FfiUer, Der Prophet DanM. p. 264, '* We hear
Daniel repentcdly characterized as a,JetDel of great value in
the sight of God. Hence, for the reaaon that Daniel is precious with Qod, the latter meets his petitions and wishes
kindly, and makes disclosures to him which would not
otherwise have been imparted. If his nation may find comfort and encouragement in these disdosnies at a later day, it
Is to know to u^Aom it is indebted for them, and to learn that
a man upon whom rests the favor of God may be a blessing
to his peop e during subsequent centuries. For Daniel is
not merely the instrument tkrovgh tcAicA, but ^ao the maa
/or whone aake God imparts this revelation, which possemea
Incalculable value for Daniel's nation for centuries to oome.'^

4.

EomHeticai suggestions on partieuJar pas
On v. 2 et se<|., Jerome ^^ In einere et

sages.

:

saeco posttdat implen, quod promiserat Deus;
non quo esset incredvlus futurorum^ sed ne ieeuritas negUgentiam et negligentia pareret offmSielancthon : ^'Btiamsi Deut promisit
sam.**
beneficia corporalia vd spirituaUa^ tamen preeSms
mdt eauereeri fldem^ et vuU orescere pmitentiam^
sicut inquU Zacharias : Convertimini ad me.et
ego convertar ad vos, etc. Et orat Danid de
restituenda Ecdesia ; ita r*os quoque ofjUiamur
vero dolore propter Bedesim calamitates et oremvs,
ut Deus earn augeat^ gubemei et servet.^ Spener
(Penitential sermons on DaniePs penitential
prayer) : ^ ^ All the Divine prophecies are obscure
before their fulfilment, and can only be appiehended through special industry in the light of
Divine truth ; therefore, ' whoso readeth, let him
understand' (Matt xxiv. 14).''— Staike: **If
Daniel read prophetic writings, although himself a prophet of the Most sSgfa, how dlly is it
to imagine that we can know everything of ourselves
Thence it results that dreams and false
imaginings are taken for God^s word (Ezek. xdL
8 et seq. ) .... It is certainly the duty of a
Christian to exercise his faith oontdnnally in
prayer ; but when a special promise by God is
before him, he should arouse himself to ^lat exercise more fully (Acts iv. 24) ; for there aie

—

—

!

many promises which

include the conditioii ol
true repentance and obedience to Qod, either expressed or implied,** eta
J. Lange : ** Promise,
pmyer, and fulfilment always belong together

—

(Psa. xxvil
. 4 et seq. ,

8).**

y

Melancthon

:

*'

Dcmsdfaietur pee-

^

oata popuU
tribuU Deo laudem justitUB^ quod
juste puniterit popuium. Deinde petit remit-

sumem peeeatorum

et

reduetionem

^

P^P^

ergo tera eontritio, agnoseere vram Dei ad^ertvs
nostra peoeata, expoMseere propter iram Dei, dolere quod Deum offenderimus^ tribuere in laudem,
quod juste nos puniat, et obedifre in pomis.-^Nee
tamen satis est peeeaia noseere, intueri panas^ sed
aeeedatqu/>queeonsolatio. Ergo Danid non tohtm
doctrinam contritUmis propomt^ sed addit partem
(Uteram.
Docet suo exemplo petere et expeetare

veniam propter misfrioordiam et prondssiones."
«*A conception of Ood*s ponitiTt
justice fs necessary, in order that man may

—Starke:
more

fully recognise the guilt of his sin, and
lull hin[ise]f into a mistaken security

may not

with the comforting thought of His mercy. .
despite this tiiere is no other nor better
comfort in the agony of sin, than 6od*s goodness and mercy, througii which alone we can
obtain forgiveness by faith.**— Hftvemick : ^*At
the same t^e, the prayer of the prophet was
not merely one that proceeded from him as as
individual, but one offered by him as a mediator
of the whole nation, in whose name he nowmed
to the Merciful One. We may therefore ascribe
a liturgioal character to it with entire iostice,
and thus explain the frequent borrowing of
former expressions in which it abounds.**
Verses 11-14, CSalvin ^^ Danid hie signifioai,
non dsbere videri absurdum, quod Deus rmHtosU
atperioT in dect/um populun^ quam in gente$
profanas; quia spiUcet major oral impietas HHus
popuH quam gentium omnium^ propter ingratUU'
dinem, propter contumaciam, propter indomnbH'
em iUam pervicadam, Quum ergo superarirU
Isradita gentes omnet et maUtia et ingratitudine
.

But

:
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omni genere sedetmm, Daniel hie prcBdicat,
merito tarn duriter ipsaa affligiy Geier : ** The
j^reater tiie favor shown bj Gk)d toward a nation
or coontry, the greater will afterward be the
€t

—

pnniahment whkdi follows on

ingratitude

its

—

Spener
(Dent, xxxii 18, 22 et aeq.). "
^'
Divine threateniugs are recorded in order that
man be deterred from sinning, and also that an
evidence of God^s righteousness and truthfulness
mi^ be drawn from their realization. Without
repentance, all other means to avert the wrath
of God are useless. He that should endeavor to
quench the fire with one hand, while pouring oil
on it with the other, would increase the fire
more than his attempt to quench it would diminish it (Jer. il 23). »•
Verse ; 5 et seq. , Starke ** Where genuine repentanoe exists it fills the heart, so that it cannot avoid breaking out in humble confession,
and that repeatedly (Jer. vi. 11). When man
humbles himself under a sense of God^s wrath,
recognizes that the punishment was deserved,
«nd flies to Divine mercy for refuge, God
transforms His wrath and displeasure into
grace (Psa. Ixzzi. 14, 15).— If the church, and
even every single member belonging to it, bears
the name of Christ, it fdllows that this is the
most powerful motive to hear our prayer for the
church which we can present to God (cf. Acts
Hiivemick ** As the strongest
iv. 27 et seq. )."
motive for a father to be careful for his child,
and that not in
is that it is called by his name
conformity with a custom having no signifieanoe,
but asa sign that it belongs to him and must be
considered as his property, so the prophet here
expresses his confidence in the grace of God
most beautifully by the feature that he refers to
the dty which it eaUed by the name of Ood, the
city of Jehovah, the great King, which is founded
in eternity (Psa. xlvi. 5 ; xlviiL 2, 9 ; IxxxviL 8)."
Verses 20-28, Jerome ** Nan popuU tantum
peceata^ sed et mia repMeaty quia unue e poptdo
est; eive humiliter^ quum peceatum ipsenonfeeerity sejungit popvJo peeeatari, ut ex humiUtate
veniam eonsequatur.^ Id. (on chap. x. 11)
*• Oangru&nter *
vir desideriorum ' voeatur, qui

—

:

—

—

:

—

—

:

—

inetaniia

preeum

et ajfUetionSy eorporisque jejuscire ventura tt Dei ee-

moTurnque duritie eupit

ereta eognoecere. "—Starke : * * The prayer that is
poured out before
for our personal wants

G^

and the common need
xci. 15).

man

is

never unheard (Psa.

—What will God not do for the sake of

The

princes of heaven are obliged to
service and reveal His will to the
faithful, that they may be strengthened in faith
uid hope (Heb. i 14). True Christians imitate
angels, who seek to instruct each other more
I

render

Him

—

t^
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1.

and more

in the ways of Gk>d, till they all arrive
at the unity of the faith and of the knowledge
of the Son of Gk)d (Eph. iv. 18 1 Pet. i. 12). »»
—Fuller (see the note connected with No. 8).
**
Verses 24-27, Melancthon
Primum refutat hie locue errorem JudcBorum de lege retinenda et de regiwpcUtieo Chrieti. Si erit perpetuajustitia^ item: si Ghrietus o€eidet^ry sequitur
legem Mbsaicam non retinendam esse^ nee fore
munda/numregnum, Secundo tradit testimonium
depamone Christi, Tertio eum politia jam de^
eierity ita ut nuUos habeat duces, nuQos prophetae^
nulla tribuum discrimina (cfr. Hos. iii. 4 s.), oan^
Stat impietum esse dictum Jacob : Nan auferetur
sceptrum de Juda^ donee venerit Saivatar (Gen.
xlix. 10). Neeesse est igitur, ventsse Sahatorem^
*^
Starke
If ev^lasting righteousness shall
be brought back, it follows that man has once*
possessed it, but has lost it. While Christ is the
true High-priest who atones for all men, and
the great Prophet who has revealed the will of
:

:

—
—

—

:

—

God oonoerning our salvation. He is
true King, who has the power to place
ing blood to our credit, and

—

also the
his atonto protect His be-

lieving followers." Hiivemick:
*'The complete expiation of the great and numerous sIds
of Isr.iel shall take place in the time of Messiah,
the true High-priest ; but His coming shall be
delayed ontS after the expiration of the period
that was indicated.
But precisely because the
sins of the people were as the sand of the sea,
so that Daniel himself confessed their enorm^tiy
(vs. 4-19), it was necessary to provide a perfect
and wholly complete expiation, in contrast with
t^t which had hitherto been made in the temple at Jerusalem, which was the mere foreshadowing of the future reality. The eyes of Daniel
and of Israel were not to linger on the temple
(mly, whose restoration the prophet so anxiously
desired ; they were to lift their eyes up farther,
to Him who was to come, who is both the true
temple, and the priest who ministers in it."
Fuller: ** Meanwhile the principal concern was
that Israel should happily escape from the tribulation caused by tiie Old-Test, antichrist.
When that was realized, it might be inquired

why

the seven weeks of years did not hogm (?
vrhj Messiah did not come!) At a
later period, John, the New-Test. Daniel, appeared with his Revelation, which continued to
build on the foundations laid by Daniel, and described the troubled times of the New-Test antichrist, together with the deliverance from
them, being designed to render the same service
to the New- Test, people of God, which Daniers
prophecy formerly rendered to God^s people under the Old Covenant"

—rather,

—

containing the most thorough description of the future sufferings af
and (fits ultimate Messianic exaltation.

Israsly

Chaftbbs X.-XIL
a.

The appearance €f the

OTigel

on the banks of the

Tigris, as preparatory to the subsequent prophedes
to them.

and introductory

Chaps. X. 1-XI.
I

1.

In the third year of [to] Cyrus king of Persia, a thing [word] was revealed
unto Daniel, whose name was called Belteshazzar ; and tne thing [word] u)m
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true [truth], but [and] the time appointed [warfare] uxzs long [great]: and he
understood the thing [word], and had understanding of [in] the vision [appearance.]

2
In those days I Daniel was mourning three full weeks.' I ate no pleasant
3 bread, neither came flesh nor wine in [to] my mouth, neither did I anoint myself at all till three whole weeks were fulfilled.
4
And in the four and twentieth day of [to] the first month, as [and] I was by
6 [upon] the side of the great river, which [it] is Hiddekel, then [and] I lifted
up mine eyes, and looked [saw], and, behold, a certain [one] man clothed in
5 linen [linens], whose [and his] loins toere girded with fine gold of Uphaz; his
body also [and his body] toae like the beryl, and his face as the appearance of
lightning, and his eyes as lamps of fire, and his arms and his feet like in colour
to {the aspect of] polished brass, and the voice of his words like the voice of a
7 multitude.
And I Daniel alone saw the vision [appeamnce] ; for [and] the men
that were with me saw not the vision [appearance] ; but a great quaking fell
upon them, so that [and] they fled to hide [in hiding] themselves.
8
Therefore [And] 1 was left alone, and saw this great vision [appearance], and
there remained no strength in me ; for my comeliness was turned in [upon] me
9 mto corruption, and I retained no strength. Yet [And] heard I the voice of his
words : and when [as] I heard the voice of his words, then [and] was I in a deep
10 sleep [stupified] on my face, and my face toward the gi-ound [earth J. And, behold, a hand touched me, which [and] set me upon my knees and upon the palms
11 of my hands. And he said unto me,
Daniel, a man greatly beloved, unde^
stand [have understanding in] the words that I speak unto thee, and stand upright ; for unto thee am I now sent. And when he had spoken [at his speaking]
this word unto [with] me, I stood trembling.
Then [And] said he unto me, Fear not, Daniel; for from the first day that
12
thou didst set [give] thy heart to understand, and to chasten thyself before thy
13 God, thy words were heard, and I am [have] come for [at] ihj words. But [And]
the piince of tlie kindom of Persia withstood [toas standing in front of] me one
and twenty days : but [and], lo, Michael, one of the chief [first] princes, came
14 to help me ; and 1 remained there with [beside] tlte kings of f^ersia. Now
[And] I am [have] come to make thee understand what shall befall thy people
the latter [sequel of the] days: for yet the vision is for many days.
And when he had spoken [in his speaking] such like [like these] words unto
15
[with] me, I set [gave] my face toward the ground [earth], and I became dumb.
16 And, behold, one like the similitude of the sous of men [man] touched [toacbing upon] my lips : then [and] I opened mv mouth and spake, and said unto
him that stood before me,
my lord, by the vision [appearance] my sorrows
For [And] how can the
17 are turned upon me, and I have retained no strength.
servant of this my lord talk [speak] with this my lord? for [and] asformQ
[I], straightway there remained [would stand] no strength in me, neither is
'

m

there breath left in me.
Then [And] tJiere came again and touched me one like the appearance of a
18
man greatly beloved, fear not;
19 man, and he strengthened me, and said,
peace be unto thee ; be strong, yea [and], be strong. And when he had spoken
unto [in his speaking with] me, i was strengthened, and said. Let my lord
speak ; for thou hast strengthened me.
Then [And] said he, Knowest thou wherefore I [have] come unto thee ? and
20
now will 1 return to fight with the prince of Persia and when I am gone fortb,
21 [then lo, the prince of Grsecia shall [has] come. But I will show [tell] thee
that whi(^ 18 noted [recorded] in the scripture of truth ; and there is none that
Also [And]
1 holdeth with me in [upon] these things, liut Michael your prince.
I, in the first year of [to] Darius the Mede, even I, stood to confirm and to
strengthen him.
:

I

I

GKAHKATICAL NOTES.
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CHAP. X.

PREFATORY REMARKS
Concerning the final visum of Danid (chap, x.xii) as

a

whole.

The

last seotioii of the prophetically visional
part of this hook falls into three clearly defined

sahdiyisions of unequal length, and was therefore not inappropriately treated by the person
who divided tiie Holy Scriptures into chapters.
It is not only the most comprehensive, bat, because of its form and contents, also the most remarkable and dlf&cult among the prophetic portions of the book. Having been composed later
than the three preceding visions, namely subsequent to the captivity and when the return of
exiles had already begun (see on v. 1), it
supplements their contents, and develops them
especially those of the second vistill farther
sion (chap, viii.) and of the third (chap. ix.).
The development of the fourth and last worldpower to tiie stage of anti-Christianity, which
was described with special interest in those two
chapters, is now illustrated more fully than in
any former instance, and at the same time, the
ultimate triumph of the kingdom of God over
that and all other opposing powers is brought
bito a clearer light and portrayed in more glowing colors than heretofore. The relation of the
section to chap. viL as serving to complement
and still farther develop its subject, becomes
especially prominent in this bright closing scene;
while the prophecy is in so far complementary
to chapters viii and ix. as it describes the development of the anti-Christian world-power in
prodictions distinguished by a greater fulness of
detail to say nothing of the similarity between
its preparatory scenery and that of chap, viii
and also of ix. 20-23. The section serves to
complete the visions of chap, viii by describing
more exactly the hostile relations in which the
Tarious constituent sections of the fourth worldpower stood to each other, as already symbolically indicated in chap. viii. 22 et seq.; and particularly by showing how the holy liuid, which
lay between the contending sections of the
divided empire, in some cases was drawn indirectly into suffering, and in others was made the
object of direct attack. In like manner this
vision becomes complementary to that in chap.
ix. since it fills the oulUue of the sixty-two
weeks and also of the one liual week of tribulation [?], which were but brifitly referred to in
that chapter, with a wealth of contents, that
displays a growing animation and interest as the
description draws near to the close of the sixtysecond and the beginning of the last week. In
tracing the particular manner of the development of the anti-Christian power out of the
fourth and last world-monarchy, there seems to
have been the oeeasinnal intervention of a later
hand, which drew the prophecy with sharper lines
and adapted it more fully to the subsequent facts
connected with its historical fulfilment, than had
been done in the general outUne which was revealed
The statements in v. 5 et seq.
to the prophet. *
oonoeming the geographical position of the two
most powerful sections of the great divided Javanio world-empire, and also concerning the di-

&e

—

—

•

[We haTo

repeatedly objected to this hypothesis of a
aod gzatoitoos.]

later interpolation as purely tmbjective
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1.

rection taken by the various expeditions for conquest which their rulers organized, the re'^eated
attempts to unite the contending dynasties bj
means of matrimonial alliances, the insurrections and treasonable plots against individual
sovereigns, etc., can hardly be regarded otherwise than as interpolations on the part of a pious
Jewish apocalyptist of the Maccabsean age, although it may be impossible at this day to venture a definite estimate respecting the proportion of the whole section chap, xi 5-45 that
originated with Daniel, or as to how much is to be
credited to the subsequent reviser (see the exeget.
remarks on the several passages, particiilarly on
vs. 5, 6, 8, 14, 17, 18,25, 27, etc., and pre-eminentJy on v. 40 et seq.; and cf. supra, Introd.
§ 1, note 2, and g 4). While, for reasons that
have been given (cf. Introd. § 4, note 1), we decidedly reject the hypothesis that the entire section chap. X. 1-xii. 18, excepting only the first
four verses of chap, xii., is spurious, we regard
the theory that chap. xi. has been interpolated
as above suggested, as necessary, chiefly because
details characterized by such unusual precision
as is found in that chapter, seem to conilict
with the nature of genuine and healthful prophecy, and with the analogy of all the remaining prophecies in the history of Old-Test, revelation.* We are entirely agreed with Kranichfeld
(p. 840 et seq.) in holding that the nature or the
**
self-evident canon " of prophecy requires
*' that the prediction
should not usurp the place
of historical development itself ue., that it should
not adduce such future dates, as cannot be connected with the time of the prophetic originator,
as the unfolding of a religious or moral idea animated by the operations of God although in
other respects a particularizing description may
offer any amount of detailed representations in
illustration, limited only by the confines established by that canon."
We cannot, however,
agree with him in believing that the entire vision before us, and especially that part contained in chap, xi, must be regarded '' by that
canon* simply as a developing of the ideas contained dsewhere in the book. The many surprising details of that chapter do not appear to an
unbiassed mind as the mere development of
former thoughts, but. rather as concrete statements respecting the political and family history of the Seleucidas and the Ptolemies, such
as no other Old-Test, prophet would have attempted to furnish, even approximately, and
such as conflict with the spirit of Old-Test prophecy in general. We are certainly not compeUed by any merely subjective reason to assume

—

* [That the prophedes in question are unique in this par>
conceded without any impeachment
The whole book is remarlckble for its

ticular may readily be
of their genuineness.

viTiduess and personality of delineation. The details wers
80 striking that Cyrus the Oreat and Alexander the Great
are traditionally reported to have recognized their own
portraits immediately.
But the same is measurably true of
other specifications in O.-T. prophecies, although not on so
extended a scale. Even the name of Cyrus is mentioned by
Isaiah nearly two centuries before his time ; yci few, among
evangelical uterpreters at least, would on that account pronounce those passages a forgery. The author's reasoning
for the rejection of the authenticity of these predictions of
Daniel is entirely nnoritical. Hengstenberg. in his work on
the 04HtUnen€«» qf the Book cf Daniel (Kdinb. translation^
sec xii.), addnoes other examples of equal deflnitcness in
O.-T. prophecy, and meets this whole objection fully. The
vague manner in which our author adduces the argument
gives very littie opportunity to do more than make this general demnrral to

hu views on this point.]
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an interpolation of the text of Daniel in this
place, after having rejected that theoiy in every
other instance. The only reason which prevente
XkB from defending the gennineness of this oloeing section is based on the analogy of all the
balance of O.-T. prophecy, which in no case affords a similar example of specific and detailed
description of the future (cf Tholuck, Die Pro-

that

its

approach

is

determined by immutable

measurements and conditions

fixed by Gkd
The exorbitant length of the
(chap. xii. 1-13).
intermediate paft, exceeding, as it does, the aggregate of the others nearly two-fold, might be
adduced as an additional and highly probable
evidence of its interpolation, as suggested above. *

—

.

phtten

und

%hre Weis$ngungen^ p. 105 et seq. ;
Die Orenzen einer Prddiktion an investigation,
however, which seems to require a more strict

—

apprehension).

The whole

section divides itself, as has already been observed, into three parts, the first
of which describes the general circumstances

that conditioned the new vision, and also the introductoiy features of the vision itself (consisting in the ap)>earance of a mighty angel, which
at first excited the prophet's alarm and terror,
but subsequently exercised a comforting and exalting influence over him), chap. x. 1-xi. 1. The
special description of the future having been
thus introduced is taken up by the second part
and carried forward from the unfolding of the
Persian world-empire, then upon the stage, to
the highest point of conceited power developed
by the antitheistic tyrant who ultimately sprang
from the Javanic world-monarchy, and who became the antichrist of the Old Testament (chap,
zi 2-45). * Finally, the third part describes the
triumph, the deliverance, and the exaltation of
God^s people in the Messianic period, and, if it
does not certify the nearness of that sora of ultimate prosperity, it yet conveys the assurance
* (Keil takes a different rlew of this whole prophecy,
with a view to obviate any sadden transition, either from
ttie Persian monarchy to the Antiochian tsrranny, or from
that to the final consummation uf the kingdom of God.
**The;uiKeI of the Lord will reveal to Daniel, not what shall
happen from the third year of Cyras to the time of Antlochos, and farther to the rosnrrection of the dead, but, accord-

ing to the cxprei« declaration of chap. z. 14, what shall
happen to hiji people D'^TS'^n n^'^nHS, <•«., in the Mes-

danic fatnre, beoaose the propheoy rdates to this timsL In
the D"*?;^ n"inna^ takes plaoe the destruction of the
world-power, and the setting np of the Messianio kingdom
at the end of the present world-ceon. All that the angel
says regarding the Pcndan and the Javanic world-kingdoms,
and the wars of the kings of the north and the sonth, has
its aim to the end-time, and serves only to indicate briefly
the chief dements of the develc^mcnt of the world-kingdoms till the time when the war that brings in the end shall
bnrst forth, and to show how, after the overthrow of the
Javanic world-kingdom, neither the kings of the north nor
those of the south shall gain the possession of the dominion
of the world.^* But this last would certainly seem to be a
very inadequate reason for so great a detail of political delineati<ni.
Hence, after porsoing the exposition of the middle portion of this prophecy espedally, Kefl oonclodes thus
^From this compariMm thifl much follows, that the prophecy does not furnish a prediction of the historical wars of
the Seleucidn and the Pt<riemie8, but an ideal desoripttoo of
ttie war of the kings of the north and the sonth in its general outlines, whervby, it is true, diverse special elements of
the prophetical announcement have been historically ftdfllled, but the historical reality does not correspond with the
contents of the prophecy in anything like an exhaustive
manner.^ Accordingly he everywhere exaggerates the minor
discrepancies that occur between the prophecy and the history of AntiochuB In particular, with a view to enhance this
ideallNtic theory.
The indeflniteness and inconsistency of
thus carrying on at once a double line of interpretation renders his scheme on the whole very nnsatisfactory. Yet it is
in pursuance of his general theory concerning the absence of
a design on the prophet^s part to particularize the history or
the Jews as such. To a certain point this theory is doubtless true : but he carries It so fsr as to render the predictions
rather symbolicnl than real. The discrepancies upon which
he chiefly relies for the support of his view we will eramlna
1b detail as they occar.l

EXEGETICAL REMARKS.
Verse 1. The time^and Hgrdficance of the viIn the third year of OjtuM king of
Persia—therefore B.C. 536 or 535 [probably,
534], later than any other date in the book (cf.
on chap. i. 21). It is significant and instructive,
as bearing on the subject and design of the vision, which dwelU wiUi special interest on the
sion.

aspeiot of affairs eiibseguent to the P&rsian dctiUnion, that when it was imparted to Daniel, he
had already lived under Medo-Peraian rule dur-

ing several years. CI Kranichfeld, p. 340:
^^
After a series of prophetic announcements by
Daniel had received a genuine prophetic fulfilment during the time of the exile itself, and,
on the one hand the newly confirmed return of
the exiles had been but lately realized, while on
the other, the C^rilPn

which had been

CjiS,

pre-

dicted instead of the Messianic ^ory, was feelingly demonstrated, e,g.^ by the disputes with
the Samaritans, by the interruption of the building of the temple (cf Ezra iii 8 with iv. 8), and,
above all, by the continued aversion of ti^e supreme Persian powers (cf. Dan. x. 13, 20), it
now became the interest of the seer to devote
special attention to the last heathen empire of
earth, the only one remaining to be demonstrated, and to present theocratically this last
characteristic picture of hostility, in colors that
would constantly impress its nature, and in sodi
detail as the oonfidenoe springing from the unvarying success of the past would justify
Thoroughly convinced as he was, on the ground
of his own observation and of the teaching of
earlier prophecy that the Javanic west would
eventually displace the east in the dominion of
the world, and that at the same time the ultimate form of heathen government would appear
in connection with the former, he would natu^
ally not regard the transient Persian empire,
which had indeed been adequately characterized
.

^e

at

its

very beginning, as the D^'p^ f^'^ri?

(cf.

14 ; ii 28 ; viii 19) upon which prophecy
elsewhere dwells by preference, but would rather
connder the final form of heathen power over
the theocracy in that light.** Hitidg inquires
^'
Why Daniel was still at Babylon in the third
year of Gyrus ? Why so pious a theocrat, and
so devoted a lover of Jerusalem and the holy
land, had not returned thither ? Why he should
seem to place himaelf among the despisers of
x.

—

• rOn the contrary, the fkot that iB chap. zL this detsilii
so minntely drawn ootL is a strong proof of the KennineacM
of this portion, for it is precisely here that the same arcbenemy, the Antiochian antichrist, is most riridly depicted,
who constitates the pgominent and onlminattng t^gvn im sE

The whole dbapter eridently rsTolvsa
this, which is likewise the central point of the entirs
hook. It is moreorer In exact conformity with the »pirit of
O.-T. prophecy to dwell thus at length npon the nntrett type
of sD the tableaux in the future of God*s pooide, and to
more distant features.]
touch men lightly and dimly upon
the preceding yisions.

around

Um
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CHAP.

X

the holj moTmtam and among the apostates
IxvL 5), by disregarding the ex(Isa. 1x7. 11
hortations of Isa. ii. to return (Isa. xlyiiC 20
lii. 11 et seq.)?*'
to all of which the simple
answer is, that while ranking as a highly esteemed and Inflnential officer of &e state, eyen under
Persian rule (of. chap. vi. 29), he must have
been persuaded that he would be able to render
his nation more important service with regard
to the rebuilding of their city and temple, were
be to remain behind to represent them at the
court, than he possibly could were he to accompany them on their return to Judffia. As a
secondary consideration his somewhat advanced,
age may have influenced his decision (despite
l^ra iii. 12), of. H&vemick on the passage.
;

—

Unto

Daniel,

whose name was

called Belte-

Cf i 7 ; il 26 iv. 6 ; v. 12. Both
are given in this place, for the reason,
probably, that the two -fold relation which the
prophet occupied (being connected with the OldTest. i)eople of Grod, and also filling an official
station at the court of the world-kingdom) and
which is thus indicated, constituted the feature
by which he was enabled *' to view the history
of the conflict of Israel with the world-power,
and to record for the benefit of his people what
might be expected from the latter** (Fuller).
the thing was true ; or, ** and the word is
truth, *^ i.e., the word of God which was revealed
to the prophet, and which, unlike the words of
so many false prophets of that time (Jer. xxix.
8 et seq., 15), is not a lying and deceptive word,
but truth, that is worthy of credit and shall
surely come to pass ; cf 2 Sam. vii. 28 ; 1 Kings
viii 26
also below, v. 21 ; xi 2 ; xil 7.—But
shazzar.

;

.

names

And

.

;

the time appointed was long;

^^and
subject"

rather,

formed its
an additional predicate of "'^'JD
(cf. Gten. xi. 1 ; Isa. vii 24 ; Jer. xxvi. 2).
Maurer renders it correctly ** '3 oraculumvocatwr ab a/'gumentOy^^ and also de Wette : ^^ and

great tribulation,'* supply,
ii"ia

XS2

**

i^

:

zefezs to great wretchedness.**

22^

1.

K3S here

de-

Ewald strangely conceived,
xeferring to the numerous angels whom he regarded as being engaged in this new revelation
with industrious energy and care U). And he
understood the thing, and had understanding
of the vision ; rather, ^* observed the word, and
gave attention to the vision.*' V? is not an
imperative (v. Lengerke, Ewald), but an infiniministering,** as

—

tive with a perfect signification.* The construction with an accusative of the object is similar
to that in chap. ix. 2 ; of. xii. 8. The following

also to give assurance
the credibility of the prophet's narrative.
Verses 2, 3. The frame of mirid ofDanid and

outward deportinent while receiving tlie reVerse 2. In those days I Daniel
was mourning three fuH weeks. The tidings
his

velaUon,

respecting the discouraging state of affairs
among the Jews, who had returned to the holy
land, which may have reached Daniel about this
time, may be regarded as the probable cause of
An especial- cause of grief to him
his sadness.
probably lay in the fact, that as the intervention
of the Samaritans, had interrupted the building
of the temple siuoe the second year after the
return of the exiles (Ezra iv. 4 et seq. ; cf iii.
8), the latter were prevented from observing the
Passdver in a lawful manner. His attention
would be especially directed to that fact, since
according to v. 4, ttie period of three weeks
iq>ent by him in mourning and fasting was included in the very month of the feast of the
Passover, so as to precede the date fixed for the
beginning of that feast (which continued from
the 14th to the 2]8t Nisan, the ''first month **
of the Jewish year) by twelve days, and to extend three days beyond* its close— to the 24th
.

Nisan.—0^'n; D^'yac. The addition of 0"«>?%
which is designed to indicate the full or enumerated measure of the weeks (cf. our '' three full
weeks "), is hardly intended to contrast with the
weeks of pears which are implied in chap. ix.
for the contrary cf. Oen. xxix. 14 ; xU 1 ; Num.
^I ate no
xi. 20 et seq.; Jer. xxvi 8, 11, eta*

—

pleasant bread.

riilTan Dnjb,

;

* [Kell. howerer, tcnm with GeMnini and FQnt in
ganling itai an anomaloux third pers. mtuto. pneter.]

x«-

**

bread of pleas-

ures, of desires," is doubtless a contrast to the
**
bread of affliction *' Deut xvi 3, i.e., to the

unleavened bread which was eaten daring the
Passover.
Hence, the first expression cS his
grief mentioned by Daniel is that he abstained
from the use of leavened bread, or from eating
"^35

the

'J

or P'iSTa.f

Luther's rendering, " I

ate no dainty food,^ is ^erefore mistaken and
inexact; and also Bertholdt's, *^I abstained
even from the use of bread.**—Neither came
mouth. A genuine fast,
flesh nor wine in
in which all dainty, attractive, or luxurious
viands were avoided ; cf Gen. xxrii 25 ; 2
Sam. xii 20; Isa. xxii 18, etc. -Neither did
I anoint myself : another characteristic indication of a sorrowTul disposition, cf. Ecc. ix. 8
Psa. xxiii. 6 ; Isa. Ixi. 8, etc.—Hitzig's view is
'*
The design of his
substantially correct :
mourning was not to support prayer and' inter-

my

.

* [In these phrases 0*^73^

is donbtless,

as Gesenias ex-

plains, to be regarded as an accusative of limitation, the
preceding noun being in the absolute, and not the constmct
Yet even this appoeitional relation seems to limit the
state.

Qnp30' whether
»
•

although mSd, is not an imperative (as v.
Lengerke supposes, but a noun, which has the
accent here on the first syllable, because of the
iiooented ib ^^t immediately follows cf. Ezek.
The probable design of the statement
xix. 14.
that Daniel gave careful heed to what was
revealed was to emphasixe the highly significant
and profoundly important subject of the vision
rn">Sl,

d

from the outset, and

':i;

notes ^^ warfare, oppression, trouble,** exactly as
in Isa. xL 2; not ** bravery, might** (Vulg.,
Syr.), nor *' exertion,** as if the great effort put
forth by the prophet while receiving the revelation were alluded to (Hiivem. ), and least of aU,
^*

1—XI.

s

the latter be regarded as a

noon

=

weeks

s

eeveu. to the nsnal hebdomadal sense. It
or even simple
thus stands really, though pertiaps not intentionally, in contrast with the undefined C^JSIO of chap. ix. »4-S7, and

leaver the word in that passage to be Interpreted by the ex
igencie« of the context.]
t [** But this contrast is not well founded, for the fliS^

(unleavened cakee) of the Passover was not (notwithstanding Deut. xri. 9) bread at sorrow, but pure, holy bread,

which Danid did not eat, in opposition to the law, for three
'^''"^^^
Umi^ ^ ^''^^"^
weeks.
QJlb is d<^

^^

^^

seoM, but denotM/ootf generally.**—£Mt]

10
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cession as in chap. ix. (for which reason it does
not assume its appropriate garb, cf. Psa. xxxv.
18, 14), but rather to prepare to receive a revelation.
Hovirever, the writer by no means entertains the opinion that asceticism could secure or
compel a revelation ; for in that case the means

employed would have been increased, particularly
as the vision was delayed. Daniel rather confines himself to abstinence from worldly enjoyment, in order to maintain the serious frame of
mind in which the desired revelation should be
received, and which is the only one that may
hope to be blessed with a revelation."
Verses 4-7. Designation of the fpedcd time
place.
Betteription of the appearance of the
angel who conveys Vie reoelation. And in the
four and twentieth day of the first month.
*
Since, according to Esth. iii. 7, the * first month
was Nisan (cf also 1 Mace. vii. 49 ; ix. 8), and
since by vs. 12 and 13, the mourning and fasting
of Daniel began precisely twenty-one days before the present date therefore on the third
Nisan, the special reason why he commenced
such exercises on that particular day may probably be found in the fact that the 1st and
2d Nisan were still observed, at the period
of the captivity, as they were already in the
time of Saul and David, as the festival of the
New-year or of the first new moon in the year ;
and it was of course unsuitable for him to fast
while that joyous festival continued (of. 1 Sam.
XX. 18, et seq.; xxvii. 34, with ii 19, vi. 29).
I was by the side of the great river, which is
Hiddekel. It cannot be easily determined
whether he was there in vision merely, as in the
similar case, chap viii. 2 (see on that passage),
or likewise in body. The latter opinion (Hayem., y. Leng., Maurer, Hitzig, Kliefoth, Fuller) appears to be preferable, in view of the
subsequent mention of Daniers companions on

and

*'

'

.

—

—

the bank of the river.
probably, the

,

;

—Concerning

i^'J'^, i.e.,

swift, tearing" (from

pin)i *8
the Scriptural designation of the Tigris, cl
Gesen. -Dietrich, & t., and also the expositors of
Gen. ii 14. The latter passage, moreover, clearly
asserts the distinction between the Hiddekel
and the Euphrates, which is observed throughout the Old-Test, generally, and thereby demonstrates the mistake of Syrus, who regards the
**

'in in this place as denoting the Euphrates.
Then I lifted up mine eyes and looked,
etc., exactly as in the vision on the banks of the
^And behold a man
Eulffius, chap, viii 3.
olothed in linen. The description begins with
from vriUiout inclothing,
hence
proceeds
his
Verse 5.

—

ward (contrary to the method of, e,g. Matt. xvii.
2; xxviii. 3). White linen (0"«'ia, from ia>
of. Ezek. ix. 2) was the garb of priests, especi,

sage, that the angel who uttered that command
need not necessarily have been superior to Gabriel, but that he may have belonged, as well as
the latter, to the class of archangels or D^^^

and he may be regarded as the compeer of
Michael as well, despite v. 13, where he refers
to the aid he received from the latter against
the prince of Persia. Hence, he was a third
angel* prince besides Gabriel and Michael, whose
name, however, is not given and it is there;

fore vain to search for the specific name he bore.
Hof mann, Auberlen and Fuller conceive of this
aDgelic prince as being the power of nature
which operates for the kingdom of God in the
entire heathen world, or as the good principU in
the world-power, which is identical with the
Karixt^y 2 Thess. ii. 6 ; but they fail to estaUiBh
exegetically. and in an adequate maoner this
identity, as well as the character ascribed to the
angel. Concerning the modicum of truth which
may nevertheless underlie this opinion, see Eth.-

—

The identity of
fund, principles, etc.. No. 1.
this angel with MicJiad, which Eranicbfeld assumes, is opposed by the manner in which
Michael is represented as not being present, in
vs. 13 and 21.
It is more probable that he waa
but the
identical with Gabriel (Ewald et al)
appearance of the latter on his entrance in chap,
viii. is described in different terms, and, moreover, the name of Gabriel is not expressly mentioned ; cf infra, on v. 13. —Whose loins were
girded with fine gold of Uphaz ; i.e., with the
finest and most valuable gold ; cf Psa. zlv. 8,
;

.

.

**gold of Ophir."

The

identity of ^E1» and

which is assumed by, e.g.^ the Vnlg.,
and Syr. (but not by Theodot), is opposed by the different form of the name, and by
n'^DIM,

Ohald.,

the impossibility of transforming "^ into t-* The
country here referred to (and in Jer. xii 8) was
probably a region in the south or east, and p^haps adjoining to Ophir, which abounded in
gold, and like the latter, oonatituted a principal
source from whence the people of hither Asia
derived their precious metals in ancient times.
The theory which seems best recommended is
that of Hitzig, who combines the Saner, name
Ryphasis, with the supposition based
vtpdcd
on that etymology, that the country derived its
name from a colony which came to Arabia Felix
from the river Hyphasis in India. Cf Nagds*
bach on Jer., I c, concerning this question.—
Verse 6. His body also was like the beryl, or
**
crysolite," hence having the golden lustre of
topaz or amber, which shone through his garb

=

.

of white linen.

With regard

to ^''C'^ri

—whose

was identical with the " man^s voice between the Ulai," chap. viii. 16, which directed

the sea**
primary signification was doubtless
( =Sanscr. tarisha), and which afterward became
colony
Phoenidao
of
the name of the celebrated
merchants located in Spain near the Mediterranean sea, and still later waa employed to designate the precious stone brought from thence,
which the Sept and Joeephus term the xp^'^^^^'^^
with probable correctness see Hitzig on Ezek.
i. 16; Gesen. -Dietrich in the Handwdrterbvch
and also my observation on Cant. v. 14. —And
his tece as the appearanoe of lightning of.
Esek. i. 18 ; Matt xxviii 8. On the companson

Gabriel to interpret the vision for Daniel in that
place, since according to chap. xii. 6, he hovered
over the river. It waa shown on the former pas-

identifiea

ally of the high -priests (cf. Lev. xvi 4, 28 j vL
8 with Isa. xUiL 28), and therefore symbolizes
holiness ; the addition of golden ornaments de-

notes prinody rank.

was therefore at
xliii 28) or

all

The person here described
events a

C^P ^?

holy aug^elio prince, and

(^^- ^'B^

more

parti-

cularly,

*''•

—

;

* [The predomiiuuit opinion, neTwrthclei, amonff tcholtii

Ophir

wltli

Upbas.]
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CHAP. X. l—XL
of his eyes with lamps of fire of. Rev. i. 14,
which passage is wholly imitated from the one
before us. And his arms and feet like in
colour to polished brass; rather, ^^arms and

—

feet like the gleam of glowing brass.** rii^l"^?)
which primarily denotes the ** place of the feet,"
is

here synonymous with

"

O'^I^?'^,

feet," as ap-

pears from the mention of rii^St, " arms," in
the same connection; for why, if the arms
glowed like brass, should the place only of the
feet present the same appearance and not rather
the feet themseWes ? (against Kranichf eld, etc. ). *

— iijj,
V?3

the attribute of C^^H:, together with

(cf.

Num.

xi. 7), is

taken from Ezek. i

7.

It denotes brass in a glowing and liquid or mol-

ten state

ibj?,

(

a fuller form of the more usual

^p, light, swiftly moving, volttbUis), not merely
**
shining or gleaming " brass (Ewald, eta), nor
yet *' brass of the smelting furnace," as Hitsig
assumes, putting entirely too artificial a sense on
the idea. Gf., however, the parallel Rev. i. 15,
ol

irMeg cvrov

irewvpo/liv(f).

x^X^^f^^^

bfioiot

***f

^

Kafiiwp

—And the voice of his words like

the voice of a multitude, or ^* of a roaring."
iip primarily signifies the ** voice (sound)
of a roaring," and jnaj denote the roaring of the
sea, of the stormy waves of the ocean, or of a

•\i7an

great multitude of people (Theod., Vulg., Svr.,
and also modems, e.g., Kranichf eld, Fuller,

The

etc.).

paralleU,

xlia 2

fi"^3in);

;

Isa.

Ezek

24 (D:^ i^P^

I

xviL 12

;

Rev.

i.

15, deter-

in favor of the former interpretation. The
terrified prophet does not at first recognize what
the speaker says in so dreadful a voice, either
here or in v. 9. Cf . the analogous circumstance
in chap. viiL 13 a. —Verse 7. The men that
'were with me saw not the vision ; a feature
aimilar to that connected with the conversion of
It is impossible
St. Paul. Acts iz. 7; xxii. 11.
to determine who the prophet's companions
were ; they may as well have been the servants
of the highly esteemed *' prince " Daniel (chap.
^But a
yi. 21), as associates of a cUfferent rank.
great quaking fell upon them ; evidently because
tiiey heard the dreadful sound of the roaring,
although they saw nothing ; cf G«n iii 8 ; Am.
They fled to hide themiii. 6 ; Acts ix. 7.
alves ; rather, ** they fled hiding themselves."

mine

—

.

f—

ttSnnsi* properly,

a periphrase

**

while hiding themselves,"

of the gerund

;

Gesenius, The-

cf.

The infinitive with i would
have expressed the somewhat different idea,

eaur.f p. 175 a.

;

<*
tiiey fled to hide themselves " cf . 1 Kings
xxii. 25 ; 2 Kings xix. 11.
Verses 8-11. T/ie impreseion made on Daniel
by the ofypearance of the angel. His temportiry

stupor,

and subsequent and gradual

I

.

.

.

.

saw

this great vision.

restoration.

The same

* [Kail, howeTor oontends that Cl'i^3'^^, pJac€ o/fut^
does not stand Cur/Mt, but denotM that pnrt of the human
frame wlwre th« feet are ; and the word indicated that not
the feel alone, hot the under paru of the body «hone like
bumifthed brass.]
t (Keil thinks that ** the Toico was not heard tlU after
Daniers companions had fiod ;** but this is by no ~
taLi from the text]

227

1.

language is used with reference to the appearance of the Lord in the burning bush to Moses,
Ex. iii. 3. ^My comeliness was turned in me
into corruption; rather,
the color of my face
was changed into disfigurement for me.'*
'^and my brightness," etc. (thus
Literally,

—

**'

Ewald

et

color,"

al).

here

-j'ini

*^

brightness, freshness of

corresponds

to

the

Chald.

y^ly

9; vii 28. ""b^, **on me," seems to
be a Ghaldaism employed as a periphrase for the
dative, and therefore to be equivalent to "^b^
(unlike v. 16).
It is hardly to be separated
from the verb and to be immediately conchap.

V. 6,

nected with ^lf\^y thus periphrasing the genitive
(against Hitzig).

—

Pl^'TOJab, properly,

**to de-

struction ; " cf. 2 Chron. xx. 28. The following
context indicates the nature of this destruction
or disfigurement, by stating that the loss of
color was joined to faintness and a total loss of
strength. ^Verse 9. Then was I in a deep sleep
on
faoe, i.e., in a stupefied state, during
which a total loss of his senses and of consciousness was depicted on his coontenance. And
face (sank) toward the ground; ie., the loss of
consciousness was not momentary, but was protracted during some time, and brought him to
the ground on his face. With a straDge arbitrariness Hitzig finds *'an attention to trivial
details that border closely on the comical " in

—

my

—

my

the statement that the face was toward the
ground; as if the frequent expression ^7?^

nS-)»(Gen.

xix.

1;

(Cien. xxxiii 8, etc.)

the

!

6) or nS^^R ^ntir>l

did not likewise indicate

apparently general

sense
10.

xlii.

use of n3"}K in

And

this

—

On

the subject ct chap, viit 17. Verse
behold, a hand touched me. The

stunned prophet is not able to say whose hand
it was ; but the tenor of the entire representation shows, beyond the reach of doubt, that it
was the hand of the same person who had
hitherto been in his presence (cf. viii. 18 ; Ezek.
ii 9).
Kranichfeld (see above, on v. 5) is therefore in error when, after having assumed that
the angel described above was Michael, he regards the one who now appears and henceforth
addresses Daniel as being Oabrid (as do Hiivernick, HengBtenberg, etc.). Such a multiplication
of persons is unnecessary, and is opposed by the
total silence of the author with regard to the
names of the appearance here introduced.
Maurer, Bitzig, v. Hofmann, Faller, Kliefoth,
etc., correctly hold to the identity of the angel
who touches Daniel with the one introduced in
Set me (rather *^ shook me") upon my
V. 5.
knees and upon the palms of my hands ; a
eonstr. pragnans^ for ** shook me and helped
me," etc. The couching position which he ac-

—

cordingly assumed at first is the natural posture
of one who is stunned and overwhelmed with
awe in the presence of a superior being. Verse
11.

O DanleLa man greatly beloved.

—^For unto

—

See on

chap. ix. 23.
thee am I now sent;
namely, sent at this precise moment, as the servant of God and the bearer of a message of
blessing and comfort.
The angel designs by
this encouraging address not merely to induce
Daniel to arise to an erect position, but al£0 to
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THE PEOPHBT DANIEL.
on the words about to be spoken.
stood trembling in fearful expectation of
which
he should listen cf Ezra
the things to

fix his attenticm

—I

—

;

I

.

X. 9.

,

I

Verses 12-14.
The angeVs statement respecting iJie design of Me coming and the reason of

dday
from the
his

—For

Cf chap. ix. 23.
to that time.
first day (therefore from the third
.

Nisan, according to y. 4) that thou didst set
thine heart j properly ** gavest thy heart ;" cf.
Eccles. i. 18, 17.— To onderstancL and to
chasten (or ^'hfunble") thyself before God.
y. 14 a states what Daniel desired to understand, viz. : the future experiences of his people.
He sought to obtain the knowledgfe of this
bff humbling himself before God in fasting, eta
Consequently 'nan ni3?rinb*l Y2ni may be oon-

I

[

theocracy, is attested by various Old-Test parallels, particularly by Isa. xxiv. 21 (see Knobel
on that passage) ; Isa. xlvi. 2; Jer. xl\i. 1^;
xlix. 3 (where the gods of heathen natiouB takff
the place of the guardian angels); Dent ith1
8 ; and Psa. xcvi. 4, Ixx. ; also Bar. iv. 7 and
Ecclus. xviu 17 (where r/yovfievoc seems to desig-

nate an angel prince, exactly like

~^

in this

—

to say nothing of New- Test passages,
passage),
such as 1 Cor. viii 5 ; x. 20 et seq.— The withstanding or resisting during twenty-ime dajs is

obviously to be understood sensu

hostili

(^^A*

as in Prov. xxi. 30; cf. 2 Sam. xviii 13), without, however, involving the idea t^at the Pa^n
courty or any earthly locality whatever, was the
scene of such opposition or warfare (as, d^.,
FiiUer assumes).
That adversari may mors
sidered a hendiadys, to the extent to which the
probably have taken place in super-mnndsno
implied verbal idea is co-ordinated. And I am
regions ; and that this was the case seems to
oome for thy words, i.e., in consequence of the have been
attested by parallels like 1 Kings
words of thy prayer to which reference has just
xxii 19 et seq. ; Job i 6 ; ii. 1 et seq. ; Lake x
been made. On ?|'^';)a'75, **nccording to thy* 18; xxii. 31. Hofmann {Sehriftbeto. , I. 286 et
words," cf . for instance, Beth. i. 12 ; iii 15 ; seq.) and Puller hold that " the prince of Hxt
"
iii 14 ; 1 Kings xiil 1, etc. The perfect ^ri^Sl* kingdom of Persia does not denote an actual
guardian angel of that realm, but any evil spirit
** I have oome,"
denotes that the coming of the whatever,
who may have sought to exert an inangel, which had already been determined on at
fluence on the decisions of the Persian king,
the beginning of the prophet^s prayer, had only
while on the contrary the angel who appeared to
then become an accomplished fact. The delay
Daniel sought to counteract that influence by his
in his coming, which was caused by the interown, as being more beneficiitl to Israel ; * bat
ference of a hostile angelic power, is accounted
this opinion is altogether too artificial, becanse
for in the following vense. Verse 13.
But the it Supposes two spiritual powers the one good
fninoe of the kingdom of Persia withstood
and the other evil in every case (a ** courtme one and twenty days. D^D h^S^Ta ")b* angel" and a *' royal court-devil," in the lanJerome observes correctly, although upon a pos- guage of Starke), as exerting influence over the
ruler of a kingdom.
Moreover, the idea of the
sibly inadequate exegetical foundation : ** Videtur mihi hie esse wngdus., em Persis credUa est, spirit ruling at a courts as being either good or
fuxta iUudquodin DeuteranomM (xxxii. 8, Ixx.) bad, either peaceful or warlike, has too modem
legimm : * Quando dividebat Altissimus gentes et an aspect, and is foreign to the modes of concepdisseminabat fUios Adam, statuit terminos gen- tion that were current among the ancient Orienitium juxta numerum wngebrum Dei.^ Isti sunt tala The strongest argument against this opinion, however, oonsiBts in the consideration that
principesy de quibus PatUtts apostolus hgvitur:
* JSapientiam
loquimur inter perfectos, quam ntil- the title D-^B ni3^73 lis, and farther on, the
lus prindpum scsetdi hvjus cognovit ; si enim eog"^S and OSnio (Michael, the
appellations
notdssent, nungtiam Domtnum floriee crueiflxis-

—

—

—

—

'^'J.'^

Pestitit autemprineepSyi.e.,

sent."*

angdus Perprovincial ne

faeiens pro credita sibi
eaptivorum omnis poptUus dimitteretttr.^^ This
interpretation is' supported, and that of Calvin,
sa/rtim,

Havemiok, Kranichfeld, et al., which takes ^b
in the sense of ** king, earthly and human sovereign," is opposed by the following considerations

:

(1) in chap,

xi

5,

where

*^p is unques*

tionably employed in the latter sense, the connection is entirely different from the character

of the present passage, where the Q''"ii9n which
immediately follows obviously denotes angeUe
princes ; (2) the Persian kings, on the other hand,
are termed OnB "labTa at the end of the verse;
(3) the idea of an angel's conflict with a ?iuman
king seems veiy inappropriate ; (4) the angel
Michael was Israel's *' prince," i.e., guardian angel, according to v. 21
chap. xii. 1 ; and oorre6i)onding to this, the prince of Persia who is
here noticed, and the prince of Grsscia mentioned in V. 20, were, without doubt, the angels
of Persia and Javan respectively ; (6) the idea
of guardian angels over entire realms, whether
friendly or hostile in their disposition toward the
;

prince of Israel; v. 21, cf. v. 20), imply a more
intimate coimection, a much closer and more
constant relation between the angel and the corresponding nation than is invcdved in a merely
temporary influence over the governmental policy of any particular ruler.
spirit who may
have exercised a temporary control over the
decisions of one or more Persian kings could not

A

on that account simply be designated the "^
O'Va,

The angel who

is

thus entitled must be

considered the constant patron of the Persian

* Cf. eepeolallT FttDer on this passage, p. 874: **TIm
qneatioa Is, which of the two spirhs shall succeed in exa<AsLng the greater influence over the Persian oonrt and Idsf.
It becomes an object to gain the consent of the Persian klz«
and the holders of power nnder him, that he may deckto
thus or otherwise .... It is conceivable that in stuA a
case the good spirit, who operated on the world-mter, ictmld
ocoopy a more dlfflcolt poaitian. and be engaged in a
harder task than the evil spirit, to whom the heart of the
natural man, to say nothing of the heart of a heathen, ti
more accessible than it is to the former. It was then that
Micha^ came to his support by caoaing, as Hoftaaaon remarks (as above, p. 388L the relations which Qyms had ai>
Homed toward the Jewish peqple to operate on that ]da&
and to gain increased inflooDoe over nia incUnttUans

m

views,** eto»
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nation and state, as mnoh bo as Michael was the
constant patron of Israel, having been known as
such in tiie age of Joshna (Josh. v. 18) as well
as in that of Daniel, and still later, in that of
the New-Test, apooalyptist (Rev. vii. 7 ; Jude
For additional thoughts on the subject
V. 9).
see on vs. 20, 21, and the Eth.-fund. principles.
And lo, Michael, one of the chief princes

—

properly,

" one of the

the most eminent

;

of.

first

1

" (D^:ib»"!n),

Ghron.

».«.,

xviii. 17,

of

and

also biian ^wn^ chap, zii 1. The name Michael,
*^quis Hcut
(cf., e.g., Ex. xv. 11; Psa.
Ixxxix. 7), and also the name of Isaiah^s prophetic
contemporary H^'^Ta (=r in^5'^>3) ia, according to

DeW

Haneberff*s correct observation (in Beosch^s
ThwL lAtfraturbL, 1887, No. 3, p. 72), " a name
that sounds like a decided monotheistic protest
against every undue exaltation of the angelic
d^nity.^* It expresses still more strongly than
the similar name of Gabriel (cf. on viii. 16), the
idea of God's incomparable and assisting power,
as whose instrument the angelic being who bears
this name must be regarded (Kranichfeld).
His
**
coming to help ** is probably to be conceived
of as an armed intervention, and supported by
celestial hosts, as is suggested by the preceding

warlike phrase ^"^^ji Day, and as the term

bn^nb in v. 20 indicates still more clearly.
IGchael must be conceived of in this place as
battling at the head of an angelic host, as in
Josh. V. 14 and Rev. xii 7 ; cf. also G^n. xxxii
2 2 Kings vi 17, and other references to hosts
;

of celestial angels. How little this belligerent
attitude of Michael comports with the view of
Hofmann and Fiiller, that the speaker was a
special ^'good spirit of the heathen worldpower," whose battle with the prince of Persia
was fought in the circles of the Persian court,
will be apparent at once. Gonoeming the theory
of the older exeg^tes and also of Havemick,
which directly identifies Michael with Ghrist, see
Eth. fund, principles. No. 1, and also on chap,
xii 1. ^And I remained there with the kings
of Persia ; rather, ** and I became superfluous
there," etc., namely, because another who was
still more powerful than I had relieved me, and
now represented me in the resistance to be
made to the prince of Persia. The angel says
that his presence became superfluous ^'with
the kings of Persia" because he refers to all the
powers who operate at the head of the Persian empire, including both the earthly and
the super-earthly, the guardian spirit and the
king beside his chief officers (cf. Isa. xxiv. 21
et seq. ; Ivii. 9 ; Psa. Ixxxii 6 ; also t^e more
extended signification of ^' kings " [= great ones,
mighty ones], which occurs, e.g.^m Psa. ii 2;
Job xxix. 25 ; Esek. xxvi 7; 1 ^ngs xL 24). The

—

difficult

onp

•'Sb?? bswi

OB

'ipinni:

probably be explained in this

"'5»ii

must

way (with Ewald

and partly also with Hitdg). The explanation
offered by others, ^' and thus it happened that I
retnained or tarried during an extoided period
with the kings of Persia " (Vulg. ^^etego remaniW," etc. ; Syr., Dereser, Rosenm., Kranichf.,

229
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might be

possible to adduce Gen. xxxii 25 in
support of the former meaning) ; and also that
the construction of the sentence does not justify
its being regarded as a supplement or oomple
mentary explanation of the remainder of the
verse.
The translation of Luther, Geier, Winer,
Gesenius, Havemick, etc.
**and I gained the
aecendaney^ or the vietory, with the kings of
Persia," is likewise at variance with the general
:

usage of

Hofmann

iriis.

Tb". explanation of Fuller (and

'^and I then maintained
beside the kings of Persia," certainly
accords better with the usage ; but it is opposed
by the consideration adduced above, concerning
the assumption of two angelic powers who contend for the greatest influence over the Persian
king. Nor can it be understood on that theory
[also Keilj),

my place

why

the phural

t

'^sb'S

waa used instead of the

singular; for, although the opinion that the
writer intended Gyrus together with his successors, hence the entire Persian dynasty, by his
<^
kings of Persia," has recently become an especial fovorite (being accepted likewise by Fiiller
and Hofmann), it seems to us so improbable in
itself, that even the adoption of the theory which
asserts the Maccabflean origin of the book, could
scarcely serve to establish it (cf. especially Hit2ig, who contends for the more extended signifi-

cation of "^^b^p

upon

The

substantial grounds).

Sept. (and Theodot.) renders the passage correctly with regard to its meaning: nai avrbv
(so, rbv M<;t^^) KartMnov inei fterd rov apxovTOf
(SaaOxiaq Hepuv,
Verse 14. I am come to make
thee understand what shall befall thy people
in the latter days. Gf the introductory words
of Jacob's blessing. Gen. xlix. 1 ; also Num.

—

.

xxiv. 14.

Gonceming

0*^?'^'^ ri'^'^nii

as a desig-

nation of the Messianic future (the ^* issue of
the ages," Fttller), cf. on chap. u. 28. The
**end of the indignation," mentioned in chapi
viii 19, is not materially different from this end
of (pre-Messianic; days. For yet the vision ia
for many days; rather, ** for yet a vision for
those days," supply
I now bring, am about to

—

*'*'

reveal."

D^^^H, the days,

those days, viz.

latter days just mentioned,

-jiy is

:

the

probably to

be taken (with Fiiller and G. B. Michaelis) as
referring indirectly back to the two preceding
visions which treated of the latter days, hence
to chapters viii. and ix. (cf especially chap, viii
19 b and chap. ix. 23 et seq.). Gonsequentiy
the angel now brings yet an eschatologic^ prophecy, pet a vision of the last times which forms
the final and most specific revelation. None of
the other interpretations yield a clear sense that
agrees with the context, e.g. , that by Hitzig
*'
but it is yet continually a prophecy for ages ; "
by Havemick, ** for the prophecy to be imparted
to thee shall extend to this time" (similarly
Kranichfeld: ^^liT? exceeding the present and
the immediate future in its range ") ; the highly
.

** expectatio prof/us^
artificial one by Gooceius
nonie adhuc protdabilur, nempe per ieta tempora.
qtuB parUm c. 8, panrtim a 9 deeeripta «z/it,"
:

:

M

does not
eta ), U opposed by the fact that
properly signify " to remain behind," but ** to
mmttin over, to be superfluous" (at the most, it
"^^"^3

etc.

Verses 15-17. The prophet^e renewed eanster'
nation, in consequence of the reverential awe felt
by 7dm in the presence of hie super-human visitor,
V}/io t/terefore now assumes an inereaeingl^ human
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bmring

(Bee v. 16

a;

of.

18 a)

t.

I

I

my noe

toward the ground and became
domb the same attitude of reyerential awe as
in Luke xviii. 18 xxiv. 5.
The prophet's dumbne88 was twioe removed by the comforting interset

;

—

;

,

ference of the angel (. 16 et seq. and y. 19)
bat he afterward remained speechless, excepting
that he asked the brief question in chap, xii 8.
behold one like the similitude of the
sons of men touched
lips, or, **like the
sons of men he touched my lips ; ^' the subject is
not indicated here (and in y. 18), which does
not, howeyer, permit a doubt to arise that the
one ** after the similitude ... of men " is identical with the angel who was hitherto present.

I

I

—And

my

07?
chap.

"^a? r.lJa-S
yii.

seryes to reoaU the

©:« n;5,

OIK ri»nQ3

18 recalls

13, as

et seq.,

also

sndi psnsgee m
;

2

Oor. xiL 8

—

tropical sense only, it does not sound strange
from the lips of a man (against Hitzig), and
does not require to be obviated by means of put-

on "'T??

^.^1

by

'*

my

me"

(Vulg., Luther, Berth.,
by **my features were
(Ewald, following Psa. xlix. 15)

in
Hfivemick, Fuller), or

oan the serrant of
as in 1 Chron.

my

xiil. 2,

a

Ohaldaism for 1|'^M.-.As for me (properly *'and
I ") straightway there remained no strength
in me, neither is there breath left in me; f.«.,
the power to stand and breathe regularly (1
Kings X. 5; Josh, ii 11) departed from me
afrc«h.
The renewed consternation described
in these words was not as great as the former,
in y. 9; the ^'ceasing of the breath** was not
in a literal sense as in 1 Kings xvii. 17, but only
figurative, as in the similar form of speech,

—

Oant. y. 6.
A majority of recent expositors correctly regard this second member of the verse
as no longer belonging to Daniel's address to
the angel ; for if it were still included, the
words ** there is no strength in roe " would have
been employed twice in dose proximity (v. 16 6
and here; and in nearly the same form. Moreover, the incident of the two following verses
Fiiller, howrequires a suitable preparation.
eyer, is entirely too artiflciid when he includes
the words *'and I
"in Daniel's explanation
to the angel, but excludes everything else, to
the dose of his remarks.

—

ness of God to assist Israel, despite the sezioai
character of the situation of the time (and pertioularly, despite the dangers which threateaed
from the direction of Persia and Javan). Snowest thou wherefore I come unto thee ? iLft, Hi
thou aware of the serious and highly impoztiat
character of the message which 1 am to deHTcr
unto thee ? Dost thou sufficiently estimate tte
tremendous earnestness of the sitoatian, in oeasequenoe of which my mission became neoei
sary ? ^And now will I return to fight witb
the prince of Persia. That is, the peaoefsl
service of disdosing the future unto thee, ii
which I am now engaged, forms but a brief is*
terruption to the .great war which I must cos*
tinue steadily to wage against the goardin
spirit of the Persian power.
With regard to

—

more impressively
than could have been done by d"|*^S merely
and since the term is obviously employed in a
terrified sensation alluded to

—

;

Acts x. 16

of- T?RT PI", Josh. L 6, 7, 9; ttd
;
wiUi regard to the repetition of the verb, h
strengthening the idea, cf. Jer. x 25; 1134,
etc.
For thou hast strengthened me, viz.
sufllciently to enable me to listen with co1uaf^
ous composure to all that is to be reveled, i^
excepting even what is calamitous and tenii^
Verse 20— chap, xi 1. SoUmn and drcwMlmtial introdvction of the
tubiequtTU dda&d
deseripUon of the future^ connected with la
encouraging reference to the ocmstant readi-

Psa. xyiii 24), characterises the acutenens of the

*!|*^n,

;

Hit^, howeyer,

Ptrn ^^:

*

how

et seq.

.

.

changed"

etc.

(v. 16 5, 19 6), has a manufsctored ippearance, and does not impress."— like tiU
appearance of a man ; ef cm v. 16.—Vene 19L
Peaoe be onto thee ; be strong, yea, be iXtoo%,

With regard to ^^T^, *' sorrows," properly, Opsins," cl Isa. xiil 8; xxi
8; 1 Sara. iy. 19.
"'T?, *'my sorrows" (cf.

Verse 17. And
lord talk, etc.

UwM and

speech
in y.

13.

joinU trembled

ii

being nUed;
unaware of the furofonnd mystical mesnio^ti
the description, thinks that '^ the broad representation that he was gradually invigorated, it
first to speak himself, and afterward to listen to

my

ting an unusual sense

The proph^

ert, Bfatt. iy. 1 et seq.

—

Judg. yl

19.

d

John xxi 15

the similar expression in chap. yiii. 15. An
identity with Oabrid^ howeyer, cannot be established on this repeated assurance of the angel's
manlike appearance (against Kranichf.). The
touching of the lips (for the purpose of unsealing and opening them) is similar to the incident
in Isa. yL 7; Jer. i. 9.—O
lord, by the
ision
sorrows are turned upon me.
There is nothing strange in the form of the prophet's address to the angel, which terms him
** my lord," particularly since
the angel belonged
to the class of ^* chief princes ; ^ cf Josh. y. 14 ;

my

Verses 18,

gtrengthened tot the third time, and more e(fo^
tually than before (cf. vs. 5 and 16). The bdsg
touched and strengthened three timm bj the
angel (ia which old-chnnchly exegetea, &f
Ephrmem, etc., sought to find an alliuion to tiie
Trinity) was certainly not aoddental;
tfae
conflict of Christ in (^^uemane, l£i^ zxtl
his
being
38 et seq. ;
tempted thrice in the des-

|

|

—

QH^n, o<msidered as denoting an actual

vazCire

rather than a mere altercation or dispnte in tke
conndl of the angels of God (as Berthddt asd
others think), see on y. IS. And when (as
soon as) I am gone forth, k>, the prince d
Qraecia shall come. The ** going forth "ia
this passage, as often in descriptions of wai^
iaddents {e.g.^ Josh. xiy. 11 ; 1 Kings ii 7; 1
Sam. yiii. 20; Isa. xhi. 12; Zedi. xiv. lOX ee^
tainly denotes a going forth to battle rather fiba
the mere departing from a locality (HofmsBB,
The observation doea not, howPttller, eta).
eyer, refer to his going forth to meet the priioi
of Persia, but a going forth to other cofiffieti
after the war with the latter shall have bea
brought to a dose ; or, in other words, it
notes a going forth out of the war against tbe
prince of Persia (so Jacchiad., BcrtiioJdt, Ri-

—

^

rig,

Kranichfeld,

etc.

—correctly).

The

eesseii

Scarcely shall the Persian war be
ended, when the Greek arises against me ; tfct
oontiict with the Graocian world-power shsB to
unmediately oonaequ^it on the war with thst sf
therefore

:

''
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Persia.'' *

and

siia in

Cf. the similar contrasting of KS*;
2 Kings zi 5, 7. Hof mann's exposi-

tion of the passage is altogether too labored
**
The prince of the Gnecians enters into Uie
qaarrel against the prince of the Persians, from
which the angel retires ; but, after the Persian
empire has fiJlea, the fuigel renews the conflict
with the new adversary, and. as in the former
instance, is supported by Michael, the prince of
Israel" {JSehrytbew,, L 290- of. Wassag. und

Brf&Uung^ L 812 etseq.). Hofmann, however,
properly rejects V. Lengerke's view, on which
the coming of the prince of Grecia most be
regarded as viotoriotUy and leading to the defeat
of the angeL Hitzig, on the other hand, comes
* especially near to the latter theory, in his ventarescmie assertion that the angelic prince who
converses with Daniel, and who is to battle
against Persia and afterward against Greece,
represents the guardian spirit of Egypt^ as of a
power that had been friendly to the Jews in
former ages and that especiaJlv made common
caose with them against Syria (= Javan) in the
period of the Seleacidss! a bold hypothesis,
that has no support in the context, and that is
absolutely incompatible with the expressions of
sacred awe and reverence which Daniel made

—

uae of toward

this celestial "ID, according to v.

5

et seq.
Daniel would have been an idolater
of the coarsest kind had he rendered such homage as is described in this chapter, and particularly in vs. 16-10, to the angelic patron and
representative of %ypt (whom he assuredly
regarded as a dcimonic power inimical to GK>d,
no less than those of Persia and Javan). And a
possible Maccabaoan pseudo-Daniel would have

been still less likely than the Daniel of the 89ra
of the captivity, to involve himself in the guilt
of so gross a violation of the monotheistic principle and of disobedience to the first command-

ment in the decalogue.—Verse 21. But I will
irihow thee that which is noted in the 8oripture

(or book) of truth.

b3», *'but

still, "

a

strong adversative particle, serves here to introduce the antidote to the fears for the theocracy
excited by v. 20~in the shape of a comforting
allusion to the ultimate welfare and blessing
which are awaiting God's people according to
the book of Divine providence, despite all the
conflicts and sufferings that must precede them.
Properly, «*in a book of truth," »,«., in a Divine
document upon which ** the yet unrevealed
(Deut xxxii 34) fortunes of nations (Rev. v. 1)
as well as of individuals (Psa. cxxxix. 16) in the
future are entered " (Hitzig). Cf. the books of
judgment in chap, vii 10, and also the term

r^M

which briefly comprehends
tbe contents of the book of truth.—And there
is none that holds with me in these things
rather, '* and yet there is none that exerts himself with me against these," ».«., against the
guardian anjirels of Persia and Javan, the daamonic patrons of the heathen world-powers. On
P^^r^Tp, exerting oneself with another, bat.
in chap,

xi

2,

W

* [Yet *' we mast not, with Kraniobfeld, impply the
^ause, *to another more extensive conflict,* becaane this
popplement la arMrrary ; bat rather, with Kllefoth, Interpret
tlM word generallj, as it stands, of the gaing oat ot the angel to fight for the people of God, wlthoat exolnding the
war with the prlnoe of Penda, or limitiog it to this war *"
(Kell).]

;

1—XI.

281

1.

tling beside one, supporting one, cf 1 Sam. iv.
9 ; I Sam. x. 12. The participle characterises
the action, although future, as nevertheleai
being oonstant.—Bat (<mly) Michael your
prince, ^namely, in the sense of Josh. v. 18 et
The sentence ** and
seq. ; of. supra, on v. 18.

—

.

....

your prince," taken as a
there is none
whole, is not intended to jniBtify tiie greatness
of the sufferings through wnich Israel must puss
(Hofmann), or the long duration of the prospective conflict with the world-powers (PttUer) ; it
simply aims to place in a clearer light the help
afforded by the grace of God, which requires no
foreign support in order to protect, and eventuThe
ally to fully deliver Israel" (Kranichf.).
sentence would still express the idea of the self •
sufficien<7 of the good spiritual powers in the
kingdom of God, which require no aid from the
world, and also of their ability to effect all
things, even if it were made (as FlUler proposes)

dependent on

^

"1^^, and consequently

if (In

disreg^ard of the accentuation) it were translated,
**But I will show thee that which is noted,*'

and the absence of one to help
In that case, however, it would present two very dissimilar objects of the angel's
remarks as co-ordinate with each other, the former of which is very general in its character,
and the latter equally specific ; and this rendering would not obviate the incongruous relation
between the contents of the former half of the
verse and those of the latter, which exists in
any case.— Chap, xi 1. Also I in the first year
of Darins the Mede, even I, stood to confirm
and to strengthen hi^ or, '' As I also
stood by him as a supporter and helper ; ** pro*^3Mi begins a new senperiy, **and I also.'*
tence (cf. Psa. XXX. 7 ; Job xix. 25) which does
not stand in an adversative relation to the preceding verse (Hitzig), nor serve to explain it
It
(Luther, etc.), but which is eamparatice.
describes the relation bv which the angel who
now speaks and Michael, the prince of Israel,
etc. ,

*'

me,** eta

assisted each other, as being reciprocal

serves to repeat the

sequence,

*'

and I

his support,** etc.

Cf.

"^1^7

^^% without regard to
my standing was as
Job ix. 27 Zeph. iil 20
;

and respecting the use of 1?Jp sensu bdUeo «.
mUUairi
supra, v. 18 and chap. viii. 25.— ii
''to him.** Havemick and Hitsig propose to

d

refer this particle to

©"Jr*!!

rather than to

Michael, because the strong terms Ti7f

P'^tm

and

are supposed to warrant the conclusion

that the one to whose support he came was a
being inferior to the assisting angel, which would
not apply to the relation of the latter to MiohaeL
But in view of all the teaching of this section, a
martial angelic prince may well be in occasional
need of the aid and support of another, without
being inferior to the latter on that account ; and
in support of the view that Michael, the guardian angel of Israel, was obliged to put forth
special efforts in behalf of his wards, and therefore required the assistance of other good angelio
powers to an unusual degree, precisely ''in the
first year of Darius the Mede,** or at the period
when the world-power passed from the Ghaldoans to the Medo-Persian^, it will be sufficient to
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refer to chap, vi and to chap. ix. 1 et seq. (ol
Zech. i. 12). Of. Hofmann, JSehriftbew,, L 289,
''
and also Fiiller, p. 279
The first vene of
chap. xL is thus intimately connected with the
last verse of chap. z. ; and it was nnwise to
separate them, and thereby to confuse the train
of thought (by referring -j^ to Darius the Mode).
If it be asked, what interests were at stake in
the first year of Diurius, the answer will be, the
petition which the new dynasty ihouid ocimpy
toward the people of Israel. And it may be seen
from the narrative in ch<^[>. vi that efforts were
made in that particular year to place it in a hostile attitude toward that people.
It was in that
juncture that the good angel of the world-power
stood by Midiael, the prino^ of Israel, until he
prevailed : in the coming oonfiiict Michael shall
:

support AMTk"

SUQOBSTIONS.
1. The characteristic and leading feature of
the contents of this section is angeMogieal in its
nature.
An angelic being is introduced and described in an unusually minute and life-like manner, whom we (see on v& 5 and 18) cannot regard
as being identical with the Gabriel of chapters
viiL and iz. , nor yet with Michael, to whom he
repeatedly refera in the communications addressed by him to Daniel ; but the important
disclosures made by this being respecting the
nature and functions of several leading representatives of the angelic world, and the exalted
rank and powerful influence within that world
claimed by him, no less than his tremendous influence on the fortunes of earthly empires, justify the careful description of which he is the
object (va 6-7), as well as the expressions of
profound reverence addressed to him by Daniel
(according to vs. 8-11 ; 15-19).
These expressions, together with the counteracting efforts of
the angel called forth by t^em, by wh-oh he
designed to streng^en and encourage the terrified and overwhehned prephet, are analogous to
the incidents connected with the appearance of
Gabriel to Daniel in chap, viii 15 et seq. ; but
while the prophet^s fainting and his restoration
by Gabriel occurred but once in that instance
(see on v. 18), the same features appear thrice
in this connection, leading to the conclusion
that this nameless angelic prince is of extraordinary importance, and at least equals, if he does
not outrank Michael, the ^^ captain of the Lord's
host" (Josh. V. 13). As the latter comes to his
assistance (vs. 18, 21), so he affords aid to that
prince in return (chap, xi 1) in the conflict with
the '' princes " of Persia and Javan, the angels
who fight against Gkxl at the head of the heathen
world-power. The latter likewise appear to be
possessed of exalted power, and therefore as terrible spiritual beings who are dangrerous to the

are powerful daemons

its

They
name ^^^JD

representatives.

who

bear the

"' princes,
arehangels,^* by virtue of their influential rank in the kingdom of darkness, with as

much

flict

But who
beuig, to

is

this nameless one, this mysterious

whom

propriety as do Gabriel, Michael, eta, by
virtue of their position in the kingdom of light

not even the predicate

^'^ is

applied, although doubtless belonging to hiia, to
say nothing of a definite nomen proprium bemg
assigned to him? Are we, in cotnnection with
many older expositors {e.g,y Vitringa, 0. Bw
Michaelis, Bambach, Starke, etc.), to identify
him with Christ, the ^' uncreated angel of Ihe

—

Lord,"

whom

Daniel repeatedly addressed aa

^IK, and whose

ETHICO-FUNDAMENTAL PBINCtPLSS RELATED
TO THE HISTORY OP SALVATION, APOLOGETICAL REMARKS, AND HOMILBTICAL

kingdom of God and

The power of the evil angels, however, ii <mly
transient and perishable, like that of the empires over which they rule, while the angelio
princes of light, Michael and the nameless one,
who stand in the service of God, triumph over
them all in suocession, although the viotoiymay
only be achieved by effort and determined con-

description is said to be

strik-

ingly similar to that of the ^* Son of man" in
dmp. vii 18 et seq. (with which compare especial^ vs. 16, 18), and also to that of Christ in
the Apocalypse (Bev. i 13-18 ; x. 1-6) ? This

opinion is at all events more prebable than that
of the interpreters who identify Michael instesd
with Christ (Melancthon, Geier, Jo. Lange, Neabauer, DispuL de Michade archangdo^ Havernick, eta) : but it is opposed, and the created
nature of tne angel is implied, by the following
considerations : (1) he describeA himself in v. 11
as a tnesMnger sent from God to bear a Divine
message to Daniel (similar to Gabriel in chap,
viii. 16 et seq. ; ix. 20etseq.) : (2> his difficult
in combating the protecting angels c^ the woridpowers, even necessitating his being supported
by other angelic princes, contrasts strong with
the manner in which the former visions describe
the triumph of Christ over the woiid-empires
opposed to him ; see especially chap, ii 44 et
seq. and chap. vii. 18. 22, 26 ; (8) the dtcamstance already noticed in v. 16, that the address
^^
my lord,** together with the other features of
the description which aim at the exaltation and
glorifying of this angel, are elsewhere applied to
angels who were certainly created ; «.y. , in Josh.
Judg.
V. 14, to the captain of the Lord's host
vL 18, to the angel who appeared to Gideon;
Judg. xiii 8, to &e angel whom Manoah saw
also Bev. xix. 10 ; xxii 8 et seq.
We shall
consequently be compelled to assume that the
messenger sent from God to Daniel, as here introduced, was an angel proper, and distinct from
the Son of God (see Jerome, Theodoret, and a
majority of church fathers, on this passage^
But what position of rank and power is to be
attributed to him, or ^in case be is at once coordinated with Michael and Gabriel in ^ese
respects (as we have done on v. 5), and is therefore regarded as an archangel what particular
office and functions are to be aligned to him, is
after all a difficult question, and can hardly be
answered with full exegetioal certainty. The
rang^ <^ the angePs activity would beoome too
Umited if he were identified with the third of the
archangels mentioned by name in the Old Test,
beside Gabriel and Michael, vi& : with the Ba*
phael of the apocryphal book Tobit, or if he
were degraded to the rank of a mere guardian
angel over Egypt (Hitzig; see on
On
20).
the other hand, his authority would beoome too
extensive^ and his position too exalted, if he were
conceived of as the mighty governor of all earthly
*

d

—

—

.
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CHAP. X.
the Di-vinely appointed raler and spiritual guide of the wh(ie terrestrial world, thns
assigning to him a sphere similar to that oocapied by the deminrge of the Gnostios, or the
*^ earth-spirit" of Goethe in his prologne to
Fau»t^ or to that given by the ingenious natural
philosopher, Max Perty (in his work uber die

nfttore,

mystiwihen Er%cheinungen der mensehUchen NaiuTy 1862), to the geodoBmoii^ the regent of onr
planet, who is regiurded as the spiritual principle
that presides over the earth, the human race,
and the doTelopment of both. To assume such
an earth-spirit, which is neither Scriptural nor
natural, and which has no support even ui the
magical and mystical phenomena of human life
(of. the thorough criticism of this hypothesis in
L. Giesebrecht's lecture on Das Wunder in der
devtsehen OeecfUcfUbeechrehbung neuerer Zeit,
Stettin, 1868, p. 10 et s«q.)» would be to disregard the tenor of this section, as certainly as it
Gharaoterizes the angel as being decidedly supernatural, and at the same time (in y. 5 et seq.)
endows him with external attributes of his rank
uch as would be but poorly adapted to the position and functions of a telluric planetary spirit
Accordingly, if any particular explanation
whaterer of the nature and office of this ang^l
is to be attempted, the opinion of Hofmann
which was noticed above, on v. 5, is to be decidedly preferred to all others ( Weissagung und

—

BrfOUung, L 312 et seq. Schriftbeweie, I. 287
That opinion has also been adopted
et seq. ).
hy Auberlen (Daniel^ etc., p. 67), Fuller, Baumgarten, Luthardt, Biggenbaoh (on 2 Thess. ii.
It assumes that the ang^el in
6), and others.
;

question represents * * the good spirit of the heathen
teoridpower^^^ while the * princes " of Persia and
Javan opposed by him and Ifichael, represent
the evil principle which is hostile to God, and
which manifests itself in the development of
the heathen world-power. The former is that
^ power in nature which operates in favor of
God^s kingdom throughout the heathen world,"
the *^ good spirit, which is to promote in the
heathen world the realization of God*8 purpose
of salvation ; " the latter are powers opposed to
God, who se^ to cross and neutralize the plans
of God and of the good angel, which aim at the
The former is the resalvation of the world.
straining pruioiple (rd Korkxov^ 2 Thess., L c.)
which restrains and prevents the ascendancy and
prevalence of the height of Satanic wickedness
in human history ; the latter, on the oontrazy,
endeavor to hinder and retard the progress of
the kingdom of God. We regard this view as
harmonizing well with the contents of the chapter before us, and can permit a partial departure
from it only in so far as (1) we must consider it
doubtful whether St. Paul intended to definitely
and consciously allude predsdy to the angel here
described by the word Ka:rkxun> or Karixov ; (2)
so far as we regard the conflict of the angel with
those foes as an actucd warfare in 1^ divisible
r^ons of the spirit-world, and not as a mere
supplanting in the favor of the king and his
court, because of the termini beUid employed in
vs. td and 20 et seq. ; (8) so far as we are compelled to regard the foes against whom the angel
contended, as being the actual spiritual protectors of the world-kmgdoms in question, and as
dtemonio powers or Satanic angels, who have
ent'Cred on a permanent oonnection with the
*

1—XL

1.

kingdoms over which they rule, in consequence
of which they stand or fall with them (ot. on v.
The idea of guardian angels, or, more
18).
exactly, the idea of certain dsBmonic spirituiCl
beings {&yyeXoi laraVy 2 Cor. xii. 7) as being at
the head of the antitheistic world-monarchies
and as fundamentally opposed to Michael, the
prince of the theocracy, is not only countenanced
by the leading authorities of the older exegetical
tradition (Luther, Melanc, Calov, Geier, G. B.
Michaelis, Starke, and in substance also Jerome,
Theodoret, and the older Boman Catholic expositors, excepting that they mistake the Satanic
evil character of 3ie ** princes " of Persia, etc.,
to a greater or less extent), but it is likewise
based on all the passages in both the Old and
New- Test Scriptures^ which represent the gods
of the heathen world as daemons, and conse*
quently, the heathen lands or states over which
they rule and exerdse spiritual authority as
being provinoes of the kingdom of darkness (cf.
the expositors of 1 Gor. viii. 6 ; x. 20 et seq.,
especially Kling, yoL, 7 of the New-Test part of
the BiMe-wark),*
2. This estimate of the contents of the chapter does not affect its credibility^ nor does it
oblige us to conclude that the section originated
at the hands of a pseudo-Daniel in the Maocabeaan age. FtUler^s remarks on these points, p.
272 et seq., are especially pertinent We transfer to this place an epitome of this author's
apology for the doctrine of angels, as oontained
tibds section, although it is connected with
views that diverge somewhat from ours, and
that especially contain no correct estimate of
the idea of guardian angels * * This is the meaning of our text. Shall we oonaider it a rabbinical idea and a Jewish fable ? I cannot even find
that it is entirely foreign to our modem conceptions.
Do we not frequently speak of the spirit
that reigns in the influential circles of a court ?
Is it not well understood that propositions which
conflict with that spirit have no prospect of being approved, unless the prevailing spirit should
be superseded by a different one? That is
exactly what the text affirms—although certainly with a di^erence for our age speaks of
spirit without understanding a personal spiri* Spirit * is a current
tual being by that term.
word in its mouth, but it beoomes embarrassed
when asked how it conceives of spirit. As Qod,
in the consciousness of modem times, has taken

in

:

;

* IThfl vMgnaneBB and indeoiakm of this interpratataoa <A
the **prinoe^ In qaeetion in no leas ftn objeotion to it than
evidently heathcniflh character. The anthor's argumenta
adduced above against the common view which identiflea
this ang^o prince wiUi Chriit himseU are entirely inoondosive : for (1) Jesas Ukewiae calls himself a meftaenger of
Ood (John iii. 17, 84) ; (3) the Son of Qod hlmmlf did not
dindain angelic aid (Matt. iv. 11 ; Lnko xzlL 43) ; (8) the
other O.-T. instances oitad (enpeoially Joah. v. 14) are dearly
alloaions to the Hesidanic theophany.
*'This heavenly
form has thus, it is true, the shining white tcUar common to
the angeU Ezck. ix. 9, but all the other features, as predescribed—the '>hinlng of the body, the brightn«« of his
its

ooontenance, his eyes like a lamp of fire, arms and feet like
glittering brass, the sound of his speaking all these point

—

to the revelation of the nin*^ "^ISSt the glorious appear-

ance of the Lord. Baek. L, and teaoh ns that the l5"*M soen

by Daniel was no common angel-prince, but a manifestation
This is placed beyond a doubt
/.«., the Logos.
by a onnparlson with Bev. i. 13>1&, where the form of the
Bon of man. whom John saw walking in the midst of the
of Jehovah,

golden candlesticks,

ance

l<*

described like the gtorions appearDaniel'' (Kell).]

Mon by BaeUel and
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refuge in the gaise of a univenftl Bpirit, of whioh
it may be affirmed that it is, and that it is not,
with equal propriety, so the spirits are involved
in a similar predicament ; they have dinsolved
into vapor.
The Scriptures, however, teach a
differeut doctrine.
They have and know a perhoiuil (lod and personal spirits, and teach that
the latter include some who do the will of God^
while others resist it. If we assume accordingly
that such spirits existy it will not surprise any
mind that they should be active and influential
(of. Gen. xxxil I et seq. ; 2 Kings vL 17, etc.).
.... According to the Scriptures as a whole,
the angels are the agents through whom God governs the world, and they are ooncerued in many
things where we do not suspect their presence.
The only new feature in the passage is that they
are employed in influencing the decisions of the
rulers of tiie worid ; but this is not surprising,
since they are concerned to realize or prevent
the Divine purposes. The world-power interferes in the fortunes of Israel ; should God
quietly look on while His will is counteracted ?
In such a case he opposes the evil spirit by IIU
spirit, so that spirit combats against spirit," etc.
Auberlen expresses ideas exactly similar, p.
67 '* The Holy Scriptures only ask of us that
we should take in a real sense the language we
are accustomed to employ in a figurative sense,
respecting a conflict of the good and the evil
spirit in man.
Similar ideas prevail in 1 Sam.
xvi. 13.15 ; 1 Kings xxii. 22 ; the Satanic influences with which we become better acquainted
through the words of Jesus and the apostles are
nothing different in their nature. This does not
argue that the freedom of human action is thereby destroyed ; for the influence of spirits over
the inner nature of man is not irresistible, and
their principal attention may perhaps be given
to the shaping of external circumstances.
The
question concerning the relation of the Divine
government to the freedom of man does not become more difficult by the additional feature of
tiie service of augels, but, on the oontrary, be-

—

:

comes more

intelligible."

—CI

also

Blumhardt,

Ueber dU Lehre von den Eng^n^ in Vilmar*s PasiaraUTheol BldUem, 1865, I. p, 32 : ** If Christ
is presented to us as he who shall reign until all
his foes are made the footstool for his feet, his
reigning is always realized through the means
of angels who are sent forth, and over whom is
placed a special angel, Michael being prominent
among them ; and the fact that so little is said
respecting the persons of the warring angels,
who must be reg^arded as constantly reappearing, produces in us the more positive and elevating impression, as it is always the same battle from the beginning and down to the consum-

mation of God s kingdom, when he shall have
put down all opposing rule, and all authority and
power (I Cor. xv. 24). In this light we learn to
lose sight of the strangeness of a name also, e.g. ,
that of Michael (' who is like God ? *), and see
that the names found in the Scriptures have not
the slightest connection with the follies of the
Jewish doctrine concerning angels, which includes extended registers of angels' names. But

'

1

I

I

I

I

'

we only gnard against beii^
moved from our smpli^ty by the power of a
worldly vrisdom that overiookift the kernel of
eveiything."
8. Nor does the chapter contain anything aside
from the doctrine of angels that is not well
adapted to the time of Daniel, and to the captive prophet Daniel as its anthor.
This has
already been shown with reference to several
particulars.
It only remains to call attention to
the alleged " historical improbability " contained
in V. 1, that Daniel did not return to the holy
land with Zerubbabel and Joshua, as being a
circumstance that on the contrary lends veiy
little su|^;>ort to the Maocabasan-t«ndency hypothesis.
For while it is a sufficient explanatioii
of that fact that the aged and esteemed prophet
remained at Babylon for the special purpose of
promoting the welfare of his compatriots and of
the theocracy (see on that passage), it is certainly improbable that a writer of the Maocabasan period, who should have invented this narrative in the interest of a tendency, would have
left his hero in a strange land, among the many
indifferent and apostate ones (cf 1 Mace. L 13
et seq. ; xliv. 55), when a suitable opportunity
was presented for his return, and while his own
superstitions, if

.

heart was animated with a glowing love for the
''pleasant land" (•CS~7'J», chap, viil 9; xi
The zeolouB fasting ot Daniel (t. 2 et seq.)

16).

—

serves as little as the circumstance above referred to, to render probable the compoeitioa of
the chapter in the Maccabean age ; for the prophet^ s fasting does not bear an ascetic and workrighteous character, such as was adapted to the
^irit of the later Judaism, and especnally to ibt
Alexandrian Judaism, inasmuch as the cause of
the gracious acceptance of the supplicant whUe
yearning for deliverance, is shown by v. 12 to
have been, not his fasting, but the fervent and
persistent prayer which accompanied it.
In this

character of a mere accompaniment and outward
sign of sorrow because of national and religions
misfortunes, fasting (together with related
usages connected with mourning, e.g,, abstaining from anointing, the wearing of sackdoih,
sitting in ashes, etc.) was practised, long prior
to the captivity, by ihe earliest repreeentativea
of the proi^etic order, such as Elijah, Jod.
Isaiah, eta (of. 1 Kings xviL 6 ; xix. 4 et seq.
Joel i 14; ii. 12; Isa. zx. 2 et seq.); so that

the similar conduct of Daniel, which becomes
additionally appropriate in view of its being ooanected with the occurrence of the feast of the
Passover, does not seem remarkable or ontime^
in the least.
In opposition to Hitzig's afisertiuo
that the remarks of the angel in chap. x. tl;
xi 1^ contain an allusion to the political z^Uons of Egypt with Syria and Palestine in the
Maocabsean period, see supra, on these pas-

—

sages.
4.

The homSetieal treatment of the

chapter

we

have regard primarily and principally to izs
angeldogical features. In this req[>ect a&t^itaoa
wifi natually be directed less to the nature and
employment of tiie angels brought to our notftx
than to their relation to the designs and modes

everything superficially by its appearance, and
are ready to throw it into the lumber-room of

of operation of the Ditine proridence whidi eiaTks
ploys them as instruments in its service.
influence of Ood <m the fortunes off ihs w*tUempires and the decisions of their r\uert^ as b€iMg

also learn how easy it is, when the Word is
carefully and thoroughly studied, to set aside
the sneering objections of opponents, who judge

vnll
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CHAP. XL
exerted ihr&ugh the agency of angeU, and as emfioymg the power of the mighty princes of the
saoh will
spirit' world for the ijodfa/re of man
probably be the theme of a meditatdon ou the
oontente of the section as a whole. In oonneotion with this it will be proper to refer to passages like Psa. xxxiv. 3 ; ciU. 20 et seq. ; Heb.
t 14, eto., and to illustrate and enforce them in
their profound truth and comforting power, bj
the subject of this chapter.
Homiietieal euggestians on parUeular passages:
On V. 1, Melanct^on : ^* Nova ti^io exkthetur jam
Danid^ nan solum ut ipse et ceeteri pii in hoc prasenti periotUocoftJirmentury sed etiam et posteritas
prcfmoneaiur de prcBeipuis mutaUonihus imperiarum etdeiis ealamita&bus^ qum Judota impendebant. .... Hades Eceksa imaginem^ quam

—

Deus tmU

et exerceri affiictionibtu et fide expec-

tare Uberationenu
Et cum liberat, tamen evenCum
ttis iwn respondent nostris conjeeturis.
Cyri hen^cium impeditum esset^ postea ma0s
conspiei potuU^ a Deo gubemari hane Uberatio-

nem, cum tot impedimenta ineidissent, qua humanis consiliis toUt non poterantJ^
On T. 2, Jerome '^Secundum aTiagogen vero
?ioc dicendum est^ quod qui in luetu est et sponsi
htget absentiam^ non comedit panem desid&rabii^pn, qui de ecdo deseendit, neque sUidvm capU
Mbum^ qui intettigitur in oarnSy nee bibit einum,
tfuod laUficat cor hominis, nee exhilarat faeiem
in deo (Ps. civ. 15). Hoc autem j^unio sponsa
:

impetrabiles faeit lacrimas, quondosponsusfuerit
ablatus ab eay etc.—Cramer: ''To fast and
prepare the body is indeed a proper external disaipline, not to deserve something thereby, as the
Papists do, but in order to a still better prepajtAtXon
Matt vi 17 et seq."
On V. 4, Geier : ** Juxta huncflumtm sefuisse
Uicit propheta, j^unio haetentts maceratuspred9usque taeans dewtis, sine dubio^ ut
nonnihU reerearet hoe lodjucundioris oontempla-

'

:

ammum

itionSy si quidsm ad hujusmodi Jluviorum npas
•imani nonnunquam dantur coiles^ voiles aut
•luci arboHbus consiti^ ubi undarum suaviter au•Huhtur susurri adeoque non exigua simid suppeiitatur ansa reeolendi benefeia tarn ereationis,

fuam eonservationis

redemUonis^^^ eto,

Cf. Psa.

Esek. L 1 etc.
On V. 8 et seq.» Calvin ** Deus non ideo terret suoSy quoniam i]mtm oblectet nostra pertttr^atiOy sed quoniam id nobis utile est^ quia sdlicit

uxxvii.

1 et seq.

;

:

1^.
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3-45.

idonei ad diseendum^ nssi came
Hoc autem necesse fieri
nostra prorstts subactn.
violento modo propter pervic^teiam nobis ingenitam."— Starke : '' Behold in this the goodness
and friendliness of Gh)d, who not only knows
how to terrify, but also causes the terrified ones
to be comforted and strengthened ! "^
On V. 11. Theodoret : KoXei avrbv ov BaXraffdp.

nunquam erimus

*'Eppakjv bvofm' xal rb fihf vTrd evae(iuv hidrj, rh
dk vrb dvotTifiojv npoaeri^,
Starke : **It is dif-

—

a timid and sorrowful heart to appropriate to itself the Divine comfort ; wherefore
Ood sometimes calls them by name : cf Acts x.
ficult for

.

81."

On

V. 18,

Jerome

—Melancthon

**

(see supra,

on that j>a88age).

Angehu pius narrat

Danieii,
se dimicasse cum prineipe Persarum^ ue.^ cum
diabolo moUente dissipationes regni Persid, Etsi
enitn ignoramus^ quomodo inter se pugnent boni
et

:

maU spiritus^ tamen cei*tamina esse nan dvbium

disputations fiant^ site aUis modis.
Ait
ergo bonus Angelus repressum a se esse malum
spiritu/m^ qui Vambysenjuvsnem et auUcos impios
est^ sive

ad d^endam gentem Judaioam^

ineitabat^ vel

tel

ad

interficiendum Danielem^ vd ad alias malas
acHones tentandas, qum nooos motus in regno al-

—

laturcB eranL^'^
Auberlen,
(see supra. No. 2).
On V. 15 et seq., Starke :

Blumhardt,
**

Fiiller

If needless terror

and alarm can deprive a pious soul of his speech,
is it a wonder that wicked persons shall be dumb
when Christ addresses them with the words,
Friend,

how

earnest thou in hither, etc. ? (Matt,

xxii 12).— If

God does not

first

open our

lips,

either directly or indirectly, we shall be unable
to speak what pleases Him (Bom. viiL 26 ; x.
15)."
On V. 20 et seq., Melancthon : ** Hcsc exempla
ostendunt satis inquietam fuisse provinciam.
Fuerunt igitur et angeiorum certandna^ quifnalos
spiritttSy

seditionum

et

diseordiarum inflamma-

— Starke:

**When one kingof the world has been destroyed, Satan will
reign through another ; and thus the church is
compelled to contend constantly against the
prince of this world, until aU kingdoms shall
belong to God and Christ.— The fact that the
power of angels is limited appears from their
requiring tiie aasistanoe of others."
tores depellebant,'^

dom

Detailed prophetie description of the Persian and Onseian world-kingdoms^ and also of the king*
doms ichieh should €mse from the latter, together toith their conflicts.

Chap. XI. 2-45.

And no^ will I shew thee th€ truth. Behold, there shall stand up yet three
kings in [to] Persia ; and the fourth shall be far richer than they all and by
[according to] his strength through [by] his riches he shall stir up all [the
whole! against [with] the realm of Qraecia [kingdom of Javan].
And a mighty king [a king, a hero] shall stand up, that shall rule with ffreat
8
4 dominion [rule], and do according to his will. And when he shall stand up,
his kingdom shall be broken, and shall be divided [partitioned] Unoard the four
winds of heaven [the heavens] ; and not to his posterity, nor according to his
dominion [rule] which he ruled for his kingdom shall be plucked up, even for
[and gitfen to] others besides those [these] ^
2

:

:
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And

theldns of tlie south shall, be strong, and [become] one of his princes;
shall be strong above him, and have dominion [rule] ; his dominion
[rule] shall be a great dominion [rule].
And in [to] the end of years they shall
join [associate] themselves together ; for [andl the king's daughter [daughter oi
the king] of the 'south shall come to the king or the north to make an agreement ;*
but [and] she shall not retain the power of the arm neither shall he stand, nor
[and] his arm ; but [and] she shall be given ujo, and they that brought her, and
ne that begat her, and he that strengthened her in these [the] times.
But [And] out of a branch [shoot] of her roots shall one stand ftp in his
estate [basis, t.c., stead], which [and he] shall come with an army [to the force],
and shall enter into [come in] the fortress of tJie king of the north, and shall deal
against [do with] them, and shall prevail [strengthen himsdfl ; and shall also
carry captives [cause to go in the captivity] into Egypt their gods, with their
princes [anointed onea]^ and with their precious [prized] vessels of silver and of
gold and he* shall continue [stand] more years than the king of the north. So
the king of the south shall come into his kingdom [And he shall come mto the
kingdom of the king of the south], and shall return into his own land [ground].
But his sons shall be stirred up [strengthen themselves], and shall assemble
a multitude of great forces and OTie shall certainly come, and overflow, and
pass through; then [and] shall he return, and be stirred up [or, they shall
strengthen themselves], even to his [or, their] fortress. And the king of the
south shall be moved with choler [become very bitter], and shall come forth
and fight with him, even with the king of the north and he shall set forth [cause
to stand] a great multitude; but the multitude shall be given into his nand.
And when he hath taken away the multitude [or, the multitude shall be taken
aioayX his heart shall be lifted up \or^ raised up\ ; and he shall cast down [cause
to fall] many ten thousands but [and] he shall not be strengthened hy ik
For [And] tJie king of the north shall return and shall set forth [cause to
stand] a multitude greater than the former, and shall certainly come after certain [at the end of the times ths] years with a great army [force] and with much
riches.
And in those times there shall many stand up against the kin^ of the
south : also J^and] the robbers [sons of tyrants] of thy people shall exalt themselves [be lifted up"] to establish [cause to stand] the vision ; but [and] they

and he

6

;

7

8

9

10

;

:

11

:

12

:

1

14

shall fall [be stumbled],

15

16

17

So [And] the king of the north shall come, and cast up [pour ov£\ a mount
[mound], and take [catch] the most fenced cities [city of defences] ; and the
arms of the south shall not tott^tand, neither [and, ».«., or] his chosen people
Uhe people of his choice], neither shall there he amy strength to ir»tAstand. But
[Ana] he that cometh against [to] him shall do according to his own will, and
none shall stand before him ; and he shall stand in the glorious land [land of
comeliness], which [and] by his hand [he] shall be consumed. He shall also
SAnd he shallj set his face to enter [come] iivnth the strength of his whole kingom, and upnght ories * with him ; thus [and] shall he do and he shall give
him the daughter of [the] women, corrupting [to corrupt, or^ destroy] her ; but
[and] she shall not stand o?i his side, neither [nor] be for him, Aft;er this [And]
shall he turn his face unto the isles, and shall take [catch] many ; but a prince
[general] for his own behalf [his reproach] shall cause the reproach offered by
him [for him] to cease ; without his oum reproach he shall cause it to turn upon
[to] him.
Then [And] he shall turn his face toward the fort [fortresses] of his
own land; but [and] ne shall stumble [be stumbled] and fall, and not be
:

18

19

found.

Then [And] shall stand up in his estate [on his basis, i.*., steadj a raiser of
taxes in \o7ie causing the exactor to pass throttgh] the glory of the kmgdom : but
within few days [and in single days] he shall be destroyed [broken], neither
[and not] in anger nor in battle.
21
And in his estate [on his basis, i.e., stead] shall stand up a vile [despised]
person, to whom [and on him] they shall not give the honoui: of the kingdom :
but [and] he shall come in peaceably [with tranquillity], and obtain [or,
22 strengthen] the kingdom by flatteries. And with the arms of a [the] flood shall

20
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they be overflown from before him, and shall be broken ; yea [and], also the
23 prince of tJhe covenant. And after the leaeue ituide with [from the covenanting
to] him he shall work deceit/t*i^y ; for [anal he shall come up, and shall become
24 strong with a small people. He shall enter [come] peaceably [with tranquillity]
even upon [and with] the fattest places ot ths province ; and he shall do that
which his fathers have not done, nor [and] his fathers' fathers ; he shall scatter
among [to] them the prey, and spoil, and riches ; yaa, and he shall forecast
[devise] his devices against the strong holds, even [and that^ for [till] a
time.

25

26

27

And he shall stir up his power and his courage [heart] against Hie king of the
south with a great army [force] ; and the king of tne south shall be stiri-ed up to
[the] battle with a very great and mighty army [force] ; but [and] he shall not
stand for they shall forecast [devise] devices against him. Yea [And], they
that feed [eat] of the portion of his meat [dainty food] shall destroy [break]
him, and his army [force] shall ovei-flow; and many shall fall damn slain. And
both these kings' heaits [the kings, their heart] ehaU he to do mischief [wrong],
an<J they shall 8peak lies [falsehood] at [over] one table ; but it shall not prosper for yet the end shall be at [to] the time appointed.
Then [And] shall he return into Ins land with great riches; and his heart
shaU he against the holy covenant ; and he shall do exploits and return to his
oum land. At [To] the time appointed he shall return, and come toward [in]
the south but [and] it shall not be as the former, or [and] as the latter.
For
[And] the ships of Cnittim shall come against [in] him ; therefore [and] he shall
be grieved [dejected], and return, and have indignation against the holy covenant ; so [and] shall he do ; he shall even [and he shall] i*eturny and have intelligence with iheni that forsake the holy covenant.
And arms shall stand on his part [from him], and they shall pollute the sanctuary of trength [the stronghold], and shall take [cause to turn] away the
daily [continual] scicrifice^ and they shall place [give] the abomination that
maketh desolate. And such as do wickedly against [the wicked doers of] the
covenant shall he corrupt [pollute] by flatteries : but [and] the people that do
know their [its] God shall De strong, and do exploits. And they that understand among [the prudent of] the people shall instruct [understand for the]
many ; yet [and] they shall fall [be stumbled] by the sword, and by flame,
by captivity, ana by spoil, many days. Now [And] when they shaU fall [be
stumbled], they shall be holpen [helped] with a little help : but [and] many
shall cleave [be joined] to them with flatteries.
And some of them of understanding [the prudent] shall fall [be stumbled], to try \liUy smelt in] them, and
to purge [purity], and to make them white, even to [till] the time of the end
because it is yet for a [to the] time appointed. And the king shall do according to his will ; and he shall exalt himself, and magnify himself above every
god, and shall speak marvellous [distinguished] things against the God of gods,
and shall prosper till the indignation be accomplished [fail] : for thcct that is
determined shall be done.
Neither shall he regard [And he will not have understanding upon] tlie God of
his fathers, nor [and upon] tf^ desire of women, nor regard [and he will not have
understanding upon] any god for he shall magnify himself above all. But in His
estate [And on his base, i.^, stead] shall he honour [give glory to] the god of forces
[strongholds] ; and [toj a god whom his fathers knew not shall he honour [give
gloryj with gold, and [with] silver, and with precious stones [stone], and pleasant things. Thus [And] shall he do in the most [fortresses of] strongholds
with a strange god, whom he shall acknowledge and increase [increase to acknowledj^e] with glory : and he shall cause them to rule over [the] many, and
shall divide the land for gain [distribute ground with a price].
And at [in] the time of the end shall the king of the south push at [wage war
with] him : and the king of the north shall come against him like a whirlwind
[will storm upon him], with chariots [chariot], and with horsemen [horses], and
with many ships [boats] ; and he shall enter [come] in^o the countries [lands],
and shall overnow and pass over. He shall enter also [And he will come] in^
:

:

28

29
80

81

32
83

84
86

86

87

88

89

40

41

:

:
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the gloriouB land [land of comeliness], and many countries shall be overthrown
[stumbled] but [and] these shall escape out of his hand, even Edom, and Moab,
and the chief [first] of the children of Ammon. H© shall stretch forth his hand
also [And he shall send his hand] upon [in] the countries [lands] ; and the laud
of Egypt shall not escape [be for an escaped one^ i.e., exempt]. But [And] he
shall have power [rule] over the ti'easures of gold and of silver, and over all the
precious [pleasant J things of E^ypt : and the Libyans and the Ethiopians shall
be at [in] his steps.
But [And] tidings out of the east and out of tfie north
shall trouble him: therefore [and] he shall go forth with gi*eat fury to destroy,
and utterly to make away [devote to extermination] many. And he shall
plant ths tabernacles [tents] of his palace [pavilion] between the seas in [at]
:

42

43

44
45

the glorious holy mountain {holy mountain of comeliness]
to his end, and none snaU help him.

;

yet [and] he shall

come

LEXICAL AND GRAMMATICAL NOTES.
V

D^^.O'^lDt literally tf^ttlMM, benoe a compact

m to what

is

agreed upon as right between the parties.

It here seons

main omditions or boiuideraQ^IID*^?^ above, contains an allnskm to the riohu of a
• "

to refer especially to the terms or provisos of the alllanoe, the marriage being one of the

Hon*.

—* The prononn

emphatio.—' D^*^n}^

is

•t

and may therefore

contract,

probal>l7, like

:

signify oMes.]

EXEOETICAL BEMABKS.
Verse
sia in

a

will I

—

3.

Touching upon the

Jiasty

and summary

show thee

the truth.

last

kings of Per-

reeisio.

And now

^^%

see ohap. z.

^Behold, there shall stand up yet three
kings in Persia; i^e.^ doabtleas, after the present king, henoe after Cyrus (see ohap. x. 1),
there shall be three more kings of Persia, ^the
Persian state shall have three more kings. The
author therefore assigns altogether four kings
to Persia, from which, however, it by no means
follows that he
knew ** only that number nor
can it be shown from Ezra iv. 5, 7 that the
writer of that book knew of four Persian kings
21.

—

* ^

(Hitzig, Ewald). *

;

The number

four

is

rather to

be regarded as a symbolic number, exactly like
that of the Mringfs and heads of the leopard in
chap. vii. 6 (see on that passage), which indicates that the development of the kingdom in
question is completed, and is, to that extent,
parallel with the number of the world-monarchies and with other significant quadruples cf.
Eth.-fund principles, etc., on chap. ii. No. 8.f
And the foorth shall be £eur richer than they
;

^^
shall acquire g^reater riches,*' etc.
; rather,
This fourth one does not denote the last of idl
the Persian kings, Darius Codomannus, but the
fourth from the beginning (or, in other words,

all

the third of the three just mentioned),* and
therefore Xerxes^ as pseuao-Smerdis, is probably
not included, and Cyrus, Gambysea, and Darius
Hystaspis are considered the first three. The
characteristic noticed in this place applies well
to Xerxes, as he became especially famous because of his immense riches (Herodotus, IIL
06 ; IV. 27-29), and as his expedition into Oreece
obscured those of his father by the excessive
greatness of his armament. The significance of
this fourth member of the old Persian dynasty
(whose identity with Xerxes was naturally not
yet apprehended by the prophet [?]. especially
as the angel did not see fit to state hia name) is
that he represents, on the one hand, the acme
of the development in power of the kingdom in
question, and, on the other, the beginning of its
dissolution.—And by his strength through his
riches, or, ** when he has become strong through

iD^Tnp^, an

his riches.
xii. 1

;

also infra, y. 4,

infinitive

and chap.

Thus " the three kings who shall yetdS^P) arise are the
three Buccestsors of Cyms, tix., Oambyses, the psendo-Smerthe fourth is th«n Xerxes, with
dis, and Darius Hystaspis

2 Ghron.
is

not co-ordinated with the following i^ip^Sl, but
He shall stir up all against
is placed above it.
the realm of Qrsscia; ».«., ''stake all." idH)

—

properly, ^* the all,^' i^., all that has been mentioned, all the immense treasures and foroes re-

ferred to.

*^'^?^,

properly,

**

shall excite, stir

does not allude so much to inanimate treasures as to the subjects of this king as being the
np,*^

objects of his exciting activity
* ['* Moreover, this awseiUon (that the O. T. only knows
of four Persian kings) is not at all correct ; for in Neh. xiL
SS, besides those four, there is mention made also of a
Darius, and to the Jews, in the age of the Maocabbees there
was well known, aocm^ing to 1 Mace. i. 1, also the name of
the last Persian king. Darius, who was pnt to death (delated) by Alexander."*—JTeai
t [Thiit interpretation is altogether vagae and nzmecessary. The meaning obvlouslv is not that there should thereafter be only four more Pernan kings in all, bnt merely that
the next three should bring down the history as far as the
prophetic vision extended in this regard, <.«., down to the
breaking out of the conflict between Persia and Qreeoe.

(d

TiiL 8, 23),

;

of

.

.

25

;

Job

xlL 2; Jer. L 9.-^,^ n^Slb'a DK is not property
^^
against the realm of Javan,** but ^*to the

realm," etc.

;

t\^ serves to introduce

the accusa-

tive denoting the direction of the movement.
It accords fully with the position of the seer
prior to Xerxes, that Greece (with regard to
Javan, cf. on chap. viii. 21) should be repre-

sented as a kingdom. A Maccabaaan writer, who
might aim to sketch the history of that king,
and of his expedition against the Qredca, would

:

whom

Thus HaTemick, Ebrard, DeUtssch, Auberien, and KUefoth

* [This oomputatioii Is manifestly inooosistent, for it confounds the ^'fourth" with the one jnst said to be the

taterpret*'—JEM.]

third.]

all

that

is

said reRarding the fourth perfeoUy agreen.
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edly have known, and indicated, that at
that time Javan was not yet a r^^lb^.
Verses 3, 4. Alexander the Great and hie immediate eucceeeors. * And a mighty king shall
stand np. ~)i2l3 "^b^, a herioo, warlike king
of.

bM, Isa.

*i'^Sl3

iz.

5,

and also the symbolic

description of Alexander's martial greatness in
**
1?J, he stands np,"
comes up and presents a warlike and threat-

ehap. viii 6 et seq., 81.
i. e. ,

ening appearance

*

cf. vs.

4, 14,

and

also v. 1.

- And do according

to his wilL Gf. chap.
yilL 4 and infra, v. lo.
The sovereign arbitrariness with which Alexander ruled all the persons of his time is likewise attested by Curtius,
X. 6, 35 ** Fortunam eoins omnium mcrtalium
inpoteetate habuit^^ ^Verse4. And when he
shall stand up (rather, '^when he has stood
up *^), his kingdom shall be broken, and shall
be divided toward the four winds of heaven.

—

:

ilTSTp^

is

probably to be closely connected with

the idea presented by ^7?^ in the preceding
verse: ^^and when^"*^ or, "and as soon as he
shall haye stood up" (Yon Lengerke, Fuller,
eta) ; so that the brief duration of Alexander's
reign is here indicated. Others, e,g.^ Haverni<^ Eranichfeld, Ewald, etc, render it, *^ and
when he shall stand in his power, when his
power has reached its highest point " (Luther)
but this view is questionable, because of the
entirely too pregnant meaning which is thus
attributed to iTaJ. Hitzig's assertion that i?33?
in this place is synonymous with the Syr. -f^;;,
**to depart in death, to die," and that the fol-

lowing *^5©Pi (with which cf. chap, viii 8) is
not passive in its signification, and therefore
does not denote ^* to be broken," but ^* to break
On the
apart,** must certainly be rejected.
phrase, ** be divided toward the four winds of
heaven," cf. the analogous symbolic description
in chap. viii. 8. And not to his posterity,
namely, "shall it be divided;" they shall not
be benefited by the division, but shall be entirely deprived of their patrimony, thus realizing a feature that was common in the early
experience of ^e theocracy, 1 Sam. xv. 28 : 2
Sam. iii 10; 1 Kings xi. 11; xiv. 7-10; xv. 20 ;
zvi 3 et seq. xxi 21. It is well known that

—

—

;

was the case with Alexander's sons,
Hercules (whose mother w.ka Barsina, and who
was murdered by Polysperchon) and Alexander
{s^flUus posthumus. bom of lioxana, and likewise
murdered). Cf. Diodorus, XIX. 105 XX. 28
Pausan., IX 7; Justin., XV. 2; Appian, Syr.,
Nor according to his dominion which
0. 51.
he ruled, ** shall the divided kingdom be *' on
this actually

;

;

—

;

the contrary,

it shall

of impotence;

cf.

present a painful picture

^^^^

^5*1 in

the parallel,

—For

his kingdom shall be
plucked up, even for others besides Uiose.
tt^K '^fl^'?, to the exclusion of those, ie., of

ohap.

viii.

22.

* [^* From Uie oontliot of Peraia with Greece, the angel
(rer. 8) paases immediately over to the fonnder of the Grcedan (Macedonian) world-kingdom; for the propheoy prooeeds not to the pre<iiction of historical detaila, but mendona only the elements or fmctan which oonrtitate the
hlnorical development The expedition of Xerxes against
Greece brings to the foreground the world-historical oondlct
between Perda and Greece, which led to the destmotion of
the Pendan kingdom by Alexander the Great." iCeil,]

—

J

;

1

XI. a-46.

the natural heirs and rightful successor^ of this
Concerning the phrase, *^ to be torn out,

ruler.

uprooted,'' cf. on chap. iv. 12, 12; also
7 et seq. ; Isa. vi. 10, etc.

Job

xiv.

Verses 5, 6. The first Seleuddm and Lagidm.
While the prophetic description, upon the whole,
has hitherto confined itself to general outlines,
and has not materially deviated from the ordinary methods of prophecy, it begins at this
point to assume a suspiciously specific character,
which arouses the thought that later hands may
have improved on the i^ophecy by interpolating

The fact that only
the two states, emanating from the great Qrsedan world-empire, which bordered immediately
on the ^^ pleasant land," are more carefully followed in their further development, is not, indeed, enough to arouse this suspicion, for the
other kingdoms of the Diadoohi might have been
psssed over as too unimportant in their relations with the theocracy. It was, moreover, to
be expected that Israel should be alternately
oppressed by a southern and a northern neighbor, in view of the similar parts taken in earUer
prophecies by the Assyrio-Babylonian north on
the one hand, and by Egypt in the south, on the
other (cf., e.g,^ Isa. xxx. 6; xliii. 0; Jer. iii. 12,
18; vL 22; xlvi 20, 24 Zeph. ii. 13 ; Zech. x.
But the manner in which the transac10, 11).
tions between the two kingdoms, whether peaceful or hostile in their character, are described^
with regard to their changeful course, is too?
exact, and covers too extended a succession of \
reigns and events, to find even a remote parallel
|
in any other part of the prophetic literature of
the Old-Test, canon. * The unique character of
the section in this respect was recognized at an
early period, and has been made use of by the
opponents of the authenticity and genuine prophetic dignity of the book (#.^., early by Porphyiy), in order to attack its character, and has
various features of detaiL

;

•

also been employed for apologetic purposes, in
order to demonstrate the inspired character of
the prophecy, and the astonishing exactness
with which its predictions corre8i>onded with
the actual development of the dominion of the
Seleucide and the Lagidsa. With this view it
is employed by Luther in his preface to Daniel
and in his exposition of chap. xii. (which begins,
according to his opinion, with chap. xi. 36 ;
see vol. 41, pp. 252 et seq., 294 et seq.); by

Yenema, Commentarivs ad DanieUs cap. XI.
5-XIL 8 (Leovard., 175^) by Hengstenberg,
BeUr., p. 173 et seq.
and^ generally, by a majority of orthodox expositors in ancient and
;

;

modem

times.
Of. especially Ebrard, Die Of'
fenb. Joh.^ p. 81 et seq., where a thorough

* [As we have already remarked, this peculiarity of detail
does not argue a want of genninenew here. It in impoesible
to serer this portion from the preceding and follow^ pradictions, which present no such ** fmspicioofl " features,
without making an irreparable hiatus in the prophecy as a
whole. Indeed this very part constitutes the gj^t of the
entire disclosure, fen: it is this alone that immel lately and
intimately concerns the theocracy. The unprecedented and
unparalleled character of the Antiochlan persecution, as a
chapter in Jewish history, justifies the minuteness and earneKtness of the portraitnre. The rest of thi>4 prophecy
is bnt introduction and seqnel to this centnil delineation.
The careful reader wUl note that Daniel does not give a
mrllabus of aecuiar history, bnt only sketches the course of
thoee collisions which should affect the reltffioiut status and
relations of Israel
The character and conduct of the
Antiochlan antichrist ooold not be fully appreciated without a setting forth of thew oonnectioas.
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illustration of the harmony between the contents
of this section and the facts of history precedes
the remark : ^* For that very reason this is the
internal design of the specializing prophecy,

—

—

xi.
the coming of the Macedonian tyrant
connected with the age of Daniel by an unbroken chain of the most particular events, that
it might be thoroughly apparent that no intenal
for the coming of the Messiah and ?iis r^ection
should intervene between the time of DarM and
that tyranty But Ebrard himself does not seem
to have remained permanently satisfied with tbis
mode of justifying the remarkably spedfio charaeter of die prophecy on the supposition of a
higher plane of revelation ; for, in his review of
rFiillor^s commentary, he confesses that he ** has
\ not yet found any exposition of chap, xi that
" (p. S67). ^We shall atI was entirely satisfactory
tend specially to Kranichfeld's view in the following exposition of the several passages. He
likewise contends for the genuine character of
the section throughout, but on the frequently
forced assumption that the modem exegesis applies what was indefinite and merely ideal in the
mind of the prophet to the facts of history in
the corresponding period in far too ppinted a
manner. ^And the king of the south shall be
(or ** become") strong, i.e.. the ruler to whom
the south, or Egypt, has fallen ; of. v. 8, where

chap.

;

is

f

'

)

I

—

—

ject in regular order.

ever,

is

Gen. xil

The whole

olanee, bow*

logically subordinated to b^'o^

8.—Verse

6.

;

ol

And in the end of yean

they shall Join themselves together,

f^b^

and after the lapse of several yean,** cf.
2 Ghron. xviii 2 ; also infra, v& 8 and 18. The
*'

D'^^n,

subjects of the sentence ace the kings of the
northern and of the aoutbem kingdoms, and the
allianoe zefened to is the marriage of Ajitiocbns
n. Theoe (the son and successor of Antiochus
L Soter, who had followed Seleucus Nicator
upon the throne of the Seleucidie as its second
possessor, B.C. 281-261,. but who is wholly unnoticed in this prophecy) with Berenice, the
daughter of Ptolemy Philadelphus (280-247),
the second of the line of Ptolemies. Antiochus
was obliged, on that occasion, to banish Loadice,
his former wife and half-sister, and to disinherit
the children she had borne to him (Appian, Syr.^
It is imC. 55 ; cf. Jerome on this passage).
possible to doubt that this event is referred to
in this place, in view of what follows, and Kranichfeld therefore wastes his labor when he ob-

with referenoe to '\'^^3n "|!b^, aad with
an apologetic aim, that ** it is an interpolatioo
to assume that Duiiel here intended precisely a
king of Syria.^ ^To make an agreement ; properly,
to make a straightening, to establish a
just and peaceful condition." Cf. O*^*}©*^., . 17^
and the corresponding ducata, 1 Maca vii. 12.
But she shall not retain the power of tne arm
neither shall he stand, nor his arm ;».«., probably, neither her arm nor his, whidb hud
strengthened themselves by that union, shall be
able to retain the power thus acquired ; * their
union shall again be dissolved, and the p<^tical
alliance, with its strengthening influence upon
both kingdoms, shall thus be set aside.
It
seems unnecessary, upon this view, to ad<^
serves,

^*'

the south

is

expressly designated as ^*7'^^^

;

also

the Sept. on this passage, and Zeoh. vi. 6.— And
pne of his princes ; and he shall be strong
above him ; rather, *^ but one of his princes
he shall be strong above him." With regard to
the partitive

I'a

in T^"JB l^ai, cf. Gen. xxviii

Ex. vL 26; Neh. xiii 28. The subject
<* one of his princes," oocupies a
detached position at the beginning (cf. Ezek. xxxiv. 19) ; the
** (so
copula, however, restores the connection
far as he is concerned) he shall still be stronger.
Others (Luther, eta, Bertholdt, Rosenm.,
11;

:

—

Kranichfeldy Fuller, eta) regard the i in V?^
*|i-ijD

as the definite

^*

ajid indeed^ namely," and

refer the suffix to the subject of the preceding
verse : ^' and the king of the south, namely one
of his (Alexander's) princes, shall become strong."
This, however, is opposed by the laok of a definite subject of Pin^l in that case, and by the
unanimous authority of the ancient versions,
which regard this second ptn'^T «« the predicate

of Ti-iB •\?ai» despite the Athriaeh, Consequently,
the event to which the passage alludes is the
founding of the dynastiy of the Seleuoidaa in the
year B.C. 812, by Seleuous Nioator, the general
of Ptolemy Lagus (Diodorus, XIX. 55, 58;
Appian, Syr., G. 52),* who extended his dominion from Phrygia to the Indus, and thus greatfy

exceeded his former lord in power, approaching
to the position of power and greatness oocnpied
by Alexander himself more nearly than any
other of the Diadochi (Appian,
Arrian,
, 55 ;
Anah., VIL 22. 0).—And (shall) have dominion ; his dominion shall be a great dominion.
sn b^Tpp is the predicate, followed by the sub-

^.

[Keil lAji great gtren

upon the objection that 8eleuca»

WM not one of Ptolemy> general^ an the text requires
hit own account of the history nuikea
at least for a time.J

o

;

but

him oat to have been

Hitrig's emendation,

IjSt

^lTZy'>_

tkii (" his

arm of

Berenice] arms shall not stand,"
which is held to be equivalent to '"' her father as
well as her consort, who were hitherto her protectors, shall forsake her), and also Kranichfdd^s
[i.e.

,

the

rendering of ?*l*^^ j in the sense of host^ in support of which vs. 15, 22, and 81 may indeed be
adduced, but this is decidedly opposed by the
context, which treats solely of an intermarriage
and its immediate consequences, and not at bB
It is likewise arbitrary to
of wariike eventsi
^"^"iT in the sense of ** support, protector,*'
with Havemick, Yon Lengerke, etc., and aocordingly to find the assistance to be derived by
Berenice from Egypt referred to in the former
half of the sentence, and in the latter half the

take

« [This snbstantiaUy agrees with fha readertng of KsB,
who, howerer, is rather refined In his Tiew of the oo»stmction: »• The subject to ihyi fi^b is the 132 "nbo;
his, Ce., this king's, help is his own daughter,
should establish D^^S'^73 by her marriage with the

and

of the north.

i^P^T^

Is

who

U^

a second subject subocdinated er

oo-ordinated to the subject tying in the Terb : As togttier
toiCA kt» heip. We may not explain the passage : neUMr km

nor hit

help, because in this case

ing, particnlarly in

M^H

could not be

oompaiten with the foUowing
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aid rendered to her husband bj Berenice herself.
*^ Arm*' is intended in eaoh case
to simply denote the phynoal at poiUieol power of the respeotiye ro\ si personsges, and consequently, in the
first instance, that of the Egyptian princess, and
in the next that of her consort
But she shall
be given up and they that brought her, and
he that begat her, and he that strengthened
her in these times ; or, '* he that begat her aad

—

he that led her away in the times.** n"*K'^3^f
^'they that brought her,** denotes eitiier the
<' begetter '* who is mentioned
immediately afterward, and the one that **led her home/* hence
her father and^her husband (Havemick, FtUler,
or the company of her followers, her train
when she left Egypt (Ewald), [or '^ who brought
her into the marrisge** (Keil)j. The word is
hardly to be taken, with Hitzig, as a categorical
plural, and thus to be limited to the husband,
etc.),

nfjyn^ properly

signifies

**he that holds her,

that obtains possession of her,** 1.0., her consort
(thus correctly Yon Lengerke and H&yemiok,

while Hitzig, Kranichfeld, [Keil] , etc. , contend
for the rendering of p'^ynn by *^ maintaining or
supporting,**
'^

which is too artificial).—D'^in^^a*
an idiom signifying *' at that

in the times,** is

time,**

him

when

i.e.,

his critical situation obliged

marry her.

1C^C?, *^ she shall be given
up, be given over to ruin, overthrown (in pemi'
eUm traditury is a very general expression that
does not necessarily imj^y death by violence:
of. Isa. V. 12; also infra, v. 11.
The historical
commentary on the latter half of this verse is as
follows As soon as Ptolemy Philadelphus had
died in B.C. 247, Antiochus Theos expelled
Berenice, and recalled the formerly rejected
Laodioe. The latter, however, aimed at farther
revenge, and to achieve it she poisoned the
king, had her son by him, Seleuous IL Callinicus, declared his successor, and sent assassins
against Berenice, who had fled to the sanctuary
The latter queen was slain, togeof Daphne.
ther with her littie son, and the hope of the
Ptolemies to behold one of their lineage on the
throne of the Seleucidao was thus wholly de-

to

—

:

XX

stroyed, Cf PolyaBU. , Vni. 60 ; Justin. ,
VIL
Kranichfeld vainly attempts
1 ; Appian, 1. c.
to sluUce the evident correspondence of this
series of facts with the language of the passage
.

—

by regarding *^\^ as denoting a violent death,
and consequentiy as not harmonizing with the
natural death of Ptolemy Philadelphus.* He
farther translates

and

attributes

to

^'i'^?

in the sense of

0''?'^?'?

^®

^*

host,**

questionable

meaning, **the promoters of her marrriage*'
(the '*furtherers of the whole Delilah-like
match **), by all of which he obviously becomes
liable to the charge of arbitrary ** interpolation,** to a far greater degree than the opponents
* [Keil aomewhat extends thia objection
The prophecy
from the historioal facto, not merely in regard to the
oooMquenoM of the events, bat aim in ngmrd to the mutter
itaelf ; for it epeakii not only of the daa^hter bnt also of her
father, being given up to death, while the natural death of
her father ia in no way oonnected with that marriage, and
not tin after his death did the uonseqnences fatal to his
daughter and her child develop themselves.** Such nioetios
of verifloatlon in a prophecy so oondse and incidental we
may sately leave to the candor of the readsr.1
:

difflan

*'
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whom he accuses of that crime because they
frankly reconiiie the reference to those events.
Verses 7-9. Ptolemy Evergetee and 8eUuGu»
Cailiimui. But out of a branch of her roots
shall one stand up in his place (marg.). The
partitive 19f

'O ^S3,

in v. 5.

cub

^*

the sprout-

ing of her roots'* (of. Isa. xi. 1) signifies the
lineage, the immeaiate anoestiy of Berenice;
the person referred to was consequentiy the son
of her parents and her own brother, vik : Ptolemy III. Eveigetes, the successor of Ptolemy
Philadelphus,

B.C. 247-221.

13^,

an accusa-

tive of the direction (of. v. 2. at the end)
vs. 20, 21, it is rephioed

Which

(or *^and he**)

(rather,

**

by a

definite 13^

;

in

b^.—

shall come with an
against the **) army, and shaU enter
into the fortress of the king of the north
tfta^l

i'?nrt-ilj signifies neither,

"he shall come

to his host** (Hitzig), nor '''he shall come to
power ** (Havemiok) ; the former rendering is as
forced as the latter is contrary to tiie language
(owing to the miising article), '^y is ratiier
equivalent to againet^ and the " host *' is that of
the northern Idng. The ^' coming into his fortress ** which foUows, designates the result of
the expedition as a whole, the taking of the
northern king's fortress by the king of the south.
It must, however, remain undedded whether
this ^ fortress ** denotes specially the strongly fortified maritime dtj of Seleuoia (as Hitzig thhiks).
^

It is

more probable that

tively (cf. V. 19),

Ti:?0 is

used

and that therefore 3

collec-

MiSI does

not denote the entering into the fortresses, but
only the arrival before them. And shall deal
(or " execute it**^ against them and prevaiL
"Against them** refers to the subjects of
the northern kingdom, not to the fortresses.

—

With regard to 3 ^P7f ^'^

^'^

^>

^

'

against

namely, according to pleasure, cf. Jer.
xviil 28; also the more definite i:iS^3 nm,
one,**

vs. 8,

86

;

chap.

viii.

4.

Concerning the mag-

nificent success achieved by Ptolemy Evergetes
during his expedition against Syria (the conquest
of almost the entire Syrian realm from Cilicia
to beyond the Tigris, the taking of numerous
fortresses, and the slaying of Ls^ioe, the rival
and murderess of his sister Berenice) of. Appian,
Syr,, C. 65; Justin.,
1 ; Jerome on the
passage.— Verse 8.
shall also carry cap-

XXVU.
And

tive into

Egypt their

gods, with their princes

molten images **), eta The suffix in
^''^!^^ and also in &n'>p03. refers to the inhab-

(rather

^*

itants of Syria, the

same to whom tna

inreoeding verse referred.

in the

D*)pp: does not sig-

ni^^ " princes*' in this passage (as it does, e.g.^
in Josh. xilL 21 ; Ezek. xxxii 80), but '' molten

images, cast images, brazen statues;*' and consequentiy ^1^03
is

is

employed in the sense which

more generally denoted by

xlviii 5) or

rOO^

"^03 (Isa. xli.

29

(Ex. xxxii 4, 8; xxxiv. 17,

The express mention of the molten
images besides the gods arises from the fact that
the existence of the latter ii made wholly dependent on the former. The transportation of
eta).

16
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So the king of the south shall coma
kingdom rather, ** and he shall (now)

the idols in itself is the significant evidence of
the total subjugation of an opposing kingdom
(cf. Isa. xlvi. 1, 2 : Jer. xlviii. 7 ; xlix. 8
Hos.
X. 5 et seq.); and likewise the removal of the
** precious vessels of silver and gold" which is

Verse

afterward noticed (^^H] C19?» ff^t materuB,
depending on the immediately preceding gen,

verse, for

;

quaUtatis, Op'^'^n ''JS), cf.

Nah. ii 10; Jer.
xxvii. 18 et seq. ; Ezek. vii 19 et seq.
Zeph. i.
18 Dan. i 2. The historical event which corresponds to this was the return of Ptolemy
Eveigetes to Egypt, occasioned by a revolt, when
he carried away from Syria a booty of 4,000
;

—

;

talents of gold, numerous jewels, and 2,500
idol-statues, the latter including among their

number those which Cambyses had formerly
transported to Persia. It was the restoration
of these that secured to this third Ptolemy the
name of Evepykrri^. Of. Jerome on the passage,
and the Marmm* Aduiitanum, the monument
erected by the victor in commemoration of his
deeds, which boasts tibiat he had united Mesopotamia, Babylonia, Persia, Susiana, Media, and
all the countries as far as Bactria, under his
Mseptre.
In view of this exact correspondence
of our passage to the facts of history, which, it
IS alleged, occurred subsequently to the oompotdtion of the prophecy, the suspicion that the
oracle was conformed to the history appears to
be only too well founded, especially as Egypt
^°'?'!!??) is

expressly mentioned as the goal of

the magnificent triumphal march.* The predictions by other prophets relating to expeditions that secured great booty and that captured
immense numbers of idol-images, e.g., those of
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Nahum, Ezeldel, etc., in the
passages cited above, are always associated with
very different surroundings, and present fewer
circumstances of detail to be particularly fulfilled, f
For this reason it cannot be admitted
that the neglect to mention the death of Laodice
forms a proof of the undimmed originality of
the prophecy (against Kranichfeld). ^And he

—

shall continue more years than the king of
the north ; rather, *' and shall abstain from the
king of the north (several) years," t.d., shall
refrain from waging war against him, shall leave
him in peace. Thus Havemick, Yon Lengerke,
Maurer, Hitzig, eta , correctly render the sense.
On the other hand, Syr., Yulg., Lather, Kranichfeld, Fiiller, eta, render : ** and for years he
shall maintain himself before the king of the
north," t.e., preserve his superiority over him,
prcBvaleHt adversus regem Aquilanis (Vulg.).
This interpretation is opposed by the usage of
*\y2

172y in the sense of

^^

to cease, abstain from

something," which occurs elsewhere also ; cf.
Gen, xxix. 85 ; xxx. 9 ; 2 Kingsiv. 6 ; xiii. 18. t—

9.

into his

;

come into the kingdom of the king of the south.**
The subject obviously is the norUiern king, who
was mentioned at the close of the preceding
^33n "J^^

ia

dearly a genitive depend-

—

ing on n^^!b^ (against Kranichfeld). ^And shall
return unto his own land, i.^., to the norUiem
kingdom, to Syria. The reference to the expedition against Egypt by sea (with a fleet that
was soon destroyed in a storm) and also by land^
which Seleucus Callinicus undertook about B.C.
240, or two years after the depart^ of Ptolemy
Evergetes from Syria, but which resulted in his
total defeat and hasty flight, is sufficienUy
obvious; cf. Euseb., ChrorUy I. 346; Justin.,

xxvn.

2.

Verses 10-12. Sdeucus Cerattntts and AiUiochvs
the Great againat Ptolemy IV. PJdtopater. But
his sons shall be stirred up (or ^'prepare for
war'*) and shall assemble a multitude of great
forces.

If the Keri T^^^l is to

be followed,

it

unquestionable that the suflix of this plural
refers back to the last named Syrian king Seleucus II. Callinicue, and that his two sons, Seleucus IIL Geraunus (B.C. 227-224) and Antiochns
It is
III. the Great (224-187), are intended.
reported concerning the latter, although only by
the somewhat credulous and hasty Jerome (on
the passage), tiiat, in connection with his younger
brother, Antiochus, he made war on Egypt ; but
it is hardly possible that be should have attempted a war against Ptolemy Evergetes, who
lived and reigned until B.C. 221, three years
beyond the reign of Ceraunus. But the writer

is

does not probably intend to assert by ^^^l^l"] that
the warlike expedition undertaken by the brothers

was primarily and

directly

aimed

against

Egypt. The verb is rather used in a comprehensive sense, so as to cover the campaign of
Seleucus Ceraunus (in which he met his death,
B.C. 224) against Attains of Pergamus, and also
that commenced several years afterward by
Antiochus Magnus, which was directed against
the indolent Ptolemy IV. Philopater of ^ypt
cf. Polyb., IV. 48; Appian, Syr,, C. 66 (Havernick, Von Lengerke, Maurer, Hitzig, Fuller,
This counteretc., are substantially correct).
acts the attempt of Venema, Bertholdt, and
Kranichfeld to read i:?^ with the Kethib, and
to understand Ptolemy Philopater, the son of
Evergetes, by this "son," by proving it to be
superfluous, and, moreover, to be conflicting

with the plural 1C0K1
shall certainly come,

l^tBTi'^..

— And

(one)

overflow, and pass

plausible reasons from the context in faT<H- of the nnse to
It is difficult, however, to aee how tiiis signification can be legitimately extracted from the wortto.]
* [The author's remarks snfficienlly meet the objection of
KeU that '* the announcement of the war of his (Cafl^us*)
M>ns with many hosts overflowing the land is not confirmed
by history ; " but to make all dear we add the following
from Stuart : *' The sons of Selencus OaUlnlcns were Seleoous Ceraunus and Antiochus Magnus. The former of these
two began the war against Ef^pt, in Asia Minor, whert
Egypt had tributary or allied provinces. He perished in
the contest there. Antiochus Magnus then led on his army

Mand b^oTA.
* [Barely the exact agreement of prophecy with hiittory
ought not to be an objection with any except those who
deny the posdbility of prediction at all. At other tlmoM the
kick of thit agreement ia made by the aathor the ground of
the same obj«xjtion.]
t [This argument resolves itself simply into the conceded
fact that the prophecy in qnention is unusually fcpeoiflc.
But what of that ? Was not the Spirit of revelation competent to impart particulars, if need be? The author^s
Teamning is purely of a piece with the pruumpHona at
rationalism.]

t [Keil likewiw, though he

might

toward Egypt; and hence K'in

admiU

that

'pa

'^W'l

well bear the sense of abttatning /rotn^ yet

adduces

M3^

^ tbe singular.

Tha

being after the definite verb denotes the conttrAuA
advance of the army under Antioohos."]

infln.
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through (or

**

inundate"),

tk^'2

fcia^l,

a atrong

deecription of the protracted but irresistible
adyance, followed by a portrayal of the overflowing masses of warriors that recalls the simiBeginning with
lar description in Isa. viii. 8.
tiiis point, the subject is sing^ar, denoting
AntioohuB the Great alone, who became king of
Syria after ^e death of his brother Seleucus
III., and after that of Ptolemy Erergetes became
the terrible and yiotorious foe of Egypt, whose
luxurious and cowardly king, Ptolemy Philopater, quietly permitted him to take the fortress
of Seleucia on the Orontes, to capture Tyre and
Ptolemais through the treachery of Theodotus,
and finally to besiege the fortress of Dora during
a protracted period, while entering into a four
months* truoe with him in connection with that
siege (Polyb. , T. 45-66).—Then shall he return,
and be stirred up (or, "and they wage war'*)»

even

to his fortress.

^^*^1 can in no case de-

signate the return of Antlochus to Seleucia on
the Orontes, after concluding the truoe above
referred to, in order to go into winter quarters
at that place (Polyb., Y. 66), but rather, as ap-

pears from the verb. beRieum

^^Jl^*?! (as it

must

be read with the Kethib, instead of ^'^3^'^., as
the Ken prefers) which immediately follows, it
denotes a renewal of his operations against the
Egyptians in the spring of 218, in the course of
which he surrounded the Egyptians in the strong
dty of Sidon, to which they had advanced, conquered all Phcsnicia and Palestine, and finally
established himself in Gaza (Polyb., V. 68-80).
ri?2P?2

(as it should be read, or

the Eeri, but not

^W^,

even

"i^^?,

with

as Kranichfeld desires),

his fortress,*' doubtless refers to the great and
exceedingly strong city of Gaza, so that its suffix points back to the king of the north, the
*^

subject of 2ib^.

It is arbitrary, however, to

assume a designed assimilation in sound between nT>)a «"id "J^i «"* do Venema and Hitzig.
—Verse U. And the king of the south shall be

moved wHh

choler, etc.

On

cf.

"^^'^'sr*!*!

of the south who is
*• moved with choler" is Ptolemy Philopater,
**
forth,"
coming
as here described,
and his
denotes his moving to attack Antiochas the
Great in the year 217, with 70,000 foot, 5,000
horse, and 73 elephants (Polyb., Y. 79).— And
he shall set forth a great multitude; but
(rather, ** and ") the miUtitude shall be given
into hiJ hand. The southern king is the subject here likewise, whose success, as based on
the support of agreat army, is described in this
and the following verse (not the king of the

ohap. viiL

7.

The king

north, as Kranichfeld supposes).
signates the great host

-*;

V^H

de-

before described,

at

whose head the aroused Egyptian king goes
forth, and I'i'S^'^ ^® host, of nearly equal
strength (62,000 foot, 6,000 horse, and 102 elephants) with which the Syrian opposed him.
Hitzig arbitrarily assumes that instead of

we

—

And when he hath taken away the multitude,
be lifted up rather, ** and the
multitude shall rise up (or '' lift itself up "), and
his courage (or
heart ") increase. " The multitude " denotes the powerful host of the Egyphis heart shall

;

*

* *

(=

tians

ing

;

'

V^^t .

-"3

* **his

11)

which

courage" Ci-^J)

is

is

now

advanc-

the courage of

the hitherto cowardly, dissipated, and lustful
Ptolemy Philopater (cf. 2 Kings xiv. 10). The

Kethib

Q^")*^ is

of replacing

probably to be retained, instead

by the Keri

it

an easier reading.
<*

rising

up "

M®p]

0*3*],

is

which

is

simply

spoken of a warlike

to battle, as in Isa. xxxiii. 10.

And he shall cast down

ten thousands

(*'

my-

riads ").
This occurred near Raphia (southwest
of Gaza), where Ptolemy Philopater inflicted a
heavy defeat on Antiochus the Great, in which
the Syrians lost in killed 10,000 foot, 800 horse,
and five elephants, and more than 4,000 prisoners (Polyb., V. 86).—But he shall not be

strengthened by it; or, **but yet he shall
not become strong," i.0., inasma<^ as he followed up his victory very negligently (see Jus" Spoliasaet rtgcni AntiocJivm^ d
tin.,
1
fartunamvirtutejuviMet;^^ cf. Polyb., V. 87),
and immediately returned to Egypt after garrisoning the cities that had formerly been lost,
in order to resume his former dissipated life.

XXX

The Vulgate,

:

**««t

non

prcBtdUbit^'"

is

incor-

rect.

Yerses 18, 14, Farther deeeription of the irarUke deeds of AntioehuK Miignue. For the king
of the north shall return, and set forth (rather
^^

shall again set forth'*) a multitude, greater

than the former.

This

new adventure

falls

fully thirteen years after the defeat of Antiochus near Baphia. Not until he had carried

on fortunate wars during an extended period
against the Parthians, the Baotrians, and even
to the borders of India, and until he had likewise conquered Asia Minor and the Thracian
Ghersonnesus, did he turn his arms against
Egypt in B.C. 203, where Ptolemy Philopater
had recently died and left the throne to his son
Epiphanes, a child of five years, who was placed
under the guardianship of the voluptuous and
In league with Philip of
cruel Agathooles.
Macedon, who concluded a formal treaty for the
division of the Egyptian empire with him, he
advanced toward Egypt at the head of the immense army which he had formed while engaged
in his protracted eastern wars, and which he
had especially strengthened by the addition of a
great number of Indian elephants, and succeeded in depriving it again of Phcenicia and
southern Sjrria; see Justin., XXX. 2; XXXI.
1
Polyb., XY. 20; Jerome, on this passage.
And shall certainly oome after certain years i
rather, ^* and towa^ the end of times he shall
come (repeatedly) during a period of years."
The "times" at whose end his annually repeated coming shall begin (Q*'2C, during several
;

years, as in v. 8 &) are the thirteen years be-

ir'!']

should read P;1 ; so that the sense would
be, **and he (Ptolemy Philopater) gave the
great multitude into his own hand." ^Yerse 12.

243
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"

* [Kell. howorer, somewhat arbitrarily declares that
•\i72nrT, with the article, can only be the host of the

king of the north.^ He contends that "the meaning is
thU: 'Aa the maltitade rises op, so his heart is lifted
up.'

'*]
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tween the battle near Baphia and the death of
Ptolemy PhUopater (B.C. 217-204). —With a
great army and with mnch n'ohea (rather,
**
equipment "). In connection with this equip-

Verses 15-19. Loit win and death of AnUoehus Magntis.
Bo (rather, *^ and '*) the king
of the north shall come, and cast up a moon^

ment we

strongly fortified city." The reference is probably to tiie siege and ultimate capture of Sidon,
into which " city of fortifications " (ri"isa>p 'V^Zy

are probably to conceive of the rich
treasures secured in past wars, in addition to
the Indian elephants. And in those times there
shall many stand up against the king of the
south. Insurrections occurred in upper Egypt
as early as the first year of the reign of Ptolemy
Epiphiuies, occasioned by the bs^ administration and the cruelty of his guardian Agatbocles
and these were followed in subsequent years by
renewed insurrections, the revolt of subjugated
countries, etc
Before his eighth year had
expired, the king was oblig^ to conquer Lycopolis, a stronghold of the rebels (see Uorp. inser,^

—

ni. 339 Imcr. of Boaetta, 20, 26, 28; Jerome,
on the passage). Also the robbers of thy people shall exalt themselves rather, ^^ and crim:

—

;

inal sons of thy people shall revolt^*

reading

is,

^'

The

literal

and sons of the ravenous ones, of

the oppressors of thy people.'*

Q'^2"'"^^

denotes

persons who overturn the law and justice (cf.
Psa. xviL 4; Easek. vil 22 ; xviii 10 ; Isa. xzzv.
With regard
9), hence violent persons, robbers.
to the occurrence of two $tat. wnstr. in immediate succession (^s^-iD '^'H)-, which must not be
strained so as to denote robbers' sons^ robbers by
birth (FtUler), cf. the examples collected by
Ewald (Lehrb.^ § 289 6.). The oracle refera to
the league against Egypt, into which a large
number of Jews entered with Antiodius the
Great, and to their participation in his warlike
operations against that oountry, e.g»^ in hia
attacks on the garrison which the Egyptian
general Scopas had left in the citadel of Jerusalem (Joeephus, Ant., XII. 8, 3). The theocratic writer sternly condemns this partial revolt
to the Syrians as a criminal course or as common
robbery, because of the many bene£ts conferred
on the Jewish naticm by the earlier Ptolemies.
To eatablish the yriaioa (rather, '^visions"),
namely, the visions respecting the afflictions of
the Jews under Ant. Epiphanes already recorded
in chap. viii. and ix., which oould appropriately
be regarded as a consequence or punishment of
the revolt from the Egyptians as here described.
litn is used oollectively in this passage, in the

sense of *'what there
visions as exist."— Bat

is

of prophecy,

they shall

faXL

such

^^^^3

does not probably denote stumbling or falling in
a moral point of view (Havemick, eta), but to
be unfortunate in war, to be oppressed politically and religiously, etc.
The special event
referred to, whether a punisbment imposed by
Scopas, in the shape of taking away various
nobles as hostages (cf. Pdyb., XVI. 39 ; Josephus. Ant., XII. 8, 4), or otherwise, must remun
undetermined. It is not to be denied that at
any rate this particular passage presents a somewhat considerable discrepancy between the prophetic text of the section and the corresponding
historical events; cf. Kranichfeld on tiie passage, p. 368.*
* [It certainly may with jniitice **be denied that there is
hero Ruch a Oiwrepancv."^ There is, indeed, some indistinctnesB, owing chiefly to onr inabOity to determine the exact
application of the term ''fall^ here. It is clear, however,

and take the most fenced

cities

;

rather,

**

a

qL Ewald, § 177 6) the Egyptian leader Scopas
had thrown himself after suffering a severe
defeat at the hands of Antiochus at Paneas,
near the sources of the Jordan, which reduced
his army to 10,000 men (B.C. 198).
WhUe
Antiochus was carrying on a war in Asia Minor
against Attains in the preceding year, Scopss
had again brought Coele-Syria under the dominion of Egypt ; but in consequence of that terrible defeat he was deprived not only of that
province, but also of the whole of Palestine as
lar as G-asa by the Syrian king.
After enduring a protracted siege in Sidon, in the course of
which an Egyptian army under Eropus, Menodes, and Damoxenus had vainly attempted to
extricate him, he was compelled by hunger to
surrender himself into the victor's huids (Pdyb.,
XXViri. 1; Livy,
19; Josephus and
Jerome, 1. c). The text, consequently, doee
not expressly notice the repeated advance of the
Egyptians and the great battle near Paneas. bat
contents itself with referring to the final results
of this new war, vis. : the capitulation of the
remaining Egyptian troope in Sidon. The idea

XXXHL

that '???

"'"^? is

used collectively (Theodot,
must be rejected, be-

Syr., Vulg. , Kranichfeld)

cause this event is so obviously referred to as
appears especially from the second half of the
verse.
And the amis of the south shall not
withstand, etc. ; an allusion to the unsucoetsful nature of the attempt made by the three
Egyptian leaders to oome to the assistance of

—

the besieged Soopas.

rii^^^T is

evidently used

=

in the sense of militezy foroes (arms
army),
hence not as in v. 6 ; on the other hand, ct \%.

22 and 81.—Verse IG. But he that cometh
against him shall do according to his own
ijlll; ».«., Antiochus, the victor ol Paneas and
conqueror of Sidon, who now subjugated the
whole of Palestine (the '^pleasant land" or
**
land of beauty," cf. on chap, viii 9).— Which

—

by

his

hand

destruction

shall be

consumed

;

rather,

'*

and

il^? ^f 9) as in
Job xi 14 If there

in his hand."

is

Isa. X. 32 ; cf xliv. 20 ;
were no other reason, these parallels would be
sufficient to show that H^^ cannot here denote
*'to consummate " (Luther), nor yet *^ completeness or totality," which would result in tiie
meaning, ^* and it is whoUy in his hand," i.e., the
glorious land (Havem., Von Leng., van Es^
Fiiller, etc ; also Bertholdt and Dereser, who*
.

that it indicates a failure of their expectatioiM ; aod of this,
in the case of the apostate Jews refcrrtHl to, history affords
*' The aposta^
of one paity aiaoag
sufficient confirmation.
the Jewfi from the law of their fathers, and their adoi^on
of heathen onstoms oontrtbnted to brinsr abont that o\vpn^
rion with which the theocracy was visited by AntiodiBi
Epiphanes "^ (Keil). On the anthor^s Tiew, that these vpe<iflcataons were interpolated into the prophecy by a later band,
it is impoodble to aocouat for any mch TaeroeoeM, miKh
lees "discrepancy;" for the forger wooM oertadnly havs
taken pains to conform his language to the weU-knovs
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prefer, however, to read t^^S).*

—Verse 17.

He

hall also set his face to enter with the
strength of his whole kingdom. *' To set his
faoe'^ is equivalent to *' fixing his aim** upon
something ; of. 2 Kings xii. 18, and for the rest
of the sentence, cf. Psa. Ixxi. 16 ; Isa. xl. 10.
Livy, XXXIIL 19, plainly asserts that Antioohus
was temporarily inclined to follow up his victories in Goele-Syria and Phoenicia by a powerful attack on S^fypt : ^^ Omnibtis regni virilnis
^nnixuBy cum ingentes eopias terrettres maritimtuque eomparasset,^* etc. The same author records also an attack on the cities on the ooast of
Cilicia and Garia belonging to Ptolemy, as being
an introductory step toward the execution of
that plan. The reference of the text to this
fact is so unequivocal, that all explanations
which do not accord with it must be rejected,
e,g,y that of Hiivemiok, Yon Leugerke, eta :
*^
to oome against thestrengUi of his (the Egyptian monarch's) whole kingdom ; ** and of Fuller,
**
to come in the power of his (Antioohus*) whole
kingdom," which is interpreted to mean, that he
should secure the oompiiete jxMseasion of the
royal power throughout Syria, and re-establish
its

former

him {

with him.*'
XVO'T]^

—

And upright ones with
and an agreement shall he make
This rendering of i»? 0-«'??5'^'!

limits.

rather,

*•*

{koX ffw^Koc fief

avrov

iroffiaerat)^ Vulg. , Luther, Berth., Dereser,
Leng., and Hitzig, although the two lastnamed writers attempt emendations of the text

Yon

D'l^^'^Tan instead of D'^'^y*''!

rig, ^®?,'! histead of

uncalled

for.

npyi) whidi are

;

Hit-

entirely

It is certainly obvious that the

words refer to the treaty concluded in the year
198 between Antiochus and the defeated Ptolemy Epiphanes, by which Goele-Syria was left in
the hands of the victor, and in connection with
which the marriage of Gleopatra, the daughter
of Antiochus, wi& Ptol. Epiphanes was agreed
upon, although not consummated until five years
afterward (Poly b.,

JUL

4, 1);

tiona as the following must therefore be rejected. ^^ and upright ones shall be with him,** 4. a,
the Jews (!) ''and he shall succeed in it*^
(Gesenius, Winer, etc.) ; "and strong ones come

—

—

with him, and he conducts

it successfully"
**and uprightness with him, and
he shall accomplish it ^ (Havemick, Kranichf.).

(Fiiller); or,

etc.

—And he shall give him the daughter ot

id., his daughter Cleopatra, who is
**
here designated as ** a daughter of the women
(i,e.y of her mother, grandmother, etc., who
were still employed witib her education), probably on account of her youth ; cf Zeoh. ix. 0,
where nilDMT^^ in like manner denotes a young

women,

.

ass-colt.*
As Ptolemy himself was but seven
years old when this treaty was made, the agreement primarily involves a betixfthal only, the
marriage being postponed during five years to
B.C. 193. Corrupting her; rather, *' to destroy
it,** itf., his league with Egypt ; his purpose was
to ruin his former opponent and present ally.
Mn'^rnpn^ is probably to be taken in this sense,

—

f^ it with Hitwith others, referring the snfllx to the
daughter.
If the latter interpretation ("to
destroy A«"**) were adopted, the lb would cerwitliout substituting r^^HIDn^
sig, or,

*

was adopted by the Sept.

(Yon Leng.,
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see

XXYUL

what

17

;

follows.

Josephus, Ant,,
Such explana-

« [Ken agmin

objeoto: *'Hei« »lao the historical ttreuts
far behind the oontento of the prophecy, which points
to the complete sabjngmdoa of the khig of the aoath, whereas this war was carried on solely fbr the posoeaslon of the
Asiatic prorinoas of the Bgyirtian kingdom. Also the rising
fall

np ef many (O*^^"!,

rer. 14) against the

king of the south

Is

not historically verified ; and even the relation spoken of by
Josephns (AtU., XII. 3, 8) In which the Jews stood to Antlochas the Great was not c( such a Und as to be capable of
being regarded as a foIfllUng of the * exalting themaelvea* of

the D^3'>*}& "^2^ ver.
of rer. IS, that Che

Ung

14.

Still less

does the statement

tainly lose its telic signification,

and become

consecutive " so that he destroys her, so that
he ruins her in this way** (Kranichf.), but the
following clause does not aooord with tl^s view.
—But she shall not stand on his side, neither
bo for him; rather, " but it shall not succeed,
nor result to his advantage,** 1.6., Antiochus
shall not reiJize the expected benefits from the
agreement. Oilers, less appropriately, conceive
of Cleopatra as the subject, ''''she shall not stand
on his side (?), neither be for him (?), but rather
**
take sides with her husband, the king of Egypt
The rendering
(cf. Jerome on the passage).
preferred by us is supported by the exactly similar expressions in Isa. vii 7 ; xiv. 24. f ^Verse
18. And he shall turn hia £aoe unto the isles
(or coast-lands), and shall take many (of them).
:

—

The Kethib 3^71

is

to the Keri QV'^1,

which

place from

"the

v.

to be retained in opposition
is

transferred to this
D'^^Hf

17 for the sake of analogy.

and coast-lands** probably denotes the coasts of Asia Minor, which Antiochus
».«.,

isles

* [" D*)lD3n,

€if

toomen,

tiie

plural of the class, as in

Jndg. xiv. 6 ^ (Kefl). The plur. gives a kind of superlative
force, indicating her choiceness, beanty, etc]
t [Still the oonRtmction proponed is harsh, for the subject
of the verb is naturally

C^^H

DSl.

Her destruction,

**

it

was not the object of the marriage, but only its consequence but the consequence Is set forth as had in view.

is true,

of the north would .stand in the

glorloas land, agree with the

,*nb 2)

TT

interpieted of the coo-

doot of AntiochoB the Great against the Jews ; for, aooordIng to JowphoB (Ant.^ h Q.%\e treated the Jews about
Jerosalem favorably, because of their own aooonl they had
submitted to him, and hod supported his army; and he
granted to them not only indulgence in regard to the obeer*
anoe of their religious ordinances, but also afforded them
protection.** These minate points of apparent variation are
snfilciently m(>t by the explanations given above.
We cannot refrain, however. f^>m obnerring here how oompletely
these seeming discrepancies with the fkcts of history disprove our anthor*H theory of an interpolation of this part of
Che prophecy by a later writer; for such a person would
nrely have been careful to conform his writing eorupnlonsly
to the known hlsiorioal data.]

;

so as forcibly to express the thonght that the mairiage could
acoonUng to a higher dirsdtion, only to the destruction
of the daughter. The last dauses of the verse express the
failure of the measure adopted. The verbs are fem., not
nent. ; thus the meaning is . . . ' she (the daughter) 8haU
not stand.^ not be able to cany cat the plan contemplated
lead,

:

by her

father.

tor

rmn

ii

In that case,

The words H'Viri i^'Vibl do not stand
libl, *she shan not be to

^

Mm,* or

*

for him.*

must be oonneoted with the verb.

Ao-

niS

»tj)»

oordhig to the text, ib"Jfcb fbrms one idea, as

impotent (cf. Ewald, f 370) ; * she shaU ba a nol ybr
he ahaU have nothing at aU from bar.''—£««.]

Atfm,*

<.SL,
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Bubjeoted to his power thronghthe aid of hia
fleet and army in the eummer of 197, and also
Macedon and Hellas, which were attacked and
conquered by him in the following year, after
having spent the intervening winter at Ephesns
and crossed the Hellespont in the spring (Livy,
XXXIII. 19, 88, 40; Polyb. XVIII. 34). •-But
a prince .... shall cause the reproach offered by him to cease ; or, '^ but a general
(niilitary leader) shall stifle his scorn,'* i.^, his
scornful and contemptuous declaration to the
Roman ambassadors at a meeting in Lysimaohia,
that *^ Asia did not concern them, the Romans,
and he was not subject to their orders " (Polyb.
,

and Livy, L c).
z. 24
Judg. xL
;

The
6^ 11)

leader {V^ii, as in Josh,

who

ness of the Syrian king

cause to cease " [to teach

was Lucius Scipio

stifled

the soomful-

(CT^SlTpn, literally, **to
it

Asiaticus,

to cease, Luther]),

whose

brilliant vic-

tory near Magnesia on the Sipylus in Lydia,
B.C. 190, enabled him to force Antiochus to
conclude an iromediate peace on very severe and
humiliating terms (Polyb., XXL 14; Livy,
XXXVIIL 88; Appian, Syr., 38, 89, etc.).—
Without his own reproach he shall cause it
to turn upon him; rather, '*be shall afsuredly
give him back his reproach ; " he shall retaliate
by inflicting a more bitter reproach on his part
*^PiIbSl

in this place is

synonymous with

and does not signify

Cl^~"*^,

(Havemick).f

^*

t|»

or

except that**

—Kranichfeld attempts in vain to

obviate and obscure the manifest reference of
this representation to the defeat of Antiochus
near Magnesia, as being an artful ^' fabrication
of history ** on the part of the ** positivists in
prophetic interpretation.''— Verse 19.
he
shall turn hi* feoe toward the fort ('* forts ")
of his own land. These words are probably
ironical ; instead of advancing agfainst the fortresses of foreign lands, he is thenceforward to
be employed only with those of his own realm,
perhaps in the durection of placing them in good
condition for defence. Filler's remark, that

And

here and in

vs. 24, 81,

and

89,

W'^m

denotes

temples, which Antiochus was eventually obliged
to plunder, because of the distracting state of
his finances, is entirely too artificial and without
adequate support from the customary usage of
the term. History is acquainted with but a
single instance in which Antiochus pillaged the
temples, viz. : that of the temple of the Elymaic
Zeus, or Bel, in connection with which he was
slain, together with his warriors, in a rising of
tue people ; and it is arbitrary to argue a number of similar acts from this single fact, t—But
* [Yet KeU indstn that **thi8 jnciphocj of the undertaking of the king of the north againiit the islandg has not its
historical fnlfllment in the expedition of Antiochns the Great
againot the coaf ts and islands of Asia Minor and the Helleapont."l

t [KeU objects to the signifloadon moreover^ assigned to
** in all places
where it is so rendered a negative

*^Plb2U that

sentence goes before it. cf. Oen. xUiL 8; zlviL 18; Jodg.
Til. 14, or a sentence asking a question with a negative
sense, as

Amos iiL

8, 4.

Hence

"^Pl^Sl

here has the idea of

and can only be rendered after an alBrmative
statement by hotcecer, for the passage introduced by it
limits the statement goixig before.**]
t CNeverthdess, the plur. hers is not to be stxatnad to
eaoreptUm^

he shall stumble and £dl, and not (or, '' no
more ") be found. Gf what has just been re.

marked, and see Strabo, XVI. 1, 18; Justin.,
XXXIl. 2; Diodorus, Fragm., 26, 89, 40.*
Verse 20. Sdeueus Philopater, the 9on and wec6S9or of Antiochus Magnus^ B.C. 187-17(5.
Then shall stand up in his estate a raiser of
taxes (in) the glory of the kingdom; rather,
one that causeth an exacter of taxes to pass
over** (maig.), or **one that sendeth out a
driver,** to t£e ornament of the kingdom.
The
driver was obviously a collector of money, or of
tribute, and the person intended was the treasurer HeUodarus, who was sent out by Seleucos
Philopater (according to 2 Maoc. iii. 7 et seq.) to
Jerusalem to confiscate the treasure in the Jewish temple.
P1255 "^"JH, ** the splendor or ornament of the kingdom,** doubUeas designates
Jerusalem (aa does also the *^?3 of Judaaa, chap,
viii 9) ; cf. the similar laudatory terms appHed
to that city in Psa. xlviiL 8 L 2 ; Lam. ii. 15.t
*

'

;

The

^

accusative

^"jn accordingly indicates

the direction rather than the measure (*'who
causes to pass through the extent (?) of the
land,** FuUer et al), and cannot in any case be
regarded as a nominative in apposition with the
subject cai: ^'^??.'?, as Kranichfeld proposes,

who consequently translates ** (one) who shall
lead drivers thither, the ornament of dominion.**
But in few days he shall be destroyed,
neither in anger, nor in battle. Soon after
Heliodorus was despatched to plunder the temple of Jehovah, B.C. 176 or 175, Seleucos
Philopater was suddenly and mysteriously removed, possibly by i)oison which had been
administered to him by the same Heliodorus
^Appian, Syr., C. 45).
The words '* after some
(or * a few *) days ** doubtless refer to tiie brief
interval between the departure of tiiat officer
and the king's death, rather than to the brief
duration of his reign of only twelve years, as
they are generally applied. { On the statement
:

—

exactness, and the temple rafttrod to may very weU b«
taken as a representutiTe of the natire fortifications, cipecisUy as it was so vigoroosly defended as to cause the death
of th^ assailant.]
* [KeU stiU insists that "* what is said regarding his xvtani
to the fortresses of his own land and hit own ttarune, does
not so correspond with the historical iasne of the rdgn of thim
king, that one would be able to recognise therein a prediction of it'^ Yet such a prediction has aototUly been recognised by interpreters of all agea.]
t [Keil, however, objects to " this interpretation of tba

CSS

words as too limited.

denotes,

no doubt

(S

Kings

and sUrer ; but it does not theooe
follow that 10313, when sUrer and gold are not spoken oC,

xxiii.

86X to

collect gold

means to collect tribute. The word in general desi|;nstes
the taakmaaUr who urges on the people to seTcre labor,
and oppr esses them as caltte. n^^b?a ")*n is not

afflicts

synonymous with

*OSn- T^Kt
TT
•

nearer to
<Hf

tM

fll^bQ

kinifdom.

down by QSTi

or.

1(t,

bat stands

:

'

:

*lin,

«•

The glory
*1^2Tn

ftnd

*1,

wid dcrignates OU ghrr

of the

kingdom wsa

refers to the

btom^

whole kingdom

of the king spoken of, not merely to the Holy Land, which
formed but a part of his Idngdom. By these oppreAK:on4 o(
his kingdom he prepared himself in a short time for desimetlon."l
t [KetTs objection : ** The reference of these wands,
daifi fao^^ to the time ^ft&r the pillage of the

*

Cm

tem^of

Jerusalem by Heliodorus

is

not coly an arbitrary ivoeei4-
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CHAP. XL
that he was io be destroyed ^* neither in ang^r,
nor in battle," the remarks of Appian respecting the mode of Philopater's death (e^ imfiov^i)
should be compared. *
Verses 21-24. The rise of AnUoehus Epiphanes ; his first Egyptian campaign. And in
his estate shall stand np a vile person. HT^,

a despised one, whose
does not probably denote
"
birth deprived him of every right to the throne
(Kranichfeld), but rather one who is deservedly
despised, who is despicable, morally contempti*'

ble,

thus corresponding to OH7p3, Jer.

vi.

80,

and contrasting with ^^^7?, 1 Sam. zv. 9 (cl
Hitzig on the passage). The qrmbolio description of Mie person hero introduced, as a ^' little
horn," chap. viL 8 ; viii 9, is in any case approA contrast with the cognomen 'ETTu^avr^
priate.
was i»obably not intended, since the term appears to be one of the original constituents of
the section, rather than an interpolation ; for a
MaocabsBan interpolator would hardly have
avoided the temptation to avail himself of the
suggestion afforded by the familiar perversion of
'E.T/^vjyr into 'Emfiav^ to make use of a term
(cf. 1 Sam. xxi. 16
Hos. ix. 7).—To whom they
shall not give the honour of the kingdom;
who
rather, '*to whom was not given,'* etc.
has seized the royal dignity instead, in opposiCf the Eth. tion to the will of his nation.
fund, principles, etc., on chap. viL, No. 8 ; and
with reference to the expression filD J'a lin, cf.

like

'JC?,

Jer. xxixl

for instance

26

;

—

.

—He

shall come
1 Chron. xxix. 25 ; Psa. xxi 6.
in peaceably (or ** unexpectedly "—n^bc 21, as
in V. 24

and chap,

viii 25)

dom by flatteries;

and obtain the king-

rather, by

'*

dissimulations."

nip^p^n does not denote smooth speeches

or

flattering words merely, but dissimulating words
and actions, a hypocritical and deceitful bearing
It occnrs in the same
in both word and deed.
sense in v. 84. The historical tradition, indeed,

speaks only of the application of military force

by Antiochus, when seeking to obtain the Syrian
throne for himself, and of the assistance which
Eumenes and Attalus rendered him to that end,
l^ expelling the usurper HeUodorus. But this
assuredly did not exclude the employment of all
manner of cunning arts and secret mauoeuverings,
which probably were the only means by which
he could secure the countenance of those kings

of Pergamos. The difference between the language of the passage and the historical fact is at
any rate inconsiderable and it is not necessary
to assume that to obviate Viat difflctUtytiie Sept.
;

substituted the
njl^ina for

dnoe

31

mean

even

if

In 0^73*^21 does not
• T

we accept

pott^"*

has

little foroe,

his interpretation of TD!li3 preceding ; for that

term eridently conatitotes a fresh date or starting-point.]
* [Kdl once more urges that ^' of Seleucoa Philopater, to

whom

Ter. SO most refer, if the foregoing vernes treat of
Antiochus the Orent, nothing farther is commanioated than
ttiat he, * qitum patemiM ckuUbU9 fracUu admodum SyricB
opet accepimet^ pott otU>>mm nutUaqu4 admodum refrtM
ffesUa nobUUatum annorum duodecim reffuum^^ was put to
death timrai^ the tzeachety of Heliodoms, unina «ee purpuraUa (Livy, XLL 19 : of. App., Syr., C. 46), and the misdon of Hdiodoms to Jerusalem to seise the treasures of the
temple, which is fahnlonsly described in S Mace. iiL 4 fl.
The nSO*^ {tltaU be deUroued) ot this king S'lTS'^Si

....

O'f "Tl^tt (trOftln

'

a few day)

r

mnpipjn^j w^l translated

it

by

paa^-rvq ev KhjpoAooig. avrnv^ on the
grround that they ^' could find no historical
equivalent for the former term" (against Kran-

ichfeld).—Verse 22. And with the arms of a
flood shall they be overflown from before
him; rather, *'and the overflowing power of
the host shall be swept away and broken before
him;'* literally, **and the arms of the overflowing before his face they shall be swept
away," eta On r.i^ST, cl vs. 15, 81 ; on C)OD,

—

of.

chap.

C)DQfn,

ix. 26.

The

when taken

tropical expression fiiJ^lT

as a whole, involves a meta-

phor that is not entirely unmixed, similar to
C)t3ilD Div, ** the overflowing scourg^«" in Isa.
xxviii. 15.
The " overflowing hosts " probably
represent in part the troops of HeUodorus, whom
Antiochus routed with the assistance of his Pergamenian allies, and in part the Egyptian forces
which sought to deprive him of Coele-Syria soon
^* For
after
after his accession to the throne.
the death of Cleopatra (v. 17), Eulaus and
Lenasua, the guardians of her son, Ptolemy
Philometor, demanded the cession of Coelethe dowry which had hitherto been
refused (Polyb., XXVIII. 1 ; Diodor., Leg. 18,
Antiochus, on
p. 624 Wess. ; Livy, XLII. 49).
the other hand, would not acknowledge that his
father had promised such a dowry (Polyb.,
XXVIII. 17), and therefore refused to grant
Finding that the Egyptians were preparing
it.
for war, he took the initiative, and succeeded in
defeating the generals of Ptolemy between the
Oasian mountains and Pelusium. On every calculation, that event transpired in B.C. 171
(Hitzig).—Tea, also the (rather, *' a ") prince
Syria,

of the covenant; supply *<?®*!, "shall be
broken." The person referred to was probably
the high priest Onias III., who was put to
death by command of Antiochus Epiphanes in
the year 172, and hence about the time of the
war between that king and PtoL Philometor.

He was denominated a
(see

^^^r?

^

chap. ix. 26

on that passage),* and here bears the

n'l-ilil

title

n^ai, •*prinoe of the covenant," be-

cause he was the actual head of the theocracy
at that time; <xf. the repeated designation of
the theocracy by the term

Ti^'^a in

the follow-

ing verses, e^g.^Ys. 28 and 82 (thus correctly
Theodoret, Rosenm., Hitzig, Hofm. , Fuller). A
majority of recent writers refer this expression
to Ptol. Philometor; but this is opposed (1) by
the fact that at the time whic^i is here indicated, that prince was by no means in league
with Antiochus ; (2) that if it were really intended to represent him as having entered into
such an alliance, it would have been necessary
to employ the words in''*ai*T^a?^ or rather

i^a

•

does not harmonise with the

fact of his twelve jiar^ reign."^

more appropriate r.lp^na or

<caTiff;ti(7e£

of
ing, bnt is also oontrmry to the Import of the wordis

247

2-45.

* [The fact that he
distingnish

is

not here styled

him from the personage

PP VTS

serres to

so dfslgnated there.]
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in'ilSl (cf.
ifl

Gen.

xiv. 13)

;

(3)

always designated as 33 jn

ter,

that the Egyptian
"jbjp

while, on the other hand,

refers to the theocracy. *

the league

in this chapri*^"!?

—Verse 23.

made With h.m he

always

And

shall

after

work

de-

ceitfully, i.e.^ as soon as he shall have established friendly relations, and allied himself wiUi
his defeated opponent, which his victory near

Pelusium enabled him to accomplish. Even
while the battle was raging, Antiochus displayed great kindness toward the Egyptians,
everywhere interfering to check the slaughter
by his soldiers, and thus won the hearts of his
foes (see Diodorus, Exc. in Wess., p. 579).
This
conduct seems to have subsequently been of
material value to him in the capture of Pelusium, Memphis, and generally of all lower and
central Egypt (cf. Diodor., 1. c. ; Polyb.,
XXVIII. 16 et seq. ; Jerome, on this passage).
And shall come up, and shall become strong
(or '^ prevail '') with a small people, unexpectedly. Cf Jerome : " Ascendit Memphin et ibi
ex more JEgyvtiregnum acd/piens piwriqm {ue.,
Ftoleinm PhilomeUms) rebus se providere dicens,
cum modico popido omnem u^gf/ptum subjugavit
sibi^ et abundantes atgve uberrimas ingrensus est
eicitates.''^
Several expositors propose to refer

—

.

^'i^l to the king's invasion of Ccele-Syria and
Palestine only, instead of understanding his
victorioQS march up the Nile as far as Memphis
{e.g.^ Kranichfeld, Hofmann, Ewald, and especially Fiiller, who had already interpreted the

preceding riT^anrn"|72^ as referring to the
league of Antiochus with the Pergamenian
kings Euraenes and Attains); but this interrupts the regular progress of the narrative by
transposing an event from the beginning of the

war

"i^oa,

to the history of its dose,

*'

unex-

probably to be included in this verse,
Hitzig, eta, propose.
It
states that the victor had penetrated into the
heart of their country before the Egyptians
pedly,*' is

as

Von Lengerke,

were fully aware of the fact, or had made arrangements to resist his progress.
Hitzig^s

(=

explanation, ^*with confidence

nc'ia) as if

he were not in an enemy^s oountiy,^ is unnecessary
and also that offered by o&ers, '^ with a
peaceful object" (**in the midst of peace,"
Fiiller).
Verse 24. Concerning njicSl, see
what immediately precedes. ^And he shall
enter even upon Uie fattest places of the
province. The extraordinary fertility of lower
Egypt is well known; cf. Plin., H. N.^ XXL
15 ** JSgyptusfrugumfeHiUssma^''' etc. With
regard to the genitive combination np"T52 "'I'SCpt
;

—

—

;

of., e.g,,

Olfi^ "'3i"'3«, Isa.

npnp^ a

ing

among

Oonoem-

territorial jurisdiction

ince," see on chap.

ter

xxix. 19.

or prov48 ; iii. 2. He shall scatthem the pre3r (rather " prey '*
*'

—

ii.

without the article), and spoil, and riches.
This defines ^' that which his fathers had not
done, nor his fathers' fathers." It consisted of
an immoderate squandering, by which he not
only divided among his soldiers the money provided for carrying on the war, but also the
spoil of Pelusium and all other booty that had
been acquired. Even the Egyptians (to whom

Dnb

is

perhaps to be specially referred) were

not excluded from his liberality. Thus he bestowed on each Greek a piece of gold at that
time, while at Naucratis, according to Polyb.,
XXVIII. 17. His unusual liberality during this
campaigfu in ^fypt is also attested by 1 Maco.
* He shall forecast his devices against
iii. 80.

—

the strong holds, even for a time. Q'^")S2n
unquestionably denotes fortresses in the proper
sense, or strong cities, rather than temples^ as
Fuller supposes (cf. on v. 19). It refers, e.g.^
to the taking of Pelusium, and to the siege of
the fortified cities of Naucratis and Alexandria,

—

XXVIII. l7-19).-^r"I?'], **and
».«., until a time l^at has
been determined by a higher power for a time.
Cf. D"^:d in y. 8, and the similar terms in vs. 6
and 18.
Verses 25-27. The second Egyptian eampaign
etc. (Polyb.,

that until a time,"

—

'

* [Keil objects that the interpretatloii of this onttlng off
of the •* prince of the covenant," aa referring to the murder of
OniiM TIL. " in not warranted by the facta of hiwory. That
murder does not at all relate to the matter before n^ not
only becanra the Jewish high-priest at Antioch did not ami
tain the relation of a 'prince of the covenant,' but also
becHiine the ronrder was perpetrated without the previous
knowledge of Antiochus, and when the mutter was reported
to him, the murderer was put to death by his command (2
Mace Iv. 86-38).'' BtiU the fact remains that Onias was
slain by his agents, however much he disavowed or even
reKTotted the occurrence. To deny t^ propriety of the
epithet ** prince of the covenant '^ as a title of the high-priest
'*
is arbitrary, as also the interpretation
We must, there:

fore,

with Kraniohfeld, understand ri''">a

H^'H!!, In

unde-

fined generality, of covenant princes in genersl." There is
little force in Stuart's comment that the latter phrase is
*'not the high-priest Onias, the prinoe of the JeMrish coven-

ant, as BosenmlUler maintains, for then tTi^^an

course be employed.

tTi^lSl

would of

! designed for a mere adjec*

live of quality or condition here, and the article is omitted,
as it is mors generally in such cases
If Rosenmailer
be in the right, the order of time would be inverted, and a
v<rrtpoir np&npw must consequently be admitted in the
courts of the narrative, which is improbable." "'The

absence of the article in r'l'iSl

!•

no proof against the

reference of the word to the holy covenant.
wanting where otherwise the determination
the connection, e.g.^ ch. vili. 13" (Keil).]

The
is

article is

found from

of Antioehus Bpiphanes, And he shall stir up
power and his courage. Concerning^ *)?^>

his
cf.

^31

"^•'•.7

in V. 2

;

also Psaw Ixxvui. 38; 1

24.~Against the king of the south.
This was not probably Ptolemy Philometor, but
his younger brother Ptolemy Physcon, who had
thrown himself, together with his sister CleoICacc. il

patra, into the strong city of Alexandria, at the

time when Antiochus was conquering Egypt,
and had there been declared king in the stead
of his brother, who had fallen into the hands of
the Syriana After the departure of Antiochus
* [** But to distribute money and spoil Is nothing unheard
and in no way does it agree with the fattest prorinoeK.'
The context decidedly refers to conduct which injured tht
*

of,

fat provinces.

dissipating the

only, oonidst In S'luanderinir and
wea)t*i of this prorinoe which h« had plun-

This can

dered to iU Injury

(SH^

[to

«A«m], dativ. ifcommadi),

A

found in 1 Mace. iii. SA-81. To
bring the provinces wholly under his power he devised plau
ag'iinst the fortresses that he might subdue them."*—
historical oonflrmation is

ifstf.]
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CHAP. XL
(oooasioDed bj a revolt of the TarsiaiiB and the
Hallotes in Gilicia), this usurper had probably
brought the entire kingdom into his power, as
seems to be implied in Livj, XLIV. t9 : ** AnliockuSy Syrim rex—per Jumestam ipeciem majors
FtoUmMH reducendi in regnum^ bi&um cum nunore fratre ^us^ qvi turn Alexandream tensbat^
p0r«rM,"etc. ^But he shall not stand; for they
shall forecast devices against him; i.e., despite the magnitude of his army, this Ptolemy
shall offer no resistance to the Syrian king

—

(nbJ"]

fifci,

7

cf. viiL 4,

treason in his

;

own camp

2 Kings
(cf.

x. 4),

because

what immediately

follows), of which his opponent is able to make
skilful use, shall cause his defeat.
Verse 26.

—

Yea, they that feed of the portion of his meat
•hall destroy him. With regard to "^^^Pj cf.
on i

8.

The 13^?

"'^^^ were of

oours%mem-

bers of the royal household and servants of the
king, therefore serpents whom he had cherished

own bosom,

in his

like the traitorous "^^^b b^'&^
t. 27 and 2
Kings ii. 7

in Psa. zlL 10 (John

ziii.

18); cf.

Sam.

zix.

29

ix.

11 et seq.

—And

;

;

1

army

shall overflow
(or *'flow away, dissolve ^*); and many shall
Concerning the ** flowing
fall down slain.
away,*' which is here equivalent to ^* dissolving, turning away to flee," cf. v. 22; also 1
xviii. 10, etc.

Sam.

xiy. 16,

where

his

3172*^,

expresses about the

On

the second member of the sentence, cf. Judg. ix. 40 ; 1 Ghron. v. 22 ; 1 Maca
The deoisiye victory of this «tf<;^nd Egypi. 18.
tian war (the Sevripa k<t>o6o<:^ 2 Maoo. v. 1), which
Antiochus achieved over Physcon and Cleopatra,
was not gained on land, so far as we know, but
in a great and fortunate naval action near Pelu-

same

idea.

—
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no longer known.* Their '^ speaking of lies **
was naturally a hyi>ocritical profession of disin-

is

terestedness on the part of Antiochus, as if his
only concern were to reconquer the kingdom
for bis nephew Philometor (etU regnwn guari
suis viribus simulabat^ Li^^ £ o. h while the latter pretended reverence and gratitude toward
his uncle, but in his heart wap anxious to have
him removed from lus path. But it shall not
prosper, i.e.^ their joint endeavor to overthrow
Physcon ; the latter, on* the contraiy, retained
possession of Alexandria and of his usurped
crown. For yet the end shall be at the time
appointed; rather, *'for yet the end is (reserved) to the appointed time.'* **The end/''
namely of the Syrio-Egyptianwars, and consequently of the sufferings of JudsBa, which was
intermediate between the contending kingdoms.

—

—

The time

indicated

by H^Its^

identical with this ft^, or

'*

in v. 29 is not

end of the appoint-

ed time," but rather that denoted by fp,
V.

ri3^2^ in

and by Tft ^^ in v. 85.
Verses 28-80. The tJvird Egyptian campaign
40,

of Antiochus, Then shall he return into his
land with great riches, ».&, with much booty,
which he partly secured in Egypt, and partlv
on his homeward march through Judaea, which
was now in a state of insurrection. Cf. 1 Maca
i 19, 20: 2 Maca v. 11 with Livy, I
heart (shall be) against the holy oovenant.
Gf the detailed descriptions of the rapine and
other atrocities committed by Antiochus while
marching through Judna ; 1 Mace. i. 20-29 ; 2
Maca V. 11-17. Olp ri'^'^Sl' denotes the theocracy with reference to its territory and its

a— HU

.

—

And he shall do ezplo U rather,
adherents.
**
accomplish it,*' i«., his malicious intention,
and C]iD;p'] ib'^ni seems to be applicable
only to a battle of the former kind, not to the the design of his 23^.— Verse 29. At the time
scattering or destruction of a fleet. Nor is appointed he shall return, and come toward
there any definite record of treason committed the south. "13^173 b, *'at the appointed time,"
against Ptol. Physcon by the Egyptians. * But.
!.«., the time appointed by Ood. The reference is
after making due allowance for this discrepancy.
to the spring of the year B.C. 168, in which Anti[?J, the whole description seems more appropriochus began his third campaign against Egypt,
ate when applied to the second Egyptian camthis time against the two Ptolemies, Philometor
paign of Epiphanes than when it is altogether
and Physcon. The brothers had become reconreferred to the events of the former war, as
cilod to each other in the preceduig year,
Ewald, Fiiller, etc., attempt to do. ^Verse 27.
through the influence of their sister Cleopatra*
And both those kings' hearts shall be to do and
had made common cause against the Syrian,
misohiefl This does not allude, probably, to
whose conduct in leaving behind him a strong
their evil designs against their enemy Physcon,
in Pelusium had indicated his purpose
but to those entertained against each ot/ier; cf. gfarrison
to secure a permanent influence over Egypt.
Prov. xxvii. 19; and on the term ^1^^ (i.«., Incensed by the course of the Ptolemies, Antiochus led a large army through Ccele-Syria and
literally, ** belonging to do evil **), cf. Isa. L 5;
Judges V. 0. The two kings then^selves are cer- Palestine to E^pt in the spring of 168 {primo
tainly not Physcon and his victorious opponent vere, Livy, XLV. 11), and would have inflicted
Bpiphanes, nor yet the two brothers PhUometor heavy penalties on the brothers had not the
and Physcon, but Antiochus and Philometor,
* [The phraie it afflcientiy jnstlfled by the hypocritical
who were leagued against Physcon, and concerning whom Livy (XLV. 11) and Polvb. (XXIX. 8) alliance. "At one table dmxgntiteH the dlMemble*! amity
and lntima<7 of the partiois who mid and did ail they could
expressly state, that at that time they had taken to ralfUpad each other'' (Stuart). Keil, after Interpreting
" The evU cUHng oonrifftn in this, that the one Heekn to overthe field in company against the latter king.
iind destroy the other under the doak of feiimed
And they shall speak lies at one table. Prob- thruiv
friendship for they eat as friends at one table, and npeak
ably an Illusion to a particular incident which
one

sium

\

;

—

:

*

;

'—the

tells lies to the other, professing friendship
their destgn shall not succeed : ** vet captiously adds
'*
All interpretatians of 'them words which are dotermined
by hintOTlcal facia are arbitrary. The history of Xntiochut
Epiphanes fumlshos no illustrations for this.** The above
league affords abundant presumption of titeee tacts, even iJ

lies

But
* [The exprewdon, ** thorn who ocUqfhU choiotfood probably meann LcnnKos and Enlttiu, the guardiann and Rtatc
roluisten of the yoong Ptolemy,*^ the same pemouR alluded
to in the preoe<ling rene as the members of his own ooarC
oorropCed by the brlhw of the Byrions.—Auorl.]

strictly understood.]
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Romans interfered (cf. Livy, L c
XXIX. 8; JuBtUL, XXXIV. 2).—But
;

Polyb.,
it

shaU

not be as the forma:, or as the latter, i.e., a
Buccess similar to the triomphs of the first and
second expeditions shall not be realized ; cf for
.

instance, v. 12.— ^'I"?,
xviii.

" as

—so also

;" of.

4; Josh. xiv. li (Bwald, Lehrb,,

Ezek.

p. 851).

The two BubstantiTee are in the cos. adverhiaUK
—Verse 30. Per shipf of Ohittim (Q'>Pi? D^^?>
shall oome against him. The expression is
derived from Num. xxiv. 24, where Balaam predicted the humiliation of Assyria through the
agency of ships of Ohittim. In that place Grsdclan ships were probably intended, but the
reference here is certainly to ships belonging
to the Romans, namely, the fleet of 0. Popilius
Lsdnas, which sailed to Egypt after the victory

over Perseus near Pydna (June 224 B.O. 168),
in order to prevent the Syrian king from subjugating that country, as he designed to do (Livy,
XLV. 10 ; Polyb., XXIX. 1). It is not necessary to assume, with Beitholdt and Dereser,
that the '^ ships of Ohittim *' denote the Macedonian fleet which fell into the hands of the
Romans at the victory of Pydna, and was afterward employed by Lsenas for his voyage to
Egypt. Aside from the faot that Polybius and
Livy do not mention this fact, to designate ships
that had been taken by the Romans as Macedonian vessels would obviously be inappropriate; and, moreover, the customary usage
throughout this book would lead us to expect
D137; instead. The term a'^PlS is very broad

and

indefinite in its application, as appears
already from Gen. x. 4.
It denotes all the
islands and ooast-lands along the northern shores
of the Mediterranean sea, beginning with Oyprus
(which is referred to under that name in Isa.
xxiii 1, 12 ; Ezek. xxvii. 6), and extending as far
as Spain, and therefore might appropriately be
employed to designate Rome or Itely in particular (cf Knobel, VoUcertafd, p. 95 et seq.).
The
Sept. is correct ('Ptj/mjm), and also Jerome ; but
the latter overlooked the adjective nature of
D'^nS (plur. of "^PiS), and therefore inserted a
.

" venient
copula between the two nouns
super eum trieres et Bomani."
^Therefore
shall he be grieved (rather, ** discouraged")
and return. It is known that Popilius Laonas,
on meeting with Antiochus four miles from
Alexandria, did not grasp the hand extended
by the latter in greeting, but at once presented the message entrusted by the senate
to his care, and that when the king requested
time to consider its contents, the Roman drew
a circle about him, and did not permit him to
pass beyond it before he had given the desired
answer (Livy, XLV. 12; Polyb., XXIX. 11:
Appian, %r., 66; Justin., XXXIV. 8).
have indignation against the holy covenant:
so shaU be do ; or, '' and shall aocomplish it."
Fuller says well. ** The rage which he was unable to vent on Egypt is now turned against the

—
:

—And

holy covenant;

in his displeasure he turns
against Israel, without being hindered " (nb;p1»

as in V. 28).

Several writers,

among whom

are

Rosenm. and Eranichfeld {the latter being
guided by his desire to render the prophecy
as dissimilar to the history as possible), take

the preceding ^^'n adverbially, and regard it
as qualifying DTTi

:

<<

and again he shall have

indignation," etc.
a^i©* however, is not used
as a mere auxiliary in any other part of this
section ; and the return of the northern kini^
from Egypt could not be passed over without
notice in this place, since not to have mentioned
it would have made Egypt the scene of the subsequent warlike operations in v. 81 a, which
would thus conflict with v. 81 b (cf. Hitzig on
the passage). ^He shall even return and have
intelligence with them that forsake the holy
covenant; rather, ^*and he shall return, and
The second
fix his attention on them," eta
*^
and he returns " denotes his journey to Antioch from Palestine, where he had halted by the
in
way. His ** fixing attention " (^y y^zn,
Jer. xxxix. 12) cm the
V. 87^ Job. xxxi. 1

—

m

;

from the covenant (H'^'U

apostates

Q^5*)l^,

y.

14)

is

'^2T5

=

to be understood in the sense

of affiliating with them, who became his favorites and proteg^, and for whom he endeavored
to erect a new and idolatrous qrstem of worship

Mace, ii 18 2 Maca vi 1. Also infm,
on V. 89.
Verses 81-86. Attaek$ on the ioered imtitu^
turns of the tJieocracy, and the persecution of its
faithful ad/terents by Antiochus, And arms
shall stand on his part; rather, '^uid armed
hosts of his shall remain," namely, in the holy

cf. 1

;

Oonsequently ^^^?'2 ^'^^'^^ is used sub15, to denote the standing
still of an armed host (cf. the leaving of a
Syrian garrison in the cit-adel of Zion. which is
mentioned in 1 Maca i. 84). The usual rendering is, *^ and armed bands s/taU arise from
him" which, however, seems more appropri
ate and conformable to the context than Kranland.

stantially as in V.

—

ichfeld^s strange interpretation, ^' and accomplices (t.^, traitorous Israelites) shall stand up

through his influence " (!). 13»'a probably does
not signify *' at his bidding " (cf. 2 Sam. iiL 87),
but is a partitive, or rather expresses dependence on the possessor. And pollute the sanctuary of strength ; rather, ^' the sanctuary, the
stronghold." The sanctuary is probably termed

—

the stronghold

(Y'^^'Sn,

an apposition) in a

spiri-

tual tense^ as being the refuge and support of
Israel ; of. Psa. xviil 8 ; xxxi. 8-5 ; Isa. xxv.
4, eta, where Jehovah himself is termed IsraeFs
strong tower (Von Leng., Eranichfeld, Fuller).
The reference of the expression to the fortificaticms with which the second temple wascer>
tainly provided (1 Mace, vi 7; v. 60) is less
However, cf . 1 Maoo. i. 87 • 2 Maoa
probable.
vL 4. And shall take away the daily sacrifioe.
Of. the parallels, chap, viii 11-18; ix:
27; xii. 11 ; and with regard to the historical
fulfilment, cf. 1 Maca i. 45, 54. —Verse 32.
And such as do wi^edly against (or '' by ")
the covenant shall he oormpt by flatteries

—

Hitzig

:

" the eondemners of the covenant, ita
The t>*»")3 ''?'^^"J^» however, are

accusers.**

evidently the
n^'^.Il is

of.

same as the

T-^'l^

"^Sp in

t.

80

simply an aoousative of spedficalicm

Ewald, Zehrb,^ § 288, 2 et seq.
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CHAP. XL
peilj, ** to deeeormte," here signifies " to cause
to revolt/* utterly to sever their union with the
theooraoj, againiftt which they had abeadj
sinned. Conseqaently, the expression does not
involve a tautology, as if a successful effort
to lead such as had already cast off their alKranlegiance to apostatise were asserted.
ichfeld interprets very harshly and arbitrarily,
^' and
so far as the sinner against the covenant
is concerned, he shi^ pollute it (the covenant)

inip^na»
by his insinuating deportment."
*'with smoothnesses," i.d, with smooth words
and dissimulating arte (doubtless including de-

o^itul prcmitei,

cf. 1

Maoc.

ii.

17 et seq.) prob-
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shall hSL, e,g., certain priests, 1 Maca v. 67
Eleasar, 2 Mbco, vi. 18, etc., and Judas Maccabffius himself, etc.
^id33 oan have no other
meaning in this place Sian that in which it
occurs in vs. 88 and 84. To toy (** smelt")
them, and to purge and to make them white
(or, *^ cleanse tJiem"), even to the time of the
end ; literally, ' among them. " This is a statement of the Divine purpose in imposing the
specified sufferings.
** Among
tiiem" (^n?),

—

*

not merely among the ^^understanding
ones," but also among their followers, among
the theoozatic party as a whole, which, according to V. 84, stood in some need of being sifted

i,e,y

ably differs merely in form from nippip^nSl in

and

21 ; cf. V. 84.— But people that do imow
their Qod shall be (or '* prove themselves")
strong (tl«., to resist his seductive efforts), and
do exploits \ rather, •* do it." Cf. vs. 17, 28,
80. and for the historical fulfilment, see 1 Maoc.
i 62 et seq. ; it 8 et seq.—Verse 88. And they
that understand among the people shall instruct (the) many. 0? ^b^^^bTa does not de-

removal of the dross that was expelled by the
tq-|-)Si toid lib^ to the polishing and brighten*
ing of the metal that was thus freed from its
impure elements. *' The three-fold description

V.

note

**

teachers of the people" (Dereser, Hitzig),

and the analogy of

7|b*^^on!b in chap. iz.

not sufficient

establish

to

that

22

is

rendering.

^"^^ipp is rather to be taken as equivalent to
ol axn'vroi Xaov
, Theodot. :
;
Vulg., doeti)^ ill harmony with the usual intransitive sense b-ircn (see chap, i 4, 17 ; ix. 13,
This rendering finds a special support in
25).

intelligens ^cf . Sept.

the contrasting of the 0'«I^'«3rp and the D'«yc"j
10.
These understanding ones,
these genuine theocrats. e.g.y a Mattathias
iL
1
et
seq.),
an Eleazar (2 Mace, vi
(1 Maoc.
18), etc., shall ** impart understanding (^3*i3%

in chap. xii.
i,e,,

Job vi. 24) to the manp, i.e., the not inconsiderable number of the ^^ people that do know
their God/' v. 82, who were faithful to the
covenant and capable of being saved, and of
whom 1 Mace. 1. 65 et seq. testifies that they
were somewhat numerous. Tet they shalllsll
by the sword, and by flame, etc. ^' They,"
vis. : the many who hearken to the voice of the
understanding ones, not the latter in person
For the narrative of the fulfilment.
see V. 85.
see 1 Maoc. I 57 ; ii. 88; iii 41; v. 13: 2
cf.

—

-Verse 84. Now when they fall
they shall be holpen with a little help, or,
**they shaU obtain but Uttle help " (Oya -^TJ),
referring to the efforts of Judas Maccabnus (1
Maoc. iii 11 et seq. iv. 14 et seq.), which were
not sufficient to put an end to all the suffering
and persecution at a single stroke cf., 6.g., 1
Maoc.

vi. 11.

;

:

Maoc.

V.

60 et seq.

them with

— But many shall cleave to

flatteries, or

''

;

hypocrisies " tL6.. in
addition to the limited aid received by them,
the party of faithful adherents shall absorb
many impure elements, which associate themselves hypocritically (npbpbn2i c^ on v. 82)

with the '*many."

It appears

from passages

like 1 Mace. vi. 21 et seq. ; ix. 23, that this was
actually the case in the Maccabeean age, principally as a consequence of the bloody severity

with which Judas Maccabeu* treated all apostates (1 Maoc. u. 44 ; ia 5, 8).—Verse 85. And
some of them of understanding (see v. 88)

purified.

^1^^

alludes to the separation or

is also probably designed to indicate that the
purifying should be effected by various processes.
Not only are the pretended adherents to Jehovah^s party to separate themselves from His sincere followers, but the latter themselves, inoitedthereto by the example of steadfastness and selfdenial furnished by their martyrs, shall cast out
from themselves everything that is impure ^ and
they shall succeed in gaining over all those who
share their convictions in their hearts, but have
been hindered by fear and timidity from avowing an open connection with them. In like
manner a Nicodemus and a Joseph of Arimatbssa were induced by the very death of Christ
on the cross to confess their allegiance to him.
Thus Antiochus attempts to annihilate the
party among the Jews that is devoted to its
God, but succeeds only in contributing to its
purifying" (Fiiller).—The **time of the end"

—

(T^~^?) down to which the painful process of
purifying is to be continued, denotes, in the
sense of the prophecy, the end of the pre-Messianio period as a whole, as appears from chap,
viii 17 ; ix. 27 ; but it coincides essentially
with the end of Antiochus himself. Beoause it
is yet for a time appointed ; i.e., the period of
tribulation shall be protracted until then cf. v.
27.— Verse 86. And the king shall do aooord-

—

;

ing to his wilL

The

"^^^s

can be no other than

the one hitherto represented, the antitheistic
persecutor of Israel, the king of the north,
Antiochus Epiphanes. It is therefore not Cour
stantine the Great (Ibn-Ezra, Jacchiad., Abarbanel, etc.), or the Roman state as a whole
(Rashi, Calvin, etc.), or the New- Test, antichrist (Jerome, Theodor., Luther, (Eoolamp.,

—

Geier, Calov, Kliefoth) all of which interpretations contradict the context, and arbitrarily
interpose a hiatus of centuries between v. 85
and the closing verses of the chapter.* And

—

* [Kail oontendi for the last of the above riews. in aooord-

ancewith hia adopted Uieory of the final Antiohrlatiac
'* little horn ; *^ bat his armunents have little weight, in the
face of the admiUed identity of the peraecatiug ** king ^
throoghont this passage. Hi^ chief point is this : *' If the
contents nf verx. 85-45 Ue beyond the end of the cnemv who
has hitherto been spoken of, then on«ht his destmotian to
hare been mentioned, especially since with the words, * to
the time of the end, becanae yet for a time appointed,^ ver.
86, the words of ver. S7, * for yec the end of the time ap.
pointed,' are resumed. AU attempts to give to the former
of these ezprenlons, ver. 86,

a diiferent meaning from that
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magnify himself above every god, i.e.^ subjecproud imagination ; of. 2 liaca ix.
12 : 2 Thess. ii 4 also chap, yiii 25. Jerome,
Lather, FilUer, etc. ^ render the words, ^'•against
everj god;*' but this inborpretation of i^ is
antagonized by its use in y. 87 6, where it is
likewise connected with inar^'^,, but notedly in
the sense of ** aboye." ^And shall speak marvellous things against the Qod of gods. Cf.
tiyely, in his

;

—

chap.

chap.

yii. 8,
ii.

47.

25

;

and oonceming

—And

0"*!)^ ^H,

shall prosper,

see

in his
12, 24 et seq.
i.e.,

undertakings (generally; ii. yiii.
the indignation be accomplished j
namely, God's anger against His people, in
whose execution He employed Antiochus as a
scourge or "saw" (Isa. x. 15). Of. ylil 19 ; ix.
27 ; imd on the whole expression, see Lsa. x. 28,

— Till

25.

Verses 87-80. Deserwtion of the generai godlessness of AnUoehus J^piphanen, without confining ittoitt rdatioM to the theocracy, N eithe r (or,
*'and not'') shall he regard the god(**gods'')
of his fathers, hence, shall manifest his impiety
eyen with reference to the requirements of the
religious sense of the heathen. This will include
his robbery of temples (Polyb., XXXI. 4), and
his efforts to destroy national bounds by tearing
down their seyeral religious systems (Diodor.,
XXXI. 1 ; 1 Maca i 48).*— Nor the desire of
women, nor regard any god; rather, '^nor
the desire of women nor any god shall he
regard." In yiew of the connection D'>©3 rr^J^n

cannot possibly signify anything else than a god,
contained in the

totter, ver.

S7 (Caloviiu, Qeier, Kliefoth),

amount to verbally impossible interpretation^.^ Bat rarely
thi« pbraw might be understood to refer to different points
of time, if the chancre in the connection required it. Even
this, however, is not necessary.
It is sufflcient to apply it
to the general issue of these troubles of the theocracy, and
thus room is still left to introduce the sequel of Antioohus's
career, which in fact did not take place till the controversy
about the Jewish worship wa6 pretty well decided at Jerusalem by the first successes of the Maccabees.]
* ^eil objects ** This does not ajnee with Antiochus.
The ta-6$€a ^pov*lv i/wtpii^avift which is «ald of him, 9 Maca
*
ix. It, is not an exalting of himself above every god.
Antiochus was not an a9<of ; he even winhed to render the
worship of Zens universal ; and that he once spoiled the temple dues not imply his raising himself above ever}' god ^
?Kliefoth). Of Antiochus much rather, as is said by Livy
(XLL 90). * in dfwbu9 tanun htmMtiMqtte r^un fere regiu*
erat anitniu, (n urbtum doTiin et tUorum cuUu.^ ^ But this
misses the main point of the portraiture of this persecuting
tyrant throughout the entire series of these prophecies,
which is not so much his utter godlessness and violence as
the direction of theite traits against the hitherto established
.

nngee of his own subjects: Intolerance now flrsf made
religion a crime, and foreign deities were now for the flrxt
time forcibly imposed upon them. *' The next verse shows
that ho had no regard for his oountry^s gods ; and his whole
ci'urse of life, his plundering the temple at Jerusalem, and
finally in Klymais, shows the reckless and impious character of the tyrant. . . . The intimation here given, qfdteregardiug the god^ of kU fathern, shows that the previous
Graecian kings of Syria had adopted the gods of the Sjrrlan
nation ; while Antiochus, who had lived some years at Rome,
bad leai ned to despi« the Syrian gods, and to prefer the
Jupiter OlympiuB and Xenias of the Greeks and Romans.

The establishment of the worship of the former at Jerusalem, and of the latter at Samaria, shows that Antiochus was
ambitious at times of imitating the Greeks and Romans *'
(Stuart). For this he was naturally applauded by Pagan
historiant, but the sacred seer penetrates the motives of
poli<7 that led to these occasional freaks of soH»lled piety,
and paints hit secret contempt for all religion. That the
peraoo here described, however, was not whoUy or externally irreligious is proved by vers. 88, 30, which bring out
the predae point of his impiotj, namely, its foreign oharao•er.j

and does not, therefore, denote chaste conjugal
loye (Lnther, J. Oerhard, eta , who support their
view by a reference to luMttv yafifiv, 1 Tim. iv.
8), or a loye for women, snsoeptibility to amorous emotions generally (Grotius), nor yet '* the
Bupplicatione of women ** (Dathe, Staudlin), or
" tne favorites of women," ».«., children (of. Hos.
We
ix. 16 ; Mia i 16, eta—thus Bertholdt).
are to oonoeiye, rather, of the goddess of nature
among the Asiatics, the BaaJtis, Astarte, or
Mylitta of the Babylonians, the Persian Artemis,
This is the
anid the Nanssa of the Syrians.
more certain, as it is expressly reported of
Antiochus that he had inflicted a gross indignity
on the worship of this goddess (who is identic^
with the *' queen of heaven," Jer. vii. 18 ; xliy.
17 et seq.), by attempting to plunder a temple
of Artemis or Aphrodite in Elymais (Polyb.,
XXXI. 11 ; Appian, Syr,, a 66 ; 1 Maoa vL 1-

Maca

4; 2

ix.

2).

For

modem

this reason

expositors since J. D. Michaelis, Gesenius, Dereser, and Hayemick are. with few exceptions,
agreed in applying the words to this divinity.
Concerning the designation as *'the desire of

women," cf. Isa. xliv. 9, where the heathen
gods in general axe characterised as Q^l^TsriT
He shall magnify himself
** favorites.*'*
above all; above eveiything, whether Divine

—

human

merely to ^^
2 These. iL 4: e^'
rravra Xeydfievov ^ebv rj oijiaafia.
Verse 38. But
in his estate shall he honour the god of
**
forces; rather,
but he shaU honor the god of
or

(the addition of

would be

one-sided).

^"^^^f.

Cf.

—

fortresses in his place,"
tt'^^J? !ni?. is not
properly a nam. propr. : the god ^^ MauCTim " or
'*MaBusim " (Luther, following the Sept, Theodot., and the Vulg., which have Matj^tifi, Mao9im), but rather, as appears from the repeated

mention in

this chapter of D'^^^Tp (vs. 7, 10, 19,

31) or niisnjp (v. 15) or D->1S1>?, it denotes a

martial god to whom the Syrian king paid
special reverence ^a ^* god of fortresses or castles," who must be r^arded as being Jupiter
Capitdiuus, because he is subsequently described
as formeriy unknown to the Adatics.
There is
no question respecting the character of this
divinity, as being pre-eminently waiiike, nor yet
respecting the special reverence which Epiphanes
**
entertained for him.
To him, the Capitoline
Jupiter, were devoted the epotia opima; he was
called Jupiter Stator, because he brought the
Romans to a stand in answer to the prayer of
Romulus, when they fled before the Sabines.
But the surname Capitolinus accords fully wiUi

—

* [Keirs defence of the abstract interpretation

weak:

"A

verbal proof that

is signally

DITSn
detty of women

D"*^?

ddnotei

AnaTtis or Adonis aa the favorite
has not
For these words, datderium muti^nnu,
been adduced.
denote not that which women dedre, but that which womer
poaaees which in desirable : cf. under 1 Sam. ix. 90.
But it
is impossible that this can be AnaTtis or Adonis, but it is a
posaeasiim or precious treaMire of women. This desirablo
possession of women Im without doubt love ; so thac^ as C.
B. Midxaelis has remarked, the expresiion is not materially
different

from D^IDS

n^HMv

the love

qfwomeu^ 9 Sam.

On

i.

the oontrary, all the associated terow compel a^
As KeH himself
t(> understand a otmcreto object of regard.
admits, ** The connection requires us to think of a deity,
because those words are placed between two eKpreariooi
which refer to the gods."*!

M.**
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the god of fortresses ; for the capitol was, so to text, becatise the preceding verse did not confine
speak, the seat of the Boman empire, the arx its statements to a single Oriental deity, in the
omnium ncUianum (Cicero, Verr., VII. 72), as stead of which this new god was to arise, while
being the citadel of Rome, beside which stood the sing, suffix in i3^ can hardly be held to
its temple.
There the generals sacrificed and
**
and illustrative ^' force
paid their vows ; and when thej returned from possess a distributiye
Tcf. vs. 20, 21).*—And (the) god whom his
their victories, they were taken thither in triwith gold
umph. It is readily conceivable that Antiochns fathers knew not shall he honor
with whom the
and silver, etc. This
should honor this foreign god ; he had learned
ancestors of Antiochus were not acquainted was
to know him and his worship while at Rome.**
difAntiochus did not, probably, regard the princi- the god of fortresses just mentioned, not a
ferent god (Hitzig), and still less guaUseunque
pal god of the Romans as distinct from the
Olympic 2^us of the Greeks, whom he adored Deus alius (Venema). Livy, XLII. 6, expressly
mentions an embassy which Antiochus sent to
with a special zeal, according to Livy, XLI. 20
Rome with a votive offering of golden vessels
Polyb. XXVI. 10 ; 2 Maoc. vi. 2, and for whom
which would
he caused a splendid temple to be erected at valued at 500 pounds (a portion of
of the princiAthens; as a genuine Oriental synoretist he naturally be placed in the temple
*^
jewels, precious articles of
rather identified the two.
Probably the mag- pal god). Cl'l'T3»'n,
nificent temple which, according to Livy, XLI.
small size," is here equivalent to flTsn ''i.^t 3
20, he began to build at his capital, Antiochia,
but which did not arrive at its completion, was Ohron. xx. 25. -Verse 30. Thus shall he do in the
dedicated indifferently to both the Gapitoline most strong holds with a strange god ; rather,
and he shall pursue the name course with the
and the Olympic Zeus, the principal god of the
Romans and the Greeks. The interpretations fortifications '* of the fortresses as with the
which deviate from this are accordingly to be strange god ; i&. he shall reoog^ze and honor
them only^ shall fix his attention on nothing
rejected, e.g., that of several rabbins, Grotius,
The words are
Bertholdt, Staudlin, etc., who think of Mars else, Vie fortresses are his idols.
(who was evidently not a god of fortresses, but significant merely as an introduction to what is
rather a god of battles\ and that of Hitzig, who to follow ; 0? in this place is merely a stronger

—

f^

—

*'*'

proposes to read
**•

god of the sea

D"} T;?73

fortress,*'

^^^%

^^

and that

it

^

render

should be

referred to Melcarth or the Tyrian Heracles,
making only the latter sentence of the verse
to apply to Jupiter Oapitolinus.
The correct
view is advocated by Gesenius, Dereser, Von
Lengerke, Hiivemick, Maurer, Ewald, and, generally, by a majority of recent writers, among
them Vaihinger, Art. Meusnm in Herzog*s Eeal-

Bncyklop,*

—

"i-^'^ri

**upou his basis," proba-

bly indicates that Antiochus should honor the
specified divinity '^on its pedestal," hence in
the form of a statue or an idol-image (Bertholdt,

Havemick, Von Lengerke, Maurer,

Hitzig, etc.).

A less probable

opinion is that the words refer
to the temple of Jupiter at Rome, as being the
headquarters or seat of that god, to which
Antiochus forwarded gifts (Eamphausen) ; and
finally, the rendering ^' in his stead," which was
formerly current (Luther, Gesenius, de Wette,
and more recently Kranichfeld and FiUler), conflicts with the general usage and with the oon-

form of
cxliii.

7

3, cf.

Eco.

;

Job
ii.

xl.

16.

16

;

26

ix.

;

Psa. cxx. 4

By approving

of this ex-

which originated with EwaJd, and

planation,

which we are compeUed to consider the only
one that accords with the context, and that is
adequately supported by the general usage of
the language, we reject the numerous renderings which deviate from it, that have been
imposed on the passage from of old, e.g.^ Vulg.,
" Mfaeiet, ut muniat Mamim cum Deo alieiu),
quern cognooit;^'* Luther, **And shall greatly
honor those who aid him to strengthen Maeusim,
with the strange god whom he has selected ; **
Bertholdt and Dereser, *'And shall store them
(the jewels) in the temples of the god of war
all who hold with the strange god," etc. :
BoeenmuUer, Von Lengerke, H&vemiok, **Ana
in the manner which has been described he

* [On this Keil'i criticism seems in the main to be just

"

133)

b?

<loe8

not signify on Alt foutuUMon, pedutal,

because the remark that he honored the god on his pedestal
would be quite inappropriate, unless it had also been said

* [Ken RtiU objeotn ; (1) ** Bnt aooordlng to the foUowing
paaaage, tbui god (worshipped by the penon in qaesdon) wa«
Dot known to his fathorK. That could not be said either of
Mara, Jnpiccr, or Melkart." Kail ban overlooked the description of this deity, which is not his ancefttral god (although
even then it wuuld doubtlens mean, as in ver. 37, the deity
commonly wor<<hipped in the country, <.«.. Ajtiatio or Syrian),

but

"a

Htrange god" {TOZ

ni:»,

ver. 89).

(2)

*'Addto

the stacement here refers to the honoring of
irs, or Zeus or Jupiter, then therewith all
would be denied that was previously said of Uie king^s being
destitute of all religion ' (Kliefoth).'' We cannot see that
thi« last di^icrepaDcy would be at all improved by the identification wtth any other deity whatever.
It simply shows
that the latter pasniige must nut be so strictly interpreted.
(9) ** The words thus in no respect (?) agree with Antiochus,
and do not permit us to think of any definite heaUien
this,

*

that

if

Uerculeti, or

deity.^

M

Strange then that the desoriptiTe epithet D"?:??;

should have been added by the sacred writer if he had so
indefinite a worship in view, and stranger still that he
should go on to characterise that reverence by the partlcHIan given in this and the following rerae.]

that he had erected a statue to him.

133

^!P has here the-

same mean ng as in rcrs. 90, 21, and 7, * Ui his place or
stead.' But the suffix is not, with Kllefoth, to be referred
to ^3 ^^« 'in the place of all that which he did not
regard,' but It refers to Jji^fi^

god ; * which

ii*

'

i" the peace of every

not overthrown by the objection that in that
the plur., because the
should have been

is

case the suffix

m

The ' god of forsuffix is connected with the wing. Hti^.
treoocn ' is the personification of war, and the thought is
will regard no other god. but only war : the taking
this :
of fortresses he will make his god ; and he will worship this

He

god above all as the meanu of his gaming the world-power.
Of this war god as the o >jeot of di-iiicaiion, it might be said
that hi^ fathers knew nothinfr, bO' anse no other king had
made war his religion, his god, to whom he offered up in
sacrifloe all, gold, silver, preciouA stones, jewelii.''

We must

take exception, however, to the Incungruous Muaof this last
sentence respecting the deification of an abstract paarion ;
nor can we nee that in any reasonable or conceivable sense
this could belaid to characterise the king in qnesCion—be ha

who he may—Above aU his forefathers.]
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with regard to the tme feasts
together with the stnu^ gods/* etc. ; Maurer,
'*
St sic iUe versabitur in obtrudendo urbibus
mufiitis Joce CapUoHno, qui agrwverit iUum^^^
Kranichfeld (and similarly de Wette),
etc. ;
**
And he shall do it to the defensiTe fortresses
with the aid of the strange god " Fiiller,
^^And he is active for the fortifying of the
strong holds with the strange god ; whoso shall
shall proceed

;

Kliefoth, " And he shall
acknowledge," etc.
act with the defensive fortress according to the
mind of the strange god whoso shall acknowl;

;

edge," etc. ; Hitzig and Kamphausen, ** And he
shall provide for the defensive fortresses the
peopU of a strange god, i.e. , heathen colonists

two

(the

Q^

latter consequently transform

into

With the help of this god, who was
unknown to his fathers, he will so proceed
against the strong fortresses that he wiU reward
with honor, might, and wealth those who acknowledge him."] Whom he shall acknowledge and increase with glory rather, To him
D7)

;

[Keil,

''

—

'

;

'

(tiiem), he shall make the
he shall confer great honor

who shall acknowledge
;

honor great " i.e.,
on those who, like himself, adore the god of fortresses, and consequently make an idol of forThe persons in
tifications and war in general.
iew are probably not tiie heathen subjects and
military officers of the king, who naturally were
already devoted to this martial god and the
worship of fortresses, but primarily the Jews
who apostatized to that religion, such as, e,g, a
Jason, Menelaus, and others (2 Mace. iv. 10,
25; y. 15). And shall cause them to rule
,

—

be lords") among (the) many ; i.e.^ among
the great mass of their nation. Fflller, who
identifies the &"^?1*'!J with those noticed in v. 33,
(or

:

^^

with the theocratic Jews, probably goes too
far in this ; but he is doubtless correct in distingruisbing the phrase ''set them to be lords
among many " from '^ to make them lords wer
manyy And shall divide the land for gain,
or *^ in reward," t.d., in recompense for their
apostasy. Nothing definite is stated with reference to a division of lands among the apostates by Antiochus in the passages that report
his briberies and promises, 1 Mace. ii. 18; iii.
80 et seq. ; but it can scarcely be doubted that
he employed this means also, and that especially such property as had been confiscated
from obstinate Jews was conferred on the apost.tf.,

—

tates.

Verses 40-45. Becapitvlation of the warlike
career of Antiochtts JSpiphanes^ not distinguishing between his several campaigns against
E^rpt, as was the case in v. 22 et seq., but
merely noticing the general character of his
attacks on that counl^, and their unfortunate
The rather general charresults upon Judsea.
acter of this paragraph, which is analogous in
this respect to the descriptions of the future
drawn by earlier prophets, raises the expectation that these verses will prove to be especially
original and free from interpolating additions
an expectation that will be verified by the exeInfluenced by the
gesis of the several verses.

words 7S ^^^\ ** and at the time of the end,"
which appeared to relate to the final stages of
the reign of Epiphanes, although the prophet
probably employed it in the same general sense

as in chap. yiii. 17 (with reference to the closing period of the pre-Messianic history in g^eneral) ; and led astray to a no less extent by the
example of Porphyry, who, according to Jerome
on this place, discoTered the description of a
fourth and last Egyptian campaign in this paragraph, which he supposed to belong to the year
before that in whidi the reign of Antiochiu!
dosed (B.C. 165),* a majority of modem expositors have also regarded these verses as a continuation of the historical narrative, whose special object was to describe the last warlike
operations of Epiphanes against Egypt, Phcenicia, and Armenia.
The lil^ccabsean books make
no mention of these final wars of Antiochus,
but report that he marched toward the east
only, namely, to Babylonia, ElymaYs, and Persia, and that he died in the latter country (see

1

Mace.

iii.

87

;

vi. 1

et seq.)

;

but this circum-

stance is explamed, either by assuming that the
writer of those books dedgnedly ignored the wars
in question, especially the fourth Egyptian and
the Armenian campaigns (Hofmann, De beOig ab
Antiocho geetis)^ ox by declaring that his representations as a whole are not toorthy of credit^
and for that reason giving the preference to Porphyry's statements as reported by Jerome (so
especially Fuller on this passage, p. 828 et seq. ).
The report of Porphyry, however, appears rather
to have originated in a misapprehension of the
paragraph under consideration ; for the remaining historians of the time, and particularly Livy,
Polybius, and Appian, are entirely ignorant of a
fourth Egyptian campaign of Epiphanes, and the
credibility of the Maocabcean books, especially
of the first, cannot be assailed upon the ground
of their statements respecting the final actions
and the death of Epiphanes, nor in any other
respect; see Wemsdorf, De fide Maeeab.^ p. 58
ss., and Wieseler, Art. Antiochus Epiphanes in
Herzog's Real-EncyJdop., I., 886 et seq. We
therefore agree with Dereser, Von Lengerke,

Maurer, Hitzig, Ewald, and Eamphausen, in regparding vs. 40--45 as being in fact a kind of
abbreviating and generalizing r^snm^ of the
contents of vs. 22-89 but we explain this peculiar feature by regarding that detailed narrative
of the military career of Epiphanes, as the product of the interpolating activity of a pious Jew
in the MaccabsBan period, while we o<msider vs.
40-45 as being a portion of Daniel's original prophecies uttered during the lera of the Captivity,
which was left untouched upon the whole by
the interpolator.!— And at the time of the end
;

• Jerome, T. K, p. «, p. 790 " JR htm: Pcrpkprtus ad
r^ert, quod undectmo (tnno regni HtU rurtn*
contra tororia JlUum^ Ptolfmceum PkUomePirem dhni'
Qui uttdienn venire Anttocfinm conffreffoverit
oaoerU.
multa popttlorum mOUa: *ed AnUochu* gM€ut tempettaa
vaUda in cvrribus et in equitUtn* et in cUtme magna ingrea9tu *U terra* plurinuu et travneututo u$ibperm veHaverit;
teneritque ad terram indytam, 1.0., Jtt*i(ram . , . . et
arcem municrit de ruinie murttrum civftatu et tic perrexerit In JBgt/ptum.''* Cf. farther the Ptatements rcRpectinK
the reenlt of thin expedition to Kgypt, anrt rcR)»ecting the
connected expeditionR toM-anl the north and cast, p. 7tl
:

AnUochum

—

PugnanM

co/ttra jSgtfptiog et Libtfft* ^thioptccvpu
elbi ab AquUone et Ori^nte pr^rlta ronregretHeiut capit Arcution restatentee et omnrm
pruviMctatn; ctmfettimqvepergit
vaetacit
Fhtvniciii
in tUore
•*

.

.

.

.

pertranatene audiet

cttart,

Wide et

ad Artaxktm regem Armema^ qui tie Orientia part&m*
movebitur: et iiUtrfectia plwHniU de *Jua exerdtu^ pantt
tabernaeulum euutn in loco Apedno^ qui inter duo latUitima
Htue eetjlmnina^ Ttgrim et Sn^yhtxaem (r. 45)."
t [The anthor** vinwn here h*ve evidently been biaiMd
by his favorite theory of an interpolatioQ of part of this pr»-
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CHAP. XL
the king of the south shall push at him. On
fJ? rijD^, Bee immediately above, naiip"], ** shall
push at,** accords fully with the genuine proThe Egypphetic description of chap. viii. 4.
tian king clearly appears as the beginner of this
conflict, for he is mentioned before the northern
Consequently, on the assumption that a
king.
fourth Egyptian war Ib here spoken of, it will
be necessary to hold that PtoL Physoon and
PhUometor, encouraged by their aiUance with the
BamatiH^ had ventured to attack the Syrian. It
is hardly to be credited that the Roman historiphecy. But the whole prediction is oonsecntive and naturally connected, without any repetition or redondanoy. Keil,
dndttuig a primary reference of this passage to AntioohnSf
argues against this suppoeitiun of a recapitulation or summary here. ** If thus, according to ver. 85, the tribulation
with which the people of God shall be Tisited by the hostile
king for their purification rtiall last till the time of the end,
then the time of the end to which the prophecies of vers. 40
-45 fall caunot designate the whole duration of the conduct
of this enemy, but only the end of his reign and of his persecntioni. in which he perished (ver. 40).
On the contrary,
the reference to chap. viii. 17 avails nothing, because there
the same meaning as here, Le.^ it d^iotea
l^p ri7 has
the termination of the epoch referred to, aad is there only
made a more general e3q;>reflrion by means of D^b than

265

3-45.

and especially Livy, should have been uninformed with regard to such a war, waged by

ans,

—

one ally against another. * And he shall enter
into the countries, i.e., into the countries adjoining to Egypt through which his march against
the latter l^gdom would lead him, hence, into

—

Cosle-Syria, Phconicia, and Palestine.
And
shall overflow (or **flow along") and pass
(or ** surge") over.
The phrase employed^
in V. 10, with reference to the war of Antiochus Epiphanes against Ptolemy PhUopater,
is entirely similar.
shall enter
Verse 41.
also rather, **aDd he shall enter" into the
glorious land, and many countries shall be
overthrown \ rather, '^ and many shall be caused
to fall," The description is scarcely as concrete
as the parallel in chap. viiL 0-11, and may therefore be an original prophe<^ with equal probability.
The case differs in ts. 28, 31 et seq.
The " many " who shall be caused to fall by the
northern king are probably countriee or ncttions,

—

—

He

as appears clearly from

and'as the fern, nisl

b,

likewise indicates (namely, niS'^^H).

idao

here,

where by n^Sl and the connection with

ver. 86

ral is

consequently not to be pointed

last

ae« critioism."]

ignorant or IndifBorent respecting

.

.

That plu" ten

fliai.,

thousands" (Psa. xci. 7), nor to be translated,
with Ewald, by " rabbins, teachers of high
grade," and that interpretation to be taken as
an evidence of the later composition of the book.
But these shall escape out of his hand,
(even) Bdom and Moab and the chief (or ^^ kernel") of the children of Ammon. "^2? n^wn

the end is more shaiply defined. To this is to be added
that the contents of vrm. 40-46 are irreconcilable with the
snppoi-ition that in them is repeated in a comprehensive
form what has already been said of Antiochua. for here
something new is announced, something of which nothing
has been said before. This even Maurer and Hitzig have
not been able to deny, but nave soi^ht to conceal as much
as pissibie,— Maurer by the remark : * Re9 a ftcriptore iUrum
ac 9Cfviu* pertractatas esse, extremam vero manum opcri
defulHMs;" and Hiuig by various turnings— * as it seems,'
* but is not precisely
acknowledged/ ' the fact is nowhere
else communicated*
which are obviously mere makeshifts.^*
Stuart thus defends the oelief in another and final
campaign of AutiochuH : '* Lengcrke as-terts the entire improbability of anpther and fourth invasion of Egypt and
Paleritine, ou the ground that Antiochua was too weak and
too poor to collect forces enough to carry on such a war
with success. But 1 Kacc. L 27 seq. shows us that after
Antioohus had heard of the notable defeat by Judas of his
general Seron, ' he was enraged, and gathered together all
the forces of his kingdom, voftt^oKiiv itrxvpav ff^liodfM^ an
exceedingly great eiicainpme7U.'* These he paid profusely,
while in an attitude of preparation fur active service, and
thus exhausted his treasury, 1 Maoc L 88, S9. To Lysias,
his geuen). he left one- half of his troops (1 Mace. L 84),
which amounted to 47.U00 (v. 39). with orders to subdue aud
Weak, then, Antiochus
partition ou Palestine (vs. "5. 86).
was not. at that time. Tt m .ideed true that neither Appian,
nor Polyblus, nor Juotin, nor Livy, nor Josephns have given
u* any particulars about thi-t Liteist war of Antiochus ; but
who that ha.^ read their Syrian hirtories does not know that
mere summaries scraps, and fragments are all that remain
of these writers in respect to Antiochns t JoHepliuit depvmds
on 1 Maoc : and this is mfiinly confined to the exploits of
Judas and hi* brethren. EosennilUler very appositely remarks : ** fat-emus omniuo integra aUqita et couHnua de
rebus Antirtchi narraUone, qtue a sua csuuis scriptore cUiquo jute digno lUet-is sit mcuutat.^ The argnmeittutn a
sitetUfo^ specially in respect to ancient history, is far from
being cogent and satisfactory. On the other hand, the
accuracy of the statements in the bo<ik of Dan el, respecting
the domain of Alexander's suocessors, is on all hands admitted in other cases. Here it has narrated the events of
an expe<lition, in vs. 40-43. with its UMual minntenes.-s aud
apparently in good order. Why shonld this testimony be
lejected ? Nor does it stand alone. Jerome refers to Porphyry, who wrote agalnxt the book of Daniel, as saying with
retq>eot tj vs. 40-4-% that they relate to the last war of
AntiochUH, near the close of his life. .. . Let it be remembered that Jerome does not aiy a word to contradict this
statement, although it made fur his favorite object to do so
it he could, inasmuch as ho might then refer the puss ige to
his favorite Antichrist.
I do not see why the testimony of
the book before us, the full conflrioatlon of it by Porphyry,
apparent
consenting
attitude of Jerome, do not
and the
place the matter before us fairly out of the reach of deatruo-

—

—

—

li?a?, properly,

lings of the
(of.

Num.

the principal power, the

power " of the children of

joriv.

20

;

Jer. xlix. 35

;

Am.

'"^first-

Ammon
vi.

1),

which probably relates to Rabbah, their chief
city, and the principal seat of their power.
The
entire prophecy before us relative to the neighbors of Israel does not bear the look of a vatio,
ex eoentu; for although the Maccabsean book
(1 Maoc. iv. 61 ; v. 8-8) notices the assistance
rendered to Kpiphanes by the Edomites and Ammonites against the Jews, the mention of the
Moabites in this place is so much the more
remarkable, as that nation is never mentioned
after the captivity as maintaining an independent existence (Ezra ix. 1 and Neh. xiii. 1 afford
no proof to contradict this statement, since the
Moabites are not referred to in those passages
from a historical point of view, but dogmatically, with reference to the passage in the law,
Dent, xxiii. 8), and since the name of the Moabites had already been lost in the more comprehensive one of Arabians in the Mnccabesan age.
It is not strange, on the other hand, that a prophet of the time immediately subsequent to the
Captivity should adduce the nations of Edom,

Moab, and

Ammon as leading representatives of

—

tribal hostility to the theocracy,
not remarkable in the least ; cf. the older prophetic paral-

Psa. X. 10 ; Isa. xi. 14 ; xxv. 10, 15, 16
Zeph. ii. 8 ; Jer. xliii. ; xlix. 1
Ezek. xxv.
;
1-14; xxi. 20, 28, etc. Kranichfeld remarJcs
correctly: **The Edomites, like the Moabites
and Ammonites, showed themselves the most
lels,

S

persistent allies of tiie oppressors of Israel among
* [The InconcluftreneM of this reaaonlng la erident, for
Romans themselves were not directly involved in thli
campaign, a Roman historian may weU have boen

as the

it»]
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iU neighboring relatlTes; mod when the Choi- the Armenians under Artaxias, and which ndasan catastrophe broke in upon Jodah, thej suited in at least the subjugation and capture of
prored themBelTea her most bitter enemies. the Armenian king (see Tacitus, HitL^Y, b;
From that period, the complaint against this Appian, i^. 45« 46). This thought is at any
ti
ohe iouii nation, so regardless of fraternal rate less foroed than that which refea the woi^
ties, in poured oat more penistentlj, and the cry
to the brutal treatment aoooirded to Jerusalem,
for revenge upon it is repeated more urgently,
which was mentioned in v. 30 et seq., and also
than against Babjlon itself; cf. Obadiah; Jer. to the alleged rebellion of the Aradiaits in Phosxlix. 7-22 ; Lam. iv. 21, 22; Esek. xxv. 12-14;
nida, which is mentumed only by Porphyry in
XXXV. ; xxxvi 5 ; Psa. cxxxvii 7 et seq. ; MaL the passage cited by Jerome (see note above;
L 1-^. Although Edom, Moab, and Ammon, of against Hitsig). It is, however, by no means
all others, were connected with Israel bj ties of
necessary to regard this passage as a vatic,
relationship, and therefore were bound to maineventu ; on the contrary, it is exceedingly posatain cordial relations with it in the very nature
ble that the remarkable correspondence between
of their connection, it is precisely these nations, its statements and the histori<^ fact that Antithe unnatural oppressors of Israel, that enter ochus Epiphanes was recalled from his warhks
into the conception of every theocrat, and espe- operations in the soutii by those insurrectaons in
cially of the prophets, as the historical representhe north and east, became the very occasion
tatives of all hostility against the theocracy;
which led the Maooaboaan interpolator to intzoand as their subjugation revives the Messianic duoe into the preceding verses (22-^) aliusioos,
hopes (Psa. xi 10; Isa. xi. 14 ; xxv. tO), so the still more specific in character, to the histoxy of
picture of the bloody humiliation of £dom is the wars of the antitheistic tyrant, with a view
occasionally introduced to represent the Messi- to represent his entire career as having been
anic universal triumph in Isa. Ixiii. 1-6," eta
foretold by Daniel in all its successive stages.*—
Verse 42. He shall str«toh forth his hand also Verse 45. And he shaU plant
talMmacks
apon the counUrids, t.«., upon the aggregate of of hia palace f betwean the aaaa in tlia f^atir
'*
the southern oountries generally ; cf. v. 41 a, to OQS holy mountain ; rather,
between seas and
which the words before us are related as a gen- the mountain of the holy ornament.^
~C^
eralizing repetition. [?J
And the land of Xlg3rpt
0'3P"'^?r, the " mount of the holy omamoit,**
hall not ascape.* nD-'JcJ r\yin sij, propercertainly denotes Mount Zion, the mount on
ly, '' shall not be among the escaped ones ; *' of.
which Uie temple at Jerusalem was erected (cL
Joel ii. 3; Jer. 1. 29 ; 2 Chron. xx. 2i ; Esra ix
chap, viii 9, and laxn
14.
Verse 41. And ha shall have power over •>as,
f *^». «. 1^* *1,
the treasures of ffold and of silver, and over as designations of the holy land) ; and the pluial
all

—

a

Um

—

—

the preoious things of Egypt. Cf. supra, v.
where the great booty was mentioned which
Antioohus earned away on his return from the
second Lgyptiun campaign, while the statement
h-^re is very general in iu character, and notices
the confiflcation of tresjmres in Egjrpt once for
all— And the Libyans and the JfeJthiopians
all

Q'^TS^

28,

Job vi 8 Eodus i. 2), or, with Venenu^
and others, as denoting the two seas between which mount Zion is situated the Dead
Sea and the Mediterranean. The latter view,
on which the plural is employed for the dual, is
the best recommended, on account of the absence
of the article from ^'^^\
There ii certainly no
reference to any locality outside of the hoiy
(of.

(of. Ezek. XXX. 5; Jer. xlvi. 9).
The fact that
thin feature is recorded in no other authorities
is an addit;onal evidence for the genuine character of this prophecy (against Hitzig).f Concern-

cf.

iv.

responding Syr. word for 1"JB^ ** palace,'' and
also Jer. xliii 10, Targ.), to the extent of assuming a place between those rivers, and bearing the name of Apedno. as the resting-plaoe of
Antiochus while contending against the Ann^uans and Parthians; or, as Derean and Hawnick have interpreted it in modem timea, res-

hall trouble (or '' alarm *") him; therefor* he
hall go forth with graat fury, to destroy and
utterly to make away many. The masculine
employed here, **in view of
the omission from the general idea of the statement, of the subject which originates the rumora**
Cf. the analogous case in chap. ii. 33.
The
** alarming
rumors out of the east and north "
may, in fact, be referred to the expedition which
Antiochus undertook shortly before he died
(B.C. 10«, or 147 »r. Sel.— see 1 Maoc. in. 87),
against the Parthians under Arsaces and against
plural in'lbna'j it

• [No one oan

fall to nee how inept and trivial thia
if a mere recapitulatioD of what had been
dMlAied
much more fully and expllc tly.]
t IBut a later interpolator would uot have failed to aelie
upon HO remarkable a point, and would anrely have inoorporatod it into hia part, and eren enlarged upon it from the
Biatoty at hia oonunand.
j

ocfi)re

—

land, as Porphyry, L a , held, referring the two
**seas" to the rivers Euphrates and Tigria, and
misunderstanding the choice poetical e xp r osown
inOJI '>))ni», ** tents of his palace " (cf. the oor-

10 ; v. 15
also Ex. XL 8.—Verse 44. But Udinffs C' rumors") out of the east and out of tha north

ment would b«

;

Faller,

be at his steps as enforced auxiliaries,
who were compelled to follow the victorious
king of the north, as was Egypt in former times

ing T'lyypa, **in his following or train,"

,

poetical designation of the Mediterranean St%

shall

the analogous T'ia'i^, in Judg.

must be regarded, with EBtzig, Kranidiand with equal certainty, either as a

feld, etc.

* [Oa the oontnry, h»d these cUcum been mtrodoeed bf
rooh Ml Interpolator, he woold aordy hsT« been rasR
definite in hia aUudoiu.]
t

['*

]?D3 of planting a tent, oolj here need inteail of

vA

the neoal ntSI, to apread cot, to eet np, probabtj

reference to the great palaoe-like tent of the Oriental
whoae polea must be 'atruck very deep into the earth. Ct
the defioription of the tent <^ Alexander the Great, wh^di
waa erected after the Oriental type, .n Pulwti^ ;SBr«ca^
and of the tent of Nadir-Shah, in Eo^enmOUn', J.
IV. a,
:

i

H

m

y. IforgtHi.^ IV., p. SM/. Theae toifr. were mirroaadAi
by a multitude of amaller teuta for the guards and Mrraxitai
a circomstaaoe which ezptaini tha oae of the plncaL**—
u.

'
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CHAP. XL IM5.
dering i^lGM oorreoUy, bat makmg the'* mount
of the holy ornament " to designate the *' mount
of the sanotuaiy of Nausea," which lies between
the Persian Gulf and the Caspian Sea, and near
which thej believe Antiochus to have died,
Tiew which Hitzig justly characterises as *'a
monstrosity,** and which is equally unfortunate
in interpreting either ©lp""^32 in or D*^^^.

—

Bat he

come to his end, and none shall
The death of Antiochus did not take

shall

help him.

plaoe in Judaea itself, nor did it occur immediately after his final sojourn in that country,
when his camp was in the vicinity of Jerusalem
(having returned from the third Egyptian war
in B.C. 168.— On the location of his camp,
of. 2 Maoa v. 24 with 1 Maca i 20 et seq.), but
rather from two to three years later, in connection with the campaign against the Parthians
and Armenians, and in the Persian town of

Tab©

which Polyb., XXXL 11, and.
Jerome on this passage, agree in

{Tdjiat),

Porphyry, in

representing as the place of his decease ; cf in
addition 1 Bfacc. vi. 4, 8.* So sudden a transition from the scene of the over- confident oppressor's sojourn in the holy land to that of his
irretrievable destruction, which did not take
plaoe until after a considerable interval, is a
decided proof of the genuine prophetic character
of this passage, f A testimony of no less weight
is found in the analogy of the peculiar expression "T7 M3^ isp to the former descriptions in
.

chap. viii. 25 ; ix. 26, and in the poetic coloring
of the entire representation. As a characteristic
feature in the latter regard, we notice the words
•ib ->TJ? ys^l (ct the shorter ib r»";, chap. ix.

which serve as a

transition to chap. zii. 1-8,
expression that refers in very general terms to the irretrievable and irrevocable
character of his destruction. It would be uselees to look for an indication of insanity (Polyb.
1. a) or of painful disease (2 Maoc. ix. 5, 0, 28),
as having preceded the death of Epiphanes, in
these words.

26),

and form an

eTHICO-FaNDAHENTAJ. PRINCIPLES RELATED
TO THE HISTORY OP SALVATION, APOLOOETICAL REMARKS, AND HOMILKTICAL SUOOE8TIONS.

Our exegetical examination has resulted in
leading us to regard the opening and dosing
aeries of the section as having originated with
Daniel, or more particularly, those portions of
1.

* [Stiwrt thiu ezplaioa this teeming diaorepanoy : ** Bat
why U the mention of AntiochOH's encampment betwocn
the Modltermnean and Jenualem here brought again to
riew, after the speaker hai already followed him to the
Bast r For the purpose of impre*$ion^ 1 should say. rather

than from any necessity of the case. *Look at the con(the Kpeaker would neem to say) ; • n<no Antiochus

trast

'

encamps in his lofty tent like a palace, meditating the overthrow of the holy city and temple tiext we see him In disgrace, and even in the agonies of death, stricken bv an
Invlaible and irresistible hand.* The interest with which a

the prophecy which relate to the development
of the PerJan empire and to the first beginnings of the Javanic world-power (vs. 2-4), toge^er with those that refer to the Old-Test,
antichrist as the last rep/esentative of the Gra»dan world-kingdom (vs. 40-45) ; while we saw
cause to regard the portion intervening between
the two just indicated (vs. 5-89) as being composed of both genuine and interpolated elements. It is impossible to assert that the intermediate section is spurious throughout, because
it affords many traces of origmal prophecy,
which may be recognized by Uie comparative
discrepancy of their statements with the corresponding facts in the history of the SeleuoidiB
and the LagidsB (see, e,g., vs. 14, 10, 26, 84, 89).
By far the laiger portion, however, seems to
have been inserted by a later hand, since the
parallels found in former descriptions of tiie
future, viz. : chap. vii. 24, and viii. 9, passages
which likewise rofer to the period intervening
between Alexander the Great and Antiochus
Epiphanes, are exceeded by it to an almost incredible degree in regard to the specific uharaoter of its predicted details.*
It follows the
succession of the Seleucid monarchs and their
conflicts with the Ptolemies with such conscientious accuracy, that it may almost be considered
an attempt to demonstrate the ideal tenfold
number of the horns of the fourth beast in

—

—

chap. viL 24, in the particulars of histoiy.

This,

however, becomes improbable from the cixcum8tance that the number of the Syrian kings who
are mentioned is by no means exactly ten, but
that, on the contrary, their succession is followed in a decidedly imperfect manner, as ap
pears from the overlooking of Antiochus Soter
(see on v. G), and from the confused interchange
of the earliest longs in general (see on vs. 5-9).
We observed in a former paragraph (£th. -fund,
principles on chap, vii No. 8, a) that it could
not be proven that the writer of this book assigns exactly ten kings to the period from Alexander the Great to Antiochus Epiphanes, or
that he was acquainted with precisely /e/ur kings
of Persia, and no more (see on chap. xi. 2). The
arrangement of the series of Seleucid kings accordii^ to a numerically sjrmbolic plan, can in
nowise be asserted, whether the chapter before
us be regarded as the genuine production of
Daniel throughout, or as enriched [?J by later
additions of the Maocabasan age.
On the other
hand, there can be no question that it was the
design of the originator of this exact description
of the history of the Seleuddfe and the Lagidee,
whether Daniel himself or an inspired [?J reader
of his book in the Maccabean period were that
writer, to demonstrate that the MaccabsBan period, and it alone, formed the point in which
the entire series of prophecies in the book are
centred, and consequently that it constituted
the immediate preparation for the Messianic
period of salvation. It became necessary, ** on
the beginning of the predicted unexampled

:

Hebrew won Id survey

this picture

may

be Imagined, but

cannot w«dl be described.^']
t [This remark of the author is doubtlesH by way of contrast with the more definite and historically correct utterances of the presumed interpolation preceding; as if an
inexact not to say untrue— prediction were a sore mark
of authenticity in a prophet I]

—

* [We dismiss this theory of the author by once more
calling attention to the fact that these so-callud tuterpolations.are
intimately blended as component parts with the
rest of the prophecy in which they are imbedded, that our
author does not attempt to eliminate them, or even dia*
tinctly designate them. To do so would result In enenrat

m

ing and dislocating the whole. The authenticity of the
entire passage must stand or faU together.]

17
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trialf

unuauaUy

by

cies.

to enable the Jewivh nation to traoe, step
was bj the ootmeel of God that
it should begin under precisely those oircumin
precisely that juncture of the
and
stunoee,
It was necesprogress of history** (Delitssch).
sary '' to connect the advent of the post-Macedonian tyrai^t with the time of Daniel by so
rx>ntinuou8 a chain of the most partionlar events,
that it would be evident that no hiatus could
intervene between the time of Daniel and that
**
tyrant, in which the Messiah might appear
(Ebrard; see supra on v. 5).
CI also Fiiller,
pp. 862, et seq., 868.
gtep, that it

2.

The fundamental Mieal and Memanic

prindple of the section coincides substantially
with its aim, as it was pointed out in the preceding paragraph, and as we are compelled to
formulate it in oommon with nearly all the
orthodox expositors of recent times, despite our
doubts concerning its unimpaired genuineness.
Qod will not desert his people in Uie changing
fortunes of the world, or amid the tempestuous
thronging of the nations and the tumults of the
wars incited by the monarohs of the earth.
Even though they be pressed during centuries
between mighty contending empires as between
two millstones, and be unable in their own
power to prevent the raging of such foes, God
will not permit them to be either ground or
crushed.
He does not permit the chosen people
of His heritage to be overwhelmed, ev^n though
the oppressor's power should reach its highesf
stage, and though to his violent attempts to
suppress that people by force should be added
the most flattering arte of dissimulation and the
most dangerous spiritual trials (cf v. 81 et seq. ).
Indeed, it is precisely when the need is highest,
that lie comes nighest with His aid and deliverance precisely when to human wisdom every
prospect uf rescue has been lost, does the judgment of God break in on the oppressor and
snatch him away to irretrievable ruin ** and
there is none to help him" (v. 45).
The particularizing description of the tedious conflicts
between the kingdoms of the north and south
is evidently designed to illustrate these truths,
which are closely connected with the fundamental thought of chap. viiL
These truths
would still cuuHtitute the ethical kernel of ^his
section, even if the portion that is probably interpolated, vs. 5-89 (where the prophecy becomes
transformed into actual history), were conceived
of as being wholly expunged ; but they form its
leading thought in a more obvious sense, when
it is remembered that that portion is at least
Itirgdy composed of genuine prophecies relating
to the time between Alexander and Antiochus
Epiphanes. It must aocordingly be admitted,
even on the assumption of the partially interpolated character of the section which we have
adopted, that the prophecy enters upon the
course of history from the Persian aera to the
Awmonaetin period with an unusual fulness of
detail, and does this because it accorded with
the Divine purpose to afford the suffering confessors of the latter epoch a strong certainty
that their aJliictions cooMtituted the woes, the
imme<iiate precursors of the Messianic aera of
deliverance.
To the extraordinary trials of the
Maocabiean age, the wise providence of God
designed to oppose a means of comfort and
strength possessing extraordinary power, in this
.

;

—

speoiflo portion of Daniel's prophe''If that affliction was unique in its

kind, is it wonderful that the people was armed
against it, and strengthened to endure it, by
means that are likewise unique in their kind? . .
The war which Antiochus waged against Israel
was not like other wars. He aimed to deetzpy
its religion; and therefore this war is represented as a contest against God and His service.
In such a war Israel stood alone and wi&out
allies, in the reristanoe it opposed to tiie powIn proportion as it
erful king and his armies.
was deprived of ordinary means of poww and
resistance, and was ocmfined to tiie ezenase
of confidence in the aid of its God, in that proportion it was neoessazy to stroigthen its trust

and Uus was aooomplished by meana of

this

unique detailed prophetic description of the
tribulation and the history which should precede it" (FiOler, p. 868; cf. Hofmann, Wtimag.
1/.
Erf,, I. 813).—We have aasumed that a
pious [!J theocratic investigator of the Sccq[>turesin tiiat period of trial, affected and surprised by the marvellously exaot oonvspondenoe
between the prophecy and tiie history of his
time, sought to give a still more direct form to
that correspondence, and to remove the last
remains of apparent discrepancy between the
predicti<»i and the recent historical past, by inserting into the prophetic text a series of cmi<ieima ex evtntu ; but this can no more destnqr
the incomparable vidue and the inspired character of the prophecy before ua, than, for instance, the interpolations perpetrated on the
somewhat analogous predictions of Uie abbot
Joachim of Floris (f 1202) by later mystical
obeerven of the history of the Middle Ages, for
the purpose of adapting them as accurately as
possible to the facts in whioh they were realised,
cau throw doubt upon the high prophetic endowment of that personage [?J, or can bring
into question the occurrenoe of really g^iuine
prophecies in his writings (of. Neander, Ktrekefigeech,^ vol II., p. 451 et seq. ; Gieseler. IL 2,

The interpolating
854, No. 8 ; 856, No. 9).
activity of his later admirers did not destroy
p.

the fame as a genuine prophet of that celebrated
apocalyptist of the twelfth century, who, as is
well known, foretold the rise of two new orders,
a preaching order and a contemplative ordc^
during the period inmiediately subsequent to his
own, and by that very means gave occasion to the
more strict (or spii^itual) party among the Franciscans in the thirteenth century to oonstmct
as perfect a concordance as was i»esible between his predictions and the history of Uie
origin of their own order and that of the Dominicans; nor was his contemporary, S. Hildegard (f 1197), who predicted the Reformation
and the order of the Jesuits {^EpieU^ p. 160;
Neander, ibid,, p. 448 et seq.) deprived of her
fame as a richly endowed prophetess [?], by the

d

interpolated additions which were doubtiess
to her prophecies at a later period. * Wi&
equal, and still (greater truthfulness, it may be
asserted that the prophetic and inspired character of this book is not materially injured, in any

made

* The BeveiatioHM of 6. Bridget ( t 137S> taight ml«> be
adduced Mt an example in. point likewiMe the i^tmiraiiu ef
NottradamuA (t lfiG6). vXjo,
[Tbe BatiocMUiKtic feooe at
thene oomparisons of a boolr of Holy Writ with ftmmdnmpin^
:

ryphal pretendere of

modem timea,

is
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way whateyer, by the opinion that the present
section has received certain adaptations and
partionlarizing additions from a later hand, and
that by this opinion, e.g.^ its accurate references
to the expedition of Ptol. Evergetes for conquest (y& 7, 8), to the warlike operations of
Antiochos Magnus (vs. 1 1-19), and to the three
E^fyptian campaigns of Epiphanes (ys. 22-30)
are most readily explained."^
8. This chapter apparently presents bat few
points, or none at all, for practical or homUeUccU
treatment, as it is composed almost exolusiyely
of prophetic descriptions of special historic^
events. Even the thought just presented, that
the wonderful adaptation of the prediction to
particular events, was conditioned upon the extraordinary severity of the Maocabssan sufferings and oppressions, seems to afford but little
opportunity for practical and edifying application.
Instead of emphasising that idea in a
one-sided manner, it will be better to seize on
the ethical centre of the entire prophetic historioal picture, or, in other words, on the truth
that God will not desert His people and His holy
covenant in any of the storms and changing
events of the history of the nations^ but that He
will send ddiveranee tn the precise moment when
their need has reached its highest point and to
make this the starting-point and principal object of study.
The practical fundamental
thought of the section is consequently the same
tn substance as that contained in Psa. xlvi 2-6
**
God is our refuge and strength, a very present
help in trouble.
Therefore will we not fear
though the earth be removed, and though the
mountains be carried into the midst of the sea
though the waters thereof roar and be troubled,
though the mountains shake with the swelling
thereof.
Still the city of God shall be glad
with its fountain [so Luther], where are the
holy tabernacles of the Most High. God is in
the midst of her; she shall not he moved ; God
shall help her, and that right early.**
The fundamental thought, reduced to a briefer form,
may also be expressed as follows: The Lord
causes the mighty millstones (the northern and
aouthexn kingdoms) between which the people
of his heritage is placed like an insignificant
and impotent grain of com, to crush each other
rather than that object of their bitter oppression; or. Where the need is highest, there is
God*s aid nighest; or, ^^For a small moment
have I forsaken thee ; but with great mercies
wiU I gather thee " (Isa. liv. 7 ; cf. Lam. v. 20;
Psa. xxxvii 25 ; Heb. xiiL 5, etc. ).
HomHetic suggestions on particular passages.
On V. 2, Mehmcthon, '' Est hcpc pradictio tes-

—

:

—

i

timonium Ulustre^ quod a Deo traditam esse
Prophetarum doctrinam ostendU, Et quia pcilicttur W>erationem^ signiftcat Deo cures esse huno
populum^ qui doctrinam propheticam ampkctir
Conjirmantur ergo pii^ ne a Deo defidant^
tur.
ne abjidaat hujus doctrlna professumem. Pertinet autem postrema pars hvius longce condonis
etiam ad hnnc ultimam mundi cstatem et ad Eeolesia etrumnas^ quae tulit jam multis sceculis
dum alibi Mahometica rabies conatur prorsus
ddere novnen FiUi Dd^ alibi regnant ikriscopi
ethnico metre et siudia ecclesiastica negligunty

sinunt extingui lueem EvangdUy proponunt idcla
et libidines^ injueie ocddunt homines innocentes
propter vera doctrines prqfessionem (therefore
the supplanting of Christianity by the Pope and
the Turks—a New-Test, counterpart to Uie advanoe of the northern and southern kingdoms
against Israel). Hcec maia pH oonsiderent, ut
primum a Deo petanty ut ipse Ecd^icmi suam
servety regat, foveat et augeat; deinde si quipossunt aliquibus vulneribus mederi^ annitantur pre

sua

vocatione^'*^ etc.

On

V.

88, Calvin

:

**

H(bo drcumstanUa mag-

num

pondus in se continet, quia videmus muUos
ad tempus satis viriii esse et intrepido animo^
postea Umguescere et tandem evanescere^ ut Jiant
prorsus sui dissimiles. Angelus autem hie promUtit fore insuperabHem constantiam eorum^
qui sustinebuntur Dd spiritUy ita ut non uno
tantum die vd mense vel anno certent^ sed subinde eoUigant ammos et nova certamina, neqtie
unquam deficiant.** —Cnaner **God supports
his own even in the most violent persecutions,
and preserves them from apostasy.^* Starke:
:

—

A real

Christian must venture his body, life,
and all that he has, for the glory of God.^'
On V. 85, Calvin : ** Seqaitur^ nuUos poUere
tanta sanctimonia et puritate, quin adhuc reddeant in ipsis aliqua sordes^ qua purgationem
exiguniy ita tU ipds neeesse sit trandre per forargenti Hoc
nacem, et mundari instar auri
*'

d
Dd martyres extenditur.

Unde etiam
videmus, quam insulse Papista imaginentur
merita Sanctorum ad nos redumdare^ quoniam
plus quam neeesse eratprasiiterint^^—-Oaxindei:
^* God has set a limit to every persecution, beyond which it cannot pass."—-Starke: ''The
trial is succeeded by the time of refreshing, and
the suffering by the time of rejoicing ; Tob. iii
81."
On V. 80 et seq. ^'Upon the surface the
worshippers of the beast seem to prosper, but
they are eventually compelled to realize that
their honors and possessions are not eternal in
their duration, while the followers of the Lamb
shall enjoy everlastmg glory .... (On v. 44 et
seq. )
Altiiough God permits many an evil purpose to be executed, His forbearance toward
the godless is always merely for a time ; Psa.
L 21."

ad omnes

:

:

* [Thin apologj of the author for the wreoka of this piwMige after the expargation from Rpnrioas additions— to an
ill-defined extent— Ia a vain plea. Onoe admit the fact of
Bach interpolations, in any oonniderable d^ree at least, and
the credit of the prophecy is irretricTably deetroyed. Bvery
one will be at liberty to oxpnnge ad Ubitum what he fan(dee to be a vaticinium ex sventu.]
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Th4 Messianic deliverance and glorifying of God's peopU, together with
reference to the definite determination by God of the time <U which the Messiah''s coming tc
ddiver sJundd transpire.

Conclusion of the vinon.

a

Chap. xn.
1

2
3

4

And at [in] that time shall Michael stand up^ the great prince which [who]
standeth for [o?'er against] ^A^ children of thy people ; and there shall be a time
of ti-ouble, such as fwhichj^ never was* since there was a nation even to [till]
that same time: and at [in] that time thy people shall be delivered, every one
that shall he found written in the book. And many of them that sleep in the
dust [ground] of th^ earth [dust] shall awake, some [these] to everlasting life,
and some [these] to shame [reproaches] and [to] everlasting contempt. And
they that he wise shall shine as the brightness of the firmament ; and they that
turn [the] many to righteousness, as the stars for ever and ever.
Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to
But [And] thou,
[till] the time of the end
many shall inin to and fro [run through the hook\
and [the] knowledge [of it^ shall he increased.
Then [And] I Daniel looKed, and, behold, there stood other two, the one on
this side of the bank [hither at ths lip] of the river,* and the other [one] on that
side of the bank [hither at the lip] of the river.'
And 07ie said to the man
clothed in linen, which [who] teas upon th£ watei*s ' of the river,* How long
[Till when] shaU it he to the end of these [the] wonders ?
And I heard the man
clothed in linen, which [who] wa>s upon the watei^s * of the river, when [and]
he held up his right hand and his left hand unto heaven [toward the heavens],
and sware by him that liveth for ever, that it shall he for a time, times, and a
half; and when he shall have accomplished to scatter [as (at) the finishing of
scattering] the power [hand] of t/ie holy people, all these things shall be fin:

6

6
7

ished.

8

And

I* heard, but I understood not [could not understand] : then [andj said
Lord, what shall he the end [sequel] of these things r And he said, Go
thy wayy Daniel ; for the words are closed up and sealed till the time of the
end.
Many shall be purified [purify themselves], and made white [whiten themselves], and tried [be smelted] ; but the wicked shall do wickedly
and none
oft?ie wicked shall understand ; but [and] the wise [prudent] shall undei-stand.
And from the time that the daily [continual] sacrifice shaU he taken away, and
the abomination thai maketh desolate set up [to the giving of the desolate
abomination], there shall he a thousand two hundred and ninety days. Blessed
is he that waiteth, and cometh to the thousand three hundred and five and
thirty days.
Hut [And] go thou* thy way till [to] the end he: for [and] thou shalt rest,
and stand in [to (at)] thy lot at the end of the days.

9' I,

10

my

:

11

12

13

LEXICAL AND GKAMMATICAL NOTES.
P

riD'^rn, toot

made

to exists or

uxu gone throuoK contains the

proiMrly applied to the JfUe^ but here need of any allnrlal
cftl]

t^Kxdal attention to the position of this being,

idea of exhanstion.—* "ik^Tt, ttrictly, the eanalj

The

reduplicated forms '^"^Tpb b^'S'?

which was not precisely defined

before, ch. z.

^

sbb>>>

5.—* The proooon

is

emphatic.]

shall

EXEOETICAL KEHARKS.
VeTSeS 1-8. The Messianic ddiveranee and the
judgmentfor eternal retribution. And at that
time; i.e.. at the time just indicated (xi. 45),
when judgment shall overtake the WiouS
oppressor, Antiochus Epiphanes, and when he

oome

to his end

'^

without a helper .'^ *

In

e ^^i (a. ^e j„jye seen) makes the transition from the
Antiochian to the ICesslanic aera o-^cnr at an earlier point in
the prophecy, and he urges the ocmnectlve forro of the introductory clau« of the verse, espedally the ^ of consecu*^' "° ^'^^ or interval «n be admitted
««>"'

"'*P'^'

^^T /*t
p*™^
^^

'^

^

w^^;
~^

r^Tt,?
?,f "^^
"^^IT^
^^^ ^^-^

^'
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CHAP. Xn.
oppotition to Havemick's attempt to interpret

the indefinite sense of " once, at

ik^ri^ r.JSI in

a certain time,*^ nearly
have justly contended

recent expositors
(1) that the copula n
connects this new designation of time most intimately with the preceding; (2) that it is
impossible to regard the words ^^*^n ai^a,
all

:

which Haverniok adduces in comparison, otherwise than as a reference to the time indicated in
the context immediately preceding; (8) that
the time referred to is immediately afterward
characterized as a time of trouble, which shows
with sufficient clearness, that, like the mention
of the tt-bisr^a in V. 8 (cf xi. 36), the allusion
Is to the period of persecution under Antiochus
as heretofore described.* Shall Michael stand
up. ttie great princoj which standeth for the
children of thy people. This introduction of
Michael as the heavenly aUy and protector of
Israel (not as the Son of God or the Messiah
himself, as Havemick, in accord with the older
.

—

—

exegesis, still supposes), refers back to chap. xi.
1, and also to the preliminaries to the vision as
a whole in chap, x., and especially to x., 18, 21,
in the

same way as

fi^"**?*!?

^5?'' refers to the

In both places
employed nensu beUico^ and denotes an
armed and martial appearance (cf. xi. 14, 16,

close of the preceding chapter.

1727

is

by, following T^J^n, serves to express
etc.).
the idea of protecting oversight over, etc., as in
Esth. viii, 11 ; ix. 10.
He ** stands up" or
*^ stands there" for the children of thy people,
t.tf., he represents their interests in the way of
actively supporting them and of protecting
them ; cf. chap. x. 18.— And there shall be a
time of trouble, sue i as never was since there
was a nation even to that same time ; t.e. , the
trouble of the faithful shall then reach its highest intensity, shall have reached its climax when
deliverance finally arrives ; cf. chap. xi. 45 ; ix.
2(5, 27.
On the relative clause nrr^n: xb ICK

which describes this as a time of unheard
unprecedented trouble, cf. Ex. ix. 18, 24
Joel ii. 2, and particularly Jer. xxx. 7, which
'-13-1,

of,

indicate a teannltion rather than a clone sequence.
Stnart, who instances especially laa. idz. 38 ; xxvL 1 ;

even Dan. iL 44.]
• [Keil, on the other hand, thinks that "^tl^Hn
points back to

as

'*

fp n?a

the time of the end,

(ch. xi. 40),"

when

Cf.

and

n53^

which he Interpreta

the hostile persecutor rises

up to subdue the whole world," i,e.. the final Antichrist.
The trans. tion appears to us precisely analogous to that
found in our Lord's esohaloloidoal dlscourM, Mfitt. xxiv.
irk xiii. 24 und it seems to stand here-. Its there, for
29 ;
a connecting link between the near and the remote applica-

M

:

tion of the prediction. The distavss of the Antiochian persecution, like that of the final siege of Jcmwlem, is made
the oynibol of the occlefdaHtico- political throes of the final
catastrophe, the downfall of Judaism being there the precurmr of that of the world itself. The phrase, ^* in thnt
time," thns becomes parallel with the formnla, '* In that
day," or, *• In those days," ** In the Isst day." etc., as a
stereotyped detd^mation of the Mesaianto lera. It is the
constant practice of the prophetK to view these series of
fnturo events on the same plane and in the same perspecttre, the interval, as well that between the clo«w of the Old
Dispensation and the introduction of the New, as that
between the establishment of the latter and its ultimate trlnmph, being left out of view. There is thn« always a raeosnre of indcftniteness in the prophetical utterances on these
|K>ints, especially iu the phraseology relating to these *' times

und

Hcasons.*'!

261

1-18.

seems to have served generally as
a prototype of the text. ^And at that time thy
people shall be delivered.
Kranichfeld remarks properly, that ^^ the deliverance of Israel
(obTa*;) which is here conceived of as accom-

latter passage

—

plished under the direction of

bfi^^'^Tp, is

coinci-

dent in fact with the descriptions of chap. vii.
ix. 24
and the entrance to
18, 26 et seq., 14
the Ancient of days ^vii 13) of him who was like
the son of man, and who was the spiritually endowed leader of Israel, 1.0., the Mashiach,
sprung from Israel itself, receives notice as
being the final result and attestation of the victorious conflict maintained, under the invisible
;

;

direction of the angel

bfilS"^^,

against the ad-

versary of the theocracy, who appears in the
history of the nations.
The absolute identity
of the Mashiach with ^^'^'3, whose spiritual

endowments and
to his,

official relations

were similar

does not, however, become manifest

—

this observation
as Havemick and others
assert despite the appropriate and well-founded
application of the description to the glorified
Son of man in person, in the New-Test. Apocalypse,
any more than the direct identity of

from

—

—

Satan, tbe adversary of God in the angelic
world, with the New-Test antichrist, who
stands under his segis, can be demonstrated.'^
Bvery one that shall be found written in the
book ; or, '^ whosoever shall find himself recorded in the book." The A. V. is literal. On
^3 in the sense of " whosoever, guicunque^^^ cf.
Isa. xliiL 7; 2 Sam. il 23.
The book is the
same as that mentioned in the similar passage,
Isa. iv. 3, and hence, the book of life ; cf. on
chap. vii. 10.
It is, of course, not to be regarded as a '*list of UDing Israelites " (cf. Psa.
Ixix. 29 ; Ex. xxxii. 32) ; nor, probably, as a
''
record of those who shall be delivered in the
decisive hour and be permitted to live." It is
rather a record of those who shall inherit eternal
life, a *'list of the subjects of Messiah's kingdom " (cf. Hitzig on the passage), of those who
sliaU stand approved in die judgment^ whether
they live until it transpires, or are raised from
the deftd to meet it, according to v. 2. Hofmaim {Schriftbew. ^ I. 209) is in sutetantial
accord with this view the " Divine register of
Israel, upon which are entered all who trul^/ belong to Israel,"— while Fiiller arbitrarily applies
the expression in this place to the ''book of
truth," chap. x. 21.
Verse 2. Ani many of
them that sleep in the dust of the earth rather, ^' and many of them that sleep under the
earth ; " literally, ** many of the sleepers of the

—

—

;

dusi-landy

nf3?-n^l»,

*'

land, earth of

dust"

Psa. xxii. 16, 80 ;
Isa. xxvi. 19, etc), is substantially equivalent to

the dust of the grave^

{i.e,y

cf.

**earth.dust, soil;" the '3?"'«

who

cf. Psa. xiii. 4
Job
and also the New-Test.

earth

57

;

^-Jl^P.

are those

sleep the sleep of death in that dust of the
;

;

iii.

13

;

Jer. \l 39,

Koificjuevot^ KeKoifj?}-

^evm,— Shall awake, some to everlastfng
While

life,

the ancient Christian expositors
regard this as referring to the general resurrection of the dead, and, among modems. Havernick, Hofmann, Auberlen, Zttndel, Kliefoth,
eta, still agree with that view, which makes
etc.

all
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**many"

to be equivalent to "all" (or transwith Hofmann, Schnftbew., II. 2, 549,
"and in multitudes ahaJl they arise from the
world of the dead "), a majority of writers since

.^aten,

Bertholdt (also Kranichfold, Fuller, Kostliu, in
Stud, und KrU., 1869, No. 2, p. 252) hold that
the many who awake from their sleep bebng
aoldy to Oie nation of Jsrad ; as Fuller expresses
it, p. 389
the resurrection of the dead foretold
in this place is '' not the last and general resurrection, but a partial one which precedes that,
and is confined to Daniers nation.** It is manifest, however, that the Snal and general resurrection is here intended, (1) because the expression, the *^ sleepers of the dust of the earth " it
far too general in its character, to admit of its
being limited to the deceased Israelites ; (2) because the mention of the eternal punidunent of
the wicked in the closing words of the verse
would be incomprehensible, and serve no purpose, if they refer only to Israelites who are to
be punished eternally (see the context immedi:

which primariimmeasurable extent of the multitude of the resurrected dead (of. Hofmann^s
rendering: "in multitudes"), may aa well
designate the entire world of dead arising from
their graves as a large fraction of it in the
ately below)

;

(8) further, 0*^^^'^,

ly implies the

—

same way as

or

tto'/Saoi

Tro'Ojni is

oi

frequently

New

Test, as synonymous with
TTovr^i-; cf., e.g.y Matt. xx. 28 ; xxvi. 28, with 1
John ii. 2 ; 1 Cor. xv. 22 ; Rom. v. 15, 16, with
V. 12; * (4) if the earlier prophetic parallels, Isa.

employed

in the

xxvi. 19

Ixvi.

do

;

24

;

Ezek. xxxvii 1-15, actually

partial resurrection which is confined to Israel (which can by no means be positively established, since they rest, without exforetell

a

ception, on the pre-supposition of on ultimate
resurrection of n/i^men, cf. Hofmann, Schrifthew,^
II. 2, 401 et seq.), this will not involve that the
passage before us has a similar bearing ; (5) on
the contrary, the expectation of a general resurrection of the dead, whose existence is abundantly evidenced in the Jewish apocalyptic literature (2 Mace. vii. 14) and in the New Test, (see
especially John v. 28 et seq. ; Acts xxiv. 15),
would require tJiat there should not be wanting
basal testimonies to that fact in tJie canonical Old
Test, as weUy which would obviously be the case
if this passage referred exclusively to a particular resurrection of the Israelites ; (6) nor does
the intimate connection of the passage with the
preceding context, or, in other words, the concatenation of the esohatological prophecies in
vs. 1-3 with the a3ra of the Antiochian-Maccabsean troubles, as described in the preceding
chapter, militate against the universal character
of the resurrection in question. It is evident
that in the mind of the prophet that period of
trial was the immediate precursor of the end of
* 01 CalTiu on that pMeage ** MuLTOt hie ponit pro
omciBUt, ut certinn ent. Ncqus hoc locutio dohet nobia
rtideri abttirda.
Non enim babbim n opponii anpelut ofnnibU9 velpaud*^ ted opponU uki ; cfr. llom. . 16, 19.^ [Keil
obMrres that **ttie an^el has it not in view to frive a general
:

statement rezarding the resorreotion of the dead, bnt only
ciisclooea on this point that the final salvation of the people
shall not be limited to thotte still living at the end of the
great trlbnlatioa, bnt shall Include also those who have loKt
their lives during the poiod of the trlbnlation.'*
This,
however, seems an nnneoossary limitation of the '* many,'*
which Keil himself admits '*can only be rightly interpreted from the context.^ Btoart clearly argnes that the
oonneotion gives it here the universal semae.]

the world.* As he viewed it, the end of the
persecution by Antiochus and the advent of the
Messiah to introduce a new and eternal period
He
of blessing were substantially coincident.
saw nothing at all of the long series of yeaxs
that were to intervene between those Old-Test
'*
%Does of the Messiah *^ and his actual birth and
incarnation, nor did he observe the many centuries between His first and second advent, between the beginning of the end and the ultimate
end of all things, because it was inconsistent
with the nature of prophetic vision (cf. supra,
£th.-fund. principles, etc., on chap. ix. No. 1).
The antitypioal general judgment of all flesh
was identic^ with the typical judgment that
came upon the Old-Test, oppressor of God^s people, to his understanding; and it is therefore
equally one-sided to deprive the judgment here
referred to of its universal character, and to reduce it to a special judgment over the good and
the wicked Israelites, as Bertholdt, Hitzig. and
the remaining rationalistic expositors contend,
or to arbitnirily refer v. 1 to the deliverance
of Israel from the oppression of Antiochus, and
therefore interpret it typically and distinctively,
but vs. 2 and 3 to the general resurrection and
judgment, making them antitypical and esohatological, BO that an immense chasm between the
time of vs. 1 and 2 is postulated, of whose existence there is no indication in the text. Against
this arbitrary disruption of a description that
obviously forms a unit, see Hilgenfeld. Die Propitetsn Ezra und Daniel, p. 84, and also KranA hiatus of centuries cert4unly
ichf eld, p. 402.
exists ; but it belongs between chap. xi. 45 and
chap. xii. 1, and is of such a character that the
prophet could have been in no way conscious of
And some to shame, and evex^
its presence.f
lasting contempt. As the awaking **to ever*'
recalls Isa. xxvL 19, so the arising
lasting life

—

—

**to shame, to everlasting contempt^' (I'^ll*
Stat,

constr, of

V^^'J'!!,

similar to T^"^^!, constr.

of li"^?!) suggests Isa. Ixvi 24.

Cf. the

New-

Test, expressions avaoToat^ icpiotuct John v. 29,
and <tdvaTog deirepoi^ Rev. xx. 14. Ftdler supposes, very arbitrarily, that ** the resurrection
to shame ^* is ''merely a {mssing observation,**

—

which might be omitted from the passage without damaging its meaning. On the contrary,
the mention of the eternal shame and torment
which await the wicked at the judgment is a
leading thought, which was not only suggested*
but positively demanded, by the recent mention
of the helpless and irretrievable ruin of the
antichristian madman (xi. 45), and which deserve# consideration as a leading proof that the
judgment here foretold is not to be distinctively
Jewish, but universal in its character, predsdy
because of this undeniable reference to chap. xi.
2.—Verse 3. And they
45 6; see supra,

Na

* [This view is nnneoessary, and plaoea the propbeit in a
Dau.'ol does not explicitly say that thei^ evsota
false light.
are simultaneous, if we have rightly apprehended and exliounded his language. He did not bideed dearly apprehend the length of the interval, bnt we are not warranted
in sajing that he was not aware there was any. Modt leaa
does he assert it.]
t [KeU of course dispntes this interval at the place
assigned to it by our author. Stuart aim is unable to diaoover it there. Both lay undue stress upon the onnnerdng
link, *' In that time.**]
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CHAP. Xn.
that be wise thall shine as the brightness of
the firmament. There ia no more reason here
than in chap. xi. 88, 85, to translate 0"^]b"^$^^
otherwise than *' the wise, prudent, or understanding *' ones. It does not characterize the
pious generally (who were designated as the

''many," ^'^?'?, in chap. xi. 83, and who are
menticmed by the same term in d of this
TerseX but ^' those who were prominent among
the people by their piety, fidelity, and steadfaatness, who accomplished more than others by
word and deed,* and suffered more than others
for the holy covenant" (Fuller). It is self-evident that the activity of such theocratically
wise or prudent persons would include the work
of Uaehmg, but this does not involve the neces** teachsity of rendering 0->i'i3O73 directly by
ilgain

This over-precise adaptation of the idea
not eetablished by the parallel 0"^?in ^'^'^5»
nor by the designation of Jehovah* s servant by
i'^^ip^, in Isa. lii. 13 (against Hitzig).
On the

1-13.

—

i.e.y

to preserve in secret, or not publish

it

and Drn* ^* to seal," which is added to strengrthen the idea, see on chap, viii 6. Neither of the
w<»ds was to be taken literally, of course

What the angel required of
the prophet, and to which the latter doubtless
oonsented, was merely that he should avoid any
intentional or inconsiderate publishing of the
proi^ecy, hence, that he should transmit it into
chaste, approved, and trustworthy hands, that
would be prepared to treat it in aooordance with
^To
its mysterious and awe-compelling subject.
the time of the end) i.e.^ until the juncture
hidicated in v. 1, to which the entire prophecy,
beginning with chap. xi. 2, is directed. ^Many
shall run to and frOf and knowledge shall be
incnreased; rather, *'many shall search it
through, and the understanding shall become
(against Hitzig).

—

—

"they shaU run

dr«."

great."

is

about," namely, for the purpose of searching or
investigating ; cf. Jer. v. 1 ; Am. viii. 12 ; Zech.
The interpretation by
iv. 10 ; 2 Chron. xvi 9.
**
wandering about, roving about without a
"
guide (as contrasted with the assured guidance
afforded by God^s word), which was advocated
by J. D. Miohaelis and Von Lengerke, cannot be
established ; nor can the sense of '' careful read-

other hand, the too general and diluted rendering, *^ pious, well-disposed ones'* (de Wette), has
no sufficient support, tf.^., in Matt. xiii. 44 ; for
Christ's statement respecting the ** righteous"
in general, that *^ they shall shine as the sun in
the kingdom of their Father," is a free application, but not a translation or an explanation of
this passage.— On the comparison of'the shining
of the

*'wise (^"'HTn, properly,

"to

radiate

brightness, to shine brightly ") with that of the

bright arch of heaven

(?'*p'^>

^*

the firmament,"

the expositors on Gen. i. 6), see especially
Ex. xxiv. 10 ; also Ezek. i 22, 26, etc.—And
they that turn (the) many to righteontnees,
as the stars for ever and ever. The words
of.

seem

to have been borrowed
but do not on that account
justify the assertion of Eranichfeld, that only
originators of the righteousness mediated by the
ffiesUy fanction^ hence priests^ **who take
away tiie sins of the people through the eaorabfieiai ceremonial "-—are to be understood thereby; a view concerning p'^isn that is entirely
tt'^a^rt 'ip'^'^SJa

from

Isa. liii 11,

—

—

too contracted, and, at the same time, interpolating in character, which finds no support either
in the former mention of theocratic sacrifices
(vii. 25; viii 11, 13 ; ix. 26), or in the passage,
The stars are mentioned as symchap. ix. 24.
bols of the heavenly condition of the righteous
who have been glonfied after the image of Ood
hi I Cor. XV. 40 et seq. ; Rev. ii. 28 ; cf. also
supra, on chap, viii 10.
Verse 4. Conduding exhortation of the propheBut thou, O Dani^ shut up (or
9tfing angel.
*'conoeal") the words, and seal the book.
'*
The words" and the '* book " can hardly de
eignate the entire book of Daniel's prophecies,
but refer merely to the final vision, chap. xi. 2ziL 8 (Havem., Yon Long., Eranichl, Fiill»,

—

etc., are correct).

On

">&0 as denoting a lim-

ited section of connected writing, which occupies a tingle roll, cf Keh. i. 1 ; Jer. U. 68 ; also
supra, on chap, ix. 2.* On srip, *^* to conceal,"
.

• [KeU, on the other hand, IncUnes (^tb Bertholdt, HltAnbailen, Kliefoth) to "andent«nd by ^DDH the

lig,

IDOioi,

properly,

was adopted by Maurer, Hitzig,
be demonstzated, despite the oitetion of the rabbinical nS9, D*^19ip, ** a line (of
reading), a straight line," which is alleged as
underlying the words in the text. The whole
observation was evidently intended to assign a
reason for the exhortation to conceal the imparted prophecy, and treat it sacredly, and to
prevent its fallmg into profane hands for that
prophecy was not unimportant and ordinary in
its character, but a means to secure to many,
who should zealously examine it in the future,
a deeper insight into the ways of God, the con-

ing," which

Ewald,

etc.,

—

;

For that reason
would be sinful to profane it. [*^ If Daniel,
therefore, must only place the prophepy securely,
troller of all earthly fortunes.
it

that it may continue to the time of the end, the
sealing then does not exclude the use of it in
transcriptions, and there exists no reason for
f.hinlriTig that the searching into it will take
place only for the first time in the end " (Keil).]
Verses 5-7. Solemn avermeni^ by oath, of the aseured realizing of the prophecy untU a determined
point in the future namely, until the expiration of the mystical three and a half years, to
whose dose the prophet had already been re*
The
ferred, chap. vii. 25 (cf. viii. 14 ; ix. 27).
recurrence of this comforting designation of
that
the
of
these
verses
contents
time indicates
to the end of the chapter are designed to form an
epHogtte, not merely to the last prophetic vision
(chap. x.-xii 8), but to the entire prophetic

—

whole book.

For, as Kliefoth remarica, the angel will doae,
ver. 4, the last revelation, and along with it the whole pro*
work of Daniel, and diivnias him from his pn^hetical <^oe, as he afterwards, rer. 18> does, after he has given
him, vera. 5-13, disolosores regarding the pwiods of thena
plMtical

wonderfol things that were annoonoed. He most seal the
book, <.Sm gnard It aecorely from dlsfignrement, * till tha
time of the end,* becansa its contents stretch out to the end.
Of. oh. viii. 96, where the reason fbr the sealing is stated in
the words, ^ for yet it shall be for many days.* Instead ot
such a statement as that, the time of tht end is hare briefly
named as the temUntUt down to which the revelation
reaches, in harmony with the contents of ch. xL 40-ziL 9,
which comprehends the events at the time ot the end.**]
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THE PROPHET DANIEL.
part of the book, and even to the whole book
itself.
The new scene, however, which beg^s
with this verse, and serves to introduce the epilogfae, obviously occupies a more intimate relation to the scene, chap. x. 4 et seq., which
introduces the last great vision, than to the
others, and may even be regarded as a resumption of that scene, with but little modification.
Compare, on the one hand, the words indicating
a new beginning, ** Then I, Daniel, looked," etc.,
which recall chap. x. 5, and, on the other hand,
the circumstance that the principal person in
the former scene, the mighty angelic prince,
** clothed
in linen," still continues to be the
principal person in word and action (v. 6 et seq.),
although two other angels, who had not been
present hitherto, now appeared (as mtnesses of
the oath to be taken by him ; see immediately
below), so that the number present was now
double its former size, when only Daniel and the
angelic prince in linen clothing were on the
scene.
^And behold, there stood other two;
•.6., other than the one who had hitherto spoken
and who again resumes in v. 7, other than the

—

—

priestly angelic prince in linen garments.

0^1^^^

certainly not used with reference to the
speaker introduced in v. 6 (Hengstenb.), but
refers, as it always does, to what has been previously mentioned, so that it distinguishes two
other persons besides the angel who was thus
far the speaker ; and these enter into the prophet^s range of vision at this point.
There can
be no doubt that these persons were likewise
angels ; and the following verses leave no room
to question that their number was precisely two,
that they might be recognized as mtneases to
the oath in v. 7 ; cf. Deut. xix. 15 ; xxxi 28 ; 2
is

Cor.

(thus correctly, Hitzig, Elranalso).
It
would be useless, however, to venture any supposition as to who the two angels were, for the
simple reason that the writer did not see fit to
furnish their names. It is scarcely probable
that they were Gabriel and Michael, for Daniel
would certainly have noticed their presence,
eiuce he had already mentioned these two chief
prmces among the angels in several instances.
Probably angels of inferior rank are to be conceived of, since they were capable of being witnesses in the present case.
Whether they were
identical with the two saints whom the prophet
heard conversing together in chap. viii. 13, or
not, must remain undecided.
In any case, the
following theories, which conflict with the context, must be rejected : (1) that one of the two
xiii.

ichfeld,

1, etc.

and in substance Kliefoth

was Gubriel, whose disappearance was
nowhere mentioned (Von Lengerke); (2) that
one of them was Gabriel, but the other was a
different angel, who was already introduced in
the former scene, chap. x. 5 et seq., but had not
B'^'^.O^

yet been designated by name (thus Hiivemick,
who consequently finds the three angels of this
soene present in chap, x., without exception,
but without being cleaxly distingruished from

each other) ; (8) that the 0'^"!"^. were the guardian angels or princes of Persia and Graecia,
mentioned in chap. x. 20 (Jerome, Luther, Grotius, Sanctius, etc.)
(4) that they were Judas
and Simon MaccabsBus (I—so J. D. Michaelis)
(5) that they were the representatives of aU who
;

in the future should, wait for the kingdom of
God and inquire after the time of its coming
(Cocoeius) ; (6) that tiiey were a mystical personification either of the law and prophecy {Wivm
a gloss in the margin of the cod. Ohisian.) or of
reason and imagination (rabbins, e.g.^ Jos. Jaochiades).
M. Geler already remarks respecting
these and other theories of a similar character
**
HcBoflgmenta sunt hominumy textus attetoritate
desUtuta.^^—The one on this side of the bank of
the river, and the other on that side of the
bank of the river ; rather, ** the one here on the
bank of the river, the other yonder on the bank,^
etc.

*tkvi, usually the

(which in the Egypt,

Memphit. Jaro]

;

Heb. name for the Nile

itself is called ior [Sahid. j^rv,

cf. Ctesen.-Dietr., s. v., "^S^l), is

here used to designate the ^* great river " Tigris,
chap. X. 4.
The reason is probably to be found

an early period

in the fact that at

"^K"*

had

acquired a purely appellative signification
iiiail

^^^^t as

use of

0*^*1^^*^

may

=

appear from the poetic

in the sense of

'*

channels "

(cf.

Job xxviiL 10 ; Isa. xxxiii. 21). It is useless
for Hitzig and Kranichfeld to deny the purely
"ifc^"^^ in this place, and to contend instead that the Tigris is here termed the
Nile by way of metonymy from which position
they deduce consequences of a more or lees
arbitrary character (the former, that this designation reveals that the angel who had hitherto
spokenj and who now, v. 6 et seq., hovered
over the water, was the guat'dian spirit of Egypt
[cf. on chap. x. 6] and also that the author of
the entire book was of Egyptian descent [I] ; the
latter, that ^* the metonymical co-ordination in
fact of the Nile, representing Egypt, and the
Hiddekel, the representative of the coming time
of trouble [?], was designed to indicate a second
Egyptian ddiverance^^ *). Verse 6. And one
said to the man clothed in linen, etc. The

appellative use of

—

—

subject of

*t7a*«'^1 is

certainly not

" each of the

two, the one on this side and one on the other ^*
(Theod., Syr., Kranichf., Kliefoth), but rather
only one of them (Dn^ in^n, Ibn-Ezra), as the
analogy of chap. viii. 13 dearly suggests, and
probably the one nearest to the prophet, on the
same side of the stream as the latter, and the
only one whom he could hear.
This angel
represents the prophet himself in his inquiry,
similar to chap. viii. 13 (of. v. 14) ; Jerome is
therefore not in the wrong to that extent, when

he substitutes '' et dixi^^ for **^ dixit (alter
eorum)^'' without further question.
Which
upon (or " above ") the waters of the river;
supply *' stood," or "hovered." This hovering
over the waters of the Tigris denotes a new
position, which was not mentioned in connection with the former introduction and descrip-

—

tion of the

"man

clothed in linen," chap, x.,
viiL 16 is probably not to

and with which chap.

* [Keil (after Kliefoth) thus moderates the latter position
river Hiddekel (Tigris) was a figure of the Peztdan
world-power, through whose tenitoiy it flowed (rf. for the
prophetic t^pe, Isa. viii. ft, 7: Psa. cacxlr. 8, A\ and the
'*

The

designation of the riTer as *^k*% Nite^ contains

an

allnsion

to the deliverance of Israel from the power of Egypt,
in its eonnce was to be repeated in the futare.*^]
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be compared (see on that passage). The fact
that the revealing angel hovered over the stream
was hardly for the mere purpose of placing him
between the two inquiring angels on its banks,
nor was it merely designed to recall the brooding of God*8 Spirit over the waters. Gen. i. 2
(Hitzig), but rather serves to designate the
mighty and swiftly flowing stream of the Tigris
as formerly the sea (chap. vii. 2) as a symbol
of the surging world of nations over which
*'
the good spirit of the world-power" exercises
sway as a beneficent and guiding principle of
order (so Ftiller, probably with correctness but
he combines with it the extremely forced hypothesis that the angels on the banks of the
river were intended to denote the two-fold end
of the world-period, hence the two manifestations of Christ, the first in lowliness and the
long to the end of the
second in gloiy !)

cxxxvii. 9), and further, since
(cf. Psa. ii. 9
the rendering of ""^ by **part, division," seems
;

to be adequately supported by parallels like

Gen. xlvii. 24 2 Kings xi. 7 ; Neh. xi 1. It is
not necessary, in order to obtain this meaning,
to change the pointings© as to read f?; mirpi
;

The correct view is
'^yi^ as Hitzig proposes
represented by Bertholdt, Dereser, Geeenius,
Hiivemick, Von Lengerke, Ztindel, and substantially by Theodot., Vulg., Luther, etc., except-

—

—

ing only that the latter neglect to render T^ by
" part," and either interpret it by ** might, warlike power,'* or leave it altogether untranslated.
On the other hand, Hengstenberg, Hofmann,
Maurer, Auberlen, Kranichfeld, Ftiller, Kliefoth.
Ewald, etc., render " When the shattering of
the hand of the holy people shall have ceased "

•

:

—How

wonders?

•'.«.,

"when

here equiva-

broken).

lent to "^r^) shall the end, the consummation,

come of the wondrous things foretold by thee ? "
The TP. is evidently that referred to in v. 1 (cf
chap. xi. 45), and therefore different from the
**

D"»*)n»,

when

its power shall have been entirely
In support of this view it is usually
contended (with Hofmann, Weiss, und Erf.^ I.
314 et seq. ) that the idea of reuniting the scat-

(i.e.y

("*ri?2"ny,

265

1-18.

the Uut end," concerning which Daniel
"
in v. 8. The " wondrous things

makes inquiry

tered Israel, which occurs nowhere else in Daniel,
would be presented in this place without any preparation whatever. This is as if the chapter
under consideration did not present a number of
other ideas, which are whoUy new and have
never occurred previously, e.g. the prophecy of
the resurrection in v. 2 ; the shining of the wise
like the brightness of the firmament, in v. 3;
and also the contents of v. 10 ; or as if the mention in this book of the expectation that the dispersed people of God should be reunited, which
was so familiar to the earlier prophets, could be
in any way remarkable, when taken in connection with the correspondence, usually so thorough, of the rangfe of this prophet's ideas with
that of his predecessors (cf. Joel iii. 5 et seq.
Am. ix. 11 et seq. • Isa. xi. 12 ; Jer. 11 20 et
seq. , etc. , etc. ). *
It is entirely unnecessary to
adopt the historical reference to 1 Mace. v. 23,
45, 53 et seq. ; 2 Mace. xii. 32, which Hitzig discovers in this passage, and regards as a proof
that in this instance there is another vatic, ex
There is not the slightest diflBculty,
eventu.
however, connected with the opinion that the
facte recorded in those passages of the Maccabasan books (relating to the bringing back to
Judasa of the scattered Jews who lived in Galilee and Gilead among the heathen, by Judas
and Simon Maccabasus), constituted a first typical fulfilment and historical exemplification of
the present prophecy, f All this shall be finished. nlbH"i3, not the foregoing words, but
,

(nitfti^)

themselves are the extraordinary suf-

and

ferings

judicial punishments, whose instruAntichrist, was to

ment Antiochus, the Old-Test.

become, and which are described at the end,
beginning with chap. xL 30 cf. the similar use
;

of 2ii«b2: in chap, viil 24;

xi.

86; and par-

14.— Verse 7. And he held
up hia right hand and his left hand. The
raising of both hands was designed to impart a
ticularly Isa. xxix.

solemn emphasis to the act of taking the oath ;
cf Deut. xxxii. 40 ; Ezek. xx. 5. ^And sware

—

.

by him
31

;

ttbijT'ina, cf. iv.

that liveth for ever.

Deut. ,1. c, and Rev. x.

6.

""H is

an adjec-

not a substantive, in this place. Cf. the
similar predicates connected with the names of
fieathen gods also, e.g. , aeil^uo^ ^eo^ in the inscrip.
at Shakka (Bnrkhardt, Eeisen, etc., pp. 147,
503) ; UroAefiaio^ aiuvd^iog on the Hosetta stone,
In connection with the true God
lines 4, 9, 54.
Jehovah, the predicate vitetM in atemum has
the profounder significance, that He not only
lives for ever, but also fixes the limit of evil for
ever (Ewald, on this passage).
That for a time,
times, and a half; ie.y after a time, and two
times, and a half time, or, briefly, after three
and a half (mystical [rather, literal]) years ;
tive,

—

d

on chap. vii. 25. To this limitation of time,
which has become familiar from its former occurrence

(cf. also

chap.

viii.

14;

ix.

27), is

now

added a further one, which, however, substan-

—and

when he shall
scatter the power of
the holy people ; rather, '' and when the scattering of a part of the holy people shall have
ceased." No material objection ean be brought
to bear against this exposition of the words
tially coincides

with

it

:

have aooooiplished to

cnp-DJ-T^

t!?= f''ii??''t since

fB: almost

in-

variably has the meaning *^ to scatter, disperse,"
in the prophetic usage (dP. Isa. xi 12 ; Jer. xiii.
20, 28), whUe that of ** break, shatter,"
14;
seems to be confined mpre partictilarly to poetry

a

I

—

the things spoken of, the sum of the prophecy
beginning with chap. xL 2 (inclusive of the contents of chap. xii. 1-3). J
* [Ken defends the rendering of 1^&3 by «Aa/ter, rat her

than "scatter," and of

nib 3 by completion^

rather than

"ceasing;** but the sense is not materially different in
either cane, if the prophecy refer to the persecution by
Antioohns, for the hoar of striking for independence was
coincident with that of the deepest oppression. The metaphorical signification of

power

(or

1\

however, seems pre-

more nsnal and natnral than that of part ;
savors too muoh of a diplomatic rendering ]

ferable as being

and the latter
t [It may reasonably' be objected to this refcrtmoe that
it iK too petty, and reqnirof too special a rendering of the
word* to be of any gretit valno.]
t [The "fulillment of all thes* things** obviously !
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Verses 10-12. Approctimate * determinatian cf

Verses 8, 9. T?i6 propheVs question concerning the FINAL endy and the angeCs encouraging
And I heard, but I understood not,
Tfp'y.
namely, the information just imparted by the
angel, involving a two-fold designation of the
time, and also including the statement, which
was especially incomprehensible to the prophet,
that at the expiration of the three and a half
times the dispersion of a part of Israel should
have reached its end.— Wluit shall be the end
of these things? t.e., ''which event is to be
the last of these * wondrous things ? ' " (v. 6) ;
by the occurrence of what event shall it be possible to know that the last end of the entire
series of the predicted troubles and judgments

has been reached ?

— Hence the

ri"'in?'i

the final point (the n-«-)n»)

of the predicted devdopmenty for the purpose of affording additional comfort and encouragement to the pro-

Many shall be

tried, rather, ^'
The
selves, and shall be thoroughly tried."
terms recur from chap. xi. 35, excepting that
they are differently arranged, and that the two
leading verbs, *)i3 " to purify," and -pj '* to

cleanse," are to be taken in a reflexive sense,
corresponding to the Hithpael, while the third
C)ns (Niph. ) expresses the passive sense of being

thoroughly tried, or of being thoroughly puri7 ; Prov. xxx. 5). With each
of the verbs the idea of suffering and persecution
on aocount of the faith is of course again involved, as forming the media of puri^ring.
But the wicked shall do wickedly. The i in
^y^Tpini is adversative, and serves to contrast

concern-

fied (cf. Psa. xii.

ing which Daniel now inquires, does not directly
coincide with the

*f P.

which the question of

to

the angel in y. 6 referred, but stands related to
it as the final point in a course of development
*
is related to a final period of extended duration.
Verse 9. And he said, Oo thy way, Dan-

—

iel,

eta

mark

^.^1

as in

v.

13,

an encouraging

addressed to the prophet,

who had

the conduct of the wicked in the last time with
the contemporaneous course pursued by the
faithful.
Of. the free rendering of the passage
in Rev. xxii. 11.
And none of the wicked
shall understand ; but the wise shall understand, namely, what is the meaning and ultimate
aim of the predictions relating to tiie last time ;
consequently they shall then understand the
prophecy, and by its light shall be able to correctly interpret the signs of the time (cf. Matt,
xxiv. 82 et seq. ; Luke xxi. 28 et seq.), and accordingly, to act and regulate their conduct
with reference to the salvation of their souls.f
Hitzig himself realizes that it would be ex-

re-

ap-

—

proached with anxious questioning: cf. Ecc. ix.
This parallel demonstrates, if tnere were no
7.
other reason, that it is impossible to take ^^,*i
in the sense of ** to die, to die peacefully, to
lie down to sleep," in this place, as Bertholdt,
fiavernick, etc., propose.
^For the words are
closed up (or ''concealed *0 *Q<1 sealed till the

—

time of the end. Cf. v. 4, where d'^"innn»
" the words,** is evidently employed in the same
sense as here, namely, as designating the words
of the prophecy, chap, xl 2-xii. 3. The statement that these words are "concealed and
**
till the time of the end, ha«, of course,
a different meaning from the exhortation in
that passage, "to conceal and seal** them.
While that exhortation was intended to toarn
him earnestly against an inconsiderate desire to
publish and prostitute to common uses the statements of the prophecy, the present reference to
their hidden condition (i e., to the mysterious
nature of the revealed facta), is designed to encourage and to lead to humble $ubmMHion to the
Divine guidance^ whose purposes cannot at first be
understood,
f i^ riT, however, has no other sig-

—

ceedingly inappropriate to render d"^i'^3lu?a by

sealed

^^

than in

v. 4,

or than

^p

in V. 6.1
explained by the more definite Btatement In vers. 11 and 12,
for the prophet:'* inqairj
expreenlj in order to elicit
Kuch an ^cpUiiatioxk. This is in-eoisely uiAloguns to onr
Lord^s eschatological dnt«. Matt. xzv. 34, etc. ; where the
nearer evetit alune is chronoh>(^ically determined, and the
final one left vagne (Matt. xxv. 86).]

wm

• [KeU likewise distinguishes between

fp

and D*^")n»>

bnt neither his nor the author's distinction seems to be very
clear or well founded.
In the present instance tT^"inH

seems to denote the nearer »eguel of the pressing emerg^
des in immediate view, and y^ the more distant centum-

motion

of the entire prophecy. If 80, the angel does not
answer the inquiry of ver. «, but does DanielX by
desijfnating only the terminus of the Antiochian history.
*'
Hitaiif is altogether oorrecc in thus sUting the (latter)
question: *What, i.e., which event is the uttermost, the

fully

last of the

CTl^bD, that sUnds before the end ? ' " (KeU).]

t [In like manner the

'*

dosing and sealing" (sr.D umS

teachers" in this passage; but

why shooU

he

arbitrarily refuse to assign to it the

of

*'

Otin

I

''^

Bnt

understanding ones," which

is

meaning

the only one

in both cases) can be no other hen than in ver. 4.
since, according to ver. 4, Daniel himself mnst shot
seal the book, the partidples in this dame, assign-

np and
I

ing

tlie

reason for ^!b, cannot have the

meaning of thr

I

1

I

!

'

I

nification in this place

to receive information.
purified and made white, and
shall purify and cleanse them-

in his anxiety

phet,

perfect, bnt only state what is or shall be deoe
they shall be (remain) till the time of the end
oiily denote the shutting np and sealing, whidi

compllshed by Daniel
.
can only consist in
.

;
;

dint np~
thna thef

mnst be aoThe shotdng np and sealing

this, that the book should be pre
.
.
served in security sgainst any defacement of its contents,
so that it might be capable of being read at all tlnMs down
to the time of the end, and might be need by Ood^ people
for the strengthening of their faith ; cf. oh. viii. ^fxT—Keil.]
* [It is Mtrange that a commentator will persist in ealhng
this an '* approximate estimate,'' when its ede object was
to dear up uncertainty as to the duration of the events in
prospect, and when, accordingly, precise periods of time
are assigned in explicit and varied terms. Sorely the whole
subject is designedly left in donbt if this lango^e docs

not definitely determine it]
t [It is thus true that htstoiy in a measore interprets
prophecy, or rather enables the iBtcrpreter to give vividness and detail to predictions in themselves general ssd
obscure. So also teetng is better than reading a dc9crip>
tion, however clear.
But it is not neoewaiy to wait fct
the acoomplithmcnt of prq[>hecy in order to gain an intelligent oomprfhension of its essential import. To main fain
this woold be equivalent to denying any intelligible ose of
language. Nor is it true, as many expoidten assert, that
Daniel himself did not understand thene prophecies Ver. 8
only means that bo did not clearly see the applkation of the
announcement in ver. 7 to the previuus prophetic declarations, especially the mode of computing the note of time
there given. This point is cleared up by the particnlar
specifloations of the present commniiioatfon, and Danid ia
therefore dismissed with a peaceful seBae of Aall imeOi
genoe.]
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that can be admitted here, in the former passages (xL 85 ; zii 1), where it is no less appropriate? ^Verse 11. And from the time that
the daiUy saorifioe shall be taken away, and
an abomination that maketh desolate set up,
there shall be a thousand two hmidred and
ninety days. On the constmction of the words

—

^Oin

'laT

which denote the beginning

n?5''i

of the 1290 days, cf

.

,

e.g.

,

chap. IL 16

;

v.

15

;

267

1-13.

vii 26 ; ix. 27), and on the other with the rededication of the profaned sanctuary (chap. viii.
14) ; in other words, the revealing angel does
not precisely determine the fined point of tJie last

time of trotible (the P^'^'^ri?^, concerning which
Daniel inquired, v. 8).* He affords an indication, indeed, that a period of blessing should
ensue on the expiration of the mystical three
and a half years, by employing the beatitude of
the following verse
Blessed is he that waiteth,^' etc. ; but he refrains from determining
the exact point of time in which it should beUpon this point his language is even ungin.
decided and equivocal, inasmuch as he fixes the
limits of the intervening time, at first at 1200,
but afterwards at 1835 days thus in the one
case exceeding the measure of exactly 1277 days
by thirteen, and in the other by fifty-eight
The troubled events of the Maocabaean
days.
period, which might deserve notice as the ^ints
of the beginning and the end of the historical
equivalent of the three and a half years, do no
present a satisfactory reason for such vacillating predictions; for the exact period required
cannot be found* in that epoch, however its limits may be fixed.
B.g., if, with Bertholdt.
Havemick, Von Leugerke, et al., its conclusion
1b assigned to the day of rededicating the temple by Judas MaccabaBus, or the 25tii Chisleu
(Dec. 15th) of the year B.C. 164 (1 Mace iv. 52),
and the 1290 days are reckoned backward from
that date, their beginning will fall on June 10th,
^

Bcc.

ix. 1

;

Jer. rvii 10,

from the following

on

r.7 after the

an

infinitiye,

in rinb

may

tlt^b,

"lO^n, as appears

which does not depend

manner of the

but a

tion of the prmt,

eta

*^

genitiTe, is not

relative asyndetic connec-

praphetkum with
^^

be regarded as

ri2P."

The

^
expressing the

fatefnl pnrpose of GU>d,'* and therefore as taking the place of the jossive imperfect, which
ordinarily serres that purpose (cf. xi 18).

The

expression

W^

from the synonymous

and

^

T^i^?

distinguished

f '^l^^'^i

ttfcl530

chap, xl

from D3oi3?3 d'^SIpTD, solely by its
(greater brevity, which may be indicated by the
combination ^* desolating abomination" (of. also
«he substantially identical 073^ '?^0) chap,
viii. 13).*
It seems to be inadmissible because
81,

also

of the substantial identity of the expression with
those former parallels, to translate this passage,
with Wieseler {Die siebzig Wochen etc., p. 109)
** From the time that the daily sacrifice shall be
taken away, UU the desoUUing of the abomination, <.«., till the destruction of the idol-altar
aod the rededioation of the temple by Judas
Maccabsdus.^ It has already been shown, on
chap. viii. 14, that the 1290 days are substantially identical with the half year-week (ix. 27),
or with the three and a half times (vii 25
xii. 7), and that they involve on extension of
that period by about half a month only (twelve

—

to thirteen days); and it was also ihown on
that passage, tiiat on the other hand the 2300
evening-mornings or 1,150 days shorten the same
period by about four months. According to all
the passages relating to the period of th^e and
a half years as thus determined (in the one case
exceeding those years by a few days, in the
other falOng below them by a few months), and
especially according to the present passage, the
terminus a quo for that period was the juncture

when
when

the daily sacrifice was taken away, and
the abomination of desolation was placed
in the sanctuary.
Our passage is silent with regard to the special terminus ad quern, which
had in former passages been described as coincident, on the one hand with the judgment of
the wicked author of such profanation (chap^
* [The neat. DlOiD* hofwever.
with

ti&e act.

D^ID 73

;

it

Is

not in

itself

qmonymoos

here becomes eqalvftlent to

"In

by reaaon of the connection with

l^^plD*.

where the subject spoken of

proceedings of the

is tiie

causing desolation, the abomination

is

oh.

viewed as

it

only

xL

81,

enemy

DTSC^i

bringing duolcMon; here, with reference to the end of
those proceedings^^ (rather, with r^eronoe to the persecuted
snfterersas being profaned by

dt

wlaUon

; of.

on cb.

is.

it)i

**aa DTsib) brought to

97 *" (KeQ).]

:

'

—

B. C. 167, or more than five and a half months
earlier than the event which is generally regarded as marking the commencement of the
three and a half years {ue., earlier than the
abrogation of the daily sacrifice on the 15th
Chisleu, 167 ; cf. 1 Mace. I 54) ; nor will that
reckoning consist with the arrival in Jerusalem
of ApoUonius, the commissioner of taxes, which
might possibly be regarded as the introductory
event of the period in question ; for aocording
to 1 Maoc. i. 29, his arrival took place only
about three months prior to the 15^ Chisleui
167, instead of 5th (cf. supra, on chap. vii.).
Farther, the attempt to regard the MaccabflBan
dedication of the temple as the characteristic
fact that marked the conclusion of the 1290

days, is antagonized by the circumstance that
the troubles of the Jews had by no means
reached their end at that time, since the dreadful tyrant Antiochus yet lived, the citadel of
Zion was still g^risoned by enemies, their leader,
Lysias, who had gone to Antioch, was employed
in making preparation for farther extensive
operations, in order to wipe out the shame of
his former defeat by Judas, and, in addition,
the Ammonites, Edomites, and other heathen
neighbors threatened the little band of Jews
led by the Maccabees with dangerous attacks
If we
(cf. 1 Mace. iv. '65, 41 ; v. 1 et seq.).t
assume, with Hitzig, Bleek, Hofmann, Delitzsch,
* [After the precise.<te8l§natioii of the termtmu ad quem
in the passage which oar author last refers to^ there seemed
to the prophet, or rather to his angelic inRtrnctor, no ne«4
Every reader would spontaneouKly
of ito repetition here.
understand the period in quention, dating from an idolatrous installation, to ooatinne till the removal of the offenIt is evidently the term of the
sive and impious object.
faciilege.]

t [It ought to be observed, on the contmry, that the l.SfiO
days are not assigned as the limit o^ the troubte*, but only
of the prqfanaUon.]
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that the death of Epiphanes^ which
took place somewhat later than the dedication
of the temple, ended the 1290 days, we are met
by the difficulty of ascertaining the date of his
death, which has not been preserved by any
historical authorities that have descended to our
times, and for that reason cannot be definitely
settled.
That Epiphanes died precisely 140
days after the dedication of the temple, is a
mere assumption of Hitzig, Bleek, etc., based
on a companson of the 1150 days of chap. viii.
14,— which, it is asserted, extend exactly to the
dedication with the 1290 days of the present
passage.
This assumption appears the more
uncertain, in proportion as, on the one hand, it
Fiiller, etc.,

—

becomes impossible to exactly accommodate
those 1150 days between the desecration of the
temple and the ascertained date of its rededioation (cf. on chap. viii. 14), and as, on the other
hand, it becomes difficult to reconcile the date
of the death of Antiochus, as thus assumed,
with historical statements respecting his end
which have been preserved to us.* We are
accordingly compelled to abandon every attempt
to demonstrate an exact correspondence between
the time indicated in the text and the periods
of the MaccabaBon aera of persecution, and to re-

main content with the hypothesis

that the 1290
days have a merely mystical and symbolical significance, f
The merely approximate character of
the correspondence between the prophetic measurement of lime and the chronological relations
of the history of its typical realization, with
which we were obliged to content ourselves in
a former instance, in connection with the 1150
days, returns here in a somewhat different manner.
In that instance we found a considerable
minus in comparison with the number 1277, and
here a smaller plvs.X It will scarcely become
possible to ever assign a more definite reason
* The precariouB character of all combinations bearing on
may appear from the following calculation by
Eitsig (p. SittS et 8eq.) : *' . ... AnUocbns (1 Maoo. i. 10)
anoended the throne in the year \vn n. ScU, and he died (]
Haoc vi. 16) iu the year 140; consequently his reign fallf^
between April, B.C. 176 and March, 163. But wo possess a
coin of SelcncuB bearing the number of the year PAZ (see
Eckhel, Doctr. num.^ III. 3^), which shows that Seleuous
•till reigned at least at the beginning of the last quarter of
B.C. 170. Antiochus became king during the month of October, 176, at the eariiest ; and it he reigned not quite twelve
yearn, according to Appian, 8yr.^ a ({6, we may perhaps
regard the eleven years 175-166 as being full, and obtain, in
adiiltion, the fraction of the twelfth year by including a
renmant of 176 postdbty, and certainly by adding the first
months of 164 (at least as far as April). Accordingly if, as
we believe, the antbcnr referred in v. 11 to the death of Antiochus as the end of the period, it follows that the latter
died 140 days after the dedication of the temple (see on
viii. 14), on the ftfteentii to eighteenth day of the second
month 149 (Jewish), <.«., on the thirteenth of the eightli
month (Artemisius) 148 Sel. This rosnlt harmonises excellently with that coin, and also wich Appian (?). On the
other band, when Eus^ius (Chit>n. i. 848) amigns eleven
years to the reign of Antiochus, from Olymp. 161, 8, to
Olymp. 154, 1, or from B.C. 174 to 164, there is an errc»-,
not only with respect to the point of depnrture, but also
^-ith regard to the end, since the death of the king transplreti during the second half of the Olympiad ; Antiochus
died in Olymp. 153, 4.'' Bleek Tentures a similar oalculatlo* {Th«oU»a. ZeUjtchr., p. 298 et seq. ), in which the words
perhaps, probably, I believe," occur suspiciously often.
t [But this convenient refuge of the possled expositor is
cut otr by the repeated and varied form of the numbers so
absolutely given. If all w«s symbolical, why these changes,
this question

and why

the»e particular numbers?]
t [This excest* or deficiency is occasioned by the erroneous ii)t«rpretation of the "2800 evening-momingh'* as
being 1150 <Uy>« (cf. on ch. viii. 14), and by taking the
three and a half years too strictiy.]

for this two-fold discrepancy than that the
seer^s attention was to be emphatically called to
the (viyproxiination. of the designation of time.
Cf. EIraniohfeld also, p. 413, who justly observes
ill opposition to the artificial attempts to ascertain the exact historical grounds for the difference between the 1150 and 1290 days, which he
adduces, that ^' it is, moreover, an assertion
which can never be ezegetically established,
that the deliverance of the nation, the destruction of the foe, and the restoration of the order
of worship are everywhere in this book regarded
as separate in time.
On the contrary, they
designate the same juncture of time at the end,
as seen in the prophet^s perdpeotive, which
appears from their indiscriminate application,
or in other words, from the substitution of one
for another ; cf vil 25 with 26 ; viii 14 with
25 et seq.; ix. 24 with 26, 27 ; xi 45 with xiL
1
For the rest, the profanation of the
.

temple which an Antiochus Epiphanes imposed
on Israel during three years, continues to be a
historical exemplification of the facts revealed
to DaniePs prophetic vision, in the face of the

1290 days, and despite the fact that in the nature of the case it acecrds but relntivdy with
them in a formal aspect.^ * Verse 12. Blessed
is he that waiteth (or ^^is steadfast to the
end") and cometh to the thousand three hundred and five and thirty days. In view of
its connection with the foregoing, the meaning
of this exclamation can only be as foUows
'*
After 1290 days have expired, the tribulation shall end ; it shall not be eompleteip ended,
however, until forty-five additional days (one
and a half months) have elapsed, hence, until a
total of 1335 days has been reached.*'
Here
again we believe ourselves obliged to rest satisfied with finding a symbolic and approximate
value in the relation of the several numbers to
each other ; cf. the remarks on this point in a
former connection, £th.-fund. principles, eta,
on chap. viii. No. 1. Among the various attempts that have been made to explain with
historical accuracy the difference of forty-five
days between the time fixed by v. 11 and that
given in v. 12, none have succeeded in realizing
an entirely satisfactory result e.g,^ (1) that of
Hitzig, based on the assumption that the 1335
days extend to the reception from Table of the
tidings respecting the death of Antiochus, fortjfive (?) days subMquent to his demise ; (2) th«

—

:

* [It 9oaoB to ns that the following explanattoos ot Stuart ndrly and*" sufflciently meet the difficulties or "dib>
orepandea** raised by the author: "The 1290 days az«
more spedfio than the phnti«. 'time, times and a half/ in
er. 7, and also in vii. 85. The latter (^ time.^ etc.) is, as it
were, a round number, three and a tialf first equalling the
one lialf of the sacred number seven, and the fraccloiial
part equalling the half of one year. In such a case minute
exactness of course is not to be expected. Bnt the thirty
forty- two months —
additional days here (over 1960 days
three and a half years) are doubtlem designed as on eract
account of time dunng which the detestable (desoUithuc)
abomination continued in the temple. The Urminu* a qvo
is the time when Antiochus first removed the daily sacrifice,
which probably was near the end of May or at the beginning
Jodas llaooabnna remoTed this
of June in B.C. 168.

=

f ^pCt

and

purified the temple,

D«^

S5tti of

6.0.

165.,

three and a half yean, af
nearly as history will enable us to compute it. There caa
hardly be room for doubt that the statement in our text it
minutely correct. The work of Judas there is tha termiHU» ad guem of the pailod in qaertion.^

making the time

in question,

<.«.,
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CHAP, in.
assomption of F&Uer, that the 16th Xanthicos
(April) of the year B.G. 164 (?), when a letter
from Antioohus Y Eupator to the Jews reached
Jerusalem, according to 2 Maoc. xi , w^hich contained the welcome proffer of peace, marks the
end of the 1335 days* and (3) the theory of
Bertholdt, Hiivemick, Yon Lengerke, Wieseler,
etc. that while the 1290 days extended to the
dedication of the temple, the 1335 days reached
down to the death of Antiochus, forty-five days
.

,

Against the latter opinion it may
afterward.
be objected that the interval between the dedication of the temple and the death of Antioohus
was unqnestionably longer than forty-five days
or, in other words, that Epiphanes did not die
as early as the month of Shebat in the year 148
e. SeL , as those scholars (including Wieseler in
Herzog's Beal-Encyklop.^ L 387, Art. AnUochus)
assume, in contradiction of 1 Mace. vi. 16 (of.
also Hitzig, p. 226, and Fuller, p. 357 et seq.).*
The two former theories, on the other hand, are
open to the objection that the reception of the
news from TabsB of the king^s death, and also
of the offers of peace from Antioch, were events
of far too little importance to lead the writer
(whether prophesying ex enentu^ or by virtue of
a disclosure of the future from Ood) to assign
to either of them the dignity of marking t^e
The letter
final conclusion of all troubles.
from Eupator was merely an offer of peace, and
* [The author is far too poaldve concerning the irreconwith the death of Antioohus, as the
following oompntation by Stnart will suffloe to show : ** It
appears from chap. xi. 40-44 above, that Antiochus made
another and final invatdon of Egypt, near the cloee of his
Mattathias
life, after which he marched against Paletitine.
and his sons, in the mean time, had been organising the
pculy of the pious, and Antioohus was exceedingly indignant at the efforts which they made and the success with
which they were attended. In 1 Maoc. ii 20-37, wo havo
an account of the situation of Antiochus while in the
* glorious land.^
His treasury was empty. He had already
robbed the temple of all which it contained that was of any
value, and he was necessitated to look to another quarter.
He left half of his army, therefore, with Lysias, one of his
favorite officers, and passed over the Euphrates in order to
First he went through and
rifle the countries of the Bast.
subdued Armenia (rac ^irai'ui \tapa^^ v. 37), and then turned
off to rob the temple at Elymals, where he met with disgrace, nnd finally with death. Not long after the departure
of AntiochuR, Lyslas began the contest in Palestine in
serious earnest ; but Judas uniformly triumphed in all his
encounters ; and so decisive was one of them over Lyslas,
that Judas proceeded to purity the temple and to rentote its
worship, 1 Maoc iv. 36 seq. All this must have occupied
some months; and the consecration of the temple took
place the 25th of Dec. 165 B.C. Of course Antioohus had
cilability of this period

had sufficient time for his conquest in Armenia and for his
advance to Blynuds before the winter had far advanced.
It was in early spring that he undertook the robbery of the
temple in Elymals ; after which, on his retreat, the news
met him of total defeat in Palestine, and helped to increase
the malady under which he was then laboring. In 1 Maoc.
vi. 1 seq., is aji

account of the cloee of the

life

of Antiochus,

and of his failure at Elymals. If we now count onward,
from the consecration of the temple by Judas to the time

when Antiochus

deceased,

we

shall perceive at

once that

the period of I'^iSS days is in aU probability the period of
Antiochus' death. From the time that the daily bnrnt^oflering was removed by ApoUonins, at the command of Antiochuis to the time of the reoonsecration, were 12U0. From
the same terminut a quo to the death of Antiochus were
1386 days, i,e^ fortv-flve days more than is included in
the preceding period. History has not anywhere recorded
the precise day of Antiochus* death ; so that we cannot
compare the passage before us with that. But we are certain as to the order of events, and as to the season of the
Tear, as well as the year itself, in which the death of this
king took place. Of the general accuracy there can be no
doubt ; and such are the chronological designations of this

book that we
accuracy."]

may

safely rely, in this case,

on

its

minute
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and not the peace itself and at the time both
of its arrival and of the tidings from Tabse, the
horizon of JudsBa was far too dark to enable a
;

pseudo-Daniel, writing at that day, to announce the end of all the sufferings of his nation as having already arrived, or as being
immediately at hand (cl 1 Maoc. iv. 85 ; vi. 17
et seq.), on the ground merely that such messages had been received. The mode of escape
from the difficulty that is adopted by Eirmss,
Bleek, Delitzsch, et al., is however still more
questionable than the reference of the 1335 days
to any of the events that were adduced in support of the foregoing theories. It assumes that
some other fact of an encouraging nature,
which is no longer found in our historical documents, formed the tenmnus ad quern of the
1835 days of the prophet ; and is clearly nothing
more than an expedient prompted by embarrassment and helpless discouragement, which
feelings our theory of the merely symbolic value
of the designation of time serves to justify better than any other hyiK>the8i8.
Cf. Kliefoth,'
^^
In extending this period of 1290 days
p. 514
by forty-five, the design probably was merely
to indicate that whoever should live in patience
and religious faith beyond the 1290 days, t.^.,
beyond the death of the wicked oppressor Antiochus, should be accounted blessed.
The
forty-five days are mentioned for the purpose
merely of expressing that idea of surviving, and
the form of the expression was governed solely
by a desire to retain the analogy of v. 11.** Also
Kranichfeld, p. 416 *' The period of final conflict which leads to the victoiy is here described
as being very brief, comparatively, for the purpose of comforting and encouraging the pious
ones ; it is not measured by yean, but merely
by fractions of months. The half of a cycle of
three months here takes the place of the limited
period in the mind of the writer, according to
iz. 26 ; viii. 25, etc. ; and by the arithmetical
measurement of time by days which is current
in this boob, it obtains the forty-five days which
He outside of the period of 1290 days or three*
and a half times,** eta Cf. also the Eth.-fund.
principles, No. 2.
Verse 18. Concluding exhortation and promise.
:

:

But go then thy way

(rather,

and.

'*

nrifi^l,

clusive

n,

properly,

but which

'^

on

**)

till

the

and thou," with con-

may

also be taken in

an

adversative sense, because it leads over from the
foregoing to the close in an encouraging manner.

TPi'

'^\ is

of course to be imdeistood according

to the analogy of v. 9 : ** go on, toward the final
point of the predicted events ; " not ** go thy
way " (Hitzig), nor yet **go toward thy end"

(H&vernick, Fuller, jpiefoth,

etc.),

for

fg

is

dearly shown by the article to refer to the same
end as that mentioned in v. 9. For thou shalt
rest and stand in thy lot at the end of the
days J i.e.y thou shalt rest in the grave, in the
quiet sleep of death (cf Isa. Ivii. 2, and supra,
V. 2).
The meaning is, '* that thou may est rest,
and enter on thy lot,** etc., i.e.^ that thou mayest receive thy portion of the inheritance at the
judgment of eternal recompense; cf. chap. vii.
The thought refers back
18, 27 ; Rev. xx. 6.
undeniably to vs. 2, 8, hence to the Messianic
recompense, of which Daniel also should par-

—

.
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and a majority of

that fact

;

but

interpreters recognise

prophesying seer long before either oame to

the mean-

By virtue of this perspective vision, the
Old-Test, and the New-Test. Antichrists become
one, which is true also of all the circumstances
and results connected with their appearance.
*'
As Antiochus became a type of Antichrist, so
the oppression of the Old-Test, community of
(}od*s people by him became a type of the oppression of the New- Test, congregation of the
people of God by the latter. And as little as it
surprises us that Joel iii. 1 et seq. should make
the preliminary signs of the end follow immediately upon the pouring out of God^s Spirit,
with which the last world-period beg^ins, without
remarking the period intervening between them
or as easily as we can ezplaMi the fact that Amos
ix. should predict the restoration of the fallen
tabernacle of David and the final return of Israel
to its native land, immediately after the judgment which he denounces upon the nation, thus
overlooking the whole of the immense period in
the course of which Israel indeed returned to its
country, but was a second time expelled by the
Romans ; or as little as we charge untzuthfulness upon the prophet Ezekiel, when, in chap,
xxxvi., he announces to the mountains of Israel
the future return of the nation, and adds that
€k>d would show greater kindness to them than
ever before, because this was not fulfilled on
their first return; or as natural as we find it
that in chap. xi. Isaiah should connect a description of the glory and peace of Christ's kingdom,
which shall only be realised at His second coming, with the words, *' there shall come forth a
rod out of the stem of Jesse/* which are regarded as bearing on the appearance of Chr^ in

tliey generally pervert

ing of "^^^^1, 80 as to

make

it

apply to the

resurrection (standing up) for the purpose of
being thus recompensed. The correct view in
this respect is advocated, e.y.^ by Ewald, Kamphausen, Kranicbfeld, etc. Hitzig's interpretation is very flat and exceedingly forced (in partial imitation of Orotius and Dathe) : '^ And
thou, go on to the goal, and thou mayest be
content (!), and attend to thy office (1> for the
end of days."— [" i'jia, fci, of the inheritance

—

divided to the Israelites by lot, referred to the
inheritance of the saints in light (Col. L 12),
which shall be possessed by the righteous after
the resurrection from the dead in the heavenly

Jerusalem.
days, ue.,

O^^'aVi

not

=

Tpb,

t3*^?3«ri

to

= at the end of

n^*nnttt,

the

ia the Mes-

sianio (rather Antioohian) time, but in the last
days, when, after the iudgment of the world,
the kingdom of gloiy shall appear. Well shall
it be for us if in the end of our days we too are
able to depart henoe with tauch consolation of

—

hope!"—Jftfilj
ETHICO-FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES RELATED
TO THE HISTORY OP SALVATION, APOLOQETICAL REMARKS, AND HOMILETICAL
8UOOESTION8.
1.

;

The fundamental dogmatic thought

that is

especially prominent in this closing section is
Vie future remrrectwn of the dead and thevr
eternal destiny^ as predicted in vs. 1-3, and as
again repeated and confirmed in the closing
words of V. 18. That in the meaning of the
book this resurrection is not to be regarded as
confined to Israel only, but rather as universal
in its scope, has been shown in the remarks on
It remains only to briefly answer the imT. 2.
portant question respecting the relation of that
|>rediction to the Macoabean age, which primarily afforded a typical and preliminary i^isation only of the prophecies of Daniel in general
Is it neoeieary, for instance, to take the entire
prophecy in a figurative sense, as Dereser does,
and to apply it merely to a q>iritual or national
resurrection of the nation from its former condition of apparent helplessness and death?*
Or are we, with Bertholdt, Hitzig, and the
remaining rationalistic exegetes, to charge the
l^ophet with having committed a gross error,
in conceiving of the end of the world, the resurrection, and the judgment as immediately consequent on the death of Ant. Epiphanes?
Neither of the two would be correct ; on the
contrary, we are again reminded of the perspective character of prophetic vision in this ooimection, according to which the interval between
the preliminary and the ultimate end was overlooked, from the point of view occupied by the
* Gf. Dereser on the puMge : ** Many ImrmeliteB who hved
dnring the peTBecntion .... In rocky caverns, where the
(lend were bestowed, or who Memed to He In the dost Hke a
lifelem corpse, shall, so to speak, awake to renewed hfe through
the goodness and power <^ Ood, and shall perform actions
by which they sliall live forever in history. On the other
hand, the apostate Jews
fchall be branded with ever^
lasting shame.**

pass.

lowliness, thus viewing Christ's first and second
advents together ; so little should it surprise urn

or seem incompatible with the nature of |m>phecy, that the present prediction should represent tiie Seleucid persecution as being immediately followed by thefvU and final ddkeranct
of the nation^ without observing that a l<mg
series of years intervenes between the two.
.
.
Call it prophetic limitation, or whatever else we
will, it is nevertheless the manner of the prophets ; and the fact that we find it exemplified
in the present instance is to us an evidence that
the prophecy is genuine. Why do its opponents
neglect to show how the prophecy respecting the
resurrection of the dead immediately after tl^ decease of Antiochus can be reconciled with their
view concerning the composition of the book ?
If it was written immediately before the death of
Antiochus, what was tiiere to excite the h<^>e
that the time of blessing and the resurrection of
the dead should follow immediately afterward ?
And if it was felt that such a hope was warranted, and it was not reatued, were men not
deceived? Who would have attached further
value to such a mistaken pn^ecy ? But if it
was composed (tfter the death of Antiochus.
becomee whoUy inconceivable that the fake prophet
should Itave eom^romieed his pt^^nded prophecy
by THiB eonduMon. But the features that are
inconceivable on the presumption that the prophecy is spurious, are readily explained on Uie
view that it was the actual Daniel who propheThe
sied thus, centuries before Ai^oohus.
truth of his prophecy was in that case so incontestably assured in the time of Antiochus, that
.

—
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CHAP. Xn.
the apparent failure of its predictdoA oonceming
the resurrection of the dead (or, more properly,
the delay of its fulfilment) was no longer suffiIn one word, this
cient to oast a doubt upon it.
passage of our book, usually considered so difficult, is so little worthy to be regarded as the
heel of Achilles in the case, that it rather constitutes its strength, before which its assailants
are put to shame ^* (Fiiller, p. 843 et seq.).
It
should, however, be observed in this connection
that the leading idea in the prophecy in vs. 1-3
is not the prediction of the resurrection, but
rather the universal and eternal recompense to be
meted out to them. The rising of the many
*'
sleepers in the dust of the earth, ^^tis predicted
in Y. 2, is at bottom a mere auxiliary thought,
or a preparation for the principal feature of the
prophecy, consisting in the promise of everlasting life to the pious, and the denouncing of
everlasting shame and torment upon the wicked.
Inasmuch as the judgment upon the Old-Test.
Antichrist, as foretold in a former passage (chap,
xt 45\ forms, in a measure, the opening act
and point of commencement of this great recompensing judgement, all subsequent instances of
Buch judgment must appear as a continued series
of displays of the Divine righteousness, whose
final conclusion at the last judgment will constitute the highest and most perfect, but not the
only fulfilment of this prophetic passage. Among
such displays of God^s justice may be reckoned
the end of the tyrant Herod and the destruction
of Jerusalem by the Bomans, the subjugation of
the Eastern churches by Islamism and tiie overthrow of the Middle-age Papal church by the
Reformation. ^As the eternal recompense, so
the awaking of the dead, which forms its substratum and preliminary condition, reaches far
into the history of time and earth, extending
itself close to the historical position of our prophet, even though Jesus Christ, as the first fruits
of them that sleep, began the blessed series of
those who shall have a part in the '* resurrection of the just " (Luke xiv. 14 ; xx. 36 ; 1 Cor.
XT. 20 et seq.)t and though, consequently, He
was the first who could say with entire truth,
**
The hour is coming, atid now is, when the
dead shall hear the voice of the Son of God ; and
they that hear him shall live ** (John v. 25 ; cf.
Both the preliminary judgment of
vs. 28, 29).
the world, which is transpiring in the events of
history, and the ethical resurrection in Christ
Jesus of the spiritually dead, which is the basis
and pre-condition of the future resurrection of
both these have their beginning at the
all flesh,
very point where the prophet's scope of vision
ends, and by that fact attest the truth and the
Divine origin of his predictions, to which the
Lord would assuredly not have repeatedly appealed and referred, had He not considered this
book equaU in its inspired character, to any of
the remaining prophets of the Old Covenant (cf
the Introd. § 6).
2. The prophecy, which forms the second leading thought of this section, relates to the point
of time cf the end. It repeats in substance the
mystical [?] measure of time noticed in a former
section, by which the last severe trouble of God's
people should continue during three and a half
times, and adds a further period of one and a half
months, during which the last remnants of suffering and trouble shall be removed. It was
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shown above that the historical conditions of
the Maccabssan period afford but little .countenanoe to the assumption that these periods of
1290 and 1335 days were invented to accord with
the course of events in the experience of the
past.
It was also shown in a former instance
(on chap. vii. 25) that the underlying idea, which
is common to all the parallel mystioal limitations
of time (the half-week, the three and a half
times, the 1150, 1290, 1835 days), is that tJie
time of suffering should be ^lortened^ that the
time of tribulation should indeed begin, but
should he broken through at the middle, and by
the grace of God should quickly be brought to
its dose.
It is consequently a time to which
the words of the Saviour respecting the shortening of the days of tribulation {Ko2x)fiu^vai^ Matt
xxiv. 22; Mark xiii. 20) will apply.
It will be
sufficient to notice, in this connection, that this
mysterious period, which received a first approximate [!] fulfilment in the great religious
persecution of the Jews by Antioohns Epi|^anea,
appeared a second time in the Jewish war, which
ended in the destruction of Jerusalem by Titua
(A.D. 66-70), and that a third and final fulfilment of the same period is in anticipation, in the
last days before the return of Christ, according
to Bev. xii. 14 ; xiii 5, when the church shaU
be overtaken by a time of severe trial and purification.
Cf. Auberlen {Daniel^ p. 287), who,
somewhat vaguely and generally oharacterizea
the three and a half times as * the period of the
world-power, during which the supremacy over
the kingdom of heaven is given to the earthly
kingdoms,'' and then proceeds ^^ So, then, this
number is resumed in the Apocalypse, in order
to characterize the times of the heathen, during
which Jerusalem is trodden under foot, and in
which, consequently, the kingdom of (>od has
wholly lost its outward and visible existence in
the earth hence the times from the Boman destruction of Jerusalem to the return of Christ
(more correctly, without doubt, the last and
most momentous epooh of that time, or the
epoch of the New-Test. Antichrist). Cf. Luke
xxi. 24, and Bev. xi. 2, both of which speak of
the treading under foot of the holy city by the
heathen, to continue, according to the former
passage, until the times of the Gentiles are fulfilled, and, according to the latter, until fortytwo montbs(= 3i years
1260 days) are past.
To this negative designation Bev. xiii 5 adds a
positive, according to which the forty-two
months denote the duration of the power of the
beast, t.tf., of the world-power.
The only remaining passage in the Apocalypse which mentions the 1260 days, chap, xl 3, might likewise
The congrebe explained by this opinion. . .
gation therefore finds room in, the heathen world,
but it is also given over to the dominion of the
world-power; it rests under the protection of
that power, but also under its pressure it is a
Presuffering and militant church to this day.
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cisely this correlation of protection and oppression forms the specific feature of the relation of

the congregation to the world-power throughout
the history of the church." DeUtzsch (p. 285)
is more cautious, that is, he avoids the excessive
extension of the three and a half times until
they cover a period of many centuries, and contents himself with observing that ^' in the antitjpical history of the last times, these measure!
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of time, the three and a half years, 1290 and doctrine of the last things {Mors tua^ jitdieium
1335 days, shall yet become important ; " and postremum, gloria caUy et dofcr inferni, etc.) are
Kliefoth (p. 503) contends for that interpreta- comprehended within the narrow limits of this
tion of the three and a half times which holds chapter, and are there properly arranged for
that they denote *'the highest development of practical and edifying discussion, either in a
the power of Antichrist, and his end," imme- single study or in several.
diately before the manifestation of Christ.
ikngle poMoges,
Probably the opinion of those is likewise not
On V. 1, Luther : ** This does not signify phyto be at once rejected, who hold that there was sical sufferings, which were far greater at the
also a typical relation between the three and a destruction of Jerusalem, in Rome, and in many
half times of Daniel and the public life of Jesus, other cities and countries ; but the suffering of
which covered three to four years, whether they souls, or the spiritual affliction of the church, as
regard the latter period as a period of continued prefigured by the sufferings of Christ. For phytrial and suffering, which became more intense
sical sufferings are temporary, and cease with
toward its close (cf Luke xiii. 6-9 the three the body. But the question here is whether the
years of laborious and vain attempts on the part church shall fall or stand, which the devil had
of the Lord to convert the barren fig-tree, Israel), attacked in two directions through the agency
or whether they find in it the first half of the of Antichrist on the one hand, by an Epicurean
mystical "s^^ek mentioned in chap. ix. 27, and. contempt for the sacraments and the Word of
let the second, which corresponds directly to the
God, on the other, by the terrors and despair of
three and a half years, follow immediately after- conscience, in which no proper comfort of the
ward (cf supra, the history of the exposition of graces (was found), but only wretched tortures,
chap. ix. 24-27). Ebrard has recently put forth which vexed men with the suflSciency of their
a particularly noteworthy effort to carry out the own doings and with their works (of which, howlatter of these views, with special regard to the ever, the Epicureans and heathen know nothing)
chronology of the leading events in the life of hence, that it was time that Michael should
Christ, although his attempt involves much that
arouse himself, and not suffer Christendom to
is artificial and arbitrary {GJiristUche DogmaUk,
be destroyed at its last .gasp, but to comfort and
2d ed., II. 747; cf. his Kritik der ecang, collect it again by his beneficent word of grace."
OescMchte, 3d ed., pp. 165, 196 et seq. ;—and
Melancthon : ** Senmer opart et nobis notam
for a criticism of his views, cf. Balmng, in esse et infixam animis nanc doctrinam, quod EcSchenkers AUg, Hrchl. Zeitschnft, 1867, p. desia sit subjecta cruci, et cur sit subjecta, viddi679).
dt, quia tmlt Deus intdUgi ab Ecclesia iram ad.
8. HomUetical suggestions.
As in the Oratio versus peccatum, quam mundtut contemnit.
esohatologica by Christ (Matt. xxiv. par.) and
Agnoscant igitur pU Ecclesia (Brumnas. et propter
especially in its intermediate parts (vs. 29-36),
Dei gloriam ac propria ni salutem et pubUcofn
so in the present section there are two principal necessitatem acrius incumbant in EvangeUi studiquestions whose investigation devolves on the um, et toto pectore Deum invocent, ut Ecclesiam
homiletical student ; and they succeed each conservet, defendat, et augeat.
Quatuor autem
other in the same order as in that section of the consolativnes A. I traduntur, qum pOs omnibus
£^pels (1) the question concerning the pre- semper in oonspectu esse debent: 1. Prima est,
conditions and the course of the end of the world quod Ecclesia nan sit penitus interitura, sed tune
and tfie final judgment (see vs. 1-3) and (2) the quoque in iUis perieulis duratura. 2. 8ecunda
question relating to the preceding development, consolaUo, quod ibi suntfutura Ecelesue membra^
or to the time of the end of the world (see v. 5 et ubicumque erunt amplecientes puram EvangdU
seq. ).
In answer to the first question, vs. 1-3 doctrinam ; erit enim, ut inquit, dispersio pojpuU
indicate that the sufferings and sorrows of God*s (cfr. V. 7). 8. Tertia eonsolatio, quod in his tantis
people shall attain to an unprecedented height, perieuUs habitura sit Ecclesia d(fensorem FtUum
as a necessary preparation for their deliverance l>ei {Michadem). 4. Quarta consoiaOo est, quam
by the Messiah ; and further, that the general hie quoque proponit Angdus : Quum esrumnm
resurrection of all the dead, whether pious or non sint futures perpetws, hac spe fadU^is eas
godless, forms a prerequisite and preparation to feramus^quod pits promitUtur yUmosa UberaUo
pave the way for the judgment of the world, et cetema ketitia; impiis vero denuntiantur
which is to dispense eternal rewards and pun- (stemi crudatus.*^ Starke: "God permits the
ishments. The revealing angel answers the persecution of His church to reach its highest
second question in vs. 7, 1 1, and 12, so far as to point that His help may be so much the more
state that the last times shaU constitute a period glorious."
of suffering, through which the faithful ones
On vs. 2, 3, Jerome " Oppresso Antichristo
must urge their way, but which shall be short- et spiritu Saltatoris extincto salvabitur populug^
ened and broken through at the middle by the qui seriptus fuerit in Ubro JJei, et pro ditersitnte
gprace of God,
in which is contained, at the meritorum aUi resurgent in titam tjeternam^ et
same time, a reference to the sudden and unex- alii in opprobrium sempitemum. Magistri autem
pected introduction of the final time of the end, habebunt simiUtudinem ccdi, et qui alios ervdieror to the coming of the judge of the world like unt, steUarum fulgori comparabuntur.
Non
a thief in the night (Matt. xxiv. 36, 42, 44
ENIM SUFPICIT BCIRB 8APIENTIAM, NlSr KT
Luke xxi. 34 et seq. ; 1 Thess. v. 2 et seq.). ALIOS BRUDIA8 ; TACITUSQDE 8ERMO DOCTRIThe solution of both questions leads to an ex- N-ffl, ALIUM NON ^DIFICANB (cfr. I Cor. xiv.
hortation to patient, contented, and watchful 8 88.), MERCEDEM QPERI8 RECIPERB NON
waiting for the fulfilment of the prophecy re- POTEST." Melancthon " FaeHiui ferimus huspecting the last end (vs. 4, 9, 18 cf. Matt,
jus vites miserias, cum quasi metam prospidmvs^
xxiv. 32 et seq., 42 et seq.; xxv. 1 et seq.).
et seimus aUquando JSSsdesiam ex tantis moHs
Thus all the leading features of the Scriptoxal ductaturam esse. .... Videmus nunc qvid&n
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quiequam scire plus quam jus es8et\ verum Dcvs
es»e pcpttlum
: qua/re non
seit quid opus sit, ideo non concessit, quod optapracul abest resttseitatio mortuorumy Starke
**The last times will
Since the faithful martyrs, who loved not 6ai."— Geier (in Starke)
their lives unto the death, are to have the pre- be terrible and dangerous ; but they have their
ference over others in the resurrection (1 Cor. definite hmits."
On V. 10, Theodoret Ovde yap rfeZ ttooiv d7r/a>c
XV. 23 et seq.)i should it contradict the righteousness of God that the g^atest persecutors of the TZpoGKela^ai ra ^ein, aAA' ol fi^v vo^fiai'eg Sia r^f
church, as the first-bom sons of hell, should be &vu^£v avTolc x^P^/^^f^^C yvuaeu^ aw^aovatv, ol
raised before the general resurrection of the 6i avofilg koX dvaae^eig ov^ovrtg ovdhf rCtv kyiai'
dead, and be the first to be oast into hell with fiivuv vo^acu Sw-ffaovrai, brav 6^ Mi9»; ra Trpdyfiara,
(70^^ Tttf irepl TovTuv fia-drjoovrai tipix^jjTeiaq.
soul and body (comp. Rev. zix. 20 with Rom. iL
Luther * * For however brightly and powerfully
9) y Forward, then, ye teachers of the Gospel 1
Rather the Gospel moves, and however strong the church
do not become wearied in your office
devote tongue, pen, and life to point men to may be, there must still be heretics and false
Suffer in teachers to prove her, in order that the approved
Christ as the true righteousness
patience everything that the wicked world can ones may be manifest ; and these same heretics
do to you on that account ! The magnitude of are fond of taking sides with kings and great
your gracious reward is well worth such indus- lords. Consequently the heretics will contim;ie
^^Miam to Uie end. .... But to the godless ht) (the
try and patience " On v. 4, Jerome
in Apoeaiyjm Joannia Uber tidetur signatus sep- prophet, or, rather, his prophecy) is of no serthe wicked shall
vice, as he himself remarks
tern sigUlia intus et fcriB, .... Librum autem
iUum pote$t sokere, qui Scripturarum aaeram^nta renudn wicked, and not regard it. For this procognovity et irUeUigit ctnigmata et verba tenebrosa phecy and similar ones were not written tliat we
propter mysteriorum magnitudinem^ et interpre- might (beforehand exactly) know history and
tatur pc^abdasy et oceiddentem Uteram transfert the troubles of the future, so as to fe^ our
*' The
Osiander
curiosity as with an item of news ; but that the
in 9p%ritum vivifleantenL^^
Divine prophecies are only then oorrectly under- pious might comfort themselves and rejoice over
2
them, and that they should strengthen their
stood when they are in course of fulfilment (cf.
faith and hope in patience, as those ^at see and
Pet. i 20)."
^^
3feta
eunt
hear that their wretchedness shall have an end,
On vs. 7, 11, 12, Melancthon:
temporum mvrabili eoneiho Dei eoneUtutcB, Et and that they, delivered from sin, death, the
fuanguam Chriatue diem iUum wUpatrinotnm devil, and every evil, shall come to Christ in
heaven, in his blessed eternal kingdom."
esee tnqvit nee vuU nos eurioee gvcerere eertum
On V. 13, Tubing. Bibd: '* How blessed will
diem aut minum, sed semper velut in etatume
paratoa expectare ilium Icetiesimum diem^ quo se it seem to rest in tLe bosom of the Lord, after
ostendet universo humano generi et cum sua the work of this life is done, until the duy of
Ecdeeia triumphabit ; tamen brevitas hvjue restitution shall come, when we shall arise,
mundi varie eignificata e«i." Calvin ** Quam- every one to the gracious lot that shall fall to
him." Starke ^^ At leng^ the sufferings of
vie Daniel non stulta ourioHtate induetue qucmthe faithful reach a joyous end; then follow
erit ecB Angdo de fine mirabiUum, tamen non obrest and sweet refreshing, and finally a glorious
tinety quod petebat^ quia scilicet voluit Deue ad
modum aUquem intelUgi, quee pradixerat^ eed resurrection, when with their glorified bodies
tamen aUouidrMmere occultum^ usquedum veniret they shall enter into the joy of their Lord."
maturum plena revalationis tempus. Hobc igitur Blessed is he who with Diuiiel shall receive a
raUo est, our Angelus non exaudiat Danidem, similar lot. Amen.
Pium quidem erat ^us votum {neque enim optat
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